
Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column E: Count:
top-concern 1

No I do not 9315
Column E: Count:

enforcement orders 2272
other 1413
administra:ve burden 1140
points demerit system 2476
costly appeal 890
the AARTO Tribunal 1120
all of the above 1
traffic fines 2
warrant of execu:on 1

Not fully 1783
Column E: Count:

costly appeal 207
other 335
points demerit system 278
enforcement orders 489
administra:ve burden 271
the AARTO Tribunal 203

Yes I do 302
Column E: Count:

other 27
enforcement orders 95
points demerit system 70
administra:ve burden 68
costly appeal 29
the AARTO Tribunal 13

1



Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column E: Count:
top-concern 1

Column B: Count:
province 1

No I do not 9315
Column E: Count:

enforcement orders 2272
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 179
Gauteng 1280
Western Cape 529
Mpumalanga 65
North West 55
Limpopo 34
Free State 41
Eastern Cape 74
Northern Cape 12
Outside SA 3

other 1413
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 47
Western Cape 280
Gauteng 840
KwaZulu-Natal 105
Free State 34
Mpumalanga 62
Limpopo 17
North West 16
Northern Cape 11
Outside SA 1

administraNve burden 1140
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 550
Northern Cape 15
KwaZulu-Natal 112
Western Cape 275
Eastern Cape 53
Mpumalanga 53
Limpopo 24
North West 31
Free State 26
Outside SA 1

points demerit system 2476
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 76
KwaZulu-Natal 231
Gauteng 1308
Western Cape 600
North West 75
Free State 49
Eastern Cape 68
Limpopo 53
Northern Cape 15
Outside SA 1

costly appeal 890
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 457
Mpumalanga 26
KwaZulu-Natal 100
North West 17
Western Cape 230
Eastern Cape 26
Limpopo 15
Free State 13
Northern Cape 6

the AARTO Tribunal 1120
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 17
Gauteng 608
North West 29
Free State 34
KwaZulu-Natal 103
Western Cape 270
Eastern Cape 32
Northern Cape 9
Limpopo 12
Outside SA 6

all of the above 1
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 1
traffic fines 2

Column B: Count:

1



Gauteng 1
Mpumalanga 1

warrant of execuNon 1
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 1
Not fully 1783

Column E: Count:
costly appeal 207

Column B: Count:
KwaZulu-Natal 35
Gauteng 74
Eastern Cape 10
Western Cape 64
Free State 5
North West 6
Limpopo 1
Mpumalanga 8
Northern Cape 4

other 335
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 6
Gauteng 204
Western Cape 71
Eastern Cape 12
Mpumalanga 6
Free State 6
Northern Cape 4
KwaZulu-Natal 22
North West 3
Outside SA 1

points demerit system 278
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 29
Western Cape 62
Gauteng 156
Limpopo 6
Mpumalanga 8
Eastern Cape 8
Northern Cape 2
North West 6
Free State 1

enforcement orders 489
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 50
Western Cape 112
North West 18
Gauteng 256
Eastern Cape 23
Limpopo 7
Mpumalanga 10
Free State 8
Northern Cape 3
Outside SA 2

administraNve burden 271
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 118
Western Cape 80
Free State 7
KwaZulu-Natal 30
Mpumalanga 7
Eastern Cape 17
North West 4
Northern Cape 3
Limpopo 4
Outside SA 1

the AARTO Tribunal 203
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 101
Western Cape 61
KwaZulu-Natal 21
Mpumalanga 7
Eastern Cape 7
North West 1
Limpopo 2
Free State 2
Northern Cape 1

Yes I do 302
Column E: Count:

other 27
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 8
Gauteng 13
North West 1
KwaZulu-Natal 2
Limpopo 2

2



Northern Cape 1
enforcement orders 95

Column B: Count:
Gauteng 27
Western Cape 35
KwaZulu-Natal 12
Eastern Cape 8
Northern Cape 2
Limpopo 1
Mpumalanga 5
Free State 4
North West 1

points demerit system 70
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 31
Western Cape 13
Limpopo 3
Mpumalanga 5
KwaZulu-Natal 16
Northern Cape 1
Eastern Cape 1

administraNve burden 68
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 24
KwaZulu-Natal 10
Gauteng 20
Northern Cape 2
North West 1
Mpumalanga 2
Outside SA 4
Eastern Cape 3
Limpopo 1
Free State 1

costly appeal 29
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 11
Western Cape 13
KwaZulu-Natal 3
Limpopo 1
Eastern Cape 1

the AARTO Tribunal 13
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 5
Gauteng 6
Mpumalanga 1
Free State 1
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Column D: Count:
decision 1

Column E: Count:
top-concern 1

Column B: Count:
province 1

Submi&ed province country decision top-concern message first-name
No I do not 9315

Column E: Count:
enforcement orders 2272

Column B: Count:
KwaZulu-Natal 179

2020-12-02 
14:10:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sonja

2020-11-20 
17:55:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This govt is hell bent on milking its ciHzens. The looHng n plundering is 
permeaHng every aspect of our lives and the financial burdens are 
making lives miserable. Saleem 

2020-11-20 
17:34:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO will not improve road safety as it seems to be a money making 
scheme. Proper and sufficient policing is the only way to improve road 
safety. The current law is not perfect, but AARTO is more of a money 
making scheme and even worse than the current road traffic act. By 
applying the current law to all equally, is the real soluHon. 

AARTO is unconsHtuHonal as the consHtuHon sHpulates innocent unHl 
proven guilty. AARTO is saying guilty unHl proven innocent. 

When applying for review via the AARTO objecHon route, the people 
doing the arbitraHon does not even read or think about the evidence 
provided and simply dismiss it, and there is apparently nothing to be 
done about it. The opHon to be tested in court should be part of any 
new law as well. This enforces the idea of AARTO being a money 
making scheme. 

AARTO is also unconsHtuHonal as people can be vicHmised and 
prevented from geVng to work if they don't have licenses. Will the 
state then give more grants to people that are unable to work when 
their licenses are suspended unfairly? Again a burden for the tax 
payers to bear? 

The licence card is proof that you are licenced. Expiry of the licence 
card does not invalidate the license. Expiry of license cards is just a 
money making scheme as renewal is only administraHve and in no way 
improves road safety. Why should you get demerit points for an 
expired license card? 

The only nice thing about AARTO is to de-criminalise road traffic 
transgressions. However, it was shown as a dismal failure already in 
Gauteng - does the people thinking up this law have nothing be]er to 
do, such as catching the worst offenders and people endangering the 
lives of thousands of people daily, namely taxis? Refer to point 1, stop 
going for only the so_ targets and apply the current law equally to all 
road offenders, including taxis, to make a difference to road safety. 

E-tolls should not be part of any road traffic act, not AARTO or even the 
old. Vehicle licencing fees should be ring fenced for road maintenance 
and expansion. Where is this money going to currently? Ahmed

2020-11-12 
08:06:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How will they handle the Taxi industry, will they have a separate 
system, they will not abide to 75% of what is proposed, so it is fair to 
say if the Taxi owners not stood against, they have agreement in place 
already kobus

2020-11-10 
15:03:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We as CiHzens and motorists are already overburdened with financial 
expenses just to get ourselves around SA. The e-tolls which was 
introduced  during the Zuma Era was tarnished with corrupt intenHons 
and if properly audited will be found to have been embezzled. This is 
bleeding the middle class to the bone and I can guarantee that 
Government will not be able to impose these harsh fines on  the taxi 
industry, as Govt. Is scared shitless, they will however expect the 
decent and law abiding ciHzens to comply. Jameel

2020-11-08 
11:57:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mahomed 

2020-11-06 
13:22:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Herran

2020-11-05 
19:25:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The enforcement orders can be implemented without you even 
knowing that you had received a fine for an offense such as a camera 
speeding offense. This takes away from my ability to challenge and 
o_en will force the person to pay even if he/ she was not the driver 
purely to purchase the vehicle license. Illegal and unlawful is what I 
say. Dassie 

2020-11-05 
18:14:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It’s a bully system. Every one has the right to defend themselves .  
Maybe the demerit points should be increased. If a licence is taken 
away the driver will be incapacitated.Doubling the fines might help. Nafisa

2020-11-03 
18:13:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dianne

2020-11-03 
09:04:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will be taking an already difficult system and complicaHng further. 
This is also just a means to rob even more money from ciHzens that 
have already Hghtened their belts to the max. Laura

2020-11-02 
22:49:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kajal

2020-11-02 
12:11:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders G.M.
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2020-10-29 
08:40:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

ConstrucHonal rights are being infringed. Open to abuse and further 
corrupHon. Officials will start to earn a 2nd income from assisHng 
people. Common cause that the ANC and its structures are corrupt. 
This is just another corrupt scheme to enrich a few. 
The courts are there for a reason, to assist the ciHzens of South Africa, 
not take away their rights. 
If the tribunal must be set up and its overturned on appeal costs on an 
a]orney own client basis plus a penalty must be awarded against the 
tribunal and its members / judges in their personal capacity. 
And paying for etolls. Seriously. The government implemented that 
plan without due process to again steal money from those using the 
roads. Another corrupt scheme ss our taxes are already paying for the 
roads and tge maintenance thereof.. Its again an abuse of our rights. 

CORINNE
2020-10-28 
11:51:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders U will get more unlincencd drivers this way. Magan

2020-10-28 
09:53:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The issue of contesHng the fines is an issue an also the corrupHon it 
will give the police on the road in that they will have excess 
power.Even with the R100 administraHon levy that is blatant the_ from 
the aarto.We need our consHtuHon rights to be acknowledged. Gerald 

2020-10-28 
08:27:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders TIM

2020-10-28 
04:20:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Petrus

2020-10-26 
22:38:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pauline

2020-10-25 
19:34:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Yusuf

2020-10-24 
21:25:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dhuneswar 

2020-10-24 
11:10:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mdumiseni

2020-10-22 
00:25:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As all the ANC does is corrupt. This process will be subject to 
corrupHon from the begin Werner

2020-10-21 
15:24:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sir . Money's should be spent on road educaHon . I.e 
drivers,pedestrians and law enforcement. Without proper road 
educaHon our road fataliHes will increase as we get more new drivers  
on our roads. Law enforcement must be done by competent and law 
abiding officers to curtail corrupHon and fraud. Bring back road 
manner educaHon in primary educaHon. Selwyn 

2020-10-19 
20:00:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not consHtuinal and only increases the necessity to bribe officials as 
they are all not trained correctly. They are also not honest. Keith

2020-10-19 
15:49:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Adding an administraHve "tax" to a fine is absurd. It seems as if the 
whole AARTO system is more geared towards geVng as much money 
as possible into State coffers than actually regulaHng driver behaviour Janneke

2020-10-19 
14:52:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders When all else fails, legislate against the majority. (E-Toll farce) Peter 

2020-10-18 
12:39:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Thank you for the opportunity to respond. What I would really support 
is that the current system be overhauled whereby those extorHng a 
minimum of R1000 per day from ciHzens are fired and jailed. I have 
received TWO fines for my licence disk during the amnesty period of 
the lockdown. One when my car was being serviced in the city and one 
when I a]ended a GBV protest. The onus is on me to get these fines 
sorted out - and anyone who has dealt with the traffic department 
knows what a problem this is. One the licencing dept reopened, I was 
addiHonally fined and paid R1300 for a licence disk. The cashier was 
bored beyond belief and just said 'penalty' when I queried this. NO! 
before you try to come up with a new system that violates the rights of 
drivers, please fix your department!! 

Andrea

2020-10-15 
18:01:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is undemocraHc to remove my right to a court trial, this is creaHng a 
presumpHon of guilt, wri]en representaHon removes my right to hear 
argument and to respond thereto by asking quesHons and respond to 
any queries by the magistrate. This is the first step to a kangaroo court 
system which means JusHce denied, this will encourage Police to issue 
Hckets for none  existent  infringements because my  defense  will be 
far too complex. 

All tolls on roads are triple taxaHon and very expensive to administer 
and maintain, it would be more acceptable to me, and, i think to most 
thinking people, to increase VAT. The VAT system of collecHon of taxes 
is already in place and requires minimum if any maintenance, 
(gantries, cameras, booths, wages, and maintenance,) will be 
eliminated  this way everyone wins. 

All aspects of the new proposal signal Government overreach, and 
with the SA Governments history of uncontrolled spending, bribery, 
corrupHon, and, service delivery problems, it is a step too far. 

Malcolm

2020-10-15 
08:34:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

the e toll situaHon was imposed without any reasoning with again 
money filtered out of the country without any reasonable reason. 
Should be scrapped but no you want to impose heavier fines on the 
ciHzens of the country that is in dire financial straights due to 
corrupHon again.  
We are not in Europe where things can be run efficiently. How to steal 
is mostly the name of the game. 
Removing the right to defend oneself is totally wrong. 
Time to rethink this whole mess Glenda M
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2020-10-15 
08:33:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

the e toll situaHon was imposed without any reasoning with again 
money filtered out of the country without any reasonable reason. 
Should be scrapped but no you want to impose heavier fines on the 
ciHzens of the country that is in dire financial straights due to 
corrupHon again.  
We are not in Europe where things can be run efficiently. How to steal 
is mostly the name of the game. 
Removing the right to defend oneself is totally wrong. 
Time to rethink this whole mess Glenda M

2020-10-14 
11:31:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is dangerous as we , as  drivers would not know if we are being 
vicHmised or is this a way to make more money. Lots of innocent 
drivers will be affected. 
What must happen is that Government must address the TAXI 
industry's behaviours. Their drivers are the most notorious and 
disobedient on the roads. 
Doubling of fines proves what? 
This is not ciHzen friendly at all.

MOHAMED 
ALI

2020-10-14 
11:31:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is dangerous as we , as  drivers would not know if we are being 
vicHmised or is this a way to make more money. Lots of innocent 
drivers will be affected. 
What must happen is that Government must address the TAXI 
industry's behaviours. Their drivers are the most notorious and 
disobedient on the roads. 
Doubling of fines proves what? 
This is not ciHzen friendly at all.

MOHAMED 
ALI

2020-10-14 
11:30:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is dangerous as we , as  drivers would not know if we are being 
vicHmised or is this a way to make more money. Lots of innocent 
drivers will be affected. 
What must happen is that Government must address the TAXI 
industry's behaviours. Their drivers are the most notorious and 
disobedient on the roads. 
Doubling of fines proves what? 
This is not ciHzen friendly at all.

MOHAMED 
ALI

2020-10-14 
11:29:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is dangerous as we , as  drivers would not know if we are being 
vicHmised or is this a way to make more money. Lots of innocent 
drivers will be affected. 
What must happen is that Government must address the TAXI 
industry's behaviours. Their drivers are the most notorious and 
disobedient on the roads. 
Doubling of fines proves what? 
This is not ciHzen friendly at all.

MOHAMED 
ALI

2020-10-14 
11:29:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is dangerous as we , as  drivers would not know if we are being 
vicHmised or is this a way to make more money. Lots of innocent 
drivers will be affected. 
What must happen is that Government must address the TAXI 
industry's behaviours. Their drivers are the most notorious and 
disobedient on the roads. 
Doubling of fines proves what? 
This is not ciHzen friendly at all.

MOHAMED 
ALI

2020-10-14 
11:29:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is dangerous as we , as  drivers would not know if we are being 
vicHmised or is this a way to make more money. Lots of innocent 
drivers will be affected. 
What must happen is that Government must address the TAXI 
industry's behaviours. Their drivers are the most notorious and 
disobedient on the roads. 
Doubling of fines proves what? 
This is not ciHzen friendly at all.

MOHAMED 
ALI

2020-10-14 
05:39:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E toll issue is not yet finalised so to include it in this system is surely 
illegal? I also believe the demerit system opens the corrupHon door  
even wider. It is not rocket science that lawless drivers will pay to avoid 
incurring demerit points Phillip

2020-10-13 
16:25:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Metro traffic police will now control all the corrupHon.It will be 
easier to pay the corrupt official  than to have points demerits and the 
new longer process of fighHng  against your fines , who comes up with 
these ideas and then makes it law.Will the  taxis be fined for using their 
hooters to call passengers or will that go unseen?These laws should be 
challenged or otherwise dont call this a democraHc country. Mahomed

2020-10-13 
13:40:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is a law in place that could quite easily work with some 
modificaHon. 
Proper enforcement of the laws would be the obvious and immediate 
answer. 
if law enforcement is not reintroduced , the installaHon of any law, 
exisHng or new becomes a waste of Hme and money during a period of 
the countries inability to cope financially Trevor 

2020-10-13 
10:42:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nonhlanhla

2020-10-13 
10:00:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There seems to be no thought put into the ne regulaHons as the 
country is so corrupt how will you monitor the fines paid or not paid AH

2020-10-13 
08:32:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole  system is corrupt already. 
This will never work, bribery is ALWAYS accepted, rather than paying 
the fines. Kobus

2020-10-12 
14:35:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why create more laws / rules and regulaHons if the current one's are 
not being upheld.  The traffic department in this country is already rife 
with bribary and corrupHon (just like most government departments) 
and these new laws will just open the sluice gates to more 'abuse'.  
Usually law abiding ciHzens will be the target and the taxi industry will 
be least affected although they are the one's who require more 
policing and stricter control.    

Also raising the costs of fines in a country where the ciHzens are 
already cash strapped makes absolutely no sense. Monica

2020-10-12 
13:50:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is another money making scheme. 
As it is, we as road-users are already paying astronomical fees. Priscilla  
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2020-10-12 
12:46:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Every person should have the right to challenge the offence in a court 
of law. Traffic officials and Police are corrupt.  So now it becomes the 
every day reasonable persons problem to do wri]en submissions. 

If the Law Enforcement Agencies just did their work correctly and were 
visible it would make a huge difference. The fact people sHll drink and 
drive and there is a drinking tolerance is unacceptable. Taxis are the 
biggest culprits and yet they are geVng worse with no consequences. 
If there is no law enforcement then how does one expect to insHtute a 
new system? 

How are company vehicles going to dealt with? 

Limbouris

2020-10-12 
12:18:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

i agree with point demerits, everything else is a complete infringement 
on my human rights & freedoms, how on earth am I to get a fair 
hearing & a fair judgement. 
this is a complete nonsense, its designed to counter the pandemic  of 
incompetency by making the motorist  responsible for doing the 
necessary admin work  & charging us extorHonate fines. Mark

2020-10-12 
11:11:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders New regulaHons are unfair to us motorists! Prem

2020-10-12 
08:56:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders . fem

2020-10-12 
08:31:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support the proposed changes. I do not believe they are fair 
and implementable and feel like my rights will be infringed. They also 
feel like a way to generate income rather than enforce compliance. Gaylene

2020-10-12 
07:54:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

While corrupHon and bribery exists, this will never work.  Fix the 
problems before you start wasHng money on looking at other opHons. Cathy

2020-10-12 
06:50:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Open to more corrupHon Devin

2020-10-11 
23:12:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yonke lemithetho emisha ngiyibona izocindezela odilayiva, ngakho 
njengoba nami ngingumshayeli angakwazi ukweseka into enje. Dolly

2020-10-11 
16:19:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If the law is applied to all ciHzens from President to taxis to ordinary 
persons equally. It may help.  Our Government is a law onto 
themselves and actually there is lawlessness and corrupHon in RSA.  Fix 
corrupHon first then worry about new legislaHon.  I think all the 
Government and PoliHcal parHes will become unlicensed eventually. Arvin

2020-10-11 
10:46:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnconsHtuHonal,  incompetence,  corrupHon!!! Money making, no 
change to road safety. No!!! RC

2020-10-11 
10:20:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gert

2020-10-11 
08:48:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Already we have traffic officers who are "law on their own" in some 
incidents it's your word against theirs (depending on individual view of 
the law vs actual occurences) 
There is no evidence to present if the allegaHons  are correct  or not 
yet officer has all the right to decide about whether you commi]ed an 
offence or not...I.e. speed limit..where is evidence that you went over 
speed limit when officer stopped you? Xolani

2020-10-11 
07:52:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johann

2020-10-11 
07:37:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anil

2020-10-11 
07:01:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Remove corrupHon and get the police to do  their job ethically first. 
Finding ways to make money out ot the ciHzens does not improve any 
system when you trying to recHfy it by other means. N

2020-10-11 
05:28:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Derick

2020-10-10 
15:56:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will only lead to more bribery and corrupHon. 
We will now be held to ransom by the state.  
It is totally unacceptable.  

Hasan

2020-10-10 
14:53:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The country is slowly becoming bankrupt.  The ANc  government needs 
to replenish  the money that was stolen by it's own members. And to 
steal more 
Does the minister have  the  guts to confiscate all the taxis  when its 
drivers block the highways if their demands are not  met. 

Krishna 
2020-10-10 
10:33:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Philip

2020-10-10 
09:48:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-toll it is a private business and shouldn’t be part of the regulaHons.  
Driving without the license should not be a criminal offense. Not 
having a driving license doesn’t mean that you don’t know how to 
drive.  
In SA with the lack of traffic department work efficiency it can be 
weeks before you renew your driving license.  
It should be a criminal to drive taxis, which are overloaded and unsafe 
to drive. Zdzislaw 

2020-10-10 
08:19:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders codlin

2020-10-10 
07:25:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Taxis will sHll get away with this. Do you think they will abide by any 
rules? You can't penalise some and not all. Take the taxis to court and 
they will just do as before. The police are too scared  to arrest taxi 
drivers. Olwen

2020-10-10 
06:39:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These demerit systems will have ni effects in the taxi drivers /state if 
their vehicles. Can u prove to me that  those taxi drivers will adhere to 
these regulaHons. If at the end they should loose their licenses, they 
would block the roads and toi toi again. As it is we sont have enough 
law enforcement to accually enforce the law and not take bribs GERT

2020-10-10 
06:06:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A person must have their day in court. 
We cannot be forced to pay for e-tolls.  
There are enough people in custody for serious crimes, we cannot 
burden the system further with people driving without licenses. Langalethu
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2020-10-09 
22:23:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Who are the Culprits in traffic violaHons? Taxis, trucks bribery by law 
enforcements get them to comply, then I say ok to AARTO! Mahomed

2020-10-09 
20:34:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Aarto law is just another ploy to get money out of the ciHzens of 
SA. MunicipaliHes are already abusing the RTA to makemoney and this 
will just give them more powers to rip the public off. Elroyal 

2020-10-09 
19:17:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

e-tolls and doubling of fines, stupidity. We already made it clear we not 
interested in e-tolls. Government needs to sort out the taxis on the 
roads first and make sure that everyone is treated the same, that 
includes Taxi drivers and fine the owner. Nothing menHoned about this 
group. They currently don't pay what's going to change. Robert 

2020-10-09 
15:47:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court.  
- Agreed 
• Increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators.  
- Should be decreased not increased (suspend earlier) 
• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable.  
- Strongly disagree, money grabbing 
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them.  
- Remove all e-tolls and toll road fees, these are an administraHve 
burden and costly for road users, fees are already covered in the 
addiHonal fuel taxes payable. 
• Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess 
a driving licence.   
- Agreed 
• CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the 
rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled.  
- Unsure Jane

2020-10-09 
15:21:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Stop going a_er the licensed drivers and di something about the 
hundreds of people driving with no licence.  And why increase fines 
again, just an excuse for more looHng and stealing from the public. Karen

2020-10-09 
13:54:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With regards to the etolls there was insufficient consultaHon  on the 
ma]er .  
We already have enough legislaHon in place  & I do not see a need for 
complicaHng the ma]er even further especially in view of the troubled 
Hmes we are living  in.  

The immediate focus should be on geVng rid of corrupHon & reducing 
the salaries of Govt.  officials so that essenHal services can be provided 
.  

Gary 
2020-10-09 
13:08:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This does not protect the rights of the ciHzens. It enforces the rights of 
the government to fill its coffers. Kasthuri 

2020-10-09 
12:55:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We all know this Minister of Transport is a wasteful MP. Track record: 
Minister of Sport ZAR10 bar given to SA Boxing to promote the sport 
for new world champs and tournaments. No accountability, simply 
wasteful  ! 
Minister of Police, he was going to arrest every crook in the land, only 
got worse under his watch, so bad and wasteful he was replaced ! 
Minister of Transport, now this is the cherry on the cake. He wants to 
take on the Taxi AssociaHon yes, the same people who block our 
highways and bring his 'wonderful' public transport system to its 
knees. A few weeks ago he gave,  and caved in to them, now he WILL 
double their non payed fines and charge them for e-tolls.  Is this JOKE 
for real?  
We all know the country is in JUNK status, and this is his way of fixing 
the trillions,  of wasteful spend by a socialist government. Any socialist 
wastes, (Aus./USA/UK, and so the list goes on and on). These sates 
have the chance of elecHng new conservaHve governments ( Morrison/
Trump/Johnson) to fix the mess socialists leave behind. No wonder 
Corbyn was defeated with a landslide. If only the voters here could see 
and smell the roses.  

He has tried to copy the Australian system, but of course, in African 
style they know be]er, or do not want to loose face by outsourcing to 
an organized state who run a VERY successful system.  Employ 
Australians to set up and control the system for 10 years, so the 
Minister can look back on a legacy of a well run system. Now that's  
like winning the Lo]o !!  Zero enforcement of the LAW applies in S.A.  
Will the double dip go into state coffers to repay the debt interest 
charges, or into the disgraceful road system ? take your pick. 
An Australian living in South Africa who has been on both sides of the 
road !! Good luck Saffa's. Brian

2020-10-09 
12:37:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why should we the south African ciHzens be held responsible for 
things that we did not ask for eg.the toll roads 
The taxis have total disregard for the other road users yet it is always 
gone by unnoHced by the corrupt law officials 
Get the corrupHon put if the system and then maybe it will become 
be]er 
The law enforcers take bribes just to fill their coffers with total 
disregard for what they are doing 
I will definitely not support this acHon that is going to take place 
Look for a be]er system to put in place 
STOP the ROT please

Mehroon 
Nisa
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2020-10-09 
12:36:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why should we the south African ciHzens be held responsible for 
things that we did not ask for eg.the toll roads 
The taxis have total disregard for the other road users yet it is always 
gone by unnoHced by the corrupt law officials 
Get the corrupHon put if the system and then maybe it will become 
be]er 
The law enforcers take bribes just to fill their coffers with total 
disregard for what they are doing 
I will definitely not support this acHon that is going to take place 
Look for a be]er system to put in place 
STOP the ROT please

Mehroon 
Nisa

2020-10-09 
12:33:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No I do not support the Amendment of AARTO RegulaHons 

My top concern is the enforcement orders. 

Currently you find out that an enforcement was loaded against your 
license disc without ever geVng a summons/fine. This process is not 
managed correctly or leave space for fraud, because of the 
enforcement loaded without prove that the member received the fine 
and then force to pay the higher price. You cannot relay on an appeal 
because you will not a disc without the fine being finalized ChrisHaan

2020-10-09 
11:58:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Too open + loose for corrupHon to flourish. 
Will make today's corrupHon look like amateurs Kevin

2020-10-09 
11:20:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jairajh

2020-10-09 
10:48:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders RIAAN

2020-10-09 
09:57:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Judy

2020-10-09 
09:24:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Would it not be wiser to try and fix the current major problems first?  
Making something a criminal offense is just stupid as it will never be 
enforced against  the taxis and the general populaHon, merely giving 
more opportuniHes to the so called enforcers to extract more bribes! 
(One of the major problems needing addressing first) 
Introducing new impuniHve laws in SA tend to be ineffecHve given the 
facts  to hand and my first statement. 

Fred 
2020-10-09 
09:08:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ruan

2020-10-09 
09:04:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Will the taxi / kombi drives be merited in the same way as a normal 
vehicle.  They break the law 24/7 and get away with it now.  They drive 
on the wrong side of the road and nothing is done to them. Let me do 
the same I will be fined . There are definitely DOUBLE STANDARDS in 
all walks of life today.. No I do not agree with  This. Maureen 

2020-10-09 
08:57:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is enough corrupHon already from the police force.  This will just 
open up for more. Soon you will  be  just like the Zimbabwe police 
force . Sandy 

2020-10-09 
08:35:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders The innocent and first Hme offenders will become vicHms Ahmed

2020-10-09 
08:11:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Danelle

2020-10-09 
08:11:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Passing these regulaHons will just create more corrupHon within the 
industry.   There are some law enforcement officers who are corrupt 
and they use their posiHon to insHl fear and to prey on the public.   
Gone are the days when we respected men in uniform!  Taxi drivers are  
also a law unto their own.  I am sure if you look at the stats, the 
majority of road accidents there are taxi's involved.  Why not regulate 
the taxi industry instead of amending the current regulaHons for the 
law abiding, tax paying ciHzens? Vanessa

2020-10-09 
07:56:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Harry

2020-10-09 
07:54:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The demerit system is good but the law will become overbearing and 
this will not be applied equitably. Avnish

2020-10-09 
07:17:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Triffic  fines should not be a criminal offense 
Why should we pay for e toll wen  we are taxpayers. Another 
opportunity for more corrupHon  

Shirley 

2020-10-09 
07:15:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Firstly, "all of the above" bu]on should be there by a person's concern. 
it is just a money making scam, then if implemented, half this country 
won't have licences anyway. In reality, it is a joke. Steven

2020-10-09 
06:50:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders James

2020-10-08 
22:09:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another way for government to force themselves on ciHzens to extort 
money  and squander Ravi

2020-10-08 
19:30:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With all the corrupHon and racusm in this country, law enforcement 
definitely will throw their weight around even more ! Imraan

2020-10-08 
18:59:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Totally unacceptable and unrealisHc and just another means of control 
of the public! Waste of manpower siVng behind cameras and fining 
for insignificant misdemeaners instead of patrolling  , removing 
overloaded and reckless taxis from the roads and  reckless and 
speeding trucks from the roads!  Nola

2020-10-08 
17:22:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

if the taxis are excluded then it is not fair and like everything else will 
be subjeect to bribery and corrupHon.  Madeleine

2020-10-08 
16:32:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sedrick

2020-10-08 
16:32:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Roland

2020-10-08 
15:32:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is in no way going to stop people from receiving fines, this is only a 
way to equip officials to steal even more and coerce bribes. Jodi
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2020-10-08 
15:26:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The E tolls were never agreed upon and unlawful. 
The demerit will consHtute corrupHon and increase bribery. 
Doubling the demerits without the right to oppose in court 
immediately is unlawful and unconsHtuHonal.  
The whole system is ludicrous. 
 Eduard

2020-10-08 
15:02:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We do not need more enforced laws that have serious criminal and 
financial penalHes. MJ

2020-10-08 
13:52:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is not enforceable, it is unfair on law abiding ciHzens,  but the rest 
get away with impunity rob

2020-10-08 
13:40:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not believe it will be a fair and true system. Too much corrupHon 
and bribery in  
Our beloved country Noreen

2020-10-08 
13:38:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just a way for the government to extract more money from its 
ciHzens, so that they have more funds to corruptly full their pockets. It 
will also provide more opportunity for traffic offers to extort more 
bribes from motorists. CorrupHon needs to be addressed first , from 
the top, then filtered to this lower end issue of traffic fines Deenesh

2020-10-08 
13:00:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Another way of bullying we the public-  enough is enough sandy

2020-10-08 
13:00:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Another way of bullying we the public-  enough is enough sandy

2020-10-08 
12:45:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Due to the many false number plates around it will not work. We got a 
toll noHficaHon the other day which is not even our car but it is our 
number plate, we moved from Jhb to Dbn 4 years ago. There is no way 
for it to work unHl the corrupHon is sorted out!!!! Fredrika

2020-10-08 
12:02:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Police are quick to stop and Hcket anyone...I WANT my right to go 
to court. Government cannot handle  wri]en representaHons and 
Tribunals. Rosanna

2020-10-08 
11:55:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Bozena

2020-10-08 
11:38:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It falls in line with the NEW WORLD ORDER plans to change our 
society. Total control and no more freedom of movement, speech and 
expression. It is outrageous and should not be allowed in SA. Dieter

2020-10-08 
11:15:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can this amended law possibly take the stance of "Guilty unHl you 
prove your innocence"???  I have record of a camera fine showing I 
was alleged to be driving at 313 kph in a 2007 VW Polo. This is 
obviously IMPOSSIBLE. Under the proposed new regulaHons I would 
have to PROVE I was not driving at 313 kph. HOW ON EARTH WOULD I 
BE ABLE TO DO THIS??  
Stop being da_. 

Darren
2020-10-08 
11:00:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kevin

2020-10-08 
10:52:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Totally unreasonable. David

2020-10-08 
10:51:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposal is contrary to the ConsHtuHon and is an a]empt to rule 
by decree rather than by law enforcement. This is due to the law 
enforcement agencies being unable or unwilling to implement that law 
as it  now stands. Typical stupid Goverment thinking. graham

2020-10-08 
10:47:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Laura

2020-10-08 
10:46:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jennifer 

2020-10-08 
10:44:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Somewhat extreme, considering the present system isn't well managed 
in the first place by incompetent officers with bad judgement calls. Ken

2020-10-08 
10:44:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

e tolls was introduced on exisHng roads, we already pay on fuel costs 
why should we be forced to pay etolls 

MOHAMME
D

2020-10-08 
10:34:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

By not allowing one the right to decide to challenge the infringement 
in court is an infringement on ones  freedom of choice Paul

2020-10-08 
10:03:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object been called a criminal,  if caught  driving without a drivers 
licence. 
Absolute nonsense! 

Eileen
2020-10-08 
09:57:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jairajh

2020-10-08 
09:54:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Paul

2020-10-08 
09:51:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not believe this system going to work and certain people will be 
vicHmized others will get away with it, and more bribery will take place Porky 

2020-10-08 
09:34:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Draconian laws will not make any difference as long as bribery of police 
officers remains unchecked. These laws could turn a law abiding South 
African ciHzen into a criminal through the slightest oversight. They are 
harsh and puniHve and work on the presumpHon that all drivers are 
guilty unHl proven innocent, which is blatantly unconsHtuHonal. John

2020-10-08 
09:01:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is our consHtuHonal right to defend ourselves in court and I will 
never support Etolls nor do I think it's fair to increase the traffic fines 
so dramaHcally in a country whose ciHzens are struggling anyway and, 
yes, of course, here goes more money making corrupHon. Barbara

2020-10-08 
08:37:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders TERYNCE

2020-10-08 
08:18:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The tolls have been a bone of contenHon from day one. This is one way 
of forcing people to pay the etoll  fees.  I wonder what COSATU will 
say/do? Sue

2020-10-08 
08:17:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This system will only work in a free democraHc naHon  which is not 
corrupt. Michael 

2020-10-08 
08:17:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This system will only work in a free democraHc naHon  which is not 
corrupt. Michael 

2020-10-08 
08:06:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anandhan 
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2020-10-08 
08:01:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The AARTO Act is set out in a way of only enforcement of law. The 
mere fact that its routed away from formal court proceedings, where 
miHgaHng factors and jusHficaHons can be heard from a judge. The 
ConsHtuHon sHpulate that every person has a right to be heard in a 
court of law. There are too much of possibility that   the act may be 
enforced wrongfully where fines will be given knowing that the levrage 
are on the side of local Government to do what ever they want to. Pieter

2020-10-08 
07:54:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andre

2020-10-08 
07:50:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders willem

2020-10-08 
07:34:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why must owners be illegally punished for the drivers offence.its like a 
son commits a crime but the father has to be punished.  
Surely this cannot be legal Roy

2020-10-08 
07:29:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-10-08 
07:16:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Janneli

2020-10-08 
06:33:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government just wants more money again just to add to the 
corrupHon  going on and doesn't use it to the benefit of our roads and 
infrastructure.  So NO......I do not agree! Cindy

2020-10-08 
06:30:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders No I do not support this system. Geoff

2020-10-08 
00:23:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is unacceptable that  AARTO  is enacted by a government 
body ,knowing full well that the country's consHtuHon presumes one is 
innocent of  a criminal offence unHl proven guilty in a court of law.  

The consHtuHon lays the foundaHons for a democraHc and open 
society in which government is based on the will of the people and 
every ciHzen is equally protected by law;  

This ConsHtuHon is the supreme law of the Republic; law or conduct 
inconsistent with it is invalid, and the obligaHons imposed by it must 
be fulfilled.  I do not believe that AARTO meets these consHtuHon 
obligaHons.   

 Everyone has the right to administraHve acHon that is lawful, 
reasonable and procedurally fair. Does aarto meet this requirement? 
No Access to courts, 
  
Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be resolved by the 
applicaHon of law 
decided in a fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, 
another independent 
and imparHal tribunal or forum.  
 AARTO in my opinion is not doing this and makes it extremely difficult 
to do this . 

 It is clear that the intenHon of the act is to generate  income from  
unchallengeable  fines . 

It gives authority to a  Traffic body to blackmail drivers into paying 
etolls  or any other monies that are in dispute by the general public.  

Traffic offences should not be criminal offences, the problem of traffic 
issues ,accidents ,injudicious speeding etc is due to poor driver training 
and illegally obtained driver licences.  

What SA needs is proper training and tesHng of  drivers  with  fair 
traffic law enforcement , high visibility  enforcement used with  
discreHon.  

Breaking a road rule does not mean that you are not capable of driving 
, only a court should decide in case of cancelling a driver licence. 

There is also sufficient evidence that the system will fail , even during 
trial  it failed.  

This is SA stop thinking that if it works in some other country it must 
work here. Many other such adopted strategies failed miserably during 
the last 20 odd years. 
 I also believe that the all naHonal highways and freeways should have 
the speed limit set at  max 140kmh for all vehicles excluding heavy  
commercial and public service vehicles.  Our government allow the 
sale of vehicles designed to operate at these and higher speeds. It may 
reduce traffic violaHons and accidents. 

Install average speed cameras on all  long distance and high traffic 
naHonal roads. 

 No person should be allowed to register a vehicle on their name 
unless thy have a fixed and traceable address [ ie cant be informal 
addresses or  an address confirmed by a councillor. If it cant be found 
on google ,then it is not an address] This will allow the law to find a the 
owner easily or serve a valid summons.  
Once this and other  defects are corrected  it will be easier to enforce 
fairly without the need for AARTO. Jeeva

2020-10-08 
00:04:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If these regulaHons are applied and enforced without bribes being 
offered and accepted, there would soon be no Taxis on the roads. So 
much easier to target law abiding ciHzens. 
How many Traffic Officers are able to recall and know what the 
relevant offence is by quoHng the regulaHon clause for the offence. 
Maybe 1% Bruce
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2020-10-07 
23:47:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with anything, but there isn't a box to cluck on that says 
"all of the above". First sort out all the crap, corrupHon and thievery 
that is going on in the governmental and municipal departments and 
then try damn hard to make life easier for all the people in South Africa 
instead of ways to bleed the ciHzens dry. Also stop trying to take away 
our right to choose whether we won't to go to court or not. Just stop 
taking taking and taking and try giving back to the people. Heidi

2020-10-07 
22:11:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Will lead to higher levels of bribery. AsHka

2020-10-07 
22:05:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders David 

2020-10-07 
22:03:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders reesh

2020-10-07 
21:45:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I would like to know all these new laws being implemented, is it going 
to be enforced to the taxi drivers /owners as well,or will they be able 
to buy the minister off again.  
When the taxi drivers start paying their dues, then come and harass 
the  law abiding ciHzens. Why are yourll forcing the people to pay e 
tolls, they never ask  for it. Is it not enough all the taxes we are paying. 
This country is gonna end up like Zimbabwe. Stop fining innocent 
ciHzens, go a_er all your corrupt brothers and sisters. Rachael

2020-10-07 
21:45:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The man in the street is at a financial disadvantage when it comes to a 
defence against any state owned or controlled enHty currently. SARS is 
one such enHty, Traffic Fines another. Even fines issued today have the 
sHgma that you guilty and you pay the fine so your rights to a vehicle 
lisence is not in danger. Going to court and having a defence a]orney 
cost 20 Hmes the amount due for the traffic Hcket, and because it is 
the lessor amount you pay. This is one of the reasons we have so many 
criminals with wide open doors to bribe the public. No protecHon for 
the ciHzens of SA Charmaine

2020-10-07 
21:15:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I agree with James on this. 

James 

No I do not 

InteresHng that the back door is now used to enforce the E-toll 
payments, that a_er 90% of the users said "stuff off", now it will be 
enforced via the demerit system.  
The alternaHve roads can't accommodate all the traffic, so the motorist 
will forced to pay up or face an extra fine. I see another revolt coming. 

Heather 
2020-10-07 
21:15:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Petrus

2020-10-07 
21:15:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As usual the people that are honest, law-abiding ciHzens (in the 
minority),  will do "the right thing" while the majority will conHnue to 
get away with infringements of the law. Nancy

2020-10-07 
20:52:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gideon

2020-10-07 
20:29:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders David

2020-10-07 
20:22:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Caryl-Ann

2020-10-07 
19:43:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Feeroza 

2020-10-07 
19:36:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rosemary

2020-10-07 
18:38:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Clean up the police services, end corrupHon in their ranks and train 
them to act like professionals, then make a proposal about how 
ciHzens should behave. Guy

2020-10-07 
16:51:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e-tolls in Gauteng need to be stopped. Also there will inevitably be 
admin corrupHon. Gill

2020-10-07 
16:39:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Once again an a]empt is being made to impinge on out consHtuHonal 
rights. Whatever transgression there is, it must be suject to court 
order. I will, as with everything else this government does by way of 
corrupHon, have no faith in a tribunal ot appointees to it Roelie

2020-10-07 
16:01:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Marléne

2020-10-07 
16:01:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Marléne

2020-10-07 
15:41:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Changing the laws will not help SA we are already so burdened with 
nonsensical laws it is ridiculous. Police are corrupt as are other officials 
in the departments. Cumbersome administraHve issues and massive 
incompetence. Queues ridiculously long too. Implement online 
procedures. for all drivers license holders & cars for renewals.  Lorraine

2020-10-07 
15:27:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Derek

2020-10-07 
15:20:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree  in any of the point, demerit system, doubling up on 
unpaid old fees Aarto tribunal Zuzana

2020-10-07 
15:15:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sort out the corrupHon first before any thing new task needs to be 
undertaken Daleepnand

2020-10-07 
15:04:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Get all the taxis off the road and use rail that when they replace the 
rail tracks. 
Maybe we wont need this at all 

Barbara

2020-10-07 
14:56:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. E-toll saga conHnues...drop it already....we will not pay 
2.Doubling the fines..nonsense..just a way for govt to become richer 
and the man in the street to become poorer 
3. Demerit points must stay as is....ridiculous to up this....people will 
learn their lesson..we are not babies 

Pat
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2020-10-07 
14:47:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is just a money making racket and is against my consHtuHonal rights 
to be not guilty unHll proven by a court of law.  Pay the fine for illegal 
speed traps and you can't defend yourself against it. Its out to make 
money for our crooked law enforcement Keith 

2020-10-07 
14:40:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If AARTO has been in force for 11 years in Johannesburg and Tshwane 
then authoriHes should be able to give clear evidence that safety has 
been improved eg reducHon in fatal accidents per 100km travelled. By 
including tolls in the legislaHon is clear evidence that  increasing 
revenue is the primary goal. By removing immediate court appeals 
would be unconsHtuHonal and open the motorist to further bribery 
and corrupHon. Moving traffic violaHons are the cause of deaths on 
the road and should be countered by moving traffic enforcement 
officers. Eric

2020-10-07 
14:29:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Colin

2020-10-07 
13:41:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mary

2020-10-07 
13:41:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The public, especially, but not only ,the taxis, have no regard for the 
law in any form. 
If the Police did their job properly, they would cut down on bad 
behaviour. 
Police (and the Govt) are scared of the taxis, so they get away with 
murder. 
It is so easy to sit at the side of the road and catch speeding motorists, 
but I have never seen anyone stopped for jumping red robots/stop 
streets, cuVng up the yellow line in heavy traffic, or stopping at 
unauthorised places to drop or pick up passengers. Melanie

2020-10-07 
12:38:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These are not well thought out and infringe ciHzens rights . The system 
cannot be enforced effecHvely Daryl

2020-10-07 
12:09:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These proposed regulaHons seem unduly harsh and draconian and 
seem to be another step by the government to increase their hold over 
the general public and get in more funds for their corrupt system. Bruce

2020-10-07 
12:00:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders Phil

2020-10-07 
11:56:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AlreaAlready too much power in the hands of the law enforcement 
agents.dy too much power in the hands of the law enforcement 
agents. elsabe

2020-10-07 
11:06:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

enforcement 
orders

My concern is, as with the lockdown, only so_ targets (law abiding 
ciHzens) were harassed. The law must apply to everyone including the 
taxi's. Stop changing the laws and start effecHvely enforcing the 
exisHng laws. Employ officers who are not easily swayed & corrupted. 
Officers who have full knowledge of the law and willing to enforce it no 
ma]er who they have to fine. The total disregard for law and order in 
SA is not limited to traffic laws. The enforcement of law starts with the 
police officers and their administraHon. Increasing administraHve 
burdens by implemenHng and changing laws is ludicrous. 
E-tolls should not be part of this. 
The removal of right to court is a backward step and unconsHtuHonal. Tracy

Gauteng 1280

2020-12-01 
10:20:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforcement orders are tedious as each Hme you appeal you have to 
state the name of driver. the current system should allow permanent 
change of drivers on the system. 

The de-merit system is flawed because on non-enforcement by the 
officials. It is going to punish the law-abiding ciHzens whilst those that 
always cheat the system will never be brought to book. Setlakalane

2020-12-01 
08:30:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Need to first sort out corrupHon in all ranks of the traffic department 
So far in my experience, every officer that has ever stopped me has 
requested a bribe 
I’m sure there are some that are honourable but so far I have not come 
across even one-which highlights the problem in the force 
With Arto-all that will happen is that officers will request a higher bribe 
as the motorist is now afraid of loosing his license 
Rather put into law, ways to prevent corrupHon then to further burden 
or punish the tax paying ciHzen Ebrahim

2020-12-01 
08:30:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Need to first sort out corrupHon in all ranks of the traffic department 
So far in my experience, every officer that has ever stopped me has 
requested a bribe 
I’m sure there are some that are honourable but so far I have not come 
across even one-which highlights the problem in the force 
With Arto-all that will happen is that officers will request a higher bribe 
as the motorist is now afraid of loosing his license 
Rather put into law, ways to prevent corrupHon then to further burden 
or punish the tax paying ciHzen Ebrahim

2020-11-30 
14:55:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Please see above Joe

2020-11-30 
14:53:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Please see above menHoned At

2020-11-30 
10:22:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system is a joke - cannot get fines as our postal service has 
collapsed and the consumer ends up fooHng yet another bill for failed 
state services. Sue

2020-11-30 
09:59:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We all have been affected by the pandemic that has placed a heavy 
burden on all South Africans , we were promised that all things traffic 
related will be extended Hll 2021 because of lockdown now the about 
turn of the transport department has resulted in us not being able to 
go to traffic department we have to book to renew licenses we are sHll 
in a pandemic ,now corrupt officials are demanding money to speed 
up bookings dates . There is no consideraHon by the department just 
revenue collecHng schemes no different to blackmail. Luthando

2020-11-30 
07:53:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Willie

2020-11-30 
06:56:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is less corrupHble, by by design and implementaHon is is 
designed to thieve funding from the motorist into the coffers of the 
authoriHes. it will not promote Road Safety at all. Alan
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2020-11-29 
16:06:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mirza

2020-11-29 
15:31:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mukesh

2020-11-28 
18:05:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It does not make sense if somebody uses my vehicle and when he is in 
the wrong I get penalised... Dries

2020-11-28 
13:58:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

we already paying for levys in our petrol and rates and taxes  and more 
money means more corrupHon oalso inflaHon including cost of living 
all out online government does nothing for the people   biut just wants  
money from the people   not on Ebrahum

2020-11-26 
11:35:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Manie

2020-11-17 
11:59:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Robin

2020-11-17 
11:31:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government is burdening the taxpayer with he_y fines and 
penalHes.  

I simply cannot afford to pay more money to the government who 
does not even administer my current taxes efficiently.  

CorrupHon is rampant in our country and I will not be abused by the 
government to pay even more money.  

The erecHng of e-tolls was unconsHtuHonal and I strongly oppose. Tharanya 

2020-11-16 
09:10:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Linking traffic offensives to E-tolls is unacceptable. R100 fine for the 
issuing of the noHce is wrong and is only a money making exercise, 
fleecing the public for no just reason James

2020-11-15 
19:16:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders PETRUS

2020-11-15 
12:27:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The fact that a government wants to isolate an individual province to 
be fined excessively for e-toll which the mayor populace does not 
consent to and will contest is problemaHc.  E-toll infringes on our 
consHtuHonal right to freedom of movement.  They want us to pay but 
nothing is being delivered. Theo

2020-11-14 
11:40:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The state will take away my right to appeal to local court. The state 
must prove my guilt. Elma

2020-11-13 
12:05:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Will not pay for e=tolls Aneesa

2020-11-13 
09:15:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders M

2020-11-13 
07:37:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Did anyone that proposed these ridiculous changes actually read and 
understand what your proposal is about. Double penalHes, making it a 
criminal offence, hiVng companies... Why should a company be 
harmed of their driver infringes? Lets hold rach of the government 
officials personally responsible if any officer of the law makes any error 
or infringes. This is not a military state. We are NOT a communist 
country, but a Republic. Do you enven know what that means. Charmaine

2020-11-12 
08:03:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The double 'fining' for not paying etolls & especially the hidden R100 
admin fee for the fine issue which irrespecHve of the overturn is sHll 
payable. 

This is a cunning way to push through & enforce the etolling. Nev

2020-11-11 
17:33:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ridiculous! Taxis will of course be exempt from this as most don't even 
have valid licenses in the first place and they are the biggest hazard on 
the roads! 
Innocent people are going to be targeted.  
Bribery is going to be rife! Cynthia 

2020-11-11 
16:20:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

also enforcement sent in via post does not reach the addressee in Hme 
making them default from appealing or paying the fines in Hme.  there 
are instances whereby our informaHon has been captured incorrectly 
by officials that then negates the use of electronic means Kgothatso

2020-11-11 
16:05:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

 making it law that failing to pay e-toll gantries is a punishable offence 
is legiHmizing and enforcing the toll gantries that we as motorists have 
been against since their incepHon. as a gauteng motorist i am against 
these said gantries and monies payable to it. the system should be 
scrapped. i only recognise provincial and inter-provincial toll gates. Tomelo

2020-11-11 
15:49:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rui

2020-11-11 
11:14:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Jy sal nie n verkeersbeampte sien waar daar 100 oortredi gs deur taxi 
en ander bestuurders  binne n blok gepleeg word nie sal daar om n 
hoek sit en bestuurders met pa]y nonsens irriteer en omkoopgeld vat 
dit sal nooit verander nie die eerlikke bestuurder word nou gestraf 
omdat die verkeersbeampte te korrup is om sy werk te doen geen wet 
sal hulle verander nie  stel meer wit beamptes aan sodat daar beter 
balans is om nie korrupsie te pleeg nie 

Gerrit
2020-11-11 
10:46:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kiki

2020-11-11 
10:41:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our courts cannot even handle the current case load of REAL crimes, 
how does the government expect the courts to handle more? Natasha

2020-11-11 
08:07:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

SA police and  road  traffic are not  doing their duty, which is to prevent 
crime and ensure public safety of ALL South Africans. Instead they pic 
so_ targets and bully innocent people to pay or get arrested for pe]y 
mistakes or errors.  Innocent people have to pay for Goverment and 
Municipal corrupHon. NO! Wilbert

2020-11-11 
07:35:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are already burdened with financial  hardships. Now this to 
fabricate a reason for geVng their hands on more money. This is also a 
golden opportunity  for fraud to escalate.  They cannot even contain 
current fraud. This is going to be chaos. Stella
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2020-11-10 
16:59:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Can you for once have a consciousness and stop looHng money from us 
ciHzens. Are not enough with E-Tolls? Whose family do you want to 
enrich now? The descendants of this family will all be rich before they 
are born, just lije what is happening with E-Tolls, building of useless 
statues. Why don't you concentrate on geVng back the money that 
was looted by all these corrupt so called PoliHcians? This is enough, go 
look for money somewhere. So now you will be happy to increase 
unemployment? meanwhile you will be staying in Potch houses and 
driving expensive cars?, because you are all so stupid, instead of using 
the looted monies wisely by building factories, schools, hospitals, etc 
to decrease unemployment you will be showing off! Wake up Black 
Child, stop being useless. Henrie]a

2020-11-10 
15:58:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Many SA ciHzens are jobless, government officials are corrupt, abusing 
the tax payers money. If the state can focus on eliminaHng corrupHon 
then we gonna save a lot of money & cut the costs for everyone Ruffas

2020-11-10 
14:45:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed penalHes is unreasonable and the e toll issues regarding 
the N1 route is absolutely ridiculous. Zylma 

2020-11-10 
14:41:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christa

2020-11-10 
14:39:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-11-10 
14:38:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jan 

2020-11-10 
14:13:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We have been taxed for everything, fuel levies, we already in dire 
financial  straights. Workers have to travel cost effecHve, to get to 
work. This cause a further burden on everone. Rethink other ways. Maria

2020-11-10 
13:55:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders HanHe

2020-11-10 
13:54:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dit is net om weer fondse vir verdwyning te vorder. Hoekom al die 

veranderings ⁉ Marina
2020-11-10 
13:52:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Crizelle

2020-11-10 
13:52:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Melany

2020-11-10 
13:39:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Already a taxpayer.  And I am not prepared to pay any  sent for his 
corrupt SA. government. Alta

2020-11-10 
13:14:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Increased financial burden Moyra

2020-11-10 
13:05:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dit is belaglik dat 'n bedrag van R100 vir selfs onregverdige boetes 
betaalbaar is. Na wie se sakke gaan daardie geld. Dit gaan net NOG 'n 
verdere korrupsiespul wees Karina 

2020-11-10 
12:26:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Its should be a criminal offence to propose legislaHon that contradicts 
and cuts into our consHtuHonal rights. These statesmen and women 
who should be serving the people and their peoples best interests 
keep pushing for laws that are detrimental to the individual and geared 
to the profit of those in power. Shame on you   

Even if a motorist has been fined wrongfully, they will sHll be 
liable to pay the R100 infringement penalty levy.  

- this excludes the Hme and effort an already ailing working class has to 
take to try and resolve these wrongs! The law should be making it 
easier to defend ones individual rights no more red tape and cost! 

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on 
residents who are struggling to make ends meet. 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
- This is not in line with inflaHon!!! and what about our current tax we 
pay for roads there should be no E toll to start! Plus all the corrupHon 
and mismanagement  

GET your house in order deliver value to the ciHzens of SA. then once 
all is good and we need more funding then add tolls and make dam 
sure you can show the value !! not the corrupHon.  

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
- Mind-blowing that if one forgets their driver's licence you can have a 
criminal record, where is the criminality !! No intent of doing harm! 
Have you never le_ your wallet at home or changed cars !!  then what 
about the scenarios where your wallet drivers licence was stolen 
because your failing corrupt police can not provide the ciHzens with 
protecHon. Not to menHon the backward painstaking process to get a 
new drivers licence. If your tax money was used well we would have a 
system in place that could pull all the details from your fingerprint not 
licence needed!! It is a consHtuHon raping Shame on you....  

The majority of road deaths are caused by public transport Buses and 
Taxis. These vehicles are not maintained properly overloaded and the 
whole system is skewed towards drives just trying to make a living 
while the corrupted taxi bosses rake in the cash! Fix that 1st.  marco

2020-11-10 
10:44:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Craig

2020-11-10 
10:18:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yet another burden on an already struggling populace. Blatant 
corrupHon. Ivor

2020-11-10 
10:14:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This "administraHve" fee will turn law enforcement into a money 
making scheme for the government. Piet

2020-11-10 
10:05:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Another form of corrupHon. Ivone
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2020-11-10 
09:55:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Adding addiHonal strain to motorists with a R100 admiatraHve levy for 
every fine 
CorrupHon is the biggest problem and trying to source more funds to 
go into a leaking bucket will not help the ciHzens or the country the 
leaking bucket of corrupHon must be fixed Malerie

2020-11-10 
09:35:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Shocking that the government thinks the public are a never ending 
source of income. This is totally unjust and not consHtuHonal and 
these addiHonal fees are totally not acceptable. This will not be 
accepted by the public and will create more lawless ciHzens. Tanya

2020-11-10 
09:17:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Adding e-tolls to this Act is ridiculous as it’s an unlawful system that’s 
corrupt to the core, yet the government insists on implemenHng it. 

Aarto now seeks to criminalize normal tax paying ciHzens for small 
transgressions, yet nothing is done to the taxi industry or trucking 
industry with the current system. UnHl such a Hme that policing is non-
corrupt and actually do their job, this Aarto Act is not needed nor 
should it be implemented. 

SANRAL can’t even fix roads at the moment, so I ask again where is our 
Fuel Levy going??? Where is the over R2000 per month that I’m paying 
going? And why is it not used to fix the road? I don’t agree to anymore 
unnecessary taxes or fees before the Fuel Levy is used for what it was 
intended for. Morne

2020-11-10 
09:16:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Melanie-
Ann

2020-11-10 
09:00:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The extra R100 tax per fin e, even if you are fined wrongfully opens the 
door for more  fraud. 
The current system cannot carry the load. 

Too much power are given to incompetent individuals. Christoffel

2020-11-10 
08:40:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is effecHvely just another tax that will burden an already over 
burdened tax payer in SA. As it is, ordinary South African's cannot 
afford another tax burden on their already stretched budgets.  
My thoughts are that if the Government uses the available funds in an 
effecHve manner, there is more than enough to go around, but due to 
over inflated salary bills, gra_ and just plain the_ (Called corrupHon) 
we have to take even more from ordinary people. This has to stop! Willem

2020-11-10 
08:33:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sheila

2020-11-10 
08:25:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are already paying for use of the road.  
We sHll do not have clarity as to where (and to whom) the money is 
going.  
This is another burden on the already heavily taxed society.  
The road infrastructure could have been paid for with the trillions of 
money lost to corrupHon Kim

2020-11-10 
08:21:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The 'stealth tax' is not on.. Christo

2020-11-10 
06:50:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The  issue will sHll be corrupHon by officers issuing of fines. The ability 
to dispute the infringement.  
The agorance of some officials. 
I do however support a penalty system as the driving standards in S A 
are virtually non existant. But it must be corrupHon free.  
Which I doubt it will. Rodney 

2020-11-10 
06:20:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Charne'

2020-11-09 
23:44:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tiaan

2020-11-09 
21:29:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sap cannot keep people to stopat stop basiek law nou they wat more Mark

2020-11-09 
14:52:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Part of this looks like government trying a different angle to get people 
to pay their e-tols and we all know how most people travelling on the 
e-tol roads feel about that. 
I will support some of these proposed changes ideas once I know for 
sure that these moneys collected will definitely go towards maintaining 
and upgrading roads and/or towards appoinHng and training personnel 
to be more effecHve in their roles. UnHl then, I believe it's just another 
pot that's been created to loot from. Floris

2020-11-08 
20:16:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The fines for non-payment of e-tolls are unreasonable. The e-toll 
system should be scrapped. Shirley

2020-11-07 
17:52:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e toll is an unfair way of taxaHon off drivers in Gauteng 
I'm a tax payer of South Africa,  therefore I'm already subsidizing the 
road projects. The problem is much broader than paying of e-toll or 
not. The people without licenses , vehicle or personal, will sHll escape 
the arm of  the law and it will only be the few law abiding ciHzen who 
will have to cough up again. The current  road laws are not even 
enforced. It is just reckless driving everywhere  and nothing happens.  
This is just another way to feed corrupHon. 

Jeane]e 

2020-11-07 
16:52:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e toll is an unfair way of taxaHon  off drivers in Gauteng end 
Ekurhuleni. 
the penalHes are unreasonable  and to take away licenses is a crime 
against the  
the populaHon of SA. 
To make driving without a license  a criminal offense is a criminal act in 
it self and totally 
beyond any reasonable acHon. The same to refuse to renew a car 
license. 
I think the government should take a referendum among motor vehicle 
owners in  Gauteng and Ekurhuleni 

Lampies
2020-11-07 
16:17:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Margaret
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2020-11-07 
12:24:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders EH

2020-11-07 
04:07:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anesh

2020-11-06 
15:55:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Devan 

2020-11-06 
15:04:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is completely dumbfounded. Before doing all of this, sort out root 
problems before taking things away from people who are trying to go 
around making honest livings. With enforcement orders you will 
literally be taking food out of peoples mouths. So many speed fines 
issued are illegal so you want to take legal acHon against someone for 
entrapment. Failing to stop at stop streets etc., there are no boards 
and or road marking but you want to give people fines for this and 
then follow through with enforcement orders. I travel along the M1 S 
everyday  (6 out of 7 days a week) and metro cops sit in their cars and 
do nothing to assist with traffic alleviaHon when breakdowns occur / 
accidents occur / smash and grabs  occur. This money that is to be 
gathered from enforcement orders is going to give them more 
resources,  to do what? - sit back and relax more comfortably instead 
of serving the public. 

Side note *** When police and metro transgress the law, nothing is 
done to punish them so why are we being punished as the public - lead 
from example, those who enforce the law also need to abide by it, i.e. 
they must get enforcement orders against them for misuse of sirens 
and driving recklessly  *** Abe

2020-11-06 
14:23:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gavin

2020-11-06 
09:45:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am shaking my head, how can anyone waste their Hme thinking up 
stupid rules and regulaHons like these. More comment on this would 
be a waste of my Hme. This is absurd. Reynard

2020-11-06 
09:34:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We already pay one of the highest prices for fuel in the world. 

With so many people working from home due to covid and with the 
trend moving to more people working from home in the future there 
are going to be less and less motorists using the roads and paying 
Etolls. So how is this going to be sustainable. They will just conHnue to 
add fines and taxes to enforce a system that is already failing. Eshaana

2020-11-06 
09:00:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Your traffic fine and e-toll systems are the most corrupt in the world.  

You are now giving corrupt officials even more power when issuing 
spot fines. You are also increasing the burden of a struggling 
administraHve system.  Even your issued Hckets are not always 
accurate. I have twice now received fines for my vehicle (photo 
evidence on the fine),  yet I have irrefutable proof (thanks to the 
biometric clocking as well as security camera system at work) that I 
was at work at the Hmes and dates stated on the fines.  

Your e-toll system is just as corrupt as the rest of the government 
systems. You forced a system on us that we had no say in and neither 
have you made any headway on the maintenance of the roads which 
this was meant for. Instead you "create" 1000's of jobs that just places 
a financial burden on you instead of addressing the issues at hand. 
Besides this, how are you going to regulate the taxi's, public transport 
and government officials. Why do we have to pay but they don't?? Marelize

2020-11-06 
05:53:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sibongile 

2020-11-06 
05:26:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nkululeko

2020-11-05 
18:33:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is dictaHng to civilians which goes contrary to our consHtuHon Anil

2020-11-05 
13:42:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Defense  restricted Uys 

2020-11-05 
13:24:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anton

2020-11-05 
12:18:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Seetse

2020-11-05 
09:53:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders pankaj

2020-11-05 
06:43:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Goodness. They are really going out to enforce more Rediculious laws 
only for their own benefit and to open up more corrupHon. They need 
money because they have allready looted just about everything 
possible. This will not fix a problem Elsie

2020-11-05 
00:33:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These regulaHons are not to aid public transportaHon but to add to the 
public funding of a poorly managed system. Etolls should also be 
removed due to high admin costs. Michael

2020-11-04 
21:27:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just an a]empt to force the public to pay for unjust etolls. It is 
going to open the way for more corrupHon and bribes. Natalie

2020-11-04 
21:04:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

When our government starts using our tax money for their own 
benefit, people will pay reasonable taxes and obey reasonable traffic 
laws. UnHl then they need to stop proposing more regulaHons to 
effecHvely find new ways to steal money from hard working ciHzens Davina

2020-11-04 
19:54:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Toll regulaHons are unacceptable and fines ridiculous.It is just another 
way of forcing people in Gauteng to pay E-toll. ChrisHaan

2020-11-04 
19:16:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The Public cannot keep on funding the corrupHon. Moya

2020-11-04 
19:12:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I cannot afford to pay e-toll so now I will lose my license and in effect 
my job as I drive daily for work. Cabinet members do not pay. Gov 
vehicles do not have e-tags.  Taxis do not pay yet cause most of the 
damage on our roads. Fix public transport systems and stop supporHng 
corrupHon Ryne]e

2020-11-04 
17:24:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I have been paying  my e-toll from day one why must law obeying  
ciHzens carry the the burden  while other do not. 

Jacobus
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2020-11-04 
16:22:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders ockert

2020-11-04 
11:14:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Firstly believe it's unconsHtuHonal and illegal.  Also do not believe 
government officials can manage it fairly and is going to open another 
channel for abuse. Manoj

2020-11-04 
09:20:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1: Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 

UnconsHtuHonal and illegal.  

2: Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

UnconsHtuHonal and illegal. The etolls saga is sHll before the courts. 
Imposing insanely high fines for something that has not yet  been ruled 
on, or even tested in a court of law, is not only premature, it is un-
South African. 

3: Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license. 

UnconsHtuHonal and illegal. To get a criminal record if you forget your 
license at home is absurd. Tamsyn

2020-11-04 
08:12:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support the R500 e-toll fine. This is absurd and surely 
unconsHtuHonal. Kevin

2020-11-04 
07:55:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

South Africans did not have an opportunity to agree with the e toll 
system and it is completely unethical to expect South Africans to pay 
the huge amounts that the e toll are cosHng. We can barely survive our 
day to day life with the price of everything else going up now to add an 
extra expense that nobody actually wanted.  The penalHes are 
absolutely ridiculous. At this rate most of the Johannesburg residence 
will lose their license. Andrea

2020-11-04 
07:35:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders It will be another costly failed system and promote internal corrupHon. Darren 

2020-11-04 
06:34:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders There us enough corrupHon already - this will lead to more EVe

2020-11-04 
06:10:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO will place unnecessary burden on motorists from an 
administraHve standpoint and is designed to be a revenue collecHon 
system rather than addressing the real issues that plague South African 
motorists such as taxis and corrupt law enforcement. Shaun

2020-11-04 
06:02:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't agree with eToll payments and linking fines to eToll is just 
another way of trying to get the debt paid illegally. Darryl 

2020-11-04 
05:31:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I AM TOTALLY AND COMPLETELY APPOSED TO THIS OLD APPROUCH OF 
SUCKING US DRY 

Jeffrey 

2020-11-03 
23:25:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Good day 

I do not support this bill it is unconsHtuHonal. We do not get our day in 
court anymore.  We also get fined a 100rand per noHce that gets send 
out. This is connected to e tolls wich no one supports aswell.  

A system where we have to basically prove that we are innocent. But 
you. as traffic department are suppose to prove that we are guilty. 
According to law it has always been innocent unHll proven guilty.  We 
can not defend ourselves. This point system is open to corrupHon too. 
And it will be abused. 

Taking away or car licence and drivers license aswell  when we dont 
have a court system anymore. We are seen as guilty without a trial is 
unconsHtuHonal. It is unconsHtuHonal to link our vehicle license to our 
drivers license. 

You are abusing our rights stop it now. Elize
2020-11-03 
22:19:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Etoll must just be le_ out of aarto. Thabani

2020-11-03 
21:06:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ngwako 

2020-11-03 
16:20:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another government scam to remove motorists rights and to extract 
money from tax payers Jack

2020-11-03 
15:27:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The stealth tax is not acceptable and the toll system is corrupt and 
trying to enforce it in another manner is not acceptable. Simon

2020-11-03 
12:04:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Cannot even enforce exisHng regulaHons . e-Toll  fees not 
acceptable ,why do we pay license fees .Will lend to be  more bribery 
and corrupHon . Henk

2020-11-03 
09:20:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Joanne

2020-11-03 
08:59:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The demerit system in general only seems to make things harder for 
law abiding ciHzens. 
Taxi's and other unlawful drivers will simply ignore or bribe corrupt 
officials. How will this be enforced on taxi drivers? Clear this Act just to 
gather revenue for a corrupt system. The people already suffer 
financially. E-Toll must be shut down. Hester
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2020-11-03 
08:52:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Act was not dra_ed by an ANC Member, but by one whose 
poliHcal policy is its infiltraHon of the ANC as a means of ulHmately 
imposing  dictatorial, draconian, totalitarian rule on our Country. 

The Act was rushed through parliament without proper consideraHon 
or debate as Members were in too much of a hurry to proceed with 
their ElecHon campaigning. 

The Act is flawed and will undoubtedly be challenged by powerful Civil 
ProtecHon organisaHons noHng: 
the draconian powers given to the Police - there is unfortunately a lack 
of trust in the competence and imparHality of the police by a wide 
secHon of the populaHon which miHgates against those Officers who 
serve competently and well, 

the imposiHon of a tribunal is a violaHon of ConsHtuHonal rights.  This 
is notably a ploy of the SACP and any such body will inherently be 
biased against motorists, 

the allocaHon of demerit points appears to be irraHonal as has been 
reported by such organisaHons as OUTA, 

AARTO has been imposed on Tshwane and Johannesburg as an 
experiment without any consultaHon with the ciHzens of these CiHes 
and has proved to be a complete failure in its cumbersome and 
inefficient administraHon and failure to fulfill its obligaHons, thus 
proving itself to be an economic and environmental disaster.  Note that 
no other Municipality has indicated any willingness to subject itself to 
AARTO and thus they can be expected to vigorously oppose any future 
a]empt by Government to enforce naHonal compliance. 

While standing for several hours in a post office  queue waiHng to 
renew a motor vehicle license - in itself a form of economic sabotage 
by AARTO in the amount of producHve Hme u]erly wasted in enforcing 
compliance - I have heard innumerable comments from both black and 
white ciHzens condemning AARTO's inefficiency, arrogance and 
incompetence o_en in language which ranges from nearly obscene to 
blatantly insulHng, all indicaHve that the AARTO experiment is a total 
and disastrous failure. 

Since this is undoubtedly the case, I fail to see how AARTO, which has 
so failed in respect of only two ciHes, can remotely be considered 
capable of administering an advanced control system for the whole 
country. 

I agree with the Minister that urgent a]enHon be given to improving 
the standard of road traffic conduct and allow that a demerit points 
system has been successful in countries like Australia, where a totally 
different aVtude exists towards compliance with the law to that 
evident in South Africa, but this will require a high degree of 
innovaHon, experHse, and poliHcal competence to succeed.  The 
AARTO Act in its present form and AARTO itself are incapable of 
acheiving this aim. John

2020-11-03 
08:41:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Michael

2020-11-03 
08:28:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pierre

2020-11-03 
08:12:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anand

2020-11-03 
07:24:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders TRACY

2020-11-03 
07:14:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Aberrant and unrealisHc. Somebody wants more money for nothing. 
Be]er recover the stolen money from the masterminds of this 
monstrosity Virgil

2020-11-03 
07:05:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mosa

2020-11-03 
06:51:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Faith

2020-11-03 
06:37:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Marthinus

2020-11-02 
22:16:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The enHre system will place a far greater financial burden on those 
that are already under great financial stress. Current and growing job 
losses and rising expenditure is driving up crime, illnesses and suicides 
yet we are constantly expected to pay more for a broken system.  
Why place addiHonal financial strain on individuals and small 
businesses by forcing more money out of their wallets than they can 
afford to spend? 
The E-toll system should be scrapped. The taxes in every litre of fuel 
would be sufficient to build and maintain roads if they were ring-
fenced as intended yet the government uses these funds for other 
purposes.  
The public is so sick and Hred of the gross mismanagement of our taxes 
and the oppressive unfairness of our poliHcians who do not have to 
experience the hardships they create. 
Thank God for Judgement Day. Malcolm

2020-11-02 
20:00:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Already a cash strapped country because of the corrupHon.  Why must 
we pay for the the_ to conHnue Fairuz

2020-11-02 
18:40:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our law enforcement are generally corrupt and incompetent and 
unable to enforce the current laws.  And now you want people to be 
guilty unHl they have given the anc lots of money to prove themselves 
not guilty.  Shame on you Sheleen
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2020-11-02 
12:51:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with this amendment for all the reasons above, 
especially around e-tolls. It'll result in drivers being heavily penalised 
and charged for minor offences, in some instances. Also will this not 
drive more corrupHon? Especially around licenses and license discs? Khanyisile 

2020-11-02 
12:44:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system will be unfair and prejudice many people, especially the e-
tolls rule that we don’t need. Koketso 

2020-11-02 
11:09:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

First and foremost - By removing the right to elect to be tried in open 
court you are infringing on basic human rights to a fair and just 
hearing. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll is CRIMINAL. In a country 
where most people are ba]ling just to survive, puVng this addiHonal 
financial burden on them will be unjust. We pay taxes and exorbitant 
levies on fuel and motor vehicles already, why are these funds not 
being administered correctly ? 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) will not make a difference to law 
enforcement. EFFECTIVE law enforcement is the answer. This is just 
another way to make money for poliHcians to steal. We have no 
guarantee that these funds will not fall prey to corrupHon. 
AARTO is just a money making scheme and not about law 
enforcement. Amy

2020-11-02 
10:53:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

First and foremost - By removing the right to elect to be tried in open 
court you are infringing on basic human rights to a fair and just 
hearing. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll is CRIMINAL. In a country 
where most people are ba]ling just to survive, puVng this addiHonal 
financial burden on them will be unjust. We pay taxes and exorbitant 
levies on fuel and motor vehicles already, why are these funds not 
being administered correctly ? 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) will not make a difference to law 
enforcement. EFFECTIVE law enforcement is the answer. This is just 
another way to make money for poliHcians to steal. We have no 
guarantee that these funds will not fall prey to corrupHon. 
AARTO is just a money making scheme and not about law 
enforcement. Karen

2020-11-02 
09:22:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders It is unconsHtuHonal to enforce e-tolls. Candice

2020-11-02 
08:34:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The enforcement of tolls on ciHzens is unconsHtuHonal, this cannot be 
enforced Mark

2020-11-02 
08:23:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Markus

2020-11-02 
07:59:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The E-Toll has never been administered properly, I have been paying 
the Invoices received and sHll they say I owe them Thousands. I've 
asked on numerous occasions for a Statement of account to no avail. 
They are just looking for more money to STEAL Trudy

2020-11-02 
07:51:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The public should have a say in these situaHons. Shane

2020-11-02 
07:13:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders philip

2020-11-02 
06:49:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

People are loosing their jobs and doubling fines for E-tolls will make 
ma]ers harderfor us. We currently can't pay. I am no longer employed 
does that mean i must stop  driving? Charlo]e

2020-11-02 
06:13:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

An already struggling economy and AARTO want to implement this no 
ways. Theodore

2020-11-02 
03:10:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are cash strapped already, we were not consulted when the 
government on Aarto.. Let them strap Aarto.. Fundi

2020-11-01 
21:38:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Phillip

2020-11-01 
18:36:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gregory

2020-11-01 
16:50:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Audrey

2020-11-01 
08:20:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yes we are aware of the bills owed to Sanral but my biggest concern 
and frustraHon is I seem to owe every govt insHtuHon. I owe SARS as 
well and I don’t know how. As my PAYE is already deducted from my 
salary. Our employers are retrenching and where is this going. We have 
seen what transpired in theZondo commission. It’s just sad and 
depressing being here. Nonhlanhla 

2020-10-31 
22:04:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our taxes already cover the upkeep of the roads. But provincial roads 
have decayed into total rubbish. Where did our money go... Dot

2020-10-31 
19:27:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is ridiculous. Just another way to make motorists pay for the 
corrupHon in government. Totally unfair and unreasonable especially 
the levies and fines you pick up under each gantry.  We should not be 
paying to use our highways.  What will be next? Bernice

2020-10-31 
16:24:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders CorrupHon, bribery, enforcement, admin burden. Ockie

2020-10-31 
15:21:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

In a counrty where a substaHal amount of persons do not obey the 
laws of the road, these laws will only impact those that actually do 
comply. A taxi will not pay it's fines or E-toll bills. Demerits will not be a 
useful deterrent in South African society. 

An increase in the amount a person can be charged for a fine or E-tolls 
is ridiculous. It is clearly just a way for the government to ensure 
greater revenue collecHon through the fine system.  The E-tolling 
system should be scrapped altogether. It has proven to not work, nor 
be an effecHve means of collecHng revenue and is actually a burden on 
the state, thus the tax payer. 

The removal of the right to appeal a fine to a court is just a way to add 
an extra level of bureaucracy and will only lead to slower appeal Hmes. Ricardo 

2020-10-31 
14:42:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pierre 
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2020-10-31 
14:39:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

That's robbery,how can we pay such high amounts a_er covid 19?We 
are  struggling as it is and unlike most government officials who are 
looHng from the poor but are not paying for e-tolls 

Lydia
2020-10-31 
10:17:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All e-tolls should be scrapped.  We weren't ask and didn't sign up.   
Lynne

2020-10-31 
09:40:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-tolls is a scam. Will not pay something without seeing drasHc 
improvements. Elmare

2020-10-31 
06:32:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Humbe

2020-10-30 
20:11:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Marcus

2020-10-30 
20:10:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kerry

2020-10-30 
16:59:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court is incorrect and unconsHtuHonal. 
2) Increasing the number of points which may be incurred before a 
driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the license discs of vehicles belonging to 
h road and trafficompanies that are not operators. - The demerit point 
system will not work in this country where a large number of drivers 
on the road have either bought their driving licences or do not have 
one and such a system will only to lead to a more unmanageable 
administraHve burden and increased possibiliHes for corrupHon. 
Increased legislaHon will not assist in improving illegal and dangerous 
driving. South Africa has enough traffic laws and legislaHon already; 
WHAT IS NEEDED IS TO IMPROVE ENFORCEMENT AND FOR LAZY AND 
INCOMPETENT TRAFFIC OFFICERS TO GET OFF THEIR BUTTS AND 
ENFORCE THE LAWS. 
3) Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable is simply a 
money making scheme and will do very li]le to improve road safety.  
4) Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-tolls and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. – The E-Toll system in 
itself is unconsHtuHonal and was ruled as such, as the public were 
never invited to parHcipate in the system before it was implemented. 
5) Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. - Agree! 
6) CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. – Agree. 

Julian

2020-10-30 
15:36:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Only people with a valid address will  be prosecuted the rest will keep 
on to disregard traffic rules 

Andre
2020-10-30 
14:48:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is unfair for people who are already struggling in this depressed 
economy pamela

2020-10-30 
14:48:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Philile

2020-10-30 
13:09:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kevin 

2020-10-30 
12:53:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

For the mere Fact that  we have to select 1 answer when all the 
answers there are applicable. The design is flaw. It’s meant to cripple 
the people of my country. It designed  to extort money from south 
African (poor south Africans)  it is well expected from the ANC 
government that they would introduce such laws, laws that are purely 
revenue orientated.  
ANC don’t care about the people only there pockets. All this laws the 
do nothing to stop road accidents or defer people from breaking the 
laws of the road it just another money making scheme that will drain 
us south African any way who cares clearly not our SA poliHcians 
especially  from the ANC. Its sad to be a South African.      

Simon

2020-10-30 
12:35:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I will not afford to pay them. I live in Pretoria but work in Johannesburg 
The basis for my choice of residence included traveling costs. Build 
new roads and toll them. The N1(N12, N14 and N3) already existed 
without tolls. I do not see any addiHonal value. Daniel

2020-10-30 
11:40:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You. ... 
Cannot even control the taxi. Industry now....so who are you trying to 
B.S? 
AARTO wil be for the anihalaHon of the law abiding ciHzen 
#aartomus�all TerHus

2020-10-30 
11:23:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is ridiculous to burden drivers extra fines for an etoll system that thet 
gave demonstrated they will never pay. The whole of Gauteng will 
need to go to court or be pit into liquidaHon.  Scrap this hated gantry 
etoll system all together. 
The administraHon is far too costly anyway. Wake up ANC! Lynda

2020-10-30 
10:20:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders It was never lawful to begin with. Just another moneymaking tool. Di

2020-10-30 
09:31:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Fiona

2020-10-30 
08:01:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with any of the proposed AARTO regulaHons in terms of 
enforcing the collecHon of e-tolls. With holding licences for drivers and 
vehicles is merely blackmail. Not to menHon the ridiculous proposed 
"administraHon" fees for fines. 
The e-toll system has failed, the people have made that blatantly clear. Jonathan

2020-10-30 
07:56:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andrea
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2020-10-30 
06:11:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As a tax payer it would appear that this process is a money collectoin/
making scheme. As it stands many of us are already choking with 
financial burdens and yet our government imposes more with the e-
tolls. 
All the money that has been quesHoned for the project has come to 
nothing- as usual people filled up the coffers and accountable or 
consequences and now we as normal SA ciHzens have to pay the price. 
It was widely socialized when this project started that it will not 
work....besides how will we manage with our bad post office services. 
Non of us will end up having valid driving and car disks. 99% of us on 
the road will be illegal. I for one cannot afford all these charges as a 
single parent. Jillian

2020-10-29 
22:43:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Try to jusHfy e-toll by penalising honest road users. E-toll is just 
another failed project by the state this is not right . Mmako

2020-10-29 
16:13:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders No Tolls. Johan

2020-10-29 
14:57:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They should be concentraHng on the REAL criminal ofences happening 
all over the country. ImplemenHng this is just going cost more money. 
No Tolls. They are paid through other levies 

Charles
2020-10-29 
12:42:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is absurd that the Government use any and all means to squeeze the 
last cents from the ciHzens. Henri

2020-10-29 
08:59:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This system will be open to abuse and will be yet another way that 
minoriHes in South Africa can be oppressed and vicHmized by corrupt 
government officials. Liza

2020-10-29 
07:44:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Unfair, especially the e toll saga.  Jan

2020-10-29 
07:12:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The E-Toll system is a failed and non producHve idea that burdens the 
country which is economically unstable. Richard

2020-10-29 
07:04:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Not on.... ChrisHaan

2020-10-29 
06:00:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is unreasonable to prosecute drivers and criminalise drivers while 
they are protesHng for thier rights and unfair treatment by 
government.   Doubling charges for collecHng revenue unfairly is acHng 
like loan sharks.  SeriH

2020-10-29 
03:26:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kgomotso 

2020-10-28 
21:13:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Money making racked.  Thanks Cobus

2020-10-28 
15:12:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is way too much corrupHon.  The "good" guy will be the one to 
suffer, while the Taxi driver will get away with a bribe...  Will never be 
fair in this country! Karen

2020-10-28 
14:52:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Renier

2020-10-28 
14:41:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling of fines is ridiculous and will be impossible to implement. 
ZERO ALCOHOL will simply make criminals of the people who drink 
responsibly and within the  present limits, and will do nothing to 
curtail the people who already break the current drinking and driving 
laws. Rob

2020-10-28 
14:38:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These proposed regulaHons just seem like a way to collect more fund 
to be plundered by corrupt officials. The e-toll system was never going 
to work, it does not make sense to spend billions of rands to collect 
funds from motorists. As was menHoned in the beginning of e-tolls, if 
the state increased the levy's by 7 cents they could have avoided the 
costly system and it would have been sufficient funds for all future 
improvement projects.  

This corrupt government has stolen all tax payers money and these 
regulaHons should not be used as a way to  gather funds. 

Eugene

2020-10-28 
12:49:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support the e-toll system as it was forced on the public 
without warning or allowing people to comment fairly.  This is yet 
another way to drain resources from already over burdened law-
abiding tax paying ciHzens who have struggled through Covid to keep 
jobs, with many losing their jobs and desperately trying to survive.  The 
Hming is bad, the enforcement of addiHonal expenditure for ciHzens is 
unfair and having to pay for roads that already existed does not make 
sense at all... Anonymous

2020-10-28 
12:46:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Siyabonga

2020-10-28 
12:16:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object strongly to the e-toll enforcement 
We have not even been told anything about this ridiculous system 
I did not choose to have e-tolls it was forced on us Marie

2020-10-28 
12:10:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This will not stop people from  bribing  the traffic officers. Patricia

2020-10-28 
11:59:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I don't support this act in any way. Natasha

2020-10-28 
09:49:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders greg

2020-10-28 
09:20:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I feel it goes against a free South Africa. There are allot of people that 
cant afford to lay out more money. 
Government would serve a be]er south africa by spending money and 
resources on prosecuHng rapists; abusers, murderers and thieves  
those are those ones that need harsher punishment. Richard 

2020-10-28 
09:20:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I feel it goes against a free South Africa. There are allot of people that 
cant afford to lay out more money. 
Government would serve a be]er south africa by spending money and 
resources on prosecuHng rapists; abusers, murderers and thieves  
those are those ones that need harsher punishment. Richard 

2020-10-28 
09:13:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We did not have any input in E-tolls for Gauteng, which I do not 
support. This is a way for government to be corrupt. Scrap the e-tolls in 
total. Petro
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2020-10-28 
09:12:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable.  
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Increasing the number of demerit points. 

Marita 
2020-10-28 
09:03:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Wri]en representaHons is not workable, for it will depend on who will 
be evaluaHng the representaHon. Koos

2020-10-28 
09:00:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ashley

2020-10-28 
08:50:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Traffic fines cannot be sent through normal mail. The post office is a 
disaster and no mail gets delivered ever. This means the act makes 
SAfricans criminals without them knowing simply due to a SOE failure. 

You cannot withhold a drivers licence or car licence for failing to pay 
etolls. The etoll system is corrupt and inflated, and to force ciHzens to 
be criminals because they do not support corrupHon is amoral. Chris

2020-10-28 
08:45:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

SANRAL, Road Traffic Admin and Officers use the "System " as a 
Revenue generaHng tool.  
Backhanders and "under the table deals et-al eToll are typical of the 
heavy handed approach which does nothing to improve road safety. 50 
road deaths per day in RSA - among the highest in the World peter

2020-10-28 
08:31:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As a tax paying ciHzen I have the right to defend myself in a duly 
appointed court of law and to be judged by a qualified member of the 
judicial system. This is a really ridiculous proposal and symptomaHc of 
a government out of control. When will they realise that the way to 
road safety is through BRAVE visible policing? Ronnie

2020-10-28 
08:13:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

JMPD officers conHnue to operate speed  monitoring devices in 
inclement weather.  Al of the current devices used specify in fair 
weather condiHons. Electronic devices operated in rain and storms are 
prone to malfuncHon. My right as motorist to check that the device s 
calibraHon cerHficate is current, and that the device has been setup 
correctly, by an operator that is cerHfied to use the device has been 
removed. This will result in demerit points that are incorrectly applied. 
I also quesHon JMPD's bias in applying the law, they do have road 
blocks  to check for drunken drivers and non-roadworthy vehicles and 
at these very road blocks and generally, they ignore traffic offences like 
stopping at stop streets, jumping traffic lights, creeping into 
intersecHons interfering with those vehicles that have right of way. 
JMPD's has a bias to the high revenue earning offences and this is 
criminal. Andre

2020-10-28 
08:08:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Stricter rules with addiHonal administraHon burden do not improve 
road safety. More visible policing is required, not by way of addiHonal 
road checks but  checks on driver behavior e.g. crossing against red 
lights etc. norbert

2020-10-28 
07:40:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Melanie

2020-10-28 
07:30:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll fines, I’m not in support of. Government is well aware that 
we as ciHzens are not in support of this system and that’s why we not 
paying. 

We sHll not going to pay unHl they start listen to us as ciHzens Tshabalala
2020-10-28 
07:07:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This was not thought through at all. Kobus

2020-10-28 
06:03:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another scheme to make money and remove ciHzens rights. 
Points demerits will simply be ignored.  
Etoll fines are unconsHtuHonal.  
Just enforce current legislaHon. Heather

2020-10-28 
05:14:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Parts of these regulaHons will criminalise a large porHon of the 
populaHon.  E-tolls never went through proper public parHciaHon and 
has never been addressed properly, yet govt wants to penalise non-
payment.  Renewal of vehicle licencing should not be subject to any 
supposed offences which may be in the process of a legal challenge.   

The way regulaHons are currently enforced is as a means of revenue 
collecHon rather than saving lives.  Road blocks are set up as a means 
of on the spot money collecHon points, rather than as a means of 
vehicle inspecHon or safety checks.  Visible policing and an honest 
police service is needed to enforce current rules.  New rules will simply 
allow cops to ask for more bribes, more o_en. Ryan

2020-10-28 
01:44:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Piya

2020-10-27 
22:11:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Zahraa

2020-10-27 
19:29:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dave

2020-10-27 
19:23:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another way of making money and has nothing to do with 
keeping ciHzens safe on the roads. South Africans are already 
struggling to get by as it is. Elmie

2020-10-27 
19:07:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is not law enforcement or preventaHve measures of any kind. This 
is more tax collecHon and thievery. May I remind these so called 
lawmakers that the laws are supposed to serve the populace, not 
cripple them. Without a tax base to collect from, there can be no 
looHng (fyi). Stop making frivolous new laws and just enforce exisHng 
ones properly. Spend tax Rands properly and stop looHng.

Loabilwe-
Mpho

2020-10-27 
11:38:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed regulaHons are more geared towards making fine 
collecHon easier instead of making the roads safer. They make 
corrupHon easier and make disputes much harder. This will severely 
impact the faith the general public has in law enforcement on the 
roads. Graeme 

2020-10-27 
07:42:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Thokozani 

2020-10-26 
16:59:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Brenda
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2020-10-26 
13:14:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Prenal

2020-10-26 
11:28:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Money making scheme. Government implements ways to take more 
money from the people and then expects us to happily lay it out. Lucrecia

2020-10-26 
11:15:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-tolls that were illegally installed and corrupt from the start are now 
going to put even more pressure on the few responsible law abiding 
ciHzens that are le_ by taking away their licenses. Will this just make 
them join the  masses who already drive without licenses. 
It's a thinly veiled excuse for increasing the corrupHon levels in an 
already declining economy. Why don't you fix what you broke before 
punishing innocent people for it?! Do your actual job and you won't 
need to bully the country's people into paying for another poliHcians 
party or private jet. Mandy

2020-10-26 
11:04:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Scrap the E-Toll system.  Blackmailing us to pay through revocaHon of 
license renewal should be illegal. Raynhardt

2020-10-26 
10:04:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I smell corrupHon, making money off innocent people who are obeying 
the ;aw in all other ways except e-tolls. E-tolls has been introduced as a 
money making business. Nothing to do with safe roads / infrastructure 
or anything of the kind. This is outrages and puVng a burden on 
people who really are doing everything they can already Karen

2020-10-26 
09:49:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Truan

2020-10-26 
09:39:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This appears to be a broad stroke approach to revenue generaHon that 
has li]le to do with road safety and management. How do fines for e-
tolls relate to road safety.  
In addiHon - law enforcement cannot be trusted to enforce current 
laws without fear or favour. Their approach to these powers is scary in 
the extreme and heightens the possibiliHes for corrupHon - which will 
take place. You know it and we know it. Gavin

2020-10-26 
06:11:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If the rules and regulaHons were applied honestly and justly it would 
be be]er, but no govt organisaHon is honest anymore, corrupHon is 
rife and the new changes have very li]le to do with law enforcement. 
The focus with the changes is making money as easy as possible for  
Road Traffic and as difficult as possible for the recipient to contest the 
fine. 
Even now, fines are sent out via normal post with a deadline that is 
impossible to meet by the Hme it arrives. Then you have to send an 
objecHon which, IF, accepted takes up to 21 days and if not you are 
penalised more 
The changes to the ordinance are simply a money making scam and I 
am completely against these changes. The enHre Aarto act by itself is 
quesHonable Michael

2020-10-26 
05:42:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gareth

2020-10-25 
21:54:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This teeters on an unconsHtuHonal method of forcing Gauteng ciHzens 
to pay for e-tolls which the residents were never consulted on in the 
first place. Furthermore, the inability for alleged infringers to directly 
approach the court regarding a fine is completely nonsensical and 
infringes on an individual's right to have proper access to appropriate 
legal processes and bodies. Liz

2020-10-25 
21:51:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The highway is paid off. There is no need to collect money from South 
Africans in this manner. We are barely surviving as it is. What happens 
to all the tax money that we pay? This should be used to fix the roads. 
This is just another way for fat cats to steal from the middle class and 
the poor. Angela

2020-10-25 
21:50:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The etoll fines , increasing the difficulty in fighHng alleged 
infringements where we've proven the system is either corrupt 
dishonest or just out for money instead of making roads safer.  

Nicholas
2020-10-25 
21:41:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johan

2020-10-25 
21:26:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tyron

2020-10-25 
20:31:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is a gross abuse of power. Skye

2020-10-25 
19:51:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hennie

2020-10-25 
19:24:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to ALL of it. We know very well the ANC and metro police is the 
most corrupt establishments in the country and the laws will only be 
applicable to certain populaHon groups. As for SCAMRAL..LOL . ..i will 
never pay them a cent I did not agree or vote for that system Marianna

2020-10-25 
19:02:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders These are not addinh any value to the poor motorists parkso

2020-10-25 
17:35:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This idea is so insane,  there is no way any one will be able to afford 
any of those penalHes. There is no way this change is made to make 
roads safer. Paying bribes is going increase exponenHally. Kobus

2020-10-25 
17:18:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pritesh

2020-10-25 
16:40:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Current systems are not enforceable, how are the new changes any 
different? the proposed changes are a waste of Hme and unfair to the 
ciHzens of JHB.  Especially etoll changes, these are unconsHtuHonal and 
should not even be considered unHl corrupHon is reduced.  

Middle class ciHzens are under a lot of tax pressure already and have 
nothing to show for it.  

Be]er the enforcement of current road rules which focus on safety and 
enforcement that benefits the people. Stop trying to make the people 
of South Africa pay more than what is returned.  

Clinton
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2020-10-25 
14:03:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Taxing an already over taxed society and now an extremely financially 
encumbered populaHon is not only unethical but an unwarranted act 
by a government that has repeatedly proven it's absolute inability to 
manage the country's financial situaHon in a professional manner. Henk

2020-10-25 
13:59:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jacques

2020-10-24 
20:16:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This seems to be more of a money making scheme. Shahr

2020-10-24 
19:27:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree that i should not be tried in court as that gives any 
person hilding a metro badge the power to wright what ever pleases 
them and there will be no way to have your own say . 
Dictatorship is not the way to make money Marcell

2020-10-24 
08:08:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The South African Post  office is totally inefficient . NoHces are either 
not delivered  , or are processed a_er the period referred to in such 
noHce has elapsed . There is also no guarantee that these noHces are 
delivered by the responsible agency Hmeously. It is opportunisHc to 
take advantage of this breakdown in delivery. Consequently no right of 
fair challenge exists as a result of this inefficiency . Infringement orders 
are then issued which have to be paid before a vehicle license can be 
renewed. Further as registered owner of more than one vehicle , the 
registered owners are being punished for the bad driving habits of the 
driver of such vehicle without recourse as a consequence of such 
failure to give adequate and Hmeous noHce of alleged infringements . 
Provision needs to be made to reflect the drivers of vehicles used by 
them [ as the Act  does not provide for sole proprietors or persons who 
may be the registered owner of more than one vehicle in their own 
names ] and not registered in their name so that they themselves 
receive their fines directly without first involving the registered owner 
who stands to be prejudiced by failure on the part of the SAPO or 
agency to properly process noHces . . The right to challenge such 
infringements noHces adequately and Hmeouspy  due to the above is 
unfair and potenHally unconsHtuHonal . The shi_ of onus from the 
state onto the individual is with respect unconsHtuHonal . The State at 
all Hmes bears �e onus of proof in a consHtuHonal democracy . Craig 

2020-10-24 
06:35:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Alan

2020-10-23 
18:05:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sarah

2020-10-23 
17:52:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders U]er nonsense and craziness THABANG 

2020-10-23 
14:44:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-Toll has not been gazze]ed as legal yet. 
Thus non-payment is not a criminal offence. 
Thus demerit and fine people for not se]ling e-tolls Bill's is illegal.  
I do not believe traffic fines should double. South Africans are stressed 
with lack of finances already and trying to make a living. 

Traffic officer's should rather be vigilant on the roads : 
Ensuring drivers safety and ensuring drivers are law abiding ciHzens, 
by: 
Fining people crossing solid lines, not stopping at Stop streets , 
crossing red traffic lights and driving in the emergency lanes Wendy

2020-10-23 
12:30:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A ridiculous and puniHve proposal. SHck to the current system which 
works!!! Rory 

2020-10-23 
12:22:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jaco

2020-10-23 
12:04:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

 The act is completely ridiculous, unconsHtuHonal and has absolutely 
NOTHING to do with road safety. I read the enHre transcript of the 
meeHngs held a_er the AARTO pilot project, and in the enHre meeHng 
where it was decided whether the pilot was a success or not, NOT 
ONCE did they EVER menHon accident numbers, or road fataliHes. This 
is ALL about introducing a "Stealth Tax" and streamlining revenue 
generaHon, whilst reducing the burden of proof required to prosecute 
someone for traffic offences. Piet

2020-10-23 
10:19:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is going to be costly and take away our basic legal rights. Margi

2020-10-23 
09:39:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our roads are currently unsafe an not policed correctly, introducing 
this will not help. There is too much fraud and corrupHon currently, 
this will just add to it. I don't know how you will control this if our 
roads are not being policed properly now. There is a total lack of 
lawlessness J

2020-10-23 
06:43:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The demerit system is not targeted to ruducing road safety and etoll 
shouldn't be included in the regulaHons this is a system of being guilty 
without being proven s0 Robbie 
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2020-10-22 
23:04:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The total and absolute incompetence that was created by the BBBEE 
enforcement of employing incompetent and plain dumb employees, 
whether a Metro officer or administraHve employee, makes any 
legislaHon obsolete. Having an illegally approved e-toll system and 
then punishing everybody (except for the poliHcally connected thieves 
and looters) using the roads to make a living. Myself will never pay any 
e-toll whatsoever. The thing is that to get illegal number plates, license 
disks, etc is incredibly easy in this corrupt society. The government and 
Metro just opened the door for corrupHon beyond imaginaHon. The 
few Metro officers with integrity are geVng fewer by the day. 
Therefore, paying a bribe is much cheaper to pay a fine. A win-win 
situaHon. This will also open the door for more and more drivers 
unable to afford stupid fines and the new R100 extra - win or lose - 
scenario. Me, for instance, will stop paying licence fees and drivers 
licenses and just do as I please. This terrorist thieving government have 
already stolen more than R6 trillion in 27 years. They are planning to 
steal pension funds, shrinking the work force and keep ignorant people 
sHll voHng for them on an empty stomach. I will become a forced 
criminal is the useless government keep me ransom for their total 
incompetence. I have been assaulted by 5 metro scum for refusing to 
pay bribes on something I never did. Wayne Minnaar and his 
incompetent morons refused to process these scum bags. Therefore, 
for him to try and blatantly steal my hard earned money will not be 
that one-sided again should this ever happen again Fedup

2020-10-22 
22:07:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You are just stealing more from hard working people, and we will not 
pay for your mismanage mistakes like e toll. You decided to do it now 
pay it your self Pieter

2020-10-22 
16:55:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Felicity

2020-10-22 
14:48:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders ANDRE

2020-10-22 
13:51:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with any of the proposed amendments except for the 
one where driving without a license is a criminal offense. Jacqui

2020-10-22 
11:22:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

e-Tolls have failed, so guvmunt can just as well stop trying to squeeze 
blood out of a stone. Same applies to SABC trying to force licenses on 
every mobile phone owner and Eksdom trying to license solar power Hilary

2020-10-21 
16:53:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Keep it simple and be there where the people disrespect the policy/
other people's right/road users and the law. Be fair if they have a valid 
reason for their behaviour and fine them. 
Select the right person for the job and train them. You could not just 
change the law At 

2020-10-21 
13:15:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

SAPO cannot even deliver an infringement noHce to the correct 
address, and you refuse to send it via the standard twenHeth-first-
century convenience of email. Thus ALLEGED infringers might not even 
know about their infringement. Then the enforcement order is issued, 
guilt is presumed, and the ciHzen has no chance of querying or 
defending. You presume guilt. It is the POLICE who must prove, every 
single Hme they allege a traffic offence, that their equipment was 
working 100%, as cerHfied by an independent tester. PresumpHon of 
guilt is unconsHtuHonal. Failure to deliver noHce is incompetent. David

2020-10-21 
13:00:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders DP

2020-10-21 
11:44:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mark

2020-10-21 
11:38:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We have good laws but fall very short with enforcing these laws. AcHve 
policing means being seen and denouncing bad behaviour. The very 
same traffic cops are the biggest law breakers and think the law is 
above them. I don't think AARTO regulaHons are fair on motorist. Maki

2020-10-21 
06:43:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO only one sided from the government view, aswell as taking the 
peoples view and right to oppose and fight a fine in court away. The 
people have spoken and dont want etoll but the government sHll want 
to force the etoll upon us and we pay taxes, fuel levies etc on every 
single litre of fuel we use so stop stealing and mismanage your funds 
and do something be]er than this nonsense. Chris

2020-10-20 
17:49:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders J

2020-10-20 
14:45:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There are published laws and by laws that can be enforced.The 
Criminal Procedure act has never being changed 
The people in this country have no respect for law enforcement and 
specially traffic cops 
The authoriHes lack in doing their jobs because this is even more open 
to bribery and corrupHon that is currently on the go. 
AARTO has never worked and will never workI Gerhard

2020-10-20 
08:13:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Eddy

2020-10-20 
06:06:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How will the traffic department handle all the illegal unroadworthy 
vehicles on the roads? 
Bribery is going to become a very bad sign of things to come. Will the 
police and traffic depts  be able to meHculously follow up on  and take 
appropriate acHon for non/false licences drivers. 
I feel this is a money misappropriaHon scheme devised at fining legal 
drivers for irrelevant incidents, whilst the rest of the majority will do as 
they please. No dept in this country can run efficiently.  Will AARTO be 
able to? Vivien

2020-10-19 
22:47:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't agree with etolls simply because it's a method of stealing our 
hard earned money. We are being bullied in to paying tolls and taxes 
and geVng nothing but bad roads and a dead economy in return. Terence

2020-10-19 
19:49:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stephanie

2020-10-19 
18:22:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stephan 
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2020-10-19 
16:51:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will just give more chances and excuses for the police to ask for 
bribe. 
Adding an administraHve "tax" to a fine is absurd. It seems as if the 
whole AARTO system is more geared towards geVng as much money 
as possible into State coffers than actually regulaHng driver behaviour. 
They cannot force down the law they had, now they want bring in 
more law. 
Give them any excuses take cars of the road even that driver is 100% 
within the law just for that R100 they want us to pay for nothing. That 
is daylight robber and new way for collect bribe money. 

Hennie
2020-10-19 
11:45:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Will not work in South Africe. Too much bribery and corrupHon Joy

2020-10-19 
09:54:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Crack down on the lawlessness of the taxis (and impose heavy fines).   
Our law enforcement is quesHonable iro applying the law correctly and 
ethically - they turn a blind eye to taxis and target the man in the 
street.  E-tolls is not fair and equitable (again the minority paying for 
the majority). KIM

2020-10-19 
09:33:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They not even sending out AARTO and then they expect, that you have 
received it. 
Also it is bias and because of them not doing, anything now to take out 
the bad drives. Just want money to steal again and again. 
where is the speed cops geVng there money - bribes. 
Show us you can do your work, before we trust government. 
No one is paying e toll, who is going to listen to AARTO,  
Government is a joke, folding to taxies and unions, - they get away 
with everything and you expect the normal guys to pay Jack

2020-10-19 
07:42:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another fund raising iniHaHve by an inept, ineffecHve, corrupt and lazy 
government department. UnHl the enHre department is cleaned out of 
corrupt, lazy, inept officials all new laws and policies open up to more 
bribery and corrupHon. Any new laws and policies on transport and 
drivers fall flat as the majority of drivers and road users in the current 
SA don’t know or understand the basic rules of the road. Rather have 
the traffic departments and relevant officials monitor and enforce road 
rules by seVng a good example and seVng up workshops on basic 
rules of the road, I.e keep le_, pass right, use of indicators and other 
car signals, solid lines vs do]ed lines. SeVng up road blocks and 
cameras is the MO for a useless, lazy bunch of officials and ineffecHve. Marilyn

2020-10-18 
22:16:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Walter

2020-10-18 
11:29:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We pay enough Taxes,   fuel they are trying to force Aarto on us which 
is not acceptable . Where is all the Money the Government has 
Squandered/Stolen from the struggling people.  valona 

2020-10-18 
10:08:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is another example of government over reach. None of this will be 
needed if e-tolls are scrapped and if corrupHon and incompetence is 
removed from the current system. Leon

2020-10-18 
10:01:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not trust law enforcement officers. There are too many corrupHon 
and only law abiding people who are not willing to bribe will be the 
vicHms of this system. What we need, is regular law enforcement on 
the roads throughout the year, not only during holidays. The new fine 
regulaHons are too harsh.

Kgokari 
Erick

2020-10-18 
02:29:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

When you guys wanted votes you said you will scrap the etoll system 
now that you are in power they are no longer being scrapped? Tshepo

2020-10-17 
17:35:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With the current state of SA's public insHtuHons I do have no hope for 
a fair outcome in case of a dispute. Further Aarto is now being roped in 
to enforce payment for e-tolls , a system that is known to be corrupt 
and which was never put to public scruHny as required by law. Paul E.

2020-10-17 
17:35:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With the current state of SA's public insHtuHons I do have no hope for 
a fair outcome in case of a dispute. Further Aarto is now being roped in 
to enforce payment for e-tolls , a system that is known to be corrupt 
and which was never put to public scruHny as required by law. Paul E.

2020-10-17 
17:34:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With the current state of SA's public insHtuHons I do have no hope for 
a fair outcome in case of a dispute. Further Aarto is now being roped in 
to enforce payment for e-tolls , a system that is known to be corrupt 
and which was never put to public scruHny as required by law. Paul E.

2020-10-17 
15:55:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I just think this is not the way to go, we as law abiding ciHzens will be 
criminalized without defending OURSELVES  NO NO NO Marlene

2020-10-17 
15:09:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All officers should wear body cameras so that there will be a record of 
all interacHons with motorists. Geoffrey

2020-10-17 
11:09:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I was stopped on Sou]er st Pretoria West on 3 May 2019, by 2 
arrogant young traffic officers, claiming I skipped the red robot on 
corner Eskia Mpahlele and Sou]er Streets. 
I was astonished, as I had not done so, and geVng out of my vehicle, I 
lokked back towards the corner, facing back on the one-way street, and 
pointed out to the offices, that one could not even see the robots 
colourchanging from where we were all standing. They both laughed, 
telling me I am too old, needed glasses, and white old ladies should no 
longer be driving at my age, which was 60 yrs at the Hme. 
I didnt argue, and they asked me what I think I should do to prevent 
them issuing me with a fine? I then suspected they were looking for a 
bribe, and told them I would report the ma]er, they said I was alone 
and there are 2 of them, and I told them to issue the fine, I would 
argue my case in court. To my dismay, I then discovered on the 
Monday morning, there was no traffic court anymore, and I appealed 
to AARTO, WITH PHOTOS AS PROOF, BUT HAVE NOT HEARD FROM 
THEM EVER SINCE.  NB**** COULD ANYONE ENVISAGE THE ABUSE BY 
DISHONEST TRAFFIC OFFICIALS, SHOULD THIS NOW BE 
IMPLEMENTED? gROSS INCOMPETENCE, ADD THIS TYPE OF POWER 
FOR MORE MAYHEM!! IRENE
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2020-10-17 
08:35:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I have a concern about everything they want to change.  Especially the 
e-tolling. The government are taking too much from the ciHzens if they 
were managing it correctly maybe we would not be so opposed to 
what they are suggesHng. this will make the life of the ordinary 
working ciHzens that is parHcipaHng in the economic status of this 
country difficult to actually provide for their own family instead they 
will only be providing for the corrupted government officials and there 
family. Adel

2020-10-17 
06:16:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Brunhilde

2020-10-16 
19:50:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Greg

2020-10-16 
19:10:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Roads rules are currently not being applied now how will they be 
applied then once this oppressive law comes into existence? With the 
offenses being so harsh there will be more bribery and more 
corrupHon so it will not curb any problems. This is also just another 
one of the many ways government is trying to milk the tax payer to 
fund their corrupt doings. THIS WILL NEVER WORK. Ebrahim

2020-10-16 
18:49:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't believe that the demerit system will deter traffic offenders from 
breaking the law due to corrupHon because bribes are rife in the 
security cluster. Vongani

2020-10-16 
17:52:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Toll fees need to be based on real costs as incurred by using competent 
engineers to build the roads at normal, not inflated costs as was 
discovered by OUTA.peter Peter

2020-10-16 
10:57:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. 
Taxi's will sHll get away with abusing the road rules and not be 
punished. 
It's a more ferHle ground for corrupHon and bribery. Claire

2020-10-16 
07:25:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system is currently managed at such an inept level, that this will 
allow, a system that is open to abuse, to a higher level of abuse. The 
new proposals also allow  the enforcers, far to many avenues, to detain 
a law abiding ciHzen, who has not  infringed on any of the menHoned 
proposals. The proposed changes/amendments don't seem to follow 
any sensible  path or pa]ern,. The actual law breakers , who  currently 
flout the law without any  fear of prosecuHon  will sHll do so, and the 
law abiding ciHzens are  the people having to pay the price of these 
proposed regulaHons. Etols are a completely separate issue, and this 
amendment will steam roller a thinly disguised noHficaHon through 
which w/o have a huge impact on an already taxed to death naHon. 
Perhaps more training needs to be proposed for the enforcers, rather 
than passing bills,that will ulHmately benefit the ro]en apples of an 
department that  is already viewed as one of the most corrupt govt 
enHHes in S.A. today. 

Dave 
2020-10-16 
02:52:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Bonga

2020-10-15 
21:08:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tracy

2020-10-15 
20:25:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am convinced that this is another ploy to rob tax payers who sits 
around working out these schemes the amount of treachery on the 
roads is firmly the aVtude of taxis they are not law abiding always 
cuVng into the yellow line to get in front of the traffic Why don’t they 
start with taxi driver educaHon most of us have learned to stay far 
away back or try to get ahead of them if they have a death wish we 
don’t also the police / metro cops have an inflated sense of their own 
importance and authority. witch is dangerous in itself and as for not 
being represented by a lawyer is criminal in itself In fact the so called 
police 

Nomsa

2020-10-15 
17:39:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It infringes on your consHtuHonal rght for have the case taken to court! 
Mist traffic ifficer ate not properly qualified, cannit even right out a 
traffic offence correctly, however Aarto wants to try me without a right 
of showing the incompetence of the traffic ifficer in a court of law! 
With corrupHon the wri]en tepresentaHon is open to abuse! Already 
froends and family of traffic officers are being “Squashed”! Most Taxi 
drivers get off free & conHnue to kill passengers!  
We as Saa ciHzens haeva legal and consHtuHonal right. Dino
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2020-10-15 
17:05:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed Aarto regulaHons are focussed on  increasing fines - 
which are generally not paid by taxis thus placing a bigger burden on 
other road users;  the points demerit system does not focus on keeping 
truly dangerous drivers off the road .  

Does it mean that making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does 
not possess a (valid?) driving licence, include actually having a drivers 
license on them when driving?   

How can NoHces sent electronically be considered duly delivered and 
received, meaning that offenders will be unable to argue a lack of hard 
copy evidence, if in fact their phones have been stolen, there was an 
issue with the service provider etc - ulHmately it makes it the so called 
"offenders" problem without any proof of an offence or other 
recourse.  Plus there's a real possibility of scams hiVng motorists as 
Aarto infringements. 

One of the most worrying proposals tabled by the AARTO Amendment 
Bill is the removal of legal challenges relaHng to traffic fines. Previously, 
traffic violaHons could be challenged in court. 

Thanks to court backlogs in Gauteng, parliament resolved to remove 
the right to appeal. This is the most contenHous issue within the 
Amendment Bill, which has been labelled as unconsHtuHonal by 
concerned civil rights groups. 

Lizanne
2020-10-15 
16:52:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dina

2020-10-15 
12:18:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This goes against our rights and consHtuHon.   The law is completely 
unjust. Graham

2020-10-15 
09:45:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The toll roads around Joberg should never have happened. 
Taxes put the roads there and taxes are there to maintain them. 
Stop the corrupHon and the problem will be solved. 
AARTO want to become like the Road Accident Fund. 
Higher fines equal more money to pilfer. 
Enforcement orders will just make more people criminals. 
Enough! Glenn

2020-10-15 
09:04:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Helene

2020-10-15 
09:04:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Helene

2020-10-15 
07:53:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

When we invesHgate the TOLL GATES, will it be another scandal riddled 
tender fraud full of corrupHon and bribery? Why should motorists pay 
for the roads again when the funds have been collected since the first 
introducHon of the fuel levy for exactly this purpose. 

It is morally wrong to be doubled taxed for something in South Africa 
and tolling naHonal roads is criminal in a country where there is no 
viable, reliable alternaHve to driving long distances Marcel

2020-10-15 
03:19:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dean

2020-10-14 
22:37:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is an undemocraHc act by a totalitarian government which i dont 
trust to execute everything properly and in good faith, the system is  
not properly manage because of 90%  of corrupt law enforcers. so far 
no fair execuHon will be pracHced.  . Our taxes paid for the roads in 
Gauteng. Why must toll money be raised to enrich ANC poliHcians? 
According to the AA we pay enough tax on fuel to maintain the road 
system. E toll is only to enrich law enforcers like traffic police officers. Mvuleni

2020-10-14 
19:28:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Too  cumbersome and  unlikely to work with unintended consequences 
and criminalize people.  Arthur

2020-10-14 
17:25:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The country is in such a turmoil as it is and instead of dealing with 
crime and criminals that starHng to force law abiding ciHzens to 
become criminals by enforcing the laws about driving. This will result 
in more bribes being paid to the local and provincial police to avoid 
fines and people not renewing licenses and so on causing law abiding 
ciHzens to now life on the wrong side of the law. Can jails and the legal 
system really hold 60 million people??? Gary

2020-10-14 
16:12:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They economy has been affected and its in turn effecHng the ciHzens 
who are now earning if not retrenched less then what they use to. The 
e-tolls were erected illegally and yet the government wants people to 
pay for these money laundering machines which infringe the freedom 
of movement of the people living in the metros. Tony

2020-10-14 
15:12:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why punish a driver for driving on a highway that he has already paid 
for from taxes on petrol, etc? This sounds like a way to steal more 
money. This whole thing is giving more opportunity to corrupt officials  
to take more money out of the coffers, instead of using it to maintain 
the roads, and build be]er train / transport systems. Sandra

2020-10-14 
13:45:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gwen

2020-10-14 
12:46:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How is it possible in our so-called consHtuHonal democracy to be guilty 
by default and you have to prove your innocence? Absolute BS! Gerrie

2020-10-14 
12:37:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way to make money for something that does not work 
since the beginning.  Cannot believe it.  We  can say what ever we 
want to, but one way or another our say will not do anything as they 
will find their ways to implement this. Quintun

2020-10-14 
11:48:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to the doubling of fines for non-payment of E-Toll and doubling 
of penalHes. We are already heavily taxed.  

“Fix the holes in the bucket instead of trying to increase the water 
pressure to fill the bucket.” Nkosinathi

2020-10-14 
11:43:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ray
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2020-10-14 
11:26:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No e-tolls. We never consulted from the beginning... They can just be 
used as speed traps, that way they will sHll generate income and help 
reduce accidents and the likes... Yamkela

2020-10-14 
10:15:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dear South Africa. 

Simply totally amazing that you want to punish and criminalise 
motorists, while pardoning  regime criminals. Is this just another tool 
for JHB Metro to extort money out of motorists? 

Just for the record this regime is very duplicitous and it is an offence to 
the People, Ancestors  and to God almighty. Repent now in front of the 
People and change your freedom destroying ways. 

Love M  

African EvoluHonary 
www.godisblack.co.za Mark

2020-10-14 
09:13:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I Do not pay etoll because salral have to go and i do not agree to the 
new system of the points i think its the anc again please DA help us gert

2020-10-14 
08:58:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johann

2020-10-14 
08:45:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Craig

2020-10-13 
22:56:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There will not be an even applicaHon of the enforcement orders as 
those persons charged with the applicaHon of the law are o_en open 
to receiving payoffs in lieu of actually fining those persons that are a 
danger to others using the roads, leading to a more lawless society of 
drivers than we have now. Warrin 

2020-10-13 
22:35:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You have corrupt and evil Law enforcers, That will target the so_ 
targets. Taxi Operators will do what ever they want. Because there's 
double standards. Not everybody enforcing the law is corrupt and evil, 
but there is sHll a hand full that remains. I had two or three personal 
experiences with these corrupt evil law enforcers, i think the whole 
system is evil. I try not to speed and to obey the law, But you get these 
evil people, pulling one over because you are an easy target or prey. 
This is yet another way to enforce discriminatory, double  standards. Rudolph

2020-10-13 
18:18:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is another one of those ridiculous bills which have been tabled 
without giving any deep or credible thought and opens up the 
potenHal for more bribery, golden handshakes and even more 
corrupHon. It is your right to be tried in a court and not by some 
trumped up  tribunal or commi]ee.  Being fined for non payment of 
toll fees should not even feature here and this is just another ploy for 
this great white elephant to be fed by an already overburdened public. Shireen

2020-10-13 
14:56:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are forced to pay infringements without proper representaHon in 
court.  
If these are not paid motorist cannot renew their car licenses, this 
causes more and more  
vehicles to be on the road illegally which leads to bribes and all sorts of 
other things. Lester

2020-10-13 
14:53:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Basic implementaHon of traffic laws are not applied on the whole and 
quite o_en the very same people tasked with enforcement are the 
biggest culprits with breaking the law.  The administraHon is also sadly 
lacking and I can foresee many problems with issuing of licences, etc 
due to the unwillingness of staff to assist people correctly. Etolls was 
implemented without proper feedback from the general public.  
Everything proposed infringes on my consHtuHonal rights and the last I 
saw we are supposed to be a democraHc republic and not a 
dictatorship which is what we are fast becoming! Isabel 

2020-10-13 
14:29:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Current legislaHon are good enough. It should be properly enforced. 
Why reinvent the wheel? The new legislaHon will make it easier for 
corrupHon and again the exploitaHon of the law abiding ciHzen to 
proof innocence.  Make it easier for a company to idenHfy driver of 
vehicles and transfer Hckets instead of punishing the company. Not all 
companies are fraudulent.    Yolanda

2020-10-13 
11:09:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rui

2020-10-13 
09:14:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

let's TEST this demerit system on TAXI's first. if they don't accept it 
scrap it. because Taxi industry proved during covid 19 lockdown that 
gov has no backbone when dealing with Taxi industry Neil

2020-10-13 
08:39:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforcement orders are a form of unconsHtuHonal BLACMAIL. 
There is no proper control of administering road fines, and the traffic 
department will place an enforcement order on your name, even 
though they are aware that the proper noHficaHons were never issued, 
I mean lets be serious, the Traffic department puts faith in a failing Post 
office  service, and indicates that you were served with summons or 
noHces from the post office. 

I have no Faith in Government, and I can guarantee that this is just 
another way of the ruling party to load more money to an already 
corrupt system. 
This Government is squeezing the life out of the already suffering 
economy and the individuals who keep this economy alive. 
From ridiculous uHlity bills to patheHc service delivery, and a high scale 
daily cost of living, now the Government wants to squeeze more from 
the honest ciHzens with ridiculous AARTO infringements and de-merit 
systems... 

I am totally against this, 
The President needs to step in and STOP all this day light robbery that 
this Government forces upon its ciHzens Mervin

2020-10-13 
08:34:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way for corrupHon, look at the state of the roads, 
potholes everywhere, no lines, corupt police, if it works there would 
not be a single taxi on the road within 1 week Kobus 
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2020-10-13 
08:19:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Melody 

2020-10-13 
08:12:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support AARTO as it just opens up another door for the 
government to conHnue with their corrupt pracHces. Modes

2020-10-13 
08:02:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to : Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll 
roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
This is a failed system that has be thoroughly objected by the majority 
of South Africans, including me, a CiHzen of South Africa! 

Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:59:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:59:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:59:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:59:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:58:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan
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2020-10-13 
07:57:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:57:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to this issue:  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
The CiHzens of South Africa have thoroughly objected the E-toll 
system. Yet government sHll want to revive a dead horse. This system 
has failed and needs to be closed. The People of South Africa have 
spoken! Yao Kuan

2020-10-13 
07:02:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kerry

2020-10-13 
06:57:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not being able to put my case forward in court before the demerit is 
applied. Cloning of number plates.  
CorrupHon  by traffic  officials. Daryl 

2020-10-12 
21:59:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will never work in South Africa, not with the corrupHon and lack of 
regard to the law. This will only increase the number of bribes and 
people driving without licences and licenced vehicles. Would this apply 
to taxis, who are already exempt from most of the laws? 
This will also just become another money making scheme for the 
government and give government employees another access path to 
loot the state. Meggan

2020-10-12 
21:21:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

there are already so many things that are corrupt, this too will end up 
that way. It's all about  geVng MORE money out of people.  Who says 
the traffic police will not be corrupHng the reason for pulling one over. 
Even now one is afraid to stop when pulled over!!!   Our transport 
system is already in a poor way, more will suffer from this than be 
helped.    Where is all the double fine money going to go?? anne

2020-10-12 
20:39:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a typical ANC lead government iniHaHve!! Ignore the really 
important issues that need addressing like the corrupHon and the farm 
murders and go a_er the motorist as this is just so much more 
beneficial to their back pockets. Have more visible traffic enforcement 
and stop them just siVng behind a speed camera. Also let them lead 
by example and also obey the road rules!! Chris

2020-10-12 
16:55:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

My first complaint is that I do not trust all the traffic officers to 
honestly and accurately judge situaHons and to decide on the 
infringement and the appropriate fine.  
Secondly, corrupHon is sHll a problem and thirdly, the whole eToll 
project involved far too many crooked, middlemen companies that 
were paid off. It would have been very simple and efficient to add a 
small amount to the petrol price and pay for the roads. At the very 
least eTolls need to be removed from the new legislaHon.  Bruce 

2020-10-12 
16:43:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Marcel

2020-10-12 
16:09:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No one wanted the e-toll system it was a massive failure, this new 
AARTO system is set to do the same thing and waste more tax payers 
money. Kurt 

2020-10-12 
16:08:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johan

2020-10-12 
15:34:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders cedric

2020-10-12 
15:33:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is unreasonable especially when we do not have effecHve systems 
in place for drivers license renewals and car license renewals.  I've 
been trying for months to renew my drivers license. Their systems do 
not work!  These laws are ruining our country. Focus on real crime 
issues instead! Shanitha

2020-10-12 
15:09:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I do not support the proposed regulaHons as it is unconsHtuHonal. Schalk

2020-10-12 
14:52:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current rules are more than sufficient but are not policed nearly 
well enough . Instead of police focussing on speeding only ( revenue ? ) 
they should be on the road catching people who are driving 
dangerously ( passing on solid lines / blind rise etc ) and impounding 
obviously unroadworthy vehicles The current amount of bribery that 
takes place will be insignificant compared with what will happen once 
aarto demerits etc come into force . The police virtually turning a bling 
eye on taxi ( majority of whom transgress all road regulaHons ) makes a 
mockery of law enforcement. Alan

2020-10-12 
13:14:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Esthie

2020-10-12 
12:27:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders AARTO rules are becoming a police state ahmed

2020-10-12 
12:15:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jacki
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2020-10-12 
12:02:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1)  Changing traffic violaHons to an ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ambit can be 
supported however 
2) A ciHzens right to a hearing and appeal process is inviolable. There is 
no assurance that representaHons will be treated objecHvely by 
competent officials. 
3)  The corps of traffic officials competence, ethics and fair applicaHon 
of traffic laws and regulaHons have been proven to be suspect. 
4)  There is no  clear and unambiguous methodology to ensure that 
large industries such as the taxi- and  trucking industries can effecHvely 
made to comply. 
5)  AARTO cannot an never will solve the root problem of road use ie  a 
total lack of respect and consideraHon by  inter alia taxi drivers, 
truckers as ell as a large cross secHon of motorists. A concerted effort 
to insHll these values have to precede the implementaHon of any  law 
and regulaHons. 
6)  The pracHce of ignoring fines and the laxity of authoriHes to follow 
up need to be addressed.  
7) E TOLLS  was implemented ultra vires by government. Consequently 
the system itself and all and any fines issued is and remain 
unconsHtuHonal. Passing AARTO cannot circumvent this. 
8)  RetracHng/cancelling drivers licenses  will be counter producHve 
and lead to (further) corrupHon.  
9)  It places an untenable work load on authoriHes and officials. A 
system of this nature can only work in a law abiding and respecHng 
society.  
10)  Greater a]enHon, in a fair and equitable manner by credible 
enforcement officers intent on  educaHng road users will sooner 
alleviate accident rates and road rage incidents than AARTO will . Charles

2020-10-12 
11:56:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E Toll gaan gladnie betaal word nie,  ons kan nie meer bekosHg om 
sulke Hpe kostes te betaal nie.   
Verhoogde boetes gaan slegs veroorsaak dat daar meer en meer 
hofsake gaan plaasvind. 
Dronkbestuur ,verontagsaming van verkeersligte en padtekens , 
bestuurders sonder geldige lisensies en onpadvaardige voertuie moet 
streng teen opgetree word. Sanet

2020-10-12 
11:47:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Some of these things are unreasonable and with so much corrupHon 
how can they enforce this on the common man. Danielle

2020-10-12 
11:42:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Tydens die uitneem van my voertuig lisensie word ek meegedeel dat 
daar uitstaande verkeersboetes teen my is. Ek het nooit enige 
dagvaardiging gekry tov dit nie maar moes betaal anders kon ek nie my 
lisensie kry nie. 
Daar moet n dagvaardiging op jou gedien word en jy erken dit dmv jou 
handtekening, dan kan jy besluit om te betaal, hof toe te gaan of 
vertroë te rig. 
Die owerhede het geen reg om jou voertuig lisensie of 
bestuurderslisensie te weerhou agv van beweerde oortredings. Malcolm

2020-10-12 
11:30:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Point demerit is not good for South Africa, 
Etolls must be scrapped EHenne

2020-10-12 
11:25:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anthony

2020-10-12 
11:12:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Innocence unHl proven guilty 
Control taxi anarchy 
Scrap e-tolls 

Jules

2020-10-12 
11:00:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It’s Hme to scrap e-tolls and start from scratch again. It’s unfair and 
people have not been paying because they don’t know what it 
happening with them. Amanda

2020-10-12 
10:33:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The removing of one's right to appeal in a court of law. 
The demerit system which obviously does not apply to taxi drivers 
The inept policing of these new "laws"  
If the corrupHon was rooted out and things done properly money that 
has been "taken" will have to be returned and raising the fines is just a 
way of punishing the ordinary drivers and geVng more money. Fines 
from the taxi drivers will make up a huge part of this. 

Laura

2020-10-12 
10:30:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

South African law enforcement is patheHc ! The taxi industry is 
operaHng completely outside of the law and NOTHING is being done 
about it ! The e-toll system is corrupt and was installed without the 
consent of the South African public. The proposed enforsement can be 
seen as another step by the ANC to suppress the public Mike

2020-10-12 
10:28:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders do not trust the system, history is proof. Ellis

2020-10-12 
10:07:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rudi 

2020-10-12 
10:03:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I'm really concerned that the corrupt cops will use this as an ideal 
opportunity to accept bribes. In addiHon, we will have very li]le 
opportunity of challenging these fines. The proposed legal avenue 
seems very complicated and once again open to corrupHon and abuse. Norman

2020-10-12 
09:45:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling fines and e-Tolls just for money to be wasted and looted. 
Deon

2020-10-12 
09:42:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gerrit

2020-10-12 
09:42:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-Tolls cannot be linked to the demerit system. The whole E-Toll system 
benefits oversees investors who had no consent from the ciHzens of 
this country to implement this system. 
 E-Tolls must go.  

The whole demerit system needs to be linked to taxi owners and  only 
to ciHzens under 30 years old. They usually the problem factors.  

John
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2020-10-12 
09:34:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will only be enforced on law abiding ciHzens; the taxi's will sHll do 
whatever they want and bribes will be come more prevalent.  
This will change nothing; enforce the rules we have on EVERYONE not 
just the easy targets. NaHus

2020-10-12 
09:24:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not oppose this method in principal however in SA we have many 
issues. To implement another system that our government symply can 
not handle would be a huge mistake. Why start from the back to front - 
again? 
Lets see how this will work? We simply starHng were we do not have 
the manpower, admin, postal ability to maintain such a process. 
We are not a 1st world country when it comes to enforcement! 
- SA is lawless  
- How many people pay their fines? less than 60% 
- We have to renew our licences but the system can not handle it - we 
have been trying since lock down - with no luck to get an appointment 
- this means another admin failure from our government 
- Etoll - this is a joke - should we not 1st sort this system out - not sure 
how many people pay etolls - less that 40% for sure 
- This system will penalize the driver who spends many hours on the 
road, who's likelihood to be caught for doing something wrong and 
that is his/her way to make their money example - my husband drives 
to work and back he has not been pulled off in 5 years! I drive as a rep 
the whole of SA and I have been pulled off at least twice a year - not 
for speeding or infrencements - but even that stat is shocking - I drive 
over 4000km a month and I get pulled off twice yearly - that means 
our system is flawed - no wonder we have so many issues on the road - 
not enough policing 
- Our roads are terrible - potholes, unsafe, hi-jacks, ect  
- MunicipaliHes can not even handle their debt with Eskom, Tshwane is 
in shambles, can not maintain the structures we already have - they 
can not handle this responsibility - get them to operate and maintain 
their buildings, systems ect  
Policing, safety, health ect to be sorted out 1st then we can look at a 
working system 

My conclusion - you wanHng to fix the problem with a system you can 
not enforce! My suggesHon is - more policing on the road, more fines, 
more pulling of people for inferencing - punish non payment of fines. 
Once we have perfected that - then we can change the system to 
enforce the AARTO system - should you chose to do it different I see 
another huge failure for our government - that will cost money and 
means nothing 

Erika

2020-10-12 
09:20:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The law is far too harsh ... that kind of law should be for criminals but 
criminals seem to get away sco] free .. there is no real order to the 
laws Bonita

2020-10-12 
09:19:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

What a joke do you think that the taxi's will abide by any of these 
regulaHons.  As for e'-tolls am totally against this.  The  N1 highway 
used by so many motorists to get back and forth from work is ludicrous 
especially in these trying Hmes where salaries have been cut yet cost 
of living just seems to be geVng higher and higher.  Zita

2020-10-12 
09:14:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling fines and e-toll is not accepted. E-toll has been a discussion 
for years and if public is not made aware of improvements without 
input it is illegal. Why is there a road levy included in fuel then? 
NoHces of traffic fines is not delivered how then can you double the 
fine? Some speeding fines is due to cameras being put in unaproved 
locaHons, how is the public suppose to appose these kind of fines if no 
noHce of fines are given? 

Manage the money and systems in place already beter, be accountable 
for your work and responsibiliHes and we would have a system that is 
opperaHonal and funcHonal. Andries

2020-10-12 
09:12:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mason

2020-10-12 
09:12:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etoll,, doubling fines, criminalising people, then not allowing them to 
have a say in court. Instead just using point demerits unHl their licence 
becomes invalid. Nothing about this is right. I do not consent.  Joan

2020-10-12 
09:09:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am in complete disagreement with this change especially about 
incorporaHng e-toll in the traffic laws. Furthermore our traffic officers 
are so ignorant they will just hand out demerits for no reason... as they 
are constantly looking for bribes Sam

2020-10-12 
09:00:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not see the benefit or value us tax payers will benefit from  more 
moneys coming into the system. It only encourages more the_ and 
bribery Nadeem

2020-10-12 
08:56:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-10-12 
08:42:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is unrealisHc and only aimed at profits not road management Samukelo

2020-10-12 
08:40:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is another money making racket and more power to the law 
enforcement. 
As far as e-tolls nonpayment- there has never been a proper public 
debate. I pay my e-tolls out of choice but to criminalize non payment is 
unacceptable. 
The demerit system has its merits but again open to corrupHon. Leslie

2020-10-12 
08:35:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Thank you Dene]e

2020-10-12 
08:28:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dewalt
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2020-10-12 
08:16:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Current Road Traffic LegislaHon is non-enforced parHcularly in high 
infringement sectors like the Taxi Industry. Traffic Officers addiHonally 
are very regular in bribe taking. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-
toll is simply another back avenue crook way of a]empHng to force 
motorists to pay for the revolHng and failed e-toll system. Finally, 
Removing representaHon in person in court is an infringement on our 
rights under the consHtuHon especially when the offences in quesHon 
are being transferred to criminal offences like driving without a license. 
Unacceptable, narrow, corrupt. Kyle

2020-10-12 
08:07:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With a non-existent SA Post Office, how do you anHcipate informing 
any ciHzen of a infringement? The Department of Transport and its 
SOE's are probably the only ones that sHll believe that a post office 
exists in South Africa. Sarel

2020-10-12 
08:06:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Police state Hester

2020-10-12 
08:05:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The goverment can't even enforce the current traffic laws how will 
they covern Arto. DEON

2020-10-12 
08:04:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

 I do not understand how you can enforce a Double fine for a not 
paying E-toll if the E-toll system itself has never been official approved 
via public debate . Madalein

2020-10-12 
07:54:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not know how you can enforce a Double fine for a not paying E-toll 
if the etoll sysyem itself has never been official approved via public 
debat it scam top enforce what they know they cannot. Gus 

2020-10-12 
07:47:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It has done nothing to the unruly taxis as law enforcement is racist and 
only enforced iif no  bribe is paid, thus  scrap it. A.J.

2020-10-12 
07:36:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

While the intenHons of AARTO are credible according to European 
standards -- this regulaHon has one major problem. You cannot enforce 
this law with corrupt traffic officers and JMPD officials. It is common 
knowledge -- which is admi]ed by the AdministraHon, that corrupHon 
is an issue !!! 
All that is going to happen now is the bribe price will go up. The cops 
are rubbing their hands in anHcipaHon !! Get law and order officials 
inline before you enact this law. It's pointless otherwise. 
Regarding E Tolls --- For three (3) years now,  the Gauteng Provincial 
AdministraHon and CoJ officials have been promising to scrap E Toll. 
Talk-talk-talk ---- no ACTION. The people have spoken -- Shove your E 
TOLL up your backside PoliHcians. Its YOUR job to provide 
infrastructure and the public responsibility to use the infrastructure 
you provide to generate wealth. Again -- This is NOT Europe. Get real 
please. B

2020-10-12 
07:35:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It's absuive, the new policies and simply a way to gain more funds from 
the public for unreasonable infringes. 

Also being tried criminally for driving without a valid license is vastly 
unreasonable, as real criminals walk free for considerably worse 
crimes. It's a burden on the legal system and it distracts from the real 
problems in this country. Nadia

2020-10-12 
07:29:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Francois

2020-10-12 
07:28:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We should not be held responsible for governments bad choices. I feel 
that the current laws are working. Place harder laws on the taxi drivers 
that break the laws daily. 

budhroonish
a

2020-10-12 
07:23:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Today they cant even force 80% of the road users too obay rules such 
as stopping at stop streets,ignoring traffic lights,drive without lic,drive 
unlicenced vehicals,buy their elligal lic.,drive without 
masks,overloading their transport,  not,giving fines to the publick while 
driving behind them seeing going through red lights and  driving on the  
side of the road to get to the robot in Hme when it turns green,the lot  
that drives with legal lic.dont know the rules of the road,if they do get 
fines very li]le gets paid or bribe officials,so why make more 
rules,instead train more traffic off.to enforce the law. ABRAHAM

2020-10-12 
07:09:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Concerns over the system being applied fairly across the board. Johan

2020-10-12 
07:07:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This all about control.  The E-toll system was implemented without the 
necessary consultaHon.  This is all about control and they just want to 
burden the people without the necessary infrastructure.  As for the 
doubling of fines that is totally barbaric and unconsHtuHonal.   so no I 
disagree with the imposing of double fines and e-toll payments. Maria

2020-10-12 
07:01:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hana

2020-10-12 
07:00:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling Fines for non payment of etolls. At this stage Etoll have been 
unable to furnish me proof of every alleged Hme I go through a gantry Mike

2020-10-12 
06:57:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

 I object in the strongest manner possible the doubling of fines for non 
payment of the e-toll system. I will never ever pay for the corrupt e-toll 
system as government has forced this on us Sonja

2020-10-12 
06:52:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Adri

2020-10-12 
06:43:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are already paying tax through our ears. Now we are expected to 
pay for etolls that are costly and unpracHcal. The south african public is 
already living from hand to mouth. I do not think puVng extra financial 
burden on them is going to solve this problem. Furthermore the 
president has opened our economy for fear of the economy so I'm 
surprised that the very same government thinks this is ok. Shaa'ista

2020-10-12 
06:35:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The law in total is uther rubbish !!!! Petro

2020-10-12 
06:21:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe that the demerit system will not be enforced to all drivers and 
the bribe situaHon will conHnue. It will effect some but not all. If our 
present system was enforced and traffic officers were more vigilant 
and less likely to accept bribes , we would have safer roads. Virginia

2020-10-12 
06:15:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I just feel that by removing point because I do not pay e-tolls is not on 
as the e-tolls was force upon us and this will just cause millions of 
drivers to drive around without licenses as the people are not paying 
for e-tolls this will not force them to pay for the e-tolls by doing this. Leon
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2020-10-12 
06:02:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The steps taken are radical and unfair. First, doubling the fines is so 
unfair and enforcement of payment of etolls which the community 
have been against from the beginning is undemocraHc. Finally the road 
condiHons do not warrant such drasHc measures by the government. Kedisaletse

2020-10-12 
06:01:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

People have a right to speak up for themselves before being convicted. 
This will make Admin môre complicated and cumbersome than it 
already is. Liesel 

2020-10-12 
05:17:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ek dink die toll of E-toll moet geskraap word Die regeering maak 
genoeg geld met brandstof belasHng v instandhouding  
Stem ook nie saam met demerit punte nie Dit gaan in n rassisHese 
veldtog ontaand en blanke mens gaan hierdeer benadeel word EHenne

2020-10-12 
04:39:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are not obligated to pay e_tolls why will fees be doubled because 
of this.? PEGGY 

2020-10-12 
04:32:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This laws make it harder for us to even renew licenses even if the 
Hcked arrived late from some parking meter that was not working, 
Hckets that are given to us with false pretenses to solicit money from 
us by traffic officers. This is really not fair as we cannot even given a 
fair chance to dispute them and expensive to even get to court. This 
must stop now.

Rammese 
Oupa

2020-10-12 
04:32:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This laws make it harder for us to even renew licenses even if the 
Hcked arrived late from some parking meter that was not working, 
Hckets that are given to us with false pretenses to solicit money from 
us by traffic officers. This is really not fair as we cannot even given a 
fair chance to dispute them and expensive to even get to court. This 
must stop now.

Rammese 
Oupa

2020-10-12 
04:32:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This laws make it harder for us to even renew licenses even if the 
Hcked arrived late from some parking meter that was not working, 
Hckets that are given to us with false pretenses to solicit money from 
us by traffic officers. This is really not fair as we cannot even given a 
fair chance to dispute them and expensive to even get to court. This 
must stop now.

Rammese 
Oupa

2020-10-12 
01:16:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is nothing more than a money grab and will in no way deter bad 
drivers. The infringments on tolls are also just government trying to 
steal from ciHzens. Vaughan

2020-10-11 
22:05:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gateway for more corupHon Johann

2020-10-11 
21:56:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is verry difficult to obtain driving licence, making a criminal offence 
for driving without licence would be be]er if the means to obtain 
licence is siplyfied Mpho

2020-10-11 
20:52:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders marinda

2020-10-11 
20:36:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is not what the people want Fred 

2020-10-11 
20:08:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Do we honestly expect that the already broken law enforcement 
organizaHons will make any effort to actually hold the most egregious 
offenders of our roads (mini bus taxis and buses in general) 
accountable?  

I don't expect this to actually be effect in the slightest, though I look 
forward to  being proven wrong. Shane

2020-10-11 
19:22:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Increasing the Demerit Points:- 
Good idea, it gives a fair chance to the Infringer to redeem him/herself. 
Demerit Points on the License Disc for a Company is not a good idea as 
several drivers drive their vehicles and a company vehicle is not always 
dedicated to one driver. 
2) Doubling the Penalty Fines:- Very Bad Idea. 
How many people do you really think will be able to afford to pay their 
fines, in our present  living situaHon. There are already a large amount 
of corrupHon between members of the public and Traffic Officers, in 
doubling the fines, this encourage more people to exercise the BRIBE 
soluHons to stay away from being arrested or to pay exorbitant fines.  
3) Doubling the Fines for e-toll. 
E-toll was a bad idea from the start, there are means and ways to raise 
money to maintain our roads. The reasons why very few are paying e-
tolls is because of their salaries, not everyone earns good salaries and 
depend on their cars to go to work. By enforcing this law , you are 
puVng some families in poverty, in other words, you are taking their 
everyday cost of living from their pocket and can't put food on their 
table to feed their family. For some of you in the Government, you 
don't give a damn as you earn enough to feed yourself and your family 
and us members of the public, we must make a plan. This is why there 
is so much Bribes and CorrupHons in this Country. 

Joseph 
Bertrand

2020-10-11 
19:21:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Increasing the Demerit Points:- 
Good idea, it gives a fair chance to the Infringer to redeem him/herself. 
Demerit Points on the License Disc for a Company is not a good idea as 
several drivers drive their vehicles and a company vehicle is not always 
dedicated to one driver. 
2) Doubling the Penalty Fines:- Very Bad Idea. 
How many people do you really think will be able to afford to pay their 
fines, in our present  living situaHon. There are already a large amount 
of corrupHon between members of the public and Traffic Officers, in 
doubling the fines, this encourage more people to exercise the BRIBE 
soluHons to stay away from being arrested or to pay exorbitant fines.  
3) Doubling the Fines for e-toll. 
E-toll was a bad idea from the start, there are means and ways to raise 
money to maintain our roads. The reasons why very few are paying e-
tolls is because of their salaries, not everyone earns good salaries and 
depend on their cars to go to work. By enforcing this law , you are 
puVng some families in poverty, in other words, you are taking their 
everyday cost of living from their pocket and can't put food on their 
table to feed their family. For some of you in the Government, you 
don't give a damn as you earn enough to feed yourself and your family 
and us members of the public, we must make a plan. This is why there 
is so much Bribes and CorrupHons in this Country. 

Joseph 
Bertrand
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2020-10-11 
19:18:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Increasing the Demerit Points:- 
Good idea, it gives a fair chance to the Infringer to redeem him/herself. 
Demerit Points on the License Disc for a Company is not a good idea as 
several drivers drive their vehicles and a company vehicle is not always 
dedicated to one driver. 
2) Doubling the Penalty Fines:- Very Bad Idea. 
How many people do you really think will be able to afford to pay their 
fines, in our present  living situaHon. There are already a large amount 
of corrupHon between members of the public and Traffic Officers, in 
doubling the fines, this encourage more people to exercise the BRIBE 
soluHons to stay away from being arrested or to pay exorbitant fines.  
3) Doubling the Fines for e-toll. 
E-toll was a bad idea from the start, there are means and ways to raise 
money to maintain our roads. The reasons why very few are paying e-
tolls is because of their salaries, not everyone earns good salaries and 
depend on their cars to go to work. By enforcing this law , you are 
puVng some families in poverty, in other words, you are taking their 
everyday cost of living from their pocket and can't put food on their 
table to feed their family. For some of you in the Government, you 
don't give a damn as you earn enough to feed yourself and your family 
and us members of the public, we must make a plan. This is why there 
is so much Bribes and CorrupHons in this Country. 

Joseph 
Bertrand

2020-10-11 
19:17:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Increasing the Demerit Points:- 
Good idea, it gives a fair chance to the Infringer to redeem him/herself. 
Demerit Points on the License Disc for a Company is not a good idea as 
several drivers drive their vehicles and a company vehicle is not always 
dedicated to one driver. 
2) Doubling the Penalty Fines:- Very Bad Idea. 
How many people do you really think will be able to afford to pay their 
fines, in our present  living situaHon. There are already a large amount 
of corrupHon between members of the public and Traffic Officers, in 
doubling the fines, this encourage more people to exercise the BRIBE 
soluHons to stay away from being arrested or to pay exorbitant fines.  
3) Doubling the Fines for e-toll. 
E-toll was a bad idea from the start, there are means and ways to raise 
money to maintain our roads. The reasons why very few are paying e-
tolls is because of their salaries, not everyone earns good salaries and 
depend on their cars to go to work. By enforcing this law , you are 
puVng some families in poverty, in other words, you are taking their 
everyday cost of living from their pocket and can't put food on their 
table to feed their family. For some of you in the Government, you 
don't give a damn as you earn enough to feed yourself and your family 
and us members of the public, we must make a plan. This is why there 
is so much Bribes and CorrupHons in this Country. 

Joseph 
Bertrand

2020-10-11 
19:16:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Increasing the Demerit Points:- 
Good idea, it gives a fair chance to the Infringer to redeem him/herself. 
Demerit Points on the License Disc for a Company is not a good idea as 
several drivers drive their vehicles and a company vehicle is not always 
dedicated to one driver. 
2) Doubling the Penalty Fines:- Very Bad Idea. 
How many people do you really think will be able to afford to pay their 
fines, in our present  living situaHon. There are already a large amount 
of corrupHon between members of the public and Traffic Officers, in 
doubling the fines, this encourage more people to exercise the BRIBE 
soluHons to stay away from being arrested or to pay exorbitant fines.  
3) Doubling the Fines for e-toll. 
E-toll was a bad idea from the start, there are means and ways to raise 
money to maintain our roads. The reasons why very few are paying e-
tolls is because of their salaries, not everyone earns good salaries and 
depend on their cars to go to work. By enforcing this law , you are 
puVng some families in poverty, in other words, you are taking their 
everyday cost of living from their pocket and can't put food on their 
table to feed their family. For some of you in the Government, you 
don't give a damn as you earn enough to feed yourself and your family 
and us members of the public, we must make a plan. This is why there 
is so much Bribes and CorrupHons in this Country. 

Joseph 
Bertrand

2020-10-11 
19:15:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This seems excessive. 

I don’t agree to any doubling of penalHes. 

I think fines can be increased for unroadworthy vehicles. I feel drunk 
drivers should have their licenses revoked.  

All fines should be via video evidence and not JMPD issued as the 
bribes are out of hand and I think this will just exacerbate that 
problem. Carla

2020-10-11 
18:08:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This process seems that it would only target law abiding ciHzens.  We 
already have a process that is overburdened, not correctly enforced 
and will allow non abiding ciHzens to duck the system. It feels like my 
rights will be taken away where I cannot defend myself in a court if 
required. Angelique

2020-10-11 
17:18:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christo 

2020-10-11 
17:16:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole system falls flat and serves no purpose, if like everything 
else a]empted by the government of the day, the  system is not 
enforced equally across the board:  if taxi drivers, government officials, 
and poliHcians conHnue to break the rules with impunity, you may as 
well can the whole system here and now. 

Paul
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2020-10-11 
16:31:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E toll is an infringement on my right to free movement. Doubling the 
fines is bullshit. Its just one more way to make poloce more corrupt 
because if fines arw doubled then peoole are more likely to bribe. This 
is nkt for the benefit of the cou try but for the benefit of the fat cats mark

2020-10-11 
16:20:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E Tolls should be scrapped as we pay enough taxes for the roads to be 
maintained... Jackie 

2020-10-11 
16:16:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders mahomed

2020-10-11 
15:03:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The enforcement is served by registered mail for collecHon at a post 
office.  Service is problemaHc . If SA wants to enforce demerits and 
tribunals then service of infringements and enforcement's must be in 
terms of the rules of court. It is unconsHtuHonal to hold back licences 
and discs without having a hearing  
It's open to abuse and promotes corrupHon Aysha 

2020-10-11 
13:38:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jenny-Lee 

2020-10-11 
13:33:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Siva

2020-10-11 
13:23:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Cecil 

2020-10-11 
13:16:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etolls were signed by government to be paid by us the uses (Motorists)  
. This is not fair business bcs most Motorists are not happy with this 
billing, other provinces do not hv etolls  nd other roads don't have no 
etolls nd in the townships taxis are operaHng without etolls ,one of my 
neighborhood was paying R5000 per month nd she had to resign bcs of 
billing by etolls. Please cancel this etolls with immediate effect nd I for 
one I not paying bcs can't afford to pay etolls bills so please scrap this 
ruling immediately  ,thanks. 

William 
Itshana 

2020-10-11 
13:16:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etolls were signed by government to be paid by us the uses (Motorists)  
. This is not fair business bcs most Motorists are not happy with this 
billing, other provinces do not hv etolls  nd other roads don't have no 
etolls nd in the townships taxis are operaHng without etolls ,one of my 
neighborhood was paying R5000 per month nd she had to resign bcs of 
billing by etolls. Please cancel this etolls with immediate effect nd I for 
one I not paying bcs can't afford to pay etolls bills so please scrap this 
ruling immediately  ,thanks. 

William 
Itshana 

2020-10-11 
12:41:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. Cannot be criminal to have forgo]en your license 
2. We must not enforce criminality linked to toll fees debacle...unHl 
this is fully resolved poliHcally 
3. Why increase fines ? Is this a method to generate revenue OR to 
change behavior 
4. Do they have evidence to support the zero tolerance for alcohol, i.e. 
how many accidents are caused by people with 0.5 and below alacohol 
compared to those with zero alcohol. I believe that the biggest cause 
of accidents is not speeding or alcohol under 0.5, but due to driver 
recklessness or negligence. GEORGE

2020-10-11 
12:15:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't think puVng stricter measures is going to make a difference. 
The problem is and has been the police on the ground enforcing the 
rules. Yolisa 

2020-10-11 
11:55:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I disagree with the toll system why must Gauteng be the only Provence 
to have etoll as well as people don't have money to pay for etoll a_er 
covid 19 losing their jobs .  Where is your  heart Adrian

2020-10-11 
11:43:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Doubling fines is not the route to go in a struggling economy.  Shirley

2020-10-11 
10:39:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johan 

2020-10-11 
10:10:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gopala

2020-10-11 
09:39:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Let’s not criminalise things we find we have not found workable 
soluHons to. Put in the work to innovate new ways of geVng the 
compliance that is required. There are murderers, women killers and 
fraudsters roaming about. First find the real criminals and prosecute 
them successfully.  Nomzamo 

2020-10-11 
09:36:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The fact is that taxis will by default be excluded and corrupHon will 
escalate. Ernest

2020-10-11 
09:09:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

CorrupHon and the lack of control will leave all its people exposed. 
Cannot implement a rule with no one being able to inforce it correctly. Leandro

2020-10-11 
08:35:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole system is based on money making and loopholes for 
corrupHon are gaping wounds.  The demerit system  punishes an 
offender twice, this most definitely is unconsHtuHonal and an 
infringement on human rights. I think this AARTO should be revisited.  Rona

2020-10-11 
08:33:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Toll gate is fraud introduced to milk roads users  to enrich themselves. Peter 

2020-10-11 
08:33:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another avenue for fraud corrupHon nepoHsm 
incompetence and the_. This whole system must be scrapped in 
totality Rudi

2020-10-11 
08:06:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Theo

2020-10-11 
08:03:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This looks more, and more like a Dictatorial  systems.  This is just open 
to more abuse by authoriHes.   
We need the current system  policed and enforced properly, before 
trying this new system. Currently the they cannot even  police the 
current laws. Start with the peVness. Those who no longer even stop 
and stop signs!  Reason! Not enough traffic officers!  Taxis and ciHzens 
from the townships don't obey ANY rules of the road,  with impunity.   
Just  get the basics right, before moving on to more elaborate systems. 
( Get the current system to work)  
Every ciHzen needs to be protected as noted in the country's 
consHtuHon, especially the right to a fair a legal  process in the courts. ( 
The JusHce system needs to be  running in good order too.) This is also 
a ma]er of great concern. Will minoriHes receive fair jusHce?  Don
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2020-10-11 
07:54:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently 
payable.  
I do not agree with Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. Why 
can  the tax free Taxi associaHon get away without paying Etol vs tax 
paying ciHzens that needs to pay ..... Wouter

2020-10-11 
07:42:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-Toll: Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them.....This is u]erly 
ridiculous....we connot be penalised for e-tolls not being paid.  The 
cost of living is extremely high and government is conHnuously looking 
at making money by enforcing things on public. Stop the corrupHon 
and the funds will be available to improve the state of our country.  Are 
we even a democraHc country? Does definitely not seem so. 

IQ

2020-10-11 
07:38:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Suid Afrika se tronke is reeds vol, hoe wil hul iemand wat nie n lisensie 
het n kriminele rekord gee, maar mense wat steel, vermoor en ryp kan 
hul nie die wet opafdwing nie. 
Afdwingsbevele moet meer gerig word op onverantwoordlike Taxi 
drywers.

martha 
jacoba

2020-10-11 
07:38:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Suid Afrika se tronke is reeds vol, hoe wil hul iemand wat nie n lisensie 
het n kriminele rekord gee, maar mense wat steel, vermoor en ryp kan 
hul nie die wet opafdwing nie. 
Afdwingsbevele moet meer gerig word op onverantwoordlike Taxi 
drywers.

martha 
jacoba

2020-10-11 
07:38:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Suid Afrika se tronke is reeds vol, hoe wil hul iemand wat nie n lisensie 
het n kriminele rekord gee, maar mense wat steel, vermoor en ryp kan 
hul nie die wet opafdwing nie. 
Afdwingsbevele moet meer gerig word op onverantwoordlike Taxi 
drywers.

martha 
jacoba

2020-10-11 
07:12:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Get rid of corrupHon in all government departments. The ANC is 
crippling the country. Fix everything. Do not make decisions for your 
own benefits. Kem 

2020-10-11 
07:08:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

this will again target those who are in the lifestyle of being a good 
cirizen. 
this wil make us a target of abusive greed officials. Johnny

2020-10-11 
07:01:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If you want to enforce this, it should be applicable to all road users, 
taxis and busses included. I use my vehicles for transport the same as 
what a passenger in a taxi uses a taxi or bus for, to go to work and for 
personal use. I do not generate a income from others using my vehicle 
as what taxis do. They are running a business and make a lot of income 
from this so they should also pay for the roads they use. They act 
reckless on our roads, drive without vehicle licenses, use vehicle that 
are not roadworthy and nothing is done about this. Private vehicle 
used for transport to work and back should then also be subsidized by 
the government or exempted the same as taxis.  One law for all, not 
just for some !  Christo

2020-10-11 
06:42:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

In general we keep increasing restricHons but there is no law 
enforcement. It seems to be the norm these days for taxis and many 
others to drive through red traffic lights and nobody does anything 
about it. You also cannot penalize someone someone without allowing 
him to have his say in court. Michael 

2020-10-11 
06:34:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

SMS noHficaHons are unaceptable.  E tols are illegal and must be 
scrapped.  They  first need to sort the taxis out as they don't respect 
any of the rules of the road. This system can't be used as a means to 
inforce irraHonal rules Colin

2020-10-11 
06:17:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with connecHng the e-toll mess to licensing. I also want 
to know how you plan to enforce this on the taxi associaHons? Also do 
not agree with how fines can be deemed delivered or received without 
proof! Antoine]e 

2020-10-11 
06:16:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Paballo

2020-10-11 
06:14:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E toll is illegal and unconsHtuHonal because it was used to steal 
billions. It is racist since the thousands of taxi drivers will not pay but it 
will be enforced on whites ONLY to impoverish them and force them to 
join the exisHng communist anc. Recoup the billions or share with the 
anc which they are stealing and steal from the taxi owners if you 
dare!!! Terence 

2020-10-11 
06:04:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can you enforce a fine that has not been received, SMS IS NOT 
GOOD ENOUGH, del fines with all details on including photo taken 
from the front to show driver, SUMMONS MUST BE SIGNED BY 
ACCUSSED BEFORE ANY COURT ACTION, 
     The way things are done at the moment are unexceptable as it is, 
now you are wanHng to make it even worse,  ,STOP TAKING SHORT 
CUTS TO TAKE MONEY OUT OF OUR POCKETS, E TOLLS WAS  AND IS TO 
THIS DAY NOTHING SHORT OF HIGHWAY ROBBERY, WHY ONLY IN 
GAUTENG AND NO OTHER PROVINCES, Patrick

2020-10-11 
06:04:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can you consider "doubling fines for not paying e-Tolls" when we 
are sHll waiHng for a decision on this grossly illegal and corrupt system. Bronwyn

2020-10-11 
00:00:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system should never combine the e-tools to the driver to the 
enfringements, we are paying a lot as it stands, why is it a burden to 
own a vehicle is this country, its license renewals, its drivers license 
renewals, its traffic fines and to top it, etolls, noo we are Hred of this, 
it's much difficult as a civilian trying to be]er yourself, government find 
another way, let us be Tsholofelo

2020-10-10 
23:30:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Noobody has extra money at the moment  to pay excessive 
fines....Fines have never reduced road carnage.... Janne]e

2020-10-10 
22:12:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It cannot be fair to have a criminal offence for minor traffic 
offences,yes if it is drunk and driving or other serious offences it can go 
that way. Selaelo

2020-10-10 
21:22:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Riyaaz 
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2020-10-10 
21:05:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The enforcement system takes away my rights in terms of the law by 
assuming I am guilty.  
Also the demerit point system is draconian and is seeking to enforce 
road user compliance the wrong way.  

George
2020-10-10 
20:27:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders L

2020-10-10 
18:43:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

South African police cannot enforce the current system. 

CorrupHon and bribery by officials.  

The lack of quality of services e.g. driving licence renewals, buying 
licence disk is an almost impossible task, selecHve enforcement in 
suburban areas, 
Imbalance in terms of applicaHon of the law. 

Pravesh

2020-10-10 
18:37:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We cannot police the current system and do not have enough 
resources to police this system. Also this will NOT deter people from 
infringement  

Nic
2020-10-10 
17:50:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I object to SANRAL being able to enforce toll payment by way of fines Irene

2020-10-10 
17:32:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You cannot enforce a demerit system with all the fraudulent drivers 
licenses out there on the road. It will only penalize certain drivers 
unfairly.  Waste of Hme and money to make certain people look good.  
Not even connecHng driving offenses to car insurance will work since 
car insurance is not required by law. Get rid of e-toll too. Lize]e

2020-10-10 
14:55:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The E -toll on the roads in Gauteng must be abolished completely. Chris

2020-10-10 
13:22:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dit is net bietjies te erg, en ek kan nie sien dat dit regverdig toegepas 
sal word nie.  Ek is seker dieselfde reëls gaan nie vir taxies geld nie. 

 Tina
2020-10-10 
13:18:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We need ethical traffic enforcers first.  Too much corrupHon at the 
moment.  Vuyani

2020-10-10 
13:06:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-toll has nothing to do with car/driver fines. E-toll itself does not work 
so combining with another untested system will be disastrous. Corne

2020-10-10 
12:43:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All the changes just increases the chances for corrupt officials to make 
more money by bribing the public to make their problems go away it 
does not prohibit the public from breaking the laws. As for the e-toll 
fees, South Africans were never consulted before it's implementaHon, 
so how can the government make us pay if we never agreed to it's 
implementaHon.... Wayne

2020-10-10 
12:41:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

  
I don't support the doubling of fines, the removal of court 
representaHons and the toll fines being doubled Cecelia

2020-10-10 
12:40:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They are too harsh to the general public. DiscreHon must be used in 
making& enforcing laws. Oseloka

2020-10-10 
12:37:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dit is n klomp nonsens mors eerder die geld op die paie. 
Kan nie eers n gewone lesensie proeses handhaaf alles altyd van lein af 
of nie beskibaar nie. Steven

2020-10-10 
12:25:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The minister and his friends can all go to hell. moeletsi

2020-10-10 
12:23:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't support the doubling of fines and removal of court 
representaHons Krishnee 

2020-10-10 
12:01:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Daar is klaar voldoende wetgewing. die overhead moet net hulle werk 
begin doen en die bestaande wetgewing toepas . Gert

2020-10-10 
11:56:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anya

2020-10-10 
11:10:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mpho 

2020-10-10 
10:23:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. Taking away the motorist's right to elect to be tried in court is taking 
away that persons consHtuHonal right to choose where they believe 
their case needs to be heard.   
2. Making driving without a license a criminal offense will ruin peoples 
lives and businesses.  if a vehicle has demerit points on its disc it would 
mean that the vehicle itself will be penalized, affecHng the company 
that owns it.  In most cases it is not the business owner driving the 
vehicle.   
3.  There should not be be e-tolls let alone fines for not paying e-tolls. 
The e-toll system in Gauteng was forced onto the road user with no 
sustainable alternaHve offered.  If you travel to Joburg from Pretoria in 
the morning  there is no alternaHve but to use the N1 at a cost.  The 
R101 is packed.  The gautrain is affected by vandalism, cable the_ and 
strikes affecHng the availability and usability.  The only logical opHon is 
to drive.  I don't support e-tolls and I don't want to have to pay for it.  
4. I can keep going, the point is that we live in South Africa, this is not 
the UK or Germany where 95% of the populaHon contribute to tax.  
The tax payer base here is very limited for the amount of people that 
government supports. Adolph

2020-10-10 
10:22:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No need for AARTO, if enforcement is done correctly, lets fix what is 
broken and stop the bribery and corrupHon, and stop using  so_ 
targets as cash cows, while the criminals get away with enforcement. 
Lets get the basics right first, ensure that vehicles are roadworthy, and 
drivers have valid drivers licences. Noel

2020-10-10 
10:20:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe that although, there should be be]er rules and regulaHons in 
place regarding drinking and driving, a zero limit is not necessary.  

Secondly, if the police cannot enforce normal traffic rules on taxi 
drivers, which cause many accidents, why should the public be 
penalised with a demerit system. Gaynor
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2020-10-10 
10:12:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders barbara

2020-10-10 
10:12:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The officers are not fully aware of what is expected from them to 
enforce the law and are always going for so_ targets. Drivers who 
cause fatal accidents are le_ unpunished. Lesetja

2020-10-10 
09:42:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Take only one sided plus what has e tol to do with it nothing to do with 
license this is only a system for making money and not to increase road 
safety Steve

2020-10-10 
09:36:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Khutso 

2020-10-10 
09:28:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is an unfair system and another way to recoup millions of rands 
that have been stolen!!! Desiree

2020-10-10 
08:59:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kirsten

2020-10-10 
08:43:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They are taking away our fundamental rights to be innocent unHl 
proven otherwise and to double the penalHes? This is draconian! Sipho 

2020-10-10 
08:40:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders LN

2020-10-10 
08:28:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sandi

2020-10-10 
08:28:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is clearly a money making scam and a desperate a]empt put forth 
by a corrupt government without addressing the real problems on our 
roads, such as some corrupt police and traffic officials, many bad 
driving skills of taxis and the road surface in all areas are in a terrible 
state. Clearly the scam of an implemented etoll system isn't working 
except for filling government coffers. If I have to pay etoll then so does 
the taxis, fair is fair. A South African ciHzen has the right to 
representaHon in court. If we had well trained and honorable officials 
on all levels then the exisHng system wouldn't be changed. Jason

2020-10-10 
08:28:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The AARTO regulaHons threatrns infringement on etoll fines when this 
country has no clear direcHve on etolls,they must be scrapped.The 
regulaHons are not  consHtuHonally fair Precious

2020-10-10 
08:25:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The right to elect to be tried in court  is consHtuHonal, it can’t be 
infringed on. L

2020-10-10 
08:20:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tammy

2020-10-10 
08:16:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The inclusion of etolls into the aarto system is unjust and not 
supported at all. Kyle

2020-10-10 
08:15:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Start enforcing the law on the lawless, not the people who pay taxes to 
hold the country in acHon. There are laws that currently is not 
maintained, like yellow line driving, driving in opposite traffic, skipping 
red lights, if you can maintain these laws then you may start making 
other laws more strict.  Frikkie

2020-10-10 
08:15:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E Tolls are illegal and they want to “legalise it” and force people to pay 
for corrupHon and they are stealing our money. If South Africa was a 
first world country maybe such laws would be jusHfied. Donovan 

2020-10-10 
08:14:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I like the idea of the system for traffic offenses and increasing the fines 
for infringements. Only problem is this targets law abiding ciHzens 
only. Taxis and the like will conHnue to break the law without recourse. 
They don’t have licenses and corrupHon and maladministraHon make 
any soluHon unworkable. I am completely against the eTolls, as this is 
just another mechanism to provide corrupt poliHcians with more 
money to steal! Fuck them Jason

2020-10-10 
08:10:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why double the fine amount? 
This is just another way to complicate our lives and for them to make 
money. Akhona

2020-10-10 
08:01:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The problem on the road is the law enforcement it’s self they a 
selecHve on applying law enforcement example always taxis break the 
laws and nothing it’s done about them they skip stop sign and robot, 
they drive on yellow lane they drive on incoming traffic they stop in 
the middle of the road some of the taxis are not roadworthy but on 
top of this traffic officers leave them to do all of these thing and some 
of the officers they sell drivers licenses Trevor

2020-10-10 
07:29:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This does not improve anything for anybody. This is only another 
money pocket story. Drieka

2020-10-10 
07:17:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency.  

  Gé
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2020-10-10 
07:17:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency.  

  Gé

2020-10-10 
07:17:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency.  

  Gé

2020-10-10 
07:17:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency.  

  Gé
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2020-10-10 
07:16:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency.  

  Gé

2020-10-10 
07:16:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency.  

  Gé

2020-10-10 
07:16:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency.  

  Gé

2020-10-10 
06:50:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The doubling of fines only suits revenue and does not deter favored 
road users from misdemeanors. 
The increased fines for not paying e-tolls is worthy of scrapping since it 
was a misguided scheme from the beginning. Proper consultaHon 
didn’t happen, the scheme entered into was doomed all along.  Fuel 
levy covers this not over salaried and over staffed organisaHons Rowland 

2020-10-10 
06:26:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Most of us, the poor and working class will never be able to withstand 
paying double or having a criminal record for driving without a license. 
How will we get jobs with a criminal record? How can driving without a 
license compare with criminal acHvity? The poor and working class will 
suffer while government officials steal all that money. I will never pay 
e-toll. That was never discussed with the taxpayers and that's why I will 
never pay it. All this new regulaHons will push up the corrupHon and 
bribery in the traffic officers, giving them more power to extort more 
money from us. This is crap. Leave this pe]y stuff and focus on the real 
crimes of this country. You want to make driving without a license a 
criminal offense, but not one real criminal in government is siVng 
behind bars. Where is all the corrupt government officials who are 
guilty of stealing money? Where are the Zumas? Masangos? Etc. More 
money from the public for government to steal. I disagree with all this Dominique 

2020-10-10 
06:06:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dit sal die reeds arm gemeenskap net verder benadeel.  En vir di e 
regering net meer gee om te steel. Tersa
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2020-10-10 
05:59:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why are they now trying yo implement this.Why not use it on all taxi 
drivers only.Them and drunken drivers alone..This country is already in 
the gu]ers.What with all the corrupHon and stealing of the publics 
monies.Now we must pay and suffer  more.No i not support this at all. 
I am hoping there will be much more of the public that will  support us 
lowly trying to survive  ciHzens. 
Not everyone uses the tolls and hardly travels but the e- tolls sends u a 
very long invoice.. Can this  ruling party just hand over the reigns now. 
This government has messed up our country and its just not 
ending.Enough is enough. Gadija

2020-10-10 
05:49:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elize

2020-10-10 
05:47:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is not fair on us, Tax paying ciHzens to be subjected to this, while the 
Taxi industry is holding government hostage. The taxi industry is 
uncontrollable. Government is not going to implement this on the taxi 
industry, but would rather prejudice tax payers who are already 
financially burdened. If all sectors of the economy were contribuHng to 
SARS and were subjected to the same laws, it would be be]er. This is 
not fair on the Middle Class, we’re funding this country and our hard 
earned money is misused in commissions and corrupHon. AARTO rules 
are unfair and must not be allowed! Boitumelo 

2020-10-10 
05:37:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sick and Hred of being raped for more and more money that gets 
stolen bu others for personal use. The new system is not jusHce and 
safety, its about extorHon. Kribashnee 

2020-10-10 
02:33:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders What have e tolls to do to with  the traffic law? Louis

2020-10-09 
23:43:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I dnt see the need why must they remove the elecHng to nominate a 
driver.. And why must people pay double... Punishment is already 
sufficient, driver cannot get their disc and also they can't renew their 
D/licence if u have enforcement orders, isnt that enough??? Mbalula 
must get his act together MaHlda

2020-10-09 
23:31:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Riaan

2020-10-09 
22:57:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ramakgahlel
a

2020-10-09 
22:34:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current postal system is ineffecHve. I only was aware of 
enforcement orders upon renewal of motor vehicle license. This is 
forced implementaHon of fines.  How are effected drivers informed of 
speed prosecuHon equipment calibraHon. Only spot fines must be 
endorsed. Narendhra

2020-10-09 
22:29:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders James

2020-10-09 
22:07:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The doubling of fines and etoll while also taking points. I don’t support 
that and feel that they should not bring that in.  

Also, removing your right in court is also a big issue Erik
2020-10-09 
21:12:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Solly

2020-10-09 
20:36:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

That the person must prove he did not get the sommens.  
As well as adding e toll where it is totally  a seperet issue and has no 
plase here. Marius

2020-10-09 
20:33:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think it is unfair and criminal to enforce the payment of etolls as there 
was no public parHcipaHon before the decision was made to install the 
etoll system. Ryan 

2020-10-09 
19:48:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Barbara 

2020-10-09 
19:46:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders EmmerenHa

2020-10-09 
19:03:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The AARTO act seeks to remove the presumpHon of innocence unHl 
proven guilty.  
The AARTO Act seeks to replace the presumpHon of innocence with 
the presumpHon of guilt.  
The government no longer needs to prove it's case, the accused has no 
say in the process unHl the accused is faced with a a presumpHve 
verdict which will prove almost impossible to overturn.  
This is how communist repressive regimes operate. Toni

2020-10-09 
19:00:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will just be another bribery system only enforced  on a few.. And 
where wiil the money go that we get fined? Some corrupt municipal  
head again Michelle

2020-10-09 
18:41:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hierdie is n useless storie!!!! Andries

2020-10-09 
18:37:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dit is net weereens n geleentheid vir korrupsie!!!  
Ralie

2020-10-09 
18:16:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders William 

2020-10-09 
18:06:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The aarto regulaHons are flawed.  
It cannot override the representaHve preference of the public. This Hes 
in with the unconsHtuHonal presumpHon of guilt rather innocence 
being applied in the aarto regulaHon.  
The system is not pracHcally implementable and will cost tax payers 
even more.  
The non payment of etolls is a separate issue and should not be 
wri]en as a clear puniHve clause into this regulaHon. Public non-
parHcipaHon and rejecHon of this system is clearly evident.  
The exisHng process to inform the public of traffic violaHons via 
registered mail to allow for tracking cannot be discarded. Leon

2020-10-09 
17:53:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ppl didn't have Hme to parHcipate on the e-toll ma]er therefore they 
can't be forced to pay for something they didn't ask. 
Aarto services is too corrupt and poor to can serve south africans 
especially at the licence departments.  
South African roads are poor yet govt is pumping money to corrupt 
officials who are failing in procurement processes. Moses
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2020-10-09 
17:25:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will only be adhered to / applied to certain ciHzens. The rest will 
sHll do as they please. What goes for one, should go for all and this is 
not the case in South Africa. Carol

2020-10-09 
17:20:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Cannot penalize people for not paying E-toll autocraHcally forced down 
on us Dave

2020-10-09 
17:08:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How are you going to control this? You cannot control the taxis now so 
how do you think you will stop bribing and law abiding ciHzens have to 
cough up the money once again Linda

2020-10-09 
16:30:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All this new proposals got nothing to do with the public interest or to 
keep road users safe. Removing rights protected in the ConsHtuHon, 
especially a persons right to defend the case in a court of law is one 
major concern. Everybody knows by now that the corrupt ANC crooks 
stole all the money they can lay their hands on. Now that the cookie 
jar is stolen empty new ways to generate more money to steal are 
dra_ed. Doubling fines speak for itself. This amendments will 
definately be tried and tested and will be found unconsHtuHonal just 
wait and see. I am against all this amendments. Marius

2020-10-09 
16:10:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Schalk

2020-10-09 
16:10:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ioanna

2020-10-09 
16:02:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

increasing the fines just benefits the officers. e tolls are a joke. jumping 
the robots is a naHonal pasHme. lawlessness is caused by enforcement 
officers not doing their job to start with, and this is where you should 
be starHng. penalHes in this country do not work - look at Pretoria , 
they just wrote off all the taxi fines and not those for the ordinary 
motorist. IAN

2020-10-09 
15:53:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Precious

2020-10-09 
15:48:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

metropolitan police are only seen at shopping centres and lurking 
behind some bush while manning the speed camera. Everyday I put 
me and my family at risk because of total lawlessness. driving to our 
neighbouring town Benoni I saw about 50 traffic transgressions and 
not one was actually speeding. Stopping at traffic lights and stop signs 
seemed to have become the accepted normal driving. All traffic laws 
seem to be in place for a quick money spinning racket. make the roads 
safer by doing your job and we won't need these draconian rules and 
regulaHons. Pieter

2020-10-09 
15:47:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They must cancel the e-tolls.  Surely a small levy on fuel will fund those 
roads. As for taking away our right to contest a fine ......well that 
sounds like the end of our democracy. Fed up with rules and 
regulaHons that do nothing at all about illegal drivers and vehicles. Glenda

2020-10-09 
15:45:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole lot is a load of rubbish - this government is just creaHng 
more opportunity for fraud and corrupHon - the higher the "fines, 
costs, tolls" the more incenHve for bribes & corrupHon!!  eTOLLS are 
ILLEGAL!! (an absolute waste of taxpayer money along with 90% of the 
things this government decides to implement without doing proper 
research)  The only thing I agree with is that driving without a valid 
license should be a criminal offence. 
AARTO keep going a_er the guys that try to comply and nevermind the 
guys that just couldn't be bothered to pay anything for anything as 
they know they will get away with it.  Milking the dead cow - hmmm ? Gen

2020-10-09 
15:41:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Waste of valuable Hme of law abiding ciHzens to argue in court the 
legality of e-tolls. Do away with e-tolls. Rajen

2020-10-09 
15:15:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Scrap etoll. Rather charge all a flat rate amount. Andrew 

2020-10-09 
15:09:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government should rather I vest in be]er policing, recruit more 
officers, create more jobs for their admin instead of making it a money 
making exercise. 

Mmamatsh
wane 

2020-10-09 
14:38:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Stop criminalizing everything, this is just another means of 
overburdening taxpayer, more frui�ul soluHons should be found to 
regulate traffic crimes. No new systems should be imposed unHl the 
current systems are managed well and funcHon without corrupHon. 
This will have very li]le effect on our worst offenders, the Taxi Industry. 
The rights of the ciHzens are just being further eroded. Remove the 
disastrous e-Toll system on Gauteng ring roads. No-one is paying 
anyway and to prosecute them all is totally ludicrous. Simon

2020-10-09 
14:23:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them  is unconsHtuHonal - we  are 
already paying various forms of taxes and levies.  There was insufficient 
consultaHon on the e-toll ma]er.  This is also open for more 
corrupHon.   

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license -  I agree 

You should be able to go to court to defend yourself.  Removing an 
alleged infringer’s exisHng right is  unconsHtuHonal.  

Police reckless drivers, unroadworthy vehicles and speeding - I agree 

Marlene 
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2020-10-09 
14:13:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As it is most South Africans are struggling to make ends meet, they fail 
to pay traffic fines and now they need to pay double fines, have 
representaHon in courts to defend traffic fines. Most people that drive 
are drivers of the economy as it stands, they are honest hard working 
ciHzens who pay taxes, they do not rely on tenders or back door 
handbags with undisclosed amounts of money. The government 
should divert focus on actually punishing real criminals. It is despicable 
that hard working ciHzens need to always be the sacrificial lambs of the 
country. Out government is disgusHng really. E-tolls keep being pushed 
down our throats, government needs to stop planning/budgeHng with 
the pockets of already suffering tax payers. Phansi nge ANC Nonhlanhla

2020-10-09 
14:03:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Firstly this whole system is against our consHtuHonal rights as private 
enHHes to "TRAVEL" freely without interference from the "Policy 
Enforcers". We are not operaHng in commerce, therefore these rules 
do not apply to us as we are "NOT" corporate or legal [ficHonal] 
persons on the high seas operaHng under "MariHme Law"  This is just 
another money grabbing system  by the Government [CorporaHon 
acHng as a service delivery organisaHon for hire, Legal but not Lawful] 
to fleece the people of SA. johan

2020-10-09 
14:01:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The benefactors of these changes are clearly set out to purely benefit 
the corrupt officials of the government.  Increased revenue provides 
ferHle grounds for further corrupHon. As it is, the current laws are not 
enforced. Let law enforcement do their jobs properly, and jusHfy the 
salaries paid to them by the taxpayers. 

The taxi drivers already do as they please on our roads and nothing is 
done about their reckless driving, so this is purely a way to get money 
from normal law abiding ciHzens that do adhere to the road laws and 
that will pay for any infringements that are in fact valid. 

Furthermore, making ''non payment of e-toll's a criminal offense'' is 
ludicrous. If that be the case then non-payment of any kind of account 
(Municipal, Retail ..etc..) should also be deemed a criminal act, which 
in turn will mean 80% of South Africa will be arrested.  

  

Rui

2020-10-09 
13:57:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right  -  
unconsHtuHonal 

Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15  -  
this is fair 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. - 
people do not have money - more corrupHon 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them -  
etoll is unconsHtuHonal - we already paying taxes and levies - again 
more corrupHon 

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence -  
agree 

Chalmyne

2020-10-09 
13:49:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree to any law where I cannot defend myself in a court of 
law. Regre]ably this will target ciHzens who are generally law abiding 
who may slip up. Money making This has nothing to do with road 
safety. As a professional driver, I do not feel safe on the road. There is 
no visible policing. They are all hiding behind cameras. The offenders 
speed past and conHnue doing so. Think traffic officers go to hiding 
classes. Get these offenders to stop and take them to task 
immediately. We sHll have to share the roads with them. Fines will not 
stop this. It never has. Nobody is stopped. Licenses roadworthy, 
tailgaHng and reckless driving all ignored. Increased fines meaningless.  
If all the laws can be applied to Taxis then we are almost there Pieter

2020-10-09 
13:46:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The issue of fines that are imposed on etolls. Thabo

2020-10-09 
13:46:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforcing the non-democraHc etoll system is a direct injusHce to the 
plea made motorist not only in Gauteng but naHonwide. The poorly 
implemented and failing etoll system cannot now be enforced at the 
expense of motorists. This is further exasperated by a failing 
administraHon of government departments flouHng tax payer's money. 
The tax payer is not the enemy, the enemy is the corrupt governance 
at the helm. Motorists and especially the  working class are under 
immense financial pressure as it is. Zweli

2020-10-09 
13:42:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Incompetence and corrupHon and the blame game is all about this 
failed government Wally

2020-10-09 
13:34:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Need the right to appeal in a court of law. Also doubling the fines. 
Delivery should be  by hand, 

Theo

2020-10-09 
13:02:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable NOT 
MAKING ANY SENSE. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them .WE DON'T NEED E TOLLS AT 
ALL. LLETEBELE
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2020-10-09 
13:01:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I will not support any extorHonist statute, that remove my right to have 
my case heard in a court of law. 
I do not support any statute that creates a vicHmless crime in order the 
create an income stream for the state. 
Why should we the South African ciHzens be held responsible for 
things that we did not ask for e.g. the toll roads. 
The taxis have total disregard for the other road users yet the corrupt 
law officials ignore it. 
The law enforcers take bribes with total disregard for what they are 
doing. 
I will definitely not support this new proposed system. 
I feel the current problems on the road should be fixed before 
introducing more laws. Law abiding ciHzens will just pay, the non-law 
abiders will just conHnue driving illegally, not paying fines as before. 
Throwing more rules at the problem won’t fix anything, fix what you 
currently have first. Lloyd

2020-10-09 
12:59:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our Government is not listening to people. Up to now I don't know 
whether I need to pay for the e tolls or not. I'm sHll waiHng for them to 
finnalise that issue. We hat was the agreement? We're we told to pay 
for them? The last Hme I heard it was said it's under discussions. Olga

2020-10-09 
12:52:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Margaret

2020-10-09 
12:34:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Government has to prove that the Traffic Department can clamp down 
on illegal taxi's and their total disrespect for traffic laws. A great deal of 
police officers are corrupt. 
If they cannot even enforce current laws on the wearing of seatbelts, 
cell phones, unroadworthy vehicles, etc. they will implement these 
new laws selecHvely to make money and it will defeat the purpose of 
the laws. 
We did not ask for Toll roads and is just another way to make us pay 
money for government to waste . We should be allowed to choose to 
go to court as we are a DemocraHc country. The toll system has not 
been resolved, many toll fees were in error, the demirit system will 
cause unfairness. 
I agree to the drunk and driving and increasing the fine system as we 
have seen from lockdown it is a serious issue in our country. 

Marcy

2020-10-09 
12:12:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Traffic officers do not concentrate on moving violaHons and are looking 
for easy money. Nothing to do with road safety. How can e tolls be 
included in the fines? Roy

2020-10-09 
12:05:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just more ANC BS. 
They will not be able to operate this system as with all systems run by 
this gov. Kevin

2020-10-09 
12:04:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We can't be forced to pay Etolls, this is too harsh and will result in less 
people buying cars, another decline in the economy. KaH

2020-10-09 
12:03:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It's a con to get more money without allowing anyone their 
consHtuHonal rights Jeremy

2020-10-09 
12:02:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Roads belong to the South African public. I and my fellow ciHzens 
have paid for all roads. Not the government. 

You have no rite to do what you are doing. 

The Roads belong to us, not you. 

NO E-TOLLS 
Mark

2020-10-09 
11:50:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnHl  the issue of police as taxi owners is addressed ie taxis are not 
fined, apprehended  etc. because of the individual police ownership 
level any road safety iniHaHve will fail. Ian

2020-10-09 
11:46:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Forget about the etoll system, it has failed and it is a form of 
suppression. Charl

2020-10-09 
11:43:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders e-tolls highly illegal and discriminatory. Pokolo

2020-10-09 
11:41:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why waste money on something that's never going to work. The old 
system has shown the public that our corrupt officers dont up hold the 
law. The taxi industry does exactly as it likes. So you rather take that 
money and bail Eskom out again that's more of a priority Jack

2020-10-09 
11:39:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe this will simply turn out tobe another opportunity to allow 
corrupHon.Every government system exisHng hasbeen  or is 
corrupt.CorrupHon is endemic.Why would 
AARTO  be different? Ronald

2020-10-09 
11:30:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

administraHve process is cumbersome, whilst granHng the authority 
unbalanced powers 
doubling the fines has no research substance to it 
linking e-tolls to aarto infringements is lewd, given that sanral has to 
date not sufficiently explained the reasons for the e-toll prices 
making it a criminal offense for driving without a license is as 
outrageous, egregious and preposterous as sars wanHng to remove the 
common law requirement of intenHon from tax laws 
a real consequence of cancelling / suspending licenses under these 
unnecessary rules is that the black market will step in, and probably 
have a more efficient admin system  
get the taxis visibly compliant to current laws, and i may support some 
of the proposals wynand

2020-10-09 
11:20:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The authoriHes cannot presently maintain orderly driving. How will the 
new laws assist them? Rather concentrate on poor performance of 
traffic authoriHes & get that right first. Lynne

2020-10-09 
11:04:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gerrie

2020-10-09 
11:04:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gerrie
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2020-10-09 
11:00:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is a shame that the Government even consider double the  fines 
payable for offences at this Hme! Unemployment is sky high, the 
economy is down the drain, we could not even handle Covid without 
oversea'money, which eventually also went to wrong pockets! More 
money for them to enrìched themselves! Susan

2020-10-09 
10:55:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Like anything else they have tried this is doomed for failure even 
before they start it how are they going  to control the Taxis they can 
not even do it now this is just another way to nail the the general 
public . This will not solve the exisHng problem it will make it worse 
there is no way that they will be able to manage or control it Pieter

2020-10-09 
10:54:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The idea that the onus is on the defendant to prove innocence is 
unconsHtuHonal and violates our basic human rights. 

And to echo previous comments which I agree with 100%: "The state is 
a provably incompetent administrator. A more complex system will fail. 
So another outsource contract needed which means more the_, more 
corrupHon." Henk

2020-10-09 
10:42:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They should get back the money oweing from the ministers who came 
up with this scheme i n the first place and got rich from it.  GIve the tax 
payers a break.  Arlene

2020-10-09 
10:39:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Neels

2020-10-09 
10:30:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die probleem met hierdie Hpe regulasies is dat dit is die wat dit die 
minste kan bekosHg wat aan die pen ry.  Julle maak regulasies en dan is 
dit die armes wat daar onder ly. Dieter

2020-10-09 
10:27:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will only apply to the normal people the taxi organisaHons will either 
bribe or toy toy against it so it will not be effecHve to control them. EVenne

2020-10-09 
10:24:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dudu

2020-10-09 
10:18:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I do not support the decisions made on Etol. Michael

2020-10-09 
10:15:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with the system . The corrupHon needs to be stamped 
out. This leaves the door open for even more bribery from the law 
enforcement officers. It is common knowledge that the majority of 
officers are taking bribes. Garth

2020-10-09 
10:13:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The police cant regulate traffic offenses now, how will it be goverened 
and regulated when this comes into effect. Also cars thats regsitered 
on one persons name are driven by other people so how ill teh 
demerit work then. 
Lastly with enforcement order police brutality will increase, we seen it 
now during the covid lockdown period. 

Regards Rubeena

2020-10-09 
10:06:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The People of SA have no Money to pay the finds, therefor the people 
will burden with interests. edwin

2020-10-09 
10:00:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Fabian

2020-10-09 
09:45:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I have a problem with the inconsistency used by AARTO when 
enforcing traffic rules. They have an aVtude of  not being above the 
law but that they are the law. In the current economic crisis globally 
experienced  it is outrageous to think that they want to increase the 
fines! Karen

2020-10-09 
09:40:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Currently you find out that an enforcement was loaded against your 
license disc without ever geVng a summans/fine. This process is not 
manage correctly or leave space for fraud, because of the inforcement 
loaded without prove that the member received the fine and then 
force to pay the higher price. You cannot realy appeal because you will 
not get a disc without the fine being finalised. Josef

2020-10-09 
09:38:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I do not agree. Stop it in its tracks. Nico

2020-10-09 
09:36:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Criminalizing driving without a license and doubling fines on etolls, 
which the public did not get a say on / when they were forced upon us, 
are drasHc changes that do not have my support. Katharine 

2020-10-09 
09:35:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E tolls are unlawful and far too expensive. Current laws are sufficient if 
enforced properly.  

Buks

2020-10-09 
09:33:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No I do not support the Amendment of AARTO RegulaHons. 
My top concern is enforcement orders. 

The proposed legislaHon is a violaHon of ciHzens basic human rights 
especially in the knowledge that the  system is operated by 
incompetent, corrupt people. 
 Furthermore, the removal of the right to defend oneself in a court of 
law is another violaHon of a basic human right to defend oneself unHl 
proven guilty. It is clear that the moHvators of the new laws are 
blinded by the potenHal monies that will be unjustly collected. All the 
Government authoriHes should focus their efforts of eliminaHng real 
crime in South Africa which includes murder, fraud, violence against 
women and children, cash in transit heists, corrupt government 
employees, farm a]acks, etc. 
e-tolls - I do not agree with the e-toll system and if they are going to 
enforce the system then  my opinion is that all road users must pay  
including the taxi's.  

Kind regards 
Robin

2020-10-09 
09:28:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Trust a government with a track record such as ours to add another 
layer of administraHon and more people to employ.  

SegregaHon of powers are being completely ignored. 
John

2020-10-09 
09:26:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Do not support doubling of fine costs. Colin
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2020-10-09 
09:07:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You have a department that is understaffed and lacking technology. 
Trying to introduce these rediculous laws will not solve any problem 
about Hme for government to take responsibility. Kevin

2020-10-09 
09:05:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

traffic legislaHon was supposed to make driving on south African roads 
safer.  
These draconian set of rules are overkill and simply increase the 
potenHal for bribes  that traffic officers solicit.  
I do not agree to have these laws Gaze]ed imran

2020-10-09 
09:03:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The etol system is sHll not up to scratch and something we never asked 
for or were informed about prior.  They  not making their money back 
and looking for another way to force the public for income and now 
they want to double the fine if you don't pay etol.  There is nothing fair 
about this.  Fix one thing first before trying to enforce it by another 
unfair acHon. Ma]

2020-10-09 
08:59:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The whole system is ridiculous!!!!! Debbie

2020-10-09 
08:50:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If you have past your driving test and approved by government to drive 
then how can it be a criminal offense not to carry your driver's license 
card? 
Only a penalty should be applicable for not  carrying or renewing your 
license. Not carrying your card doesn't mean you don't know how to 
drive.  

Luke

2020-10-09 
08:42:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They want to put all these new rules and regulaHons out there, but 
they cannot even enforce the current laws on the road. There is no 
prosecuHon or enforcing the law for people skipping stop streets, 
either in town or out on the N12 or surrounding areas, unworthy 
vehicles and total lawlessness. They only put out cameras for earning 
money for speeding fines and that is their law enforcement. Sad, so if 
they can't uphold law and order under the current circumstances, and 
don't forget about the fraud and bribes, how are they going to enforce 
the new regulaHons. It is really only about the money, not upholding 
the law... ToHus

2020-10-09 
08:41:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This, like many other implimentaHon of new ideas, will not work in SA, 
as it will come to nothing within a year. CorrupHon, lack of manpower, 
lack of knowledge will sink this effort.... For sure.  Forget about this, 
like e - toll. Its a disaster so far. Philip

2020-10-09 
08:30:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders SaHsh

2020-10-09 
08:14:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't  agree at all that a business gets penalized for a driver of their 
vehicle breaking the law.  The driver of the vehicle has to be the one 
who gets penalized. Bruce

2020-10-09 
08:13:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No right to be heard in a court of law. 

Criminalizing non payment of eTolls. A system "we the people" do not 
want. 
Imagine standing in the dock next to a murderer ? 

Doubling fines... again the big sHck been used to burden the already 
overburdened  
motorist to augment municipal coffers which are been scammed as we 
speak. 

The whole act is designed to elicit another way of enabling the 
looters!!!! Nothing 
to do with road safety AT ALL  
 Rockey

2020-10-09 
08:09:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Totally out of order not realisHc to implement, more corrupHon such as 
Toll gates etc etc etc NO WAYS Frank

2020-10-09 
08:05:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Incompetence and corrupHon and the blame game is all about this 
failed government Wally

2020-10-09 
08:04:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is totally unconsHtuHonal.  
Etolls are unlawful, were thrown out in Cape Town years ago and not 
allowed to install, why is Johannesburg different, Scarp E-Tolls in its 
enHrety.  
Every CiHzen has a right to be tried in a Court of Law not by some 
Tribunal.  The Courts have on numerous Occasions declared E-Tolls 
unconsHtuHonal and unlawful so now they want to move to Tribunals 
appointed by whom? Paula

2020-10-09 
07:54:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Demerrit system is ok for driving offences 
but do not tag non payment of toll fees onto the demerrit system 
the demerrit system is a vehicle now dont let the toll fees get on this 
vehicle recovery of toll fees must be addressed separately 
This system will lead to more corrupHon by officers and departments 
and bribes being requested not to pay outlandish fines.  
The average driver will not be able to pay these fines.  

Badly thought out plan 
Marusckha

2020-10-09 
07:52:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is absolutely ridiculous.  Making up new rules in this country every 
day. 
Removing alleged infringer's rights to be tried in court - this is 
unconsHtuHonal. 
Doubling Fines currently payable - I have first hand experience of not 
receiving fines due to the poor service of the Post Office.  But when I 
want to renew my vehicle license, only then do I find out about fines. 
Doubling fines for not paying e toll - the issue regarding e-toll has yet 
to be resolved. Once again the main issue is double standards - why 
are Taxis exempted from paying e-toll. Morne 

2020-10-09 
07:51:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Costly Hckets, linked to AARTO plus it's another money making 
scheme. Motorists are already the hard hit middle class. The 
government must make the economy as a whole or conHnue seeing s 
shrinkage in the coffers as more people lose jobs from there silly 
enforcement games. Mantele
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2020-10-09 
07:48:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Zanele

2020-10-09 
07:43:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Incompetence and corrupHon and the blame game is all about this 
failed government Wally

2020-10-09 
07:42:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support demerit points or any legislaHve changes or new 
legislaHon around demerit points. It is all just another way to suck 
more money out of already over burdened tax payers. We also all 
know that this legislaHon will not be fairly applied. The basic driving 
laws on the road are already only applicable to a percentage of drivers 
in the country. The rest do as they please and get away with it. Bribary 
and corrupHon will just increase with implementaHon of new 
legislaHon. Lawrence

2020-10-09 
07:35:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The law must apply equally to all; how will you enforce the law on taxis Abdul Qadir

2020-10-09 
07:12:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another way of opressing SA people puVng a lot of admin strain on 
the system encouraging corrupHon and waste of money Lindiwe

2020-10-09 
07:08:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Just another way to squeeze money from taxpayers Marc

2020-10-09 
07:08:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Yve]e

2020-10-09 
07:00:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I strongly object to 
1 Paying an etoll which has been shown to be part of a corrupHon 
scam and not benefiVng our riads 
2 Poor management and administraHon in applying for and renewing 
drivers licenses and being criminally liable as a result of incompetence  
3 The number of exisHng corrupt officials are going to be administering 
a more draconian system which will lead to further abuse especially if 
our legal right to fair representaHon is removed Shirley 

2020-10-09 
06:48:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The problem is not our laws, it’s the enforcement that just does not 
happen. We have too li]le Metro Cops and total disobedience by Taxi 
drivers. Rather change the laws about governing death traps and Taxi 
drivers. Helene

2020-10-09 
06:40:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders verena

2020-10-09 
06:38:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How will govt enforce any new laws and regulaHons for the taxi 
industry and drunken drivers and speedsters as they are the main 
CULPRITS of death on our roads and do not abide by any laws. They do 
as they want and get away with it. When an offence is commi]ed they 
should be dealt with straight away not appear in court 3 months down 
the line. NO more BAIL ANYLONGER . They get away with most 
infringements. Thats why they conHnue to carry on commiVng 
offences. No dealt with straight away and laws are too so_  

Diane 
2020-10-09 
06:37:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Enforce the current laws correctly!... Alan

2020-10-09 
06:36:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The traffic officer's are corrupted,so if you don't pay the bribe you will 
be punish with points. First fix that problem before starHng a new 
problem. IZAK

2020-10-09 
06:35:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders André

2020-10-09 
06:34:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders André

2020-10-09 
06:20:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Terwyl ek die lees oor die wet en oor die punt stelsel kom ek agter dat 
hulle die wet wil verander op n maniier wat mense hulle lesensies gaan 
kos. Ek dink die kan nie werk nie want mense gaan net sonder lesensie 
ry. Die EMD kan nie eers die wet oor die algemmen handhaaf nie so 
hoe gaan hulle die ding doen. Kry eers die mense reg wat wet moet 
toepas gert

2020-10-09 
06:07:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders South African don't have money doubling of fines ID unreasonable Ayanda

2020-10-09 
05:48:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rod

2020-10-09 
05:44:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The present laws are not enforced properly , the system riddled with 
corrupHon, just another way to try and fleece already overburdened 
ciHzens. Useless corrupt officials , we are Hred of this ., Eugene

2020-10-09 
05:23:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Get rid of corrupHon firstly, before anything  else can be implemented. 
Stop hiVng on easy targets by  trying to double fines / tolls. 
This will creat more resistance from the general public. Tony

2020-10-09 
03:39:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This government cant enforce the present legislaHon, how will it 
enforce this legislaHon.A taxi driver will reach his limit of demerits in 
kess than a week, if proper enforcement takes place. Do you really 
think the taxi driver will stop driving once he loses his licence ?Or if his 
licence is suspended?This legislaHon just provides more opportunity 
for corrupHon.It would be useful and workable in a law abiding 
society.South Africa is not such a society in general Andre

2020-10-09 
02:31:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The traffic department  cannot cope with regulaHon  the current traffic 
laws with all corrupHon and  bribing going on and lawless  of taxis.  
Also the  etolls are  joke... they just wasn't more money from the tax 
payers that they can line their pockets more... Patricia

2020-10-09 
01:12:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Remove the e-tolls. How are we expected to pay without an increase? Khutso

2020-10-09 
00:56:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Government must look at the more pressing issues in our country 
and stop siVng around looking for reasons to constantly making laws 
that is no enforced across the board as there are always those that just 
have a total disregard for the law no ma]er what. They never get held 
accountable and arrested but le_ to reign as they please.  The law 
must be upheld fairly and justly to all who live or visit this country no 
ma]er who you are and that includes each and every civil servant in 
this country no excepHons and then and only then could these laws be 
true and jusHfiable but unHl then go look at the more serious issues. 
Government must start being accountable for everything and lead by 
example and if the example of current is anything to go by then we are 
doomed to anarchy. Isabella 
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2020-10-09 
00:47:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I DON'T AGREE WITH ALL THESE CHANGES!!!  
The fines and what not are already expensive as is from what I've seen 
from other people. Everyone is already struggling with the lockdown 
and our ever collapsing economy. The people certainly cannot afford 
more. It is also our right to try the infringements in court. The way they 
wish to take it away is an infringement in of itself. 

I  don't agree with paying etolls as well.. Where is that money going to 
come from with job losses and economy being affected by the 
lockdown???????  NthaH 

2020-10-09 
00:47:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I DON'T AGREE WITH ALL THESE CHANGES!!!  
The fines and what not are already expensive as is from what I've seen 
from other people. Everyone is already struggling with the lockdown 
and our ever collapsing economy. The people certainly cannot afford 
more. It is also our right to try the infringements in court. The way they 
wish to take it away is an infringement in of itself. 

I  don't agree with paying etolls as well.. Where is that money going to 
come from with job losses and economy being affected by the 
lockdown???????  NthaH 

2020-10-09 
00:04:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Let's stop corrupHon first Kgabo

2020-10-08 
23:11:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is ridiculous to double peoples fines when the system does not work 
properly 
The postal service does not deliver documents on Hme and then 
penalHes are incurred. 
The consumer cant keep paying for a broken system Mandy

2020-10-08 
22:30:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The tribunal will create too much admin and doubling of fine for failing 
to pay e-toll does not make sense because if you are failing it means 
you don't have the money to pay, then if it gets doubled how will one 
pay the double amount. 

Cherrif 
mashilo 

2020-10-08 
22:23:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I object! Reinhardt 

2020-10-08 
22:16:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Alleged infringer should be enHtled to defend him/herself if so wished 
in a court of law.  

Agree with 2nd point.  

Fines should not be doubled but adjusted to the severity of the 
offence. 

Completely do away with eTolls.  Cannot hold a driver liable for 
something not agreed to (eTolls)  

Should be allowed to produce or present drivers licence with a 
reasonable warning.  Why brand a regular ciHzen as a criminal).  

Take appropriate acHon against blatant law breakers : reckless 
speedsters and undisciplined taxi drivers. Victor

2020-10-08 
22:09:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We have policemen who want breakfast lunch and supper money and 
if they don't get it they find issues to Hcket 1st change the enHre 
corrupt police force Aboobaker

2020-10-08 
21:58:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Carissa

2020-10-08 
21:44:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The tribunal will create too much admin and doubling of fine for failing 
to pay e-toll does not make sense because if you are failing it means 
you don't have the money to pay, then if it gets doubled how will one 
pay the double amount. 

Cherrif 
mashilo 

2020-10-08 
21:43:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The tribunal will create too much admin and doubling of fine for failing 
to pay e-toll does not make sense because if you are failing it means 
you don't have the money to pay, then if it gets doubled how will one 
pay the double amount. 

Cherrif 
mashilo 

2020-10-08 
21:43:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kelly

2020-10-08 
20:56:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders To much fraud will never work Mundo

2020-10-08 
20:54:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

In a democracy one is inocent before proven guilty. This system 
assumes the person's guilty at the incepHon. In a corrupt 
administraHon system like SA this regulaHon will only increase 
corrupHon! 
This a draconic regulaHon that eventually will cause a public muHny 
and anarchy.  

Meir

2020-10-08 
20:46:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed legislaHon is flagrant violaHon of ciHzens basic human 
rights especially in the knowledge that the camera system operated by 
incompetent people and placed directly adjacent to vacuum/negaHve 
sucHon created by  passing vehicles is  inaccurate. Furthermore, the 
removal of tge right to defend oneself in a court of law is heinous and 
a violaHon of a basic human right to defend oneself unHl proven guilty. 
It is clear that the moHvators of the new laws have lost their minds and 
are blinded by the potenHal monies that will be unjustlu garnered. All 
the Government authoriHes in this suffering and dying land woild do 
well to rather focus their efforts of eliminaHng the high violent crime 
rate in the RSA which is the murder, femicide, infanHcide, violent crime 
capital of the world.    Fred
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2020-10-08 
20:46:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed legislaHon is flagrant violaHon of ciHzens basic human 
rights especially in the knowledge that the camera system operated by 
incompetent people and placed directly adjacent to vacuum/negaHve 
sucHon created by  passing vehicles is  inaccurate. Furthermore, the 
removal of tge right to defend oneself in a court of law is heinous and 
a violaHon of a basic human right to defend oneself unHl proven guilty. 
It is clear that the moHvators of the new laws have lost their minds and 
are blinded by the potenHal monies that will be unjustlu garnered. All 
the Government authoriHes in this suffering and dying land woild do 
well to rather focus their efforts of eliminaHng the high violent crime 
rate in the RSA which is the murder, femicide, infanHcide, violent crime 
capital of the world.    Fred

2020-10-08 
20:46:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The department does not envoke great feelings of trust as corrupHon 
reigns free and now allegaHons of traffic officials that are part of 
hijacking and robbery syndicates 
Another concern is that toll roads should not form part of traffic 
adherence, it is a completely different department. This will allow 
government to adjust toll fees without any consultaHon, also to add 
toll roads and conHnue to now spend any maintenance on alternaHve 
routes 
The next point of concern is the costs involved for appeals. As with the 
corrupt e-toll system and municipaliHes the user will probably have to 
pay first then only be able to appeal which is not only unreasonable 
but also a corrupt way to enforce laws. 

Maria
2020-10-08 
20:45:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etoll system, I was not consulted and Sandral just added 2 new lanes, 
however the roads were always there. Thuli

2020-10-08 
20:24:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nomfundo

2020-10-08 
20:10:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-10-08 
20:01:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rehana 

2020-10-08 
19:57:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The new regulaHons will not improve anything since there is no 
effecHve policing on our roads. The main contributors to our high 
accident rate is not being a]ended to viz the taxi industry. Doubling 
fines will not act as a deterrent but will only serve to increase bribery 
and corrupHon of the traffic officers. This aspect must be a]ended to 
iniHally to effect any meaningful change. Fines for toll roads must be 
scrapped as we have already paid for these roads via the fuel levy. 
Renewing a drivers license every five years makes no sense. This 
should be extended to ten years. Appealing against a fine in the court 
of law  is one’s consHtuHonal right. Devanand 

2020-10-08 
19:50:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders cant take the current government serious, corrupHon. Zakithi

2020-10-08 
19:38:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Corrupt, corrupt and corrupt.  It just conHnues to smack you in the 
face. Silvana

2020-10-08 
19:37:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Get rid of the Toll fees . This is just criminal to expect us to pay for this  
as we never wanted them in the first place. All Done to make another 
corrupt official rich.  The same with puVng up traffic fines. Sort out the 
taxi death traps and teach the drivers the rules if the road. This would 
save thousands  of lives. Niki

2020-10-08 
19:32:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with 1) the proposal dat ons is bere_ of the right to be 
tried in a court of law; 
2) The proposed method of extracHng payment for e-tolls; 3) Making it 
a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a driving licence. 
Apart from being inherently iniquitous, these provisions are also 
draconian and represent a gratuitous interference with ciHzens' rights. Louis

2020-10-08 
19:21:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Given the corrupt nature of SA governmental / administraHve systems 
to be spending Hme thinking of ways to further fine ciHzens rather 
than improving the moral nature of our country is unacceptable.  The E 
toll fines are just further ways to extort money from those of us who 
have cars, pay our taxes and subsidize the life styles of the corrupt. Jacki

2020-10-08 
19:19:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ilse

2020-10-08 
19:14:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Linre

2020-10-08 
19:11:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

New laws do not make for new behaviour.  Mainly because old laws 
were never applied. Law enforcement on the SA roads is a naHonal 
joke. Fix that. THEN think of new laws. Also think of proper training of 
law enforcement officers, denuding them of any thoughts of being 
corrupt Nicole]e

2020-10-08 
19:09:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enough is enough.  You are charging us taxes for every litre of petrol, 
which is used for road upgrades.  We are charged very high rates for 
our licence discs. To fine us double is so unreasonable.  Stop the fraud 
and corrupHon, you will find money to pay for everything. gina

2020-10-08 
19:05:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Don’t agree with the double charge . Demerits and pay a fine ? Elisha

2020-10-08 
19:00:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling penalHes and fines is just madness. We are already living on 
the bread line! E-toll is a bloody scam and making it a criminal offence 
to drive without a drivers license is just crazy. Go catch murderers! Frankie

2020-10-08 
18:58:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Excessive power, misuse of power! Jenny 

2020-10-08 
18:51:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Nobody agrees with this e-toll that is being forced down on the public. 
Now the government wants to enforce it through Aarto. The public will 
just not respect the new Aarto regulaHons. Claudio 
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2020-10-08 
18:50:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

What happened to “presumed INNOCENT unHl proven guilty?” 
This would further encourage corrupHon that is already rife. 
All those thousands with fake licences would also go unpunished and 
never be found as their addresses are equally fake – despite the 
supposed “proof of residence” requirement. 

The E-tolls consHtutes double payment for the same service - the roads 
should be provided for us as paid for by our taxes - then we have to 
pay again to actually use the road. 
And then there is also the double punishment for the same offence – a 
fine as well as a demerit. 

Shireen
2020-10-08 
18:39:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Cheilene

2020-10-08 
18:39:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is wrong in so many ways, I don't even know where to begin. 
This is wide open to corrupHon, milking the compliant tax payer while 
criminals have free roam of our beauHful country.  
It infringes on our consHtuHonal rights 
Trying to enfoce paying Etolls?! 

Chris-Zelda

2020-10-08 
18:36:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current system is not working, why do they want to implement a 
new system thats going to cause a lot more frustraHon and mis 
administraHon. I receive fines for vehicles I never owned in provinces 
far away from where I am staying, and it is impossible to get hold of 
anyone to set the record straight, will I now loose points for someone 
else's bad driving?.  Taxis and busses rule the road and can do what 
they want, will they also be exempt from this?  
E-toll was forced on everyone in Gauteng as part of a corrupt 
government geVng kickbacks. This is another waste of Hme and 
money. Get the police and traffic officers to do their jobs right and we 
would not need this. 

Johann

2020-10-08 
18:24:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This legislaHon is unconsHtuHonal as it presumes guilt unHl you prove 
your innocence and it removes your right to a fair trial. It also means 
that those with fake licenses and those using false addresses will go 
unpunished. Keld

2020-10-08 
18:24:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This legislaHon is unconsHtuHonal as it presumes guilt unHl you prove 
your innocence and it removes your right to a fair trial. It also means 
that those with fake licenses and those using false addresses will go 
unpunished. Keld

2020-10-08 
17:58:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I feel it is unfair that the public should.be taken advantage of by 
government imposing unfair laws. Rashied

2020-10-08 
17:56:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christo

2020-10-08 
17:41:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Nothing is done to stop the carnage on our roads. It seems  all the 
money collected in this country is siphoned off to line the pockets of 
corrupt officials. Is this another easy way of taking the publics hard 
earned cash. A tax of sorts.  We are Hred of the fraudsters who are 
forever looking for new ways to burden the ciHzens. Fareed

2020-10-08 
17:37:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gerrit

2020-10-08 
17:33:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Before any fines/demerit points are implemented, the roads should be  
 upgraded, potholes repaired, road markings repainted, etc. etc. 
The taxi industry must be regulated. 
Taxies must obey the rules of the road 
Make designated stopping / pick up places for the taxi,s as the old 
fashioned bus stops. Not on street corners. 
Un roadworthy vehicles must be taken off the roads. 
This is just to name a few things that should be done  

 Geoff
2020-10-08 
17:33:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Videsh

2020-10-08 
17:29:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The penalHes are too much as we speak and most people lost jobs this 
year.  It should be a criminal offence for driving without your drivers. 
The officers should have a way to idenHfy road users. People lose or 
forget their drivers. Kgowane 

2020-10-08 
17:25:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I disagree with the law of lowered suspension because some standard 
cars are already low.. Kenny

2020-10-08 
17:08:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is so much corrupHon within the traffic officers , taking bribes, 
this will just exacerbated the problem. 
Having a driver’s license  with you should be compulsory.  
Traffic fines were doubled some years ago. So once again it’s just a 
money making exercise to bolster the coffers and to give an already 
overpaid force more money. Once again this will lead to further 
corrupHon by the traffic officers , (  it will be cheaper to pay a bribe 
than geVng an already overinflated traffic fine ). There are so many 
outstanding fines by motorists who don’t have legiHmate licenses. 
Why don’t the traffic officers check that ALL DRIVERS HAVE A VALID 
INSURANCE POLICY,(  these insurance policies should be compulsory 
even if it’s just the basic (THIRD PARTY , FIRE and THEFT ) 
One of the duHes of said Officers which is never enforced is the  
HckeHng of vehicles who are expunging copious clouds of smoke.  
Another  duty which they never report is potholes and Traffic Lights 
which aren’t working.  

NOW AS YOU CAN SEE BY ALL THESE ANSWERS. THE SURVEY IS NOT 
ADDRESSING THE MAIN PROBLEMS which is a system that is not 
funcHoning properly, so what is happening YOUR survey is looking at a 
small secHon of the whole system that is disfuncHonal 

Ray
2020-10-08 
16:53:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The consHtuHonal right to test the alleged offence in court as first line 
of defence  is eliminated in this legislaHon, and is unacceptable. Roger
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2020-10-08 
16:41:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government seems more concerned about making money than 
enforcing traffic regulaHons. The e-toll collecHon should rather be 
scrapped as it is a rip-off especially in it current form. How do you 
charge a foreign driver? The taxis seems to be having freedom to 
behave anyway they feel  and nothing much is done to them. Confidence

2020-10-08 
16:27:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This just opens up for more corrupHon, administraHve burden with 
inept cadres. Traffic fines and traffic policing are just another revenue 
generaHng system for our inept government. Instead, why is the effort 
not spent on administraHng current law properly and fairly i.e. not just 
to fleece law abiding taxpayers, but to the public transport system as 
well. Then focus on creaHng a traffic police that the ciHzens trust and 
respect. This system is akin to bringing back corporal punishment in 
schools. While we are about it, the traffic rules as they are should 
apply to all the blue light brigades as well, including the Hnted 
windows rule. Dave

2020-10-08 
16:23:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders KENNY

2020-10-08 
16:20:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another draconian legislaHve act being enforce to criminalise each 
and every South African with carrot and sHck behaviour. Points systems 
opens up for more abuse by officials on the road for corrupHon and 
malicious behaviour and another government revenue stream to tap 
from a beleaguered public Justus

2020-10-08 
16:13:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E. Tolls should not be our problem. We did not agree to the 
infrastructure. The roads are not even safe let alone paying to use 
them. I pay tax and it get stolen. This is just more money to steal from 
me. Firdaws

2020-10-08 
15:58:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They will never ever be able to implement this. This will be open to 
corrupHon again. Charl

2020-10-08 
15:57:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As laws go in South Africa this is just another a]empt from an inept 
government. The main concern is that the current laws (Which are 
sufficient) are not enforced/applied.  ImplemenHng new laws will 
actually make this even worse.  As it is, currently the government 
departments do not manage the workload.  I suspect there is a 
thinking that the new AARTO system will reduce the workload and that 
the prosecuHon process can be handed over to a computer system, 
this will not work and there will be an unmanageable administraHve 
burden on both the drivers as well as the processing centres. This will 
cost the country billions. 

Further more, I object to the Enforcement orders that are not 
defensible in court.  This infringes on our democraHc principle of being 
innocent unHl proven guilty. I do not believe this will stand up to 
consHtuHonal overview and violates our core rights as South African 
ciHzens geert

2020-10-08 
15:57:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Every day I see drivers going through red robots, taxi drivers driving like 
maniacs,  and people disregarding normal road laws such as yield signs 
being completely ignored. I do not trust law enforcement officers and 
there are no consequences for law breakers.   
Law enforcement in SA is a joke and ordinary ciHzens are held hostage 
by an incompetent government. Jennifer

2020-10-08 
15:52:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

That's the conHnuaHon of corrupHon.  Another way to steel from 
people Grace

2020-10-08 
15:44:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The only thing they are aiming for is to make the tax payer doc up 
more money  for corrupHon and bribing... Roads are not maintained 
but we should pay toll and e toll fees and then we also pay for licenses 
disc that's suppose to cover all that. I personally don't see return on 
investment in S.A Wessel

2020-10-08 
15:36:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Currently nothing is being done to regulate the taxis and they are 
above the law, now we have the burden of paying because they do 
what they want .  Why does the public have to pay for e-tolls when it 
was Jacob Zuma's corrupt pet project?  Get the money from him 
because law abiding ciHzens can't keep paying every cent they make 
just to get to work and back. Gerhard

2020-10-08 
15:35:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regering is nou so gewoond om te steel,hulle wil steeds steel.Dit 
sonder om ,skaam te kry.".. 
Hulle behoort hulle te skaam om so blatant aan te gaan om te maak 
net soos hulle wil sonder om die publiek in die saak te ken..Die publiek 
moet in ag geneem word.! Daar is 'n gesegde ,Do not steal,the 
goverment doesn't like compeHHon.'..Hoeveel- en vir hoelank wil hulle 
steeds steel.? Hulle het geld nodig omdat die land bankrot is.Nou wil 
hulle dit ,melk' va die publiek af.Ons word reeds oorbelas en hulle hou 
net aan om meer te wilverkry. Dit is nou sommer nonsens en ek 
vertrou dat daar werk van gemaak sal word.Wat hulle nie besef nie,is 
dat hul eie mense die ,culprits' is en dan word daar gestaak as die 
regering nie na die ,culprits' se pype dans nie.Dit is 'n lelike prentjie 
hierdie en gaan nog leliker word. 
Dankie. Hennie

2020-10-08 
15:35:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regering is nou so gewoond om te steel,hulle wil steeds steel.Dit 
sonder om ,skaam te kry.".. 
Hulle behoort hulle te skaam om so blatant aan te gaan om te maak 
net soos hulle wil sonder om die publiek in die saak te ken..Die publiek 
moet in ag geneem word.! Daar is 'n gesegde ,Do not steal,the 
goverment doesn't like compeHHon.'..Hoeveel- en vir hoelank wil hulle 
steeds steel.? Hulle het geld nodig omdat die land bankrot is.Nou wil 
hulle dit ,melk' va die publiek af.Ons word reeds oorbelas en hulle hou 
net aan om meer te wilverkry. Dit is nou sommer nonsens en ek 
vertrou dat daar werk van gemaak sal word.Wat hulle nie besef nie,is 
dat hul eie mense die ,culprits' is en dan word daar gestaak as die 
regering nie na die ,culprits' se pype dans nie.Dit is 'n lelike prentjie 
hierdie en gaan nog leliker word. 
Dankie. Hennie

2020-10-08 
15:33:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Totally unacceptable and just another way of extorHng money out of 
the public Rob
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2020-10-08 
15:32:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The ANC government has an zealous obsession with legislaHng new 
laws. It's model of government is that of the imposiHon or more and 
more laws on the people of SA instead of respec�ully, consistently and 
intelligently enforcing exisHng laws - for which the ANC o_en has 
shown nothing but derision and contempt. 

Mathew

2020-10-08 
15:28:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Specifically to Toll road penalHes as well as paying double for penalHes. 
Crippled by the impact of Covid already, families are struggling to make 
amends. Criminals such as rapists, murderers etc. are freely roaming 
the country. People that are obedient to the law is punished. Pesonia

2020-10-08 
15:23:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Diane

2020-10-08 
15:21:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With the total disregard, by many of  our so called drivers, for road 
traffic regulaHons, the lack of accountability when apprehended.  Take 
traffic lights as one example. The almost total absence of policing. 
How will  the new regulaHons be enforced where the mini bus taxi's 
are concerned.  Eddie

2020-10-08 
15:19:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We cant be doubly charged for penalHes and the E-Toll that our Hitler 
goverment gave us. People have just been crippled by COVID. Then 
imagine adding a criminal offence. Who actually brings these laws into 
affect? People who are driven in a black convoy on the fast lane - you 
are unrelatable. 

Thabiso
2020-10-08 
15:10:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will never work. Cops take bribes. Tolls don't work, it has been 
proven. AdministraHve burden, more to loot. Amanda

2020-10-08 
14:53:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another a]empt from Government to increase state income 
by extorHng money from the public.  The E-tolling system is and always 
will be a farce. The proposed enforcement orders are a blatant 
inHmidaHon tacHc and the phrase "Flogging a dead horse" comes to 
mind.   Tjaart

2020-10-08 
14:44:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will not be what you do but who you are that you sill be targeted  
and tge fact tgat taxi drivers can get away with anything  even when 
witnessed by the traffic cops or the police and nothjng is ever done 
breaks down the fibre of society  get them to obey robots and stop 
streets  abd driving on tge shoulder if the road  and  things will turn 
around instead of been obsessed with the speed camera  so you can sit 
in your car all day long Pamela

2020-10-08 
14:28:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

if it was possible  to  choose more than one,i would have chosen all of 
them . i am very concern about this government it has clearly lost 
touch with people on the ground. this will have a very negaHve 
economic  impact on everyone  especially us the poor.  

Mzamo
2020-10-08 
14:19:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Die reg van mense word  ontneem Hendrik

2020-10-08 
14:04:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Amending laws in a lawless country.  
VicHmizing so_ targets and ignoring eg taxi’s pretending no laws exist.  
This is Merely exploitaHve. It’s about more money for greedy li]le 
poliHcians. It’s not about LAW at all. Mad

2020-10-08 
13:59:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I feel that new rules won't make the roads safer,  first end corrupHon in 
law-enforcement, get well trained officers and employees at those 
agencies. 

E-tolls being included is an underhanded a]empt at legiHmizing the 
corrupt system that was installed in SA fraudulently and is not 
acceptable. Jaques

2020-10-08 
13:56:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. I object to E tolls and payment forming part of the Aarto system. It is 
my right to refuse to pay e tolls. A lot of E toll fees have also 
prescribed. I must receive a properly served summons if SANRAL wants 
to recover these fees from me and it is my right to defend myself in a 
Court of Law. 
2. I object to Aarto system, because you do not have all the 
informaHon about infringements. I want a proper summons. Maggie

2020-10-08 
13:55:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders MarHn

2020-10-08 
13:51:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Brenda 

2020-10-08 
13:50:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No drivers license is never a criminal offence. No to E-tolls. No to 
doubling of fines. Farhad 

2020-10-08 
13:47:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

New rules won't make the roads safer it will only criminalise more 
people more easily. 
Before any laws will make a difference we first need to end corrupHon 
in law-enforcement and to have proper training mandates in place 
where the training of officers is concerned. 
E-tolls need to be officially scrapped . The system has proven to be a 
dismal failure from the outset. Gill

2020-10-08 
13:44:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We did not opt in for e-tolls - this was  a government iniHaHve a_er 
having upgraded roads for the world cup, paidfor and funded by the 
tax payer and road user, whilst licence fees are also hiked every year, 
without consideraHon or consultaHon. Just scrap the whole damn 
system as it serves no purpose other than to enrich certain priviledged 
individuals and companies. Dawood 

2020-10-08 
13:29:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E tolls ?   How should people pay this as well as having no jobs thanks 
to your lockups Dianne

2020-10-08 
13:29:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is not right to  double the fines for failing to pay e-tolls as it was not 
introduced the proper way. Raman

2020-10-08 
13:26:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system is in contradicHon of our consHtuHon as it automaHcally 
presumes you guilty. With the current incompetance prevailing in 
government and municipal departments this will just adds to the 
nightmare.  Already having major problems with people duplicaHng my 
registraHon number.  Fix what is already broken first. Just another 
MONEY makeing racket. Henry 

2020-10-08 
13:25:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Philip
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2020-10-08 
13:22:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads!! Stan

2020-10-08 
13:22:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Danielle

2020-10-08 
13:21:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Govt cannot enforce the current laws, lawlessness and crime 
prevails. It will end up another source of corrupHon, targeHng ciHzens 
with fixed and traceable addresses whilst taxis will conHnue with their 
own rules and fail to  be prosecuted. NO to this billl 

Anne]e 
2020-10-08 
13:12:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforcement of fines without representaHon and enforcing the E toll 
debacle on ciHzens who did not endorse the system is unconsHtuHonal Ian

2020-10-08 
13:12:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I strongly objec]o the new AARTO AMENDMENT ACT because I don't 
believe that it will improve road safety and reduce fataliHes and is 
consHtuHonally inconsistent. 
 Furthermore, I strongly object to the a]aching of fines and demerit 
points for failure to pay for the scandalous Gauteng E-Tolls. All this act 
does is create another unwanted unnecessary revenue stream that has 
nothing to do with road safety and the prevenHon of road fataliHes. Geoffrey

2020-10-08 
12:57:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current Law enforcement is unable to effecHvely enforce the 
CURRENT set of laws. E-Tolls is already a contenHous issue and should 
not be included in the AARTO Act. Should Law Enforcement be able to 
effecHvely control driver behavior, it should do so fairly across the 
board and include Taxi drivers, who mostly transgress the Law.  The 
double rate of fines is totally outrageous and not feasible in the 
current economic condiHon where many people are without jobs. 
It is a direct violaHon of our ConsHtuHon for denying of our Human 
Right to elect to be tried in court. 

MarHn

2020-10-08 
12:54:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am totally against all these regulaHons as they diminish a person's 
ability to defend themselves and places the burden of proof with the 
accused. E-tolls are also illegiHmate and illegal and has been 
implemented without due process. 

Making addiHonal laws without implemenHng current legislaHon is an 
exercise in fuHlity and just gives more scope for corrupHon to flourish. Weyers

2020-10-08 
12:42:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mabatho 

2020-10-08 
12:42:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mabatho 

2020-10-08 
12:41:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

elecHon to be tried in court its consHtuHonal rights that has been 
enshrined in our Bill of rights (consider a speedily trial vis vie this 
AARTO act , the AARTO act its hardly to be in court as the public will 
approach the court/ prosecutor for speedily resolving the complain at 
hand an pay the fines . the issue of wri]en representaHon I don't 
discourage however the respond shall / may be given instantly  rather 
than waiHng for 21 day which defeat the purpose . 
when one consider the process of tribunal really I doubt whether there 
mean it . 
: tribunal process and court process are not the same . johannes 

2020-10-08 
12:38:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Draconian Laws to actually penalize law abiding ciHzens 
This comes about due to lack of POLICING!!!  which allows criminals to 
drive around with false 
Number Plates 
No Licence 

If the Police and Traffic Officials  were acHve and all over we would not 
need to be treated like CRIMINALS!!! N

2020-10-08 
12:38:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why would the government try to make life more difficult than it 
already is? Bearing in mind that the mess in our country rests squarely  
with government's random and uninformed decisions in the context of 
COVID 19. Mary-Anne 

2020-10-08 
12:33:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders There are bigger fish to fry at the moment. Simon 

2020-10-08 
12:32:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You cannot give more power to a law enforcement officer under the 
current system as this will just give them more reason to solicit a bribe. 
If they know that the appeal system is ridiculously difficult then it 
makes it easier to be dishonest to force the motorist into a corner to 
pay a bribe. 
Also, throwing in the Tolls saga is outrages. You are going to have many 
law abiding ciHzens turned into criminals. MARIEKIE

2020-10-08 
12:31:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The issue of e- tolls should be resolved first by the NaHonal 
government especially in Gauteng. Lets not rush into legalizing e tolls 
into penalHes before the whole ma]er is resolved. Leo

2020-10-08 
12:23:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The increased enforcement of regulaHons in the proposed manner 
would not only exacerbate traffic administraHon but also lead to an 
increase in corrupHon and bribery with being becoming more 
desperate to escape penalHes and/or prosecuHon. Ismail 

2020-10-08 
12:22:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

"Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them." What does this have to do 
with AARTO? How can this be a traffic fine? Next thing you will add is if 
you don't pay credit card bill AARTO will give you a fine? Branko

2020-10-08 
12:16:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This law will only make the poor even more poorer than they already 
are. The etolls should be scrapped as they only benefit the corrupt 
government of RSA. Yoli

2020-10-08 
12:15:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We never got to vote on etoll so how do you expect the people to pay 
for the government’s corrupHon tenders. This whole change will pave 
way for even more corrupHon eg. Bribes. We are a democraHc country 
but we sit with a communist government who wants to criminally 
charge our people for not paying etoll where we the people never 
wanted the etoll system. Kallie
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2020-10-08 
12:13:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way to Loot and Steel Hard Worked  Money. 
NOTE: Hard Worked for Money not Stole Money Blackie

2020-10-08 
12:12:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tienie

2020-10-08 
12:09:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tshiamo

2020-10-08 
12:09:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Tshiamo 
Otsile 
Theophilus

2020-10-08 
12:03:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tammy

2020-10-08 
12:00:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders DON'T AGREE Vicky

2020-10-08 
11:58:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system is ridiculous. I do not agree to the system conHnuing 
or to be penalized as indicated by the AARTO regulaHons.  As an 
occasional user of the tolled roads, I tried to pay my e-tolls when they 
were iniHally implemented. The system was so chaoHc, that I decided 
to stop paying. 
Government needs to accept that they messed up big Hme with the e-
tolls and must scrap them. Barbara

2020-10-08 
11:58:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will be used in a very abusive way to push people out of thier jobs 
and also when someone hate another, it is not a good ideas for traffic 
officers to have so much power, the law should strike a balance 
between the people and the force itself, they will be many roadblocks, 
they will be an abuse system to force people to pay more, to make 
people work for Hckets. Stop this before it gets our systems in cauHc 
mode Enos

2020-10-08 
11:49:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Aarto presumes  guilt unHl proven innocent. It is a rent extracHon 
system from hapless motorists, gives the State over reachign powers 
with no accountability or transparency, whilst robbing tax payers (all 
motorists) of their rights. I object to it in the strongest possible terms. William

2020-10-08 
11:46:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jo

2020-10-08 
11:41:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Everything is becoming a costly affair, why are some of the regulaHons 
not applicale to taxis, 
i WOULD LIKE TO SEE REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTED IN SQUATTER 
CAMPS OR MORE  IN LAND GRABBING AREAS SHAKIL

2020-10-08 
11:38:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This government sHll wants us to pay for E-Tolls which is ridiculous. 

Shan
2020-10-08 
11:37:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Doubling of fines e tolls Neil

2020-10-08 
11:35:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

this is another administraHve burden upon an allready bloated 
governing system George

2020-10-08 
11:35:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Once again another way for the corrupt government to rip ciHzens off 
with their nonsense jargon - NO i don't support any of the above. The 
corrupt government should focus on harder sentences for reckless 
lawless driving and those speeding and under the influence. And i 
suppose the taxi's will been IMMUNE from these ridiculous regulaHons 
- only enforced  if you're not related to the corrupt government or a 
taxi!!! Taryn

2020-10-08 
11:30:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-toll is illegal so how can you make the fine double for not paying e-
toll. Werner

2020-10-08 
11:26:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

JUST ANOTHER WAY TO MAKE MONEY WHICH HAS BEEN 
SQUANDERED ELSEWHERE 

WHY DONT THEY GET MORE TRAINED TRAFFIC OFFICERS TO CURB  
TAXI AND OTHER RECKLESS DRIVERS INSTEAD OF WASTING TJME ON 
NEW LEGISLATION. RAOUL

2020-10-08 
11:26:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. E-Tolls . These are a farce with an alleged 14% of recovery going 
towards the roads. the balance lining the pockets of the non-South 
African contractors. If one does not agree to pay, objects & did not sign 
the undertaking to pay when purchasing a disc then why would he/she 
be liable. It is a very selecHve & unfair tax. 
2. A remote system of proving one innocent when it is apparent the 
system automaHcally assumes guilt, will greatly improve the 
opportunity for ro]en police to extract further bribes than those 
already enjoyed by them. trevor

2020-10-08 
11:25:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Once again leaving the Public open to the massive corrupHon by police 
officials. Sylvia

2020-10-08 
11:24:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Can't even stop the scourge of corrupHon and murder in the country 
and you wanna give people demerits for driving poorly/not paying 
etolls? Not useful. Policing in the wrong areas Chantelle
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2020-10-08 
11:23:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government of South Africa needed to get the current regulaHons 
as they stand - to work very well first before the government places 
any addiHonal, burdening and very costly  regulaHons onto the South 
African public.  The big quesHon is :-  who in South Africa  will these 
new regulaHons apply to, will it only be for us ciHzens who are law-
abiding and do pay the fines, if there are any fines?  The taxis here in 
South Africa seem to get away with so many traffic violaHons all the 
Hme, they simply make-up their own road rules as they travel along 
the highways and byways! 
How can any country who claims to be DEMOCRATICALLY GOVERNED 
want to remove an individual traffic offender's right to be able to go to 
court to defend him/herself regarding any traffic violaHon that he/she 
may have incurred, it just doesn't make any sense at all! 
Drivers Licenses and Vehicle Licenses, there are very many unlawful, 
illegal and false drivers licenses and vehicle licenses to be found 
everywhere that the government rather needs to address and deal 
with first along with the perpetrators! 
E-TOLLS need to be scrapped, it's just public money down the drain 
and more public money to promote bribery and corrupHon. 
The demerit system, yes it may work in other countries elsewhere in 
the world, but it doesn't mean that it will actually work well here in 
South Africa because the authoriHes that are necessary and required 
to actually implement, monitor and control the demerit system very 
well do not exist here in South Africa and therefore it will also become 
a failed system as well! 
The government needs to get all the prevailing regulaHons and systems 
up and running and working very well first, before embarking on any 
further more burdening and very costly regulaHons!  

Carien

2020-10-08 
11:20:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Totally disagree on everything ..puniHve to demerit to doubling of fines 
.. 
People are already compromised  

Kogie
2020-10-08 
11:19:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dis n klomp nonsens hulle soek net meer geld om te steel .Stem glad 
nie saam Hennie

2020-10-08 
11:14:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders rodney

2020-10-08 
11:11:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Corupt police are every where Ian

2020-10-08 
11:11:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AutomaHcally assumed guilty and must prove innocence? The whole 
Act is going to lead to more bribery and corrupHon. E-Toll must be 
removed completely. Can we at least get Taxi drivers licensed and 
obeying traffic laws and some forms of regulaHon on the Taxi industry 
before  trying to fleece general law abiding ciHzens yet again? Steve

2020-10-08 
11:10:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Do an exercise by ridding the country of corrupt cops, then we can talk 
about policing the public.... Like EVERYONE says: you cannot enforce 
the law  now, how are you going to enforce NEW laws...? Get 
unlicensed taxi drivers/General public%drunk drivers   off the roads - 
do your actual jobs and the rest will be a breeze... 

Colleen

2020-10-08 
11:09:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There are a number of issues including my right to due process. 
However I object to the system being used to enforce E-Toll regulaHons 
in an a]empt to legalise the E-Toll system. 

Any fiscal measuring and metering system need to have approval to be 
used for this purpose under the Trade Metrology Act 77 of 1973.  
This applies to any measuring and Hcket and invoicing system like a 
scale used in the green grocer or the system used in a petrol or any 
fuel measuring system. There are systems like milk and alcohol that are 
all used for fiscal measurement and billing and accounHng. All these 
systems need to be approved before that they may be used for this 
purpose.  
From the incepHon of the e-toll system to its final implementaHon no 
such system was ever approved for this use according to my research. 

There was never an applicaHon submi]ed for approval and there was 
no type tesHng done.  
The system including the billing system form part of the Complete 
fiscal measuring system. Therefore, in fact the system used to 
implement the charging and billing is not a legally approved system 
and therefore cannot be enforced or used in the AARTO act which is 
being used by this amendment  to force through on the motorists in an 
a]empt to legalise the E-Toll system.  

John

2020-10-08 
11:08:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The laws are designed to favor government  anyway and that shouldn’t 
be the case  
People should be allowed to have their say in court wri]en 
submissions will  have different meanings to different people   
without further interpretaHon of what one really means  is fuHle as it 
can be distorted Joshua

2020-10-08 
11:06:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yet another opportunity to propose legislaHon that has no potenHal to 
make an impact as the authoriHes have proven over many years that 
they lack the ability implement these proposals successfully. Michael

2020-10-08 
11:05:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kobus 

2020-10-08 
11:04:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government could not make the e-toll system work - and will not 
be successful in making this system work either.  Taxis will conHnue to 
behave recklessly whilst law-abiding ciHzens will be held accountable 
for minor infringements as if they are criminals.  The government 
should stop trying to exploit money from its ciHzens and start doing its 
job.  Perhaps then it will have some credibility in the eyes of its 
ciHzens.  James
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2020-10-08 
11:04:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Aldone

2020-10-08 
11:03:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I support the principle of a demerit system. 

However :-  
There is currently no enforcement of the exisHng traffic laws.  
Increasing the number of laws and bureaucracy is a waste of Hme 
money and effort. 
Get the traffic police to do their job, and enforce the law instead of 
being speed cops. 

Doubling of fines is just an a]empt to increase revenue and should not 
be allowed.  

Using the system to try to enforce the illegal e-toll system is travesty of 
jusHce and will be challenged.  

South Africans are the most inconsiderate drivers in the world, thanks 
to the non enforcement of the law by the incompetent traffic police 
and their management.   
New Laws will make no difference without addressing the enforcement 
problem. Lawrence

2020-10-08 
11:02:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders To much corrupHon and hate in our country. Desiree

2020-10-08 
11:01:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Nee ek stem absoluut nie saam met dit wat voorgetsel word nie. 
Dit is net nog om nog meer mense as kriminele te prioriHseer 
Die e'toll is absoluut nie beheerbaar en net nog 'n plek vir skelms om 
geld van ie regering te steel. 
Dit is daar gestel en met geweld op padgebruikers afgedwing. 
Nie eers een Hende van RSA reisigers betaal e'tol nie 
Davis Makuru is die enigste in die ANC wat die guts het om in opstand 
teen die etol te kom 
Huidige regering doen net wat hulle behaag 
Geen respek vir die kiesers se regte Willem

2020-10-08 
11:00:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I find it very difficult to get behind regulaHons that will only end up 
being used for corrupt purposes. Our police forces are not the 
paragons of virtue that we would like them to be, and many of them 
are already asking bribes (a system that basically will lend itself to 
further criminal acHvity).  Not only do we NOT have properly 
funcHoning law enforcement (which can be quickly consHtuted from 
the increasingly worrying crime stats - and the lack of proper training), 
but we also have an already overburdened populaHon (overly taxed for 
very li]le returns/benefit) that is slowly spiralling into lawlessness, 
with each impracHcal and ill conceived regulaHon adding to it. I cannot 
understand how anyone would even consider such a system in South 
African, unless they are truly out of touch with the people. Hugo

2020-10-08 
11:00:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing rights:  No  Removing people's rights is never advisable.  At 
present may employees are not fully competent and hence drivers' 
rights could be infringed. 

Doubling penalHes:  Definitely not.  Rahter have correct law 
enforcement of exisHng ones instead of bribes and corrupHon 

Doubling fines for e-tolls:  Definitly not.  Scrop e-tolls 

Mary
2020-10-08 
10:59:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

as with all things south african this will just perpetuate corrupHon of 
the authoriHes david

2020-10-08 
10:58:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yet another money making racket. Current regulaHons are saHsfactory 
if they were fairly and properly administered. We need to drive as 
there is no viable public transport system. 
They should give up on the toll roads and use the road taxes correctly. Simon

2020-10-08 
10:56:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This goverment is already unable to police corrupHon and farm 
murders it is supposed ly opposed to discrimanaHon and then 
aminister insist on an invesHgaHon why som rugby player refuses to 
support thr BLACK LIVES MATTER movement whilst nobody have ever 
supported ,especially this goverment the FARMERS LIVES MATTER this 
is discrimanaHon in the higheat form. They sHll have not managed to 
recover any of the Gupta/uma stolen money yet theey are already 
trying to promote another venue of collecHng money to be stolen by 
the ANC top management. Besides this the e-tol sysytem is sHll not 
sorted yet they want to crimilie non payment for something that is sHll 
sub judica Gideon

2020-10-08 
10:53:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The traffic departments should be concentraHng on the 
roadworthiness of vehicles before fines.  I am also concerned that this 
will be another opportunity to abuse the system or an opening for 
corrupHon. Rosemary
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2020-10-08 
10:50:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing one's right to elect to be tried in court - The gang of thugs 
we call the metro police o_en abuse their posiHon and hand out unjust 
Hckets and fines for alleged offences just to solicit money from people, 
so going to court is someHmes the only way to prove one's innocence. 
I think the demerit point system will work, but only when there is no 
more corrupHon, and the driver is treated fairly. 
Doubling the penalHes /fines payable is just another money making 
scheme and will only result in less  cooperaHon and payment from the 
already strained public pocket. Raise the amount all you want, if 
people don't have the money, then they don't have the money. 
Criminalising the lack of a driver's licence - Great idea, would get 70 
percent of the populaHon off the roads. Got to deal with real criminals 
first though, unfortunately. Get that right and then you can look at the 
average driver on the road. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular tolls - STOP 
TRYING TO GET MORE MONEY OUT OF THE ALREADY STRUGGLING 
PUBLIC!! Trying to save the already failed e-toll system IS NOT the 
public's problem. E-tolls should never have been built and 
implemented in the first place!! That's what we PAY TAXES for!! Laura

2020-10-08 
10:48:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnHl all people are treated equally and corrupHon is wiped out this will 
just add to the burden of an already heavily over used judicial system. 
The toll system is a no no considering our suburban roads are a mess 
and the license money is not being used for the purpose of 
maintaining them. Dries

2020-10-08 
10:46:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I have received aarto fines before when I wanted to renew my license, I 
requested to see for what I received the fines for(a total of 21). They 
told me it's R80-00 for a print out. They also told me it's my fault for 
not receiving the fines so I can't challenge it because the incidents 
happens 2 and a half years ago. They also informed me that I only had 
to pay 2 of them to get my license.  
The whole system is flaud, how can the tribunal that gave you the fine 
also be the ones that finds you guilty and they are the same people 
who you must make an appeal to. Then the delivery system of the 
fines, no need to sign or to acknowledge, if we send it you got it 
because our post office is very dependable. Reinier

2020-10-08 
10:42:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The requirement to pay fines for e toll is not supported. There is no 
clear consensus on etolls which is not supported by South Africans at 
Large. Furthermore Aarto has become another way to impose large 
financial burdens on an already burdened society. Government focus 
on these areas of legislaHon as opposed to key issues such as 
corrupHon and mis use of state funds of which such infringments are a 
source is of huge concern. I do not support these proposals. 

Cedric 
Shaun

2020-10-08 
10:42:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The requirement to pay fines for e toll is not supported. There is no 
clear consensus on etolls which is not supported by South Africans at 
Large. Furthermore Aarto has become another way to impose large 
financial burdens on an already burdened society. Government focus 
on these areas of legislaHon as opposed to key issues such as 
corrupHon and mis use of state funds of which such infringments are a 
source is of huge concern. I do not support these proposals. 

Cedric 
Shaun

2020-10-08 
10:39:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Firstly people are not trained to  operate  camera's  and the calibraHon  
cerHficate are not exposed  to public which make the use of camera's  
illegal. With the system people don't  get the Hcket and this makes it a 
problem.The etoll system was not even discussed  it was just  forced 
down our throat and this is not in line with our consHtuHon  rights so 
please get things up to standards and calibraHon  of all equipment is a 
big must Dawid

2020-10-08 
10:36:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elaine

2020-10-08 
10:32:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will only lead to further corrupHon.  The onus will rest mostly on 
the aVtude & convicHons of the enforcers & by now it is clear that the 
systems are not only very bias & corrupt but also very orientated in 
terms of racial indifference and preferences. 
The ma]er of paying e-toll is also sHll under scruHny & cannot be 
enforced by law.....the e-toll system was erected without properly 
consulHng the public.  The rates of e-toll are also extremely high & add 
to the monthly expenditure of already limited & economically 
challenged household budgets.  Rates & taxes in Gauteng Province is 
already 43% higher than in any other Province in South Africa. MARIANA

2020-10-08 
10:29:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Lockdown caused me to take a pay cut and I already had outstanding 
arrears now with this new system ill lose my license or a my car if the 
amount gets too much? So my only means to get to work and pay off 
this debt will be taken away? Seems counter intuiHve to me Seitlhamo

2020-10-08 
10:27:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing my rights to trial and appeal because these lazy officials 
don't even man the equipment anymore. Just another scam to fleece 
honest taxpayers money.  Useless municipaliHes raising funds at our 
expense. This must be decrimininalized, whilst real criminals and 
policeman terrorise the populace. Too much power in the hands of the 
incompetent. Colin 

2020-10-08 
10:21:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As with all laws and regulaHons the Government should be honest and 
willing for the system to work Wayne Roy

2020-10-08 
10:21:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The traffic officials are unable to do what is required of them now, 
giving them more power 
will solve nothing. Root out bribery and corrupHon within the traffic 
department. Danny

2020-10-08 
10:18:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Start with the drivers license corrupHon. ALL DLC's 
CorrupHon CorrupHon  imagine the threats and  the misuse of this 
power !! Le Roux

2020-10-08 
10:18:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Start with the drivers license corrupHon. ALL DLC's 
CorrupHon CorrupHon  imagine the threats and  the misuse of this 
power !! Le Roux

2020-10-08 
10:18:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

South Africa is becoming increasingly more ungovernable. We have 
corrupHon on a naHonal scale. This is an a]empt to bring more money 
into a corrupt system. 

Terrence
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2020-10-08 
10:18:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Start with the drivers license corrupHon. ALL DLC's 
CorrupHon CorrupHon  imagine the threats and  the misuse of this 
power !! Le Roux

2020-10-08 
10:17:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Die hele sistren is verkeerd. Elize 

2020-10-08 
10:14:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

iI DO NOT AGREE WITH THE E TOLL SYSTEM AS THERE SEEMS TO BE NO 
TRANSPARENCY WITH THIS SYSTEM. TO MAKE IT A CRIMMINAL 
OFFENCE TO NOT PAY E TOLLS IS A ANOTHER WAY FOR THE 
GOVERMENT TO FORCE  THE PUBLIC TO PAY FOR SOMETHING THAT 
THEY DO NOT WANT. RATHER ADD A NOMMAL AMOUNT TO THE PRICE 
OF FULE THEN EVERY BODY PAYS NOT JUST THE SELECT FEW. THIS WILL 
ALSO MAKE THE SYSTEM MORE TRANSPERRENT. ADDING TO THE FULE 
PRICE WILL ALSO MAKE IT CHEAPER TO GET THE MONEY . THE 
GOVERMENT DEPARTMENTS RESPONSIBLE SHOULD BE MADE TO GIVE 
A QUARTLY REPORT ON THE RECOVERY OF THE MONEY SO THE PUBLIC 
CAN SEE WHAT HAS BEEN COLLECTED AND WHAT IT HAS BEEN SPENT 
ON. 
AS TO THE DOUBLING OF FINES AGAIN EACH PROVINCE SHOULD BE 
HELD RESPONSIBLE AND SHOULD PRODUCE QUARTLY REPORTS OF THE 
INCOME AND WHAT IT IS USED FOR.  FAR TO MANY TIMES I HAVE SEEN 
"COLD DRINK MONEY CHANGE HANDS" Derek

2020-10-08 
10:13:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders another way of milking  the public AHMED

2020-10-08 
10:12:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Most South African laws are implemented to address government 
financial needs than honestly addressing the real societal problems. Kuthula

2020-10-08 
10:11:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Most of the Hme we are issued with traffic fine while we are not wrong 
as some of the officers want money from motorists and if you don't 
have R50 or R100 they issue a fine and when had fine when you go to 
traffic department to pay you fine long ques. Musa

2020-10-08 
10:11:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I oppose the removing of an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried 
in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court Div

2020-10-08 
10:11:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I dont agree with doubling the law enforcement orders or fines, it is 
not my problem if MunicipaliHes and gov has run out of funds and now 
they are suddenly puVng up cameras every where, i renewed my 
lisence a_er lock down as my renewal was due 29/3/2020 i renewed 
on 8 August but i sHll have to pay a late penalty and arrear fees so 
what was the point of telling us that we would not be enalized they are 
liars and scammers, i also agree that they should increase the de merit 
points to 20, i dont believe that etolls are our problem we pay enough 
taxes, and like in my case i visit my sister 1x a year and now because 
she is in boksburg i have no  choice but to go tjrough an etoll point 
which i never asked to be erected so why should i be penalised with 
that?  i pay my toll fee when i have to get to her anyway. i also dont 
agree Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried 
in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. Esther

2020-10-08 
10:11:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders FAY

2020-10-08 
10:07:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current system is unable to enforce rules effecHvely, parHcularly 
with taxi drivers who are o_en blatantly in violaHon of South African 
law. If the current system cannot be enforced, how will an even stricter 
system be effecHve? It will just lead to higher levels of corrupHon by 
taxi drivers, taxi owners and taxi associaHons.  Furthermore, treaHng 
driving without a drivers license as a criminal offense is not fair. There 
is a huge difference between driving without a license and driving 
under the influence of alcohol. EquaHng the two has no baring in 
reality. Robin

2020-10-08 
10:06:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I will NEVER EVER pay e-Tolls. Provision has been made in the Hme of 
the apartheid government as part of the petrol price for roads to be 
fixed and if the ANC government prefer to steal or spend this money 
for other means that is their problem, I will never pay e-tolls!!! Louis

2020-10-08 
10:04:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current officials cant even apply the current law as it stands. They 
will and are not capable to enforce the current one. The corrupt 
officials will never change.  The amount of vehicles that do not 
conform are simply ignored by the officials'. I have a right to defend  
myself in court, and not by an official that is not competent in applying 
the law. The new suggested law is only there to fill the pockets of the 
corrupt officials in the respecHve departments. I will and cannot trust 
the current state of affairs, how bad will it be once the new law should 
be implemented? The officials will just suck us dry. Randolf

2020-10-08 
10:02:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

My top concern is, that the AARTO bill is based on corrupHon and 
fraud . There is no honesty in the spirit of it. The demerit system, 
enforcement system, the admin and the appeals lack transparent 
nature in their incepHon and applicaHon because of the corrupHon and 
fraud in this country. Sandra

2020-10-08 
10:01:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I disagree with everything except driving without a license.  

Especially because none of the above will be applicable to public 
transport drivers, nothing ever is.  

E-Tolls should be scrapped, our taxes should cover road repair etc.  

If there is not enough money, one has to wonder why. Lynn

2020-10-08 
09:54:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Currently our traffic police cant even deal with the absolute basics. 
None of this will improve road safety, which is at an all Hme low in my 
opinion. Every single day I see very few people respecHng red traffic 
lights, emergency lanes used as express lanes for avoiding any traffic, 
unroadworthy vehicles everywhere, no licence plates on many cars, 
and horrific driving with no regard for the safety of anyone. Everyone 
on the road fighHng just to be in front of someone else, while the fat 
cops sit behind a bush with a speed camera. Just another money grab, 
as usual... Gareth
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2020-10-08 
09:54:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Edgar

2020-10-08 
09:54:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a huge tool in the hands of the corrupt officers to drive fear into 
the ciHzens in order to get them to pay bribes. If you are a daily driver 
on our roads, you know very well that there is a certain group of 
drivers who is the actual problem on our roads. They willfully and 
intenHonally break the traffic laws and consider themselves 
untouchable. Aarto is not going to change any of their behavior. All 
Aarto will achieve is give the corrupt another sHck to beat the already 
law abiding driver. Furthermore, it is TOTALLY UNCONSTITUTIONAL to 
remove my rights to defend myself in a court of law. Imagine how 
blatant the rogue law enforcement will then become. Government 
please wake up and see that you need to address the real problem. 
The lack of unbribable well trained VISIBLE traffic law enforcement plus 
acHve pursuance of the group menHoned above. Bazil

2020-10-08 
09:52:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tania

2020-10-08 
09:52:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The costs always comes to the over burdened man in the street and 
law abiding taxpayer who 90% of the Hme is abiding by traffic rules. 
This will increase the bribes and increases the already set in corrupHon 
. Taxis are the biggest offenders and get away with all fines. MerHe

2020-10-08 
09:51:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Government need to be policed before they police the taxpayer. This 
new bill will increase corrupHon and unfortunately it seems that only 
the taxpayer will be burdened with this. The taxi industry is the worst 
for driving offences and they are never fined! Bernie

2020-10-08 
09:49:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is not correct or legal to fine anyone who does not pay e-tolls as they 
are not legal and the majority of the populaHon do not want them Peter

2020-10-08 
09:48:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

For every new law this poor excuse of a Government creates a new 
bunch of criminals are created. 
Laws do not curtail transgression. 
EducaHon does. 
The example of leaders in SA sets the tone for corrupHon and 
undermining of law and order. 
It is Hme to CUT the laws DOWN and increase EducaHon. 
It is Hme to set Be]er Examples and not add stupid laws. 
This is another a]empt by the crooks to generate more money to steal. 
Nothing that this government has done for the past 26 years has 
improved ANYTHING in this country. 
We are inundated with laws and bureaucraHc mumbo-jumbo that only 
seems to appeal to the self-righteous sense of the power hungry! 
All the while we are exposed to poliHcians, police, government officials 
who flaunt the self-same laws as if they are above them all. 
stop wasHng Hme and money and get to grips with the REAL ISSUES: 
properly educated and honestly competent people who are proud to 
SERVE the ciHzens of South Africa who pay YOUR SALARIES! 
WE, THE PEOPLE, SAY NO! 

Hennie
2020-10-08 
09:48:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders asgar

2020-10-08 
09:47:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Taking away our  right to defend ourselves in a court of law is grossly 
unconsHtuHonal.  With all the corrupHon within our government 
departs and traffic officials, we as ciHzens will be at their mercy.  So 
many horrid stories about corrupHon by these people. 

When will the traffic officers actually clamp down on all the disgusHng 
behaviour and horrid driving of the many taxi's out there?  There 
seems to be no road law for them and the officers just stand by and 
watch. 

Doubling fines is just another money-making scheme to catch the 
'pe]y' offenders.  Do your jog and go a_er the real traffic perpetrators 
and unroadworthy vehicles instead.   How some of these vehicles are 
even allowed on the road is a mystery and then to top it all they mostly 
carry innocent passengers - absolute death traps. 

Hahaha what a joke regarding the demerit point system! There will NO 
public transport especially taxi's and buses on the roads.  They 
transgress each and every demerit  infringement so many Hmes a day.  

Rather get your act together and do what you are supposed to instead 
of forever changing laws! Cathy

2020-10-08 
09:46:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Henrie]e

2020-10-08 
09:42:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current traffic monitoring system does not funcHon. We don't have 
a funcHonal public transport system that can be used to avoid driving 
own vehicles. Traffic officers are  not law abiding ciHzens. This will 
open up to further corrupHon  and bribery. E-Toll must go ( not 
negoHable ) as it was implemented to further enrich corrupt officials. 
Which ANC will be in charge?  - The "African NaHonal Congress" that 
we voted for or is it "Another Notorious Convict" that has taken 
possession of the Governing Party? Munna

2020-10-08 
09:38:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Selatolo

2020-10-08 
09:28:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Reina

2020-10-08 
09:25:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Etolls cannot be imposed on ciHzens Louis
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2020-10-08 
09:25:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to both the Demerit points system as this is not enforceable 
against taxis. Already the traffic enforcement authoriHes "overlook" or 
accept bribes to not fine taxis and many "previously disadvantaged" 
road-users. UnHl that issue of corrupHon and apartheid is resolved. we 
cannot move to new legislaHon which would only disadvantage the 
more compliant road-user.  

I also object to the fact that AARTO legislaHon is applied to non-
payment of Toll roads fees, which is a CIVIL issue, not a criminal one, 
and which issue is also sHll not resolved.  

Thirdly I object to the enforcement of Demerit points or fines without 
the opHon of appearing in court to defend myself before that fine / 
penalty is enforced. Kevin

2020-10-08 
09:24:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Before this goes live all old fines should be scrapped, zero! Stop puVng 
STOP signs, ROBOTS, where a circle or yield sign could be used, 
especially in suburbs... Fix all relevant roads. 
Taxi's should not be exempt or this AARTO will be unfair...  SAPS and all 
relevant officers should set the example... Lastly but not least, this 
European rule of law doesn't work in Africa!!! Isabel

2020-10-08 
09:24:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe it is my democraHc right(this is a democracy correct?) to 
present my  side of a situaHon before l am prosecuted...... Given the 
high level of corrupHon that exists in every  sphere but especially more 
so with traffic officers who already abuse the current situaHon (l am 
speaking from personal experiences), l believe this will leave the public 
open to  untold abuse with not even the opportunity to explain or 
defend myself, effecHvely stripping me of my democraHc rights....... 
NOT AGREEING WITH THIS AT ALL!!!!!! craig

2020-10-08 
09:23:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders CorrupHon Alida

2020-10-08 
09:20:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a very unfair process as you are not always the driver of your 
vehicle and then you get punished. People are already struggling to 
pay their fines. Please tell me where is the TAXIS fit into this. As far as I 
can see they are above the law and the king of the roads. Are you 
going to force this also down on them or only on the rest of us.  You 
are now just creaHng more crime, a new way for chosen people to 
enrich themselves and make the poor poorer.  

Zonda

2020-10-08 
09:20:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think that the only thing that should be corrected is the K 53 it does 
not help you in the actual everyday driving on public road. What is 
needed is something like the one they do on Advance driving coarse it 
teaches you the pracHcal things that are required on public road. K53 
for me is useless no one is using it a_er obtaining a licence. Dumisani 

2020-10-08 
09:19:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to everything in this new bill. Why should we have to pay for e-
tolls when our tax monies that should have been used to upgrade 
highways and other roads have been misappropriated or used for 
other purposes by thieving naHonal and provincial government 
employees. Most people in SA will never pay for E-tolls as they feel it is 
nothing more than a money grabbing a]empt made by government 
who waste our hard earned money.  
If the Transport Department wants to make money why does it not 
start clamping down on unlicensed taxis and unroadworthy vehicles? 
They won't clamp down on them because they are to scared to.  The 
rot with taxis started a long Hme ago when the Local Road 
TransportaHon Inspectorate was done away with because the 
inspectors were geVng shot or run over by taxi drivers who refused to 
stop for the Inspectors. Since then the taxis have been doing as they 
please! 

Ross

2020-10-08 
09:18:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We do not receive the fines but will get demerit point without any 
knowledge and will get in trouble because of a lack of informaHon 
supplied to us Nieuwoudt

2020-10-08 
09:17:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Taxis: Highly unlikely that any of these rules and regulaHons will be 
enforced or even acknowledged by the taxi industry 
Court: Every person is enHtled to their day in court Charmaine

2020-10-08 
09:16:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Vinod

2020-10-08 
09:15:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court - No, 
we have a right to have a say, the law enforcement is not following 
their own rules. They need to follow the rules so we can follow them. 
Increasing the number of demerit points - Why this is not going to 
solve anything the people not following the rules are mostly taxi's and 
they do not even pay tax? 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll - No more increases in e-toll, 
not everyone drive on e-toll roads, unfair distribuHon. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence - what about if you do not have your licence with you? 
Our legal system cannot handle the criminals currently, how will it 
handle this. 

suzet
2020-10-08 
09:13:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders HANNES
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2020-10-08 
09:13:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. No problem with demerit points but pick one, demerit points or a 
fine you cannot have both. 
2. Criminal offence great - but we cannot lock up hardened criminals in 
this country now we are going to try lock up unlicensed drivers?  And if 
we are not going to lock them up why bother making it a criminal 
offence. Just going to be a weapon to extract bribes from a few. 
3. Got to be able to opt for your day in court - basic human right. 
4. Not menHoned here but I have an objecHon to posHng noHces and 
and assuming served - I've changed my address 5x with AARTO and 
they sHll cannot get it right. 
5.  "Hand License in" when suspended what are the chances of ever 
geVng it back and then if they do manage to find it, geVng it back 
without a bribe or facilitaHng fee! Michael

2020-10-08 
09:10:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Firstly its our right to defend ourselves in court - DONE. 

Regards e-tolls , this arguement has been going on for too long and 
nobody wants it, people are already under strain with life through this 
covid BS and this added burden of e-tolls is not acceptable, it was 
forced onto people which was not RIGHT!! -  
The e-tolls and the doubling of fines is purely an opportunity for more 
bribery and corrupHon - TRUTH. 

Rather spend the money on improving online licence renewals,  paying 
of fines. 

Regards driving with no licence i fully agree......... Paul 
2020-10-08 
09:08:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tyran

2020-10-08 
09:08:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Some E tolls money go intothe pockets of foreign countries and the 
balance goes into the corrupt officials pocket.  Doubeling the points 
will have no effect as most SA ciHzens lives already below the breadline 
. There is nothing wrong with the current system. The corrupt officials 
must just be removed so that the system can run smoothly. 

Hannes

2020-10-08 
09:08:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As a South African I do not agree, the system is failing miserably, why 
must we coffer up more so that they can have more money in their 
pockets a_er they already dried up all resources in government owned 
enHHes. Another way for corrupHon to sHck its ugly head out. Why 
must we waver our rights to defend ourselves in court, why must we 
pay etoll when it was purely for road infrastructure to be upgraded 
which was the reason for funds to be granted. We already can not 
afford the electricity in this country alone yet we need to pay double 
on all infringements. Absolutely NO to the amendment. Victor

2020-10-08 
09:06:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I have paid many fines through standard bank.  These fines do not 
reflect on Emfuleni Local municipality computers.  I have tried on 
numerous occasions to recHfy this, clearly you cannot be prosecuted 
for infringements that have been se]led.  These infringements would 
probably count as demerit points although they have been se]led. Lesley

2020-10-08 
09:04:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders It's not fair to the public Phiwokuhle 

2020-10-08 
09:01:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a total travesty. let me begin with the e-toll system, this is 
demonstrably unconsHtuHonal and unworkable,. The persons involved 
in the whole fiasco should be brought to book and made to pay the 
money back from their own pockets. 

These rules are ridiculous, there is no way the corrupt and 
dysfuncHonal government can possibly administer this properly, it will 
become yet another drain on our economy at best. At worst it will turn 
into yet another channel to steal money. 

Try sorHng out the Taxis first, they are a major problem and a massive 
loss of revenue. Licensing fees, unpaid fines and income tax payment 
to name but a few places where no money is generated from them. 
Stop trying to squeeze law abiding taxpayers and focus on people who 
do not contribute. 

The government as a whole should be ashamed of themselves for this. Dave

2020-10-08 
09:00:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is so_ targeHng which will result in more bully and corrupt tacHcs 
in the administraHon of the all the above regulaHons.  The real issues 
of the masses will sHll not be dealt with. Jennifer

2020-10-08 
09:00:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Its unconsHtuHonal to remove ones right to defend oneself in court. 
Whilst Etolls could be accepted the funds must be used only on road 
maintenance and construcHon but the current system is ridiculous. The 
bribery and corrupHon is unacceptable, funds to be used on road 
infrastructure and ALL road users must pay to be equitable. Doubling 
fines is yet another bribery and corrupHon disaster waiHng to happen. 
I agree that drunk driving, driving without a licence and bad driving 
needs to be punished and if policed correctly the demerit system could 
be the way to go but simply stopping law abiding drivers and 
concocHng false fines for the sake of eliciHng a bribe is totally 
unacceptable. Arne

2020-10-08 
08:59:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will never work! It just another way of extorHng more money from 
the Public. What they are planning is totalling unjust and another 
CRIMINAL ACT by the Ruling Party!!!! The etolls are totally unjust and i 
will never pay them! I want to see how the Black Taxi's will handle 
this????? 
I DEFINITELY DO NOT SUPPORT THIS REDICULOUS AMENDMENT TO 
THE ARTO SYSTEM!!!!!!! Ken 

2020-10-08 
08:59:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Changing these penalHes will not make the roads safer or get people to 
abide by the rules.  Stop the corrupHon of people ilegally obtaining 
their license. Karen
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2020-10-08 
08:58:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to everything in this new bill. I will never pay for E-tolls as I feel 
it is nothing more than a money grabbing a]empt made by 
government who wastes money. The taxi associaHon will not be held 
to any of these new regulaHons as they currently don't abide by the 
law and your department does nothing to make sure they are driving 
correctly. It is not acceptable that ordinary ciHzens will be held 
acountable when the majority of unsafe and reckless drivers will not.  
It is unethical in this country to make it a criminal offense to be driving 
without a license as it is almost impossible to get one now with the 
new booking rules, and we should be able to produce a forgo]en 
license without the possibility of geVng a criminal record. There are 
many more things that are horribly wrong with this bill and we 
ordinary ciHzens know that it is not being out in place for our 
protecHon and safety but rather to further fill the pockets or corrupt 
government and police forces. Danica

2020-10-08 
08:58:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is very difficult for me to select a top concern: 
Doubling current fines: SA is in financial crisis with Millions having lost 
their jobs, how does doubling penalHes help anyone. I already can't 
afford to pay my fines, so I pay them off slowly but by the Hme I am 
able to pay they have already doubled due to added administraHve 
costs. 
E-Tolls: We did not ask for these to be put up, nor did we ever support 
it, why create addiHonal administraHve burden for something that 
should not even be in place. 
Costly appeals & enforcement orders, SA has a lot of single mothers 
and I am one of them, I pay all my bills SARS took a large some of my 
income and yet improvements in infrastructure are rarely seen and 
then the government deems it okay to take more food from my child's 
table? 
If we can sort out the extreme corrupHon where millions go missing, 
increasing fees could be helpful to the country but right now it is only 
helpful to those in a posiHon to abuse the system Razia 

2020-10-08 
08:57:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dit kan nie werk in SA oor al die korrupsie en bedrog nie Cornelius 

2020-10-08 
08:56:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If we had proper non-corrupt law enforcement professionally 
administered - we would not have to keep making regulaHons that are 
not enforceable or sustainable.  The post office is not delivering eToll 
bills on Hme - not the fault of the road user.  E-tolls must be scrapped. 
NO to doubling of fines. Traffic cops must do their jobs properly and 
professionally, and be visible - the aim is to deter bad driving - not to 
sneakily see who you can fine or bribe. Sue

2020-10-08 
08:56:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to all. While there are excellent discussions from the public 
regarding this new police, for me it boils down to: Just another 
ridiculous way of government to make money and disappearing into 
the officer's and government officials' pockets. Opening up of new 
bribe possibiliHes. The exisHng total lack of trained and professional 
officers is not being addressed. Further administraHve chaos. No new 
legislaHon from this government will make South Africa a safer place. Hannelie

2020-10-08 
08:56:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another means for the govenment to steal money for them 
selves . If they bring in the laws they must scrap the fuel levy. Anthony

2020-10-08 
08:53:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I do not support E-Tolls! Charl

2020-10-08 
08:53:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders pieter

2020-10-08 
08:53:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Can only see "corrupHon" coming - one more place to enforce 
corrupHon Wendy

2020-10-08 
08:48:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All of the below not consHtuHonal: 
Removing right to appeal 
Doubling of fines 
Doubling of fines for e-tolls 
Criminal offence to drive without a drivers Licence 
etc Andre

2020-10-08 
08:48:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to most of the new proposed regulaHons to AARTO. 
Criminalizing a person without a driver's license will not solve any 
problems, it will only create more space for corrupHon and misuse of 
the law by police. 

There are many more reasons that will take too much space on this 
form to highlight the reasons why these regulaHons are wrong, 
unethical and only put in place for more money to be stolen by 
Government. Paul

2020-10-08 
08:48:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders RAYMOND

2020-10-08 
08:47:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The criminalizaHon of people who refuse to pay for an e-toll system 
that was installed and forced upon the motorist of Gauteng without 
the necessary consultaHon as is required by law is a major point of 
concern, it was just another scam from this bankrupt, corrupt to the 
bone ANC government to milk more money from the SA ciHzens to 
enrich themselves.  

A 2nd point of concern is the waiver of the right to appear in front of a 
judge, I am now struggling for over 2 years with the SAPS Central 
Firearms Division regarding an issue with the replacement of a worn 
barrel on a rifle, despite a court ruling against them on this topic they 
just ignore it and once again declined my applicaHon.  Philip

2020-10-08 
08:47:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree to using demerit points for NOT paying E-Toll. I did not 
anywhere agree to OR vote for the construcHon of E-Toll gantries. Jacobus

2020-10-08 
08:45:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders clifford
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2020-10-08 
08:45:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can you take away the democraHc right to defend oneself in court 
and leave the decision to an administraHon clerk that ends up reading 
appeals? 
Etolls are not an opHon in this country right now, where the 
unemployment is rising by the day. Every single cent counts in the 
pockets of our people!! The second concern ( and possibly the reason 
why people refuse to pay etolls), is the poor administraHon history of 
etolls. The third is the rampant corrupHon that is conHnuing with 
impunity. WHERE WILL ETOLL FUNDS BE GOING AND MORE 
IMPORTANTLY, INTO WHO' S POCKETS.!!?? 
The general state of all parastatals are in a complete mess and are 
financially floundering. Sort these out first BEFORE new systems are 
put in place.!! Who or what will be funding the new regulatory bodies 
of these new laws..... This government needs to address the mafia-
type control of the taxi industry first as well as the worsening state of 
our roads BEFORE ciHzens get forced to pay to use them and then, 
DOUBLE for infringements!!! Traffic cops only know about siVng 
behind a camera and sending out speed fines, how about training 
them on moving violaHons and other infringements in order to make 
roads safer, not just as a cash cow. 
We have more than enough laws in this country that are not policed, 
what is the point of introducing more? Train enforcers how to do their 
jobs properly first. 
The worsening economy and rampant corrupHon in this country has 
not and will not support stricter laws. The ANC must get their own 
house in order without taking yet more money out of the pockets of 
their people!! Lloyd

2020-10-08 
08:43:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I agree with what a lot of people have said in regards to this currently 
being a problem with admin and now to bring something else in. How 
about geVng something to work and be streamline before trying to 
complicate it. As it seems that the current rules can't be enforced, do 
we think that this will work - NO Stephen

2020-10-08 
08:42:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to all of these.   
The police that issue the fines are o_en corrupt, this means ordinary 
ciHzens can no longer find a way to deal with Hckets issued falsely or 
through corrupHon - without themselves being corrupt - paying the 
police directly and therefore no fines paid to the fiscus. 
This does not look like a way to make drivers more compliant - why 
raise the number of demerits?  Lowering the points to make it difficult 
to drive would force drivers to become more compliant, this looks like 
a way to earn more money. 
This in fact looks like a badly disguised way to enforce the e-Toll system 
- that so many people have opposed for so very long.  Elde]e

2020-10-08 
08:41:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Iain

2020-10-08 
08:39:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This will cause more corrupHon, more money for ANC officials to steal. Kumarin

2020-10-08 
08:38:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Concerns around  not being able to go to court to prove one's 
innocence. MICHAEL

2020-10-08 
08:38:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO HAS never worked and will never work. If you want to fine 
people put cameras at robots for speeding and driving over a red 
robot.  Hiding behind bushes and on down hill roads is corrupt way..... 
Easy money.  You never have the chance to dispute if the setup of 
equiment is properly done.  You will have thousands of people driving 
without licenses. CorrupHon is not gone. 

Renee

2020-10-08 
08:38:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnHl the ANC govt can get a hold on corrupHon this will just become 
another corrupt, misused, failed endeavor and average law abiding 
ciHzens will be the easy targets (as they already are)!!! 
Furthermore, to try and fine motorists for not paying E-tolls (which is 
already an illegal system) 
is ludicrous!!!! 
This is just another method the corrupt metro and Saps will use to 
sponge money from motorists. Mike

2020-10-08 
08:36:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a massive infringement on common civil rights and freedom. 
The system is u]erly broken to begin with and causes untold delays in 
both vehicle and personal license renewals. 
CorrupHon in the police department is another aspect that causes 
massive infringement on civil rights and the normal day to day road 
usage by the ordinary man in the street. 
Fines are issued falsely in every possible way causing people untold 
suffering in trying to combat this massive scourge of corrupHon on the 
roads. 
Having to make use of the roads while a]empHng to find an open 
licensing department for an appointment can take months, resulHng in 
even more trauma if stopped by a roadblock and having to try and 
explain why you are sHll waiHng to get an appointment for your 
renewal. 
It took me from October last year (2019) to June this year to finally 
manage to renew my license. 
The u]er corrupHon comes in where I had to again pay outstanding 
fines from a few years ago that had already been paid online and didn't 
reflect on my records. 
This enHre move is to further the u]er mismanagement of the road 
regulatory system and fill the coffers for even more mismanagement of 
generated funds, because none of the money is going to road 
improvement at all. Pieter
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2020-10-08 
08:36:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can we be fined for not paying E tolls when this has sHll not been 
finalized in government as an illegal system and the people of South 
Africa did not agree to implemenHng this system. And why must this 
only affect Gauteng. If it's not being installed and enforced in any other 
province then there is a HUGE problem as you cannot enforce a law on 
1 Hny part of a country and allow the rest of the country to not be 
involved. I pay my petrol which has government tax, RAF funds and 
money for toll to fix the roads. So why must I pay addiHonal fees for E 
tolls which gets paid to corrupted officials and government. It is against 
my right as a South African to restrict my movements in any way. I did 
not register or sign any agreement or contract sHpulaHng that I pay 
Etolls and I pay a he_y tax on my my vehicle that gets added to my 
monthly debits and according to the Consumer ProtecHon Act this is 
illegal as per the laws of South Africa. Sandra

2020-10-08 
08:34:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not fit for purpose in a country where a huge percentage of law 
makers & - enforcers  are corrupt. Marius

2020-10-08 
08:33:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Enforcement: government, provinces, municipaliHes already have 
problems enforcing  the laws they already have, not only because of 
capacity constraints and incompetency but because of corrupHon. 
Good luck trying to enforce this new legislaHon in the taxi industry 
2) E-Tolls? How is government's mess my problem? Government 
created the e-toll problem by not following correct procedure, it is 
their's to sort out. I was one of the few who paid e-tolls since it's 
incepHon, to what end, when more than 70% of the populaHon does 
not comply and they make sorHng whatever issues you have so 
difficult.  Government must sort out the e-toll problem first and once 
they have, allow everybody to start with a clean  slate. Then they can 
fine and demerit away.  
3) The system of demerits and fines: How do they implement it? Will 
we get a booklet informing us of how the process works and what 
channels to follow? Again, good look trying to enforce this new 
legislaHon in the taxi industry. S

2020-10-08 
08:32:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders They just want more money to steel ChrisHan

2020-10-08 
08:31:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

  
I think that this will infringe on our democraHc rights of freedom of 
choice of going to court. If also give the corrupt officers more power. It 
forces the e toll that is not democraHcally correct on us basically it 
takes our rights away Ido

2020-10-08 
08:28:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mirela

2020-10-08 
08:23:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This guys dont think for us, they always wanna do changes anyHme 
they want to and its so unprofessional. Example what Mbalula said 
during lockdown that those who have expired licenses have unHl 
January. Jiki Jiki now things have changed we need to renew our 
licenses thats inconvenience Jacob

2020-10-08 
08:21:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court is 
unconsHtuHonal! Without representaHon. Doubling the penalHes 
(fines) - this is reHcules! Failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads - I do 
NOT support e-toll at all and thus do not support this ruling! The e-toll 
system is defunct and should be scrapped in total. ChrisHan

2020-10-08 
08:21:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-Tolls should not be part of this at all. E-Tolls have going to do with 
road safety. Everything else is jusHfied - demerit points, traffic fines, 
licence suspension. E-Tolls were thrust in our faces through a one-
sided, non-consultaHve process and should be scrapped. You cannot 
make the public pay for using public roads when the government is 
already geVng so much from fuel taxes and levies. Jack

2020-10-08 
08:21:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Let the government get its house in order first before they try to force  
their will on the people, when the people had no say in these laws 
which  were always forced on us. They want to double fines to full their 
private accounts  and help the corrupt officials.  Errol

2020-10-08 
08:19:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another ploy to get money out of the public for the ANC 
Government to squander if not STEAL like the Toll Roads in Gauteng. 
NO, NO, NO! Lionel

2020-10-08 
08:19:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We should not be fined for not paying Etolls. The government should 
be fined for leVng that nonsense happen in the first place.  

We didn't ask for the Toll Roads, we didn't approve it, we didn't ask for 
2010 (the excuse to upgrade the roads).  

We already pay too much on transport, petrol and PAYE tax.  

They need to stop sucking us dry. Vanessa
2020-10-08 
08:19:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rozanne

2020-10-08 
08:18:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I agree that there should certainly be more law but this system will not 
work in this country as no laws are taken seriously. This will be yet 
another corrupt situaHon. Bev

2020-10-08 
08:15:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I DO NOT AGREE ON ANY OF THE POINTS IN DRAFTS REGULATIONS, 
NOT PRACTICAL AT ALL  AND WIL ONLY ENCOURAGE DEEPER  
CORRUPT PRACTICE  AT ALL  LEVELS OF CONTROL & IMPLEMENTATION. Jannie J

2020-10-08 
08:11:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not paying toll fees should be excluded.  
The current systems should be sorted out first. 
Not having access to courts is against our rights. Edu 

2020-10-08 
08:10:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the penalHes (fines) will just be an open invitaHon for bribery 
and will not solve anything. In fact it will make it worse as less revenue 
will be collected due to the exorbitant increase in fines. 
e-Toll was basically illegal from the beginning as far as I'm concerned 
so a definite no against increasing the fines for non-payment of e-Toll 
accounts. 
The ciHzens of this country have see n their income (if any income at 
all) shrink due to the COVID-19 pandemic and even though this was 
not caused by our government, the addiHonal taxes will cripple the 
country even more. Philip
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2020-10-08 
08:09:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

TWhen the minister can control his Taxi operators and corrupt officers 
allowing them to break all the traffic rules the road accidents will 
decrease by 70 %  and  it is not always the Taxi that are involved in the 
accident but the way they drive that  cause other motorist to make 
accidents. Also the rules of the road must adhere to all public persons 
and not only to a certain sector of the populaHon. 

johan

2020-10-08 
08:09:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another way for the unlawful officers to enforce their own 
agenda.  With safety of woman in general in the country not being 
provided how will this be managed when even the police do not take 
this into regard. 
All the administraHon that will come with this will just be an addiHon 
to the corrupHon that is already running rampant in this country. Desire

2020-10-08 
08:08:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hanalize 

2020-10-08 
08:08:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Len

2020-10-08 
08:04:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This system will fail dismally as the main perpetrators being the taxi 
associaHon will not  
be affected or obey the law.  They are totally lawless and never taken 
to task, they are a law unto themselves, so NO it won't work.  Janet

2020-10-08 
08:03:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

NOOOOOO ETOLL!!!! Another way of trying us to pay for EToll!!!  Not 
going to pay ETOLL!!! Apply the laws we have already!! TAX!! We are 
already filling up government pockets!!  

You cant force the people to pay etoll! We are on the verge of collapse! 
When is the governement going to catch a wake up!! Brige]e

2020-10-08 
08:03:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The removal of the right to be heard in a court of law denies the 
individual of his consHtuHonal rights and supports maladministraHon.  
Any appeal facility must be via a Magistrates Court and not an AARTO 
affiliated organisaHon.  Punishing road users for the failed e-toll system 
is ridiculous, parHcularly that the system was put in place 
unconsHtuHonally.      
All these monetary proceeds must be used to maintain roads. 
Changing or  adding rules will not improve the situaHon on the roads. 
There needs to be adequate, professional, thougrough and credible 
policing done on the ground. Possibly the offecers on the ground's 
expectaHon  and performance need to be subjected to review and 
thoroughly scruitenized instead.  

Alan
2020-10-08 
08:02:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders kobus

2020-10-08 
07:59:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AuthoriHes have proved over the last 20 years their incompetence to 
administer even the most elementary regulaHon that requires 
enforcement. We are not dealing here with a Government that is 
desirous of the improvement of safety on roads, but one puVng up 
schemes to a]ack individual freedom and abuse the income stream 
flowing from it. Johan

2020-10-08 
07:55:34 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can a dysfuncHonal government impose laws to demerit its 
ciHzens, the very ones that pays the taxes to pay their salaries.  This is 
nothing but biHng the hand that feeds you. E-Toll is just another way 
for the fat cats to enrich themselves further at the expense of the 
taxpayer. Tax on your salary, emiHon taxes, tax on fuel, tax on every 
other item, like maintaining your vehicle, which by the way, was taxed 
and over priced due to taxes the importers and manufacturers have to 
pay. TAX TAX TAX. Tax is government's piggy bank to defraud us out of 
our hard earned money. No AARTO, we shall not receive your 
fraudulant laws with open arms, we shall not adhere to your laws. Stop 
killing our people with overpriced fines and ludicrous tolls. We've had 
enough. Hugo 

2020-10-08 
07:53:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Manie

2020-10-08 
07:53:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This new system can only work when there is no  race differenHaHon, 
no corrupHon, no incompetent workforce, no illegal toll gates, no 
administraHon chaos, no violaHon of consHtuHonal rights and no 
exclusion or amnesty for taxis. Ray

2020-10-08 
07:48:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jacques

2020-10-08 
07:48:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Double? they are running out of ways to steal our money so they 
increase fines. Ridiculous.  Taking away my right to defend myself, are 
we in zimbabwe now? More people would have their licence if the test 
checked if they can drive and not whether they can do circus trick 
parking. But then why change that since you can make some more 
money by failing someone a few Hmes and having them retake the 
tests as they have been doing for years  

Johan
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2020-10-08 
07:48:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The South African metro police/traffic police are undertrained/ racist 
o_en and would openly miss use this proposed system. The 
enforcement orders  via a dysfuncHonal postal system , guilty unHl 
proven innocent methodology will not work. The playing field is not 
even with taxi operators among others having a different set of rules 
such as is seen with the failed E toll system. The current corrupHon in 
regard to obtaining drivers license and the difficulty to merely renew 
or obtain legally a drivers license should be dealt with before this 
system is  even entertained.  

AcHve in person fining system with be]er prepared police vehicle such 
as those used in UK and New Zealand where real Hme patrols observe 
speed and provide enforcement with use of cameras and calibrated 
equipment would be much be]er. 

The speed cameras should be a deterrent rather than  a revenue 
system. at the danger areas proper digital linked cameras painted with 
bright colours should be in place . This is to ensure voluntary 
compliance and advised compliance. I am happy to increase the fines 
to large levels but these fines should not merely be monetary but safe 
community service oriented. 

So In short , be]er equipped, trained and educated police that operate 
with a fair and honorable manner. Regular patrols and visible policing 
of our roads, a correct fining system that is linked to online payments 
but for serious infringements safe community service. 

Level playing field where no one is above the law, online simple access 
to renewals of driving licenses - a license should be valid for either life 
or minimum 10 years.  
I disagree fully with the current system proposed and due to the 
nature of our government and the conHnual corrupHon within the 
police and traffic police services this system will not work 

Kevin
2020-10-08 
07:45:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anna

2020-10-08 
07:42:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Law enforcement is the problem- meaning that a system should be 
designed to ensure that all who offend get booked and not able to 
bribe and corrupt the system with offices who ask for money.  
Problem of corrupHon is government not looking a_er their offices-low 
salaries, no bursaries for children, home loans , high rate payment, 
Electricity etc should be exempted.  
Not a good checking system to ensure that officers don't go to bribing.  
Raising fines etc will just increase corrupHon.  
MoihsanMike 

Michael
2020-10-08 
07:41:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders johan

2020-10-08 
07:41:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ken 

2020-10-08 
07:40:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This new law is sHll subject to corrupHon and is essenHally aimed at 
selecHve trapping.  It will become a management nightmare, again 
with selecHve outcome. For the present, it appears to be just another 
job creaHon at the expense of an already burdened economy. It wont 
change road behavior to persons that are not affected ( can afford to 
sit in jail ). 
Patrol the roads, create visibility, encourage  responsible road use by 
allowing LEGAL drivers licenses and manage unroadworthy vehicles. 
Yes, it means the traffic officers will have to start working for the 
money that they are payed. 
I am encouraging a proacHve  behavior, rather than the proposed 
reacHve rulings of just punishment. The schools have this system and 
that is the norm that the laws should be built around - that is what the 
generaHons are being taught Willem

2020-10-08 
07:40:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gerda

2020-10-08 
07:40:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These proposed regulaHons are totally uncalled for... No logic applied... 
Infringes on my human rights... Elandro

2020-10-08 
07:38:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not think that the current eTolls Systems on JHB highways must be 
scrapped and not be included in Aarto . I also believe that the current 
fines and licensing system is a shambles and is not administrated 
correctly so it is useless introducing a new system as it just causes the 
public more stress and problems. First get the simple law enforcement 
fixed Deon

2020-10-08 
07:38:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johnny

2020-10-08 
07:36:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elsabe
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2020-10-08 
07:32:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The main problem is the corrupHon that has been allowed to 
penetrate the whole system. 
I have evidence that my vehicle's number plate has been copied by 
others. 
The proposed modificaHons to the law take no cognisance of that - in 
fact it may be poliHcally moHvated (vote for us and we can make it 
happen that others will take the blame for your traffic infringements). 
I find it difficult to believe that this issue has not already been 
considered by those proposing the modificaHons to the law. 
It is already what has happened with etolling. 
I am an electrical contractor. I do not spend hours riding around. 
SomeHmes I spend the day at my office at home - yet I was able to get 
charged for riding under 200 toll gantries every two weeks. 
This is not physically possible, so I went to one of the etoll offices and 
asked to see the photos relaHng to the account that had been 
generated for me, and they refused to show me. 
I got a traffic fine from Vereeniging traffic department,  with a 
photograph of a vehicle that is not mine. I sent them a photo of my 
vehicle and the fine was withdrawn. (I could also prove that I was in 
Johannesburg at the Hme when the photograph was taken). 
So I do not pay etolls unless you can show me a photograph for every 
Hme I supposedly rode under a gantry, and I do not pay traffic fines 
unless you can show me a photograph for when the offence was 
commi]ed. 
The only way that you are going to get this right is if you take away all 
human rights and are allowed to lock people up without any evidence 
of a crime having been commi]ed. Dave

2020-10-08 
07:30:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-10-08 
07:29:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Punishing road users for the failed e-toll system is rediculous. Hennie 

2020-10-08 
07:29:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We cannot administer current regulaHons so let us get our house in 
order first and then consider more sophisHcated systems. Charles 

2020-10-08 
07:26:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They only trying to make money they don't really care about enforcing 
the law. Fred

2020-10-08 
07:25:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Willem

2020-10-08 
07:25:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will only be used on some drivers, taxi's aren't one of them. The 
Metro let them do what they want, their to scared to enforce law to 
taxi drivers. Nadia

2020-10-08 
07:25:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll. - Etolls are 
anjusHfiable in Gauteng as theer is no alternaHve road. We all pay 
taxes and I object to nthem taking a facility already paid for and trying 
to extract extra revenue from this source. They will kill the economy Pierre

2020-10-08 
07:24:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government cant even enforce the laws of the road on taxi's trucks 
at the moment. 
Not even government officials including SAPS follow the rules. 
They must start to lead by example which is not going to happen in this 
country. Jacoba

2020-10-08 
07:21:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Brian

2020-10-08 
07:20:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

DisgusHng.  Just another money making racket to put money in the 
pockets of those that are already causing poverty to 3/4 's of South 
Africa June

2020-10-08 
07:17:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The E- Toll system must be scrapped first Adriaan 

2020-10-08 
07:15:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Just another tax collecHon mechanism Gareth

2020-10-08 
07:13:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Instead of nailing motorists, concentrate your efforts on taking down 
criminal elements in government. Once you have begun to make 
progress dealing with our current administraHon, then you can start 
nailing the public. Enforce current laws properly, then upgrade them as 
and when necessary. What's the point of increasing the punishment 
for driving without a license when you can buy your license under the 
counter - get your own house in order first increase the punishment 
for those who sell driver's licenses illegally. Make a visible effort to 
discipline government employees who break the law then deal with 
the public. Robert

2020-10-08 
07:12:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

i do not support this system at all. It sHll has e-tolls!!!!. they cannot 
even administer the current system adequately.  Cikizwa

2020-10-08 
07:09:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All that the government wants is to make more money with fines etc 
from the working class. Naeem

2020-10-08 
07:08:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etoll should not be part of this as it is not legal and we never wanted it 
in any case.  This system will just be applied to some ciHzens - NOT 
TAXIS. Bribary will get even worse!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Get rid of corrupHon  and 
through the guilty people in jail. The Government keeps on trying to 
get more money from ciHzens in stead of delivering service. I'm totally 
against this system as it will just be applied to so_ targets. Ansa

2020-10-08 
07:08:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another milk cow.  The Metro Police will find their way to bullying the 
road users. 
Bribes will expand. 
E-toll must go.

Another 
milk cow.  It 
is easy to 
target the 
motorist 
who cannot 
do anything. 
E-toll must 
go.

2020-10-08 
07:06:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etoll must just be scrapped.  Demerit points won't work but escalate 
bribes and fraud. Lindi
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2020-10-08 
07:05:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another 
milk cow.  It 
is easy to 
target the 
motorist 
who cannot 
do anything. 
E-toll must 
go.

2020-10-08 
07:05:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another 
milk cow.  It 
is easy to 
target the 
motorist 
who cannot 
do anything. 
E-toll must 
go.

2020-10-08 
07:03:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Aarto is just a heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to be 
redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. Ebrahim

2020-10-08 
07:00:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I can’t even book a slot for my drivers license on line.  For   3 months 
I’ve been trying.   The system is a failure.  My license is about to expire.   
This new system will make it a criminal offense to drive without a 
license.  This is not from lack of trying.  This system is a mess.  Cheryl

2020-10-08 
06:57:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is the right of every person to be tried in a court of law and to be 
accounted as innocent unHl proven guilty. The assumpHon of guilt is 
unlawful. The current powers to withhold license and vehicle 
registraHons due to outstanding fines, is a violaHon of the rights of the 
people who wish to remain inside the framework of the law. Vehicles is 
a commodity that is used by many people who might not be the 
registered owner of the vehicle. Therefore it is the right of the owner 
to be able to defend him/herself in court. The current administraHve 
process is non existent. A]enHon should be paid to making the system 
work before it is changed. Jan

2020-10-08 
06:56:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current laws are not being enforced fairly, admin not being done 
properly, corrupHon, bribes, etc  so I dont know how they are going to 
lawfully and fairly without corrupHon and bribes enforce the new law.  
There shouldnt be a taxi le_ on the road as the law is now in anycase 
never mind with the new law!!!!  Remove the e-tolls - it is not serving 
any purpose!!! Maureen

2020-10-08 
06:53:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enige landswe]e moet deur ALLE burgers gevolg word, taxi drywers 

ingesluit ‼ ‼ 
Die metro moet meer werk en minder bribes vat teenoor ALLE kleur 
burgers dan sal dit nie nodig wees om nuwe instellingsbte maak nie.  
Huidiglik is die we]e net vir sekere mense bedoel.  
E-toll .....die klomp klipkoppe moes in +-2010 terwyl hul met die 
opgraderings projek begin het al 2-3sent by die brandstof prys gevoeg 
het dan het hul die laaste 2-3jr al skoon  profeit getoon maar nie die 

geld word GESTEEL ‼ ‼ 
Die donders daar bo moet ophou steel en meer werk terwyl hul aan 
nuwe kak dink waar hul net nog meer van ons hardverdiende geld kan 
eis.  ?? 

So NEE ‼ ‼ ‼ Charl

2020-10-08 
06:51:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't trust anything this government proposes. They are 
untrustworthy and corrupt to the core. Not a single thing they have 
implemented has brought any good to the ciHzens. #VoetsekANC Linda

2020-10-08 
06:51:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole AARTO act and the concepts it contains make it clear that 
the purpose is NOT to improve ROAD SAFETY, but rather is aimed at 
milking motorists of revenue in an inequitable way which has been 
supposedly "legiHmised" in law. 

Adding mechanisms to force payment of the E-tolls which were 
imposed on Gauteng motorists without their consent to this "revenue 
milking system" is further proof of this. Rob

2020-10-08 
06:50:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Roannne 

2020-10-08 
06:49:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Before implemenHng any of this, the ro]en core of corrupt police 
officers and parliamentary members must be removed and replaced 
with people who are there to serve as civil servants for the whole 
country and not for the benefit of themselves. 
E tolls was never implemented legally, so should never even have seen 
the light of day. 
Clean up the the corrupHon before trying to steal any further from the 
tax payers. Mark

2020-10-08 
06:43:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You cannot cripple the South African ciHzens financially - already we 
don’t have anything and now there’s this a]empt to redress an empty, 
looted government purse by penalising over taxed and under revised 
ciHzens. 

I already give over 40% of my salary to this country in taxes which is 
ludicrous as it stands.  This is not economic democracy Lee-Anne

2020-10-08 
06:40:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The laws are not enforced fairly..... look at how Taxies take over the 
roads. 

Tracy
2020-10-08 
06:39:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Start spending money on things that ma]ers and not stuff Hke this. 
Bribes is sHll acceptable. Pierre
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2020-10-08 
06:36:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You can not put more financial burdens on the people of this country. 
Surely you can see that you have stolen us dry. 

There is not money le_ due to mismanagement and now we must 
suffer? 

How is that ok? How much more are you going to take and take and 
take without giving back? 

I received 2 sms's about enforcement orders that I never received any 
documentaHon for? 

You have peoples email addresses use them! And allow us ,the people 
to give our responses via the same channel. 

This is corona Hmes, the last place you want to be is at a police office 
to try fight your case for something you have never even go]en 
noHfied about. 

Sort out your sytem Karien
2020-10-08 
06:35:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders JJ

2020-10-08 
06:34:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think it is a travesty and it is just another way of  controlling the 
populaHon. This country is becoming a police state ????? Mutuel 

2020-10-08 
06:32:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders I do not support or agree Madeleine

2020-10-08 
06:31:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is unconsHtuHonal to even add the e-tolls since that money, just like 
all the tax we already have to pay, isn't used for it's intended purpose. 
This is just another control measure to steal even more from the 
people. Shirley

2020-10-08 
06:28:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not believe e tolls should be added to the arto act as the whole 
system is sHll under review and also run by an SOE and therefore falure 
of payment cannit lead to a fine. I also do not belive that doubleing 
fines are going to help since this is clearly juat a way of raising money 
and does not deter any wrong doing. Jacobus 

2020-10-08 
06:27:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Toll fees have nothing to do with driving abiliHes and should not be 
connected.  
If the traffic officers were trustworthy this could work but they not - 
they inHmidate and Pi] you over for no reason and are rude and 
unreasonable.  
I do not trust this system at all. Sandra 

2020-10-08 
06:27:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not want to pay for toll roads and the law will not be enforced the 
wright way Wynand

2020-10-08 
06:26:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Government officials are corrupt,  they dont do their work.  Gerhard

2020-10-08 
06:26:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stop milking the ciHzens to gain more money to line your pockets Keith

2020-10-08 
06:24:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etoll is sHll unlawful because the correct process was not followed. 
Cannot use a different way to collect fees Eugene 

2020-10-08 
06:23:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is easy for a minister just to decide what should happen, but for her 
people on the ground to implement these new rules is a story for 
another day. Current system cannot is a total mess and corrupted now 
she the High and mighty minister wants to implement a first world 
system. They cannot even issue drivers licences or issue new motor 
vehicle licences on Hme, what about a demerit system. They are so 
corrupt that they will just add points to those people that are currently 
not very popular in this country.  Now she wants to bring e-toll into the 
picture, because of people refusing to pay for the corrupHon of the 
Gauteng ANC Government with the e-toll system. Get rid of the courts 
and bring in a tribunal, like the Nazis (what we the ANC decides we will 
do). 
Dear Madam, first sort out your governments corrupHon before you 
fiddle with old things that use to work, change it for a new name for 
corrupHon. 

Andre

2020-10-08 
06:22:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Is it consHtuHonal to making it a criminal offence and removing your 
right to court?? Typical ANC government to include e-toll into AARTO, 
they are allowed to be corrupt, but ciHzens are not allowed to have 
civil disobedience of a system (e-toll) which has been proved to be a 
system pushed through by the ANC without proper public 
parHcipaHon.  AARTO will also blow up in their faces with more and 
more people not trusHng the ANC anymore - watch the next 
elecHon!!!!! Marie]e

2020-10-08 
06:20:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Trying to add e-tolls is not right. Enhances whole system for bribery to 
increase. Athol

2020-10-08 
06:20:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stop milking the ciHzens so more money can be gone without a trace H 

2020-10-08 
06:20:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stop milking the ciHzens so more money can be gone without a trace H 

2020-10-08 
06:19:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I'm concerned about the etolls. Why is this even menHoned here. This 
should not be included with fines. Michael

2020-10-08 
06:14:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

What has the E-Toll and regular tolls have to do with your system that 
you want to enforce. 
It is not safe to travel in taxi as they just do as they please on the road 
and put lives at stake, not only their passengers but other road users. 

vernon
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2020-10-08 
06:09:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole thing sHnks.  Making it a criminal offence and then taking 
away a persons right to be heard in court. BUT, most of all, making E 
toll  fines part of AARTO is a disgusHng disgracefull way of trying to 
force people to uphold a system that was doomed to fail and has failed 
dsince incepHon.  E toll should be scrapped. They have refused to 
consider alternaHves which leads me to believe they have a hidden 
agenda.  

Cecil

2020-10-08 
06:02:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support using AARTO to enforce fines for not paying e-tolls, e-
tolls that were put up illegally without due consent from the public and 
taking away a ciHzens right to oppose a fine in court is 
unconsHtuHonal. Remo

2020-10-08 
05:53:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Colleen

2020-10-08 
05:46:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Can the minister first clean up his administraHon system so that when 
fines are paid they get refreshed/ removed emmidately. Otherwise we 
none the wiser. Samuel 

2020-10-08 
05:42:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The audacity of "Double Fining" the populaHon for refusing to pay for 
ETolls just shows the criminality of this government to make law 
abiding ciHzens criminals for driving on Roads that they already pay for 
through taxes in their normal day to day commutes to just get to work. 
Nah, �k 'em. The enHre system as it stands is to benefit the 
government and needs to be scrapped. JD

2020-10-08 
05:40:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andre

2020-10-08 
05:31:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How, how will it be enforced? Have the ANC driven down Allandale 
lately?  Taxis rule the roads with impunity, why must I be policed as a 
law abiding ciHzen but taxi drivers can hold them to ransom,  lockdown 
capacity case in point.  
Why should I  pay a fuel level to go to work to pay tax to also then pay 
e-toll. The fuel levy is already supposed to maintain our roads.  Keren 

2020-10-08 
05:16:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Philisiwe 

2020-10-08 
05:02:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Presha

2020-10-08 
04:35:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Shane

2020-10-08 
04:21:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

CiHzens have the right to defend themselves in a court of law if they so 
choose. To deny them this right is unconsHtuHonal. Fabio

2020-10-08 
04:06:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is totally ridiculous that  you will be unable to defend yourself,and 
because of that it will open up the floodgates for motorists  to bribe  
officials. Max

2020-10-08 
03:54:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Will lead to more corrupHon, higher bribes and will no solve the chaos 
on the roads as there  is #nolawandorderinsouthafrica when it comes 
to taxis, trucks and drnmken driving James

2020-10-08 
03:03:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Bona, I do not agree to anything here. Please sort out transport 
industry first before coming with regulaHons, that will sHll not solve 
transport problems. We don't even have reliable  various opHons of 
transport that one can use. 

Whilst sHll in there scrap out etolls in Gauteng and trial those who 
approved it without consulHng ciHzens properly. Paballo

2020-10-08 
00:14:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These regulaHons are arbitrary and restricHve In a manner that is 
biased and dictatorial. Victor

2020-10-08 
00:09:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These idiots should enforce the laws they have, this acHon takes aim 
squarely at law abiding ciHzens who would actually pay a fine, and 
have a drivers license and gives a damn.  99% of your problem is 
unlicensed or illegally licensed individuals who they never take down, 
Police in South Africa only enforce where they can take bribes and loot, 
otherwise they sleep next to the roads in their cars and get fat on 
overpay. Wolf

2020-10-07 
23:43:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system is highly puniHve and could become very burdensome for 
S.A ciHzens. 
The administraHve burden is also unnecessary. The benefit of it though 
is that it does unify systems used naHonally which was a long Hme 
coming. But the regulaHons need to be reviewed to ensure they 
achieve what they are meant to to encourage healthy and safe driving 
behaviours. Malibongwe

2020-10-07 
23:37:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Instead of making penalHes worse and implemenHng doubling fines for 
Etolls which is sHll being disputed in courts and not yet proved to be 
enforcable rather work on tbe huge amount of bribery and corrupHon 
that takes place and results in the loss of revenue on fines not given 
due to this. Etoll fees are also ridiculous and should really be lowered 
instead of increase and put on a 30day payment plan should it passed 
in court as legal. Also historic debt should then be wri]en off. In a 
country where we are facing major financial strain we just keep on 
giving and money is just waisted and stolen. We are on of the highest 
ranked tax per rand earned countries in the world and yet we are not a 
first-class country. Why is that? Bianca

2020-10-07 
23:25:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I DO NOT SUPPORT ANY OF THEIR NEW PROPOSALS, AS IT IS YET 
ANOTHER WAY OF STEALING OUR HARD EARNED MONEY. HOW MANY 
MORE SICK WAYS ARE THEY GOING TO FIND TO STEAL THE PUBLICS 
MONEY' THEY ARE EVEN WORSE THAN HITLERS GESTAPO. WHAT HAS 
HAPPENED TO  THE RIGHT TO  DEFEND ONESELF IN A COURT OF LAW?  
IT IS DISGUSTING THE WAY THEY CARRY ON IN THIS COUNTRY, THEY 
ARE TEN TIMES WORSE THAN THE APARTHEID GOVERNMENT EVER 
WAS.WHEN ARE THEY EVER GOING TO STOP THE  BLEEDING OUR 
COUNTRY  DRY.  THE WHOLE ANC GOVERNMENTSHOULD BE 
ASHAMED OF THEMSELVES. Fanie

2020-10-07 
23:21:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe it to be one sided and an unconsHtuHonal infringement on 
our right to defend oneself in a court of law,  
"innocent unHl proven guilty" 
This will no longer be applicable to to the rights of individuals  and will 
be abused by the corrupt law enforcers... Mark
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2020-10-07 
23:16:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to all the proposed changes and see them as an infringement 
of civil liberHes. Lindelwa

2020-10-07 
23:10:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You are assumed Guilty, have to pay and then go through a long 
process of trying to get representaHon where I suspect the papers will 
be 'lost' a number of Hmes and the incompetence of the people and 
process will will mean you simply give up and the honest end up 
paying. 
e-tolls is illegal and does not work and Gauteng the only province 
burdened with this.  No statements received, no checking of values, 
alternaHve routes are not maintained and dangerous. THIS REFERENCE 
SHOULD BE REMOVED. 

Lore]a
2020-10-07 
23:03:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Get the taxis right first, then try the rest of the incompetencies Johan

2020-10-07 
22:59:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The traffic officers are simply unable or maybe more truthfully not 
willing to enforce the basic rules of the road across all spectrums of 
motor vehicles on the road, cars, taxis and trucks. First taxis got away 
with flouHng the laws and now everyone is just following suit BECAUSE 
THERE IS NO-ONE WILLING AND ABLE TO ENFORCE THE EXISTING 
LAWS. 
South Africa keeps doing this - making up new laws that actually do 
not make sense and then they are unable to police the laws that have 
been made anyway.... 
This is just another money-making racket that has virtually nothing at 
all to do with saving human lives on the roads. Making laws that no-
one obeys will not solve the fact that one can purchase a driving 
license anywhere is SA for a few Rands. It will not make people be]er 
drivers, nor will it change the aVtudes of drivers. Those, in my opinion 
are the major factors that need to change drasHcally to make our roads 
safer. 
Then on top of all that, there are the "covert" parts of these new laws 
that are there merely to fleece the motorists and give authoriHes the 
freedom to act in extremely high-handed manners to try to enforce the 
coercion of more and more "funds/taxes/tolls" from the already 
financially struggling motorists and public of SA. Keith

2020-10-07 
22:38:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another step towards total control and dictatorship  over the motorist 
as well as squeezing  out the last penny to help finance government  
the_ and corrupHon. Roman

2020-10-07 
22:27:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Taking away a person's rights to defend themselves in court is 
completely unconsHtuHonal.  All South Africans already pay massive 
amounts of tax, which is just stolen by the corrupt people in authority.  
This new system will only increase the amount of bribery and 
corrupHon that is already rampant on our roads.  The taxi industry will 
just conHnue to do what they want to do and nothing will happen to 
them.  You take away a person's licence and you take away their right 
and duty to earn a living as we have a non-existent public transport 
system.  This AARTO system is just the latest way to fleece the South 
African ciHzens and will be rife with corrupHon, not to menHon that 
just like everything else that our government touches, will be a chaoHc 
disaster.  Cole]e

2020-10-07 
22:13:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unacceptable to me: Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them 

Unacceptable to me: Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently 
payable. Uta

2020-10-07 
22:13:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current enforcement officers have proven to misuse power 
(several videos on social media)...this act will give them more power, 
which they will abuse to further discriminate against white minoriHes. Henk

2020-10-07 
22:12:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unacceptable to me: Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them 

Unacceptable to me: Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently 
payable. David

2020-10-07 
22:11:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

People have no money and cant pay etolls ,we are trying to survive  
and are jobless this is absullute bull dust. 
Get the true criminals off the street that murder and rape and hijack 
and burgler before you want this nonsence Vikki

2020-10-07 
22:11:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

CorrupHon is rampant.There is no law and order anymore.Traffic 
officers think they above the law and do as they please. Silvio

2020-10-07 
22:11:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

CorrupHon is rampant.There is no law and order anymore.Traffic 
officers think they above the law and do as they please. Silvio

2020-10-07 
22:08:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hennie

2020-10-07 
22:06:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I must be able to go to court if given a fine or penalty. ...I might be 
innocent and need to prove it. Having to pay tolls have not be en made 
a law...this enforces it unnecessarily. Rosemary

2020-10-07 
22:05:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Experts in this field is needed to solve this problem . To double fines 
etc is not going to solve the situaHon it could lead to bribes Rosaline

2020-10-07 
22:00:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hunzo

2020-10-07 
21:53:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with any of the proposed regulaHons.  Changing laws 
and regulaHons is not going to change peoples aVtude.  Proper 
improved training and teaching respect for other will make a big 
difference. Theunis

2020-10-07 
21:42:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All South Africans must have their right to be heard in an imparHal 
Court of Law 

Th e-toll system should be scrapped enHrely 

If you  double the current traffic fines, you will double the already 
ridiculous corrupHon levels Tim
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2020-10-07 
21:42:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

e-Tolls are an infringement on my right to freedom of movement on 
public roads already paid for by the exorbitant tax I pay as well as road 
fuel levies. There are not sufficient safe and well maintained alternate 
route ls to use. It is a violaHon to fine me for not paying e-Tolls for 
roads that are my right to use. Furthermore, Taxis are one of the 
biggest contributors to wear and tear on the roads - so why are they 
exempt. They are also exempt from paying tax. So they 
contribute nothing. Why should I pay and not them. This is 
discriminaHon. Tracey

2020-10-07 
21:41:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Stop corrupHon and enforce current laws. 
The current law and rules are more than enough.  
Only visible and acHve policing will solve the problem. Zoe

2020-10-07 
21:39:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It would be irresponsible to expect the administraHon to handle the 
already overburdened system to implement this system to work 
without the high potenHal of an increase in corrupHon. 
It would also overtax an already overburdened refused tax base. Shawn

2020-10-07 
21:33:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Akhtar

2020-10-07 
21:29:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current situaHon of lawlessness on the roads by many including 
minibus taxis needs acHve and visible policing which the law already 
provides for without the need for any addiHons - authoriHes must be 
visible, constant and commi]ed. Donald

2020-10-07 
21:28:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We have far bigger problems! People are already under financial strain 
and you want to make it worse. 
Enforce all these rules to the not road worthy taxi’s, unlicensed taxi 
drivers and the pure disregard of any rules of the road including red 
robots, stop streets and emergency lane driving , then we can consider 
some of the proposals which can reduce our road death toll. Treat all 
road users fairly for a start! Angela

2020-10-07 
21:28:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nicodemus

2020-10-07 
21:25:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think it is draconian style  they yust out to recoup losses incurred  
with the  e toll

MohamedSa
eed

2020-10-07 
21:21:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Goverment is overloading ciHzens financially due to their own 
corrupHon happening on a daily basis. These new  proposed laws are 
absolutely unfair and unnesissary. There is already laws in place. Suze]e

2020-10-07 
21:15:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dave

2020-10-07 
21:06:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

we cant police anything at the moment. Running red lights is the norm. 
Driving with fake, stolen or illegal bought license is the norm.  Drunk 
driving is the norm. stealing is the norm.  Bribery is the norm. LooHng 
is the norm. We cant even wear mask when that is the law to prevent 
virus spreading so why would this be different! Anita

2020-10-07 
21:02:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

InteresHng that the back door is now used to enforce the E-toll 
payments, that a_er 90% of the users said "stuff off", now it will be 
enforced via the demerit system.   
The alternaHve roads can't accommodate all the traffic,  so  the 
motorist will forced to pay up or face an extra fine.  I see another 
revolt coming. James

2020-10-07 
21:00:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Moeletsi

2020-10-07 
20:59:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I absolutely do not support these amendments on the following bases: 
The AARTO system as it currently operates in Pretoria has resulted in 
nothing but administraHve nightmares for motorists. There are already 
massive fines being imposed on motorists for frivolous things with the 
aim of increasing revenues for the state. Traffic cops around Tshwane, 
apparently, are given financial targets to achieve which forces them to 
implement enforcement in a trivial and unrealisHc manner, which 
defeats the reason why we should be having law enforcement in the 
first instance. Traffic enforcement should be focused on reducing road 
fataliHes, not syphoning money out of motorists. Increasing fines will 
not assist to reduce road fataliHes but will just increase financial 
burdens for motorists. Imagine geVng a R2000 fine for licence disk 
which is obstructed. I don't support this type of strategy at all. It will 
just increase the amount of corrupHon involved in the system. 
AddiHonally, I am against the noHon of being penalised for not paying 
for Etolls. The AARTO system is for traffic violaHons, not to coheres 
people to pay for a failed system which they never asked for. If the 
government wants to collect revenues for their evil system, they must 
issue us with summons. Not use an administraHve system like AARTO 
to achieve their evil objecHve. What does ETolls have to do with the 
good or bad driving of a motorist. On these bases I reject the 
proposals. Mpho

2020-10-07 
20:59:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kevin

2020-10-07 
20:54:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Payments of e tolls should not have any impact on my drivers 
license Lucinda

2020-10-07 
20:38:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Karien

2020-10-07 
20:36:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anthony

2020-10-07 
20:34:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole system is directed at traceable urban ciHzens. Untraceable 
drivers like taxis drivers/operators and untraceable drivers will loose 
there license in a day however, the authoriHes to too scared to enforce 
the law on these people  
Its just another ploy to crush the law abiding ciHzens Brad

2020-10-07 
20:33:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

That will increase corrupHon and will put most Good ciHzens under lot 
of pressure. Etolles are just gonna put us in more poverty 

Besides that, there is lot of things that are not going well in our 
country Sipho 
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2020-10-07 
20:31:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why should motorist suffer from an incompetent system,how many 
Driver License has been bought by a Corrupted system since 94 yet no 
decent police officer defends such historical events but conHnue in this 
fashion Hll today 2020. Myran

2020-10-07 
20:30:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Will not be enforced to all roadusers

madan 
kumar 
magan

2020-10-07 
20:29:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

madan 
kumar 
magan

2020-10-07 
20:28:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

madan 
kumar 
magan

2020-10-07 
20:25:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Don't agree with any changes Dewald 

2020-10-07 
20:24:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You can’t double the fines to a flawed system (e-toll) that was the 
result of flawed public engagement. You made the error, get the 
money from the ‘kick backs’ back and scrap the e-toll system already Jan-Ben

2020-10-07 
20:22:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

this is just another way the government wants the normal law abiding 
drivers to pay e-tolls and swell the coffers so they can loot more 
money . before the taxis are brought under control and corrupHon 
rooted out this can and will never work JACK

2020-10-07 
20:22:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Will have no impact on road safety Adriaan

2020-10-07 
20:01:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They must remove e-tolls as tue public was not consulted and now 
they want to double fine cost if you do not pay e-tolls.  Concentrate on 
unlicensed taxis and vehicles that are falling apart and not the law 
abiding ciHzens that conHnue to pay and keep the system alive. David

2020-10-07 
20:00:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Open for more bribes. 
Peter

2020-10-07 
19:59:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Heil die Leser 
Om die algemene wetgehoorsame Landsburger te benadeel met 
oordadige boetes , administrasie en onnodige aggressiewe benadering 
en behandeling , is absoluut onaanvaarbaar en teen produkHef . 
AARTO gaan elke weVge padgebruiker benadeel en boelie , terwyl die 
eintlike probleem nie aangespreek word nie .  
Indien AARTO die betaal van e-tol en tolpaaie weVg maakafdwing , 
verplig ek AARTO om vir my dieselfde gehalte roete en paaie te 
voorsien , in die rigHng waarheen ek reis , na enige bestemming in die 
land , wat nie met e-tol en tolgeld belas word nie ! Tans word byna elke 
hoofroete in Gauteng hiermee belas , terwyl die alternaHewe paaie 
wat beskikbaar is , uiters gevaarlik en soms byna onbruikbaar is en 'n 
reiseger se tyd , spoed en lewe ernsHg daardeur benadeel word !  
Indien ek nie op sekondêre paaie 120 km per uur magkan ry , soos op 
die tol-belaste paaie nie , is dit na my mening onaanvaarbaar en 
oneHes (unethical) om my te dwing om te betaal vir die voordeel van 
vinniger ry en vinniger en veilig by my bestemming uit te kom !  
Om die spoedbeperking te verlaag , is nie 'n oplossing nie ! Om mens 
vir onbenullige oortredings swaar te straf , is onaanvaarbaar ! Enigeen 
maak foute ! Ongelisensieerde Bestuurders van voertuie en 
onpadwaardige voertuie , veroorsaak die meeste van die probleme op 
die paaie ! Mense wat vanaf Johannesburg tot in die Kaap padlangs 
teen 180 km per uur en vinniger ry , dit is mense wat vasgevat moet 
word en van die paaie verwyder moet word ! Mense wat teen hoë 
snelheid op die hoofweë ry , moet op dieselfde manier vasgevat word ! 
Dit geld vir Regerings Amptenare soos die President , Ministers , ens. 
ook , want hulle hoef nie op nommer 99 weg te trek vir die een of 
ander "belangrike" vergadering nie . Hulle kan hulle skedules baie 
beter beplan , dan kan hulle ook betyds en veilig by hulle bestemming 
opdaag . Ook sonder blou ligte , natuurlik ! 
Indien openbare vervoer bussies befonds word , of bevoordeel word , 
deurdat hulle subsidie ontvang , of toegelaat word om te ry soos hulle 
wil , die wet oortree soos hulle wil , is dit totaal onaanvaarbaar en 
oneHes (unethical) om wetsgehoorsame padgebruikers onregverdig te 
straf vir baie minder ernsHge oortredings !  
Ek as BelasHngbetaler word dus as die vyand van die Regering beskou 
en uitgebuit op elke hoek en draai , deur geldgierige Regerings 
BeamptesAmptenare , terwyl ek bevoordeel moet word op elke 
moontlik gebied van my reis deur ons land , deur hierdie 
Regeringspersone , sonder dat ek verder buitensporig belas en 
benadeel moet word , terwyl ek veilig by my werk of ander 
bestemming in die land wil uitkom !  
Oneerlike en aggressiewe Verkeersbeamptes en Polisie vererger die 
probleem en dra geensins by toe die regte oplossing daarvan nie ! 
   Willem

2020-10-07 
19:58:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is infringing in our rights , some of us are using our own transport, 
to do our daily work, they bankrupt the country now their bringing 
idioHc laws.  We’re had enough of their nonsense. The current laws are 
okay they can’t even in force them. Victor 

2020-10-07 
19:57:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They were given various opHons to fund the e-toll system (cents per 
litre)  which soule have paid oof the cost by now and now they want us 
to paydouble! Criminal mismanagement! Piet

2020-10-07 
19:53:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

it will not work with all the corrupHon going on there are no laws 
anymore  
so whats the point more money for the tax payer to fund a useless 
operaHon cheryl

2020-10-07 
19:52:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Siegfried 

2020-10-07 
19:48:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sounds like another money making racket to me!!!!!!!! Melanie

2020-10-07 
19:47:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is all rubbish and another plan to steal more money as we never 
see any improvement to roads with the that gets collected from fines 
etc. This is an addiHonal looHng scheme. Ivan
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2020-10-07 
19:47:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is far too puniHve. It can’t be properly managed Sharon

2020-10-07 
19:46:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is again another opportunity to extort more money to a corrupt 
government. Administer with honesty from the top before 
criminalizing for small infracHons Jules

2020-10-07 
19:41:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Albrecht

2020-10-07 
19:41:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unfortunately law enforcement is historically unjust. When you make 
such minor offences criminal, it is open to corrupHon. I do not believe 
that the system will be able to imparHally enforce the laws and it is just 
a means for the police force to arrest and then brutally a]ack civilians 
for minor infringements. JENNIFER

2020-10-07 
19:40:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This so called system is to try and recover monies for the huge debt the 
traffic department is in. 
If a demerit system like this were to be enforced most of the Taxis in SA 
will have to  be inpounded, which will never happen but the so_ 
targets will be harrassed Hugo 

2020-10-07 
19:40:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I cannot accept that the Govt now wants to increase and impose fines 
for failing to pay the exorbitant e-toll fees for a system that was not 
approved by the public, has been the core of many debates as yet 
unresolved, the funds for this infrastructure was secured in a 
quesHonable manner which also been the core discussion point  as yet 
unresolved, and currently is running at a loss due to the public 
standing firm, fairly united, and not paying the e-toll fees. Garon

2020-10-07 
19:39:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Basic rule of law on our roads are non existent and ineffecHve. Officers 
accountable for maintaining law & order on the roads are ineffecHve 
and most are corrupt.  These iniHaHves should only be considered a_er 
ensuring we have proper policing on the roads and perpetrators are 
effecHvely brought to book.  
As an example, the department cannot deliver infringement noHces 
and license renewals to MV owners on Hme. I can't remember when I 
last received a license renewal noHce.  
How can we expect them to implement these proposals and ensure it 
works effecHvely. 

The current Government has found another avenue to rape the law 
abiding ciHzens of this country by introducing the e-tolling system. 
Why should we be contribuHng via the Fuel levy and pay e-tolls? You 
can't be collecHng via the Fuel Levy & e-Tolls. One or the other but not 
both. 

Rid yourselves of corrupHon and get the basics right in the Courts and 
on the roads then the populaHon will have no issues in supporHng 
these new proposals.   
Don't shi_ the focus by introducing addiHonal systems where the 
Government is failing with what they currently have.  

Similar systems introduced in other countries does not necessarily 
mean that it will work in this country. 

Mark

2020-10-07 
19:33:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I really think the system is flawed because we do not even receive 
noHficaHons of the alleged infringement. It only becomes apparent 
when we want to renew our disc . Boitumelo

2020-10-07 
19:30:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sounds really harsh and will give the police more oppertunity to solicit 
bribes or become bullies  Is it even enforceable? Erika

2020-10-07 
19:28:54 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Officers are corrupt and will not be fair to road users. They cannot 
enforce the law at the moment now they want more power to enforce 
their own laws and not thise of the country. Eugene

2020-10-07 
19:28:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders all this is proposed by people that lack empathy ROBERT

2020-10-07 
19:22:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Chad

2020-10-07 
19:19:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Louis 

2020-10-07 
19:10:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Demerit system for those who infringe on traffic laws.  focus on taxis 
and bad drivers.   Leave elderly people alone who drive safely and 
been driving for many years.  People shoul be able to spek for 
themselves not be forced into representaHon they do not agree with. Sharon

2020-10-07 
18:58:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Alot of Hckets we receive them unfairly from traffic officials which are 
already costly for us so having to double it is extremely unnecessary. 
We can't afford anymore. Tshegofatso
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2020-10-07 
18:57:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The enHre act is my main concern. 
The  act is skewed towards speeding. The points allocated to  skipping  
stop streets/red traffic lights is insufficient. (for example). 
A person is presumed guilty unless proved innocent and it is onerous 
on a motorist - and expensive - to prove their innocence and/or appeal 
an infringement. 
The addiHonal R100 "admin fee" is uncalled for  and designed to make 
motorists pay up without querying the alleged offence. 
The burden of proof should rest with the state, not the motorist. 
The enHre Act should be scrapped as law enforcement is only about 
making money, and has NOTHING to do with road safety. 
ALL traffic laws should be enforced equally; this requires traffic police 
to acHvely patrol roads to catch moving violaHons. Where are they 
when vehicles speed through red lights/stop streets? Unmanned 
mobile speed cameras are illegal, yet they are on the R21 every day. 
How does the motorist know a camera is correctly set up, calibrated, 
and the operator has been trained?  
The administrators of the current Road Traffic Act are incompetent.  I 
appealed a fine months ago (by registered mail) and have had no reply 
to date. 
Delaying tacHcs will drive up the cost, and no one is available to 
answer by phone. 
Public servants should be just that - serve the public. 
We are not a police state David

2020-10-07 
18:53:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Bre]

2020-10-07 
18:49:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

ExisHng enforcement orders to be null and void when new regulaHons 
set in. Rachel 

2020-10-07 
18:47:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Everything about this is just wrong!  Taxi’s will be fined but they will 
never be traced and won’t pay or lose points, they will conHnue to get 
away with murder.  It will be totally one sided.  Sort out corrupHon and 
use the gantries for speeding and catching criminals.  I am against all of 
the dra_ regulaHons.  Joan

2020-10-07 
18:47:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hennie

2020-10-07 
18:47:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

South African ConsHtuHon SecHon 35(3)(h) states that "Every accused 
person has a right to a fair trial, which includes the right to be 
presumed innocent, to remain silent, and not to tesHfy during the 
proceedings" so removing a person's right to elect to be tried in court 
is unconsHtuHonal. 

Other than that, the crux of this dra_ of AARTO regulaHons is to 
criminalise the act of not paying e-tolls without giving a person a 
chance to have their case tried in a court of law.  

If passed, these regulaHons will dramaHcally increase bribery and 
corrupHon without adding any benefit to the regular road user. The 
people who carry cash will bribe their way out of a fine and/or 
demerit, while those who don't have money will be fined double the 
current fine. Mini-bus taxis will sHll break the law with impunity. The 
only jurisHc enHty to benefit would be the Government. 

A new approach is needed. A comprehensive driver re-educaHon 
system needs to be put in place. The first people to go through the 
driver re-educaHon system should be the traffic enforcement officials 
themselves (as a show of good will), followed by the operators of mini-
bus taxis as well as the owners thereof. If it is proven in a court of law 
that a road user has broken any exisitng traffic laws, they would be 
legally obliged to a]end a driver re-educaHon class before resuming 
use of the roads. Traffic enforcement officials should also wear body 
cameras with microphones while they are on acHve duty and the 
cameras need to be recording for their enHre shi_. Many internaHonal 
enforcement agencies have proven that this is possible and also quite 
effecHve for reducing any untoward acHvity by road users and traffic 
enforcement officials. Finally, add some acHve enforcement by the 
traffic enforcement officials rather than hiding behind a radar. 

To the people that wrote and then dra_ed these regulaHons do not 
have the best interest of road users at heart. Craig

2020-10-07 
18:47:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The AARTO regulaHons are completely counter to the spirit of the 
consHtuHon, and a boon to corrupt traffic  officers. Peter

2020-10-07 
18:46:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Fines for not paying etolls 
Cost of fines high enough already 
Metro Police actually have zero idea about the laws of the road and 
what they can fine for 

Lynne

2020-10-07 
18:42:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't support the fact that an email or sms can count as a 
noHficaHon. If a noHficaHon is not signed by the recipient it is not a 
lawful noHficaHon. Anker

2020-10-07 
18:38:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to paying the etolls which taxes payers money funded in the 
first place and ran into ridiculous overages due to mis-management. Sonja

2020-10-07 
18:29:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Edmund

2020-10-07 
18:17:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Lots of corrupHon already with the current system, you get that right, 
then you can think about changing the laws Pamela

2020-10-07 
18:13:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

My licenseplate has been cloned, the new law makes me makes 
responsible for the transgressions  of the other vehicle, without the 
chance to appeal. I recently had to pay a fine, without receiving  any 
noHficaHon therof in the mail, without able to varify which vehicle 
made the transgression, when renewing my drivers licence. The new 
law makes me the transgressor, and the person with the cloned plate 
gets off sco] free. Johan
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2020-10-07 
18:11:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will just make a very corrupt SA even more corrupt!! Sort out the 
corrupHon before a]empHng to even THINK of sorHng out traffic 
issues. You do not have honest, reliable men working in the traffic or 
police force, how can you want to enforce more stringent fines on the 
public. Renee

2020-10-07 
18:06:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nasen

2020-10-07 
18:04:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-tolls need to be scrapped  
We are already taxed beyond what we can afford Johnathan 

2020-10-07 
18:02:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There will only be a few who will be penalized and others will get away 
with bribery and corrupHon. UnHl this is dealt with it is not going to 
work. Just another way to put money into a deep hole. 
I do agree that drivers should have a valid driver's license. Diane

2020-10-07 
18:01:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I DO NOT AGREE ON ANY OF THE POINTS IN DRAFTS REGULATIONS, 
NOT PRACTICAL AT ALL  AND WIL ONLY ENCOURAGE DEEPER  
CORRUPT PRACTICE  AT ALL  LEVELS OF CONTROL & IMPLEMENTATION. Jannie J

2020-10-07 
18:01:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I DO NOT AGREE ON ANY OF THE POINTS IN DRAFTS REGULATIONS, 
NOT PRACTICAL AT ALL  AND WIL ONLY ENCOURAGE DEEPER  
CORRUPT PRACTICE  AT ALL  LEVELS OF CONTROL & IMPLEMENTATION. Jannie J

2020-10-07 
17:58:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If the people who need to bring law and order to road users were 
ethical and principled themselves  there would be less chaos  and ever 
road user must be treated equally.  To drive without a licence is  
absolutely  foolish.  To conHnue paying e-tolls when we have already 
paid taxes via petrol levies  cannot conHnue.  Avoid loop holes for 
corrupHon as we as South Africans  have had enough.  Do what is right  
and just , if that is possible. Yvonne 

2020-10-07 
17:56:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-Tolls were never asked for - corrupt 
This will never work as will only apply to select few -  why must you  be 
penalised  if you have lost your license  - etc ... Caron 

2020-10-07 
17:55:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another situaHon for corrupHon and bribary.  
Taxis dont pay their fines and or etoll and will eventually get 
government  assistance and or  funds  to pay it as they do with the 
financing and petrol. 
Government seeking more and more reasons and invenHng or creaHng 
rules and regulaHons to milk the public for their high salaries and 
livestyles.  Sart seeking out corupHon in the minusipalHes and start 
treaHng all poeple and road users equally.  Isnt the New South Africa 
about equallity? Hardus

2020-10-07 
17:54:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A] The only person who is going to be affected by the system is the 
person who does everything legally, the person who does not obey the 
law of the road is not going to be affected because they do not care 
about rules and regulaHons. 
B] Who is going to enforce the suspenHon of a person's driver licence 
once the accumulated demerit points has exceeded the limit. 
C] What about the administraHve burden put on the person who is 
going to do more work than they are already doing? Gerhard

2020-10-07 
17:49:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We did not ask for etolls - how will u ensure this is not used for 
corrupHon ? What is the reasoning behind doubling fines ? Make more 
to take more ? NO TO ETOLLS !!!!! Jan

2020-10-07 
17:48:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Every ciHzern must have the opportunity to refer to a court, especially 
in our corrupt policing environment. 
e-Tolls were wrongfully imposed upon the ciHzens and were used for 
corrupHon. I will NEVER pay them or penalHes for not paying them. 
I do support a demerit system, but if our exisHng simple system cannot 
be policed and enforced with our useless government, this proposed 
ssytem will only manifesr itself in more corrupHon and bribes - sorry to 
say! John

2020-10-07 
17:47:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

So we just decided to increase our revenue steam by a 100 percent not 
taking any economic factors into consideraHon.  

And then doubling e-toll nonpayment fines. Have they managed to 
successfully fine anyone yet and did they pay the fine. I thought there 
was supposed to be a court case to  determine e-tolls validity.  Simon

2020-10-07 
17:41:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. The harshness of the Act will result in:- 
     Gross bribery 
     Un-enforceable due to the numbers who will fall foul to the Act 
     Can Government really enforce this code on the Taxi industry, who 
are a law unto  
    themselves 
2. We are in Total Anarchy at the moment ==> where does Act 's 
enforcement take us 

We need to obtain broader compliance to the current traffic codes by 
the biggest group of daily road users, viz, the Taxi industry before even 
considering the enactment of these laws! Pungie

2020-10-07 
17:35:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This seems like it makes it easier for abuse thrive. To also not be able 
to defend yourself in court is unjust. The etoll system is just an 
addiHonal form of taxaHon (on top of all the tax we already pay) that 
the people have already rejected. Tamarin

2020-10-07 
17:34:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am not sure our police enforcers are capable of administering this 
effecHvely without being corrupt or dealing with bribes. We are not 
quite ready for this. Our leaders need to show by example how this is 
to be implemented from the top before the naHon or the police force 
follow suite. Marius

2020-10-07 
17:34:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This sounds like bully boy tacHcs to me. Angelo

2020-10-07 
17:31:23 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another way the ANC criminals are trying to get more 
money from the public. I will not support their a]empts to steal more 
from us. Morne

2020-10-07 
17:27:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The criminal offense of driving without a license is absurd. The driver 
must be allowed to produce a license should they have forgo]en it. Vincent 
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2020-10-07 
17:25:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The problem is not the level of fines. The problem is that the police 
are, by and large, corrupt to the very top & the enforcement in 
pracHce is targeted. For example it's common knowledge that any car 
with foreign plates shall get pulled over and money extorted from 
them. Minibus taxis get away with murder while (o_en targeted 
demographics) people are extorted by police for negligible issues. And 
since the only recourse is to report the police to the police, the fines or 
demerit system are not the problem! Ma]

2020-10-07 
17:23:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can you amend laws that cannot be enforced. I believe that the 
Tolls should be scrapped as they are not being complied with. Thabo

2020-10-07 
17:22:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removal of infringers right to court is another a]empt at stupid 
change which will encourage further corrupHon avenues. 
Doubling of fines will not improve anything except , again, encourage 
more corrupHon, because the values are more enHcing . 
The whole e-toll debacle was corrupt from the start and they are 
conHnually looking at devious ways to pay for a Gross mistake. As a 
result there should be NO fines at all for not paying for e-tolls. Regular 
tolls get paid on-site. Demerit points should not be linked to this at all. 
One should be allowed to receive a fine on-site because everyone 
knows that they have to drive with a license. However, if a person can't 
prove that they have a license at all, only then should it be a criminal 
offence to drive.  However, this would be a nightmare to manage and 
prosecute people if, in fact, they do have a license, which has simply 
been le_ at home. Again, it would open up another avenue for corrupt 
officers. 

The bo]om line is, first defeat corrupHon, then waste Hme on these 
ridiculous laws. MarHn

2020-10-07 
17:14:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I WOULD NEVER AGREE TO E-TOLLS, TAX PAYERS PAY TAX TO HAVE 
ROADS FIXED!! THAT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS THE GOVERNMENT 
TO DO SO!!! Nessa

2020-10-07 
17:09:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a lawless society. People drive around with a Learner sHcker 
stuck on the back of their windows, with many people in the vehicle, 
o_en not buckled up - check the damage to these vehicles! O_en 
authoriHes are the offenders. AuthoriHes should be policing in places 
where blatant lawless driving occurs - instead they accept bribes! e-
Tolls should be reduced in order to maintain roads & so everyone pays 
not just the law abiding ciHzens. Road blocks are also not well thought 
out & far too many authoriHes lolling about causing danger to drivers. 
Law abiding ciHzens conHnue paying the price for this lawless society. 
Doubling fines & a criminal offence driving without possessing a 
driving licence?  Absolutely ridiculous!! Let's start working together 
instead of punishing each other. Dianne

2020-10-07 
17:09:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Egene

2020-10-07 
17:05:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system is built to target upper and middle class segments . 
The public transport system (Taxis) which will not parHcipate or 
contribute to the new proposal, So it does not seem that same rules 
apply to all ciHzens. Fix exisHng problems , proper law enforcement on 
all users, control non road worthy , remove stolen vehicles on roads. 

Artur

2020-10-07 
17:00:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will be just another unfair system of keeping control of the 
minority group in the country as the majority shun the law and don’t 
respond to any control.  
The Etoll system is also sHll not legal or operaHng properly. People are 
sHll geVng charged when they haven’t even been on the toll roads.  
I therefore reject any changes that are invisaged Manfred

2020-10-07 
16:58:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed AARTO Act dilutes the consHtuHonal rights of ciHzens by 
taking away access to neutral courts. AARTO becomes accuser and 
judge of ciHzens- a situaHon which is not acceptable. Johann

2020-10-07 
16:55:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is 11 years old & has proven to be a complete failure. 
It does not work! And now you wish to extend it to the whole country? 
Why not try and get the basics right before extending this poorly 
thought out scheme to others? 
Etolls have failed. Why would anyone try to extract more money from 
another poorly thought through scheme? 
Put properly trained traffic officers onto the roads. Allow them to 
enforce the exisHng law in a fit & proper manner. Do this BEFORE 
dreaming of extracHng even more money from motorists. 
The licensing centres are dysfuncHonal. Fix them. Introducing an 
'appointment' system is a good idea, but only if it works. What is the 
point of issuing a date & Hme for renewal of a driver's licence when 
the applicant sHll has to wait for 4 hours to be a]ended to? 
The driver's licence was previously renewed on a 10 year basis. Now it 
is on a 5 yearly basis, why?? 
Renewing a licence should NOT be a tortuous experience, but IT IS. Bruce 

2020-10-07 
16:52:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is against the ConsHtuHon, to take your rights away. 
Doubling the fines will have no effect, be]er law enforcement is 
needed. Jan

2020-10-07 
16:46:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

So e-toll again, no thanks do not agree with any of these dra_ 
regulaHons. This is just another a]empt to extort more money from 
South Africans and opens up a new bigger bribing arena. 
Who will benefit, surely not the public. Remove the corrupt from all 
basis that should be the main aim. CorrupHon is the degrading and 
downfall of all economy aka self enrichment.  
There are too many issues sHll need sorHng like: car cloning etc. Willem
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2020-10-07 
16:44:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The South Africa police and government is corrupt to the bone. We 
need a safe and trustworthy system that protects the ciHzens of the 
country. Many of the fines that Metro Police and SAPS are issuing is 
totally illegal and not just. A person is innocent unHl proven guilty and 
therefore need to be able to protect himself against the unfairness of 
the current corrupt and insufficient government employees. 
The Toll roads is a fiasco and a waste of money. The government 
should get rid of it and in the process safe tax payers money. Stop 
wasHng tax money. There are much be]er ways to tax individuals using 
our roads. 
People driving with overloaded vehicles, breaking laws should be dealt 
with fairly. Currently Taxi owners get away with murder while the 
normal drivers have to pay fines for miner infringements. Our enHre 
system is corrupt and unethical 

Christo

2020-10-07 
16:43:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is the wrong way! PenalHes doubling wouldn't achieve anything. 
The government needs to set a good example. The people need to be 
educated. Drivers licenses must not be bought instead of going to 
proper driving schools. Reckless driving is a sign of the stand of 
educaHon . Police must be pro acHve, not only issuing Hckets, rather 
assist if traffic control is required for example during a power outage. Udo

2020-10-07 
16:40:50 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Are we just making provision for more money in the coffers of these 
crucked people.  Poor consumers the more we give the more they 
want. 
Its actually just another way of forcing motorists to cough up more 
money. It has nothing to do with the rules Miriam 

2020-10-07 
16:40:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

etolls are undemocraHc, were installed against the will of the people,  
and have failed miserably, as have similar projects failed in other 
countries.  They never had the backing of the electorate.  The mere 
planning stages were never put to nor consulted with the public, it was 
done underhandedly. 
you cannot tax people for trying to reach their workplace, which is 
EXACTLY what etolls were established for, to tax the middle working 
class.  They are nothing more than a cash cow to tax the working 
classes further for the crime of trying to reach their place of work. 
e-tolls have failed and nothing will make the public warm to these 
white elephants that have been installed at huge cost, and conHnue to 
be totally ineffecHve and costly in terms of the amount of people 
employed to service this useless piece of unlawful unwanted 
unjusHfied monument to government bullying. 
SHck your etolls where the sun don't shine, we will never pay for them. 
use them as tracking tools to catch criminals, otherwise pull the 
gantries down, retrench the staff,  and call it quits. Wendy

2020-10-07 
16:36:32 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Cornelius

2020-10-07 
16:36:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christo

2020-10-07 
16:35:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The policing of any act and regulaHons is only as good as the people 
that must enforce it. With the current corrupHon that is almost 
everywhere and nearly  everybody in a posiHon of power, is abusing 
such power for financial gain, this is just another tool to enhance such 
acHons. It will again end up where the majority will go unpunished 
whereas the minority will pay the price. 
If it will be applied fair and just with everybody equal before the law 
(including the officers who are to apply the act) it would have stood a 
chance. This we know is not going to happen.  
Why not be honest and tell the world that this is just a way to generate 
more income to fund corrupHon by the people in power? Philippus

2020-10-07 
16:35:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The cost of all the changes are wasted- there is a system in place that 
can’t be implemented because of inefficiency and corrupHon !!! Corinne

2020-10-07 
16:33:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-toll should be scrapped, if not, remove fuel levies. 
CorrupHon will sHll exist, so will illegal drivers/vehicles on the road. 

Jannie

2020-10-07 
16:29:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole re-write is unconsHtuHonal and is open to abuse in a 
country like ours due to the number of stolen vehicles and the cloning 
of license plates. 
As for e-tolls, this has proved to be a costly and unsuccessful exercise 
in the past and is harmful to the economy of the country which is in 
dire straits already. 
We need to build things up not break them down which results in 
unforeseen consequences . 
If it's not broken don't fix it. 

Charles
2020-10-07 
16:28:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ray

2020-10-07 
16:28:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders this is a bully system and open to unfairness to the public. Luis

2020-10-07 
16:27:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current system is a failure and this new version and steep fines will 
only encourage bribery and corrupHon, which is already at a high.  
Taxi drivers appear to be above all laws and will conHnue to consHtute 
a danger to everyone on the road. 
Enabling AARTO to control the eToll system which is already chaoHc 
and  generally unenforceable, is a step in the wrong direcHon. ETolls 
should be scrapped enHrely.  
This enHre law is simply another mechanism for the government to 
rape the already economically hard pressed populaHon , especially 
those living in Gauteng.  I foresee an enHre naHon of criminals as a 
result of this ridiculous law. Linda

2020-10-07 
16:26:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another scheme to make motorist pay,  
scrap the e-toll  
stop traffic officers corrupHon! joachim

2020-10-07 
16:24:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

People in jail can vote. Why? Bribes will sHll happen. Fake drivers 
licenses. Frits
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2020-10-07 
16:19:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We just do not have a competent incorruptable authority that will be 
able cope with this system. Currently run by a bunch of crooks and 
thieves. Philip

2020-10-07 
16:19:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is a failed system. The reason is because the department of 
transport together with the metro police cannot get the basics right. 
Punishment for corrupt is first point of order, then fixing of basics and 
training of officials, then roll out of AARTO. Wesley

2020-10-07 
16:13:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I find it ridiculous that this government feels it is necessary to specify 
that driving without a license is a criminal offense - that should be 
understood when applying for a driver's license ! 

SorHng out the unlawful driving habits by taxi drivers, enforcing (fairly) 
the rules the road and checking for road worthiness of all vehicles 
before renewing vehicle licenses will help to reduce the carnage on the 
roads in SA.  Barbara

2020-10-07 
16:09:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Pray tell how this will affect the taxi industry. I am yet to see a taxi that 
abide be the current laws. This is a system that will allow only the law 
abiding ciHzens to be affected. This is the biggest load of crap that I 
have read so far. Samantha

2020-10-07 
16:07:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is again just to enrich and not about safety on the roads frans

2020-10-07 
16:03:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Changing the regulaHons without due public consultaHon is 
unacceptable. The EToll system is a criminal enterprise and forced to 
support it is criminal. Stephen

2020-10-07 
16:03:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is a controlling situaHon whereby there is no democracy! Erika

2020-10-07 
16:02:24 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Most of these regulaHons seem unconsHtuHonal. Retha

2020-10-07 
16:00:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders This will just encourage further bribery and corrupHon. Esme

2020-10-07 
15:54:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our traffic laws are not the problem. The problem is ineffectual and 
corrupt policing of the exisHng regulaHons. The worst offenders are the 
very people who should be held to the highest standard, i.e. traffic 
police, driving instructors, Taxies, tow truck operators and professional 
drivers (those who make a living from driving).  

It is Hme to police the Police. 

Tying the e-tolls to this is yet another a]empt to force the public, who 
are overwhelmingly against the blatantly corrupt and inefficient toll 
system, to put money in the pockets of poliHcians.  

Removing ciHzens’ recourse to court is a reprehensible overreach that 
flies in the face of our consHtuHon.  

What makes the originators of this iniHaHve think that making more 
draconian laws will  improve compliance? It will only arHficially create 
more “criminals” from people who are disinclined to be arbitrarily 
subjugated. Chris

2020-10-07 
15:51:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Lebogang 

2020-10-07 
15:50:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Barbara

2020-10-07 
15:49:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders it is  a  stupid system , and were not stupid spencer

2020-10-07 
15:47:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Yet another corrupHon avenue  opening up !!! Bev

2020-10-07 
15:46:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. No Traffic law should ever be allowed to overrule a ciHzen's civil and 
democraHc right to defend themselves in a court of law - no ma]er 
what the offence. 

2. No Traffic law should ever be allowed to remove a ciHzen's  civil and 
democraHc right to provide for themselves and their families - which 
will be the case when allowing any such traffic law to revoke your 
licence and operator card for up to or more than a year. 

3. Current penalHes are someHmes not even legally obtained - as has 
been seen many Hmes when illegal fines are scrapped & wri]en off.  
How can any new law simply double up these current illegally obtained 
penalHes?  This is plainly put, blackmail to try and collect funds not 
paid because the current traffic department is not following the 
correct procedure of using registered mail. Too cheap to pay the cost 
of a registered le]er.  

4. It is not currently LAW that one has to drive with an e-tag, so the 
threat to double fines for failing to pay e-toll is simply put, blackmail to 
try and get ciHzen's to get an e-tag and rescue a stupid decision made 
by government. 

The AARTO regulaHons is a bullying tacHc deployed by government to 
force ciHzens into blind and silent obedience. They themselves follow 
no rules, yet the strictest form of it must be imposed on us?  Bull 
twang is what I say to AARTO. 

A Another  
A A]empt to 
R Rob 
T The  
O Oppressed 

Salomie
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2020-10-07 
15:46:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This sounds like a real moneymaking scheme.  For instance: no drver 
license when you can't  get a booking in the first  place and not to talk 
about  all the lisences that expired during lockdown 

Secondly but not the least is the  etolls 
Dalene

2020-10-07 
15:41:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Riaan

2020-10-07 
15:36:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Teresia

2020-10-07 
15:34:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Most South Africans are struggling financially especially during this 
Covid19 pandemic.  Doubling or increasing the amount /penalty 
payable will only lead to more poverty for the honest ciHzens and lead 
to bribery by the dishonest. 
All payments due for E-tolls should be abolished. Why has only 
Gauteng got them and why do we have to pay on the same roads we 
have always travelled on. The roads are NOT in be]er condiHons than 
they were prior to E-tolls being applied, in fact they are far worse off as 
far as maintenance goes.  I have travelled on these same roads for 
SIXTY TWO years and now suddenly I must pay. What for?? The 
inefficiency of the people responsible for road maintenance  
management and perhaps it's just another excuse for bribery and 
corrupHon. NO, NO, NO!!! We have had enough!! Doris

2020-10-07 
15:30:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ridiculous!!  
When are the people of South Africa gonna stand together and say 
enough is enough??!!!  
Current gov only fill their own pockets and sHll try to get more ways to 
steal more money! 
Gov is not interested in improving anything in this country. 

Liza

2020-10-07 
15:29:36 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Leave the system as it is.  Demerits can be implemented however, this 
will also cause chaos as a lot of drivers do not have valid drivers 
licenses.  As for e-tolls the issues have never been finalized and does 
not work.   Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll is absolutely 
ridiculous. 
 Debra

2020-10-07 
15:25:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The only proposal I agree with is to make driving without a licence a 
criminal offence.  The rest is another draconian a]empt to extort 
money out of us or serves no purpose because  the current laws are 
adequate.      Most of those  supposed to be enforcing the traffic laws 
are not doing  their job and are ro]en through and through and this is 
what Gov should be looking at.   Except they are also thoroughly 
corrupt.              Davina

2020-10-07 
15:25:01 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Georgina 

2020-10-07 
15:24:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They cannot do the exisHng enforcement so how on earth will this new 
system possibly work? Will the taxis also fall under ALL these ridiculous 
proposed restricHons and also actually get demerits. 
What has law enforcement possibly got to do with the corrupt E-toll 
collecHon? Brian

2020-10-07 
15:22:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hope taxi will get the same treatment. Alta

2020-10-07 
15:21:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Once the metro officers can get the lawless taxis and Putco busses 
under control and get them to abide by the current traffic rules we can 
have a conversaHon about amendments. 
This feels once again targeted at the tax payer. E-Toll has failed, the 
government needs to deal with it, we as tax payers pay enough. If they 
stop stealing money there will be enough to go around and pay for 
everything that is required but the ruling party has everyone's fingers 
in the Hll and is then shocked to realize there is nothing le_. Duanne

2020-10-07 
15:20:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Stop amending regulaHons and start implemenHng exisHng ones first 
but you will have to retrain all your "officers".  This is another waste of 
Hme and tax payers money.  Bunch of bozos. COLETTE

2020-10-07 
15:17:12 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Izak

2020-10-07 
15:16:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Edwin

2020-10-07 
15:16:11 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders you joking man shaune

2020-10-07 
15:13:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Michelle

2020-10-07 
15:09:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The regulaHons are dictatorial and do not comply with the 
ConsHtuHon. 
E-toll collecHon does not belong in road traffic law enforcement. 
The inability of authoriHes to enforce current regulaHons does not 
jusHfy draconian regulaHons. 
Sort out the licensing debacles first, in order to get a quantum 
improvement in driving standards and safety. 
Scrap the ridiculous system requiring license renewals every 5 years, 
and introduce a system requiring a regular retest for senior ciHzens. 
Police the taxi industry. 
I can go on a lot more, however, the points raised should provide 
adequate ammuniHon against the ridiculous AARTO regulaHons. ChrisHne
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2020-10-07 
15:05:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Given South Africas current and past situaHon with regards to 
corrupHon, it is likely that officers of the law will use this new system 
to obtain more bribery and effecHvely leaving ciHzens defenceless. 

Majority of the Taxi Drivers get away with a lot of road infringements 
and have li]le regard for Police, who is to say that the majority of the 
people whom are reckless drivers(Taxi's) won't have their license 
suspended or even get a demerit. 

How can a ciHzen be expected to pay e-tolls when the system is 
currently flawed for that. E-tolls are only  situated in Gauteng, how is 
the government being fair to its ciHzens in Gauteng for doubling 
outstanding fees for something that was never available for public 
comment  and only imposed on Gauteng residents.  

Lastly, how can a person be expected to find a job if they have a 
criminal record for merely driving without a license? Given the state of 
the country, your wallet or handbag could be stolen and on the way to 
the police staHon to get an affidavit you get stopped by law 
enforcement and now get issued with a criminal charge.  

South Africa has been experiencing tough economic condiHons, and 
with the increase in the loss of jobs, how will ciHzens be able to afford 
to pay double for their fines? Currently, majority of the people wait to 
have sufficient funds available in order to pay the fines, you can't 
punish them for not having funds available by doubling the fines.. 
Where is the logic in that? Tayla

2020-10-07 
15:02:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Shyam 

2020-10-07 
15:02:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Greg

2020-10-07 
15:01:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They cannot get exisHng regulaHons right.  Also another way to enforce 
etoll payments which majority of the country is dead against. Barbara

2020-10-07 
14:58:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another devious method to include E-tolls under some bogus 
regulaHon to extort money for corrupt cadres. Cannot currently police 
and enforce the traffic laws in place at the moment but want to be 
empowered with more wallop in a corrupt system? Incompetence 
shows that there is no common sense or integrity here. Our country 
burning again. No God at the helm no morals on the ground. Fact Mark

2020-10-07 
14:56:46 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The regulaHons are dictatorial and do not comply with the 
ConsHtuHon.  
E-toll collecHon does not belong in road traffic law enforcement.  
The inability of authoriHes to enforce current regulaHons does not 
jusHfy draconian regulaHons.  
Sort out the licensing debacles first, in order to get a quantum 
improvement in driving standards and safety.  
Scrap the ridiculous system requiring license renewals every 5 years, 
and introduce a system requiring a regular retest for senior ciHzens.  
Police the taxi industry.  
I can go on a lot more, however, the points raised should provide 
adequate ammuniHon against the ridiculous AARTO regulaHons. Peter 

2020-10-07 
14:56:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

So the BIG crooks always have the right of appeal but us ordinary 
generally law abiding motorists will be guilty before never being able 
to prove ourselves innocent. Barry

2020-10-07 
14:54:16 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

90% of the fines will be made by cameras. This in itself is a corrupt 
method of fining people 

If one cannot go and view the camera and see what speed they were 
travelling at then this is just another corrupt method of the 
government ripping off the public Bruce
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2020-10-07 
14:50:20 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ek dink dit is net regverdig om eerste te noem dat menige wets 
toepassers in die polisie, selfs sekuritei we]e by tye oortree op ons 
paaie, van stop strate, tot veral spoed oortredings - Hul misbruik hul 
magte maw. Hoeveel van hulle het boetes om te betaal? Hoeveel 
betaal glad nie? 
Bygesê praat ek natuurlik nie van noodgevalle waar dit moet gedoen 
word nie, maar kere as sirenes glád nie gebruik word as daar wel 
gejaag word nie. Hul jaag maw omdat hul wil jaag nie omdat hul moet 
nie. Slegte voorbeeld word dus vir die publiek gestel. 
Dan wonder ek hoeveel boetes word gehef, met irrelevante redes 
wanneer in gedagte gehou moet word dat padmerke feitlik op die 
grootste gedeelte van ons paaie onsienbaar is. Wie is dán skuldig as 'n 
pad oortreding of ongeluk plaas sou vind - Beslis nie die pad gebruikers 
nie. Kry die padmerke dus op datum. 
Dan nogsteeds is dit géénsins nodig vir boete verdubbelings nie om 
wat te bereik? 
Weereens het ek in Johannesburg myself al ervaar hoedat 'n 
polisiebeampte haar magte misbruik het, omdat ek in 'n parkeer plek 
gestaan het vir werk wat sy gemeen het nie mag gebeur het nie. Die 
boete was toe in elke geval gekanselleer selfs voordat ek nog kon 
beswaar maak, ook danksy die Here Wie my van ernsHge besering 
gespaar het toe die kar gesteel was in 'n ander straat. 
Dit kom hierop neer dat dit géénsins van toepassing kan wees dat 'n sg 
oortreding van wa]er aard ookal níe ten gunste van oortreders in 'n 
hof mag besleg word nie. 
Ongelukkig is daar rerig beamptes wie hul magte misbruik, gelukkig 
ook nie almal nie. 
Wat lisensies aanbetref, sal dit goed wees om 'n toets te doen van 
hoeveel beamptes ook al sónder lisensies gery het, wat bygesê nie 
moedswillig noodwendig was nie. 
Onlangs het ek my lisensie per ongeluk in die toilet laat val wat ek nie 
van geweet het nie. Ek moes vir tyd lank daarsonder ry, tot ek hom 
weer gekry het, terwyl ek selfs gesukkel het om by die lisensiekantoor 
heraansoek te doen vanweë die grendeltyd. 
Ek dink régHg dus nie dat hierdie implementering toegepas kan word 
nie. Álmal maak by tye foute en sou 'n padgebruiker nie die reg mag 
gebruik om in die hof die foute van beamptes te besleg nie, sal dit 'n 
probleem wees. 
Dronkbestuur, onnodige jaag duiwels ens kan egter indien nodig met 
kriminele rekords steeds so hanteer word. Kobus

2020-10-07 
14:48:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Please tell Mr Fikile April Mbalula he is as currupt as the rest of the 
government and there is no ways I will pay any sent to them so they 
can steal more than what is necesary.How can  they force me to pay 
for e toll if my fuel levy covers it. With aarto traffic officer /sa currency 
is law becouse tribunal will already decide you guilty. Who become 
part of tribunal court, just a nother money scheme.  think it is sneaky 
to include the non-payment of the unconsHtuHonal toll to this demerit 
system. This sounds like another money-grabbing opportunity for our 
corrupt government. 
I don't even have money for food or petrol how do this ##### man 
wants to pay etoll Barendina

2020-10-07 
14:47:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

public do not have money for basics and you want to double the fines 
payable, as well as merging the aarto with e-toll, it is crazy Jan

2020-10-07 
14:47:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

public do not have money for basics and you want to double the fines 
payable, as well as merging the aarto with e-toll, it is crazy Jan

2020-10-07 
14:46:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way the powers-that-be will try to implement as a means 
to steal more money off the general law abiding ciHzens, and will 
a]empt to make it as difficult as possible to challenge their judgments. 
Also, is this a means to try force people to pay for e-Tolls? 
This is totally autocraHc, and a system to be enforced by a bunch of 
people who themselves have been proven to be corrupt and 
dishonest. Rainer

2020-10-07 
14:45:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Chantell

2020-10-07 
14:44:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Many of these new regulaHons do not  appear to  be consHtuHonally 
legal. melinda

2020-10-07 
14:41:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current system has seen limited enforcement of road traffic laws. 
One cannot expect a new system to change this.  
Doubling the fines payable and for failing to pay e-toll/regular toll 
roads while removing the demerit points makes no sense and will 
become too costly. Graeme

2020-10-07 
14:36:08 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can they force me to pay for e toll if my fuel levy covers it. With 
aarto traffic officer /sa currency is law becouse tribunal will already 
decide you guilty. Who become part of tribunal court, just a nother 
money scheme Andries 

2020-10-07 
14:32:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a system that has to be implemented with permanent strict 
control and enforcement..... Something not possible in the present 
corrupt situaHon we find ourselves in SA at present. It will never be  
implemented successfully in this country.  Sorry! P J

2020-10-07 
14:32:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a system that has to be implemented with permanent strict 
control and enforcement..... Something not possible in the present 
corrupt situaHon we find ourselves in SA at present. It will never be  
implemented successfully in this country.  Sorry! P J
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2020-10-07 
14:31:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I feel that this is just to put more money in the Gov pocket.  Doubling 
the fines that are already in place is rubbish, you can not do that, it is 
like saying you are buying a tv for R100 and then the seller says on 
collecHon that you must pay R900. BULL. it is illegal and even if you 
Gaze]e it , it is sHll illegal as you can not change the amount on a fine 
already issued.  As for future fines, well, as it is people are not paying, 
because they cant afford it, so you will just be digging a deeper hole for 
yourself.  The points system I think is a good idea, BUT you can not take 
away a persons right to defend themselves, especially since there are 
so many fines that are not valid as cops are just trying to make 
Christmas bonus.  Also, the camera system is sHll fraudulent as the 
cameras are sHll being hidden and the cops sit 3 ks away from the 
camera, REALLY !!!!!  they sit all day drinking coke eaHng Kentucky 
while a camera does their job, no, they must do their job and hand a 
fine to the person as this is more viable.  You take a pic of the first car 
in the mean Hme it was the car next to it that was speeding and now  
you say the poor person that the camera caught the license plate of 
that might have been doing the speed limit must pay because the 
camera could not catch the person that was speedings plate.  LOL THIS 
IS A JOKE AND ALWAYS WILL BE. Natasha

2020-10-07 
14:24:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders this will only impact the law abiding ciHzens Gary

2020-10-07 
14:24:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elza

2020-10-07 
14:24:06 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The more laws the more corrupHon with incompetence at the core. 
Enforce the already laws be]er and please don't milk the already 
ba]ered law abiding ciHzens. 
This is another slot for corrupHon and bribery. and it is unlawful to 
deprive you to appeal. 
This is just another way to empower the already power hungry 
abusers.  Awie

2020-10-07 
14:15:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No doubling of  fine for etoll I don't support etoll at all thus etoll must 
be canceled we don't want it. And we are already struggling with 
finances how we are going to pay huge fine. Kevin

2020-10-07 
14:13:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders pankaj

2020-10-07 
14:12:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Natania

2020-10-07 
14:09:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders The Minster must stop all and every fine start fresh Nagesh 

2020-10-07 
14:09:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is not consHtuHonal and infringes on people's rights.  It looks like a 
money making scheme and is going to pave the way for even more 
corrupHon in the metro Natalie 

2020-10-07 
14:08:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rod

2020-10-07 
14:03:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There are more important issues at hand to get the country back on 
track, and these new traffic rules are just another way of pilfering 
money for this inadequate Government. 
Further there is no control of the Taxi industry, no traffic officials on 
the road late evenings and early mornings to control Heavy vehicles 
and Taxi's 

I strongly object Kevin
2020-10-07 
14:02:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders MarHn 

2020-10-07 
14:02:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I was stopped today in a roadblock and forced to pay R1600 for four 
fines daHng back to 2016. Every year I renew my licenses religiously 
and that requires address email and cell number. I know nothing of 
these fines. And the addresses menHoned were unknown to me.. 
Nothing short of s police state 

Grant

2020-10-07 
14:02:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This enHre act is just more bungling by the government. This system 
will be abused and become yet another corrupHon racket. The current 
laws and fines etc are more than adequate to control all traffic related 
offenses. All the government needs to do is to ensure that the current 
laws are enforced. This is just another way of increasing costs to the 
consumer, making of more money to plunder and do very li]le in 
terms of improving anything. Michel

2020-10-07 
13:59:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I actually have a problem with all of the statements. It is our 
ConsHtuHonal right to a court appearance - I feel very strongly about 
this and am sure that there will be corrupHon and bribery.  I do not 
trust our system at all. As for the e-tolls it is a bad joke-the government 
bulldozed this. How can a third party collect the payments on behalf of 
the government? or have got it wrong...  It makes absolutely no sense. Nane]e

2020-10-07 
13:59:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-Toll seriously - farcical, leave well alone. 
Double the fines - this will double the a]empts at extorHon.  
Criminal offence if the driver does not have a license , but not if it had 
been misplaced  or accidently le_ at home / office. 
Clean the police force of all criminals, train them to deal with people, 
policing should be visible. 
Take the outlaw taxi drivers to task, sorry I forgot the police are scared 
of them.  
When you look into these proposals its more about money than the 
welfare of the populace. Jean-Marc

2020-10-07 
13:58:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

In an already financially hit society, this is the final nail in the coffin. 
Fines are heavy enough already, people cannot afford the Hme to take 
a fine further and therefore will be forced to pay without have had 
their say. The e tolls were supposed to be discussed years ago and sHll 
we sit with them. All these are just another way for the municipaliHes 
and government to create more income for themselves. it is a 
disgusHng state of affairs. Margaret

2020-10-07 
13:55:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

NO TO EVERYTHING. 
THERE ARE MORE IMPORTANT THINGS TO ATTEND TO IN THIS BROKEN 
COUNTRY. Ro
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2020-10-07 
13:53:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-tolls really? We never agreed to that in the first place. We are tax 
payers  and we have the right  to decide what is actually legal and 
should be implemented. The demerit system is a good idea but the 
admin burden is excessive Vernaline 

2020-10-07 
13:50:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The rights of ciHzens are being infringed upon.  A person is innocent 
unHl proven guilty.  The burden of proving otherwise lies with the 
state/traffic officials/accuser. 
Apply the consHtuHonal rights of individuals.  AuthoriHes are trying to 
impose Police State laws.  We do not live in a communist state.  This is 
just another way of taking money from people to be pilfered, abused 
and squandered by those in charge. Keith

2020-10-07 
13:49:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to doubling the fines for unpaid e-tolls. That was a system 
introduced under a cloud of suspicion, secrecy and corrupHon and has 
been roundly rejected by the ciHzens of Gauteng. The system should 
be dismantled and abolished and certainly not enforced in this way. Anthony

2020-10-07 
13:40:29 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way to vicHmize ciHzens  and lots of briberies. Those who 
are quilty will not be caught. Christa

2020-10-07 
13:36:39 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders kari

2020-10-07 
13:35:22 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders First get the exisHng laws into place jan

2020-10-07 
13:34:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The criminalisaHonj of e-tolls is unacceptable.  E-tolls are a double 
taxaHon already funded by the fuel levy. Geoffrey

2020-10-07 
13:32:35 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders We have bigger problems and too many people on earth Ode]e

2020-10-07 
13:32:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

it is common cause that with the level of corrupHon in the metro and 
police this system will only penalise law abiding ciHzens - this is just 
another way to steal more money from ciHzens - i object strenuousely 
since once again more laws will be passed with no enforcement on 
those that habitually break the law - if the govt cannot enforce the 
current by-laws how will AARTo be any different? barbara

2020-10-07 
13:29:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How are they going to deal with the traffic/speeding Hckets that is 
issued and you are not even the owner of the vehicle (false number 
plates).  
They ba]le to control the taxi industry and nothing is done to control 
them. Sort out the taxis that is a major concern for me. The traffic cops 
is scared of the taxi industry.  

Hennie

2020-10-07 
13:28:45 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not only does this proposed madness increase the potenHal for 
bribery and corrupHon, it is also unworkable from a competence in the 
Metro Police point of view. To then add insult to injury this legislaHon 
seems to aim to reinforce the spectacularly failed e-toll system. In a 
law abiding country with a trained and ethical police force this 
approach could possibly work. In the South African context, however, 
this idea is dead in the water. Catherine

2020-10-07 
13:27:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders James

2020-10-07 
13:25:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the fines so that corrupt officials can line their pockets. No 
thanks. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll  which was never approved. I 
sHll won’t pay. Aleksandar

2020-10-07 
13:20:31 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Margie

2020-10-07 
13:18:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We the naHon have paid and paid for the roads of our country. Road 
tolls are simply another tax on an overtaxed, overburdened South 
African tax base.  

Doubling fines can only be put forward by people that do not have to 
pay fines. "They" go around in state cars with drivers and bodyguards, 
again paid for by the taxpayer.  No to doubling fines. John

2020-10-07 
13:14:14 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

RE: Doubling of fines and outstanding e-Toll amounts. The e-Toll 
system was put in place without any consultaHon and has not been 
accepted by SA ciHzens. The whole process was flawed and should not 
have been put in place. The Demerit point system will open up a whole 
new avenue for police officers to accept bribes which seems to be the 
norm in SA. Consequently I don't believe this system will work. Cindy

2020-10-07 
13:12:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The implementaHon of the AARTO regulaHons will serve no purpose as 
long as it is enforced by corrupt officials. The only advantage it will 
have is for the corrupt officials who can now demand higher bribes as 
the penalHes for transgressions are much higher. All these systems and 
regulaHons are a waste of Hme as long as legal acHons are not taken 
against these corrupt officials. Address the real problems instead of 
costly new systems and regulaHons that are not more than expensive 
window dressings Rudi

2020-10-07 
13:10:26 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rachel

2020-10-07 
13:06:00 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Heather

2020-10-07 
12:59:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Like all these new laws it will only apply to a certain group of the 
populaHon. James

2020-10-07 
12:57:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jacoba 

2020-10-07 
12:56:59 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Clearly the “government” employ those who are clueless to dra_ 
policies, laws, and regulaHons to confuse those who vote for them. 
Ordinarily, the instrucHon is to write it so that money can be made 
through bribes and whatever else come to mind. So, this is just one of 
those idioHc pieces that has nothing to do with the safety of road users 
but all to do with how they can scam more money from law-abiding 
road users while the taxis run amok and do not care about any traffic 
laws or regulaHons. Etoll is another good example, it does not ma]er 
what the public say, they will do whatever pleases them. BerHe

2020-10-07 
12:56:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Peter 
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2020-10-07 
12:55:17 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

What is it about this government that bulldoze onerous laws over the 
people? 
They are bullies trying to get money and it appears that bribes will be 
the thing of the day. 
These rule are become so difficult and harsh that it is almost as if they 
are encouraging bribes . Is this the reason for the new regulaHons? 

I tell you I am geVng to despise the government of the day now. It has 
been proven over COVID and the Zondo Commission that they are 
disgusHng cheaters and liars and these new iaws are not to be trusted.  
Whom do you meet today who trusts this government. Why make 
cruel regulaHons that leave the ciHzens totally on the back foot with 
the law should they transgress in an area which is so easy to make a 
mistake.  For goodness sake. 

There is some other plan at play here. Do not trust their new 
regulaHons and fight against it. 
The repercussion for breaking a law needs to be relaHve to the 
contravenHon not so harsh to crush the ciHzen. STOP this in it's tracks 
NOW  

Debbie

2020-10-07 
12:55:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I read that this ridiculous legislaHon will come in three phases. The 
third phase about penalizing people for not doing admin is 
unacceptable. This useless government must be removed. Kimson

2020-10-07 
12:52:53 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

eTolls on city freeways are a cost that should be carried by government 
infrastructure. I can not understand this burden on people who are 
trying to keep our economy running. Even more of a concern is the 
amount of money being spent on extravagant SANRAL buildings 
around the country. As per usual the money just keeps on going to the 
wrong places! Adrian

2020-10-07 
12:51:57 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Willie

2020-10-07 
12:47:10 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Given the complete disrupHon and devastaHon caused by Covid-19 and 
the decrease in jobs, it would be horrendous to implement a system 
which puts even more burden on overburdened people. Also the 
flagrant corrupHon that has blighted the current administraHon leaves 
on struggling to jusHfy giving more money into this pit of iniquity. Joe

2020-10-07 
12:45:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Would all drivers have to comply?  Or just some people?  It’s a waist of 
Hme and money Ronel

2020-10-07 
12:43:58 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is beyond comprehension why the government will want to 
implement a demerit system when they cannot by the furthest stretch 
of the imaginaHon effecHvely implement the exisHng road traffic 
ordinance the manner in which South Africans drive and the 
unacceptable roads deaths clearly exhibits this.  
On the other hand they want to increase fines for not paying toll fees. 
Is the intenHon of the AARTO regulaHons a revenue generaHng 
exercise for the government, or is it to effecHvely implement the road 
traffic ordinance that already exists but not enforced by the 
government? It is an u]er Sham. Lance

2020-10-07 
12:41:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Processes are followed without individuals  even knowing about it! 

UncondiHonal ChrisH
2020-10-07 
12:41:03 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They can do what they want. Most South Africans do not care about 
any laws. So what ever they try will be part of some corrupt system. Johnny

2020-10-07 
12:40:09 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnconsHtuHonal, unfair madness. Cannot even enforce current laws 
without corrupHon. Taxis always sco] free Jan

2020-10-07 
12:34:28 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system is designed to punish law abiding ciHzens (at least those 
who have legal licenses and correct details on their records). Priority 
should be given to service delivery (fixing poor or absent road 
markings and signs, potholes, stones on the roadway etc) before 
becoming a dictatorship with high level authority and minimal 
responsibility to the public. 
Like most other acHons taken by this socialist government, the effect is 
to oppress the public and empower the authoriHes.  
Such acHons will only irritate employers  and tax payers, resulHng in 
more going into tax exile. gerhard

2020-10-07 
12:32:13 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

not being able to defend oneself in a court of law  

Fines for e-tolls  not possible 

Making it a  criminal offence for not carrying a drivers license. 
everything is linked to your id no thats that   

fernando 

2020-10-07 
12:22:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

First world laws for a third world country, do what you are suppose to 
do properly and efficiently, more visible policing more officials visible, 
and a very large percentage of road abuse will disappear. Once this is 
in place and it is "working" go a_er the transgressors with the exisHng 
laws. No need for all these demerits etc, and by the way who is going 
to manage the  system - more room for corrupHon PETER

2020-10-07 
12:22:21 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The general public is sick and Hred of the current  corrupt government 
that conHnues to  add new  tricks  and power games to milk them for 
their last cent Helena

2020-10-07 
12:18:37 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This people cannot force etolls on us we never asked for them. We 
can't be paying for things that are benefiHng selected few. Mmabatho 

2020-10-07 
12:18:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I really do not believe that this will be fair.  UnHl the traffic officers are 
not criminals and have records this will not work.  Doubling up on fines 
and also for none payment of the E-Toll system is a definite NO!!!!! We 
did not agree to the e-tolls in the first place.  The condiHons of the 
highways is shocking!!  I really believe that you are just trying to make 
more money for yourselves.  PLEASE STOP with this!!!  We are taxed to 
the limit and now you sHll want more!!! ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!!  I DO 
NOT AGREE ON ALL THE POINTS! Barbara

2020-10-07 
12:06:04 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Get professional first before trying to make laws! Andre
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2020-10-07 
12:01:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is totally ridiculous, what is the point in making new rules that 
won’t work when the old rules cannot be enforced as it is. Get rid of 
corrupHon first and do your job properly instead of taking bribes! 
These new rules will just give them more avenues to solicit bribes and 
be even more corrupt than they are already. Sick and Hred of 
government lining their own pockets and bleeding the people of South 
Africa dry. Enough! Ailsa

2020-10-07 
12:00:19 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The financial side of this legislaHon is a joke. MunicipaliHes are using 
fines as a way to generate easy income and this takes the focus away 
from improving road safety through acHve policing.  
The fact that the toll road payments are now incorporated into this bill 
and affects your license is unacceptable. Breaking the rules of the road 
is punishable as it is meant to be about improving  safety. How is the 
paying of a toll road fee in any way a priority over making sure vehicles 
that use the roads are roadworthy? Gerard

2020-10-07 
11:59:48 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Totally against doubling of fines. 
Totally against E-toll.  
This is just another way of corrupHon and stealing of tax payers money.  
Public should be able to defend themselves in court as there are so 
many mistakes incurred, you will pay for someone else fine or 
infringement. 
It will be un-consHtuHonal Koos

2020-10-07 
11:59:34 Gauteng

South 
Africa No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As usual they are looking for a way to fleece the public. The taxi 
associaHon will never be accountable. Also a person has the right to go 
to court if one thinks they are being discriminated against.  The e-tols 
are a travesty of jusHce as well.   Because transport of goods and 
services are also taxed, the price of everything has to include this extra 
cost. (Although taxis are again exempt) unreal. The demerit system will 
be an administraHon nightmare and give the traffic police the chance 
to accept bribes. They will be the only people making money. The only 
thing I agree with is a person should be prosecuted if they don't hold a 
valid driver's licence. Ruth

2020-10-07 
11:59:30 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

ExisHng bylaws are not enforced consistently. How is making new laws 
going to make this this be]er? Key fact here is that law enforcement in 
South Africa sucks, and all these laws are just put in place to allow the 
government loop holes to put more burden on ciHzens. Kobus

2020-10-07 
11:58:47 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will not work unHl we have a clean Law Enforcement agency. 
There is corrupHon everywhere and bribes will be rife. Every one 
should be enHtled to go to court if they wish to. 
Here is my take. 
Drunken driving. AutomaHc disqualificaHon for 1 year. First offence. 
Heavy fines and demerit points for Not wearing seat belts , Using a Cell 
Phone Handset, Reckless Driving,  
Make insurance compulsory as it used to be. 
Make speed cameras highly visible on many roads. This will stop 
speeding in its tracks, but of course there will be no money made. 
Vehicles 3 years or older to have Annual Roadworthy check. Without 
this cerHficate, No vehicle licence to be issued. 
Remove the majority of suburban traffic lights and replace them with 
Traffic Islands. This works very well and keeps traffic flowing. 
All the above will reduce accidents if we have a Clean Law Enforcement 
agency. Jeff

2020-10-07 
11:57:33 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders THIS IS COMMUNISM FROM GOVERNMENT! ZABETH

2020-10-07 
11:53:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

More opportuniHes  for officers to  elicit bribes. Rather show some 
ability to enforce the current laws. That will go a long way to improve 
driving skills. Stop selling driver’s licences too. Half our drivers have 
zero driving skills. Jenny

2020-10-07 
11:51:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Totally against doubling of fines, totally against E-toll. This is just 
another way of corrupHon and stealing of tax payers money. Public 
should be able to defend themselves in court as there are so many 
mistakes incurred, you will pay for someone else fine or infringement.  Ian 

2020-10-07 
11:47:56 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Shrian

2020-10-07 
11:43:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders philip

2020-10-07 
11:42:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current laws are not enforced correctly, new laws will have the 
same problem. Brian

2020-10-07 
11:38:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't agree with: Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be 
tried in court or Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-tolls Karen

2020-10-07 
11:34:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The implementaHon is doomed for failure because corrupt and 
incompetent “officials” are going to abuse their power again.  

Government, first fix your law enforcement structures before you try 
anything Eugene

2020-10-07 
11:33:41 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders MIKE
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2020-10-07 
11:28:27 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unfortunately the police and traffic police cannot be trusted, majority 
are corrupt and will easily look the other way should you pay them a 
few rand or "buy" them lunch. 

The taxi's do as they please and break the traffic laws daily. Majority of 
the drivers are reckless and place not only their passengers but also 
the rest of the public at risk with their own set of driving rules such as: 
Yellow lane and curb driving, using non turning lanes as turning lanes 
forcing their way through,  and stopping wherever they please without 
regard to other road uses regardless of how badly they block the flow 
of traffic. The taxis will be exempt from any of these proposed laws 
because government is petrified of the associaHons and drivers. 

Companies cannot be penalised for the recklessness of their drivers - 
the driver should be held accountable. Imagine a courier company not 
being able to deliver goods because of this proposed law, forcing you 
to close down and contribuHng to the already high unemployment 
rate.  

E-toll is the_ - you cannot force us to pay a toll and leave certain 
members of society - again the taxis - free from that addiHonal 
financial burden - yes, The N1, N3 'ring' around Johannesburg and R21 
and N1 to Pretoria has been upgraded but we pay taxes for its upkeep - 
if you want to enforce the E-tolls then remove all taxes especially on 
licencing and fuel.  

Warren

2020-10-07 
11:23:52 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) CorrupHon will thrive more than ever as it is not curbed now and I 
don't foresee it will be curbed going on further.  
2) How will it be enforced? not enough law abiding Metropol at the 
moment. 
3) Criminilizing driving without a license is a bit contenHous... 
4) Offences should be delivered by registered post. 
5) Seems to be amongst other to be a money making scheme 
6) CiHzens should have the right to appeal, we are not living in a 
Marxist state, or are we? 
7) Linking pernalHes to Etoll road driving is unconsHtusional and the 
idea should be removed/scrapped Pierre

2020-10-07 
11:23:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Tis will only target innocent people and besides a money making racket 
and taxis etc will not pay or adhere as that is the culture, and nothing 
will happen to them. Drikus

2020-10-07 
11:18:18 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ashley

2020-10-07 
11:16:51 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Berni

2020-10-07 
11:15:42 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Good day, 

Changing laws to be more strict and "comprehensive" is irrelevant 
when current laws are not effecHvely enforced. Daily I see traffic rules 
broken with impunity. Government should get its act together and 
then we can talk about a revamp of laws.  

For one, do away with Gauteng's etolls. We know somewhere 
someone is pockeHng a lot of money! A fuel levy in Gauteng would 
have taken care of this cost without extra staff, admin, gantries, etc. 
and money leaving our country to enrich Europe. 

Thanks for listening. Hope something good comes of this. 

Regards, 
Shaun Shaun

2020-10-07 
11:14:05 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All of the above reasons, along with the fact that nothing will change, 
only certain people will be targeted, the taxi's will conHnue to behave 
absolutely lawlessly and it will just make more "rules" to be broken or 
abused by the metro police. Tessa

2020-10-07 
11:10:15 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system does not work, scrap it. 
Traffic police need to be properly trained before they are let loose on 
the public. 
The licence renewal system is broken. Concentrate on fixing this as a 
priority. 

Bruce 

2020-10-07 
11:06:49 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

there are sHll accounts of law enforcement officers soliciHng , and/or 
taken bribe as well a frightening or harassing vulnerable persons .   
Such persons are threatened with jail  for minor  
 and someHmes trumped up charges.Raising fines will increase  the 
picking of this criminal behavior! They will demand more  and vicHms 
are too scared to report.  there should be a campaign by undercover 
detecHve to stamp this out. Tim

2020-10-07 
11:04:38 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Etoll system is unconsHtuHonal and just a blatant money grab by 
the corrupt ANC. It should be completely scrapped. Rudow

2020-10-07 
10:50:02 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The ANC carries on to implement ridiculous  money making schemes  
in South Africa which puts an unnecessary  burden on the public . JS

2020-10-07 
10:46:25 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government  should enforce the correct and efficient 
implementaHon of its own systems before criminalist gets law abiding 
ciHzens. Fir the past 3 months I’ve been trying to make an appointment 
to renew my driver’s license! I can’t even get into the website! I’m a 
pensioner with health issues and cannot stand in queues so will be 
forced to pay for an outside agency to assist me. More corrupHon!! Maggie

2020-10-07 
10:45:40 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Obviously the Taxi AssociaHon will be excluded. They do whatever they 
want. Thomas

2020-10-07 
10:35:43 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Yave

2020-10-07 
10:33:55 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Michael
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2020-10-07 
10:32:07 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Amanda

2020-10-07 
10:29:44 Gauteng No I do not

enforcement 
orders Callysta

Western Cape 529

2020-11-30 
10:39:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

iI mainly concur with ChrisHan's viewpoints - with the excepHon of 
Point 1) namely: 

1) The points demerit system is  harsh and should affect drivers 
negaHvely:  where else do we "lose" over 2,000 people on average 
annually over the period of 1 month i.e. Dec - January" than in South 
Africa where so few abide by the rules of the road, incl. pedestrians,  
and not forgeVng drunk or drugged drivers - who thinks of/
compensates the surviving families when the breadwinner or child is a 
vicHm?? 
2) The cost of eTolls which leads to enforcement orders being issued is 
grossly unfair. 
3) The failure by the respecHve department to properly apply 
administraHve processes leads to unfair fines and abuse by  corrupt 
traffic officials (luckily not all are corrupt of course)! Cathy

2020-11-13 
09:35:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gail

2020-11-04 
15:22:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders A communist system... Josef

2020-11-04 
14:51:44 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree of any of the AARTO RegulaHons especially the E-tolls 
which you like to hide an lie about.  You changed it quietly hoping 
nobody would see.  We as ciHzen have not asked for E-tolls in Gauteng, 
I did not give my consent so why do I have to pay.  This is against my 
consHtuHonal right as a ciHzen to pay for something we did not give 
permission to.  If e-tolls are not being paid, you want to force us for 
being able to renew our car licences which is also against my right of 
an abiding ciHzen.  HOW IS THIS EQUAL TO THE TAXES EXCEMPTION OF 
PAYING E-TOLLS.  NOT ACCEPTABLE AT ALL.  They do not pay tax like we 
do, now you want to force us to pay e-tolls,  YOU DO NOT HAVE MY 
PERMISSION TO ADD IT TO THE AARTO SYSTEM IN REFUSING ME MY 
CAR LICENSE. Tersia

2020-11-04 
09:09:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders The levies and etoll fines are ridiculous. Frank

2020-11-04 
03:12:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

if traffic violaHons were properly enforced, there would be no need for 
these draconian measures. e-tolls are open to siphoning of funds and 
other corrupHon as well as costly to manage and establish. doubling of 
fines sounds like an instant cash-cow soluHon rather enforce the 
exisHng law, and repeat offenders will be discouraged from deviant 
behaviour. alan

2020-11-03 
14:05:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jannie 

2020-11-03 
09:36:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This system is excessively puniHve in terms of the value of fines issued 
and the addiHonal administraHve levy is extremely unfair in that there 
is no way for it to be contested. This is not fair on the motorist and 
opens the door for abuse by traffic officials. Neil

2020-11-03 
06:52:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All of this is to make it more of a police state. Bad planning and 
corrupHon has brought this on.  E toll systems has only put millions 
into private accounts. Our roads are in a deterioraHng phase.  Doubling 
fines and not allowing people to proper court faciliHes shows how the 
ANC treats the populaHon with contempt. How will they manage the 
lawlessness of the taxi industry. And a whole lot more. Tony

2020-11-03 
06:21:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pierre

2020-11-02 
11:35:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The addiHonal  R100 penalty fee is just a money scam! This will enHce 
officers just to write out fines for no reason what soever!!!  The whole 
AARTO bill is actually, it is money driven and does not have safety as it 
main goal! Gerhard

2020-11-02 
11:20:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

IF the government could clamp down on the taxi industry and informal 
taxi industry - which is now going beyond their borders, then maybe I 
could half heartedly agree with the new regulaHons. This is only 
intended to catch the "so_" targets, people who have fixed work and 
home addresses. Ricardo

2020-11-01 
21:04:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The ANC’s inability to govern anything results in extra taxes and fines 
and criminalizing ordinary ciHzens who are already overburdened! 
Instead the greatest culprits  - the taxi’s - are given Carte Blanche to do 
and demand whatever they wish with no consequences, rules or 
regulaHons. Stop cowtailing to their lawlessness and  Make the rules 
apply to them as well. Stop overburdening ordinary ciHzens who are 
trying to get the country’s economy going again. Julie 

2020-10-31 
13:11:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders money making ,bribery , unfearness  piet

2020-10-30 
12:29:10 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another way to get money from the public. 
There are too many taxes already, and because the Government has 
such bad 
governance, they now want the public to pay for their greed and 
corrupHon. 
They should get the money back from top government who are mostly 
all thieves. Roslyn

2020-10-30 
07:44:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government can not regulate the current system so how will this 
be be]er? The only people how will suffer from this is the working 
people, the real concern is the taxi's but government doesn't care. Diedeleff

2020-10-29 
12:45:14 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I find it totally unacceptable to make driving without a license to be 
made a criminal offense. They should be concentraHng on the REAL 
criminal ofences happening all over the country. ImplemenHng this is 
just going cost more money. 

Aamaal
2020-10-29 
10:07:30 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Not pracHcal in SA Nico
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2020-10-28 
20:16:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Philip

2020-10-28 
10:20:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ze]a

2020-10-28 
10:02:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another money making racket. And guaranteed to go a_er the so_ 
targets. This will only encourage more corrupHon and this much 
control only brings us even closer to a police state. Colleen

2020-10-28 
05:15:37 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Everything about AARTO is wrong .. from being presumed guilty; to the 
blatant focus on increasing revenue instead of reducing offences! Your 
enHre mentality of traffic offence regulaHon is back-to-front .. it's a 
dysfuncHonal passive aggressive aVtude to cynically sit back and 
impose penalHes and pe]y point systems - BECAUSE IT ALL COMES 
TOO LATE, IF THE OFFENCE HAS ALREADY BEEN COMMITTED! Instead, 
you should be implemenHng acHve and PREVENTATIVE measures, like 
increased presence and VISIBILITY of traffic officers. Get your prioriHes 
right: traffic regulaHons and their enforcement should be about 
reducing offences and traffic accidents, NOT collecHng revenue!!! Darryl

2020-10-27 
21:38:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jerome

2020-10-27 
18:48:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These amendments have nothing to do with road safety and 
everything to do with making more money by screwing over Joe Public. Deborah

2020-10-26 
10:40:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The fact that we will have to pay an extra R100 on any fine and unpaid 
etoll fines that cancel your license to drive Philip

2020-10-26 
10:00:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

An outrageous and terrible proposal to be put into pracHce. This has 
nothing to do with road safety, but rather a grab at money. It reeks of 
corrupHon and inefficiency. Andrew

2020-10-26 
00:14:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Fernando 

2020-10-25 
13:37:41 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders My rights infringed.. Graham

2020-10-25 
10:12:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kimberley

2020-10-24 
19:57:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is not contributubg to road safety, but is a way of making  more 
money for municipaliHes. Jennifer

2020-10-24 
14:17:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Heidi

2020-10-23 
17:58:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christa

2020-10-23 
11:55:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

When a stolen number plate is used you have no way of protecHng 
yourself. Lynton

2020-10-22 
14:31:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree to the increase of fines or the points demerit system. 
The traffic police are struggling at the moment to keep the roads safe 
and to keep drivers obeying the exisHng laws. 
How will they implement and police the proposed new system. 
If they can't police it properly it only opens the door to misuse and 
abuse. max

2020-10-21 
09:02:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Michael

2020-10-20 
20:12:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Caitlin 

2020-10-20 
18:49:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-10-20 
08:45:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why should this now come when we all in financial difficulty. You have 
no concern for the poor. Bets

2020-10-20 
08:33:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die huidige stelsel werk baie goed, waarom dit verander 
Albert

2020-10-20 
06:56:19 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How are you going to manage the ongoing bribery collected by 
officials?  
Stop officials from targeHng specific offenders, who they think will be 
able to pay the fines  
Why not moving away from being an income generaHng department to 
become an law enforcing derpartment. Offenses are being witnessed  
by public where a blind eye was turned on regular offenders who jump 
red lights, drive on the reserve and cuVng in on moving traffic Rijk

2020-10-19 
19:12:59 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is taking away my Human rights to defend myself in a court of law 
should I get a traffic fine. These laws will also give Law Enforcement 
Agencies too much power of a]orney in that they will become Judge 
and Jury.  For the poor and middle class,  appeal against  fines will be 
too expensive.  The extra "  interest or service fees" that will be added 
on top of a fine is also just money making to be defrauded again. Malcolm

2020-10-19 
11:39:32 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anthony

2020-10-19 
10:58:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hester

2020-10-19 
09:55:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I strongly object to the fact that I am presumed guilty of an offense 
upfront which goes against my consHtuHonal right of being innocent 
unHl proven guilty.. Ben

2020-10-18 
10:19:11 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Eugenia

2020-10-18 
10:04:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders JC

2020-10-18 
08:41:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not trust law enforcement officers. There are too many corrupHon 
and only law abiding people who are not willing to bribe will be the 
vicHms of this system. What we need, is regular law enforcement on 
the roads throughout the year, not only during holidays. The new fine 
regulaHons are too harsh. Marie]e

2020-10-18 
01:05:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I really don't think this can be seen as democraHc. The ANC wants to 
take away our right to think for ourselves. Only the valnurable people 
will be badly affected those who actually needs to be fined etc. Like 
the taxis will. sHll get away with lawlessness. Louise

2020-10-17 
18:33:13 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders UnconsHtuHonal Celia
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2020-10-17 
10:24:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Any Hme a ciHzen cannot defend a case in law amounts to a police 
state.  As other people have stated it will lead to bribes and further 
corrupHon.  We have to fix the legal process first. peter

2020-10-17 
05:49:37 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

CorrupHon and abuse of power amongs  law enforcement are rife. The 
city of Cape Town’s slogan “the city works for you” Must be changed. 
Rather it’s the other way around! Washiela 

2020-10-16 
23:26:21 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A few more things for corrupHon to be rife!!! Bribes, bribes and more 
bribes! 
So many things that people should be fined for are not enforced, why 
increase fines when there should be more cops out there holding 
people accountable for eg: using a cellphone whilst driving?.....and all 
of the other offenses. 
The public was not consulted about e-tolls....it placed a huge burden 
on daily commuters - now non-payment is to result in doubling fines. 
Government is looking for more ways to squeeze the money we don't 
have, out of us! 
As far as demerits are concerned....what ever happened to 'innocent 
unHl proven guilty' especially if our number plate has been cloned!!! 
Why must I pay for the court, representaHon etc up front if I have not 
even had a chance to prove my innocence?? Linda

2020-10-16 
16:40:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Current road rules are not being policed and road carnage will not 
decrease. Lita

2020-10-16 
11:24:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They should spend more Hme going a_er the corrupt criminals and  
stop thinking up ways to make life in SAfrica more difficult than it 
already is........ 

WE HAVE HAD ENOUGH Sybil

2020-10-15 
23:04:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is not fair to burden SA motorists with e-tolls, double the fines, etc. 
We are already burdened with heavy petrol prices, levies, etc. Our 
roads are in such poor condiHons, potholes,  etc. I disagree with 
doubling of fines, etcm Astrid

2020-10-15 
19:50:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will just be another form to penalise law abiding people while taxi 
drivers can do as they please. Traffic cops are looking for so_ targets 
while out there people are driving without licences, vehicles that are 
not road worthy, taxi drivers ignoring all laws regarding traffic laws. 
Enough is enough... we are a 3rd world country and a system like this 
will only target people, with permanent  addresses. Gilaim

2020-10-15 
16:49:38 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Traffic department needs to ensure that their staff are competent and 
uncorrupted before they undertake any new acHons as only they will 
only effect the lawful ciHzens. Taxis have and always consider 
themselves above the law and its being allowed by corrupt officials. 
No accountability Denise

2020-10-15 
06:15:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Way to expensive and too much opportunity for bribery! Gavin

2020-10-14 
20:54:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Lourens

2020-10-14 
10:22:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Bruce

2020-10-14 
10:14:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dieter

2020-10-14 
04:42:59 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders CorrupHon Paul

2020-10-13 
20:01:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Sharon

2020-10-13 
19:16:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders All are infrenzing on my rights and freedoms.

Francois 
Wilhelmus

2020-10-13 
18:05:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Wilhelmina

2020-10-13 
18:05:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Wilhelmina

2020-10-13 
11:15:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This country is a mess.  Nothing works any longer.  Taking to the road is 
tantamount to playing Russian Roule]e.  Now our "honourable" ANC 
wants to create YET another ETOL-like monster to make money.  IT 
WILL NOT WORK!! 
How will they noHfy you of any offence?  The majority of offenders 
have no fixed address.  Or  they have false plates.  So it will once again 
be a case of  "Haves" geVng milked and the "Have-Nots" geVng away 
with murder - literally in many cases. 
Apart from speed traps, nothing is done to stop the maniacs on our 
roads.  Use the money this "Pie-in-the-Sky" AARTO will cost and put 
ten Hmes more traffic officials in unmarked vehicles on our roads. Jan

2020-10-13 
10:34:11 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

its only being insHtuted to burden the tax payers of this country even 
more and the offenders will sHll go about their own way without any 
repercussions. Werner

2020-10-13 
09:18:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just a nother scheme to try and get away with more corrupHon 
and steeling the peoples wealth than what is already going on! 
I do not consent to any of this authoritarian control BS! 
The government is supposed to be in service of the people,  not 
against us.  

Power to the people!! Amos

2020-10-13 
05:16:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. Dit is ongrondwetlik om my reg om `n regverdige verhoorin `n hof 
tge kry van my af weg te neem.  
2. Die feit dat boetes sonder die reg om dit teen te staan verdubbel 
kan word bewys dat die doel van die regulasie is om ekstra geld te 
maak.  
3. Dit is verstommend dat dit in hierdie tyd nog nodig is om fisies jou 
lisensie by jou te dra terwyl daar soveel ander maniere is om met 
tegnologie dit te kan vasstel. Hoekom pas hulle nie hulle stelsels 
hiervolgens aan nie. Hulle maak onskuldige menselikke foute nou `n 
misdaad terwyl daar daagliks miljoene oortredings deur taxies 
plaasvind sonder beamptes se teenwwordigheid. 
     

Daniel 
Malan
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2020-10-13 
03:18:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is only to the benefit of further disgusHng corrupHon. Taxis are the 
main offenders but are exempt?? Diane

2020-10-12 
18:43:54 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Oliver

2020-10-12 
16:40:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Adnaan 

2020-10-12 
16:08:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system is corrupt so first sort out those who are driving non-legally 
on the roads. Dalene

2020-10-12 
14:42:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Do this government think of anyone else besides themselves, almost 
95% of south Africans are in disparate need and costly expenses will 
take its toll on all Roekiyah 

2020-10-12 
13:24:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Schalk

2020-10-12 
12:57:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Though these laws are noble, it is completely the wrong focus.  Proper 
training and management of law enforcement officers, eradicaHon of 
corrupHon at drivers license offices, roadworthiness centers, vehicle 
registraHon centers and serious consequences for corrupt traffic 
officials should be the priority.  Then even applying the current laws 
will prove to make  a significant difference.  The failed pilot system in 
Gauteng proves the point.  If you don't fix the underlying issues then 
new laws will not be effecHve.  Under current condiHons this just 
seems to another financial exploitaHon of ciHzens. Karl

2020-10-12 
12:43:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This remotely system will lead to improper delivery of fines. A person 
could innocently loose points because fines were not delivered 
properly, get lost in the post. Etc.  Arto could very well itself lead to 
corrupHon due to exploitaHon by officers or purple responsible for 
delivering fines Sean

2020-10-12 
12:40:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do NOT support the proposed changes/amendments. 
What is the use of doubling the fines if they are not enforceable. Only 
the well-off can afford to pay the fines, if they do.  We need more 
traffic police on the road not siVng behind bushes etc. Stuart

2020-10-12 
12:07:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-toll system is flawed, do not link this to the AARTO system.  

Criminalising not having a driving license on you is irraHonal, rather 
impose a fine and ask to present yourself to the nearset police staHon 
with your license. 

Will add addiHonal level of administaHon - postal system is not working 
so how are these offenders going to be advised?  

AddiHonal layers of administatraHon adds addiHonal levels of possible 
corrupHon 

Arno

2020-10-12 
11:00:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am thoroughly sick and Hred of having every possible cent squeezed 
out of ciHzens of this country only to be stolen and/or misused by our 
incompetent,  thieving law enforcers. This cannot be right! Electricity 
currently costs 1.9 cents PER UNIT. The more we use (and we are 
thri_y!) the more we are penalized.  There a few officials who are 
commi]ed to true service delivery and have a heart, while the 
majority, like most of our ministers, now know that they too can get 
away with stealing with impunity.  As in so many state capture 
scenarios, the public have to bear the financial brunt of gross 
incompetence on the part of 'elected' leaders. May the Universe 
forgive them because I find it hard to. 

Naomi 

2020-10-12 
10:43:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is too much corrupHon in this country for a system where 
offender cannot defend themselves in court.  I hated this system when 
I lived in Johannesburg, it is not an efficient system and lends itself to 
more corrupHon. Denise

2020-10-12 
10:15:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way to steal from us and make it easier for them sadly our 
whole system is corrupt and they cannot be trusted to do this without 
using it as an operaHon to once again steal Edmund 

2020-10-12 
09:46:54 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Hi there. My concerns are all the menHoned in the concern box and 
more. It is especially unconsHtuHonal to not allow me to argue my 
fines in a court of law.  In a court of law I'm allowed to request the last 
calibrated cerHficate of a speed camera.  If for example a traffic cop 
stops a vehicle in a road block and have some words with the driver, 
the cop dont like the driver's answer or aVtude or just arguing his 
consHtuHonal rights, that cop can issue a fine to the driver for 
whatever he concoct and that person have no legal recourse to defend 
himself in a court of law, Even if the accused has video footage 
recorded by a passenger.  Some of our corrupt officers, of which we 
have a lot off  will abuse the law for personal reasons against 
whomever, be it a family member or an ex or an enemy whom they 
had beef (problems/arguments/fights) with in the past. Eli 

2020-10-12 
09:18:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Much to harsh penalHes, I part of the people of South Africa dont want 
this regulaHons to be passed, that's enough said, the people must 
decide what rules they want to live under as a collecHve, no 
jusHficaHon needed. Jean

2020-10-12 
09:18:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Much to harsh penalHes, I part of the people of South Africa dont want 
this regulaHons to be passed, that's enough said, the people must 
decide what rules they want to live under as a collecHve, no 
jusHficaHon needed. Jean

2020-10-12 
09:17:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Much to harsh penalHes, I part of the people of South Africa dont want 
this regulaHons to be passed, that's enough said, the people must 
decide what rules they want to live under as a collecHve, no 
jusHficaHon needed. Jean
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2020-10-12 
08:44:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As with so many things in South Africa, this is an infringement of our 
law abiding ciHzen's rights. Another money making scheme for 
government to enforce their will under the smoke screen of Safety and 
having our best interests at heart. Doubling points and demerits will be 
just another form of yet another system to abuse us. They already 
misuse the trust of the public and place penalHes on us in so many 
other ways, making it everyday more difficult to live... And now this. 
The intenHon may be good, but first have more stringent laws for taxis 
who truly get away with everything and stop wanHng to suck us dry of 
money. Deal with individuals and drunk drivers in a more individual 
manner than enforcing a law for all to comply with. If they cant even 
get that vision and intended policy right, how do they foresee this to 
be a soluHon. I just see more power and red tape of poliHcal play at 
hand, treaHng yet just another symptom, and not the cause of an 
already disrupted industry. So it becomes easier to blatantly demerit 
and charge me and others to abide by their rules, and feeling treated 
like a criminal, sHll having to prove and appeal along the way cosHng 
me more Hme, money and effort. I refuse to make the government 
rich. If they want to make the roads safer then immediately revoke 
drunk drivers and taxis' licenses, so that those who are causing the 
problem be dealt with. Unpaid fines are not a deadly sin, and so many 
others, officials included get theirs squashed just because they are in a 
privileged posiHon to get it done. They also need to start worrying 
about what is truly a deal breaker, constatuHng an actual crime... To 
which umpaid traffic fines are not. Releasing prisoners and farm 
murders need our a]enHon much more than this regulaHon. Stop 
wanHng to control our lives for your pockets. Stop wasHng my Hme for 
your pleasure. Stop lying to us with smoke covers such as this. I do NOT 
consent to this! Andre

2020-10-12 
08:32:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We're already burdened by an ill funcHoning government, the focus 
should not be on crucifying law abiding ciHzens  but to correct the 
system that has already failed Layla

2020-10-12 
08:29:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think it is absolutely ridiculous to have a fine doubled when you not 
received any noHficaHon. Not even a summons!!! Keith

2020-10-12 
08:25:38 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

i believe that government must focus on recHfying the current corrupt 
system. They should employ more traffic officials to do their job when 
needed. Peak hours there is only havoc on the roads and on at Hmes 
not a officer in sight. More power should be given to officers on their 
way to work as well as from work to home so that they have the power 
to respond to emergencies on the road. The ordinary law abiding 
ciHzen will again bare the brunt of a blanket decision that will be taken, 
officers should just do their job what they are being paid for and not 
be corrupt. morne 

2020-10-12 
07:57:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As is taxis don’t adhere or pay fines  or get apprehended, now they 
want the law abides to suffer!  Yvonne

2020-10-12 
07:54:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The driver’s  license renew process is anHquated and open to 
corrupHon and abuse.  The original idea was formulated to stop 
fraudulent licenses by forcing  hard working South Africans to have to 
take a day off work to stand in a long queue  to buy a new poorly made 
plasHc card license that only lasts five years. With a massive backlog of 
expired licenses and longer queues due covid, it is totally unfair to now 
make this a criminal offense if you drive without a license. Make it a 
simple modern process first and then you can start thinking about 
changing the law but don’t make it almost impossible to get a license 
because of old useless technology and poor poor management and 
long queues and then tell me that if the queues were too long and I 
couldn’t spend the whole day trying to get one, that now I have 
become a criminal when I drive home without a license. Get your 
house in order!!!! It is 2020 not 1970 Andrew

2020-10-12 
07:46:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These new regulaHons will be a waste of Hme if law enforcement does 
not enforce these laws against the main culprits (taxi’s) I foresee only 
so_ targets bearing the brunt of these money-making amendments. 
First sort out the taxi’s breaking every law of the road and then the rest 
will sort itself out. Ermi

2020-10-12 
07:45:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Vanchanzo

2020-10-12 
07:42:48 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

concentrate on CORRUPTION  as a priority ,not waste Hme with the 
small offences !!! gerard

2020-10-12 
07:38:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The economy is already under strain, government can't even afford to 
provide people with basic needs and it's already becoming to 
expensive to live in this country. People don't need more burdens, we 
don't even have the proper educated law enforcement to roll out 
something like this successfully. Also, criminal charges against 
someone without license is a bit drasHc when we have more serous 
criminal things to worry about, people already unable to get jobs. Kim

2020-10-12 
07:33:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am against a Tribunal and support the previous method of having 
access to a ( Traffic ) Court of Law to adjudicate on cases. Jack

2020-10-12 
06:34:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Shane

2020-10-12 
06:24:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Noel

2020-10-12 
06:14:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Erika

2020-10-11 
22:51:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

While corrupHon is rife in law enforcement and in government, I will 
not support this system.  
This will also remove more rights from already abused ciHzens. 
Government, get your house in order and put your focus on curbing 
crime and corrupHon, not thinking of more ways to get more out of 
the ciHzens of this country. We have rights. Endri 

2020-10-11 
20:26:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders A Fools folley André

2020-10-11 
20:26:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders A Fools folley André
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2020-10-11 
18:06:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Please let this be engaged further, it is quiet subjecHve as it stands and 
we need to broaden parHcipaHon in the making of this piece of 
regulaHon. Vusumzi

2020-10-11 
16:23:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders AARTO is unconsHtuHonal Rex

2020-10-11 
14:39:19 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is only going to apply to the current law abiding ciHzens!!  NO 
enforcement for all the taxis that do what they want. Never abide by 
any rules. What a joke!!!! Enid

2020-10-11 
11:35:54 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Roydon

2020-10-11 
11:34:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Maryam

2020-10-11 
10:58:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No to increase in fines. Eliminate e-tolls.  We must be afforded the 
choice of going before a judge, and not only have wri]en 
representaHon, and the following steps as proposed.  By increasing 
demerit points, you are condoning ignoring driving regulaHons.  If 
caught driving without a licence, one should be forced to go to school 
to learn driving regulaHons and then be assessed if eligible to pass test 
for licence.  MisinformaHon about rehabilitaHon should not have been 
allowed originally.  Sloppy work when first released.  Checking system 
should be in place. Christeen

2020-10-11 
10:53:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The more the burden of unnecessary regulaHons and financial 
implicaHons, the more the society society becomes frustrated. Please 
don't burden your ciHzens with more costs and costs. We've had 
enough of this type of forced minipulaHon. Saeed

2020-10-11 
09:29:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These new rules are draconian and infringes on my rights. They are 
indicaHve of  totalitarian police state contrary to our consHtuHon 

Danie 
2020-10-11 
08:45:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johan

2020-10-11 
08:45:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

ENIGE BEWEERDE OORTREDING  MOET DIE ONDERLIGGENDE REG HE 
OM VERDEDIG TE WORD. DAAR IS TE VEEL VERANDERLIKES OM NET TE 
AANVAAR IEMAND IS SKULDIG EN DUS ONNODIGE GEVOLGE TE DRA 
WAT OOK BAIE DRASTIES IS. JACOBUS

2020-10-11 
08:26:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Lara

2020-10-11 
08:19:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not consHtuHonal. There should be a amnesty for all fines outstanding 
put in place. 

Gary
2020-10-11 
08:15:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am opposed making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not 
possess a driving licence and the demerit system Niel

2020-10-11 
07:10:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will never work because the main perpetrators TAXI drivers will 
NEVER be prosecuted so why bother spending our MONEY  on 
something the ANC knows will not work.  Maybe it works in Countries 
like the UK, USA and Australia being 1st World countries where their 
poliHcians and Law enforcers are not so corrupt but in SA never , IT 
WILL NOT WORK. 

Isabel
2020-10-11 
06:58:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unfair, autocraHc, unfair, unconsHtuHonal, no good if currently li]le 
enforcing of current system Rocco

2020-10-11 
06:52:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Why change a system that has worked for years and now peoples 
rights will be violated as they will have li]le or no say about the fines 
issued. They will be steamroller over. Brenda

2020-10-11 
06:23:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Surely it is completely illegal and against the consHtuHon to find 
someone guilty before they have a right to provide their case. How can 
you enforce a fine that has not been received.  SUMMONS MUST BE 
SIGNED BY ACCUSSED BEFORE ANY COURT ACTION, Russell

2020-10-10 
20:21:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This effecHvely is insHtuHonalised criminalisaHon for pe]y offences. 
You are hoping to create behaviour change with an instrument that has 
proven to not be effecHve in its current form.  Firstly, you have to note, 
that if your current fining system , law enforcement system,  and 
warrant of arrest,  are not producing the desired result, then increasing 
the value charge of these measure will surely not be the answer. 
Further to this, we know that the traffic departments are inundated 
with admin, pushing this to the tribunal , is just role shi_ing - not 
effecHve enforcement of policy.  The mechanism for driver behaviour 
change, if that is the goal, is wrong. Demerit systems are puniHve and 
will criminalise ordinary, working , professional individuals for pe]y 
offences, where the recourse for jusHce/contestaHon is a three step 
long and complex jusHce seeking exercise,  affecHng their future career 
prospects of these individuals in the meanwhile. Ashley 

2020-10-10 
18:05:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There will definitely be an increase in corrupHon and bribes.  Why 
don't you pilot it in the taxi industry and see what happens! Mogamat 

2020-10-10 
17:12:04 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Annemarie 

2020-10-10 
16:19:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Eugenec

2020-10-10 
14:11:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

To many  especially taxi drivers get away with everything om the road. 
This will open the door for more corrupHon. William

2020-10-10 
14:01:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Guy

2020-10-10 
13:53:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The road traffic authority is sHll in a mess and this needs to be sorted 
along with e-toll's  prior to any further AARTO regulaHons be 
introduced.    David

2020-10-10 
13:04:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Some laws is not consHtuHonal and is going to make the poor even 
poorer intercity tolls 
must be supported by a different model, Fuel levy, vehicle licenses,  
the idea is to get more people to pay but to pay less 
 Gregory

2020-10-10 
10:11:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I think tje current system works fine , no need to change . Ben

2020-10-10 
09:59:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree to fines being doubled, and the demerit point system. 
The current system is fine. People should concentrate on real criminals 
not enrichment by charging traffic fines. Avril
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2020-10-10 
09:14:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Paul

2020-10-10 
09:04:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government is using etolls as a poliHcal tool. If they could suspend 
payment before elecHons, then they can cancel etolls. I personally 
stopped paying because government said I must stop Victor

2020-10-10 
08:38:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Suze]e

2020-10-10 
08:15:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Marilyn

2020-10-10 
07:52:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Need to get to the real offenders. New rules, regulaHons and fines 
don't affect those with no regard for the law. Clive

2020-10-10 
07:06:11 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We have a corrupt police force - they take bribes. 
Taxi drivers won't pay and will keep registering themselves under 
different names. 
Demerit won't work because of corrupHon! 
What happens if cars are registered under 1 person and someone else 
gets demerits on that license disc? 
UnHl the government depaHents clean up their act - all this is a waste 
of Hme and energy. Only the rich keep on paying Michele

2020-10-10 
05:04:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I don't think something like this is designed for South Africa. Seshni

2020-10-09 
22:09:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is nothing wrong with exisHng regulaHons. Law enforcement 
authoriHes are not up to the task, they prefer to go for easy targets, 
the ordinary law abiding ciHzens paying their rates and taxes on a 
regular bases, people with a fixed address, easy targets to harass and 
prosecute.  Hennie

2020-10-09 
21:29:54 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This new law is taking the focus away from the serious and major 
crimes, with impacHng people for minor infringements and their 
livelihoods. Roger

2020-10-09 
19:01:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elena

2020-10-09 
18:13:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I cannot support these regulaHons as it infringes on my rights to go to 
court. 
The problem is lack of enforcement parHcularly of the taxi industry 
with unlicensed taxis, unlicensed drivers and unroadworthy taxis. 
Once again, it only applies to  legal ciHzens. Frank

2020-10-09 
17:52:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

 we have adequate laws in place which are not being enforced. this is 
all we need - not new laws but compliance with the exisHng provisions 
for driving on our roads. Please improve the exisHng protocols and take 
our laws seriously no ma]er who is breaking the law. Linoia

2020-10-09 
17:34:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Traffic system is suppose to facilitate traffic and traffic safety. We pay 
them through our municipal firms. Traffic authoriHes not selected by 
best matric results like the police. They sHll hide when trapping people. 
We have too many regulatory and Nazi like enforcement of regulaHons. 
Where is the service. It is all about law enforcement. Defund the traffic 
department and use the money to improve rail and road public 
transport services. Bernard

2020-10-09 
17:12:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johan

2020-10-09 
17:07:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unfortunately In this country police will take bribes ... it’s just too 
corrupt and E toll has never had the support of the people ....the 
wrong people get fined and the wrong people drive without licenses 
without any consequences ! Point system would also not be 
implemented fairly Marie]a

2020-10-09 
16:57:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No to e tolls. Demerit points increased is fair.  ExisHng right to choose 
to appear in court should remain.  Do not try and dilute Democracy. 
No-one seems to be made accountable for moving violaHons, so 
increasing fines will not stop them, even though o_en they endanger 
lives.  It appears that most taxis do not know the traffic laws, and if 
they are aware of them, do not adhere at all.  Other drivers follow this 
bad example, and driving has become more dangerous.  RestricHons 
should be placed on those driving without a licence, to be curtailed 
from applying for one without intensive training and tesHng that they 
know and understand the driving laws.  The rehabilitaHon program 
should be clear. Joan

2020-10-09 
16:41:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our fines are already too high. 
Too many tesHng centres are corrupt so it's o_en very difficult (and 
costly) to even get a legal license. 
We didn't agree to e-tolls in the first place and shouldn't have to pay 
them at all. 
Funds are constantly misappropriated and our roads are not properly 
maintained - work on those issues. Tanya 

2020-10-09 
16:36:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think that the demerit system is unnecessary and the  increase in 
fines is unacceptable. 

The speed limits on the roads that are regularly being trapped on are 
purposefully made too low and only serve to fill the coffers of the 
(failing) state. O_en these restricHons are almost dangerous to sHck to 
because people tend to travel as fast as they feel safe and most drivers 
feel comfortable at higher speeds in those areas. 

My main worry is the sweeping powers and even greater infringment 
on your rights to have your day in court 

This insistence on persisHng with eTolls smacks of an a]empt to 
maintain face and to throw more money at a failed system. Klem
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2020-10-09 
16:26:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Do away with e tolls.  Only fine people who do not have a legal driver's 
licence, and prevent them from geVng one for a further five years.  As 
for people who are driving legally, please leave them alone, and allow 
them to do what they have to do.  Demerit points should increased as 
proposed, to 15.  Do not remove the  infringement's rights to select to 
be tried in court. This tampers with Democracy.  The  doubling of 
penalHes should not be considered, for minor infringements, but 
should be he_y for running red lights or stop streets,  They are high 
enough already for speeding and other laws broken that do nor really 
endanger others. What rehabilitaHon program entails, should be clear. Lynn

2020-10-09 
15:59:54 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The excepHon becomes the rule,  do not waste valuable Hme  of law 
abiding CiHzens.  To argue in court is costly  especially about e-toll 
which in any case is and was a waste of money  that has been mis 
appropriated.   Scrap E-TOLL 

Anne-Marie

2020-10-09 
15:46:13 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I strongly object to my rights to argue my case with an automaHc fine 
being imposed and no right to object..I have been falsely accused 
before and the traffic officer did not pitch up even a_er I agreed to 
appear a 2nd Hme as he was not there for me to quesHon his 
reasoning and the case was thrown out..now under Aarto I would have 
been declared Guilty of something I was quite innocent of. I can think 
of many such scenarios as the traffic officers will think they are God 
with that badge. Graham

2020-10-09 
15:33:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We do NOT need more draconian legislaHon, empowering the 
government control our lives even more. What we DO need are a 
whole new group of ‘civil servants’ appointed by ‘we the people ‘. L

2020-10-09 
15:19:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The more regulaHons and laws shows that the Government can not 
goven if one is stupit then all you can do to show your power is by 
making laws and regulaHons Leslie

2020-10-09 
14:37:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kim-Marie

2020-10-09 
14:34:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A few words - UNCONSTITUTIONAL, RIDICULOUS, STUPID, 
DRACONIAN, etc etc. Louis

2020-10-09 
13:34:17 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Every individual has the right to choose to go to court to defend 
themselves. With this new proposed law that right will be taken away. 
It's a pity that could only choose one answer. There are so many 
injusHce in South Africa, that you can't take that right away. Also, to 
double fines is not the way to go. We as a people in South Africa are 
already under such financial stress in the first place. Secondly, most of 
the MunisipaliHes are so corrupt that these increased fines will also 
just disappear. Maria

2020-10-09 
12:59:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am all for changes and wanHng make our roads safer...but we have 
current laws and bylaws that can and will make our roads safer as they 
are but they are not being enforced by law enforcement. This bill in my 
opinuon us just another way of sucking money out of the ciHzens of 
this country. People should do the jobs they are hired/elected to do 
and stop looking foe the easy way out. Jaweed

2020-10-09 
12:25:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I cannot accept any administraHve adjudicaHon process that serves to 
remove my rights, under the law of SA, to represent my posiHon in a 
court of law. Dorothy

2020-10-09 
12:12:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We know so_ targets are the ones being targeted! There are, at 
present hundreds of drivers without licenses, breaking speed limits  
(huge problem near us) etc, etc, but enter a town where speed limit is 
suddenly reduced to 60 or 70 and you're sHll doing 65/75 you get 
stopped!! On the open roads the number of idiots who pass on a 
double white line etc is shocking!! May

2020-10-09 
12:08:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Firstly the traffic police are corrupt, had first hand experience at this. 

The toll roads we implemented underhandedly, the public were not 
consulted and were lied to, over 80% of the revenue is channel out of 
the country. We are going to be burdened with further cost to 
maintain the roads due to the revenue drain. 

Get the stolen trillions back from state capture, put the criminals in jail 
and we will have enough money to support the populaHon without 
taxing them to death. 

The traffic police and SAPS are not capable of policing the exisHng 
crime and enforcing the common traffic rules, how are they going to 
enforce the new laws. 

It is against our consHtuHonal right to remove our right to appeal,  not 
a wise thing to do. 

This will only be used as a system to CONTROL AND MANILUPATE 
ciHzens.  

The ones who are regular law abiding ciHzens will be penalized and a 
new wave of racism will be born. 

You will have no say and to get anything corrected will and could take 
years, while you are not allowed to drive, because you have no license.  
This is just another form of the beaurocracy to control the 
inconsHtuHonal freedom of movement. 

CiHzens will have no say or defence, irrespecHve of what is promised, 
as we have seen over decades. 

Why are the "taxi-laws" not revised? They have their own law which is 
in direct opposiHon with the country laws, and no-one talks about or 
revisit the "taxi laws" 

Walroux
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2020-10-09 
12:05:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is not going to work, just like most other laws.  The law is just for 
law abiding ciHzens, which is mostly the taxpayers and not the likes of 
taxi drivers.  Guys, you cannot even get people to not park on disabled 
parking spots or loading zones or in the case of taxis for driving how 
they want to.  First sort out the small things that are already in place 
before you a]empt the next level. Ruben

2020-10-09 
11:38:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree laws are not enforced upon all SA ciHzens. 
Rather let all drivers go for tesHng to establish if they  are capable to 
have licenses. 
CiHzens cannot afford more expenses how about paying less? jeane]e

2020-10-09 
11:25:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We  unfortunately living in a beauHful country riddled with corrupHon , 
crime, mismanagement and other big problems. These issues should 
be a]ended to and solved firstly. A_er having that sorted the traffic 
fines and demerit  points can be addressed . Wolf

2020-10-09 
11:18:37 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A total waist of Hme and money.  They should rather spend Hme to  
concentrate on the corrupHon within the South African Government., 
as well as the protecHon of the South African farmers., and do 
something drasHc to prevent this ongoing killings,  which is inhuman 
and extremely harmful to all South Africans. Suzann

2020-10-09 
11:09:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will open way for More corrupHon! And more anger, frustraHon 
and anger among motorists and the public. Lydia

2020-10-09 
11:06:54 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mike

2020-10-09 
10:54:17 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not believe that you cannot have your day in court to defend 
oneself! 
More money that the taxpayers have to pay, once again! To be stolen 
again! 

Cass

2020-10-09 
10:51:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I fully agree that we need law and order in society, including the way 
we behave on the road. However, it is evident and clear that there is 
no capacity and poliHcal will to control the present, and may I add, 
sufficient system. How then will this more complicated system be 
implemented and controlled. Presently we have so much corrupHon in 
the system with bribery etc, let alone the inability to control the taxi 
transport, can you imagine the corrupHon this new system will give 
rise to. Who ever came up with idea has obviously smoked something 
and probably already worked out how to take in the cash. Will the new 
system decrease the carnage on the roads in South Africa ? Please 
explain to the ciHzen how !!!!!! Akbar

2020-10-09 
10:44:11 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

i find it concerning that the government wants to burden the tax 
paying public with this cost and demerit system. unemployment has 
sky rocketed and people have been off work for months.  
the lawlessness on our roads are the taxi drivers and taxi operators, 
they do not pay tax or their fines  . and if you are in traffic every day, 
these taxis have complete disregard for traffic laws . so if the 
government wants to regulate the road users they should burden the 
taxi  industry with the demerit system and an increase in the fines that 
they are liable for.  
as for making it a criminal offence to drive without a license is stupid, 
our jails is overflowing ,  
just give them a standard fine of 10k Faizel

2020-10-09 
10:35:59 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

South Africa is not a first world country and the minister should focus 
on illegal drivers with illegal licenses and corrupt officials. All drivers 
should be made to pass the driving test and disqualified and fined 
from driving if they do not have one.  
The majority of drivers do not know the Highway code and drive 
irresponsibly 
Same for drink driving. 
All laws should be enforced no ma]er the posiHon of the offender. 
Taxi drivers should be monitored properly and disqualified and fined 
for dangerous driving etc. 
. S

2020-10-09 
10:26:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This whole system is somewhat over the top. Bring in some form of 
punishment, but what theyre doing is totally absurd. Will the same 
laws count for the high and mighty and their families siVng in their 
glass castles?  I wonder... Ulricke

2020-10-09 
10:20:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christelle 

2020-10-09 
10:16:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Some of the above.  Sort out the taxi problem first, they are a law unto 
themselves.  Look into the police corrupHon as they accept bribes.  I 
obey the rules of the road so these amendments don't really affect me 
and If more people were responsible drivers there would be no need 
to amend regulaHons,  but I do think it's just a money-making scheme 
yet again. IRENE

2020-10-09 
10:16:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Some of the above.  Sort out the taxi problem first, they are a law unto 
themselves.  Look into the police corrupHon as they accept bribes.  I 
obey the rules of the road so these amendments don't really affect me 
and If more people were responsible drivers there would be no need 
to amend regulaHons,  but I do think it's just a money-making scheme 
yet again. IRENE

2020-10-09 
10:16:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Some of the above.  Sort out the taxi problem first, they are a law unto 
themselves.  Look into the police corrupHon as they accept bribes.  I 
obey the rules of the road so these amendments don't really affect me 
and If more people were responsible drivers there would be no need 
to amend regulaHons,  but I do think it's just a money-making scheme 
yet again. IRENE

2020-10-09 
09:52:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Danie

2020-10-09 
09:49:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a joke and just another way to rob the people of their hard 
earned money.  If they could police these policies 100% the only good 
that can come of it, is that taxi's (that are a law unto themselves) 
would disappear from our streets.  But we all know that that will not 
happen.  So once again, only the law abiding ciHzen will be nailed 
AGAIN. Dayna
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2020-10-09 
09:45:32 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support E-Tolls or a system where self representaHon is not 
legal.  It is always the law abiding ciHzen who honours the law and pays 
their fines.  NOT the taxi's who are a law unto their own and who are 
ignored by the authoriHes!  STOP looking for money from other 
sources!  START eradicaHng corrupHon in your individual departments!  
PROPER management of the system WILL bring in the funds needed. Desiree

2020-10-09 
09:30:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

CreaHng a bigger burden on administraHve staff who cannot cope with 
the current work load. Management needs a shake up to guide the 
workforce correctly. 

Andre
2020-10-09 
09:04:33 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I have the right to defend myself in a court of law for any transgression. Jandri

2020-10-09 
09:03:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If I understand the legislator's intenHon correctly, it aims to make the 
AARTO regulaHons applicable naHonally and at the same Hme want 
these regulaHons to be applicable with retrospecHve fees, for instance, 
doubling any fines outstanding? If this is indeed the case, ciHzens living 
outside the present applicaHon area of these regulaHons will be 
seriously prejudiced. My main concern is a law becoming a law in my 
province with retrospecHve effect. Riaan

2020-10-09 
08:53:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kevin

2020-10-09 
08:50:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I would want to appeal my transgression in court. Howard

2020-10-09 
08:47:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Angela

2020-10-09 
08:46:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dominic

2020-10-09 
08:42:30 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yet another law that will not be monitored or enforced but only as a 
means of boosHng the pockets of the munuicipaliHes and lead to 
increased corrupHon. Bigger fines will not change the drivers habits 
It does nothing to curb the carnage on our roads 
I cannot see this being enforced on the taxi industry as it will take most 
taxis off the road and lead to more conflict 
This tribunal decision making is furthermore not necessary founded on 
legal precedent and hence could lead to costly court cases to overturn 
run by people other than legally qualified persons such as magistrates 
and judges. 
The money spent on this could be be]er used for monitoring and 
enforcement and not siVng on the side of the road doing nothing but 
rather catching those breaking the law especially the taxis driving in 
the yellow lines, overtaking on double lines, driving on the wrong side 
of the road into oncoming traffic, jumping traffic lights etc and I could 
go on. This is not only the taxis breaking the law but does apply to a 
lesser extent on other drivers Bryan

2020-10-09 
08:29:33 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The benefactors of the changes are govt. Increased revenue provides 
ferHle grounds for corrupHon. As it is, the current laws are not 
enforced. Let law enforcement do their jobs properly, and jusHfy the 
salaries paid to.them by the taxpayers. Graham

2020-10-09 
07:47:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way to make some money for government. This system 
will not work Irmgard

2020-10-09 
07:47:32 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another way to make some money for government. This system 
will not work Irmgard

2020-10-09 
07:44:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Law cannot get corrupt members of government to court 
therefore cannot get millions of drivers who break the law to court.  If 
drivers are Gigi end fines more than 5 Hmes - they should lose their 
drivers license. Those driving without a license should be thrown into 
jail for 6 months - no appeal. The laws currently have far too much 
laVtude for bad drivers, especially the taxis!!! Belita

2020-10-09 
07:40:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another scheme to make more money to stuff their pockets with while 
the potholes get bigger and the taxi drivers are exempt from road rules 
and traffic police get more corrupt by the day. 
A big hell No!!! to all the agendas. 

Turn your a]enHon to fixing what's wrong internally first and bring the 
bent cops and gov officials to trial when found guilty cease their assets 
and put that money back where it belongs, (no not in your pocket) but 
start fixing our services and the roads. Nicole

2020-10-09 
07:39:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am truly concerned in this corrupt society.    This will be extremely 
costly to all.  And.. what about overtaking on solid lines up hills, so 
dangerous. 
Taxis will always be allowed to get away with all wrong doing! Suzanne

2020-10-09 
07:35:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Please perfect and correct the exisHng laws and procedures before 
introducing new ones. Sort out the bribery in the force firstly. Then the 
Du Toit's Kloof tunnel traffic lights have been a mess for years. You 
can't even get something simple like that to work. Stop going for "so_" 
targets, fine the taxi's for a change, that will help 95% of your 
problems before you start with new rules. Anne

2020-10-09 
07:27:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yet another opportunity for corrupHon, stealing from the working class 
which is the backbone of our country, crippling our country while their 
pockets are fat filled with our hard earned labor. Wayne

2020-10-09 
07:16:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not being able to defend oneself in court is not right and 
unconsHtuHonal. 
The proposed demerit system will not be applied to the biggest traffic 
law offenders, 
the taxi drivers. Jack

2020-10-09 
06:28:59 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

  
Enforce the current laws correctly Theo

2020-10-09 
05:48:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is totally ridiculous - costly and watered down! 
Rather properly enforce the current regulaHons and stop wanHng to 
embark upon a money making drive on an already impoverished 
naHon! Michelle 

2020-10-09 
05:46:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will be another corrupt system taht will be manipulated and the 
people who really should be fined will get away. Suzanne 
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2020-10-09 
04:59:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We will be moving away from mariHme law to common law in the  
near future, therefore this will not be an opHon. 

Leonie
2020-10-09 
03:52:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Hi the law enforcement authority's must first sort out lawless taxi's 
drivers b for implemenHng double fines on law abiding road users Neville

2020-10-09 
02:24:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

TreaHng people like children and increasing control is only the Hp of 
the ice berg. When society opens their eyes we'll be on a social points 
system also and those who sold their souls to enforce these rules will 
be judged accordingly.  We are not rats in cages. Penalizing the 
majority for the minority will not change the behaviour off the 
minority.  It's the same faulty logic that aims to make gun ownership 
difficult in one of the countries with the highest violent crime rates in 
the world. Criminals don't use legal guns so why disarm the public if 
it's not about limiHng the power of ciHzens forcing people to go the 
illegal route. Those who perpetrate these laws won't care about points 
systems and court dates so rather focus your a]enHon on the 
unroadworthy vehicles, the taxis snaking through peak Hme traffic and 
driving on the opposite side of the road. Stop corrupHon, etc.  Don't 
try and make an impact by implemenHng ever stricter rules to make 
people live as if they are in a test lab. Look at Germany how li]le 
accidents there are simply because people think even though there's 
no speed limit on the autobahn. Rather encourage people to think for 
themselves by ensuring people know the basics and know how to drive 
and run training campaigns for all drivers to think be]er and 
understand the consequences. If the same amount of Hme and energy 
is rather invested to get people off their phones while driving the road 
will already be much safer.  Make a point of pulling those people off 
punishing them accordingly.  Not those who went a li]le over a speed 
limit or ignored a traffic sign when there was no other vehicles in sight. 
Let logic be the order of the day, not creaHng a mindless society who 
are treated like school children. Even school children should rather be 
prepared for independent thinking instead of being programmed to 
follow orders like sheep. Francois

2020-10-09 
00:39:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Too much corrupHon across too many levels for this to work. Charl

2020-10-09 
00:12:48 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ek dink nie die stelsel sal werk nie, want dit sal nie toegepas kan word 
op alle padverbruikers nie. Soos dit is gee taxis geen gehoor aan 
padreels nie en daar word ook nie teen hulle opgetree nie so vir wie 
gaan die nuwe stelsel werk vir die wetgehoorsames wat n oortreding 
behaal het want hulle is die enigstes wat gestraf word sonder om ras in 
te bring. Charles

2020-10-08 
23:39:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Get rid of corrupHon in the current system first. Ronel

2020-10-08 
23:35:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Stop wasHng tax payers money on methods that will not work. Focus 
on geVng rid of your corrupt police and traffic officials . Fabio

2020-10-08 
23:01:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with the new legislaHon as the exisHng  law is  
acceptable in its current form. As soon as Government cannot control 
what is already in place, they seem to rewrite the laws and expect that 
this must solve their problems rather than just enforcing what is 
already in place. Due to lack of enforcement and corrupt officials in  
SA, ciHzens do not respect the law and by wriHng new and harsher 
laws won't solve the problem...see how many parents ride with 
children not wearing seatbelt, cyclists without hardhats, people talking 
on cell phones whilst driving...all things that the current law prohibits 
and we cannot even get this right! Also just the e-toll has been 
unilaterally been included as an offence yet GRN has not yet solved 
thgis issue!!!  Do the basics first then change and not change and think 
the basics will come right by itself!! Schalk

2020-10-08 
22:51:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How will all these new regulaHons change the lifes of normal South 
Africans ? Hugo

2020-10-08 
22:40:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders The current system has faults but not as much as the new proposals Boet

2020-10-08 
22:26:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe it is unair to subject the public to these new laws or 
regulaHons, as a blanket replacement for traffic police's responsibiliHes 
to be diligent and effecHve in their jobs. Easy way out from earning 
there keep. It is despoHc that people who feel they have been unfairly 
treated by law enforcement have no recourse or remedy in the law. It 
is absolutelty self-serving to the interest of the traffic law enforcement, 
instead of serving society in the la]er's interest. Do a proper job of 
apprehending the law breakers. Do not punish everyone and replace a 
perfectly good system, and make it the broad public's burden and 
responsibilty. It is just not sound and intelligent; it is an oppressive 
regulaHon.  Use they tools available in the present system and apply it 
diligently and effecHvely. Bernie

2020-10-08 
21:54:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How much more bullshit are you going to throw our way to make 
money??? Belinda

2020-10-08 
20:55:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Lyne]e

2020-10-08 
20:07:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Q

2020-10-08 
20:00:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Shepy 

2020-10-08 
19:57:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another avenue open to more corrupHon. 
Over the last 10 years, I've  noHced that the few obiding by the laws  
and paying there dues get penalized  and those who don't get off. 
Electricity and municipal dues are prime examples. 
Thanks for the opportunity  to voice my concern. 

Terence
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2020-10-08 
19:42:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If Goverment has competent leaders, they may possibly appoint 
competent traffic officials who can  enforce realisHc and pracHcal 
legislaHon.  The dra_ laws is aimed to balance the incompetence of 
Goverment and law inforcement.  A WINNING RECEIPE FOR YET 
ANOTHER DRSASTER..... Danie

2020-10-08 
19:24:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Tax, fines, money does not fix stupid or discriminaHon. Changing laws 
all the Hme. You turning us into a communist country. Change your 
aVtude. Stop stealing raping and murdering. Maybe then people will 
change there aVtude. Tired of funding bullshit Cheryll

2020-10-08 
18:45:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We have been abused and controlled enough by the most incompetent 
leaders in the world. They have no idea how to rule a naHon but only 
themselves. Enough is enough. Morne

2020-10-08 
18:33:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No! No! Just No!  There is nothing right or even remotely fair about 
this. And please City Cape Town, don’t dare try to implement these 
laws if this bill does not go through naHonally. Dept. of Transport 
already enforces like a mafia muscle man collecHng extorHon monies 
from civilians and this will just make things worse. Chantal

2020-10-08 
18:32:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johnny 

2020-10-08 
18:29:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders susanne

2020-10-08 
18:04:04 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Trying to enforce the etoll system is wrong. This system was created to 
milk motorists even more and to enrich you know who! I recall that, 
some Hme ago, a sum of R 11+ million was wri]en off for the taxi 
industry and the same acHon should be taken for all motorists and the 
etoll system should be withdrawn. Instead of increasing fines, perhaps 
we should improve the enforcing and collecHon of fines by the so 
called authoriHes!!!! Linda

2020-10-08 
17:49:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As per usual the ANC  or the African Crime Syndicate, again has a go at 
disenfranchising the populaHon.  An offender will be at the mercy of 
corrupt officials with no rights to defend himself in a court of law. 
Apart from that the penalHes are draconian . There are enough 
countries in the world who operate a point system, take you cue from 
those rather than again demonstraHng your inepHtude and your 
disdain for  ciHzen. Klaus

2020-10-08 
17:37:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The European countries applying the demerit system have enough 
alternaHve transportaHon that an offender can rely on when caught. 
But it's not the case here. People will loose job because of traffic fine 
or fail to provide for their family for the same reason. The ARTO system 
is not friendly for South Africa. It should be contextualised and used to 
protect both rich and poor.  

There is nothing wrong with the current system. Enforcement is to be 
enforced to make it work. Changing regulaHons just because Europe 
has it is not going to work for SA. In Europe, trains and public transport 
are not a concern. They are very efficient. Not in South Africa.  

The law should protect the law abiding ciHzens and it should also be 
correcHve. Not prohibiHve. Humans are creatures of growth. No body 
drove perfectly well the first Hme. 

My suggesHon is the following. Data should be collected to study the 
category of people that were involved in car accidents and crash or 
violaHons of driving regulaHons. From these data, make the 
appropriate changes. If the taxi drivers are the problem, there must a   
way to invite recidivists and give them a training on proper driving and 
make them pass the driving test.  

The implementaHon of the ARTO system needs to respond to a 
challenge. We the public should know which one, a generalised 
soluHon is not a good way of solving the problem. 

If drunkards forms a big bulk of car accidents, then double their fines. 
Changing a regulaHon that suffers from enforcement for another which 
will affect negaHvely family is not the way to go.  

During lockdown, when people were restricted movements, the 
economy suffered, the same would happen if a driving permit is taken 
from an individual who must provide for his family. The family will 
suffer. In addiHon, the economy is very feeble to have this imposed on 
anybody. It could cause more problems to take permits from people 
who are bread winners.  

A pilot program can be run with people considered best drivers to see 
what the outcome will be. This group can be woman aged between 35 
and 45 or traffic officers and study the type of violaHon that will be 
recorded with this group. If the observaHon sHpulates that the 
category of best drivers is not affecHng the staHsHcs in a negaHve way, 
there is no need to implement it for all. It should thus focus solely on 
offenders. 

Please not every regulaHon are good for all countries, 
contextualisaHon is needed. During lockdown, prohibiHve measures 
on. Alcohol redudd crimes and roads fataliHes, yet, the best 
approached to stop contaminaHon have not involved banning alcohol. 

In the same way alcohol is not banned because people enjoy it, so is it 
good for people to keep their permit but pay a fine to provide for 
families and loved one. Eloge

2020-10-08 
17:33:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders The whole system is ridiculous. John
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2020-10-08 
17:19:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to the infringement of my right to  dispute my case in court 
including the process whereby I am informed of the alleged 
transgression, and the process where my actual signature is required 
as acknowledgement thereof, before the case is scheduled for court. 
The use of email and text messages CANNOT serve as sufficient 
evidence that adequate noHce has been given, or presumpHon of 
receipt be implied. 
This is open to abuse where a warrant of arrest can be issued simply 
because a fine has been posted to an address and a text message sent. 
This is simply ridiculous where many motorists in SA don't have fixed 
abodes or dedicated cell numbers or email! 
The present regulaHons have hitherto been inefficiently applied, and 
taking administraHve short-cuts, cannot replace proper policing and 
procedural follow-up. Eric

2020-10-08 
17:17:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johan

2020-10-08 
17:14:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Net nog groter korrupsie. Wat van die taxis wat noual nie beheer kan 
word nie. Geen reg om hof toe te gaan nie. Dis teenstrydig met die 
grondwet. Annelise

2020-10-08 
17:13:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is no way this is fair if this is not administered and applied to the 
taxi industry as well. And the government has no control over that, 
which means that there is not a hope in hell this this is going to be fair 
and properly administered in this country. 

so, forget about it and rather build house ( without cuppupHon) for the 
poor in this country. 

Willi
2020-10-08 
16:52:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Werner

2020-10-08 
16:52:04 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A Government that is rife with white collar crimes, want to pass more 
DRACONIAN laws upon the South African ciHzens to achieve what? 
More money the feed the ELEPHANT (corrupHon) in the room?  Law 
and order, what a laugh!!! If you want South Africans to take 
government serious about law and order, then you should 1st sort out 
your own house (government) before you're hanging a burden around 
the South African ciHzens necks, which you yourselves (government) 
can't uphold! 

Sincerely  
A South African. ChrisHaan 

2020-10-08 
16:26:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They cannot enforce the exisHng laws, see  children not wearing 
seatbemts, taxis their own boss,  do not look at road safety, only 
revenue generaHon. It's a complete waste of Hme and effort Robert

2020-10-08 
16:10:11 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders More opportuniHes for more corrupHon Michele

2020-10-08 
15:53:59 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enough laws and regulaHons already 
Elisabeth

2020-10-08 
15:32:21 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As a user of the road daily the ones who should enforce the laws 
basically brake the laws, those whom enforce it use it for their own 
benefit, puVng their lights on when they need to get out of traffic one 
of just many offences 

Ady
2020-10-08 
15:24:10 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Reynier 

2020-10-08 
15:22:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

From the onset our rights as ciHzens are being pushed aside in order 
for this corrupt incompetent traffic  alleged officials to forcefully 
remove money from our pockets to fill theirs. Who is going to suffer 
financially but the poor and to put this type of power in the hands of 
corrupt officials is just plain insane. Instead of hiding behind obstacles 
with their cameras to entrap motorists they should be visible to 
enforce the current laws which they clearly are unable to. Stop 
bringing in laws from first world countries and try to implement it in a 
third world country like ours. Visible trafficking has worked and the 
current officials need to be trained in how to enforce the law. Shamiel 

2020-10-08 
15:11:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am not happy with this system as South African are already over 
burdened with debt, by increasing the risk of not earning an income 
via a tool as a vehicle increasing the risk of losing one's job. As driver 
constantly user a car as his bread and bu]er it's increasingly difficult to 
become a bread winner, this aarto system is an administraHve 
nightmare for people having to used the roads to make living Deon

2020-10-08 
14:40:10 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gary

2020-10-08 
14:31:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will not be done on a fair basis. As soon as taxi drivers are 
demeri]ed/no license they will simply strike/burn/destroy and will be 
exempt from this ruling. Thus leaving the rest to pick-up the pieces. Elzabe

2020-10-08 
14:30:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I  believe that legiHmate drivers who are allegedly infringed are 
democraHcally enHtled to make appearance in court and judgement be 
passed by a magistrate. I do not believe in wri]en appeals. I do not 
agree with doubling the fines which are in operaHon at present. This 
will not stop drivers from speeding and needs proper law enforcement 
on our roads. At present they only operate in areas that are there for 
easy takings. What about main roads and highways? Their non visibility 
is not acceptable. Drivers without license or faked ones should be 
punished by banning them from our roads and legally 'a]aching' the 
vehicle for good. 
I also believe that a legiHmate driver must be given 24 hours to 
produce his/her license and not fined because the license was not 
available when apprehended. Ingrid

2020-10-08 
14:26:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don’t have a problem with the demerit points system. However, 
where is the oversight if the informaHon is erroneous? What about our 
civil rights when it comes to appeal? This is not a dictatorship. Yet. I do 
not agree with a single proposal in this dra_ bill, it’s unconsHtuHonal 
and unconscionable. Jacqueline
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2020-10-08 
14:19:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe that  legiHmate drivers who are allegedly infringed are 
democraHcally enHtled to make appearance in court and judgement be 
passed by a magistrate.  I do not believe in wri]en appeals.  I do not  
agree with  doubling the fines which are in operaHon at present.  This 
will not stop drivers from speeding and needs proper law enforcement 
on our roads.  At present they only operate in areas that are there for 
easy takings.  What about main roads and highways?  Their non 
visibility is not acceptable. Drivers without license or faked ones should 
be punished by banning them from our roads and legally  'a]aching' 
the vehicle for good. 
I also believe that a legiHmate driver must be given 24 hours to 
produce his/her license  and not fined because the license was not 
available when apprehended. Rhoda

2020-10-08 
13:44:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stuart

2020-10-08 
13:42:17 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think this whole new rewrite of the laws is a farce. Some of i] makes 
sense whilee the others is purely for making money through fines in 
this already tough economic Hmes. A true fact that with one hand 
government gives and taketh away with the other. Johnwin

2020-10-08 
13:25:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders This just leads to more corrupHon. Werner

2020-10-08 
13:14:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ruben

2020-10-08 
13:10:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jennie

2020-10-08 
13:03:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jackie

2020-10-08 
12:58:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ek glo dit gaan net die korupsie en omkopery aanhelp. Die 
wetstoepassers kan nie eers die we]e wat nou bestaan behoorlik 
toepas en afdwing nie. As Hulle streng en onkorup optree kan ons 
paaie veilig gehou word. Dit is totaal ondemokraHes om my reg weg te 
neem om my in die hof te gaan verdedig. E-Tol moet geskrap word 
want dit is n stelsel wat ingebring is om die padvonds aante vul wat 
deur staatskaping en korupsie tot niet gesteel is. Om punte stelsel in 
Suid Afrika in te bring kan ook ontaard in rasisHese gebruik. Jan

2020-10-08 
12:56:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

To propose doubling fines & tolls is ridiculous - traffic dept always 
wants to make easy money instead of  monitoring and fining 
unroadworthy vehicles, speeding taxis, etc.  We are being taxed to 
death, especially with regard to cost of new vehicles, petrol, etc., in 
South Africa.   This money should be funding road maintenance.  The 
demerit system can only work with proper monitoring and an efficient 
admin system in place.   What systems are in place to ensure cops are 
not corrupt & pockeHng bribes? Carolyn

2020-10-08 
12:55:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The traffic department can not even control taxis on the road. 

The department is so corrupt that this is just another way for them to 
do more corrupHon.  Get your house in order and maybe then we will 
consider this. Mary-Anne

2020-10-08 
12:40:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Are the ruling elite in this country so far removed from the common 
man to not realise that this 1st World system will be so cruel to our 
poor people. Firstly doubling fines, then if not able to pay fines or 
represent themselves financially, they lose their licences, then to add 
salt in the wound they will make it a criminal charge if they try to keep 
their jobs and drive illegally. 
This can only end up in much more unlicensed cars and drivers on the 
road, discontent with the ANC and protests. Good luck for your 
stupidity Mark

2020-10-08 
12:36:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Surely the changing of a penalty is unconsHtuHonal. At the Hme of the 
offense, this is due. 

I have a photo of a speed camera box, painted green, this means they 
are trying to hind the camera, thus, its not even entrapment, its 
devious entrapment. 

How can you be guilty, and your (possible livelihood ) rights be taken 
away by demerit points, without a reasonable defense. Is it guilty Hll 
you prove yourself innocent, or innocent Hll proven guilty? 

GeVng a speed camera fine two weeks a_er you have "lost 
concentraHon for a few moments" is hardly going to have a posiHve 
effect, on the majority of people. Andrew

2020-10-08 
12:32:48 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Who is going to monitor this?  Who will enforce this? As it is the traffic 
ordinance is non-funcHonal. Try solving the taxi problem first .  
CorrupHon in our country will be the cause of this failing. Carol

2020-10-08 
12:23:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

ForgeVng your driver’s license cannot sensibly be seen as a criminal 
offense. Increasing fines when most of our country is suffering 
financially, is wrong. Most ciHzen’s are law abiding and dont frequently 
maliciously break the law. These are the ciHzens who will be penalised 
mostly when they break the laws of the road accidentally and under 
a]enuaHng circumstances.  Will our government please stop seeing its 
ciHzens as a herd of cash-cows? Dyani

2020-10-08 
12:12:21 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposals are a gross abuse of human rights, our consHtuHonal 
rights, extremely uHlitarian encroaching on our democraHc rights and  
principles with the right to be heard and debate in order to reach 
resoluHon,  
Should be rejected outright Patrick

2020-10-08 
12:12:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposals are a gross abuse of human rights, our consHtuHonal 
rights, extremely uHlitarian encroaching on our democraHc rights and  
principles with the right to be heard and debate in order to reach 
resoluHon,  
Should be rejected outright Patrick

2020-10-08 
12:08:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not having your license with you should be a misdemeanour not a 
criminal offense. Jack
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2020-10-08 
12:06:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is easily possible for a perfectly licenced driver to forget their driver's 
licence at home without being a danger to anyone on the road. This 
can happen if they have to leave in an emergency.  
Criminalising forge�ulness will simply turn law abiding ciHzens into 
criminals.  

Rather equip law enforcement with  a means to look up a driver via 
their ID to see whether they have a valid licence or not if they are 
pulled over and don't have their licence on them. David

2020-10-08 
11:47:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling of the fines would only affect those that actually bother to 
pay their fines. I am not prepared to pay double when repeat offenders 
with huge unpaid fines get off sco] free. Rob

2020-10-08 
11:42:10 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Guilliam

2020-10-08 
11:36:32 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Everything this government has interfered in, that has been 
funcHoning has been a devious scheme to steal and encourage 
corrupHon. Seggie

2020-10-08 
11:35:33 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How will a person be advised that they have commi]ed an offence, 
how do they plan to prove that an offender has received the 
noHficaHon of the offence? Leonard

2020-10-08 
11:20:19 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Think this is an ill thought out process and is another money grab by 
the municipality. Taxi’s are running wild , and law enforcement does 
very li]le about it . Whereas , the municipality looks set to a]ack the 
middle class more and more . This is simply more red tape and 
paperwork , and will only further congest our judicial process . We are 
struggling already , in regards to our admin . Why complicate it more ? Chac

2020-10-08 
11:12:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The real crooks will probably be let off as many of the law enforcement 
agents are  corrupt and easily bribed!  Leaving ciHzens without the 
recourse of going to court to state their case, makes them subject to 
manipulaHon and abuse.  Demerit points may be totally unfair as some 
offences are "commi]ed" unintenHonally ie exceeding the speed limit 
due to not having seen the road sign or where no road sign is in place. 
TesHng the roadworthiness of vehicles and the state of Hredness of the 
drivers (specially of taxi drivers)  seems a bigger priority.   
Bigger fines will just add to the possibility of more government funds 
being available for  corrupt officials to put into their own pockets.  

Leonora

2020-10-08 
11:01:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These "regulaHons" have no merit at all.    The enforcement of current 
regulaHons is, in most places NON-EXISTING.  This can be seen by 
traffic violaHons and corrupHon daily. 
Fixing a broken system by trying to implement a "First world 
regulaHon" is too costly and will lead to even further corrupHon.  Now 
drivers caught at any given Hme will just pay a higher price to a corrupt 
official thereby nullifying the regulaHon. 
It is only law abiding ciHzens, the ones that try to stop at amber traffic 
lights, try to stop fully at stop signs, try to yield longer at yield signs 
and try to sHck to the speed limit, that will PAY if they slip up. 

Graham
2020-10-08 
10:46:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another law that removes the rights of its ciHzens and a way to make 
more cash that will be wasted due to corrupHon. Michiel

2020-10-08 
10:43:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Greg

2020-10-08 
10:34:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

 It should be any ciHzens right  to go to court. 
How can you criminalize a person for not having a document in their 
possession?  
And then prevent them to go  to court to fight the case or give an 
explanaHon? 

Raoul
2020-10-08 
10:33:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Derek

2020-10-08 
10:31:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I only agree to the demirit points, but that's even pointless, taxi's don't 
adhere to any of our traffic laws let alone pay fines Debra

2020-10-08 
10:25:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Firstly, our police and traffic departments are all under trained and 
under staffed. I have ZERO trust that anything implimented will be 
executed as intended. This will open the door to even bigger brides, as 
losing your license on demerit is worse than geVng a fine. This is 
completely irresponsible and shows that the people making all these 
decisions are completely inept and incapble of making decisions on 
behalf of the country.  

STOP over regulaHng, by trying to fix laws with more laws. Get your 
house in order. Stop stealing from the ciHzens of this country and do 
you goddamn job or get out, so that someone who can do it, step in.  

This country's governming "insHtuHon" is a joke on the internaHonal 
stage and the public think so too. The only person I have a monicum of 
respect for is our president. The rest can gladly resign and bugger off.  

Bye.  

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH Cara 

2020-10-08 
10:21:44 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

TreaHng innocent ciHzens as criminals when the real criminals are 
running wild and free in our country is a great injusHce to all! More 
than not the speeding regulaHons are set in places and at speeds to 
trick ciHzens and does not really make the roads safer at all and to now 
make it a criminal offence is shocking.  
It is clear the government has declared war on all its ciHzens by making 
it as difficult and as uncomfortable possible to live free. The reason 
behind this needs to be exposed. Helga
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2020-10-08 
10:17:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It wint work while most of the law enforcerment officers are corrupt 
and with bribes some offenders are geVng away without  a point 
penalty and some would be  penalize because they do not offer a 
bribe.  They cannot even controle  illegal driving at the moment. Cobus

2020-10-08 
10:13:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government needs to enforce traffic laws and by laws to all road 
users, and not just the licensed drivers and operators. 
The taxi industry has the highest number of traffic infringements on 
record with flouHng of all traffic laws like unlicensed drivers and 
operators, speeding, going thru red robots, reckless and dangerous 
driving to name a few. Steve

2020-10-08 
10:12:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is way too much corrupHon  already, people being wrongfully 
arrested, Taxis get away with murder, someHmes literally! This new 
system is once agsin targeted at those who already follow the law and 
pay the price for all those who don't. Magda

2020-10-08 
10:08:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government should stop making new laws and rather enforce the 
current laws. If the traffic departments do their job, it wouldn't be 
necessary to make new laws conHnuously. zelda

2020-10-08 
10:07:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not believe that this system will be funcHonal or affordable when 
the current law enforcement cannot operate properly now. Also , not 
allowing a person to take the offences to a proper law court to test the 
validity of the fine and demerit points, is unconsHtuHonal and will be 
challenged  wasHng taxpayers money again. This will just result in a 
huge increase in government infrastructure with a huge burden on the 
taxpayer as well as a massive  increase in corrupHon. The current 
infrastructure cannot effecHvely renew licences, vehicle registraHons 
or enforce the current law. John

2020-10-08 
10:03:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am concerned at the moment at the number of illegal road blocks 
and hidden cameras. It feels as if the transport department is just 
trying to make money off drivers instead of helping to enforce rules 
that help drivers to be safer on the road. There need to be stringent 
quality assurance processes in place before any changes can be made 
so that drivers are not made target to easy money-making Strategies. Nicola

2020-10-08 
10:01:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

this is for a first world country not for South Africa where so many 
people drive with out a license,this will increase corrupHon by people 
not wanHng fines and willing to pay cops not to fine them Gerhard

2020-10-08 
10:01:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

this is for a first world country not for South Africa where so many 
people drive with out a license,this will increase corrupHon by people 
not wanHng fines and willing to pay cops not to fine them Gerhard

2020-10-08 
10:01:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is quite unreasonable to take away my right to challenge the law. 
Overzealous policeman can do anything because they can. 

I completely object doubling of the fine.  Please find other ways of 
raising funds. You are more creaHve than this. 

I cannot be acriminal bacause i have driven without my DL.  I do have it 
but once in a while i will forget it Herbert 

2020-10-08 
09:50:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Unacceptable Achmat

2020-10-08 
09:39:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Paula

2020-10-08 
09:38:10 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The government is already so corrupt that they will happily watch their 
people starve while they steal 5BILLION!  These proposed laws are only 
opening up more corrupHon and the_, the current police (not all I 
know) are also known to be corrupt and they cannot enforce the laws 
(traffic or otherwise) as it is, creaHng more laws makes no difference.  
Besides the taxis get away with murder (literally someHmes) and 
nothing happens.  E-tolls are a whole other story, our tax money 
should be more than enough to cover infrastructure and road 
maintenance (well it was before the unemployment rate skyrocketed) 
but that has been stolen as well now the government needs to find 
money somewhere, same as renewing drivers licences every few years 
its nothing more than a money making racket. 

IF there was any possibility of some of these laws being enforced fairly 
and without corrupHon for the SAFETY of all drivers (which excludes 
half these laws anyway) then perhaps.  BUT it appears that the laws of 
the land are changing only to create a dictatorship. Bronwyn

2020-10-08 
09:34:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christo Jj

2020-10-08 
09:28:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Madeline

2020-10-08 
09:20:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We don’t have a public transport system that works. This is just 
another way for our government to yet again I force daylight robbery 
on those can afford their own transport. 

Tanya
2020-10-08 
09:19:13 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dr Billy

2020-10-08 
09:17:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Daar is geen nodigheid vir die nuwe wetgewing nie. Fanie

2020-10-08 
09:17:17 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Leonie 

2020-10-08 
09:17:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

no need for new legislaHon/regulaHons. Properly enforce the laws and 
regulaHons we have. Its a money making racket Schalk

2020-10-08 
09:06:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to everything in this new bill. This is just a new money making 
scheme for government. When a system work why change it. Also how 
do you want to put new laws in place if government cant even follow 
the laws of the country.... we are in a lawless country and if you want 
ciHzens to follow the law you need to start at the top with government 
seVng the example. A
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2020-10-08 
09:01:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

* I recently received a speeding fine for travelling 92 kph in an 80 zone. 
The supporHng photo shows my vehicle sandwiched between a truck 
and SUV. Go figure, how do I resolve this expediently under the new 
system?  
* Demerit points will provide corrupt traffic officials with a fantasHc 
opportunity to solicit more/bigger bribes. Doubling the fines for traffic 
offences supports corrupHon and not safer roads.  
* E- Toll fines???? We were promised that this would be brought to a 
conclusion some Hme ago, what is happening with this? Allan

2020-10-08 
08:58:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I object to All of the corcerns: 
1. Enforcement currently takes place for only some type of traffic 
transgressions only - such as speeding and this mostly done by using a 
camera. Others such as double parking, overtaking on solid lines, etc 
are ignored by traffic officials. Traffic Officials should be seen to do 
their present job (in full) first (applying all exisHng regulaHons), before 
implemenHng new regulaHons in the same ad hoc manner as they do 
now. 
2. People should have the right to take their case to court. The Tribunal 
system is taking this right away from ciHzens. 
3. The appeal process will be Hme consuming and the cost implicaHons 
too high for many people. 
4. I’m also opposed to the E-tolls affecHng my license. The public was 
never consulted about them and now that they see what an expensive 
mistake  
5. It’s not like the demerit system is going to discourage people from 
driving without licenses in any case. Criminalizing driving without a 
license is just going to overburden the already overburdened 
correcHonal services when they should be looking at dealing with 
serious crimes, e.g. corrupHon. 

Cecile
2020-10-08 
08:57:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders AVe

2020-10-08 
08:57:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will never work, most people haven’t got addresses, you are only 
punishing the people that pay taxes and pay for services. Will never 
reach the masses Marnix

2020-10-08 
08:55:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Everything this government does is geared at  income and corrupHon.  
Our taxes already provide for enforcement of laws and finance for road 
building and maintenance but are redirected to salaries for an 
overburdened patronage system that in no way benefits the taxpayer. Christopher

2020-10-08 
08:50:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Power to people that will be abused Linda

2020-10-08 
08:49:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andrew

2020-10-08 
08:47:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unless it is implemented country wide it cannot work. Many smaller 
municipaliHes are ready struggling and would simply not be able to get 
on board, because of financial stress. 
Furthermore, it must apply to EACH and EVERY road user, with no 
excepHons such as the taxi industry MarHn

2020-10-08 
08:36:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hein

2020-10-08 
08:31:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etols are not an opHon in this country right now, where the 
unemployment is rising by the day. Every single cent counts in the 
pockets of our people!! The second concern ( and possibly the reason 
why people refuse to pay etolls), is the poor administraHon history of  
etolls. The third is the rampant corrupHon that is conHnuing with 
impunity. WHERE WILL ETOLL FUNDS BE GOING AND MORE 
IMPORTANTLY, I TO WHO' S POCKETS.!!?? 
The general state of all parastatals are in a complete mess and are 
financially floundaring. Sort these out first BEFORE new systems are 
put in place.!! Who or what will be funding the new regulatory bodies 
of these new laws..... This government needs to address the mafia-
type control of the taxi industry first as well as the worsening state of 
our roads BEFORE ciHzens   get forced to pay to use them and then, 
DOUBLE for infringements!!! ( Drive through Kimberly for 
example..There is grass growing in the middle if the tar roads in the 
city!!)  
The worsening economy and rampant corrupHon in this country has 
not and will not support stricter laws. The ANC must get their own 
house in order without taking yet more money out of the pockets of 
their people!! Sharon

2020-10-08 
08:31:10 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yet another method to support corrupHon and filling the pockets of 
those who don't deserve to be  in the situaHon  to make decisions for a 
naHon.  
Once the current  system is  operaHonal , then it's Hme to EVALUATE 
another system with consent of the public a_er full public 
parHcipaHon. We are paying for ALL of it.  We have a right to decide 
whether we are in favour or not. rita

2020-10-08 
08:29:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The right to appeal the fine whether it was your fault or other external 
factor is not taken into account. It infringes on my right to prove my 
innocence beforehand Thomas

2020-10-08 
08:26:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed legislaHon does not seem to be aimed at protecHng us 
ciHzens from anything, rather it should be viewed as yet another 
declaraHon of war against us. Just no to all of the above. David 

2020-10-08 
08:21:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elaine

2020-10-08 
08:19:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another set of unenforceable regulaHons ...which erodes ciHzens rights 
and open the public to corrupt officials arbitrary decisions Alan 

2020-10-08 
08:15:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Willem
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2020-10-08 
08:14:30 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How will it be enforced on vehicles like taxis that don't give a damn 
about road safety and road rules.  
It will be another corrupt system as is the case now, only the bribes will 
be higher. 

Mike

2020-10-08 
08:13:44 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Whilst I do believe that one should be penalized for traffic offenses....I 
DO NOT agree with this AARTO system.  The current lawlessness and 
failure to be able to penalize fairly across the enHre spectrum of 
offenders is a clear indicaHon that, if these folk cant get the current 
simplisHc system to work, how are they going to successfully 
implement another?? The enHre effort should focus around prevenHon 
of road offenses and not trying to fleece more money out of those that 
actually pay their fines etc... 

Like most other ma]ers pertaining to governance....sort the current 
system out....make it work....and then think of improving it. Prosecute 
ALL offenders, not just those who are the "low hanging fruit"  

Rather spend some effort in ensuring that ALL vehicles on the road are 
insured....for instance. 

Robert
2020-10-08 
08:12:30 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Simo

2020-10-08 
08:00:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

My first thought are always the taxi traffic offenders.  They will always 
get off scot free whereas ordinary law-abiding ciHzens take the brunt.  
In theory it is a good idea but I cannot see how it will work in pracHce. Anna-Maria

2020-10-08 
07:57:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

stop making new laws that the government are not going to enforce 
and work on cleaning out corrupHon. Stephan

2020-10-08 
07:55:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We all understand there must be laws. 
The laws we have now are not enforced due to factors like bribes and 
lack of training of traffic officers.   
To take away rights from the public is not the answer. The country 
starts to look like Russia. 
AdministraHon is  already a problem, this will make it worst and 
increase the use of bribes. 
Everyone has seen how taxis break the law without  enforcement. 
e-toll was illegal from the beginning but they went ahead due to 
money changing hands. 
This road laws needs a total rethink not a big sHck!!! Vernon

2020-10-08 
07:53:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not believe these regulaHons will be effecHve and will be 
unmanageable.  The enforcement of these regulaHons opens the door 
to corrupHon even more.  I can only shake my head in disbelief at 
taking away one's right to defend in the courts and trying to coerce 
people to pay e-tolls is unjusHfiable . Johan

2020-10-08 
07:51:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dra_ regulaHons are totally unacceptable. jacomi

2020-10-08 
07:49:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current enforcement of all traffic related laws is extremely poor.  
UnHl the current officials ensure they are able to enforce current laws 
any changes to current regulaHons is  pointless.   

john
2020-10-08 
07:48:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Fix current system, Amanda

2020-10-08 
07:44:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Carol

2020-10-08 
07:43:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another way for the ANC to fleece the people of SA 
Will this be enforced against ALL road users or just the law abiding 
ciHzens Ian

2020-10-08 
07:42:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the fines is just another way to milk the middle man to 
subsidise an extremely poorly managed and corrupt government. The 
Taxi industry disregard whatever laws there is , and they are the main 
culprets.  They dont pay in any case, and yet they are by far the main 
cause of many road rage incidents and accidents Hennie

2020-10-08 
07:42:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Eben
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2020-10-08 
07:39:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO is a complete failure as a system, and should be abolished. 
AARTO  somehow has the authority to impose enforcement orders 
against individuals, without proof. It then becomes the responsibility of 
the individual to prove their innocence.  It is simple too easy for AARTO 
to accuse someone falsely, and then impose enforcement orders 
against them. Mr Japh Chuwe (AARTO CEO) should face legal acHon for 
harassment, every Hme his organisaHon brings false allegaHons against 
South Africans.  

I have spent the last year trying to have an erroneous AARTO 
enforcement order removed from my name. I have allegedly 
commi]ed a speeding offence in Roodepoort in May of 2019. I live in 
Cape Town and have never been to Roodepoort in my life. My vehicle 
is nowhere to be seen in the photograph of the alleged offence. The 
capHon of the number plate, was not even my registraHon number. I 
had to submit representaHons to prove my innocence,  with no 
confirmaHon of receipt or correspondence from AARTO. It all ended in 
an enforcement order against my name, with me being unable to 
renew my vehicle licence disc, or my drivers licence card. The the 
ba]le started once more to prove my innocence, with more 
submissions, without any confirmaHon of receipt. Eventually I 
managed to track down the AARTO adjudicator, and insisted that the 
ma]er be resolved there and then. This was finally done in September 
of 2020, with the enforcement order being cancelled.  

This AARTO ordeal lasted almost one and a half years. I had to prove 
my innocence without them proving my guilt in the first place. AARTO 
should not be allowed to accuse members of the public falsely, and 
then affect their lives and livelihoods through enforcement orders, etc. 
This amounts to harassment of the public. The AARTO system is clearly 
not thought out or administered properly, or robust enough to prevent 
false allegaHons. 

The failed AARTO system should not have this level of control over 
South Africans.  
 Riaan

2020-10-08 
07:32:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johan

2020-10-08 
07:32:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll. - Etolls are anjusHfiable in 
Gauteng as theer is no alternaHve road. We all pay taxes and I object to 
nthem taking a facility already paid for and trying to extract extra 
revenue from this source. They will kill the economy Hennie

2020-10-08 
07:28:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Yet another target on the taxpayer and NOTHING being done to the 
lawless taxi industry. A bloody disgrace how we get treated and the 
actual thugs on the road get off sco] free. Colin

2020-10-08 
07:26:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is unconsHtuHonal and bullying tacHcs. What happens to democraHc 
rights? Mariam

2020-10-08 
07:21:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Richard

2020-10-08 
07:21:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This government, what ever it is, seems to bring in laws willy nilly to 
jusHfy their existence. I would like to see the police enforce this new 
law with the TAXIS - they are a law unto themselves and unfortunately 
the police/government are too scared to enforce anything to do with 
TAXI drivers. This country is becoming a socialisHc/communisHc 
country where the government (useless) can do whatever they like

Barbara 
Leisha Jane

2020-10-08 
07:19:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This government, what ever it is, seems to bring in laws willy nilly to 
jusHfy their existence. I would like to see the police enforce this new 
law with the TAXIS - they are a law unto themselves and unfortunately 
the police/government are too scared to enforce anything to do with 
TAXI drivers. This country is becoming a socialisHc/communisHc 
country where the government (useless) can do whatever they like

Barbara 
Leisha Jane

2020-10-08 
07:19:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Tax paying ciHzens to cover costs yet again?? Absolutely not in support.  
Opens it up to more bribes and corrupHon.  
Never see traffic cops outside the taxi ranks or se]lements pulling the 
lawless drivers over?Why do traffic cops only sit in the tax paying 
ciHzens suburbs? 
Focus on the crime amongst the masses, murder, rape, corrupHon in 
every government department... Megan

2020-10-08 
07:19:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This government, what ever it is, seems to bring in laws willy nilly to 
jusHfy their existence. I would like to see the police enforce this new 
law with the TAXIS - they are a law unto themselves and unfortunately 
the police/government are too scared to enforce anything to do with 
TAXI drivers. This country is becoming a socialisHc/communisHc 
country where the government (useless) can do whatever they like

Barbara 
Leisha Jane

2020-10-08 
07:17:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforce exisHng laws properly before making new laws  to  create a 
new milking cow! Gysbert

2020-10-08 
07:17:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nothing will be right, discriminaHon  against certain drivers. Eynand

2020-10-08 
07:16:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All this does is create another source of income for an already corrupt  
government to feed off Paul

2020-10-08 
07:07:32 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The South Africa government needs to have  
100% public parHcipaHon for all dra_s and regulaHons, we  
have a track record in SA of milking the few tax payers in order to 
compensate for the billions stolen due to State Capture, to date the 
perpetrators are sHll looHng with impunity 

Esme’ Van 
Heerden

2020-10-08 
07:06:41 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a joke when the ANC cant even keep its own members from 
lootong the coffers Michael

2020-10-08 
07:06:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The South Africa government needs to have  
100% public parHcipaHon for all dra_s and regulaHons, we  
have a track record in SA of milking the few tax payers in order to 
compensate for the billions stolen due to State Capture, to date the 
perpetrators are sHll looHng with impunity Esme’
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2020-10-08 
07:06:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The South Africa government needs to have  
100% public parHcipaHon for all dra_s and regulaHons, we  
have a track record in SA of milking the few tax payers in order to 
compensate for the billions stolen due to State Capture, to date the 
perpetrators are sHll looHng with impunity Esme’

2020-10-08 
06:59:59 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This just leaves more room for negligent enforcement and encourages 
camera traps and hiding instead of acHve patrol and traffic 
management. Trying to implement a developed naHon system with a 
developing naHon style of enforcement. I expect bribes and corrupHon 
will become more rampant... Stafford

2020-10-08 
06:51:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Law enforcement had been used for profits with privately owned 
equipment.  Officials not to be trusted. All about making money and 
not dressing crime on the roads.  Malan 

2020-10-08 
06:47:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AT THE MOMENT IT IS A NIGHTMARE GOING TO THE TRAFFIC 
DEPARTMENT FOR A LICENCE . I WAS THERE LAST WEEK,STOOD IN A 
QUE FROM 6AM AND ONLY FINISHED UP  AT 10.30 AM. NO JOKE. NOW 
THEY WANT TO BRING IN CHANGES YET THEY CANNOT COPE AT THE 
MOMENT WITH WHAT THEY HAVE. THEY NEED TO STREAMLINE THEIR 
CURRENT SYSTEM  BY EMPLOYING MORE PEOPLE TO MAN THE LONG 
QUES AND UPGRADE THE BUILDINGS SO ACCOMMODATE THE PEOPLE 
THAT WE DONT STAND THERE FOR HOURS. 

PATRICIA

2020-10-08 
06:45:44 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-toll was not voted for and brought in with the promise roads would 
be maintained.....they have not.  Get rid if it.  
Driving without a license is not a criminal offence considering  the 
money making racket by the department  to obtain one.....failing 
people repeatedly on purpose to make more money is a criminal 
offence.  
The merit/demerit system  is  more like the way China would handle 
things.....we are not in school......clean up your act first.....bribes are 
demanded and expected by most traffic officials.  
Make it cost effecHve and easier for the youth to obtain a 
license.....maybe  implement a driving school run by the department 
that is free. 

Tania

2020-10-08 
06:39:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is the way of them making money and cops are already abusive on 
the road many fines up unHl today isnt being paid due to cops who are 
reckless and a]ack the drivers of today doing this sorry I do not agree 
becz as soon as they catch u they can do whatever they please n the 
court won't hear your side they only listen to the idiot that pulled u 
over and give u a hell of a fine. Now they going to do this and lock u up 
to ruin your life and your living hell no Brandon

2020-10-08 
06:35:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The payment of E-toll is illegal in its demand for payment. The E-toll 
was created on a previously constructed road financed by taxpayers 
money, is part of the economic reHculaHon of the country and should 
remain part of the taxpayers responsibility. This taxpayers finance 
comes out of the levy on fuel paid by the whole countries populaHon 
and should remain so. If AARTO insists on E-toll then those areas 
affected by E-toll should have a rebate on the fuel price in that area. 
The above does not apply to normal toll roads as these new roads 
were built by private financing, it's the road users choice to use that 
road or not. 
To take away a persons common law right to legal jusHce before a 
court of law should be regarded as unconsHtuHonal. To furthermore 
seek to make criminals of civilians not in possession of a driver’s 
license is draconic. These regulaHons should not be introduced at all. Barend

2020-10-08 
06:31:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders CorrupHon and bribery and dishonest officials... Patricia

2020-10-08 
06:29:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders None

Van 
Vollenhoven

2020-10-08 
06:28:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders None

Van 
Vollenhoven

2020-10-08 
06:26:37 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders John

2020-10-08 
06:24:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

My right to be heard in a court and the doubling of fines and the e-toll 
payments Melt

2020-10-08 
06:17:38 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Unfortunately just another set of laws that will diminish the rights of 
the public. Current traffic laws are abused by officials, giving them and 
government even more power should not be allowed. Riaan

2020-10-08 
06:14:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Make it easier to pass the learner's and driver's licence test. 
It is a total rip off. Most places you have to pay the officers to pass. 
Corrupt. 
Why dont you get the real offenders like taxi drivers making our lives 
miserable. 

Joye 
2020-10-08 
06:08:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnconsHtuHonal that I may not appear in court.  
Ridiculous that an email is deemed legal. Aubrey

2020-10-08 
06:08:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will provide an even wider pla�orm for more bribery. If the traffic 
officers stop the bribery government will not need to increase fines for 
an income to be mismanaged anyway. The people of S A cannot afford 
to spend more money to government. Elise

2020-10-08 
06:07:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders It's BS Nazeem

2020-10-08 
06:04:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will increase fraud on the road as most would rather pay the 
officer that loosing their licences which might lead the to loose their 
work if their licence is revoked/suspended Ansie

2020-10-08 
06:01:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another lame idea which opens the door for even more 
corrupHon.They cant even manage current system. 
The lawlessness of taxis needs to be tackled head on. Andy

2020-10-08 
05:48:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Too much power and control given to authoriHes. We dont want to 
become a draconian state. Our freedom is at stake. Francis 
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2020-10-08 
05:42:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Dit gaan net vir sekere mense raak. Taxis veral, gaan  nie geraak word 
nie. Hulle maak net soos hulle will en niks word beter nie. Voordat daar 
nie geregHgheid geskied onder die taxis nie, sal ek nie vir dit staan nie. 
Ek is n gehoorsame burger, volg die reels, maar raak moeg vir die 
ongeregHgheid. Adele

2020-10-08 
05:35:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders More power equals more abuse and corrupHon from enforcers. Damian

2020-10-08 
05:06:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders john

2020-10-08 
05:06:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ebrahim

2020-10-08 
04:08:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A person can't be judged without appearing in court, corrupHon is 
going to sky rocket as the corrupt law enforcement will see 
opportunity and take advantage of the poor ciHzens Ntsikelelo

2020-10-08 
03:39:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just answer money making racket puVng more burden on so_ target 
law abiding  ciHzens while the lawless culprits conHnue unaffected. 
These measures are turning SA into a police state like in USA  where 
police are guilty of excessive force and zero respect for the ciHzens of 
the country who pays their salaries Muneeb 

2020-10-08 
03:32:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

NoHces shuold be properly served on potenHal offenders and which 
includes a proper signature - as is the case today. 

Serving e-version noHces or sms’s is unfair and changes the whole 
system to be a dictatorship with recourses that are burdonsome and 
expensive. All causing more admin burdens. 

In short - the new methodology is unfare and bullying towards the 
public. 

I maintain that if traffic officers li_ their bu]s and run their duHes by 
acHon in stead of parking under trees and loafing, pa]erns will return 
to normal like it used to be. 

Manning speedtraps by cameras is a lazy, opportunisHc way of indirect 
law enforcement and has almost no affect - so many obvious 
unroadworthy vehicles even openly pass by these officers and with NO 
acHon ever taken.,..!! Flag them down and adderss/fine thes 
offenders..!! 

Now you want to change the system to sHll not having these ineffecHve 
personnel doing something acHve and with effect, but to  let them laze 
on.... 

Crazy !! This is why we are in a mess. People need to be stopped and 
addressed and propperly fined - in person - as a spot fine with an 
outomaHc summons. Work direct with the public and stop sending 
photos and admin noHces... 

Points through the post will never be as effecHve as officers doing 
there jobs, one on one!! Basson

2020-10-08 
03:05:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They aren't even able to handle the current load of new and exisHng 
licences and renewals. Having to wait months for appointments. How 
de hell will you be able to process and reinstate suspended licences, 
faciliHes and manpower are totally unequipped. This enHre Scheme of 
the demerit process and fines is just ANOTHER MONEY MAKING 
RECKET to put extra financial burdens on the already financially 
stressed ciHzens and would increase fraudulent acHviHes through even 
worse Bribraries in this country! ChrisHene 

2020-10-08 
00:21:38 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Everybody had a right to a fair change to be heard in court.  This 
infronge on that right. Its leaves the door open for corrupHon. Also l 
might be penalized for someone else's bad driving as various people 
drives my car.  I should have the right to defent this in court without 
the added costs and lengthy procedure proposed veronica

2020-10-07 
23:19:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders CorrupHon, same as whole country,  patheHc! Carina 

2020-10-07 
22:48:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kashiefah 

2020-10-07 
22:47:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is not meant to improve safe driving, only to increase 
municipaliHes revenue.  Open to corrupHon.  Expensive and difficult to 
enforce.  Not suitable for a poor third world country such as South 
Africa. S.

2020-10-07 
22:47:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Far more crime happening daily u can't even arrest real criminals like 
murderers rapists yet people who work hard for what they have who 
earn a living u want to give fines and now u want to add criminal 
records it  seems to like this is easy revenue for government  to get 
funds Faisal

2020-10-07 
22:36:41 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Lambertus 

2020-10-07 
22:30:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1 Review tribunals etc are a waste of Hme and costs in a system on 
inepHtude and corrupHon 
2 Doubling of penalHes is a waste of Hme. Current penalHes are not 
enforced due to corrupHon. 
3 Doubling of e-toll fines - u]er rubbish. System doesn't work, cannot 
be enforced and should be scrapped. 
4 Agree that if one hasn't passed a drivers test, then it should be a 
criminal offence. If one has a drivers license but is not in possession 
thereof when stopped etc, that cannot consHtute a criminal offence. 
No I do not 

Wayne
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2020-10-07 
22:28:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The traffic department is a corporaHon and acHng under color of law. 
Drivers are commercial 'persons' and a misuse of word meaning to 
make us pay for a right. Traffic officers are bullies and this will make 
their arrogance worse.  Scrap all vicHmless 'laws' come down hard on 
people that cause real injury to others. Pierre

2020-10-07 
22:12:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Suzaan

2020-10-07 
22:12:19 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Karl 

2020-10-07 
22:10:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Achille

2020-10-07 
22:00:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Erina

2020-10-07 
21:58:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Erina

2020-10-07 
21:51:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

already too many unenforcable laws . are we  not innocent unHll 
proven guilty. geoff

2020-10-07 
21:28:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support this demerit system, already we have a lot of people 
driving without drivers license and nothing is happening to this people 
and I see people no longer care whether they have criminal records or 
not, but only this gonna affect law abiding ciHzens, it's already 
happening where this unlicensed driver's crash into your car and they 
leave you there stranded.  SoluHon is they must impound the car if 
driven by unlicensed personnel, drinking and driving impound the car, 
dealerships must stop selling cars to people who don't have licenses, 
traffic departments must stop registraHon of cars if the owner does not 
have a driver's license. They must stop with this demerit what what Tsoantso 

2020-10-07 
21:28:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Object @ enforcement orders, higher penalHes, demerit system, costly 
appeal and Aarto Tribunal and adnmin burden. SA has over Hme and 
now fast increasingly more becoming extremely oppressive to it's 
ciHzens, more and more like a police state however corrupt poliHcians 
and heads of state and security. Corrupt to the core and from the top 
down. 
Govt are elected officials supposed to SERVE and not to OVER RULE 
AND REGULATE. 
What has happened to freedom. All this has to stop. NO MORE!!! Jac

2020-10-07 
21:13:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Instead of trying to create new rules and regulaHons that will 
overburden an already strained system, focus on enforcing the exisHng 
rules of the road. 
How about reigning in the taxi industry first? There is an opportunity 
there to make our roads safer, and to provide safe and reliable public 
transport. Sco]

2020-10-07 
21:03:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mickel 

2020-10-07 
20:55:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Like with the current system, it is a money making scheme. The 
doubling of fines is one proof. It is also ridiculous to start every driver 
with points. Rather let them have no point and start accumulaHng 
points with traffic offenses and then take acHon from a certain level. It 
would make admin much simpler. In any case, the traffic department 
cannot handle the current system and I doubt that they can cope with 
the new system. Wolly

2020-10-07 
20:52:10 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

These laws will not be applied to everybody equally. Cops will target 
white people and women, because they are shit scared of the illegal 
and non-licensed drivers. They will also not do anything to the taxi 
drives and truck drivers, because most cops are on their payrolls. I do 
not think for one moment that these regulaHons will be worth the 
paper they are wri]en on. Samuel

2020-10-07 
20:49:14 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It seems they want to make collecHng of money easy and objecHng 
near impossible.  
I got a parking fine which was not even my car. I submi]ed my 
representaHon three  Hmes over a ten month period  before  the fine 
was cancelled. keith

2020-10-07 
20:47:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I object to the new proposed regulaHons all together. Ashley

2020-10-07 
20:43:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Govt have proven track record of incompetant admin& opportunisHc 
the_ from any new  income generated. Taxi 's are main rule breakers, 
not companies. Too poliHcally sensiHve to discipline. 

ROD
2020-10-07 
20:36:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Too many regulaHons cost tax payers and discourage personal 
accountability Jill

2020-10-07 
20:32:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We don’t need cameras for law enforcerment, let officers work for 
there salaries and do visible policesing instead of using the camera as a 
cash cow. Sam 

2020-10-07 
20:28:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders pete

2020-10-07 
20:27:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I don't believe this act is enforcible. It also sounds unconsHtuHonal. Lionel 

2020-10-07 
20:21:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél
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2020-10-07 
20:15:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If the taxi drivers can get away with their kind of driving without paying 
any penalHes or fines, how will it work for ordinary driver who might 
make one small mistake and yet land up as a criminal offence, while 
the Taxi drivers have the Government over a barrel!!! 
Where does this money go, the fines and penalHes...??? Who is going 
to get a backhander? To allow someone to get away with a fine. 
I think it would be much be]er if the government first focusses on the 
present corrupHon, and put those offenders into prison or make them 
pay the money back. 
Once the economic state of South Africa has become much more 
stable, then yes we could  look at the policy from a different outlook.   
But not yet. Most of our drivers, drive too fast and disobey all the 
rules, puVng other drivers in danger. Deal with them first to help 
prevent the current high rate of road deaths diana

2020-10-07 
20:06:37 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Hoe kan die boetes sommer verdubbel ? Hul sal soek tot hul iets kry 
om jou oor te beboet. 

Iemand het my nr plate laat maak en ry met sy motor en my nr plate 
deur n hele paar Etoll plekke in Natal en die boetes word aan my 
gestuur. Het al verskeie kere vir Etoll gebel en eposse gestuur, maar 
niks word gedoen nie. WIE GAAN NOU BEBOET WORD VIR DIE SKELMS 
SE KOSTES ????? Jossie

2020-10-07 
19:57:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The speed cameras may not work properly or fraudulent pracHces can 
be encouraged to increase income to the municipality. 

MunicipaliHes can increase income by seVng low  speed limits  outside 
li]le towns for no obvious reason.  Travelers not familiar to the area 
can get big fines that are unfair.    All areas of our government and 
municipaliHes have problems with unqualified staff or staff that 
commit  fraud. Rochelle

2020-10-07 
19:56:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

At present the traffic department are unable to fine the taxi industry 
correctly which creates the first gap of double standard  penalHes.  
Secondly the cost and Hme need to appeal at present is an 
inconvenient process and requires people to take off work in order to 
stand in long lines. 
AddiHonally I have previously been fined incorrectly. (Picture of car 
was not mine, but they had linked it to my profile.) this in itself shows 
that unHl such Hme as the traffic departments standard of accuracy 
and operaHons have improved, they are not in a posiHon to add 
further restricHons. Courtney

2020-10-07 
19:38:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

More opportuniHes for bribes to be paid.will taxis drivers be treated in 
the same way as every other road  users? Sort out lawlessness there 
first. LaurenHa

2020-10-07 
19:38:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another way for the cops to  bribe and scam the whole of SA. 
As usual, a money making scam for the elite to use  our money. Caron

2020-10-07 
19:24:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Constan 

2020-10-07 
19:16:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This government can't even enforce the basic laws like needing a 
drivers license, how do they think they're going to manage a 1st world 
law like aarto?! Get the basics right first! Gillian 

2020-10-07 
19:14:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Phadiel

2020-10-07 
19:09:14 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Met alles wat so korrup is is die sekerlik dieselfde geldmaak besigheid  
watdefiniHtef weer in die verkeeerde persoon se beursie beland bv. het 
so 3 maande gelede n e-toll boete gekry waar ek gery het met n 
redelike groot trok. het nog nooit so voertuig besit nie en was 32 jaar 
gelede in Johannesburg. Gerhard

2020-10-07 
19:07:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will be the same as always.. The law abiding motorist will be the so_ 
target and the taxi drivers as always will have carte Blanche.  Sadly we 
have the regulaHons but nobody enforces them Teresa

2020-10-07 
19:06:04 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Lesley

2020-10-07 
19:03:16 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél

2020-10-07 
19:02:21 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél
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2020-10-07 
18:58:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Under the proposed new system we would loose our right to a court 
hearing and would therefore  be found guilt without the City 
(municipality) having to prove guilt.. 
As it is many/most cameras do not comply with protocols and are set 
up on grass/sand etc and not a hard surface as required. We would be 
unable to ask for cerHficaHon of the equipment and the operators 
cerHficaHon. This is not about safety but about money! 
AND the fines are already excessive. Brian

2020-10-07 
18:57:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Because the majority of law enforcement staff are unprofessional, 
undertrained and nowhere near enough control measures to control 
and monitor them this measures will   ulHmately lead to abuse of 
power and will not help to make our roads safer.  All this new proposed 
"excessive control and abusive laws" was not well though through . J

2020-10-07 
18:47:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is plainly just another ploy to get money out of motorists and 
penalising them Gasant

2020-10-07 
18:38:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gavin

2020-10-07 
18:37:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is purely being introduced because they want more money, and 
will create criminals of innocent drivers whilst significantly prevenHng 
the ability of drivers to challenge any of these draconian measures. Eric

2020-10-07 
18:36:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Alex

2020-10-07 
18:35:19 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders UndemocraHc and draconial! Benne]

2020-10-07 
18:19:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I feel that a fair system must be used and coupled to fair disciplinary 
measures. When looking at these proposals I do not think any of it is 
being fair. Our drivers needs to be controlled, everyone of them, not 
only a minority and the balance are let off. the reasons for enforcing or 
not enforcing is a whole other debate that can take hours or 
paragraphs to write. Point is be fair and they can expect law abing 
ciHzens to accept rules and laws. Niel

2020-10-07 
18:18:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél

2020-10-07 
18:18:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél

2020-10-07 
18:15:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elizabeth

2020-10-07 
18:11:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ian

2020-10-07 
18:10:13 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sluit eerder mense toe wat alkol gebruik en dan bestuur. 
Ban alkol in Suid Afrika. 
Dan sal al die ander verkeers probleme ook verdwyn. 
En verander wet dat jy eers lesensie kan kry wanneer jy 21 jaar oud 
is!!!! Nicolaas

2020-10-07 
18:10:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforcing traffic laws, collecHng outstanding fines and monitoring of 
non roadworthy vehicles is already a joke. Bribery and corrupHon will 
merely increase as well. Eldon 

2020-10-07 
18:09:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed regulaHons are aimed at taking away public rights and 
making more money by those in power.  The same old ANC 
government model that will inevitably fail. MarHn

2020-10-07 
18:06:26 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Adri

2020-10-07 
18:03:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Shereen

2020-10-07 
18:01:21 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnHl such Hme that law enforcement is applied without corrupHon, 
those who have always been guilty of traffic offences, will conHnue to 
get away with it. Only those without contacts in the police, traffic or 
government will be prosecuted. Just another way to make more 
money to have stolen by corrupHon. Joe
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2020-10-07 
17:51:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The AARTO system, like every other high-flying idea from the 
government, has been proven to not work, yet the esteemed minister 
(not) wants to use this seriously flawed system to wreck more chaos in 
our country, as it is in chaos that rampant thievery gets a free pass.  
Our consHtuHon is based on the legality of being innocent unHl having 
been proven guilty, however in this case, one has to argue one's 
innocence. Burden and cost of proof must rest on the state, not the 
individual. 
No regulaHon or law can override our consHtuHon.  
It is really Hme for the ANC to actually learn how to govern a naHon, as 
opposed to stealing from the ciHzenry.  
The government is not the ruler of this naHon, it is merely a temporary 
custodian/minder of of the 'best' interests of the people.  
Learn quickly ANC or face the consequences. TC

2020-10-07 
17:44:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pierre

2020-10-07 
17:40:21 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If nothing could be implemented or enforced in the past, what makes 
you think it can be done now. Hopelessly too complicated if you look at 
the quality of people who have to enforce this. Alta

2020-10-07 
17:38:59 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

ANOTHER WAY TO STEAL MORE FROM MOTORISTS AND DISALLOWING 
THEIR RIGHTS TO DEFEND ANY WRONG DOING BY LAW 
ENFORCEMENT / POLICE  IN A COURT. Herbert

2020-10-07 
17:33:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The System is already dysfuncHonal .  Speeding fines are to a very large 
degree quesHonable and issued in a suspicious manner so as to raise 
funds for the municipaliHes coffers.  Traps are very o_en placed in 
places where they do not enhance safety.  

Patrick

2020-10-07 
17:33:09 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Every ciHzen has a basic right to be tried in court.  This is yet another 
ill-thought-out proposal that will result in more bribery, corrupHon, 
the_ and threats to the ciHzens of this country. Monique

2020-10-07 
17:26:58 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The new proposed laws are seeking an easy way out of  avoiding  the 
real traffic violators by tarring every motorist with a tar brush and 
denying individual motorists the right of appeal. Colin

2020-10-07 
17:16:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole proposal is open to abuse. Why can you not appeal but 
have to go through a long process. I can see bribary going rife and I 
have known a number of cases where  the Officers have just le_ the 
speed recorded for many innocent people to be fined. 
I have never seen fixed fines applied and they seem to vary from 
Municipality to Municipality. 
This is another a]empt to make SA a police state. JIm

2020-10-07 
17:09:47 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Erica

2020-10-07 
17:07:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders ANC is hell bent on infringing on our consHtuHonal rights. Paul

2020-10-07 
17:03:20 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

My concern about the proposed demerit system is the enforcement of 
the suspension  of drivers licenses under the proposal once drivers 
reach the 12+ demerits. With so many lawless drivers already on the 
roads ie people already driving without a legal and valid drivers license, 
what proposal under the new system is there to actually stop people 
from conHnuing from driving if their license is suspended? 
For eg, I due to forgeVng to renew my license was driving for a period 
of Hme with an expired license, and during that Hme was stopped 
once, I handed the office my expired license, he glanced at it, checked 
my vehicle license and promptly handed me my drivers license back 
and allowed me to proceed without even a warning that I was driving 
with an expired license. 
With that in light, I do foresee that the demerits system being a 
complete failure and merely another avenue for corrupHon with the 
funds being provided to municipaliHes for seVng up the required 
demerits system being misappropriated by those in charge........ Peter

2020-10-07 
17:00:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

As an ex traffic officer, there is nothing wrong with the exisHng law. The 
problem is : (1) The authoriHes have not employed enough traffic 
officers to keep up with the  increase of motor vehicles. (2) 
Enforcement by camera where you have to wait for a summons is a 
waste of Hme and money. 
The only way to bring down any crime is by high visibility enforcement, 
where motorists can see an offender being stopped and issued with a 
summons on the spot. 
 Employ the right people to do the work Michael

2020-10-07 
16:50:44 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders darla

2020-10-07 
16:47:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders These are suggesHons that have obviously not been thought through. EVenne

2020-10-07 
16:45:33 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There are so many drivers commiVng offences without retribuHon. 
Will these new regulaHons  be for the selected few offenders. 
Many ciHzens do not have faith in the current jusHce system,  how will  
costly new regulaHons be fair jusHce for all controlled. More costs.  
Make the current system work before burdening the taxpayers with 
more unnecessary costs.  
E-Toll - Scrap it.  
Fuel Levy  - Should be scrapped for pensioners.  
Demerit system - Won't work for all. Many offenders do not have 
official addresses. 
 Thora

2020-10-07 
16:35:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another way to steal money from some ciHzens. And we all 
know which ciHzens will have to suffer more.  A corrupt government 
and their incapable corrupt thieving friends. 
Most of them unwilling and unable to do an honest days work . Lorraine

2020-10-07 
16:31:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders James
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2020-10-07 
16:21:37 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The main offenders are the taxi industry and they behave as if no 
regulaHons exist , which indicates that they are not being 
apprehended. What benefit  would the new regulaHons be to other 
road users who I am sure WOULD be penalized ? It appears that this is 
another ruse to milk more funds from the middle income folk  who 
carry the major tax burden already. 
These proposals sHnk. Henry

2020-10-07 
16:12:41 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Demerit points too strict for wrong reasons, why can taxis drive and 
break laws and hardly any acHon taken reduces infringements  and 
what will demerit points help if traffic officials takes bribes? Niekie

2020-10-07 
16:10:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will only affect a few of the populaHon i.e.  the middle class who are 
already burdened excessively. gisela

2020-10-07 
16:05:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Law enforcement officers are corrupt and will focus in so_ targets who 
are generally law abiding Janet

2020-10-07 
15:59:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Clearly this illogical system is only targeHng the minoriHes in South 
Africa. It is senseless and will only once again extort the few that are 
being extorted conHnuously as it is. 

Hanno

2020-10-07 
15:59:28 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't see why this is being changed because it will only apply to the 
so_ target non black community when enforced, not the serious 
infringers Allen

2020-10-07 
15:55:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders chris

2020-10-07 
15:52:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The SA government must fix  the rampant corrupHon throughout SOE's 
& hopefully with that regain the confidence of its ciHzens. Only then 
should they be allowed to change laws which currently are not being 
enforced to the le]er of the law.  There's no point in changing traffic  
laws when many of the staff implemenHng the current laws are 
dishonest. Ken

2020-10-07 
15:47:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Only lawful people will be  affected. corrupHon will sky rock FJ

2020-10-07 
15:42:39 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will lead to far more corrupHon than we have currently which in a, 
rough esHmaHon, is 80 to 98 % depending on the area. No thank you. Sandy

2020-10-07 
15:36:44 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Traffic violaHon fines have increased exponenHally & are proven 
ineffecHve as deterrent. The increase in penalty is both puniHve & 
extorHonate, leading to a suspicion that this is yet another revenue 
generator for a government desperate to generate income at any cost 
rather than resolve grass root issues.  

Kelvin

2020-10-07 
15:21:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This government has not been able to sort out the problem with the 
system we have at present with only a few that get policed. This will 
cause more chaos than  the system we have at present!!! Arlene 

2020-10-07 
15:12:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is ludicrous. They cant do their current enforcement. How on 
earth are they going to enforce this. Once again its a money making 
issue. Some people will pay and others wont. So tell me how is this 
going to be achieved. Start confiscaHng cars for speeding, driving 
under the influence and breaking traffic laws and see what happens. 
The only trouble is you will need massive places to store all the cars, 
but this will hurt. Neville

2020-10-07 
15:12:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Do not remove exisHng rights Chris

2020-10-07 
15:08:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Vanessa 

2020-10-07 
15:08:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jenica

2020-10-07 
15:06:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Every ciHzen has a right to be HEARD and not to be judged via wri]en 
submissions philip

2020-10-07 
14:58:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Candy

2020-10-07 
14:58:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Not only does this proposed madness increase the potenHal for 
bribery and corrupHon, it is also unworkable from a lack of 
incompetence in the Metro Police. This legislaHon seems to aim to 
reinforce the spectacularly failed e-toll system. In a law abiding country 
with a trained and ethical police force this approach could possibly 
work. In the South African context, however, this idea is dead in the 
water. 
This act does not allow for the consHtuHonal "innocent unHl proven 
guilty". The costs to appeal a system that is not to be trusted is 
ludicrous.  
There are so many other policing deficiencies already that this will just 
become another administraHve fiasco, and this is going to be another 
excellent scheme for bribery not to get point at aarto believe you me. 

  

 Danie&Thea
2020-10-07 
14:57:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I am not in support of any of the changes. Diana

2020-10-07 
14:48:06 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is very worrying that we have far too few traffic officials visible on 
our roads to enforce the law . Laws change but we have no way of 
being noHfied about the changes . 

Colleen
2020-10-07 
14:41:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders claire

2020-10-07 
14:33:32 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders nico

2020-10-07 
14:32:54 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing our right to appeal traffic violaHons is unconsHtuHonal. 
Also, how on earth will all these draconian measures be enforced 
when the authoriHes are incapable of enforcing the current laws? Deborah
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2020-10-07 
14:28:31 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Where I understand the need to regulate the lack of integrity on the 
road,  
they should be spending Hme rooHng out the corrupt and illegal 
licences , the unroadworthy 
vehicles and the blatant disregard for traffic signs, rules and 
regulaHons.  
Licensing of a vehicle should have a lee way of 3 months. due to the 
heavy waiHng period over lockdown and covid in general. 
Appearing in court over an offence is a human right but they could 
have traffic courts to alleviate the backlog of general court cases. 
the demerit system is just a way of controlling the populaHon now that 
they think they have a handle on this. 
Democracy must rule over every regulaHon that effects the public as 
we are the tax payers who pay the salaries of the rule makers. 
Our ideas and objecHons must be heard and taken into account.  

linda

2020-10-07 
14:27:40 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

the problem with current regulaHons is not the regulaHons itself it is a 
lack of enforcement. so unless this is stepped up no new regulaHons 
will make a difference. 
tke current enforcement nrrds to be stepped up and once that is 
saHsfactory can new regulaHons be considered. Frederick

2020-10-07 
14:26:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How this government can think that they have the smallest bit of 
legiHmacy le_ a_er their thieving and stealing over many decades have 
not only been exposed, but confirmed in the renewed frenzy of 
corrupHon following the outbreak of the pandemic, beats me, and all 
raHonal, thinking ciHzens.  I am opposed to everything they do, and 
especially the 'iniHaHves' undertaken by one of the most discredited 
departments in a government that has no shortage of those. Just stop 
the looHng, and focus on the criminals in your own party ranks. Leave 
the ciHzens of this country alone, stop pestering them with new laws, 
and focus on enforcing the exisHng traffic laws, which you have barely 
been able to do. It will take quite some Hme before any proposal from 
your side will have even a modicum of credibility. For now: just go 
away. Please. Albert

2020-10-07 
14:25:02 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gail

2020-10-07 
14:23:23 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed changes defy logic. Not only are they draconian, they 
infringe on civil rights. It just shows that the government is turning our 
country into a Totalitarian State.  
This just opens the door for more corrupHon thievery and bullying 
from traffic officials. E-tolls are completely unconsHtuHonal and these 
crazy laws are designed to steal every cent out of already 
overburedened pockets - will it reduce trafic violaHons, I think not! Dennis

2020-10-07 
14:09:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I feel that all of the new regulaHons are not puniHve and that this 
infriges on a lot of our consHtuHonal rights as well as trying to fill the 
government coffers to make the man in the street foot the bill for the 
major corrupHon that is taking place, law enforcement are to lazy to 
follow up with gross infringements and tracking of the perpetrators for 
eg catching taxi drivers who constantly put the public at high risk of 
fataliHes by their total disregard for traffic laws and are never brought 
to book Clive

2020-10-07 
14:06:49 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders clive

2020-10-07 
14:04:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sadly .. racism of majoriHes toward minoriHes is a painful issue in law 
enforcement in SA now. CATHRIN

2020-10-07 
14:01:22 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is ridiculous to enforce any  regulaHons when the licensing offices 
are in such chaos and you have to wait hours and hours in queus to get 
into the offices. 

Use our traffic officers to  catch real offenders  of the law--taxis, drunk 
drivers etc cheryl

2020-10-07 
14:00:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nigwl

2020-10-07 
14:00:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders just another way for government to control us and make money SANDRA

2020-10-07 
14:00:13 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Nothing this country introduces works.   Get the fat officers to do their 
jobs and get out there. 
The only thing i support and thought it was a criminal offence is to not 
drive without a license. 
. Nancy

2020-10-07 
13:59:34 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders The City is becoming more authoritarian by the day. George

2020-10-07 
13:57:30 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél
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2020-10-07 
13:57:13 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Again another law to contain the freedom of general law abiding 
ciHzens, whom will no doubt be targeted. 
Are the traffic officials going to stop and fine the taxis that make use of 
the yellow lane to pass other road users, 
Are the traffic officials going to fine taxis that creep over the traffic line, 
anHcipaHng the green light at robots and ending up half way across the 
intersecHon or even over before the light changes, 
Are the traffic officials going to fine taxis for overtaking on solid lines 
and painted islands, 
There are sHll more to menHon, but I believe that again a blind eye will 
be turned when it comes to taxis which rule the road (and some 
officials) piet

2020-10-07 
13:56:57 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

More  and more rules for the bad drivers to ignore and never be held 
accountable.  Lorraine 

2020-10-07 
13:56:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél

2020-10-07 
13:56:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die regulasies kan nie eers toegepas word soos dit tans is nie, hoe gaan 
dit gedoen word met die nuwe stelsel. Dis ongrondwetlik om my regte 
weg te neem. Die nuwe stelsel spreek - net soos die huidige stelsel - 
nie padveiligheid aan nie. Ouers ry steeds met kinders sonder om hulle 
vas te gordel, dierelie�ebbers bestuur steeds met diere op die skoot 
of skouer.  
Indien die paaie onderhou word, sal minder ongelukke plaasvind. 
Omkopery sal met die nuwe stelsel bloot verhoog.  Konsentreer op die 
onverantwordelike bestuurders soos die taxi's en jongmense wat dink 
hulle is King of the Road sodra hulle 'n lisensie het. Die reg op 'n 
lisensie gaan gepaard met verantwoordelikheid. Dalk is dit die 
belangrikste deel wat vir kinders geleer moet word. Laat daar weer 
amateur baanresies plaasvind waar die cowboys hulleself kan gaan 
uitleef i.p.v op die snelweë. Ronél

2020-10-07 
13:55:32 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Instead of doubling fines how about proper traffic policing all I ever see 
is bunches  of them under bridges or else driving around doing nothing 
AND  exceeding the speed limits. 

Then how about really controlling the taxis first. They exceed the 
speed limit by double and overload and overtake and jump robots - 
shall I go on? Yet ordinary motorists are always targeted.  

Archie

2020-10-07 
13:49:17 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole AARTO  situaHon is another joke from this government of 
ours. Road tolls do not work demerit system does not work , both tried 
and failed dismally , does no one learn anything. John

2020-10-07 
13:48:24 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No I do not support it at all 
Will taxi drivers also have to abide by this legislaHon??!!! Maria

2020-10-07 
13:44:36 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

* Removing my right to quesHon the methods of enforcement must 
surely be unconsHtuHonal, besides  changing the spirit of the whole 
legal system 
* Demerit points on licence discs illustrates the extent to which 
revenue generaHon has hijacked the whole legal system 
* Doubling the fines? Come on!!! Further illustraHon of the revenue 
collecHon that dominates  
* E-tolls should never have come into existence 
* Draconian to make it a criminal offence for not possessing a drivers 
licence 
* The enHre traffic penalty system should be re-visited. Revenue 
collecHon vs making our roads safe should be up for complete revision  

Har Bhajan

2020-10-07 
13:43:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Everything from rules regarding toll to no choice to go to court is 
absurd. 
Nothing wrong with law as is. Cornelius

2020-10-07 
13:43:18 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jade
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2020-10-07 
13:41:27 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Present regulaHons are sufficient- they just need to be enforced- taxi 
industry included! 
It should only become a criminal offense if driving without a licence 
commercially- privately a civil offense with penalty is sufficient 
otherwise every offender becomes a criminal and their lives are 
wreaked for good. 
'..replace infringers rights to elect to be tried in court with wri]en 
representaHon..": who is the brain child behind this? In a country 
where there is so much illiteracy- many people won't be able to hand 
in a wri]en representaHon. 
Doubling of fines: has it ever done or changed anything? No, just check 
the history in other countries. High fines has become an evil system to 
finance corrupt and incapable governments but has done very li]le to 
change behavior- why? Because the money collected from the fines 
has never been used to educate the people and create iniHaHves which 
would lead to a more responsible aVtude and behavior. 
How can you implement a system based purely on punishment in a 
country where there is no proper naHonwide public transport system 
in place? What are all the people who's driver licences have been 
taken away going to do if they depend on the licence to make a living? 
They are all going to be  repeat offenders (driving without a 
licence)and becoming what- criminals?- like the murderers, child 
abusers, thief's and thugs?  A system of punishment has never worked- 
a system of educaHon - and a system of equality (including the taxi 
industry)is the be]er opHon. Norbert

2020-10-07 
13:34:45 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am opposed to it. It is mainly aimed at more taxaHon and will be 
badly administered and open to corrupHon . It also does away with the 
consHtuHonal right to a fair trial if you believe you have a valid Defence 
to the alleged offense. Hugh

2020-10-07 
13:34:43 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am opposed to it. It is mainly aimed at more taxaHon and will be 
badly administered and open to corrupHon . It also does away with the 
consHtuHonal right to a fair trial if you believe you have a valid Defence 
to the alleged offense. Hugh

2020-10-07 
13:32:12 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

At the moment there are not sufficient officials to administer the 
current traffic laws. How will this differ under AARTO? Also, the rights 
of the ciHzens are being taken away, since when does a person have to 
prove that he/she is innocent. We do not live in a communist state, is 
SA not part of the free world? No, this is just another way of taking 
money from people to be abused and squandered by those in charge. 
Stop this nonsense of changing SA into a police state. Our current 
minister of police thinks that the police are in charge of the country. 
Who does he think he is? Adriaan

2020-10-07 
13:26:11 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a recipe for corrupHon as this virtually takes away your right to 
dispute a fine. They must first enforce exisHng rules and regulaHons 
before they can implement new regulaHons. Thys 

2020-10-07 
13:19:56 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andy

2020-10-07 
13:18:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO system  is another way of opening door for corrupHon. NaHonal 
gov want to takes income away from local councils. Our rights 
protected under the ConsHtuHon is being striped away from SA 
ciHzens.    Sheahan

2020-10-07 
13:08:48 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Nicola 

2020-10-07 
13:06:35 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Myrna

2020-10-07 
12:59:44 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders I do not agree with any of the proposed new regulaHons. Billy

2020-10-07 
12:56:08 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can we trust the ANC and its tentacles? During Covit 19 the police 
and the powers behind them, proved they are bullies. So what can 
ordinary ciHzens expect? I suggest that they start doing something 
posiHve (not stealing and raping tax payers money) if they can. If they 
cannot as proven since 1994 then stand back its Hme for honest and 
capable, qualified people to do the jobs of Government etc. etc Francois

2020-10-07 
12:52:51 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is yet another a]empt by the authoritarian, anH-democraHc ANC 
to rip off and penalise law abiding South Africans. The exisHng road 
traffic laws are more than adequate if they are properly and efficiently 
enforced. 
SO I SAY "NO WAY!" to these proposed UNDEMOCRATIC LAWS! Tony

2020-10-07 
12:51:55 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I smell corrupHon as bribes will flow as  the   people cant afford  going 
to court. Ebe
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2020-10-07 
12:51:52 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The new AARTO regulaHons require strong corrupHon free 
administraHve capacity in order to be fair, just, and effecHve. UnHl the 
authoriHes can demonstrate that they have at least the is capacity to 
enforce the exisHng regulaHons effecHvely this new legislaHon should 
not be introduced. My opinion is that the Minister and her teams 
should a]end to enforcing current legislaHon before expending effort 
and resources on trying to update /change the legislaHon. While some 
of the concepts in AARTO are laudable many of the remedies proposed 
are draconian and grant excessive power to officials over ciHzens. The 
complexiHes of the processes and the regulaHons are such that the 
average motorist will be hard pressed to comprehend them in a 
manner that their rights are protected - that is not a democraHc 
environment nor one that leads to compliance. The challenge of 
criminals impersonaHng officials and of too many officials being 
corrupt is a major stumbling block that will cause further burden on 
the administraHve capaciHes. The failure of government to manage the 
toll fee fiasco should not be added to the issue of either a driving 
license or vehicle license. It is unacceptable that TAXIS conHnue to be 
able to operate in any manner they choose and government take no 
acHon and indeed seem to be in fear of the taxi community. The 
penalHes for not carrying a drivers license are extreme and reminiscent 
of Apartheid "dompas" regime. 
The regulaHon is simply not appropriate because government are now 
in a posiHon where they are reaping the rewards of previously having 
used methods of "making the country ungovernable" they must now 
govern the ungovernable. What is the point of new regulaHon that will 
burden a few but make no difference to those who regard themselves 
as immune to /ungovernable by regulaHon? 
Why does government not demonstrate good faith by 
- Removing vehicles that are no roadworthy from the roads ( Crush and 
Scrap) 
- Removing unlicensed drivers from the road 
- Enforcing exisHng road regulaHons 
- Ensuring that roads and signs are such that drivers can comply with 
road regulaHons. Anna

2020-10-07 
12:50:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Rather all these new opHons for requesHng a cool drink why not insist 
on compulsory insurance  and road worthy cerHficates for all vehicles. 
Easier to administer and less prone to cool drink requests  Denis

2020-10-07 
12:45:17 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This law is unconsHtuHonal & authoritarian removing right to court.  
Draconian, socialist in the back door means of saving face over e-tolls.  
Penalises legal drivers & has no effect on those who drive illegally.  We 
need proper enforcement not authoritarian laws. Tessa

2020-10-07 
12:42:29 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I disagree with any changes to these regulaHons. The ciHzens of South 
Africa are in no posiHon to accept more of a financial burden from this 
parasiHc government. Our response to the E-Toll system was a 
noHficaHon that this government has already gone too far. CEASE AND 
DESIST FROM RAPING US ! Gavin

2020-10-07 
12:40:50 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Obviously  running out of money Rather get the money back from the 
crooks robbers fraudster tenderpreuners which the government 
condones FRANK

2020-10-07 
12:20:53 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There should be the choice to take the fine to court,police arnt always 
right. 
15 demerit points sounds good but who decides how many for each 
fine???? 
Drunk driving must be punished more severely,dont wait for an 
accident. 
Disqualified drivers must not drive ,right now they just drive without a 
license. 

Peter
2020-10-07 
12:18:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Definately not a good idea with our corrupt government.He_y fines 
will be pocketed and our rights infringed. Gillian

2020-10-07 
12:17:30 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The etol system has been proved to be inefficient. 
Bribery and corrupHon are only too common in SA and that right of not 
having an opHon to go to court just adds to the possibility of more 
corrupHon. 

Richard
2020-10-07 
12:11:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Schalk

2020-10-07 
12:09:38 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Kry die mense uit op straat om hul werk te doen en nie om in kantore 
te sit  en doelloos met staats motors rond te ry en sit in motors  vas 
aan die slaap in die  koelte van n boom ens. Die publiek gaan nie betaal 
vir jul laksheid. willem
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2020-10-07 
12:05:33 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Taking ones right away to defend oneself in a court of law based on the 
premise that you are not guilty unHl proven guilty is an consHtuHonal 
right that may not be broken. The proposed system would place the 
burden on the individual and not the state. Thus may never be allowed 
as it would give the state to much power. This will further place an 
unnecessary burden on generally law abiding ciHzens. These people 
would also be the so_ targeted by corrupt officials as clearly 
demonstrated with the high occurrence of bribes. Numerous 
occurrences of people being stopped for trumped up offenses to 
obtain a bribe. This system in my view would only increase under this 
proposed changes. 

The E-toll system is a corrupt, burdensome and ineffecHve system. The 
cost of the roads infrastructure could have been recouped with a far 
more simple system. (I believe OUTA indicated something in the region 
of a 10c increase on fuel and the roads would have been paid off by 
now. There was a 30c increase just a_er the implementaHon to " 
subsidize/reduce toll fees" a_er the fist objecHons were made. The 
fuel levy has been increased by about R2 since the E-toll has been 
implemented. SANRAL has indicated that E-toll revenue would be in 
the region of 30% of their budget income? How can a small fracHon of 
road users and road network be responsible for the bulk of the 
organizaHons budget? Something does not make sense. This is 
definitely not a user pay system but a user overpays and extorted 
system. People are not stupid we know that this regulaHon changes is 
just a means to have another weapon to FORCE people to pay E-tolls. 

Renewing ones drivers license is currently already a nightmare as one 
can not get an appointment. Now you want to make driving without a 
valid drivers license a criminal offense? Our courts and jail system 
already overburden. FOCUS ON REAL CRIMINALS AND START WITH 
CORRUPT POLITICIANS Eben

2020-10-07 
12:02:00 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We cannot even stop people speeding, driving badly.  Lets get back the 
basic rules get them enforced an then try and look  at more 
complicated rules.   rob

2020-10-07 
11:49:01 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sadly I must agree with most of the comments made so far. If the 
exisHng laws were being enforced correctly  then there would not be 
any need to make new laws... Barbara

2020-10-07 
11:48:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Once again this government wishes to oppose draconian laws to cover 
it's previous 
incompetence. COLIN

2020-10-07 
11:48:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We already have one set of laws for some ciHzens, and another set of 
laws for others.  Taxis can do what they want with impunity, while the 
rest of the populaHon is slammed. Changing the laws won't fix 
anything; change has to come with the enforcement of the laws we 
already have. I'm against anything that takes away my exisHng rights. Marilize 

2020-10-07 
11:35:03 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This Government is corrupt start recHfying the house before you try 
and govern the people. 

Is it not enough that the ANC has stolen so much, get rid of the 
corrupHon in Government first if you can do that try policing the 
people and their driving habits. 

Focus on where the problem is that is in the office of the ANC. Robin

2020-10-07 
11:33:46 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our country is far from able to run a system like this. The courts are 
behind, the people are corrupt, the bribery will sky rocket. 
MunicipaliHes need to sort out themselves as does the government 
before any laws can change. barbara

2020-10-07 
11:26:15 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The police are brutal enough, without enforcing this law. 
Of course it works in other countries, but then they're civilized Diane

2020-10-07 
11:22:07 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders rodney

2020-10-07 
11:18:42 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Nothing will change, only certain people will be targeted, the taxi's will 
conHnue to behave absolutely lawlessly and it will just make more 
"rules" to be broken or abused by the metro police. This is just another 
money making scheme. Marinell

2020-10-07 
11:11:25 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ma]

2020-10-07 
10:29:05 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

More a]empts to restrict the rights and freedoms of ciHzens and 
squeeze them for more (now much needed) money by govt. Typical of 
the inexorable encroachment of top-down control by an increasingly 
Socialist-leaning government. There will also be double standards 
when applied to the law-exempt taxi industry to whose tune the govt 
dances. colin

2020-10-06 
18:16:13 Western Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders This wil never work with taxis Leon

Mpumalanga 65
2020-11-30 
09:29:24 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Armand

2020-11-16 
09:37:04 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is just another way of making more money to support corrupHon Rodney

2020-11-14 
12:25:10 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jan
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2020-11-05 
13:32:00 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

New regulaHons will not make a difference to the overall safety of 
ciHzens on our roads. Perfect the enforcement of current regulaHons 
(that are more than sufficient) before overcomplicaHng regulaHons. 

Higher fines will lead to an increase in bribes offered, and accepted, as 
ciHzens will be less able and willing to pay fines, and corrupt officials 
will exploit this. 

Let offices and regulators involved with traffic and roads be rewarded 
for increasing road safety staHsHcs, and not by how many persons they 
fine and how many fines they collect. Income from fines and 
enforcement of road safety regulaHons should not be linked in any 
way. 

Reckless drivers who drink and drive are already operaHng outside the 
law. Decreasing the allowable alcohol content on a person’s breath or 
in their blood will only lead to responsible drivers being penalised as 
well. Instead of trying to increase the enforcement agencies’ income 
by broadening fineable offenses to “easy targets”, rather train and 
equip enforcement agencies to effecHvely get the high-risk reckless 
drivers off our roads. 

Lastly, it should not be a criminal offense to drive without ones license 
on their person. There are many scenarios in which this can happen 
without criminal intent (e.g. simply forgeVng your license in a 
different car or at home, or having lost your license, etc.). This should 
never be seen as a criminal offense. Ignus

2020-11-03 
05:32:19 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Metros cant even keep taxis in line. This government is a bunch of 
thieves.   

Yet again another Avenue to loot this country.  

YOU DO NOT HAVE MY SUPPORT Inge

2020-10-30 
14:53:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. - 
Can be bias and open to incorrect interpretaHon.  Not consHtuHonally 
correct and might be unfair. 
2) Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred 
before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 
15 and introducing demerit points on the license discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators. - The point system 
does not work in other countries of the world and it has been proven.  
It will not assist with improving illegal and dangerous driving. It will 
have no benefit.  Only more administraHon and possibiliHes for 
corrupHon. 
3) Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. -  You sHll 
have to be proven guilty.  Doubling the penalHes means already 
sentenced and found quilty.  Not consHtuHonal. 
4) Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. - E-Toll in itself is 
unconsHtuHonal and was ruled as such.  We are already paying road 
tax.  No E-Toll ever. 
5) Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. - Agree! 
6) CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. - Agree Steven

2020-10-28 
08:17:50 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders URECKA

2020-10-24 
08:54:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just a new way to lndorse the_ corrupHon and other illegal 
acHvites to enrich the goverment there is no ways to stop this rampant 
the_ from the working people of this country Charles

2020-10-22 
19:16:47 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Billy

2020-10-16 
14:28:42 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We can not afford this is just pure nonsense and it should be stop you 
allow cars with various registraHon number and not license in South 
Africa then you want to take points from us we are not going to allow 
that you fail to add law enforcement police to curb the behavior of 
drivers so please make  sure that foreign cars are limited they commit 
crime haet and run you can't trace those vehicle but you are very quick 
to jump to suppress us as south Africans and abuse blue lights being 
driven all over we arr driving ourselves so we can't allow it to happen Evans

2020-10-12 
10:20:08 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

PLEASE arrest the corrupt poliHcians and motorists you will deal with 
them later its too harsh and unconsHtuHonal. Vusumuzi 

2020-10-12 
07:22:37 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders harry

2020-10-12 
06:57:45 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Wat my bekommerd  maak is dat die nuwe we]e en reels weer net in 
die arme blanke Suid Afrikaners se kele afgedruk gaan word. ons mede 
landsburgers steur hulleself geensins aan die huidige padreels nie en 
daar word niks aan hulle gedoen nie. wat gaan hulle aan die Taxis doen 
met die volgende reels en we]e. ek het die antwoord  .NIKS. Huidiglik 
maak en breek hulle soos hulle wil en die gereg laat Gods water oor 
Gods akker loop. Hulle is verhewe bo die wet.  
Wens almal 'n wonderlike Godgeseende dag toe 
Chris Chris 

2020-10-12 
06:39:16 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etolls was created by CorrupHon. ANC can pay for etolls.  
There is much more alternaHves to get money for roads. Adriaan

2020-10-12 
06:32:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How can they double fines and use the demerit system for e-tolls if 
they wont even have proof that you got the e-toll and you always get it 
2 to 3 month late, just another way to steal money Brandon

2020-10-12 
05:59:46 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Koenie
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2020-10-11 
18:38:46 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are governed by a bunch of Mafia gangsters, they do not care 
about the ciHzens of RSA.   None of their approaches are original but 
derive from an Apartheid system that messed up this country . 
Everything  approach of this government  is to benefit their own 
pockets, total disregard for the people of South Africa, Samantha

2020-10-10 
13:55:28 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This does not allow one to prove your not guilty. You get a Hcket in the 
system and you are guilty???? David 

2020-10-10 
13:55:26 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This does not allow one to prove your not guilty. You get a Hcket in the 
system and you are guilty???? David 

2020-10-09 
17:29:47 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will never work in this country, there is far too much corrupHon  
and it doesn't have the manpower to enforce these laws, they can't 
even enforce the basic laws, how are they going to enforce the new 
ones and Fairly at that. Michélle

2020-10-09 
17:29:36 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will never work in this country, there is far too much corrupHon  
and it doesn't have the manpower to enforce these laws, they can't 
even enforce the basic laws, how are they going to enforce the new 
ones and Fairly at that. Michélle

2020-10-09 
17:29:21 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This will never work in this country, there is far too much corrupHon  
and it doesn't have the manpower to enforce these laws, they can't 
even enforce the basic laws, how are they going to enforce the new 
ones and Fairly at that. Michélle

2020-10-09 
15:21:54 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anita

2020-10-09 
14:49:16 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Abuse to the road users this rule was not open to a vote at any stage 
and speeding are extremely expensive Zacharia 

2020-10-09 
13:54:47 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Forcing persons to pay fines or demerit points without a trail is like 
saying you are guilty without a trail.  The onus of proof is now shi_ed  
to the alleged offender and this will cause undue hardship to the 
ciHzens of this country  Frederick 

2020-10-09 
10:33:15 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The Aim of all this is not for safety reasons but to conHnue draining 
people of working class their money. It's not fair to force people to pay 
etolls whereas money was recovered and stolen by officials. Emmanuel 

2020-10-09 
08:46:12 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Money making scheme again.... Focus on the basic things, I see almost 
10 cars a day driving around without number plates at the back. Do 
they ever get fines?? Valerie

2020-10-09 
07:51:51 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Will be misused Eugen 

2020-10-09 
07:18:11 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andries

2020-10-08 
17:28:08 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders HUGH

2020-10-08 
16:38:40 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-10-08 
15:46:57 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Too many laws already and the very basic ones are already ignored. 
Will prove to be another corrupt anc way of making money. 
Most traffic officials  already incompetent and involved. Trevor

2020-10-08 
13:15:05 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am in complete disagreement with the changes.   It gives greater 
leverage by government to subject ciHzens to pay more, as well as 
corrupt officers to demand greater bribes and support their confidence 
in having a right to bribe.   E tolls have not been accepted by ciHzens, 
why should payment therefore be increased and enforced. Kleinste

2020-10-08 
12:12:45 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ek stem glad nie saam met hierdie drakoniese maatreels nie.   dit gaan 
geen verskil maak aan die veiligheid van motoriste nie en hoegenaam 
nie die Taxis aanbande le nie,  daar is heeltemal te veel mag in die 
verkeerspolisie se hande wie kan besluit oor die uitreik van 'n boete of 
nie.  maak 'n waenhuis deur uit vir korupsie van verkeersbeamptes. 
die moontlikheid tot vertoee is nul.  ek het al 'n baie geldige vertoee 
gerig tot Aarto en hoegenaam geen respons van hulle af gekry nie. 
hierdie lyk net na nog 'n manier van die regering om die lewe van 
wetgehoorsame burgers hel te maak en die kriminele 'n vryhand te gee 
om te bestuur soos hul wil. 
die regulasie om die e-toll van die Gauteng metrapool te befonds deur 
verdubbeling van boetes is onweVg aangesien daar 'n groot vraag 
hang oor die weVgheid van hierdie stelsel.  
die demerit sisteem kan slegs werk as alle mense daaronder is, ook 
taxis en mense sonder adressa. Janita

2020-10-08 
11:45:05 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Cathy

2020-10-08 
11:41:57 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The way that fines will be issued is not acceptable. To appeal against 
any demerit points is going to be difficult. In Mpumalanga toll gates are 
very expensive and I use the e-toll roads once in a while, but I do not 
pay for it. To double fines for e-toll is not acceptable. Hennie

2020-10-08 
11:37:34 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Ethan

2020-10-08 
10:29:52 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andre

2020-10-08 
10:01:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another way to extract money from the people and give it 
to the the corrupt government Angela 

2020-10-08 
09:38:34 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I actually believe that given the state of our country at this point in 
Hme, doubling the fines is exactly what the authoriHes want - more 
money in their pockets-  it is all about finance. 
Can you honestly expect us to believe that the money will go into 
building new roads, fixing old ones - absolutely not, and if they do go 
ahead with building new roads or fixing current ones - guess what, it 
will go to one of the friends who know absolutely nothing about roads 
- they will overcharge and the job will fall apart within months if not 
weeks.  
NO MORE MONEY must be made available for them to steal. 

Monica
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2020-10-08 
09:16:45 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If the exisHng system is not effecHve it is because of the government's 
inability to apply the law fairly, effecHvely without corrupHon to all it's 
ciHzens. The proposed changes will only achieve criminalising law 
abiding ciHzens and enhancing corrupHon because it is not aimed at  
the correcHon of the current enforcement of the traffic laws. 
DemocraHcally the e-toll system has been rejected by the populaHon 
at large. Herman

2020-10-08 
08:47:34 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Met die algemene korupte beamtes gaan dit net meer korupsie 
veroorsaak André

2020-10-08 
08:46:57 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Met die algemene korupte beamtes gaan dit net meer korupsie 
veroorsaak André

2020-10-08 
08:46:25 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kathy 

2020-10-08 
08:45:49 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Met die algemene korupte beamtes gaan dit net meer korupsie 
veroorsaak André

2020-10-08 
08:39:12 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders What has etoll have to do with traffic road rules George 

2020-10-08 
08:00:10 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e Hll should not effect demerit points as that is a seperate court 
ba]le that needs to be finalized.  
Fines need to be standard country wide so everyone knows them and 
there are no bribes..  
the point system has no benifits in our lawless society unless we as a 
whole start following the law Theresa

2020-10-08 
07:50:53 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is unconsHtuHonal taking some ones right away to defend 
themselves in court.  
Why when this is a point system will we sHll pay a fine? This will cause 
another way for bribery and corrupHon, first sort out the current 
system.  How will you enforce this, who will be enforcing it without any 
corrupHon? The way our country is at the moment this will never 
work. Sanet

2020-10-08 
07:37:28 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Being bullied into paying etoll,something i did not vote or ask for. Naas

2020-10-08 
07:18:39 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Christo

2020-10-08 
07:15:47 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Good day  the current system  work as it is and worked properly  
before why change again  just to frustrate the ciHzens . 
Get the  LAW enforcement personnel the do their job right as they get 
paid to do it with our tax money  and the people will obey 
 Here in Mkondo the people just drive as they want they skip stop 
streets, skip red lights make U-turns  and many more they got no 
respect, , no the drivers just get away with the problem, trying to 
change the law will not help change the people that will enforce the 
LAW  

regards 
Marius 

marius

2020-10-08 
07:05:16 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Wow!! This government LOVES money, especially when it’s being 
milked from the ciHzens!! Whose the joker that has come up with this 
latest case of the_ and easy corrupHon? I DO NOT AGREE NOR ACCEPT 
THIS RUBBISH, these so called laws wri]en in that purposefully illogical 
and nonsensical language used in law that NO ONE can understand 
and thereby be screwed over every Hme!  I’m sick of this govt of 
thieves, parasites and criminal thugs! This cash cow has literally run 
dry!! KaHa

2020-10-08 
06:59:44 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Just another "well thought" inept act to squeeze more money for more 
corrupHon and more stealing. Nothing to do with improving driver 
behavior. Silviu

2020-10-08 
05:01:37 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Some of The law enforcement officers collect more money than their 
salaries through bribery. Money talks even in the highest ranks. Just 
look at the condiHon of our government. I am a loyal taxpayer for the 
past +50 years and have not seen so much of corrupHon as now ! 
I have taken picture of police / traffic officer overtaking on blind rise. 
Excuse I got from the relevant authority was "the officer was late for 
meeHng" 
Come on dear all south African ciHzens ! 
More laws more crime ! 
GET RID OF CRIME FROM THE TOP FIRST ! 
BECAUSE they will be the first ones to get away with any traffic 
offence. 
Thanks as many books can be wri]en regarding relevant topic on aarto Hussein

2020-10-08 
04:03:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is more like to imprison people before they are found guilty. 
There’s serious crime in this country this Is just crazy and going to 
waste our tax payers money .. any prison sentence is cosHng the 
government money .. Sifiso

2020-10-07 
21:51:53 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No don't think its necessary e-tolls  must be scrapped completely so 
why do this to us stop corrupHon and live this imbalanced act to South 
Africans. Moses 

2020-10-07 
19:54:38 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders PorHa

2020-10-07 
16:33:27 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

PLEASE; First clamp down on all the other transgressions like: Taxis that 
ignores the "rules of the road" Gert

2020-10-07 
16:17:25 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another ridiculous law that will bring more corrupHon and make life 
more difficult. We cannot afford to pay for the governments luxuries. Louise

2020-10-07 
15:37:13 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mike

2020-10-07 
15:36:06 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Laws are not  kept and seen to, do adfing more or more more severe 
laws will not solve solve the problem. Fining people the same for all, 
and teaching how the law works wil. Johanna
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2020-10-07 
14:27:39 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders Didagree to changes we cant the rules rightly policed Glen

2020-10-07 
14:15:25 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed changes defy logic.  Who will enforce them ?  Not only 
are they draconian, they infringe on civil rights.  It just shows that the 
government is turning our country into a Totalitarian State.  All ciHzens 
need to resist this at all cost ! Gwilym

2020-10-07 
12:16:06 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders

How do these proposals compare with other countries, like the United 
Kingdom, where this demerit system has been in operaHon for quite 
some Hme?  The right to go to court is  a fundamental right and should 
not be prohibited under any circumstances.  Doubling up on fines will 
not help. Just more police visibility and be]er trained officers will be a 
great help. These proposed acHons are so open to corrupHon, 
especially by incompetent officers.  
There are far more dangers from bad driving, such as passing on solid 
(and especially double) white lines that merit traffic police acHons than 
absence of drivers licenses on people who obviously have been driving 
legally for many years but do not have their license on them at that 
moment.   Please let's have common sense in these laws. Rob 

2020-10-07 
11:34:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

enforcement 
orders dorothia

North West 55
2020-11-10 
20:33:23 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders ChrisHne 

2020-11-06 
16:12:27 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Debra

2020-11-03 
14:28:24 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Coetsee

2020-11-03 
09:01:07 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders ALEXANDER

2020-10-26 
09:51:49 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Huidiglik kan die padordonansie nie beheer word nie - hoe  op die 
aarde wil hulle hierdie ding beheer.  Persoonlik voel ek dit is 'n 
geldmaakstorie!!!!  Patroleer liewer die paaie en vang die mense wat 
by sperstrepe - dubbel sperstrepe verbygaan en nie stop y 'n stopstraat 
nie.  In elkgeval moet die reëls gemaak word vir al die padgebruikers. 
Op hierdie stadium maak Taxibestuurders net wat hulle wil!!! TERSIUS

2020-10-19 
13:13:41 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Mariaan

2020-10-16 
20:21:51 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Just another avenue for corrupHon. Janice

2020-10-12 
18:35:25 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It's going to lead to even more corrupHon as its going to be even 
harder for the ciHzens to dispute these demerits Jaco

2020-10-12 
12:00:42 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Magriet

2020-10-12 
08:39:46 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Tarina

2020-10-12 
08:12:41 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders NO ANLE

2020-10-12 
07:33:25 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

any new regulaHons which infringe exisHng rights  should be halted. 
as for etolls this has proven to be a white elephant and should be 
scrapped in its enHrety. dorian

2020-10-12 
07:28:38 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The result will increase bribery, corrupHon, false documentaHon as 
there is no or li]le dissipline with those who must enforce the law 
VicHmisaHon by majority Pieter

2020-10-12 
06:33:34 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E tolls too expensive, uneconomical form  to derive tax from a 
overtaxed ciHzen when  government receive tax for road  through fuel 
levy.  
Fix mismanagement before increasing  tax burden on ciHzens.  
I agree 100% with making it a criminal offense to drive without a 
driving license. 
I agree intoducing demerit on the  license disc  of Vehicles registered 
to companies  
I don’t agree with E tolls  and I don’t agree to being fined for not 
paying  e tolls.  And Introducing/ removal demerits for a system that 
should never existed  in the first place 

Jennifer
2020-10-12 
06:22:12 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They can't even sHck to basic rule now this is just another way to steel 
our money Pally

2020-10-11 
22:08:02 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We never ever get anymore any fines whether via post or sms, never 
get anymore any noHficaHon for licensing, fines, etc. How will we know 
of fines especially camera fines. Nicholas 

2020-10-11 
19:38:12 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You can not double fines which have not been paid. Most people don't 
pay fines because they don't have the money. Stop being bloodthirsty 
thieves.  You can not play with peoples rights as you see fit, taxi 
operators strike and you write off millions in fines and now you want to 
double regular people fines?  You corrupt bastards need to sHmulate 
the economy not bleed it dry.!! Dillan

2020-10-10 
11:12:16 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforcements will never be done legally and will not allow for disputes 
without criminal records been enforced 
Demerit points cannot be properly controlled as the registered owner 
of a business should not be held responsible for driver errors.  This can 
only work if a driver is confronted and the Hcket issued in person. 
E-tolls should not be a part of any transport law and should be handled 
seperately 
Doubling of fines will be a waste of admin costs as people need an 
incenHve to pay a porHon to clear their names - not be threatened 
with double with money / jobs they don't have 
Licencing staHons should be operated properly - not have to stand in a 
cue for 2 days to make an appointment and then another day for 
tesHng and another day for paperwork 

GET IT RIGHT BEFORE ADDING MORE LAWS TO GET WRONG Erica
2020-10-10 
08:34:51 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Gert
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2020-10-10 
07:09:33 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Currently no enforcement exists. In Rustenburg everyone does as they 
please. Andries 

2020-10-10 
06:53:16 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Etolls must be removed as the public was not engaged  before 
construcHon. They are expensive. We are taxed in so many ways. The 
government  constuency/parliament must be reduced. Prior to 1994 
we had priministers not this ballooned parliament. Desiree

2020-10-09 
22:31:54 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are paying towards roads and government levies when we 
purchase fuel . Enough taxes are paid and etoll must be scrapped John

2020-10-09 
17:11:26 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

When the corrupHon has finally been rooted out then you apply these 
laws. 
Etoll does not work in a state where there is total disregard for the law. 
The law abiding ciHzens will pay while the rest of the road users will 
refuse to pay and the responsible officials will not be able to enforce 
the fines. 
Add the road maintenance to the fuel levy, that way those who use the 
road the most will pay their share. Robert

2020-10-09 
13:56:38 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Chris

2020-10-09 
12:04:59 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

AARTO can not even run the current system, so how are they going to 
run the suggested system. They are only looking for more money, for 
corrupHon and to feed inefficient departments who is not performing 
their work. Definitely No. No. No. They are infringing on our 
democraHc rights. Marthinus

2020-10-09 
11:11:42 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Extra or higher fines will not  keep unlicensed cars and driverscoff the 
road. Some people without a license is be]er drivers as ones with it. 
GeVng a licence by someone without a test will remain. Guys we live 
in SA some rules and  is just there to create jobs that will never be 
done propperly will cost Tax payer extra money that will be stoled at 
the end. Why change a thing that worked before but not manage 
correctly now with the wrong people to inforce it.                Just do the 
work like it is supposeto be done with educated caring staff that dont 
take bribes and steel around every corner and for thecrest of the Hme 
siVng doing nothing. Let "speedys" fix the road instead of harassing 
people or use work cars for public 
 use and transport. Anna

2020-10-09 
09:48:05 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

For the simple fact that this is tantamount to abuse by the authoriHes 
once again, leading to a militarisHc state.....Clearly the government 
needs to make money to support increased looHng.... Raymond

2020-10-09 
06:41:05 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Henk

2020-10-08 
21:30:39 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Wybrand

2020-10-08 
19:09:50 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our govt doesn't think for ciHzen on the ground. And what they do is 
to please themselves and we need consultaHve forum up unHl reaches 
rural communiHes.... This is must madness Glen 

2020-10-08 
13:03:18 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pip

2020-10-08 
12:13:55 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Leonora

2020-10-08 
11:36:14 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court is 
a curtailing of the right to be heard and jusHce . anthony

2020-10-08 
10:43:37 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

To many corrupt metro officers and useless administraHve people 
working at licensing departments(NW), also no need to renew drivers 
license every five years, to be extended to  ten years Hennie

2020-10-08 
09:32:36 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We call for a government that is for jusHce without turning a blind eye 
on those who are wrong, taking bribes and allowing corrupHon to 
conHnue. Lebohang

2020-10-08 
08:00:39 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Coetsee

2020-10-08 
07:50:38 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current members of law enforcement cant even manage the 
systems. They are incapable  

Hannes

2020-10-08 
07:00:34 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ek bly in noordwes  my suster in gauteng nou ry ek soontoe ry deer 
twee of drie etolls ek bly nie daar nie het ook nie gevra vir daai etolls 
cameras nie Jan 

2020-10-07 
23:27:43 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Look the legal drivers will lose points an eventually the Licence. The 
driver without a Licence will lose nothing Wil be issued with a fine and 
points taken from him? With no Licence were are the points? Willie

2020-10-07 
20:34:49 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Deon

2020-10-07 
20:10:03 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This act gives too much power to a deeply corrupt  police and traffic 
cop establishment. David 

2020-10-07 
19:02:04 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Outrageous efforts for more money and more control in a country 
already on its knees due to corrupHon, mismanagement and the 
inability to govern a country! Lindi

2020-10-07 
17:51:26 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Magdalena

2020-10-07 
17:21:53 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnconsHtuHonal. All the other comments have said it all: 
Great porHon of government officials are also against e-toll. Scrap it, 
don't bring it in here too. 
Too expensive and strict/unfair for good ciHzens/motorists. Motor 
thieves, taxis, etc. are going to get away with bribery. Don't be naive, 
all know it exists and is the situaHon. 
Criminal offence forgeVng your drivers licence at home?! Rediculous! Chris
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2020-10-07 
15:24:03 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Presently the officers are unable to control or enforce present 
regulaHons, besides many receiving bribes when trying to act as if they 
are enforcing the law. This is just another nail in the coffin on which 
the ruling party are trying to dictate as to how they will control the 
people without any due consideraHon or understanding of the 
implicaHons. With reference to the e-toil fiasco, how do they expect to 
pass this law when the majority of the people refuse to pay - to 
enforce will make the majority of the people immediately become 
criminals. The total AARTO Act needs to be reviewed and put to the 
people for comment. Chris

2020-10-07 
15:19:06 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If this comes into regulaHon, there will not be one Black Taxi on the 
road because they disobey all traffic rules, but, The ANC will then give 
the taxi associaHon there own wy like they di by filling the taxis 100 % 
because they are afraid if the Taxi associaHon. 

Futhermore, this will just create more corrupHon with the JMPD cops 
with bribes, just another way for the ANC to put more money in their 
pockets illegally. ken

2020-10-07 
14:55:35 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They can not even do proper law enforcement on illegal & un 
roadworthy veicles & specially Taxis but want to enforce other 
methods, 
The ones paying all the Hme is the ones that will be de merrit the rest 
will sHll get away with corrupHon. 
The e tol is a lot of crap we have been paying to fix  & maintained the 
roads all these years  & now that those funds have been stolen by their 
corrupted people now they want to collect mote money in their 
pokkets 
I SAY A BIG NOW” Chris

2020-10-07 
14:55:35 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They can not even do proper law enforcement on illegal & un 
roadworthy veicles & specially Taxis but want to enforce other 
methods, 
The ones paying all the Hme is the ones that will be de merrit the rest 
will sHll get away with corrupHon. 
The e tol is a lot of crap we have been paying to fix  & maintained the 
roads all these years  & now that those funds have been stolen by their 
corrupted people now they want to collect mote money in their 
pokkets 
I SAY A BIG NOW” Chris

2020-10-07 
14:00:02 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders dawie

2020-10-07 
13:41:54 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Chris

2020-10-07 
13:36:43 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Arend

2020-10-07 
12:29:51 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will Increase corrupHon and bribery, rather employ capable officials. 
If you just look at the taxi industry it will cause havoc . Discipline is the 
main cause within any person driving in a 10 km radius you would find 
at least 3 infringements by the taxis . They will protest because no 
acHon is normally taken against them. We have to enforce the law in 
that order discipline will come. If there is discipline people will obey 
the law. William

2020-10-07 
11:46:27 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders Eugene

2020-10-07 
11:28:00 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Before you bring this AARTO regulaHons in place , sort out the 
corrupHon with the  of issuing licenses and the selling of licenses by 
the officials!!!! Most of the  people with K53 licenses are not fit to 
drive!!!! Then start with you traffic officials (corrupHon and training) 
This is going to be a free for all if you do not recHfy these problems 
first!!! Johan

2020-10-07 
11:03:17 North West No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You are killing South African drivers! I will have to get a horse and 
return to my roots of being an Akrikaner like my grandparents, in the 
farming community! You will also be killing South Africa's economy by 
restricHng drivers and the overall motoring fraternity, because we 
won't be able to afford staying on the roads any longer! 

QuenHn
Limpopo 34

2020-11-05 
10:31:46 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) Firstly the officers will just take more bribes and more corrupHon 
2) AdministraHvely you cannot pay your fine the insHtuHons listed are 
not able when the fines are not registered therefore no discount for 
early payment and unlawful prosecuHon if you cannot get it paid  for 
officials not doing their job which are unconsHtuHonal 
3) Consistency will not be implemented only those who can pay will be 
fined its an open proof when driving the roads for 10 000km a month HenHe

2020-10-31 
12:48:36 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E tolls should be scrapped totally. We were not consulted at all. It is an 
unfair tax. Ellie

2020-10-28 
20:55:04 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Please let go of the dream that we will ever finance the evil that is e-
tolls. We did not ask for them, we have no need for them, we do not 
benefit from them and we will NEVER pay for them. In what raHonal, 
"democraHc" society are ciHzens forced to pay just to use the roads? 
Why build them in the first place then? And aren't our taxes and 
regular toll gates generaHng enough money to afford the maintenance 
of the roads?  

Piet

2020-10-28 
08:04:00 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

VicHmizaHon and bullie tacHcs remove our freedom and democraHc 
right to appeal for offences without an affidavit to explain what 
happened but rather a direct penalty without explanaHons are 
undemocraHc and ineffecHve. Jac

2020-10-27 
21:29:32 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I can and will not pay R100 for sending a fine in regular mail with no 
proof that it was ever send out. And if it was send there's no proof that 
it was ever delivered to my address. Jan

2020-10-21 
14:23:30 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Maar net nog maniere om geld in die hande te kry wat weer vermors 
en gesteel sal word, n Flop soos baie ander flops van die regering. Minda
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2020-10-20 
09:24:35 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We did not ask for the etolls. Why must we suffer for the poor 
governance in South Africa. Comrades looHng all over and now we the 
ciHzens must fund the cash strapped government kgaugelo

2020-10-18 
15:01:37 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders wjp 

2020-10-12 
11:27:23 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E-toll is unfair since we are paying huge taxes via license fees and fuel. 
Traffic fine may not block purchasing of a license since one may not 
have had the opportunity to object. Lucas 

2020-10-12 
10:38:08 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Enforcement of  orders are only directed at law abiding ciHzens of RSA 

Foreigners and taxi drivers are using our roads without valid licenses 
and traffic officials conHnue to syphon and accept bribes on the road! 

Enforce discipline amoungst traffic officials prior direcHng your anger 
at the ciHzenry Tokela

2020-10-12 
05:53:11 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I believe in everyone having a saybefore they are convicted, this is not 
democracy 

Diligence

2020-10-11 
09:54:40 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Jul kan nie eers huidige reels wat bestaan uitvoer nie. Hierdie nuwes 
reels maak veld oop vir nog korrupsie en diskriminasie veral teen wit. E 
tol nog nie eers goed gekeur nou probeer hul dit ip n skelm manier om 
dit onderlangs in werking te bring 

Lina

2020-10-11 
08:41:23 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is a money making racket which will only punish law abiding 
motorists and allow already corrupt traffic official more power. Most of 
our officers are poorly trained  and on power trips.  Every ciHzen 
should have the right to challenge fines etc in a court, tribunal will 
always be rigged. Etolls should not be part of any penalty system,  
ciHzens not consulted, and has nothing to do with motor offenses p, 
they just trying to collect fir their bugger up. The whole demerit 
system would be open to corrupHon and abuse. Kevin

2020-10-10 
13:04:17 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It will be unfair for motorist. 
The issue of criminal offense against the one who have forgo]en his/
her driving license...what about the expired driving license. 

So the government must look into this issue very though�ul. 
Been criminalized for driving without license in your presence but 
having it just been forgo]en. 

khiston
2020-10-10 
07:36:49 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders Die stelsel verwyder my reg op regverdige verhoor Jacobus

2020-10-09 
06:41:22 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Let them implement what is there in a correct way, what they are 
trying to do is to  destroy us completely while they see our economy is 
dying. Matladi

2020-10-08 
22:11:01 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The toll roads that has been jumping up in S. A is crazy and the amount 
sanral charges even crazier. We as ciHzens of the country had no say in 
it but forced in it. That is bad governance to say the least and has been 
scraped by the court. Willie

2020-10-08 
19:19:13 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system clearly seeks to burden road users parHcularly motorists of 
all sorts from individuals to big companies. One can ask a simple 
quesHon. What informs the increase of traffic fines? Genuine desire to 
reduce the traffic ofences or corrupHon? How many people genuinely 
forget their licenses, either in the other car or wherever? How many 
people will end up with criminal records because they forgot their 
licenses? What influenced the taking away of traffic offenders right to 
go to go and having it replaced with long and expensive processes of 
the tribunal? I believe there was nothing wrong with the system that 
was in place. I also believe that the proposed changes are unfair and 
oppressive and are intended to turn motorists and licenses holders 
into some form of money making scheme. Tienie 

2020-10-08 
17:59:51 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This calls for more corrupHon by your officials. People can't get 
licences before paying a  bribe. Your officials are forever on roads to 
ask money whether you are wrong or not. Why pay tolls? Who benefit 
from them? Remove them. We are simply penalized for having cars? Disego

2020-10-08 
15:00:13 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders Is like we are double taxed PhuH

2020-10-08 
14:21:35 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

They cant control the law now without bribes. Bribes is just become 
more expensive Jan

2020-10-08 
13:53:14 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another a]empt from the ANC to strong arm the South 
African people with their dictatorship agenda. Jaco

2020-10-08 
13:28:59 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

In a All Corrupt system of A Corrupt government this will be another 
opportunity for even more corrupHon. Leave as is please! David

2020-10-08 
12:52:03 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The system can only succeed if the people that have to enforce is is 
worthy of trust. 
Today there is no honor among the enforcers. Hanneke

2020-10-08 
08:18:04 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is well intenHoned but severely flawed Andrew

2020-10-08 
07:35:46 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jaime

2020-10-08 
07:32:20 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders Cecilia

2020-10-08 
06:20:03 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stop corupHon first Tiny

2020-10-07 
21:25:31 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders Joseph 

2020-10-07 
20:40:13 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is prudent that motorists be consulted before making this 
regulaHons and penalHes. Clive

2020-10-07 
16:23:47 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders Anne]e
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2020-10-07 
15:28:04 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Regarding the top concern selecHon opHon above, all of them should 
be an opHon. 
The current police service ( which should be in SERVICE to the people 
of South Africa) and our legal system are too corrupt to enforce orders, 
the administraHve burden which these new regulaHon heap onto the 
system, will make corrupHon only more likely, a system of demerit has 
not made the South African roads any safer, so why conHnue down this 
road, and at this point, and why are we even sHll having the "e-toll as 
part of the traffic law enforcement" discussion! We need to reform our 
police service, how our taxes are spent, and how criminals are dealt 
with. I dont see how enforcing these new regulaHons will achieve this. 
A start would be to: 
Sort out the current licensing debacles first, in order to get a quantum 
improvement in driving standards and safety. 
Scrap the ridiculous system requiring license renewals every 5 years, 
and introduce a system requiring a regular retest for senior ciHzens. 
Police the taxi industry. 
Remove the E-toll debacle from traffic law enforcement (they are 
separate enHHes) Nicole

2020-10-07 
14:08:21 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders this will only impact the law abiding ciHzens johnny

2020-10-07 
11:44:18 Limpopo No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The present officers can not even run the present system so how will 
they manage this new system? They can not take away your right to go 
to court to defend yourself as o_en certain vehicles only are targeted 
or mistakes are made. The response to these regulaHons would be 
enHrely different if the current rules and regulaHons were properly and 
fairly enforced. The enforcement must be done by professional, 
competent, trained and knowledgeable officers. Once there is a 
working efficient exisHng system then alteraHons and changes can be 
introduced. 
The corrupHon with the of issuing licenses and the selling of licenses 
by the officials should be sorted out!!!! A lot of the people with K53 
licenses are not fit to drive!!!! Then the traffic officials should be 
cleared of corrupHon and be properly trained.   
Seems that it is only going to be another money making racket.  It 
targets law abiding ciHzens but not taxis. This proposed regulaHons will 
not change road usage or safety. Just another unconsHtuHonal 
implementaHon.  We don't need more rules that will not change 
anything but create more financial burdens. Karin

Free State 41
2020-11-04 
09:38:49 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

All this laws is unconsHtuHonal  and this naHon is already pushed to 
the limit with unnecessary costs.  Linda 

2020-10-30 
12:24:40 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders LJ

2020-10-26 
17:30:21 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not see anything that will improve safety, only acHons to collect 
money. Alexander

2020-10-15 
10:44:35 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I am very concerned about the enforcement orders,  we need a system 
that has to be fair and not vicHmise people very harshly. Also we need 
to look at the economic circumstances of the country and how it will 
impact the man on the street by doubling fines or penalHes. 

Hassan
2020-10-13 
12:05:47 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Detol is n uitgediendestelsel wat die korrute ANC kamarade 
bevoordeel Kilian

2020-10-13 
09:25:30 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Lood

2020-10-12 
13:57:13 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Billy

2020-10-12 
10:44:57 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Samuel

2020-10-12 
10:37:31 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Not reasonable  if someone not allowed to refer infringement to court Herman

2020-10-12 
08:35:53 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hermanus

2020-10-12 
05:46:17 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just one more burden on the public to fund this corrupt 
government, use the money that is currently in the system and stop 
taking it for yourself  upgrade the traffic offices make it digital and 
employ be]er trained personnel! Wessel

2020-10-12 
05:26:44 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Andre

2020-10-12 
04:15:04 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Karin

2020-10-09 
21:53:11 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders They taking all our rights away! Chayce 

2020-10-09 
19:21:42 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It was never us who wanted e-tolls, thus has been a failed project, why 
do you know want to enforce it. Within low economic stability due to 
Covid-19 outcomes? Please AK

2020-10-09 
16:18:52 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Geldmaak geleentheid vir korrupsie, wetsgehoorsames sal aan die pen 
ry. Die werklike oortreders sal voortgaan  met spoed en 
verontagsaming van verkeersligte.  Stop eers korrupsie in alle afdelings 
van verkeersafdelings en geen Aarto is nodig. Adriaan 

2020-10-09 
14:07:51 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is clear that Gov officials are not able to carry the present workload 
a]ached to traffic rules and offences, so much less when this is added. 
The system will just be abised, as per normal, but now the opHon of 
going to court is taken away as well? In the meanHme taxis are 
probably allowed to carry on with their carnage, but regular law-
abiding ciHzens must once again stand in for all? No - I'm afraid this 
system gets no co-operaHon from me. Neels

2020-10-09 
13:47:18 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Open to corrupHon Norman 

2020-10-09 
12:39:43 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I will not support any extorHonist statute, that remove my right to have 
my case heard in a court of law. 

I do not support any statute that creates a vicHmless crime in order the 
create an income stream for the state. Sarel
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2020-10-09 
11:32:05 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This comes across as just another opportunity to make money  from 
the taxpayer.  
Laws are not being policed ethically at the moment anyway. It works 
on bribes , corrupHon and a "buddy" system where taxi drivers get 
away with law breaking EVERY SINGLE DAY. 
Now our "right to appeal" is to be taken away!!!! Any corrupt traffic 
officer will be able to write a completely false reason for a fine -  AND 
THERE WILL BE NO CHANCE TO CONTEST IT!!!!!! 
You are looking for trouble. Alison

2020-10-08 
16:16:03 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Law enforcers will accept more and more bribes and will become 
corrupt Paul

2020-10-08 
14:47:27 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

With all the corrupHon and bribary I am worried that the demerit 
points and fines will go hand in with that. That people who are doing 
their best to keeping the law will suffer and the real culprits will go 
scot free.... And how will the administraHon of this be handled? Ronel

2020-10-08 
14:03:02 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It is irraHonal and unconsHtuHonal to require a traveller a permit or 
license to operate his or her own means on transport be it an 
automobile or manual or animal drawn on public transport since the 
natural person is by law one of the owners in community with others, 
hence, the idea that they require permission to trespass is fraudulent. Kgomotso

2020-10-08 
13:31:31 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

If law-enforcement officers do their job properly, then the exisHng laws 
are adequate. 
The officers are very seldom visible. Few road traffic signs and paint 
lines on road surface 
sHll exist. In Welkom pedestrians walk in the street, not on sidewalks. 
Sidestepping pedestrians and potholes is quite difficult. Roy

2020-10-08 
13:20:52 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The incompetent, lazy cadres of traffic cops are just going to be more 
acHve in taking bribes, because their iq is not enough to understand 
the new rules and have no integrity to enforce it. Gerrie

2020-10-08 
11:11:31 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Ek stem GLADNIE met enige van die aanbevole reels van AARTO saam 
nie. Rede: Korrupsie en omkopery. Dit gaan net nog geleentheid skep 
vir omkopery. Die 'oortreder' met die regte geld en die regte kontakte, 
gaan vry wegkom en die eerlike 'oortreder'  sal boet vir sy 'oortreding'. 
Ons onbekwame verkeersbeamptes gaan dit gebruik vir magsvertoon!  Liza

2020-10-08 
10:46:48 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The exisHng laws should be enforced without bribery and  corrupHon.  
All ciHzens irrespecHve of race should be held to the same standard. Garth

2020-10-08 
09:44:23 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Jose

2020-10-08 
09:41:35 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders A 

2020-10-08 
09:32:54 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders CorrupHon will soar through the roof with this new act. Werner

2020-10-08 
08:26:09 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Elize

2020-10-08 
08:25:02 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll is illegal and just a way to make money for government to 
steal. increasing the fine amounts will sHll not help government 
enforce the rules, since even the traffic department do not care about 
the law and is also breaking it. ilanga

2020-10-08 
07:31:26 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hendrico

2020-10-08 
07:14:08 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Pieter

2020-10-08 
06:18:07 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Japie

2020-10-07 
22:33:32 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Sounds to much like a communist dictator is having a say. What 
happened to innocent unHl proven guilty in a court. Wake up people. If 
we do not oppose this ,we will wake up one day and someone else will 
decide if we get to live or not. Gerrit

2020-10-07 
20:20:40 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Hierdie  veranderinge wil die minister net sy wil op die gemeenskap 
afdwing en die gaan niks bydrae tot  pad veiligheid nie.      

Eerder korupsie in sy departement stop soos onweVg lisensies  en kyk 
dat daar meer  verkeersbeamptes op die paaie is  en dat hulle nie 
onder die bome sit en slaap nie Jakob

2020-10-07 
19:50:45 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Opens doors even wider for corrupHon and corrupt officials Yvonne

2020-10-07 
16:16:17 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders Marianne

2020-10-07 
15:24:01 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I agree with many of the other respondents. Firstly fines as it is are way 
out of proporHon compared to penalHes for other more serious 
crimes. Secondly regulaHons can be valuable if implemented with the 
right mindset, but very dangerous in a control minded (fascist) kind of  
government that our country and the ret of the world is heading to, 
mainly due to the abuse of people's ignorance and natural good 
nature. Therefore it seems importand to me that we must resist any 
added form of control and draconian rules in a society where the 
officials are not serving the community anymore, but rather control 
people. Nico

2020-10-07 
10:28:52 Free State No I do not

enforcement 
orders We have a right to be tried in court. JJ

Eastern Cape 74
2020-11-04 
03:39:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Susan
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2020-11-03 
15:37:35 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

WE OWN THE ROADS ,FINES ARE ILLEGAL,  NO CONTRACT, WE DON'T 
HAVE TO PAY THEM WE ARE SOVEREIGN CITIZENS OF SOUTH AFRICA.  
NO TO E TOLLS JUST ANOTHER MONEY MAKING RIPOFF OF THE 
CITIZENRY OF SOUTH AFRICA BY THE CORRUPT ANC GOVERNMENT,  
WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO TRAVEL ANYWHERE WITHOUT THE 
GOVERNMENT'S PERMISSION, IT IS OUR SOVEREIGN BIRTHRIGHT AS 
LONG AS WE DO NOT CAUSE HARM TO OTHER CITIZENS. LICENSING & 
FINES ARE A FRAUD. WE DO NOT NEED GOVERNMENT APPROVAL WE 
OWN THE ROADS WE ARE TAXPAYERS IT SHOULD NOT BE A CRIMINAL 
OFFENCE FOR DRIVING WITHOUT A LICENSE. MERIT SYSTEM IS 
WELCOMED. RECLAIM THE TRILLIONS OF RANDS, GOLD AND 
DIAMONDS REMOVED FROM THIS COUNTRY. Mickey

2020-10-28 
09:26:54 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hennie

2020-10-28 
04:23:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Please Minister.. first get the traffic staff up to date coz there is only 15 
cops for the whole metro and no law is enforced.. people drive over 
red robots and drinking in there card everywhere and do what ever 
suits them.. if you can’t even enforce the law now why must we have a 
new law  Leon

2020-10-28 
04:23:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Please Minister.. first get the traffic staff up to date coz there is only 15 
cops for the whole metro and no law is enforced.. people drive over 
red robots and drinking in there card everywhere and do what ever 
suits them.. if you can’t even enforce the law now why must we have a 
new law  Leon

2020-10-27 
21:02:54 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Julian

2020-10-27 
19:14:21 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is a load of rubbish, South Africans are scraping finances together 
to support their families and themselves, now this government wants 
to take or should I say steal from the poor and pay bigger salaries to 
government officials, such as their salary increase. Brandon

2020-10-27 
18:33:03 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The e toll issue should not be finalized through aarto by forcing people 
to pay as well as the proposed fine levy, just another way of stealing 
money and fueling corrupHon. John

2020-10-25 
13:03:44 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Adriaan

2020-10-22 
06:32:01 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I deem this unconsHtuHonal as a person's rights is infringed in many 
ways Leon

2020-10-12 
11:55:14 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Driving without a license should not be a criminal offense. Issue a fine, 
and demand that the driver is to show their license as proof to an 
officer within a week, and be done with it. South Africans need jobs 
and cannot afford to all have criminal records if we forget to have our 
license in the vehicle. Hannah

2020-10-12 
11:51:30 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I completely disagree with   
Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court and 
replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an 
appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
• Increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators. 
• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 
• Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess 
a driving licence. 
• CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the 
rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled. 

Liza
2020-10-12 
10:03:55 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Darren 

2020-10-12 
08:31:58 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is just another complicaHon which is impossible to implement in 
the South African community.  E-toll already failed, current laws are 
not implemented.  In this area road worthy vehicles is not the norm - 
No traffic laws are applied to old vehicles not stopping at stop signs, 
making u-turns etc.  The easy way out seems to be license checking 
which is also a chaoHc process to renew. Vehicles stand in the middle 
of the main road through town chaVng  etc.  No paint on the roads. A 
very long list of offences can be compiled.  WHY NOT JUST GET YOUR 
HOUSE IN ORDER and enforce the current laws properly by current 
already AVAILABLE methods and human resources. Just do your job 
properly!  Much cheaper and will go a long way to road safety. Kobus

2020-10-10 
16:28:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Waarom die DRAKONIESE REGULASIES AF FORSEER OP ONS AS 
BELASTING BETALERS EN WETSGEHOORSAME BURGERS VAN SA..? 
Soms maak ń mens ń onopsetlike fout.Wa Waarom die  genadelose 
stelsel afdwing op ons BURGERY.? Maria

2020-10-09 
21:29:44 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders lobo

2020-10-09 
20:14:34 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current system is not working. Taxis own the road and the 
law ....poor law abiding ciHzens will be the ones held accountable Rathi

2020-10-09 
18:23:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

  
I believe it is unconsHtuHonal to deny an alleged offender the right to 
have the ma]er heard in a court of law. 
I fail to see the necessity to double fines. 
Should not have to pay anything to contest a fine... This is just easy 
money making scheme. Pieter

2020-10-09 
15:11:46 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders This is unconsHtuHonal Colin

2020-10-09 
15:08:01 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

RepresentaHon in court is non-negoHable. Unfortunately law 
enforcement in SA is near non-existent. Where it is present, corrupHn 
is the order of the day. I fear "so_ targets" will be where this law is 
applied. Keith
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2020-10-09 
13:54:06 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Open go corrupHon.  
Doubling fines part of this.  
Policing reckless drivers and unroadworthy vehicles more important 
than speed fines.  
Cannot include e tolls in this law- already rejected.  
Must have ability to defend myself in a court of law.  
ADmin burden and only man in the street prosecuted. Don’t need 
more admin but more vehicle inspecHons and drivers license 
inspecHons Norman

2020-10-09 
12:36:50 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Thank you for affording us the opportunity to share. It is with great 
worry to noHce that the law is meant for only a few people and that 
the laws have made us be ruled by a law state. Law is to regulate not to 
punish a CiHzen.  Law should be meeted out  with love for CiHzens not 
punishment.  We have a CiHzen who work hard to accumulate what 
they have but with the current laws it is embarrassing to find that 
60-80  make money for the department without a return to assist and 
rehabilitate the operator but find as a vengeance  of R1 500 00 just 
because one has made a mistake. 
Law must apply to all equally, we have Taxi, businesses that are a law 
unto themselves without recause.  They occupied all roads and le_ the 
ranks for the road and all hiking signs removed now the CiHzens are at 
the mercy of taxi hooligans do the department care no. But have laws 
for who?  When you are lazy yours is to make laws, when  in  an 
accident  insurances will punish you a he_y fine named ecxess. Why 
are South Africa run by laws and not love. All the laws were there what 
change have they made? None for  law has been taken by thieves who 
think that puVng you on the pedestal just to siphoned money from 
the people by means of bribes because the bribe is less than the 
amount to be paid, then you fall in the trap of buying your way out. 
Will this not lead to more corrupHon?

Simon 
Khanyisile 

2020-10-09 
12:36:34 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Thank you for affording us the opportunity to share. It is with great 
worry to noHce that the law is meant for only a few people and that 
the laws have made us be ruled by a law state. Law is to regulate not to 
punish a CiHzen.  Law should be meeted out  with love for CiHzens not 
punishment.  We have a CiHzen who work hard to accumulate what 
they have but with the current laws it is embarrassing to find that 
60-80  make money for the department without a return to assist and 
rehabilitate the operator but find as a vengeance  of R1 500 00 just 
because one has made a mistake. 
Law must apply to all equally, we have Taxi, businesses that are a law 
unto themselves without recause.  They occupied all roads and le_ the 
ranks for the road and all hiking signs removed now the CiHzens are at 
the mercy of taxi hooligans do the department care no. But have laws 
for who?  When you are lazy yours is to make laws, when  in  an 
accident  insurances will punish you a he_y fine named ecxess. Why 
are South Africa run by laws and not love. All the laws were there what 
change have they made? None for  law has been taken by thieves who 
think that puVng you on the pedestal just to siphoned money from 
the people by means of bribes because the bribe is less than the 
amount to be paid, then you fall in the trap of buying your way out. 
Will this not lead to more corrupHon?

Simon 
Khanyisile 

2020-10-09 
12:21:06 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

A great deal of police officers are  corrupt.  
We did not ask for Toll roads and is just another way to make us pay 
money to government to waste . We should be allowed to choose to 
go to court as we are a DemocraHc country.  

Felicity

2020-10-09 
11:28:53 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Any law by this goverment is a joke  I am sure they do not even 
understand it  they cannot control farm murders and any criminal  acts  
Do thay have any clue  of how many offenders there is they cannot 
accomodate now how  will they cope with more maybe there will be 
job oppertunitys for more incompetent people to sit around doing 
nothing and geVng paid for that 
I know that this a racist issue  for white law abiding people is the target 
here. 
This goverment is a joke  the jails is allready overflowing  are they 
planning to build more jails 
This is plain threats to the minority of people who are  trying to survive  
by honest living Elsie

2020-10-09 
11:05:50 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

No I do not 
Penelope

2020-10-09 
07:42:57 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Fix the exisHng laws, the laws we have now are good therefore just 
enforce them. Masixole

2020-10-09 
07:42:05 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

You can not fix a broken system by adding new laws. If the current 
system was managed properly there would be no reason to change 
anything. 
StarHng to like like a new way to collect revenue to waste on lavish 
lifestyles of the corrupt elite. Lyle

2020-10-09 
07:08:16 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Geraldine

2020-10-09 
05:42:28 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

UnHl corrupHon within the system is removed, any sort of legislaHon to 
try solve our problems is a joke. You can sHll buy drivers licenses, 
roadworthy cerHficates and the squashing of fines... Paul

2020-10-09 
03:10:48 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Fix the roads first and get the taxis to obey traffic rules like everyone.  
Implement workable soluHons , not draconical type of rules and 
regulaHons that seem to be thumb suck by a grade 4 child. Mlungisi

2020-10-08 
17:17:20 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Kefentse
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2020-10-08 
17:10:04 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The fact that you as driver would have no recourse to contest a 
misdemeanor is totally against our Rights!!! This would mean you 
could be fined incorrectly or for something you did not do and not be 
able to contest it...it is absurb. 

It is worrying to see how the Government is trying to control 
everybody and everything....with the goal of removing everybodies 
Human Rights.  If the law is enforced the same on all ciHzens it might 
sHll be considered but there is bias and prejudice all over.  No, No No!!! Tracy

2020-10-08 
17:07:00 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die punte stelsel is en gaan net n groot klug wees.Gaan elke voertuig 
bestuurder in hierdie land presies dieselfde aangeslaan word.Laat elke 
bestuurder in hierdie land op n eerlike manier hulle bestuurder lisensie 
bekom en nie deur korrupsie wyse nie.Klink net weer na n geld maak 
storie om op wat te spandeer .Pas net die bestaande wet toe en skakel 
korrupsie uit en haal mense van die paaie af wat nie daar hoort nie.

Stephanus 
Johannes 

2020-10-08 
17:06:13 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Die punte stelsel is en gaan net n groot klug wees.Gaan elke voertuig 
bestuurder in hierdie land presies dieselfde aangeslaan word.Laat elke 
bestuurder in hierdie land op n eerlike manier hulle bestuurder lisensie 
bekom en nie deur korrupsie wyse nie.Klink net weer na n geld maak 
storie om op wat te spandeer .Pas net die bestaande wet toe en skakel 
korrupsie uit en haal mense van die paaie af wat nie daar hoort nie.

Stephanus 
Johannes 

2020-10-08 
13:22:02 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Johannes

2020-10-08 
10:46:38 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I think that this is going to criminalize South africans for pe]y offences 
when the real criminals get away with murder, rape and corrupHon.  
Taxi drivers are never fined and they do as they please and I have 
noHced that only the so_ targets are harrassed and it is these people 
that will end up in court and eventually lose their licences etc.  There is 
no fair system in South Africa at present as it is all one sided.  I so not 
trust this government or any official let alone a policeman or a traffice 
officer.  I have an outstanding trafficfine which I am waiHng for the 
court date to go and fight it in court as it was unfairly issued.   Where 
does that leave the man in the street when one is vicHmised!!! BRENDA

2020-10-08 
10:45:43 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

its easy to implement forced fines, infrignements when the 
administraHon system has clearly failed that you cannot simply apply 
for a license or renew a license. having to wait days on end and I mean 
one full day to have the fingerprints done and then waiHng for another 
day in qeues just to pay for the applicaHon, having to make bookings 
that never take place when you arrive or being told to come in and 
having to stand in qeues all day and sHll not be served as the offices 
close at 14:30. its become impossible to be able to work and sHll have 
to try and stay legal... easy to implement rules but impossible to get 
your house in order. typical AJ

2020-10-08 
10:43:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

More laws won't change anything but keep taking from the law abiding 
ciHzens and the corrupt sHll get away with it. The current laws aren't 
bad but corrupHon of law enforcement devalues and undermine the 
law they're supposed to enforce. Tumi

2020-10-08 
10:36:09 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The 'authoriHes' are not even capable of enforcing the current 
regulaHons on the greater majority of road users. How can they 
possibly do so with a proposed new system? The answer: As with 
everything else, target the law abiding ciHzens and make them pay. Robert

2020-10-08 
09:41:17 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

We are paying more than enough already for fines etc for what are 
minor offenses. While taxi drivers get away with doing WHAT THEY 
LIKE . Russel 

2020-10-08 
09:31:20 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The whole system is going to be unfortunately just another tool for the 
corrupt law enforcement  officers  on our roads and open to more 
bribery and abuse by those patrolling our roads. 
There are too many pe]y violaHons in it,  the carnage on our roads is 
not being caused by them. 
To implement the system is going to cost a costly sum and the energy 
that is going to be used geVng it going would do much be]er sorHng 
out the current system and cleaning up the rot within the department. 
E.O.S. Veronica

2020-10-08 
09:04:12 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Adam

2020-10-08 
08:38:17 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Amore

2020-10-08 
08:29:54 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Pas net die huidige wetgewing sHptelik toe en die probleem word 
opgelos. Om maar net meer en meer we]e te skep maak die 
toepassing daarvan net baie moeiliker en dit kan lei tot uitgerekte 
hofsake. Nee,  pas net die huidige wetgewing nougeset toe! MOENIE 
nog we]e maak nie! Janus

2020-10-08 
08:24:09 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Hendrik

2020-10-08 
08:14:47 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders The ability by unqualified officials to enforce the system. Niel

2020-10-08 
07:21:49 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The current laws are not being enforced. The outlaw taxis are proof of 
this. The new laws are just a method of milking more money from 
motorists by the corrupt government and are not going to stop the 
carnage on our roads. Peter 

2020-10-08 
07:14:50 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Dora 

2020-10-08 
06:28:48 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

dit is absurd om steeds die mislukte etol stelsel te wil ondersteun en 
nie betalers vervolg!!!!!! Theuns

2020-10-08 
06:17:11 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Derek

2020-10-08 
05:36:36 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

While the  system is meant to improve the adherence to traffic laws it 
will leave it open to abuse by law enforcement officials. They are 
unable to even police the system that is in place and would be 
effecHve if it was done regularly. Andrea

2020-10-08 
05:26:08 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

There is no point in legislaHon if it is not enforced. The traffic police are 
non existent and only appear when there are official visits. Bribery and 
corrupHon is rife so what is the point? Fix the problem at the root 
instead of the symptom. Marita
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2020-10-08 
03:40:25 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Every ciHzen  is innocent unHl proven guilty in a court of law ! 

Barend 
Pieter 

2020-10-08 
02:49:28 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The proposed changes removes your right to appeal jn a court of law. 
This leaves you at the mercy of the state which can have no posiHve 
outcome for the individual. Trevor

2020-10-08 
02:23:25 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders It’s the anc looking for another cash cow Gav

2020-10-07 
23:12:09 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Armand

2020-10-07 
20:16:25 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Stephanus

2020-10-07 
19:37:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

This is wide open to corrupHon like everything else. We will be bullied 
by the police force,they have already proved that in the last 6 months.  
It takes away our RIGHTS!!!! 

Kathy
2020-10-07 
19:33:03 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The doubling in the cost of fines smacks of a money making scheme, 
also criminalizing of traffic of fences. Barry

2020-10-07 
18:38:08 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Are you people living in some kind of LaLa land NIGHTMARE?... get 
away from the people of South Africa... go FAR away and NEVER come 
back... WE HAVE HAD ENOUGH OF YOUR TYRANNY Stephen

2020-10-07 
16:55:37 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Totally a corrupHon move by Government, they will never have control 
over it, they cant even control the public transportaHon (Taxis and 
such) this is just a way to milk the tax payers to support what, the 
roads are stuffed up, the robots don't work, nothing works, at least we 
have traffic officials that are happy with the something in there pocket, 
I for one would rather support them with a Hp than support this stupid 
scam by Government to enrich themselves Ronald

2020-10-07 
14:37:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Leon

2020-10-07 
14:17:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Keith 

2020-10-07 
13:42:51 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support the proposed change in regulaHons.  It is fine as it is at 
the moment. Michal

2020-10-07 
12:57:04 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Our country is riddled with corrupHon, now they will be able to take 
away your licence/livelihood and you cannot go to court. Doubling of 
fines is ridiculous, money making racket. Anton

2020-10-07 
12:54:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders A clear violaHon of our rights. Krag

2020-10-07 
12:49:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders carel

2020-10-07 
12:14:37 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders The ANC thinks that  promulgaHng new laws will stop all crime! Rolly

2020-10-07 
11:54:51 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders W J

2020-10-07 
11:54:48 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders W J

2020-10-07 
11:54:32 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders W J

2020-10-07 
11:32:41 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I see it as unconsHtuHonal to not allow a person to represent or seek 
representaHon in court and a]end a court if commit a traffic ofence.  

I am also against the system since it is set to abuse and harras South 
Africa n ciHzens. 

I also see that motorist will now pay for the government s lost of 
income during covid and lack of leadership in stepping up to 
corrupHon by doubling fines. 

. George

2020-10-07 
11:06:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1. Traffic officials are not properly trained and corrupt 
2. Only the whites will be targeted  
3. Black owned taxi's will not be controlled by officials as they will be 
threatened with death 
4. Traffic fine increases will just place more money in the hands of the 
corrupt  
5. This is just another law that is not enforceable as all the exisHng 
laws.  
6. Enforce the exisHng laws and there will be no need for addiHonal 
laws Joseph

Northern Cape 12

2020-11-01 
13:46:41 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I don't believe in the e-toll system and taking more money from an 
already tax constraints economy. We pay more in tax than any other 
country in the world!! It 9s Hme that our tax money is applied for what 
it is meant to and not to line the pockets of the few who has access to 
miss use it. Janine

2020-10-13 
11:45:17 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Rey

2020-10-08 
17:45:29 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

More so the doubling of fines. We in Kimberley pay the highest 
electricity prices. Also the rent is payable in this region is the highest in 
all SA. Wendy 

2020-10-08 
15:37:03 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

It cannot be a criminal offense to drive without your license. A criminal 
record will impact a person for the rest of his/her life. Also doubling 
fines is just another form of corrupt taxaHon Paul

2020-10-08 
14:48:24 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The law seems to oppress the rest of the XiHzen but administrators. 
They can drive as they please to visit their nyatsis. It is an unfair 
pracHces of the rule of law. Marisane 
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2020-10-08 
13:39:39 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Minister, as menHoned in my previous comment, the proposed law will 
add to more corrupHon and bribery, doors that needs to be closed at 
all Hmes. Let me explain to you the dark side of religion. Religion is 
there to control people, uHlizing laws in essence to create sin. 
RedempHon in terms of religios laws is to pay for the sins, BUT the only 
people who gains through the passing of laws are those who gain 
financially by applying the laws and in this case it will be a]orneys, 
advocates and judges.  Those who will became richer and richer at cost 
of the poor. They do not care about the poor but themselves driving 
around in luxurious  cars, smiling at their kingdom created by the law. 
It is Hme for the government to tax the rich, to transform the tax laws, 
for them to pay for the educaHon of drivers in our country.  It is Hme 
for the government to get rid of unwanted laws where money become 
the price for the so called "sin" , to serve the people, especially those 
who cannot afford penalHes, to tax those to pay for proper educaHon. 
It is also essenHal to allow for taxi's in SA to transport people on the 
roads, with special circumstances not considered by your Department, 
to get rid of  the frustraHon of drivers through right and meaningfull 
ways instead of punishing people.  Very li]le has been done adrressing 
these frustraHons  and needs to be addressed. Laws are NOT the way 
to manage the frustraHon, it will lead to more lawlessness. Derek

2020-10-08 
12:48:54 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Just check where our country n economy is so please Thabiso

2020-10-08 
05:46:37 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

I do not support. You can implement the plans or laws in the world but 
if you are not enforcing it you are waisHng you money. The current 
system is not managed correctly how do they want to manage a new 
system. You are hiding your flaws with a new system. morne

2020-10-08 
05:33:49 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Met die korrupsie in die land, gaan hulle nou sommer vir jou punte 
a_rek as jy nie n bribe betaal nie. Mags behepte personeel gaan die 
magte misbruik.   
Ek kan jou nou al sê dit gaan weer op n rasse ding afstuur! 
Ek wil net weet of hulle die taxi bedryf onder die selfde kam gaan 
skeer, want tot dusver maak hulle net soos hulle wil en as dit nie hulle 
pas nie, staak en vernieHg hulle alles wat voor kom. Hulle het dan nie 
eers die Corona regulasies na gekom nie en wetgewing is tot hulle 
voordeel aangepas! 
Die wet gehoorsaam burger is op die einde van die dag die enigste wat 
gaan lei onder die drakoniese we]e. Waar het jy nou al ooit n 
krimeneel hom sien steur aan wetgewing? Herholdt

2020-10-07 
19:42:06 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders Wessel

2020-10-07 
15:10:41 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

E tollso are nothing but a curse.  They should be scrapped completely 
not have penalHes imposed upon the fees! 

All present government,  provincial administraHon and infrastructure is 
a catastrophic affair.  Nothing is free from corrupHon and inepHtude.   
Sort out the elephant in the room by stamping out unqualified and 
disinterested staff first before drumming out meaningless traffic or 
road rules. Stephanie 

2020-10-07 
12:22:15 Northern Cape No I do not

enforcement 
orders

Another way to rob the tax payer 
We have a consHtuHonal right to a hearing and the minor offenders 
will suffer the consequences.  When roads are in bad condiHon and 
signage like speed restricHon boards are missing how do you comply!   
The bribing and corrupHon will sHll conHnue ! !! June

Outside SA 3

2020-10-13 
23:23:20 Outside SA

German
y No I do not

enforcement 
orders

1) The points demerit system is too harsh and may affect drivers 
negaHvely. 
2) The cost of eTolls which leads to enforcement orders being issued is 
grossly unfair. 
3) The failure by the respecHve department to properly apply 
administraHve processes leads to unfair fines and abuse by traffic 
officials ChrisHan

2020-10-10 
21:53:33 Outside SA

United 
Kingdo
m No I do not

enforcement 
orders Edward

2020-10-07 
14:12:20 Outside SA WALES No I do not

enforcement 
orders

The real issue in South Africa with any proposed legislaHve changes is 
the ability, professionalism and moHvaHon of the enforcers of same. 
The ANC and its employees are driven only by greed and are casHng 
about for ANY method of revenue collecHon. Any proposal to amend 
legislaHon is undermined by the inability and unwillingness of the 
workforce to improve society without money changing hands. So....NO Patrick

other 1413
Column B: Count:

Eastern Cape 47
2020-12-02 
11:27:52 Eastern Cape No I do not other Julie

2020-11-12 
16:34:38 Eastern Cape No I do not other

These AARTO regulaHons are badly thought out and will lead to the 
same chaos that we saw with E-Tolls.  There are many fields the 
government to to focus on, this is not going to upli_ the economy or 
provide food for the poor. This is an enrichment campaign for the 
corrupt. 

Marie
2020-11-04 
16:34:07 Eastern Cape No I do not other This would simply mean more corrupHon on the way! Glenda

2020-10-29 
10:23:50 Eastern Cape No I do not other

I have an issue with all items on this bill. My biggest is e-tolls.  
Am sick of this non funcHoning government that has destroyed the 
country and appears to be set on making all their law abiding ciHzens 
criminals. Huge fuel taxes are already  collected which should be used 
to maintain roads. But as usual mismanagement and corrupHon has 
resulted in money geVng stolen. 
AddiHonal income from so called admin fees for traffic fines, will only 
get stolen as well. 
So, NO I do not agree with any of the proposed  amendments to this 
bill. Harald
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2020-10-28 
15:09:47 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The purpose of these laws is to keep motorists responsible and the 
public safe. So do not increase the number of demerit points before a 
licence is cancelled - that's sending a message that this is not a serious 
ma]er.  

UnHl there is enforcement of the present laws, making them different 
will not do a thing. Fix this first - be seen to be doing  your job and 
earning your salary!!!!! 

Traffic cops, stop siVng on the side of the road in your vehicle looking 
at something on your lap or somewhere else, but not at the traffic. 
Your presence like this is totally ineffecHve.  

fiona

2020-10-28 
11:39:38 Eastern Cape No I do not other

These changes have li]le to do will ensuring that errant or innocent 
motorists are fined fairly or have a fair way of appealing/objecHng to a 
fine, but is just another way to burden motorists with unfair and 
ridiculous fines in order to finance their mismanaged coffers. It further 
encourages motorists to offer bribes and traffic officers to demand or 
accept bribes. Brian

2020-10-28 
09:50:09 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The enHre exercise is a waste of Hme and money and a play in 
government overreach and authoritarian policy.   

The enHre vehicle and driving license system is flawed and 
cumbersome and needs to be scrapped and replaced.  Driving licenses 
should not have to be renewed, they should be valid unHl a driver has 
proven themself to be unfit to operate a vehicle.  

Thoe whole system has devolved into a moneymaking racket. ChrisHna

2020-10-28 
09:22:48 Eastern Cape No I do not other

There are so many issues here:  raising fines alone will not solve any 
problems, the demerit system will not work in a country like ours.  The 
depth and width of corrupHon in SA and in our government sectors are 
unfortunately widely known.  This will just be another way of extorHon 
for the law abiding ciHzen.  carisa

2020-10-28 
08:37:55 Eastern Cape No I do not other All too harsh. Robert 
2020-10-28 
07:39:37 Eastern Cape No I do not other This bill will not pass consHtuHonal muster Ian
2020-10-28 
05:55:34 Eastern Cape No I do not other Another corrupHon avenue for anc to steal. Ian

2020-10-27 
21:01:16 Eastern Cape No I do not other

This is a system designed to extract money more easily.. 
The e-toll system has proven to be a failure and this is a way to force 
the public  to pay for something that they are in a disagreement with, Rory

2020-10-27 
01:24:54 Eastern Cape No I do not other

This process reeks of just another a]empt to make money out of South 
Africans, rather than to actually curtail traffic infringements.   

I am vehemently opposed to a R100 levy on every fine issued, and 
being compelled to pay that, whether I am guilty or innocent.  The 
"appeal" system does not sound like it will give motorists a fair chance 
to be proven innocent.   

As I have witnessed on all our roads, to me the greatest dangers on our 
roads are the minibus taxis and the way disregard almost every road 
regulaHon.  I don't believe that this process is going to fix, prevent, or 
reverse ANY of that behaviour.  None.  Nothing.  Zero.  And that is the 
core of the problem with these laws.  They will milk the few licensed 
drivers who are predominantly law abiding, yet they will do nothing to 
stop those who habitually drive dangerously and put the lives of many 
at risk.   

Further, I believe that many people will just conHnue to drive - even 
without a licence.  The country has developed a culture of lawlessness 
which stems from our poliHcal leaders ... it doesn't ma]er what you do 
because the bigger the crime, the easier it is to get away with it. Louis

2020-10-25 
06:19:32 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The  infringement penalty levy of R100 applied to ALL infringement 
noHces irrespecHve of fine applied, is,  in itself, a stealth tax. This is 
none refundable even if a successful appeal is made against the 
infringement noHce. This is not consHtuHonally fair. Why be robbed of 
R100 when you have proven innocence? 

Steve

2020-10-23 
06:18:03 Eastern Cape No I do not other

This isn't about improving the safety on our roads at all. This is purely 
about trying to generate more income and we all know that in fact, it 
will encourage more dishonesty by the populace (bribes etc)   It will 
also be a administraHve nightmare. Our post offices don't work at all, 
how are fines etc going to be followed up?  Carol

2020-10-23 
06:12:38 Eastern Cape No I do not other

As per the norm lately,,more and more laws are being promulgated 
rather than simply enforcing current legislaHon which is more than 
adequate Dawid

2020-10-22 
17:31:17 Eastern Cape No I do not other

I have never got a fine in my life before. Yet i am extremely worried 
about the corrupHon and the manipilaHon of the law enforcements.  
This just seems like another way to generate money and one would be 
wondering where that money will end up. Yet the taxi's do whatever 
they like.  There is just no law for them.  Picking on a certain group 
does not seem fair at all. Rather spend the Hme sorHng the problem 
with taxi's  before you think of ways to screw the innocent  / so_ 
targets.  You are looking for any reason to make criminals out of the 
innocent people. linda

2020-10-20 
13:55:28 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The possibility of more corrupHon is sure as some will be  offered  cash 
to ignore the transgression, some drivers will be fined in excess and 
some will get away with ignoring the law altogether as is happening 
today. The problem is the exisHng laws are not enforced equally and 
constantly across the country. Train traffic officers be]er and give them 
higher penalHes for corrupHon. Joria
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2020-10-15 
12:28:09 Eastern Cape No I do not other

There is so much corrupHon in the law enforcement agencies today 
and people are being wrongfully arrested on a daily basis.   For years 
now bribery has been rife.   without the opHon of defending yourself in 
a court of law places even more power in the hands of corrupt officials 
and this is dangerous for all South African ciHzens.    

Furthermore the e-toll system is illegal in that it was unilaterally 
introduced by government supposedly to improve the roads but the 
condiHon of the roads has actually worsened and not improved.   Ron

2020-10-14 
22:04:35 Eastern Cape No I do not other Doubling of fines and costly court procedures and Hme!!!!!! Yvonne

2020-10-13 
21:31:03 Eastern Cape No I do not other

Is it consHturional to assume guilt and to put the onus on an individual 
to prove innocence? This also prejudices the poorer people who 
cannot afford to contest the guilty finding.  This system will not work in 
South Africa as it will result in connected people being exonerated 
while normal ciHzens will be persecuted. Implement the current 
system properly ànd make it fair for everyone. Tim

2020-10-13 
19:21:53 Eastern Cape No I do not other

Dat ek die reg het om my eie weergawe  in te dien en ń regverdige 
verhoor verhoor word. Jacobus 

2020-10-13 
13:44:23 Eastern Cape No I do not other

It is my right  to be innocent unHl proved guilty by a court of law. 
CorrupHon is so rife that I am would not be afforded a fair trial. If the 
authoriHes were well trained to combat lawlessness, corrupHon, and 
stop trying to re-invent the wheel, such unfair steps would not be 
necessary at all and we all would be law abiding ciHzens. Harry

2020-10-13 
13:27:03 Eastern Cape No I do not other

This government has yet to prove that it is capable of running anything 
effecHvely, efficiently economically, viably and profitably. 
It is a waste of Hme and money introducing more and more 
complicated systems when they cannot perform their current tasks. 
What we should introduce is a law that every vehicle on the road must 
be fully and comprehensively insured and that all vehicles over 10 
years of age are tested for roadworthiness annually with their annual 
licence renewal. John

2020-10-12 
20:09:11 Eastern Cape No I do not other

There is nothing wrong with the current laws and regulaHons.  
Unfortunately they are not enforced due to systemic corrupHon and 
incompetence.  I cannot imagine that the new laws will be treated any 
differently.  It is also obvious that the municipaliHes are looking for 
ways of burdening a select group of people, yet again, to stay afloat. Lana

2020-10-12 
13:54:12 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The new AArto system will require so much added administraHon 
which is as usual a loop hole for fraud and bribes. A SubsHtute for the 
whole new system is for the exisHng laws to to be enforced eg. 
fraudulent drivers licences and road worthy vehicles to be acted upon .  
Currently corrupHon is number one and this will only add to the 
increase Pieter

2020-10-12 
12:47:51 Eastern Cape No I do not other

I oppose all the proposed regulaHons as once again only the innocent 
people will be affected as the lawless drivers out there will not be 
prosecuted as laws and regulaHons are not being enforced by the 
current corrupt government officials. 
Stop making more and more laws and regulaHons that cannot be 
implemented and enforced correctly! Niesje

2020-10-12 
11:49:49 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The taxi's that "govern' our streets not been penalised / lying/ driving 
like idiots-disobeying all rules of the road and geVng away with 
murder why should we be liable to pay all our funds and they "taxis|" 
owe millions in fines and conHnue to get away with daily at our 
expense !!!! 

3/4 of these taxis are owned by traffic division/municipal workers and 
get away it - start with the taxis then come for the public!! 

Get all those forged licences sorted out then ask the tax payer if they 
can afford their fines due to the non payment of taxi's who pay zero 
tax / get discounts on fuel / pay zero fines!! 

Where will they get the staff to man all the proposals they cannot even 
manage it currently its an absolute mess to say the least!!!   I 
personally have 2 taxis who have destroyed 2 of my cars and affected 
my youngest daughter who is a wreck in a car due to some of these 
idioHc taxi drivers - all this at my cost !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

With the merit system the taxi will simply keep changing the drivers 
licence - legal or illegal and likewise the owners of these taxis who 
should be held liable for all rules broken hourly not even daily ! JANEY

2020-10-12 
11:20:52 Eastern Cape No I do not other

All of the above.  You cant just go and change the amount of demerits, 
the fees,  forcing more and more people into our courts.  There is no 
capacity.... all these regulaHons are because people don't have rules 
and if there are rules they are not obeyed.  What makes any of the 
above any different.  Taxi's will just conHnue and there will just be 
more need for them to bribe.... South Africans have lost their 
morals.....and the Government is just making more and more money 
out of controlling this stuff.... Go catch criminals and rapists and Farm 
Murders.... that is where we need to be working, not stupid stuff like 
this.... Erika

2020-10-11 
22:15:10 Eastern Cape No I do not other

I refuse to support this corrupt government in filling their pockets even 
more! How can fines be doubled when we can't even survive 
economically! Just another scheme to make more money out of Joe 
taxpayer! Andrew

2020-10-11 
21:03:24 Eastern Cape No I do not other No I don't  support any of it. Chris

2020-10-11 
20:37:45 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The e toll was never  put out for voHng and is illegal, a money making 
scam for goverment. Making it a criminal offence to drive without a 
license is a criminal offence. 
Why do goverment not sort out the taxi industry first, illegal stops, 
overloads, inHmidaHon of other road users, unsafe taxis, red lights 
been run to name a few. Shane
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2020-10-11 
19:53:15 Eastern Cape No I do not other

How can you fine us for E- Toll? It has never worked and it will never 
work! This whole lot just sounds like a desperate government trying to 
create more money to steal! Andre

2020-10-11 
12:08:54 Eastern Cape No I do not other

Another form of corrupHon His word or my pocket. The only ones with 
clean license's is the TAXIS they know where you stay cliff

2020-10-11 
08:18:48 Eastern Cape No I do not other

Your systems are all amazing but you do not execute. I do not agree 
with doubling current fines. You cannot retrospecHvely impose further 
penalHes. You do noHng with this money, our roads remain in poor 
condiHon accross the Eastern Cape, traffic control officers are nowhere 
to be seen when there is loadshedding.  It's rediculious.  Start showing 
that potholes are fixed withing 24/48 hours of appearing and we might 
feel differently about you taking our money! Milanie

2020-10-11 
07:51:49 Eastern Cape No I do not other

Soon we will not be able to drive anywhere so its Hme to make 
reasonable and effecHve measures instead of ones that simply make 
li]le sense Petro

2020-10-10 
18:46:08 Eastern Cape No I do not other

I believe that it's my consHtuHonal right to appeal any alleged wrong 
doing. I do not support 
 e-tolls, as there is already a substanHal amount provided for road 
maintenance included into the sale of every liter of fuel sold. AARTO, 
as set out  can never be successful, while police/metro police officers 
are grossly corrupt. 
Police enrollment requirements should be addressed with  proper and 
much higher standards  being set. With the current Police/Metro 
Police staff, further changes to AARTO will just become an even bigger 
tool for bribery and inHmidaHon . 

Theo
2020-10-10 
13:06:14 Eastern Cape No I do not other I do not consent to any of the proposed changes, at all. jon

2020-10-10 
09:24:23 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The current bribery and corrupHon in this country needs to be sorted 
out first. This system may work in other countries as they don't have 
the corrupHon that we have. 
The admin in RSA is incompetent, and they would not be able to police 
and monitor  the syste m. 
So whatever fines you increase or structures you implement it won't 
work as bribery and corrupHon will prevail, probably more. 
The first thing the government needs to do is weed out the corrupHon 
in the Police/Traffic authoriHes . 
It is a total waste of money that can be spent on more important 
ma]ers. Geoff

2020-10-10 
09:04:04 Eastern Cape No I do not other

On 2 occasions my vehicle nr plate was cloned  and a camera fine 
enforced in Gauteng with the the exact vehicle I possess. I have never 
been out of the Eastern Cape with my vehicle? QuesHon:                              
1. Now I would be unfairly punished by having demerit points added to 
my record. 
2. I would unfairly be required to defend myself at great legal costs 
Proper law enforcement needed to recHfy our lawless society and not 
by altering exisHng workable laws. Not necessary to reinvent the 
wheel. Harry
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2020-10-10 
08:46:41 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The exuberant energy demonstrated by the Ministry of Roads and 
Transport in creaHng yet another source to steal from by those that 
have converted the State coffers to be their private purses from which 
they tap at will anyhow, could make a huge difference if it could be 
directed at strengthening the State's capacity to fight the scourge of 
corrupHon that has become fashionable among the chosen few in 
South Africa. 

By the above, I am not being naive to the concrete realiHes of the 
challenges the country is faced with in the public transport sector and 
on our roads in general, but the experiences I have with regards to the 
machinaHons those is power are capable of when it comes to devising 
the strategies and tacHcs aimed at augmenHng their sources to steal 
from, get the be]er of me each and every Hme moves like these which 
are always good on paper, but zilch when it comes to their pracHcal 
implementaHon, are being proposed. 

The recent Covid-19 pandemic and the PPE tenders corrupHon saga 
serve as a vivid case in point. If people could steal even at the midst of 
a life threatening situaHon, what would deter them from stealing in 
this proposed money generaHng scheme? 

I am fed up with the manner in which those that were supposedly the 
protectors of our fiscal integrity, are so hellbent on a]acking the very 
same fiscal integrity for their selfish and cannibalisHc interests. The 
public elect these people with the hope that they'll be]er their lot and 
protect the ConsHtuHon of the country, only to realize that, it is a wolf 
pack that the people have put to be in charge of the sheep. 

Stealing in South Africa has astronomically rocketed to the level of the 
immortals, as is has become a dominant culture in the South African 
life, especially in the public sector. 

From where I am standing, it seems as if the country has won some 
kind of a CorrupHon World Cup or some CorrupHon Olympics. With the 
poliHcians being the gold medalists in all categories. Stealing and 
corrupHon have become interwoven into the naHonal DNA of the 
country. The private sector is also not so innocent, as there appears to 
be some collaboraHons between it and the supposedly public servants. 

I therefore, don't have even a slightest doubt in my mind that, this 
beauHfully sounding proposiHon, clothed in the language that seeks to 
persuade the public to think that poliHcians are indeed doing 
something posiHve about the sorry state of our public transport 
system, whilst in reality, theirs is to create another naHonal source to 
steal from, other than the Covid-19 pandemic, is aimed at enriching 
the Sodis of this colony. 

The Ministry of Roads and Transport, should be asked in many ways 
possible to stay away from us and our source of livelihoods, unHl such 
Hme that they wean themselves of their insaHable appeHte and 
proclivity to steal from the public purse. They must just deal with the 
big elephant in the room, which is their stealing nature and therea_er 
deal with these much needed iniHaHves. 

My license is my source and fellow countrymen and women source of 
puVng food on our tables. Please don't want to snatch our hard 
earned food from our mouths and those of our children. 

I support any iniHaHve to be]er the sorry state of our public transport 
system, but poliHcians are not to be trusted to carry that out to its 
supposedly logical conclusion. Otherwise, in 5 years Hme we'll have 
another Commission of inquiry into the corrupHon and stealing of the 
poliHcians from what they are proposing herein, the same way as we 
are having this theatrical Zondo Commission into the so-called State 
Capture or even the erstwhile SeriH Arms Deal Commission. 

I am really gatvol of the poliHcians and their proclivity and appeHte to 
steal from the poor!!! Thabo

2020-10-10 
06:56:56 Eastern Cape No I do not other Taxi drivers will not be treated the same debra

2020-10-10 
06:06:39 Eastern Cape No I do not other

It doesn't help the taxis drivers don't have licenses so how is the point 
system going to work on that. 
How does that work for company owners that have drivers and no 
body can afford to be without a license so all they going to do is drive 
illegaly. It will make things worse. Yolanda

2020-10-09 
23:12:15 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The whole process.  
Just another corrupHon deal. Zonitha 

2020-10-09 
21:42:24 Eastern Cape No I do not other

Scrap the e-toll system.. it is unlawfull and just another means for the 
ANC to steal money from hard working South Africans Felix

2020-10-09 
21:37:31 Eastern Cape No I do not other

Already over 50%of the driver's on the road will not be targeted as 
conHnued violence will occur. You will only be targeHng a small few. 

Jason

2020-10-09 
20:19:04 Eastern Cape No I do not other

The bill essenHally assumes guilt unHl proven innocent. It is 
unconsHtuHonal at its core.  
The fact that failure to pay e-toll is included as an offence, is horrific. 
This corrupt and defunct system is now trying to sneak itself into 
legality. How much kickback is the minister receiving? Stuart

Western Cape 280
2020-12-02 
09:18:01 Western Cape No I do not other

It is a guaranteed corrupHon system and another tax burden for the 
ciHzen and not designed to get rid of the illegal drivers. Sheahan
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2020-11-30 
12:27:16 Western Cape No I do not other

I do not support this Bill. It is merely a way to collect more revenue. 
Who is going to stop motorists for violaHons which take place daily? It 
seems only speeding is monitored and there are insuffient traffic 
officers with no monyt to hire and train more.  To add a cost for issuing 
a fine is ridiculous to say the least. Never heard of such. Why not 
simply include in the fine? The traffic department cannot cope now 
with renewing of licences for drivers and vehicles. How will they cope 
now with the addiHonal administraHve burden?  In some areas the 
postal service is poor and mail only delivered weekly or monthly where 
there is no post office or satellite office. AARTO should allow for 
certain companies to issue licences and driving licences, especially in 
the rural areas and ciHes where they cannot cope at present. The 
electronic booking system does not work successfully and needs to be 
scrapped. Never a slot available. In the meanHme the licence expires 
and more money is made from fines for expired licences. Robert

2020-11-20 
13:28:20 Western Cape No I do not other This is going to lead to an increase in false number plates and fraud. FaHma

2020-11-15 
22:21:39 Western Cape No I do not other

The AARTO Act is unconsHtuHonal.  It has also brought with it the 
concept of an alleged infringer being guilty unHl they prove themselves 
innocent!   
I am concerned about the fact that your rights are taken away, i.e. 
removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court and 
replaced with wri]en representaHon.  Doubling penalHes, fines!   All I 
see is another way to harvest money from the public.  It’s not about 
safer roads, it’s about obtaining funds for another SOE.   

Ruth

2020-11-12 
14:46:43 Western Cape No I do not other

These is absolutely TERRIBLE amendment proposal! You are VIOLATING 
HUMAN RIGHTS! 
Doubling "penalHes" serves only the government generaHng money - it 
has ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to do with Road Safety. 
Under what kind of mentality can you even think of making it a 
criminal offence to drive without a drivers license. I persons skills are 
not subject to another's (governments) rules and ideas of it. 
By these a]empts you are alienaHng the people through force, which 
creates resistance and in effect less compliance and control.  A bunch 
of people in a office or assembly cannot decide for an enHre naHon of 
individuals and make criminals of them as they see fit. 
This proposal is UNCONSTITUTIONAL! Dewaldt

2020-11-12 
06:04:00 Western Cape No I do not other Theunis
2020-11-10 
21:20:12 Western Cape No I do not other

I cannot agree with doubling of fines , even for non-payment of e- toll, 
in this bad economic Hmes  or with no opHon of court appearance Tienkie

2020-11-10 
07:37:27 Western Cape No I do not other

Once again this inept goverment is trying to fix a problem by puVng in 
more laws... which is not going to work. If they implement the laws we 
have and get the lawless taxis to obey, if they  stop corrupHon then 
accidents will go down.  But they DO NOTHING to the taxis through out 
the year and then are SO AMAZED when we have carnage on our roads 
especially over Easter and Christmas.  Just another way to get MORE 
MONEY from mostly law abiding ciHzens.... they WONT apply these to 
taxi drivers Renee

2020-11-08 
15:38:37 Western Cape No I do not other

I choose 'Other' as I disagree with the Points Demerit System,  
Enforcement Orders, AdministraHve Burdens,  Costly Appeal.  

 I sat with approximately 15 traffic fines for over a year and a half due 
to duplicate number plaHng used by another using my vehicle plates. 

With AARTO both myself and my wife would have been in a bind and 
unable to drive for 2 years as both vehicles were registered to me. 
Who can afford this? 
AARTO is yet another money hungry SOE trying to embezel yet more 
funds from the people.  
e-Tolls was the start of the corrupHon on large scale.  

You cannot resolve corrupHon by conHnously adding more layers of 
laws in. Fix the corrupHon. 

How do you fix corrupHon?  
 - Public servants found guilt must be held liable and accountable much 
like a director of a company is now days. 

 - All found to be guilty within public service must be criminally 
charged and accountable and fined, imprisoned if a serious criminal act 
and/or fired.  
 - NO FUTURE public service work may be sought and given therea_er. 

Charl

2020-11-08 
13:34:59 Western Cape No I do not other

To date, more and more legislaHon has been implemented, STILL, 
lawlessness prevails on our roads parHcularly, in the minibus taxi 
industry....... NOTHING will change because of this new legislaHon. 
CorrupHon is the only beneficiary. Frank 

2020-11-07 
18:20:05 Western Cape No I do not other

I can barely afford my license disk how am i supposed to paid the rest 
of url proposed levies without starving the month totally not radicule 
stop wanHng to make us suffer my need of a vehicle is to put food on 
the table for my family my husband can't find work we have 3 toddlers 
and my company doesn't give transport home a_er shi_ so i needed to 
get my own transprt why now try to make me pay extra when i barely 
get paid 2000 to provide for my family url are ridiculous money 
illiterate Miche

2020-11-07 
12:59:26 Western Cape No I do not other

Just another way of targeHng traceable people and the "untraceables" 
will conHnue their lawlessness. 

Gavin
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2020-11-06 
20:11:13 Western Cape No I do not other

The AARTO bill is framed on laws in generally "disciplined" countries.    
1..The number of unlicenced / fraudulent licences / corrupt purchase 
of a licence is INCREASING at a frightening rate NOTWITHSTANDING  
the a]empts by the "authoriHes" to stop it. 
2..A person without a licence cannot accrue demerits points  - - then 
what ??? 
3..The AARTO act is "double jeopardy" and amounts to "guilty unHl 
proven innocent" regardless of FACTS.   The motorist pays every step of 
the way and THERE IS NO REFUNDING OF MONEYS SO OBTAINED when 
the charge is found to be false. 
4..The levels of corrupHon on all levels will rise exponenHally.   FALSE 
number plates proliferate, and the courts are filled with people who 
must "prove" to the court that the car in the photograph is NOT the 
one registered to that number.   The courts will become inundated 
with cases - more so than at present. 
5..LEGISLATION as it stands has all the power needed.   The 
AdministraHon by the "authoriHes" is the weakest point and the 
"follow up" procedures are sacrificed. 
SOLVE THE ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES AS THEY NOW STAND. 
NO, digital media is NOT safe, accurate, reliable, efficient.   Apart from 
the problem with power outages. 
The RESPONSIBILITY for lawlessness, in the face of exisHng legislaHon, 
is being put on the shoulders of the motorist for POOR performance by 
the "authoriHes" Peter

2020-11-06 
17:32:49 Western Cape No I do not other

I object to all of the following as it removes the judicial process from 
the system. What is being offered is a system where people would be 
considered guilty before any proper legal process. 
Seems the increase in demerit points is aimed at the taxi industry to 
give them more leeway with the many contravenHons they commit. 
PenalHes should stay as they are and not be increased. Already they 
are far too high, especially for pensioners. 
Enough taxes are paid via fuel levies and other taxaHons which the 
government is adept at making these disappear. Paying of E-toll and 
regular toll road fees should be scrapped altogether. South Africa is 
becoming a country of mulHple taxaHons and pep[le struggle to make 
ends meet. 

• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
• Increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators. 
• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

TERENCE
2020-11-06 
02:42:35 Western Cape No I do not other Too costly and too severe Irina 

2020-11-05 
20:18:01 Western Cape No I do not other

This bill serves no actual purpose other than to milk people for more 
money and to make it harder to appeal an alleged infringement. The 
extra administraHon fee on top of receive a fine is also a joke. Nothing 
in the new AARTO regulaHons really benefits people. If the police can't 
even bother to arrest an illegal immigrant Nigerian driver of a company 
branded car with no passport, proof of address, drivers license, no 
license disc (just a blank circle of paper), no insurance and tyres that 
have no tread le_ smash into the back of my limited ediHon sports car I 
worked my arse off to earn then I can't see how making it a criminal 
offense to drive without a license is going to help. Liall

2020-11-04 
17:39:52 Western Cape No I do not other

Do not agree in total to this Bill. It is a money making regulaHon not a 
safety regulaHon. Do not trust the police at all. Open door for more 
corrupHon and maladministraHon. Elsa

2020-11-04 
08:21:50 Western Cape No I do not other

It will facilitate bribery with traffic officials 
It is against my right to be able to challenge in court 
The levy charged on each infringement is unfair as it is charged before 
case is proven and should be included in the fine 
The toll roads are a proven waste of monies now it is trying to enforce 
payment you should rather scrap toll roads than blackmail public to 
pay  
It will not stop the taxi drivers, they will carry on even if the license is 
revoked 
More law enforcement would do a be]er job than Aarto ever will 
It is just another hidden tax to be wasted by government employees Andy

2020-11-03 
19:35:06 Western Cape No I do not other

Aarto will not change anything.  
The ineptness and incompetence of law enforcement in general cannot 
be corrected or compensated for by tough legislaHon. 
Aarto will  become a costly, cadre staffed, bureaucracy.  This does not 
bode well for any integrity. 
Aarto is now judge, jury and execuHoner.  As an a_er-thought - an 
appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
It will evolve into an addiHonal income stream for law enforcement 
officers.  It will be cheaper to bribe than pay the fine + admin costs. 

Ulrich
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2020-11-03 
11:29:22 Western Cape No I do not other

1. Increasing fines encourages non-payment in a struggling economy. 
2.E-tolls was corrupt and ill-conceived. AARTO is now just a way to 
force someone's will who stands to make money. 
3.E-tolls is unnecessary. We already pay taxes and licences for roads 
and other infrastructure. AARTO is not for forcing unnecessary and 
corrupt ideas. 
4.Money being spent on unnecessary E-tolls and AARTO means there is 
less money to fix the broken systems and faciliHes. 
5.No system will work unless all resources are present and fully 
funcHonal. We need infrastructure, personel, Funding, vehicles and 
other equipment for the traffic department, protocols and systems,  
discipline within the force and integrity amongst all people. 
6. The current system does not work because there are few or 
ineffecHve traffic police on the road. 
4.The system only catches law breakers if law breakers have licences 
and registered vehicles. The rest are average people who overshot the 
speed limit because they are stressed. 
6.AARTO is one item on a long list of money making/thieving scams 
propagated by government. 
5.Having to consider implicaHons of AARTO increases stress and anger 
levels amongst average people and the resulHng speed of traffic and 
minor law breaking. 
6.Removing my right to legal representaHon is a contravenHon of my 
basic human rights. Some will reason then that it is easier and safer to 
drive without any licences. 
6.Removing my right to legal representaHon facilitates the_. 
6.Some of us only drive because of a profound failure and inability for 
government to provide safe, efficient, convenient and legiHmate public 
transport. This is therefore a further breakdown in our infrastructure. 
7.We can’t afford it. No money le_ to steal.  

Brigi]e
2020-11-03 
08:40:35 Western Cape No I do not other ALISON
2020-11-03 
08:12:38 Western Cape No I do not other

You are going to cause the economy to crash with all these stupid rules 
, less rules and more visible enforcement of exisHng laws Sean

2020-11-02 
09:07:22 Western Cape No I do not other They must do away with a lot of it Riaan

2020-11-02 
08:06:06 Western Cape No I do not other

Etoll system was implemented without consulHng the South African 
public. This government just take and take and puVng the average and 
low income public in more financial strain STEFAN

2020-11-02 
06:38:11 Western Cape No I do not other bradley
2020-11-01 
14:54:47 Western Cape No I do not other

I don't believe in the e-toll, nor the increase in fine system and taking 
more money from an already tax constraints economy. RenHa

2020-11-01 
09:49:53 Western Cape No I do not other

This commie state wants to take away all rights of their ciHzens you 
cannot even enforce the exisHng traffic laws with your corrupt cronies 
so who says that aarto that will take even more rights away from us  
will not be misused by the corrupted Marxist government. MarHn

2020-11-01 
08:23:15 Western Cape No I do not other

Cannot take your right to appeal there is cases that unfair fines are 
given it will give the traffic dept too much power to do what ever they 
want. 

Feel it's too harsh if you don't have your driver license to make it 
criminal you already get a fine also wrong. You should get 7 days to 
produce your license at a traffic dept. Then only they should take 
whatever acHon. 

Willie

2020-10-30 
11:57:59 Western Cape No I do not other

Lets just make it a criminal offence to drive a vehicle and watch SA's 
economy collapse! How are these amendments even consHtuHonal? 
So I disagree with ALL following proposed changes.  
 - Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court  
 - Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred 
before a driving licence  
 - Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
 - Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads  
 - Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
 - CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon... George

2020-10-29 
20:09:57 Western Cape No I do not other Current alcohol % sufficient Henk

2020-10-29 
16:33:31 Western Cape No I do not other

There are a number of things that bother me  
1. No right to appeal in court. What happened to innocent unHl proven 
guilty. 
2. The admin levy. So they are just looking for ways to spin off more 
money by increasing the totals due. 
3. The link between AARTO and E-Toll. Have people not made it 
abundantly clear that they do not support E-Toll? So now we find new 
ways to threaten people. 
4. Consistency in prosecuHon. COCT is already owed millions by the 
defuct Taxi industry that just simply refuse to pay or obey the laws of 
the road. How will this be handled? Fritz

2020-10-29 
15:58:58 Western Cape No I do not other

Once again they do not bother about the Taxi industry whoa re the real 
criminals in this regard Cyril

2020-10-29 
10:20:33 Western Cape No I do not other

Just another way for government to get money out of people and ripe 
for corrupHon. No to doubling fines  and forcing people to pay huge 
tolls. We already pay extra for roads. They are also trying to remove 
our rights for appeals, who will be on the tribunal and how ethical will 
they be. our current crop of people does not bode well. Michele

2020-10-29 
07:56:29 Western Cape No I do not other

Removing rights and including e-tolls shows the true intent of those 
involved, and it is not for the benefit of the ciHzens of this country... niel
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2020-10-29 
06:55:27 Western Cape No I do not other

This is once again a money making business. Sort out the corrupHon in 
government and we will have enough funds available. The only ones 
suffering is the South African ciHzen. You should be ashamed of 
yourselves, we are South Africa, without us you are nothing yet you fail 
us every day.  I am absolutely against this system Rochean

2020-10-29 
06:21:07 Western Cape No I do not other

This isn't a road safety design only a cash generator. People driving no 
licence or insurance unroadworthy cars. How do you give demerit 
points to someone who's got no licence or physical address. If were 
proacHve on safety use road blocks. Stop vehicles pull off road if have 
serious  lighHng  defects . Too easy to ride the cash boat not safety 
issues. Bob

2020-10-28 
23:54:48 Western Cape No I do not other Anthony

2020-10-28 
15:25:22 Western Cape No I do not other

Instead of trying yet another "system" that is not properly thought 
through and gives many technical problems as well, rather properly 
enforce the current regulaHons and stop wanHng to embark upon a 
money making drive on the few ciHzens who normally or mostly obey 
the law. 
Points demerit system should not include fines due to speeding (when 
not really reckless, but mostly by a few km/h and at very senseless 
road stretches)  
there are many other more severe traffic rules being disobeyed, like 
reckless overtaking, driving too slowly in the right lane - this leads to 
accidents, overloaded and vehicles not in a roadworthy condiHon, We 
have too many laws which are not enforced, even when traffic police is 
around. 
Also to be criminalised without being able to defend oneself is not 
consHtuHonal and must never be allowed. Margret

2020-10-28 
15:21:44 Western Cape No I do not other

If the exisHng rules were truely being enforced non of the "bull" 
demerit system would be necessary. To punish the few guilty, the 
innocent must also be punished? That does not make sense. Enforce 
the exisHng rules, problem solved. Marinda

2020-10-28 
14:41:36 Western Cape No I do not other

Having to oat to be fined is iniquitous, just another way of fleecing the 
public. Anthony

2020-10-28 
14:41:33 Western Cape No I do not other

Having to oat to be fined is iniquitous, just another way of fleecing the 
public. Anthony

2020-10-28 
12:59:39 Western Cape No I do not other

No to the lot. We are hit from all direcHons to pay for the governments 
corrupt plundering of the countries finances. Road funds are already 
built into petrol, licence fees.  Let it be known we are sick and Hred of 
all bullshit that is being showered upon us.  # Direct ElecHons Pieter 

2020-10-28 
11:01:23 Western Cape No I do not other Jessica

2020-10-28 
10:41:59 Western Cape No I do not other

Keeping our roads safe is a priority, however the response by 
government to address the issue has no relaHonship to the problem 
and as with other useless ill-informed bills will not yield any results. 
Research should inform legislaHon. Even without the research, as a tax 
payer I could tell you that the basic problem of  traffic official 
corrupHon, bypassing licence procedures, bribery, taxi mafia and more 
are the problem. Making it a criminal offence to drive without a licence 
when the drivers licence renewal system is fraught with corrupHon (its 
origins with Shabir Shaik, Zuma-era extorHon racketering), and in the 
digital era sHll forces me to have to take a day or two off work to stand 
in an endless COVID-19 queue for hours to process a renewal  - is 
simply unacceptable. Get your house in order - modernise, get the 
licence renewal on to your smart ID, lose the silly bits of paper I have 
to sHck on my car window, the endless queues , taxi mafia and 
corrupHon - and then we can talk about new ideas to get people to 
drive be]er. I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS AT ALL AND HAVE NO TRUST IN 
THE INCOMPETENT OUT OF TOUCH LOGIC THAT INFORMS THIS BILL. 
NO NO NO Andrew

2020-10-28 
10:15:42 Western Cape No I do not other

This enforcement is only there to force people to pay e-toll, we pay 
enough taxes, feul levies for roads to be in top shape, get all the stolen 
money back, and we can talk again, you have been stealing more than 
enough in the last 25 years. Wikus

2020-10-28 
08:35:51 Western Cape No I do not other

I think it another way to make money instead of dealing with the 
problems on hand Police watching roads and on the roads checking for 
problems. the Taxis are a law unto themselves so they need to be  
within the law.  Leigh

2020-10-28 
08:08:16 Western Cape No I do not other

The Taxis will sHll get away with everything. They dont follow any rules 
on the roads, just to make more money. Start by enforcing law on 
them, and big problem solved. Craig

2020-10-28 
08:03:16 Western Cape No I do not other

Too much power given to  Traffi c Departments etc. The opinions of 
ciHzens seem not to have any influence . Estelle

2020-10-28 
07:59:28 Western Cape No I do not other

To enforce to pay etolls and to refuse your license.  This is against the 
consHtuHon.  We did not ask for the etolls or had a chance to have a 
say.  Why enforce us to pay.  Tersia

2020-10-28 
06:11:45 Western Cape No I do not other

Another way yet to make money. We are already overburdened with 
high taxes Mogamat

2020-10-28 
06:11:44 Western Cape No I do not other

Another way yet to make money. We are already overburdened with 
high taxes Mogamat
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2020-10-28 
03:41:22 Western Cape No I do not other

Increasing the fines is just opportunism, especially when the economy 
is hurHng. Fines should be a minimum figure, but as in Norway, 
proporHonal to income - this discourages the rich and the poor from 
breaking the law.  Yes, i know the demerit system should help here too, 
but the rich have some ways to avoid penalHes - nominaHng another 
driver, (who doesn't actually drive much), good lawyers, etc. 

Traffic enforcement should move away from "passive enforcement" 
using cameras and the like, which do li]le to change driver behaviour, 
and should rather focus on reckless and negligent driving (of which 
there has been a dangerous  increase in recent years), pulling drivers 
over and fining them immediately, rather than a fine in the post a 
month or more later - it's hard to remember what you were doing a 
month a_er the fine. Motorists respond to passive enforcement 
measures by removing one or more licence plates, and then drive as if 
there are no laws. AcHve enforcement will prevent this. 

Julian
2020-10-27 
21:12:23 Western Cape No I do not other johan

2020-10-27 
20:56:47 Western Cape No I do not other

The complete aarto system is farce, it's designed purpose is to make 
money for the state without allowing a fair appeal process to the 
average ciHzen. It should be scrapped in its enHrety. Julius 

2020-10-27 
20:40:27 Western Cape No I do not other

Trying to extort even more money from us is ridiculous.  Once again 
controlling through fear and punishment. 

I say NO to increased fines!!! Abolute NO. Michael

2020-10-27 
20:39:01 Western Cape No I do not other

Increasing fines!  The government is really scraping the barrel trying to 
suck the life out of people in every way., 

NO to increased fines, NO to entrapment, 
NONONONO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Michele 

Giuseppe

2020-10-27 
20:21:43 Western Cape No I do not other

It never affects the individuals these laws are aimed at and only gives 
the ineffecHve traffic/police officers more leverage to undermine the 
law. 
Fix within first. Michele

2020-10-27 
20:14:26 Western Cape No I do not other

I do not support any of the amendments.  Traffic cops are not 
trustworthy just like the police in this country.  It's another way for the 
government to steal from the ciHzens of this country.  Fines are already 
steep especially in an economy where people are ba]ling to feed their 
families. Celeste

2020-10-27 
19:46:43 Western Cape No I do not other Viccy
2020-10-27 
18:53:45 Western Cape No I do not other Maxine D

2020-10-27 
18:32:59 Western Cape No I do not other

Just another wat of atempHng yp force the etoll system down on road 
users so that there are more coffers to loot and underhanded deals for 
corrupt government officials to line thier pockets Derek

2020-10-27 
12:12:01 Western Cape No I do not other

I don't  agree with the following "Removing an alleged infringer’s 
exisHng right to elect to be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en 
representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review 
applicaHon to the Magistrates Court."  
And then also the rehabilitaHon idea. Christopher 

2020-10-26 
16:33:54 Western Cape No I do not other

ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE JUST A WAY TO MAKE MONEY FROM THE 
GENERAL PUBLIC AND I DONT BELIEVE THAT ALL SHOULD BE 
PUNISHED FOR THOSE FEW THAT BREAK THE RULED Ma]hew

2020-10-26 
13:27:29 Western Cape No I do not other

All this will just create even more corrupHon, and only benefits the 
ANC. 
Rather spend money on geVng a public transport system working 
again, which will cause less traffic on the roads, less accidents, less 
producHon loss due to traffic jams, less poluHon,... 
and sorry ANC, less money for you to steal. 

E-Toll must be abolished 
Demirit system is desHned to fail 
Minibus Taxis must be brought to book, pay their licenses & fines, and 
sHck to road laws/rules. 

Bernd

2020-10-26 
11:12:41 Western Cape No I do not other

This system will only allow for more corrupHon and government power 
abuse. The process is too costly and lengthy to appeal any demerits so 
there will be lots of bribes happening and bad Public RelaHons with 
the public, less trust in the law and officers. 

Leo
2020-10-26 
10:23:16 Western Cape No I do not other Another money making scheme to which will lead to  more corrupHon russell

2020-10-26 
07:24:09 Western Cape No I do not other

The goverment cannot even enforcd the current laws now the want 
more  first implement the current laws the way it should be for every 
one including the taxis then we can talk again 

Freek

2020-10-26 
07:24:09 Western Cape No I do not other

The goverment cannot even enforcd the current laws now the want 
more  first implement the current laws the way it should be for every 
one including the taxis then we can talk again 

Freek
2020-10-25 
15:48:15 Western Cape No I do not other Totally unfair Stephan 
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2020-10-25 
11:38:18 Western Cape No I do not other

I am against the whole AARTO regulaHons. We are becoming a police 
state despite the fact that we do not have enough police or traffic 
police. The government cant run the country properly let alone this 
department. RegulaHons should be the responsibility of each 
municipality not central government.    How in the world are they 
going to police this when the majority of ciHzens get away with murder 
anyway and if they dont like something they march and destroy 
property.  They dont have drivers licences, TV licences etc and its the 
middle class that bears the brunt of it all. Cheryl

2020-10-25 
09:54:20 Western Cape No I do not other Grant
2020-10-24 
20:15:34 Western Cape No I do not other 99% of what is now intended is beyond rediculous. Barry 

2020-10-24 
15:30:32 Western Cape No I do not other

Nothing will help in South Africa if the road users do not obey the rules 
and the officials who are supposed to implement them is not doing 
their work. The government are now using everything in their power 
to make money a_er their fiasco of handling the Covid pandemic. 
Implement it and half off the workforce will not be able to get to work 
in 6 months Hme because no taxidriver will have a licence anymore. Or 
are they excluded again? Martha

2020-10-24 
13:44:07 Western Cape No I do not other

The current propser regulaHons is an infrinment on our consHtuHonal 
rights in a fair trail when accused of wrong doing. 
It is just an unfair money making process for goverment !!!!!!! Fanie

2020-10-24 
00:47:12 Western Cape No I do not other This changes is to make money not go the benefit of the people Marzanne 
2020-10-23 
20:23:48 Western Cape No I do not other People already suffering financially Geraldine
2020-10-23 
20:22:10 Western Cape No I do not other People already suffering financially Geraldine

2020-10-23 
19:04:34 Western Cape No I do not other

The enHre proposed new system should be scrapped immediately and 
exisHng systems must be correctly enforced and regulated. It is 
criminal to even consider charging fee for dispuHng fines which in all 
likelihood haven't been correctly issued but been forced on motorists 
by force and inHmidaHon. Traffic departments and officials must be 
properly trained and made professional in their duHes. They are 
supposed to be an asset not a hinderance. Officials and municipaliHes 
should pay a]enHon to major issues and not pe]y offences. New 
system is nothing more than money making racket effecHvely making 
all who enforce it guilty of racketeering. Sidney 

2020-10-23 
18:42:04 Western Cape No I do not other

These changes seem more concerned with taking more money from 
motorists, than with actual road safety. Alan 

2020-10-23 
10:44:18 Western Cape No I do not other

The concept of “guilty unHl proven innocent” goes against everything 
that our consHtuHon provides. The burden of proof rests with the law 
enforcement and prosecuHng authority. AARTO MUST NOT be enacted 
in its current form! 

It is clearly set out as a “stealth tax” to once again fleece the South 
African motoring public. If enacted without amendment, it will result 
in many millions of rands accruing to the fiscus, without ANY effort to 
address the real road safety crisis.  

Removing unroadworthy and unsafe vehicles, prosecuHng unlicensed 
drivers and enforcing moving violaHons within the scope of the current 
road traffic act will have far greater impact on road safety. James
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2020-10-23 
10:32:02 Western Cape No I do not other

It is the sacred DUTY of the traffic department to make our roads 
SAFER for everyone. That safety is measured by the number of 
accidents and road deaths that occur on our roads every year. Over the 
last 10 years the traffic department have FAILED in their duHes to 
protect the lives of over 134 000 people who have died on our roads. 
Nearly 14 000 people EVERY year die in traffic related incidents 
because the traffic department have FAILED to do their jobs, 14 000 
Hmes every year. 
Given that these are the numbers by which road safety are measured, I 
found it extremely curious that in the Parlaimentary Monitoring 
Group's transcript of the meeHngs held a_er the AARTO pilot project, 
accident staHsHcs were NOT EVEN MENTIONED ONCE!!! I want to say 
that again, because it is almost unbelievable that in a meeHng 
discussing the success or failure of the AARTO project, that was 
designed to make our roads safer, NOT ONE PERSON EVER menHoned 
the ONLY measurement of road safety, which is accident staHsHcs. 
SO what measures did they place on AARTO to determine its success 
or failure? Revenue collecHon and successful prosecuHons. The AARTO 
pilot project succeeded ONLY in aiding revenue collecHon from alleged 
infringers. By providing all manner of incenHves to pay traffic fines, and 
making it as difficult as possible to defend oneself against an alleged 
infringement, AARTO successfully ensured that more people who are 
issued fines, will actually pay them. Other than that, the enHre project 
was a complete and UTTER FAILURE. 
What possible jusHficaHon could there be then to push forward with 
AARTO? How on earth can the ministers and officials involved sleep at 
night, knowing that there will STILL be around 14 000 deaths on our 
roads this coming year, if not more.  
There are 14 000 reasons NOT to enact AARTO, but if you ask me to 
narrow it down for the purposes of this comment? 
- It opens the doors for abuse of power. 
- Its rules and regulaHons are STILL as nonsensical as the current 
system: for example; it is far more dangerous to drive at 80kph in a 
60kph zone than it is to drive at 140kph in a 120kph zone, yet they 
carry the same penalty. 
- The focus of the enHre act is on revenue generaHon and streamlining 
its collecHon, NOT road safety 
- It removes, or at the very least, greatly impedes an individual's rights 
to defend themselves against any charge in a court of law. 
- It does not take a genius or an expert in traffic law and management 
to see that this act will not in any way have an impact on road safety. 
- If the department is willing to enact this quite frankly useless act, 
they should be willing to accept responsibility for the 14 000 lives that 
will conHnue to be lost every year, due to their failures. 
- The act in NO WAY focuses more a]enHon on infringements that 
actually cause accidents. For example; even though it is well known 
how big a problem drinking and driving is, during the AARTO pilot 
project, the Johannesburg metro issued over a million fines in a 3 
month period, of which over 98% were for speeding and those issued 
for drunk driving were SO FEW it didn't even register on their staHsHcs. 
Only 0.08% of that million fines were issued in respect to the fitness of 
a vehicle. CLEARLY there is a massive focus on speeding, because it 
generates huge income for minimum effort. Speed cameras are set up 
in locaHons where speeding is LIKELY rather than where speeding is 
actually DANGEROUS. Unless the department can PROVE that over 
98% of accidents are CAUSED by speeding specifically in the locaHons 
where their cameras are set up, I would love to know how they jusHfy 
this gross misapplicaHon of resources. QuinHn

2020-10-22 
22:12:43 Western Cape No I do not other Not before they stop the bribes and become trustworthy. Marié

2020-10-22 
17:00:55 Western Cape No I do not other

This whole system is just another way to bully the public into 
submission.the goverment is determent to make us criminals.  In 
comunist Russia  the public could mot defend themselves in a court. 
We heading the same way.  The trafic depatmemt is incapable  of  
inforcing the law, they can only opperate  at road blocks. And ignor  
those passing on solid lines, speeding, jumping  traficlights etc.  The  
etoll  is illegal  the public was never consulted.  A_er this  covit 19 lock 
down  people are unemployed and hungry take away their license  will 
only make  things worse. You Mr goverment made this  country 
bankrupt, now you looking for another way to fleece the public. You 
are the criminals. 

Rowland 
keith

2020-10-22 
07:34:41 Western Cape No I do not other

Turning good people into criminals...while it is the criminals who pass 
the laws.  Carl

2020-10-22 
01:59:03 Western Cape No I do not other

Making it a criminal offense driving without your license.  If you forget 
it I mean really.  Then you are a  criminal.  Do not agree.  Murders and 
rapist are geVng out of jail or set free and being treated be]er.  Why 
not focus on real  criminals. M

2020-10-21 
21:31:20 Western Cape No I do not other

This appears as another “fuck up the motorist” acHon. Rather police 
effecHvely than making us pay your damn cops sarmies and coffee 
days. Frederick

2020-10-21 
18:10:54 Western Cape No I do not other

How dare you impliment something which will just add to the list of 
corrupt procedures well documented  in SA.   Guilty unHl proven 
innocent???? No! I don't think so.  Enforce our exisHng laws and 
everything will be fine. No need for another countrys rules. It should 
be about improving driving condiHons in SA & bringing down the death 
toll - NOT about earning money to be stolen by corrupt officials!  I 
don't trust Any government or municipal official in SA anymore.  ME
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2020-10-21 
14:56:32 Western Cape No I do not other

Adding or changing laws unHl such Hme as the exisHng laws are 
applied is a pointless exercise. It is also an exercise in guesswork as 
without proper policing and applicaHon of the exisHng laws the 
staHsHcs used for making decisions are meaningless.  Where I live in 
Hout Bay I see people on a daily basis overtaking on a double white 
line with a yellow line in the middle. I see people going through red 
traffic lights. I see people going into a right or le_ turning lane to 
bypass traffic when going straight. I see people stopping wherever the 
feel like. It is these drivers who cause accidents even though they may 
not be involved themselves.  If the laws are not being applied it is a 
total waste of Hme implemenHng new laws.  If the responsible public 
servants were to get out from behind their desks and start doing the 
hard gra_ of managing and ensuring that the exisHng laws are being 
obeyed they would provide real value to the ciHzens of this country. Benjamin

2020-10-21 
09:37:58 Western Cape No I do not other

The fines are already too excessive. Who benefits from these  
increases?  Certain;y not the honest public who inadvertently might 
make an honest mistake.   Another means to take money from the 
public . Where does it end. chrisHna

2020-10-21 
09:15:16 Western Cape No I do not other

I am concerned about most of the amendments!!! 
- The inability to take your case to court is removing the civil rights of 
the ciHzens of the country. 
- Also paying for the administraHon of a fine is absolutely absurd, it is 
simply another way to get more money in the state coffers to be 
misappropriated. 
- Traffic Officers already do not focus on controlling traffic and the lack 
of control at rush hours of parHcularly mini bus taxis is beyond belief. 
The only Hme you see them is at sports events when it is easy money 
and work (and they get paid overHme on weekends) to issue parking 
fines. 
- Doubling the fines, which are already very heavy is to get money in 
from average ciHzens as the mini bus taxis do not pay their fines and it 
requires work to chase them up so it doesn't happen.  
- Also too many bribes are already being accepted to avoid paying fines 
and these funds are lost to the AARTO. 
- I do not support these regulaHons as they are unconsHtuHonal and 
anH-democracy and serve no purpose other than to line the pockets of 
the state and turn ordinary ciHzens into criminals over 
misdemeanours. Abby

2020-10-21 
08:43:19 Western Cape No I do not other

We can barely make ends meet . You want to double fines . We can’t 
Licence our cars as we cannot afford to pay fines . Give us a break . You 
are causing us to not Licence our cars and then fining us again for 
driving unlicensed cars . We can’t even feed our families . Bev

2020-10-21 
00:20:48 Western Cape No I do not other

I object most strongly to paying e-tolls! 
Roads already paid for. 
Also opens up a whole lot of scope for more corrupHon Maria

2020-10-20 
15:14:15 Western Cape No I do not other

Increasingly draconian laws and government overreach, loss of rights 
and increasing the number of ways to incur a criminal record. Ryan

2020-10-20 
13:00:55 Western Cape No I do not other

Strongly object to these laws because: 
#  they do not sort out the basic underlying incompetencies in all the 
departments & municipaliHes (ie systems, management, staff, training 
etc) that relate to driving, drivers, vehicles, licensing  & anything to do 
with  traffic.   They  cover up these problems and nothing improves - 
mutual respect and support of the law by ciHzens, which ought to be 
the aim/purpose of laws and government  does not, cannot, happen.    
#   they penalise rather than support/encourage  law abiding ciHzens 
which leads to distrust, fear and alienaHon  
#  they do not control and penalise wrongdoers - the real, serious, 
constant law breakers are not penalised 
#  municipaliHes using laws to make money by penalising mostly law 
abiding, tax paying ciHzens is corrupt government 
Laws that are made with the intenHon of respect, fairness,  order and 
jusHce, and not with the intenHon of punishment, power and 
autocraHc control would gain greater support from ciHzens. Linda

2020-10-20 
12:17:06 Western Cape No I do not other

The AARTO regulaHons are not addressing the actual issues with 
driving infringements in South Africa, such as unroadworthy vehicles, 
poor roads, DUI, the fact that such a small porHon of people actually 
pay fines, and tries to make money out of the small porHon of people 
to actually do pay fines, and then takes away their rights to a fair 
hearing? I do not abject to porHons of this bill, i object too the enHre 
thing! Countries that have no speed limits prove that speed alone is 
not the cause of accidents, but when combines with unroadworthy 
cars, poor quality drivers, poor roads, pedestrians etc it is an issue, but 
our traffic police would rather sit hidden under a bridge and make 
money from fines then try fix the problem. Grant 

2020-10-20 
07:29:41 Western Cape No I do not other

This is just another governmental scheme to further rob the public of 
their hard-earned money and it completely opens up the opportuniHes 
for further bribery by the authoriHes!!  

The authoriHes already cannot cope with the unlicensed and non-
roadworthy vehicles on our roads.  

This removes our consHtuHonal right to refuse to pay etolls which we 
have been doing since 2013 and it also removes our exisHng right to be 
tried in courts for an alleged infringement. 

Amanda
2020-10-19 
18:02:31 Western Cape No I do not other Malandrie

2020-10-19 
11:00:11 Western Cape No I do not other

This enHre proposed is fundamentally corrupt and completely 
unnecessary. It is founded on a variety of assaults on individual liberty 
and fairness. It should be permanently withdrawn and those who 
proposed it should be severely reprimanded by parliament. Herman
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2020-10-19 
10:04:07 Western Cape No I do not other

I do not support all the corrupHon that are going on and the 
goverment making unlawful laws , at the expense of the people. We 
are not responsible for all the corrupHon that is going on in the 
government.   I refuse to pay more just because they couldn't manage 
the finances and their own people stealing the money. This is not the 
way to treat law abiding ciHzens!!! Erna

2020-10-19 
09:03:37 Western Cape No I do not other Theunis 

2020-10-19 
08:45:37 Western Cape No I do not other

This is flawed in its enHrety. 
I also strongly object to the fact that I am presumed guilty of an 
offense upfront which goes against my consHtuHonal right of being 
innocent unHl proven guilty.. Morne

2020-10-19 
08:29:28 Western Cape No I do not other

Do away with eTolls!! We are already paying vehicle licences and it's 
just another financial burden on already economically suffering 
people. Mariana

2020-10-19 
07:55:15 Western Cape No I do not other

All the opHons, AdministraHon will defeat the system, the tribunal is 
far too open to prejudice and corrupHon, the 30 day limit to receive 
noHficaHon. The same rules must apply to police unless on an 
emergency call. There is no corrupHon check. Gordon Alan

2020-10-19 
07:55:12 Western Cape No I do not other

All the opHons, AdministraHon will defeat the system, the tribunal is 
far too open to prejudice and corrupHon, the 30 day limit to receive 
noHficaHon. The same rules must apply to police unless on an 
emergency call. There is no corrupHon check. Gordon Alan

2020-10-19 
07:55:02 Western Cape No I do not other

All the opHons, AdministraHon will defeat the system, the tribunal is 
far too open to prejudice and corrupHon, the 30 day limit to receive 
noHficaHon. The same rules must apply to police unless on an 
emergency call. There is no corrupHon check. Gordon Alan

2020-10-19 
06:40:44 Western Cape No I do not other

The traffic department is wholly corrupt and provides very li]le service 
to the people who actually pay their salaries. The traffic department 
should be scrapped. Alfonzo 

2020-10-18 
22:00:12 Western Cape No I do not other

The system is totally open to corrupHon and abuse by these corrupt 
cops. And you know it. Sort out the taxi industry first. Lourens 

2020-10-18 
08:47:18 Western Cape No I do not other

Oop tjekboek vir verdere korrupsie en diefstal. Hier in Mosselbaai is die 
verkeers departement n frustrasie met aanhoudende pad blokkasies 
en a_rek punte. Jy word tenminste 3 keer n maand afgetrek waar 
drywers woedend raak. Kan hulle nie liewers betrokke raak saam 
polisie om inbrake en diefstal aan te spreek nie. Inteendeel hier is te 
veel verkeersbeamptes en is rerig lasHg. Regering verander verkeerde 
we]e. Spreek eers aan die miljoene wat gesteel is in covid periode. 
Regering nie bevoeg om hul werk te doen nie Bennie

2020-10-18 
07:47:46 Western Cape No I do not other

It is too one sided If you get pulled over by a law enforcement and he 
does not like your face, he can give you a fine for something that never 
happened You do not get a chance to defend yourself.   
A BIG NO!! Andrea

2020-10-18 
07:36:49 Western Cape No I do not other

It is one sided,if a lawman simply does not like your face he can write 
you a fine and it is something that never happend and now you cant 
get a chance to defend yourself. 
A BIG NO !!!! Chris

2020-10-17 
15:11:59 Western Cape No I do not other In these cases your a guilty unHl you can prove you are innocent Mark
2020-10-16 
19:42:02 Western Cape No I do not other This is rediculous. Johan 

2020-10-16 
18:19:01 Western Cape No I do not other

These laws are merely to burden ordinary people. They are just 
nonsense.Tricks to make money out of us.Driving will become even 
more expensive with the possibility of fines.Even our hardworking 
policemen issue traffic fines while doing nothing about crime. 
No people every few years you decide to copy some more American 
nonsense laws and play traffic cop traffic cop. Please find something 
construcHve to do with whatever educaHon you have.More laws are 
just more rubbish.Motorists are subjected to every kind of costly 
madness from the hijackers the parking guards the beggars bribe 
taking cops. And now some more foolishness As people who seem to 
have some interest in road safety please rather apply the law of 
raHonality.Leave your neverending quest for other peoples 
money.Make the roads safe.Get rid of hijackers skateboarders 
jaywalkers highway pedestrians etc.Do something for your ciHzens for 
a change..Be useful keep your wonderful ideas to yourself .Some 
examples of your great wisdom are the card license the tax on 
shopping bags. smoking laws .the tax on sugar etc etc. 
Please whoever you are get yourself a proper meaningful joband do it 
properly 
Thank you Amien 

2020-10-16 
16:31:23 Western Cape No I do not other

The costly appeal procedure. 
If you pay the fine, then you should be clean. No build-up of demerits 
against you. NIC

2020-10-16 
15:19:49 Western Cape No I do not other

Of the many opHons one may cite as areas of concern, the points 
demerit system and its vulnerability to corrupHon, the administraHon, 
the failure ever to implement, the raising of fines and delay in 
a]ending to appeals, etc etc, does not inspire confidence in the merits 
of the proposals Denise

2020-10-16 
14:43:54 Western Cape No I do not other Not with the current lawlessness on our SA roads! Porcia
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2020-10-16 
13:12:52 Western Cape No I do not other

This system is fine in theory, but in a third world country where the 
roads aren't even properly maintained and the enforcement of current 
laws are a joke, this system only adds strain to the public without any 
real benefits. The government seeks ways to avoid it's responsibiliHes 
and said policing of current laws by passing it down to the public. 
Where I do understand the need to reduce the number of fataliHes on 
public roads are the drive behind this bill, I cannot agree with the way 
it is being proposed. Why not change the driver license test to add an 
advance driving course or at least give people some idea of real world 
applicaHons of the theory they have learned? Or reducing the upper 
driving age limit? Or holding vehicle owners directly responsible for 
their employees driving if they are in the business of transporHng 
people (similarly how engineering accidents are invesHgated and 
treated)? Johan

2020-10-16 
11:33:21 Western Cape No I do not other

Traffic laws should be enforced fairly and equally. The proposals merely 
Hghten regulaHons on those that are probably already adhering to the 
regulaHons. Increasing fines are merely a revenue stream. It is not at 
all clear that those that operate outside of the exisHng regulaHons will 
be effecHvely brought into the net. Just another way of squeezing law-
abiding tax-paying ciHzens without address the underlying problems of 
corrupHon and a rogue "public transport" industry. Carmen

2020-10-16 
09:51:55 Western Cape No I do not other

Daar is net een doel met hierdie regulasies: Fondsinsameling vir 
bankrot munisipaliteite! 
Wie word die meeste hierdeur geraak? Motoriste wat opgespoor kan 
word! Wie sal hulle nie eers steur aan hierdie regulasies nie? Almal wat 
in woonbuurte wegkruip waar geen amptenaar dit sal waag om hulle 
te gaan opsoek om uitgelewer te word nie. Motoriste van SA: die 
melkkoeie van 'n korrupte stelsel waar veiligheid geen prioriteit geniet 
nie. Christo

2020-10-16 
07:22:28 Western Cape No I do not other Lyne]e
2020-10-16 
01:56:48 Western Cape No I do not other Open to corrupHon and bribes Pam

2020-10-15 
19:52:06 Western Cape No I do not other

Can see why you have to be penalized for e-tol that is in any case a 
white elephant and was not given Public hearings before it was 
implemented..  I believe that if i am not guilty of an allege offense  i 
should not have to go thru all the red tape instead of going to court 
directly to state my case. Eddie

2020-10-15 
17:14:42 Western Cape No I do not other

I DO NOT SUPPORT ANY OF THESE PROPOSED REGULATION CHANGES 

The ConsHtuHon being the highest law of the land, there is no secHon 
in the ConsHtuHon that would allow for any or all parts of these 
proposed changes to the regulaHons. 

Herewith below some of the reasons of unconsHtuHonality of these 
proposed regulaHon changes: 

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence, goes against:  
Chapter 2 Bill of Rights SubsecHon 21: "(1) Everyone has the right to 
freedom of movement." 
This and other secHons of the proposed regulaHon changes would 
restrict the freedom of movement and affect the dignity of the person 
see below: 
Chapter 2 Bill of Rights SubsecHon 10: Human dignity "Everyone has 
inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected 
and protected." 
Taking away a person's dignity due to a fine or arbitrary points system 
where no vicHm was involved and with no recourse in court for the 
alleged infringer is UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 

The enHre demerit point system is arbitrary and is open to abuse, with 
no checks and balances to keep the government and/or other 
"authoriHes" from abusing it. 

The opHon to go to court must be available from the start to the 
alleged infringer and the person cannot be prevented from 
representaHon via a form filling requirement such as the proposed 
AARTO 08 Form, or a_er some arbitrary Tribunal decision. This is 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 
Chapter 2 Bill of Rights SubsecHon 34: "Everyone has the right to have 
any dispute that can be resolved by the applicaHon of law decided in a 
fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another 
independent and imparHal tribunal or forum. 

And lastly these changes are nothing but extorHon by a corrupt 
government for supposed 'crimes' where no vicHm or vicHms were 
involved. Thomas

2020-10-15 
06:39:47 Western Cape No I do not other Christo
2020-10-14 
14:23:50 Western Cape No I do not other All of the above. Charnel

2020-10-14 
11:50:53 Western Cape No I do not other

I'm a driver for more than 40yrs....I've seen over the years how more 
an more trucks,buses an cars fill our road,but no improvements! the 
first thing to do is to improve our road an freeways" the N1 an N2 
should have been a double  carriage along Hme ago" these 2way 
traffickers cause alot of accidents due the congested roads. 
all our road should be concrete an not tarred because concrete can 
save the country alot of "TIME" an  "MONEY" Peter
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2020-10-14 
10:22:54 Western Cape No I do not other

Once again as in the past this inept government is trying to implement 
traffic-laws that target the law-abiding ciHzens of South Africa. We who 
obey the rules of the road are the one's who have to be punished for 
the useless authority of law-enforcement officers who are to shit 
scared to apprehend lawless taxi drivers  who are a law unto 
themselves. These drivers believe they can do as they please, stop 
anywhere they want even in non-stop marked areas, because it's their 
right. I have seen taxi drivers stop on street corners with no concern 
whether their are 10 cars behind them, ride through red robots 
without consideraHon for others motorists who have started moving 
because the lights are green for them. At the same Hme I have seen 
countless  law-enforcement officers see what is happening and they 
just simply ignore the lawlessness of these taxi-operators. 

And so many incidents can be spoken of, because many of these taxi-
operators are owned by government ministers and officials that is why 
nothing is done to call order to these lawless leeches.  I am against the 
points demerit system unHl the taxi-industry is called to order. I am 
against enforcement order unHl the taxi industry is called to order. I am 
against the order of costly appeals unHl the taxi industry is called to 
order. I am against the AARTO Tribunal and the administraHve burden 
one has to go through because of inept, unqualified law-enforcement 
personnel.  

So as menHoned the government is once again using these kind of 
rules or by-laws to target law-abiding ciHzens and to bleed them dry. 
As in years past now we know this is all about a bankrupt system that 
has miss-appropriated  funds, unnecessary spending and useless 
unqualified end even corrupt law-enforcement officials. 

I am against all of the above topics concerned, unHl this law-less taxi 
industry and inept government has changed for the be]er. William

2020-10-14 
10:20:42 Western Cape No I do not other

The lack of public transport available to those who may lose their 
points. Instead, enforcement should be improved, harsher penalHes 
for traffic and license corrupHon introduced.  Erns

2020-10-14 
10:10:49 Western Cape No I do not other

I oppose all of the above. No decisions government or their ministers 
make is ever to benefit the consumer, the people. If we had a 
government that actually cared for the people the country would have 
been in a be]er state. Ellen

2020-10-14 
09:56:11 Western Cape No I do not other

The rules will not be enforced on all drivers, especially taxis and busses 
that ignore the road rules.  Traffic officers are either too scared or have  
Investments in the industry.  Marianne 

2020-10-14 
09:38:03 Western Cape No I do not other

When the cops are 2 scared to do anything about the taxis, and let 
them run riot.  
Yet the law abiding ciHzens who someHmes make a mistake get 
punished to the full extent of the law... 
I will not accept any of this unHl they sort out the Taxi Problem, and 
the crime in this country. 
Increasing of fines will just line people's pockets. 
E-Tols are corrupHon at it's finest, and the people said no. 
Now it is going to be an offence to say no... 
Yet, nothing happens to the EFF when they go and destroy shops, etc. Donald

2020-10-14 
09:15:20 Western Cape No I do not other

In a third world country such as SA , with a corrupt and ineffecHve 
police force , these proposed amendments mean nothing. The 
doubling of fines will just line  their pockets. Watch videos on UK and 
USA traffic  officers in acHon and it becomes clear that our police force 
and traffic officers do not even come close to what is required to be 
effecHve.  I have been in peak traffic , with a police car right behind me 
, when a taxi came rushing past in the yellow line , forcing his way into 
traffic and absolutely no acHon was taken to apprehend the taxi. This 
would never have been tolerated in the UK or USA. Zelda

2020-10-14 
08:20:29 Western Cape No I do not other

In SA as our country is governed at the moment...... this will never 
work and will just make space for even more corrupHon and another 
set of double standerds will apply.....it will turn out just as draconic as 
some other forced implementaHons in this country!!!! James

2020-10-14 
08:16:28 Western Cape No I do not other

They are trying to apply 1st world rules to a less than 3rd world 
country. 

THEY need to sort out the TAXI industry 1st, the majority have 
infringements which should not allow the vehicles on the road and as 
to the drivers that have no licences and insurance on their vehicles. 

Let's stop wasHng Hme and energy on new systems get the old ones 
working. 

Margaret

2020-10-14 
05:48:00 Western Cape No I do not other

Why can't  other real issues be given more a]enHon to than frustraHng  
already frustrated 
ciHzens! 
The law should be applied to where it's needed more urgently as to 
harassing your everyday  
Joe who is just trying to get by! 
When can we see some laws being rolled out in protecHng the ciHzens 
from hijacking and other crimes and being applied as to make the 
roads safer? 

Ziaad
2020-10-13 
19:16:08 Western Cape No I do not other All are infrenzing on my rights and freedoms.

Francois 
Wilhelmus

2020-10-13 
19:15:53 Western Cape No I do not other All are infrenzing on my rights and freedoms.

Francois 
Wilhelmus

2020-10-13 
16:50:44 Western Cape No I do not other Charisse 
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2020-10-13 
16:30:35 Western Cape No I do not other

Corrupt officials enforcing stringent   regulaHons that wont work 
RegulaHons not the problem but the enforcement especially the taxi 
industry is a problem. 
As soon as money is involved corrupHon with in the goverments 
departments will be even more  rife. Hamish

2020-10-13 
16:06:33 Western Cape No I do not other

In terms of "top concern" - all of them are major issues with this 
potenHal legislaHon. 

e-Tolls on major highways in Johannesburg / Gauteng are ridiculous 
and have been a failure.  The response of the public has shown VERY 
clearly that it is not in anyway supported.  Long distance tolls were and 
conHnue to be accepted by many.  This has made a difference in those 
journeys, but to have this enforced on routes that people have to use 
daily is plain nonsense.  The Government has shown itself to be totally 
withdrawn from understanding and willingness to work with the 
populaHon and works against them. David

2020-10-13 
15:29:19 Western Cape No I do not other

As already pointed out in a number of comments, changing laws makes 
no sense when you are not enforcing the current legislaHon. One 
needs to address the root cause of lack of compliance with exisHng 
legislaHon and the simple answer to this is that people become 
complacent to legislaHon when laws are not seen to be upheld. If you 
want ciHzens to be law abiding, visible policing and consequence is 
definitely the key, not MORE legislaHon, parts of which are definitely 
quesHonable with regards to the concept of innocent unHl proven 
guilty. The legality of some of the so called Camera traps is also highly 
quesHonable and yet they appear to be considered indisputable 
evidence in the AARTO act. In addiHon to this we have the fiscal 
burden of yet more administraHon. AdministraHon costs in this country 
are already a huge drag on the tax-payer and the economy as they 
produce nothing, they simply consume. Rather get competent, non-
corrupt, properly trained law-enforcement out there on the streets 
ensuring that exisHng legislaHon is enforced. Everyday we see people 
guilty of destrucHon of both public and private property in the name of 
protest, and everyday we see SAPS and traffic officers siVng on the 
sidelines watching this happen - "monitoring the situaHon" - this is not 
acceptable and only adds to the general complacency towards Law and 
Order. LegislaHon is worthless without competent law-enforcement, 
AARTO is just another example of Government finding a lazy, red tape 
infested manner to get around doing the job properly. Janice

2020-10-13 
14:04:04 Western Cape No I do not other

The biggest problem we face is that there is no law  regarding use of 
the roads . If the traffic officials can control the Taxi industry and get 
them to obey the rules of the road , Then only then can they think of 
puVng new laws in place. It always falls on the law abiding ciHzens to 
bail out the ANC . Terry

2020-10-13 
13:43:58 Western Cape No I do not other

Already the so-called law enforcement officers in this country have a 
very high percentage of corrupt officials. This is just going to make it so 
much easier for increased corrupHon in this field. Taxi associaHons 
don't comply with the law and get away with it - why should ordinary 
law abiding ciHzens have to always bear the brunt of any new money 
grabbing schemes for the corrupt ANC government.  Rather ensure 
that all those officials and members of the law forces and government 
are taken out of the arena, convicted and imprisoned, then  one can 
start to look at a society that may respect the law and obey it.  UnHl 
then, all these new schemes are just a way the ANC can make money 
to enrich a few fat cats and fund their elecHon  campaigns.  let us first 
see our President have the strength to enforce his words: "corrupHon 
must be rooted out and those responsible will face the might of the 
law". Heather

2020-10-13 
13:14:41 Western Cape No I do not other

The speed limit on open freeways should be higher, as per autobahns  
in Europe. 
Many cars on the roads are not Roadworthy, rather  implement a 
system of taking unroad worthy cars off our roads. 

Currently,  secHons of road have  unsuitable speed limits. 

This first  needs to be addressed , have massive fines for people driving 
slowly in the fast lanes! Current enforcement provisions , penalise law 
abiding ciHzens, non law abiding always get away with fines. 

Andre

2020-10-13 
12:59:06 Western Cape No I do not other

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. - 
Costly appeal, just another way to milk the taxpayer 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. - Yet 
another money making scheme 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. - Another money making 
scheme, on a failed system. Get rid of e-tolls, the ANC government has 
stolen enough. 

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. - Why is it a criminal offense? People tend to forget 
things. Just another way for government to exert control on free 
people. Stephan

2020-10-13 
11:30:34 Western Cape No I do not other

There is no merit in increasing penalHes if there is inadequate policing 
and visibility of law enforcing officers in urban areas and on the open 
roads. Many transgressors are never seen and not stopped. SiVng 
behind a gatsometer does not deter or prevent reckless motoring! John
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2020-10-13 
09:02:56 Western Cape No I do not other

My  concern is that with all the related fraudulent acHviHes associated 
with number  
plate cloning, false roadworthy papers and false registraHon papers, 
innocent drivers will have be punished for infringements they had not 
even known about. You are guilty before even been given a chance to 
know about it. The appeal process is going to be so costly and this will 
surely open up the door for added corrupHon in the way of bribing 
traffic officers. What works in other European countries won't work 
here. We need a straight forward simple soluHon that deals with the 
infringements in relaHon to our countries dynamic ability to avoid the 
law. ChrisHaan

2020-10-13 
09:02:55 Western Cape No I do not other

My  concern is that with all the related fraudulent acHviHes associated 
with number  
plate cloning, false roadworthy papers and false registraHon papers, 
innocent drivers will have be punished for infringements they had not 
even known about. You are guilty before even been given a chance to 
know about it. The appeal process is going to be so costly and this will 
surely open up the door for added corrupHon in the way of bribing 
traffic officers. What works in other European countries won't work 
here. We need a straight forward simple soluHon that deals with the 
infringements in relaHon to our countries dynamic ability to avoid the 
law. ChrisHaan

2020-10-13 
08:44:11 Western Cape No I do not other

This is another money making scheme to get us to cough up our hard 
earned money as if we weren't already struggling in this country with 
Covid 19 and businesses retrenching staff etc. 
Government is  trying to make up for all the monies they owe. We 
need to wake up and stand up because it won't stop here.  Nazlie

2020-10-13 
07:35:50 Western Cape No I do not other

It takes my right to defend myself in a court of law. Will increase 
corrupHon with traffic officials. Michael

2020-10-13 
06:57:42 Western Cape No I do not other

Indien huidige regulasie behoorlik gepolisieer word sonder korrupsie is 
dit onnodig. Baie geld word onnodig spandeer op nuwe stelsel wat 
weer nie behoorluk toegepas word nie. Ann

2020-10-13 
06:34:09 Western Cape No I do not other

Government needs to focus on higher priority concerns for the public 
and not burden ciHzens further by trying to force them to pay toll fees 
which is just placing heavier financial stress on an ever decreasing tax 
base. . Higher priority like   CorrupHon in government,  farm murders,  
and murders and abuse  of  woman and children abuse should be their 
focus .  

Carol

2020-10-13 
06:34:07 Western Cape No I do not other

Government needs to focus on higher priority concerns for the public 
and not burden ciHzens further by trying to force them to pay toll fees 
which is just placing heavier financial stress on an ever decreasing tax 
base. . Higher priority like   CorrupHon in government,  farm murders,  
and murders and abuse  of  woman and children abuse should be their 
focus .  

Carol

2020-10-13 
05:14:50 Western Cape No I do not other

1. Dit is ongrondwetlik om my reg om `n regverdige verhoorin `n hof 
tge kry van my af weg te neem.  
2. Die feit dat boetes sonder die reg om dit teen te staan verdubbel 
kan word bewys dat die doel van die regulasie is om ekstra geld te 
maak.  
3. Dit is verstommend dat dit in hierdie tyd nog nodig is om fisies jou 
lisensie by jou te dra terwyl daar soveel ander maniere is om met 
tegnologie dit te kan vasstel. Hoekom pas hulle nie hulle stelsels 
hiervolgens aan nie. Hulle maak onskuldige menselikke foute nou `n 
misdaad terwyl daar daagliks miljoene oortredings deur taxies 
plaasvind sonder beamptes se teenwwordigheid. 
     

Daniel 
Malan

2020-10-13 
04:19:36 Western Cape No I do not other

This is just another way to burden the lawful ciHzens, they can't control 
the current system, taxi drivers and owners drive as they wish, nothing 
happens to them, as they are owned by crooks, and they surely supply 
false informaHon, so how do they, the traffic departments want to 
prosecute them. It is just another form of bullying the law abiding 
ciHzen. Please try your best to stop this evel of the ANC government. Wilhelm

2020-10-12 
23:48:41 Western Cape No I do not other

Instead of concentraHng on geVng our economy up and running, 
You're looking for ways to burden us even more financially.... So that 
more money will be available for the corrupt looters...  

F

2020-10-12 
21:09:07 Western Cape No I do not other

I don't think this is priority at the moment  to worry about this is 
placing a heavy burden on the transport industry a lot of people 
depend on their drivers licence  to make a living our country don't 
need this now please  help with a recovery idea  because the pandemic 
placed a huge strain on our people and another point that system is a 
bad idea why don't you try your own ideas and stop being followers 
rather be leaders thank you. Jacqueline

2020-10-12 
20:43:09 Western Cape No I do not other

Firstly there are some unconsHtuHonal elements. 
Secondly, I get find R1500 for driving "during unfavourable visibility 
condiHons without lamps" , how will the " unfavourable visibility 
condiHons" be proved or disproved? Niel

2020-10-12 
20:31:33 Western Cape No I do not other

The whole AARTO is scheme to make money for Syntel. The police and 
traffic need work not electronics that takes their work away. CiHzens 
will be again burden financial a_er 2008 up Hll now floodings, Covid 19  
etc. Non stop oppression by this . I should not even pay for a license 
because it's my right to drive a vehicle but I accept it to make it saver 
but to improve with this AARTO is money making schemes. Invest in 
business that how you govt can make money. Stop coming up with 
bondage just a_er 1994 we heading to a new slavery. Tax is good but in 
actual fact all taxes should come from foreigners. The children of a 
land should not never pay. I don't agree with that but please keep 
AARTO away before a revoluHon arise that break the economy down. It 
will happen mark my word. Angelo
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2020-10-12 
19:42:10 Western Cape No I do not other

All of above  are top concerns!  I can just imagine the corrupHon and 
illegal acHviHes this can of WORMS will open, 

Please stop this craziness! 

Alet

2020-10-12 
19:11:36 Western Cape No I do not other

As a proxy, it is almost impossible for me to register vehicles or get my 
own driver's licence.  
The system is too harsh and will result in an administraHve burden for 
generally law abiding ciHzens 

Somasundar
am 

2020-10-12 
19:07:11 Western Cape No I do not other

Unlawful. Same as card. Your. License never expires only your card. 
Another money making story and SA ciHzens don't have money for this 
nonsens Markissa

2020-10-12 
18:02:36 Western Cape No I do not other

we are ciHzen of south africa..we are not crimanals.and yet goverment 
want to enforce  new world order  plans on us with there goons.God 
gave freedom to all.and with this system  they want to enslave us and 
the generaHons to come...making us slave to there money marker 
system....they are servants of the people...create posiHve jobs instead 
of hiding behide a bush . Paul

2020-10-12 
17:18:41 Western Cape No I do not other

There is no need to impliment a new system if the law is properly 
enforced and corrupt members of our  police force are weeded out. 
Those who have their licenses taken away will conHnue to drive 
without a license of buy a forged one. Keith

2020-10-12 
16:11:35 Western Cape No I do not other

This act takes away ones consHtuHonal right to represent ones self in 
relaHon to a criminal offence. 

Chris

2020-10-12 
15:28:00 Western Cape No I do not other

Also concerned this may be an effort to exploit the people of South 
Africa and will effect those who are financially unstable already and 
cause mass even further economic turmoil and resentment towards 
authoriHes and government Brent

2020-10-12 
15:19:23 Western Cape No I do not other

the point demerit system and the increase of the fine are not welcome 
at all considering the actual difficult financial situaHon we are all facing 
. people are struggling enough . this sounds to me a money making 
from the government on the already stressed populaHon .  philippe 

2020-10-12 
15:15:28 Western Cape No I do not other

I believe this AARTO  system is a complete waste of Hme and money, 
it's  another a]empt of Government to gain financial exploits from the  
ciHzens of South Africa.  I believe since 1995 that  the  traffic system 
including traffic law enforcement have deteriorated to the point of 
total collapse similarly to everything else that have been turned into 
ruins by our Government. 
I believe government want to introduce this system also to hide  their 
present and past failures at effecHve traffic control  rather than 
improving and addressing shortcomings of the exisHng system .   

Johan
2020-10-12 
15:08:20 Western Cape No I do not other All of the obove answers given are reasons for real concern Burga

2020-10-12 
15:07:45 Western Cape No I do not other

How does the country expect this to work when we can't even get the 
current offenders to pay fines, etc. We would probably end up having 
more drivers with suspended licenses driving than legal ones. Chantel

2020-10-12 
14:33:21 Western Cape No I do not other

AARTO can and never will work I’m a corrupt society and or country. 
You as the state cannot enforce even a 10th the NRTA 93 of 1996 
RegulaHons, so how do you propose to enforce a new Law? Sadly a 
great majority of your officials are corrupt to the bone and now you 
want to legislate AARTO and give them Carte Blanche with taking 
bribes, because that is essenHally what you will be doing. If they were 
corrupt on the current system, they will have a field day with AARTO 
and become Professional Bribe Takers. Let us be clear, I am in now way 
staHng, 
suggesHng or insinuaHng that ALL Traffic Officials are corrupt. The truth 
is that there are many that are and always have and wil be, decent 
Honest officials. Good people. Those I will always respect and applaud 
for their integrity. The sad thing however is that so many are and have 
become corrupt because of their situaHon or by following the lead, 
whatever that may be. That in itself can never be an excuse to break 
the law. It has been proven that some officials earn more through 
bribes than their actual salaries. Kudos to those MunicipaliHes that 
have taken acHon against those corrupt officials and a huge thumbs 
down to those that have not. So in essence, this will never work in a 
corrupt society, especially not in one where so many the officials are 
corrupt and solicit and take bribes from an equally corrupt bunch of 
ciHzens, 
in any form.  

Stop trying to reinvent the wheel. Fix what we have, enforce the law 
both ways so that officials know not to solicit or take bribes in any 
form, and so that Mr or Mrs public knows not to accept or entertain 
any solicitaHon for a bribe in leu of an alleged offense commi]ed, in 
this regard. Eddie

2020-10-12 
14:06:44 Western Cape No I do not other

Current legislaHon is not enforced sufficiently with successful 
prosecuHons being very, very low.  

It is pointless, in fact counter producHve, to insHtute more onerous 
legislaHon that cannot be enforced and this will lead to fewer sHll 
convicHons. Current laws are sufficient and an overhaul of the 
enforcement coupled with investment in the correct technology to 
process evidence faster and more securely being the priority. Steven

2020-10-12 
11:41:21 Western Cape No I do not other

It is Hme we saw regular patrols on our roads with officers applying the 
rules and punishing those who disregard them. Random traps are 
useless and of li]le enduring effect. Before you look for new/more 
ways to penalise drivers, get your own house in order and play a much 
bigger part in ensuring that our roads are used carefully and with 
courtesy. Norma
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2020-10-12 
11:19:12 Western Cape No I do not other

Ridiculous, just another method of extracHng more money out of law 
abiding ciHzens. Too easy for more corrupHon. Keith

2020-10-12 
11:01:53 Western Cape No I do not other Stacy
2020-10-12 
10:56:10 Western Cape No I do not other Upping the fines already they are so high. Brigi]e 

2020-10-12 
10:55:20 Western Cape No I do not other

I strongly object to this law. We should absolutely have the right to 
appeal any law in a court of law. I do not trust to police officers Some 
are honest and fair but I believe a great number are not. Doubling the 
fines is also unreasonable. In this country there are so many people  
struggling to make ends meet and an unfairly expensive fine without 
recourse to law  is an abominaHon and unjust. The right to appeal in 
court is a human right and should never be taken away from ciHzens. Sharon

2020-10-12 
09:56:03 Western Cape No I do not other

This unfortunately is not going to solve the problem. Only working, 
taxpaying, traceable people will be affected. Minibus taxi drivers, 
people living in squa]er camps, illegals and people bribing officers will 
carry on as 'normal', infringing, causing accidents and nothing will 
happen. 
The only way to deal with the traffic problem is  puVng qualified, 
trained officers on the road who will actually deal with offenders on 
the spot. If the offender can't be traced they should be held unHl proof 
of residence is provided.  
If there is no law and order on the roads even law abiding drivers will 
eventually start bending the rules, it's a simple natural progression.  
Yours sincerely 
 Patrick Aylward Patrick

2020-10-12 
09:43:40 Western Cape No I do not other

UnHl this country polices all people fairly on the roads and doesn't 
allow certain groups to do what they want, drive as they please, with 
or without valid drivers licenses, this system will only be put in place to 
annoy law abiding ciHzens.  Rather focus energies and monies into 
removing non-road worthy vehicles and policing exisHng daily driving 
infringements, once the policing is fair across all road users, then we 
can re-look at the points system. Nicky

2020-10-12 
09:42:24 Western Cape No I do not other

Demerit points for not abiding by road rules and regulaHons. 
No Demerit point for e-toll Marlize

2020-10-12 
09:28:15 Western Cape No I do not other

I am strongly opposed to all the suggested regulaHons.  The demerit 
system will not work here.  We currently do not have enough visible 
policing to address the issues, which could make a big difference if 
done.  How will such drasHc criminal offences help with the already 
overcrowded prisons and also make our already high unemployment 
rate even higher.  Think of ways to help our society, not make things 
worse.  Driving educaHon should be brought back to ALL our schools, 
where our children are taught about honoring the rules and 
regulaHons of the roads.  That's where the real difference and impact 
is made and addressed. Raymondee

2020-10-12 
09:21:33 Western Cape No I do not other Opens up more avenues for corrupHon Petre

2020-10-12 
09:10:24 Western Cape No I do not other

The current regulaHons are fine. It's the inadequate enforcement of 
the regulaHons that is the problem.  Laws and regulaHons are of no use 
if they are not properly enforced. Fix your traffic apartments, court 
system and corrupHon. Peter

2020-10-12 
09:08:33 Western Cape No I do not other

Yet another hair-brained scheme from government to tax an already 
financially over-incombered public and exacerbate exisHng problems 
with traffic services, management, administraHon and governance.  It 
would seem that very li]le thought has gone into the implementaHon 
and support structure for such system to succeed. This has more 
chance of failing as gloriously as AARTO than actually being beneficial 
for South Africans. Has the desperaHon for money from the 
government turned them in to highwaymen? George

2020-10-12 
08:51:37 Western Cape No I do not other

This whole system smells of corrupHon. Government cant even 
regulate  taxis  properly. Now they want to take on so_ targets. 
Imagine what the overburdened  courts is going to look like. 
Please respect the hard working ciHzens of this country and apply the 
current resources to the solve the real issues. Kurt 

2020-10-12 
08:43:11 Western Cape No I do not other

This is yet another ill-conceived  idea, that will only result in funds 
being raised to further enrich  the already corrupted  members of the 
ANC Government. Ray

2020-10-12 
08:34:38 Western Cape No I do not other It seems to be less about road safety than anything else. Carol
2020-10-12 
08:31:25 Western Cape No I do not other Educate dont punish. Deborah

2020-10-12 
08:01:07 Western Cape No I do not other

This is just another way of milking the law abiding,over taxed Hred 
ciHzen and ensuring him/her an criminal record. 
The government can not enforce basic law and order,their soluHon is 
to keep making more laws and the exisHng ones stricter and who gets 
the brunt of it?The hardworking,over taxed gatvol ciHzen. 
Just geVng your drivers or vehicle licence renewed is a Hme 
consuming nightmare,most of us don't earn an income standing in a 
queue for half a day to be helped and there is many government 
related queues (SARS,Municipal,Home Affairs just to name a few) 
Now there will be even longer queues,patheHc! Bobby

2020-10-12 
07:44:29 Western Cape No I do not other with this rights is being taken away duwane

2020-10-12 
07:38:07 Western Cape No I do not other

this is as always not thought about  properly and all parHes it will affect 
not concidered  
the current law will work if they enforce it  
how will this work with taxis will government look the other way again denvor 
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2020-10-12 
07:23:06 Western Cape No I do not other

All of the regulaHons are from a corrupt government system and  on 
can be accepted as the current government is not wanted, nor 
supported by the people any longer.  The objecHve should be 
prevenHon, not persecuHon(prosecuHon). 
Doubling of fines do not deter people, it makes them poorer and 
angry. 
E-toll is a farce an nobody should be paying for that white elephant 
established without public consultaHon. 
Criminalizing a driver without a drivers license is  against the definiHon 
of a crime.  There is no harm done and besides, the governments 
burocraHc handling of renewals is creaHng the problem. 
All of this are only clamping more freedoms of the public.  STOP USING 
ROAD TRAFFIC ACT TO  FINANCE  A CORRUPT GOVERNMENT Wouter

2020-10-12 
07:07:56 Western Cape No I do not other

The current changes reflects the shortcomings in our traffic system i.r.o 
traffic control. Traffic cop visibility decreases road lawlessness and this 
is what the authoriHes should strive for. PrevenHon should be the 
objecHve. Thanks Clive

2020-10-12 
06:49:59 Western Cape No I do not other

Everything that we, the tax payers are paying for, is already stolen by 
all of those on the gravy train, and they need to cash in even more 
now?  The dra_ regulaHons , on top of all the bribery and corrupHon, is 
a load of bullsh1t. #dra_regulaHonsmus�all Russell

2020-10-12 
06:46:59 Western Cape No I do not other

Etolls was forced on people without following the right processes.  It's 
too expensive and we are paying taxes already in petrol and salaries to 
maintain roads. If govt is not so corrupt, the money lost would have 
been more than sufficient to maintain roads from taxes. Liza

2020-10-11 
23:50:55 Western Cape No I do not other

None of the amendments or plans seem useful. It would be great to 
see the current laws being enforced on the taxi industry, as a start.  
The traffic department need to stop implemenHng harassment rules 
and serve motorists instead. Be visible. Assist drivers in peril. Be of 
service instead of trying to punish people. J

2020-10-11 
23:03:29 Western Cape No I do not other

Firstly clean up & operate competently within your EXISTING laws 
before adding even more! 
Doubling of fines should first & foremost be implemented against 
taxies,  &  problems will already be resolved by more than half! 
Scrap the e-toll system, as you just cannot suck anymore out of a 
desperate naHon which has been hit with a broken economy NOT of 
their own making! This country has been reduced to junk status due to 
sheer incompetence, corrupHon, emptying of state coffers & 
uncontrollable crime & violence, started byTHOSE who should be of 
service to the naHon & NOT vice versa! Lee

2020-10-11 
22:05:14 Western Cape No I do not other

So few laws are being upheld in our country at present. Rather a]end 
to those than make further laws at this stage. Elizabeth

2020-10-11 
21:18:29 Western Cape No I do not other

There is too much corrupHon and there is no way this will or can be 
enforced. There are so many other things that require urgent 
a]enHon. This is a new scheme on extracHng easy money of tax 
payers. I do not agree with the court not being able to scrap or reduce 
a fine. What if an infringement was commi]ed due to an emergency. 
Scrap this. I do not agree with it at all Peter 

2020-10-11 
20:22:46 Western Cape No I do not other

e-toll is poliHcal the_ that will never be supported by the people at 
large.  This country needs to focus on more urgent ma]es like eskom 
and service delivery and corrupHon that seems to go un acHoned by 
the ANC than thinking up stupid ways to support the gravy train. Llewellyn

2020-10-11 
20:18:45 Western Cape No I do not other

Before you change things you need to sort out the following totally: 
Why dont you show us what you do for us as government with our tax 
and our fines 
- taxis who do not follow rules as they make our roads most unsafe. 
wonky taxis 
- holes in our roads that damage our cars and create dangerous roads. I 
have had damages  to two Hres in the last six months at houtbay by the 
circle because of the road damage. Fix the roads 
- E toll money also get stolen by our government so first show us 
where you apply it . and also you need to upgrade your payment 
systems as we can not pay by debit card at the gates. 
- transparency where money is spent before you find more ways to get 
more money out of us 
-  punishments don't get people to change - informaHon does and 
training- use posiHve  enforcément 
- prevent the people from running over the R300 , N1 and N2 it puts us 
as drivers at risk of accidents.  
- feels a bit like this is another reason to get more money in the 
government pockets. They dont deserve more money, they steal it. 
- stop changing street names and spend the money  by working on 
infra structure Levina

2020-10-11 
19:58:46 Western Cape No I do not other

Courts take years to handle simple cases. In the end tax payers must 
bear the burden!! Pamela 

2020-10-11 
19:29:35 Western Cape No I do not other

Stop all this unnecessary bull shit and save our country that the ANC 
has destroyed Johan

2020-10-11 
18:54:46 Western Cape No I do not other

I don't support any of this. It's another burden on the people.  And 
there will be abuse of power by traffic officials.  And for those that 
think the demerit system will work because of the taxi drivers. You are 
naive taxi drivers won't care anyway. 
The whole system is broken. Don't go and make it worse than it already 
is and stop bleeding us out of every li]le cent that we have. Dina

2020-10-11 
18:44:54 Western Cape No I do not other

My concern is on all points.  

Focus your energy on cleaning up the fraud in the government and on 
actual criminals Louise

2020-10-11 
17:57:20 Western Cape No I do not other

E-tolls should just go- were are the fuel levies and taxes collected for 
road maintenace? Andre

2020-10-11 
17:46:38 Western Cape No I do not other

E-toll is another way for government to steal money from the public. 
Get rid of corrupt government and we wont have this problem. Ivor

2020-10-11 
17:32:33 Western Cape No I do not other

This first world system won't work in a third world where corrupHon 
and bribery is king.  Only law abiding ciHzens will be affected mostly. T
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2020-10-11 
16:40:25 Western Cape No I do not other

With regards the proposed AARTO regulaHons, I strongly object to 
"Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court."  
There is no reason to further erode South African CiHzens rights.  

AddiHonally it is absolutely crazy to make make it a criminal offence to 
drive if a driver does not possess a driving licence. 

Mike
2020-10-11 
15:21:29 Western Cape No I do not other

Get your taxi industry under control and leave the innocent people 
alone! Why dont you write a Act just for the Taxi industry ONLY??!! Alwyn

2020-10-11 
15:06:06 Western Cape No I do not other

1. Firstly we are dealing with an already corrupt traffic and law 
enforcement control  ? There is very li]le trust as it is to now sHll have 
the same group of people using a demerit system  - meaning yes this 
will be a great system to get all persons abiding by the law , however  
take note that taxis will be the first to have this affect criHcally . Will 
the system be fair and just with all equally .? I do not believe as things 
stand now that it will . 
2. The cost involved is NOT a priority for SA , we have unemployment 
and poverty that should be the first plan of acHon - create jobs , use 
that money to build factories and produce and employ people  
3. Is this more important than eradicaHng crime and murder and the 
drug and trafficking issues in SA . No it is not more important right now  

Can the government please start prioriHzing real human rights issues - 
traffic / roads and other are secondary to this. 
   Joy

2020-10-11 
14:57:12 Western Cape No I do not other

Please note that the Aarto process is not fair and legal to the public. By 
introducing Aarto the legal jusHce system will fail the public. Why 
double the fines when our land is already in turmoil. This Aarto does 
not work for S/A. We must  not  be a]rackted by overseas products as 
it does not work here. Please  look into other ways as this is just 
another bussiness venture collecHng big Hme cash. Francisco

2020-10-11 
14:47:16 Western Cape No I do not other

We are a 3rd world country and cannot afford this, the economy is very 
bad, taxes very high, corupHon will take place within this system and 
one should allways have a right to take legal acHon. Johan

2020-10-11 
12:38:13 Western Cape No I do not other

This in effect, will over the long run make CRIMINALS of ordinary 
ciHzens. 

For example, driving without a licence card. If you are registered on 
the AARTO system as a license holder, not having one on the person, 
will cause you to be, not fined, but locked up with a record, as all 
criminal cases or offenders receive criminal records.  
Thus is of concern Theunis

2020-10-11 
11:38:03 Western Cape No I do not other

So this is all great, but my greatest issue with it is 1. Enforcement of 
traffic law in the first place - manpower wasted siVng behind speed 
cameras don't do much. Visible policing is what's needed. 2, why are 
we being subjected to this when the taxi industry operates with 
immunity. One minibus can seriously injure/kill at least 14 people and 
possibly anybody else who is unfortunate to be around a reckless 
minibus driver. 
3, E-tolls - I get the idea behind it but really, burdening everyone else 
to plug the money leak in gov is not fair. All of us are struggling more 
and more these days while poliHcians live in a virtual world while using 
up much more monetary resources then they actually need to. 
4, traffic officials should be allowed to match force as required. The 
criminals have had it way too easy for way too long.  
5, respect is seriously lacking. That said, nothing will work while 
corrupHon runs rampant.  
The soluHon to all this is simple - Sort out your own house before 
placing the burden on the public who are seen as cash cows. Shane

2020-10-11 
11:20:41 Western Cape No I do not other This flawed in its enHrety Morne
2020-10-11 
11:20:33 Western Cape No I do not other Sandra
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2020-10-11 
11:16:53 Western Cape No I do not other

As usual  this is a good idea but rolled out at the wrong Hme.  If you 
already have in place the following: 
A system where it is very difficult to get a licence other than legally 
Competent cops that actually know the rules of the road (most don't) 
Sufficient cops /cars to ensure enforcement 
A police force where corrupHon is  not the norm 
enforcement via police  saturaHng main roads, motorways  all day. not 
just a couple of hours a week, pulling over offenders., including 
vehicles that are unroadworthy. Once you have that, THEN  start to 
look at how road safety can be improved. 

But as far as AARTO is concerned  it would have to be enforced equally  
to taxi drivers,  and for persistent offenders I think confiscaHon of 
vehicles should be an opHon.  Vehicles returned when fines are fully 
paid + a he_y penalty. 

I would also say that as South Africans tend not to follow rules, and do 
not pay fines,  the deterrent is minimal.  I think it is astounding that it 
is not already a criminal offence to drive without a licence.  All in all  
the system is deeply flawed if its aim is to make roads safer. 

I also do not see the worst examples of bad driving listed as having 
penalty points  ie  tailgaHng, driving in poor visibility without using 
headlights,  driving with headlights on full beam,  driving in the outside 
lane  when the inside lane is clear of traffic,  

So in  summary,  5 years Hme  when all the other stuff is sorted  it 
might work, but a complete waste of Hme currently. 

andy

2020-10-11 
10:11:31 Western Cape No I do not other

Traffic fines are not accurate. How can i pay fines that i am u aware of. 
If i am pulled over and sign gor a fine ill pay it, but just sending out 
gines and expecHng us to pay it is not logical as we do not trust the 
system and have found various mistakes on fines as sent  via post. For 
example ons was not even my car but the fine is sHll against my name. Celeste

2020-10-11 
09:52:06 Western Cape No I do not other

I swear this country just wants to take more and more money from 
their ciHzens. Making driving without a license a criminal offense!? 
Then how do you expect people to even learn how to drive!!? Not 
everyone has the funds to go through a driving school, especially with 
this pandemic at our door step. Doubling the fees for fines!? That is 
juts going to cause more people to not pay their fines. This doesn't 
even make sense. Why are we not focusing on the real problems in out 
country such as poverty, unemployment, etc. We need to stop being so 
stupid and start thinking about what our country needs to make life 
be]er for everyone and not just for those in power. Amber

2020-10-11 
09:30:53 Western Cape No I do not other

This act snd process will reinforce the conHnued criminalizaHon of 
Douth African ciHzens based on their financial situaHon, and finally 
bring bring into place a system that prevents  their  ‘refusal to accept 
arbitrary decisions’ by officials or wanHng the legiHmate right to 
contest them freely, fairly and with the possibility of being overturned.  
South Africa is moving quickly towards a draconian state with arbitrary 
laws that are system- based, advantages the rich and those that can 
pay at all Hmes, and criminalizes and imprisons the poor and those 
who desist the taking away of their democraHc rights. And this at a 
Hme of major strife, both covid related and based on a downward 
spiral in the economy. More people will need to go to jail based on this 
legislaHon. And when the system can’t cope to accept any more 
prisoners the system will start to decide who to imprison and who not. 
At that Hme the Act and law becomes a farce and no be]er than what 
is currently in place. Why legislate an act or process that can’t be 
enforced in its current form because of  overzralousness on part of 
policy authors to want to punish the poor Azeem

2020-10-11 
09:13:05 Western Cape No I do not other

They cannot control bad drivers acHons now - stand by and blatantly 
ignore bad driver behavior - i.e.  certain taxi drivers totally ignoring the 
rules of the roads.    They wont pull to the side of the road for the Fire 
Brigade with sirens blaring - they will just ignore them!!   A lot of 
drivers dont pay fines so how will they monitor the system.   Always 
have these bright ideas which are normally only aimed at a certain 
group of the community....... 

What happens to Innocent unHl proved guilty?       Just another way for 
corrupt officials - there are some great officers out there doing a good 
job but very limited I am sorry to say. 

You could get pulled over by someone posing as a official and get held 
up and car is highjacked.    Who do you trust out there?    Noboby!!!    Viv

2020-10-11 
08:59:21 Western Cape No I do not other

We are a bankrupt country with 40 percent of the people of the 
country unemployed 
This will put us further back and have more people unemployed 
This will be another way to start corrupHon 

No to AARTO Ismail 

2020-10-11 
08:48:28 Western Cape No I do not other

Demerit points should be decreased not increased before acHon is 
taken. 
Increase in fines only gives greater scope for criminal people to steal 
the money. 
"Policing" is almost non-existent . Improved "Policing" will make a 
bigger impact than the regulaHons in this legislaHon. Since 1994 the 
driving habits od all South Africans has deteriorated hugely. As nobody 
catches those that break the law so everyone's driving habits have got 
worse & worse. It's a case of "if you can't beat them then join them". Adrian
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2020-10-11 
08:16:48 Western Cape No I do not other

The easy way is being followed  law abiding ciHzens are been stalked 
for 5/ 10 km faster then they should  drive which make you like some 
zombie watching your speed meter like a hawk  and difficult to focus 
on what is happening on the road. 
Which is someone jumping a light or passing over a double white line. 
What is needed is to focus on the real dangers and corrupHon that is 
going on in this country.  It is not safe to be out their ? Why do you not 
put your energy where is needed? Yolande

2020-10-11 
07:41:14 Western Cape No I do not other

This leaves potenHal for abuse. Rather focus on enforcing exisHng 
issues than looking for new controls. The roads are unsafe in large part 
owing to fake licenses obtained through corrupHon in the traffic 
system itself! Now you want to give these people more power??? The 
corrupt officials must be licking their lips. I’m geVng a dashcam Gavin

2020-10-11 
07:18:23 Western Cape No I do not other

Alleged offenders will be refused the right to tried in court. What 
happened to innocent unHl proven guilty? AARTO is turning out to be 
another money making scam by the government. Government can't 
even enforce the current traffic laws efficiently, siVng in the shade all 
day next to a speed camera isn't enforcing the law, especially since 
speedtraps are always hidden. If one has to hide to do their "work" it's 
similar to prosHtutes who do most of their work under cover of 
darkness, at least the offer some type of service to society, compared 
to traffic officers who are stupid, fat, lazy idiots with the sole purpose 
of collecHng bribes to buy more fast food to stuff their faces. Neels 

2020-10-11 
06:40:20 Western Cape No I do not other

Doubling fines ? Is that to compensate for the taxi owners  that don’t 
pay ? Michelle 

2020-10-11 
00:52:46 Western Cape No I do not other Change the new system Shafiek

2020-10-10 
22:19:39 Western Cape No I do not other

it's going to create          more jobless, because drivers that drives 
company vehicles would not be able to drive and they would loose 
their jobs. you going to take bread of children mouths. STOP THIS 
NONSENSE. THINK FOR ONCE IN YOUR LIFES. DON'T THINK LIKE A 
CHILD Robert 

2020-10-10 
22:14:09 Western Cape No I do not other

You can't even manage the current system but you want to implement 
a more complex system. Stop the taxis from having their own rules 
before forcing others to follow Courtney

2020-10-10 
21:52:28 Western Cape No I do not other

I think it's totally absurd to be working on stuff like this when there are 
so many other needs in our country. The prioriHes should be set 
straight by the necessary parHes Aamaal

2020-10-10 
21:51:42 Western Cape No I do not other

These laws are currently not enforced across the board , there is too 
much corrupHon  and taxis seem to be exempt  . - check the queue at 
Magistrates courts , was told by taxi owners that they ‘never pay fines ‘  

Let’s get things in order and working properly before we bring in new , 
harsher laws and increased fines .  Doesn’t help to change something 
that isn’t being properly managed , fix it first.  Laws need to apply to 
everyone Beverly

2020-10-10 
21:30:38 Western Cape No I do not other

Last Hme checked, South Africa was a democracy, not a police state. 
The AARTO 'recommendaHons' are akin to a police state. Our 
consHtuHon states we are innocent unHl PROVEN GUILTY. The AARTO 
recommendaHons are the complete opposite. VOTE THIS 
GOVERNMENT OUT AT THE NEXT ELECTION. Jeremy

2020-10-10 
21:15:54 Western Cape No I do not other Ruben

2020-10-10 
21:12:23 Western Cape No I do not other

This is just another form of discriminaHon again and targeHng the so_ 
targets. I would love to see how they apply these regulaHons and 
demerit system to the taxis.... will never happen. The taxi associaHons 
rule this country. Adele

2020-10-10 
20:30:03 Western Cape No I do not other

The exisHng regulaHons are adequate whatever problems exist are 
because of poor administraHon, and the same will apply to the 
proposed new regulaHons. Greg

2020-10-10 
20:23:53 Western Cape No I do not other

As a person with a valid driver's licence and a vehicle that is licensed to 
be on the road, do I strongly object to everything that is unjust and 
that will cost us as drivers more. 

You can start by fining protesters and stone throwers who have made 
our lives hell on the roads. One must be too scared to drive down 
Thabo Mbeki Boulevard, Baden Powell Drive  and many other areas 
because the shacks are right next to the road and one never knows 
when a brick will come through your windscreen.  How many drivers 
have lost their lives on the N2 because of stone throwers? 

Time and again we must hear on the traffic updates that drivers must 
avoid certain areas and roads....the very same drivers who pay taxes 
and have every right to be on the roads. 
Stop trying to make money out of the lawful ciHzens and start sorHng 
out the hooligans who have taken over our roads.  

Dinah

2020-10-10 
20:03:02 Western Cape No I do not other

Taxi operators  should be held liable for the drivers in their employ.  
The operators or large transport operators should also get demerit 
points. justus

2020-10-10 
19:38:52 Western Cape No I do not other

It's already difficult for ppl to get jobs why consider making it a 
criminal offense for driving without a valid license. How many ppl have 
fake licenses are they also going to be criminalized? Government 
always want to implement legislaHon that they themselves do not 
abide by. Geraldine

2020-10-10 
19:24:01 Western Cape No I do not other

I believe every change that is to be made must be of the benefit to the 
ciHzens , as people had suffered so much , they relief. Nkosinathi
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2020-10-10 
19:21:44 Western Cape No I do not other

Actually all of the above concerns me as we the general public are 
persecuted in this manner the taxi industry takes all liberty in doing 
wht they want on the roads and geVng away with it is n fron of the 
traffic officers and if pressed toy toy and they get there way. They are 
Has jusHce le_ our hearts and minds completely tht we have to make 
life difficult for the general public tht holds this country together and 
keeps this week economy afloat.....? Yes let's make there lives worse 
with this nonsense too and watch this country burn.... Great thinking 
leaders of this country great.... NOT G

2020-10-10 
19:07:52 Western Cape No I do not other

How any authority can make anything like this retrospecHve is 
incredible. I must have the right to have my case heard in a court of 
law. This country has lost it Greg  

2020-10-10 
18:27:36 Western Cape No I do not other

All money making and nothing yo do with traffic and law enforcement. 
Oumtry is bankrupt and thus is another way to incre 
ase revenue for municipaliHes. Karel 

2020-10-10 
18:13:22 Western Cape No I do not other

They should rather concentrate on unlicensed vehicles and drinking 
and driving. Community service rather  
We done have the right transport system  for a demerit. Neil 

2020-10-10 
17:40:40 Western Cape No I do not other

The actual drivers that are breaking the law on the road are the taxi 
drivers and do you really think that  this is going to do absolutely 
anything to correct how they drive...... get real  and stop going a_er 
the other road users because you are too shit scared to go a_er the 
actual problem. 
We contacted the police about a taxi driver poinHng a firearm at a 
motorist because he wanted to be let into a cue in the traffic, the 
motorist followed the taxi Hll the police arrived and they talked and 
were seen laughing  and the police le_ with out doing anything. 

And what are you going to do about cyclists that are also road uses 
that are not required  to carry idenHficaHon but drive on the 
freeway???????? Stephen

2020-10-10 
17:33:21 Western Cape No I do not other

First enforce the present laws, across the board. The percepHon is that 
taxis get away with totally disregarding any law or regulaHon, the 
police and Government are scared of them! Have more cops out there 
policing the traffic, and being seen to do so. Get unroadworthy 
vehicles off the road, there is not one night you go out and don't see 
several vehicles with lights not working.  Take licences away, people 
will just buy another, or drive without - people don't care, there are no 
consequences, and if there are, bribe someone to  sort it out. The good 
cops will try their best, but the rest......... Janet

2020-10-10 
17:06:49 Western Cape No I do not other

I oppose all of the above. There should be harsher laws on drinking  
and driving and criminals. Not the hardworking that is being abused to 
keep state coffers afloat Ismael

2020-10-10 
17:01:13 Western Cape No I do not other

As usual, it will be the generally law abiding tax payers of this country 
that will bear the burden. There is no visible traffic officers prevenHng 
the usual abusers, who Hme and again get away with breaking all the 
laws of the road, with impunity. 
There should be more traffic officers out and about catching, fining and 
impounding vehicles of law breakers and those driving with licences. 
Once trust has been restored that all are treated before the law, then 
Government can start looking at making amendments.  

Elizabeth

2020-10-10 
16:33:29 Western Cape No I do not other

Introducing a fair system of demerit points applying to obvious 
violaHons is jusHfiable. 
But double the amount of the fines is highly unusual and a pure act of 
despoHsm with the intenHon of collecHng money fast and easily.  

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
These restricHons are introduced to limit the legal possibiliHes of a 
person. 
  
The right to apply for a court ruling is the fundamental right of any 
ciHzen and enshrined in the consHtuHon.  
It is alarming that one a_er the other exisHng acts and regulaHons are 
under scruHny to be completely rewrite with the aim  to deny the right 
of the  ciHzen to go to court. 

Maria

2020-10-10 
16:19:30 Western Cape No I do not other

Before changing the current laws first apply them consistently, with 
visible policing, effecHve administraHon and deal with the rampant 
corrupHon amongst traffic officers.  Please also consider not giving 
officers their bonuses unless they meet standard height/weight raHos 
and fitness levels. Mike

2020-10-10 
16:08:59 Western Cape No I do not other

It infringes on the consHtuHonal rights of drivers and owners of 
vehicles in that fines posted or electronically emailed are deemed 
delivered, whilst at the same Hme criminalising traffic offences. Louis
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2020-10-10 
14:46:35 Western Cape No I do not other

Our country face so many challenges on a daily bases that our 
government don't care about South Africans, foreigners have more 
privilege's than our people. 
Our unemployment and crime goes hand in hand our primary 
objecHve is minimize corrupHon from Government level.   
Increasing regulaHons and double fines wont make it easy for South 
Africans. 
We love our country but we devastated for the situaHon we are in right 
now. 
WE now face Covid 19 and it was difficult for our NaHon but it was also 
an opportunity review the StaHsHcs of Crime and to control regulaHons 
to be amended to benefit our NaHon. 
We have highly educated youth in our country with no work available 
for them , how will can we opHmal process when our youth siVng at 
home with all the knowledge at theory and requires pracHcal 
experiences. 
As Seniors in our organizaHons, its our responsibiliHes to assist our 
graduates, to apply theory with experience so that our economy can 
grow. 
All businesses must be liable for the growth of our youth and paper 
trail must be available. 
Government must create systems to improve the country. 
I would like to suggest that our PRESIDENT FROM NOW ON QUARTLY 
ADDRESS THE NATION REGADING OTHER ISSUES ALSO NOT JUST 
COVID 19 REGULATIONS. 
Another SuggesHon that our Ministers can also have a monthly report 
of the StaHsHc to the NATION ADDRESS TO MINIMIZE CALCULATED 
RISK IN OUR COUNTRY, ALS GOVERMENT MY HAVE A FREE CHANNEL 
TO BROADCAST IT TO OUR POOR PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY. 
ENGAGEMENT WITH OUR CITIZENS IS IMPARETIVE TO BUILD THIS 
COUNTRY. 

KIND REGARDS  

TYRON WILLIAMS Tyron 

2020-10-10 
14:26:06 Western Cape No I do not other

Removing my right to defend an infringement in court is agasin my 
consHtunional rights.  this will only allow more corrupt behaviour by 
the Traffic Officers. 
Increasing the demrit points is not good. Leave it at 12.  
Fine system is high as it is and this will ony create more porverty as its 
been proven that so_ targets are hit most instead of the illegal vehicles 
and taxi's.  E-Toll should fall away all togehter.  These systems have 
paid for itself muHlple Hmes over yet we are made to pay constantly.  

Driving without a licence is wrong but circumstances could dictate 
where such event happen (emergency etc).  This should not be 
criminalized.  Avron

2020-10-10 
13:07:03 Western Cape No I do not other

I do not agree with any of the points - traffic regulaHons are not 
administered fairly and without corrupHon and bribery - these points 
will only open the door to more unfairness Anton

2020-10-10 
12:55:00 Western Cape No I do not other

My right as a ciHzen, to challenge any of the allegaHons in court, will 
be infringed upon. Yogin 

2020-10-10 
12:07:48 Western Cape No I do not other

Just more leeway for corrupHon to playout. Dont trust anyone in 
authority in this administraHon. 

barbara
2020-10-10 
11:12:28 Western Cape No I do not other Just a money making business and drakonic rules!! Jeane]e
2020-10-10 
10:50:54 Western Cape No I do not other Anna
2020-10-10 
10:48:41 Western Cape No I do not other Sias

2020-10-10 
09:22:11 Western Cape No I do not other

1. The system is open to corrupHon with no proof of delivery to the 
accused. Every single process must be hand delivered with a signature 
of receipt before assuming the accused has received it.  
2. The system of assuming guilt flies in the face of the consHtuHon 
where everyone is INNOCENT TILL PROVEN GUILTY IN COURT.  
3. E-Tolls is an unneccesary ANC fundraiser passed on to the public. 
The road infrastructure was paid for in total before the toll system was 
installed. The addiHonal cost were just another corrupHon scheme to 
fleece the public.  
5. Making non possession of the licence card a criminal offence must 
be challenged. A person's driving licence is held by RTMC. The Card is 
NOT THE LICENCE, JUST PROOF OF POSESSION.  
6. The renewal process proves nothing about a driver's driving 
competency - its just another fund raising scheme. 
8. Why sHll no emphasis on MOVING VIOLATIONS. Get metro and 
provincial police to acHvely monitor traffic flow and catch those who 
actually offend! 
9. Speed trapping on quiet roads is fund raising. Highlight hotspots and 
enforce there! 
10. Forcing people to pay fines at roadblocks is also a transgression of 
the law. Everyone should have an inexpensive, non-onerous right to 
challenge the ACCUSATION of a misdemenour. 
11. No peace officer has any right to convict ciHzens. Transgressions 
are highlighted and reported, not convicted. Grant

2020-10-10 
09:15:10 Western Cape No I do not other

Take me to court if I don’t pay my fine ,then I know about it it’s too 
easy too just take away points and at the end I have to go to court to 
fight on things I can’t remember any more jou got 30 day’s to 
Summons and I got 30 days to pay and we do have Sherifs of the court Frederik 

2020-10-10 
09:02:56 Western Cape No I do not other More corupHon and chaos  so NO dont want this. Heidi
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2020-10-10 
08:47:31 Western Cape No I do not other

My concerns are that my consHtuHonal right to defend myself in a 
court of law is being taken away. 
My license must be handed over to a corrupt and crooked government 
- imagine the idenHty the_ opportuniHes that may well occur.  
I am absolutely and completely opposed to toll roads and e-tolls. I 
think it is a corrupt system that will fleece the community and I do not 
believe for one minute that the funds generated in this way will be 
used for anything but to be appropriated into the bank accounts of our 
corrupt government officials! Antoine]e  

2020-10-10 
08:44:10 Western Cape No I do not other

Like with most things government is currently focussing their Hme on, I 
think it is fair to say they have completely lost the plot. They create 
stricter laws for the things that are not important and neglect the 
issues that needs urgent a]enHon.  
Our government is clueless, for the be]er part uneducated (and being 
wealthy or the president does not mean you are educated, it quite 
possibly mean you benefi]ed from a totally infiltrated and corrupt 
system and received hand outs based on ridiculous criteria) and not fit 
for their jobs. 
Eradicate yourself from rule and let those who built this country try 
and fix what you broke and never could build up! Generaal

2020-10-10 
08:38:00 Western Cape No I do not other

Please advise what about the taxi drivers that are constantly driving in 
the yellow lane , not stopping at traffic lights, driving as they please 
same as SAPS, metro police police, law reinforcement officers without 
sirens or their emergency lights. I see this every single day. They are no 
different from every road user. Unless you people bring them under 
control then situaHons will change but because the law enforcement 
saps metro police drive as they please everyone else will also drive as 
they please so what example are they. Victor

2020-10-10 
08:08:12 Western Cape No I do not other

I disagree with most of the proposals.    1.  It is already an offence to 
drive with no drivers licence.   2.   law enforcement can't even enforce  
laws already in place - I  o_en see cars with one light on at night  in 
front or rear mainly on the N 1 or no tail lights, trucks included.   3.  
Taxis  do what they like on the roads, red traffic lights, pulling away in 
front of oncoming traffic, overtaking on the shoulder, almost daily, if I 
can see it why can't law enforcement see it.  Once you you make taxi 
drivers obey ALL the traffic rules, maybe drivers will stop copying them.  
Law enforcement,    some of them,  (traffic and police) set a very bad 
example for other motorists eg  changing lanes without indicaHng, 
hogging the right lane  not allowing other vehicles to overtake. not 
taking acHon when offences take place in front of them especially taxis. 
Once you you sort out the current problems  maybe you will encourage 
motorists to drive properly.   it is no good bringing out more and more 
laws unless you enforce properly the exisHng ones. I sHll see motorists 
almost daily talking on their cell phones when driving   I could go on 
and on. Some of our speed limits  are ridiculous (far too low) that is 
why motorists disobey them. The road signs are someHmes wrong 
especially by contractors, some of them don't apply any more etc etc. 

Mike

2020-10-10 
08:08:12 Western Cape No I do not other

I disagree with most of the proposals.    1.  It is already an offence to 
drive with no drivers licence.   2.   law enforcement can't even enforce  
laws already in place - I  o_en see cars with one light on at night  in 
front or rear mainly on the N 1 or no tail lights, trucks included.   3.  
Taxis  do what they like on the roads, red traffic lights, pulling away in 
front of oncoming traffic, overtaking on the shoulder, almost daily, if I 
can see it why can't law enforcement see it.  Once you you make taxi 
drivers obey ALL the traffic rules, maybe drivers will stop copying them.  
Law enforcement,    some of them,  (traffic and police) set a very bad 
example for other motorists eg  changing lanes without indicaHng, 
hogging the right lane  not allowing other vehicles to overtake. not 
taking acHon when offences take place in front of them especially taxis. 
Once you you sort out the current problems  maybe you will encourage 
motorists to drive properly.   it is no good bringing out more and more 
laws unless you enforce properly the exisHng ones. I sHll see motorists 
almost daily talking on their cell phones when driving   I could go on 
and on. Some of our speed limits  are ridiculous (far too low) that is 
why motorists disobey them. The road signs are someHmes wrong 
especially by contractors, some of them don't apply any more etc etc. 

Mike

2020-10-10 
07:18:49 Western Cape No I do not other

I think it is More important for the country to focus on other things 
right know then the aarto act there is sHll so much poverty and hunger 
more people will lose their driver jobs and making it more complicated 
to tap more money isnt the answer. Focus on real crimes that gets 
away daily like like moman and children raped and murdered.  This 
aarto act is not a system creayed for the 3rd world. Focus on farms and 
your people who is trying to build South Africa. The ones who stayed 
and sHll here. Making lives more complicated now will push us all races 
into tyw ground unHl there is nothing le_ to save  

Donovan
2020-10-10 
06:42:03 Western Cape No I do not other

Just another revenue collecHng tool. Far greater causes for concern in 
SA that should be addressed Mel

2020-10-10 
06:14:33 Western Cape No I do not other Ruan

2020-10-10 
05:49:35 Western Cape No I do not other

This new system is a joke. It's unconsHtuHonal. the perpetrator MUST 
have the right to his/her day in court. The double charged I think is 
illegal. I have the feeling it's all about generaHng money. Traffic officers 
will have less or nothing to do. Let them do their job. not doing it for 
free.scrap this ridiculous  system gadija
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2020-10-09 
20:29:10 Western Cape No I do not other

Just another way the city is making extra money from those who can 
pay rather than fighHng actual crime ... T

2020-10-09 
20:28:55 Western Cape No I do not other

This bill is aggressive towards its ciHzians and is more a revenue stream 
than to curb the major issues on the road. R.

2020-10-09 
20:06:55 Western Cape No I do not other

What is the point of any regulaHons when they are not enforced? It 
has been years since i last saw a police officer actually enforcing even 
the most basic laws so how is this ever going to be enforced without 
sufficient and capable/competent police officers to do this? 
Without the above this is just pointless. Erik

2020-10-09 
19:50:46 Western Cape No I do not other

die sisteem is reg soos dit is.  
... sorg net dat almal onder die selfde reels die selfde behandeling kry... 
ons staan nou al tou om lisensies uit te neem of ander probleme op te 
los. hoe gaan dit gaan as die nuwe sisteem begin werk...die stelsel is 
nou al oorlaai en kan nie die werk wat nou daar is beharHg nie...stel 
eerder mense aan wat n goeie en vinnige diens kan leween en los al 
die slim planne wat net groter korrupsie gaan uitlok... albertus

2020-10-09 
19:02:55 Western Cape No I do not other

No amount of new laws will correct the problems of traffic offences.  
Get rid of the corrupHon and get rid of the incompetence.  All these 
new regulaHons will do is give the corrupt police more power to elicit 
bribes from the public.  This is a totally pointless exercise!!! Sarah

2020-10-09 
18:24:53 Western Cape No I do not other

Its just another means of geVng the public to replenish the fast 
disappearing coffers!!  
Once again it will be a small secHon of the populaHon who will 
subsidise the masses who dont even have a fixed address  so never 
receive fines etc.    Elizabeth

2020-10-09 
18:20:17 Western Cape No I do not other

South Africa is riddled with fraud and injusHces against minority groups 
- this demerit system is flawed and will be yet another way to 
discriminate against law abiding ciHzen and for the real culprits to get 
away with disobeying the law.  
I have no doubt that this system can work in a first world country 
where all the ciHzens are treated equally, but that is not the case in 
South Africa.  
This should be scrapped and conHnue with things as they are right 
now. Amri

2020-10-09 
17:48:49 Western Cape No I do not other Already enough corrupHon. Do not need more Cathrine

Gauteng 840
2020-12-01 
12:12:54 Gauteng No I do not other diane 

2020-12-01 
08:29:48 Gauteng No I do not other

Need to first sort out corrupHon in all ranks of the traffic department 
So far in my experience, every officer that has ever stopped me has 
requested a bribe 
I’m sure there are some that are honourable but so far I have not come 
across even one-which highlights the problem in the force 
With Arto-all that will happen is that officers will request a higher bribe 
as the motorist is now afraid of loosing his license 
Rather put into law, ways to prevent corrupHon then to further burden 
or punish the tax paying ciHzen Ebrahim

2020-12-01 
08:29:46 Gauteng No I do not other

Need to first sort out corrupHon in all ranks of the traffic department 
So far in my experience, every officer that has ever stopped me has 
requested a bribe 
I’m sure there are some that are honourable but so far I have not come 
across even one-which highlights the problem in the force 
With Arto-all that will happen is that officers will request a higher bribe 
as the motorist is now afraid of loosing his license 
Rather put into law, ways to prevent corrupHon then to further burden 
or punish the tax paying ciHzen Ebrahim

2020-12-01 
08:29:43 Gauteng No I do not other

Need to first sort out corrupHon in all ranks of the traffic department 
So far in my experience, every officer that has ever stopped me has 
requested a bribe 
I’m sure there are some that are honourable but so far I have not come 
across even one-which highlights the problem in the force 
With Arto-all that will happen is that officers will request a higher bribe 
as the motorist is now afraid of loosing his license 
Rather put into law, ways to prevent corrupHon then to further burden 
or punish the tax paying ciHzen Ebrahim

2020-12-01 
08:29:40 Gauteng No I do not other

Need to first sort out corrupHon in all ranks of the traffic department 
So far in my experience, every officer that has ever stopped me has 
requested a bribe 
I’m sure there are some that are honourable but so far I have not come 
across even one-which highlights the problem in the force 
With Arto-all that will happen is that officers will request a higher bribe 
as the motorist is now afraid of loosing his license 
Rather put into law, ways to prevent corrupHon then to further burden 
or punish the tax paying ciHzen Ebrahim

2020-12-01 
08:29:34 Gauteng No I do not other

Need to first sort out corrupHon in all ranks of the traffic department 
So far in my experience, every officer that has ever stopped me has 
requested a bribe 
I’m sure there are some that are honourable but so far I have not come 
across even one-which highlights the problem in the force 
With Arto-all that will happen is that officers will request a higher bribe 
as the motorist is now afraid of loosing his license 
Rather put into law, ways to prevent corrupHon then to further burden 
or punish the tax paying ciHzen Ebrahim

2020-11-30 
20:35:28 Gauteng No I do not other

This legislaHon will do nothing to improve safety on the roads but is 
merely another mechanism to screw the taxpayer for even more 
money. 
It also infringes on the rights of ciHzens: use of unreliable post, 
presumpHon of guilt, limitaHon of contestaHon - traffic law should 
deter motorists from non-compliance and punish offenders in a fair, 
just and transparent way which this proposed legislaHon does not! Carn
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2020-11-30 
18:54:31 Gauteng No I do not other

All concerns: 
Points demerit system: unfair on vehicle owner if penalised for drivers 
error 
Enforcement orders: unfe]ered powers given to police 
Costly appeal: it's innocent unHl proven guilty, whereas defending 
against the presumpHon of guilt is a costly endeavor  
AARTO Tribunal: fair, unbiased & non-corrupt in these Hmes? No proof 
exists thereof 
AdministraHve burden: backlog, laziness, non-performance at licensing 
centres would be further exacerbated with poorer results 
General: In these economically burdened Hmes piling addiHonal costs 
to the taxpayer, only for that money to land in a corrupt poliHcians 
coffers, is inhumane, unjust, dishonest & unfair. 

Farzana

2020-11-29 
18:52:36 Gauteng No I do not other

1. The officials mandated with administraHng this process can no 
longer be trusted to do so legally and fairly. The few good officials get 
lost in the system. It has been proven many Hmes that the majority of 
these officials are corrupt. Don't a]empt to clean up corrupHon but 
clean it up. 

2. Why should the public be paying for the mismanagement of these 
incompetent and corrupt departments. 

3. Are the laws of this country only applicable to non poliHcal persons. 
Are poliHcians exempt from laws. Show us what happens when they 
break laws then try to make others to follow T

2020-11-29 
08:06:12 Gauteng No I do not other

Points can only be allocated to a driver a_er the offence is finalised 
and proven by a court. Not just as soon as a fine is issued. 
Points cannot be allocated to a vehicle, other legal drivers also needs 
to use the vehicle. 
Fines cannot be doubled, we are loosing jobs, being retrenched, 
salaries are being cut. Where will the addiHonal money come from?  
Toll road payment has got nothing to do with road safety, the non 
payment of toll fees cannot lead to being fined. 
Outstanding fines cannot lead to blocking the renewal of a motor 
vehicle licence, this rule is prevenHng people from doing a legally 
required acHon.  
The R100 infringement penalty levy is a lazy money making scheme. 
Many fines are not legiHmate and are wrongfully issued, this levy is not 
acceptable. Tobie

2020-11-29 
05:37:22 Gauteng No I do not other Fahmida 

2020-11-28 
06:28:00 Gauteng No I do not other

The Government should stop wasHng Hme and money on making new 
laws while they cannot enforce the current. Much greater effort is 
required to perform law enforcement (that does not mean siVng/
standing by the road. Nobody stop at Stop Streets, nobody cares for 
traffic signals, nobody cares for road markings, the list goes on and on. 
The Traffic Enforcement also requires retraining as they stop (when 
they do) on the wrong side of the Stop Lines. They ignore traffic 
violaHons occurring in plain sight etc. Frederick

2020-11-24 
11:40:41 Gauteng No I do not other

Everything about this is concerning. 
Firstly, the pilot aarto implementaHon was a failure.  You don't 
forcefully blunder through like idiots if the test implementaHon failed. 

Points demerit system 
Government cannot even manage the current system, how are they 
going to cope with more administraHon?  The only result the points 
system will have is that you'll have people driving around with 
suspended licenses, effecHvely creaHng a state of lawlessness.  If I 
remember correctly, the points also doesn't really make sense and will 
cause people making small mistakes to be deducted points for.  So 
even if you're a law abiding ciHzen, you risk geVng your license 
suspended. 

Costly appeals 
We already have issues with dirty cops in Centurion who issue fines 
because we don't want to pay bribes.  Now we need to pay extra to 
dispute fines like that or in cases where fines were wrongly issued to 
begin with? 

I'm not even going to go on.  I'll just become one of the people who 
"contributes" to the lawlessness.  Good luck dealing with all of us as 
they can't even manage the exisHng systems in place.  It will eventually 
become unenforceable like e-tolls which is another example of 
government blundering through with a bad plan like a bunch of 
morons. William

2020-11-24 
11:15:38 Gauteng No I do not other

Daar is reeds korrupsie en gebrekkige wetstoepassing in ons stelsel.  
Taxibestuurders maak soos hulle smaak en oortree telkens padreëls 
sonder dat wetstoepassing plaasvind.  Die afdwinging van die e-tol is 
ook gruwelik en oneHes.  Die wanbetaling daarvan kan nie 'n 
oortreeding wees nie.  Ons het nie daartoe ingestem nie en is ook nie 
in die saak geken nie.  Dit is ook skreiend dat 'n oortreder nie 
aanvanklik in die Hof mag verskyn nie, maar dat die rompslomp van die 
voorgestelde proses moet plaasvind alvorens so 'n individiu moontlik 
voor 'n Landdros sou kon verskyn.  Ons het nie nuwe en meer we]e 
nodig nie, stel die probleme in die huidige stelsel reg. Susan
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2020-11-23 
12:24:20 Gauteng No I do not other

I am very concerned that the new system will only lead to more 
corrupHon and bribery and not encourage drivers to obey the traffic 
laws of our country.  This is already a major problem and is out of 
control.   The example set by our government already promotes such 
corrupt behaviour and very li]le is done to prosecute or make an 
example of offenders. 

Drivers faced with loosing their license will be forced to bribe officers 
and this will lead to an escalaHon in corrupHon and bribery. 

Gert

2020-11-21 
05:55:34 Gauteng No I do not other

Do t  quite understsnd the quesHon. 

 Against the proposed legislaHon Peggy
2020-11-20 
22:09:15 Gauteng No I do not other

Hamzah 
Mahmood 

2020-11-18 
11:44:25 Gauteng No I do not other

I object to the AARTO Demerit System for a few reasons, it will again 
only apply to the Law Abiding CiHzens who would pay infringements as 
they have before, it is the rest of the ciHzens, those flouHng the law 
and geVng away with it that will sHll conHnue, the Taxis running 
robots, speeding, not stopping at stop streets and zig, zaging in 
between the traffic without consideraHon for other drivers. 

It is also those I have seen on the freeways driving at high speed with 
no concern for speed limits and do not pay the fines if issued. 

I also object to receiving a noHce on my cell phone to tell me there is a 
noHce at the Highveld Park Post office, as a law abiding ciHzen, I went 
there and they did not have the noHce 3 days a_er saying it was there.  
Went again yesterday and the post office was closed by the manager, 2 
trips with costs, now f50% discount will fall away on the 21 st 
November and I cant pay it as it is at the post office that is closed. 

Sorry to say, we are heading for a Banana Republic, introduce new 
rules that can not be policed or acHoned. 

VERY CONCERNED LAW ABIDING RESIDENT 
 Neil

2020-11-17 
12:46:39 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not  agree with linking e-toll fees to traffic fines and doubling of 
fines. Instead of penalizing the taxpayer with the burden of paying 
more, government should focus on how funds are managed and 
accounted for. Brigi]e

2020-11-16 
18:38:49 Gauteng No I do not other

Excessive fines and penalHes, totally unecessary if metro staff are 
doing their jobs properly, and ALL CORRUPT COPS are dismissed 
immediately Nico

2020-11-16 
11:33:23 Gauteng No I do not other

I disagree with this as once again we are not fixing the actual problem, 
and we are again taking more from the law abiding ciHzens. You have a 
problem with corrupt law enforcement, not all but most are. Your law 
abiding ciHzen will receive these fine, penalHes and accept the 
consiquences. You criminals, non-law abiding ciHzen, corrupt law 
enforcement would rather ask and pay for a bride, to get away from 
paying fines, receiving penalHes, facing a criminal case, lose of license 
etc. You need to resolve the corrupHon in law enforcement, if you 
expect the ciHzens to abide by the law, cause as long as a ciHzen knows 
they can get away with these things due to law enforcement taking 
bribes, they will not abide by the laws, and as such changing and 
making them more strict will sHll not resolve the problem. Why do I 
law enforcement not have to wear body cams while working, and why 
do they not have cameras in their vehicles to make sure they are doing 
their job within the law? Jessica

2020-11-16 
07:42:13 Gauteng No I do not other

To pay R100 for being wrongfully fined is madness - it just opens more 
opportuniHes for fraud Justus

2020-11-15 
13:24:04 Gauteng No I do not other

The doubling of fines/penalHes It becomes unreasonable because 
most people do not work, some people are using their own cars to 
carry out their employers work,rather suspend the driver's drivers 
licence but do not cancel it Johannes 

2020-11-14 
07:44:02 Gauteng No I do not other Etoll scrap it Seema

2020-11-14 
07:00:22 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole e toll should be scrapped.  
We pay enough levies on fuel 
NO to Etoll Sanet

2020-11-14 
00:22:04 Gauteng No I do not other

Gross exploitaHon of middle class to fund the transport budget 
because of their failure to manage their organizaHons such as the etoll 
system which is long overdue for scrapping! Roy

2020-11-13 
19:16:49 Gauteng No I do not other The inclusion of e-tolls in the demerit system has no basis Pierre
2020-11-13 
08:36:13 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree that we ciHzens should be forced to pay the unlawfully 
implemented e-Tolls. Werner

2020-11-13 
06:59:00 Gauteng No I do not other

The EToll system was forced on us by Zuma and his corrupt cronies. 
Why do certain people get charged and other get free use of the same 
roads. Gauteng is the Guinea pig....it doesn't work! Sort out 
corrupHon....use money looted to pay for roads.  Charging more for 
fines...a new way to loot. Roland

2020-11-12 
14:40:00 Gauteng No I do not other Does not make sense Ria
2020-11-12 
12:39:55 Gauteng No I do not other Does not make sense at all. Rrekgetsi

2020-11-12 
12:20:20 Gauteng No I do not other

So...you are innocent before you are proven guilty???? Out the door 
with that one. 
But either way... pass gaol [ jale ] and pay R 100.00 
Can you imagine everyone going to Court to prove their innocence. 
Whether innocent or guilty 
and all the court Hme taken up , so they can't get to the real 
criminals... that is what this is all about. Freddie
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2020-11-12 
12:10:39 Gauteng No I do not other

Fine has been issued, adding R100  on top of that for no reason, is 
unacceptable! Edward 

2020-11-12 
12:01:14 Gauteng No I do not other

Great, now we won't need to pay license fees either because 
everybody can drive around unlicensed as well - less income for the 
government. We are such a lawless naHon, I would love to see them 
enforce this one. Marion 

2020-11-12 
11:41:09 Gauteng No I do not other

As ciHzens we pay enough to be able to use the faciliHes like roads. We 
are being taxed in every way possible and just have to keep on digging 
out money so that government can sit back in their extravegant 
overexclusive house or car and enjoy the hard earned money of the 
ciHzens. The people who bend over backwards to pay their taxes 
cannot even aford a weekend vacaHon while government just have to 
sit back and watch the money roll in and everyday is a vacaHon.  

This system like many recently iplimented systems (online booking 
system for example) is doomed to fail. Why? because it hasn't been 
developed or thought through with the ciHzens in mind. It was 
developed with profitablity in mind.  

I do not support this idea with even 1% of my being. It's a money 
making sheme and the vicHms are South African ciHzens. They will not 
solve the problem, they will only have more ilegal drivers on the road, 
something they cannot even manage now yet think they would be able 
to be]er manage it with this system? 

The other problem is fleet owners. Speeing fines are recorded on the 
name of the owner and not the driver. The process to prove the driver 
is yet another broken down government process that just doesn't work 
so how exactly will that benefit anyone? I stand by my statement that 
this is just another corupt money making scheme from government 
where they are looking for the newest slyest way of extorHng money 
from their vicHms. Suzanne

2020-11-12 
08:57:00 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just another money making project and a way form them to 
clear the e toll back log. Also corrupHon will be rife. What abut those 
drivers that done have legal driver licenses. Maureen 

2020-11-12 
08:49:38 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just a way to get us to pay e-tolls and raise more revenue for 
government to loot so I say hell no Molisana

2020-11-11 
13:52:19 Gauteng No I do not other

Well, I never 

I own a armed response company and I for the life of me cannot 
understand  why we must pay fines, when we respond to life 
threatening panic situaHons. Is the objecHve not to get to the clients 
asap?!!! 
Is government now really going to try and take more motorists of the 
road by taking away our licences? 

How are people going to get to work, hospital, etc? 

With no public transport in place, how is one supposed to get around? 
No just like everything else people will drive illegally!!! 

No one is going to loose their job over Arto!!!!! 

Please rethink this situaHon very carefully, as there are some of us why 
speed to safe lives!!! 

What mechanism is put in place for us? 

Then there is the unanswered phones and e-mails. 

There is no proper way to contact anyone telephonically or else wise in 
order to resolve any ma]er. 

LET THE DEMIRIT SYSTEM COUNT FOR THINGS THAT REALLY MATTER, 
BUT EVEN A DRUNKEN DRIVER, WILL STILL DRIVE EVEN WHEN YOU 
TAKE HIS OR HER LICENSE AWAY. 
In most countries over seas, most things have been legalized, because 
the governments realised that illegal things make money for the black 
market. During lock down every second person was selling illegal 
smokes and boos. Government had no control!! and sHll don't have. 

Let the judges sHll decide the outcome of fines and don't hold innocent 
people accountable for fines if they are not guilty! 

Create a data base for armed response companies, ambulances, saps, 
etc and don't issue fines to registered vehicles or owners. 

As od as it may sound other country s have no crime, as things are 
legal!! The police focus on crimes that ma]er. 

A_er years of trying , should we not go the same way? Think about 
this, jails are being rented out as accommodaHon? 

Maybe giving an insenHve instead of a penalty will make the 
difference? 

Ken
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2020-11-11 
13:50:57 Gauteng No I do not other

The proposed changes open the avenue for 'extorHon'  and is not in 
line with fundamental legal principles. Pieter

2020-11-11 
11:01:11 Gauteng No I do not other

Only certain people with updated addresses will be fined as others 
won’t be able to be located. It’s extremely expensive too! Andri

2020-11-11 
08:23:38 Gauteng No I do not other

The system is far too complex for a non-efficient government to 
manage. Villiers

2020-11-10 
20:14:24 Gauteng No I do not other

People like to go in and speak to a prosecutor for reducHons. Now it is 
a full on fill in system. Who decides on the other side what is going to 
help? Prosecutors learned alot of years to be a advocate/lawyer.  
There is not a court system in place. Military, emergency, police and 
metro officers are struggling with this. Normally their fines get 
canceled, now they must fill in forms and nothing is happening and it 
becomes an enforcement order. This system is ridiculous. Bring back 
old system with Prosecutors and court with dermit points. 

Jeane]e 
2020-11-10 
19:40:29 Gauteng No I do not other

 Money cow implementaHon. CorrupHon, incompetence. Communist/
socialist approach and implementaHon John

2020-11-10 
18:57:52 Gauteng No I do not other

I have objecHons on mulHple grounds. How will this be fairly and justly 
enforced?  I fear it is not only unconsHtuHonal, but merely a revenue 
generaHng system using the threat of demerits and suspending 
licences for minor infringements, while dangerous end reckless drivers 
sHll get off scot free. For example: Just look at the state of the  current 
licensing departments in Gauteng, impossible to get an appointment 
to renew one’s license in a Hmeous manner as is. Meanwhile, people 
drive around with no licenses or ones that are illegally obtained or 
forged.  They should first get their own house in order before 
implemenHng a system like this. Carina

2020-11-10 
18:11:03 Gauteng No I do not other This is not consHtuHonal.  Nadena 

2020-11-10 
16:34:17 Gauteng No I do not other

who is the stupid here... the thief trying to defraud the ciHzenry from 
their herd earned money,  or the "poor sod who will never noHce if we 
try to defraud them"? 

You are a bunch of corrupt fraudsters! 

Work for your damn money and stop trying to defraud the ciHzenry of 
their hard earned money!!! 

Go work hard like the rest of us and earn a living!!! Pierre
2020-11-10 
15:34:34 Gauteng No I do not other

The CiHzens of this country are already over-taxed. Higher taxes are 
not the soluHon for poor management and corrupHon. Johan

2020-11-10 
15:31:44 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll is implemented to replace money that was lost due to 
corrupHon. Don't let motorists pay for it; address the problem: root 
out corrupHon. Friedrich

2020-11-10 
15:21:43 Gauteng No I do not other Ray

2020-11-10 
14:55:37 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just another way to steel funds from tax payers. 
The other thing is minibus taxi will not be fined as usual. 
So other motorists are being harrased and the drivers that break the 
law will come clean as usual. Melt

2020-11-10 
14:34:41 Gauteng No I do not other

Its becoming too expensive  to drive on SA roads and there is no  public 
transport system Antoine]e

2020-11-10 
13:59:59 Gauteng No I do not other Anton
2020-11-10 
13:57:31 Gauteng No I do not other Simply cannot afford more taxes, we are taxed into poverty Theresa

2020-11-10 
13:57:16 Gauteng No I do not other

Daar rus reeds 'n swaar las op motoriste wat betref petrol. e-tol en 
ander tolhekke, hoë lisensiegelde  om maar net 'n paar te noem. Laat 
oortreders uitgesluit dronk bestuur liewers  klasse bywoon waar hulle 
bewus gemaak word van padgebruik en padreëls. Baie valse 
lisensiehouers wat gladnie pad regulasies ken nie. Ria

2020-11-10 
13:49:09 Gauteng No I do not other

No control and too many loop holes that makes it impossble to 
endorce fairly to all road users and open up more opportuniHes for 
corrupHons. Estee

2020-11-10 
13:46:27 Gauteng No I do not other

We are already been taxed through the fuel levies. How much more 
taxes can be imposed? Denise

2020-11-10 
13:43:52 Gauteng No I do not other I dont support it at all as for theres enough corrupHon as is John

2020-11-10 
13:43:09 Gauteng No I do not other

None of us voted or agreed with regards to the e-tol. They simply went 
ahead and now wants to collect all the outstanding bills and penalise 
you with the demerit system. Casper

2020-11-10 
13:41:59 Gauteng No I do not other

My husband drives from Pta to Joburg everyday for his work. We 
cannot aford this in top of paying for the petrol, which is taxed already. 
Although my husband works in Joburg, we choose to live in Pta 
because our church is here. Simply cannot afford more and more and 
more taxes Helga

2020-11-10 
13:39:32 Gauteng No I do not other

Motorists are forced to pay for using exisHng roads that is payed for 
out of other taxes and levies Ruby

2020-11-10 
13:35:28 Gauteng No I do not other

Maybe the officers that are issuing these fines are sent for proper 
training as to how to complete the necessary forms.  The R100 that sHll 
needs to be paid if one was wrongfully issued should be recovered 
from the officer that issued it.  Maybe that would result in a lower 
number of wrongful issuance. Sushen

2020-11-10 
13:27:34 Gauteng No I do not other

This was one of the most corrupt deals every made.  WE PAY LICENCES 
TO THE USE OF ALL ROADS. SELF INRICHMENT AND DONE WITHOUT 
THE KOWLAGE OF MOTORISTS. WE CANT AFFORD THIS  CIRRUPT 
SYSTEM  UNACCE0TABLE.  Peter

2020-11-10 
13:23:39 Gauteng No I do not other

We pay enough for everything else, stop stealing money and use it for 
the purpose it was intended for. Dion

2020-11-10 
13:23:11 Gauteng No I do not other

This is not fair on the poor and is simply another form of taxaHon by 
placing the financially distressed under more financial burden, How 
can you expect parHes to pay the R 100 even if they are innocent? 
All this will do is create another avenue for corrupt traffic officials to 
extort more out of bribes. Hilton
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2020-11-10 
12:39:01 Gauteng No I do not other

Absolutely angry and disgusted at the underhanded rules and 
regulaHons government wants to impose, nothing more than blatant 
thievery. Dulce 

2020-11-10 
12:21:30 Gauteng No I do not other

Normal law abiding ciHzens are already struggling to make ends meet.  
To implement a addiHonal stealth tax  is simply unrealisHc. Adriaan

2020-11-10 
12:06:11 Gauteng No I do not other I do not support e-toll. because it was installed illegally david
2020-11-10 
11:43:10 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:43:04 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:42:54 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:42:54 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:41:01 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet. Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:40:29 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet. Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:40:01 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet. Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:39:57 Gauteng No I do not other

E-Tolls are a separate issue from road safety.  Why add the issue of 
payment of e-Tolls to a person's record?  The e-Toll system failed due 
to the poliHcal mismanagement of the issue, this is a sneaky 
mechanism to side-step the process of fixing all the issues with the 
system. Carel

2020-11-10 
11:39:50 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet. Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:39:44 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet. Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:39:26 Gauteng No I do not other

This proposed stealth tax is just placing a further burden on residents 
who are struggling to make ends meet. Lüzelle

2020-11-10 
11:31:28 Gauteng No I do not other

No levy or stealth tax, onus on authority, not on user/ driver 
Allow user more easy access to address this Sias

2020-11-10 
11:18:26 Gauteng No I do not other

Stop overtaxing South Africans. Become more efficient, fire deadwood 
staff, and do your job with what you have. I do not support any further 
taxing or costs levied at all. CiHzens are already overburdened as it is. Colin

2020-11-10 
10:30:45 Gauteng No I do not other

EXTRA PAYMENT TO THE AMOUNT OF R100 FOR FINES, EVEN IF YOU 
WERE WRONGFULLY FINED IS TOTALLY WRONG. SHANTEL

2020-11-10 
10:09:52 Gauteng No I do not other

This useless government has looted from the people for decades, 
always finding more ways to increase our taxes or squeezing more 
money from the middle class - this needs to stop. When will the day 
come where those criminals are prosecuted and stolen money's 
recovered, instead of milking the taxpayer dry? Maritz

2020-11-10 
09:27:06 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon, corrupHon, corrupHon. A  failed corrupt system and now 
making traveling to work very expensive and now the gov wants to 
enforce this corrupt system with another corrupt system that will make 
criminals out of already overburdened ciHzens. Alison

2020-11-10 
09:08:49 Gauteng No I do not other

The principal of demerit points with fines is an overkill  - it should be 
either demerit points or fines not both - Minor traffic offences should 
never result in cancelling your license. Demerit  points if used should 
only be applied to serious offences.  
Removing the right of  a ciHzen to defend himself in court against 
allegaHons of an offense should be unconsHtuHonal. Considering that 
our police forces, especially Metro Police, are ro]en  to the core with 
corrupHon this whole process is even more flawed. Massive 
opportuniHes will arise to solicit bribes from motorists to avoid 
collecHng demerit points. You also have to consider that  many people 
cannot do their jobs without a drivers license so if you cancel or 
suspend a persons license you may effecHvely take away his ability to 
earn an income. Whilst under some very severe circumstances this 
maybe  jusHfied in most cases it is not.  
The current system already allow for very large fines and in some cases 
imprisonment so their is actually no need to change the system. Finally 
the government does not have the ability to put together the whole 
administraHve system required to manage this whole process and the 
whole system will once again be corrupted through tenders etc. Just 
another cumbersome inefficient white elephant. Francois

2020-11-10 
09:02:58 Gauteng No I do not other

We already geVng taxed so heavily and we loosing  so much money 
with corrupHon from government now they introducing some more 
money to be wasted and steal. If Government can just close down on 
stolen money by there own people this would not even be required. andre

2020-11-10 
08:58:53 Gauteng No I do not other

AARTO is sneaking in regulaHons to enforce eTolls that were 
implemented unlawfully, without the input of the public. The public's 
non-compliance have made our voice heard and the government 
should LISTEN to us. Government SERVES the ciHzens, not the other 
way round.  

Now AARTO will punish ciHzens for refusal to comply with eToll system 
to recover the funds that were spent on corrupt tenders and an 
unlawfully implemented system! 

Down with government corrupHon! Down with eTolls! Down with 
AARTO!! Lize]e

2020-11-10 
08:52:11 Gauteng No I do not other

The new AARTO bill will burden the already poor and impoverished 
people already struggling to make ends meet. The system is not logical 
and will lead to the financial downfall of many people leaving them in 
ruins.

ANTIONETT
E

2020-11-10 
08:48:27 Gauteng No I do not other

The infringement penalty imposed, even payable if fined wrongfully is 
just a stealth tax that will only further burden South African residents. 
Please re evaluate this stealth tax as a ma]er of urgency. ChrisHan

2020-11-10 
08:46:08 Gauteng No I do not other FRAUD AND CORRUPTION WILL BE ALL YOU SEE Gilbert 
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2020-11-10 
08:43:10 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above . They  are just trying to make their job easier to  steal 
more money from us Margi

2020-11-10 
08:32:13 Gauteng No I do not other

The new AARTO  bill will burden the already poor and impoverished 
people already struggling to make ends meet.  The system is not logical 
and will lead to the financial downfall of many people leaving them in 
ruins. Candice

2020-11-10 
08:19:28 Gauteng No I do not other

This is a way to force people to pay e-tolls. The whole e-toll system has 
been a contenHous issue from the get go. We are already taxed to 
travel on the roads (included in the fuel levy). 
Another sad example of the govt implemenHng measures to take more 
money from ordindary working ciHzens Carrol-Lynne

2020-11-10 
07:25:17 Gauteng No I do not other

Im definitely not accepHng the large fees for e-tolls, where people cant 
even buy a bread. Im also against the enforcement orders, we have 
corrupHon in the police, it will get worse with this and bully us to even 
bigger bribes.  Im alos against the demerit,  this will eventually cause 
the South African people to either drive illegally or not drive of which 
will kill the already dying economy Natasha

2020-11-10 
07:16:51 Gauteng No I do not other

The police can only police law abiding ciHzens, yet most taxi drivers 
drive like they want without any care. Sort that out first before you 
create more laws to govern the already law abiding, as the non law 
abiding doesn't care about any of the laws. Johann

2020-11-10 
02:32:09 Gauteng No I do not other

Just another way for you government thieves to collect revenue to 
replenish your loot! Stop your corrupHon, then stop the corrupHon of 
your traffic officials and then fix their aVtudes by giving them some 
balls to do their jobs where its most needed eg. To not turn a blind eye 
when a taxi turns from a non turning lane with a metro police car in 
plain sight as if this is the norm. More  POLICING where it ma]ers is 
what we need, not this money making scheme! Surely you're all rich 
enough by now?? Philip

2020-11-09 
22:52:17 Gauteng No I do not other

As usual, the SA resident is to be penalised for the faults of others.  It 
has been known for years now that MANY people are driving on our 
roads (taxi drivers come to mind for sure here!!) who have literally 
'bought' their drivers licence and quite obviously have never done a 
learners licence ... why are we not focussing on this.  To me this would 
be the best way to make the roads safer. 

In my view, the country is broke - not through the public's fault - and is 
now being asked to pay for more and more of the ANC's mistakes!!!  
We are scrapped for cash enough as it is due to the ridiculous rules 
around the plandemic, not to menHon corrupHon over 26 years by the 
government ... we don't want any more of your rules and regulaHons. 

I also feel certain racial groups will be targe]ed ... those who the ANC 
feel CAN afford to pay ... Terry

2020-11-09 
17:48:52 Gauteng No I do not other

I am unhappy with the proposed Stealth tax on all traffic fines. The 
traffic fines system is poor as it is and now we are proposing to burden 
people even further by adding an amount on top of their fines when 
people are already struggling. What the department of transport 
should be doing is addressing the traffic policing system, address that 
first before adding any addiHonal fees onto an already frustrated 
system Jonathan

2020-11-09 
13:52:16 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not support or agree with changes to the regulaHons as it 
ridiculous that addiHonal charges be added to an already high cost of 
living brought by the unstable and one sided government.  

They should focus funding and efforts to reduce the lawlessness of taxi 
drivers and formalize the industry so that taxi drivers are held 
accountable for their acHons and the countless lives they put in danger 
each and every second of each and every day. 

This is by far a be]er way of ensuring road safety for all. No one seems 
to understand that taxi commuters are at the sole mercy of 
unroadworthy and reckless taxi drivers and they o_en have no other 
means of cost effecHve travel. 

Or even be]er impose these sort of fees to taxi drivers as the result of 
them breaking the rules of the road and far more costly to the country. 

Why should motorists with roadworthy vehicles be viciHmized like this 
when there are bigger dangers on the road for all... Waylon

2020-11-09 
10:49:23 Gauteng No I do not other

We are a society that thrives on corrupHon and this system will enable 
even more people to be involved in bribes and collusion to further rob 
the ciHzens of South Africa. 
The eTolling system is also a total sham and should be scrapped.  All 
efforts to get Gauteng drivers to buy into the system (literally and 
figuraHvely) have failed and now they are further trying to fine the 1 
million plus motorists who are sHll refusing to pay.   

Maybe when the government systems are no longer used to line the 
governments pockets and not enrich ciHzen's lives, would we trust the 
system and contribute to it. Heather

2020-11-09 
10:47:27 Gauteng No I do not other

More taxes for already weekend economy and struggling people. 
Enough with steeling our money Anton

2020-11-09 
09:32:18 Gauteng No I do not other

We need to take this nonsense from totally corrupt officials who cant 
even work the current system competently??? And we need to agree 
to just another way our bloated fatcat trash can fleece us for their 
gain?? Ridiculous!  And i bet Taxis will not be held to these laws 
because our fabulous law enforcement is afraid of the barbaric mob.  Patrizia
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2020-11-08 
22:46:22 Gauteng No I do not other

We have corrupHon in the country, we pay for the roads already and 
they are not being maintained. Fix your roads before we pay you 
anything more. 

I do not recognize e-toll and should not be part of aarto. I refuse to pay 
for this and always will. 

Fix your roads. Do your job. Eduan

2020-11-08 
06:56:55 Gauteng No I do not other

Un-needed, costly and ineffecHve laws and levies open the doors of 
corrupHon.  The taxpayer in South Africa is stretched already. 

These AARATO regulaHons will do nothing for the country except open 
up new avenues for corrupHon.  The money would be be]er spent 
fighHng corrupHon and implemenHng the current laws. Greg

2020-11-07 
22:28:23 Gauteng No I do not other

Why must we as taxpayers pay  a corrupt government that 
mismanages/embezzles funds paul

2020-11-07 
22:21:57 Gauteng No I do not other

This just seems to be another money making scheme. Why must we as 
taxpayers always pay pay and pay because this country has 
mismanaged funding Koushik

2020-11-07 
21:11:28 Gauteng No I do not other False Number plates Chene

2020-11-07 
13:03:28 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just unnecessary legislaHon. There are enough traffic regulaHons 
etc in place, the problem lies with the enforcement thereof. If exisHng 
legislaHon is not/can not be enforced hiw willvthis new legislaHon 
improve it? No taxi driver is going to stop driving or change his ways 
because he stands to get demerit points. This is just goibg to be 
applied to the small percentage of law-abiding road users, it is not 
going to solve reckless and negligent road use. Kobus

2020-11-07 
10:54:25 Gauteng No I do not other

Any regulaHon needs to address a current problem: 
guilty unHl proven innocent - denying ciHzens fair judicial process , 
inviHng corrupHon.  
Which problem is this the soluHon of? Jonathan

2020-11-06 
14:32:21 Gauteng No I do not other

I did not consent to e-toll being implemented & why is it not enforced 
in other provinces? Retrieve all owed money from the greedy & 
corrupt cronies in Government because we pay too much for services 
& taxes already! So if is not fair to penalise us for unpaid e-toll monies! Rafia

2020-11-06 
13:38:26 Gauteng No I do not other

SANRAL ltd. is a private enterprise, and as such does not hold the right 
to collect monies or provide a service to a client without the express 
consent of the client. Implied consent is not legally permissable.  

The e-tolls system has been controversial from the start, and unHl such 
a Hme as both the validity of the system and the ability of SANRAL ltd. 
to bypass the laws governing private enterprise in South Africa and 
collect monies for services provided to clients without their express 
consent have been heard in court and a finding issued it will remain 
illegal. 

Furthermore using state organs and creaHng legal regulaHons 
specifically to enable a single private enterprise to bypass legislaHon is 
morally abhorent. One must wonder why SANRAL Ltd. is not an SOE, 
and the only raHonal explanaHon would be so that it need not be 
audited by the auditor general, and thus to facilitate corrupHon. Rean

2020-11-06 
13:01:47 Gauteng No I do not other

E-tolls and the mismanagement of funds will not get any support from 
me Erwin

2020-11-06 
12:03:48 Gauteng No I do not other

I wish they had given everybody a chance to comment on the e-toll 
system before they implemented it!!! There could have been many 
alternaHve soluHons to this flawed system!!! Bre]

2020-11-06 
10:00:03 Gauteng No I do not other

I am shaking my head, how can anyone waste their Hme thinking up 
stupid rules and regulaHons like these. More comment on this would 
be a waste of my Hme. This is absurd. Pieter

2020-11-06 
09:07:25 Gauteng No I do not other

This system may work in the USA but  our government does not have 
the infrastructure or skills to make this work.  And  they are once again 
creaHng another pla�orm for corrupHon. We all know that most of the 
officials are corrupt because the top is corrupt. Great idea but will 
never work they will just milk the system! Anne]e

2020-11-06 
08:06:42 Gauteng No I do not other

This is disgusHng.  Too many corrupt hands at the top that think they 
can carry on  exploiHng the innocent so they can keep on lining their 
own pockets.  
I wont for a fuck support this system, especially when we have to pay 
tax on EVERYTHING, even a_er we have paid tax on our salaries.  
I will drive around without a licence but I WILL NOT support this crap 
and be exploited even further for the fat greedy cats at the top. E toll 
and AARTO can get fucked.  

Jacques

2020-11-06 
07:23:05 Gauteng No I do not other

Driving without a license should not be a criminal offence, how is it 
criminal? People are suffering and do not have money to pay double 
fines. Fix JMPD first, they are too corrupt for this much power Ciska

2020-11-06 
04:56:30 Gauteng No I do not other

The government promised people that they are looking at the e toll 
system which is already milking their money.  Now they are coming 
with the mafia style of forcing people to pay the e tolls.  We shall meet 
them at the polls, the sooner we removed the ANC government from 
power the be]er. South Africans have made it clear that we don't want 
e tolls Jabulani 
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2020-11-05 
21:44:07 Gauteng No I do not other

This system seems to only penalize the good ciHzens - those that 
accidentally infringes and was caught (typically driving safe, under the 
speed limit etc, but at this moment was just high enough to be 
caught). The regular offenders, taxis included here, but also those that 
are constantly speeding, overtaking in extremely dangerous places etc 
will simply not be bothered by this. They are also typically aware of 
police/metro posiHons, so that they are not caught. 

I have a fine on my name, that I have elected to go to court on, but it 
seems my elect to appeal in court was lost (even though I submi]ed it 
within a few days). Anyway, the officer that pulled me over claimed 1 
offense, then later changed his story and claimed a different offense; 
the paper he wrote and gave to me, on the alleged offense (this Hme 
back to first offense) was incomplete. I wished I had a recording of the 
conversaHon, and I believe that he might have been fishing for a bribe. 

My point is in any alleged infringement the person should have an easy 
to use and simple way to dispute - this regulaHons does not make it 
simple and easy to use, rather very costly. Jaco

2020-11-05 
21:25:33 Gauteng No I do not other hazel

2020-11-05 
21:10:11 Gauteng No I do not other

My concerns are all of the above.  The new fines are draconian and 
once again open the system to further abuse and corrupHon, as are 
the enforcement orders.  Laura

2020-11-05 
20:28:41 Gauteng No I do not other

Not 'other', 'EVERYTHING". 
AARTO is just a process designed to fleece the already struggling 
populous.  It was useless from day one, & these changes will just 
perpetuate the problem, while cosHng the innocent unfortunate 
infringer, allowing the recidivist illegals to conHnue regardless, & 
making a mockery of the judicial system.  
Stop looking for ways to fleece the tax payer & the struggling motorist 
- you already make a fortune out of our fuel & other road taxes & 
licenses!!! 
Fix the bloody transport system, then you wouldn't need laws and 
changes like this!!!

StopFleecin
g

2020-11-05 
19:37:50 Gauteng No I do not other

The addiHonal premium on fines, 
THE ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN 
CorrupHon in the system Theo 

2020-11-05 
18:17:01 Gauteng No I do not other

Please pay more a]enHon to actual crime. Stop being hard on people 
driving their cars on roads they are paying for. 
If you must penalise, let it be light.  
Excluded from my plea would be drunk drivers. Bin

2020-11-05 
16:34:21 Gauteng No I do not other

Infringement penalty levies, levied against an innocent party in 
criminal, unconsHtuHonal and nothing else but the_. This will lead to 
even more bribery and corrupHon, pe]y fining mentality by already 
racist orientated law enforcement officers, etc. at the expense of 
certain racial groups.  Johan

2020-11-05 
16:02:53 Gauteng No I do not other

This simply makes more room for bribing police officers. Also, on top of 
the fuel levies, license renewals we have to pay for simply issuing a fine 
( irrespecHve of whether it is valid or not) from a pool of shrinking 
funds as people are losing jobs or receiving less than inflaHonary 
increases which have to fund an increasing cost of living. Its evident 
out government does not care for the people Lerato

2020-11-05 
14:17:13 Gauteng No I do not other

They are incapable of applying the present system due to 
incompetence of cadre deployment. These new regulaHons will only 
encourage further corrupHon.  
The administraHon will enfringe on the righs of the motorists. You are 
to serve the country not enslave them. Mikkie

2020-11-05 
10:37:08 Gauteng No I do not other

There are many smart people, providing many relevant and compelling 
reasons why this should  definitely not be implemented. 

The concept is fatally flawed,  increased opportuniHes for fraud, 
definitely allowing ciHzens to be screwed over. 

False and incorrectly captured and recognized registraHon plate 
numbers will result in most fines and demerit points given to 
incorrect/innocent law abiding  people without state needing to prove 
the motorist guilty of the offence. 

A point system is one thing .......but get of your behinds , pull us over if 
we have infringed on traffic and issue us with a fine there and then. 

A primary purpose of AARTO is a means to force travelers to pay E-
Tolls,  by way of allowing for fining of outstanding toll 
payments.........also the prevenHon of being able to renew your drivers 
and vehicle if your E-Toll payments are not up to date..........many 
sinister moHves behind AART amendments. 

Also, the government has go]en rid of the TAXI organizaHons and 
operators most likely to kick up a storm about these changes by 
making them exempt  from E-Toll.  How convenient. Also good to know 
that I, who needs to get to and from work to  earn a living needs to pay 
to use a road, though a TAXI who actually uses the road to make his 
money gets to use it for free..........what is fair about that?  The point 
here though is, people of SA.. you need to stand up to this nonsense. 

A huge No from me. Kassie

2020-11-05 
08:20:14 Gauteng No I do not other

It is all a waste of Hme and will just create lots of admin. As it is, it is 
too hard to even get anything done by DOT, never mind dealing with 
more red tape. Please modernise!! Use app accelerometers in mobile 
phones to detect bad driving and warn people. Give them a discount 
on their drivers' license disk fee if they drive nicely. CARROT INSTEAD 
OF STICK. John
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2020-11-05 
06:22:23 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon is a proven part of our law enforcement forces in South 
Africa. Louis

2020-11-05 
00:26:18 Gauteng No I do not other

AddiHonal laws and regulaHons will not fix broken insHtuHons and 
failure to enforce the law. Fix the execuHon and stop adding addiHonal 
complexiHes further inhibiHng the insHtuHons from being able to 
enforce the law. Dirk

2020-11-04 
19:50:17 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll shouldve been scrapped a long Hme ago. It is an unjust system of 
taking more money from hard working ciHzens. The rules also only 
apply to certain vehicles which is biased.  Thile ciHzens have made it 
well known that they do not support such a system except for afew 
sheep who pay it because they believe its the right thing to do.  What 
are we paying fuel levy for when our greedy government is constantly 
making it harder to claim RAF!? Now this E-toll system? It's like the 
disrespect shown to ciHzens by the government hiring a huge bill 
board to say thankyou for paying your tax instead of using that money 
every month for something useful! Brendan

2020-11-04 
16:18:33 Gauteng No I do not other Another open door for corrupHon and maladministraHon. Johan
2020-11-04 
15:57:12 Gauteng No I do not other

They need to uphold the current issues not create more opportuniHes 
for more corrupHon A

2020-11-04 
15:11:20 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with the dra_ amendment to the act.  For all of the 
following points 

Not consHtuHonal 
Presumed innocent unHl proven guilty 
Promotes bribery and corrupHon 
Cloned number plates  penalise registered owners. 
Fleet owners penalised. 
Used to force etol compliance against the backdrop of  general public 
unhappiness, suspicion, non transparency, unanswered quesHons, etc. 

Brian
2020-11-04 
14:19:46 Gauteng No I do not other

Actually objecHon to all proposals , Just opens up to MORE corrupHon . 
Clean yourselves up first !! ANd Drop the ETOLLS----another scam Shelley

2020-11-04 
11:40:02 Gauteng No I do not other

doubling of previous charges. 

Scap e-tolling system NADINE

2020-11-04 
11:31:47 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above are a concern to me.  Only people with a fixed address, 
paying their license fees will once again have to bear the brunt of this 
Bill.  And the e-toll saga has not yet been resolved.  What about the 
millions in arrears on e-tolls? Henrië]e

2020-11-04 
11:31:42 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above are a concern to me.  Only people with a fixed address, 
paying their license fees will once again have to bear the brunt of this 
Bill.  And the e-toll saga has not yet been resolved.  What about the 
millions in arrears on e-tolls? Henrië]e

2020-11-04 
10:20:35 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon and the_.  If we could enforce our current laws be]er 
instead of wasHng Hme trying new ones, we as a country would be in a 
be]er place. All you are going to do by implemenHng this is cause an 
INCREASE in CORRUPTION and THEFT. Ashleigh

2020-11-04 
10:01:50 Gauteng No I do not other

This government is milking us dry!!!!  They want their grabby fat 
fingers everywhere.  If they stop stealing money there will be more 
than enough to keep the country in good condiHon D

2020-11-04 
09:47:40 Gauteng No I do not other

You that's not fair to most of us who are unemployet we can't afford 
Hckets already and number of ppl are going to bed hungry so how will 
we get jobs especially in transport industry if u suspend my licence and 
how will we apply for jobs to to feed our families . What will happen if 
traffic office revoke my license unlawful or give me Hcket just to prove 
a point because even if they are wrong they will abuse their power to 
prove to us they are the law Tshenolo

2020-11-04 
09:12:40 Gauteng No I do not other Marnell

2020-11-04 
09:05:35 Gauteng No I do not other

In regards to all opHons: 
Points demerit system: Pointless 
Enforcement orders: More bribery and corrupHon 
The AARTO Tribunal: Trying to flog a dead horse 
AdministraHon burden: This is an opportunity for Government to 
create more jobs 

The fact of the ma]er is as such, 
THE LACK OF PLANING ON YOUR SIDE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AS 
EMERGENCY ON OURS! Nannon

2020-11-04 
07:45:40 Gauteng No I do not other

Never will I pay for a corrupt, illegal etoll system, I am sick of rampant 
corrupHon and so called government that wants to force everything on 
ciHzens, so that they can steal everything unHl this country is worse 
than Zimbabwe. Willem 

2020-11-04 
07:25:53 Gauteng No I do not other

The first problem I have is the corrupt Officials from the JMPD and 
other members who are authorised to give Hckets to the 
administraHve Officials who would be running the AARTO system. I 
look at this as another door or entrance for the corrupt Official to take 
further advantage on the system through bribery. Unless this system is 
corrupt proof and the corrupHon dealt with, than I am saHsfied with 
the system be put in place. 
The second point is that I am hundred percent opposed in using the 
AARTO system to force law abiding ciHzens to pay SANRAL E-Tolls or 
any other Tolls. The AARTO system should not be used for SANRALS as 
a mafia system to collect any E-TOLLS   

Riaz
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2020-11-04 
07:18:39 Gauteng No I do not other

There is no law enforcement on our roads. 
All traffic insHtuHons are only interested in is to extort money from 
motorist. 
Taxis are untouchables. No motorist are fined for ordinary traffic 
violaHons, i.e red lights, stop streets, etc. 
How is this new law going to enforce traffic laws???? 
The goverment is extremely good in making new laws but nobody to 
enforce it! Andries

2020-11-04 
06:52:29 Gauteng No I do not other

Steven 
Muller

2020-11-04 
06:38:47 Gauteng No I do not other

The enHre system it's flawed and corrupted, every change is aimed at 
nailing us and nothing done with good intenHons. Gregory

2020-11-04 
06:34:41 Gauteng No I do not other

Etoll and government's move to try and squeeze money out of tax 
payer to cover their cost on the Etoll debt. There was never a 
consultaHve on whether we want it or not, so it can't be that we need 
to foot the bill for government's incompetence. Tubatse

2020-11-04 
06:15:11 Gauteng No I do not other

First we get the etolls which we did not vote for and now we get the 
government thinking they can take more money from hard working 
South Africans which cannot afford anymore. This is a violaHon of our 
consHtuHonal rights and of course this is coming from the government 
we are stuck with. CorrupHon is all they know. Karen

2020-11-03 
23:56:29 Gauteng No I do not other

the use of a tribunal will has potenHal to be corrupted and back logs 
will occur.  the demerit system will also impact other areas such as 
insurance  and may lead to more un-insured drivers.  the policing of 
drivers with suspended licenses has no sustainable plan an will lead to 
more financial liabiliHes.  the suspension of licenses will ulHmately 
impact employability leading to drivers being unable to pay penalHes. i 
cannot support a system that is clearly aimed at revenue collecHon 
rather than improving road safety. dirushen
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The apparent naivety of presenHng this as intended implementaHon is 
astonishing. 
Or is it a wilful malicious act on ciHzens? 

Here follows ten things that alarms immediately and suggesHons on 
how to do it be]er: 

1) "Law" away every ciHzen's basic human right to seek resHtuHon in a 
court of law ? Forget it. 

2) Telling ciHzens they are forbidden to defend themself in a general 
court, but will be judged by the internal tribunals of the accuser 
consHtutes four serious consequences: 
  -a) There is NO IMPARTIALITY anymore; 
  -b) You are considered GUILTY BEFORE PROVEN so, which is the 
complete opposite of the basic foundaHon of our and internaHonal 
judicial systems. In addiHon it places the burden of proving your 
innocence or miHgaHng circumstance squarely on the individual’s 
shoulders, with resulHng costs, in a process run by insiders where you 
have to believe what they say and ... how are you supposed to 
remember or get access to every detail of some unexpected and 
unintenHonal incident that may have happened weeks ago? You have 
to further just believe that “they” complied with every requirement to 
convict you (calibraHon of equipment, operator cerHficaHons, 
approved locaHon, no overlapping vehicles, no other interferences at 
locaHon, etc. etc. etc...). 
  -c) The convenient negaHon of the one thing that has protected 
ciHzens from being a]acked as a sole Individual vs the State, namely a 
Class AcHon Suit (OUTA eg) ! 
  -d) A department inside government operates independently, 
convicHng, punishing and applying law on their own terms, outside the 
naHonal judicial system (!). This just cannot be allowed and will dump 
us in the same mess of a situaHon like SABC being allowed to operate 
the law by themselves. 

3) The fact is, the current aarto has been run in Johannesburg and 
Pretoria for 11 years, with disastrous results, and now the same group 
is saying to roll out a completely re-wri]en and untested version, 
NATIONALLY ! ? 
The exisHng version got so bad, to the point where ciHzens felt 
themselves so vicHmized and unreasonably treated, they had to 
constantly take refuge in the courts to bring reason back into the case. 
This prompted a group of lawyers to get together and compile what is 
called "The Toolkit" (I bought it myself, out of desperaHon) to enable 
ciHzens to write proper affidavits against fines and being able to 
properly defend, if required to go to court. It listed eg all the legally 
required condiHons the Traffic people have to comply with before 
righ�ully convicHng you. The BIG DIFFERENCE being that no traffic 
transgression implied CRIMINAL convicHon, simply because more than 
enough legislaHon already exist for criminally prosecuHng cases where 
death, serious injury or damage were concerned. Seeking to 
CRIMINALLY prosecute traffic offences and blackmailing ciHzens to pay 
illegally consHtuted tolls by withholding re-licencing, is totally 
unacceptable behaviour, internaHonally ! 

4) On top of it all, more than 90% of aarto is simply speed-fines, while 
the reports of the RTMC (Road Traffic Management Council) correctly 
does not even list speed as a main Cause of any incident. Fact is, speed 
by itself has never been the cause of any incident, it is and remains 
always a contribuHng factor. 
Reason: a head-on collision with solid object or oncoming object of 
merely 40km/h and above, is considered un-survivable for a human 
body, that is the simple fact of it. It is really pointless to make all kinds 
of scales of exceeding certain speeds etc. Whether the speed was 60, 
80, 100,120, 200 … the humans remain equally dead. 
It is the built-in vehicle safety systems that make the difference, not 
the speed. 
In addiHon, it begs the quesHon “What do you think is safer”: 
Watching the road 90% of the Hme OR ConHnually taking your eyes off 
the road to glance at the speed gauge at least 50% of the Hme ? 
The top main causes of incidents, and what should be focused on, are: 
 No1-PEDESTRIANS (not properly educated on road-safety). 
 No2-RECKLESS MANEUVERING. 
Furthermore, Speed Entrapment means only that a certain arbitrary 
speed was exceeded, but in fact nothing actually happened but just 
that. No actual deed that can be considered criminal actually took 
place. No damage, injury or death actually took place. Only the 
percepHon that something MIGHT have happed, actually occurred. 
And if anything actually did happen, IOW an actual deed were 
commi]ed, then there already exist more than enough legislaHon 
outside the traffic regulaHons to prosecute for an actual deed 
commi]ed. You definitely do not need to repeat it in traffic 
regulaHons. 
That is why one of the main points the ciHzenry commented before 
aarto was forcefully (again) implemented, was that it does not 
promote road safety, but is simply a money-making speed-fine 
racket ... the atrocity now being, the intenHon is to CRIMINALLY convict 
ciHzens and tell them there is legally nothing they can do about it ! 

5) Since the incepHon of the idea to install e-tolls, the vast majority of 
the ciHzenry has been against it and gave very valid reasons against it, 
and sHll are against it. 
It was shown that of all the different methods to collect money for 
roads, the most INEFFECIENT one, is tolls. 
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2020-11-03 
20:51:29 Gauteng No I do not other

This looks more like an a]empt to have people start paying etolls 
which was a failure from the beginning. Zaid

2020-11-03 
18:24:45 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the items listed are of concern to me.  Not only do I think these 
regulaHons shouldn't be amended, I think the whole thing should be 
scrapped.  This system is designed for a 1st world country where there 
is good, safe and affordable alternaHve transport.  We do not have this 
in South Africa.  Provide it and I might reconsider.  Furthermore, this is 
just another way to fleece the public through bribes and threats.  It 
isn't a healthy way to enforce the law.  If the law was upheld by the 
people tasked to do this we wouldn't need to be having this discussion. Audrey

2020-11-03 
17:17:22 Gauteng No I do not other Trevor
2020-11-03 
17:06:55 Gauteng No I do not other Corrupt govement P

2020-11-03 
15:30:48 Gauteng No I do not other

I am against the following. 

Removing the right to be tried in court : 
This is contrary to the SA consHtuHon and one's democraHc right to 
defend one's self; 
The suggested approach/policy may further facilitate corrupHon in the 
system and could be more costly in the end; But 
I am in agreement with the current system whereby one may submit a 
representaHon a_er receiving a related noHficaHon and/or summons 
for an apparent offence prior to the intended court hearing. 

Doubling penalHes (fines) ......curently payable: 
This is too haphazard. The PenalHes schedule should be visited 
annually, before budget, and allocated in accordance with 
predetermined analysis , by for example the CSIR recommendaHons , 
pronouncing the severity of the penalty in accordance with the 
severity of the potenHal offence ; (collision staHsHcs reveal the cost to 
the tax payer and the RTMS). 
For example - Overtaking in the face of oncoming traffic is a more 
serious offence than marginally exceeding the speed limit and should 
be allocated and possibly increased accordingly. (There is and always 
has been an over emphasis in the role that speed plays as the cause of 
collisions). 

ADDITONAL COMMENT : 
The Provincial Traffic Officer shown in the picture adjoining the "have 
your say on the AARTO regulaHons" SHOULD be wearing white 
gloves ?? 

Too much Hme, money and effort is spent on Law Enforcement in an 
a]empt to address the unsaHsfactory road traffic management system 
as apposed to educaHon of road users and potenHal road users. 
EducaHon is a long term soluHon and accordingly more cost effecHve 
to the countries economy. Tania

2020-11-03 
13:32:44 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll. now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs.   
Its illegal to tax a road that was already in place Deanne

2020-11-03 
13:23:24 Gauteng No I do not other

Past E-toll debt should be scrapped, it is ridiculous for government to 
enforce paying for E-toll debt and all the levies that we pay on fuel.  

Some people's accounts are more than R50000 in a 5 year period 
showing how unreasonable the amounts per gantry are.  

What are the levies on fuel used for??? Due to corrupHon,SA ciHzens 
don't trust the govenment and we know any amount paid to E-toll is 
just gonna go into someones pocket and will not be used on the roads. 

Government needs to start dealing with corrupHon to get money 
instead of praying on it's ciHzens. Candice

2020-11-03 
13:18:14 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:17:42 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:17:07 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 
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2020-11-03 
13:17:07 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:17:06 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:17:06 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:17:06 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:17:06 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:17:03 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:16:58 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:16:37 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:16:08 Gauteng No I do not other

The Gauteng Premier Mr Makgura and Mr Mbalula have once 
admi]ed the E-Toll system is not workable , thus they will look for a 
suitable method to fund the toll.  now you wanna charge R500 for 
unpaid funds and an extra R100 for traffic fine , where do you think we 
gonna get the money especially under this economical situaHon? 
please do not promote a non obedient culture due to unreasonable 
tariffs 

Kotlelelolo 
Aubrey 

2020-11-03 
13:00:27 Gauteng No I do not other E-tolls were implemented by corrupt greedy people Hazel

2020-11-03 
12:46:29 Gauteng No I do not other

The e-Tolls in Joburg are a white elephant and should be scrapped. You 
cannot charge a fuel levy, road accident fund, taxes on fuel and all of 
that and then also charge a fee to use the road. It smells of corrupHon 
and government stealing more from its ciHzens. Joburg is already the 
most expensive city to live in and soon it will be a ghost town because 
the cost of living is simply too much for anyone but the ANC to afford. 

The current ruling party are so stupid and detached from the real 
world and the suffering that is going on. It is simply ridiculous. Bre]

2020-11-03 
12:22:32 Gauteng No I do not other

Forcing law abiding ciHzens to pay corrupHon e-tolls is unfair  
Scrape off e tolls and find a be]er way. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads Is very 
irresponsible and not well thought.  
South Africans cannot conHnue to be held to Ransom by corrupt 
poliHcians. 
Ensure that custodians of the law abide by the very laws that guide 
and us as ciHzens will follow suit and respect the law Keneuoe

2020-11-03 
12:16:06 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the fine when e-tolls arw not paid is a  sly method to get the 
public to pay for e-tolls which were never benefial to drivers but 
government Susan 

2020-11-03 
11:47:37 Gauteng No I do not other All the concerns above are an issue. Tara
2020-11-03 
11:38:15 Gauteng No I do not other All the concerns above are an issue. Cindy
2020-11-03 
11:37:50 Gauteng No I do not other Sean
2020-11-03 
11:27:52 Gauteng No I do not other Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads Sonja
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2020-11-03 
10:18:42 Gauteng No I do not other All proposals are unconsHtuHonal JC

2020-11-03 
10:09:59 Gauteng No I do not other

My concern is, ALL of the above opHons.  
The demerit system is flawed and irraHonal.  
Enforcement orders, Who is going to issue these? The same corrupt 
official that can be bribed with a KFC streewise 2?  
Costly appeal, With the rising costs of everything (Eskom, SABC, Food, 
Transport) where will the public find money to appeal corrupt 
allegaHons of default or misconduct or infringements of the traffic 
laws?  
The ARRTO  tribunal,  Another ANC cadre appointment system where 
people will be paid to do nothing, drive German cars and eat in 
Sandton restaurants on the State account. 
CorrupHon personified. 
AdministraHve Burden, Any SOE cannot process the required work. The 
people appointed are Lazy, they have no ambiHon and a 'No Care' 
aVtude. 
This will just be another waste of money to suck blood out of the 6% of 
civilians that keep this Country afloat. Jonathan

2020-11-03 
09:53:17 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon Dave

2020-11-03 
09:46:22 Gauteng No I do not other

The E-tolls has nothing to do with road safety , why is it part of 
AARTO ? 
E-tolls must be scrapped as it has not worked , we pay enough tax 
already. 
All this would become is a money making scheme and nothing to do 
with road safety Hennie

2020-11-03 
09:42:04 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon Ivica
2020-11-03 
09:33:48 Gauteng No I do not other

I oppose for all the reasons menHoned and e toll must be scrapped as 
illigal. We cannot afford extra fines. Noga

2020-11-03 
09:21:29 Gauteng No I do not other

I object strongly to the e toll fine recommendaHons.  Please can we do 
away with trolls and raise the money through petrol levies where 
everyone will pay their share. R500 fines is ludicrous and very unfair on 
the poor who are ba]ling enough with this pandemic and its 
a_ermath. Government sure knows how to kick us when we are down. 
I also would like transparency as who knows whose pocket the money 
will go to. Enough is enough Jennifer

2020-11-03 
09:06:43 Gauteng No I do not other

PenalHes being imposed on motorists to the tune of R500 per e-toll 
gantry passed is unlawful and absurd. This should only be 
implemented if and when any individual with an exisHng balance is 
exempted from historical payments and granted the opportunity to 
start e-toll from a fresh departure point (no historical debt). This will 
however not work, as government is greedy for more of the public 
funds that they will try to come by in any way necessesary, lining their 
already fat pockets and ignoring the plea of normal ciHzens. 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them.  E-tolls are unconsHtuHonal 
and the implementaHon and acHoning of a fine per toll not paid will 
cripple motorists, place an unwarranted burden on the b-roads and 
open up the gates for corrupt (most traffic and police) officials to make 
their monthly "targets" by ripping motorists off.  

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable are totally 
abusrd is just another a]empt to defraud the public and throw money 
at the cirminals in charge, funding their lavish living at our expense. 

Johannes

2020-11-03 
09:03:20 Gauteng No I do not other

Etols and AARTO should not be mixed in any way as they have nothing 
to do with each other. AARTO is suppose to make our roads safer and 
the traffic police should be enforcing the laws, but in stead this will be 
used to make money. CorrupHon and fraud are rife in the traffic 
department and maybe this should be looked at before trying to make 
it even easier for those officers to extort money from drivers. Etols on 
the other hand has got nothing to do with traffic law enforcement, so 
should not be menHoned in the AARTO act at all. Etols are an 
unwanted and highly opposed subject that the people of SA does not 
want. So rather than making it work differently, government want to 
go against the democracy way of doing things and just force something 
on the people they don't want. If you want to see riots in the streets, 
then go ahead with this Etols business. Jaco

2020-11-03 
08:23:42 Gauteng No I do not other

If the traffic police did a proper job and actually patrolled the streets 
with intent to enforce laws and educate motorists instead of trying to 
make money then I may think differently. They are a waste of money 
and offer no benefit to the people. Warrick

2020-11-03 
08:17:13 Gauteng No I do not other

Our roads do not get maintained and that is why we as a country Shut 
down and refused Etoll. No denying that it is yet another means of 
robbing the people. How can u even comprehend enforcing these new 
regulaHons when The metro/taxi and corrupHon amongst empd is a 
real thing. The people will stand together and refuse these regulaHons. 
FOCUS ON MAINTAINING and be]ering our roads before thinking of 
new ways to rob the people further. Johan 

2020-11-03 
08:11:49 Gauteng No I do not other

It's clear that the purpose of these changes (and in fact AARTO overall) 
is not for road safety, but gathering more revenue for a corrupt system. 
Focus should rather be placed on proper training, enforcement of 
current laws and ensuring public and road safety, not geVng more 
money. 
In addiHon adding fines to tolls is in essence a double tax and 
unconsHtuHonal (just like the enHre e-toll system) CJ

2020-11-03 
07:49:39 Gauteng No I do not other

Anything relaHng to the e-tolls system cannot be enforced by the road 
traffic regulaHons. The e-toll system is a system which was introduced 
without public comment and is unlawful and unconsHtuHonal. Dario
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2020-11-03 
07:17:59 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above is if concern to me. This E-toll system has been forced 
unto us since the beginning, now government wants to bully it's 
ciHzens yet again, by making up ridiculous rules and extreme 
punishment for not playing by their corrupt rules.  No one will be able 
to afford driving, so many has lost their income and the cost of living 
just keeps rising - enough is enough!!! Lizelle

2020-11-03 
07:07:46 Gauteng No I do not other

Not in support of so many etolls in Gauteng  - all users must pay a flat 
fee 
The persons who thought of  installing this system should be taken to 
task Claude

2020-11-03 
06:53:06 Gauteng No I do not other

Definitely do not agree to the doubling of fines / e tolls due to non 
payment again another way for them to bleed tax payers dry! I don’t 
agree with the levy they propose every Hme they write a fine.  The 
postal service is non existent as it is and the cost to implement all this 
changes will be huge . Sharon

2020-11-03 
05:45:10 Gauteng No I do not other

Another .. let's make more  money ... scheme ... let's control the 
people ..  banana republic ?? ..  let's spend billions on it infrastructure  
so we too can by a 200000 rand 'mop ' .. omg Rob

2020-11-03 
00:07:31 Gauteng No I do not other

NO NO NO 
STAMP OUT CORRUPTION FIRST  
STARTING WITH MBALULA'S LIES TO THE PUBLIC ABOUT EXTENSIONS 
TO LISENCE AND REGISTRATION DURING COVID Zuleigha

2020-11-02 
22:45:14 Gauteng No I do not other

I AGREE WITH NONE OF THE MAJOR POINTS  AND I AM VERY 
CONCERNED ABOUT THE ETOLLS AND THE AFFORDABILITY OF THE 
FINING SYSTEM.  THIS IS NOT TO IMPROVE SAFETY BUT TO IMPROVE 
REVENUE STREAMS FOR THE STATE.   WE ARE NOT POLICING EXISTING 
RULES AND REGULATIONS SO HOW WILL THESE WORK.  THEY WILL BE 
SO OPEN TO BRIBERY - HERE GOES A DEMERIT UNLESS YOU PAY ME.  IT 
IS ALL SO BAD! Sybille

2020-11-02 
21:22:34 Gauteng No I do not other

The enHre system will place a far greater financial burden on those 
that are already barely geVng by. Looming job losses and pay cuts 
won't disappear overnight, but we are constantly expected to pay 
more for a broken system. Why place addiHonal financial strain on 
individuals and small businesses by forcing more money out of their 
wallets than they can afford to spend? Chantelle

2020-11-02 
21:15:09 Gauteng No I do not other

If government wants to enforce law, enforce law under all crimes.  
CorrupHon, murder, The_, human trafficking, Internet crime etc.  
Don't just focus on road offences, its a money making racket!  

Eon
2020-11-02 
20:53:43 Gauteng No I do not other

Why has Gauteng e toll been added in this ammendment, once again 
the government is trying to force compliance with an illegal system Hilton

2020-11-02 
20:45:03 Gauteng No I do not other

TAKEN THE AUTHORITY FROM THE CITIES AND TOWNS AND 
CENTRALISING IT IN GOVERNMENT . GOVERMENT CANT DO THE 
WORK NOW HOW ARE THEY GOING TO DO THIS .ANOTHER PLOY TO 
MAKE US PAY FOR E-TOLLS . IF THIS IS IMPLEMENTED YOU WILL HAVE 
A POPULATION OF LAWLESSNESS AS THE SAME WILL HAPPEN AS WITH 
E-TOLLS. 
STOP SCREWING THE POPULATION BECAUSE OF YOU INEPTITUDE JACK

2020-11-02 
20:00:55 Gauteng No I do not other Mems
2020-11-02 
19:27:05 Gauteng No I do not other Just another way to force payment of E Tolls Col

2020-11-02 
19:04:55 Gauteng No I do not other

My primary concern is "Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them." 
Apart from the fact that the E-toll system has been widely rejected, 
with numerous cases that failed in favour of SANRAL, it is a system that 
has only bee implimented in the ciHes of Gauteng, in a manor that is 
unfair, expensive, and damaging to members of the public. These two 
Metros contribute in majority to the GDP of the country, and therefor 
the tax generated by these metros in Gauteng generate sufficient 
income to jusHfy a proper road system that does not require Tolls on it. 
It is melicious in nature. This Act would make it almost impossible for 
any person to make use of the Highways in Gauteng, and further more 
seeking to make it criminal if a person drives without a driver's license. 
It is a government imposed requirement to have a license, and not a 
government right, therefor making it criminal - does not fall within that 
definiHon. If a person simply fails to pay a government imposed toll 
(whether the toll is fair or not), it can lead to a person receiving 
charges and demirit points (and eventually have their license revoked. 
That would mean the person no longer have a valid license, and is thus 
criminal. The Act indirectly makes a person a criminal for driving on a 
Highway in South Africa. It is an unfathomable concept. This Act is 
milicious in its intent, it does not seek to improve road safety, or 
encourage legality of drivers, given that the current Act is not even 
administraHvely executable. The amendment would probably seek to 
once again only punish the "easy targets" and ignore the more difficult 
ones (e.g. the Taxi industry). These amendments must reconsidered, 
severely. Frans-Petrus

2020-11-02 
17:50:45 Gauteng No I do not other

Policing is lacking ;talking on Cell phones; Road Worthiness 
quesHonable; Fine system exhorbitant; Toll Gantries to be closed; Road 
taxes lowered Fred

2020-11-02 
13:52:30 Gauteng No I do not other

Fining people who have unpaid Etoll accounts? Really? That's at least 
3/4 of the ciHzens of Gauteng who use toll roads. This is just a way to 
recoup the money that is outstanding on a quesHonable enforcement.  
Same with doubling the current fine system. Get the traffic police out 
there doing pro-acHve traffic police duHes instead of siVng in their 
cars baby-siVng the traffic cameras disguised as meters that are being 
hired for R1000000 a month..... 
UnHl every driver in this country has a valid and legiHmate drivers 
licence, the demerit system is useless. I do agree that driving without a 
valid drivers licence should be a criminal offence. Killing someone 
whilst driving drunk should also be a criminal offence. Bridget
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2020-11-02 
13:44:04 Gauteng No I do not other

There are considerable issues here.  
First, removing the right to have a trial in the court of law is definitely 
unconsHtuHonal. 
Second, demerit points are awarded to the owner of the vehicle, not 
operator. I am quite sure that one person cannot be held responsible 
for acHons of others. 
Increasing the fines has proven that have no effect in reducing 
offenses. 
Making criminal offense to drive without a license has proven not to 
have any effect anywhere in the world.  
Suspension of the driving license can be done only in cases where it is 
proven in court of law that a driver is not capable of safely operaHng 
the vehicle, demerit system does not address one's capability to 
operate the vehicle in a safe way. Example is where the road is 
designed for speed of, e.g. 60kmph, but for collecHng fines, authoriHes 
just reduce the speed limit to 40kmph from Hme to Hme. Sasa

2020-11-02 
11:45:02 Gauteng No I do not other

This new proposal is simply unethical and will cause harm to the 
working class ciHzens in South Africa, who have already been severely 
affected by COVID-19 from a financial perspecHve. eTolls have never 
worked, so instead of forcing crippling fines, AARTO and SANRAL 
should rather relook eTolls, their effecHveness and impact on Gauteng 
road users. The roads have always been in shocking condiHons. As far 
as the ciHzens are concerned, there are no improvements from the 
money they fork out. Cherise

2020-11-02 
11:25:13 Gauteng No I do not other

The focus of AARTO should be on road safety and not on revenue 
generaHon. Previous AARTO pilot projects failed to improve road safety 
and therefore alternate soluHons should be found. The proposed 
system opens up more opportunity for corrupHon and the_ and will 
result in a significant administraHon burden that cannot be managed 
with the proper care required.  
Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court is clearly a concern to all involved. It is a person's right to defend 
themselves in court in a free and fair process and changing this 
removes a person's consHtuHonal right to be presumed innocent unHl 
proven guilty is taken away.  
It is already clear that South Africa's postal service is failing and cannot 
be relied upon for Hmely delivery of the required noHces. The new 
legislaHon will further require traffic fines and reminders for every 
unpaid gantry e-toll bill, which will clearly be an impossible 
performance and an unnecessary cost that users will end up paying for.  
All issues relaHng to etolls should be on hold pending the outcome of 
ongoing court cases with OUTA. 
However, I do agree that it should be a criminal offense to drive 
without having a drivers license and people who needlessly endanger 
people's lives in this way should be prosecuted. In addiHon, third party 
insurance should be required for all vehicles registered on the road. Tarryn

2020-11-02 
09:34:24 Gauteng No I do not other Ernest

2020-11-02 
07:42:52 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not support the AARTO regulaHons at all..This is another way for 
government to raise money instead of correcHng driving behavior.Why 
do they not enforce the current regulaHons that are I place before 
amending and looking for more ways to  to steal money from ordinary 
tax paying ciHzens.. Oliver 

2020-11-02 
06:54:48 Gauteng No I do not other

Why should E toll have an effect on licensing. The past few years E-toll 
were not supported by millions. So you going to take millions of 
vehicles of the road because they can't afford licenses, and in return 
make the economy suffer again, with unemployment, decrease in 
petrol sales, decrease in other sectors like vehicle service centres and 
and and.  Pls look into the ripple effects before passing this Melanie

2020-11-02 
06:10:55 Gauteng No I do not other

Taxes conHnue to increase. I Don feel that we should be forced like this 
to pay sHll. We were not consulted when this took place and now we 
are forced to pay for government decisions. We are barely making it on 
a month to month basis how do we sHll pay for etoll? Roxana

2020-11-02 
06:05:48 Gauteng No I do not other

This will open more doors to corrupHon. It will further cripple an 
already struggling economy and due to patheHc road condiHons be it 
in the rural or urban areas this should not be passed because money is 
being squandered and the lack of policing will now be replaced with a 
money making circus. Aadil
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2020-11-02 
01:38:14 Gauteng No I do not other

Demerit points - just another way to try and milk more money out of 
motorists. 
Increas in traffic fines - government is geVng greedy. Instead of 
increasing fines, review what offences are classified under. Rather that 
conHnuously trying to restrict drivers, and fine them even more (which 
lots of drivers don't pay as a result) tweak the rules. 

Increase the general speed limit from 60km/h to 80Km/h everywhere, 
except around schools. In the CBD, 60Km/h should only apply during 
business hours - a_erhours, weekends, holidays it should be 80Km/h 
as well. Highways should increase from 120km/h to 140km/h, and 
during peak hours 06:00 to 09:00, and 15:00 to 18:00 trucks should not 
be allowed on the highways as they cause the most backups in traffic. 
Also, on highways in/around JHB & PTA, trucks may only use the two 
le_ most open lanes - they may under no circumstances drive in the 
fast lane unless its the only lane open (should extend to public 
transport as well). 
All traffic lights should change to a 4-stop between 22:00 to 05:00 as a 
safety precauHon to minimize hijackings at night. 

Finally, enforce the keep le_ pass right rule - forcing slower moving 
vehicles to get out of the way for faster moving vehicles. 

It may sound counter intuiHve, but if you allow the majority of the 
faster moving cars to get past and get to where they are going, there 
will be less traffic jams on the highways, and thus less accidents.  
GeVng trucks out of  peak hour traffic though will definitely make a 
difference. Marius

2020-11-02 
00:33:51 Gauteng No I do not other

E Toll must be scrapped. Just another method this corrupt government 
wants to keep on looHng.  They have already brought this country 
down to it's knees. How are 3 million people out of work supposed to 
pay for this now. They have failed it's ciHzens. Claudia

2020-11-01 
19:51:44 Gauteng No I do not other

E to to be scrapped. Millions of people trying to make a living, already 
geVng slapped by taxes, and quite frankly, do not have expendable 
money to pay for something that has ABSOLUTELY NO BENEFIT TO THE 
PERSON PAYING. 

Rachel 

2020-11-01 
16:58:50 Gauteng No I do not other

The proposed aarto rules are there not to avoid road accidents but to 
increment the government coffers. However wrote those rules must be 
imprisoned for life, as they cheat in bad faith the whole south african 
people Saverio

2020-10-31 
23:20:35 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not support this system. This is not about road safety but more 
about revenue collecHon. I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS. Kyle

2020-10-31 
19:43:08 Gauteng No I do not other

Our poliHcians have stolen  far to much from us, when they give all the 
money back, then you can go ahead. Belinda

2020-10-31 
18:57:35 Gauteng No I do not other An administraHve burden and another source of funds to be looted Salim

2020-10-31 
18:38:03 Gauteng No I do not other

Our Government is failing us as South Africans big Hme .Instead of 
fixing their shenanigans and make all the corrupt members of the 
ruling party account, it wants to milk the poor people pay for its short 
comings. 
If they start the demerit system, it should start with their corrupt 
members. Otherwise we will toyi toyi against it. Duma

2020-10-31 
16:11:50 Gauteng No I do not other

Remove ALL the systems in use! Government is corrupt!!! Are the 
same rules applied 2 the taxi's? No did not think so, because you are 
scared of the taxi's and the same rules does NOT apply to them, but 
they are the ones geVng away with everything! We as law obiding 
people are paying for these "our people" tsek man tsek Adri

2020-10-31 
15:43:48 Gauteng No I do not other

Plain and simple, corrupHon overload and it remains illegal to restrict 
movement, the whole system is irraHonal...just another way to steal 
already over taxed people L

2020-10-31 
13:56:45 Gauteng No I do not other

The etolls system should be completely scrapped including all 
outstanding payments to be made by the road user under this system. 
The implementaHon of etolls has been unjust and unconsHtuHonal and 
needs to be closed down. Craig

2020-10-31 
12:13:20 Gauteng No I do not other

This regulaHon would give AARTO ulHmate power with very li]le 
recourse. There have been numerous court cases regarding etolls and 
this would allow them to enforce paying etolls regardless of how 
wrong it is. Ellen

2020-10-31 
11:11:11 Gauteng No I do not other Dave

2020-10-31 
10:16:24 Gauteng No I do not other

I don't approve any of the above menHoned. It became a money/bribe 
making racket.  No safety for thethe users. Only money for your own 
pockets, no maintenance on the roads have been done but you want 
more. Oostwaldt

2020-10-31 
09:59:46 Gauteng No I do not other

It should have started with compulsory military to relive South Africans 
from unemployment . Our country is in serious trouble while our 
government is  puVng more to us . Mhlophe

2020-10-31 
09:01:46 Gauteng No I do not other

This seems just another way to place ever more control on the people 
of this country, while trying to find cunning ways of taking yet more 
money from already overtaxed ciHzens. I say NO. Theuns

2020-10-31 
08:38:01 Gauteng No I do not other

There is sHll no decision on eTolls from cabinet and yet changes in this 
act explicitly refer to eTolls and increasing of fines.  

Again the SA government is devising ways to make ordinary South 
Africans pay, parHcularly in light of the appeals process as well as eTolls 

It is not reasonable to place addiHonal burdens on an already 
burdened working populaHon Dean

2020-10-31 
08:27:57 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole proposal in itself is yet another a]empt of Government to 
extort money from those whom already pay taxes.  The only reason 
fines must increases  is  to fund the corrupt municipaliHes! E-toll?? This 
in itself is a joke and  unconsHtuHonal. QuenHn
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2020-10-31 
07:27:39 Gauteng No I do not other Naz

2020-10-31 
07:10:05 Gauteng No I do not other

Nobody should be subject to a display of traffic department rules 
made up of a handful of individuals an determining someone else's 
life. Besides people do not have money now or for a long Hme to come 
to just hand out at their beck and call. Ian

2020-10-31 
07:09:36 Gauteng No I do not other

E-tolls managed by private company, forcing payment is criminalizing 
our rights to travel using public  infrastructure that existed before e-
tolls, we pay taxes, increasingly, stop stealing from those who are 
paying already. CorrupHon upon corrupHon, symptoms of a failed and 
roVng state. Ashraf 

2020-10-31 
06:28:28 Gauteng No I do not other e tolls have nothing to do with traffic violaHons. Johannes A

2020-10-31 
02:26:46 Gauteng No I do not other

This was never agreed to in the first place. ExtorHng more money for 
overinflated salaries for a PRIVATE COMPANY? Now making laws?? 
Rediculous! Liza

2020-10-30 
22:03:08 Gauteng No I do not other

It's just ridiculous, you can't expect motorists to be fined  for etolls 
and/ failure to pay fines. Motorist  never wanted etolls in the 1st place. 
It it not enough that we already pay fuel levy and other taxes. If the 
government can stop looHng government funds then they would not 
need to milk the ciHzens dry.  Why should we pay for the same roads 
they fail to maintain. Its absolutely ridiculous, absurd. Zandile

2020-10-30 
21:32:11 Gauteng No I do not other

The R500 fines are ludacris,  It's just another way to get money in their 
pockets, and of course steal what li]le money most South Africans 
have. Why don't they tackle ma]ers that really ma]er instead of trying 
the easy way out by stealing from its own people. Are they going to put 
2 or 3 million people on trial for something illegal like e tolls? They owe 
the South African people the money that they stole, if you count up all 
the money they stole the e tolls could've been paid years ago. So no to 
paying for their mistakes, they should pay for a change. Trewin

2020-10-30 
20:26:10 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the fines just show that our government is not about making 
our roads safe but about looHng money from their poor ciHzens. 
We cannot be talking about e-toll if the government is sHll not in 
agreement on what needs to happen to the system. Mashudu

2020-10-30 
19:39:17 Gauteng No I do not other

This will not work in our country. Firstly, officials do not have the 
competency to enforce this, and this regulaHons will not be dealt with 
fairly/equally for all in this country. This just another perfect 
opportunity and breeding ground for more corrupHon, bribes and 
the_.  Some “special” road users will  just ask associaHons and unions 
to complain, ulHmately  becoming exempted from complying.  The 
usual law abiding ciHzen will suddenly become criminal for not paying 
something such as he_y etoll for which they have not been consulted 
on in the first place.  
 Before  the regulaHons are promulgated, it should be carefully 
considered what the average person living situaHon and expenses 
already are. The majority of road users are already struggling just to 
make basic ends meet.  A substanHal amount of tax are paid for petrol, 
vehicles license registraHon,  toll gates, etc. but we have nothing to 
show for it.   
Roads are in a disastrous condiHon mainly as a result of overuse by 
heavy vehicles that would normally use the railway for freight, but can 
not anymore because of  the collapse of the managing enHHes.  Think 
it is Hme the Government get their own house in order before forcing 
taxpayers to pay more and more money to feed the greedy pockets of  
corrupted government officials as well as  paying for the results of 
mismanagement.  

If the we really want roads to be safer,  more traffic officials and safer 
alternaHve transport to be provided. Get the railway operaHonal to 
start operaHng and  thereby removing  the heavy vehicles from roads. Jana

2020-10-30 
14:17:52 Gauteng No I do not other

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court  is unconsHtuHonal. 
Increasing the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. only has a 
financial gain and does not do anything for road safety. 
Fines for etolls and tolling  while it was implemeted without public 
consensus is in  itself unconsHtuHonal and disrespec�ul. This slipping 
the etoll issue under the noses of the public when government said 
they will find another soluHon, government being hypocriHcal. 
driving without a license should not be a criminal offence but a traffic 
violaHon. Indran

2020-10-30 
13:17:16 Gauteng No I do not other

The part where e-tolls are menHoned.  
The people of the country didn't agree to e-tolls. It was forced on us. 
Now we must suffer for the governments poor decision... Byron 

2020-10-30 
13:14:05 Gauteng No I do not other E

2020-10-30 
13:07:26 Gauteng No I do not other

-These regilHons are not moHvated by causing safer roads or cahnging 
driver behavior - rather on income generaHo . 
-This is a regulHon/ law based on stealing more money from tax payers 
who already have massive financial pressure 
- RegulHons are unconsHtuHonal Adriaan

2020-10-30 
12:03:21 Gauteng No I do not other

Everything about AARTO is unacceptable. We already pay taxes for the 
road fund and by taxing us even more fir the same exact thing under 
another name is bringing us to the edge of survival Cleo 
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2020-10-30 
11:43:40 Gauteng No I do not other

No court has decided on the merits of whether the Gauteng freeways 
have lawfully been tolled. 

No person is precluded from raising a collateral defence when SANRAL 
or the state a]empts to coerce a person into paying tolls. 

The Minister incorrectly approved the declaraHon of the roads as toll 
roads in contravenHon of SecHon 27(4) of the SANRAL Act, read 
together with the PromoHon of AdministraHve JusHce Act, in that 
SANRAL did not do what was required in the circumstances to 
meaningfully avail the public of what was coming, and thereby afford 
them a reasonable opportunity to influence their and the minister’s 
decision. 

We maintain that SANRAL did not provide the Minister of Transport 
with the informaHon required to apply his mind as to whether he 
should approve the declaraHon of the freeways as toll roads and 
therefore the minister could not and did not apply his mind. 

Over and above the aforemenHoned, the reliability of the equipment 
used by SANRAL to determine the quantum of the liability of motorists 
has seriously been drawn into quesHon, with thousands (that we know 
of) of examples exisHng of persons being charged incorrectly as a 
result of number plates being read incorrectly, vehicles not being 
where it is said they are, vehicles not being in the categories they are 
said to be etc. Furthermore, an inquest in January 2014, which relied 
on the e-toll gantry informaHon supplied to a case involving a fatality 
on the Gauteng freeway network, resulted in the informaHon not 
being used as admissible evidence, as it was grossly inaccurate. 

The e-toll scheme’s cumbersome administraHve processes, is further 
compromised by significant volumes of inaccurate data fed from the e-
NaHs system, which has prejudiced the road user, along with SANRAL’s 
extremely onerous dispute resoluHon process. 

AddiHonal administraHve prejudice arises with delays of SA Post Office 
which has made it extremely difficult, at Hmes almost impossible, for 
the public to receive their invoices in Hme to qualify for certain rate 
categories, is another serious flaw in the systems regulaHons and 
operability at the Hme. 

The irraHonality of the high costs of collecHon and administraHon of 
the scheme, in relaHon to the revenue planned for the bond 
repayments. This view becomes significant in light of other efficient 
opHons and current policies available to the state. 

Sheena

2020-10-30 
11:43:22 Gauteng No I do not other

I feel that we are being taken for a ride, we are already paying fuel levy 
and other road levies, including toll gates. We already have so much 
corrupHon, this will only escalate. Preshiela

2020-10-30 
11:40:57 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is we are struggling finacialy we did not ask to work far from 
home and having to use highways where we have to pay for E-Toll.  We 
will have choose between buying a bread at night or E-toll. E-toll does 
not feed our stomachs. The govenment is busy killing us, We cannot 
even afford to visit our families anymore.  Why are we paying for the 
mistakes made by governement, why are all the thieves walking free 
and we the tax payers suffering. The rich evade tax, the poor cannot 
contribute, it is us the standard middleclass up keeping South Africa. 
Why abuse us. Noël

2020-10-30 
11:40:38 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is we are struggling finacialy we did not ask to work far from 
home and having to use highways where we have to pay for E-Toll.  We 
will have choose between buying a bread at night or E-toll. E-toll does 
not feed our stomachs. The govenment is busy killing us, We cannot 
even afford to visit our families anymore.  Why are we paying for the 
mistakes made by governement, why are all the thieves walking free 
and we the tax payers suffering. The rich evade tax, the poor cannot 
contribute, it is us the standard middleclass up keeping South Africa. 
Why abuse us. Noël

2020-10-30 
11:40:35 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is we are struggling finacialy we did not ask to work far from 
home and having to use highways where we have to pay for E-Toll.  We 
will have choose between buying a bread at night or E-toll. E-toll does 
not feed our stomachs. The govenment is busy killing us, We cannot 
even afford to visit our families anymore.  Why are we paying for the 
mistakes made by governement, why are all the thieves walking free 
and we the tax payers suffering. The rich evade tax, the poor cannot 
contribute, it is us the standard middleclass up keeping South Africa. 
Why abuse us. Noël

2020-10-30 
11:38:54 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is we are struggling finacialy we did not ask to work far from 
home and having to use highways where we have to pay for E-Toll.  We 
will have choose between buying a bread at night or E-toll. E-toll does 
not feed our stomachs. The govenment is busy killing us, We cannot 
even afford to visit our families anymore.  Why are we paying for the 
mistakes made by governement, why are all the thieves walking free 
and we the tax payers suffering. The rich evade tax, the poor cannot 
contribute, it is us the standard middleclass up keeping South Africa. 
Why abuse us. Noël

2020-10-30 
11:38:51 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is we are struggling finacialy we did not ask to work far from 
home and having to use highways where we have to pay for E-Toll.  We 
will have choose between buying a bread at night or E-toll. E-toll does 
not feed our stomachs. The govenment is busy killing us, We cannot 
even afford to visit our families anymore.  Why are we paying for the 
mistakes made by governement, why are all the thieves walking free 
and we the tax payers suffering. The rich evade tax, the poor cannot 
contribute, it is us the standard middleclass up keeping South Africa. 
Why abuse us. Noël
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2020-10-30 
11:38:44 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is we are struggling finacialy we did not ask to work far from 
home and having to use highways where we have to pay for E-Toll.  We 
will have choose between buying a bread at night or E-toll. E-toll does 
not feed our stomachs. The govenment is busy killing us, We cannot 
even afford to visit our families anymore.  Why are we paying for the 
mistakes made by governement, why are all the thieves walking free 
and we the tax payers suffering. The rich evade tax, the poor cannot 
contribute, it is us the standard middleclass up keeping South Africa. 
Why abuse us. Noël

2020-10-30 
11:38:32 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is we are struggling finacialy we did not ask to work far from 
home and having to use highways where we have to pay for E-Toll.  We 
will have choose between buying a bread at night or E-toll. E-toll does 
not feed our stomachs. The govenment is busy killing us, We cannot 
even afford to visit our families anymore.  Why are we paying for the 
mistakes made by governement, why are all the thieves walking free 
and we the tax payers suffering. The rich evade tax, the poor cannot 
contribute, it is us the standard middleclass up keeping South Africa. 
Why abuse us. Noël

2020-10-30 
10:57:01 Gauteng No I do not other

The fine of R500 per gantry  plus R100 admin fee for outstanding e-toll 
fees is exorbitant.  In one day you would be fined thousands of Rands 
for a failed system that over 80% of road users are apposed to. South 
African tax payers do not have funds to pay for e-tolls, where must we 
obtain funds to pay for the exorbitant penalHes? Ahmed

2020-10-30 
09:42:55 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with etoll, it was build unlawfully.  They could have used 
the money from SAA that they keep sponsoring. Marlize

2020-10-30 
09:22:27 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

Why can there not be a be]er and working system. We have some of 
the most cleaverst people in the world yet we can figure out a system 
that can work. 
   
I support road safety and improvements but the etoll system does not 
work. Add a few cents to the fuel levy for Gauteng . We already pay 
more for petrol than other provinces. But to penalise motorits in this 
way is unfair and not in the best interest of South african public. Get a 
workable system that works both ways for motorist and government  

rayno 
2020-10-29 
21:17:15 Gauteng No I do not other

Try to jusHfy e-toll by penalising honest road users. E-toll is just 
another failed project by the state. Mornay

2020-10-29 
20:21:08 Gauteng No I do not other

Aaro is about a vehicle the driver the road and the rules of the road 

Toll fees has nothing to do with any of the above . We as road users 
pay for roads via fuel levys. Tolls should be banned on all exisHng roads 
and should only be allowed on new roads with approval of the road 
users. This is just another way of stealing from the already overtaxed 
taxpayers. Koot

2020-10-29 
19:44:45 Gauteng No I do not other

1.It is absurd that ciHzens first of all have to pay for e-tolls when there 
is exisHng tolls and high levies on our fuel already which should be 
funding development of infrastructure. 

2. The 500 rand fee for failure to pay for e-tolls is again irraHonal and 
will cost taxpayers massively, many of us ciHzens are already financially 
constrained, this will add to the burden or lower and middle income 
households, as they can not service this debt to the state , many will 
be in more serious financial situaHon. This lead to a domino effect and 
the collapse of many as the fines compound on. 

Yusuf 
2020-10-29 
18:00:45 Gauteng No I do not other Tanya

2020-10-29 
17:44:09 Gauteng No I do not other

CiHzens rights are being taken away once again the SA government is 
forcing its will. Law abiding ciHzens are fighHng a losing ba]le against 
corrupHon in government and public servants who abuse their power 
over us while criminals have more rights than the innocent and are 
unaffected by all these laws. Tara 

2020-10-29 
17:02:32 Gauteng No I do not other

I am sick and Hred of rules and regulaHons that are put in place and 
then it will only be enforced on a part of the populaHon and I am also 
sick and Hred of everything that is more expensive with the excuse the 
money is needed to do this or that and then eventually the money will 
be wasted and not used for it's intended purpose. Liezel

2020-10-29 
16:44:33 Gauteng No I do not other

By removing a person's right to appear in court this act removes ones 
my basic human right of innocence unHl proven guilty. Charging 
administraHon fees in order to appeal a fine is tantamount to 
extorHon. 
Throw the whole steaming pile of rubbish in the bin where it belongs 
and fix the corrupHon with the police, provincial traffic depts and 
metros! This will do absolutely nothing to stem the death toll on our 
roads as there is nothing wrong with the current legislaHon! If the 
current rules were enforced by honest and capable police force we 
would not have the death toll that we have.  
This blatant encroachment on our basic human rights will be 
completely ineffecHve in stemming road deaths and will only  give 
metros and their officers even more opportuniHes to milk the honest 
ciHzen. Chris

2020-10-29 
15:01:12 Gauteng No I do not other

Good day i do not agree with this new aarto system as it is one of ther 
sratergies of our current government to chow tax payers money.First of 
all people are struggling to  pass learners  tests,and  drivers licences 
due to the amount of corrupHon in this country.If you dont pay no 
ma]er how you pracHce your k53,or lessons in driving school you'll 
fail.as a result people drive without drivers licences,so first they must 
fix this corrupt system edwin
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2020-10-29 
14:12:59 Gauteng No I do not other

It is ridiculous the amount of money the want to burden the people 
with. It is going to make life very difficult for the people of South-
Africa. Where do they think people will be able to get the money 
from????? La-Naine

2020-10-29 
13:42:58 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with the Aarto act it is a way of making the government 
more revenue to squander not for the be]erment of the ciHzens. 
Forcing an already struggling consumer to pay etolls and the huge fuel 
levies is just plain outrageous I am against it. We pay taxes, we pay fuel 
levies and RAF. Now we should pay etolls and extra for fines.. no. Shaneen

2020-10-29 
13:35:03 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with the Aarto act it is a way making the government 
more revenue. Forcing an already struggling consumer to pay etolls 
and the huge fuel levies is just plain outrageous I am against etolls and 
have been since the beginning. This totally not right. 

Jean
2020-10-29 
10:54:56 Gauteng No I do not other

E toll is a waste of tax payers money and just another way to source 
funding for more looHng and corrupHon. Joanne

2020-10-29 
10:44:33 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll's are a waste. They can use the infrastructure for AI (ArHficial 
Intelligence) or something be]er. There are so many other taxes 
collected to service roads, if used properly it will be more then enough 
to cover maintenance and fare road expansions as well. Mahmood

2020-10-29 
10:43:06 Gauteng No I do not other

E toll has always been just another scam to screw us for our money, we 
pay enough taxes for road usage and every single thing in our lives.  
We will not pay anything more to E toll. 
There's sHll a pandemic, definitely the wrong Hme to look for more 
money from the struggling 
 people of this country. Hafeeza

2020-10-29 
10:43:05 Gauteng No I do not other

E toll has always been just another scam to screw us for our money, we 
pay enough taxes for road usage and every single thing in our lives.  
We will not pay anything more to E toll. 
There's sHll a pandemic, definitely the wrong Hme to look for more 
money from the struggling 
 people of this country. Hafeeza

2020-10-29 
10:16:25 Gauteng No I do not other

The e-tolls are simply unaffordable, the fines are exorbitant and 
unaffordable, the delivery system is terrible, most Hmes the fine is only 
delivered MONTHS later so we miss the 50% discount window of 30 
days. Find a be]er system that is not so corrupt. The speed signs are 
hidden and not even there many Hmes. And SO much more! Taahira

2020-10-29 
10:03:22 Gauteng No I do not other

I have an issue with all items on this bill. My biggest is etolls.  
Am sick of this non funcHoning thieving government that has 
destroyed the country and appears to be set on making all their law 
abiding ciHzens criminals.  I will drive illegally if they hold back my car 
and drivers licences, i will NOT pay etolls . They collect levies already to 
maintain roads. But as usual mismanagement and stealing has resulted 
in them looking for other ways to skin the naHon,  
So no i do not agree with the amendments to this bill Chanelle

2020-10-29 
08:30:26 Gauteng No I do not other

It is already nerve wrecking, trying to pay everything that is expected 
from us. Where on earth must we get more money to just pay,pay,pay. 
We cannot keep up.  Gerdalene

2020-10-29 
08:23:03 Gauteng No I do not other

This is complete and u]er nonsense and just another a]empt at trying 
to force the public to pay E-Tolls! Christopher

2020-10-29 
08:23:03 Gauteng No I do not other

This is complete and u]er nonsense and just another a]empt at trying 
to force the public to pay E-Tolls! Christopher

2020-10-29 
08:03:58 Gauteng No I do not other

The traffic police have no way of enforcing this system properly, and 
end of the day government is just trying to get more money out of the 
tax payer. Doubling fines? Trying to slot in that etoll secHon. Why can 
they not just realise that they are NOT going to see the money for 
etolls? I do not have the funds for etoll and if they make me pay it I will 
probably end up in jail for either that or driving an unlicensed vehicle. Eugene-Juan

2020-10-29 
07:50:56 Gauteng No I do not other

E Tolls must go and be replaced by a 0.05 cents fuel levy. If this had 
been implemented in 2010 the freeways would have been paid for. The 
arguments that why should the whole country pay this levy is moot. 
Taxes generated in Gauteng are used to support the whole  country. 
Once the Gauteng freeways were paid for it could have been used to 
upgrade the enHre infrastructure around the country Michael

2020-10-29 
07:04:36 Gauteng No I do not other

While the demerit system is good in principal (as applied in other 
countries), the exisHng administraHon around and enforcement of 
road rules is already poor - and only ends up makes the lives of those 
that already comply and do the right, legal thing more difficult . As 
with many rules and regulaHons developed by government, they do 
not address the deep underlying issues with government "services" 
which are the lack of a funcHonal, professionalised civil service and the 
total incomprehension of the meaning of the words "civil service". 
These new regulaHons largely shi_ the problems of non-operaHonal 
postal system, poor administraHon and general non-capability and 
capacity onto the ciHzen/road user. It smacks of a revenue generaHon 
scheme that is not actually interested in acHve enforcement of road 
rules (which does not mean siVng all day behind a speed camera) and 
the well-being of South African ciHzens. Alex

2020-10-29 
07:04:22 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon top of the order in every law pushed onto its ciHzens by this 
government. There are too many loopholes, too many opportuniHes 
for even more corrupHon and the law abiding ciHzens will be the ones 
that suffer the most under the unfair power that will be wielded over 
them as so_ targets whilst the actual criminals will conHnue on their 
merry way as they do either with bribes, their connecHons or police 
just being afraid of the gangsters. Colleen

2020-10-29 
05:55:35 Gauteng No I do not other

This AARTO system is just anothet money making racket to extort 
money from the already overburdened public.  It will only benefit the 
people defrauding the easy money Lee

2020-10-29 
03:16:32 Gauteng No I do not other

I consider it completely unjust . 
One must have the right to defend one self in court. Andrew

2020-10-28 
23:03:59 Gauteng No I do not other Thian
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2020-10-28 
22:33:16 Gauteng No I do not other ... So anyone not paying an E toll invoice becomes a criminal?? Dudley

2020-10-28 
22:28:11 Gauteng No I do not other

Too much corrupHon. I have been stopped and a bribe was ask. I had 
done nothing wrong. I was actually traveling at 110 kph on the 
highway. Clive

2020-10-28 
19:34:46 Gauteng No I do not other

Not happy about demerit system, doubling of fines and Tribunal for 
àppesls.   Especially not happy about e-tolls as we have not signed up 
for these and they are not affordable. Sylvia

2020-10-28 
19:03:04 Gauteng No I do not other

more corrupHon. Never voted for etoll. why pay?   
we must just pay so it can go in to others pockets. 

Lydia

2020-10-28 
18:36:36 Gauteng No I do not other

Sort out the corrupHon in the licensing fines and administraHon before 
adding a burden to road users, making laws which cannot be enforced 
is just stupid, enforce the laws we have without fear (of taxi drivers) or 
favour (to poliHcians and their cronies) and it will get be]er. David

2020-10-28 
18:30:41 Gauteng No I do not other Everyone must be treated the same including Taxi drivers. Michael
2020-10-28 
16:46:09 Gauteng No I do not other

Life is South Africa is devastaHng like the toads.  The Government 
wants more money from its ciHzens so they can steal more Rashida

2020-10-28 
16:36:28 Gauteng No I do not other Never said yes to E-Tolls I.don't see why I pay fines for it Shastra

2020-10-28 
16:18:47 Gauteng No I do not other

do not agree with nearly every change listed. 
appears to penalise those who can pay above those that do not have 
valid number plates, ID's , physical addresses and income. mostly looks 
like a money grabbing scheme to supplement current corrupHon and 
inefficiencies as well as ways to be more dictatorial in implemenHng.  
basically allows the ignorant to make up any infringements they want 
and penalise anybody they dont like. Colin

2020-10-28 
15:51:01 Gauteng No I do not other

1.e-toll should be scraped. this is a very opportunisHc move to force 
the people to pay e-toll.  
2. to double unpaid fines is also unfair. - someHmes you honestly don't 
know about a fine that is against your name. mariaan

2020-10-28 
14:47:05 Gauteng No I do not other

Do away with aarto. Police the exisHng laws be]er. Taxis should be 
illegal unHl they pay taxes as required by all other ciHzens. If 
transgressions of road rules by taxis had to stop immediately, poof! 
gone are most of your road user headaches. Instead you have a bunch 
of lawless and reckless road-users who've become a law unto 
themselves and you are to scared to police them and subject them to 
the laws of the road. James

2020-10-28 
13:37:18 Gauteng No I do not other

It is just another way to burden the law abiding ciHzen of South Africa.  
If the Government cannot stop corrupHon how do they think that the 
demit system will be fair - there will be corrupHon and bribery.   
So is the toll gates, again trying to rape the public only for the money 
to be removed by greedy hands. 

Erica

2020-10-28 
13:37:05 Gauteng No I do not other

Almost everything in this amendment is a money grab or operaHonally 
intensive. It's a waste of Hme and money. It's also unacceptable to 
make something a criminal offence when there's no need to. Doug

2020-10-28 
13:17:44 Gauteng No I do not other

The issue of toll roads is ongoing, we do not have suitable public 
transport or alternate roads so usage is compulsory. Making it 
unaffordable for people to get to work. We should have transport and 
infringement pracHces which do not stop people from being able to 
work. Fine infringements, doubling fines etc are just a way of collecHng 
more taxes from those who can afford to pay and punishing the poor 
further by making it difficult for them to get to work. We need more 
construcHve mechanisms for dealing with infringements - community 
service and re-educaHon programmes etc Cheryl

2020-10-28 
12:44:25 Gauteng No I do not other

Trying to enforce unenforceable penalHes for toll road corrupt charges 
is another corrupt end. Stop stealing the money from the fiscus and 
then we can focus on fixing the country Cameron

2020-10-28 
12:02:40 Gauteng No I do not other

Why should public pay for the atoll system which was fraudulently 
brought into being. Those roads were there so only toll the ONE LANE 
THAT WAS ADDED. We cannot be paying for kickbacks received. 2010 it 
was said it was to show SA can compete with rest of world with our 
roads which was ALWAYS the case anyway. Remove the pre]y lights & 
place a booth to pay 4 one lane added. Licences fees pay for upkeep of 
roads anyway. Saabera

2020-10-28 
11:39:10 Gauteng No I do not other Etoll must be scrapped. Roxane

2020-10-28 
11:37:37 Gauteng No I do not other

I am against all of the above. The government already tried to milk is 
dry through E-toll, which was a massive failure to begin with. Are they 
now trying to recoup the E-toll disaster? Reine]e

2020-10-28 
11:33:45 Gauteng No I do not other

Some of might punished unfairly since we know how our officers 
operate John

2020-10-28 
11:26:02 Gauteng No I do not other Rensche
2020-10-28 
11:22:35 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole AARTO regulaHons are flawed, they need to be corrected in 
so many ways to be fair and effecHve. Paul

2020-10-28 
11:08:41 Gauteng No I do not other

I find the enHre thing problemaHc in the extreme. I could not just 
select one opHon.  It just looks like an easy mass taxaHon to fleece the 
public once again due to the govt gross incompetence. Scary stuff 
indeed Colleen

2020-10-28 
11:06:24 Gauteng No I do not other

The AARTO ACT should be repealed. It infringes on consHtuHonal rights 
of ciHzens and has been a dismal failure from Day 1. Johann
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2020-10-28 
10:45:20 Gauteng No I do not other

NoHces should be properly served on potenHal offenders and which 
includes a proper signature - as is the case today. 

Serving e-version noHces or sms’s is unfair and changes the whole 
system to be a dictatorship with recourses that are burdensome and 
expensive. All causing more admin burdens. 

In short - the new methodology is unfair and bullying towards the 
public. 

I maintain that if traffic officers li_ their bu]s and run their duHes by 
acHon in stead of parking under trees and loafing, pa]erns will return 
to normal like it used to be. 

Manning speedtraps by cameras is a lazy, opportunisHc way of indirect 
law enforcement and has almost no affect - so many obvious 
unroadworthy vehicles even openly pass by these officers and with NO 
acHon ever taken.,..!! Flag them down and address/fine these 
offenders..!! 

Now you want to change the system to sHll not having these ineffecHve 
personnel doing something acHve and with effect, but to let them laze 
on.... 

Crazy !! This is why we are in a mess. People need to be stopped and 
addressed and properly fined - in person - as a spot fine with an 
automaHc summons. Work direct with the public and stop sending 
photos and admin noHces... 

Points through the post will never be as effecHve as officers doing 
there jobs, one on one!! 

AARTO has nothing to do with E-tolls, there must not be any link 
between them. E-tolls must be scrapped. Kenneth

2020-10-28 
09:58:40 Gauteng No I do not other All of the above. AARTO is corrupt, just like our govt Tyran
2020-10-28 
09:55:51 Gauteng No I do not other

This is a blatant tax on the motorist and in no way makes the roads 
safer for users. Garron 

2020-10-28 
09:40:56 Gauteng No I do not other

The ruling party are not capable of governing country and should not 
try in other ways to  get law obiding ciHzens to couch up more money 
and more burden on us Alta

2020-10-28 
09:14:34 Gauteng No I do not other

THESE ENLARGED FINES FOR FAILING TO PAY TOLL FEES ARE A JOKE 
WHEN WILL THE E TOLLS BE SCRAPPED. wE HAVE PAID FOR THESE 
ROADS WITH THE FUEL LEVY, MANY TIMES OVER. WHERE HAS ALL THE 
MONEY GONE.  TO DATE THE FUEL LEVY HAS COLLECTED OVER R 160 
BILLION. wHEN THE LEVY WAS INTRODUCED WE WERE TOLD ALL 
MONIES COLLECTED WOULD GO TO THE UPKEEP OF ROADS AND 
HIGHWAYS, SO WHAT HAS HAPPENED. GRAHAM

2020-10-28 
09:04:34 Gauteng No I do not other

All of this is perfect for the extorHon of bribes. The aim of Aarto should 
be to protect and serve not to be a revenue driver for growth.   

The e-Tolls has been conviniently added into the regulaHons. That will 
never stand and again the underhandedness of Aarto is proven in this. Francois

2020-10-28 
09:00:31 Gauteng No I do not other

We pay fuel levies to maintain the roads. The e-toll is nothing more 
than the ANC stealing the peoples money, the ANC womens league 
geVng paid to transmit the data from point to point, the 
impoverishment of the people of this country by the ANC government 
knows no bounds, but the poor are beginning to discover it. 
We the people have spoken, and the answer is, we will not pay your 
etolls, no ma]er what laws you pass. 

Mike
2020-10-28 
09:00:19 Gauteng No I do not other

ALL OF THE LISTED ABOVE. pLUS HOW DOES ONE RECEIVE A 
INFINRGEMENT THROUGH THE POST!!! Ingrid

2020-10-28 
08:58:58 Gauteng No I do not other

Firstly the etolls saga. We as the public did not have a say in this ma]er 
and nothing has been done to improve the roads. So this must go 

Secondly the demerits system is only for certain people. Taxis are a 
rule unto their own. CorrupHon at it's best.  

Thirdly, anyone who drinks and gets behind the wheel must be jailed, 
no quesHons asked. End of story. S

2020-10-28 
08:47:35 Gauteng No I do not other

this is crazy. 

This is an a]empt to get everyone to use public transport. But who is 
the traffic offenders? 
Taxis can operate and do just what they want, vehicles aren't road 
worthy, dont obey any road laws, vehicles arent licensed. but sHll they 
are everywhere causing traffic jams etc. 

But sHll no law is implemented for them, or is actually enforced on 
them. Bennie

2020-10-28 
08:37:33 Gauteng No I do not other Apply the current laws without KFC and bribes Susan

2020-10-28 
08:35:44 Gauteng No I do not other

The enHre AARTO system is a mere money making scheme - all of 
these processes and hurdles are merely there to create jobs in the 
public service, which means a larger public wage bill - Each hurdle is 
meant to pay for itself through it's needless existence; yet again 
creaHng room for mass corrupHon. 

The South African Public Servants Wage Bill needs to be reduced, 
drasHcally; this is a snake eaHng it's own tail scenario; departments set 
up to fine ciHzens in order for it to exist, this is not public service, this 
is extorHon through the guise of bureaucracy! 

Liam
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2020-10-28 
08:34:42 Gauteng No I do not other

We can nit even enforce basic traffic rules. What is a demerit system 
going to do. How many vehicles on the road is driven by people 
without licenses. Vehicles nit road worthy vehicles not insured Ena

2020-10-28 
08:32:39 Gauteng No I do not other

If the traffic dept did their job properly without bribing people, there 
would be no need to change the traffic laws. Its only because the 
traffic dept is so corrupt that they cannot effecHvely do the proper 
policing Norman

2020-10-28 
08:32:27 Gauteng No I do not other

If the traffic dept did their job properly without bribing people, there 
would be no need to change the traffic laws. Its only because the 
traffic dept is so corrupt that they cannot effecHvely do the proper 
policing Norman

2020-10-28 
08:24:40 Gauteng No I do not other

How totally absurd is doubling fines/penalHes especially if you choose 
not to pay e-tolls! Make taxis pay e-tolls like everyone else as they are 
commercial vehicles. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence MUST be enforced for EVERY driver including and 
specifically taxi operators Brian

2020-10-28 
08:02:37 Gauteng No I do not other

The overall AARTO system and act is flawed from the start being only a 
taxaHon system with no grounds for even being implemented.  None of 
these regulaHons are implemented at all adding value to the South 
African  tax payer having to pay for a system that does not work.  Too 
much gra_ing.  Pieter

2020-10-28 
07:52:13 Gauteng No I do not other

The Taxis will sHll get away with everything. They dont follow any rules 
on the roads, just to make more money. Start by enforcing law on 
them, and big problem solved. Berdine

2020-10-28 
07:44:12 Gauteng No I do not other

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court: This 
to be is denial of ciHzen to jusHce, someHmes officers just exercise 
their right and our side of the story is never heard at all 

Increasing the number of demerit pointsDoubling the fines for failing 
to pay e-toll and regular toll roads: This system doesn't and has never 
worked. It was enforced on us poor ciHzens and now look at what it is 
now crawling towards. What else are they going to use eToll to 
penalize when you don't pay, When it was implanted they thought its a 
cut and clear system that will work however it is not, this must just be 
scrapped period. lesibe

2020-10-28 
07:42:57 Gauteng No I do not other

Will only increase corrupHon, cost and Hme to fight incorrect penalHes 
assigned to proxies, false number plates, of which there are many on 
the road 

Dudley

2020-10-28 
07:42:55 Gauteng No I do not other

Will only increase corrupHon, cost and Hme to fight incorrect penalHes 
assigned to proxies, false number plates, of which there are many on 
the road 

Dudley
2020-10-28 
07:08:54 Gauteng No I do not other

f we enforce and manage our current system, amendments is not 
required Daphne

2020-10-28 
06:24:49 Gauteng No I do not other

Another scheme to make money and remove ciHzens rights. 
Points demerits will simply be ignored. 
Etoll fines are unconsHtuHonal. 
Just enforce current legislaHon. Anton

2020-10-28 
05:58:16 Gauteng No I do not other

Nothing about this makes sense, the peoples money is going to run out 
because you squeezed too hard. No one can afford this. Gerhard

2020-10-28 
05:11:05 Gauteng No I do not other

I am not paying e-tolls, can not afford, road improvements should 
come from the exisHng fuel levies which is also high. Werner

2020-10-27 
23:04:57 Gauteng No I do not other

Ga ke dumelelane le di e toll, ka gobane repatela motshelo was dikoloi 
le peterolo. Ga rena tshelete ya go patela di e toll. William

2020-10-27 
22:14:01 Gauteng No I do not other

It's just for law-abiding siHzens that make a small mistake to steal more 
money. Toll...... Erik

2020-10-27 
21:52:07 Gauteng No I do not other

This has now become a money making circus not a law enabling or 
supporHve exercise  

The whole system seems to be based on the fact that all is correct 
always - eg cameras etc are correct and calibrated et etc - and this to 
my knowledge is no where near the case .. 

Related to tolls it’s obvious this system has failed - turning a small 
amount into a huge bill in no Hme .. with no actual alternate roads and 
effecHvely high jacking old roads and just adding to them ... it’s obvious 
that the system is failing and now making it a arHficial tax with no real 
court to sort is a problem John

2020-10-27 
21:33:00 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with the he_y f8nes for not paying for illegal tolls for 
exisHng thougroughfares which I never subscribed to. This is illegal and 
unconsHtuHonal. BRETT

2020-10-27 
21:15:16 Gauteng No I do not other

Loosing licince is unacceptable for some of us  its a way of earning a 
living Thulani 

2020-10-27 
21:10:03 Gauteng No I do not other Wayne
2020-10-27 
21:09:30 Gauteng No I do not other

Unnecessary fines will be issued to ensure that the R100 is collected. 
Where will the money be spent . More stealing like the RAF Lindsay

2020-10-27 
21:06:18 Gauteng No I do not other Just another opportunity to bribe and steal money via corrupHon Thea

2020-10-27 
20:55:48 Gauteng No I do not other

These new regulaHons have nothing to do  with making our roads 
safer. These regulaHons are all about collecHng more money that can 
then be stolen by corrupt officials Dudley

2020-10-27 
20:35:36 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the points menHoned. How will a bankrupt Municipality even be 
able to issue le]ers or noHces if we don't even het our annual noHce of 
licensing disc renewal due to no available funds for the le]ers. I see 
chaos. The government cannot even perform the administraHve tasks 
for fire arm licences, then how will they ever be able to manage this. Lyne]e

2020-10-27 
19:36:24 Gauteng No I do not other Phil
2020-10-27 
19:02:39 Gauteng No I do not other DOWN WITH e-TOLLS. Stop the corrupHon! No tribunals! Annie
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2020-10-27 
18:25:19 Gauteng No I do not other Mike

2020-10-27 
16:20:37 Gauteng No I do not other

Get your lazy fat useless employees to do their work then you can stop 
stealing from law abiding ciHzens. This is a money making racket and 
has absolutely nothing to do with road safety!!! Start with the lawless 
criminals who call themselves taxi drivers and your own criminals 
running the blue light brigade!! Why must we pay salaries for a corrupt 
communist government and judiciary?? Terence

2020-10-27 
15:17:52 Gauteng No I do not other I don’t support any of the proposed regulaHons amendments. Warren 

2020-10-27 
13:47:35 Gauteng No I do not other

Nothing about AARTO is about making the roads safer. 
It is purely a money making exercise! Regardless of how many laws are 
proposed, Hll boots hit the ground and catch offenders while 
offending, nothing will change. 
How many of the proposed laws focus on the taxi sector, the most 
lawless users of the roads! Warren

2020-10-27 
11:55:24 Gauteng No I do not other

Just another method dreamed up by government to steal money from 
the public Mary

2020-10-27 
09:44:20 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon is rife and jMPD do not do there jobs let alone pull off 
perpetrators Gwen

2020-10-27 
09:24:49 Gauteng No I do not other

The government on all levels are notoriously known for their 
corrupHon, incompetence to deliver a service and the unlawful 
execuHon of the laws of this country. The so-called metro police is 
neither police nor traffic regulators who is not properly trained to 
execute their funcHons. It seems as though they are trained "to arrest 
for whatever and let the courts sort it out." This whole exercise is to 
burden the ciHzens and lawfully rob them from what ever money they 
sHll might have a_er all the other so called taxes to be paid. The ANC 
robbed this country blind and now this same robbed ciHzens must fill 
all the treasuries on all levels only to be robbed again. The law 
enforcement agencies responsible for traffic and AARTO are uncapable 
to run the current systems and traffic enforcement as is. The reason for 
taking away our right to a trial is because very few if any cases were 
won by the authoriHes when it was taken to court. To even think of 
geVng the support of all the motorists, the authoriHes will have to 
PROVE that all the taxis and motorists are equally treated. The say so 
of any poliHcal clown will definitely not be accepted; it is as with 
corrupHon in government...the President and all his merry men and 
ladies can talk the talk but unfortunately they are incompetent, 
unwilling and unable to WALK THE TALK. The government will most 
probably wait Hll a_er the elecHon in 2021 to protect themselves from 
losing voters. I also believe that most of the amendments are 
unconsHtuHonal.......how many Hmes do they want to punish a 
motorist for one single traffic offence???? They should also prepare 
themselves for the influx of fraud regarding driver licenses, vehicle 
licenses and everything else that can be falsified pertaining all the 
amendments. How will they handle the millions of vehicles running 
with duplicated number plates???? WHO WILL PROTECT THE LAWFUL 
AND RIGHTFUL  VEHICLE OWNERS FROM THIS DEMON??? Luka

2020-10-27 
06:44:00 Gauteng No I do not other

E-Tolls are a corrupt ANC enrichment tool and the people of South 
Africa will never, ever pay E-Toll, ever. 

We are all Hred of the ANC corrupHon, incompetence and stealing. 

The proposed AARTO regulaHons seek to steal yet more money, for no 
other reason than to steal money, that will be wasted. 

Where and how do the proposed AARTO regulaHon seek to make road 
travel safer?  

They do not. 

The whole AARTO regulaHon proposal is a further rent seeking tax by a 
failed government and they can all VOETSEK. 

Many thanks 
William Higgo William J

2020-10-27 
06:43:53 Gauteng No I do not other

E-Tolls are a corrupt ANC enrichment tool and the people of South 
Africa will never, ever pay E-Toll, ever. 

We are all Hred of the ANC corrupHon, incompetence and stealing. 

The proposed AARTO regulaHons seek to steal yet more money, for no 
other reason than to steal money, that will be wasted. 

Where and how do the proposed AARTO regulaHon seek to make road 
travel safer?  

They do not. 

The whole AARTO regulaHon proposal is a further rent seeking tax by a 
failed government and they can all VOETSEK. 

Many thanks 
William Higgo William J
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2020-10-27 
06:43:26 Gauteng No I do not other

E-Tolls are a corrupt ANC enrichment tool and the people of South 
Africa will never, ever pay E-Toll, ever. 

We are all Hred of the ANC corrupHon, incompetence and stealing. 

The proposed AARTO regulaHons seek to steal yet more money, for no 
other reason than to steal money, that will be wasted. 

Where and how do the proposed AARTO regulaHon seek to make road 
travel safer?  

They do not. 

The whole AARTO regulaHon proposal is a further rent seeking tax by a 
failed government and they can all VOETSEK. 

Many thanks 
William Higgo William J

2020-10-27 
06:05:02 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling fines, points system, right to appeal infringement...corrupt 
system, no e-toll system. Every point here has no place. EFFECTIVE 
POLICING is required and less corrupt system, never voted for etoll but 
I pay..yet I get the short straw. 

Cornell

2020-10-26 
23:21:21 Gauteng No I do not other

Everything they do is just to make money, South Africa is trying to rise 
from this covid 19, they busy with tv licences, all just to put a burden 
on the consumer Louis

2020-10-26 
23:16:08 Gauteng No I do not other I don't support paying e-toll Daryn
2020-10-26 
19:51:15 Gauteng No I do not other

This systems is part to control us new world order and I do not consent 
to any infringement of my freedom. Rene

2020-10-26 
18:05:30 Gauteng No I do not other

The incompetent, corrupt officials of this country should not be 
allowed to have any input on the vality of your  licence or charging of e 
tools. The tolling is unlawfull and why require double taxaHon? This 
shall bring the ANC to a fall. Chgris

2020-10-26 
13:32:01 Gauteng No I do not other Marius

2020-10-26 
12:11:18 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with a single implementaHon! If these useless fools for 
poliHcians, could put this much effort and laws into fighHng corrupHon 
I'm sure we wouldn't need this u]er abuse of power to steal more 
money from South Africans.  GO TO BLOODY HELL YOU DESPICABLE 
THIEVES. Velecity

2020-10-26 
12:04:11 Gauteng No I do not other

I do Not agree with the Etoll system at all we are already taxed on our 
petrol for the upkeep of roads and infrastructure and you should not 
be taxed to get to work to be taxed and then barely make ends meet to 
live by and get taxed and taxed.. 
2. If they fine they make the process so difficult yet the potholes in the 
roads are to such an extent that this causese accidents daily not to 
menHon famage to the vehivles. 
3 thos is nothing more than extorHon to force us to oay for something 
we are already paying for because rhe givermenr cant even keep the 
licening departmenst working because of corrupHon how to they 
expect people to adheree to the new laws thaya re so reducilous and 
basically stupid of you ask me. Caroline

2020-10-26 
09:27:17 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with any of this. This bill is so badly wri]en and none of 
it should be used. The only part that I am ok with is the points system. 
The rest is just greed, greed and more greed. This government is 
immoral, amoral, power hungry, looHng, criminals and these 
regulaHons cannot be allowed to pass as this is criminal. Outrageous. Wayne

2020-10-26 
08:50:10 Gauteng No I do not other

Another money making scheme, leaving more room for more bribing 
and corrupHon, targeHng those who comply most of the Hme, while 
the blue light brigade and taxi industry goes unchecked, same as now. Johann

2020-10-26 
06:42:23 Gauteng No I do not other We never asked for etoll here. We never agreed to it. Nicky

2020-10-26 
06:25:11 Gauteng No I do not other

There wil be even more bribery and corrupHon and these rules will 
only apply to certain groups of the populaHon. These rules are totally 
unfair. Lesley

2020-10-26 
04:44:56 Gauteng No I do not other

When the government learn to lead by example and give back all the 
money they've stolen then I'll accept these terms! PaV

2020-10-25 
23:54:24 Gauteng No I do not other

E Tolling and demerits cannot go hand in hand. Not paying EToll is not 
and cannot be  a road offense...... Stuart 

2020-10-25 
22:31:32 Gauteng No I do not other Demerit points and fines on not paying etolls. Daleen
2020-10-25 
22:26:46 Gauteng No I do not other

You cannot use one brush for all if some do not respect the brush or 
the person holding the brush...... Kevin

2020-10-25 
20:18:34 Gauteng No I do not other Cant Afford the E-tolls Gavin
2020-10-25 
19:56:16 Gauteng No I do not other Louise

2020-10-25 
18:50:16 Gauteng No I do not other

Surely there should be focus on visible policing and less concentraHon 
on using the system to generate capital.  AARTO should be a non profit 
driven organizaHon,  do away with costly metro police and force the 
municipaliHes to use the taxes they collect to rather use this money's 
to improve the traffic departments, road maintenance etc.  changing 
laws to generate income is certainly not in anyway going to increase 
road safety or change driver behavior.  CiHzens do not respect traffic 
officials due to the huge corrupHon and arrogance of these officials, 
training training is what should be the focus and  needed,  get the 
public respect and you will have law abiding ciHzens,  use draconian 
laws and you get the publics distain  and disrespect. Joe

2020-10-25 
18:20:39 Gauteng No I do not other far too harsh. This is autocraHc. We are becomimg a police state. marie
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2020-10-25 
16:54:17 Gauteng No I do not other

In this country, the govt think that the failure to deal with problems is 
the legislaHon itself, meanwhile the problem is mostly failure to 
enforce exisHng, perfectly adequate legislaHon. Their soluHon is 
therefore to introduce NEW legislaHon which will ALSO NOT BE 
ENFORCED and the problems will remain.  

For example, there is a DUI problem on the roads in this country. So, 
the govt proposal is to have a 0.0% blood/breath alcohol limit. This will 
not do anything to solve the problem because this new limit will also 
NOT BE ENFORCED, just like the exisHng limits are NOT BEING 
ENFORCED. So the "clever" govt think that the people will see them 
taking correcHve measures when in fact they are just waving a big 
ineffecHve sHck. People that went for dinner and had one glass of wine 
will become criminals while the idiot who has a blood alcohol level 
that should have killed him will conHnue to wreak havoc on the roads 
without being prosecuted. Look at the historical DUI arrests vs 
prosecuHons.  

The AARTO system will be a perfect example of this too. It has been a 
complete failure in the two trial regions since 2008. For many years, 
JMPD were short-cuVng the requirements to have infringement 
noHces delivered via registered post (to save themselves money) and 
were using permit mail. This meant the Hmelines associated with the 
prosecuHon of alleged infringements  could not be determined 
because registered mail was not used as required by the Act. They 
therefore had to scrap millions of fines. I don't recall the actual details, 
but for some Hme JMPD were adjudicaHng representaHons themselves 
instead of the RTIA so that they could dismiss representaHons and 
pocket the fines revenue themselves. 

The fact that this system was supposed to be implemented 
countrywide so many years ago and the deadlines just came and went 
with no consequences means there is a complete and u]er disaster in 
the making. The govt will be incapable of implemenHng and 
administering this system correctly across all regions and this in itself 
will make it unconsHtuHonal. Your locaHon should not determine the 
consequences of your infringements, but this will be seen to be a fatal 
flaw. 

The  proposed R100 levy per infringement noHce is quite simply the_ 
by this criminal govt. The fact that persons will be deemed guilty from 
the start and the process to counter this appear to be onerous and 
unfair. 

The severity of infringement penalHes (which are apparently supposed 
to be doubled from previous schedules) do not reflect any indicaHon 
that the govt have any intenHon whatsoever to cut down on the 
disgusHng, embarrassing carnage on our roads.  The focus is on 
revenue generaHon by hidden speed camera. PenalHes for reckless 
driving, dangerous overtaking and shooHng stop streets/traffic lights 
should be extremely severe compared to doing say 75 in a 60 zone in 
suburbia with dual lanes. 

There is a culture among so many road users who stop anywhere, turn 
right from the far-le_ lane or bypass regular queues of normal ciHzens 
waiHng their turn at traffic lights. They frequently just get on the 
wrong side of the road and bypass queues that way too. Those waste 
of oxygen ciHzens will not be affected by the new legislaHon because 
there are never any consequences for their acHons so they will 
conHnue as normal. 

It is obvious that the corrupt nature of so many people in this failed 
state will see them avoiding prosecuHon whilst Joe Public middle class 
are going to be the vicHms of this aborHon of an AARTO system. 

Good luck with enforcement orders when people provide false 
addresses. I wonder how many people have been the vicHms of 
enforcement orders under the AARTO trial system ? I haven't heard of 
anyone. I also have heard so many people staHng they never pay their 
infringement noHce fines (no doubt 99% for speeding) and there are 
no consequences.  

AARTO will force the nearly law-abiding ciHzens to join the majority of 
lawless ciHzens and just carry on with their lives. 

ROAD CARNAGE WILL REMAIN HORRIFIC AND UNCHANGED. Adrian

2020-10-25 
16:52:57 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the cost of fines, you're already robbing us of everything we 
have. How about you address the fat, lazy officers who extort bribes 
from people? If a bribe won't be given, then they look for an excuse to 
fine you. Screw this. Bianca

2020-10-25 
14:35:47 Gauteng No I do not other

Stop spending money on crap, stop the looHng of state funds, stop 
trying to tax everything to make up for it. At this rate you will have 
taxed everyone to death that earns a salary. When it is more cost 
effecHve to have no job, people will have no jobs. When people are 
hungry they will eat the rich poliHcians first. Those that make money 
will refuse to part with it, a broke government is no government. Daniel
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2020-10-25 
14:28:02 Gauteng No I do not other

I don't think this will get inforced properly. This does seem to be a 
scam to get more money out of honest road users while the true 
cluprates are never get caught and if they are laws are not applied so it 
defeat the purpose of all of this. Last Hme I checked there were 
something like a 4% compliance of just fines being paid so now you 
want to complicate the hell out of it and get a compiaince of what 
0.002%. This is money being wasted on just another corrupt tender 
and in 10 years we will see it in the MSM like propaganda 24 with 
another commission talking nonsense, cosHng more money with no 
one going to jail and no consequences to the thieving ANC terrorists. 

Emile

2020-10-25 
11:44:52 Gauteng No I do not other

EToll amendments are unacceptable and will turn the country into a 
naHon of lawbreakers for something they did not want.  

The addiHonal costs for fine are a pure money grab and serve no 
funcHon other than to punish the poor. The rich do not get affected by 
this. Huys

2020-10-25 
10:19:41 Gauteng No I do not other

Scrap E-toll, it's an infringement on right to life for those who use the 
road daily to commute to work and home. John

2020-10-25 
10:07:00 Gauteng No I do not other Ilana

2020-10-25 
07:42:11 Gauteng No I do not other

This is unfair to put a charge on top of a charge before even a hearing. 
Government squandering and mis manage our tax money and then 
they want to create this kind of income, NO!!! Wrong!!  
I will not support the unlawfull e-tolls. Start focusing on wrecklace 
driving/ drunk driving/ overloading and not abiding to the basic rules 
of the road. Direct fines on those yes I agree. I see cops driving over 
red robots for no reason, see how taxis turn from no turn lanes into a 
turn or driving the wrong side of the road or driving over red robots. 
Anybody should be able to send videos of such to a place where they 
can be monitored on a daily basis and  fined accordingly.  If they know 
anybody can do that, they might stop. Focus rather on safety with a 
direct fine. Issuing fines for being over te speed limit with 5 km p hour 
is not going to help anybody. The admin and salaries alone are not 
worth it.  Linda

2020-10-25 
07:38:20 Gauteng No I do not other

Why bring in new legislaHon when you do not have the ability to police 
the old system?  If you thought corrupHon was bad before, it will be 
1000 Hmes worse now! 
We are now becoming a police state, what happened to democracy? 
You levy fuel and have e-tolls - double penalHes?  One or the other 
should suffice!  Add 10c to the already overinflated petrol price instead 
of e-tolls and you will not need the  e-tolls!  
E-tolls were a ‘Zuma invenHon to line his and his cohorts  pockets, 
show the country that you are not a Zumaite and get rid of the local 
gantries!  Those roads were already there, they are not new! 

Lindsay

2020-10-25 
00:31:25 Gauteng No I do not other

1) administraHve nightmare as it is already extremely difficult to renew 
a drivers license card with limited slots available including constant 
system crashes at the licensing departments. 
2) window of opportunity for criminals to get there hands on license 
cards and disks for fraud purposes due to corrupHon within the 
licensing departments. 
3) postal service is non-existent, one never knows if you have a fine on 
your name or not and wri]en representaHon will never reach its 
intended desHnaHon . 
4) road-worthiness of most roads is quesHonable due to lack of 
maintenance. 
5) E-tolls should be scrapped, it’s ludicrous to expect road users to pay 
countless taxes for failed SOE being luted due to no efficient 
management. 
6) in order to confiscate ones license for a period, the public transport 
system would need to be dramaHcally improved  due to efficiency and 
safety concerns as it impacts on a person right to earn a living. 
7) corrupHon in law enforcement needs to be rooted out enHrely for 
the perceived plans to succeed, total law enforcement training and co-
operaHon is required. 

In summary, the state needs to efficiently conduct the services they are 
being employed to do by the residents of SA before coming up with 
new ways to penalize the tax payer for non-compliance when they 
themselves are non-compliant, otherwise plans will be brainstormed 
to implement already brainstormed plans but never get to the root 
cause of the problem. 
Keywords are efficiency and corrupHon. Juan-pierre

2020-10-24 
21:34:26 Gauteng No I do not other

This is a violaHon of our fundamental rights!! 
Another way for Government to steal more. 
E-toll should never have existed! It is an infringement of our rights! 
Being bulied into an illegal system!  

Every single point absolutely ludicrous!! 

Government again failing to focus on imminent pressing issues. 

Rather focus on crime/fraud in government and holding guilty parHes 
accountable. Carlene
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2020-10-24 
20:56:18 Gauteng No I do not other

These regulaHons are going to create more “criminals” out of ciHzens 
as we will be forced to pay for Etoll which we did not want in the first 
place. 
The opportunity for corrupHon and bribery by police officers with li]le 
integrity has just been increased tenfold. 
The already overburdened and understaffed DLTC around the country 
are going to suffer the most with all the new administraHon. 
The cost of the fine could be tripled- it would not make a difference as 
people sHll drive the way they wish. 
The biggest hazard on the roads today are taxi drivers who have NO 
REGARD for the laws of the road. Before trying to correct regular 
drivers, take the taxi industry in hand and enforce the laws with them. Bernade]e 

2020-10-24 
20:04:00 Gauteng No I do not other

Met die huidige staat van korrupsie, bedrog en lae vlak van opvoeding 
van die regering en wetstoepassers (asook die kader-ontplooiing binne 
die regering, munisipaliteite en wetstoepassings-instansies) is dit totaal 
onaanvaarbaar om hierdie stelsel enigsinds te oorweeg. Stephan

2020-10-24 
19:56:24 Gauteng No I do not other

This will be a total unfair pracHce the  Metro  under the current laws 
dont  enforce the traffic laws.The Transport Minister must just come 
down to earth and see for himself .Taxis DONT do any laws.Red robots 
speed  overloading no drivers lic just stop where they want .So what 
will happend to them NOTHING Dirk

2020-10-24 
15:05:53 Gauteng No I do not other

The ciHzens  has already shown that they do not agree with etolls. So 
now they want to fine you if you don't pay.  They can implement as 
many penalHes  and fines it will not fix anything as there is no one to 
implement the rules. Metro police is corrupt. Maria

2020-10-24 
14:29:07 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above. It's just a way to increase taxaHon, the current 
regulaHon isn't correctly enforced or adhered to by law enforcement. 
We won't fix the problem that exists by creaHng new laws. Increasing 
taxaHon through e-tolls is failing , this is a transparent work around for 
that. Tax in South Africa seems all too o_en to mean government 
officials and cadres benefit at the expense of ciHzens, increasing 
exploitaHon of south africans isn't the soluHon it's growing the 
problem. Andre

2020-10-24 
13:16:52 Gauteng No I do not other Verlene

2020-10-23 
22:15:53 Gauteng No I do not other

All the changes made point mostly to make money, and the last thing 
taking into account is the safety. 
How can ciHzens be charged for receiving a fine? That cost is already 
included in the fine. 
Life is such a rat race everywhere, and then they want to make it a 
nightmare to oppose any traffic violaHon. There are Many of the traffic 
officers that do not even know the law as they should, but they will 
have basically open Hckets to write as they please as the ciHzens must 
just turn the other cheek.  
In no way is that fair. 
What does tollgates have to do with a vehicle license or a driving 
license?? Absolutely NOTHING!  So why bring that in the mix? Once 
again, not all people are obliged to pay e-toll, so they sHll just get a 
free pass when it comes to renewals of discs and licenses?  
The AARTO regulaHons work as they are, the people that are supposed 
to enforce them and work on the administraHve side must pull their 
socks up and do what they are geVng paid for, maybe then it will be 
clear that it works as is. Jaco

2020-10-23 
20:25:48 Gauteng No I do not other

Can’t even get an appointment to renew my licence, system is ? flawed 
and useless Dries

2020-10-23 
20:08:58 Gauteng No I do not other

These changes have nothing to do with road safety, just another way to 
get more money in the pockets of the corrupt. ExisHng road rules are 
not enforced, why not start by enforcing the basic road rules. No need 
for new ones Nicholas

2020-10-23 
15:50:10 Gauteng No I do not other

 Increasing fines for failure to pay e-tolls... e-tolls have already been 
demonstrated in court to be non-consHtuHonal. 

If a person is about to be found "guilty" of an infringement-- and have 
no doubts, virtually all challenges will be found guilty-- then the person 
should at least have the choice to be represented in court. The right to 
FULLY defend oneself must be an unassailable right. Jane

2020-10-23 
14:53:43 Gauteng No I do not other

How can aperson be.punished twice for the same offence. Is that not 
double jeopardy Avinash

2020-10-23 
13:15:50 Gauteng No I do not other

As usual so much (Hme, money, energy etc) is wasted into trying to get 
something going in SA and it takes over a decade! And any regulaHons 
that are made even stricter sHll don't seem to affect the infringers in 
the first place, and they certainly do not effect behaviour change!  It is 
unfathomable to think that with the clear lack of administraHon skills 
of officials, that all this regulaHon and list of rules will work. Focus first 
on competent, hard-working staff, then implement a system that has 
their buy-in. Ingrid

2020-10-23 
12:45:30 Gauteng No I do not other

Another ploy to force people to pay for e-tolls.  We pay enough in 
taxes for roads. Another money making scheme. Cannot even keep up 
with the current administraHve funcHons around licencing, but want to 
add more admin.  This is NOT sustainable.  Angelique 
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2020-10-23 
11:37:17 Gauteng No I do not other

Firstly I think this will be against our consHtuHonal rights. 
By doubling the fines you will only encourage more bribery and 
corrupHon and traffic officers will be the winners. Why not get the 
traffic officers to do their work . Start by going to all businesses that 
have a fleet of vehicles and check them to  see if they are roadworthy , 
if not suspend the vehicles from going onto the road unHl they are 
road worthy.  and at the same Hme check to see if the drivers have 
licences,do the same with Taxi ranks. During the day when they have 
finished taking people to work and they park their taxis and take a nap 
go and check to see if they are roadworthy, if not suspend the vehicles 
from going on the road unHl they are roadworthy. I see taxis everyday 
that are not roadworthy, no lights, smooth tyres and more and nothing 
gets done about it, as I see them on the same road the next day. 
If you are going to conHnue with E-tolls, then everybody who uses the 
road must pay, no excepHons.  There are also not enough alternate 
roads in good condiHon.                                 The traffic officers are never 
around when the traffic lights are not working? 
It seems like they clock in for work, go home, do shopping with their 
families in the patrol vehicle or sit and have coffee with their friends. 
You hardly ever see them around and if you do see them at a traffic 
light that is not working they don't even think to stop and help or 
report it.  Once again the Government wants to tax the people who are 
already paying the bulk of the taxes. Stop wasHng the taxes you are 
collecHng and stop all the corrupHon. Its about Hme somebody was 
held accountable for the corrupHon and be put in jail if proven guilty.  Stathy

2020-10-23 
09:31:46 Gauteng No I do not other

These regulaHons have nothing to do with road safety. This is simply 
another a]empt to bleed the public of more money. Andrew

2020-10-23 
08:37:56 Gauteng No I do not other

To start with we have not been included in the processing of any of the 
new "laws". We need to be consulted. Graham

2020-10-23 
02:20:33 Gauteng No I do not other

These acts are not in any way consHHonal .. these acts are enforced 
laws that I have to volenteer for .. And if its up for comment it means 
it's a law me or any other South African would have to abide by . South 
African roads and their taxes are now paid to European countries. 
Because the Govt were stupid enough to sell it in the first place .. Now 
the South African people must pay for Zumas mistakes?  There is no 
endto A.N.C corrupHon and greed .. poliHcs.. poly...more than one ... 
Ticks ..blood sucking parisHes the lot of you . We. The people would 
like you to remember you are public servants... We are not your cash 
cow bail out slaves ... Get back into your lane old farts .. Geriatric 
fools ... Like covid hasn't squeezed us enough ?RANK AMATUER  your 
patheHc clutching of straws to milk this country dry of it's money and 
it's good will is .. we the people say NO ..  you have taken enough from 
us . Say hi to the Rothechilds for us .. tell them we are enough too . 
Money power and fame takes a certain type to be a poliHcian. These 
people can't be trusted .. my vote is no confidence .. please let that be 
counted ...  

Jason 

2020-10-22 
23:43:23 Gauteng No I do not other

Won't work, taxes are not following any traffic regulaHons, not even 
the police are following it. The taxi drivers/owners went more or less 2 
years ago on strike because their traffic fines wasn't wri]en off. 
There is no way that they will abide by this. They will carry on bribing! Hester van

2020-10-22 
23:43:21 Gauteng No I do not other

Won't work, taxes are not following any traffic regulaHons, not even 
the police are following it. The taxi drivers/owners went more or less 2 
years ago on strike because their traffic fines wasn't wri]en off. 
There is no way that they will abide by this. They will carry on bribing! Hester van

2020-10-22 
23:43:18 Gauteng No I do not other

Won't work, taxes are not following any traffic regulaHons, not even 
the police are following it. The taxi drivers/owners went more or less 2 
years ago on strike because their traffic fines wasn't wri]en off. 
There is no way that they will abide by this. They will carry on bribing! Hester van

2020-10-22 
23:43:04 Gauteng No I do not other

Won't work, taxes are not following any traffic regulaHons, not even 
the police are following it. The taxi drivers/owners went more or less 2 
years ago on strike because their traffic fines wasn't wri]en off. 
There is no way that they will abide by this. They will carry on bribing! Hester van

2020-10-22 
23:42:45 Gauteng No I do not other

Won't work, taxes are not following any traffic regulaHons, not even 
the police are following it. The taxi drivers/owners went more or less 2 
years ago on strike because their traffic fines wasn't wri]en off. 
There is no way that they will abide by this. They will carry on bribing! Hester van

2020-10-22 
23:42:35 Gauteng No I do not other

Won't work, taxes are not following any traffic regulaHons, not even 
the police are following it. The taxi drivers/owners went more or less 2 
years ago on strike because their traffic fines wasn't wri]en off. 
There is no way that they will abide by this. They will carry on bribing! Hester van

2020-10-22 
22:28:26 Gauteng No I do not other

A system created to unfairly tax motorists with a toll system that 
makes most of the money for a corrupt and offshore company.  Michael 

2020-10-22 
21:26:11 Gauteng No I do not other I do not support any changes at all! Rob

2020-10-22 
20:13:59 Gauteng No I do not other

First I don't agree with e-toll, and this regulaHon will penalise 
individuals and companies.  
The demerits points, sHll not clear. 
We need to have freedom do drive around with responsibility, but not 
be punished for things that are not right. Sandra 

2020-10-22 
16:24:49 Gauteng No I do not other

The eToll saga is being incorporated into this so that the public is 
forced to pay the toll fees or face prosecuHon. However there is hard 
proof that eToll bills are not be scruHnsed correctly and different 
vehicles are being charged even though they were never on a tolled 
road ever as the vehicle resides with elderly people in a coastal city. 
How many other people have quesHonable bills sent to them due to 
incorrect scruHny being carried out on the photo's a taken of vehicles 
travelling under the toll gantrys? Greg

2020-10-22 
16:11:47 Gauteng No I do not other

It is ridiculous. We as law abiding ciHzens have struggled with the law 
as the people who supposed to have put our country in safer hands 
always let us down.. If we do not give a bribe for absolutely nothing 
wrong with our vehicle we get made up faults and our life is a made 
hell... So I am totally against paying unnecessary fines and aarto is just 
a waste of money Mohammed
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2020-10-22 
16:05:21 Gauteng No I do not other

The result in this environment is simply that the amount of the bribes 
will simply escalate Jeremy

2020-10-22 
16:03:18 Gauteng No I do not other Glen
2020-10-22 
16:03:12 Gauteng No I do not other I do not agree to the increase of fines or the points demerit system. S

2020-10-22 
15:16:23 Gauteng No I do not other

It is unsafe to walk to any point in RSA, further to this there is no 
efficient or reliable form of public transport in this country, this system 
only strives to erradicate our right to freedom of movement. Pierre

2020-10-22 
15:08:20 Gauteng No I do not other

All the above,  
currently the system can't be controlled as it should, how can you 
expect it to be controlled any different, unHl we have proper control 
and no corrupHon, only then will we consider supporHng this. b

2020-10-22 
15:03:42 Gauteng No I do not other

many of the provisions contained in the dra_ RegulaHons infringe on 
motorists’ rights, and make a mockery of the claim that AARTO is 
intended to improve road safety in South Africa, and rather point to 
the creaHon of a mechanism to improve revenue collecHon. Brad

2020-10-22 
14:18:46 Gauteng No I do not other

The points is NO 
e-toll and regular toll roads is NO 
criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a driving licence is 
YES Thorgal

2020-10-22 
12:59:23 Gauteng No I do not other This will be unconsHtuHonal and a money making racket . SebasHaan

2020-10-22 
09:47:07 Gauteng No I do not other

ANOTHER LOSING SCAM TO MAKE THE CITIZENS MORE POOR!!!  
The doubling of fines is ridiculous. Just goes to show it''s ALL about 
funding a BROKE and CORRUPT GOVERNMENT 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. First make killing farmers a criminal with repercussions!! 
E-toll: HOW is this a project that would have helped us in the first place 
if an OVERSEAS company has been used to build it?? Oh yes.... a 
KICKBACK!! You can sHck your e-toll into your e-holl!! 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force!!!! 
Whites ESPECIALLY will be TARGETED for no reason while TAXIS will 
carry on driving the way they want to.... NO LAW AND ORDER!! 
Sort these things out first. 
This is just yet ANOTHER money-well for this CORRUPT 
GOVERNMENT!!! STICK YOUR NEW LAWS WHERE THE SUN DON'T 
SHINE!! Piet

2020-10-22 
08:04:19 Gauteng No I do not other

Country governed by a government that allows corrupHon and 
nepoHsm. 
Also a government that cannot be trusted. The normal driver on the 
road suffers the most. What will happen to Taxi's!!!! Our criminals are 
very good at bypassing systems, which I am sure they already have in 
place a system to override the new laws. The e-toll system has been an 
ongoing bone of contenHon. Yet again system implemented without 
geVng input from people. Do MP's pay e-toll or is our taxes paying for 
it!!!! Lyne]e

2020-10-22 
07:29:21 Gauteng No I do not other Adele
2020-10-22 
00:14:51 Gauteng No I do not other Another avenue of inHmidaHon and corrupHon Willemien

2020-10-21 
22:11:22 Gauteng No I do not other

E tolls should be scrapped, there is no jusHficaHon for a charge beyond 
the fuel levy. As for the rest policing us required, not new laws. Laws 
are for the law abiding policing is required for the rest. This is just a 
way to gouge more money from the law abiding public jean

2020-10-21 
22:01:54 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just going to create more corrupHon.   Our rights are being 
violated.  Our system for enforcement has been and is flawed. Cherry 

2020-10-21 
19:44:16 Gauteng No I do not other

My concern is all of the above ie Demerit system, enforcement 
orders,costly appeal,aarto tribunal,atministraHve burden and hicking 
of fines . Ma]hew

2020-10-21 
19:40:12 Gauteng No I do not other

Giving authority to a bureaucraHc enHty which actually should REMAIN 
under the courts is simply a denial of rights. 
To add to this, the record of government to run anything efficiently and 
to bring corrupHon down to levels that no longer threaten SA is poor - 
even trying to get a driving license renewed on the computerised 
booking system is a shambles - so it is unlikely the proposed 
regulaHons will have a decent outcome. 
Leave the traffic law administraHon where it belongs - with the courts! Robert

2020-10-21 
12:40:08 Gauteng No I do not other This is just another way to steal more and increase corrupHon. Priscilla 

2020-10-21 
10:06:40 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling fines just another way to steal ciHzen's money. 
Officers taking bribes are in the order of the day and money lost to 
AARTO. 
Current laws can't even be enforced. 
Taxi drivers gets away with breaking the laws and there are no 
consequences for them. 
Law abiding ciHzens who someHmes may overstep a li]le are treated 
as criminals. 
SAP, Metro Police have no respect for the people who pays their 
salaries. 
Not being able to take case to court is taking away ciHzen's rights. 
All these amendments are unconsHtuHonal.  We are supposed to be a 
DemocraHc country. 
CiHzens never supported E-tolls.  Those who stole the money should 
pay for it. 
This country cannot afford the keep up the administraHon.  As it is 
currently competency of administraHon is shocking. 

Joey
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2020-10-21 
08:58:37 Gauteng No I do not other

I object to linking the failed e-toll system to AARTO. The ciHzens have 
made it abundantly clear that we do not support e-tolls and this is 
trying force something that has already been deemed unacceptable .  
It was not our fault that the Gvt had to bring in overseas contractors to 
fix the mess that cost taxpayers millions.  If fines are imposed and 
demerits implemented there will be no vehicles on the road as I am 
sure most of the drivers in the country refuse to pay E tolls.   Sadly the 
real culprits on the road never seem to be penalised. Colleen

2020-10-21 
07:14:33 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the price of fines will only lead to more bribery of officers 
and fines on e-tolls (that no one wanted in the first place) is ridiculous. 
Sort out the traffic police department first to a point where they are 
able to lawfully enforce the current regulaHons before you start with 
higher fines and massive changes. Laura

2020-10-21 
07:11:41 Gauteng No I do not other

I object to linking the failed e-toll system to AARTO. The ciHzens have 
made it abundantly clear that we do not support e-tolls and this is 
trying force something that has already been deemed unacceptable 
further down the throat of our road users! Doubling fines shouldn’t be 
necessary if the current system was properly enforced. Fix the root of 
the problem before penalizing drivers at a Hme when most fines just 
turn to bribes anyway. Find a system that doesn’t involve financial 
penalHes... avoid laws that will encourage bribery. Anne]e 

2020-10-21 
06:16:29 Gauteng No I do not other UnconsHtuHonal! Lize

2020-10-20 
23:13:29 Gauteng No I do not other

The enHrety of the proposed changes feels unnecessary and ridiculous. 
This year alone has le_ South Africans - both individuals and 
businesses - in a difficult and worrisome financial  situaHon. The cost of 
living rises constantly, fuel prices are bound to increase rather than 
decrease and in many situaHons individuals now receive reduced 
salaries. It feels like our Government will reward you for your hard 
work and the prioriHzaHon of your expenses paid, with the suspension 
of your driver's license - then you won't have to pay fines or tolls, 
because you might very well be unemployed therea_er. Chantelle

2020-10-20 
22:15:17 Gauteng No I do not other

The enHrety of the proposed regulaHon is absolute extorHon.  
Furthermore involving e-tolls in this when it is well known that no one 
was asked or wanted the e-toll system in the first place is down right 
despicable.  Start listening to your end users i.e. the public instead of 
looking for ways to line your pockets through extorHon.  There are 
enough tax types to feed your road refurbishment costs.  Perhaps 
municipaliHes should start spending the money they get on improving 
infrastructure instead of pockeHng it for themselves and you wouldn't 
need the extra cash. In terms of deterrent of illegal road acHviHes, 
maybe you should start with the police system and not the general 
public...  just a thought Charlene

2020-10-20 
22:02:57 Gauteng No I do not other

The e-toll system was forced on us without proper public parHcipaHon 
and now that GP residents don’t pay our corrupt government think 
they can force us in a different way. It’s Hme government learns to 
listen to the ones who pay their over inflated salaries - we the tax 
payers Kuno

2020-10-20 
21:45:26 Gauteng No I do not other

E tolls are only in hauteng, none of the others, so gauteng redident are 
forced against their will to drive roads tgat have both tolk and e tolls 
on theim at astronomical cost, failing to pay a fine becomes double the 
amount if your e toll account is not paid, we have drivers licences, 
vehicle licences psy our taxes, pay the fuel levy wich makes most of the 
fuel price, there is just no way we can afford this, now we wil drive 
with fake number plates, we were never consulted about the etolls, we 
oppsed it from the moment it was anounced, we wobt pay it, we 
woukd rather drive with fake number plates, besides that it is 
estomated that 1 in 4 cars in gautengs number plates have been 
cloned already and yhere is nothing the authoriHes are doing about. 
The etoll system is an injusHce to gauteng residents and we will not 
pay it 

Christof
2020-10-20 
19:32:16 Gauteng No I do not other

All proposed changes are my top concern, especially etolls for which 
no one agreed on!!!!  Johe]

2020-10-20 
17:22:56 Gauteng No I do not other

Charging your country for etolls will cripple the consumer. It should be 
covered in the already high tax that an individual has to pay Duran

2020-10-20 
14:34:37 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just another money making racket to rip people off. Sort out the 
taxi drivers and their vehicles instead of the people who actually 
comply with the road rules. ImplemenHng a new system which is costly 
and likely to be administered in an unjust manner, due to corrupHon 
and dishonest traffic officials is just plain stupid and unjust. Its the 
taxpayer who pays for all this maladministraHon which only fits into 
the unjust  authoriHes agendas. When are the authoriHes going to 
realize that they are PUBLIC SERVANTS and not DICTATORS!! Make the 
current system work before trying to implement something new. 
Everything these officials put their hands to,  is expensive and poorly 
administered! Law enforcement of current regulaHons is abysmal to 
say the least, never mind trying to implement something new where 
inconsistent law enforcement will result in some drivers being 
penalised more severely than others. i.e. How many drivers are 
apprehended for talking on cell phones while holding the device, or for 
texHng while driving? Eion

2020-10-20 
12:30:56 Gauteng No I do not other

It is just a way to get easy money from the already overburdened 
taxpayers. Greg

2020-10-20 
10:57:56 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not support this moHon due to many ppl who lost their jobs, had 
to take salary cuts,  our economy is already destroyed due to the 
Covid-19, corrupHon and looHng of billions of rands. What purpose will 
this money serve, what miHgaHng /remediaHon factors will be put in 
place that the money will be solely used for the purposes of rebuilding 
our economy, assisHng the unemployed? Natasha 
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2020-10-20 
10:56:26 Gauteng No I do not other

I am sick and Hred of their double standards. They will not dare touch 
the taxi's, but have no problem about enforcing their so called 'laws' 
on the tax paying and law abiding ciHzens of this country. My answer is 
an emphaHc 'NO'! They should get back to doing their work, which 
boils down to good old policing! How patheHc! Andre

2020-10-20 
10:44:02 Gauteng No I do not other

The demerit system is only an effecHve system when there are ciHzens 
who obey its guidelines and  laws. 
  
It will not deter outlaws!  

Especially when the vast majority of officials meant to uphold and 
enforce the laws can literally be bought or bribed with "a cool-dink". 

I am no supporter of the FAILED  SANRAL e-Toll system and I find this 
use of bullying- and threat-tacHcs set by the New AARTO RegulaHon's 
shocking and should be illegal.  
To force people to pay off for a system they never wanted by such 
underhand means is reprehensible! 

Especially considering they also implemented a "flat-rate levy" of R100 
on every infringement and fine. And if I contest an infringement and 
win... do I get my R100 back? 

In typical SA fashion, this is just another system system to fill coffers 
and allow the corrupt to line their ever-deepening pockets.  
AARTO, The SA Government, local governments and municipaliHes 
need to focus on eradicaHng corrupHon and cleaning house, before 
they implement a new system that  is ripe for exploitaHon. Michael

2020-10-20 
10:14:19 Gauteng No I do not other

Act takes away my consHtuHonal rights and empowers our corrupt  
police force Orlando

2020-10-20 
08:57:14 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling of infringement penalHes and Demerit points taken for not 
paying e-toll is insane. It's just another way government is lining it's 
corrupted pockets. Use the billions stolen by corrupt officials instead!!! 
Why would you want to further strain ciHzens with yet more expenses 
that are already struggling to make ends meat. The law enforcement 
authoriHes can't even enforce basic traffic rules, like stopping at a red 
light, or using an indicator, or eradicaHng unlicensed and drunk drivers. 
Focus your efforts there where it's needed instead of extorHng the 
ciHzens with a demerit system no one asked for, and that will be 
abused and corrupted in the end. Alan 

2020-10-20 
08:04:37 Gauteng No I do not other

I also object against all of the points of the new proposed AARTO 
regulaHons. The imposing of the demerit points are unfair to the 
owner of the vehicle. Furthermore, the corrupHon in our country is so 
deeply routed that these new proposed laws will create more 
opportunity for more fraudsters and bribery. We can barely get our 
licensing departments to operate efficiently.  We as ciHzens of this 
country are geVng poorer and poorer by the day, whilst the leaders of 
the country, fraudsters and bribing requestors get richer in minutes.  
So maybe the addiHonal funds required must be sourced from them. 
Why is law enforcement always enforced on those that are already 
bending backwards to meet the demands of this country? Remove 
vehicles that are not roadworthy from the roads, collect outstanding 
licence fees from those in arrears, enforce heavy penalHes on all the 
traffic infringements by for example taxi’s. Very few, if any of them 
abide to the rules on the road. They are risking the lives of everyone in 
the taxi and any other motorist on the road.  Jeanne]e

2020-10-19 
21:34:51 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above selectable is of MAJOR concern! 

I am pro the electronic delivery of fines though.  

The sooner you know the sooner you can act!  
Represent or revoke!  

Taking away to elect to go to court to represent your case is 
unfathomable!  

And we can not forget the Etolls charges that will be FINEABLE!  

Meere 
2020-10-19 
18:47:15 Gauteng No I do not other

Stop allowing corrupHon and you will have enoughmoney for fines  e 
toll  and much more. Stop stealing from the public Ana
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2020-10-19 
15:46:19 Gauteng No I do not other

If the laws which are already in place were applied by Law 
enforcement officers, as is their job to do, instead of them driving 
around ignoring the many law breakers that they see and not be 
preoccupied with taking bribes, our roads would be a place where 
people would adhere to the law because they would know they would 
be accountable for their choices and acHons.  Our government is 
looking to make money easily and to make it impossible to counter the 
"alleged transgressions" of the law.  Smacks of yet another scheme to 
enrich the proven fraudulent government officials, which includes 
certain of the law enforcers.  Laws passed in this manner will not safe 
guard the innocent.  What kind of law makes the person guilty and 
having to prove themselves innocent?  This is an abominaHon of sound 
law principles, which is what our laws and courts are supposed to be 
about; whatever happened to "innocent unHl PROVEN guilty"??!  This 
system is definitely not aimed at the safety of road users and will just 
be another administraHve, process & tax burden.  Given the struggle 
we find ourselves in subsequent to COVID 19, they is definitely not 
what our country needs.  
SANRAL is an illegal system brought into being by corrupt, fraudulent 
officials and should not even be menHoned in this proposal!   This 
AARTO system is already a failure and is just a burden to the Tax payer 
(and State) ....... it  is wasHng precious financial resources that can 
rather be used to feed and clothe desperate people in this country.  
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.........THIS HAS TO STOP! George

2020-10-19 
14:35:51 Gauteng No I do not other Gert
2020-10-19 
13:25:39 Gauteng No I do not other

Gives room for corrupHon and bribery by the municipal and South 
African Police Sandra

2020-10-19 
13:23:16 Gauteng No I do not other

To pay an admin fee for a fine is absurd. It is just to generate extra 
income for the corrupt government officials to steal again.   The 
problem is the taxis  that drives like maniacs don't care about fines, 
admin fees or demerit systems.   They just ignore it or bribe their way 
around it.  The law enforcement in this country are in general very 
colour blind. ERIKA

2020-10-19 
12:44:20 Gauteng No I do not other

Why forcing us to pay e-Tolls when SANRAL stole all the money that 
was paid to do the upgrades. We paud for the upgrades mulHple Hmes. 
Taxis are not paying why should we pay again.... More money to steal 
and plunder.... To hell with e-Tolls!!!!!!!!!! Gert

2020-10-19 
12:17:29 Gauteng No I do not other

Will not work in South Africa. It will create more bribery and 
corrupHon L

2020-10-19 
11:07:47 Gauteng No I do not other

This will not be fairly managed as our current state of corrupHon in the 
country will severely impend the process. I also feel that my 
consHtuHonal right of being inosant unHl proven guilty will be 
tramped. Estelle

2020-10-19 
10:11:52 Gauteng No I do not other This system cannot currently work in our country Sunelle 

2020-10-19 
08:42:28 Gauteng No I do not other

It sounds like a money making racket that the Government wants to 
implement to steal even more money out of our pockets. We have to 
be able to defend ourselves in court if necessary against unlawful fines. 
Its a violaHon of human rights. Noel

2020-10-19 
07:32:25 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole system sounds like a money making racket that the 
Government wants to implement to steal even more money out of our 
pockets. 
Where have you ever heard of that you have to pay an official R100,00 
in order for him/her to write a fine?  That's stealing, I want to know  
what happens if you don't have  the money, will the fine be forfeited 
and you wont be fined? In that case I will never have that money. 

Liana
2020-10-19 
07:02:37 Gauteng No I do not other

I trust these currupt people with nothing and they can't make any 
system work properly! Useless and incompetent.. Carinna

2020-10-19 
06:10:17 Gauteng No I do not other UnconsHtuHonal Simon

2020-10-19 
00:18:19 Gauteng No I do not other

1) how to assign the demerit when 2 people drive the vehicle 
interchangeably? 
2)kill etoll, it's not fair when it's not a country wide system. That makes 
the punishment for non payment biased. 
3) remove the need to reply for the driver's license card. Alaison

2020-10-18 
20:18:25 Gauteng No I do not other

The people in charge cannot make the current system work due to 
incompetence and bribery. It is another way of milking those who have 
money instead of going a_er the thousands of non-licenced drivers 
and thousands of unlicensed vehicles. I have tried for weeks to get my 
drivers license renewal on the NaHs website in short it is a f-up. 
More bureaucracy  with cadre deployment sucking money for 
incompetence. P

2020-10-18 
17:54:03 Gauteng No I do not other

More corrupHon will take place to avoid points . Police will ask for 
more money.as it is the stop you for nothing then want lunch money 
etc. John

2020-10-18 
17:37:12 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just an easy way for Government to get the motorists to pay for 
something that they shouldn't have to pay for.  
Secondly the fines, appeal and legal costs are outrageous.  Mike 

2020-10-18 
16:59:14 Gauteng No I do not other Christopher
2020-10-18 
15:00:32 Gauteng No I do not other Isabel

2020-10-18 
10:42:21 Gauteng No I do not other

Why, fine on top of same fine. Ridiculous! Stop waistline hard earned 
tax payer money. The government just showed themselves over and 
over that it doesn’t make life be]er for South Africans, it is just for 
more looHng. Aloice
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2020-10-18 
08:24:28 Gauteng No I do not other

Unethical and corrupt and opens the door to even more corrupHon.. 
law abiding ciHzens are always the vicHms , etoll should be scrapped.. 
another  vehicle of greed .. 
. we are already paying for it in the petrol taxes etc. Why must gauteng  
be the ones to suffer already so many are out of work.  This is just 
more financial burden.  To scrap etoll will be a plus point and shows 
some integrity. sharon

2020-10-18 
07:23:57 Gauteng No I do not other

Fines for not paying e-toll is unfair to the people already paying tax. 
Keep the e-toll issue separate from other traffic infracHons. Taxis drive 
wildly, but you rarely see them get pulled over. How long will a mail in 
system take? We have to wait months for communicaHon from 
government, but they want us to write to defend ourselves. It's too 
easy to ignore wri]en communicaHon. Marli

2020-10-18 
06:38:10 Gauteng No I do not other

Etolls should have nothing to do with aarto 
Fines are already a ridiculous amount 
This government just looking for further revenue to loot Chanelle

2020-10-17 
22:06:58 Gauteng No I do not other

They are trying to go a_er people who refuse to pay for e-tolls through 
this new proposal. It is Hme for them to realise that e-tolls were a flop 
and get over it. What are they going to do? Take away nearly every 
road user in Johannesburg's license because they refuse to pay for e-
tolls? LeHHa 

2020-10-17 
21:00:00 Gauteng No I do not other

Hierdie stelsel is 'n oopdeur vir verdere korrupsie, die afguns vir die 
besit van geld gaan veroorsaak dat padgebruikers omkoop geld gaan 
betaal aan beamptes wat  hul intemideer. 
  
Beskik AARTO oor 'n foutvrye databasis, sonder die dupliseering van 
voertuig registrasies ens. om te voorkom dat onskuldige mense gestraf 
gaan word. 

Die e-Toll stelsel behoort nie 'n AARTO aangeleentheid te wees nie.  
Deur nie te betaal nie, het jy geen verkeers oortreding begaan nie, 
geen ander padgebruiker se lewe word in gevaar gestel of benadeel 
nie. 

Is die reels van toepassing op alle padgbruikers, of word sekere groepe 
uitgesluit omdat protes aksies hulle daarvan beskerm 

Corrie
2020-10-17 
18:59:25 Gauteng No I do not other By taking points of for an illegal etoll system is not democracy. Johannes
2020-10-17 
18:43:45 Gauteng No I do not other

I dont trust the Government with anything.  They will put you in jail 
with no way to defend yourself. Marlene

2020-10-17 
17:37:14 Gauteng No I do not other

Enforcing a naHonal scheme infringes on the deliberate separaHon of 
governance between the naHonal, provincial and local governments 
during the naHonal, provincial and local elecHons. Traffic violaHons are 
the jurisdicHon of  local and someHmes provincial  governments in 
which they are commi]ed in. Moving the traffic violaHons to a naHonal 
level  is another scheme by the naHonal government to remove 
revenue from the local and provincial governments and add it to the 
NaHonal government revenue. This provides more money for the 
corrupt naHonal government to have access to plunder. Further, there 
is no indicaHon what the collected revenue is earmarked for. The 
intenHon of what the funds will be used for should be indicated 
upfront.   

The doubling of the fine amounts (and the moving of the revenue from 
local to naHonal government) clearly shows that the AARTO act is 
intended as as a naHonal government money making scheme and not 
to improve the safety of the roads.  AARTO pilot project which ran in 
Johannesburg and Tshwane for 10 years failed to improve road safety 
or decrease the number of road fataliHes.  

In addiHon, a single violaHon should get a fine OR demerit points not 
both. that is like geVng punished twice for a single act. 

The AARTO act also clearly has the intenHon of blackmailing motorists 
into paying e-tolls which  is a separate system and has nothing to do 
with improving road safety which should actually be the only purpose 
of a traffic violaHon penalty system (such as AARTO). 

Lastly, the proposed system to challenge a fine through a non-
independent tribunal  instead of a court opHon creates a burdensome 
and complicated administraHve process to be followed before court is 
even considered as an opHon. This leads to ciHzens effecHvely being 
forced to pay the infringements (whether guilty or not) in order to 
avoid a cumbersome process thus effecHvely removing the right to a 
fair hearing on the ma]er. Bronwyn

2020-10-17 
08:26:47 Gauteng No I do not other All of the above Juan
2020-10-16 
23:19:35 Gauteng No I do not other Jacobus 

2020-10-16 
23:03:08 Gauteng No I do not other

EnHre system is a bs racket. 

You can't even maintain the exisHng system, how the hell do you 
intend on maintaining your 'new magic soluHon'??? 

What a joke. R

2020-10-16 
19:38:49 Gauteng No I do not other

No law and order in this beauHful country South Africa.  Do not believe 
these laws will be adhered to by anyone, be it the ordinary people who 
will have an addiHonal burden and the corrupt officials both Traffic / 
Police etc and those in power  will only wish to line their pickets from 
the hard working and poor.  They should be ashamed of themselves.  Lee
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2020-10-16 
18:03:47 Gauteng No I do not other

I believe in a demerit system as we really need some way to control 
the taxi drivers and many of our drivers who just take the law into their 
own hands and to keep drunk drivers off the roads. But like everything 
in SA no system will ever be administered as it should be because of 
corrupHon.  
I totally disagree that outstanding payments of etoll accounts be 
doubled. That is ridiculous etolls are not part of road traffic laws. Anna

2020-10-16 
14:09:27 Gauteng No I do not other

It will not be delt with fairly. Taxis will ignore and nothing will be done 
about it. Change peoples aVtudes  and you might win the ba]le Nicolaas

2020-10-16 
13:54:59 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just another method by the government to infringe on the rights 
of its ciHzens. The e-tolls are a total waste of Hme and effort & yet this 
government appears hell bent on penalising law abiding ciHzens into 
forcing something on them that they do not want.  This is the start of a 
dictatorship. There are laws that govern the use of public roads, 
especially in relaHon to drinking & driving. Yet, there is hardly any 
visibility by Law Enforcement AuthoriHes to implement these laws. As 
a member of a Blockwatch a]ached to the CPF I have witnessed drunk 
drivers get away with murder because of the lack of law enforcement 
on our roads. On the other hand one only has to drive down some very 
busy roads & law enforcement are out in full force using cameras to 
trap speeding motorists. This is simply a income generaHng exercise for 
the bankrupt City of Johannesburg.   

What is even more infuriaHng is the number of officials that are 
deployed to set up the camera devices. Once set up these officials sit & 
do nothing all day unHl it is Hme to pack up and go home. Why are 
these same officials not provided with vehicles to enforce moving 
violaHons on our roads?   

Sadly the Government can say & do whatever they want but unHl such 
Hme that the rule of the road is properly enforced ma]ers will only get 
worse.  

What this Government is now trying to do is to pass laws that simply 
cannot implemented because there no willing person capable of 
enforcing these laws.     

   Bernard

2020-10-16 
12:03:28 Gauteng No I do not other

e toll unconsHtuHonal. We are already paying through our teeth for 
fuel....pensioners especially under duress with investments 
plummeHng due to bad economy.Licence fees an abominaHon as well. 
The state of our roads is piHful. Denise

2020-10-16 
11:45:33 Gauteng No I do not other

As per usual, the GREED and CORRUPTION conHnues. Our ConsHtuHon 
provides Human Rights, but these are once again a clear indicaHon that 
AARTO - like ALL the SOE's -has no regard for the rights of the people 
of South Africa. 
All the proposals are draconian laws aimed at financially crippling the 
law abiding ciHzens of South Africa. 
South Africans, I believe that it is Hme for us to say enough is enough - 
we must get rid of these thugs that are in power. Brian

2020-10-16 
08:20:52 Gauteng No I do not other

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. Anthony

2020-10-16 
07:15:34 Gauteng No I do not other

Just another avenue for bribery and corrupHon.  Metro should just be 
forced to do their jobs properly. 

RonnyAnn
2020-10-16 
06:08:04 Gauteng No I do not other

Criminalizing driving without a license is draconian and yet another 
impracHcal law. Thomas

2020-10-16 
03:51:27 Gauteng No I do not other

I am not happy with the etoll payment  because  some of us drivers on 
N3 every day and with paying etolls it becomes very expensive.if 
government wanted to make a pay road they should have build 
alternaHve road so a person must have a choice to choose  where to 
use or use alternaHve now we r forced to pay for the road that had 
been there all the Hme and sHll have heavy traffic Sam

2020-10-16 
03:32:14 Gauteng No I do not other No, will not support this ever, too much corrupHon Tracey
2020-10-15 
21:02:05 Gauteng No I do not other

Maak inbreuk op my regte tot ń verhoor in ń hof. Tolhekke is  nie ń 
verkeers ooryreding nie en hoort nie on die aarto stelsel nie. Gordon 

2020-10-15 
19:27:04 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with any of the abovemenHoned regulaHons. They 
cannot control it as it is due to mass corrupHon and pure laziness. 
I completely refuse to pay etoll fees and be fined for that non 
payment. I already pay road tax and WILL NOT pay for unnecessary 
nonsense mandated by the government when the money is being used 
to to fill their own pockets. Jackie
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2020-10-15 
18:44:17 Gauteng No I do not other

I am convinced that this is another ploy to rob tax payers who  sits 
around working out these schemes  the amount of treachery on the 
roads  is firmly the aVtude of taxis they are not law abiding always 
cuVng into the yellow line to get in front of the traffic   Why don’t they 
start with taxi driver educaHon most of us have learned to stay far 
away back or try to get ahead of them if they have a death wish we 
don’t also the police / metro cops have an inflated  sense of their own  
importance and authority. witch  is dangerous in itself and as for not 
being represented by a  lawyer is criminal in itself  In fact the so called 
police 
are so afraid of the taxi industry they would  rather  a]ack the general 
public  who are trying to simply  go from point A to point B or mom’s 
fetching  and taking the children  to or from school. This is 
vicHmizaHons  and discriminaHon  on whole  new level  

Andrre
2020-10-15 
16:48:45 Gauteng No I do not other Johan

2020-10-15 
12:28:25 Gauteng No I do not other

I absolutely OBJECT as this is just another typical bulldozing tacHc 
wherein AARTO and Government create poorly and unpracHcal rules.    
The ciHzens of South Africa keep the wheels of the economy turning. 
Removing the right to appear in court is unconsHtuHonal!  The process 
of delivering fines, through an unreliable postal service is not the fault 
of any ciHzen with the blame placed squarely at the feet of yet another 
failed government enterprise. The lack of a simple, efficient 
infrastructure causes wasted working hours, e.g. the licensing 
department computer systems are forever slow and many Hmes down.  
Booking an appointment online is virtually impossible.  Wherever there 
is evidence of disorganisaHon, complicated procedures and Hme-
intensive processes open the doors to corrupHon. Over and above, the 
long outstanding, unresolved e-tol problems with no end in sight, yet 
financially draining the organisaHon through legal fees, infrastructure 
to general administraHonal running costs is yet another example.  The 
enHre system is corrupt because of its own "too many" rules.  Go back 
to basics, keep it simple with efficient implementaHon so people will 
apply and endeavour to follow.  Amarilli

2020-10-15 
12:18:44 Gauteng No I do not other Stop making law and start educaHng the masses ! JP

2020-10-15 
10:36:18 Gauteng No I do not other

If it will be enforced on all road users it may be good thing but as the 
Tshwane Metro do not do traffic enforcement in our area I don't see it 
being used for anything other than staHc speed cameras do the work 
officers should be doing Dean

2020-10-15 
09:58:53 Gauteng No I do not other Yolanda

2020-10-15 
01:33:35 Gauteng No I do not other

So by increasing the number of demerit points they, stand to make a 
li]le bit more money from fines that have now been doubled. They 
then remove your right of appealing an infringement (including e-Toll) 
with a qualified objecHve magistrate who will normally make a level 
headed decision on the merits of the case, to force you to submit your 
wri]en representaHon to a panel of cadres who will undoubtedly 
lumber you with addiHonal monies just to hand you off to a tribunal; 
and eventually, because you sHll have not paid your fine and extra 
charges, you eventually end up where you wanted to be in the first 
place - Magistrates Court, only now you look to be more criminal and 
you have extra costs to pay. Beau

2020-10-15 
00:34:27 Gauteng No I do not other

So by increasing the number of demerit points they, stand to make a 
li]le bit more money from fines that have now been doubled. They 
then remove your right of appealing an infringement (including e-Toll) 
with a qualified objecHve magistrate who will normally make a level 
headed decision on the merits of the case, to force you to submit your 
wri]en representaHon to a panel of  cadres who will undoubtedly 
lumber you with addiHonal monies just to hand you off to a tribunal; 
and eventually, because you sHll have not paid your fine and extra 
charges, you eventually end up where you wanted to be in the first 
place - Magistrates Court, only now you look to be more criminal and 
you have extra costs to pay. Robert

2020-10-14 
22:36:10 Gauteng No I do not other

I object to the etoll system on the highways surrounding Tshwane and 
Jhb. This system forced working people to pay high toll which they 
could not afford. Giving fines for not paying etolls is absolutely 
ridiculous. In lockdown we have seen autocraHc decisions by the ANC 
and while we were suffering, laws like this were being cooked up in 
secret. I want u to. tell the world about the sck society created by the 
ANC in this country. Do not fine us for etolls, you will start a revoluHon. Lize]e

2020-10-14 
21:24:33 Gauteng No I do not other e-tolls should be scrapped, we never asked for it, it was forced onto us Adriaan
2020-10-14 
19:26:06 Gauteng No I do not other

When the authoriHes are incapable of policing the current regulaHons, 
why waste Hme and money bringing out new laws? paddy

2020-10-14 
18:55:20 Gauteng No I do not other

Elderly people witch are SASA pensioners will find it impossible to pay. 
Will  have to be excluded from the AARTO RegulaHons Adriaan

2020-10-14 
18:21:32 Gauteng No I do not other

The onerous implicaHons of this Bill infringe wholly upon my rights as 
enacted illegally Michelle

2020-10-14 
15:15:04 Gauteng No I do not other

I see this as the best possible means for corrupt officials to extort 
bribes as the avg law abiding ciHzens will not have the Hme to go to 
court to prove their innocence. Solve the corrupHon and exploitaHon 
for bribes and you will have my support Francois 

2020-10-14 
15:07:58 Gauteng No I do not other

This is once again another step towards anarchy, where freedom of 
choice is being taken away. The freedom to travel is now so much 
riskier as the smallest mistake could become a permanent blemish on 
one's criminal record. This is another instance where law abiders are 
vicHmised by draconian laws. Terence
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2020-10-14 
14:48:02 Gauteng No I do not other

The type of concern is actually ALL OF THOSE LISTED>>>>>> 
The administraHon burden will only enable corrupHon in providing 
employment for those deemed to be supporHve of abuse. i.e. the ANC 
cadre / Kabul system at work. 
The "Rainbow NaHon" aspect of providing employment to all will be 
yet again swamped by the "poorest of the poor". In other words it will 
hardly be representaHonal of RSA communiHes, unless they are Black. 
The Toll Road saga appears to be trying to jump on the bandwagon by 
using "created laws" so as to enforce the imposiHon of the system that 
was lumbered onto the public at large. There are too many loopholes, 
i.e. taxi's and such, that could jusHfy a business proposiHon.  
Many other more eminently qualified organizaHons commented prior 
as to the "unfairness and inequality" of this system - if the tax had 
been incorporated in the fuel price then Business and those users 
uHlizing the roads would be paying more efficiently AND the collecHon 
of revenue, in general, would have been more simple - klaar! 
The driving license being extended to 10 years - yes please, but take 
note that there will be a deficit in income received BUT this could be 
offset by having a more efficient and staffed administraHon to conduct 
business. 
The Right to Defend oneself, in court, is to be placed by a Commissaris 
type set up that indicates that the outcome has been decided upon 
before any viewing or representaHon has an opportunity to be 
conducted. In other words the suitability of candidates to perform 
these duHes is already suspect and now more "power" is to be 
entrusted to them - I do not think so. 
A suitability / means test would need to be performed on all applicants 
for these new roles & responsibiliHes otherwise RSA will never get 
itself out of the mess it is in today, especially only over these last 27 
years or so! 
My words are harsh and my comments could come over as a li]le 
bi]er but the truth is out there and the sooner it is recognized and 
acted upon the be]er for RSA, as a whole. David

2020-10-14 
14:28:56 Gauteng No I do not other

While I am not fully against the system I believe that this will enable 
more corrupHon. Also not in favor of tolls being included. Nothing to 
do with driving. We should be able to go to court immediately. Anthony 

2020-10-14 
14:11:36 Gauteng No I do not other Gareth
2020-10-14 
13:49:26 Gauteng No I do not other Nathan
2020-10-14 
13:40:58 Gauteng No I do not other

Just another way to make money.  Not a fair system, double 
punishment. Lee

2020-10-14 
11:31:22 Gauteng No I do not other

A thi i ṱoḓi. Ri khou ḽiwa Afrika Tshipembe nga zwigevhenga zwa 
vharangaphanḓa 

TK

2020-10-14 
11:13:33 Gauteng No I do not other

This will only apply to who  ever the  police or Metro wants to target 
that day. This will just become a more costly method for the officers to 
bribe when they do not get what they want. 

CorrupHon and the fact that Taxi's have free  reign without 
accountability on the roads, MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE AND AGAIN UNFAIR 
AND ONE SIDED. Estel

2020-10-14 
11:10:15 Gauteng No I do not other

seems the current system  cant be operated by them seems we need 
new people to operate them ... why?? cause they want to make it easy 
for themselfs it is too much effort for them to work with the current 
system James

2020-10-14 
11:07:14 Gauteng No I do not other

If the government was serious about these laws, what they would do is 
target those who break the law the most. stop going for the small fry 
and the innocent.  tackle the actual problems and start with taxi 
drivers and owners, as well as the law enforcement officers. then when 
those issues are curbed, start cracking down on the negligent drivers of 
private vehicles. 

The police in this country are being given far too much power, at the 
expense of the law abiding ciHzens.   
As it stands to date, I have already had to deal with Metro cops who 
knowingly try to coerce me into accepHng false fines.  I installed 
dashcams in all our vehicles a while back for exactly this reason and 
have had to refer to the footage mulHple Hmes.  This system now 
leaves no room for the driver to contest such illegal incidences - 
especially when their fesHve bonuses are at stake and its Hme for them 
to ramp up their made-up offences. 
I also have yet to see any of the actual incidents I have reported to 
metro around taxis blatantly breaking the law, being carried out 
successfully.  I have been assaulted, in front of SAPS by taxi operators 
who knowingly broke the law and cause an accident.  To date, no 
jusHce came to those perpertrators, and I had to carry the full costs of 
the incidents. 

James
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2020-10-14 
10:54:38 Gauteng No I do not other

Where to start...  
Firstly, We don't need a new system. We need the current (old) system 
to be enforced.  Having a new system will not solve the problem, you 
can have 10 systems, if you don't enforce them it will not help once 
single bit. People do what they want to, because the "enforcement 
agents" are siVng eaHng donuts. They are never to be seen, and in the 
rare occasion you see them they are so narrow minded, if they check 
for licenses they ONLY check licenses.  The car can be falling apart or 
the driver can be so drunk that he can't even speak, that is fine, 
because today we are checking for licenses. I believe this system will 
also prove inefficient.  Eventually we will look for a new system again, 
since the root cause is not addressed.  People who get fines just don't 
pay them, with no consequences. Not enforcing the law, means the 
laws does not have the power to "convince" people to do the right 
thing, even when no one is watching. 
Secondly, With all the bribes going around, this system is moHvates 
even greater reason for people offering bribes and officers "officers" to 
hint for bribes, since this will not only have the fine as deterrent, but 
also the prospect of losing valuable points.  So the bribes will also be 
higher now? 
Thirdly, Unfair enforcement in the rare cases where you actually see 
the "officers", there is no telling if they will enforce the points system 
fairly and justly.  If the past is anything to go by, I don't believe this will 
be the case.   
I can go on, but since this government just does what it wants, I don't 
see the point in wasHng any more Hme.  Just keep wasHng your Hme 
and our money, that is what you do best. Gideon

2020-10-14 
09:51:16 Gauteng No I do not other

1.  If driving without a license is to be criminalised, the failure to 
provide a reliable and accessible means to obtain or renew said license 
should also be a criminal offence. 
2.  A mechanism should be introduced that keeps record of any 
a]empts to renew / obtain a license, also in the events where the e-
naHs or equivalent system is unable to process applicaHons. 

Xavier
2020-10-14 
09:21:18 Gauteng No I do not other Carin 

2020-10-14 
08:16:32 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just another way to get more money out of the taxpayers 
pockets and into the corrupt system. There is no confidence in the 
current EMPD, JMPD and SAPS Aylwin

2020-10-14 
06:12:36 Gauteng No I do not other

Everything! 

The unfairness of our systems as well as inconsistencies. This causes a 
huge concern.  

Why don’t you start by cleaning shop? Get rid of corrupt officials. 
People who don’t do what they are geVng paid.  

Jonelda

2020-10-14 
05:46:44 Gauteng No I do not other

Why must we pay etoll  - we already paying so many things and now 
you want us to pay etoll its ridiculous - covid destroyed us even more 
financially which is making us struggle alot. Xenia

2020-10-13 
23:12:15 Gauteng No I do not other

1. This government introduces policies and enacts laws to entrench 
their predatory rule that is verging on authoritarianism. They sole 
objecHve is to destroy this country by gradually eroding our rights and 
plundering the hard earned wealth of the people of this country.  
2. These regulaHons are a gross infringement of  rights won at the cost 
of thousands of lives and untold sacrifices.  
3. The system is deliberately designed to criminalise people and 
unfairly penalise us  doubly; monetarily and by demerit. 
4. The demerit process and subsequent cancellaHon and re-
instatement of the licence is onerous and open to abuse by an 
insHtuHon that is already corrupt to the core. 
5. It is meant to coerce us into submiVng to pay for the e-Toll system 
that the majority have rejected. Muhammad 

2020-10-13 
22:16:30 Gauteng No I do not other

You cannot purely by wriHng a new law take away my consHtuHonal 
right to defend myself in a court of law against any offence I deem 
unfair or unjust. David

2020-10-13 
22:12:16 Gauteng No I do not other

1) The points demerit system is too harsh and may affect drivers 
negaHvely. 
2) The cost of eTolls which leads to enforcement orders being issued is 
grossly unfair. 
3) The failure by the respecHve department to properly apply 
administraHve processes leads to  unfair fines and abuse by traffic 
officials Dumisile 

2020-10-13 
21:57:56 Gauteng No I do not other

Where government previously commi]ed to not penalize motorists for 
etoll and that it would not be linked to demerit points or fines, they 
have now shown that they cannot be trusted and making a u-turn Desere 

2020-10-13 
21:44:28 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just another way to turn normal tax paying ciHzens into 
criminals and to try force the ciHzens to pay for the governments 
mistakes and for them stealing every cent that should go back to the 
country. Trisha

2020-10-13 
21:32:26 Gauteng No I do not other

The law won't be fair to all drivers.  Law can't be enforced because this 
country is lawless Claire
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2020-10-13 
21:26:27 Gauteng No I do not other

Why are you ignoring the most important issues on our roads, while 
quibbling about paying for toll roads? The huge surcharge on fuel 
should be more than enough to maintain this infrastructure. Rather 
concentrate on the following...  
# Taking the millions of incompetent/dangerous drivers with forged/
bought driver's licenses off the road! 
# Permanently taking away the licenses of those who drink and drive, 
causing death & destrucHon. 
# Monitoring & clamping down on the real reckless drivers and not 
concentraHng on fining for minor offenses which do not endanger 
anybody's life. 
# Clearing the roads of all vehicles which are not road worthy.  
Once you have accomplished the above, you can consider 
implemenHng some pracHcal AARTO regulaHons, not the ridiculous 
regulaHons, e.g. the Tribunal & demerit points, suggested in the 
proposed act.    
   Marietjie

2020-10-13 
21:11:56 Gauteng No I do not other

Yip the only Province to enforce E Toll and now to double  the FINES 
DAMMIT GOVERMENT STEALS ALL THE MONEY KNOW THE PEOPLE 
MUST KUK AND BETAAL , I DONT THINK SO Grace Du

2020-10-13 
18:37:15 Gauteng No I do not other

How can you possibly even consider to either fine or even demerit  
people for not paying e-tolls. As much as you invite public parHcipaHon 
on your regulaHons you essenHally have historically had no vote in 
simple terms. Its about Hme you listen to the voice of the people. 
Forget money making schemes. 

J.
2020-10-13 
17:57:08 Gauteng No I do not other

I am against the tolling of exisHng highways that are already being paid 
for by my taxes. Antonios

2020-10-13 
16:53:31 Gauteng No I do not other

I strongly oppose paying ETolls. I believe firmly it is against my 
ConsHtuHonal Rights. KIM

2020-10-13 
16:31:00 Gauteng No I do not other

With regard to 'What is you top concern - all of them are major issues 
with this potenHal legislaHon. 
The present long ques, off-line and general chaos when applying for  or 
renewing a licence is a clear indicaHon that the administraHve part of 
this legislaHon will not work and again it will be the ciHzens who will be 
inconvenienced. 

e-Tolls around Gauteng are ridiculous and have been a failure. The 
response of the public has shown VERY clearly that it is not in anyway 
supported. Long distance tolls were and conHnue to be accepted by 
many. This has made a difference in those journeys, but to have this 
enforced on routes that people have to use daily is plain nonsense. The 
Government has shown itself to be totally withdrawn from 
understanding and willingness to work with the populaHon and works 
against them. Rouzell

2020-10-13 
15:27:16 Gauteng No I do not other

South African government parHcularly the ruling party ANC must learn 
to listen to its ciHzen. We protested and refused etolls in a very 
strongest way possible yet they keep on  imposing this etoll system to 
us. WE DO NOT WANT eTolls finish and klaar. 

As for currect laws, they are fine and working. Traffic officers need to 
stop taking bribes and do their work, thats all. Sipho

2020-10-13 
14:59:22 Gauteng No I do not other

The inability to manage the current is the problem and no need for any 
new system. Zachie

2020-10-13 
14:51:28 Gauteng No I do not other

This is the sHck approach to paying e tolls and doubling of fines is 
disgusHng. 
This government wants to beat us all into submission because they are 
running out of money. Draconian springs to mind. 

JANICE

2020-10-13 
14:39:13 Gauteng No I do not other

This is ridiculous sort out the Traffic departments and Police services 
before making just certain people pay for their inability to do their job. 
CorrupHon and bribing  JP

2020-10-13 
13:51:32 Gauteng No I do not other

The presumpHon under this dra_ legislaHon that one is guilty and then 
a very cumbersome and expensive process that must be followed if 
you wish to profess innocence is very concerning and likely 
unconsHtuHonal.  The legislaHon as it is dra_ed puts huge power into 
the hands of unscrupulous traffic law enforcement officers who 
knowing how difficult it is to challenge your "convicHon" will use this 
to extort favours from the driving public.  This legislaHon is yet another 
example of ever more autocraHc legislaHon coming from the 
government and should be strenuously resisted. Rob

2020-10-13 
12:29:37 Gauteng No I do not other

No one knows where we stand with this AARTO system never mind 
regulaHons! Do we or don't we pay? Do we have to pay Tollgate fees 
and AARTO fees....? Nothing is clear to the public, who do we pay, why 
do we pay- we pay taxes, is this whole thing legal or is it to make some 
one rich again. i am unsure about this whole thing! Dirk 

2020-10-13 
12:20:49 Gauteng No I do not other

I am completely against the e-toll system. This was un-democraHcally 
foisted upon us. I feel that the doubling of fines and the various other 
suggesHons are just another reason for a corrupt government  to 
collect more money to line their pockets! Gwen

2020-10-13 
11:59:21 Gauteng No I do not other

E-Toll was never consulted from  the Hme of insepHon.The D-Merit 
System not acceptable

Rathipal 
(Roy)

2020-10-13 
11:07:19 Gauteng No I do not other

This will most certainly increase the level of corrupHon which is 
currently at a  unfavourable high level. Henning

2020-10-13 
10:31:13 Gauteng No I do not other

When  government and law enforcement gain our respect then will be 
the Hme to make  well thought out changes to the system. UnHl you 
gain credibility you can get stuffed..... Lynton

2020-10-13 
10:29:30 Gauteng No I do not other

Normal Law Enforcement can't even be done and regulated, this leaves 
even more room for corrupHon in this corrupt Government with 
lawlessness prevailing!!! Jo
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2020-10-13 
10:15:56 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole of the AARTO Act is unconsHtuHonal as it is based on the 
assumpHon of guilt of an alleged offender, contrary to the assumpHon 
of innocence enshrined in the consHtuHon. 
The sole aim of the AARTO Act is to create a passive enforcement 
model that has nothing to do with law enforcement but is in fact 
exclusively designed to generate income for the state. Government/
local municipaliHes have been proven to be incapable of enforcing this 
act due to the administraHve burden placed on them, and the act has 
therefore been designed to place incredible demands on the alleged 
offender when he/she wants to contest an alleged infringement. No 
proof of receipt of an alleged offense is required (no service of papers, 
simple mail sufficient), costly and Hme consuming appeal processes, 
arbitrary penalHes and enforcement orders which carries the same 
weight as a court order but without due process coupled to the fact 
that as a passive income generaHon scheme, this act will largely rely on 
number plates to idenHfy alleged offenders rather than acHve law 
enforcement where patrols take place and offenders are stopped. 
Thousands if not hundreds of thousands of number plates are falsified 
in South Africa each year and yet it is up to the driver or owner to 
prove that they did not commit an alleged offense. 
Total and u]er bullshit money making scheme .... Dirk

2020-10-13 
10:14:34 Gauteng No I do not other

This is a system that does not even work in 1st world countries and will 
never work here,  i as it our traffic departements cannot even handle 
the workload of normal car and drivers licence renewals as a result of 
lack of capacity so this addiHonal volumes will make it impossible to 
work! 

CorrurpHon will be even more rife as extorHon by corrupt officials will 
get worse!! 
We do not have proper public transport systems so if I lose my license 
how do I get to worek or to a hospital if I'm sick or my family gets sick. 
Please just get what we currently have to work properly and save the 
people of SA as we do not havethe money for and people to do the 
admistraHon work it will be chaos!! David

2020-10-13 
09:18:16 Gauteng No I do not other

The incompetence currently wherein i receive fines which belong to 
others. Car registraHon that is unknown and uneducated offcials that 
we have to put up with. Illiteracy and simple arrogance is and will grow 
our frustarHon Iqraam

2020-10-13 
09:17:28 Gauteng No I do not other

This AARTO will not work, just as the drivers license's and fire arms 
licenses. People are not qualified to do this. Briary will carry on and as 
what is going on in Gauteng, TAXIS CAN DO WHAT EVER THE WILL. This 
AARDO wont stop them driving according to the rules and regulaHons. 
How many extra people will you have on the street without a drivers 
license????? Drivers who do not care at all for people inside his taxi or 
on the streets. What do you try to do, to be like the first world 
countries????? We are not there yet and it will take years and years 
and years to get there.  In South Africa the law is only there for some 
people. People who can burn off whatever they want and kill people as 
they go. NO NO NO I am like most of the SAners against this system..... 
just as we are against the E-TOLL . This will only be spending money 
that can be used very be]er a_er COVID. Sort out the problems at 
hand and leave this for the future. Mona

2020-10-13 
09:00:13 Gauteng No I do not other Mauritz

2020-10-13 
08:43:42 Gauteng No I do not other

My biggest concern is that with all the related fraudulent acHviHes 
associated with number  
plate cloning, false roadworthy papers and false registraHon papers, 
innocent drivers will have be punished for infringements they had not 
even known about. You are guilty before even been given a chance to 
know about it. The appeal process is going to be so costly and this will 
surely open up the door for added corrupHon in the way of bribing 
traffic officers. What works in other european countries won't wok 
here.  We need  a straight forward simple simple that deals with the 
infringements in relaHon to our countries dynamic ability to avoid the 
law. Niven

2020-10-13 
08:32:00 Gauteng No I do not other

Why not in force the old system that is a working system. To much 
corrupHon in government already.  Scrap E-Toll.  Only the government 
are benefiVng from this.  They di enrich themselves.  It is adding to 
poor a already struggling country wilna

2020-10-13 
08:29:07 Gauteng No I do not other

First get the road traffic rules and regulaHons enforced, we need to see 
road traffic officers doing a proper job of enforcing the traffic laws, 
every single day i witness drivers crossing solid lines, driving in the 
yellow  lane, taxis obstrucHng other road users, we know these people 
that commit these offences will take no noHce of a demerite system, 
traffic officers have got to be trained to pull these people up, speak to 
them about their offences, then make a report to a data base which 
keeps records, if a driver has three offences they must be removed 
from the road, if caught back on the road, they must be charged and 
possibly 
jailed. e toll must be scrapped and a new system created. Nick

2020-10-13 
08:02:07 Gauteng No I do not other

The exisHng laws are sHll not implemented efficiently.  This is becoming 
a nanny state. More and more laws and not implemented correctly nor 
fairly. How dare they want to take our rights away when there is so 
much corrupHon and bribery already in place. DEAL WITH THOSE 
ISSUES FIRST BEFORE INTRODUCING MORE LAWS. Eugenia
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2020-10-13 
07:47:20 Gauteng No I do not other

AdministraHon at present is non-existent - AARTO will fail miserably. 
Increasing traffic fine rates is, yet again,  another sign of desperaHon by 
the government to finance their inabiliHes to be proficient in their 
services, at the expense of its ciHzens. 
The enHre vehicle and driver licensing system is already a major 
burden and cause of much frustraHon, as well as loss of producHvity 
for South Africans.  Fix your current system and services, before 
a]empHng to conHnually apply new regulaHons - ie moving the goal 
posts. 

E-Tolls are dead, buried, and its Hme the government admi]ed this 
fact!!!!! kevin

2020-10-13 
07:42:16 Gauteng No I do not other

My concern is everything. Government is guilty of middle class 
discriminaHon. I earn R 8000 a month and I have to abide to payig 
fines, licences, demerit systems and e-tolls where a single Taxi driver 
makes R 20 000 a month on his taxi if not more and doesnt pay road 
worthy, he doesnt have a valid license and he doesnt pay etolls and he 
will most probably be exempt from most f not all traffic fines and 
lasws. If the goernment is goint to implement certain regulaHons they 
either include everyone or dont implement them at all. Marina

2020-10-13 
07:09:11 Gauteng No I do not other

As an owner of a fleet of vehicles I feel to penalize the company for a 
driver mistake is not fair if the  driver is solely responsible for his 
acHons. Then to administer this and clear the company will be  a 
nightmare  Sonja

2020-10-13 
06:51:12 Gauteng No I do not other

Another cash cow system for the mostly already very corrupt 
authoriHes. Michele

2020-10-13 
05:27:37 Gauteng No I do not other

Why must i pay e-tolls, when i already pay a levy on the fuel and 
vehicle license to maintain the roads? Thus etoll can't be crimanalised  
for there are no alternaHve routes to take Jeane]e

2020-10-13 
01:04:39 Gauteng No I do not other Open to more bribery Robert

2020-10-12 
22:34:29 Gauteng No I do not other

Government is trying their best to control ciHzens, by implemenHng 
more laws, and in doing so, a]empHng to collect more moneys to use 
for own devious plans!!! I do not support the ANC,  so will not support 
any system they are implemenHng!!!  No one on the roads are 
following any rules, taxis are skipping red lights, stopping where they 
want ( at crossings, and accross stop streets or anywhere ) and nobody 
is contolling a simple thing like that, so how are they planning to 
implement these new rules anyway!! We are living in a lawless society 
with no regard to any rules anymore! This is just a way to implement 
more bribes and more corrupHon!! Carina

2020-10-12 
21:27:52 Gauteng No I do not other

The criminalisaHon of infringements under a failed e-toll system 
marred by corrupHon and plagued by incompetency. The system never 
achieved or will even achieve its stated goals and belatedly ignored the 
voice I'd thousands od oedniary South Africans. 
And sHll it was steamrollered ahead. Johan

2020-10-12 
19:46:43 Gauteng No I do not other

A disguised way to force payment of the failed e-tolls fiasco.  Already 
this country is going thru a financial burden because of corrupt 
government officials.  Traffic enforcement is no different.  These 
regulaHons will just make this worse.  Improve the public transport 
system rather and sharpen the enforcement of the current regulaHons.  
Dont try and fix something which is not broken. esHe

2020-10-12 
19:32:49 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon by the ANC! Just another reason / way for them to tax us 
and to be able to steal from the public purse Jonathan

2020-10-12 
19:11:44 Gauteng No I do not other

This is not to ensure the safety of people on the roads. These changes 
are to tax an already over taxed populace. These changes are being 
made to steal more from the people of South Africa. Davon

2020-10-12 
18:55:08 Gauteng No I do not other Venessa

2020-10-12 
18:28:04 Gauteng No I do not other

How can the toll fees be implemented into the system if we as a 
people never even agreed with the toll system in the first place.  
It is a clever way to force us as a people to pay for something we never 
wanted and only enriches government Marlese

2020-10-12 
17:50:30 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon is a great concern. With the threat of being "punished" 
harsher, a person might be incline to parHcipate in bribery or the law 
enforcer will use the threat to his advantage to persuade the infringer 
to pay "Street allowance" rather to pay a he_y fine or accumulate 
points. 
Furthermore, there is nothing wrong with current laws. It is the 
enforcing that lacks.  
Lastly, I do think there is a risk for vicHmizaHon on vulnerable groups Dominique 

2020-10-12 
17:41:10 Gauteng No I do not other

As it stands, most South Africans believe it's acceptable to bribe police 
officers, so this system is going to lead to higher bribery to avoid losing 
ones license. Secondly, South Africa doesn't have proper public 
transport. Seeing the amount of deaths on the road from 
unroadworthy public transport, is a huge problem. If there was trains, 
buses and Gautrain access all over JHB, then I would be happy to 
support the demerit system. 

This new regulaHon is only going to drive bribery and corrupHon higher 
than it already is. Get our public transport up to standard first before 
you try anything like this. Sergio

2020-10-12 
17:21:53 Gauteng No I do not other

I have a problem with the following point:  
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them  ------- I think that the e-toll 
ma]er is not for debate or inclusion at this Hme. Do not confuse a 
useful a]empt of improving our roads with something as controversial 
as e-tolls. Hennie
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2020-10-12 
17:16:58 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not support this bill for the following reasons: 
- I elect to be tried in court  

Rather address the problems which are in hand first: 
- lack of visible traffic policing 
- mulHtude of unroadworthy vechiles 
- too many vehicles, trucks on the roads with lights not working 
- damage to roads from overloded vechiles 
- lawlessness of the taxi industry 

Guy
2020-10-12 
15:32:29 Gauteng No I do not other To  much corrupHon!! Elmie
2020-10-12 
15:26:37 Gauteng No I do not other Josn
2020-10-12 
15:23:12 Gauteng No I do not other Don’t think it is fare  at all of it Keith

2020-10-12 
15:18:24 Gauteng No I do not other

As if it's not cosHng us enough to live in this country why don't they 
just rather kill us all quickly its be]er than doing it this horrible slow 
way of starvaHon and torture of not being able to buy your kids a 
bread Zerene

2020-10-12 
15:12:56 Gauteng No I do not other

This is another step to becoming a police state 
Also opens up for more corrupHon and bribery. 
Where are the points awarded for good driving. 
Why is it just punishment. 
With the current police who are badly trained and don't adhere to the 
rules themselves, 
This gives them more power to abuse the public Manuel

2020-10-12 
14:41:01 Gauteng No I do not other iTS A DAMMM JOKE THATS WHAT........................... Daniel
2020-10-12 
14:06:17 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above regulaHons!!! WILL NOT work in this CORRUPT S.A., 
especially from our so called cops!!!! Ashley

2020-10-12 
13:56:33 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. Michelle

2020-10-12 
13:51:47 Gauteng No I do not other

Its ridiculous to double the e-toll fees, since it was a corrupt decision 
from the start Nelria

2020-10-12 
13:44:29 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon at its best!

Marthinus 
Jacobus

2020-10-12 
13:38:42 Gauteng No I do not other

The etolls issues is long outstanding and why should we be compelled 
to pay these now and to add salt to the wound why should the fine be 
doubled.   
Why are traffic fines and demerit system being confused with the etolls 
which has to date not been resolved.  Anneal

2020-10-12 
13:27:48 Gauteng No I do not other

Huidige wetgewing word nie eers toegepas. Selde word verkeerspolisie 
gesien , behalwe gedurende die oggend wat hul geldmaak kameras 
opgestel word en in middag verwyder word.  Punte stelsels gaan net 
meer korrupsie veroorsaak met die wetsgehoorsame burger wat 
gestraf gaan word.  Tans kry jy maande later jou verkeers boete wat jou 
reg om seker te maak of dit wetlik is ontneem en dan mag jy ook nie 
hof toe gaan. 
E-tol is n euwel wat nooit moes wees. BelasHng en petrol heffings 
veronderstel om paaie in stand te hou. Andre

2020-10-12 
13:20:51 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon at its best!

Marthinus 
Jacobus

2020-10-12 
13:20:45 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon at its best!

Marthinus 
Jacobus

2020-10-12 
13:19:39 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon at its best!

Marthinus 
Jacobus

2020-10-12 
13:09:56 Gauteng No I do not other

The current laws are quite adequate. It is the implementaHon of these 
laws and corrupHon  that is the real problem.  This is not going to go 
away unfortunately unHl the people that are appointed are competent. Anita

2020-10-12 
12:37:10 Gauteng No I do not other

I strongly believe that you should learn how to implement the exisHng 
laws first before you can start thinking of making new laws. You have 
dismally failed to reduce road accidents, drunken driving, non respect 
of traffic rules and bribe taking by law enforcement officers. I honestly 
do not think new laws are the answer, no! The answer lies in your 
ability to implement exisHng laws. Ndumiso

2020-10-12 
12:32:59 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with any more or stricter regulaHons.  The exisHng 
regulaHons are sufficient, but not properly enforced. 
E-tolling should be scrapped in its totality. It's unfair to expect only a 
small porHon of  road users to pay for the upgraded highways. Andries

2020-10-12 
12:22:45 Gauteng No I do not other

My concern  is all of the above, it will be a burden again ON all the 
legal drivers and taxpayers! 
we must try and rebuild the business economy, not break it. This bill is 
totally unconsHtuHonal! Slowly all our rights are being removed Michelle 

2020-10-12 
12:17:27 Gauteng No I do not other

The laws need to apply to all transport operators especially public 
transport services, such as taxi's, etc as they are the majority of the 
infringements that occur. Yet as always it it the tax payers that are 
being affeted. The whole rewrite is a joke and is being done to recover 
money spent elsewhere. The people responsible for enforcing such 
laws are corrupt and cant be trusted, who are these changes going to 
benefit. 
  Cindy

2020-10-12 
12:03:34 Gauteng No I do not other

I thought we are supposed to be presumed innocent unHl proven 
guilty in this country. This AARTO Act seems to presume we're guilty! 
Where is the jusHce in that? Elizabeth

2020-10-12 
11:19:19 Gauteng No I do not other Lucia
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2020-10-12 
11:18:09 Gauteng No I do not other

UnHl the government can GUARANTEE the ALL traffic officials are 
completely un- corrupHble, 
the system of AARTO will be an absolute farce. 
Innocent individuals will become criminals by paying the DEMANDED 
bribes because both parHes are aware of the terrible implicaHons of 
the associated penalHes. 
Life would be so much easier if traffic officials were tasked with firstly 
being very visible on the roads and secondly assisHng with the smooth 
flow of traffic.  
Far too many drivers drive in a reckless, lawless manner because there 
is not the correct applicaHon of the laws by  traffic officials. Chris

2020-10-12 
11:17:48 Gauteng No I do not other

Unfortunately I no longer trust any law this government puts in place 
as they only know how to  take the tax payers money for their own 
pockets. I cannot trust a thing that is said unless I see arrests 
happening at top level of government and these people going to prison 
for a very long Hme. Not being able to play golf and living a life of 
luxury on my hard earned tax I have paid for over 50 years. I no longer 
have the strength to keep paying a corrupt government and allowing 
taxis or government vehicles to do as they please when the rest of the 
country goes to ruin. Pamela

2020-10-12 
11:16:19 Gauteng No I do not other

I have a problem with all of the above, it seems this is just another way 
to try and take more money from us. We are not coping as it is and this 
will just add to and already unbearable cost of living and stress. Please 
provide us with a decent alternaHve mode of transport like they do in 
the UK and other countries OR  provide good alternaHve roads if you 
do not wish to use the toll roads before you put the cart in front of the 
horses. This does not look like a way to help the ciHzens but rather 
another way to screw us.  When are you guys going to stop with your 
extorHon and start giving us something in return ? If the service 
delivery was there I wouldn't have had any issue with the above but all 
you do is take and don't give back. Jaco

2020-10-12 
11:14:47 Gauteng No I do not other

The government just wants to make more money from the honest 
ciHzens of SA. People that commit the worst injusHces are not held 
accountable. Another scheme to rob South Africans. Definitely a NO. Meryl

2020-10-12 
11:10:12 Gauteng No I do not other

I believe it is be]er to review the whole traffic system and root out the 
corrupt officers who take bribes including those who hold top 
posiHons. Make officers accountable to the public they are there to 
serve. 

The demerit system will never work as long as we have corrupHon and 
fail to hold taxis accountable to the same standards as the average law 
abiding ciHzen. 

The right to appear in court to defend oneself is imperaHve as so much 
documentaHon goes "missing" or disappears by way of bribe. 

Why increase fines when they're not being paid now, again the average 
law abiding ciHzen is penalised for corrupHon and failure to hold those 
in the wrong accountable.  Impound unroadworthy vehicles without 
fear of backlash from the taxi industry in parHcular - they are NOT 
above the law! Ursula

2020-10-12 
11:08:47 Gauteng No I do not other Shelagh 
2020-10-12 
11:04:37 Gauteng No I do not other What is at the moment is good enough andy

2020-10-12 
11:04:13 Gauteng No I do not other

This is ridiculous just another way for the government to milk the 
people. How about fixing something in our country first before trying 
to enforce more tax and unnecessary rules on the people, fixing 
anything will do. Whoever comes up with these ploys against the 
public should be ashamed! Bradley

2020-10-12 
10:44:47 Gauteng No I do not other

The removal of the right to have access to a court of law , is 
unconsHtuHonal or at the very least , it infringes on the most basic 
substanHve legal rights of a road user. Willem

2020-10-12 
10:44:38 Gauteng No I do not other

I have paid my fines as recently as this year and am sHll being sent mail 
threatening my inability to get a new license etc if not paid 
immediately. I can’t even answer directly to these le]ers of demand 
( not possible)  but have receipt of le]er acknowledging my full 
payment. I would not want to defend myself to a public official based 
on this inaccurate system. Surely my payment should have closed the 
demand and made it impossible for the system to readdress the same 
fine. ANDRE'

2020-10-12 
10:43:00 Gauteng No I do not other

The doubling of fines and etoll penalHes  is what I'm opposed to. 
Rabelani

2020-10-12 
10:36:38 Gauteng No I do not other

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court  
 introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging 
to companies that are not operators. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. Sbuda

2020-10-12 
10:28:44 Gauteng No I do not other

The fact that you have not put e-tolls in the top concerns is 
unexpectable if I agree to this you will use this pla�orm to as an excuse 
to implement e-tolls . 
I am not angering to this at all, you are misleading the public with this 
pla�orm for the point system GREG
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2020-10-12 
10:28:38 Gauteng No I do not other

Aarto Tribunal removes the right of innocent unHl proven guilty. 
Demerit points are subject to law enforcement and execuHon which is 
pre]y much non-existent - if the law enforcement officers do their 
work there will be no taxis on the road or bribery will be rife. 
eToll has been denied in other provinces and in Gauteng has riled the 
public and business - why is it even menHoned here? 
License issuing authoriHes are so inconsistent, systems availability of 
the NaTIS system which previously sent out renewal noHficaHons and 
no longer does not jusHfy a criminal record.  
 This too, is addressing symptoms and not the root cause: laziness and 
the inability to execute on that which is law already. Eric

2020-10-12 
10:14:43 Gauteng No I do not other

I dont agree with any of their proposals. The Taxis get away with 
murder and it is only the law abiding ciHzens that this will affect. 

TEST ENTRY 
-

2020-10-12 
10:14:07 Gauteng No I do not other

TEST ENTRY 
-

2020-10-12 
10:13:49 Gauteng No I do not other

TEST ENTRY 
-

2020-10-12 
10:07:50 Gauteng No I do not other

AARTO klink na 'n goeie idee vir 'n eerste wereld land. 
In hierdie derde wereld land vol van korrupsie,  waar daar nie 'n 
betroubare verkeer regulerings stelsel bestaan nie.  Die stelsel het 
reeds inmekaar geplons agv die regering en wetstoepassing strukture 
wat onbevoeg, korrup en saam met kriminaele sindikate werk. Daar is 
geen respek of vertroue in enige lid van die stelsel nie. Die goeie 
persone is so in die minderheid dat hulle nie 'n verskil kan maak nie. 
As AARTO sou voortgaan  met kriminele toepassers, sal die oor die 
algemeen redelike wetgehoorsame mense die ergste gestraf word en 
die minste kans kry vir 'n regverdige  keuse om die probleem op te los. 
Skelm mense sal met skelm agente die probleem oplos met 'n "BRIBE" 
sonder dat dit in die stelsel gedoen word. 

Gerrit

2020-10-12 
10:01:13 Gauteng No I do not other

Good morning, thank you for the opportunity.  My concern is that a a 
legal, honest, tax-paying, working and contribuHng to the building of 
South Africa, driving fast is not criminal, the rat race out there makes it 
necessary to MOVE - fast is not reckless...charge the guys who is 
reckless, braking the laws and let be the ciHzens that goes to work, 
going home..look at the quality of people and don't make criminals of 
them by de-meriHng them for WORKING, driving to work, to build a 
be]er SA..STOP this AARTO infringements by camera, get the guys and 
ladies out of the road - see them already creates the public to be more 
cauHous.  Camera fines are to me a lack of personal service!  Come on 
guys, we want to see you on the road!!  Stop me then when I going 
FAST, listen to the public and why? LETS BUILD A SA PUBLIC that will 
co-operate without being threatened and then have obtain an e-illegal 
drivers licence, which will just contribute to the corrupHon, already out 
of hand.  Let us rather take hands, than cut them off!! With GraHtude!!  Annamarie

2020-10-12 
10:01:04 Gauteng No I do not other

As things stand the traffic problems in South Africa are in the main, not 
due to legal drivers in roadworthy vehicles.  The problems are taxi 
drivers who are a law unto themselves and taxi bosses who do not 
keep their vehicles in road worthy condiHon. Rather than make new 
regulaHons that you know will only be adhered to by those drivers who 
already obey the rules, enforce the current rules on those drivers who 
already drive illegally. Sort out the current enforcement issues before 
trying to implement new regulaHons. Stop being ok at wriHng 
regulaHons and abysmal at the pracHcal implementaHon of rules. Orrin

2020-10-12 
09:37:02 Gauteng No I do not other

I am strongly opposed to all the suggested regulaHons. The demerit 
system will not work here.  How will such drasHc criminal offences help 
with the already overcrowded prisons and also make our already high 
unemployment rate even higher. Think of ways to help our society, not 
make things worse. Driving educaHon should be brought back to ALL 
our schools, where our children are taught about honoring the rules 
and regulaHons of the roads. That's where the real difference and 
impact is made and addressed. Roland

2020-10-12 
09:28:29 Gauteng No I do not other

More corrupHon opportuniHes. We didn't ask for the toll-gates. It was 
forced upon us. They get road funds when we pay for the licence disk, 
when we put fuel in our vehicles and then they sHll want more money 
from us to put in their pockets. I truly don't think so. Dietmar

2020-10-12 
09:21:19 Gauteng No I do not other

TOLGATE sends out accounts  that arrive weeks a_er due date not 
allowing public to take advantage  of  current rate.  We are then forced 
to pay interest  and do not qualify for the  correct  amount.  In no way 
is this fair play. We o_en get accounts for  vehicles  that are clearly not 
ours.  TOLGATE has no problem adding these fees to our accounts. 
When all road users pay toll then and only then will it be non 
discriminaHon.  Taxi owners do not pay tax on their fees  and don't pay 
toll.  ???? Ian

2020-10-12 
09:19:31 Gauteng No I do not other

Road users will be open to harrassment worse than now and the fact 
that they will fine you for not paying e-tolls etc. It is just another way 
of taking money from honest hard working people in SA. Gavin
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2020-10-12 
09:18:56 Gauteng No I do not other

This will only be used as a tool to further corrupHon and bribery.  UnHl 
this has been successfully managed in this country this system will not 
fairly police those who use the roads.   
It is common knowledge that drivers are harassed for crimes they did 
not commit in the hopes of a bribe at every opportunity.  This will give 
those who abuse their power even more leverage to further abuse the 
system. 

Do something about the corrupHon out there on the roads.  AcHvely 
police those breaking the rules, bring about some form of law and 
order and consequence at the Hme of the offence out there on the 
roads where people are dying and being subjected to all kinds of 
violence and road rage.  Once you have allowed people to see that 
there is some form of law and consequence and that corrupHon has 
been obliterated, then you can look at a system like this that runs very 
effecHvely in first world countries - which we are certainly not at all. 

As for the age old debate about the e-toll system this should be 
scrapped as we already pay for road maintenance when we pay the 
fuel levy included in the price we pay for fuel.  consumers have been 
subjected to financial rape for long enough. 

The taxpayer is not the reason that there is no money for anything - 
the corrupt government is.  Fix that.  Then look at things like this.  We 
have FAR greater problems in this country. 

This feels like just another way to get more out of already exhausted 
and financially crucified ciHzens. 
Shameful. Caron

2020-10-12 
09:16:09 Gauteng No I do not other

Rather apply current road rules to the taxi industry, who seem to be 
exempt from any funcHoning road- rules and eHque]e. I don't agree to 
systems that could increase the power and so doing the corrupHon 
levels of government officials.  Especially so when other linked services 
seem to be dysfuncHonal, e.g. the automated system to renew expired 
drivers licenses. Renier

2020-10-12 
09:15:56 Gauteng No I do not other

I selected "other" as my point of concern because i have concerns with 
the demerit system, the enforcement orders as well as the 
administraHve burden. To implement a system of penalizing drivers 
with demerits onto their license when our licensing departments are 
funcHoning at the current level of non-operaHon or limited operaHon, 
is absurd. I have been a]empHng to obtain a drivers license renewal 
appointment across ALL Gauteng departments since the 8th June 
2020. I obtained an appointment on the 9th of July (a_er a month of 
failed a]empts daily) at LANGLAAGTE, only to be turned away at the 
gate on the morning of my appointment due to centre closure for the 
day. I have been unable to obtain another appointment since. 
ANYWHERE in Gauteng. Now there is to be demerits allocated to a 
driver like me in this situaHon, not to menHon the fines. This is not of 
the driver's doing! This is 100% traffic management system collapse. I 
paid a fine in February online via the AARTO website. I have a receipt. 
Yet in May I received mulHple enforcement orders for this fine 
delivered to my local post office.  For the same thing. Now there is to 
be a system that will issue me with demerits for this, when fines have 
been paid but the lack of system funcHonality is to be the driver's 
fault??? To recHfy every instance of systemic failure on the traffic 
department side, the driver will have to interact with the understaffed, 
slow paced, perpetually off line, rude, inefficient, corrupt, not to 
menHon dirty and non safe traffic department centres! Charmaine

2020-10-12 
09:04:20 Gauteng No I do not other

With the high levels of corrupHon in SA. This scheme will be miss-
managed with high levels of distrust.  

Managing a demerit system required full compliance from all levels of 
government.   

ImplementaHon and enforcement will not take palace. Imagine taking 
Taxi's drivers license away. Chaos as they will have not income.  

Crazy idea, like the Toll staHons.. Grant

2020-10-12 
09:00:56 Gauteng No I do not other

It is so unfortunate that the authouriHes at the naHonal government, 
in the public eye they pretend to be doing something right but we all 
know that whatever they are doing they want to raise money that the 
same people have stolen from us. They will put those heavy fines 
eventually they sHll again , we voted for them to drive the country into 
the right direcHon not to exploit us. Thami

2020-10-12 
08:59:27 Gauteng No I do not other

The government is trying to force more money out of the already law-
abiding ciHzens.  
Clean up ALL corrupHon in the officials first before forcing new laws  on 
everyone. Taxi's should be paying more than other road users as they 
are using the roads more frequently.  
The e-toll system should be scrapped as we already pay for road 
maintenance when we pay the fuel levy included in the price we pay 
for fuel. Carla

2020-10-12 
08:43:14 Gauteng No I do not other Vivienne

2020-10-12 
08:41:58 Gauteng No I do not other

I absolutely do not support this.  The administraHve burden for a 
business is going to be huge.  The fines for the E-toll system that is sHll 
not a legal system is outrageous. Over all I feel this system is not going 
to make the roads safer but is only a money making scheme. 

Rene
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2020-10-12 
08:38:13 Gauteng No I do not other

Unless the government actually wants to make our roads safer by 
legiHmising the taxi industry, restricHng trucking on our roads at 
certain hours, enforcing re-licencing of heavy duty vehicles on a yearly 
basis, and actually polices the red robot offenders, the taxi industry 
have their own set of laws which the JMPD and EMPD do not seem to 
be able to enforce for whatever the reasons. The public is Hred of 
paying licencing, roadworthy and other fees when half the drivers and 
vehicles out there disobey the laws and with no consequence. Now the 
tax paying ciHzens must once again pay for those who use and abuse 
the roads with no real policing. Make the current system work as it 
always did and then you will have no need for AARTO Gary

2020-10-12 
08:35:53 Gauteng No I do not other Totally unacceptable. Linda
2020-10-12 
08:32:19 Gauteng No I do not other

"Haal eers die balk uit jou eie oog uit, dan sal jy goed kan sien om die 
splinter uit jou broer se oog uit te haal." Rynier

2020-10-12 
08:22:44 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not support the proposed changes.  I do not believe they are fair 
and implementable.  Saret

2020-10-12 
08:19:21 Gauteng No I do not other

There is absolutely nothing that these idiots can put togethor that will 
actually serve the purpose of having safer roads. First place to start 
would be to train and select honest and willing traffic personnel. All 
the AARTO system will do is make the bribes more expensive, and 
people are riht now driving with no licenses/phoney licenses anyway, 
and will conHnue to do so. 

Get these useless employees to get on the road and fine people for 
moving violaHons........ 

AND START WITH THE TAXI INDUSTRY FIRST SO YOU PROVE THAT 
THERE IS NO FEAR OR FAVOUR MIKE

2020-10-12 
08:15:27 Gauteng No I do not other

I have concerns about any addiHonal legislaHon regarding our roads, as 
the exisHng legislaHon  have not been enforced by any officer of the 
law. Laws only exist to enable bribery and corrupHon; how are the new 
laws going to alter the situaHon. The country's laws only pertain to the 
law-abiding tax paying ciHzen. FIX THE ETHICS OF THE LAW 
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS FIRST. Trudi

2020-10-12 
08:14:33 Gauteng No I do not other

I object to the use of AARTO as a mechanism to enforce payment of E-
tolls Eric

2020-10-12 
08:14:18 Gauteng No I do not other

WHAT THEY FORGET IS THAT NOT ONLY THE WELL OFF AND BUSINESS 
PEOPLE HASVE VEHICLES OR USES THE ROADS. SO WHEN ALL THIS 
COME INTO PLAY AND THEN THE LESS FORTUNATE MUST COUGH UP 
MONEY THEY DON'T HAVE THEN WHAT? THEY LOSE THE LITTLE THEY 
HAVE AS WELL? WHAT IS THE REASONING BEHIND THIS, PEOPLE ARE 
STRUGGLING TO PAY AT THE MOMENT HOW WILL THIS INCREASE HELP, 
PLACE MORE STRESS ON THE PEOPLE? AND MORE MONEY IN THE 
CORRUPT GOVERNMENTS POCKETS? THESE FAT CATS ARE LIVING A 
NICE LIFE HERE IN S.A. IT BY THEM NOW! IM GATVOL FOR THESE 
INCOMPETENT, GREEDY, PRETENTIOUS, DECISION MAKERS. 
WE HAVE TO KEEP PAYING? WHO IS PAYING FOR THE CONTINUOUS 
PUNCTURES AND DAMAGES TO MY WHEELS THAT I HAVE TO REPAIR 
ALL THE TIME BECAUSE THEY ARE USELESS IN MAINTAINING 
ANYTHING. I'M SORRY I WAS BORN IN THE 60'S AND SA WAS A CLEAN 
PLACE IN ORDER AND ON POINT. AND HELLO I'M NOT WHITE SO DONT 
COME AND TELL ME I'M RACIST! RAZIA

2020-10-12 
08:11:01 Gauteng No I do not other I feel all of the above is unfair and human rights are being taken away Eloise

2020-10-12 
08:10:34 Gauteng No I do not other

I don't see how the E-Toll can be slipped into this situaHon. I don't 
believe in the e-toll system and it has proven to be a failure so my vote 
is remove the E-toll from this and reconsider the doubling of fines 
perhaps an increase but not double. 
Its possible to drive in a civil manner i see it every day and the few that 
do drive irresponsibly well they will be good candidates for this new 
de-merit system. It works overseas but they also have reliable public 
transport as a back up and can get to work sHll. Warren

2020-10-12 
08:02:19 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above is a concern. The reason is that your ciHzens right will 
be taken away, especially with the backlog in license renewals. Why 
double the fines are the road user not paying enough as it is already?! 
Roads are not maintained, robots is out allot. Another point not every 
road user chose the E-TOLL it was forced on the road users. Regarding 
the rehabilitaHon program why cancel a persons drivers licence, the 
government did not pay for us the go for our drivers license we paid 
the ciHzens, and it was and is allot of money. Are the government 
going to refund the ciHzens for cancelling licenses? At the end of the 
day this is what it comes down to how much more must the ciHzens of 
this country swallow down before enough is enough. Louise

2020-10-12 
07:58:37 Gauteng No I do not other

Metro police should be working to make the roads safer for users by 
ensuring that motorists drive properly. Motorists drive shockingly here, 
we all know the many examples. 
These new proposed laws just seem to a]empt to insHll good driving 
ha it’s in people, instead of simply motorists accountable for breaking 
exisHng adequate laws. The laws also give too much power to the 
state, where the country needs less state power. Carl
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2020-10-12 
07:55:06 Gauteng No I do not other

Dear Minister 

The proposed AARTO regulaHons will inevitably have a negaHve effect 
on the majority of law abiding ciHzens that outweigh the posiHve 
effects that it seeks to achieve for the following reasons: 

1. Endemic corrupHon of the SAPS and Metro Police. Our police 
services have shown itself in recent Hmes to have large numbers of 
currupt members who already seek to exploit vulnerable ciHzens by 
soliciHng bribes.  UnHl the large number of corrupt members are dealt 
with, it is dangerous to give them more power to abuse ordinary 
ciHzens with such oppressive potenHal. 

2. Current lack of policing. You simply have to drive on our ciHes' roads 
to see the blatant disregard for traffic laws, especially from the taxi 
industry. There is currently very li]le policing of traffic laws regarding 
this occurance. Many of these regular offenders such as taxis will once 
again seek to exploit these new proposed regulaHons by paying bribes. 
Drivers who would then most be impacted negaHvely would be those 
ordinary ciHzens who transgress from Hme to Hme who do not pay 
bribes. Since there is already very li]le policing being done regarding 
taxis, these new regulaHons will have zero impact on those 
transgressors. 

3. Dire consequences for  individuals who have their licenses taken 
away. If an individual has their license taken away, they will potenHally 
not be able to keep their job or sustain their family and this would 
have further offenders go to prison. This is an unsustainable model in 
South Africa where public transport choices are few and dangerous at 
Hmes, considering our high crime rate and the high accident rate of 
taxis. 

I believe that these new proposed regulaHons are currently 
unsustainable in light of the reasons given and will therefore only 
effect infrequent transgressors while leaving the door open for 
corrupHon for serial transgressors. What we need is proper policing of 
the laws and regulaHons already in place. Emile

2020-10-12 
07:48:37 Gauteng No I do not other

This will simply add to current corrupHon.  Systems are already not 
trustworthy.   This is forcing e-tolls on to the public once more. Time to 
vote out this government who is the biggest culprits of stealing state 
funds. Mart

2020-10-12 
07:47:14 Gauteng No I do not other

How will this whole ma]er be implemented. Currently we live in a 
bully state where officials  mostly misuse their powers for own benefits 
and abuse the rights of ciHzens by overpowering aVtudes when 
stopping vehicles with single operators or females with and without 
children which makes them more vulnerable.  On the whole the 
visibility of officials is also of great concern. They are almost non 
existent where and when needed. I do not support the AARTO 
regulaHon system because the current laws are not even properly 
applied by a non exisHng Traffic Official Department. Secondly the Taxi 
system is running the country by ignoring and dismissing any laws. Jaco

2020-10-12 
07:33:45 Gauteng No I do not other

Firstly ETolls cannot be included in this as they are invalid. Secondly the 
aim should be to improve road safety though public educaHon and 
prevenHon e.g. focus on following distance which causes many 
accidents in South Africa. Instead, this appears to be aimed mainly at 
trying to milk more money out of even unintenHonal offenders. Stop 
treaHng government responsibiliHes to ciHzen safety as a profit 
opportunity! Full. Stop. Je'anna 

2020-10-12 
07:32:21 Gauteng No I do not other Hilary

2020-10-12 
07:16:05 Gauteng No I do not other

They just want to  line there pokets, on can not be chared with n 
offence twice, demerrit or fine. As is the jusHce system is a joke how 
are they going to cope with exstra load. Ernst

2020-10-12 
07:15:40 Gauteng No I do not other

The E-toll should have nothing to do with the demerit system. I obey 
all road rules so I support demerit on offences. Shane

2020-10-12 
06:56:10 Gauteng No I do not other

I totally agree with Andre ie "This will only apply to the poor South 
African that does obey the law, however corrupHon will sHll conHnue 
as nothing is done to Taxis, even the so called traffic police as it is. They 
don't want to wait in the correct lane to turn at a set of light and turn 
illegally out of another lane forcing the law abiding ciHzens into to 
oncoming traffic so that they can go sleep under a tree. You cannot 
deduct demerit points and apply fines to a ciHzen for not paying their 
e-toll fines as the enHre e-toll system goes against the ConsHtuHon and 
in itself is against the law as it limits my freedom of movement. It only 
creates more corrupHon lining the pockets of corrupt ministers and 
officials. As it is certain demographics can run down a child standing 
next to the road and try to leave the scene only to have the police 
come and not arrest the person for a]empted murder but let them go 
as "their license is valid". But the child is fighHng for their life in 
hospital. I won't support a system that only targets those that aren't as 
fortunate to fall under a certain demographic and causes damage to 
business yet nothing ever happens to them".  Then my very own 
opinion, get rid of e-tolls - I am one of the 20% suckers that pay my e-
toll.  AARTO has failed from the beginning to collect monies from the 
80% not paying their e-tolls and they will never be able to.  I cannot 
afford to pay for e-tolls any longer either - they must scrap it, we really 
didn't want it in the first place, and yes they should concern 
themselves more with the bad behaviour of taxis on our roads that 
cause so many bad accidents and killing innocent people because of 
their arrogance and because they think the roads are only for them. Nellie
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2020-10-12 
06:51:50 Gauteng No I do not other

I object in the strongest manner possible the doubling of fines for non 
payment of the e-toll system. I will never ever pay for the corrupt e-toll 
system as government has forced this on us without due consultaHon 
and all the proceeds are going off shore and does not benefit South 
Africa. Dawid

2020-10-12 
06:41:03 Gauteng No I do not other

I feel that the traffic department needs to enforce laws across the 
board and that includes the taxis that are a law unto themselves .  
 trying to push through the toll system again when we the people were 
not invited to parHcipate originally and have le_ us the tax payer with 
the burden. 
Clean up your act traffic department.  some of your law enforcement 
officers are corrupt and look only for those that are so_ targets.   
look at the road worthiness of vehicles Stevens

2020-10-12 
06:33:49 Gauteng No I do not other

we are already paying for everything  and this will cause the poor to be 
more poor and also mote strikes. People of SA will die of hunger.  This 
will not count for all  SA and they know it. I am against all of this Mareina

2020-10-12 
06:24:32 Gauteng No I do not other

It will increase the corrupHon by officials who are already taking bribes 
from motorists to avoid losing points. Bad move as those who hates 
you will do it to make sure you loose your drivers license. Increase 
accidents as more people will try to run and avoid fines on the road. 
Fak drivers license will increase. CiHzens will suffer as driving schools 
will also take advantage to people in need of the license. For the sake 
of poor people please disconHnued this minister as it will never benefit 
the Government but will only I reach those who sHll. Furthermore 
contact me here 0847999065 

vongani 
mathews

2020-10-12 
06:23:49 Gauteng No I do not other

It will increase the corrupHon by officials who are already taking bribes 
from motorists to avoid losing points. Bad move as those who hates 
you will do it to make sure you loose your drivers license. Increase 
accidents as more people will try to run and avoid fines on the road. 
Fak drivers license will increase. CiHzens will suffer as driving schools 
will also take advantage to people in need of the license. For the sake 
of poor people please disconHnued this minister as it will never benefit 
the Government but will only I reach those who sHll. Furthermore 
contact me here 0847999065 

vongani 
mathews

2020-10-12 
06:23:19 Gauteng No I do not other

It will increase the corrupHon by officials who are already taking bribes 
from motorists to avoid losing points. Bad move as those who hates 
you will do it to make sure you loose your drivers license. Increase 
accidents as more people will try to run and avoid fines on the road. 
Fak drivers license will increase. CiHzens will suffer as driving schools 
will also take advantage to people in need of the license. For the sake 
of poor people please disconHnued this minister as it will never benefit 
the Government but will only I reach those who sHll. Furthermore 
contact me here 0847999065 

vongani 
mathews

2020-10-12 
06:21:09 Gauteng No I do not other

forcing people to pay etoll is unconsHtuHonal, thus, forcing them to 
pay more because they don't want to pay for an unconsHtuHonal etoll 
is EVEN MORE UNCONSTITUTIONAL !!! Sean

2020-10-12 
06:10:33 Gauteng No I do not other

I refuse to pay e_toll as I already pay a license fee for my vehicle and 
levies on feel.  Busses and taxis always gets exempted from AARTO but 
they are the biggest problem and do not obay by the law. Gys

2020-10-12 
06:09:32 Gauteng No I do not other DemocraHcly so every one has the right  to elect to be tried in court Tjiane

2020-10-12 
06:08:55 Gauteng No I do not other

Yet another tool 
In the arsenal of government to a]empt to turn good people into 
criminals to demolish the economy and insHtute police state. We 
already have a low iq bully police force this will only exacerbate that. 
Rather focus on real crime like farm murders Hayley

2020-10-12 
06:02:16 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just one more financial burden that the people of this country 
are expected to carry. Have you not made enough money off us, do 
you not care that we are struggling. When do we see any benefits for 
all that we pay for. What does it actually do besides fund more 
corrupHon and bankrupt your people. Catch a wake up, can you not 
see how many people are just leaving this country because there is just 
no hope le_ of recovering. Do you want us all to leave? Who are you 
going to exploit then? 

Heidi

2020-10-12 
05:48:11 Gauteng No I do not other

This is bull shit he can take the new law and go fuck him self with the 
tolls country is gone to the dogs fucking bunch of crooks our kids will 
suffer here in South Africa Zainul 

2020-10-12 
05:43:21 Gauteng No I do not other

If lawenforcement and Govermenr so corrupt and incompetent to deal 
with effecHve lawenforcement and members of public are so useless to 
adhear to the rules of the road how do you think a first world system 
with a first world jusHce system is ever going to work in South Africa. 
No jusHce can be effecHve in a corrupt state because it will only apply 
to certain people and not to all. Unknow

2020-10-12 
05:42:07 Gauteng No I do not other

Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. 
This proposal wil be just another pillar of corrupHon. Dannie

2020-10-12 
03:52:25 Gauteng No I do not other Anita 

2020-10-12 
00:29:40 Gauteng No I do not other

Cant we just stop ImplemenHng new laws . Why don't we just  get 
honest and effecHve traffic police that can  enforce the realisHc laws of 
the road that we already have. Every day we have total lawlessness on 
our roads and there are good road rules but its a joke to see how the 
rules are there just for a few road users. We cant just concentrate on 
laws like speed and driving under the influence of  alcohol. Its 
important to police that as well but things like ignoring stop streets 
and traffic lights and making U turns around a red traffic light, driving 
in the wrong lane and push in in front of all the law abiding drivers is 
happening every day and then our government just create new laws. 
These laws are only there for the law abiding drivers. The lawless 
people knows how to  do just what they want and only the honest 
drivers are geVng fines and pay it.   FC
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2020-10-11 
23:56:18 Gauteng No I do not other

Driving without a license must, not be criminalised but punishable by 
fines, the law must be lenient for ciHzens. SomeHmes you misplace or 
forget the drivers licences at home by mistake. It is the duty of trafic to 
generate digital drivers license in the case u misplace or forgot it by 
mistake. It must  be punisherble by a fine not criminal offence. If you 
produce it at traffic office the fine must be freely removed. 
E-toll must not be associated with fines as most people are poor in 
South Africa. E-toll must be treated as a separate enHty as it wont be 
fair for Gauteng residents compared to other provinces. Stephans 

2020-10-11 
23:45:11 Gauteng No I do not other

The  only passable, workable part of this bill is the demerit system, the 
remaining nonsense should not be in any law anywhere on God’s 
green earth, as they are moronic to say the least. BUT, and it’s an 
enormous but, no ma]er what happens, it all once again falls on the 
3% of the populaHon who pay 97% of all taxes, who will comply and 
who will pay up because that’s what lawful folk do! 

THE REST WILL CONTINUE AS USUAL WITH IMPUNITY!!  These vehicle 
operators are the ones laws should be formulated to tackle and clean 
up. The 3% already do.   

Tackle the lawless drivers with unroadworthy vehicles, no legal driver’s 
licenses, etc, and leave the compliant ciHzens alone. We are NOT YOUR 
CASH COWS!   

Find other legal, sensible methods to fill your coffers.   

PLEASE. Let reason prevail.   

Your senseless lengthy COVID-19 lockdown has stripped us to the bone 
already. Our pockets are no longer deep enough.  

I honestly can’t comprehend some of the rules that you want to make 
law!  MORONIC! Sandy

2020-10-11 
22:22:32 Gauteng No I do not other

By far the most undisciplined drivers on the road (unlicensed drivers, 
vehicles and non-roadworthy vehicles and no regard for traffic rules) 
are the taxis all over South Africa. All the traffic police cannot do 
anything to them  because "they are the law". 
Scrap e-toll and clean up the admin mess the traffic system is currently 
in. 
The law abiding ciHzens  are already overburdened with taxes. Get the 
taxis to pay PAYE tax and enough money will be available to maintain 
the traffic system. Implement the system as in the UK, when stopped 
you have to have proof of residence, valid drivers license and proof of 
insurance. Eugene

2020-10-11 
21:43:39 Gauteng No I do not other

Good Evening. I would like to say that as a tax payer I never receive any 
of my noHces regarding fines or warrants which is unacceptable, how 
am I suppose that I have fines that need to be paid. Can someone 
please explain that. Udeyan

2020-10-11 
21:17:01 Gauteng No I do not other

1sty we pay for the roads we travel on, my tax contributes to this and 
yet we have poor infrastructure and potholes. 2ndly, i never agreed to 
or e toll. Doubling fines, really, i have paid 1 fine 3x now, start by fixing 
the systems you have in place. Lastly with a struggling economy, 
increased unemployment, covid19 pandemic help me understand how 
this helps anyone! No i dont agree, south africans have more to worry 
about than this! Keshney

2020-10-11 
21:11:16 Gauteng No I do not other I do not agree with any of this Carla

2020-10-11 
20:50:51 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree to any of it. Not the demerit system as the taxis will not 
follow this and no one will enforce this with them, so why must the 
rest of the country pay for them?! Then the etoll, that too was illegal to 
begin with, and again the taxis are exempted from this and the rest of 
us have to pay! Sabina

2020-10-11 
20:46:21 Gauteng No I do not other

This is bull shit.  They think we are frogs . Try to heat the water slowly.. 
But we are not stupid. Koos

2020-10-11 
20:46:17 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll is illegal - DROP IT. Get the illegal drivers off the road, sort out the 
taxis who drive by their own set of rules, fine those without number  
plates.  Ann 

2020-10-11 
20:45:28 Gauteng No I do not other

This is bull shit.  They think we are frogs . Try to heat the water slowly.. 
But we are not stupid. Koos
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2020-10-11 
20:45:19 Gauteng No I do not other

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 

2020-10-11 
20:11:06 Gauteng No I do not other

Whats good for goose is good for the gander.If the public has to pay 
etoll the taxis and busses must also pay which is not going to 
happen.This etoll system should be scrapped.The government should 
concentrate on the lawlessness of murders in the country and not 
trying to drain the publics pocket in such ridiculousness of trying to 
make money out of flawless emands. Deon

2020-10-11 
19:56:14 Gauteng No I do not other

The e-toll system should not be included as it would force the public to 
pay for an unjust system they had no input into. Johan

2020-10-11 
19:40:56 Gauteng No I do not other

This system is only a revenue stream there is no focus on driver 
educaHon,  road safety,  not even law enforcement. Bruce

2020-10-11 
19:30:19 Gauteng No I do not other Phillip 

2020-10-11 
19:08:13 Gauteng No I do not other

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 

2020-10-11 
18:50:45 Gauteng No I do not other

Some of the regulaHons are unconsHtuHonal  like demeriHng for not 
paying e-Tolls. The toll roads were build replete with corrupHon and 
people in government made themselves rich in this way. We must now 
pay for this corrupHon at very high rates while the guilty ones wallow 
in their riches.  All e-tolls should be scrapped and I would support any 
court acHon to uncover the irregulariHes involved in establishing the e-
toll roads. Tonie

2020-10-11 
18:32:25 Gauteng No I do not other

I feel that we are moving into a draconian (excessively harsh and 
severe) applicaHon of laws. As a user of our road and highway network 
I have noHced that far too o_en the traffic police are not doing their 
jobs! A fortune could be made if motorists were stopped for speeding 
on the main traffic routes. It is YEARS since I have seen cars stopped for 
speeding. Fortunes could be made if taxis were actually fined for 
breaking the laws, such as going through red traffic lights and 
countless other infringements. I coulkd go on. We don't need more 
rules, we simply need the police to apply the laws! Lindsay

2020-10-11 
18:31:27 Gauteng No I do not other Gerrit
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2020-10-11 
18:06:35 Gauteng No I do not other

Step fleecing from law abiding ciHzens. 
All of these are an absolute joke. 
Suggest that you fix the traffic lights, remove unroadworthy vehicles, 
special a]enHon to taxis, fix road markings, potholes, increase police 
presence. 
Why am I paying taxes for? I don't see any improvements, only decay 
and malfeasance. 

Carlos De Almeida 

 Carlos

2020-10-11 
17:54:16 Gauteng No I do not other

At a principle level, absolutely not. I do not support the proposed 
AARTO legislaHon. 

a) These are aimed to legiHmize the e-toll system via a backdoor, 
because it could not stand on its own. 
b) The permanent cancellaHon of a licence a_er 3 disqualificaHons; Is 
there a scienHfic basis for that? What if  person earns their living by 
being a driver? 
c) This sounds like more bureaucraHc and administraHve burden for a 
government that is weak on service delivery capability 
d) Should the government be protecHng the boundaries of the land 
more instead of vicHmizing us on the roads? Ours are the most 
permissive boundaries in Africa or anywhere elesewhere in the world 
for that ma]er. 
e) What will be done to prevent corrupt administraHon of these 
regulaHons and the by-pass of processes? Extensive corrupHon has 
gone on, largely unpunished and this looks like yet another 
opportunity for such. 
f) This legislaHon adds nothing to the economy and instead takes from 
ciHzens 
g) This legislaHon will  vicHmize the ciHzens and leave the foreigners/
visitors with more freedom in our own country. A foreign passport 
would be more difficult to police than  a ZAR ID doc. 

George

2020-10-11 
17:37:47 Gauteng No I do not other

All the proposals. Due to weaknesses in enforcement, enforcing 
current laws, bribery and other shortcomings, how can the new system 
be introduced which infringes on individuals rights without a day in 
court, making it a criminal offense to drive without a license when it is 
a misdemeanor and other more serious criminal acts go unpunished. 
Doubling of fines is another way to extort money out of ordinary 
ciHzens under a guise of new laws which has no jusHficaHons if the 
demerit system is an effecHve system to improve the current system. 
The e-tolls and toll road collecHons is an independent issue and run by 
different operator and agency which is ineffecHve, enforced without 
consultaHon, against wishes of ciHzens, billing system which is weak as 
it does not provide the consumer with a comprehensive bill showing 
proof of all billing costs and increasing costs which are not jusHfied. 
Also, are the administraHve processes at an effecHve and efficient level 
to correct errors, provide consumers the standard of service that will 
able to correct errors or will it just collapse like other agencies in South 
Africa that try to adopt soluHons that are from other countries instead 
of finding a soluHon that is tailored to South Africa and will work for us 
in a fair way. Kuben

2020-10-11 
17:24:55 Gauteng No I do not other

typical ANC just looking where to milk us to death of the li]le money 
we have riaan

2020-10-11 
17:20:34 Gauteng No I do not other

Why try to implement a first world system in a road and traffic 
environment is third world. Address the road and traffic environment 
raise the standard. Then and only then should the regulaHon of traffic 
offences be looked at.  

Geoff
2020-10-11 
17:11:19 Gauteng No I do not other

The metro police is out there to harass us. The one scared my children. 
They just write traffic fines as they pleased. Aarto can disappear Henry 

2020-10-11 
17:11:06 Gauteng No I do not other

E-tolls was enforced unlawfully. It should just be abolished. Just 
another way to control our movement and take control. We must focus 
on removing anc government from ruling. Another communist tacHc. 
Should have weekly strikes to remove all the bs rules and stop all taxes 
to be paid and we vote for a person whom we trust. Entertaining all 
this bs is wasHng Hme and they conHnue to push their agenda and 
make us lose focus Karen

2020-10-11 
17:10:35 Gauteng No I do not other

No increase in severity of fines will result in safer roads without proper 
law enforcement. The new AARTO law does nothing to ensure be]er 
law enforcement, thus the criminals causing unsafe condiHons will 
remain.  
E-tolls also need to be resolved first, will everyone that owes e-tolls be 
held responsible for their account or will their debt be wri]en off? 
Without the final answer, it is unreasonable to fine road users for 
unpaid debts that may be wri]en off. Kobus

2020-10-11 
15:51:09 Gauteng No I do not other

Bribes will be at the highest order.  Drivers will pay bribes to keep their 
demerit points etc. Adri

2020-10-11 
15:11:47 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole AARTO system is fataly flawed. 
The current system shows how weak the leadership and management 
system is currently. 
Changing the law but not changing the way the people adminster the 
law will kill  all intended purposes of the the new law. 
First change the peoiple running the system then you can change the 
law 
CorrupHon, laziness, delinquincy, poor admin, bad service, 
kragdadigheid, will conHnue under AARTO. 
AARTO is not a fix it all - the bad leadership, discipline and work ethic 
has to change first 

Alfons
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2020-10-11 
14:23:02 Gauteng No I do not other

I have a problem with the demerit system, the costly fines and other 
increased Hme and costs due to the appeal system. We pay so much 
on tax, VAT, have to provide our own medical and pension. We are the 
only country in the world that so much of our money is paid back. In 
addiHon we have the added stress of bad roads, traffic and violence 
and crime. Please don't add any more addiHonal stress and money we 
need to pay. We have almost nothing le_ monthly to live on ! 

Sharon 
2020-10-11 
12:35:38 Gauteng No I do not other This is so open to bribery & corrupHon Sharon 

2020-10-11 
12:27:33 Gauteng No I do not other

No to etolls being added to AARTO this is not part of traffic laws  
No to doubling unpaid fines 
Police at the moment only target so_ afenders and are not visible 
enough during peak hour traffic 

Dave

2020-10-11 
12:22:32 Gauteng No I do not other

No to e-toll.  
No to doubling of traffic fines.  
The public is not cash cow for government. Noko

2020-10-11 
12:09:48 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon, lack of respect for , and lack of law enforcement of the law  
by goverment officials is the  biggest stumbling block  to progress in 
our country and on our roads. Get that right and you will not have to 
reinvent the wheel . David 

2020-10-11 
12:01:32 Gauteng No I do not other

I have issues with anything the government intend to impose in the tax 
payers of this country, especially since their house is corrupt and 
unmanageable. 
 1. Enforcement of traffic law in the first place - manpower wasted 
siVng behind speed cameras don't do much.  The mini taxis break the 
law on a daily basis on my route that I travel - no-where is a cop in 
sight or are they pulled over for skipping red robots, stop streets, in so 
endangering every other road user and their 14 - 20 passengers they 
carry on a regular basis.   
2.  The innocent public is subjected to this when the taxi industry 
operates with immunity. One minibus can seriously injure/kill at least 
14 people and possibly anybody else who is unfortunate to be around 
a reckless minibus driver. 
3. E-tolls - I have never agreed to this, nor have I intended to add this 
extra exorbitant fee to my monthly bills. Burdening the public to plug 
the money leak in government is atrocious.  We as tax payers are 
struggling more and more every day while poliHcians live in luxury. To 
expect the public to foot their extravagant lifestyles is a crime to 
humanity! 
5. Respect from traffic officials are seriously lacking. And with that said, 
nothing will work while corrupHon runs rampant. 

There is a very simple soluHon to this so-called "public money cash 
cow" the government once again proposes to force down our , the 
general tax paying public, throats. Sort out your own house - STOP 
CORRUPTION, PAY BACK THE MONEY THAT HAS BEEN STOLEN BY 
THESE SO-CALLED LEADERS - and DO NOT,  place the burden to recover 
lost revenue through the_, corrupHon, money laundering, and the list 
conHnues on the public - WE ARE NOT YOUR CASH COWS!! Veroshka

2020-10-11 
11:55:33 Gauteng No I do not other

You can not take away our rights, nor our freedom of movement with 
so called  etolls it must be scraped. And this new aarto reg will lead to 
more job losses keep the system the way it was and get the right 
people in to do the job right and stop giving your responsibility to the 
public you are geVng paid to do a job do it right or get out, and put 
the right person in that will do the job right. Sarel

2020-10-11 
11:54:32 Gauteng No I do not other

The current system is not failing due to a poor system, it is failing due 
to poor management. Making a new system does not change poor 
management, nor does AARTO actually create an easier or less 
foolproof system. It is simply a new system in which to make new (and 
old) errors by management. 
Furthermore, corrupHon sHll remains enHrely too common amongst 
the traffic police across all provinces and metros. Now, with AARTO the 
perceived threat of being maliciously fined for not paying a bribe is to 
creased due to the increased fines and points system. In other words 
you are giving MORE power to the corrupt. 
The degree of stupidity at the upper levels of decision making in this 
process is staggering- second only to NHI. Bre]

2020-10-11 
11:51:15 Gauteng No I do not other

Currently fines are not being paid by many people. Making the fines 
higher will just increase this number. 
How is not paying your e-toll a traffic offence? Ewert

2020-10-11 
11:45:30 Gauteng No I do not other Not well thought out. MarH

2020-10-11 
11:27:47 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling of fines will be counter producHve. With the caliber of traffic 
officers that we have at present the bribes paid would be doubled as 
well. I would suggest that fines be halved and more perpetrators be 
caught. Laws are treated with impunity merely because of the lack of 
law enforcement presence. This is not only aimed at taxi drivers, 
although they are the main culprits, but so many drivers ignore the 
most basic rules that endanger people's lives. Charles
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2020-10-11 
11:20:36 Gauteng No I do not other

Etolls can't be linked to this, they should be abolished completely, we 
have been opposing these for 10 years. 
The licensing system is already hopelessly inefficient, it's impossible to 
get a booking so can't be a criminal offense.  
The JusHce system can't cope with real crime, this burden can't be 
added to the system.  
I have mulHple vehicles registered in my name, how will the 
transgressions be driver specific? What if an unrelated party drives my 
car and transgresses? 
Will this be enforced on all drivers, especially taxis? They have far too 
much power and complete disregard for road rules, other drivers and 
the safety of their passengers. 
Is there reciprocal measures for reporHng and prosecuHng corrupt 
officials? Rosemary 

2020-10-11 
11:13:48 Gauteng No I do not other

I have no problem abiding by laws, which are there to protect people 
and society, but when Government want to abuse the use of 
regulaHons to extort more money out of ciHzens because they cannot 
control their greed and inability to adequately police the perfectly 
adequate exisHng regulaHons. 

When people violate the agreed norms of society (i.e. laws) it is rightly 
deemed a crime and rightly so.  
When government want to criminalize administraHve violaHons against 
the state  we are bordering on Fascism. 

Most of the "puniHve" proposals have been created to compensate for 
the governments inability to operate an efficient road traffic system. 

The government does not care about the people who use the road. 
They only care about money. Doubling fines is a great iniHaHve to 
encourage more opportuniHes for bribery and corrupHon. Alan

2020-10-11 
11:00:59 Gauteng No I do not other etolls need to be scrapped. Denny

2020-10-11 
10:52:53 Gauteng No I do not other

This whole thing is a joke as no real sense of how exactly traffic laws 
must be enforced and I am sure 50% of the workforce has no idea 
what they are doing and corrupt. Anteonet

2020-10-11 
10:48:07 Gauteng No I do not other

Accross the board the whole system is in peril. From the licencing of 
vehicles to the amount of illegally bought driving licenses. They do not 
have a proper ethical system that works. 
The next is traffic officers that do not do there jobs that they are being 
payed for, that starts off with vendors trading on side walks without 
licences, i know people need to make a living, but if everybody did 
there bit we would not have to resort to being raped by this new 
system they want to implement.. Then fines been sent with the postal 
system that is also not up to scratch thus recieving final noHces for 
things that should have been resolved prior. The system of camera 
used in the States, should be implemented here, this will illuminate 
corrupHon and also show if the officers are competent in there jobs. 
IlluminaHng corrupHon will allow the state to make more monies 
legally .  
Then people that have accidents  and damage public and private 
property should be held accountable, not a fine but with community 
sevices and they should pay back for damages to street poles etc, even 
if it takes them there life Hme. This will encourage them to be more 
careful. And the list goes on..... Desmond

2020-10-11 
10:43:47 Gauteng No I do not other

I think this is just another way the government is trying to steal from 
it's ciHzens. Sounds like we will have no rights anymore. I cannot 
support that. Sarië]e 

2020-10-11 
10:32:59 Gauteng No I do not other

This was never open to the public now min of tpt wants to force it 
down our througts like etoll 

It is again an unconsHtuHonal.system.being forces on a certain sector 
od the public  DOES THIS INCLUDE THE TAXI INDUSTRY Deon

2020-10-11 
09:50:06 Gauteng No I do not other

Bribery and corrupHon are real issues that will result in the system 
being applied only to those not willing to pay bribes or corrupt law 
enforcement officials not applying the law in all instances. 
The number of illegal drivers licences results in the system being totally 
unfair.  
There is absolutely no manner in which this system can be 
implemented fairly which results in it being unconsHtuHonal. 

 Lionel

2020-10-11 
09:41:10 Gauteng No I do not other

It is already costly to pay fines which has been enforced and send to 
the post office. Most people will loose their licences within one year if 
the demerit points come into play. Rather increase the speed limits to 
80 in die suburban areas and 140 on the high ways. Etolls are 
extremely expensive especially if driving is what you do daily for a 
living. It is not affordable. I have more than one car on my name which 
my other family members use. How will that impact my demerit 
points. This AARTO is too stringent and costly and will surely open the 
doors for more corrupHons, as if we don't have enough of it already Linda

2020-10-11 
09:24:30 Gauteng No I do not other

All of them are nonsensical. Etoll isn’t our problem but government 
problem 
And move over taxi sHll don’t pay yet motorists must pay . Marcia 

2020-10-11 
09:16:11 Gauteng No I do not other

This could honestly mean the collapse of the system and the 
oppertuny for more corrupHon Marc

2020-10-11 
09:14:05 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just one more way for Government to exploit South Africans. 
Why not rather try and teach people to drive more correctly. Example: 
if you missed your turn you cant reverce in heavy trafic you need to go 
around the block. A taxi that drives and stops just where and when it 
wants too. They do not care.  They endanger everyone just because 
they are lazy, not properly educated by Government and the rules are 
not applied to them by government Danie
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2020-10-11 
09:10:47 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just another way to provide seed for corrupHon and abuse off 
power.This isn't going to work I guarantee it. Nivashen

2020-10-11 
09:06:17 Gauteng No I do not other All the changes are unconsHtuHonal period Craig

2020-10-11 
09:02:56 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not believe the demerit system is going to be effecHve in SA . 
CorrupHon will be worse due to people trying to correct mistakes. 
Lisences renewal will be a nightmare.  Open to abuse of power ChrisHne

2020-10-11 
08:58:26 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon, this will create a loophole for corrupt officials and public to 
buy points. Gerrie

2020-10-11 
08:53:54 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon Jasper

2020-10-11 
08:50:35 Gauteng No I do not other

This seems like the motorist is presumed guilty without the means of 
proving him/herself innocent. What happened to innocent unHl proven 
guilty? Trevor 

2020-10-11 
08:45:53 Gauteng No I do not other

e-tolls should be scrapped!!! 
It is draconian and will do nothing to improve road safety 
They cannot  admin the present system properly, how do they think 
they can do this 

Theo

2020-10-11 
08:01:05 Gauteng No I do not other

This is only going to apply on the law abiding ciHzens. What about the 
taxis that's exempted from everything and the toll road  that's been 
forced onto us. And fraudulent officers. So that's a definite no. STEVE

2020-10-11 
07:49:52 Gauteng No I do not other Doubling of fines is yet another ANC fundraiser Cedric

2020-10-11 
07:47:27 Gauteng No I do not other

This will give unlimited power to corrupt Metro officials. 
The demerit system is is open to corrupHon and fraud to take certain 
people's licence away. 
The ANC Gov cannot run or control anything. The Aarto tribunal will 
give unlimited power to a a corrupt system, Let the courts do it unHl 
the courts are also corrupted by this Gov. Also the AdministraHve 
burden cannot be handled by incompetent municipal workers. 
The system  as it is is - for a state where rule of law exists. You commit 
an infringement and then the Traffic officials can then prosecute 
through the legal system. Gerhardus

2020-10-11 
07:42:24 Gauteng No I do not other

A person has the right do defend himself during a fair trial, the fact 
that there are no courts available to a]end to AARTO cases makes this 
unconsHtuHonal Ellen

2020-10-11 
07:37:08 Gauteng No I do not other

This will only open the door for metro cops to seek bigger bribes from 
offenders. Furthermore what about the taxis, already they cannot be 
policed, how will this ever be applied to the taxis. What a joke our law 
system is, or should we say lawless no existent system??? Mark 

2020-10-11 
07:33:08 Gauteng No I do not other

As it is at present, bribes and corrupHon is  number one  sport in South 
Africa. Is this the new way of generaHng money to steal. All the other 
sources is now exhausted. Verita

2020-10-11 
07:04:46 Gauteng No I do not other

South Africa is not a first world country. Such laws are for first world 
countries. 

Govt must focus their resources to alleviaHng poverty, creaHng jobs, 
etc  

Traffic laws should take a risk based approach. Start at the point of 
dishing out licenses and work through the enHre life cycle.   

Before you create laws for speeding on a highway, create safe and 
maintained highways such as Germany and increase the speed limit. If 
you want South Africans to not speed then don’t sell cars that go fast. 
If you don’t want people to drink and drive then stop the sale of 
alcohol or make laws that they conduct breathalyzer tests themselves. 
Provide the means and tools. 

Create laws that are applicable to all South Africans and the other 25 
million non South Africans in the country.  Go to the middle of Joburg 
and if the traffic department can pilot these laws there and enforce it, 
then it will work anywhere in the country. Other than that, then the 
traffic laws are biased and unconsHtuHonal. 

Rakesh

2020-10-11 
06:57:33 Gauteng No I do not other

The Aarto regulaHon is going to creaþe a lot of unemployment, and its 
going to benefit the corrupt in thòse who suppose to implement 
it.most people are driving vehicles for employment reàson ie taxis  
truck for delivery and cross border transport, if they have to lose their 
driving licences, i fear what will happen in this country as we dont even 
hàve proper transport system to take care of millions who use public 
transport daily. Edward 

2020-10-11 
06:33:01 Gauteng No I do not other

The government is trying to use this to force motorist to pay e-toll ,  
The demerit system will always fail in South Africa because Taxi drivers 
will lose their licences in a month or two, then there will be strikes by 
taxi drivers blocking roads. All these laws are to try to fleece the public 
for more  money , where does these laws benefit the public ? Because 
all I see is a corrupt system that is broke that wants more money Schalk

2020-10-11 
06:32:05 Gauteng No I do not other

The complete AARTO system is failed because of the corrupt traffic 
officers.  No basic law enforcement is done such as taxis drivers 
without drivers licences that constantly drive over red traffic lights and 
no regard for other traffic rules.  AARTO focus only on speed. Brian

2020-10-11 
06:12:41 Gauteng No I do not other

The laws of the land must apply to all races. These laws will only apply 
to honest ppl. Taxi drivers and other road hogs will simply disregard 
them and bribe their way out as usual. 
I feel that this is just a way of making more money for our corrupt 
poliHcians and govt to steal. Cheryl

2020-10-11 
06:09:11 Gauteng No I do not other Jan
2020-10-11 
05:53:59 Gauteng No I do not other Excessive increases in fines , admin burden and etoll fines, William
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2020-10-11 
05:02:36 Gauteng No I do not other

1. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
2. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

Point 1 :  is not fairly carried out. Taxis break the law and its been 
witnessed that they are allowed to conHnue with no fines. The 
ordinary driver on the road however is fined unfairly. The law must first 
fix the situaHon with Taxis.  Double standards.  

Point 2:  Most South Africans cannot afford to pay e toll and therefore 
are not paying. They also live further away from the City as housing is 
more affordable and therefore forced to use reliable private transport 
to work and not Taxis or Busses. Most employees are required to be at 
work on Hme, employers do not give leeway if they are late. Using 
private transport allows them to be at work on Hme and keep their 
jobs.  Most e tolls are situated away from City Centres and this forces 
many to pay for them which is not affordable.  

Most employers do not jot pay their staff fairly in which they can pay 
for addiHonal expenses like etoll.   

It will be easier if it is included in the petrol price.  1 cents for every 10 
litres should give the country enough to repair roads. In this manner 
the burden is not high to all road users countrywide.  

All I see is roads that are never repaired or widened or added in areas 
to ensure traffic flow that can ensure Hme saving for road users to 
arrive early to work and return home to their families at reasonable 
Hmes to provide a balance to families which is sorely needed for our 
people to be mentally and emoHonally stable individuals.  

Lastly, stop the crime on the roads and in government.  

If the highway robbery from our government is stopped we will have 
money well uHlised where they will be no need for etoll and increased 
fines.  

Our county is already going through a recession due to Covid. Ordinary 
unemployed ciHzens are using private transport to travel around to sell 
goods to put food on the table.  

I do not support the dra_ bill. Sort out government crime first and 
money will be available.  

Farhana

2020-10-11 
00:13:05 Gauteng No I do not other

Why are the laws changing? They have worked for the past 50 years. 
The government is wasHng money they don't have to financially ruin 
the ciHzens of this country. The laws that are in power can't even be 
enforced, the police and traffic department is corrupt and the funds 
that have to be collected are extorted by the officers. Stop making 
loans to put the country into more debt and then use it to pay for 
useless things if it doesn't get stolen first. Start enforcement of current 
road laws for every one on the road and get the systems in the country 
working. A law in SA is no pedestrians allowed on the highways where 
they run across the highway causing accidents. Start checking vehicles 
for roadworthyness and remove the illegal drivers and vehicles. Wessel

2020-10-10 
23:24:19 Gauteng No I do not other

I don't believe that road traffic and etolls should be linked, as they are 
two separate enHHes.  
How much more money does the government want to take from the 
public so that they can squander it? Richard 

2020-10-10 
22:58:43 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole proposed AARTO regulaHons is  UnconsHtuHonal, Unlawful, 
Unethical..... cannot criminalize a contravenHon of a regulaHon.  If this 
corrupt Government passed this, we can sHll  challenge the  validity ito 
the ConsHtuHonality thereof, and they will fail. It seems AARTO is 
actually bankrupt due to incompetency of cadre deployment and the 
stupidity of trying to make lots of money, in order for them to have 
some money to loot it in a corrupt manner again as Usual. Stop 
wasHng Hme and money and educate your Stupid-ness and become 
honest and educated employees, and or servants of society . Wynand

2020-10-10 
22:21:49 Gauteng No I do not other

This system finds you guilty of an offense before you appear in court. 
That makes it unconsHtuHonal. The government can’t police anything 
now they want to police demerit points?  Trying to implement a first 
world idea into a third world country.  Absolutely not! Tackle the 
looHng and corrupHon first. Preston 

2020-10-10 
22:19:35 Gauteng No I do not other

You want to make it a criminal offense for someone that drives without 
a license it is nonsense can only be in South Africa where muderers get 
a slap on the wrist and a driver of a car a criminal  record really what is 
becoming of this society young inicent children's life are ruent before it 
has started over maybe a stupid mistake they make they are inmature 
and don't always has the right guidence let's rethink this one 

Janine

2020-10-10 
22:10:46 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll is extorHon. We pay tax on fuel and we pay operated toll gates. 
Making us pay E-tollwhen it does not create many jobs and fills fatcats 
pockets with money is morally degenerate. First SARF comes with 
stories to reduce pay outs we righ�ully pay for with our fuel tax now 
the government is trying to extort more money out of us!  It's Hme for 
a change of leadership! Brendan 
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2020-10-10 
21:27:59 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
Do not agree with the above Raymond

2020-10-10 
21:10:01 Gauteng No I do not other

What guarantee do we as law abiding ciHzens have that corrupHon in 
the Metro/ traffic Police will cease and Aarto will not be used to solicit 
bribes from the public, already mini bus taxi drivers do whatever they 
want on the roads with impunity because the Metro police take bribes 
from them and they think it's ok to drive recklessly because they 
believe they've paid to do whatever they want. I travel extensively 
throughout SA by road and the biggest dangers on the road besides 
drunk drivers are trucks and taxis, no enforcement is done on truck 
drivers, quiet a few truck drivers are foreigners and they come from 
places where  there are very li]le or no road rules, these drivers drive 
the same way they drive in their own countries here and cause horrific 
accidents, Aarto does nothing to address these issues because the 
traffic cops take bribes from these reckless drivers instead of arresHng 
them. Sort out corrupHon at the tesHng centres and ensure that 
people pass their drivers license test legally, stop corrupt cops taking 
bribes from reckless drivers and teach the Metro cops to be patrioHc 
and subservient to the public instead of creaHng another market for 
crime with Aarto because thats the only thing Aarto as it stands will 
achieve, not safer roads. McNeil

2020-10-10 
21:06:10 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the choices stated are applicable. The authoriHes cannot even 
run the current system adequately. HOW will they run the new 
proposed system. Born to fail!!!! Ilga

2020-10-10 
20:15:58 Gauteng No I do not other

With regards to OTHER it's the whole caboodle of suggesHons. 
CorrupHon and the_. GREEDY Easy money making schemes. SCREW e-
tolls toooooooo...... The whole system is illigal. Put your focus on 
Drunk drivers, cellular drivers, murders, abusers and rapists. I'm 
sooooooo GATVOL. 
Government wants to fill their pockets and forget that poverty and 
Jobless  even exists. Protect the innocent not the guilty. These  are all 
points of concern.  Covid crap has turned the world upside down 
including trying to renew every form of licence.  Government lack to 
enforce a proper smooth running system. Underpaid staff working skin 
and bone for peanuts. And what about street surfers, they should be 
respected and looked a_er. Why not put up hidden cameras to catch 
the thieves stealing copper, water meters everywhere.  We don't trust 
the police as they can't protect us. WE PROTECT ourselves from 
brutality, rape and murder. It's our right!!! Wake up government and 
parHes ....you are digging your graves bigger and bigger. Lara

2020-10-10 
19:22:52 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. I disagree with that mainly 
because I deem the E-tolling system to be unlawful in itself and I don't 
see why we should double the fines for something we are in clear 
disagreement with as a naHon and mainly a province. 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. I don't 
agree with this because as drivers we are already hard hit every year 
with license disc renewals that are northwards of R500, that in itself 
needs a reducHon, not to menHon every 5 years paying to issue 
another license, which in itself is a sham if no retesHng is to be 
performed. Zimbabwe has a permanent lifeHme license. If we insist on 
renewing licenses every 5 years implement a test to support the cost. Molisana

2020-10-10 
18:39:06 Gauteng No I do not other

It looks like the government has just found another way to take away 
our human rights and rob us blind at the same Hme Penny

2020-10-10 
18:03:34 Gauteng No I do not other

Enforcement orders  
AARTO tribunal 
admin burden Alma

2020-10-10 
18:01:14 Gauteng No I do not other

This is a money making scheme at its best to further pay for corrupt 
officials to stack their own pockets rather than do what they are being 
paid for, which is to ensure the ciHzens of their municipaliHes gets the 
best services money can buy. Mike

2020-10-10 
17:38:35 Gauteng No I do not other

E toll is sHll a problem. 
D- Merit system is not going to work in S. A. 
Admin will be, impossible and 5he,foyrts will be flooded with cases. Piet

2020-10-10 
17:12:24 Gauteng No I do not other I do not trust this aarto as it  is only for white people. Frank
2020-10-10 
16:22:00 Gauteng No I do not other Mariska
2020-10-10 
15:43:41 Gauteng No I do not other

Leave it as it is. CorrupHon is so high. This will just increase corrupt 
officials demands for bribes Muhammed

2020-10-10 
13:40:39 Gauteng No I do not other

this is just another money making scam, if the traffic police enforced 
the rules already in place we would not have to change anything. stop 
corrupHon first and have an effecHve traffic police . Donald
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2020-10-10 
13:16:59 Gauteng No I do not other

1. The AARTO system can be a good thing in a first world country. Our 
transport infrastructure is on the point of collapsing. AARTO if applied 
will cause untold hardship to the driving public. 
2. How does one comply with AARTO regulaHons when road marking 
are almost non existant, road signs are missing, damaged or or out of 
date. Street names missing, damaged or not installed. 
3. Road surfaces in many places damged to such an extent that the 
roads have to be remade. 
4. Visible traffic officers aiding traffic has long since disappeared. 
5. Many drivers licenses are suspect. 
6. CorrupHon is rife and the prospect of AARTO giving rise to increased 
corrupHon is real. 
7. Todate the authoriHes have not taken a single person to court for 
not paying etolls which begs the quesHon why not. Most people have 
their own suspicions. Now it would appear that AARTO regulaHons are 
going to be used to bypass the courts on the whole etoll debacle. 
8. Taking the above into account how can the public be expected to 
comply with first world standards when the authoriHes have failed and 
are failing in their duty to provide an environment where the public 
can comply to regulaHon? sidney

2020-10-10 
13:07:14 Gauteng No I do not other

The crimal offense of not carrying your licence. We are human and 
someHmes we forget things. This shouldn't be a criminal offense. 

Secondly the doubling of fines. It seems like the municipality just wants 
to make money off motorists and could perhaps setup unreasonable 
rules to entrap and fine. Like a 60km/h on certain double lane main 
roads in non urban areas.  

I do support fining people for not paying tolls. Nadeem
2020-10-10 
13:03:47 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll has nothing to do with driving enforcements and the system 
doesn't work. Corné

2020-10-10 
13:03:28 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll has nothing to do with driving enforcements and the system 
doesn't work. Corné

2020-10-10 
12:36:15 Gauteng No I do not other

The laws are too stringent. The  industry which has the  probably 
greatest number of infringements is not targe]ed out of fear but the 
law abiding ciHzens are targe]ed Ismail 

2020-10-10 
12:09:56 Gauteng No I do not other

The system is just designed to create more and more criminals.  
Why spend so much Hme and effort trying to enforce laws for vehicles 
when rape, murder, farm a]acks etc are having li]le to NO effort put 
into it.  
Easy criminals is what the system wants and how easy it is to 
inHmidate law abiding ciHzens into parHng with their hard earned 
money than to come up with silly laws for vehicle users to follow when 
the police force themselves cannot even abide by a simple law of "no 
cell phones while driving" instead they will lay down the law and 
expect ciHzens to do as they say when the police can't even focus of 
the necessary issues at hand.  

DISGUSTING!!! Jacques

2020-10-10 
12:07:55 Gauteng No I do not other

First of all. 
E toll has nothing in common with the traffic regulaHons. In my book 
it's regarded as a service. 
The right to be heard in a court of law and represented if I chose to, 
cannot be undermined or overruled by some sort of tribunal with no 
jurisdicHon. What assurence would there be to have a fair hearing if 
the officers themselves are not corrupHon free. 
The current road regulaHons is more than adequate, we just need 
officer's to execute their duHes and enforce those regulaHons in a 
proper and respec�ul manner. 

Kobus
2020-10-10 
12:02:49 Gauteng No I do not other Mark

2020-10-10 
11:40:23 Gauteng No I do not other

Aarto  is a problem and should be disband! 
Every of these amendments opens it self up to more bribery and 
corrupHon. 
Then on the other hand changing these is like most laws and 
ordinances in the country it very seldom gets enforced or policed.  Steve

2020-10-10 
11:35:37 Gauteng No I do not other

We cannot enforce laws efficiently and people will just be more 
vulnerable to bribes. E tolls should be scrapped. Vee

2020-10-10 
11:25:55 Gauteng No I do not other

Here we go again. If the laws which are already in place were applied 
by Law enforcement officers, as their job is to do, instead of them 
driving around ignoring the many law breakers that they see, and also  
if they didn't stop people for bribes, our roads would be a place where 
people would adhere to the law because they would know they would 
be accountable for their choices and acHons. But again, we have a 
government looking to make money easily to line their pockets and the 
crookedness of most of the people in law enforcement are exactly the 
same. Any laws passed as they want to will not safe guard the 
innocent. What kind of law makes the person guilty and having to 
prove themselves innocent. This is an abominaHon of seeking the 
truth, which is what our laws and courts are about! And where in a fair 
world  does this sit well! It doesn't. Should these be passed, what will 
we next be forced into which is unlawful and unacceptable. THIS HAS 
TO STOP! Norma

2020-10-10 
11:17:13 Gauteng No I do not other

Concerns: 
Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. Louis
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2020-10-10 
11:09:25 Gauteng No I do not other

While I feel that there are certainly improvements on previous 
legislaHon there is sHll the glaring problen with the ability to enforce 
the law. 
The most pressing concern however is any menHon of e-tolls. E-tolls 
are a failed experiment and must be scrapped before any addiHonal  
legislaHon is introduced or enacted. 
The clause making it more difficult to address any penalty in court is 
unacceptable. 
Finally, driving without a licence should bot be a criminal offence, this 
is a civil crime. A]ach a massive fine to it, but our prisons are already 
overfilled, they don't need the addiHonal burden of drivers without 
licences. Douglas

2020-10-10 
11:06:00 Gauteng No I do not other

The whole proposal is draconic and fines and prosecuHon - or a 
tribunal are totally ridiculous. With the Hme it takes to have anything 
processed this proposal will lead to excessive Hme wastage while 
trying to get proper hearing - it takes away the consHtuHonal right to 
fair representaHon. 
It appears that the aim is to collect finances - especially doubling the 
fines. People do not have the finances a_er CoV to warrant this 
excessive increase.   
The introducHon of a criminal offence is unacceptable for this type of 
infringement - we have an excepHonally high unemployment rate - 
how will anyone get work if this type of offence now leads to a criminal 
record? 
Wri]en representaHon can be falsified, misinterpreted and not actually 
state the true meaning  - There can be no subsHtute for appearing in 
person to state what the situaHon was. This removes the right to a fair 
hearing... 
Just increase the demerit points and take away the driving licence - this 
will soon stop the problems we have on our roads. 
The problems associated with the collecHon of e-toll monies should be 
invesHgated. The whole system of e-tolls is biased against those living 
in Gauteng. Regardless of where people live in SA the toll on roads 
should be equally spread so that the whole populaHon carries the 
burden for maintenance and new roads. The manual payment via toll 
gates has actually proved to work whereas the gantries and electronic 
capture does not. Why keep on trying to  make an unworkable system 
work? Lisa

2020-10-10 
11:03:13 Gauteng No I do not other

 My concern is this is just a money making racket.If a driver was driving 
reckless like some do,yes then take the extreme measures but why do 
this sort of thing just punishing people for minor offenses.Like for 
instance , I'm elderly and don't drive at all,  my husband is the sole 
driver in our household , if this punishment had to be applied to 
him ,when maybe just exceeding the speed limit by say  5kl what on 
earth do we do,specially when you law abiding ciHzens.So my take on 
this is it's absolutely ridiculous,it's a money making story and an 
injusHce to law abiding ciHzens.Why waste the traffic police Hme when 
they could be elsewhere, helping with the load of criminal lawlessness 
which is far more urgent and needed, in our Country right now,right 
this minute.This is an absolute disgrace to say the least.And disagree 
totally. Stella

2020-10-10 
10:59:09 Gauteng No I do not other Our Government become more strict to its people Mmaserole 

2020-10-10 
10:38:49 Gauteng No I do not other

The issue of making it an offence for not possessing a driving licence.  
It should not be a criminal offence if not in possession at that moment. 
It might be that it is by mistake forgo]en at home. Mashilo 

2020-10-10 
10:29:20 Gauteng No I do not other

Doubling the fine for failing to pay etolls. 
We need to do away with Gauteng etolls or replace with be]er system. Peter 

2020-10-10 
10:15:33 Gauteng No I do not other

The forcing of people to pay eHll when it wasn't asked for in the first 
place. Where's our right to freedom and choice. Celeste

2020-10-10 
10:11:09 Gauteng No I do not other

The AARTO system is totally unnecessary.  

Please use the resources, effort and funds to rather educate the public, 
train regulators and implement officers to regulate the road users.  

In South Africa, everything is becoming so bureaucraHc, regulated with 
negaHvity, punishment rather than educaHng and unpleasant 
experiences that we need to guide the public with posiHve educaHon. 

Everything in South Africa is becoming unpleasant. Anybody and 
EVERYBODY, do on occasions "break the law" because of perhaps to 
many distracHons, billboards, other drivers, daily worries, and if that 
happens the purson should not be punished but rather guided etc. 

We do understand that there are those that do beak the law on 
purpose, but we cannot make blanket laws that punish those that do 
try to be lawful because of the "purposefully unlawful road users" Petrus

2020-10-10 
09:48:07 Gauteng No I do not other

The e-tolls are ridiculous, there are many creaHve thinking ways to 
make it more reasonable 
1. why must it be based on foreign investment and profit driven, and 
2. why must it operate 24/7, and 
3. why are charges not be based on a sliding scale, and 
4. Peak hours should be a basic charge during the week. 

Trevor
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2020-10-10 
09:45:31 Gauteng No I do not other

My points of concern are all of them. And my big quesHon is also: "Will 
this apply to Taxi Drivers too?" Because right now, they do just what 
they please. Stop where ever as if they do not have to abide by the 
law. They also do not pay E toll. Concerning E-tolls, this system can be 
done away with. There is no pracHcal or financial reason why only 
Gauteng needs to suffer through e-tolls. The ciHzens are paying a lot of 
money for what?! If the Minister of transport does decide to keep e-
tolls, it needs to be implemented country wide. But it is a failed 
system, which can not be policed efficiently. And what if someone 
steals you licence plate number? Now, you are responsible for the bill, 
and a costly trail. 
Rather add another fuel levy in place of the E -Toll, the more you use 
the road the more you pay automaHcally. 
Lets look at doing away with court appearances... This will now be 
done wri]en. Firstly, who is going to read it? Should I trust that person, 
who might not have the correct training, with the out come of my 
case? No. 
These changes are not beneficial to any of the ciHzens and will not 
bring down the death toll on the roads. Its just another way to steal 
money from already over taxed people and discriminate. Hendrik

2020-10-10 
09:35:16 Gauteng No I do not other Jan
2020-10-10 
09:32:30 Gauteng No I do not other

First fix the corrupHon and bribery and get the current systems to work 
the we don’t need to waste Hme to change legislaHon Amor 

2020-10-10 
09:07:28 Gauteng No I do not other

My points of concern are all of them. And my big quesHon is: "Will this 
apply to Taxi Drivers too?" Because right now, they do just what they 
please. Stop where ever as if they do not have to  abide by the law.  
Concerning E-tolls, this system can be done away with. There is no 
pracHcal or financial reason why only Gauteng needs to suffer through 
e-tolls.  The ciHzens are paying a lot of money for what?! If the 
Minister of transport does decide to keep e-tolls, it needs to be 
implemented country wide. But it is a failed system, which can not be 
policed efficiently. And what if someone steals you licence plate 
number? Now, you are responsible for the bill, and a costly trail.  
 Lets look at doing away with court appearances... This will now be 
done wri]en. Firstly, who is going to read it? Should I trust that person, 
who might not have the correct training, with the out come of my 
case? No. 
These changes are not beneficial to any of the ciHzens and will not 
bring down the death toll on the roads. Its just another way to steal 
money from already over taxed people and discriminate.  Renee

2020-10-10 
09:04:04 Gauteng No I do not other EToll Lucy

2020-10-10 
08:46:16 Gauteng No I do not other

CorrupHon. E-Toll is a mess. Loading of fines on system is a mess. 
Points registraHon will also be a mess. Will lead to more illegal drivers 
as lots will loose their licence. Accordingly much more insurance claims 
will come in dispute as Insurance companies ALWAYS look for a reason 
NOT to pay. Daniel

2020-10-10 
08:44:45 Gauteng No I do not other

Give me alternate safe public transport and then start charging for 
etolls. Right now I pay levies through fuel, I pay tax and I don’t have 
safe roads, don’t have public transport that is reliable yet I must pay 
pay pay.  

Have visible and not corrupt policing that try to help traffic instead of 
causing jams with road blocks and then asking for bribes  

Have toad signs that are actually visible  

Will taxi drivers and owners be subject to the same rules ? Right now 
government is puppet wrt to them  

There’s so much government can fix before they start taxing and 
clamping down  

Stop taping the easy targets Ismail

2020-10-10 
08:35:08 Gauteng No I do not other

We are innocent unHl proven guilty in a court of law. 

This system takes away that fundamental right. Allan

2020-10-10 
08:32:39 Gauteng No I do not other

You are infringing on my human rights 

Your enforcement agencies are ignorant and incompetent and this will 
just be another money pit of corrupHon when adjudicaHon of tenders Mike

2020-10-10 
08:19:28 Gauteng No I do not other

most of the new proposals are not going to be enforced on the taxis 
and they cause a lot of the current problems Allard 

2020-10-10 
08:12:20 Gauteng No I do not other

1. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
2. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

1. with  the  current loss of income for most south africans a_er the 
past covid lockdown I dont see the point of this.  The courts and jails 
will be overloaded  because they cant pay. More money for fines will 
not stop infringments, but if current road rules were to be enforced , 
less frustraHons will be incured and therefore less infringments. 
2. etolls are a sore point in south africa at this Hme,  parliment has not 
even come to a decision if it is staying or going, so how can they 
increase fines for no payment, and what is the point of two tolls right 
next to each other on the same road. Lydia

2020-10-10 
08:10:15 Gauteng No I do not other

This Aarto  bill leaves motorists open to corrupt officials  also  How will 
this be applied to ie the taxi industrie.  Also the laws we have now are 
not enforced. This is just another way to milk motorists.  It is difficult  
and costly to appeal against this and presumes guilt   

Paul
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2020-10-10 
08:07:50 Gauteng No I do not other This is total nonsense. Just another money making scheme Lynn

2020-10-10 
08:03:55 Gauteng No I do not other

The public is bombarded with corrupHon, bad roads, lack of job 
commitment amongst others and we must sHll endure even higher 
costs for no improvement in an already collapsing economy. Judith

2020-10-10 
07:49:42 Gauteng No I do not other

The current system doesn't work due to all the bribery this will just 
give people more reason to bribe the officials. Rather spend the Hme, 
money and effort so sort out the corrupHon in the current system 
before implemenHng any new system. If the cause of why the original 
system doesn't work is addressed no new system will fix it. Louwrens

2020-10-10 
07:37:20 Gauteng No I do not other

This will have zero impact on the main culprits causing the carnage on 
the road. Candice

2020-10-10 
07:34:03 Gauteng No I do not other

Firstly costs it is already to high no normal working class individual can 
afford it already,then why take the system that works already, and why 
is there dermis points if the judicial system works why mess with it and 
administraHve issues and cost just opens up more chance corrupHon, 
and not making it an criminal  so if your license expires they can arrest 
u or in an emergency if u need to move a truck out of the way,or if a 
kid takes a joy ride,or someone needs to be taken to hospital in an 
emergency And more. Is turning the law against its ciHzens to make it a 
criminal offense Jurie

2020-10-10 
07:18:09 Gauteng No I do not other

You cannot assume guilt. Guilt should be proven. It is not the 
responsibility of the accused to prove their innocence.  

Assuming delivery of a noHce is ludicrous given the current state of the 
postal system and the fact that some people are out of the country for 
extended periods and may not be able to collect noHces - if the 
noHficaHon actually arrives.  

A tribunal cannot be used instead of a court and just increases the 
burden of Hme and money on the motorist to the point where the 
lawmakers force the motorist to accept guilty verdicts as it takes too 
much Hme and money to have to prove your innocence.  

Tony

2020-10-10 
07:07:39 Gauteng No I do not other

I believe they are trying to cover their ineffieciencies in policing traffic 
infringements. The biggest infriengements will be from the Etoll 
system. Increasing traffic fines is not the answer. People must see law 
inforcement officers doing their jobs! Pieter C

2020-10-10 
07:07:36 Gauteng No I do not other

I believe they are trying to cover their ineffieciencies in policing traffic 
infringements. The biggest infriengements will be from the Etoll 
system. Increasing traffic fines is not the answer. People must see law 
inforcement officers doing their jobs! Pieter C

2020-10-10 
07:07:33 Gauteng No I do not other

I believe they are trying to cover their ineffieciencies in policing traffic 
infringements. The biggest infriengements will be from the Etoll 
system. Increasing traffic fines is not the answer. People must see law 
inforcement officers doing their jobs! Pieter C

2020-10-10 
07:07:11 Gauteng No I do not other

I believe they are trying to cover their ineffieciencies in policing traffic 
infringements. The biggest infriengements will be from the Etoll 
system. Increasing traffic fines is not the answer. People must see law 
inforcement officers doing their jobs! Pieter C

2020-10-10 
07:05:39 Gauteng No I do not other

Firstly how do the plan to monitor the de-merit system on the informal 
Taxi's. Most of them will be un-licensed within days of the system 
coming into place.  
We already pay so much in licensing fees, Road levies, Fuel Levies and 
now they want to double up on fines which are already heavy. They 
must remember who the main perpetrators are of infringements 
Was under the impression new laws were bring brought into place to 
curb the death toll on our roads, once again look at the staHsHcs and 
see who is 99 Hmes out of 100 involved in these fatal accidents.  
The government should not be concerning itself with ripping the public 
off that pay their way, but instead legalizing the Taxi Industry and 
making them pay taxes. This way they may actually abide by the laws. 
At the moment one can't even get a booking for your drivers license so 
concentrate on the systems that are in place and get them working 
properly.  Ie licensing Departments. Scrap E-Tolls the public was never 
party to agreeing to these and was supposedly part of the world cup 
iniHaHve, but no I guess there was corrupHon there as well. 
Concentrate on reducing personal taxes as we work hard for our wage 
and every single thing we touch and do a_er earning it is taxed. Now 
they want to take our Freedom to move away from us to. Get the 
current systems in order. I'm sure there is a lot of revenue generated.  
I think driver license should be extended to 10 years as it's becoming 
so difficult to get appointments to renew. 
I'm dead against any of the new AARTO policies. Julie

2020-10-10 
06:58:19 Gauteng No I do not other

Public depts do not operate effecHvely and to rely on public servant to 
do there job is a concern. Processing the penalHes and admin things 
are not reliable 
Sort out effeciency of public departments first Warren 

2020-10-10 
06:46:28 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not support all of the new regulaHons 
This government is trying to steal more and more from the poor Eugene

2020-10-10 
06:37:58 Gauteng No I do not other

I have had quite enough of this country taking away one right a_er 
another from ciHzens. I am totally against this act. Terry

2020-10-10 
06:32:53 Gauteng No I do not other

It is a false narraHve to milk the motoring public to fund the dumb ANC 
incompetence and to have more funds to misappropriated as is usual 
with funds not managed properly. Also the Toll Roads have been illegal 
since incepHon and should be scrapped immediately. This government 
cannot be nor should it be trusted to act legally where extra funds are 
concerned. Cyril and Co are fools who cannot be trusted when money 
is involved. Wreford
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2020-10-10 
06:16:24 Gauteng No I do not other

This is never going to work, just another money making racket like 
everything else. Who and how will It be enforced? Scrap the useless 
etolls, we already pay through our noses so doubling the fines is just 
ludicrous. I will NOT pay etolls ever! Concentrate on drunk drivers and 
pedestrians  rather! Also we should have the right to contest these 
demerits/infringements in court! Sandy

2020-10-10 
06:13:48 Gauteng No I do not other

I do not agree with this draconian laws. God made us free with rights 
he gave us and man enslave us for the love of money. GESARA Soon! DEAN

2020-10-10 
06:04:14 Gauteng No I do not other

I will not pay e-toll, let alone pay double.  
Doubling Traffic fines also has nothing to do with road safety but is 
only a money making scheme, if I can't afford it now how will I if 
doubled. Focus  more on driving under the influence or driving without 
a license instead of driving above the speed limit at 140km/h instead 
of 120km/h on a highway.  Pieter

2020-10-10 
05:46:16 Gauteng No I do not other Thandie
2020-10-10 
04:59:07 Gauteng No I do not other

what aboute  taxis and other forms of transport not paying fines and 
e.toll .they buy there was out of every thing by means of bribes tokkie

2020-10-10 
04:58:49 Gauteng No I do not other

1.    The law is the tool that safe-guard the rights of ciHzens and should 
not be interfered with as this law has the aim. The alleged perpetrator 
must have the right to go to court and not be subjected to biased 
tribunals. 
2.   The double-cost of fines is illegal. There is a fixed maximum fine for 
every offence and can be inflated to double the amount. 
3.   The whole demerit-system is mere a acknowledgement that the 
road traffic law-enforcement is not up to standard. Roads are not 
patrolled to enforce compliance to road-rules.  This system is aimed to 
let traffic officials do even less, but to generate income while not 
contribuHng anything to safe-guard the SA-roads.   
4.   I am totally against the whole demerit-system because it is an easy 
system to penalize the road-user without any effort to do their job, and 
will cause road-users to suffer while not be able to parHcipate in the 
economic system  while his/her drivers-license is suspended.   
5.   Scrap the whole system and force law-enforcement officers to be 
visible and do their job and not rely on a system that will generate 
income with no effort and only will cause  suffering to road-users.   Johan

2020-10-10 
04:30:50 Gauteng No I do not other Just more money to the pocket of the cops Chris
2020-10-10 
04:21:25 Gauteng No I do not other

With the issue of e-toll i think the minister is showing signs of sharing a 
pipe with King Dalindyebo. Fezile

2020-10-10 
02:37:52 Gauteng No I do not other

E-Tolls should be scrapped as well as the the new AARTO 
REGULATIONS as this creates greater room for corrupHon. Mohamed

2020-10-09 
23:34:53 Gauteng No I do not other

With the level of corrupHon, these new regulaHons will become a 
burden . 
E-tolls must go - we did not agree to it.  We pay more than enough in 
fuel levies and taxes for road maintenance. 
The appeal process is another costly process which will create another 
avenue for corrupHon. 
If you want to fine drivers, erect permanent cameras and get rid of 
cops hiding in bushes to trap drivers.  They should do proper policing 
to catch criminals, not this nonsense. PE

2020-10-09 
23:30:47 Gauteng No I do not other

I don't believe in E tolls. This was never discussed with country as a 
whole and how can only gauteng pay for E tolls. As it is with covid 
people are struggling. This billing system needs to be abolished and 
removed asap Yesmin

2020-10-09 
22:09:50 Gauteng No I do not other

Our corrupt government at it again, ANC first, country a distant 23rd 
a_er the cadres/comrades  have been fed. Now we as law abiding 
ciHzens are going to be subjected to even more criminality and 
inHmidaHon by the corrupt gangsters in our law enforcement agencies. 
No doubt the e-tolls are sHll on the cards. Notoriously, the worlds most 
expensive road system and born out of pure corrupHon which is 
probably sHll feeding the cronies at the trough. This bunch probably 
wouldn't  give a damn if claiming historic e-toll debt for roads tax 
payers have already paid for would put people out on the street a_er 
a]aching their assets. If you have something to grab you're fair game . 
No doubt the Taxi industry will have none of this - they'll throw the 
middle finger and inHmidate the government into submission.  Yes and 
you guessed it, law abiding ciHzens will  become target number 1.  
The ANC and their cohorts have broken trust, have broken this 
beauHful country - we should not accept a single thing these immoral, 
thieving pigs are trying to force on us! Derron

2020-10-09 
21:55:11 Gauteng No I do not other

E-toll should be scrapped and not be fined. 
People cannot generate income with our transport - it will have a 
negaHve impact on a person's fundemental right to earn a living by 
taking away their Lisence.  
Be]er /easier ways of paying current fines instead of doubling fines. Pierre

2020-10-09 
21:51:51 Gauteng No I do not other CorrupHon is going to be a big problem with that system!! Freddie
2020-10-09 
21:14:39 Gauteng No I do not other PLEASE NO!!! Michael

2020-10-09 
21:08:27 Gauteng No I do not other

All of the above is a concern. Imagine handing your licence to the 
police, or whoever for three months. Will we ever get it back again? 
Sorry, but I have zero faith in this. How much running around to i find it 
once it's been handed in. People do npt stand a chance at any jusHce 
at all if this is allowed to be made law. As for e-tolls, and doubling tje 
fines, this is consHtuHonal. I think OUTA will be run off their feet 
helpung South Africans here. 
It is yet another way to control ciHzens of SA, and rip them off 
financially.  
Where does Mbalula dteam thos stuff uo? And guaranteed.  It will not 
be adhered to by the Government officials themselves, who think they 
are above this same law they are trying to push through now. Judith

2020-10-09 
21:06:30 Gauteng No I do not other James
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2020-10-09 
20:57:47 Gauteng No I do not other

Just another way for a corrupt bankrupt government to get their hands 
on more money. Adri 

2020-10-09 
20:56:51 Gauteng No I do not other

With all the corrupHon in this country,  a system like this will never 
work. A large percentage of drivers on the road do not have legiHmate 
licenses.  A large percentage of vehicles are not roadworthy.  
The authoriHes can't even get the current systems operaHng let alone 
a complex system like a demerit system.  
Concentrate on  curbing the corrupHon  instead of wasHng taxpayers 
money.  

Michael 

2020-10-09 
20:46:39 Gauteng No I do not other

South Africa corrupt government must go enough is enough every Hme 
this government runs short of money they put taxes up and try and 
charge people for more.Cant the people see what has this government 
done since 1994 just taken and never provided. 
Our law system fails every South African we can’t trust no one we can’t 
go out and not be afraid. 
Another thing that needs addressing is JusHce for Farm murders if 
nothing gets done I hope the world puts sancHons on us. Jason

2020-10-09 
20:41:44 Gauteng No I do not other

Enforce the laws on the books. More laws cannot fix poor 
enforcement. It will only worsen it. Dirk

2020-10-09 
20:32:25 Gauteng No I do not other

There is too much corrupHon in our country so the system will not 
work.  Imagine you can buy your license so now we make more people 
rich to clear the demerits. We have more important things to worry 
about than bad drivers.  Is this the best the government can come up 
with. How about focusing on making more jobs available in our 
country instead of trying to screw us for more money. kim

2020-10-09 
20:24:16 Gauteng No I do not other

This is not going to work as only law abiding ciHzens will be effected 
and the taxi drivers is going to drive without drivers license and will 
just keep on bribing traffic police not to get demerit points. So no it will 
not work. Swartz

2020-10-09 
19:11:20 Gauteng No I do not other

More money to be stolen from the people  for the government 
departments to steal. Maria

2020-10-09 
19:06:25 Gauteng No I do not other

I think the our government failing the South African ciHzens with all 
this unnecessary policy making things difficult for us why don't u 
coming with a common ideal that will not oppressing ciHzens of South 
Africa u are not differ with the apartait that old system of the 
previous.. Fikile Mbalula he don't think like an South African ciHzens.  
There's things he should consider here people get in the road drunk 
and cousin accident... Fikile Mbalula can he just keep quite on things is 
not necessary here people pay license disk as normally so must course 
the problem of changing policy an regulaHon that can not help any 
one..Aarto itself it has a apartait sylabas.. ukuqindezela 
umtomyama.....  There's lot of criminals things Mbalula must check 
around not busy change things we are Hred of this corrupt government 
here....  we are Hred of policy change..i hate AARTO system itself 
apartait system... bring back the old system it was working-class.. now 
u start again onother system which is going to oppress people of South 
Africa ciHzens. Geelboy 

2020-10-09 
19:04:45 Gauteng No I do not other

It is not going to make any difference, instead we need traffic cops 
visibility on the roads  Sithembile

2020-10-09 
19:00:06 Gauteng No I do not other corupHon . opens to many door JusHn

2020-10-09 
18:56:40 Gauteng No I do not other

These are DRACONIAN- Dishonest- unconsHtuHonal and treacherous 
proposals. 

The Government should 
 1. Make our roads safer-  
A. Compulsory insurance on ALL  vehicles. 
B.Get the Taxi drivers to be law abiding 
C. Improve the signage, road condiHons,  be]er visibility of traffic 
persons- 
D. Reduce the” cold drink”  bribery mentality  
E. Personal traffic camera s on officials and on motor cars. 

2.The  illegal methods employed by traffic officials  implemenHng 
speed traps and so on will be unchecked  and leave the public open to 
unfair convicHons and fines- 
We need to quesHon how and when  to the offenses   we will be 
charged with. How can we be sure that  we are guilty of something ? 
Wri]en representaHon is not legal-  
Even the  sending of “courtesy “ le]ers are  subject to doubt and 
confirmaHon! 
AARTO is a contenHous  thing-  
It will be tested in a court of law and will prove to be illegal.Also, all 
fines will have to be re paid to the public.  

3. Simply, using 1st. World traffic control on a 3rd. world mentality will 
cause chaos. 

4.Get rid of the corrupHon and provide  proper traffic  assistance and  
also encourage road user tolerance. Mohamed 

2020-10-09 
18:49:50 Gauteng No I do not other

This is just a mother camel for corrupHon in its highest form. The 
system  that is in place does not work, how do you want to try a new 
system, that is doom to fail. The taxis are for sure not going to comply 
with any regulaHon, like license that can not be issue because of point 
system to name one problem. Karina

2020-10-09 
18:29:05 Gauteng No I do not other

E toll and toll fees should be scrapped.  
High fuel levy should cover tolls Heinrich
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2020-10-09 
18:23:25 Gauteng No I do not other

This will be unconsHtuHonal to find someone guilty without him or her 
to prove innocent in a court.  
This again will become a witch hunt and just another money making 
scheme for more money to be stolen.  
You cannot expect the public to pay for something that they did not 
agree to in the first place.  
This will be a tough re-write of the law as again most of it is going 
against your right as a person to proof innocence Jacques 

2020-10-09 
18:22:26 Gauteng No I do not other

RepeaHng previously stated concerns... 

1. The system is open to corrupHon with no proof of delivery to the 
accused. Every single process must be hand delivered with a signature 
of receipt before assuming the accused has received it. 
2. The system of assuming guilt goes against the consHtuHon where 
everyone is innocent unHl proven guilty in a court of law. 
3. E-Tolls is an unnecessary ANC fundraiser passed on to the public.  
4. If government were serious about funding freeway improvement, 
adding 10c per litre petrol levy in Gauteng from 2013 would have been 
the best soluHon, as it would have already paid off the costs with an 
excess to cover maintenance costs. 
5. Making non-possession of the license card a criminal offence must 
be challenged. A person's driving license is held by RTMC. The Card is 
not the license but proof of one. 
6. The renewal process proves nothing about a driver's driving 
competency - its just another ANC fund raising scheme. 
7. Why not do a driver re-test at 10 years to check competency? 
8. Why sHll no emphasis on moving violaHons? Get the Metro and 
Provincial Police to do their jobs! They should be acHvely monitoring 
traffic flow and catching those who actually offend! This is the major 
issue where lack of traffic control is the actual cause of road carnage! 
9. Speed trapping on quiet roads is fund raising. Highlight hotspots and 
enforce there! 
10. Forcing people to pay fines at roadblocks is also a transgression of 
the law. Everyone should have an inexpensive, non-onerous right to 
challenge the ACCUSATION of a misdemeanor. 
11. No peace officer has any right to be judge, jury and execuHoner in 
exercising his duty, which is upholding the law, not convicHng ciHzens. 
Transgressions are highlighted and reported, not convicted. Michael

2020-10-09 
18:14:27 Gauteng No I do not other

We should not be having etolls and doubling the fines just mean more 
money to be stolen. Demerit system should not be allowed to proceed. 
Every person should have right to a]end a court hearing if needs be. Ismail

2020-10-09 
18:02:58 Gauteng No I do not other

1. The system is open to corrupHon with no proof of delivery to the 
accused. Every single process must be hand delivered with a signature 
of receipt before assuming the accused has received it.  
2. The system of assuming guilt flies in the face of the consHtuHon 
where everyone is INNOCENT TILL PROVEN GUILTY IN COURT.  
3. E-Tolls is an unneccesary ANC fundraiser passed on to the public. 
The road infrastructure was paid for in total before the toll system was 
installed. The addiHonal cost were just another corrupHon scheme to 
fleece the public.  
4. If they were serious about funding freeway improvement, adding 
10c per litre in Gauteng from 2013 would have been the best soluHon, 
as it would have already paid off the costs with an excess to cover 
maintenance costs. 
5. Making non possession of the licence card a criminal offence must 
be challenged. A person's   driving licence is held by RTMC. The Card is 
NOT THE LICENCE, JUST PROOF OF POSESSION.  
6. The renewal process proves nothing about a driver's driving 
competency - its just another ANC fund raising scheme. 
7. Why not do a driver re-test at 10 years to check competency? 
8. Why sHll no emphasis on MOVING VIOLATIONS. Get metro and 
provincial police TO DO THEIR JOBS! They should be acHvely 
monitoring traffic flow and catching those who actually offend!  This is 
the major issue where lack of traffic control is the actual cause of Road 
Carnage! 
9. Speed trapping on quiet roads is fund raising. Highlight hotspots and 
enforce there! 
10. Forcing people to pay fines at roadblocks is also a transgression of 
the law. Everyone should have an inexpensive, non-onerous right to 
challenge the ACCUSATION of a misdemenour. 
11. No peace officer has any right to be judge, jury and execuHoner in 
exercising his duty, which is upholding the law, not convicHng ciHzens. 
Transgressions are highlighted and reported, not convicted. Angus

2020-10-09 
18:01:18 Gauteng No I do not other

Disapprove and oppose All of the amendments! This is money making 
at its best by a corrupt bankrupt government sHll trying to get money 
to fund their “endeavors” . You are guilty irrespecHve their 
incompetence/fault or yours. With all the current and new laws and 
regulaHons in place or being passed by government the only Hme you 
are not an offender is if are not born. Riaan

KwaZulu-Natal 105

2020-11-30 
17:38:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The current laws cannot be properly managed how is changing them 
going to be any different. Traffic cops need to work, Not as in Msunduzi 
where you never see them, as most of the Hme they are at home and 
not at work.  IF the management could get organised and the exisHng 
laws implemented that would be all that is needed 

Karen
2020-11-29 
23:31:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

This does not seem to be fair to everyone, it's going to cause more 
problems trying to police it. Navin

2020-11-29 
16:59:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

1.Bribery and corrupHon. 
2. Fair and just implementaHon  
3. Prove one's innocence in court. Mo 
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2020-11-20 
22:24:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

50% of the penalty amount, regardless of when the payment is made, 
goes to the authority figure that issued the fine. This will undoubtedly 
encourage corrupHon among law enforcement officers which is 
basically oppression. How will this benefit the country? 

The Road Traffic Infringement Authority (RTIA) will get involved and 
add on heavier levies to the original amount if the amount is not paid 
for whatever reason. RTIA is the acHng arbiter in collecHng the debts 
for the Government and funded by traffic fines. All parHes involved 
gain to benefit financially and will ensure you pay whether you were at 
fault or not. 

Mohamed

2020-11-14 
20:40:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

It's all a bunch of nonsense. We cant run the system we have and all 
thecwrtora come from the governent when sending fines that they say 
are sent then finding that you have an issue with them because you 
paid late or you havent even received the fine , no governent is not 
good enough to make it all work withoutvinovent people being 
affected because of their mistakes Gordy

2020-11-14 
20:40:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

It's all a bunch of nonsense. We cant run the system we have and all 
thecwrtora come from the governent when sending fines that they say 
are sent then finding that you have an issue with them because you 
paid late or you havent even received the fine , no governent is not 
good enough to make it all work withoutvinovent people being 
affected because of their mistakes Gordy

2020-11-11 
08:34:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other The enHre proposal of the amendment . Wayne
2020-11-10 
17:51:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other JusHn
2020-11-10 
17:51:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other JusHn

2020-11-10 
13:21:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Absolutely do not support the new dra_ regulaHons. As always, the 
biggest offenders on the roads will be le_ untouched and those honest 
few that make a mistake will be punished unreasonably for minor 
infringements. The stealth tax is just another way for the government 
to steal more money from the ciHzens of this country as they've stolen 
and wasted so much already. Show us that there is some control over 
the biggest, repeat and ongoing offenders on the roads, and maybe 
then we can consider a demerit system. Lloyd

2020-11-08 
07:25:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Traffic official must stop taking bribes and remove un roadworthy 
TAXI'S from our roads Iain

2020-11-05 
21:44:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Will this be equal to all drivers ? 

How will  the rules be applied ? Bilal

2020-11-04 
12:33:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

It is a monet making sytem to enrich Road Traffic system. Pay up for 
fines issued with out you going to court to defend your self against 
illegal speed traps. If you don't pay you could loss your licence. All its 
going to encourage more bribing of traffic officers and more motorists 
driving without valid drivers licences especially in the Taxi industry. Keith 

2020-11-03 
18:03:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Another government scam to remove motorists rights and to extract 
money from tax payers V.

2020-11-03 
18:00:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

There is to much corrupHon going on and it's the poor who are having 
to suffer not the people stealing from the hard working poor people. Joelene

2020-11-03 
08:05:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

E tolls should be scrapped with immediate effect. Seat belts is a 50/50 
chance. Do something about trucks on the roads. Trucks and Taxis are  
the  most causes of accidents. Tougher laws on trucks and taxis Ahmed

2020-11-03 
07:14:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Let's be honest. Requests for a bribe usually come from a traffic officer. 
This new law will now give them a bigger bargaining tool as the is now 
more at stake and a whole lot more to lose by the driver. I would not 
be surprised if this new laws have be iniHated by traffic policemen and 
AARTO sees it as an opportunity to collect outstanding toll fees  as all 
other a]empts have failed. Lionel 

2020-10-29 
08:24:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other i do not agree with e toll Dean 

2020-10-29 
06:12:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Guilty unHl proven innocent, just another way to fleece more money 
from the public, start enforcing exisHng laws correctly to those drivers 
who transgress the rules on a daily basis. Richard

2020-10-29 
06:03:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Corrupt cops can fine anyone for whatever reason and we will have no 
say in the ma]er. Innocent drivers will not be able to defend 
themselves agains these corrupt "law enforces". Herman

2020-10-28 
17:39:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other this will open up more places for bribery and corrupHon kerry

2020-10-28 
12:00:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The fact that one needs to pay and sHll have demerit points is to me 
double fines being imposed on one. 

Reo
2020-10-28 
09:04:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other COLLEEN
2020-10-28 
08:58:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Innocent unHl proven guilty ian
2020-10-26 
23:54:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Jeffrey 

2020-10-26 
07:32:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

This enHre system is li]le more than an extorHon racket that tries to 
unconsHtuHonally deprive motors of their right to be tried by a court.  
The fine themselves are obviously nothing but a money grab. This act 
must be legally challenged in consHtuHonal court and rejected with the 
contempt it deserves. David

2020-10-25 
20:05:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other HeVe
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2020-10-24 
16:25:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

ETolls are a money making tool for this Government. These were put in 
place without the PEOPLES consent!!! 
We The People of S Africa are the ones You are Supposed to be Serving  
You Are trying to look for ways to grab money from the People of SA 
This is Money Grabbing !!!!! 
You don’t even have Proper Metro Policing in Place  
The Taxi’s are a Law unto themselves  
SAfrica Has No System nor do we Have JusHce!!! Bea]y

2020-10-24 
09:39:50 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court is not fair as one cannot defend oneself during the new 
processing and prosecuHng proceedings. 
• It is not necessary to introduce the point’s demerit system if 
paying of fines is sHll in place, as that is double prosecuHon for one 
infringement. Current regulaHons should be effecHvely implemented 
by loyal traffic officers with integrity.. 
• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable is not 
going to enforce compliance but loyal traffic officers should do; unless 
your intenHon is to enrich corrupHon as the corrupHon is the one that 
seems to be a problem in the system. 
• No need to double the fines on regular toll but to remove e-toll 
as public consultaHons was not done, or just collect from those who 
support it and even have e-tags.  

Bongani

2020-10-23 
20:28:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

To the minister of transportaHon. 
I have numerous concerns about the proposed legislaHon, not that I 
believe, as I am sure many South Africans would agree. That any public 
comment will fall on anything but deaf ears, in the bureaucraHc 
echelons of government.  

To distance the rights of ciHzens when facing, especially criminal 
charges, from the judiciary. Is a step from liberty towards an autocraHc 
state, where the police minister dictates the law to the "judges", 
instead of the law dictaHng to an independent judiciary.  
With a more teared appeal system, money, as it does in the current 
system, will play a larger role in innocence or guilt, with added 
corrupHon due to lack of presiding judges.  

The doubling of fines seems ludicrous, considering the fact that we are 
cresHng the hill of our biggest economic crisis since independence. If 
greater revenue is desired by the department, perhaps they find it 
using exisHng framework, if every car I saw jump a red got fined, they'd 
get 4-6k per day for that alone. Repeated violators like the Transport 
and taxi industry, who have gone unpunished for years and amount to 
the majority of road accidents.  
If the minister would like I could point out several repeat violaHon hot 
spots in Durban. Luthuli House may as well make the first two lanes on 
there side, their private parking lot.  

Clearly we have a problem with bad drivers, but to criminalize 
someone, not driving drunk or recklessly for not having a license, is 
another leap towards a police state, where the state criminalizes as 
many people as possible, and makes them selves the warden, ruling 
with fear.  

In short a see the proposed legislaHon as curtaining our liberty, and 
ceding  yet more power to the police. From a pracHcal point, far 
greater offenders could be caught, were the police willing to tackle 
harder targets. And the increase in revenue could be achieved.  

AuthoritaHve  
Erroneous  
SediHous  

Liam

2020-10-23 
12:04:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Current system not administered efficiently or effecHvely, only 
targeHng law abiding ciHzen should be focused on non compliant and 
non law abiding road users Chris 

2020-10-22 
12:57:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The current system cannot be enforced now so how is a new system 
going to work. Brian

2020-10-21 
20:18:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

1. Everyone has the right to be tried in a court of law and the evidence 
against him put to test. 
2. This system reeks of corrupHon as an extra R100-00 will be added to 
the fine. 
3. The corrupt traffic officials will use this system to their benefit...and 
their benefit only. 
4. The current legislaHon is adequate... the current enforcement is 
patheHc... 
5.Rather put body cams on all traffic officers TIMOTHY

2020-10-21 
14:16:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

leave things as they are,if there are any changes to be made then they 
must start discipline with taxi drivers( mini bus )they dont get fines for 
being reckless Leslie

2020-10-21 
07:54:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I will not support these regulaHons as they are unconsHtuHonal and 
anH-democracy and serve no purpose other than to line the pockets of 
the state and turn ordinary ciHzens into criminals over misdemeanors. Arthur
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2020-10-21 
04:36:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

More laws within an already extremely corrupt traffic system, within a 
corrupt government party, administered by corrupt civil employees 
does not make for improved driving expereinces by members of the 
public. The reason goverment has given for implemenHng this will not 
actually be achieved as the corrupt mindset that is running this 
country has not changed so new systems or laws will make no 
difference. It will just be fodder for more corrupHon. If we cannot 
understand the concept of cause and effect yet then we will conHnue 
to be doomed and deluded by all this propaganda of "new laws for the 
good of the people". U]erly untrue and quite frankly despicable 
acHons by our "leaders"! Tracey

2020-10-20 
09:48:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The whole lot I do not support. A corrupHon mechanism to force eTolls 
down SA's throat!! 
This will not solve anything but entrench corrupHon even further. 
Police aren't even able to police the taxi nor trucks, so now they again 
turn to the so_ general public targets. Eben

2020-10-20 
08:35:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The public in RSA is already cash strapped by the money hungry 
government we have.  And no more gravy trains are needed or 
required Delia

2020-10-19 
19:25:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Police cannot control offences and offenders now, how are they going 
to do it with new regulaHons.  Before you implement a new system you 
need to administer the current regulaHons effecHvely and lawfully. 
Don't waste money on new systems unHl you have your current house 
in order 

Michele
2020-10-19 
18:31:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other All of the above Judith 
2020-10-19 
18:31:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other All of the above Judith 

2020-10-19 
08:58:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Their is going to be so much h fraud and corrupHon once implemented 
the biggest problem will be the taxis and buses . The easy targets are 
the motorists and this is definitely going to happen Jenny

2020-10-18 
12:35:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The laws cannot be enforced as it is because of corrupt police and 
courts. Bribing of police officers is rife and this will just add to the mess 
this country is in. Dan 

2020-10-18 
06:27:50 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Adele

2020-10-17 
21:25:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

E-tolls should be scrapped altogether, as we the tax paying ciHzens are 
overburdened already.  
Scrap them, don't double fines for not paying for a failed system forced 
on us! Nicole

2020-10-17 
20:18:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Firstly corrupHon  ,vehicles are not road worthy and cloning of licence 
plates  
People who do not have a residenHal address currently do not pay 
fines ,,fraudulent  drivers  license Taxi has different laws they are 
lawless  you impound their vehicle and they riot and they are returned 
This cannot and is not controlled  now so how is it going to happen Trevor

2020-10-17 
11:54:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Not sure if it will be fair - given the way taxi operators drive - nothing 
gets done ! I have seen a taxi nearly crash into another car - in full view 
the next rd down - a trffic officer was givind a person a Hcket ! I 
laughed ! The man was driving a scooter !! So no !! It's not going to 
work ! All i can see is a money making operaHon !! Barbara

2020-10-16 
15:13:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

First, there's no law enforcement. Taxis and many road users don't 
obey the rules and get away with it. I don't support this at all. James 

2020-10-16 
14:36:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Driver licence  card and licence in green ID book must be made legal 
again cause there are some people that never went to change to card Andre

2020-10-15 
11:21:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I disagree with the first four points - 
We should not be denied our day in court.   

We do not effecHve deal with traffic infringement laws now, how are 
you going to enforce new laws.   Why make new laws when you cannot 
/ do not enforce the old. 

This country is in such a precarious financial posiHon and you our 
Government just make the burden too great for  its People. 

Toll Road non-payment needs to be removed from  Aarto as this is a 
Government CON. Mary 

2020-10-14 
13:26:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The Government can't even get the jusHce system to work , guilty 
people are not prosecuted, always an excuse of case postponed. I see a 
lot more bribes that will be taking place by officials. There aren't 
enough qualified people to do the administraHon work. Steph

2020-10-13 
18:31:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

It will be more money for them to steal and corrupHon will flourish, 
unacceptable !  Manie

2020-10-13 
17:20:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Lorraine

2020-10-13 
12:45:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Government cant even succeed with any current system why change 
everything?  The system is fine as it is now the problem is the people 
not doing their jobs.   
Its a money making scheme! 
Currently there is a enormous backlog to get a learners and drivers 
license how on earth will the system cope with rewriHng learners and 
drivers license and how must ciHzens pay for all these expenses?  We 
already pay so much for nothing!   
Handing in drivers license cards ?????  No No No!!! if paperwork gets 
lost for important cases how can we trust your filing system? 
#NOTRUST  
 Germariet
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2020-10-13 
11:33:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Our current Law Enforcement can't even be done and regulated, a new 
system with bigger fines offers even more room for corrupHon within 
the system. The Taxi's are a law unto their own and contribute to the 
majority of fataliHes - If the current law enforcement was  efficiently 
enforced upon the taxi industry there would be no need for changes - 
that would show be]er results other than expecHng more revenue 
from your hidden speed cameras! Danny

2020-10-13 
08:13:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I disagree with everything. The money made with tolls are not being 
used to repair roads and infrastructure.  
Not having ones license on you or having an expired drivers licence can 
be due to mulHple reasons including the fact that offices for licences as 
well as licence disks are not run efficiently.  Sort that out 1st. Hajera

2020-10-13 
07:48:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

To improve the driving standards on our roads and thereby reducing 
costly accidents that claim  many lives, is to improve the standard of 
policing.  
SelecHon of police officers and all civil "servants" must only be 
selected on merit and not on racial and gender quota's. CorrupHon 
must be rooted out - implement the Chinese system of dealing with 
corrupt officials.  
Once discipline has returned to our roads due to effecHve competent 
policing,  these new regulaHons will serve no purpose, as all 
incompetent and reckless drivers would soon be removed from the 
roads. 
And it will be a pleasure to drive in safety on our roads again, I have 
held my drivers license for 64 years with no fines or accidents. 

Robin 
2020-10-13 
07:14:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other They can't and won't enforce it, especially on the lawless taxi drivers ... Sharon
2020-10-12 
23:22:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other (CorrupHon) I live in the real world. Warren

2020-10-12 
17:24:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

In this so called democraHc South Africa, they strip us, we the People, 
of our rights and wish to do as they please. 
Wake up People of this beauHful country, the ruling Party is now 
pracHcing Communism. We need to change our leader in order to 
become a successful country. 
We have gone nowhere in the last 26 years, except maybe backwards... Zubair 

2020-10-12 
15:57:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

As with much of SA, a lot of corrupHon and very li]le policing. This 
might work in a perfect country but our law and its enforcement 
officials are a problem. We can not even get etolls to work, our roads 
are poor but the money was there. Gone now. 
Someone’s clever idea to demerit drivers, but our taxis are the devils of 
the road and sHll no enforcement or policing. Yet we implode during a 
pandemic and offer them leniency because our government can’t 
manage the principal of the roads - so how are you going to demerit 
them. Only the innocent will suffer, only the law abiding drivers will 
suffer BUT the reality won’t change. 
Clean up your mess, change our terrible road staHsHcs and lock up the 
taxi who drives daily and perpetuate more than 100 offenses daily  
Then come to us and discuss your proposal. Vishant

2020-10-12 
12:43:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I am not in favour of the demirit points being li_ed 
Also the e tolls being doubled. 
This should be scrapped Bunny

2020-10-12 
11:54:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other I am 100% against etoll so do not agree to the fining system.  Karen

2020-10-12 
10:41:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

(Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court and 
replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an 
appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court) for one, I refuse 
to accept that my right to defend myself is to be suppressed. The 
cameras on the major and minor roads are not regularly calibrated and 
Its accuracy is quesHonable.  I foresee the new process to be a shadow 
of the home affairs issue , spending days to weeks and even months to 
resolve issues. unfortunately there aren't many competent individuals 
that I've met within the halls of government establishments and thus 
my reluctance in supporHng a new structure. The current one has been 
under the media spotlight regarding individuals acquiring their licences 
by paying for it under the table. The quality of residenHal roads have 
totally plummeted and I have damages to my vehicles as a result of it. 
repair the roads before crying about E-toll. get qualified contractors to 
get the job done right the first Hme. I'm Hred of seeing the same pot-
hole being filled and repaired over and over again , and the road sHll 
ends up like gravel terrain. 

The fact that I see so many taxi drivers breaking the laws daily with no 
police presence to enforce the law , doesn't really paint a shinny 
picture of the traffic police and their credibility in doing the job that's 
tasked to them. I'm sHll reeling from the shock that the powers that 
be , have decided to double the amount of the fines. Rather stomp out 
corrupHon and enforce police presence throughout the CBD and 
outlying areas and then the minister might get a thumbs up from me. Clarey

2020-10-12 
08:57:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Another corrupt way of taking money from honest folk. They cost this 
country in jobs through their indiscreHons and the_, now they want to 
skin the remaining honest and few tax payers le_ over.  This is not a 1st 
world country and never will be as long as the race card is used. Tom

2020-10-12 
08:45:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other I am against the e toll system and the Aarto act. Haroun

2020-10-12 
08:44:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Do not  agree with : •Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to 
elect to be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, 
a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the 
Magistrates Court. 

also do not agree at all that Fines can be issued for non payment of E-
toll. This is merely an a]empt of government  to force taxpayers to 
comply with their corrupt e- tolling system and would just pave the 
way for more of these to be implemented. Riaan
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2020-10-12 
08:35:50 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I guess it would create more corrupHon in the enforcement sector. As 
it is currently if you are caught either speeding  on the freeway the 
officials actually ask you for what they want not like before if we palm 
them with R100 they accept it but due to greed they ask for what they 
want .  Three quarters of these officials are so obese they'd probably 
fail their medicals due to this kind of corrupt behaviour  Fayal 

2020-10-12 
06:56:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

There will be selecHve implementaHon of this system . To costly for 
ciHzens who are already cash strapped. Neetesh

2020-10-12 
06:18:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other H

2020-10-11 
21:28:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

This isn't going to work. The public will see it, as we already do, as an 
addiHonal money making scheme for the government to make more 
money off of tax payers. While yes, I agree with stronger enforcement 
opHons, anything that entails the doubling of financial implicaHons will 
result in the public viewing it for what it is, addiHonal extorHon. Ashley

2020-10-11 
21:05:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I do not agree to any of it. Not the demerit system as the taxis will not 
follow this and no one will enforce this with them, so why must the 
rest of the country pay for them?! Then the etoll, that too was illegal to 
begin with, and again the taxis are exempted from this and the rest of 
us have to pay! Janet

2020-10-11 
20:21:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

It's now more easy for these corrupt cops to effect bribes and lunch 
money Pillay

2020-10-11 
20:20:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other The demerit system will not work  as for obvious reasons. Collin
2020-10-11 
16:14:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Corrupt officials, Eileen 
2020-10-11 
16:02:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Arthur
2020-10-11 
15:17:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Poovanasen

2020-10-11 
14:37:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

In an ideal world where the system enforced are not met with 
corrupHon  and manipulaHon of law and people., this system might 
work. In south africa we see on a daily basis the blatant infringement 
of our rights on the good people of the county. Government has 
proven Hme and again that they are looking to make the hard working 
people of the county pay. At the cost of mismanagement of funds and 
monies. They basically looking for more money which they can 
misappropriate and mishandle. 
Please government need to  their shit out. Then only will people 
accept these kind of laws.  

Muhammed 

2020-10-11 
13:00:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

CorrupHon. And the fact that traffic laws are bias. Had an accident that 
landed me in hospital. With a serious neck injury. The traffic official 
told my wife on the scene we cannot press charges as everyone makes 
mistakes. The other driver was under the influence, no license, vehicle 
was inlisenced. Yet we opened a case. Three months down the line we 
called the inspector who told us they can't find the other driver as all 
informaHon was falcefied. No don't trust anything from our 
government in any regulaHon role out. Willie

2020-10-11 
10:04:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Please fix the current system. Eradicate corrupHon. Get rid of etolls. 
Get rid o false driver’s licenses. Why double fines? Maybe if fines were 
actually given instead of bribes taken for transgressions, the roads 
would be safer.(drivers). Maybe if money meant for transport would be 
used to fix the absolutely deplorable state of our roads, people would 
be more willing to pay their dues. ChrisHna 

2020-10-11 
07:39:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Any law or regulaHon with respect to etollsshould be scrapped 
together with the whole etolls project. Victor

2020-10-11 
05:41:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

This will not change driver behavior only allow more money to be 
available for government officials to steal Maureen

2020-10-11 
01:01:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other This would lead to greater corrupHon and bribery Hiren
2020-10-11 
01:01:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other This would lead to greater corrupHon and bribery Hiren

2020-10-10 
20:46:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

Th government ahs failed to implement currently and various drivers 
(drunken and taxi as two simple examples) rule the roads. Start off 
trying to implement what is currently available and when this is see to 
be done, then you will get support for these new proposals. For now it 
is pie in the sky unHl government proves with evidence that it can 
implement anything, at this point in Hme implementaHon is a failure in 
all areas. Gillian

2020-10-10 
19:29:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I received an etoll bill with a picture of a vehicle who's registraHon is 
mine reversed due to someone's incompetence.  Imagine paying a fine 
for that. Rakesh

2020-10-10 
19:01:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I believe it's going to open up more loop holes for corrupHon and 
bribery francis

2020-10-10 
16:52:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other The e-tolls were put up despite being objected to. Melanie
2020-10-10 
16:02:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Jerry

2020-10-10 
15:55:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The current system is all about extracHon of money from the public 
and this AARTO is just an upgraded version. Our problem is driver 
behaviour. Poor driving behaviour should result in the person being 
pulled aside in a facility nearby and be shown their poor behaviour on 
a screen. They should then be taught the correct behaviour before 
being allowed back onto the road. There are too many new road users 
and drivers who have no clue how the behave on the road. It is all 
about consideraHon for others. Too many of our road users cannot 
sHck to the speed limit, they dawdle in the fast lane and won't move 
out. This frustrates those that want to travel at the correct speed, 
making them take chances and this is where dangerous situaHons 
arise. Driver EducaHon not Financial ExtracHon. Gavin
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2020-10-10 
14:31:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

AaRTO are just dictators enforcing their own stupid rules to make 
money.its not a business its about riads and safety.How can you have 
fines and a demerit system...so fouble punishment for what.no fines if 
demerit system to be used.do these rules also apply to government 
vehicles and users of such...coz we got some of the worst police 
vehicles on our roads.Cops dont follow rules themselves but want to 
be policing ciHzens.full of dirty cops...bribery,harrassment and bored 
with their lives worrying bout nonsense but real crime they do 
nothing.traffic cops to deal wid vehicle infringements not metro and 
what have you.they useless just like aarto who have failed dismally in 
their sector.tolls yet roads sHll messed up.moneys jus filling officials 
pockets.we can barely afford to live but must be fined fined n fined for 
small crap.instead of warnings...put on database...second 
warning...then be penalised.people park everywhere because not 
sufficient parking provided yet must get fined coz cops act like they gt 
no real work to do...they go into parking lots to give Hckets for tyres n 
all for what.jus to meet qoutas yet bigger real crimes they do 
nothing.go n report they say no use opening a case coz bla bla 
bla...looks bad on qouta system...unsolved.pracHce what u preach.cops 
are worst on da road.point must be higher because infringment points 
are ridiculously high...can see stupidity wri]en all over this 
department.us ciHzens are gatvol of being made criminals for shit and 
of being robbed of the li]le we got by gov Anthony

2020-10-10 
14:31:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

AaRTO are just dictators enforcing their own stupid rules to make 
money.its not a business its about riads and safety.How can you have 
fines and a demerit system...so fouble punishment for what.no fines if 
demerit system to be used.do these rules also apply to government 
vehicles and users of such...coz we got some of the worst police 
vehicles on our roads.Cops dont follow rules themselves but want to 
be policing ciHzens.full of dirty cops...bribery,harrassment and bored 
with their lives worrying bout nonsense but real crime they do 
nothing.traffic cops to deal wid vehicle infringements not metro and 
what have you.they useless just like aarto who have failed dismally in 
their sector.tolls yet roads sHll messed up.moneys jus filling officials 
pockets.we can barely afford to live but must be fined fined n fined for 
small crap.instead of warnings...put on database...second 
warning...then be penalised.people park everywhere because not 
sufficient parking provided yet must get fined coz cops act like they gt 
no real work to do...they go into parking lots to give Hckets for tyres n 
all for what.jus to meet qoutas yet bigger real crimes they do 
nothing.go n report they say no use opening a case coz bla bla 
bla...looks bad on qouta system...unsolved.pracHce what u preach.cops 
are worst on da road.point must be higher because infringment points 
are ridiculously high...can see stupidity wri]en all over this 
department.us ciHzens are gatvol of being made criminals for shit and 
of being robbed of the li]le we got by gov Anthony

2020-10-10 
14:03:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

The majority of drivers on our roads do not have valid licenses so how 
can this system work? Unless of course it's designed to affect the 
minority groups who do have valid driver's licenses. Victor

2020-10-10 
13:57:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

InsHtuHon of criminal offence which hinders future employmnet of our 
chilfren.  

Luvuyo

2020-10-10 
13:32:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

In my view the minister has lost all prospecHve.  Its not the current 
traffic laws that are responsible for the road accidents .  The main 
cause is the enforcement of the traffic laws as it is common knowledge 
that corrupHon is the actual cause, as if the majority of law 
enforcement officers were not corrupt and the laws were effecHvely 
enforced then the road carnage will be reduced.  The ARRTO will 
create more opportuniHes for corrupHon as the driver will have more 
to loose and therefore the incenHve to pay bribes will be incresed .  
The Government must address the corrupHon on all levels first, then 
driver behavior will change.   Christopher

2020-10-10 
11:40:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

This is gonna go in two ways. A. No taxi's in South Africa or B. Taxi 
strikes, killing, murder, crying, and poor people will have no transport, 
because the taxi' s will not obey. If they don't obey, why should the 
public? Are they gonna loose their licenses? I guess not, because most 
off the trafic officers are scared off the taxi's. Louisa

2020-10-10 
11:26:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other The e-toll has got nothing to do with traffic violaHons. Raoul

2020-10-10 
10:47:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

How can the general,  for the be]er part law abiding, public be taken 
to task when our policing system is SO corrupt. Sort out the corrupHon, 
make our laws relevant to the status our country holds in terms of 
world rankings (1st, 2nd etc). Have our policing departments more 
visible and vigilant, rather than siVng in the office or at public sit down 
/ fast food areas, geVng fat and lazy. Hold those that BLATANTLY 
disregard the law, accountable. Move into the hot spots where they 
are needed, and stop targeHng the "so_" targets. Brendan

2020-10-10 
07:23:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other That they should do away with the etoll system. We did not ask for it Lily

2020-10-10 
05:10:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

It's a complete joke. Our government conHnue to implement new 
traffic laws and yet it is totally incapable of enforcing these laws. One 
only needs to observe the state of the vehicles on the road, and the 
shocking driving habits to realise that these proposed changes are 
merely going a_er so_ targets. 
I was in jhb last weekend and I was shocked to witness many many 
taxis ignoring the red traffic lights, and failed to even slow down let 
alone stop.  
For goodness sake. The day our authoriHes prove that they can control 
and successfully fine our taxis is the day I may believe that our laws will 
work.  Ralph

2020-10-10 
04:46:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Luchen
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2020-10-10 
00:22:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

This is both a joke by removing people's right to elect to go to court 
and by even focusing on traffic violaHons that will not affect taxi drivers 
as the police do not charge them for some reason. Rather spend this 
Hme and money fixing corrupHon and serious crimes! Clayton

2020-10-09 
19:40:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I have been accused of doing things that  could not be proven by 
enforcement officials. I believe that this system will encourage bribery 
and will be easy to manipulate. Too many corrupt officials. Rajesh

2020-10-09 
19:21:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other

I answered other as my top concern because all of them are top 
concerns. Stop the corrupHon, mismanagement and different rules 
applying to different people among other concerns within the current 
system before trying to use policy to legalize the above menHoned 
concerns. Julia

2020-10-09 
19:03:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not other Caroline

Free State 34
2020-11-10 
19:02:21 Free State No I do not other Fraud Jenny

2020-11-04 
11:11:10 Free State No I do not other

The way things are going, you could have demerit points without even 
knowing it, because there is no way they can guarantee that you have 
received noHce of your alleged infringement. This will create criminals 
unwiVngly. What about our right to be tried in court? Coert

2020-11-03 
17:29:13 Free State No I do not other

The E toll fees are just too expensive,   
Yes we need them but the Jhb fees are too expensive. 
We are being taxed to death Estelle

2020-11-02 
11:32:51 Free State No I do not other

AARTO infringes on my rights to a fair trial, as well as infringes on my 
common law right to unencumbered travel on the public roads. 

It clearly is a tool if the state, used to extract money from the public. 
This I will never support. Sarel

2020-10-31 
02:07:33 Free State No I do not other

Net maar nog wetgewing wat eerlike wetsgehoorsame burgers van 
Suid-Afrika verplig om te betaal vir die owerhede se onvermoë.  Dit is 
absurd dat die gans wat die goue eiers lê, doodgedruk word en dat die 
hoeveelheid landsburgers wat gedwing word om onder die broodlyn te 
lewe terselfdertyd al meer en meer word.  Dit is tyd dat die owerhede 
hand in eie boesem steek en doodeenvoudig net hul werk doen, in 
plaas daarvan om hul verantwoordelikhede te probeer afwentel deur 
allerlei nuwe wetgewing. Clary 

2020-10-30 
21:16:47 Free State No I do not other Just another way to steal money, and make the coutry poorer Thys

2020-10-29 
13:41:44 Free State No I do not other

In a country where persent rues and regulaHons are not enforced, how 
on earth will the extra  duHes be accommodated? E-tolls are not even 
a point of discussion, or should not be, as it was an ANC debacle from 
the start and even with the money it earns at present, there is no clear 
report on where it is spent on / or also misappropriated? Other 
factrors - my right to go to court; my right to be proven guilty; my right 
to get fines delivered to me and if, then on Hme; my right to be 
protected agaisnt scams, hijacking, the_, corrupHon and much more. 
Rather use the Hme and money to get an effecHve government going.  Neels

2020-10-29 
11:20:56 Free State No I do not other

The current traffic laws are not even being applied fairly, this will only 
lead to more corrupHon and the e toll is unfair as we are already 
paying tax for using the roads. This money should just be spend 
correctly Hendrik

2020-10-28 
08:07:05 Free State No I do not other

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court: This 
to be is denial of ciHzen to jusHce, someHmes officers just exercise 
their right and our side of the story is never heard at all 
Increasing the number of demerit points Doubling the fines for failing 
to pay e-toll and regular toll roads: This system doesn't and has never 
worked. It's tax over recovery that ends up in the pockets of corrupt 
poliHcians who own shares in the private road agency. It was enforced 
on ciHzens by the opportunisHc corrupt - Government must maintain 
the roads with veul levies and tax money. eToll must fall - When it was 
implanted they thought its a cut and clear system that will work 
however it is not, this must just be scrapped period. Kilian

2020-10-28 
07:05:48 Free State No I do not other

All of it is wasHng Hme and money. They can't run it now as its stands.  
Law abiding ciHzens suffer and criminals walk free. So how do you 
want to make This work if you can not keep criminals behind bars. All 
this is just a patheHc way to keep wanHng to change the law to suit 
their narraHve on how we should be enslaved and not have rights or 
freedom. Teresa

2020-10-28 
05:34:08 Free State No I do not other

We struggle to get by and made it clear that we cant afford e-toll. E-toll 
should be scrapped Hansie

2020-10-28 
05:30:53 Free State No I do not other

We said as public that we dont have money and struggle to get by. E-
toll should be scrapped Hansie

2020-10-27 
06:06:50 Free State No I do not other Galoob 

2020-10-21 
11:41:00 Free State No I do not other

I am renHng out trailers to custemors then i get the e-toll fines and its 
not right that i have to pay for the e-toll they have to sent it to the 
custemore that rent the trailer from me Theunis

2020-10-14 
13:05:41 Free State No I do not other

Please note:  due to the virus,   the government put us into lock down,  
some of us have been about 6 to 7 Times to renew car and drivers 
licenses and then to be turned away in a very in humane way,  you give 
R350 for social relief and charge interest on outstanding government 
debt, how humane mankind is.  And please note  some of the licence 
departments have only opened today 14th October,   

Cath

2020-10-13 
13:36:51 Free State No I do not other

This is a direct violaHon of human rights, the traffic officers can do with 
you what they want which is against the law, this is an illegal 
communisHc regeme and must be banned. We Will have NO rights if 
this is made law. Andre

2020-10-13 
13:36:51 Free State No I do not other

This is a direct violaHon of human rights, the traffic officers can do with 
you what they want which is against the law, this is an illegal 
communisHc regeme and must be banned. We Will have NO rights if 
this is made law. Andre
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2020-10-13 
09:58:08 Free State No I do not other

Our country is struggling with a world-wide pandemic, implemenHng 
such a complicated new system is just seVng it up for filuer.  If the 
government needs money, they should leaglise marijuana or come up 
with another plan.  South Africans are closing down businesses, they 
have less monies than ever.  This is the wrong Hme to punish them 
even more, so wrong. Frantzeska

2020-10-12 
15:13:39 Free State No I do not other

To much corrupHon. Traffic department can not even handle work as in 
the case of people sHll waiHng for renewals. 
Court of law is there to make the sancHon on your penalty (not 
demerit system) 
This legislaHon makes corrupHon even more open to be corrupt on 
both sides. I totally dis agree to this 
I Lukas

2020-10-12 
11:39:49 Free State No I do not other Not in support of the imposed e tolling system Keneiloe
2020-10-12 
11:09:23 Free State No I do not other This is not good for motorist Gerda

2020-10-12 
09:49:54 Free State No I do not other

Certainly do not support it. Rather catch criminals and stop all the 
the_, rape and murders....that's the real problem at this stage. This will 
be a total waste of taxpayer money and Hme as well. Far more 
important ma]ers than this. All drivers won't be treated fairly and 
certainly not EVERYONE.  Everyone should abide by the rules, doing 
this won't change the habits.  Joy

2020-10-12 
09:36:54 Free State No I do not other

Do not agree with any of above.  As is things are tough. Doubling costs 
wont, in  my opinion, change things.  There are far more urgent 
ma]ers that needs to be addressed. CLORINDA

2020-10-12 
09:26:55 Free State No I do not other

Prosecutors must be fair, independent and objecHve. They must not let 
any personal views about the suspect, vicHm or any witness, influence 
their decisions. Neither must prosecutors be affected by improper or 
undue pressure from any source. Crucially prosecutors must always act 
in the interests of jusHce and not solely for the purpose of obtaining a 
convicHon. 
No enHty whose sole purpose is to obtain funding via traffic offence 
fines can be seen to be objecHve and fair and comply with all 
requirements stated above. What is the use of the Criminal Procedure 
Act if it is now allowed that every second state organ has the same 
decision taking legal powers as a prosecutor? The fact that Prosecutors 
were the only persons who could take these types of legal decisions 
was based on the principle of everybody is equal before the law and 
judgement without fear or favour. 
Who invesHgate the invesHgators? For a very good reason the IPID was 
established to invesHgate transgressions commi]ed by the SAPS. Who 
will now invesHgate the tribunal or the speed cop making legal 
decisions that can have severe legal consequences? This suggesHon 
will only further CorrupHon to epic proporHons. 

Gerhard
2020-10-12 
08:13:27 Free State No I do not other

The proposed new regulaHons will provide a n open forum for 
corrupHon. Lynda

2020-10-12 
07:00:19 Free State No I do not other

The proposed system although well thought through, can not be 
implemented in a country that is governed by corrupt poliHcians. The 
proposed system gives more power to the traffic department. A 
department notoriously known for their corrupt nature! The service 
provided by traffic departments are already slow, this will just make 
service delivery worse, except for those that already contribute to the 
corrupt system. 

No! This is just another scam to create inconvenience to law abiding 
ciHzens. While corrupHon is given more power. This should not be 
allowed! Ruben

2020-10-12 
05:42:09 Free State No I do not other Louise

2020-10-11 
19:03:58 Free State No I do not other

I am concerned about all points of the proposed system. There is much 
discriminaHon to be seen here, because if one have to regularly drive 
into the locaHon as I have to, one will see the vehicles driven without 
number plates, no licence discs, empty headlight casings, irregular 
driving and many more. The point is that there are no traffic officers 
addressing this. This means that only motorists with a valid address on 
highways whom can be effortlessly be traced, are targeted. 
Even in this proposed system, one can see inequality to the other 
side!!! Joseph

2020-10-11 
11:16:11 Free State No I do not other just a way for corupt ppl to steal more money rudelle

2020-10-11 
11:03:22 Free State No I do not other

They make it next to impossible to get your driver's license to begin 
with now they want to make no license a criminal offense. There are 
worse things in this world than not having the license. Chrystal 

2020-10-11 
10:06:52 Free State No I do not other

Alles in Suid Afrika het tot dusver gefaal, hierdie Wet gaan nog verdere 
chaos veroorsaak. Sarie 

2020-10-10 
14:34:42 Free State No I do not other

They just want to make money  (why double every thing and why will it 
be a criminal offence  driving without licence ) 
a lot of us cant pay E Toll because we are forced to use the E Toll route 
- theire are not alternaHve routes available to much of our desHnaHons 
) Danie

2020-10-10 
08:40:20 Free State No I do not other

All that is going on now in South Africa and now this , it was "rika "of 
our phones ,then the licence removable law, then the firearm plan to 
disarming lawful people, the taboco law, and it does not stop. Now this 
, it is like to be bound by communist reseem , there is no more human 
freedom Andre

2020-10-09 
18:44:10 Free State No I do not other

I am Hred of being treated like a child. I have been driving  for 49 years 
all over our lovely country and now so much for  being a democraHc 
country. I hate being manipulated by all these ridiculous uncalled for 
new laws which manipulates and controls everyone. Johann
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2020-11-10 
12:50:55 Mpumalanga No I do not other

How I lament the fact that we have no municipal public transport in 
this town.  Maybe I will just sell my car or let someone else drive me 
around in theirs.  Ruth

2020-11-02 
18:43:32 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I do support the doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular 
toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. The e-toll 
related issues must be removed from the current proposed AARTO 
regulaHon unHl is the e-toll issue is finalized.  

Suggest that the points to be increased and 3 months reduced to 1 
month. Siyabonga 

2020-11-02 
14:40:49 Mpumalanga No I do not other

Why do they need to fine R500 per gantry that you pass on the current 
e toll roads? It is simply put crazy pick pockeHng from the government. 
How long is it going to take before each and every law abiding ciHzen 
sits with an unlicensed vehicle or drivers license due to having not paid 
thousands in e toll gantry fines? Ridiculous! Also why pay a levy on top 
of an actual fine? That's like paying a levy on a water meter and then 
paying for the actual water as well. Oh wait, that's already what is 
happening in Victor Kanye Municipality.  So the government wants to 
fine us and then add a levy on top of that fine as well.  Not once, but 
three Hmes if you disobey or do not receive the noHce either 
electronically or otherwise. This is going to be an admin nightmare for 
the traffic department. Good luck and may the force be with these 
numbskulls. Neil

2020-11-02 
12:13:31 Mpumalanga No I do not other All of the reasons you menHon. Its just against the consHtuHon Jan

2020-10-31 
07:32:58 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This amendments sounds more like the revenue enhancement 
mechanism for the government, please note we already paying a lot 
for our cars and I repeat, the revenue you expecHng is taken by your 
officials as bribes. This regulaHons are not gonna bring any change but 
inHse a level of bribery that is already problamaHc Solomon

2020-10-30 
08:58:10 Mpumalanga No I do not other

How will they prevent corrupHon on the system ? 
They cannot even control the issue of fraudulent licenses Jenae

2020-10-29 
06:51:25 Mpumalanga No I do not other This opens up a new level of bribery Ronel

2020-10-29 
02:44:46 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I object to most of the proposals due to most of them being unfair and 
unjust. It is not designed to address the real problem - it is designed to 
open more avenues for bribes, manipulaHon and the destrucHon of 
our basic human rights.  Nic

2020-10-28 
09:11:26 Mpumalanga No I do not other

The suggested changes to the AARTO regulaHons will (once again) 
negaHvely and destrucHvely impact on the ordinary ciHzens of South 
Africa only.  The authoriHes cannot, and will not, correct the driving 
behaviour of the taxi industry, who are by far the biggest killing force 
on our roads.  In addiHon, some of the most severe offenders other 
than taxis, are government vehicles as o_en seen on the different 
highways. The suggested changes will just become another endless 
and cumbersome administraHve burden on ordinary ciHzens who 
already spend truly significant amounts of Hme in offices where the 
officials simply do not care to do an efficient job.  Too many people 
deal with most of these inefficiencies by succumbing to bribery, which 
is exactly what is expected, and which perpetuates the gross 
misconduct we are faced with in absolutely all levels of administraHon.  
Clean out the proverbial house first, sort out the taxi industry, and get 
a top-down respect for the law in place; THEN only will the public ever 
believe that AARTO has their best interest at heart.  The suggested 
changes will result in simply another money-making scheme with zero 
benefit for the road users of South Africa. Wilma

2020-10-24 
22:14:48 Mpumalanga No I do not other Remove corapsion first Piet

2020-10-24 
07:18:40 Mpumalanga No I do not other

 the changes made point mostly to make money, and the last thing 
taking into account is the safety. 
How can ciHzens be charged for receiving a fine? That cost is already 
included in the fine. 
Life is such a rat race everywhere, and then they want to make it a 
nightmare to oppose any traffic violaHon. There are Many of the traffic 
officers that do not even know the law as they should, but they will 
have basically open Hckets to write as they please as the ciHzens must 
just turn the other cheek. 
In no way is that fair. 
What does tollgates have to do with a vehicle license or a driving 
license?? Absolutely NOTHING! So why bring that in the mix? Once 
again, not all people are obliged to pay e-toll, so they sHll just get a 
free pass when it comes to renewals of discs and licenses? 
The AARTO regulaHons work as they are, the people that are supposed 
to enforce them and work on the administraHve side must pull their 
socks up and do what they are geVng paid for, maybe then it will be 
clear that it works as is. 

Trevor

2020-10-22 
17:24:31 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This hole system is wrong. In communist  Russia the general public 
could not defend  himself, that is what is happening here.  Bully  the 
public into submission. Take away his rights. You Mr goverment can not 
apply  the law except by roadblocks.  Go look for those jumping  
traficlights. Passing on solid lines using emergency lanes etc. But don't 
impose   a increase  of Rands or demerits points  that we cannot query.  
Your etoll system is illegal  as the public was never consulted. You Mr 
goverment bankrupted  this country now you are looking for another 
way to milk the dry cow.shame on you. The lock down distroyed our 
economy don't make the public pay for your stupidity. Rowland
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2020-10-22 
17:04:30 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This whole system is just another way to bully the public into 
submission.the goverment is determent to make us criminals.  In 
comunist Russia  the public could mot defend themselves in a court. 
We heading the same way.  The trafic depatmemt is incapable  of  
inforcing the law, they can only opperate  at road blocks. And ignor  
those passing on solid lines, speeding, jumping  traficlights etc.  The  
etoll  is illegal  the public was never consulted.  A_er this  covit 19 lock 
down  people are unemployed and hungry take away their license  will 
only make  things worse. You Mr goverment made this  country 
bankrupt, now you looking for another way to fleece the public. You 
are the criminals. 

Rowland 
keith

2020-10-22 
17:04:00 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This whole system is just another way to bully the public into 
submission.the goverment is determent to make us criminals.  In 
comunist Russia  the public could mot defend themselves in a court. 
We heading the same way.  The trafic depatmemt is incapable  of  
inforcing the law, they can only opperate  at road blocks. And ignor  
those passing on solid lines, speeding, jumping  traficlights etc.  The  
etoll  is illegal  the public was never consulted.  A_er this  covit 19 lock 
down  people are unemployed and hungry take away their license  will 
only make  things worse. You Mr goverment made this  country 
bankrupt, now you looking for another way to fleece the public. You 
are the criminals. 

Rowland 
keith

2020-10-22 
17:01:32 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This whole system is just another way to bully the public into 
submission.the goverment is determent to make us criminals.  In 
comunist Russia  the public could mot defend themselves in a court. 
We heading the same way.  The trafic depatmemt is incapable  of  
inforcing the law, they can only opperate  at road blocks. And ignor  
those passing on solid lines, speeding, jumping  traficlights etc.  The  
etoll  is illegal  the public was never consulted.  A_er this  covit 19 lock 
down  people are unemployed and hungry take away their license  will 
only make  things worse. You Mr goverment made this  country 
bankrupt, now you looking for another way to fleece the public. You 
are the criminals. 

Rowland 
keith

2020-10-22 
16:59:53 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This whole system is just another way to bully the public into 
submission.the goverment is determent to make us criminals.  In 
comunist Russia  the public could mot defend themselves in a court. 
We heading the same way.  The trafic depatmemt is incapable  of  
inforcing the law, they can only opperate  at road blocks. And ignor  
those passing on solid lines, speeding, jumping  traficlights etc.  The  
etoll  is illegal  the public was never consulted.  A_er this  covit 19 lock 
down  people are unemployed and hungry take away their license  will 
only make  things worse. You Mr goverment made this  country 
bankrupt, now you looking for another way to fleece the public. You 
are the criminals. 

Rowland 
keith

2020-10-21 
22:57:45 Mpumalanga No I do not other Taxi's will go free Nico

2020-10-21 
06:46:37 Mpumalanga No I do not other

Present Trafic Officers is not doing their work. Allowing certain 
offenders  60% to go free not even trying to stop them. Allowing Traffic 
lights to be out of order years, no point duty at peak Hmes at said 
traffic lights. Allowing drivers to drive through stop signs with out 
stopping. Their main tasks to do trolley inspecHon in Malls. Licence 
dept is 90% not operaHonal. What are AARTO doing about it first 
before adding stress to the normal drivers? Andries

2020-10-17 
15:17:11 Mpumalanga No I do not other ChrisHne 

2020-10-14 
11:52:23 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I don't see the reason for any amendments. There are enough rules 
and regulaHons to keep the roads safe, why do they want to smother 
us with more. We are all trying to keep food on the table. Sybil

2020-10-14 
10:59:44 Mpumalanga No I do not other Too much corrupHon bribes will increase trust is a problem Francois 
2020-10-13 
18:19:29 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I do not feel this can be implemented in this country. It will open the 
doors to much more corrupHon. I am totally against it. Cheryl

2020-10-13 
13:34:35 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This is another way of making more money and more corrupHon 
first they need to correct and prove that the exisHng system works 
which they cannot uphold and take charge on what is happening all 
over South Africa which they failed to do by negligence and 
incompetency before any other amendments are made. 
this means reclass driving, private vehicle alteraHons noise, no number 
plates, not following road rules as learnt to get drivers licences, un 
road worthy vehicles, drunk driving and so on as we see this every day. 
What cant they see this!!!!! 

Also these toll gates are ridiculously expensive and it should not be 
there as the government in the past, white governed managed this all 
in all provinces. 

Before anything, get it back the way it was as it worked perfectly!!!!!!! 
Never mind all the hijacking, The_ of vehicles, road rage, murders and 
planned robberies!!!!! Hans

2020-10-13 
09:19:47 Mpumalanga No I do not other

The wri]en representaHon will not work. We do not have a funcHoning 
postal system.  Why not get the exisHng system working first and then 
see what needs changing.  We need more visible policing not more 
traffic fines. Ruth Yvonne 

2020-10-13 
09:19:36 Mpumalanga No I do not other

The wri]en representaHon will not work. We do not have a funcHoning 
postal system.  Why not get the exisHng system working first and then 
see what needs changing.  We need more visible policing not more 
traffic fines. Ruth Yvonne 

2020-10-13 
08:51:02 Mpumalanga No I do not other

System will be totally abused by the traffic authoriHes and corrupHon 
will increase three fold 
Taxis will obviously be immune to the system other wise they will be 
off the roads in 2 weeks. 
Doubling of the fines shows me it is a money making racket.E-Tolling is 
now going to be forced through. Garth
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2020-10-12 
18:15:43 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I OBJECT TO THE NEW REGULATIONS!!! The people of South Africa are 
already struggling  financially due to the pandemic and no jobs and 
now you want to take more from them. Keep the regulaHons as it is! 
Why do you think people can't pay the fines and e-toll? They don't 
have money!! Everything is geVng more expensive and it is hard to put 
food on the table already, now you want to double fine amount, put 
people in jail for not having money. The toll gate fees are so high, 
vehicle licenses are expensive. To have a vehicle is a necessity and not 
a privilege).  Company's are struggling to keep the doors open and pay 
the salaries of their employees, now you want to put more financial 
burdens on them, that's absurd. Leave things as it is! Stop wasHng tax 
payers money on a whole new paper work / fine system, when we 
have more URGENT MATTERS TO spend money on. I object to 
government imposing an e-toll system without consultaHon with the 
public. The issue around e-tolls in Gauteng have yet to be resolved , 
why force us to pay it. While I support a demerit system I object in the 
strongest terms to the demerit system being applied to non payment 
of e-tolls. 

Amanda

2020-10-12 
10:15:33 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I also feel we are over burdened by bureaucracy. The country is in a 
dire state of disrepair, and passing laws that are nothing more than 
revenue generaHng vehicles for a corrupt and ulHmately bankrupt 
state/municipality will drive the ciHzens further public revolt. The costs 
of this system is clearly hidden in the doubling of exisHng fines, as well 
a the hidden agenda of further forcing the public to pay for the 
wasteful SANRAL, expenditure on the E-Toll system which is despised 
by all groups. The noHon that the user pays principle is being touted as 
a means to an end, obfuscates the reality of state capture and blatant 
corrupHon which underpins the states failure to deliver. The state 
already collects funds from the Fuel levy, which is in turn not applied 
to the maintenance of the roads network, this AARTO system will 
fundamentally only help to create further excesses for the_, and 
should therefore be denied in all its forms. The total lack of Law 
enforcement using exisHng laws is the reason we are in the current 
situaHon. Bribery is rampant and now an acceptable means of avoiding 
not being penalised for an offence commi]ed.  Ashley

2020-10-12 
09:54:06 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I won't pay E-toll.  I am paying tax every month and yearly, as well as 
the levy on diesel.   It is the duty of the ANC government to keep all 
the road in South Africa in good condiHon.   It is violaHon of my privacy.  
I didn't give consent to the ANC government to take photo's of my 
vehicle or to know where I am travelling.  The government must  stop 
stealing our monies. PETRA

2020-10-12 
08:40:19 Mpumalanga No I do not other

It doesn't ma]er how many Hmes the law gets changed or updated, if 
the people that is supposed to uphold the law in the first place don't 
do their jobs as they are supposed too the current or proposed laws 
will sHll not be effecHve. Instead of changing everything and wasHng 
massive amounts op paper and trees to change the laws, why don't 
you get rid of all the bad apples and get people who can actually 
uphold the law effecHvely without being criminals themselves. Neil

2020-10-12 
08:23:06 Mpumalanga No I do not other ElriHa

2020-10-12 
07:30:19 Mpumalanga No I do not other

My concern is all of the above because they are money driven and 
open to abuse. If the authoriHes did their job and not worked for 
bribes the exisHng laws would work. John

2020-10-12 
06:32:12 Mpumalanga No I do not other

You wish to increase fines ect, in a Hme that the normal south african 
can not afford to even pay the normal bills. And where does the money 
go? Not to fix our current pothole roads no you steal it. Natz

2020-10-12 
06:31:36 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This whole act will keep corrupHon going as people will pay bribes as if 
you loose your license you loose your job wich we all know south africa 
already has a problem with not having enough jobs....crime will go up 
if people cant work ....forcing people to pay etoll is also not right ass 
the people already spoke on that and most of the people dont want it . 
An officer will be judge and jury to give you demerit points and a fine 
some will use it racially and if you tell him he/she is wrong they will 
give you demerit points on purpose and you cant go to court and 
appeal....give a person a fighHng chance ...peoples property will and 
can be seized wich is wrong....this act will worsen south africas 
problems and ro]en cops will use this as a tool against ciHzens Frederick

2020-10-11 
19:18:24 Mpumalanga No I do not other

All of the above menHoned opHons, including the high probability that 
bribery will increase due to this illogical system. It hasn't work in 
Guateng, as moving violaHons did not decrease but the reporHng did. Hannes

2020-10-11 
11:56:40 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This is just another way of extracHng money from the general 
populaHon. The intent is NOT road safety! It is also a way to try and 
force people to pay the criminal e-toll fees. Schalk

2020-10-11 
10:18:24 Mpumalanga No I do not other

More money from us???? Before implemenHng ANY new laws, rules or 
regulaHons, prove that this country can iradicate ALL forms of 
corrupHon and crime, starHng from the top.  Then MAYBE you will 
have ciHzens that will respect the laws. Almarie

2020-10-11 
07:01:00 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
07:00:56 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
07:00:42 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 
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2020-10-11 
06:59:09 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:59:03 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:58:57 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:58:54 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:58:53 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:58:49 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:58:45 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:58:32 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:58:28 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:57:59 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:57:48 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:57:32 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-11 
06:57:20 Mpumalanga No I do not other

No I do not agree with Aaron reason some body drives your vehicle 
and get  Hckets  you are responsible as the owner  to pay the Hcket  
because the vehicle is on your name   what happens the driver dont  
tell your about the Hcket  you come to a road  block and the say  you 
got outstanding  Hckets on this vehicle then what 

Azizul huk 
Ebrahim 

2020-10-10 
20:37:11 Mpumalanga No I do not other Andre
2020-10-10 
12:03:29 Mpumalanga No I do not other

This will another mismanaged set of regulaHons to be used and 
abused. Tom,

2020-10-10 
08:30:52 Mpumalanga No I do not other Do not agree to e toll Robert Moir
2020-10-10 
08:30:36 Mpumalanga No I do not other Do not agree to e toll Robert Moir

2020-10-10 
07:28:57 Mpumalanga No I do not other

The whole licensing system is corrupt to the extent that this would just 
be a waste of money. Get he present system working properly, get the 
corrupHon and illegals out of the sytem and then look at up daHng the 
system. Doug

2020-10-10 
07:16:18 Mpumalanga No I do not other

I am absolutely against this system. South Africans are already in a dire 
financial mess how are they going to afford this as well? A corrupt 
government that is gonna steal the monies? I don’t believe this is a 
wise opHon and I certainly 110% against it. Maxine

2020-10-09 
21:33:46 Mpumalanga No I do not other

All of the above is my concern  as it affects all South African can’t pick 
and choose that affects me the most but I’m the voice of the voiceless Belinah

2020-10-09 
19:16:18 Mpumalanga No I do not other This system won't work here there is to much corrupHon Shamima 
2020-10-09 
19:16:16 Mpumalanga No I do not other This system won't work here there is to much corrupHon Shamima 

Limpopo 17

2020-11-06 
14:05:26 Limpopo No I do not other

I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS new regulaHons, as they cannot handle the 
FRAUD and INJUSTICE that is already present in this country. New 
regulaHons CANNOT be implemented if our government STILL a_er 
20YEARS cannot regulate the exisHng regulaHons. New regulaHons only 
means more power over people, we will NOT SUPPORT THIS 
REGULATION AT ALL !! Melissa
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2020-11-04 
08:53:01 Limpopo No I do not other

1:Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
2:Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license. 

NO;1 will simply remove our right to protes the e-toll system. This is an 
infringement of my rights. 

NO;2.  To get a criminal record if you forget your license at home is 
absurd. Henry

2020-10-28 
10:18:08 Limpopo No I do not other

The e-toll and regular toll roads fees must NOT be linked to any AARTO 
regulaHons or system as, in my opinion, there should be no addiHonal 
costs for the use of e-toll and regular toll roads as the routes are an 
integral part of the economy by, hoping, saving valuable Hme and 
increasing producHvity, thus eventually decreasing costs to the final 
consumer.  If a business can grow because of the saving of Hme thus 
being more producHve companies, large or small, will be able to grow 
and employ more people. Derk

2020-10-21 
22:42:50 Limpopo No I do not other

Its steeling people hard earned cash. A fine is a fine but to enrich the 
ANC once again is ridiculous. It's a corrupt government Bruno 

2020-10-13 
14:54:49 Limpopo No I do not other

The implementaHon of AARTO at present shows just how skewed our 
legislaHon is because it is selecHvely implemented in 2 metros only. 
UnHl the issue of Gauteng e-tolls has been resolved, no further 
legislaHon should be promulgated that is designed to circumvent an 
uncomfortable truth that Gauteng e-tolls is a failure.  Before adding 
addiHonal administraHve burden to the public who is already stressed, 
why not apply current AARTO regulaHons naHonally and see if/how 
enforcement officers cope?  Tribunals will just become 'kangaroo 
courts'. Paula

2020-10-12 
21:21:50 Limpopo No I do not other Hanlie

2020-10-12 
11:19:26 Limpopo No I do not other

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. I mean we usually forget our wallets with cards at 
home or other places. This is disastrous to the poor people that will be 
using SA roads. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. It is a 
known fact that South Africans are living below the poverty line, how 
are we going to be able to pay double the fine whilst we struggle the 
fines that are imposed now. Ritswalo

2020-10-12 
07:36:15 Limpopo No I do not other Burgert
2020-10-12 
07:21:37 Limpopo No I do not other Talita

2020-10-12 
06:13:46 Limpopo No I do not other

We are already slaves in our own country . Changing driver's licences 
every five years. RegistraHon numbers are always changed . Forainers 
are using their country  s number . They are operaHng sphaza shops 
without paying tax and we are paying tax  . They are selling theire he 
country s products , nothing is done about it. Please stop punishing us 
as this is part of loot Style  . Road are very bad very vert dangerous 
where is the money we pay when renewing yearly licences for cars , 
forainers don't renew but moving in our roads. The money is too 
much, very high  

Hlomane
2020-10-11 
17:07:24 Limpopo No I do not other Adriana
2020-10-11 
16:10:02 Limpopo No I do not other

Nothing will be fair if the corrup officers are sHll in place. There are 
also no alternaHve save routes available for e-toll routes. Pj

2020-10-11 
07:51:29 Limpopo No I do not other Hannelie
2020-10-11 
06:11:15 Limpopo No I do not other The etoll system  should be scrapped in total Henry

2020-10-10 
21:49:47 Limpopo No I do not other

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
Do not agree with the above Jan

2020-10-10 
18:53:31 Limpopo No I do not other

Everything about this is wrong. We are failing as a country. CorrupHon 
is our number one problem and this system will also be. Fix our roads, 
and first try to fix our current systems before trying to create yet 
another corrupHon pla�orm. The government is incompetent in every 
aspect and this will be no different. Please wake up and stop trying H 
be heros by implemenHng stupid things.  Be good before trying to be 
be]er. James

2020-10-10 
14:43:37 Limpopo No I do not other

I don't  agree with everything they want to change, because it's just 
more opertuniHes for fraud. As the capital of corrupHon in the world it 
will just make everything worse and as a country we don't need it now. 

Paul 
Johannes

North West 16

2020-11-05 
11:13:29 North West No I do not other

The proposal is not funcHonal. The post office can't guarantee the 
delivery of fines, the officers enforcing the law aren't even able to 
enforce the current act how are they going to enforce the new law. To 
much corrupHon James

2020-11-02 
22:01:08 North West No I do not other

This is not China, this used to be a much be]er country, before these 
leaches were given power.  You bastards are going to hang yourselves 
of these days. We are sick of you! Alex
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2020-10-22 
10:23:24 North West No I do not other

Firstly we need to rid all the people of our wonderful country of crime 
and corrupHon. We need all members of the SAPS ,Traffic Police, 
CorrecHonal Services, Private Security Companies, Defence Force to lay 
down a new oath to serve our country with dignity , pride and respect. 
New laws on the governing of anything needs to to be halted and stock 
needs to be taken of the Zuma destrucHon years. You cannot 
implement new laws if the current laws are being ignored. We all need 
to buy a South African flag and put them up at our homes and 
businesses to show that we are truly proud to be South Africans and 
support our local businesses that have paid taxes , rates and levies to 
grow our country, not the illegal immigrants from China and elsewhere 
in Africa. 
Lastly , to prosecute a ciHzen for mistakenly leaving his driver’s license 
in his other car or at home is a human rights violaHon and I think it’s 
Hme we all stand together and fight for a be]er South Africa for all and 
not just money hungry poliHcians. God Bless Africa. Roeland 

2020-10-21 
15:05:29 North West No I do not other

It's just another money making scheme. UnHl they can't get the old 
laws to work/police it. I don't see any need for change. Sharmain

2020-10-20 
08:47:09 North West No I do not other

We did not ask for the corrupt E toll on our highways. Did the 
government ever ask South African CiHzens of what and how do they 
feel about the E toll? The imposing of the demerit points are unfair to 
the owner of the vehicle. The corrupHon and bribery in our country is 
very bad and the South Africa ciHzens must suffer as always. Very very 
unfair 

Linda
2020-10-19 
15:51:58 North West No I do not other Wimpie

2020-10-19 
15:44:21 North West No I do not other

Just seem another way to in money and to cover "stolen" money from 
public. Once again it will be implemented one sided and the biggest 
offenders (taxi's) will again go   free as kfc is be]er than a Hcket Marius 

2020-10-18 
17:16:55 North West No I do not other

due to the fact that corrupHon, illegal vehicles with fake number plates 
and un-roadworthy vehicles are everywhere, policing of this law will be 
a joke. 
a person should have a shorter and easier way to appeal to any 
infringement jan

2020-10-16 
22:55:14 North West No I do not other promoHon of corrupHon as now officials will be tempted to take bribes Ratu

2020-10-16 
14:49:36 North West No I do not other

Why is nothing being done to the people who do not adhering to the 
rules of stop ssigns and robots specially in Rustenburg it is chaoHc 
catasrofic Paul 

2020-10-15 
18:54:24 North West No I do not other

When will the e toll sage be finished????? 

Johan

2020-10-14 
20:23:41 North West No I do not other

I am of the opinion that this system will make corrupHon even worse. If 
this is not implemented to include all road users, it is unconsHtuHonal 
and discriminates against those not excluded. Only those with power 
and lots of money will not be adversely affected by this law. I do 
believe that we must look for ways to make our roads safer for all to 
use. The current system must be enforced without prejudice. Deon

2020-10-13 
10:18:06 North West No I do not other aren't you Hred of always milking the public its hard earned money? THULANE

2020-10-12 
08:49:13 North West No I do not other

Nothing wrong with current system. Needs to be enforced. Toll roads 
not elected democraHcally by South Africans. Paying tax for roads to be 
fixed not being done. Now forcing people to toll roads. AlternaHve 
roads not always accessible from all areas forcing people through toll 
areas. People not adhearing to road rules to be taken to rask through 
sysyem. Andries 

2020-10-10 
15:27:09 North West No I do not other

We do not need new laws. What we need is effecHve law enforcement. 
All the new laws you crank out has very li]le effect. Get up and start 
doing what you are paid to do! dawid

2020-10-09 
21:20:09 North West No I do not other This is going to open up bribery Claudine 

Northern Cape 11

2020-11-03 
04:47:57 Northern Cape No I do not other

I never signed or ever agreed to pay sHll and for them to be installed 
Once again they want to make the poorer worst off and the rich that 
can afford a lawyer to get off Please can this government once and for 
all stop all this nonsense  I think it's Hme we had another ruling party 
in SA The ANC just want to bracrupt all for their own pockets Barbara

2020-10-29 
08:37:23 Northern Cape No I do not other

When will the government learn from  their own mistakes? The 
problem is nothing else than a mental and spiritual problem. EducaHon 
is the soluHon, not punishing people, we all know and have seen the 
impact of corrupHon and fraud on the system, controlled by money. 
This is yet another door for criminals to be! The ministers are not 
standing in ques for services, so why would they care. They are not 
loosing Hme approaching hearings, why would they care?  Their 
intenHon is making money instead of doing the right thing, educate 
your people. Spent money instead of taking their money!! Derek

2020-10-28 
11:03:47 Northern Cape No I do not other Mathys

2020-10-14 
20:59:20 Northern Cape No I do not other

My concern is about the fines and demerit points.  There are not 
enough traffic officers to check almost every road in the country,  so 
those crossing solid white lines, speeding, cell phone use in the middle 
of no where will sHll get away with it. 
Are they really going to get fines from folk who have lost their jobs in 
the crazy lock down period.  Are they going to every  large township 
and squa]er camp to collect and arrest folk because they have not 
paid fines.  As for the e toll system,  it was far too expensive iniHally 
and now become a white elephant.  Make the cost much less and 
receive money would have been a be]er opHon but no greed has to 
come into it.   

Nan
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2020-10-12 
12:54:04 Northern Cape No I do not other ff Willie

2020-10-12 
09:29:36 Northern Cape No I do not other

These new regulaHons will only apply to law abiding ciHzens. 
No new law should be enacted Hll the authoriHes can show that they 
are able to enforce old regulaHons on all road users. 
This is the case for all new laws and not just the traffic related ones. Richard

2020-10-11 
17:28:31 Northern Cape No I do not other

I don't see problems with the current traffic laws and doubling fine in 
the country that has high unemployment rates. Johannes 

2020-10-10 
17:44:14 Northern Cape No I do not other

The Sol Plaatje Municipality cannot even uphold the roads we are 
suppose to drive on.  Why should we be penalised further by this one 
sided law.  Furthermore no law should be able to take away your right 
to legal processes, including being tried. 

This is a money making scheme at its best to further pay for corrupt 
officials to stack their own pockets rather than do what they are being 
paid for, which is to ensure the ciHzens of their municipaliHes gets the 
best services money can buy. Louis Altus

2020-10-10 
17:42:23 Northern Cape No I do not other

The Sol Plaatje Municipality cannot even uphold the roads we are 
suppose to drive on.  Why should we be penalised further by this one 
sided law.  Furthermore no law should be able to take away your right 
to legal processes, including being tried. 

This is a money making scheme at its best to further pay for corrupt 
officials to stack their own pockets rather than do what they are being 
paid for, which is to ensure the ciHzens of their municipaliHes gets the 
best services money can buy. Louis Altus

2020-10-10 
17:42:12 Northern Cape No I do not other

The Sol Plaatje Municipality cannot even uphold the roads we are 
suppose to drive on.  Why should we be penalised further by this one 
sided law.  Furthermore no law should be able to take away your right 
to legal processes, including being tried. 

This is a money making scheme at its best to further pay for corrupt 
officials to stack their own pockets rather than do what they are being 
paid for, which is to ensure the ciHzens of their municipaliHes gets the 
best services money can buy. Louis Altus

2020-10-10 
17:42:03 Northern Cape No I do not other

The Sol Plaatje Municipality cannot even uphold the roads we are 
suppose to drive on.  Why should we be penalised further by this one 
sided law.  Furthermore no law should be able to take away your right 
to legal processes, including being tried. 

This is a money making scheme at its best to further pay for corrupt 
officials to stack their own pockets rather than do what they are being 
paid for, which is to ensure the ciHzens of their municipaliHes gets the 
best services money can buy. Louis Altus

Outside SA 1

2020-10-10 
07:08:13 Outside SA

NEW 
ZEALAN
D No I do not other Wikus

administraHve burden 1140
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 550

2020-12-02 
09:32:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I just feel that there is not enough law enforcement officials present on 
our roads as it is, and this is going to be used and another way of 
bribing the normal man in the street, but that the taxi drivers will keep 
doing what they do on the roads and get away with everything! 
Our Government is not in control of our country, in the correct manner 
so how will the manage to control these issues? 
It opens another door for major corrupHon! Erica

2020-12-01 
14:52:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Firstly, these people can't even arrange an orgy in a brothel. How will 
they ever be able to administrate all this unnecessary crap? Someone 
had his finger in his nose for too long and changed to the wrong gear. Hein

2020-12-01 
07:28:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Famida 

2020-11-30 
21:16:39 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is like everything this 25 plus years government has  produced  
nothing or makes any actual direcHon  fingers in the pie corrupt 
steeling !!!!!!!!!!!!! Ray 

2020-11-30 
15:55:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The whole system is designed to be difficult and is unmanageable. 
Reliance on a defunct postal system is pure stupidity. Possibly done to 
ensure the unjustness Charles 

2020-11-30 
15:29:43 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We do not need new road laws, we need to focus on enforcing the 
laws we already have, and building on those to accommodate the 
safety demands of a modern country, where the old one is found 
wanHng. Ncedo

2020-11-30 
15:29:43 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We do not need new road laws, we need to focus on enforcing the 
laws we already have, and building on those to accommodate the 
safety demands of a modern country, where the old one is found 
wanHng. Ncedo

2020-11-30 
09:56:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This unjust system must be stopped 
Encourages corrupHon from police officers Yulan

2020-11-30 
09:56:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We already have to worry about corrupHon without these new 
regulaHons, we do not have the capacity to manage this safely for 
ciHzens. Regardt

2020-11-30 
09:53:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system  in its current form is cumbersome and violates the basic 
tennet of innocent unHl proven guilty. The said grace period of 32 days 
is a farce and seeking to make it electronic is nothing but abdicaHng 
their responsibility in terms of alerHng a motorist of a purported road 
violaHon Gugulethu

2020-11-30 
02:14:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jurie

2020-11-28 
16:56:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Waseem
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2020-11-27 
12:04:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The traffic department can't handle the current influx of people 
applying for licenses , issuing of new licenses and registering new 
vehicles licenses . Alot of the stuff gets lost /backlogged or even 
forgo]en when they are not collected. Applying a new demerit system 
will cause more confusing, more corrupHon and more people driving 
already illegally. Because it to much of a problem to get it sorted. It will 
not help in any way. Daniella 

2020-11-23 
14:35:41 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is not going to work. First fix the corrupHon then you won't even 
need this bill. Or if you fix the current system and you sHll need it then 
put the dra_ bill forward for opinion. I have another car out there with 
my number plate (I can physically prove this), with this system I am 
going to get all the demerit points and have my license taken away and 
that guy with his fake license plate is going to be free to drive as he 
pleases Andrea

2020-11-22 
18:20:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It just creates an avenue for more bribery and corrupHon on behalf of 
law enforcement. As U can see there are cameras placed at strategic 
downhills and the officers just sit in their cars. Wastage of paying for 
the officers plus wastage of a vehicle which could be construcHvely be 
used for proper law enforcement and help the public. Zae

2020-11-14 
08:40:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden John

2020-11-13 
08:51:23 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Kevin

2020-11-12 
16:12:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

What happened to innocent unHl proven guilty? And then there is such 
a long costly process to follow to prove that you are innocent.  There is 
a huge problem with corrupHon and this system will only make it 
worse.  Also loath how government is forcing the ciHzens to pay for 
etolls even though they know know everyone is against it. Marthinus

2020-11-11 
10:33:47 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our government already finds it impossible to administrate the current 
system, and refuse to admit that etolls have failed and cost our 
economy an immense amount. They now want to add complexity to 
the system and create addiHonal financial burdens for ciHzens who 
cannot afford the current system. It is outrageous. Lauren

2020-11-10 
20:26:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Tanya

2020-11-10 
20:02:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It would be easy just to give out fines and said sorry later but sHll get 
money. This is just another way to steal. Mannie

2020-11-10 
19:34:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Pieter

2020-11-10 
18:05:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden will not be able to administrate effecHvely Lee

2020-11-10 
16:41:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Aslam

2020-11-10 
16:39:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

personeel wat met aarto oortredings werk, kry 'n maandelikse salaris 
om die werk te doen, hoekom ekstra administrasie fooie vra Linda

2020-11-10 
15:18:53 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden more corrupHon money never goes where it should John

2020-11-10 
15:03:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mark

2020-11-10 
14:14:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As it is government can’t meet it’s administraHve burden, they should 
not be allowed to increase the burden Armand

2020-11-10 
14:01:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are already been taxed through the fuel levies. How much more 
taxes can be imposed? Willem

2020-11-10 
13:39:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are already been taxed through the fuel levies. How much more 
taxes can be imposed? Hugo

2020-11-10 
13:29:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden NO , more thieving Susan

2020-11-10 
13:28:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As a tax payer, I am already contribuHng to upkeep of infrastructure, 
including roads. Not prepared to pay for services the government 
should provide.  Stop wasHng our taxes on corrupHon!! Erich

2020-11-10 
13:26:39 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden we are penalised enough TREVOR

2020-11-10 
12:27:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden G

2020-11-10 
12:23:42 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

ImplementaHon of the new "stealth tax" and doubling of fines is 
unacceptable and unfair to the ciHzens whom already pay so much in 
taxes and this in a very difficult Hme where certain decisions made by 
the Government in the lockdown due to Covid-19 very badly effected 
most people who are financially in a bad place or even lost their job. 
Robbing the people of even more tax, especially in this Hme, negaHvely 
influences the country and her residents. It is even more ridiculous 
that an infringement  penalty levy is sHll payable even if the motorist 
have been wrongfully fined. The ANC government must rather recover 
the stolen monies and stop corrupHon and looHng, then we will not be 
in this situaHon. Corrupt Traffic Officers should also be dealt with and 
dismissed / fined / criminally charged. Rather help the people of this 
country then implemenHng more taxes le_, right, and center. You are 
running this country with our tax monies, we pay your salaries, and 
you should listen to the people. I am also in disagreement with the 
implementaHon of the demerit points, and even though I pay my e-
tolls, it is sHll illegal and may not be used for addiHonal fines and 
demerit point systems. The focus is on all the wrong things. Heino

2020-11-10 
12:09:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gov will carry on with any scheme to collect money. We would like to 
know what percentage fine are paid at the moment. By insHtuHng 
hidden admin cost they will achieve an even lower payment.....except 
penalizing  the few tax payers that presently strive to live within the 
law by paying their fines.  So it is just an addiHonal tax on their law 
abiding ciHzens Louis 

2020-11-10 
12:01:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This just seems like another way that the government has invented to 
get free money from already overburdened tax-payers Clyde

2020-11-10 
09:59:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Dewald

2020-11-09 
10:52:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Stephen
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2020-11-09 
10:00:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system leaves way too much room for human error and deliberate 
abuse by law enforcement. The fact that no fines or infringements are 
sent out by sms or email is just another way to add penalHes. Why do 
we provide our contact details every single year when renewing our 
licenses. It’s a constant way for the government to have tax payers pay 
more to steel even more. CorrupHon! CorrupHon! Chantal

2020-11-08 
22:08:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just another way for the government to keeping stealing or hard 
earned money!! Luisa

2020-11-07 
15:36:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why should South Africans adopt  strategies implemented in other 
countries. Why adopt a useless strategy that will cause unnecessary 
administraHon and that might leave South Africans with no drivers 
licenses.  

Doreen 
2020-11-06 
07:35:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They can't  control the exisHng  system, this is just another the_-from-
taxpayers ploy to recoup misappropriated funds. beryl

2020-11-05 
13:46:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Felicity

2020-11-05 
13:44:53 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Joey

2020-11-05 
10:57:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Yugerson

2020-11-05 
09:28:28 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Erken julle fout en skrap die tolpaaie.  Dit is bewys dat dit net geld kos.  
Luister na mense wat kennis het en kry n plan in plek wat vir almal 
gaan werk en bekosbaar is vir die land.  Hou op met al die stelery.  Kry 
die skurke in die tronk en begin n land bou wat kan meeding met die 
wereld.  Elsabe

2020-11-05 
07:34:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Derryn

2020-11-04 
16:05:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If the corrupt government did their job in the first place there would 
be no need for all this!! this is just a way for them to steal more 
money!!! Chris

2020-11-04 
15:20:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden k

2020-11-04 
10:07:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

With licensing offices, especially in Ekurhuleni, being the headache of 
all administraHve hurdles to becoming a legal driver - taking away my 
license having to obtain a learner's from scratch and going through the 
ordeal of obtaining my license AGAIN is ridiculous. 

A_er thousands of Rands spent on lessons and tests, and legally 
obtaining my license a_er three a]empts, my license and competency 
for driving a motor vehicle is mine legally and no demerit system can 
take this skill away from me.  

I already dread the dying day of queuing for a license renewal in the 
next 2-3 years simply because it's the most tedious administraHve 
process with licensing officials in general having no respect for lawful 
driver's Hme when going through legal processes to renew 
documentaHon.  

Let's not get started with the offices' systems perpetually being offline 
leaving people queuing for hours to an enHre day!  

And the booking system is up to no good. It alleviates no queues, no 
Hme and is an administraHve failure.  

NO THANK YOU!! Heleen 

2020-11-04 
01:45:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Doesn't help road safety but woll impoverish drivers. Is unsustainable 
and impossible to monitor. Cops have enough to do. Public will have 
unnecessary criminal records. Mashalane

2020-11-03 
11:57:16 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden erik

2020-11-03 
11:23:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It must be totally scrapped out and thrown into the abyss. It doesn't 
benefit the economy. Patrick 

2020-11-03 
10:46:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Zondo commission haven't even start to invesHgate the E toll 
system.  Why do I have to be tolled to use a road that could have been 
funded by the current fuel levy. The people of South Africa are Hred to 
be taxed for everything and most of the money collected are 
mismanaged.  I refuse to be double taxed and legislaHon like these are 
going to bite the ANC at the voHng staHons. Jaques

2020-11-03 
10:45:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

you cannot police the laws you have now, this is a waste of tax payers 
money. Scrap etolls Jean 

2020-11-03 
09:37:26 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

These laws are not to make things be]er or safer, these laws are to 
make money! Enforce the laws we have things will be be]er. Stop 
forcing etoll on people. Sam

2020-11-03 
07:26:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Leila 

2020-11-03 
07:00:19 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is not pracHcal. There are mulHple drivers for one car. As it is, 
anything that requires paperwork in this country is a disaster. It’s a joke 
that the government thinks it is a good idea to implement this. The 
cost of appeal is ridiculous. They should not burden us with more 
problems than we already have. Mikayla

2020-11-03 
06:46:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Different drivers use vehicles registered to someone else.  The demerit 
system is not pracHcal and admin will be impossible. Tania

2020-11-03 
06:01:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Government can't keep the taxi in line. Now the normal ciHzens  must 
pay again. If they inforce this we will be driving without  taxi s within a 
month on our roads but then no bribes will be paid to law 
enforcement Frdddie

2020-11-02 
21:05:49 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden MarHn

2020-11-02 
14:31:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Koos

2020-11-02 
14:07:43 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Johan
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2020-11-02 
13:42:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Bongani 

2020-11-01 
14:17:47 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

A fine should be that, a fine. We all make mistakes. If our government 
leaders can rob us blind and commit fraud with no  penalHes to them, 
why should I as a ciHzen be doubly charged for a mistake, then 
invoiced for that mistake, forced to pay to make use of the roads that I 
contribute to with my taxes and be severely penalized if i don't pay. On 
top of all of this, there is no imparHal enHty to go to for recourse unHl 
a huge amount of Hme and money was spent and wasted.  The current 
system works. Traffic law enforcement should be that, enforcement 
and not a penalty for being human. Vincent

2020-11-01 
11:19:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AdministraHve must be covered by the budget allocaHon from tax and 
should not be paid by the transgressors. Amos

2020-10-31 
09:17:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Hilton

2020-10-30 
23:34:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jacques

2020-10-30 
23:34:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jacques

2020-10-30 
11:37:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is absolutely ridiculous to try to enforce the fines for E-Tolls firstly its 
a badly conceived  unsupported system that should be scrapped in 
addiHon how will the courts manage to enforce the addiHonal fines, 
they can't cope with the normal load this  bound to fail  and just cause 
more stress to the consumer. Gregory

2020-10-29 
11:28:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Such a process that would have an element of discreHon on the part of 
the enforcer could lead to abuse and corrupHon. It is also open to 
many instances of human error which would prejudice otherwise law-
abiding ciHzens Sakhile 

2020-10-29 
09:41:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Zero drink drive law will never work. Leon

2020-10-29 
07:32:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Removing someones right to refer a ma]er to court is 
unconsHtuHonal. Introduce alternaHve routes for someone to contest a 
fine, but keep the right to go to court. 
Increased fines for e-toll violaHons does not increase road safety in any 
way and is only aimed at propping up a corrupt and failed system, e-
tolls should be scrapped completely. 
It is already nearly impossible to enforce exisHng traffic regulaHons and 
while the demerit system seems like a good idea it will only increase 
the burden on the traffic enforcement system. Paul

2020-10-28 
16:15:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Michael 

2020-10-28 
14:37:26 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will at the end create an unnecessary burden to the ciHzens who 
are trying to have honest living, For example our brothers who work 
for fleet companies they are always late and the companies does not 
even care about the traffic but their income, if their license is 
suspended they will be loosing income and families will suffer Thabo

2020-10-28 
14:02:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The issue of toll roads is ongoing, we do not have suitable public 
transport or alternate roads so usage is compulsory. Making it 
unaffordable for people to get to work. We should have transport and 
infringement pracHces which do not stop people from being able to 
work. Fine infringements, doubling fines etc are just a way of collecHng 
more taxes from those who can afford to pay and punishing the poor 
further by making it difficult for them to get to work. We need more 
construcHve mechanisms for dealing with infringements - community 
service and re-educaHon programmes etc Leslie

2020-10-28 
11:35:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Law enforcement is unable to effecHvely execute the current 
regulaHons, these new regulaHons will be an u]er disaster due to 
corrupHon and   poor implementaHon. 
The appeals process is very unfair towards drivers as there is no 
substanHal way to appeal against wrongful fines. 
 MarHn

2020-10-28 
10:54:49 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All of the rules is designed mainly to fleece the public  ie threats of 
double the fines etc. E tolls should not be a part of aarto should be 
done away with or  rethought to be financially less puniHve to all. Get 
rid of all gra_ and corrupHon and ensure firstly that everyone's trained 
properly to be a road user and  co-exist with other users before trying 
to force the public  into acceptance of certain laws. Enough said good 
and bad exists  in this discussion. Johan 

2020-10-28 
10:30:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The number of years it has taken to enforce the original Aarto bill 
suggests huge inefficiency so I don't have faith in this system being 
carried out efficiently or fairly now Nina

2020-10-28 
09:12:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The linking of unpaid etolls to the AARTO regulaHons is just blatantly 
criminial, further extorHon of tax payers monies for roads that they 
have already paid for. Further the_ of public funds by the thieves who 
call themselves PUBLIC SERVANTS!! Anthony

2020-10-28 
08:39:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden I am not interested a more draconian bill at all. Mark

2020-10-28 
07:44:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden The burden placed upon the road user is absurd. Clinton

2020-10-28 
07:16:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Imagine the authoriHes enforcing Aarto against taxi drivers! They're 
terrified of them. So they'll bully the easy targets instead while we 
watch taxis going through red lights etc. And it's unconsHtuHonal. Simon

2020-10-28 
06:26:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden More corrupHon and bribery..cloning of number plates... Linda

2020-10-28 
05:42:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Abdul 
Maalik

2020-10-28 
04:45:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

To a R100 extra on admin for does not make sense this money will not 
go to the repairs of our roads Liena 

2020-10-27 
21:36:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just Another way for Lazy law enforcement not to do there jobs and 
dump it on the road user .Do the law also apply to Taxis and ust about 
money and lazy traffic Police.GeVng paid to drive there cars to home 
and  they are never around to do there actual job and be visible and 
police reckless Taxis Andre 
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2020-10-27 
21:10:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden ashley

2020-10-27 
07:40:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

South African are never going to pay eTolls. I is just another corrupt 
method of  the ANC trying to steal from the public. 

They are never going to enforce the rule on the Taxi's so why should 
we accept it. 

If one day they manage to get the taxi's to become law abiding drivers 
then lets talk. 

All the ANC want is another income to steal Alan
2020-10-27 
07:22:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Gert

2020-10-27 
05:26:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Another impossible scheme by a corrupt and ineffecHve government. Margaret

2020-10-26 
13:26:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Werner

2020-10-26 
09:11:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This has just become a money making scheme and has nothing to do 
with road safety. They can't even regulate the current laws properly. 
There also needs to be one law for all.  Not one law for taxi's and one 
for regular ciHzens. Corrie

2020-10-26 
05:40:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why do they target the law abiding ciHzens? Have they not received 
enough money from the tax payers who pay their taxes every month 
without fail. They should start doing their work properly and enforce 
the laws that are being broken. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!!!!!! Cindy 

2020-10-25 
22:07:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system is designed to create revenue, not promote road safety. 
You are basically guilty unHl proven innocent, and the onus is on you to 
do so. This is unjust and unconsHtuHonal.  The administraHon burden 
is also likely to be too much, as the current system can't even handle it 
properly.  Listen to OUTA and the AA and stop this ridiculous piece of 
legislaHon. Quinton

2020-10-25 
21:48:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The regulaHons seem voerly burdensome and administraHve. I agree 
with the AA summary that we have more than enough regulaHon 
already poorly enforced and this will just burden the law abiding 
motorists. 
Road deaths are tragic but burdening motorists wih puniHve admin 
and penalHes will do nothing for road safety. 
Highly paid RTIA staff and execuHves should be reviewed and 
performance based on reducing road deaths not more admin 
penalHes. 
Drivers can lose or more probably have a licence stolen, should that 
stop them being able to drive? It is ridiculous and authoritarian. 
The enHre bill needs to be toned down and rewri]en. Trevor

2020-10-25 
20:17:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As with all current traffic "officials" the only job they have and do 
poorly is revenue collecHon. Enforce current traffic rules first, then deal 
with repeat offenders. As it is you are just adding more revenue 
generaHon, more corrupHon opportuniHes, and adding no value to 
road users, instead of teaching and enforcing the current laws. Private

2020-10-25 
17:52:49 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It's another way to fleece the ciHzens with not much recourse to 
defend themselves. Billions stolen by the ANC Government who are 
now hell bent to find any way to get money back into the  State coffers. Terry

2020-10-25 
16:00:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden George 

2020-10-25 
15:43:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Way too costly for the public. Stephen

2020-10-25 
13:44:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The ANC are a bunch of thieves. They are an administraHve burden. A 
burden like Hcks on ca]le or leeches. Like cancer they suck everything 
dry. Mark

2020-10-24 
07:35:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

clogging the system which is already a nightmare to access...another 
way to loot... Gloria

2020-10-23 
23:23:43 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You can not even renew anything because the system is always off or 
any other reason. Can not get any open spots for online bookings. It 
was easier before when you could visit your nearest office. Most of 
South Africans don't have access to internet to do bookings.  I will not 
pay extra R100 when receiving a fine. Wilna

2020-10-23 
14:59:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The public has firmly rejected etolls, and yet these are here again. The 
bill shows no respect to the people.  Instead of fixing the jusHce 
problem by expediHng cases in court, giving relief to people whose 
court Hmes are not honoured by the court, MORE barriers are put in 
the way of jusHce: to remove an unjust fine will become pracHcally 
impossible.  There is NOTHING stopping criminal officers from profiHng 
by absurd fines. Jan

2020-10-22 
20:27:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It seems the policy and lawmakers are totally out of touch with what is 
happening on the ground. Whatever law or regulaHon you make will 
be abused. You only going to enrich the traffic officers.  Even though 
the Drivers want to conform to the law the Traffic officers solicit bribes 
and the Drivers have to go through a cumbersome process for any 
recourse. 
For example, the department cannot even simplify the renewal of car 
licence.  
Umpteen trips have to be made. ProducHve work hours are lost, 
Computers are mostly offline, 
Queues are hundreds of metres long. Now we at risk with contracHng 
Covid. 
Because of a few non comliant drivers, do not set regulaHons in place 
that makes our lives ridiculously difficult . How are you going to get the 
Taxi drivers right. Goolam

2020-10-22 
18:18:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

To police any of this will mean a huge number of police will need to be 
appointed... no one trusts the police any more. Etolls have proved 
illogical and now more ridiculous ideas are being proposed. Helen
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2020-10-22 
16:59:28 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You cannot enforce the exisHng laws as it is. This farce of a "system" is 
not in the interest of road safety, it is just a racket designed to rake in 
more cash. How about geVng proper working law enforcement first, 
THEN trying to implement a first world soluHon in a country being run 
fi_h world. My consHtuHonal rights are being trampled, make no 
mistake I will fight every single fine that comes my way. Especially the 
dubious, fraudulent speeding Hckets, manufactured and made up 
using very dodgy tacHcs. My colleagues and I proved this. What is the 
point of sending somebody a fine in the mail a_er the fact? That 
denies them the opportunity of making sure everything is legiHmate, 
and in any case if you trap someone doing an excessive speed and let 
them carry on, you are breaking the law yourselves! No, sorry, FAARTO 
get lost! Bring back the cop on the beat with his Hcket book! 

Mike
2020-10-22 
16:56:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Helen

2020-10-22 
07:23:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Gideon

2020-10-21 
16:38:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Since AARTO was piloted in JHB we have not seen any decrease in 
accidents or reckless driving. There is no visible policing and speed 
traps are hidden as cash cows instead of enhancing road safety. Road 
blocks are laughable as it is just a way to inHmidate motorists to pay 
outstanding fines instead of enhancing road safety. 

While the demerit system is good in principle, we do not need new 
laws copied from other countries to be implemented in South Africa. 
What we need is to get back to basics, visible policing, high visibility 
speed traps, enforcement of all road laws , removal of unroadworthy 
vehicles from the roads and ensuring that drivers are licensed. 

On the tolls front, e-tolls was never agreed to by the people of 
Gauteng, it was told that the highways were being updated for the 
2010 World Cup, then suddenly we were told you must pay tolls on a 
road that has been paid for over and over through the fuel levy. 
Making it an infringement under AARTO shows that this government is 
not serious about serving the people, who are, should they forget, 
their boss. 

AddiHonally, the administraHve burden placed on the owner of a 
vehicle to prove that they were not the driver is ridiculous. I have tried, 
unsuccessfully, to do that under the flawed and failed e-toll system, 
but it was decided by someone at RTMC that it is declined, even with 
all the Hme and effort having to be placed to complete the 
documentaHon "correctly".  

The fines are ridiculous as it is just another way for the government to 
milk the driver and tax payer even more. There is nothing le_ to give.  

I agree that fines should be issued for infringements, but they need to 
be reasonable. If we have visible acHve on the ground traffic 
enforcement, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, you will see a decrease 
in the number and severity of accidents without having to put 
impracHcal laws in place. 

We are moving into an era of guilty unHl you can prove you are 
innocent. That is not how we have built our society and not how things 
should be done. 

We also have too many so-called traffic agencies. JMPD is unable to 
enforce traffic laws, even though they have all the equipment they 
need to do the job. Every municipality should have a Traffic 
Department that focusses exclusively on traffic related enforcement. If 
this is not possible, there should a provincial traffic department and no 
other traffic enforcement agencies. Their job will be to exclusively 
focus on traffic related enforcement, with high visibility patrols all day 
every day, high visibility traps and road blocks only when required to 
ensure road safety. Their are other mechanisms to ensure infringers 
pay their fines without inconveniencing law abiding drivers and 
ciHzens.  

These regulaHons at the very least, but the enHre AARTO law should be 
repealed and reverted to what it was before. Mateen

2020-10-21 
13:48:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ernest

2020-10-21 
04:11:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1. This is purely being introduced because they want more money, and 
will create criminals of innocent drivers whilst significantly prevenHng 
the ability of drivers to challenge any of these draconian measures. 
2. AARTO is only there to penalize the innocent. 
3. To take away a persons common law right to legal jusHce before a 
court of law should be regarded as unconsHtuHonal 
4. I think it’s all a joke, why make more laws when the current ones are 
not even enforced properly. It’s clear that the laws will be applied 
much like the current ones are, against specific sectors of the 
populaHon while others will be le_ to do as they please. Danie

2020-10-21 
00:25:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just another opening for the corrupt to benefit. Doubling fines? So 
heavier bribes to be asked. Demerit points for unpaid e-toll accounts? 
We are already the joke in Africa, why keep on making it worse by 
making us the laughing stock worldwide. SA too corrupt to manage 
ANYTHING money related, especially fines related Chris 

2020-10-20 
14:09:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just get the basics right first, I cannot renew my license as there are no 
spots available,  how will we run a new system on top of this. Wendy

2020-10-20 
07:04:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

How many more burdens are the government going to lay on the poor 
general public.  We are already ba]ling to make ends meet. Leslie Bruce 
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2020-10-19 
20:51:42 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just give more chances and excuses for the police to ask for 
bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
20:50:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just give more chances and excuses for the police to ask for 
bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
19:51:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I may concerned about the law that dosent allow us to represent your 
self as well as the fact of number plate cloning and people to have 
more than one car on their name how will the point system be 
represented correctly? 

Angelique

2020-10-19 
17:56:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Firstly corrupHon will be rife! Secondly the law will not be applied 
equally to all ciHzens especially towards the u safe taxis on our roads. 
Thirdly we currently don’t receive any traffic fines via registered mail as 
per law, so how will they send Hckets now? This law gives way to much 
power to a common traffic cop that has been paid with my tax money. 
In theory he works for me like all the other poliHcians!! Michiel

2020-10-19 
17:55:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just give more chances and excuses for the police to ask for 
bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
17:55:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just give more chances and excuses for the police to ask for 
bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
15:59:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just give more chances and excuses for the police to ask for 
bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
15:59:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just give more chances and excuses for the police to ask for 
bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
12:56:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just give more chance and excuse for the police to ask for 
bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
12:55:53 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden This will give more chance for the police to ask for bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
12:55:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden This will give more chance for the police to ask for bribe. HON CHU

2020-10-19 
12:43:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden David

2020-10-18 
10:23:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Denying access to the law of the courts is just abusive and egregious Bruce

2020-10-18 
10:03:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This i just another unenforceable system To punish the law abiding, 
and not address the actual issues Emile

2020-10-16 
18:56:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

From me it is a no no to the new legislaHon 
It is not right to put addiHonal burden in this current economic state of 
the country Elsa

2020-10-16 
08:23:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

E-toll should have been scrapped. They cannot change the law to suit 
their collecHon requirements Steven

2020-10-16 
03:52:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden CorrupHon will sirely happen Theo

2020-10-16 
00:51:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Its going to cost more to administer this system than what our Country 
can Afford. 
We atre in a finanial cricis  and this will make it worse  
They will have to employ another 1000 people whom will mess it up 
futher. 
Then outsourse  the adminstraHon like what they have done with E-toll  
Paying our Millions  of our SA Rand to India to administate. Johan

2020-10-15 
21:45:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Can’t work in sa- government is in competent- will not work.  

And our consHtuHonal rights are invaded Adriaan
2020-10-15 
21:14:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Cornelius

2020-10-15 
18:14:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The issue is that fines is issued to a person.  Fines are also issued to a 
vehicle.  The link between a person and vehicle ownership creates an 
Aarto nightmare.  Linking and cross-reference create incorrect 
demeriHng. This needs to be seperate and not inclusive. 

The second biggest issue is  that the law enforcers are not neutral in 
allocaHng fines.  The mere fact that can do what they want is not 
accurate and one must be able to contest any fine.  

Vehicle insurance not addressed 

Different municipaliHes and provinces is an issue Johan

2020-10-15 
10:02:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

A]empHng to change regulaHons and enforcing stricter control is a 
fuHle exercise. The system is corrupt, the officials are not only corrupt 
but also incompetent. I had to drive without a car registraHon licence 
due to the Post Office being off-line for weeks and/or flooded with 
SASSA pensioners making it impossible to renew the registraHon  
license. 
Driver's license renewals suffers from the same fate. I have to make 
use of 3rd party corrupt individuals to jump the queue and pay a bribe. 
Even this is not a guarantee to renew my license as they o_en 
disappear with the bribe. 
I can not be denied my consHtuHonal right to defend my innocence in 
a court of law.  Tribunals and appeals without my legal right to be 
heard in a proper court of law smells of more corrupHon and bribes. 
E-Tolls were a disaster from the incepHon. The administraHve burden 
can never be solved. How much of the money collected will be 
pocketed by corrupt officals? Steve

2020-10-15 
06:32:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lerato

2020-10-14 
18:46:16 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

How is this going to administrated ? Only those with proper adreses 
will be prosecuted. Why is the corrupt and unfair etoll system part of 
AARTO?  A couple of cents levy on fuel would have paid for the roads. Sakkie

2020-10-14 
15:06:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The demerit system is a load of crap and being issued fines via mail 
and told you can get a discount. By the Hme you get the fine, the 
discount period has lapsed. Why can we also not appear in court to 
fight our case, we have to do wri]en representaHon which is 
adjudicated by bias representaHves anyway. Bradley
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2020-10-14 
14:58:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I am not in favor of e-tolls and protest against any fines, penalHes or 
charges in relaHon to not paying e-tolls. the fact that this may result in 
demerit points or even losing my license does not sit well with me at 
all. 
The fact that government wants to double exisHng fine values is also 
nonsensical to me. First of all people are economically distressed, 
secondly the collecHon rate of government for exisHng outstanding 
fines is dismally low Kenan

2020-10-14 
10:28:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Failing to pay the e-tolls for driving on the roads is a non-starter and to 
suggest that fines would be doubled is ridiculous. Taxis are  dangerous 
and they travel for free on highways (toll roads) and have no insurance 
to boot. respect for road rules and signs is something they should take 
note of before trying to screw the ordinary motorist out of more 
money! Anthony

2020-10-14 
06:33:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Their objecHve here is only to make more money, not safer roads.   

This is just another cash cow and they target law abiding ciHzens that 
can be traced. 
Taxi operators and other illegal road users will never be caught and the 
law never applies to them. Bee

2020-10-13 
21:32:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:32:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:32:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:32:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:32:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:32:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:32:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:31:39 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Gra_ and corrupHon is rife.  Unequal toll paying. A small group paying 
the tolls - not the taxis or vehicles without licence plates. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:28:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:28:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:28:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:28:01 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:27:39 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:27:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:27:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
21:26:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is open and rife for gra_ and corrupHon.  Unfair meHng out 
of tolls.. Taxis do not pay. Vehicles without licence plates dont pay. As 
usual iHs the small number of people carying the burden. Barbara L. 

2020-10-13 
20:53:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There will be the usual handful of people  paying fines with the 
majority taxi drivers and other connecHons  geVng their fines 
squashed. No jusHce Maria

2020-10-13 
19:16:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Tebogo
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2020-10-13 
17:17:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

 Aarto is a waist of Hme and more admin for nothing,  how are they 
going to manage this system they can not manage a city or country Steinanda

2020-10-13 
15:55:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The issue of licencing, cost and the the present administraHon 
struggles  to be efficient, with long queues, systems being off line  
make me wonder how the new addiHons will be managed. 
The e-toll issue is sHll unresolved and needs to be finalized before the 
suggesHon to increase fines is made. Is this a way of collecHng 
payments for a system that is sHll hanging in the air? Shirley 

2020-10-13 
10:35:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The whole of the AARTO Act is unconsHtuHonal as it is based on the 
assumpHon of guilt of an alleged offender, contrary to the assumpHon 
of innocence enshrined in the consHtuHon. 
The sole aim of the AARTO Act is to create a passive enforcement 
model that has nothing to do with law enforcement but is in fact 
exclusively designed to generate income for the state. Government/
local municipaliHes have been proven to be incapable of enforcing this 
act due to the administraHve burden placed on them, and the act has 
therefore been designed to place incredible demands on the alleged 
offender when he/she wants to contest an alleged infringement. No 
proof of receipt of an alleged offense is required (no service of papers, 
simple mail sufficient), costly and Hme consuming appeal processes, 
arbitrary penalHes and enforcement orders which carries the same 
weight as a court order but without due process coupled to the fact 
that as a passive income generaHon scheme, this act will largely rely on 
number plates to idenHfy alleged offenders rather than acHve law 
enforcement where patrols take place and offenders are stopped. 
Thousands if not hundreds of thousands of number plates are falsified 
in South Africa each year and yet it is up to the driver or owner to 
prove that they did not commit an alleged offense. Pranesh

2020-10-13 
09:13:01 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It infringes on an individuals right to a free trial and to be heard in a 
court of his choice that has jurisdicHon. The Act appears to cleverly 
designed to coheres law abiding ciHzens into submission and gives the 
authoriHes too much power. 
A tribunal has authority to judge, adjudicate on, or determine claims or 
disputes. A fine issued is therefore not a claim of a ma]er of dispute. If 
issues in accordance of the law it must be adjudicated in a court of 
law . It therefore cannot be an insHtuHon that has powers to pass 
judgements . The tribunal may be biased and difficult to access which 
will cause frustraHon. Ajith

2020-10-13 
08:38:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It will cause more corrupHon. Anything the goverment tries to 
implement from overseas countries is a failure in South Africa. Vinesh

2020-10-13 
07:37:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden lerato

2020-10-13 
07:27:03 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just going to cause more corrupHon. Will rather pay the bribes 
than get stuck with with admin and cues and demerit points Johan

2020-10-12 
17:22:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I would rather we start to manage this and the corrupHon first. How 
are we to implement a system that is dependant on proper systems 
and procedures when we have not used it before. Lets first gain the 
trust of the infrastructure to run these systems and then look into the 
nstaHsHcs and data it provides to home where and how to act. Alex

2020-10-12 
15:54:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current corrupHon as well as the incompetence and lack of 
working systems and processes to be able to effecHvely administer the 
enHre AARTO system, especially the ridiculous GFIP project and 
subsequent e-tolling debacle which is sHll raging despite it being 
unworkable and how they wish to enforce it by changing the legislaHon 
is unconscionable.  

Unless the system issues are recHfied first and proper training for staff 
and officers implemented, as well as funcHoning back-end 
infrastructure, any other changes are pointless and merely going to 
conHnue to open the enHre system for further corrupHon and place 
addiHonal burden and strain on the end-user, rather than making it 
simpler and easier for the implementaHon of road rules and 
prosecuHon of offenders. Patrick

2020-10-12 
15:37:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Being a used vehicle dealer,we frequently get vehicles reg papers that 
are cloned or number plates on our dealerstock being used illegally on 
other vehicles and we get infringement noHces and e toll billing ,it is 
almost impossible to sort out due to the red tape at our lisence 
departments,and a cloned vehicle like what happened in the past(the 
legal vehicle can be impounded) unHl the illegal vehicle is found you 
have no chance to get your vehicle  
When we sell a vehicle the buyer have a certain amount of Hme to 
register it on his name and can incur fines and e toll ,we are being 
billed and fined for numerous vehicles,once again the Hme to sort this 
problem is ridiculous and the beurocracy at your  departments  terrible  
I would rather be pulled of in person if I break the law and fined than 
paying and geVng demerits for something that’s wrong at your 
departments  
How do they clone vehicles and how do you get a fine in the post with 
a photo of a Vw Golf staHng that it’s a Mercedes Benz? 
If the Metro police license departments and other law enforcement 
agencies do their job like they are supposed to we won’t need a 
system that is sHll not funcHoning correctly Johan

2020-10-12 
15:20:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The  Law needs to be raHonal and effecHvely executed.  the new 
system is designed to make money rather than promote road safety. it 
will be near impossible to  pay infringements in a cumbersome 
process.  You  are forced to pay the infringements whether guilty or 
innocent. 
Go back to the drawing board!!! Spike

2020-10-12 
13:38:15 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Geen bevoegde staf om die werk te doen.  Korrupsie van voor af. 
Huidige stelsel kan nie eers nou hanteer word hoe nou nog n stelsel Urma
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2020-10-12 
13:13:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You cannot remove my consHtuHonal right to be heard in court. 
Why create a tribunal if there is allready a court system. The tribunal is 
an addiHonal admin burden, stupid idee. 
New laws are made daily with no hope of implementaHon by corrupt 
law enforcement  officers Johan

2020-10-12 
13:03:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We already have a problem with the current system. The new one is 
not going to work Werner

2020-10-12 
12:30:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Korrupsie langs ons paaie het reeds hoogtepunte bereik en hierdie 
nuwe regulasies gaan dit nog hoër voer!!!! Theo

2020-10-12 
11:03:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Ridiculous and unachievable  objecHve considering the ongoing failure 
to control taxi "road violence" and another means to tax the  well-
behaved ordinary ciHzen.  Yet another means  to expand bribery and 
corrupHon. CAMPBELL

2020-10-12 
10:56:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I currently can  not geta booking to renew drivers licence and my 
vehicle license will not be issued due to outstanding fines. Praneet

2020-10-12 
10:23:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Tolpad fooie moet geskraap word.  Dit verryk net sekere mense en die 
arm mense wat net by die werk wil kom moet daarvoor betaal. Stem 
met geen van die voorstelle saam nie.  geen verhoging van boetes nie.  
Die veroorsaak groter korrupsie  kan nie in die huidige ekonomiese 
klimaat toegelaat word nie. Die reg van persone om hulleself te 
verdedig is en bly  belangrik.  Lisensies kan nie sommer gekanselleer 
word en agterna reg gestel word nie.  Swak administrasie kan mense 
lewens oneindig moeilik maak.  Is reeds moeilik net om net te gaan vir 
n lisensie.  Kostes is ook te duur en korrupsie te vel. 

MADELEIN
2020-10-12 
10:22:03 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Am

2020-10-12 
10:05:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I feel we are over burdened by bureaucracy, and the AARTO will only 
lead to law abiding ciHzens being forced to operate outside of the law. 
The country is in a dire state of disrepair, and passing laws that are 
nothing more than revenue generaHng vehicles for a corrupt and 
ulHmately  bankrupt state/municipality will drive the ciHzens further 
public revolt. The costs of this system is clearly hidden in the doubling 
of exisHng fines, as well a the hidden agenda of further forcing the 
public to pay for the wasteful SANRAL, expenditure on the E-Toll 
system which is despised by all groups in Gauteng. The noHon that the 
user pays principle is being touted as a means to an end, obfuscates 
the reality of state capture and blatant corrupHon which underpins the 
states failure to deliver. The state already collects funds from the Fuel 
levy, which is in turn not applied to the maintenance of the roads 
network, this AARTO system will fundamentally only help to create 
further excesses for the_, and should therefore be denied in all its 
forms. Gideon

2020-10-12 
09:59:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It seem extremely harsh for us to pay when the licensing department is 
in a mess. 
Can't get licences with out having to stand in long lines and waiHng for 
ever. 

Engela

2020-10-12 
09:48:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The proposed regulaHons is not going to solve the problem but 
exacerbate the state of poor administraHon in transport organizaHon. 
Focus should be on strengthening law enforcement and ensuring that 
they do their job. As things stand especially of traffic management my 
opinion is Tshwane is the worst as Metro Police here seems to have 
given up on policing motorist. Demerit system will not solve the 
problem but promote lawlessness as drivers will conHnue to drive 
without licensed should they loose it. 

Work on improving law enforcement than looking for a short cut that 
will end up being an administraHve nightmare. Mzwakhe

2020-10-12 
09:44:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I'm extremely concerned that one will lose the right to appeal directly 
to a magistrate,should one wish to call into dispute whatever fine is 
being levied. 
I also have a concern regarding the applicaHon of e-tolls in Gauteng, as 
they are both inefficient and do not offer alternate routes to motorists. 
Given the current inefficiency of government departments, I cannot 
see how this can be implemented fairly or efficiently. Clive

2020-10-12 
09:15:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

CorrupHon in government, lining their own pockets with law abiding 
ciHzens hard earned tax money.  Money will be used to rename roads 
instead of fixing them. Terence 

2020-10-12 
09:13:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system in place is fine in my opinion. The problem we have 
is that none of it is actually enforced properly. If the current rules and 
regulaHons are enforced we won't need any of these changes. 
The government is trying to force more money out of the already law-
abiding ciHzens. 
Clean up ALL corrupHon in the officials first before forcing new laws on 
everyone. Taxi's should be paying more than other road users as they 
are using the roads more frequently. 
The e-toll system should be scrapped as we already pay for road 
maintenance when we pay the fuel levy included in the price we pay 
for fuel. 
I don't think there is a need to increase the fees. There is enough 
money going to the corrupt traffic departments. 
Why make it a criminal offense when not driving with your license? If 
you have a legiHmate license which can be verified then why a criminal 
offense? It is already an offense not driving with your license. So what 
more do you want to change? E

2020-10-12 
09:07:53 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Nothing wrong with current system. Needs to be enforced. Toll roads 
not elected democraHcally by South Africans. Paying tax for roads to be 
fixed not being done. Now forcing people to toll roads. AlternaHve 
roads not always accessible from all areas forcing people through toll 
areas. Petrus
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2020-10-12 
08:44:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't feel that this is fair at all.  punish those that need punishing, 
yes, but really? Another court, another system, and again forcing us 
into accepHng e-tolls? Who is paying for all this - tax payers... again!  
No, my rights are being infringed on. Those heavy offenders will 
conHnue to offend heavily unHl there is real fear from the traffic 
officials and repercussions of breaking traffic laws. Fix the system you 
have before trying to implement a new one! Andrea

2020-10-12 
08:29:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our current system isn't working and our ineffecHon AARto sector 
cannot maintain law and order as it is. Before recreaHng a new system 
try and police the current system whihc worked before corrupHon 
entered into the process. AM

2020-10-12 
08:20:15 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

ridiculous 
Herman

2020-10-12 
08:11:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Nothing and I mean nothing works. Traffic lights are out all the Hme, 
roads are not maintained. 
There is no law enforcement from traffic departments unless there are 
"favours" for them. 
ExisHng laws can't be enforced so new laws are made to milk the law 
abiding ciHzens even more. Marius

2020-10-12 
08:05:28 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Vaughn

2020-10-12 
07:49:41 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

With the current levels of corrupHon and maladministraHon drivers 
can easily be penalised without their knowledge (false/stolen reg 
numbers etc) Wimpie

2020-10-12 
07:39:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Izak

2020-10-12 
07:37:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Because of the behaviour of a certain sector of the "driving" 
community all drivers are now being punished with dragonian rules. 
Government should rather find a way to deal with the lawless 
behaviour of taxi drivers. We all do know that AARTO will have no 
effect on their behaviour.  

Secondly this is just another way for government to fleece South 
Africans and to encourage even more corrupt behaviour from our so 
called traffic police MArthinus

2020-10-12 
06:06:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unlawful not to give anyone a right to appeal. Laws can’t be made to 
enforce laws. Enforce the exisHng laws and make people respect the 
law for them to start obeying the law. STOP CORRUPTION Hein

2020-10-12 
05:43:39 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Nick

2020-10-11 
23:53:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is no capability by Government to enforce any exisHng traffic 
laws .  So addiHonal laws with demerit points will mean nothing.  More 
opportunity for bribery and corrupHon.!!!   So unHl this Government 
gets its act together  like the UK/ Australia etc - forget it.     A demerit 
system will only apply to law abiding ciHzens not to those who break 
the law.   So no I do not support it given how useless all law 
enforcement is in our country. Garda

2020-10-11 
22:39:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Moses

2020-10-11 
19:40:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All of the above menHoned opHons, including the high probability that 
bribery will increase due to this illogical system. It hasn't work in 
Guateng. Jeandre

2020-10-11 
17:05:53 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It’s another pla�orm to steal. Besides that you cannot even manage 
the current system! Dean 

2020-10-11 
16:13:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You cant even cope  issieing new drivong licencenses now you want 
more admin ??? Do you really want more admin ???I applied for a 
renewal in January thisyear and it is almost year end and I dod not get 
a message (sms) from you when I can pick up my renewal !!!! First  
finish your work before you want to create more work as you are 
overloaded with your exisHng job !!!   

Danie
2020-10-11 
16:05:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden AARTO has never worked and will never work. Abolish it. Hertz

2020-10-11 
14:16:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are been overburdend with beaurocrycy  While threr is no service 
delivery. 
The government must give us the opHon of demeriHg their 
performance and lack of service delivery Anthony

2020-10-11 
11:59:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

By increasing regulaHons its just increasing the burden on the most law 
abiding ciHzens as the people that are causing the majority of offences 
will not be caught in the legal web and will ignore these regulaHons, 
Taxi's included. It's the same as making Gun laws harsher for legal gun 
owners but the illegal gun owners can get away without concern. 

Toll roads are not consHtuHonal as we did not agree to the way this 
specific tax is collected and money is being squandered without  
consequence Anton

2020-10-11 
11:46:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

 With the caliber of traffic officers that we have at present, corrupHon 
would  double as well. . As it is, there is no  law enforcement on the 
roads. Traffic officers are turning a blind eye on the real culrits that 
totaly  ignore traffic rules. Taxi drivers however are not the only  
culprits. Traffic officers don't manage the traffic, they prefer to sit in 
the sun with their cameras. Nico

2020-10-11 
10:51:47 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ngqiqo

2020-10-11 
09:45:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Clarissa 

2020-10-11 
08:40:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The authoriHes in SA cannot administer anything properly. It will be 
chaos Andre

2020-10-11 
08:38:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government cannot handle  the administraHon that it has now and 
the proposed regulaHons are going to over burden an already over 
burdened system, furthermore, the proposed regulaHons, will I am 
sure, lead to even more corrupHon by officials and  the proposed 
regulaHons are also not pracHcal or fair for the ciHzens of this country. Shane
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2020-10-11 
08:29:01 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The city of johannesburg does not have many signage boards that tell 
you the speed limits , so how can you enforce demerits in a system 
that is flawed.  

If the taxis were fined properly for their driving the Gauteng roads 
would be a calmer and be]er environment to enforce the laws for the 
rest of the drivers. The taxied are creaHng traffic jams by going against 
the law, thus the traffic does not flow properly.  
You are not scared of a single driver, who you are bullying, but you are 
petrified of the taxi’s. So what you are doing is taking an ill child & 
puVng it in the rain to further make it sick, instead of dealing with the 
core problems.  

Enforcing speed fines when you have not actually sent the fine to the 
correct address, where 10 le]ers have been sent, but the logical thing 
would be to call the person to find out what their address is.  

Toll was never approved by the ciHzens of Gauteng, so is not 
enforceable.  

Instead Of all the cost you are creaHng by employing more people that 
do not contribute to our economy, rather stop the drivers that have no 
license plates & no drivers license to start creaHng a decent 
environment on our roads. B

2020-10-11 
08:07:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Do not agree to the changes Johan

2020-10-11 
07:04:26 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

SA government can't organise a piss up in a brewery, how the hell are 
they going to manage this? All this is, is more revenue for the state to 
rape and plunder. Stop looHng and then we will have more money for 
infrastructure. Instead you keep raping the tax paying ciHzens. Jboss

2020-10-11 
07:00:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Yet another badly thought out set of laws to replace the ones which 
are currently not been enforced. Chris

2020-10-11 
05:58:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It will will not work work our traffic  police are corrupt therefore they 
will take advantage of the situaHon 

Mohamed

2020-10-10 
23:04:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It's senseless to have laws when you are living in a country that can't 
inforce legislaHon... 
We also have a major problem with administraHon and people 
incapable of performing the tasks... 
CorrupHon is another point of concern. 
What's going to happen to the tremendous amount of taxis who 
simply don't care about any legislaHon...Will they strike to get their 
own way...? Elizna

2020-10-10 
20:28:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I think that we pay a big levie  in the petrole and the roads are in a bad 
state this sh0ws that if the government does what they wont south 
africa will be in a bad way look at the rest of africa does this 
government to make life harder for the working class we travel from 
town to town looking for work to feed our families as it is the taxes are 
very high and for people to find work is very hard  and by threatening 
the hard working people of this land by  doing as the government 
pleases makes it even harder ted

2020-10-10 
20:09:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately for the ANC with their abysmal track record of state 
capture, corrupHon, looHng and gross incompetence they have lost any 
creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning. 
Consequently no one in their right mind can trust them. 
They are now sneakily trying to  legiHmise their E-tolling fiasco via the 
back door of the AARTO ACT. 
Will taxis 'earn' demerit points in which case most of them will 
accumulate 15 points within the first month of implementaHon? 
Somehow I don't think so as some weak excuse will be cooked up to 
exempt them. Both the ANC and  JMPD are dead scared of the taxis. 
This so called government is conHnually looking for extra taxes etc for 
looHng purposes; hence their reason to double the fines/penalHes. 
The demerit system will provide the golden opportunity for further 
inbred corrupHon, as if there are not ample corrupHon opportuniHes  
already. 
The ANC loves preaching "innocent unHl proven guilty" when the 
occasion suits them and denying motorists  access  to the courts is 
unconsHtuHonal. 
Come on South Africans, we have had more than enough of this ANC. 
Let us unite and vote them out in the forthcoming elecHons. Our 
country (not the ANC's) desperately needs a competent decent 
government to drag the economy out of the quagmire ( placed there 
by the ANC), and rebuild it into the powerhouse it once was.

Peter 
Bowden

2020-10-10 
19:51:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Tebogo

2020-10-10 
19:17:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jacques 

2020-10-10 
19:07:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You only implement a system if you know it will work and is going to 
deliver results. The etoll system has demonstrated it ! It has less than 
10% support. This is from the law abiding ciHzens. The others laugh it 
off.  You won’t succeed with etoll. If you enforce it the masses Will 
break down the Gantrees. Now you want to try another and have 
much more egg on your face with much more hatred and madness 
from the people. If you want another disaster like etoll, Go ahead and 
implement this and see what New Big Problems you will have! Louis

2020-10-10 
17:32:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are already ba]ling to renew our licenses can you imagine what 
this will do to an already badly run system. The people that drive 
without licenses will sHll get away with it and the normal working class 
will have to bear the brunHke usual. Ursula
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2020-10-10 
17:31:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately for the ANC through their abysmal track record of state 
capture, corrupHon, looHng and incompetence  they have lost any 
creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning. 
Consequently no one in their right mind can trust them. 
They are now sneakily trying to legiHmise E- tolling via the back door of 
the AARTO ACT. 
Will taxis 'earn' demerit points in which case most of them will have 15 
points within the first month of implementaHon? Somehow I don't 
think so and some weak excuse will be cooked up to exempt them. 
This so called government is conHnually looking for extra money to 
steal; hence the reason for hiking the fines/penalHes. 
The demerit system provides a golden opportunity for more 
corrupHon, as if there is not enough already. 
The ANC has always preached "innocent before proven guilty" when it 
suits them. Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. 
Come on South Africans, we have had enough of this ANC. Lets unite 
and vote them out in the elecHons just around the corner. The country 
desperately needs a competent government to drag the economy out 
of the quagmire  (placed there by the ANC), and rebuild it into the 
powerhouse it once was.

Peter 
Bowden

2020-10-10 
16:58:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hi. I am  objecHng against the new law because we are fighHng so long 
to get rid of the e-tolls and  sHll they want to implement it. We did not 
ask for this.  I also objecHng the mired system because this will make 
more unlawful people  instead of people obay to the law. Just inforce 
the current road laws  and get rid of the corrupt  and incompetant 
traffic cops. Willem

2020-10-10 
16:42:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our laws are sufficient to address problems! Government is creaHng 
criminals by passing stringent & unnecessary laws! EducaHon 
programmes and incenHves will do much be]er! Why double unpaid 
fines  of the admin thereof is atrocious? Rather give law abiding 
ciHzens a tax on incenHve/ tax benefit for maintaining a clean record 
and adhering to the laws! Reward for good behaviour has always been 
more successful than applying more stringent laws and punishing 
people more harshly! Some laws are also really senseless! 

Jan
2020-10-10 
16:10:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Robert

2020-10-10 
15:17:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

E toll is not democraHc it enfringes on freedom of movement. 
Blackmail corrupHon will be enhanced. Far to complicated to be 
pracHcally implemented . Very difficult for the general public to 
understand and to follow. There rights to move freely will also be 
curbed.

Mynhardt 
Francois

2020-10-10 
13:38:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is unfair to double infringements costs because the motorist did not 
commit the doubled amount. It is notceven a deterrent to road rage & 
poor driving habits. People should be encouraged to be responsible 
ratger than penalizing. 
The demerit system  is unfair what you can do is make some of the 
infringements penalHes to take a responsibility test at car licence 
renewal stage. 

Zingaphi

2020-10-10 
13:12:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current administrators are  unable and incapable of administering 
the current system effecHvely in Tshwane and Joburg, how will the 
manage to administer the system effecHvely in future and when it is 
rolled out country-wide. There is a legal principle that laws should not 
be promulgated unless there is an effecHve administraHon in  place 
and policing is effecHve and any applicable penalHes can be effecHvely 
enforced and administered. As it is there are  a concerning number of 
unlicensed drivers and vehicles on the roads and a massive backlog in 
the issuing of driver and vehicle licenses due to a completely 
inoperable booking system which makes no sense whatsoever. The 
officials managing and administering the system are largely incapable 
and inept and the changes will worsen the situaHon. Chris

2020-10-10 
11:05:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current collecHon of e-Tolls can't be done correctly.  Incorrect 
capturing is constantly coming forward and SANRAL staff are not able 
to correct THEIR error, they expect the ciHzen to incur Hme and money 
to correct their poor administraHon skills.    I believe that creaHng a 
department to oversee the implementaHon of fines/demerit points is 
just another white elephant to give jobs to people that will have ZERO 
benefit for the country.  Rather ensure proper training of the Traffic 
officers and other law enforces on how to do their job correctly and 
fairly.   The current e-Toll gantries around Gauteng can be uHlized to 
monitor road users speed. Helene

2020-10-10 
10:37:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden There are things they can enforce Sacky

2020-10-10 
09:17:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government is trying to insHtute regulaHons that are first world, 
into a third world country like South Africa. The police cannot do what 
they intended to do now and that shows up with licensing drivers 
licensing and all of the traffic related affairs they do not have the 
systems all the personnel to manage their exisHng regulaHons let 
alone.It puts an unnecessary strain on the current traffic offices Charles

2020-10-10 
06:55:39 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The policing of exisHng laws is not done properly, and this system is not 
going to impact general safety on our roads as the main culprats are 
driving around in unlicenced non-road worthy vehicles, not being 
registered on the system.  
This law is a first world soluHon, and not for SA. Pieter
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2020-10-10 
05:30:19 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately for the ANC through their abysmal track record of state 
capture, corrupHon, looHng and incompetence  they have lost any 
creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning. 
Consequently no one in their right mind can trust them. 
They are now sneakily trying to legiHmise E- tolling via the back door of 
the AARTO ACT. 
Will taxis 'earn' demerit points in which case most of them will have 15 
points within the first month of implementaHon? Somehow I don't 
think so and some weak excuse will be cooked up to exempt them. 
This so called government is conHnually looking for extra money to 
steal; hence the reason for hiking the fines/penalHes. 
The demerit system provides a golden opportunity for more 
corrupHon, as if there is not enough already. 
The ANC has always preached "innocent before proven guilty" when it 
suits them. Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. 
Come on South Africans, we have had enough of this ANC. Lets unite 
and vote them out in the elecHons just around the corner. The country 
desperately needs a competent government to drag the economy out 
of the quagmire  (placed there by the ANC), and rebuild it into the 
powerhouse it once was.

Peter 
Bowden

2020-10-09 
23:21:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The taxis will never stop driving in the yellow lanes, skip traffic lights or 
adhere to traffic regulaHons ito the demerit system. The traffic police 
already can’t control taxi drivers as they are scared to confront them. 
Only certain secHons of the driving public will be pursued to make 
extra money for metros to abuse.  Susanna 

2020-10-09 
21:33:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately for the ANC through their abysmal track record of state 
capture, corrupHon, looHng and incompetence  they have lost any 
creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning. 
Consequently no one in their right mind can trust them. 
They are now sneakily trying to legiHmise E- tolling via the back door of 
the AARTO ACT. 
Will taxis 'earn' demerit points in which case most of them will have 15 
points within the first month of implementaHon? Somehow I don't 
think so and some weak excuse will be cooked up to exempt them. 
This so called government is conHnually looking for extra money to 
steal; hence the reason for hiking the fines/penalHes. 
The demerit system provides a golden opportunity for more 
corrupHon, as if there is not enough already. 
The ANC has always preached "innocent before proven guilty" when it 
suits them. Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. 
Come on South Africans, we have had enough of this ANC. Lets unite 
and vote them out in the elecHons just around the corner. The country 
desperately needs a competent government to drag the economy out 
of the quagmire  (placed there by the ANC), and rebuild it into the 
powerhouse it once was.

Peter 
Bowden

2020-10-09 
19:43:43 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately for the ANC through their abysmal track record of state 
capture, corrupHon, looHng and incompetence  they have lost any 
creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning. 
Consequently no one in their right mind can trust them. 
They are now sneakily trying to legiHmise E- tolling via the back door of 
the AARTO ACT. 
Will taxis 'earn' demerit points in which case most of them will have 15 
points within the first month of implementaHon? Somehow I don't 
think so and some weak excuse will be cooked up to exempt them. 
This so called government is conHnually looking for extra money to 
steal; hence the reason for hiking the fines/penalHes. 
The demerit system provides a golden opportunity for more 
corrupHon, as if there is not enough already. 
The ANC has always preached "innocent before proven guilty" when it 
suits them. Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. 
Come on South Africans, we have had enough of this ANC. Lets unite 
and vote them out in the elecHons just around the corner. The country 
desperately needs a competent government to drag the economy out 
of the quagmire  (placed there by the ANC), and rebuild it into the 
powerhouse it once was.

Peter 
Bowden

2020-10-09 
19:02:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately for the ANC through their abysmal track record of state 
capture, corrupHon, looHng and incompetence  they have lost any 
creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning. 
Consequently no one in their right mind can trust them. 
They are now sneakily trying to legiHmise E- tolling via the back door of 
the AARTO ACT. 
Will taxis 'earn' demerit points in which case most of them will have 15 
points within the first month of implementaHon? Somehow I don't 
think so and some weak excuse will be cooked up to exempt them. 
This so called government is conHnually looking for extra money to 
steal; hence the reason for hiking the fines/penalHes. 
The demerit system provides a golden opportunity for more 
corrupHon, as if there is not enough already. 
The ANC has always preached "innocent before proven guilty" when it 
suits them. Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. 
Come on South Africans, we have had enough of this ANC. Lets unite 
and vote them out in the elecHons just around the corner. The country 
desperately needs a competent government to drag the economy out 
of the quagmire  (placed there by the ANC), and rebuild it into the 
powerhouse it once was.

Peter 
Bowden

2020-10-09 
18:53:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Llewellen

2020-10-09 
18:52:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This ludicrous and has no merit whatsoever.  They cannot enforce the 
current laws, so how will they handle these new laws.   

Sort the taxis out and 90% of the issues will go away..!  Clive
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2020-10-09 
18:31:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately for the ANC through their abysmal track record of state 
capture, corrupHon, looHng and incompetence  they have lost any 
creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning. 
Consequently no one in their right mind can trust them. 
They are now sneakily trying to legiHmise E- tolling via the back door of 
the AARTO ACT. 
Will taxis 'earn' demerit points in which case most of them will have 15 
points within the first month of implementaHon? Somehow I don't 
think so and some weak excuse will be cooked up to exempt them. 
This so called government is conHnually looking for extra money to 
steal; hence the reason for hiking the fines/penalHes. 
The demerit system provides a golden opportunity for more 
corrupHon, as if there is not enough already. 
The ANC has always preached "innocent before proven guilty" when it 
suits them. Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. 
Come on South Africans, we have had enough of this ANC. Lets unite 
and vote them out in the elecHons just around the corner. The country 
desperately needs a competent government to drag the economy out 
of the quagmire  (placed there by the ANC), and rebuild it into the 
powerhouse it once was.

Peter 
Bowden

2020-10-09 
17:36:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Dit gaan nie werk nie te veel koripsie en omkoop  van verkeers 
beamptes en hulle gaan net weer op die  blankes konsentree soos dit 
nou gaan die ander doen net wat hulle wil en dit word net nie raak 
gesien nie praat van ondervinding Ben

2020-10-09 
17:31:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Die e-toll was nie goedgekeur deur publiek nie maar nog steeds wil die 
regering nie hoor nie. Vergeet van dubbel op e-tol. Party mense betaal 
maar 99% betaal nie. Hoe spoor hulle mense op in plakketskampe en 
lokasies? Glad nie moontlik nie, maar verwag mense in dorpe moet 
betaal. Prosesse wat werk oorsee sal NOOIT in SA werk nie al wil die 
regering dink SA is 1ste wêreld klas. Ons is laer as 3de wêreld  klas en 
sal jare vat voordat ons weer as 1ste wêreldklas geklassifiseer word! Anna-marie

2020-10-09 
17:15:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is another corrupt system to rob the public. They will take foto's of 
every car and be edited on a computer like JMPD did before. 

Jean

2020-10-09 
17:11:16 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system failed in Gauteng. How can you employ a failed system 
naHonally. There is no merits for this acHon. The admin is a nightmare 
and you cannot speak to any person if you do   have a problem. Cyril

2020-10-09 
16:50:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Yakub

2020-10-09 
15:52:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I am concerned about the costs and administraHve burden this will put 
on the ciHzens.  
We cannot have such laws unHl we have a safe, efficient and reliable 
public transport system as an alternaHve. Bhavi

2020-10-09 
15:38:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If someone get caught by camera, you not the lawful driver, somebody 
else is driving. I have cars on my name that I don't even have. How 
must I know who is driving it Arrie

2020-10-09 
14:29:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

No new systems should be imposed unHl the current systems are 
managed well and funHon without corrupHon. 

This will have very li]le effect on our worst offenders, the Taxi Industry. 

The rights of the ciHzens are just being further eroded. 

This should be scrapped in enHrely. Ronelle

2020-10-09 
14:17:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is totally unacceptable, it will give rise to major corrupHon and 
allow our corrupt Govt to extract more money from ciHzens who are 
already cash strapped as it is.  The Taxi Industry is a law unto 
themselves and do not adhere to any road laws, so will they be 
penalised in exactly the same manner as the general road user is going 
to be.  I really don't think so.   Even with the current Toll Roads and e-
Tolls in place, the condiHon of the roads have not improved 
dramaHcally, which begs the quesHon what is the Govt doing with the 
monies that have been generated from these pla�orms?  In the end, 
what is the funcHon of the Traffic Police, is it to generate money or to 
ensure the rules of the road are adhered to. 

Allison
2020-10-09 
14:10:47 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Hulle wil net kyk waar kan hulle ons indoen. Jacobus 

2020-10-09 
14:08:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is u]er nonsense to deduct points for not paying etolls. So this 
etolls should be invesHgated properly first and charge the fat cats for 
stealing from the poor. Asogran 

2020-10-09 
13:51:19 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Once again the CORRUPT GOVT. of the day using there POWERS to 
STEAL from tax paying ciHzens. All this MONEY making schemes in the 
name of the law is nothing but a SCAM to LOOT more money, (POINTS 
3 & 4) refers where they are seeking the DOUBLING of the FINES. 
Currently there isn't a single Govt . enHty that is funcHoning properly 
and it is clear that this system will not work (mainly)  for the tax paying 
ciHzens when one considers that a large number  of these people in 
the public sector are corrupt to the core . 
We should not allow this to go through. Rangit

2020-10-09 
13:30:26 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Due to the current level of corrupHon in state insHtuHons I do not 
agree with any of these proposals. Fix the State first. David

2020-10-09 
13:19:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Where are they going to get the staff from to be on the lookout for 
perpetrators?  The Metro Police just drive around in their vehicles, 
park it at places where takeaways are sold, and ask for bribes from 
persons who are stopped by them.  The current lived experience and 
situaHon in the country, as perceived by m any  ciHzens, is that the 
government is aiming at the Europeans.  Danie

2020-10-09 
12:45:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I feel the current problems on the road should be fixed before 
introducing more laws. Current laws are not withheld, new laws won’t 
work. Le abiding ciHzens will just pay, the non-law abiders will just 
conHnue driving illegally, not paying fines as before.  Throwing more 
rules at the problem won’t fix anything, fix what you currently have 
first  Bridget 
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2020-10-09 
12:35:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The cost and administraHon will be too cumbersome and 
unmanageable.  ImplemenHng the exisHng laws diligently and more 
efficiently instead of the current disorganized manner and more 
stringent enforcement and a zero tolerance approach  would make 
more sense. Karen

2020-10-09 
12:01:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

My drivers license have been stolen and I am struggling to get an 
appointment to go and re-apply for it. Renet

2020-10-09 
11:39:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All this enforcement is costly and South Africa's economy is destroyed 
by corrupHon as it is, before any of these new laws are even in effect Alex

2020-10-09 
11:28:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Taxi’s, buses and other public road vehicles will not be dealt with in 
accordance with the new legislaHon, and will be treated more lenient. 
White ciHzens will again be hammered! Pieter

2020-10-09 
11:00:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

more  corrupHon 
too much taxes are being paid. how much more does the ANC want 
e toll must be cancelled for local workers who consistently use these 
roads to commute 
for work purposes 

DAYANAND
2020-10-09 
10:24:23 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Sort out the taxis 1st and bribes.  This country is so corrupt, nothing 
makes sense, its all about control.  Never will it be about the ppl!!!!!!! Jacqui

2020-10-09 
10:16:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is already a dysfuncHonal system in place. Rather spend funds to 
correct and update all/everyone's details correctly before conHnued 
degradaHon of an already corrupt system, process and 
misappropriaHon of rules are implemented. This proposal is a farce to 
cover an already misaligned system... educate the staff and provide 
customer service - this is seriously lacking!  Rod

2020-10-09 
10:09:53 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I selected admin burden as there was no 'all' selecHon but is also the 
item that most closely describe how burdening people intend to 
discourage response. The revised regulaHons in all aspects focus on the 
collecHon of money and does not intend to act as detergent. For one, 
anc kaders, ministers and other oppertunistst invested heavily in the 
current disfuncHonal Gauteng  toll system whete the rules is only 
forced recovery. Same is also true in prevenHng people from being at 
rhe mercy of current disfuncHonal and vindicHve law enforcement 
official that can fine for anything wheater it being the truth or not 
while the vicHm do not have the oppertunity to address the ma]tet 
legally. And thus one can go on highlighHng the road to socialism that 
requires total submision and control by a few that illegally  compete 
for money status and, uHmately, consHtuHonal breakdown towards 
creaHng the ulHmate milk cow. Cobus

2020-10-09 
10:05:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The proposed wri]en representaHons, a tribunal and appeal or review 
applicaHon in a court might work in a First World Country. SA is sHll 
very far from that point. These proposals sounds more like  job 
creaHon that will further cripple service delivery in this sector and will 
result in wastefull expenditure of taxpayers money through the 
increase of government staff salaries. 
If the demerit points are increased from 12 to 15, it will only mean that 
those who disregard the AARTO Act will have more room to do so. 
Rather decrease it then, so that the real trouble makers are removed 
off the roads sooner. 
Doubling of penalHes or fines is also like preaching to the choir. It will 
only impact the handfull of law abiding ciHzens that actually pay their 
fines. These individuals are then making ul the lost income caused by 
those who don't comply and that refuse to pay. The proper 
mechanisms aren't in place to monitor & police these regulaHons and 
the fraud and corrupHon in this sector will only benefit from these new 
incenHves maked by a]empted Hghter regulatory enforcement. Even if 
it was increased 100x, it sHll wouldn't be enough because the real 
purpotrators won't buy-in to the new system. 
The public have already displayed their regusal to be bullied into the 
corrupt e-tol system. This a]empt to make the already failed e-tol 
system part of the act through these new regulaHons is proof of 
government's inability to commit ans root out fraud and corrupHon. 

Chris

2020-10-09 
09:41:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

 I agree to: 
Increasing demerit points. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
drivers licence 

I don't agree with the following : 
Doubling penalty fines which are currently payable - The penalHes are 
already high  
Doubling fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular tolls -  
They are not the same  and should be kept as such.  
E-toll  to which we did not have a choice adopt, should be responsible 
for their own issues and not make it someone else's responsibility. Manfred

2020-10-09 
09:37:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is designed to make extra income from  law abiding ciHzens who 
are already over taxed. This will only fuel corrupHon further. 
Many of our irresponsible road users are not traceable and these new 
laws will have no effect on them. The only negaHvely effected road 
users will be law abiding ciHzens and companies which provide most of 
the economic income.  

David
2020-10-09 
09:31:16 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Besides the UN-consHtuHonal nature it opens up more avenues for 
fraud. something the public will no longer tollerate ANDREW

2020-10-09 
09:28:15 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hoekom moet ons verder gebuk gaan onder korrupsie. Die wet gaan 
weer net vir sekere mense werk. Dit verhoog weereens die korrupsie in 
die land. Die taxis, verkeerspolisie en die polisie steur hulle nie aan 
enige we]e nie. Nie eers die regering steur hulle daaraan nie. Die 
belasHngbetaler en man op straat is die mense wat moet boet vir die 
korruptes. Nee em is gekant daarteen. Susan
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2020-10-09 
09:27:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

UnHl the corrupHon and accepHng of bribes is eliminated no system is 
going to work. Peter

2020-10-09 
09:26:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Just money making racket Freida

2020-10-09 
09:26:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current etoll system does not work due to the problems around 
cloned number plates and  burden on the car owner to prove that they 
did not use the road. I agree it should not lead to demerit point but 
double the fines will have no effect as people aren't paying. All you will 
created is a lot of court cases. Dorothea

2020-10-09 
08:33:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I am a proxy of a big organizaHon and having to apply for the 
infringements to be transferred to driver of that vehicle will be an 
administraHve nightmare. I do not believe the system will be reliable in 
making sure infringements are transferred. Also, vehicles flagged for 
whatever reason not being road worthy - this demerit points will be 
allocated to the company proxy.. this I feel is a massive problem.  Pieterjan

2020-10-09 
08:17:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Once again, the only benefit from this is for the government and hence 
corrupHon. Jason 

2020-10-09 
08:16:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system can't even be properly implemented. So what do 
we do? Change it. And when that does not work, change it again.  
How about concentraHon on the real issues of what is killing the most 
people on the roads, alcohol and Taxis'  
Get discipline back on the road through presence, example and drive 
not by a dictatorial aVtude. Bryan

2020-10-09 
08:07:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Naas

2020-10-09 
08:05:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We have a situaHon where it is almost imposable to renew your drivers 
license and now they want to bring in a system to take your license 
away. While you have a large percentage of our populaHon that don't 
have a contactable address all these new laws will only apply to the 
selected few. The only people that are going to benefit from such a 
system are our law enforcement officer's, more people will pay bribes 
to avoided losing there license.  The lack off public transport would 
make this law unconsHtuHonal, without a license you will lose the right 
of freedom of movement. Phillip

2020-10-09 
07:54:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden James

2020-10-09 
07:46:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just a lousy a]empt to get rid of the audi alterem parte rule and to 
force etoll payments. Why can't this government not do anything 
useful, like proper administraHng the driver license and 
roadworthyness of vehicles. Just another way to suppress the public. Philip 

2020-10-09 
06:29:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Can't keep the trials up. How will the greater system works. 
Mismanagement and corrupHon has already flawed the trials. Systems 
not ready to control the workload. "Guilty unHl proven not guilty" is 
against our ConsHtuHon. Ben

2020-10-09 
05:14:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Johan

2020-10-08 
23:36:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Stop corrupHon first and enforce current laws effecHvely. Basil

2020-10-08 
22:33:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The amount of corrupHon is will bring about for officers to take bribes 
will be much higher.  People will rather pay the officer than the JMPD. Sharon

2020-10-08 
22:15:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is just another costly way to shi_  responsibility . 

The law enforcement agency must just do their work and enforce  the 
current  laws. 

Its just another way to centralize control  and to get more money  to 
steal. 

Chris
2020-10-08 
22:14:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lauritz

2020-10-08 
21:30:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current legal system is in place which should enable enforcement 
of rules of the road. This is done - everyday we see taxis which bluntly 
violete all the ruies - with total impunity. 
Please sort out this problem before trying to introduce another costly 
and corruptable law enforcement system.   Adam

2020-10-08 
21:22:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Their current electronic system for booking Learner's, drivers license 
renewals and so forth are falling short of the criteria. It can not handle 
the influx. 

How do they plan on correcHng it on the new system? 

They are creaHng a loophole for traffic officers to hassle innocent 
drivers. Jan

2020-10-08 
20:45:01 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just another way to  steal and fill the corrupt officiald pockets. Bull 
grab, e-toll was forced upon us, majority motorist refuse to pay e-toll. 
Stop plundering & blatant corrupHon and let the fat cats go to jail 
instead of thinking about more ways to fill their pockets. Sane]e

2020-10-08 
20:45:01 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just another way to  steal and fill the corrupt officiald pockets. Bull 
grab, e-toll was forced upon us, majority motorist refuse to pay e-toll. 
Stop plundering & blatant corrupHon and let the fat cats go to jail 
instead of thinking about more ways to fill their pockets. Sane]e

2020-10-08 
20:05:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There are not any properly trained people in this country to handle all 
this extra administraHve burden. And also not any uncompromised 
officials to implement this regulaHons fairly. Ewald 

2020-10-08 
19:33:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Stop wasHng resources. Khallid 

2020-10-08 
19:23:23 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

How can you fine a person for not having a renewed drivers license as 
the online booking system is a complete fail. I person NEVER gets an 
appiontment, the system is patheHc. If you want us to comply, make 
sure that you can supply the services for us to do so. It is a money 
making scheme. A drivers lisence should not expire, unless you do 
something wrong. Estelle
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2020-10-08 
19:17:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We don't have an economy as it is falling apart job losses  corrupHon 
poor people homeless murder rape now you want to take even more 
money from  people hamba wena clean up the country first then we 
can talk Charmaine

2020-10-08 
18:51:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just another poorly thought out way to incriminate society and 
get more money from the very people that contributed largely to the 
economy. The administraHon will also be another nightmare EHene

2020-10-08 
18:35:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Who will maintain these new systems? As it is the personnel cannot 
cope with their workload. When is government going to realise e-tolls 
must be scrapped. Linda

2020-10-08 
18:33:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Not even the current system traffic offence system is effecHve.  
Motorists commit driving offences  constantly with no consequences.  
Only a small percentage of people actually pay their fines, that is, if 
they receive noHce thereof, as the postal system is totally 
dysfuncHonal.  NoHficaHons are not delivered to guilty parHes in terms 
of the statutory requirements.  People blatantly ignore noHces, don't 
pay fines and brag about it.  Our roads are dangerous and policing is 
ineffecHve.  Fraud is the order of the day. Traffic policing needs to be 
cleaned up and carried out efficiently.   
MunicipaliHes are losing billions of rand because fines are not paid.  If 
the current system is broken, why would a new one be effecHve?  It 
would be the same ineffecHve people that would be required to 
enforce it! Rather follow up on exisHng outstanding traffic offences. Johan

2020-10-08 
18:26:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It's a joke, AARTO won't be used to catch taxis because the authoriHes 
are terrified of taxis. But the rest of us must be judged to a higher 
standard? 
PresumpHon of guilt is unconsHtuHonal. Simon

2020-10-08 
18:10:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

things can not just be changed because some idiots have decided to do 
that, leave as is . 
if not broken dont fix  it MARIE

2020-10-08 
18:07:47 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Another form of ripping people off Robert

2020-10-08 
17:49:23 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe based on past history and experiences that this will 
implemented correctly and fairly and will become a shambles Kate

2020-10-08 
17:44:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lucky

2020-10-08 
16:58:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The exisHng system is not managed properly, or at all.  The whole 
system is at odds with itself as parts are contradictory.  The system 
needs to be re-thought , possibly with assistance from overseas 
authoriHes. Then test it and only then implement it. philippe

2020-10-08 
16:55:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unless and unHl Government can regulate the minibus taxi industry 
with strict legislaHon concomitant with the NRTSA, and likewise the 
Learner Driver  Schools; the effort to regulate the ordinary ciHzen is 
nothing more than an easy target . It can be stated as fact  that the 
bulk of traffic offences, motor vehicle crashes, and bad motoring skills 
are predominant in the minibus taxi industry, and complemented by 
those who look for an easy avenue to actually acquire their driver 
licences. Previn

2020-10-08 
16:48:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

One more policy from government that will not work . If not done 
properly put in place. Joe

2020-10-08 
16:24:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Law enforcers will accept even more bribes and will become even 
more corrupt. Mareita

2020-10-08 
16:20:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Louis

2020-10-08 
15:47:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Law abiding ciHzens are always the so_ targets. These new rules won't 
change anything because the people who currently disobey the rules 
will conHnue to do so.  
Taxi drivers and many other reckless drivers on our roads literally get 
away with murder and total disregard for the safety and lives of other 
road users on a daily basis. 
The unbelievable driving that occurs on our roads is beyond belief but 
the people that drive like maniacs get away with it Hme and again and 
it seems the only Hme they stop is when they are actually in an 
accident. None of these rules will fix this problem. More rules don't 
equate to abiding by rules.  
No right to defend yourself in court? 
Doubling fines? E-tolls??  Tanya

2020-10-08 
15:42:28 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It seems that the law is only counHng for law abiding ciHzens and 
certain race groups. Just try to get an illegal warrant of arrest from 
your name and you experience wonderful words with no real pracHcal 
output. The warrant stays for more than 24 months on your name and 
address, whilst you pay for every le]er posted, but no-one come to 
your address to make sure it is a legal warrant and could be executed. 
What happens with the bribery and corrupHon, whilst taxis could 
infringe every road safety rule? The police and the traffic department 
are never seen in a crisis but they are seen running away from the EFF 
and other illegal gatherings or they are seen fully geared having fish 
and chips on the pavement, petrol garages or at shopping mall's and 
restaurants; and/or watching hidden cameras. THIS LAW IS TO MAKE 
MORE MONEY AND DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO ROAD SAFETY OR EVEN A 
JUST AND FAIR LEGAL PROCESS. DO THE JOB AND EARN THE RESPECT 
OUR OUR CITIZENS !!! Hannes
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2020-10-08 
15:37:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

For businesses with vehicles and a designated proxy or owner, it would 
be disastrous, with demerits being issued unfairly to someone who 
may not even have been the driver of that vehicle at all. I don’t feel 
that enough consideraHon has been given to common problems like 
these that certainly will arise or actual soluHons sought to recHfy this 
type of glitch in their system yet. There is too much haste at this 
moment to roll this out without proper and workable soluHons. Any 
new system would result in a need for even more money from 
taxpayers. Too li]le visible controlling and actual policing has being the 
order of the day for far too long while traffic laws conHnue to be 
disregarded and salaries are increased for such non- performance. It’s 
become a rare sighHng to see the “lesser-spo]ed” traffic officer or 
policeman actually performing their paid duHes of ensuring drivers and 
vehicles are compliant and not just hiding in their vehicles or driving 
past a transgression or otherwise hiding behind a speed camera. And 
then there are odd occasions when they are indeed out, conducHng a 
check that usually involves so_ targets of women, the elderly and 
foreigners. You first need compliant Controls in place and enforced 
daily before this system can be implemented. DrasHc change is needed 
first for the money currently being extrapolated from an already 
suffering naHon. 
Work with what we have first and make it be]er by being visible, fair 
and just before seeking demerits. 

Hans
2020-10-08 
15:29:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Predoshni

2020-10-08 
15:22:41 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

PromulgaHng yet more laws and regulaHons for South Africa and her 
ciHzens is a waste of Hme, when current laws and regulaHons are not 
enforced, abided by, or punishable by law for certain secHons of the 
populaHon. 
CorrupHon and bribery is rife amongst traffic police, and this will be 
another excuse to extort bribes from motorists, with li]le or no 
a]enHon to or appreciaHon of the law, or what it is trying to achieve. 
I cannot see that these laws will improve the already shocking driving 
habits of our motorists, especially the taxi drivers, who will no doubt 
fall outside of these laws anyway. 
The current laws are not administered properly, so how do they 
propose that yet more laws will be administered correctly, if at all. Vanessa

2020-10-08 
15:21:03 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As currently the traffic depts are not funcHoning opHmally how will 
they cope with added work. The proposal to wri]en noHces will never 
reach  intended persons and this will lead to chaos. 
The right of drivers to represent themselves remains. 
Overall just another decepHve proposal for looHng honest South 
Africans money. Mahomed

2020-10-08 
15:20:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lizelle 

2020-10-08 
15:04:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Just another way to loot ! Athol

2020-10-08 
14:59:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You don't get served with a courtesy le]er or enforcement order as 
sHpulated in the aarto act. Only one of them to menHoned. Johan 

2020-10-08 
14:55:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
o This is against consHtuHonal rights – we have a right to go to 
court. 
o Tribunal can only give guidelines and is not able to enforce the 
law. 
• Increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators. 
o It would be be]er to hunt down real criminals like murders and 
put them in jail. Our jails are full so how will you manage more inmates 
o Police cannot cope with current real crime how are they going 
to enforce the point system? 
• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
o Traffic lights are not synchronised with the result that you must 
stop at each robot making it a safety issue to stop at a robot as the 
police can’t ensure our safety with all the smash and grabs and high 
jackings – that is the reason for people driving faster in a 60 km/h 
zone. 
o Synchronise the traffic lights 
o Ensure our safety when stopping at a robot. 
o Remove the beggars and vendors on the street as this is also a 
problem 
o No use in trying to install a system that works in Australia when 
the support is not there to safeguard the law-abiding people. 
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 
o The Public is not paying for roads that should have been 
maintained by tax money now you want to force people to pay for your 
decisions to outsource and then the money is not even going back into 
future upgrades but to other countries! 
o First get rid of the corrupHon then there will be money for 
fixing the roads ext. 
• Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess 
a driving licence. 
o The cause of driving without a license is corrupHon if you 
squash out the corrupHon and speed up the process to get a license 
then more people will do the right thing and follow the correct process 
to obtain a legal license. 

Tanja
2020-10-08 
14:36:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

System is wide open for corrupHon . ANC Cadres no able or qualified to 
administer the system Jan
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2020-10-08 
14:20:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another form to promote bribery. It is unconsHtuHon to force etolls 
into the system. There was never consultaHon about etolls.  It is 
impossible to dispute infringements in the proposed form Keith

2020-10-08 
14:03:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not agree at all.  We as the general public are already taxed above 
and beyond. 
The sad state is everything is corrupt in this country.  CiHzens do not 
have jobs or 
money.  I do not support etolls and definitely not this!!! Eileen 

2020-10-08 
13:52:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Already pay taxes why must we pay Arto. Sylvia

2020-10-08 
13:48:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden it will be poorly managed and difficult to get a problem resolved. alan 

2020-10-08 
13:46:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

By raising the value of fines and penalHes, you are increasing the 
incenHve for corrupt  JMPD and other traffic police  to earn addiHonal 
income Now a bribe is worth 2 x KFC and coke.  Rather lower the 
penalHes and incenHvise  ciHzens to pay to the municipaliHes. Silly, silly 
move. 
 Larry

2020-10-08 
13:35:26 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

New rules won't make the roads safer it will only criminalize more 
people easier.  
Before any laws will make a difference we first need to end corrupHon 
in law-enforcement and  to have to officers trained properly, by this 
Hme there would already be a major change. 
With regards to e-tolls just scrap it already, it has proven unsuccessful 
a long Hme ago. Johan

2020-10-08 
13:29:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

the  laws as it stands now is not being enforced, the traffic cops break 
these laws as much as the average South African civilian so they are 
not a symbol of the law being respected. 
this is also just another way for a bankrupt, immoral government to try 
and squeeze the last bit of money out of the SA public. 

please first try and enforce the law as it is now before you try and 
change it to something you cannot manage  Ryan

2020-10-08 
13:15:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The purpose of the regulaHons should be to stop having 13 000 
fataliHes on the road. The quesHon you have to ask yourself is 'how 
many of the new regulaHons has that goal and how many of the past 
regulaHon with lower fines had any effect and why it was ineffecHve?'  

Just hiVng harder with a blunt axe is just going to brake the road user 
and not remove the people who behave like criminals. 

The proposed regulaHons will not change behavior, but only going to 
make the crooked more crooked. If it is implemented we are one step 
closer to a failed state. Happy stealing from the law abiding ciHzens 
who are becoming less and less. Frans

2020-10-08 
13:10:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just another way to kill the golden goose. The economy has 
collapsed there is no public transport so people are forced to use the 
roads now we are to be taxed some more so they can line their pockets 
on the poor mans back! The country can not afford this, its shameful!!! Linda

2020-10-08 
12:59:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden SIPHIWE

2020-10-08 
12:41:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AARTO is a first world system, South Africa has a demonstrable lack of 
ethical officers and disciplined road users, essenHal for this system to 
work. Current laws and conduct by lawless and blatant transgressions 
of taxi drivers are being ignored by very weak and corrupt traffic and 
law enforcement departments. Traffic infringements are legal issues, 
traffic officers are officers of the law, so removing the right to elect to 
be tried in court is arrogant | undemocraHc. The culture of corrupHon 
in the country does not allow any success with a system like this. 
Adding wri]en representaHons, tribunals, appeals and then only 
courts will just delay ma]ers and open more avenues for corrupHon. 
Increasing fines, that are never paid by the real infringers of traffic laws 
is just another way to get money from the honest law abiding ciHzens, 
erring from Hme to Hme. To bring e-tolls into this equaHon is 
dishonest, seeking a way to force etoll acceptance. E tolls were a 
massive waste of money, never put to the vote of the consumers. It 
does not fall in the ambit of traffic violaHons. It hints at an autocraHc 
a]empt to abuse high office. Ashley

2020-10-08 
12:31:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

What have the financial issues contained in this piece of anH-
consHtuHonal drivel got to do with actual safety on our roads?   eugene

2020-10-08 
12:25:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Law enforcement is currently unable to effecHvely enforce the 
CURRENT set of laws. AddiHonally, E-Tolls should not be included in the 
AARTO act. If Law Enforcement is able to effecHvely control driver 
behavior, especially Taxis, then the Act can be revised. At this point in 
Hme, Traffic Officials are quick to go a_er so_ targets that are easy to 
inHmidate instead of doing the difficult part and going a_er bad 
drivers. Quinton

2020-10-08 
12:20:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system labours under mal-administraHon, this will be more 
onerous and more open to bribery and corrupHon by the officials 
policing and administering  the system. 

South Africa is a country where the systems need to be simplified to 
allow all members of the society ease of use as well as create a level of 
efficiency that allows the system to operate and achieve a result. 

Currently there are thousands of vehicles on the road which are 
operated with out a due consideraHon for their road worthiness, yet 
we are now going to administer this via the traffic police.  

Every vehicle should be required to have  a simple Road Worthy 
InspecHon done once every 2 years for non commercial vehicles  every 
once year for commercial vehicles and once every 6  months for 
commercial vehicles carry passengers. Eric
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2020-10-08 
12:15:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Andy 

2020-10-08 
11:53:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Another scam to fleece ciHzens from their hard earned money! Willem

2020-10-08 
11:49:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Removing someone's right to be heard in court is an infringement of 
our rights. In addiHon this system will increase the load on the already 
overloaded judiciary many fold. 
Increasing the fines for non-payment of e-tolls is just a way to force the 
implementaHon of the government's failed e-toll system (that has 
been bathed in accusaHons of corrupHon from the beginning.) Edu

2020-10-08 
11:48:41 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not believe that etoll is legally binding. I sold a vehicle and sHll 
receive etoll info on it.   What happens to demerits on a vehicle if you 
sell it? 
First resolve etoll debacle then start the process. 
The AArto system is unwieldy. 
The current system does not even work. Book for licencing, Hme delays 
etc, how is this system going to work. 
Another way to fleece the populaHon, who gets the money paid on 
fines and what will be done with it. Double the fines of the good/
average road users and let criminals get away with it. eg taxi disregard 
of road laws9eg going through red robots) 
 jonathan

2020-10-08 
11:48:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

One cannot even renew a current licsense card, ETOL has not been 
sorted out, none of the centers are linked, basic administraHon should 
be working before the systems can take on addiHonal complexity Paul

2020-10-08 
11:22:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It makes no sense to implement new laws and rules when the old laws 
and rules are not being enforced by the authoriHes. Heidi

2020-10-08 
11:21:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why do your license points suffers for the government e toll. E tolls 
must not be on here. E tolls doesn't determine the speed or my driving 
abiliHes. Marthinus

2020-10-08 
11:17:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This again is a government who cannot enact and enforce the 
legislaHon they currently have in place. The systems they currently 
have in place are ineffecHve, dysfuncHonal and broken, the officials 
they have administering the legislaHon are corrupt, arrogant and lazy 
unionized workers. The police charged with the enforcement are 
wholly ineffecHve and unprepared to acHvely police the worst of the 
road offenders being the taxi's that rule our roads. The only people 
whom these changes are going to impact are the law abiding ciHzens 
who a]empt to interact with the administraHon and systems 
menHoned above and will undoubtedly fall foul of the inepHtude of 
the officials menHoned above. This government needs to get back to 
the point of trying to keep things as simple as possible and acHvely 
police, enforce and prosecute the offenders currently on the roads. Michael

2020-10-08 
11:10:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The department is corrupt, and the administraHon systems addres non 
existent. 
This will open  up yet another door to 100% failure of an already 
corrupt and useless department Bernie

2020-10-08 
11:09:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The problem is not with the laws, it's with the enforcers. The traffic 
police must be correctly trained and be fired if they don't do their job 
properly. The rigmarole around the issuing of driver's and car licences 
must be jacked up. No-one has the Hme to stand for the full day 
waiHng in line to renew their car licence, and it's ridiculous that one 
has to book on-line six months in advance to renew your driver's 
licence. Bridget

2020-10-08 
10:44:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Craig

2020-10-08 
10:42:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Susan

2020-10-08 
10:41:23 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Linking the demerit point system to the etoll system is already flawed 
as the etoll system has repeatedly incorrectly assigned transacHons to 
the correct vehicles/drivers, nor is the communicaHon with  said 
drivers/license holders parHcularly effecHve, especially in relaHon to 
violaHons. 

The biggest concern is that law enforcement has been observed to be 
inconsistent and subjecHve in the applicaHon/interpretaHon of the law 
and issuance of fines.  

Basically, the exisHng system is failing due to flawed/under resourced/
ineffecHve enforcement, and not because of inadequate regulaHons. 
The new regulaHons have not addressed the problems and will only 
serve to further disadvantage and inconvenience the upstanding 
ciHzen. With the introducHon of the new regulaHons, how is it 
expected to improve the current situaHon when there is already a 
problem with enforcement. Wesley

2020-10-08 
10:39:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Heila

2020-10-08 
10:37:42 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It all boils down to policing.  plenty of current laws just need to be 
inforced 
 correctly. Ian

2020-10-08 
10:37:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Rigard

2020-10-08 
10:35:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I'm against any noHon that act on removing of any rights to 
representaHon. Hasn't the government taken enough?  
The e-tolls are sHll against our human right of way. So anything in that 
regard I'm against. 
Driving without driving licence in your possession should be a 
misdemeanour; not a criminal offence. Chris

2020-10-08 
10:27:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The proposed system is cumbersome and will be difficult to 
implement. Rather improve the exisHng system and make it work 
efficiently. Why is renewing one’s driver’s license such an ordeal for 
instance? Why are there no officers to direct traffic at busy 
intersecHons when robots are down? 

Karen 
Margrethe
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2020-10-08 
10:22:52 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The ANC Parlament must fall.  They brake the whole country down. 
They only interested in bribary and corrupHon and they support farm 
murders. Anne]e

2020-10-08 
10:18:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1. • Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court 
2. • Doubling the penalHes (fines)  
3. • Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll Jim

2020-10-08 
10:06:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Metro Police cannot handle the current legislaHon, we need no 
changes as the corrupHon will increase even more.  Rather be hands 
on with the current situaHon and see that all the taxis and everybody 
adhere to regulaHons. Jan

2020-10-08 
10:01:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Can’t afford the Hme and money implicaHons Hendrik

2020-10-08 
09:44:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Government need to be policed before they police the taxpayer.  This 
new bill will increase corrupHon and unfortunately it seems that only 
the taxpayer will be burdened with this.  The taxi industry is the worst 
for driving offences and they are never fined!  I will accept the new bill 
if it is fair across the board in SA, but that will never happen under this 
government. Beverley

2020-10-08 
09:41:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Before any regulaHon can be updated the enHre admin system needs 
to be running efficiently and systemaHcally to avoid massive que's and 
headaches when trying to renew license discs and drivers license.  at 
the moment it takes extremely long to get a drivers license or license 
disc renewed and this discourages members of the public to even start 
the process. Jacques

2020-10-08 
09:24:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden eTolls should be eliminated ;  Meg

2020-10-08 
09:23:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden A total waste of Hme and money. These daydreamers must dream on Theo

2020-10-08 
09:17:41 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The incompetence of the traffic department is legendary with 
something as simple as renewing your Drivers license every five years 
being a major operaHon from booking to queuing for hours at the 
department with people clueless as to what is happening. 

Now you want them to do what???? Victor

2020-10-08 
09:16:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The present corrupt government can not even manage/enforce the 
present "inherrented" systems which were in funcHonal state when 
taken over (everything, Eskom, Dennel, Post office, Medical system, 
92% of all municipaliHes with only DA managed municipaliHes 
funcHoning and giving clean audits) now they want to change it and 
make it more complicated. They should rather start appoinHng 
competent people that is trustworthy and keep them responsible and 
accountable, ensure that the present system is propperly enforced and 
only then introduce improvements that will contribute to a be]er 
outcome. Danie

2020-10-08 
09:11:42 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Good Day 
I oppose the proposed legislaHon on the basis that - 
Why make the laws stricter when the current laws are not being 
enforced, it just makes it more unreasonable to all the people who are 
abiding by the law and the people who ignore the law will conHnue to 
flout all the laws and we the law abiding ciHzens have less rights. 
Enforce the laws first of all. 
The criminals will stop if they are brought to book. Noel

2020-10-08 
09:09:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Tyran

2020-10-08 
09:04:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Court system through a special traffic court should remain the 
appropriate forum. 

The court system upholds the rule of law, which remains the proper 
system in a democracy and consHtuHonal state. 

The criminalizaHon of driving without a valid driver’s Licence will 
unnecessarily over burden the legal jusHce system. 

The etolls system should be scrapped and should not get a subtle and 
unsupported entry into to Road Traffic System. 

The de-merit system will only frustrate an already struggling South 
African economy. And will create another burdensome administraHve 
jusHce system.  

Traffic Law enforcement by Officers should become more visible and 
thereby assisHng with safety on our roads. Millions are spent on 
vehicles and officers, but it does not seem as if this expenditure 
balance out with the Government’s value received in relaHon to such 
expenditure. 

Jonathan 

2020-10-08 
09:01:46 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our country has a very strong bias towards corrupHon. This point 
system will lead to many more bribes being asked for. Once again the 
public will be bullied and prosecuted by those who have no knowledge 
as to the laws of the road. E Tolls is illegal but we are being asked to 
pay fines for this illegality!!  In our corrupt country it will only turn into 
yet another way to make money to line pockets. Andrea

2020-10-08 
09:00:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We live in a democracy which holds government to account - as 
regards E-Tolls the government has been divided for so long - the 
whole process was a farce, and criminalizing people with a genuine 
objecHon is wrong. Louella

2020-10-08 
08:57:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden I do not support E-Tolls! Vishen
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2020-10-08 
08:53:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There are bigger issues around traffic issues rather than trying to target 
the ordinary system. Law enforcement is not seen, the taxis get away 
with murder and  the way a small minority of drivers behave on the 
road is unacceptable. Start there and then these issue can be 
addressed. 
I am sick to death of the injusHce in our society. Mark

2020-10-08 
08:52:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I will be an administraHve burden and in the current crime burdened 
society, corrupHon, bribes will be paid, documents will get lost, pe]y 
faults will be found on the car to demerit a person if bribes are not 
paid to traffic officers. 
It will increase the loss of man hours and absence from the workplace 
to fight the beaurocraHc burden, people will lose the work for not 
being able to work, 
companies will be punished for the drivers mistakes. 

It's just a lot of sh*t. 
I will then drive without any licences, unworthy car, and just pay a 
R200-R1000 bribe and conHnue with my life.. It will be much less 
hassles. 
The government and municipaliHes are losing millions of Rands due to 
fines not being issued by the traffic officers not anHng todo paper work 
and the traffic officers pockeHng the bribe money for KFC, house 
payments etc. Stephen

2020-10-08 
08:51:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

A coke will cost you now R2000.00 in the pockets of the corrupt and 
you can’t trust the officers with more power Pieter

2020-10-08 
08:47:03 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

E-toll is not a road safety problem and should not be in this bill. AARTO 
is not working. CiHzens did not ask for e-toll. Its my right to put my 
case to court if disagree. Cancel this bill it will not work. Oswald

2020-10-08 
08:33:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our road casualHes are among the worst in the world. The main issue 
is enforcement.  
This is compromised by: 
CorrupHon: Without addressing this in a meaningful way, further laws 
create further burdens without resoluHon.  
Training: Our road traffic police, especially in Gauteng are either badly 
trained or completely unsupervised.  
Public Commitment: The public trust in the whole Road Traffic 
Enforcement officials is so low that further laws will create more 
contravenHons without making anything safer.  

So unHl we address the cause of our failures we should not commit 
resources that will again be wasted. The proposed AARTO regulaHons 
are well designed for a country where compliance is very high already. dermot

2020-10-08 
08:27:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I know we need a new system for our roads but this is not it. We need 
ethical  law enforcement on the ground - bribes will nullify all a]empts 
to set this system up and undermine its effecHvely.  

I am against turning driving without a license into a criminal offense - a 
lot of ciHzens will end up with criminal records esp youth.  

E- toll payments should in no way - whatsoever - be involved in this bill 
or affect my license   
 Zibele

2020-10-08 
08:22:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is no capacity for this type of administraHon. South African 
governing bodies need to understand they cannot implement first 
world laws in developing naHons.  
The administraHve nightmares that already exist for different licenses 
and Home Affairs is glaringly obvious. We have hundreds of thousands 
of people standing in line wasHng hours instead of being at work. This 
is a loss for the country.  
This is more about revenue collecHon from so_ targets than any sort of 
law and order.  

Steven
2020-10-08 
08:18:53 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The authoritys do not currently administer the system correctly how 
do they expect to fare with a more complicated system Ivan

2020-10-08 
08:12:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I cannot agree with the new proposed regulaHons because policing of 
daily traffic infringements is out of hand, and the authoriHes is not able 
to get offenders under control! EVenne

2020-10-08 
08:12:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is a mess in its current state - with the usual message 
"Sorry, system offline, can't help you" or "can't print license disc, no 
paper". To add all this admin will only make it worse.  

Make the system work efficiently first. And the double fine is just to 
line the pockets of officials, and fuel further corrupHon. Cobus

2020-10-08 
08:10:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Metro needs to first start enforcing our current laws, as too many rule 
breakers are le_ to do whatever they want to , due to law enforcement 
turning a blind eye to infringements, and the corrupHon and bribery 
rot runs very deep and is o_en exploited by motorists. 

the current administraHon and laws need to be correctly enforced and 
opHmised 

and this appears to more of a money making plan than a concern for 
public safety and road safety. Kegan

2020-10-08 
08:03:26 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This new systems will not be enforced fairly as the minibus taxi 
industry will do as they do now with the traffic officials goin a_er then 
normal ciHzen that is more law abiding and compliant to the rules of 
the road. If they enforce this they must do it to ALL road users which I 
do not see happening fairly. Kyle
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2020-10-08 
07:58:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You have thus far been unable to administer your own systems and 
processes. 
What makes you think that by making the punishments harsher that 
your system will miraculously start working? 
You are actually hoping to elicit the cooperaHon of the very people 
that you seek to oppress to help make your failed administraHon 
funcHon be]er. 
In reality, all the is going to happen is that bribery and corrupHon will 
increase and your department will sHll be as useless and impotent as it 
is presently. 
You should rather put on your big girl panHes and take you 
responsibiliHes seriously enough - in fact, you should rather apply 
these very heavy handed proposed punishments to the welfare staff 
working in your departments. A well run department will be far more 
effecHve that any other vain a]empt to do anything other than what 
you are required to do... Nevelle

2020-10-08 
07:48:26 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Chris

2020-10-08 
07:47:03 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

With the corrupt police and the metro police  and even the jusHce 
system in this country you cannot rely on any system Harold

2020-10-08 
07:45:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This ARTO law was boeHe die.  Demerit points open  brand new 
"bribe" situaHons for an already sick and ro]en breed off Traffic/ law 
enforcement officers. How in heavens name are the admin staff going 
to cope with the paper overload? Only a person with a abnormal low 
IQ can see a future for this  system. I have only touched  the Hp of the 
iceberg  on short comings in the  ARTO law. Please  sit down and 
rethink on a brand new mess that is not working  anywhere  else in the 
world. Johan 

2020-10-08 
07:44:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

infringement on our consHtuHonal rights. 
Unacceptable and a money making racket. 
They do not have  the infrastructure to handle this Hme of change Michelle 

2020-10-08 
07:37:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

¹ Convict those guilty of corrupHon and put them in prison. 
² Re-train the South African Police Service properly (bring in a highly 
trained unit of top police training officers and educate, drill and insist 
on qualificaHons to achieve rank. 
³  Don't even think of ARTO Hll this is achieved. Charlo]e

2020-10-08 
07:32:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Sanele

2020-10-08 
07:32:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All of the above concerns are mine. This government, seems to bring in 
laws  to jusHfy their existence. I would like to see the police enforce 
the current laws with the TAXIS - they are a law unto themselves and 
unfortunately the police/government are too scared to enforce 
anything to do with TAXI drivers. This country is becoming a socialisHc/
communisHc country where the unless and incompetent government 
does whatever they like with not thought to the tax payer who 
conHnues to be abused and is seen simply as a cash cow and is there 
for the government’s entertainment and a subject for their abuse! Colin

2020-10-08 
07:29:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The removal of the right to be heard in a court of law denies the 
individual of his consHtuHonal rights .  It opens the door to  
maladministraHon  Petrus

2020-10-08 
07:26:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden How are taxi operators to be  policed. Start with controlling them first Robert

2020-10-08 
07:26:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is an overly heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to 
be redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. The 
doubling of fines while using a demerit system makes no sense, nor 
does the conHnued enforcement of e-tolls (which have been decried 
by the public ad nauseam since their incepHon).  

Overall, the AARTO legislaHon seems to barely consider the current 
and future problems that motorists will face as a result of its numerous 
nonsensical regulaHons. 

Jarryd 
Michael 

2020-10-08 
07:26:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is an overly heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to 
be redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. The 
doubling of fines while using a demerit system makes no sense, nor 
does the conHnued enforcement of e-tolls (which have been decried 
by the public ad nauseam since their incepHon).  

Overall, the AARTO legislaHon seems to barely consider the current 
and future problems that motorists will face as a result of its numerous 
nonsensical regulaHons. 

Jarryd 
Michael 

2020-10-08 
07:24:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The licensing  system is a total disaster. Just consider the process in 
renewing your driver's license. They must sort the current systems out 
before trying to introduce new systems. Russell

2020-10-08 
07:16:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just become another system which will be open to bribery and 
corrupHon by many law enforcement officials and will do li]le to 
change driver behavior.  I also object to any form of legislaHon to 
enforce payment of e tolls which are a gross violaHon of Gauteng 
drivers. Claire

2020-10-08 
07:13:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is an overly heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to 
be redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. The 
doubling of fines while using a demerit system makes no sense, nor 
does the conHnued enforcement of e-tolls (which have been decried 
by the public ad nauseam since their incepHon).  

Overall, the AARTO legislaHon seems to barely consider the current 
and future problems that motorists will face as a result of its numerous 
nonsensical regulaHons. 

Jarryd 
Michael 
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2020-10-08 
07:13:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is an overly heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to 
be redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. The 
doubling of fines while using a demerit system makes no sense, nor 
does the conHnued enforcement of e-tolls (which have been decried 
by the public ad nauseam since their incepHon).  

Overall, the AARTO legislaHon seems to barely consider the current 
and future problems that motorists will face as a result of its numerous 
nonsensical regulaHons. 

Jarryd 
Michael 

2020-10-08 
07:13:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is an overly heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to 
be redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. The 
doubling of fines while using a demerit system makes no sense, nor 
does the conHnued enforcement of e-tolls (which have been decried 
by the public ad nauseam since their incepHon).  

Overall, the AARTO legislaHon seems to barely consider the current 
and future problems that motorists will face as a result of its numerous 
nonsensical regulaHons. 

Jarryd 
Michael 

2020-10-08 
07:13:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is an overly heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to 
be redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. The 
doubling of fines while using a demerit system makes no sense, nor 
does the conHnued enforcement of e-tolls (which have been decried 
by the public ad nauseam since their incepHon).  

Overall, the AARTO legislaHon seems to barely consider the current 
and future problems that motorists will face as a result of its numerous 
nonsensical regulaHons. 

Jarryd 
Michael 

2020-10-08 
07:11:44 Gauteng Kor No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is an overly heavy hand of unjusHfied enforcement. It needs to 
be redone from scratch with due consideraHon for the public. The 
doubling of fines while using a demerit system makes no sense, nor 
does the conHnued enforcement of e-tolls (which have been decried 
by the public ad nauseam since their incepHon).  

Overall, the AARTO legislaHon seems to barely consider the current 
and future problems that motorists will face as a result of its numerous 
nonsensical regulaHons. 

Jarryd 
Michael 

2020-10-08 
07:08:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AARTO are not even administering the present system adequately. The 
new proposals bring in more administraHve work instead of 
implemenHng what they already have. I have just received sms 
noHficaHon of 2 traffic fines from Sep 2019.  I have proof that I did not 
commit these offences. Now they want to take away my right to 
present this proof to a court. They obviously have my cell number. If 
they had issued me this noHficaHon within a few weeks I could have 
dealt with this issue at the Hme. Their admin is unable to issue noHces 
on Hme now, how will they cope with this new burden? Verna

2020-10-08 
07:07:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Policing of any legislaHon and law in this country is a total joke.  Bribes, 
CorrupHon, ANC cadres, strikes, electronic down-Hme etc undermines 
the noble intenHons.  Revenue collecHon (which is at the back of this) 
seems to be more important than real policing.  Undermining our 
rights as ciHzens is more important than real policing.  Have any 
measures in the last 30 years ensured any improvements, are all the 
shoddy taxis sHll on the roads, are we all sHll using our handsets whilst 
driving, drunk driving, speeding etc, nothing has been curbed.  AARTO 
is just another means to solicit bribes.  Stop copying the first world 
with your fancy systems / regulaHons /legislaHon, roll up your sleeves 
and start with the hard grind by doing your very basic work and if that 
is successful, look at systems like AARTO which in 20 years from now 
you might be able to properly implement and manage sustainable.  
Tolls must fall. Henk

2020-10-08 
06:56:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government service is alrrady patheHc at best of Hmes. Adding any 
more load is likely to break the csmrls back. It cant even be called 
service anymore because there just is no service. Roads are abhorrent 
and now they want more money to loot. PatheHc. Get your act 
together and stop screwing around on issues that aren't a real issue. 
Start focusing on the real issues instead of sidestepping them by 
creaHng more issues. 

Things are at such a low point in SA already I cant imagine that the 
ANC sHll have Hme or the audacity to propose such stupid noHons. 
Abdicate and make way for people that really want to make SA great 
again. 

Unbelievably stupid ideas. John
2020-10-08 
06:56:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Are we not being ripped off enough, government should try recover 
money lost through corrupHon from guilty people not us. Rashad 

2020-10-08 
06:53:42 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Hannes

2020-10-08 
06:51:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just another way to make money and escalate corrupHon. We 
only have more laws but not the right people to enforce it. MarHn

2020-10-08 
06:51:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not support this Goverment way of  milking the hard working 
populaHon. Raymond

2020-10-08 
06:48:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will only be another oppurHnity to bribe the  motorist. The current 
laws must be  ENFORCED. Petrus

2020-10-08 
06:31:50 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The south african government and traffic enforcement authoriHes can 
already not police exisiHng laws and policies, and do not care about 
actual road traffic dangers, like unroadworhty and overloaded taxis 
and trucks, they only care about puVng money into their pockets Robert

2020-10-08 
06:18:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Firstly I dont believe the system will be managed properly. Also I dont 
agree that they include E-tolls in this! Lastly if this government stopped 
stealing our tax money and everything else they would not need to 
charge double for road violaHons in order to fix roads that we are 
already paying taxes for! Irene
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2020-10-08 
06:17:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AARTO is nothing more than a bureucraHc mine field that is designed 
to rather get people to pay fines incurred than legally challenging fines 
unlawfully issued.   
How many persons have arrived at licensing staHons to renew their 
motor vehicle licenses, only to discover that they cannot do so, 
because of enforcement noHces that have been recorded against their 
names, that first has to be paid in full before vehicle licenses can be 
renewed..  
The quesHon that begs to be answered is how were they NOT aware 
that an AARTO noHce has been issued against them in the first place? 
Clearly the authoriHes are not complying with legislaHon in the issuing 
of noHces., But motorists have to be severely prejudiced by their non 
compliance with the law. 

Due to the puniHve nature of AARTO, and the history of corrupHon in 
the ranks if traffic officers, AARTO is nothing more than a creator of 
greater opportuniHes for corrupHon.   

Aa 
AARTO is nothing more than just another money stealing method. 

We have a history of strife to make access to courts easy and possible, 
yet AARTO seeks to remove that right to be tried in a court of law. 
Given the track record of JMPD with the unlawful issuing of AARTO 
noHces in the past, how can a tribunal be trusted to fairly adjudicate 
ma]er of alleged traffic infringements? 
The whole AARTO process is designed to be cumbersome if a person 
wants to challenge any aspect of a fine issued. 
All the diff forms needed for different aspects of the act is nothing 
more than an a]empt to make it difficult for average persons to 
challenge noHces. How can it be fair on the majority of the populaHon 
who are barely capable of understanding legislaHon, to be denied the 
right to access the courts for the adjudicaHon of alleged offences? 
The provisions of loosing discount if a noHce is challenged, or fees 
payable to dispute a noHce is nothing more than draconian measures 
to deny ordinary ciHzens the right to a fair administraHve process.  
AARTO in the test phase was a complete disaster, yet despite this 
disaster and the proven fact that it didn't work, the minister of 
transport is going ahead to implement the act! Jacques

2020-10-08 
06:08:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system cannot be enforced and is abused, how will this be 
any different? e-tolls are illegal, we cannot afford them and do not 
want them. Apart from road blocks, traffic police are never around 
when needed, bribery is rife, officers are not trained and are not 
professional at all.  The people employ them to keep the roads safe. At 
this they fail dismally, o_en breaking road laws in un-roadworthy 
vehicles themselves. David

2020-10-08 
06:07:15 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Irma

2020-10-08 
05:58:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden I do not think they are capable of running such a system Christa

2020-10-08 
05:04:10 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We do not wish to leave home in South Africa any more. No fun out 
there. Women get raped. Léa

2020-10-08 
05:04:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We do not wish to leave home in South Africa any more. No fun out 
there. Women get raped. Léa

2020-10-08 
04:28:23 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1.  Tolls / ETolls cannot be linked to driver penalHes. It has nothing to 
do with drivers adhering to road use behaviour. This is simply and 
a]empt to force e-tolls onto the public. 
2. Must be able to be tried in court. That is every ciHzens right and 
cannot be removed. AARTO will never be able to handle the 
administraHon behind wri]en representaHons and it will be open to 
fraud.  
3. Cannot demerit company licence discs. The user (driver) must carry 
the demerit. How can the company be held accountable for a drivers 
behaviour.   

George
2020-10-08 
00:42:55 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Stefano 

2020-10-07 
23:23:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Rather focus on enforcing the current regulaHons especially w.r.t taxis. 
E.g. I on a daily basis see at least 1 taxi skipping a red robot. Lemuel

2020-10-07 
22:50:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Saleem

2020-10-07 
22:48:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Sean

2020-10-07 
22:45:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our country cannot run a law like this as first half the traffic Hckets as 
incorrectly managed with no correspondence from the council or the 
JMPD about outstanding fine. On top of that the corrupHon 
surrounding the police will mean any one who the police want a bribe 
from will simply be threatened with points deducHon or losing their 
license for even the smallest misdemeanor. 
Fix the problems before introducing something that is simply not 
manageable. Naeem 

2020-10-07 
22:37:49 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

JNB cannot cope. There is no infrastructure for this. The cops will 
become more bribe friendly and motorists will not respect them or 
Gov. Ingrid 

2020-10-07 
22:20:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Leon

2020-10-07 
22:03:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Bribery and corrupHon and the great number of illegal drivers licences  
will result in this legislaHon  being unconsHtuHonal . Lionel 
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2020-10-07 
21:47:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The traffic and police departments are short staffed and cannot cope 
with the current posiHon that they are in, what makes them think that 
they will be able to complete the administaHon of this new revised 
traffic bill? This will add more frustraHon to motorists due to the traffic 
departments inability to cope with the work load that they will  have.  
They cannot even control the taxis.  They want to burden the middle 
and lower income classes again.  Our courts have huge backlogs and 
will now be expected to deal with this.  Our rights are again being 
taken away. Rajni

2020-10-07 
21:45:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

In case you (the government of the day) hadnt heard the most 
important role players response to your thieving etolls, we decline to  
geVng further screwed, it has not changed since you legislated it, it 
wont change now.  Not paying. 
As for the rest of this proposal for legal thievery, I object. 
A conHnuaHon of the status quo where traffic officers will persist in 
failing to enforce the law, will be encouraged to conHnue to apply 
selecHve puniHve measures depending on their mood, the cash in your 
wallet, and your aVtude to handing the money over. 
Crooked traffic officers and its hierarchy, a violent taxi industry above 
the law and responsible for the vast majority of injuries and deaths (oh 
yes lives are important since covid, lies lies lies). 
I am fed up with endless illegal road blocks screwing with my 
Hmetable, our traffic police it seems can only operate with their feet 
on the ground where they can collect cash from motorists, which none 
of them pay tax on, like the rest of the corrupt ruling elite and their 
murderous thieving thugs called SAP. 
I want a legal system with a consHtuHonal law that is human centred, 
not mercanHle centred.  This enHre law is about fleecing the populace. 
I want to feel safe again, off and on the roads, with traffic police 
protecHng me, instead of protecHng each other and the criminals. 
Police kill with impunity in the genocidal ANC led SA ( the president 
admits there is a problem of members killing each other, and does 
nothing to stop it, genocide starts a_er the first murder in my book) .   
Fix that before trying to impose a first world standard in a fi_h world 
country.  Why meddle with the laws you have no intenHon of 
upholding. 

Mike

2020-10-07 
21:43:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

we need more properly trained law enforcement officers with integrity, 
not new laws that cannot be enforced 
The metro police departments cannot even deal with the lawless taxis 
even now.  
The new system is just another way to fuel corrupHon Sylvia

2020-10-07 
21:41:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is a view that all members are  not dealt with consistantly. Bribes 
are in the order of the day and law enforces seems to be scared to fine  
certain groeps of people. The process will not be fair and  therefor nog 
supported Abrie

2020-10-07 
21:23:15 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Also there will be certain people that nothing will happen to. Like the 
Taxi industry.  And possible other organisaHons aswell . I f this is done 
100% fair it might work but in South Africa it will not work. It will also 
bring more discriminaHon about. So I am not for it. Thanks Nicalaas

2020-10-07 
21:21:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Alun

2020-10-07 
21:17:47 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The new system is not set up to focus on the key areas that make our 
road dangerous. It focuses on low-hanging fruit for financial gain rather 
than real problems. Karl

2020-10-07 
21:08:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

CorrupHon will increase 
Traffic cops wil just have more power to misuse Hendrina

2020-10-07 
20:47:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If they can't even manage the current situaHon of unlicensed drivers, 
what is the use? Herman

2020-10-07 
20:47:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Ek stem nie saam met enige voorgestelde wysiging nie.  Die  hele storie 
gaan oor groter magsbehebtheid en groter inkomste vir die staat. 
As die boetes so verhoog word gaan meer besware teen boetes inkom 
en daarom wil hulle die hof omseil. 
Verder is dit absoluut absurd om 'n verkeersoortreding as krimineel te 
klassifiseer. Sover my kennis strek kan slegs 'n hof 'n saak krimineel 
verklaar!!!! Dries
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A_er reviewing the comments already posted I find that most of my 
concerns have been addressed. I have therefore corrected some 
grammar and spelling, added a few new comments and added them 
here, apologies for the blatant plagiarism, but the people who 
contributed have the same ideals as myself. 
  This is infringing in our rights, some of us are using our own transport, 
to do our daily work, they bankrupt the country now their bringing 
idioHc laws. We have had enough of their nonsense. The current laws 
are okay they it is just that they are not enforced even in force them. 
They were given various opHons to fund the e-toll system (cents per 
litre) which would have paid the cost by now, but now they want us to 
pay double! Criminal mismanagement! 
The speed cameras may not work properly, or fraudulent pracHces can 
be done to increase income to the municipality, and we would have 
li]le or no recourse to try and appeal. 
MunicipaliHes can increase income by seVng low speed limits outside 
li]le towns for no obvious reason. Travelers not familiar to the area 
can get big fines that are unfair. All areas of our government and 
municipaliHes have problems with unqualified staff or staff that 
commit fraud. 
We have corrupt cops- this is like handing candy to a baby. Sort out the 
corrupHon before acHvaHng the act. 
At present the traffic department are unable to fine the taxi industry 
correctly which creates the first gap of double standard penalHes. 
Secondly the cost and Hme need to appeal at present is an 
inconvenient process and requires people to take off work to stand in 
long lines. 
I consider it unreasonable to say that a person will be fined R1000 if 
"Stop lamp not emiVng a red light when in use," because lights go 
open circuit  without any warning and even if a person checks all lights 
before seVng off on any journey there is no guarantee that the lamp 
will not blow within 1m of seVng out. Most cars today are fi]ed with 
at least two brake lights that light up when brakes are applied and if at 
least one lamp lights up that should be considered reasonable and will 
enable to driver to then a]end to the fused light within a reasonable 
period. 
E-tolls should be abolished instead of doubling fines. 
You have the right to a trial to verbally state your case, not all persons 
are able to afford a lawyer or even have sufficient educaHon to state 
their case via wriHng. 
SA drivers are no way ready for such sophisHcated system. Neither 
those who supposed to enforce it.  
They can't enforce the current laws; the new ones would be a waste of 
effort. 
PLEASE, first clamp down on all the other transgressions like: Taxis that 
ignores the "rules of the road”, doubling the fines just sounds like easy 
money for the government minus the governing. people do not react 
to points demerits; they react to vehicle confiscaHon. a person who is 
without a car will make sure they get that car back faster than 
someone who got a speeding fine. while speeding contributes to many 
accidents and unsafe roads, even worse is lack of respect for other 
roads users when people do not stop at stop signs, cut into lanes 
without checking, and motorcyclists ride as if they own the barrier line. 
traffic officers waste Hme prosecuHng people who drive 80 in a 60km 
zone when they should focus on inconsiderate drivers near schools 
(parents that block pedestrian crossings/roads), people who speed, rev 
and drag race down suburban streets, those parking inconsiderately/
blocking road users, not using traffic circles properly and people that 
hoot for nothing (includes announcing your arrival and departure) and 
idle their vehicles instead of switching off their engines – 2 mins should 
be long enough to idle or rev a car, otherwise you should be geVng rid 
of a car or driver that can't keep an engine running. i find that traffic 
officers are quick to a]ack so_ targets, like those speeding downhill 
and on freeways, but they are afraid to chasHse taxi drivers. 
pedestrians and fitness fanaHcs should also be punished for walking 
and running in the street when there are pavements and purposefully 
stopping traffic to cross at a pedestrian crossing, instead of waiHng for 
a gap in minimal traffic – it's understandable when there's heavy 
traffic. if there are no pavements, they should only take up a maximum 
width of 50cm (apologies to heavier individuals), no ma]er how wide 
the street is – so no walking/running/cycling two abreast. the street is 
made for cars, otherwise we should just do away with pavements, if it 
is ok for pedestrians to be in the street like a car. drivers that leave 
their roadside car doors open for more than a minute and have faulty 
car alarms going off for longer than a minute should also be fined. 
traffic enforcement is not just about issuing speeding fines and parking 
Hckets – start with the basics by making the roads decent for 
EVERYONE, not just pedestrians with prams, cyclists, and motorbikes – 
and the rest should follow. 
Start traffic policing and not just siVng around. Bring the cowboy taxis 
under control. Be visible not just hiding behind bushes and corners 
waiHng for a bribe opportunity. Like many other civil servants do some 
work to EARN your pay. 
The ANC thinks that promulgaHng new laws will stop all crime! 
This is dra_ed like it is so that they can easily extract money from 
motorists without court acHon and appeals will be costly. The way laws 
are applied in South Africa already leave a hell of a lot to be desired.... 
double standards are striking.... between how the laws are applied to 
motorists as opposed to taxis as an example. We do not need even 
more laws when they are not even enforcing the current laws properly. 
It is absolute bullshit the government be allowed to rip ciHzens off 
while looHng the countries coffers!!! 
Stop changing the laws and start effecHvely enforcing exiHng laws. The 
total disregard for law and order in SA will not change by creaHng new 
and stricter laws. EffecHve policing of exisHng laws will have a much 
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2020-10-07 
20:20:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Trevor

2020-10-07 
20:00:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Open door for yet more corrupHon and nothing to actually improve  
the current situaHon Stanley

2020-10-07 
19:58:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Waste of Hme and money Trudie 

2020-10-07 
19:39:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Yashvent

2020-10-07 
19:38:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The whole AARTO regulaHons need to be scrapped an a totally new 
system  needs to be done. 
All this is trying to do is make all road users criminals for not wanHng 
to pay for a road toll system which has totally collapsed, more 
corrupHon. George

2020-10-07 
19:36:42 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I have a Hcket summoned to my name with my car registraHon 
number... I do not even own the car described and nor was I ever in 
the place menHoned... no one is able help me... yet they want to 
introduce another stupid law to infringe on our rights when they can’t 
manage the current law Lungy

2020-10-07 
19:16:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

i think this a draconian way of  trying to penalize drivers with the 
current traffic officers 
patrolling our streets they can misuse the system to their advantage  
and you have no recourse but the tribunal who is going to man it  
"""""??????? ronald

2020-10-07 
18:31:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden JusHn

2020-10-07 
18:29:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mike

2020-10-07 
18:23:03 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AARTO does absolutely nothing to promote road safety. Instead, it is a 
thinly veiled a]empt to further steal from an already over-burdened 
public and simply opens more doors for corrupHon. It is a waste of 
Hme and money. Graham

2020-10-07 
18:22:03 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More and more penalHes, with thousands of people having recently 
lost their jobs and food on the table  due to the pandemic.  How on 
earth can these penalHes be implemented and enforced? Donna

2020-10-07 
18:14:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Johan

2020-10-07 
18:09:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Due to the corrupHon this will never work. E Tolls are not and will 
never work. 

this has nothing to do with safety but only making money . William

2020-10-07 
17:57:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hierdie is nog een van die korrupte ANC se skemas om geld vir hulle 
eie gewin te maak. Daar is tans geen wetstoepassers nie derhalwe is 
hierdie hoofsaaklik gemik op spoedoortredings en nie algehele 
padveiligheid nie.  Roelf

2020-10-07 
17:55:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Christo

2020-10-07 
17:55:14 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More stringent laws will just increase corrupHon with li]le to zero 
effect on drivers aVtudes. AVtudes of drivers and law enforcing 
officers must change. Joggie

2020-10-07 
17:51:11 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Enough already Maria

2020-10-07 
17:49:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Pit 

2020-10-07 
17:31:06 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Shane 

2020-10-07 
17:26:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Can't enforce the current laws, the new ones is a waste of effort.  Andries

2020-10-07 
17:20:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government cannot enforce the current laws effecHvely. Trying to 
get a new set of laws and rules up and running will be a mess and a 
waste of tax payers money.  

The government needs to get  rid to house in order, stamp out 
corrupHon, start enforcing the exisHng laws and normalise the day to 
day running of traffic departments and the and only then consider new 
laws.  

Dudley

2020-10-07 
17:17:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The whole system is weighed against users, leaving no reasonable 
recourse against a corrupt  system, also, a cash grab on fines. The 
whole thing is a farce depending on the honesty of corrupHon officials 
out to make a buck. Annien 

2020-10-07 
16:57:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden This will only lead to more bribery and corrupHon Loraine 

2020-10-07 
16:56:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

First, before any laws, address corrupHon.  I know i can bribe 90% of 
traffic officers.  Taxi lawlessness makes any laws a joke.  stop 
corrupHon and get taxis to behave be]er, even slightly, otherwise all 
these laws are a stupid waste of Hme.  Obviously! Laurence

2020-10-07 
16:54:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The South African Road rules and legislaHon is a complete farce. If any 
AARTO is to become of value they should stop with speedfines and 
spend more Hme at intersecHons and stop streets and in paHcular 
police all TAXIES for they drive as they wish, ignoring stop streets, 
Ignoring Red trafic lights, ignoring solid white lines, ignoring speed 
signs and are also very aggressive in the traffic. AARTO is only there to 
penalise the innocent. Pierre

2020-10-07 
16:39:15 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is no way that SA's current system will manage this effecHvely. It 
is open to abuse and more corrupHon. O]o

2020-10-07 
16:36:49 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

In principle, this can work IF our corrupHon level was non existent, if 
the holders of governance are also corrupt, how can this system 
benefit anyone Basil

2020-10-07 
16:35:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mary Ann

2020-10-07 
16:22:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Charl
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2020-10-07 
16:19:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Stealing monies,  giving tenders to families and friends

Mogama 
Budroedien

2020-10-07 
16:18:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Stealing monies,  giving tenders to families and friends

Mogama 
Budroedien

2020-10-07 
16:16:44 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If they cannot handle the current system have will they ever 
implement this with success. More scope for corrupHon and bribes. Louis

2020-10-07 
16:16:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They can’t do their jobs properly now. They send you fines and it’s not 
even your vehicle so how will they inforce new rules. They are so 
incompetent and is only visible when they need bribes. They will only 
target the so_ targets like elderly people and women. They already 
doing it now. Hester

2020-10-07 
16:14:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This law will not stand the consHtuHon muster and makes us a 
Communist country like China. Just another way to ensure officers gets 
bribes. Who will enforce this. What about fake license plates? Ludwig 

2020-10-07 
16:11:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mary Ann

2020-10-07 
16:11:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden They cannot even manage the current system, let alone a revised one Renier

2020-10-07 
16:11:24 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All these new changes while the old laws could not even be enforced 
properly . A guy from Nigeria hit into my brother without a valid 
drivers license.  Nothing was done and the cops were there.  I refuse to 
pay e-tolls as I am a tax paying ciHzen, included in the fuel price is 
further tax and no I must be fined for not paying e-tolls. Do you 
honestly think you can stop people for driving without their licenses. 
You are creaHng more room for your officers to benefit  monetarily. 
Rather focus all your energy and money on the corrupHon issues and 
then try to get law and order back on the roads. You have no control 
right now with the out of control tax drivers and illegal drivers. Berlinda

2020-10-07 
16:07:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

First of all where must the poorest of the poor South Africans find 
money to pay all these proposed laws. Most South Africans have no 
jobs, the Covid 19 already has created such a burden on everyone's 
life, jobs have been lost and we cannot even afford basic needs and 
how can the government decide to implement this AARTO. This is 
genocide. Magdeline

2020-10-07 
16:06:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will be no different to what is currently happening with traffic 
laws. CorrupHon is rife. The problem is the failure to enforce the law 
and hold corrupt officials to account. Just another money making 
scheme. Ameerudien

2020-10-07 
16:01:28 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Need to scrap the e-tolls for  a start 
More visible policing required, one that acHvely monitors  
infringements, especially of lawless taxi drivers. More frequent 
roadworthy cerHficates should be obtained by all public transport 
vehicles, once per annum. Taxi drivers photo, name and reference 
number be posted on each taxi windscreen on the inside allowing for 
bad driver reporHng by passengers. Photos of  law breaking to be 
channelled via an App for follow through. 
All JMPD cars to be monitored via a tracking system, to check if they 
spread out and actually doing work, or just congregaHng somewhere 
and having lunch. In peak hours they should do acHve pointsmen/
women duty rather than sit on roadside inside their vehicles and 
watching traffic lights change color, or grass if growing. 
If current legislaHon just enforced properly and rigorously no need for 
this new  legislaHon 

Abdool

2020-10-07 
15:57:57 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just another corrupHon racket, making it easier for bribes, etc.   
The real culprits just buy their way out and officials pocket the money.  
The e-toll is a failure, why do they keep on trying to push this down our 
throats?  It's an unconsHtuHonal disaster, Hme to give up on this! Alida

2020-10-07 
15:47:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Abolish e-tolls completely! The current law-enforcement capability is a 
huge money-wasHng joke. Employee the right people. Fire the 
incompetent ones! Jail the guilty ones! Put the right management in 
place and hold them strictly accountable for the acHons of their sub-
ordinates . Michael

2020-10-07 
15:42:54 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Once again these classic anc clowns coming up with a scheme of trying 
something new, of which they have no cooking clue, a scheme for law 
inforcement to bribe people, it will not work, for they themselves are a 
law unto themselves, can you for one moment see the taxi industry 
adhering to this system , they will give you the middle finger, our law 
enforcement agencies are as useless as the day is long, I fully agree 
with Wayne Duvenhage to scrap all this sh*t, if push comes to shove I 
will pay a bribe. this government is   'CorrupHon Personified'  and we 
thought the old apartheid NP government was bad. Allan

2020-10-07 
15:41:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Gabor

2020-10-07 
15:37:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current rules are not the problem . Incompetence and corrupHon 
is. Don't change the rules fix the system. Peet

2020-10-07 
15:10:51 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Absolutely not on all points especially E Toll too much corrupHon going 
on in all Government and Municipal departments Zain

2020-10-07 
14:59:12 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government are incapable of operaHng the current laws - get that 
right first before tampering with the system. Need to have a common 
law right to a court hearing - the proposals are probably non-
consHtuHonal.  Obviously concerned about doubling of fines especially 
in this CVID19 world where there is going to be such social  unrest as a 
result of escallaHon of unemployed. Also anything to do with  e-tolls is 
flwaed anyway. MICHAEL

2020-10-07 
14:46:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We have a hopeless gov. CorrupHon will destroy any chance of this 
system working. Incompetence will destroy the system. This is a waste 
of Hme money                                                          Dan Daniel
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2020-10-07 
14:28:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The burden upon the driver is disprporHonate to what the AARTO 
system actually accomplishes. Rather have stricter penalHes for drunk 
driving (including revoking licences) and give up on etolls. They were 
unconsHtuHonally installed and the money doesn't even go to South 
African roads. Happy to pay actual tolls that look a_er the roads, but 
etolls do nothing for South African drivers.  

Also, why double the fines? Surely they should increase according to 
how much the person earns, according to how Finland does it? h]ps://
www.theatlanHc.com/business/archive/2015/03/finland-home-of-
the-103000-speeding-Hcket/387484/  

Why punish those who made a small mistake with a heavier fine? 
People are already struggling as it is. Zoe

2020-10-07 
14:25:16 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hi. I drive the Moloto road every day and am astounded that there are 
not more fatal accidents.  I am sure that most of the licenses are 
bought not earned as the motorists do not adhere to the road rules.  
Instead of giving demerit points get the officials to enforce the rules of 
the road.  This is for everyone. Taxi drivers are above the law in this 
country.  The e tolls came in at a ridiculous fee and that is why people 
will not pay them.  Because it cost far more than it should have is 
probably due to inefficiencies in the implementaHon and 
embezzlement of funds.  If the government cannot enforce the laws it 
has how is it going to enforce the new rules.  Are the prisons going to 
be big enough.  If people can’t drive to work are they going to stop 
working.  How are they then going to buy food and pay for a roof over 
their heads.  I think government must enforce stricter rules and people 
must feel their punishment.   Make prisoners work on roads and in 
parks instead of being mollycoddled.  Overseas where there rules are 
strict eg. If you steal they cut a finger off.  If you steal again they cut a 
second finger off etc.  this will stop people from commiVng crimes. If 
they rape cut their penises off Sheryl

2020-10-07 
14:25:16 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hi. I drive the Moloto road every day and am astounded that there are 
not more fatal accidents.  I am sure that most of the licenses are 
bought not earned as the motorists do not adhere to the road rules.  
Instead of giving demerit points get the officials to enforce the rules of 
the road.  This is for everyone. Taxi drivers are above the law in this 
country.  The e tolls came in at a ridiculous fee and that is why people 
will not pay them.  Because it cost far more than it should have is 
probably due to inefficiencies in the implementaHon and 
embezzlement of funds.  If the government cannot enforce the laws it 
has how is it going to enforce the new rules.  Are the prisons going to 
be big enough.  If people can’t drive to work are they going to stop 
working.  How are they then going to buy food and pay for a roof over 
their heads.  I think government must enforce stricter rules and people 
must feel their punishment.   Make prisoners work on roads and in 
parks instead of being mollycoddled.  Overseas where there rules are 
strict eg. If you steal they cut a finger off.  If you steal again they cut a 
second finger off etc.  this will stop people from commiVng crimes. If 
they rape cut their penises off Sheryl

2020-10-07 
14:09:04 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They can't even renew licences for cars and people. There's no way this 
administraHon can manage this fairly and justly.  Innocent unHl proven 
guilty is enshrined in the consHtuHon too. Aarto is the opposite! Marc

2020-10-07 
14:04:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

TAXI'S!!!!!!!   We need to get the Taxis under control.  Otherwise none 
of these proposed  
Laws will do any good.   I do not support the E Tolls in any Form.  These 
roads were paid for by us the taxpayers already.  Maintenance is non 
existent and no policing of taxis and wrongdoers. Lorraine

2020-10-07 
14:03:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Neels

2020-10-07 
14:00:38 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

When Taxi's are prosecuted and drivers licenses taken away then we 
can talk further. 

This is adding another layer of gatekeepers and some more bribery and 
corrupHon to have fines squashed. 

When will government understand that no one will pay the eTolls in 
Gauteng? 

All of this taking away ones right of innocent Hll being proven guilty. 

Do not even start with AARTO it is a sHll born project we cannot afford Allan

2020-10-07 
13:58:18 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The complete AARTO proposal is un consHtuHonal, and will do nothing 
to reduce the death toll on the roads, or the shocking standard of 
driving. 
If I commit an offence on the road I expect to be stopped and have a 
summons issued to me, that is correctly completed and signed for by 
me. I then have the opHon to pay the admission of guilt or defend 
myself in court.  
The AARTO process is wasteful and pointless, and if they proceed I will 
carry on ignoring their li]le love le]ers, as I have for the last 11 years. 
UnHl there un corrupt cops enforcing moving violaHons and 
commensurate acHon from the courts, they are wasHng their Hme and 
ours Rod

2020-10-07 
13:55:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Actually I have a concern with all of the above reasons.  The law is and 
has been fine as it stands for many years.  The reason why the problem 
has became such a big concern is for the simple fact that those who 
are suppose to do the job are not equipped to do it and does not want 
to try or work!!  Get the right people on the job and it will work.  Tolls 
are just another way for the corrupt government to milk us dry.  That 
must stop as well. Abraham 
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2020-10-07 
13:52:00 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

THE AARTO AMENDMENTS ARE INHUMAN, UNNECESSARY,  
WASTEFUL, TIME CONSUMING, PARLIAMENT SHOULD NOT WASTE 
THEIR TIME AND EFFORT ON SUCH BULLSHIT !! 
 Chris

2020-10-07 
13:43:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

i cannot go with the write le]er protest and not be able to go to court 
around unjust fines as the presumpHon to prove innocence is now on 
me not on the court to decide innocence or guilt.,..surely 
unconsHtuHonal..further the etoll issue sHll rears its ugly head and now 
i will earn demerit points and lose my licence for an unjust , uncalled 
for and possibly illegal system kevin

2020-10-07 
13:39:59 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Though I have selected administraHve burden as my "top concern" that 
is not what concerns me most: the levels of corrupHon and 
maladministraHon naHonally are a fact and regulatory change will not 
work unHl those problems are fixed first. Doubling fines is no deterrent 
to people who are hungry and don't have work; nor is it a deterrent to 
criminals. Removing the right of trial is unconsHtuHonal. Criminalising 
driving without a licence will not stop people from driving illegally and 
bribing officials to turn the other way. Claire

2020-10-07 
13:35:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Will lead to further corrupHon without feasible, just and free recourse Nicky

2020-10-07 
13:29:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is yet another a]empt to "fix" problems by increasing them. 
Driving without a licence should always have been a crime; nothing 
new. E-tolls were implemented without consultaHon and it is illegal to 
a]empt to enforce payment this way (ever actually tried to pay an e-
toll account - good luck to you). Corrupt traffic officials (as everyone 
knows), open to (acHvely seeking) bribes and into coercion; this will 
just increase the problem. It is a consHtuHonal right to have one's day 
in court, and to challenge the corrupHon, bribery and ineffectual 
implementaHon of laws and possibly defunct equipment; this cannot 
simply be changed because of arbitrary inefficiency.  Again, this 
"punishes" the generally law-abiding, while the real criminals (and, by 
now, everyone in the country knows who they are) carry on regardless. 
Surprise us all and make a genuine a]empt to fix the real problems, 
just for a change, without all the school boy rhetoric. As is, 
unacceptable.  Peta

2020-10-07 
13:29:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not support the power/authority given to AARTO administraHon. A 
tribunal, in my opinion does not have the capacity to deal with the 
objecHon/appeal process. I f i am dissaHsfied with a decision, because i 
believe the officer do not understand the legal terms in the appeal. It 
may reduce a fine and therea_er REFUSE to enter in further 
communicaHon. This is not a case of law enforcement, but rather 
prosecuHon. In my view, an income generaHng scheme. The same 
applies for increasing fines for not paying e-toll. It lends itself to 
corrupHon. Driving a car on a public road without a valid driver's 
license is a criminal offence. Driving a car on a public road with an 
expired/lost driver's license card IS NOT A criminal offence. Piet

2020-10-07 
13:28:33 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden manny

2020-10-07 
13:28:23 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Just another  corrupt  money making  scheme. Chris

2020-10-07 
13:25:35 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another corrupt  money  making  scheme.  
Chris

2020-10-07 
13:22:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Things can't even be done right now, how is it going to help? Bribery 
and corrupHon is the problem in our society. Why take away your 
human rights? Concentrate on more serious stuff like farm murders. Colet

2020-10-07 
13:22:02 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

UnHl such Hme as the government can employ competent and honest 
staff this is a pipe dream. 
SA is saturated with corrupt officials. Higher puniHve measures will 
only result in higher incidence of bribing. 
Government incompetence moves the burden of being fined onto the 
shoulders of the offender to try and sustain moral integrity when he 
was caught making an honest mistake whilst driving. We have enough 
criminals in this country without forcing the general public to become 
part of the corrupt way of live for government and its officials. 

I suggest government go into their dungeons and plan to resolve 
incompetence and corrupHon and then tackle the problem of 
collecHng more money by way of fines. Peter

2020-10-07 
13:16:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As it currently stands, this brainfart of a proposed piece of legislaHon 
will never pass ConsHtuHonal muster because it circumvents the 
common-law-innocent-unHl-proven-guilty principle, and shi_s the 
burden of proof onto the accused.  Moreover, its appeals process is 
inordinately cumbersome for the accused--so much so that it is 
reasonable to infer that this is a deliberate exercise in diminishing 
people's power and rights. 

Finally, there is li]le point in introducing addiHonal legislaHon when it 
is abundantly clear that the enforcement agencies are lazy, inept, 
corrupt, ina]enHve, and generally useless. Patrick

2020-10-07 
13:16:29 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Doubling of fines will simply introduce double the bribery and 
corrupHon from traffic officials.  The traffic police cannot enforce traffic 
offenses currently especially with regards to the taxi industry which do 
exactly as they please.  GeneraHng fines for non-compliance to E-Tolls 
is simply ridiculous and will fail just like the system has already failed. 
What happened to finishing a lasHng soluHon?  I do not accept that a 
vehicle owner will receive camera fines and demerits if not the 
operator.  It is unreasonable to not be able to direct the fine  to the 
relevant operator without making a submission which is a huge 
administraHve burden.  UnHl we have honest and non-corrupt policing 
officials it will only have negaHve impacts. Eric

2020-10-07 
13:15:37 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Cannot renew any of my family card driver licences as we cannot find 
slots available. Sons has expired, mine and my wife's due for renewal 
this month. Fear that we will be vicHms of AARTO and also corrupt 
officials now onwards. Greg
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2020-10-07 
13:12:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

What will happen to all the drivers on our roads who does not have a 
licence to start with?  How do you deduct points from a non-exisHng 
licence? 
First get the basics in order before you start penelizing the rest. 
It is a typical SA regulaHon set of running a_er the people who try to 
keep to the straight-and-narrow, while ignoring the real problems out 
there. 
We will see an increase in speed traps, but nothing gets done to all the 
non-roadworthy vehicles and traffic light jumpers. Philippus

2020-10-07 
13:11:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All persons should have the right to be tried in court. I strongly object 
to removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court. Surely this goes against the ConsHtuHon? 
Why do we have to renew licenses every 5 years? This smacks of 
money-making & is an unnecessary administraHve burden.  
Why double exisHng fines when we all know that the systems in place 
dont allow for collecHon of the current fines? Kyra

2020-10-07 
13:09:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Theo

2020-10-07 
13:08:07 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

With our current  traffic officers, that have li]le or no integrity, I 
cannot imagine any of them applying the AARTO system on the taxis, 
let alone the general motorists. UnHl there are laws that are 
consistently enforced in this country, there is no reason to pass any 
more bills. 
South Africa is becoming more chaoHc by the day. The only answer 
seems to be a change of government. Charles

2020-10-07 
13:05:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I cannot suppotr the changes for three reasons 
1 The authoriHes cannot enforce the current regulaHons nevermind 
what is proposed 
2 Policing traffic offeders at present is virtually non existent. Example 
wreckless taxi drivers  
3Police profile is at present extremely low. How can the proposed 
changes be policed under these circumstances 

Roy

2020-10-07 
13:01:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I object to all aspects of the proposals. Before expanding the 
regulaHons, let the department properly (without corrupHon) enforce 
the the regulaHons already in place. If the administraHon of simpler 
laws seems to be beyond their capabiliHes, how will they manage 
more extensive ones? Gill

2020-10-07 
12:49:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Three issues: 
1. I am against the fact that this Act must assist the expensive SANRAL 
system and it's regulaHons. It has nothing to do with driving and it is 
not naHonal wide implemented. It is Hme to review their system. 
2. The current admin system for traffic is hopeless,  below standard 
and patheHcally managed. How on earth will this be done? 
3. It is just another "bribery" system. Gerhard

2020-10-07 
12:48:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Making not paying e-tolls a fine is not an opHon as this was a 
corrupted scheme to start with. I suggest they start from the 
beginning, unravel the e-toll and people involved and prosecute those 
who used the e-toll system against SA ciHzens. Do not persecute 
people for what their corrupt leaders did.  Ian

2020-10-07 
12:47:25 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Points Demerit system, Enforcement orders,  the costly appeals, the 
administraHve burden and the AARTO tribunal, none of it will work. 
Not in a third world country trying to enforce first world country rules, 
it doesn't even make sense. Trewin 

2020-10-07 
12:44:58 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Johann

2020-10-07 
12:41:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just another scam scheme to try and make money without doing 
anything meaningful.  There will just be more of the same corrupHon 
that the government is well known for. Double the fines? are they 
mental? The economy has tanked due to mismanagement and 
incompetence so where will people get more money ? Will the taxi 
industry be exempted( as usual)? Terry

2020-10-07 
12:40:27 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It doesn't stand up to consHtuHonal scruHny. It will create a massive 
backlog and won't make any difference to road fataliHes. Warrick

2020-10-07 
12:36:22 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is only going to promote higher bribes as the corrupt officials will 
have more leverage and will exploit accordingly , as is currently 
happening with the officials that are corrupt !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Terrance

2020-10-07 
12:33:56 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More reasons to promote corrupHon and dwindle more money out of 
honest ciHzens. 
WHEN IS THIS IDIOTIC BEHAVIOR GOING TO STOP. Dave

2020-10-07 
12:31:30 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The toll road system was forced on us using the world cup football as 
an excuse.  Nobody wanted it as the roads were there before the tolls.  
There is an amount on the vehicle license that should be used for road 
maintenance and there is also a fuel levy. Tony

2020-10-07 
12:31:08 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Government in SA are completely CORRUPT, CLUESLESS in general, 
now they want more money to steal, creaHng admin work when none 
of them knows how to READ or WRITE in ENglish - what A joke!!!! Ana

2020-10-07 
12:16:36 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Over and above, it is clear that freedom of choice will be out the door! 

Further, it looks like a (corrupt) money making scheme! 

One never see any trafic  officers payroling and or enforcing the law. 
How is the new law going to address this issue? 

Andries
2020-10-07 
12:15:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another cash cow. Currently badly administered. I do not agree with 
our rights being infringed. Imraan

2020-10-07 
12:09:40 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden No I do not Andre

2020-10-07 
12:04:34 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I have a concern for all points.  The traffic department cannot handle 
the current situaHon,  The lawlessness of the taxi drivers  is not 
addressed at all.  Rina
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2020-10-07 
11:51:48 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The AARTO system was implemented for a trial period in Tshwane and 
failed miserably. It is sHll impossible to contact any of the contact 
numbers and/or e-mail addresses. Even hand delivered document to 
redirect violaHons have been ignored. How do you plan to implement 
the administraHon on a naHonal basis if the trial period in only three 
metropolitan areas failed in every aspect.  
The Act is unconsHtuHonal on the basis that a suspected violaHon 
cannot be challenged in a court of law.     
The TAXI industry has not, and will never comply with the laws of the 
road and we see no visible accountability of their abuse of the rules for 
drivers.  Too many drivers are learning their disregard for the rules of 
the road from these mavericks who do what they like. The TAXI 
industry will just strike and block all the roads, unHl such Hme that are 
exempted from this  Act. 
The demerit system is a good theoreHcal concept, but how will it be 
implemented when nobody complies to the rules of the road. 

Paying higher fines is not an opHon, as there is enough squandering of 
public money as it is. South African drivers, most of whom have bought 
their licenses from corrupt officials are amongst the worst in the world. 

Leon

2020-10-07 
11:49:13 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I tried to appeal 2 fines  given around 2010 where the  road names 
wri]en into the fines by the  traffic  officers were incorrect and I  had 
photographic  evidence taken during  the  fining process to prove that,  
which I  only realised when I studied them  later - at first I  contested 
these  by wri]en appeal and images sent  by registered  mail - which 
had no response,  and the  email address  given that I  wrote to  also  
had no response - and then  when I was eventually blocked from 
renewing  my car licence unless I paid  over R1000 for these  fines,  I 
went to the  prosecutor  in the tall building in the middle of Pretoria to 
find  out when I  could have a court hearing  - they said the  court 
wasnt working , and anyway I  had signed  both fines at the  site  and I  
must therefore pay - I was given  no recourse  although legally  no 
amount of  signatures  will make  an incorrectly wri]en  out  fine  
correct.... so  the process wasnt  working  then - how  on earth  will the  
dysfuncHonal corrupt govt and municipaliHes get it running  now?  If  
anything  things  need to be simplified, not made more complicated. June

2020-10-07 
11:42:21 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is a total joke.When was this crazy scheme first mooted.....over 20 
years ago.We cannot even manage the most basic processes/systems 
and now we are trying to introduce  FIRST WORLD systems into a 
THIRD WORLD environment.... high cost and corrupHon  will no doubt 
follow.Manage the basics ( road worthy taxis and cars) first before we 
introduce these crazy ideas that will only add to corrupHon 
etc.Certainly no value add to the poor ciHzens of RSA. ian

2020-10-07 
11:41:45 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

A streamline up to date system in renewing all licenses, requesHng 
documentaHon and scrapping of the Gauteng e-toll system Louis

2020-10-07 
11:29:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden Swlwyn

2020-10-07 
11:18:20 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The response to these regulaHons would be enHrely different if the 
current rules and regulaHons were properly and fairly enforced. The 
enforcement must be done by professional, competent, trained and 
knowledgeable officers. Once there is a working efficient exisHng 
system then alteraHons and changes can be introduced. Stuart

2020-10-07 
11:17:05 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

CiHzens have a right to be tried in court. Taking this right away is 
undemocraHc. E-tolls should be scrapped once and for all. The public in 
general has never supported this enforced system.  Traffic officials are 
unable to enforce the current laws, therefore they are unlikely to be 
able to do so with the new regulaHons. Bribery and corrupHon is sHll 
endemic and new regulaHons are unlikely to change that. Taxi's will 
conHnue to get away with unsafe vehicles and reckless driving. 
CreaHng another bureaucraHc nightmare is not a soluHon, ChrisHne

2020-10-07 
11:10:32 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Johanna 
Magdelena

2020-10-07 
11:07:17 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I am absolutely and in no uncertain terms AGAINST the new proposed 
traffic laws, points demerit system and AARTO fines regulaHons. Please 
note that I am not against stricter enforcement of current laws, but I 
am against implemenHng systems (like this) which do not address the 
core of the problems – law enforcement & corrupHon – and that will 
create a situaHon where the more law abiding ciHzens will be 
penalized, whilst those that operate outside the law (i.e. Taxi Industry) 
will simply conHnue to do so. Furthermore, the very premise of the 
proposed regulaHons are unconsHtuHonal and infringe on our rights in 
that 1) It assumes you are guilty before you have had the opportunity 
to quesHon the alleged infringement or defend yourself and that 2) 
you can risk potenHally lose your license (whilst dependent on it for a 
living), because you are immediately assumed to be guilty and 
government processes (to appeal) is bound to be painfully slow and 
inefficient. On top of that, the government has in incredibly bad track 
record for implemenHng and managing systems such as this. In short, it 
is just a money making scheme to squeeze poor South Africans even 
more with no real interest in addressing the core of the problems – law 
enforcement and corrupHon. Law enforcement in SA cannot and do 
not want to  police serious crime which should take precedence to 
traffic violaHons, enforce current laws first before making other laws 
that will not be policed properly. Jacqueline

2020-10-07 
10:44:09 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

First control reckless taxis!!! 
Then revise.  
The traffic department can't even control the current situaHon.!!!! Frikkie

2020-10-07 
10:40:31 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Stop changing the laws and start effecHvely enforcing exiHng laws. The 
total disregard for law and order in SA will not change by creaHng new 
and stricter laws. EffecHve policing of exisHng laws will have a much 
greater impact on starHng to foster a law abiding ciHzenry  and will not 
increase the administraHve burdens of implemenHng / changing laws. Sven
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2020-10-07 
10:27:01 Gauteng No I do not

administraHve 
burden MarHn

Northern Cape 15

2020-12-01 
05:39:38 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hulle kan nie eens die huidige stelsel laat werk nie. Ons sukkel met 
lisensies op die pla]eland. Jy moet kilometers ry net om te hoor daar 
is nie ink of papier om die lisensies te druk nie of die stelsel is af. Paul

2020-10-14 
08:32:51 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mnr A J 

2020-10-14 
08:32:30 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mnr A J 

2020-10-14 
08:32:07 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mnr A J 

2020-10-14 
08:31:17 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mnr A J 

2020-10-14 
08:31:09 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mnr A J 

2020-10-12 
07:28:27 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system is already overburdened and fraught with 
corrupHon, how would the government successfully implement a new 
system that would in effect (in its inherent design) more than double 
the administraHve burden on it, and the road users. 

In my view, this is another way for a corrupHon ridden governmental 
department to squeeze out more income, because this is what it is, an 
income generaHon scheme, from already tax heavy, and income 
constrained ciHzens in an economy damaged to the point of almost full 
collapse by the inept decisions and full on the_ of public funds and 
resources. 

The AARTO act and its adjunct systems are doomed to fail, ciHzens will, 
like they did with the e-toll system, willfully ignore it, since again like 
the e-toll system, it is not something we asked for, nor is it something 
we want.  

If government chooses to again ignore its ciHzen's wishes and goes 
ahead with the implementaHon of this proposed act, it will lead to civil 
dissonance, it will cause chaos, and when this system then inevitably 
fails, like the majority of the government's ill conceived plans, it will fall 
back to the tax payer to once again bail out the government to cover 
the cost of this debacle. 

I DO NOT SUPPORT THE AARTO ACT, NOR ANY OF ITS SUPPOSED NEW 
REGULATIONS. Francois

2020-10-11 
10:34:01 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Personally this whole system is a nightmare. Knowing our traffic system 
and correctly implemenHng and maintaining a non bias system will be 
a problem. 

Arthur

2020-10-11 
10:33:56 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Personally this whole system is a nightmare. Knowing our traffic system 
and correctly implemenHng and maintaining a non bias system will be 
a problem. 

Arthur
2020-10-09 
06:51:21 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It's just one more ugly duckling laying more ro]en eggs! 
Reg

2020-10-08 
12:45:34 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our systems in South Africa is so corrupt,  this is just more loopholes 
for corrupHon and bribery.  The law abiding ciHzens will sit with silly 
penalHes and the crooks will get a blind eye treatment. Sonnet 

2020-10-08 
05:45:40 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

No. Leave current system as it is. Anc ne systems everywhere DO not 
work. Mark

2020-10-07 
21:33:43 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Adriaan

2020-10-07 
14:16:33 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Indien die huidige wetgewing  polisieer word sal dit nie nodig wees om 
ander "strawwe" uit te dink nie. 
Gee personeel (verkeer en polisie) goeie opleiding en toerusHng en 
laat hulle die werk waarvoor aangestel is ordentlik doen. Die voorstel 
van integriteits toetse vir wetstoepassers is goed en glo dit kan 'n 
verskil maak. Stefan

2020-10-07 
14:03:28 Northern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Roy

KwaZulu-Natal 112
2020-11-30 
10:17:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Vishnu

2020-11-21 
09:57:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If the provincial vehicle licensing authority is unable to mail your 
license renewal form for your vehicle to your home address, how are 
they going to get this this system up and running, for every one?  This 
system has to apply the  stringent test of raHonality and fairness. It has 
to be proven to work. Craig 

2020-11-20 
13:29:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system doesn't recognize who is actually liable for any ma]er, it is 
flawed.

Abdul Aziz 
Wahab

2020-11-20 
13:29:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system doesn't recognize who is actually liable for any ma]er, it is 
flawed.

Abdul Aziz 
Wahab

2020-11-20 
13:29:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system doesn't recognize who is actually liable for any ma]er, it is 
flawed.

Abdul Aziz 
Wahab

2020-11-20 
13:28:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system doesn't recognize who is actually liable for any ma]er, it is 
flawed.

Abdul Aziz 
Wahab

2020-11-11 
10:20:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Juanita 

2020-11-10 
10:02:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

e toll was enforsed on the public without consent. They should scrap 
the fees. CorrupHon and out of control spending from the government 
is our problem, adding taxes is not the soluHon. Gert

2020-11-07 
06:21:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The unreasonable law places burden on the ciHzens. And with the high 
unmemployement people would be unable to afford these fines and 
etolls. Reuben

2020-11-05 
10:40:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just a means of hassling the taxpaying ciHzens to extract more funds 
very easily. Suren
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2020-11-04 
09:42:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden terry

2020-11-03 
09:45:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Shirley

2020-11-03 
09:45:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Shirley

2020-10-28 
16:26:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Avril

2020-10-28 
12:32:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I have concerns regarding almost every aspect of these regulaHons. 
The AARTO will not cope with the administraHve burden and motorists 
will inevitably be inconvenienced. This appears to be a way of 
increasing their income, rather than making our roads safer. Jacqui

2020-10-23 
14:54:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is absolutely ridiculous because at the end of the day the worst road 
culprits are sHll not going to be caught and fines will not be paid but 
the innocents who drive properly but get the odd fine and who do not 
bribe will be the ones who bear the brunt of the new regulaHons Michelle

2020-10-23 
12:17:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not believe we have a government that can effecHvely manage this 
system. Alex

2020-10-22 
17:01:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More corrupHon for  our ministers to fill their pockets with our hard 
earned money. Gill

2020-10-15 
17:56:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

goverment must fix the road first train the law enforcement curb 
corrupHon then maybe the law can be sent out for public commment Sibusiso

2020-10-14 
14:52:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Unimplementable, except for so_ tatgets. Designed for revenue 
generaHon rather than road safety. Ramesh 

2020-10-13 
15:14:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

we should try and get the exisHng system working properly before 
embarking on something new and costly. Frans

2020-10-12 
23:50:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Antonio

2020-10-12 
17:35:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Philippa

2020-10-12 
17:07:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Total incompetence of administraHve staff Vijay

2020-10-12 
15:29:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Morganan 

2020-10-12 
14:14:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If only the present traffic laws were properly enforced there would be 
no need for further cumbersome legislaHon. Michael

2020-10-12 
11:16:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

A large percentage of South Africans are driving without a  drivers 
licence.  Many do not have a registered address.  How will they ever 
fine these people........ 
The only people who will be fined/get demerit points will be the law 
abiding ciHzens who can easily be traced, while NOTHING will be done 
to all the "illegal" drivers. 
Also, how on earth will this system be managed??? Sandi

2020-10-12 
10:54:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I believe it is be]er to review the whole traffic system and root out the 
corrupt officers who take bribes - make them more accountable for 
their posiHon and also allow the public to idenHfy and report these 
officers.  I don't have an issue with the demerit system, but it has to be 
independently monitored to be free of corrupHon.  The right to appear 
in court to defend oneself is one area I will defend.  PuVng a defense 
in wriHng is like file 13.  Totally against that. Why is there a reason to 
increase fines when they're not being paid now?  Why not start by 
collecHng outstanding fines and impounding vehicles who's fines 
exceed a certain amount? How about that money being allocated to 
fixing the road issues? Jude

2020-10-12 
09:56:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The traffic rules of the road doesn't get enforced and the rules only 
apply to a selected group of the naHon, therefore it's a waste of Hme 
and money. Theo 

2020-10-12 
08:28:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Alexis

2020-10-12 
07:29:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The cost to manage this new regulaHons ( Do we have the funds ) 

Nelson
2020-10-12 
06:58:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Naresh 

2020-10-11 
11:00:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another added cost to the government. Who cannot police the exisHng 
road rules.  CorrupHon of police officials.  Will it be for all road users? 
Taxi drivers are a law unto themselves. Will be Just another failure like 
etoll. Don’t waste your Hme. Dion

2020-10-10 
12:13:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

GreeHngs. The current traffic laws in SA are over regulated. No changes 
by itself will bring about a drop in accidents and loss of innocent 
lives.All these measures will only increase bribery and corrupHon. We 
need an educaHon system put in place to educate drivers to be law 
abiding.Majority of accidents are caused by truckers and the taxi 
industry.But there's no punishment for them. We need an effecHve 
court and fines for being involved in an accident according to severity. 
This will be a form of educaHon for reckless drivers especially in the 
taxi industry.The law must apply to all ciHzens equally including 
poliHcians. They need to set the standards.Blacks are not exempt from 
the law.Let's see some fairplay by our traffic officers.It's Hme they did 
their duty of keeping our roads safe and not acHng as revenue 
collectors for the state. Their harassment of the elderly and female 
drivers also need to stop. Anand

2020-10-10 
09:21:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Frik
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2020-10-10 
07:48:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

For about more than 3 years I have been receiving fines from  AARTO  
which I never commi]ed and which I responded to at a very high cost. 
Returned representaHon forms and requirements at a huge cost for a 
pensioner - sHll up to now am sHll receiving fines from AARTO, 
compounded with new infringements.  Vehicle in picture is not mine. 
Fed up with incompetence of AARTO.  
Advise, first please upgrade the administraHon, Hon. Minister, and 
then I could have more confidence. 
It seems, from my experience, the law favours perpetrators. 
K.S. Naidu 
ID: 4808225151085

Kanakiah 
Sundhraissa

2020-10-10 
07:47:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

For about more than 3 years I have been receiving fines from  AARTO  
which I never commi]ed and which I responded to at a very high cost. 
Returned representaHon forms and requirements at a huge cost for a 
pensioner - sHll up to now am sHll receiving fines from AARTO, 
compounded with new infringements.  Vehicle in picture is not mine. 
Fed up with incompetence of AARTO.  
Advise, first please upgrade the administraHon, Hon. Minister, and 
then I could have more confidence. 
It seems, from my experience, the law favours perpetrators. 
K.S. Naidu 
ID: 4808225151085

Kanakiah 
Sundhraissa

2020-10-10 
07:46:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

For about more than 3 years I have been receiving fines from  AARTO  
which I never commi]ed and which I responded to at a very high cost. 
Returned representaHon forms and requirements at a huge cost for a 
pensioner - sHll up to now am sHll receiving fines from AARTO, 
compounded with new infringements.  Vehicle in picture is not mine. 
Fed up with incompetence of AARTO.  
Advise, first please upgrade the administraHon, Hon. Minister, and 
then I could have more confidence. 
It seems, from my experience, the law favours perpetrators. 
K.S. Naidu 
ID: 4808225151085

Kanakiah 
Sundhraissa

2020-10-10 
07:46:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

For about more than 3 years I have been receiving fines from  AARTO  
which I never commi]ed and which I responded to at a very high cost. 
Returned representaHon forms and requirements at a huge cost for a 
pensioner - sHll up to now am sHll receiving fines from AARTO, 
compounded with new infringements.  Vehicle in picture is not mine. 
Fed up with incompetence of AARTO.  
Advise, first please upgrade the administraHon, Hon. Minister, and 
then I could have more confidence. 
It seems, from my experience, the law favours perpetrators. 
K.S. Naidu 
ID: 4808225151085

Kanakiah 
Sundhraissa

2020-10-10 
02:40:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Marie 
France

2020-10-09 
21:09:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is really outrageousl and q extra burden on us South africams we 
are being taxed and milked for every penny we have and  becoming a 
kindergarden it just not fair... Mary Ann

2020-10-09 
21:09:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is really outrageousl and q extra burden on us South africams we 
are being taxed and milked for every penny we have and  becoming a 
kindergarden it just not fair... Mary Ann

2020-10-09 
16:19:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system is for 1st world countries with 1st workd roads and 1st 
workd policing 

Introducing new ayatem with the same corrupt systems and non 
exisyed road  networks in almost every town and country road is a 
complete waste of Hme Francois

2020-10-09 
15:46:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Government already can't manage the current laws.  More 
administraHon and waiHng. John

2020-10-09 
14:46:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The right to appear in court is not negoHable. 
The standard of reports and meaningful wri]en communicaHon on 
average  does not lend itself to se]le such important issues. 
Exprience indicates that any  unusual situaHons will linger forever. 
Any a]empts to clear any ma]er  without  a person to address verbally 
will be fruitless. 
The current fines are already  unpayable, any increase will lead to 
more corrupHon and civil disobedience, with a risk of exteme reacHons 
by offenders. Hermann

2020-10-09 
12:19:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden HeVe

2020-10-09 
10:58:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The authoriHes are currently struggling to manage a once efficient 
system what good will this do rather than put people out of jobs. We 
had enough of destrucHon and lawlessness in SA , driver infringements 
and  traffic violaHons are not serious offences which can be dealt with 
on the spot. ConcentraHon on providing a more efficient and effecHve 
service to the ciHzens is a priority. Shelve this , its a waste of taxpayers 
money. Louis 
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2020-10-09 
10:40:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Points demerit system : Current laws not properly implemended and 
followed. This system can not be producHve towards be]er and safer 
driving condiHons.   
My right to be properly and officaly noHfied is removed from me. Only 
by sending a official with a proper noHce and acknowledging receipt 
theiroff with a signature is accepted. Any other way to deliver 
noHficaHon is flawed due to poor service delivery and reliabillity. 
Costly appeal system will hinder my right to appeal a infringement due 
to increased cost involved. Due to high fraud, corrupt officials and 
criminal incidents the possibility of false infringement against owners 
of vehicles and drivers is high.   
The AArto tribunal can not be allowed to make rulings on 
infringements due to the tribunal not being imparHal to the system 
and income generated from this system. 
Administrive burden. Goverment  and provincial structures is failing to 
properly manage current drivers and vehicle licence system. increasing 
the workload with a points demerit system will only increase work load 
and decrease producHvity. Increasing oppertunisHc lawlessness by 
corrupt indivduels .  Corrie

2020-10-09 
10:20:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

South African Civil Services are NOT coping at present in any 
Government Department Departments - Municipal or NaHonal, to 
execute ANY administraHve service a South African ciHzen may require.  
This system is just going to compound and make traffic offences even 
MORE difficult to prosecute.  There is NO VISIBLE traffic policing in KZN 
- the N3 does not have visible RTI officers from Town Hill 
Pietermaritzburg to Durban - where are they hiding ? 

People need to know they are under surveillance in order to behave 
and stay within the bounds of the Law.  Trucks and taxis especially.  Get 
the Road Traffic Inspectorate out of its offices, off playing on the 
internet, into cars and patrolling the roads and freeways.  
Pietermaritzburg does not have pointsmen during powercuts!  get 
poeple to DO THEIR JOBS! Rose

2020-10-09 
09:58:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Sue

2020-10-09 
08:03:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jane

2020-10-09 
06:27:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current laws are not enforced properly. The new laws will have a 
bigger administraHve burden. Hennie

2020-10-09 
02:43:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It’s a forceful a]empt to keep the e tolls  
Who is going to monitor  More ways to bring in more corrupHon  
One thing for sure will taxi drivers be included I don’t think so we all 
know who the Taxi owners are , Conflict of interest  we the poor 
motorist will get poorer. First get things in order as it is it’s geVng 
impossible to register a motor vehicle or buy motor license how will 
any more pressure help I don’t think it will work here not yet  

Ricky
2020-10-09 
01:43:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government must focus more on enforcing current laws. Adding 
new laws of not a soluHon. Fiso

2020-10-08 
23:25:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system works well if law enforcement do their jobs 
properly. I also have an issue with doubling exisHng fines that we have 
never received. Train your law enforcement officers well. CorrupHon is 
so bad, and traffic officials abuse their power/authority. So for now, I 
do not agree.. Freda

2020-10-08 
22:03:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We know in advance that with the corrupHon in our society and our 
ineffecHve police force that the laws will not be applied where needed.  
Taxis will sHll do as they please.  Bribes will be the order of the day and 
the “ Blue light brigade “ will do as they please. Don’t waste money 
implemenHng new laws when old laws cannot be applied. Gavin

2020-10-08 
21:52:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Cornelius

2020-10-08 
20:39:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will never work as long as there is corrupHon and bribery that 
exist in South Africs. I feel sorry for the taxi industry cause they are the 
ones that are breaking every rule in the book. 

PrethiePreth
ie 

2020-10-08 
20:22:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't approve of Aarto as I had issues with the administraHon. I 
believe there's idenHty the_ taking place with their department. I 
reside in Durban but received two infringements - both cars which 
does not belong to me. I tried calling the call centre - off no use 
because no one answer and no one helps via email.  

I  was forced to pay for a fine which did not belongs to me- since it was 
allocated to my ID number - I had no choice because there was a 
enforcement against me and I needed to do a renewal on my card 
licence.  
UnHl now It has been sorted. I am furious for the fraud that takes place 
- I wonder who has my ID number and have been allocaHng these fines 
to me. I need to be reimbursed for the fine I paid since  its not mine!!!  
- how can the ciHzens of South Africa trust a system that cheats us. Trivolie

2020-10-08 
16:40:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I think the government's first priority should be to rid the country of 
corrupHon in the issuing of driving licences to people who have no idea  
of : 
1) The rules and regulaHons governing the driving of motor vehicles on 
South Africa's public  
     roads 
2) The basic principles involved in the control of a motor vehicle 
3) The responsibiliHes of drivers who are in control of a motor vehicle 
on public roads towards  
     other road users including pedestrians John
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2020-10-08 
16:40:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I think the government's first priority should be to rid the country of 
corrupHon in the issuing of driving licences to people who have no idea  
of : 
1) The rules and regulaHons governing the driving of motor vehicles on 
South Africa's public  
     roads 
2) The basic principles involved in the control of a motor vehicle 
3) The responsibiliHes of drivers who are in control of a motor vehicle 
on public roads towards  
     other road users including pedestrians John

2020-10-08 
13:58:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is another way  to milk the motorist. Admin will be a problem and 
takes away the right to a  fair trial. Valerie

2020-10-08 
12:45:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We need to enforce exisHng traffic rules .We need more traffic officers. 
Doubling the  fines 
will not solve the problem,  lack of enforcement of the rules and 
selecHve enforcement of 
the rules is the problem. I am against E tolls. All these new  rules will 
discriminate against 
the poor as usual, and benefit only the corrupt. Jennifer

2020-10-08 
12:10:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

 Yet another way to steal money from the legal drivers, they can't even 
get the renewal of your drivers licence sorted out or the renewal of 
you vehicle licence streamlined and simplified. they have nothing 
be]er to do than to think up ways to pass the buck on to Joe public. 
Catch the public servants fraudulently issuing drivers licences. How do 
you demerit someone with a false drivers licence? Gordon

2020-10-08 
11:20:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Currently almost impossible to resolve any traffic related issues, from 
paying fines to renewing licenses. How will the changes make life 
easier for the average law abiding driver? 

Wim

2020-10-08 
10:50:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They cant enforce the law now , how are they going to do any be]er. 
Sort out the corrupHon 1st.Drivers don't even know the rule of a 4 way 
stop BAS

2020-10-08 
10:37:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The constant poor administraHve processes involved with bringing 
traffic offenders to book is an exercise in fuHlity - the administrators 
are simply inefficient and incompetent. Roger

2020-10-08 
09:59:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Goverment must first get all licensing office up and running and 
funcHoning properly befor they start changing and amending laws that 
they cannot even control now. The  systems that were in place have 
been screwed up by lazy non competent employees who were corrupt. 

If they cannot catch up with the issuing of renewals, new applicants of 
both drivers licenses and vehicle etc how will they be able to 
implement new systems etc. 

Work for the people of South Africa. James
2020-10-08 
09:38:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Burgen

2020-10-08 
07:58:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden John

2020-10-08 
07:44:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Vishnu

2020-10-08 
07:00:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system cannot be equally enforced country wide eg: a demerited/
cancelled license holder residing in an area which has a lower police to 
community raHo cannot maintain the same adherence levels. Exactly 
the same as now anyway. I also didn't agree with the implementaHon 
of the e toll system, Aarot will just enforce the decision, the poor 
decision the government made and I will now have no means to 
protest that decision. No thanks. Glen

2020-10-08 
06:33:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Laws are meant to be followed by all with no excepHon .... clean up 
internally first before expecHng the public to fill the coffers for 
irraHonal spending. Sandy

2020-10-08 
05:57:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Helen

2020-10-08 
00:45:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden All leading to more avenues of corrupHon 

Haroun 
rashid

2020-10-08 
00:36:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden All leading to more avenues of corrupHon 

Haroun 
rashid

2020-10-08 
00:36:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden All leading to more avenues of corrupHon 

Haroun 
rashid

2020-10-08 
00:36:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden All leading to more avenues of corrupHon 

Haroun 
rashid

2020-10-07 
23:21:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

My concerns include: 
1.  The potenHal for blatant bribery and corrupHon will be significantly 
increased; 
2.  Will these regulaHons be applied to the mini-bus taxi industry?;  
3.  Who owns the e-toll business? Is it a private enHty? Does any 
poliHcal enHty have ownership? Is it an SOE (State Owned Enterprise)? 
Any such situaHon raises serious concerns of conflict of interest. David D

2020-10-07 
23:21:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

My concerns include: 
1.  The potenHal for blatant bribery and corrupHon will be significantly 
increased; 
2.  Will these regulaHons be applied to the mini-bus taxi industry?;  
3.  Who owns the e-toll business? Is it a private enHty? Does any 
poliHcal enHty have ownership? Is it an SOE (State Owned Enterprise)? 
Any such situaHon raises serious concerns of conflict of interest. David D

2020-10-07 
22:22:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ugan

2020-10-07 
22:13:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They have no right or say to the drivers of Mzansi unHl they fix the 
horrible state the roads in KZN are in. They must fix their own house 
first, repair roads, a]end to potholes, draw clear road marks, maybe 
a_er that we can start addressing the trespasses of drivers Lungile 

2020-10-07 
21:43:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Roobesh
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2020-10-07 
21:34:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1) This system is going to cause chaos , the same as the new firearms 
act did. the SAPS could not manage the system through corrupHon . 
This system works overseas as there are enough law enforcement 
officers with integrity, educaHon qualificaHon( that are not fraudulently 
obtained or jobs for friends and family) and have experience in their 
work and are not promoted by the race, gender or colour.  
2)The system does not have to be changed, the law enforcement 
officers should be , properly qualified and properly trained in 
understanding the traffic laws before trying to enforce them. 
3) The exisHng law enforcement compliment must be increased to 
Enforce the traffic laws 
4) The issuing of driver's licences should be have stricter measures and 
of a higher standard 
5) A learners licence should be over a longer period and a log book 
record should be kept on the distance travelled so that the Hme and 
number of kilometers travelled is a criterion in obtaining a drivers 
licence. Should have at least 5  different supervisory drivers 
6) Its the Taxi's and public transport that cause and have the most fatal 
accidents on the South African roads,...... those drivers should be 
targeted.... 
7) Public Transport  drivers should not be allowed to drive public 
transport under the age of 50 and not over the age of 65. 
8) the should also go every year for a medical and licence examinaHon 
9) In the event of an accident all drivers involved should be issued with 
spot fines of a percentage of the total esHmated damage of the 
accident vehicle. regardless of who caused and who is innocent. This 
will  stop aggressive drivers and drivers and road uses will become 
more courteous, considerate and careful drivers. 
10) All panel beaters must have a register of cars being repaired with a 
SAPS Accident registraHon No. and a receipt that the summons  has 
been paid, before repairing the motor vehicles. 
11) Even if an accident has  happened on a private property , a farm 
etc, it must be reported and a summons must be issued. then if the 
suspect is unhappy then the court is his opHon. 
12)  If public transporters are the offenders , with or while transporHng 
passengers, then the summons must be issued and the vehicle 
impounded as evidence unHl the summons is paid or the outcome of 
the court case is resolved. 
13) By increasing the fines opens doors for corrupHon, and the 
offenders will rather bride the officers with a smaller amount than go 
to court 
14) Tribunal court sounds like a racist issue ...... 
15) if the exisHng system can not be managed and enforced, How is an 
addiHonal more complicated system going to be enforced and  
managed Jan

2020-10-07 
21:17:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Totally ridiculous to increase fines! We know where these increased 
profits will go! Into the pockets of the minister of transport and his  
friends in government!  The system is bent and more corrupHon is not 
needed! Gary

2020-10-07 
20:23:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The  police  force is so corrupt and  in adquate its a joke   and this 
system will surely be the end Cobus

2020-10-07 
19:54:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

My concerns include: 
1.  The potenHal for blatant bribery and corrupHon will be significantly 
increased; 
2.  Will these regulaHons be applied to the mini-bus taxi industry?;  
3.  Who owns the e-toll business? Is it a private enHty? Does any 
poliHcal enHty have ownership? Is it an SOE (State Owned Enterprise)? 
Any such situaHon raises serious concerns of conflict of interest. David D

2020-10-07 
19:52:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

My concerns include: 
1.  The potenHal for blatant bribery and corrupHon will be significantly 
increased; 
2.  Will these regulaHons be applied to the mini-bus taxi industry?;  
3.  Who owns the e-toll business? Is it a private enHty? Does any 
poliHcal enHty have ownership? Is it an SOE (State Owned Enterprise)? 
Any such situaHon raises serious concerns of conflict of interest. David D

2020-10-07 
19:51:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

My concerns include: 
1.  The potenHal for blatant bribery and corrupHon will be significantly 
increased; 
2.  Will these regulaHons be applied to the mini-bus taxi industry?;  
3.  Who owns the e-toll business? Is it a private enHty? Does any 
poliHcal enHty have ownership? Is it an SOE (State Owned Enterprise)? 
Any such situaHon raises serious concerns of conflict of interest. David D

2020-10-07 
19:32:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

To much corrupHon as it is from a failing government, that can't govern 
anything in SA. Bianca

2020-10-07 
19:21:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I believe the courts need to be the ones adjudicaHng any offence, not 
the enforcement orders /  AARTO Tribunal. Toll road payments are not 
road offences, they are civil offences. Frans

2020-10-07 
19:17:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

False drivers licenses are not even controlled properly . Now this!!Who 
will adminestrate  proposed system? Gerd

2020-10-07 
18:27:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

False drivers licenses are not even controlled properly . Now this!!Who 
will adminestrate  proposed system? Gerd

2020-10-07 
17:56:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Admin nightmare already trying to stay legal with current awful 
system. This is just more useless admin hoops to jump through when 
basic enforcement would make all the difference in the world , Thomas

2020-10-07 
17:52:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another ra_ of laws that will be ineffectually administered and 
enforced. Patrick
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2020-10-07 
17:46:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As Durban Metro vehicles are only seen parked outside shops or 
collecHng children from school, and Metro Police stand by while 
intersecHons are gridlocked and all traffic is brought to a stansHll by 
illegal strike acHon, I cannot imagine that legislaHon as complicated as 
that proposed will ever be able to be implemented without a huge 
waste of administraHve hours, while the real repeat offenders walk 
away scot free as they are never held accountable. Clean up the Metro 
Police Service first so that we have visible, effecHve and efficient 
policing of our roads and this unwieldy legislaHon will not be 
necessary. Barbara

2020-10-07 
17:38:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Juanita 

2020-10-07 
17:28:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This AARTO system is just going to be another massively expensive 
government enHty. The etoll system is just a money fleecing criminal 
project it was just forced on the public who gave the proposal a 
resounding no. But the transport dept. lied about the results of the 
public hearings. I have no doubt that this AARTO system was 
introduced purely to be able to legally prosecute people who don't pay 
etolls because overtaxed motorists have righ�ully refused to to be 
ripped off by this project that was conceived in both greed and u]er 
stupidity.  The doubling of fines etc is just another corrupt public rip off 
scheme. If the police did their job to physically  enforce traffic 
regulaHons there would be no need of any kind of system. The admin 
to maintain this system, like NHI will be unmanageable  and 
unaffordable because government only ever employs halfwits to 
manage anything simply because they are cronies where merit has no 
place. So please shelve these half baked, extorHonist  plans and get on 
with the  job of serving the people. dennis

2020-10-07 
16:47:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More taxes and corrupHon possible.  Incompetence in enforcing.  No e 
tolls Mavis

2020-10-07 
16:45:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The South African people do not require more legislaHon and 
regulaHons to bring  be]er and safer condiHons to our roads and 
transport ameniHes. We dont need greater and more onerous 
complexity in the traffic management regime. We dont need even 
more instruments and systems that enable corrupt officials to extract 
even more bribes from road users who are so_ targets for their 
misconduct.  We dont need more obstacles to frustrate law abiding 
ciHzens who have become the sole source of revenue for failed 
government services.  

What we need is a well trained and efficient RTI that operates in a 
transparent and consistent manner, a zero tolerance for corrupHon 
policy, and a competent tesHng regime with simple controls to prevent 
unlicensed or bad road users to be prevented from driving.  

These regulaHons will not achieve anything useful or valuable to our 
society. Go back and examine the current applicaHon and effecHveness 
of the systems and deal with the causes of road carnage and abuse. 
The common pracHce in SA is for the authoriHes to apply stringent and 
even pedanHc interpretaHon to a small minority of law abiding and 
respec�ul users. Anything that hints of poliHcal and anarchic influence 
is avoided at the expense of our safety and the integrity of our judicial 
systems. 

Less emphasis on theoreHcal management and greater focus on 
honest and effecHve implementaHon of laws and services, with 
consistency and integrity. Edwin

2020-10-07 
16:14:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The whole system is corrupt. 
Replace the greedy corrupt officers. 
They have no pride. JJ

2020-10-07 
16:14:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The ANC has nothing else  to do.  
Only extort money from taxpayers. 
Sort the corrupHon out first and foremost. Morgan

2020-10-07 
16:06:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

ANC HAVE NO IDEA HAW TO ADMINISTER ANYTHING. 
THIS WILL NO DOUBT BE ANOTHER VERY GOOD WAY FOR OUR 
CORRUPT TRAFFIC OFFICIALS TO GET MORE BRIBES BY TURNING A 
BLIND EYE AT A PRICE. 
HELL NO, I CAN'T SUPPORT THIS. PETER

2020-10-07 
15:23:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Doubling the amount of fines is immoral. Not allowing access to courts 
are illegal.  
The whole system did not go through the necessary steps to be legal. Oscar

2020-10-07 
15:21:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden R

2020-10-07 
13:37:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

PoliHcians are a]ending to irrelevant issues while the country is 
burning. ViolaHon of traffic rules is only a symptom of the collapse of 
the rule of law in general because of the collapse of state insHtuHons 
and poliHcians that conHnue to hold themselves above the law. Hennie

2020-10-07 
13:33:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ray 

2020-10-07 
12:48:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current admin is chaoHc to say the least. Get your house in order 
before you implement new rules. This will lead to greater levels of 
bribery and corrupHon. Improve the current system and spend a bit 
more in upgrading licensing faciliHes so dat complaint personnel dont 
have to wait 7 hrs in a queues. Anthony

2020-10-07 
12:32:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We SAfricans  are over taxed when our drivers licenses are stolen the 
thieves get free and we the people have to pay.Why . Government 
can't stop taking more from  the ciHzen if the government was doing 
their work properly then we would be more successful 
StopvCorrupHon Suspend culprits Without Pay. Kamlesh
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2020-10-07 
11:51:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

In KZN presently, and it has been like this for quite a while, at least 3 
years, it is ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE to renew motor vehicle licences, 
computers get stolen, staff shortages and other stupid reasons. 
This is making it MORE an MORE possible that I and many others will 
be guilty of an offence of having an unlicensed vehicle.  
It is difficult for me operaHng in the formal sector of SA,  I do not see 
how it is possible for the less formal sector to comply with their vehicle 
licencing with this burdensome system.. 
The key strokes or number of inputs the licensing official has to 
undertake is REDICULOUS especially in this age of computers. 
If this simple licensing system is so problemaHc, how can any 
complicated demerit system as envisaged be possible to be applied 
universally. 
Bribery and corrupHon are the ONLY possible outcomes of such a 
system in SA. 

ERIK
2020-10-07 
11:42:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

When the current huge bunch of hypocrites / thieves  are behind bars, 
then look again at the current laws. Sandra

2020-10-07 
11:18:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The present govt is not capable of correctly enforcing the laws it 
legislates. Alan

Western Cape 275

2020-11-30 
10:11:07 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We already have to worry about corrupHon without these new 
regulaHons, we do not have the capacity to manage this safely for 
ciHzens. Joe

2020-11-30 
08:08:45 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Simply put....there is no way that this system can and will ever be 
managed properly. This is not an intenHon to curb road fataliHes etc, 
just another veiled method to pluck at the low hanging fruit and 
extract money from those who actually pay for their infringements. Robert

2020-11-27 
07:29:25 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Marius

2020-11-18 
10:10:28 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Government enHHes across SA are riddled with corrupHon and this 
automated system allows far too much room, and has far too li]le 
transparency for it to be viable. The admin  burden on illiterate officials 
and lack of genuine redress does not bode well. They are already 
incapable of collecHng fines, no evidence exists that this will change. Cara

2020-11-08 
23:11:18 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You guys HONESTLY think you would be able to keep up with the admin 
to properly enforce this? YOU CANT EVEN KEEP UP WITH RENEWING 
OUR LICENSES Suzani

2020-11-08 
16:29:34 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system is too complicated and leaves way too much room for 
human error and deliberate abuse by law enforcement. 
The last thing we need is more opportuniHes for the bullies in uniform 
to exploit the common man! Francis

2020-11-06 
15:03:20 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

A person’s driving licence card and the operator card of a motor 
vehicle must be handed in for the disqualificaHon period.  How on 
earth are you going to administrate this and keep a driver's licence etc 
safe and return it to the owner a_erwards????!!!!!!  This is going to 
end up with drivers having to apply and pay for new licence cards 
because the government lost them!!! Anmarie

2020-11-03 
14:09:04 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lynne

2020-11-03 
11:35:23 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system works perfectly. Why do you have to incur 
addiHonal costs towards infrastructure and an increased salary bill to 
administer AARTO? The original cost layout of e-NaHs drew a lot of 
criHsm from the general public. The public were smooth talked that a 
nominal fee will be raised to pay for the computor systems. Once paid 
the fee will disappear. Guess what? It increased more than doublefold 
and is sHll levied on renewal motor vehicle licenses!! Pieter

2020-11-03 
10:39:16 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Doubling Fines for non payment of etolls. At this stage Etoll have been 
unable to furnish me proof of every alleged Hme I go through a gantry 
and visitors from other parts of SA do have a problem for when they go 
to Gauteng once in a few years with no easy way to pay/ know about 
the charges involved at unseen e toll points 

administraHve burden to object/ state your case if being caught on 
camera without human interacHon and chance to discuss 

Process of dispuHng the charge and or staHng reasons for 
contravenHon very cumbersome and Hme consuming with fact that if 
you do not immediately pay that you then receive a demerit point 
AARTO has never worked and will never work. Abolish it. George

2020-10-29 
08:54:17 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Will not work, best sHck to what we have and make it work rather than 
adapHng first world policies that are difficult to administer and 
maintain. Andrew

2020-10-29 
08:18:43 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden AddiHonal burden to a system which cannot sustain itself  currently Steve

2020-10-29 
07:14:30 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system cannot funcHon under the current rule set. How is any of 
this enforceable when minibus taxis are allowed to do as they please 
on our roads? Wesley

2020-10-28 
18:45:41 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Chris 

2020-10-28 
13:21:37 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden RICHARD

2020-10-28 
11:58:09 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

E-tolls should be scrapped. It is not working. Its a tool to fleece drivers.  
Yes to implement zero tolerance of drunken driving.  
No to the doubling of fines.  
No to the tribunal. Athena

2020-10-28 
07:22:15 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden More ways for corrupHon to flourish Nuraan 

2020-10-23 
15:25:56 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden johan
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2020-10-23 
10:06:00 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The act is completely ridiculous, unconsHtuHonal and has absolutely 
NOTHING to do with road safety. This is ALL about introducing their 
"Stealth Tax" and streamlining revenue generaHon, whilst reducing the 
burden of proof required to prosecute someone for traffic offences Miles 

2020-10-23 
10:05:32 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Enforce exisHng laws, replace exisHng officers who is never seen on our 
roads doing their work, with officers that are prepared to work. During 
peak hours there are no traffic police visible anywhere. Norma

2020-10-22 
17:11:00 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Kim

2020-10-22 
16:31:37 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I feel we should not pay more for our infracHons, we pay enough  in 
taxes Ian

2020-10-19 
12:29:00 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is all good on paper. But our Police Force doesnt have the 
competence or capacity to handle all the admin that comes with this. Adi

2020-10-19 
07:43:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system is not policed correctly and as a result actually 
emboldens people to break the law.  The proposed new system creates 
a presumpHon of guilt rather than a presumpHon of innocence which 
violates a human right of the consHtuHon.   Furthermore, it is more 
expensive and onerous on the people it supposedly is there to serve 
with costs to be issued a fine, which adds to the penalty., which is like 
sending someone to jail and telling them they need to pay room and 
board.   The new system is either poorly thought out or thought out in 
such a way as to enrich people at the top.  Ian

2020-10-18 
12:40:44 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system is Purely out to make money - with increasing fees, forcing 
the e-tol issue.  

It will not improve drivers accountability nor adherence to the law.  

Making it a criminal offense not having a drivers license is not going 
really deter people. However it will have a much greater impact as a 
whole on our Judical system having to deal with it. 

SHll use the demerit system, enforce a revised learner driver system.  

Maybe upgrade our whole system to work effecHvely first. Make it that 
you are able to renew licenses electronically (the offices are just so 
slow!!!! And most of the Hme "off line").  A_er 5 renewals go for a 
retest.  

If you want to buy a car you mist have proof that you have a drivers 
licence, if it is for your child or spouse they must have a drivers license. 
(I mean you cant by a tv without a licence does it not make more sense 
when you apply it to a car) 

Rather than focusing on the licensing and fining move to rather ensure 
road worthy vehicles, Making sure that roads are safe to use, geVng in 
place safe and reliable public transport. Anri

2020-10-18 
00:16:19 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Melvyn

2020-10-16 
22:13:28 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Behalwe koste  wat te veel is, is ons nie voorberei op goeie effekHewe 
administrasie nie. Opleiding aan  regte belangstellende workers gaan 
baie kos. Veral nou in die covid pandemic. Dalene

2020-10-14 
12:44:20 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Where infringements are recorded by means of camera, the process is 
totally reliant on the SA Postal Services to be progressed. At present, 
noHces have to be delivered by the metro authority  which ensures 
that the owner of the vehicle receives the infringement noHce. There 
are however many places where the SAPO does not deliver. There are 
also many instances where the SAPO fails to deliver. The owner of a 
vehicle therefor will be unfairly penalized if this system is implemented 
whereby it is assumed that every registered le]er is delivered 
competently. 

The administraHve burden on an already overburdened traffic 
authority will also mean that there will be numerous mistakes made 
and geVng the mistakes corrected will be a nightmare for the owner. 
Just paying for and geVng your new license disc every year is a major 
undertaking for every owner where you have to stand in long queues 
for hour on end, so this will make our lives even more intolerable. Why 
cant the Transport Department make peoples lives easier instead of 
penalizing everyone in every way possible just so that they can move 
around in their own vehicle. Richard

2020-10-13 
16:45:56 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Trudie

2020-10-13 
15:25:44 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Corrupt officials enforcing the regulaHons - they cannot do it now.  
Traffic and police officials not trained. 
RegulaHons not the problem but the enforcement.  
Transgression not important enough to link it to criminality. 

Johannes

2020-10-13 
13:52:42 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The AARTO was a failure from incepHon. Why would it work this Hme 
around? 
It will open the door further for corrupHon and lawlessness by the 
Traffic Police. 
It will place a huge administraHve burden on the public to try and show 
innocence. 
There are enough good laws on the books. Use it properly and it will 
be adequate. 
Firstly, remove all unroadworthy vehicles from the roads, and the 
problem is half solved!!  Johan

2020-10-13 
10:53:26 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Normal Law Enforcement can't even be done and regulated, this leaves 
even more room for corrupHon in this corrupt Government with 
lawlessness prevailing!!! Barend
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2020-10-13 
09:55:30 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not agree with the new regulaHons, Firstly the appeal system is 
shambolic at best, unnecessary costs above and beyond being heavily 
fined. 

Secondly, the government's very own processes does not even work 
properly yet they wish to add more.  
I do not believe law enforcement officials are capable of carrying this 
out as they couldn't carry out basic duHes and regulaHons as they 
already stand. 

Thirdly, how is this going to work with the taxi industry? The 
government showed no backbone against them, how is the new laws 
going to regulate and keep them in order? Simple. It won't. 

My point in all this is that the government wishes new laws and 
regulaHons which will be toothless for the mere fact the current ones 
that stand they can't even enforce, its a waste of Hme, money and 
quite honestly I believe intelligent decisions could be made Jay Jay

2020-10-13 
09:55:16 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not agree with the new regulaHons, Firstly the appeal system is 
shambolic at best, unnecessary costs above and beyond being heavily 
fined. 

Secondly, the government's very own processes does not even work 
properly yet they wish to add more.  
I do not believe law enforcement officials are capable of carrying this 
out as they couldn't carry out basic duHes and regulaHons as they 
already stand. 

Thirdly, how is this going to work with the taxi industry? The 
government showed no backbone against them, how is the new laws 
going to regulate and keep them in order? Simple. It won't. 

My point in all this is that the government wishes new laws and 
regulaHons which will be toothless for the mere fact the current ones 
that stand they can't even enforce, its a waste of Hme, money and 
quite honestly I believe intelligent decisions could be made Jay Jay 

2020-10-13 
08:21:10 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why not just enforce the law as it is instead of creaHng more 
administraHve burdens and costs for us law abiding motorists. 

Stop ? Stop ? with all the best laws in the world that you don't enforce 
on those who it needs to be enforced against.  

Stop ? the taxi industry geVng away with murder and holding us all to 
ransom.  

Stop ? with the corrupHon right from the top as this is another 
opportunity for SOME law enforcers to be corrupt. Isaac

2020-10-13 
06:43:58 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just another way to burden the lawful ciHzens, they can't control 
the current system, taxi drivers and owners drive as they wish, the 
police and the jusHce system cannot control them. They break traffic 
laws with impunity and nothing happens to them. How then does the 
traffic department intend to prosecute them. Only the law abiding 
ciHzens will bear the burden of these laws. This should be stopped 
unHl all ciHzens are equal. Gibson

2020-10-12 
17:57:08 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

What is the point of insHtuHng a sHffer fine system. 
The ANC dont enforce simple speeding / licencing renewal fines to the 
Taxi industry.  
Once again, the ANC simply COPY another Countries system enforce it 
even though its not relevant to Our Driving culture, all so they can 
appear to be DOING SOMETHING CONSTRUCTIVE. 
Stop wasHng tax payers money on a whole new paper work / fine 
system, when we have more URGENT MATTERS TO spend money on. 
NAMELY ELECTRICITY HOUSING etc.  

BUT NOTE...  OUR OPINION MEANS NOTHING...... THE ANC STATE  ..... 
"This is not a peHHon. It is a mandated policy formaHon process which 
government is legally obliged to follow." 
    
In other words, say what you want, you may be quite right but ... Hey... 
STUFF YOU...  
WELL DONE ANC.....  NOT........  ONCE AGAIN WASTING MONEY.....  

BOB

2020-10-12 
17:07:22 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The present laws are not being enforced so how are they going to 
enforce this, the easy way out is to issue speeding fines, instead of 
geVng to the crux of the problem 

Lin

2020-10-12 
16:08:55 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

i Don't see our systems being able to handle the admin, so expecially 
knocking down the demerit points monthly.  
i don't agree with doubling fines. 
I don't expect it to be fare to the law-abiding ciHzens. Mariaan

2020-10-12 
13:42:08 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden E P

2020-10-12 
11:26:02 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government is unable to get the basics of the present system 
enforced so how do they expect to get this far more complicated 
system enforced.? The government need to stop changing laws when 
their incompetence in effecHng the present law is a shiningbeacon for 
all to see.  If the present laws that are more than adequate are too 
much for the officials presently in office, to enforce then the STUPID 
officials need to be replaced not the laws. This government thrives on 
chaos, so the more complicated the law and process and the less 
accountability that can be pinned to a person or official the be]er the 
system for government.  The present law is fine, the idiots running it 
are the problem. George
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2020-10-12 
11:09:24 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden John

2020-10-12 
10:13:30 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I think criminal sancHon is too harsh.  
Driving standards would improve if policing was done properly, issue of 
fraudulent drivers licences addressed, and unroadworthy vehicles 
removed from the road. Fiona

2020-10-12 
09:25:51 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This another a]empt to bypass the Rule of Law . Object to items 
incontestable in Court. Bernard

2020-10-12 
07:39:32 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They cannot even enforce the current set of rules, they would rather 
hide in a bush behind a camera than do visible enforcing on the road. 
Taxis get away with murder while they go a_er easy targets Deon

2020-10-12 
06:51:00 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden This is not where resources should be prioriHzed. James

2020-10-12 
06:23:26 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Toll should be removed 
Fines lowered 
Demerit system will not work in S.A 
Only whites are mostly targeted Hugh

2020-10-11 
23:20:24 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Dirk

2020-10-11 
22:06:30 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Goverment needs to enforce current laws and stop adding new ones, if 
they cant uphold exisHng they will never be able to uphold future laws Alexander

2020-10-11 
19:30:06 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Juan

2020-10-11 
17:12:46 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are 
becoming a 
police  state 

2020-10-11 
15:04:54 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The proposed regulaHons are unwieldy, will create an enormous 
addiHonal administraHve workload, are difficult to understand. 
In addiHon, the consHtuHonal right to a trial in a court of law is 
effecHvely abrogated for many - the offences are adjudicated by a 
tribunal which is likely to become a rubber-stamp on most alleged 
infringements and recourse to an appeal or review following such 
adjudicaHon will impose a financial burden that most infringers will be 
unable to afford. 
The automaHc suspension of licences will work hardship on many who 
are dependent on the ability to drive in order to earn an income - at 
present courts have a discreHon on this issue that is exercised in the 
light of all relevant personal circumstances of the accused person. Derek

2020-10-11 
14:11:01 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Given my past knowledge of how we implement systems in South 
Africa, much depends on the people involved in the system. Whilst I 
fully agree that overall control of road users must be vastly improved, 
we don’t currently apply adequate controls presently. Before moving 
to a sophisHcated merit system, we need improved and more honest 
policing of the roads and a faster court system to finalize cases. Giving 
exisHng police more work to do will not solve any of our current 
problems. 

SoluHons?  
More police; be]er trained police; more focus on taxi offenders; faster 
court processes. Derek

2020-10-11 
12:40:17 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden It will not work. Romeo

2020-10-11 
12:10:27 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

NoHces is not delivered with the current system and payments is not 
allocated correctly. 

Linda
2020-10-11 
11:45:41 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Creates more room for fraud and bribery Henko

2020-10-11 
09:34:27 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

These laws are draconian and infringes on my rights . They are 
indicaHve of a totalitarian police state and contrary to our consHtuHon Danie 

2020-10-11 
08:26:22 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just allow further corrupHon and not give ciHzens the right to 
appeal. 
Illegal driving licences, and people driving without any licences at all, 
are a more pressing problem and should be dealt with first. Rona

2020-10-11 
08:26:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Bruce 

2020-10-11 
08:07:25 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I feel that this is just another opportunity for government to make 
money off of people, the administraHon of so many of our municipal 
and government places are so corrupt already and our own municipal 
police and metro officials fail us on a daily basis, this will not work 
because corrupHon is running from the top and the innocent are 
always paying for what they get away with. I do not agree with any of 
this new rulings and regulaHons, we need righteous people in 
government to step up and do the right thing for the people of South 
Africa. Keagon

2020-10-11 
06:39:54 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system have allready an overload.. We have to struggle to 
take out our car licences with the long queues and back logs.. Why 
dont you make it easier that all licences can be taken out at the Post 
Offices as well?? Who is going to take care if the corrupHon that exist 
allready?  Not enough traffic cops doing their work.. how many cars on 
the road that is not road worthy? I agree with tge point system but 
how do we know eveybody will be treated equily.. some people take 
bribes and is too corrupt.. so NO in our country the old corrupHon 
must first STOP. Mandy

2020-10-11 
06:04:20 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ashley

2020-10-10 
22:43:53 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Al hierdie maatreëls en we]e lyk baie mooi op skrif maar ongelukkig 
sal dit maar weer klaaglik misluk want die wil en die mannekrag en die 
kennis  om dit  toe te pas ontbreek. 

Wend eerder n poging aan om  huidige wetgewing ordentlik toe te pas 
en spaar tersefdertyd baie geld en tyd wat eerder aan Onderwys en 
maatskaplike pensioene bestee kan word.  
Hierdie wetgewing gaan net weer meer korrupsie tot gevolg hê. Pieter 
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2020-10-10 
21:32:24 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Taking people property over fines that some offers write ghost Hckets. 
You cannot implement something if corrupHon is sHll prominent. Wayne

2020-10-10 
10:27:44 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As usual another way of conning the public , 
firstly we do not have enough staff to implement these new rules, and 
secondly who is going to control the taxis organizaHon's who are a law 
unto themselves why should the general public pay through the nose 
again for the incompetency of our leaders , demerit points for 
what ???? when the officials take  bribes this is just another way for 
traffic officials to make money. The South African public are Hred of 
being  AT THE END OF THE WHIP BECAUSE OF  all the stupid 
regulaHons our supposed to be DemocraHc Government are forcing us 
to parHcipate in, and to the fact that our courts are a complete 
shambles  
My immediate thoughts are leave the system the way it is . If the 
system has already been  in  force in Johannesburg since 1998 what did 
it accomplish. Robert 

2020-10-10 
10:07:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system is not funcHoning and corrupHon is rife. 
Introducing a new system is not going to improve the situaHon. The 
exisHng system should be properly managed before implemenHng 
changes.  T-tolls should not be  included at all. Ron

2020-10-10 
07:07:31 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jan

2020-10-10 
07:03:29 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Cathy

2020-10-09 
21:05:47 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Doubling the fines will not solve the issue of breaking regulaHons.  
People are already struggling in many ways, to double the fines is to 
drain people financially and create a sense of hate towards the 
department of transport and members enforcing the law. More 
regulaHons will be broken and this will obviously be in the favor of the 
department as they will be fining people double, they will actually be 
siVng back and waiHng for money to roll in. 
Doubling penalHes will put more strain on people as they are 
struggling especially  with maintaining their renewals. 
They way taxi drivers drive by stopping anywhere or driving slow in fast 
lanes, or changing lanes, and endangering people's lives, driving over 
red robots should be a criminal offence. Not driving without license, 
we all drove without license at home, why take that away. Luciano

2020-10-09 
20:06:12 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I think that the public are going to be grossly abused with li]le 
recourse. It will become a big income erner both for local authoriHes 
and officials. This is in my opinion more of an incenHve than making 
things safer and more effecHve. Peter 

2020-10-09 
18:57:58 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mike

2020-10-09 
16:48:29 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

To be quite honest I'm Hred of the police state we seem to moving 
towards. Covid gave the government an excuse to become more 
draconian and now all the various systems follow suit. Where will all 
this end? It's Hme to realise that the ciHzens are not children... the 
more they are treated like children, the more they will act like children. Markus

2020-10-09 
16:31:20 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

No to doubling fines, also scrap the e-tolls. People don't pay their fines 
already, increasing the cost won't do anything except make people find 
back roads to drive instead of learning to drive correctly. Michele

2020-10-09 
16:21:39 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

No selecHon for doubling of fines. 
Fines don't work - lots of people don't pay fines now and the admin 
burden is already beyond the present bureaucrats.  A]empt to 
"streamline" fine payment is probably unconsHtuHonal - more fees for 
lawyers... 
Road tolls are a demonstrated corrupHon magnet.  petrol levy is 
difficult to corrupt - why are all officials trying to use tolls? Dermot

2020-10-09 
15:12:53 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is an administraHvely difficult and burdensome system and will 
make it expensive to run and implement.  SA cannot afford to 
introduce new projects like this. Peter

2020-10-09 
14:12:33 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system is an extra cost that will be pushed onto the public, and 
pocketed by corrupt individuals. 
It will also have no effect on the worst offenders...............The Taxi 
Industry! 

Our rights are just being further eroded. 

This should be scrapped in enHrely. 
Peter

2020-10-09 
13:56:42 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden dries

2020-10-09 
12:22:20 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Government has to prove that the Traffic Department can clamp down 
on illegal taxi's and their total disrespect for traffic laws.  If they cannot 
even enforce current laws on the wearing of seatbelts, cell phones, 
unroadworthy vehicles, etc.  they will implement these new laws 
selecHvely to make money and it will defeat the purpose of the laws. Elna

2020-10-09 
12:13:29 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It's a con to get more money without allowing anyone their 
consHtuHonal rights Hennie
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2020-10-09 
11:17:45 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

South Africa is almost a 100% corrupt country. I am billed and fined for 
vehicles driving under my licence plates and is forced to se]le such 
fines. I believe a demerit system is callous while informaHon of 
motorist and there vehicles can be duplicated with the help of the 
authoriHes who than want to enforce a demerit system on owners of 
vehicles whose licence plates was duplicated. Every month I receive  
toll fees from Gauteng for my vehicle CA 773056 but my vehicle has 
never been to Gauteng. The same vehicle had personalised number 
plates and I was almost gunned down by the police as the vehicle 
MARKS1 WP was reported stolen and used in a robbery while in fact it 
was parked in my garage. I cancelled the personalised number plate in 
2012. At this moment their is a Hcket pending at Drakensberg 
Municipality for that number plate that cost me R2000 and I was 
forced by circumstances beyond my control to cancel it. I therefore do 
not support these amendments unHl South Africa return to a system of 
ethical government. Joseph

2020-10-09 
11:03:01 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hopefully they will use this to get the taxis in line but I cannot see it 
happening. Admin has never been a strong point. Cannot see them 
actually administering this system properly. What rubbish re ETolls. 
They should be scrapped. Eileen

2020-10-09 
10:43:17 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Look at the firearm licence backlog. Files piling up on the desks at SAPS 
. It's complete chaos. 
That is an example of what the traffic departments will be like with all 
these new proposals to administer. 
Also it is a disgrace to even consider the idea of not being able to 
defend oneself in court with regards to traffic infringements. Doubling 
up the value on fines is just a money grab. 
Rather stop the billions of Rands stolen in government corrupHon. pIETER

2020-10-09 
10:32:29 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The e Tolls were never asked for in the first place. Too much bribery 
and corrupHon 

Margie
2020-10-09 
09:59:17 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden campbell

2020-10-09 
09:50:44 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

To the previous quesHon... What is your top concern? I would answer 
"All" of the above. 

Bo]om line is that the administrators ? Government is simply 
Incompetent...!!! 

Higher fine just mean more bribary ..!! 

Not being able to have your day in court just mean more beurocracy, 
pe]yness and worst of all More Cost 

No..!! "Definately Not" in Favour of this Bill...!! Ian
2020-10-09 
09:15:10 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Grant

2020-10-09 
08:10:57 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden So that there could be ore money to be stolen by the ANC  Gangsters Kalil

2020-10-09 
07:56:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The level of exisHng law enforcement is patheHc. Unroadworthy 
vehicles on the roads, Unacceptable management  of drivers ignoring 
rules and laws of the road, Bribery and corrupHon of officials a party to 
licence, roadworthy and fines issue. 
CorrupHon in every aspect of dealing with administraHon. 
Manage the laws of the exisHng rules properly, before trying a demerit 
system, which will also be ignored. Control of South African road users 
is out of control, due to poor traffic officials, simply not doing a proper, 
ethically correct days work and therefore do not earn any respect. Tex.

2020-10-09 
07:45:16 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There has been an ongoing struggle to impose draconian laws and 
regulaHons on the public in an a]empt to recHfy the failings of 
government officials. This is yet another a]empt to recover from the 
failed failed toll-road system which was not properly negoHated but 
rather imposed on the people. They keep coming back with new 
proposals to try and extort money from the people to fund the 
corrupHon, past and present,  by changing the laws. No it is not 
acceptable, first fix the real problem. Sharl

2020-10-09 
05:23:06 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system is "ineffecHve" due to massive bribery and 
corrupHon involving traffic officials and management all the way up - 
the reason why corrupHon is not combated. Increasing the penalHes 
simply increases the corrupHon levels - the state will gain nothing, the 
corrupt officials will rip off the public even more, and the public will 
suffer an increased burden because the government is so corrupt and 
ineffecHve in combaHng this scourge destroying the country. 
As far as E-tolls are concerned, it was implemented unconsHtuHonally, 
the equipment is not correctly licenced/tested, and the only reason 
they keep trying to enforce this seems to be that huge payoffs were 
received/are being owed to offshore or otherwise involved persons/
parHes. When something seems to make no sense follow the money! 
Simply increased ineffecHve administraHon; increased waste of 
taxpayers money; increased financial burden on the public; increased 
funds into corrupt officials pockets; increased levels of corrupHon.  NIL 
posiHve impact. Ian

2020-10-09 
05:04:41 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I am concerned with all of the areas menHoned. The administraHve 
branch if our government is already weak, and this will add to the 
delay and poor handling of things. It will also probably increase 
corrupHon, and it just seems like a money-making scheme to double 
fines. Everything about this regulaHon seems unfair to South Africans! Niki
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2020-10-09 
02:57:50 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Current traffic laws are good enough. 
ImplemenHng this new and costly AARTO system will not solve the 
problem on our roads.   
Traffic departments will never fix the problem by siVng in groups at 
certain places along our roads.  They need to acHvely patrol the 
motorways and enforce respect for the law. 
Cops are scared to patrol and enforce the law in traffic hot spots where 
the laws are constantly broken by Taxis etc.  Those people have no 
respect for other drivers on our roads and because they get away with 
it, causes a lot of frustraHon by other road users. 
people with proper addresses will be easy targets to get even more 
money into governments coffers. 
E-toll is just a money making business, sucking our money away to 
other countries, i.e. Austrian firm who collects e-toll fees. 

Steve

2020-10-08 
23:31:47 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The way things  are going in SA now..,with incompetent  racist and 
corrupt so called officials it definitely will not work.only certain  people 
will be targeted  
Mostly law abiding ciHzens Michael

2020-10-08 
22:22:25 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not support these changes  primarily because as a state we at 
present have very diminished capacity to deal with exisHng 
circumstances.  These changes will place an even heavier burden on a 
police and civil service which is floundering at the moment. 
I also believe that these changes are too draconian and will do li]le to 
improve road safety. 
Be]er training for law enforcement and greater and more consistent 
a]enHon to poor drivers, those driving without licences  and  taxi  
impunity would be far be]erpHons. James 

2020-10-08 
22:01:16 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is yet just another way to make it harder for ciHzens to defend 
themselves from an over bounds government. I do not support this 
draconian law change. Stop treaHng good ciHzens like criminals. Daine

2020-10-08 
21:19:07 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Patricia 

2020-10-08 
21:05:45 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

yes making new laws this is really a lot of nonsense just the thin wedge 
of eroding a ciHzen rights were to next arthhur

2020-10-08 
20:34:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Russel

2020-10-08 
20:22:08 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Currently they cannot even police and enforce exisHng legislaHon. Take 
for an example the Taxis are a law unto themselves. Get your house in 
order and then we can talk. I agree with the stricter legislaHon when it 
comes to driving without a license. Regarding the toll gates it is just 
another tax over and above what motorists are already paying for in 
their fuel levy. Most of the funds go to the administraHon thereof and 
that to foreign companies. Gerhard

2020-10-08 
20:16:35 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

UnHl government can adequately demonstrate that corrupHon is being 
effecHvely managed and that policing of traffic offences can be 
conducted fairly and equitably no changes if this nature should be 
considered.  
As it is there is very poor administraHon and a huge delay in the 
processing and following up of traffic offences, proven effceHve service 
delivery is necessary to demonstrate that government can do this 
competently before implementaHon can be considered. Anton

2020-10-08 
20:12:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There are NO trained officials that can properly implement and police 
this system. Danie

2020-10-08 
20:02:23 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mathys

2020-10-08 
18:24:26 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Its illegal, and against the consHtuHon, right to legal representaHon, 
infringement on our rights, police state, abusing control of the 
populaHon. You cant even run your municipality’s, this will be a 
debacle of note. Just like your Toll Road decision. Bruce

2020-10-08 
17:37:15 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The traffic authoriHes have to be able to control the Taxi Industry 
before any  
amendments affecHng the everyday road user are made, they are a 
law unto themselves and make a mockery of law enforcement.  
This while only a select few motorists are easy pickings for the law 
while having to witness total disregard for the law going unchecked. 
I do agree that driving without a valid drivers license should be strictly 
enforced and punishable, again, target the taxi industry. Introduce 
compulsory drivers training for taxi drivers. I say this knowing full well 
that this will never happen as the AuthoriHes are  
fearfull of the Taxi industry and are unable to control them.  

I object to the infringement of my right to dispute my case in court 
including the process whereby I am informed of the alleged 
transgression, and the process where my actual signature is required 
as acknowledgement thereof, before the case is scheduled for court. 
The use of email and text messages CANNOT serve as sufficient 
evidence that adequate noHce has been given, or presumpHon of 
receipt be implied. 
This is open to abuse where a warrant of arrest can be issued simply 
because a fine has been posted to an address and a text message sent. 
This is simply ridiculous where manymotorists in SA don't have fixed 
abodes or dedicated cell numbers or email! 
The present regulaHons have hitherto been inefficiently applied, and 
taking  
administraHve short-cuts, cannot replace proper policing and 
procedural follow-up Jan

2020-10-08 
17:21:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another lot of paperwork that adds no value and eats up taxpayer 
money. Instead of focusing on real traffic issues, such as unsafe roads, 
minor infringements are targeted to boost coffers and corrupt pockets. 
We, the ciHzens, have lost all faith in the ability of this government to 
do anything in a fair and equitable manner. Frank
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2020-10-08 
16:16:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné

2020-10-08 
15:58:20 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Current System needs Minor Adjustment and Major commitment 
to Enforce.We  an increase of Traffic officers and less visibility..only 
when there is an accident they come out like flies on Ro]en Meat .just 
to cause more obstrucHon Parking all around the Scene..Where are 
they Peak Hour ????? Why are they not at Hot Spots Etc, Soooo Many 
QuesHons .now you want to Remove our LiberHes and Access to 
JusHce.NO Way YUSUF

2020-10-08 
15:23:50 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Only the law-abiding will pay as usual. Try making the roads safe and 
free of burning tyres and other blockages. Just more in the coffers for 
the corrupt to gorge themselves on. Ian

2020-10-08 
15:23:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Only the law-abiding will pay as usual. Try making the roads safe and 
free of burning tyres and other blockages. Just more in the coffers for 
the corrupt to gorge themselves on. Ian

2020-10-08 
15:09:04 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Cant possibly work in SA. Stop burdening the law abiding ciHzen. 
The only people who will be held capable'/accountable are the 
ordinary law abiding ciHzens and not the Lawbreakers. 
laying a heavy extra burden on all "contactable residents." while the 
rest go free to do as they will. brian

2020-10-08 
15:07:16 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We have all seen taxis abusing road traffic laws. How many traffic 
enforcement officers will be prepared to apply this burdensome 
system without  being targeted ?   
More bureaucracy and costs implemenHng Arthur

2020-10-08 
15:06:03 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This legislaHon does not assist the honest taxpayer at all. It creates an 
administraHve overhead which will contribute to increases in licence 
fees and tolls.  Tolls are just another form of taxaHon and now we will 
pay taxes on top of taxes. The whole AARTO scheme is just another 
revenue generaHng job creaHng minefield intended only to saHsfy 
poliHcal agendas and not to contribute to South African society.  Get 
the exisHng traffic officers to do their jobs properly and there will be 
no need for this system.  Instead of siVng in their cars waiHng for li]le 
old ladies doing 67 kilometres per hour in a 60 zone, go out and pull all 
the unlicensed vehicles off the roads, find the vehicles that are not 
roadworthy and crush them, arrest a few taxi drivers ,  and make a 
posiHve contribuHon to the design of proper road systems. Kim

2020-10-08 
14:53:52 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system is good enough,big we had proper and efficient 
municipaliHes. However, it all fails right there. CorrupHon and 
incompetence , thieving at all government levels must be stopped first. Ingo

2020-10-08 
14:24:54 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hierdie is ‘n geldmaak skema en het niks met padveiligheid te doen 
nie. Daar is niks fout met die padveiligheidswetgewing nie, dit word 
net nie toegepas nie.  Die beamptes wil langs die pad sit en gesels of 
slaap en steeds hulle dalaris ontvang. Ek ry ‘n nuwe voertuig en is al ‘n 
paar keer afgetrek en dan word my ligte en remme en toeter ens. 
getoets, maar opgeroeste rammelkaste met los wapperende 
dakpanele word nie gestop nie. Ek vra by een so ‘n geleentheid 
hoekom daardie voertuig nie gestop word nie, was die antwoord- ek 
moet my mond hou, want hulle is nou met my besig want dis ek wat 
gestop is, nie daardie onpadwaardige vowetuig nie.  Dus solank we]e 
selekHef toegepas word, gaan die werklike doel NOOIT bereik word 
nie. Gerhard

2020-10-08 
14:18:43 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

A_er lockdown, many of us were in a bad mental or financial state. 
These regulaHons will place strain on a populaHon that is already 
pre]y vulnerable. Elizabeth

2020-10-08 
14:04:15 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The ANC can not organise a party in a brewery....how do they think 
they can manage a sophisHcated system that is inherently 
unconsHtuHonal. And, with police corrupHon rife, bribes will be paid to 
get past AARTO....most of all.... 

I DON'T CARE!!! Andre
2020-10-08 
13:52:43 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AARTO is inherently corrupt just like the South African government. It's 
in effect an anc ponzi scheme Neels 

2020-10-08 
13:44:00 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The same people who are presently running the system  
INCOMPETANTLY will be the same people running the new system but 
with much more unwarranted  power.  There is already a credibility 
and distrust scenario. AARTO would make it worse. The emphasis is on 
MONEY COLLECTION and not VISIBLE POLICING that would actually 
reduce road carnage. Its virtually impossible to communicate with the 
current authoriHes whether email or telephone--there is zero 
response. The proposed AARTO system makes me responsible for 
proving my innocence as opposed to the consHtuHon which says my 
guilt must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Walk before you run- apply the current laws fairly and firmly across 
THE WHOLE SPECTRUM of road users, earn a bit of respect- then you 
may get support. ChrisHan

2020-10-08 
13:41:24 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government is unable to provide water, electricity and prevent 
corrupHin within its own ranks. They are unable to stop the Taxi 
industry from completely dissobeying every rule of the roads. How can 
the possibly implement this fairly. It will open up a huge administraHve 
nightmare open to more corrupHon. Luke
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2020-10-08 
13:19:32 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You cannot  introduce first world ideas before a) all admin offices are 
corrupHon free and running effecHve and efficiently. This obviously 
also applies to traffic officers. b) Traffic laws apply to everyone and all 
offenders should be treated the same. This includes taxis. Nobody 
should be excluded from AARTO when operaHonal. To increase 
collecHon of fines, do away with unmanned cameras. Offenders, 
including reckless drivers, should be stopped there and then. Drivers 
and car licenses and roadworthy should be checked  on the spot. 
Traffic officers should be visible all the Hme. Any driver without a valid 
license , non-roadworthy car must know that he will be caught today. 
Offenders should know skipping a stop street, unbuckled children, 
dogs on the drivers lap will lead to a fine on the spot. 
In summary:- Before creaHng an admin monster take that money and 
get the basics right. Once this works efficiently and effecHvely you can 
introduce first world ideas. 

Marius
2020-10-08 
13:01:26 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Farouk

2020-10-08 
12:53:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our Government always comes up with these wonderful ideas and 
regulaHons which they cannot implement, and if they do, they do not 
get policed.  We have a bunch of incompetent, lazy, corrupt officials in 
ALL departments.   They are unskilled, and want to introduce a system 
which they themselves will not understand or administer.  They are 
conHnually trying to create a dictatorship, taking all rights away from 
ciHzens.  This is a democraHc country and we have consHtuHonal 
rights.  Who do they think they are taking these away.  Every ciHzen 
has a right to defend themselves.  They should spend more Hme on 
weeding out and puVng the criminals in jail.  People do not pay fines 
currently as they are too high, so by increasing them even more will 
not mean that they will pay.  To say that the ciHzens must prove that 
they did not get a summons via registered post, is ludicrous as as post 
office system is null and void?  Currently 90% of the taxi drivers do not 
have licenses so perhaps they should start looking at that as a project 
instead. 

Pat

2020-10-08 
12:37:53 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

First, I do not understand nor know of any provided argument / 
evidence that this system with its addiHonal administraHve burden will 
actually address the road deaths and bad driving standards in our 
country. 

Secondly, the doubling of fines is essenHally cruel when considered in 
the current context of South Africans on the ground: economy in 
recession, massive loss of jobs and small to medium businesses, and 
an unemployment rate of nearly 40%. 

UlHmately this regulaHon will only reinforce the public's view of traffic 
law enforcement as "enemies out to get me" instead of supporHng 
cooperaHon to keep roads safe. Ancois

2020-10-08 
12:28:33 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All municipaliHes not ready  for big change  applying of  rules will not 
be fair and equal Leon

2020-10-08 
12:20:04 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The system is not enforceable - it will be totally ignored or subverted 
by the taxi industry. 
Also the concept of guilty Hll proven innocent i unacceptable Willie

2020-10-08 
12:11:54 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Madeleine

2020-10-08 
11:57:54 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not believe that etoll is legally binding. I sold a vehicle and sHll 
receive etoll info on it. What happens to demerits on a vehicle if you 
sell it? 
First resolve etoll debacle then start the process. 
The AArto system is unwieldy. 
The current system does not even work. Book for licencing, Hme delays 
etc, how is this system going to work. lawrence

2020-10-08 
11:53:38 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system hardly works so why make it even more 
complicated. Where does fine money go.? Pauline

2020-10-08 
11:35:38 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Government is quick to make laws that they do not enforce 
equitably. The real problem on our roads is the taxi industry who do as 
they please and the government have never had the guts to clamp 
down on them. It is much easier bullying the general public. The 
regulaHons imposed during the virus tells you all that you need to 
know. Stringent rules for Joe public but the taxi industry do as they 
please. Brian

2020-10-08 
11:28:52 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I dont believe in the E-toll system it should be scrapped.  Cops should 
be properly trained and corrupHon should be rooted out. At the 
moment the Traffic Department cant even enforce the law as it is 
never mind changing it. The ordinary law-abiding ciHzen is penalised 
and the taxi drivers who are the worst offenders get away scot free. shirley

2020-10-08 
11:11:23 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will open the door to bribes. This will corrupt the officials even 
more. Neill

2020-10-08 
11:03:10 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another case of stricter and harsher laws while exisHng laws aren't 
policed. AdministraHon and policing is corrupt and incompetent in 
nearly all provinces and regions so adding more laws with higher 
penalHes isn't going to correct the problem if the underlying issues 
aren't addressed and recHfied. Never take away a ciHzens rights 
because of department failure. Less laws, more efficiency. Pull yourself 
together AARTO. Miranda

2020-10-08 
11:00:14 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It is one thing to write down regulaHons but in South Africa with 
untrained, corrupt officials it would be a nightmare to regulate and 
enforce. 
It only opens up another avenue for bribery, corrupHon and stealib Abie
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2020-10-08 
10:43:30 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden It’s a disaster at the moment and will get even worse with this system. Wolfgang 

2020-10-08 
10:33:54 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

How did the e-tolls come into this regulaHon? This  must be removed. 
Once corrupHon is under control maybe address this legislaHon ( which 
will be never). 
Increasing the Fines will only further exacerbate corrupHon. 
When we have a reliable Traffic Service who treat everybody the same 
this change in regulaHons might be a consideraHon. 

Barry
2020-10-08 
10:13:30 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden This is just to collect Extra revenue. Pieter

2020-10-08 
10:12:58 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Goverment must first get all licensing office up and running and 
funcHoning properly befor they start changing and amending laws that 
they cannot even control now. The systems that were in place have 
been screwed up by lazy non competent employees who were corrupt. 

If they cannot catch up with the issuing of renewals, new applicants of 
both drivers licenses and vehicle etc how will they be able to 
implement new systems etc. 

Johann

2020-10-08 
10:08:24 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There are so many people who are driving without licences at the 
moment and the authoriHes cannot stop them driving anyway! So how 
are they going to enforce the law or laws .   Law breakers carry on 
driving even a_er they are stopped and the vehicle is impounded or 
removed from their possession! 
Traffic and ordinary police at the moment are too scared to prosecute 
known offenders at the moment, so how are they going to do it even 
with this new set of laws? 
This system is going to be  as ineffecHve as the current traffic policing 
at the moment is proving.  Also the traffic officials, in some cases that I 
have seen, set bad examples by also not obeying the laws  and 
overlooking blatant offences in front of their eyes! 
If you have held a licence pre the new regulaHons without having to 
renew every 5 years as it is at present,  what  difference has the new 
laws made other than making   extra revenue for the government, 
who, through vat and indirect taxes on fuel for "Road Maintenance" 
also claim through toll roads as an extra cherry for their private use! 
Extra extreme  penalty laws will not change the mentality of road users 
in their aVtude to  
road safety, or other peoples lives!   More a]enHon should be paid 
also to drunk pedestrians  
who also pose a threat to other public road users! 
If the authoriHes are so worried about road safety they would have 
made tyres cheaper and no high speed tyres would be possible to 
obtain, brake and systems would be cheaper on repair so that it would 
be more affordable and all vehicles capable of reaching speeds over 
130kph would have to be governed not to exceed this speed! 
Or they could not be driven on public roads and would only be allowed 
on racetracks and would be licenced as such! John

2020-10-08 
10:07:11 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The country is plagued by corrupHon & racism &geVng worse. State 
insHtuHons , municipaliHes are falling apart dragging the country down 
as a whole. There just is not any plan that I see or hear the try turn this 
around. Unemployment at worse levels yet & set to get worse. Taxi 
industry rules the roads & have there own laws.  
Now this sick government wants to implement first world standards in 
driving behaviour when not one official is able to behave themselves. 
What can I say. Very very sick government now also trying to bank 
some more money by introducing very worthy regulaHons for very sick 
reasons Deon

2020-10-08 
10:03:31 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Concentrate on real crime, integrate the police with traffic officials so 
they can work together. Traffic officials have faster vehicles to fight real 
crime. Gary

2020-10-08 
09:58:58 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Dorry

2020-10-08 
09:56:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

One wonders how much legal expert opinions have gone into this 
dra_, and many quesHons arise e.g. what happens if one has 
inadvertently le_ his/her drivers licence at home?  
How effecHvely has the exisHng regulaHons been administrated? Will 
the proposed regulaHons not open more doors for bribes/corrupHon in 
an already financially overburdened society? 

Unmanned toll roads have already proved to be a failure and many 
experts are of the opinion that the only other way to increase funds for 
road maintenance is to increase the fuel levy 

Hendrik

2020-10-08 
09:54:44 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Return RSA to a true MulH-Racial (NO BEE-Black nonsense) Democracy 
before passing new laws. Deal with corrupHon, nepoHsm and the_ of 
public resources and get the country back to meaningful work that is 
remunerated for service delivered not just filling a (funny -seat) false 
job posiHon like in the bloated civil service and SOE's which have 
bankrupted the country and made ANC Cadres rich.  "Socialism work's 
unHl you run out of other peoples money to spend."  The ANC is Hell 
Bent on following Zimbabwe's example to ruin and cadre enrichment. Andrew

2020-10-08 
09:52:39 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Just another revenue making scheme, who will pay & who will not pay! Grant

2020-10-08 
09:43:11 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Phillip
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2020-10-08 
09:32:39 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Nothing more than another job creaHon system.  Wonderful idea if you 
already have the Rapes; cash in transit heists; corrupHon; farm 
murders and employment opportuniHes under control.  Problem is you 
don’t.  Within a week you will have to jail every taxi driver as you know 
they will not abide by the rules and that’s 100% fact. 

Sorry complete waste of Hme and will do nothing nite than clog the 
already unmanageable system further. Michael

2020-10-08 
09:31:11 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The administraHve burden will be impossible as they're already 
struggling with the current system. The sheer volume of corrupHon in 
this sector is mind blowing - I don't even want to contemplate how it 
would spin out of control with this system! Ingrid

2020-10-08 
09:24:22 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Over and above the fact that the administraHve burden will not be 
handled by officials it is draconian and before we do not get a 
competent administraHon on all levels there is no chance for any 
be]erment in this country. Jakobus P H

2020-10-08 
09:23:57 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They cannot even enforce the current system properly. You receive a 
picture someHmes months a_er the alleged transgression without 
having been given the opportunity to verify the legality of the site and 
equipment approval. How do they expect to administer and comply 
with theextra burden and the infringe on your rights given the current 
unlawful processes? Wietsche

2020-10-08 
09:23:21 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This government needs to focus on prioriHes. The law enforcement 
agencies are a mess. We don't need more laws, we need more capable 
law enforcement. E-tolls are basically illegal since we did not consent 
to it - its a shambles. First show that you can deal with Taxis, illegal 
operators, corrupt licencing & tesHng centres. You cant fix a current 
mess by adding more legislaHon - that just adds to the mess. I am 
totally opposed to this bill. Alex

2020-10-08 
09:22:27 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné

2020-10-08 
09:21:21 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I totally disagree with everything in these proposed changes. The 
current easier system is not managed very well so how can they 
possible manage these new proposals. Once again the innocent law 
abiding ciHzens are the ones that will pay the price under these 
changes. Go a_er the illegal drivers and those breaking the law ie taxis 
divers and unlicensed drivers  instead. They are right in front of you. Cyndy

2020-10-08 
09:19:13 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All that traffic cops do is issue fines. They are nowhere to be seen 
when it comes to their main duHes of traffic regulaHon. That they 
unashamedly leave up to sponsors (Outsurance) so that the taxpayer 
indirectly pays for such services. If the traffic police cannot do their 
jobs currently - what good will it do to make more laws? The man in 
the street is suffering immensely at the moment - why add to his 
misery by doubling fines? The tollgates saga, as every body knows, was 
a complete sham by the ANC, to the benefit of their pals in another 
country. Now the motorist must pay up and shut up? The ANC governs 
as it wants - it has no regard for the motorist. Erich

2020-10-08 
09:03:21 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Wa]er Regering? Hier is nie 'n regering so! se moer met hul we]e!!! jan

2020-10-08 
09:02:19 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Another system that corrupHon will thrive on. Jan

2020-10-08 
08:56:12 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

for a long while AARTO noHficaHons have not or sent a_er date of 
licence renewals.... this will even  lead to overload. antoon 

2020-10-08 
08:55:08 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Rodney

2020-10-08 
08:53:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government can’t even govern the current system nor any 
municipality. Waste of funds and energy while decreasing a civilian’s 
rights and increasing the stronghold of an already corrupt government. Varenka

2020-10-08 
08:52:33 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why do they want to double the current fine rate, is this a 
moneymaking scheme? John

2020-10-08 
08:45:37 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This new proposal will put a further burden on the economics of our 
country.  
Appealing and having the right to contest,  will make this a police state 
an too, make it harder to fight unjust fines and officers of the law not 
interpreHng the law correctly  
The demerits point system will count against certain persons who have 
difficulty in dealing with officers of the law.....this contesHng is within 
their rights to have an opinion,  however will count against them.  This 
goes against the freedom of speech,  as officers of the law will use this 
as a form of revenge against anyone they want Ian

2020-10-08 
08:37:27 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Will not be possible to implement! 
Johannes

2020-10-08 
08:36:33 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why increase everything?. Just enforce the current Law and everything 
should be fine (pardon the pun). An increase makes me believe it is 
only to fund the "NaHonal Enterprise" of corrupHon. The only change I 
support is to make driving without a Driver's Licence a criminal offence 
(please note that I do not specifically say a "valid" Driver's Licence, as a 
valid Driver's Licence in my opinion includes an expired Licence, but 
only that it has expired due to non-renewal). Werner

2020-10-08 
08:27:46 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné

2020-10-08 
08:27:02 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

UnHl the ANC govt can get a hold on corrupHon this will just become 
another corrupt, misused, failed endeavor and average law abiding 
ciHzens will be the easy targets (as they already are)!!! Tracy
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2020-10-08 
08:23:51 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné

2020-10-08 
08:23:48 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Not with this corrupt country. This will only be applicable to tax paying 
ciHzens Cindy 

2020-10-08 
08:23:43 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné

2020-10-08 
08:14:59 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The CorrupHon and inefficiency in all public service departments has 
reached such a level of incompetence that this has led to parallel 
businesses operaHng in order to "work the system".  I have seen this 
first hand.  The Public Service is there to serve the public and not put 
unnecessary and Hme-consuming barriers in the way of normal life. 
UnHl the Government and public service has reached levels of 
competency and honesty one cannot add more "red tape" to a system 
that already cannot funcHon. 
I have experienced this and can vouch this first hand. 
Nothing works anymore without wasHng too much unproducHve 
personal Hme on incompetence bureaucraHc systems. 
Simplify things for the Hme being and stop adding more rules and 
regulaHons that are hampering our economic growth and add to the 
corrupHon and lethargy of the Public Service. Steven

2020-10-08 
08:10:24 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden I don't support the AARTO proposal faldielah

2020-10-08 
08:09:57 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Toll fees has nothing to do with one's driving abiliHes and it must be 
removed from AARTO.  It is a money making racket. 
If the traffic officers can't implement the exisHng laws, how are they 
going to cope with AARTO?  Bring back visual traffic policing and 
enforce the exisHng laws as they are and then make improvements 
which will enhance road safety. The administraHve burden on drivers 
are in a shambles and needs to be addressed first before bringing 
changes that are going to increase the burden. 
Access to courts to defend oneself is a consHtuHonal right and should 
not be infringed. Werner

2020-10-08 
08:05:10 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I will not be held hostage to pay for your corrupt etol system and to go 
through all that admin to try and prove my innocence while the 
criminals just don't care. Antonie

2020-10-08 
08:01:24 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden It will not be possible to enforce. Gerry

2020-10-08 
07:53:56 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Govt can’t organize a pissup in a brewery so how are they going to 
administer this law. It lends itself to extorHon by traffic officials. Bob

2020-10-08 
07:45:27 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden All the points made are a concern Anneline

2020-10-08 
07:38:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We cannot even process current administraHve funcHons easily. People 
are just going to drive without licences. It's open to abuse by already 
corrupt officials. The enHre concept is poorly conceived for a country 
with the mulH level constraints we have. Great in theory. Poor in 
pracHce! Debbie 

2020-10-08 
07:34:19 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Sandra

2020-10-08 
07:33:48 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AARTO has been riddled with potholes since it’s incepHon and li]le has 
been done to recHfy it.  
Under the current administraHon system, for example, ex vehicle 
owners are sHll being targeted for fines etc for vehicles that they sold 
2, to 3 years ago, despite having completed the necessary 
documentaHon and handing it in to the relevant authority.; 
Vehicle Online license renewal system is diabolical;  
Vehicle fleet proxies are being aggressively pursued by authoriHes, 
even a_er they have le_ their respecHve companies and 
communicated as such to the authoriHes, because the system is a 
shambles.  

AARTO, much like K53, should be scrapped in its enHrety.  
Alfred

2020-10-08 
07:30:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is already minimal policing of traffic violators. 
Adding MORE laws will not improve this. The guilty will remain free 
and corrupt, while the innocent will suffer more.  
Just another means to create more money to steal from tax payers.. 
The end result(be]er traffic control) will not ever happen! Bruce

2020-10-08 
07:23:35 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden You cannot control the Taxis, how will implement this system. Lol Mike

2020-10-08 
07:16:27 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We do not need more laws but instead we need be]er enforcement of 
exisHng laws. Mike

2020-10-08 
06:59:53 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why make more laws if the current ones are not properly enforced?  
Taxis speed, run red lights, drive on yellow lines, park / stop where 
they want.  Start enforcing the current laws properly before making 
more. 

It will simply cause more admin and not make the road a safer place. 
We need people on the road enforcing the law.  Not admin staff 
processing paperwork! Abrie

2020-10-08 
06:48:59 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné
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2020-10-08 
06:48:13 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné

2020-10-08 
06:47:57 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe there is control on the roads as it is. Why add an 
addiHonal admin system when we need more police on the road. Our 
country displays its lawlessness already on the roads. How will you 
change that culture with new regulaHons if you're not capable of 
enforcing the new and the old? Morné

2020-10-08 
06:47:45 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The court system in SA in not ready for this kind of system  
Angelo 

2020-10-08 
06:23:22 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Merely enacted opportuniHes for even greater levels of authoritarian 
looHng, corrupHon and enforcing ill conceived & poorly planned 
schemes like etolls, etc. Kobus

2020-10-08 
06:12:23 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

UnHl we enjoy a funcHoning South Africa, where all administraHve staff 
depict competency and management show accountability, leave this 
very First World venture well alone.  It will just be another government 
department creaHng "jobs", with powers far beyond present needs. Kenneth

2020-10-08 
05:47:21 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There are enough laws in place that are not enforced at present 
making new ones is senseless. Less government involvement the 
be]er. Tyrone

2020-10-08 
01:30:56 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If the ANC Goverment stop stealing all the money, this would not be 
necessary to rob the poeple futher of the li]le bit we sHll have le_, 
traffic fines are already a waste of Hme and money. Hein

2020-10-08 
01:09:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will just cause more problems than we already have and waste of 
Hme Chan

2020-10-07 
22:21:29 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden J

2020-10-07 
22:10:10 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All of the concerns menHoned. 
AARTO is a mess. I have tried to deal with them a_er geVng another 
motorist's fine. A photo of the infringement (which happened in 
Gauteng) a]ached to the fine sent to me did not correspond with the 
descripHon of the vehicle printed on the fine. It took me several weeks 
and many emails and calls to get a response from them. This happen 
only a_er I included a cc to the Ministry of Transport and addressed 
the mail to AARTO and the Minister of Transport. 
They are not fit to handle their present tasks. Why add more. The 
increase in the money value of the fines will just make more money 
available for corrupHon in government departments. The Department 
of Transport should rather get their present administraHon, operaHons 
and control in order. 

ChrisHe

2020-10-07 
22:09:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just another way to milk the poor man in the street so that they can 
line their own pockets. Every decision this government make sHnks of 
corrupHon. Pamela

2020-10-07 
21:38:18 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court is 
unconsHtuHonal. Innocent Hll proven guilty. Now it will be guilty unHl 
proven innocent by means of a costly cumbersome red tape admin 
system.  JC

2020-10-07 
21:37:39 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden You cant even run the current system.  Its disastrous. Liza

2020-10-07 
21:37:39 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden You cant even run the current system.  Its disastrous. Liza

2020-10-07 
21:27:57 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not agree to this because good ciHzens get prosecuted while 
criminals are ignore. First tackle the real problems. Christopher

2020-10-07 
21:17:59 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why is OUR government determined on chasing it's tax paying ciHzens 
abroad. This clearly an extorHon of necessiHes Riccardo
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2020-10-07 
21:05:33 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The Payments of e tolls should not have any impact on my drivers 
license. E-tolling should be scrape in its enHrity. 
Cops will target white people and women, because they are shit scared 
of the illegal and non-licensed drivers. 
They will also not do anything to the TAXI drivers. 
Companies been penalised with the drivers of their vehicles have 
traffic violaHons??? 
The driver should be penalised ! 
E-tolling should be scrape in its entrity. 
WHO is going to enforce these laws??? NOT enough capable traffic 
cops !!! 
Emptying locals pockets again ... STOP the corrupHon FIRST ! 

FOCUS ON THE BASICS AGAIN !!!! 

1.) Years ago, over an Easter period, there was a "Arrive Alive" 
campaign where EVERYONE was asked to drive with their lights ON. 
The result was one of the lowest accident rates over a peak period ... 
EVER ! 
- So why not make it LAW. 

2.) The basics of traffic eHque]e have been lost & no longer promote/
no signage/etc by WC Government - KEEP LEFT & PASS RIGHT ! 
- This will reduce frustraHon, traffic rage & accidents & generate a 
CULTURE of courtesy. 

3.) What should come on first on a motor vehicle? The brake lights or 
the indicator light? Obviously the INDICATOR lights, then the brake & … 
then turn. It should be LAW that indicators are COMPULSORY. 
- This will reduce frustraHon, traffic rage & accidents & generate a 
CULTURE of courtesy. 

4.) We have a law about not driving holding & talking on a Cellphone, 
BUT you are allowed to drive wearing EARPHONES listening to music. 
Crazy ! You lose ALL sense of what it happening around you. 
- This should also be illegal. 

5.) It should be LAW that when MERGING, it is a logical process of one-
then-one-then-one. Each person gets their turn. Have you ever noHced 
when there is a traffic cue or bo]leneck, the reason is ALWAYS because 
of us not being able to merge like humans, but sheep, we always try & 
pip the next person to try & beat him, by 1 car’s length. Crazy! 
- This will reduce frustraHon, traffic rage & accidents & generate a 
CULTURE of courtesy. 

Guy’s – GO BACK and focus on THE BASICS again !!! 

Joe
2020-10-07 
21:02:55 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

First address the corrupHon before any new regulaHons are put in 
place.  Elizabeth

2020-10-07 
20:58:08 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Henry

2020-10-07 
20:49:22 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another way for bribery and corrupHon to increase. Laws are not 
enforced coz of incapable people in these posts Celeste

2020-10-07 
20:46:25 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The exisHng system is not correctly policed and is more than adequate  
for SA . GET THE EXISTING WORKING CORRECTLY. David

2020-10-07 
20:45:34 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Peter 

2020-10-07 
20:45:01 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current system would work well if it were properly uHlised and 
jusHce was swi_ly dealt out. Currently there are not enough traffic 
police and SAPS properly trained to effecHvely do the job they're 
supposed to do.   CorrupHon, slovenly behaviour/conduct has to be 
weeded out before the public can even think about trusHng these civil 
servants.  Proper driver training and behaviours should  be prioriHsed 
first and foremost  before anyone gets a licence..   So_ targets will 
unfortunately become the norm as the mafia behaviour of the taxi 
industry will conHnue to be avoided by  scared police. Jackie

2020-10-07 
20:40:38 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I Total object . the camera are illegal  and not serviced properly . and i 
dont trust the AARTO  
officers make up there own laws and dont know the Law.  
Why are we the public have to tell the officer that he / she is wrong .   
officers make up bogus fines so they can get there fines per day count. 

Normen

2020-10-07 
20:32:50 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

How will it be implemented on taxi drivers whom have shown that 
they can rule government?  
Just another way to keep gravy train rolling Theunis

2020-10-07 
20:07:58 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

So essenHally only the mainly complaint drivers will lose licenses. 

Taxis will drive irrespecHve of license lost or not?????????? Traffic 
AuthoriHes too kak sleg to fine them. 

Doubling fines only has relevance to normal users. TAXIS DONT pay so 
it serves no purpose. Law unto themselves - too many BIGWIGS own 
taxis. 

Our roads are doomed as there is too much money being paid to look 
elsewhere. 

Mike
2020-10-07 
19:48:15 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are conHnually being CONTROLLED by greedy incompetent, corrupt 
leaders in government.  Aiming for a controlled society. Julie
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2020-10-07 
19:45:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The AARTO act has become a money making scheme instead of law 
enforcement. 
We don't need more laws, we need be]er implementaHon of exisHng 
laws. 

Run the demerit system on all vehicles used for public transport for 
two years. 
Then report back on your findings. Leon

2020-10-07 
19:44:53 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

SA is unable to enforce current laws/rules , best the traffic 
enforcement and legal fraternity bed down what we already have with 
perhaps some adjustments, To embark on such radical changers is 
unacceptable. There are many flaws in the new AARTO which takes 
away individual rights etc. I for one do not want to get demerits 
because of someone else's poor driving skills just because they are 
driving my vehicle. I say no, more research needs to be done and the 
law refined to suit SA needs, not just adapHng some other first world 
system that is not suited to SA condiHons.       Andrew

2020-10-07 
19:42:06 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1. "Wri]en representaHon, then a tribunal and eventual an appeal and 
review to the Magistrate's Court" sounds like extreme bureaucraHc 
humdrum and inefficient handling of a ma]er which was previously 
quickly resolved and expiated. "Wri]en representaHon" is rarely online 
and usually entails an arcane fax system. So, invariably communicaHon 
is lost. at least in court all the evidence must be at hand an nothing 
gets lost in translaHon or misinterpreted. I feel it is unconsHtuHonal to 
deny a person the right to elect to be tried in open court.   

2. Doubling penalHes for fines, similar to the "death penalty", is not a 
deterrent. Those who commit crimes/offenses do so with no regard of 
consequences or the supposiHon of being caught. The hubris of 
"geVng away with it" drives the acHvity. No potenHal penalty is going 
to sway the perpetrator from the act. 

3. I am also concerned about the desHnaHon of the aforemenHoned 
penalHes. If it will serve to improve road condiHons and road safety, by 
all means. But is all likelihood it will line the pockets of the bureaucrats 
who envisioned this system. More money = more corrupHon. 

4. The e-toll system is a poliHcal scam and no fines should be levied at 
those who do not pay them. It was forced upon the unsuspecHng 
public. At the moment half the users of the roads in quesHon (if so 
many) pay the tolls and the other half does not. This is a choice. The 
quesHon sHll remains on where the income from the revenue is 
directed.  

5. Normal toll roads are already quite expensive. These are preferred 
due to be]er safety and road condiHons, compared to alternaHve 
roads on the same route. If increased fines are needed to maintain the 
road safety and condiHons, then so be it. Just bear in mind the 
economic recession and possible depression associated with the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Exorbitant costs of road travel, may inspire 
people to use and prefer other modes of transportaHon. 

6. Making it a criminal offence if a driver does not possess a driver's 
licence, is extremely far fetched. Again, the real "criminals" are not 
targeted by this act, but normal law abiding ciHzens, who forgot to 
renew their licences or forgot it at home. The criminal jusHce system is 
South Africa is already overwhelmed with real, injurious and heinous 
crimes (murder, rape, the_, domesHc violence). This is similar to 
criminalising and vicHmising people who do not own TV licences.  

7. CorrecHng misinformaHon is always a good thing. This is the only 
point I agree with.      Petrus 

2020-10-07 
19:36:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I feel this proposed new law is to light on drivers who break the law . 
The law should be extremely harsh because that driver is siVng behind 
the wheel of a deadly machine. An must act responsibly . Elton

2020-10-07 
19:01:44 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Start to demerit  crooked cops. Most of them are not  well trained, and 
will give you a Hcket because you are not willing to bribe them. 
This is another way of making money out of  ciHzens. You get fined on 
something that you are innocent of and never have the chance to 
defend yourself in court. Colleen

2020-10-07 
18:54:52 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Sylvia

2020-10-07 
18:52:08 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Nardus

2020-10-07 
18:40:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Th e doubling of Hmes  payable seems to be yet another way for 
government to make more money, & increasing the number of 
demerits before a licence is suspended  is ridiculous bearing in mind 
the horrific number of deaths due to appalling driving.  
This whole thing is an  exercise in fuHlity, & proves that the 
government has no real interest in making the roads safer. Diane

2020-10-07 
18:21:23 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our government does not have the ability to enforce any law in our 
country properly, because of  bad training, laziness, incompetence, and 
corrupHon. 
Making new laws will thus not achieve anything.  First correct the 
above points, THEN consider to make changes that make sense. 
The 0% alcohol is just another ridiculous dream..... Du Toit

2020-10-07 
18:09:47 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

SA drivers are no way ready for such sofisHcated system. Neither those 
who supposed to enforce it. SA can't enforce simple regulaHons how 
can we expect this systen. Sadulla 

2020-10-07 
17:34:03 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The AARTO regulaHons are extremely complex. It will be a challenge 
for law enforcement to  absorb the detail - let alone the driving public.  
South Africa needs clear, simple laws that are enforced uniformly and 
properly. Viv
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2020-10-07 
17:27:13 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Therusha

2020-10-07 
17:24:23 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Once again  the government is   caning the so_ targets .  Why is it 
always about money    . 22000 people per  year are murdered  and 
14500  die on the roads  .   I rest my case Richard 

2020-10-07 
17:19:27 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All of the points I have a major problem with.  This is just ANOTHER 
way for the ANC Government to steal from its people. 
There is way too much bribery and corrupHon in this country to be 
policed in a responsible and effecHve way 
My son has been trying for the past 4 months to have his drivers 
licence renewed and has not been able to do so due to inefficient 
officials who cannot do their jobs properly and haven't been trained . dianne

2020-10-07 
16:30:05 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

South Africa does not have the infrastructure, experHse, discipline, 
savvy and everything this system needs to be effecHve. The authoriHes 
cannot even coup with the present system, his on Earth do they expect 
to handle such an intricate system. For the present SA this idea is dead 
born. Thomas

2020-10-07 
16:24:55 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They are to incompetent to administer the current system so how are 
they going to cope with these new regulaHons? More scope for 
corrupHon! Rene

2020-10-07 
16:22:06 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Julie 

2020-10-07 
16:20:09 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Tina

2020-10-07 
16:13:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Die staatsorganisasies KAN NIE sulke delikate administrasie 
aangeleenthede korrek hanteer nie en ook hulle kan nie korrupsie en/
of bedrog uitskakel in hulle werksaamhede nie. So 'n stelsel sal in 'n 
absolute gemors ontaard, en wie gaan die prys vir sulke 
onbeholpenheid betaal?????? Nie die taxis nie, want hulle is mos die 
Regering se heilige koeie. So NEE!!!! Kobus

2020-10-07 
16:11:32 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

UnconsHtuHonal and unworkable were everyone is driving around with 
false plates.  Now it is purely a revenue tool and not road safety Stephen

2020-10-07 
16:03:19 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden I do not agree you any Rosanna

2020-10-07 
15:51:11 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Kenneth

2020-10-07 
15:07:58 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is li]le wrong with our present system except that it needs 
visible imparHal and uncorrupt policing. This new approach smacks of 
highway robbery. Alex

2020-10-07 
14:59:32 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Wayne

2020-10-07 
14:58:54 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is a revenue generaHng scheme. THe current traffic laws are not 
being enforced taxi's drive with complete disregard for there fellow 
road users. Erik

2020-10-07 
14:58:46 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If the present system doesn't work to the saHsfacHon of the authoriHes 
- neither will this one. 
The whole procedure reflects authoritarian misdirecHon.   
FIRST, lets just get something - like public transport, personal safety, 
whatever - to work properly. Geoffrey

2020-10-07 
14:52:00 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ingrid

2020-10-07 
14:51:31 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

How is this system going to eradicate the problem of u]er stupidity 
and incompetence of mostly black drivers? Willem

2020-10-07 
14:48:33 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our jails cannot cope now what then more than half the country will 
be in jail hahahaha Frieda

2020-10-07 
14:44:22 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Currently we have the burden of so many who don't pay fines, how 
would this legislaHon change that? Lesley

2020-10-07 
14:39:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Andre

2020-10-07 
14:10:50 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Pierre

2020-10-07 
14:06:48 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This proposed law (AARTO) is blatantly unconsHtuHonal and will 
accomplish nothing. It strips ciHzens of the right to the judicial process 
and subjects them to unaccountable bureaucrats, rather than the state 
actually making an effort to increase efficiency and capacity of the 
exisHng procedures.  
I reject AARTO in the whole with the contempt it deserves. Jonathan 

2020-10-07 
14:03:36 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

ImplemenHng AARTO is not going to save any lives! 
The administering of the present fines system is not working, what 
chance has  a more complex system like AARTO have of being 
administered successfully? 
I believe it is my democraHc right to have my day in court - not a 
tribunal hearing. 

Heyns
2020-10-07 
14:03:21 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This will undoubtedly result in administraHve chaos with the caliber of 
civil servants we have at present Herman

2020-10-07 
14:02:01 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is a longer, more involved system. While it tries to improve lots of 
things, the current system is not working, so how will a more 
complicated system improve? It will cause delays, increase in costs, 
increase frustraHon. This also opens up the path to easier corrupHon. 
Fix the current system that used to work, but no longer does Rudi

2020-10-07 
13:57:01 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Dit sal nooit reg gepoelisieheer kan word nie. Bernhard 

2020-10-07 
13:52:03 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I think this is just to make up money lost during Lockdown. Why should 
we pay because the Government lost money due to #NCCCmus�all 
silly  regulaHons. More money for CorrupHon to take place. Retrieve as 
much of the corrupt money that you can. Leave us poor CiHzens out of 
it now!!! Batya

2020-10-07 
13:22:53 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

How will this ever be implemented and administered? It's ALREADY 
impossible to get an Appointment for a Licence, and almost impossible 
to do any transacHon at a Traffic Dept due to long queues and 
outdated systems. Gayo
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2020-10-07 
13:15:20 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Renewal of drivers licences should only be compulsory in taxis and 
business concerns.  Every ciHzen should be enHtled to their day in 
court.  The AARTO regulaHons will lead to more crime, more self-
enrichment by officials who have no conscience. Marian

2020-10-07 
13:12:12 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Though I have selected administraHve burden as my "top concern" that 
is not what concerns me most:  the levels of corrupHon and 
maladministraHon naHonally are a fact and regulatory change will not 
work unHl those problems are fixed first.  Doubling fines is no 
deterrent to people who are hungry and don't have work; nor is it a 
deterrent to criminals.  Removing the right of trial is unconsHtuHonal.  
Criminalising driving without a licence will not stop people from driving 
illegally and bribing officials to turn the other way. Pam

2020-10-07 
13:12:12 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Though I have selected administraHve burden as my "top concern" that 
is not what concerns me most:  the levels of corrupHon and 
maladministraHon naHonally are a fact and regulatory change will not 
work unHl those problems are fixed first.  Doubling fines is no 
deterrent to people who are hungry and don't have work; nor is it a 
deterrent to criminals.  Removing the right of trial is unconsHtuHonal.  
Criminalising driving without a licence will not stop people from driving 
illegally and bribing officials to turn the other way. Pam

2020-10-07 
13:12:12 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Though I have selected administraHve burden as my "top concern" that 
is not what concerns me most:  the levels of corrupHon and 
maladministraHon naHonally are a fact and regulatory change will not 
work unHl those problems are fixed first.  Doubling fines is no 
deterrent to people who are hungry and don't have work; nor is it a 
deterrent to criminals.  Removing the right of trial is unconsHtuHonal.  
Criminalising driving without a licence will not stop people from driving 
illegally and bribing officials to turn the other way. Pam

2020-10-07 
13:08:10 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As long as we have no viable alternaHve to using the roads , we will 
always use our vehicles to move from A to B.  Our public transport 
system is not safe enough for me. That is why I don't use it.  The public 
is being unfairly punished for using their own modes of transport. 
Increasing e-toll fines is not fair. Our government officials don’t inspire 
any confidence to administer anything. The incompetence is followed 
by corrupHon and hence we are siVng with an Eskom deep in debt. Mohamed H

2020-10-07 
13:05:46 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Dirk

2020-10-07 
13:02:13 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Only some people will be prosecuted Gerrit

2020-10-07 
12:58:07 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Gustav

2020-10-07 
12:53:04 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Denise

2020-10-07 
12:46:19 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The new AARTO regulaHons require strong corrupHon free 
administraHve capacity in order to be fair, just, and effecHve. UnHl the 
authoriHes can demonstrate that they have at least the is capacity to 
enforce the exisHng regulaHons effecHvely this new legislaHon should 
not be introduced. My opinion is that the Minister and her teams 
should a]end to enforcing current legislaHon before expending effort 
and resources on trying to update /change the legislaHon. While some 
of the concepts in AARTO are laudable many of the remedies proposed 
are draconian and grant excessive power to officials over ciHzens. The 
complexiHes of the processes and the regulaHons are such that the 
average motorist will be hard pressed to comprehend them in a 
manner that their rights are protected - that is not a democraHc 
environment nor one that leads to compliance. The challenge of 
criminals impersonaHng officials and of too many officials being 
corrupt is a major stumbling block that will cause further burden on 
the administraHve capaciHes. The failure of government to manage the 
toll fee fiasco should not be added to the issue of either a driving 
license or vehicle license. It is unacceptable that TAXIS  conHnue to be 
able to operate in any manner they choose and government take no 
acHon and indeed seem to be in fear of the taxi community. The 
penalHes for not carrying  a drivers license are extreme and 
reminiscent of Apartheid "dompas" regime.  
The regulaHon is simply not appropriate because government are now 
in a posiHon where they are reaping the rewards of previously having 
used methods of "making the country ungovernable" they must now 
govern the ungovernable. What is the point of new regulaHon that will 
burden a few but make no difference to those who regard themselves 
as immune to /ungovernable by regulaHon? 
Why does government not demonstrate good faith by  
- Removing  vehicles that are no roadworthy from the roads ( Crush 
and Scrap) 
- Removing unlicensed drivers from the road  
- Enforcing exisHng road regulaHons 
- Ensuring that roads and signs are such that drivers can comply with 
road regulaHons.  

Neil
2020-10-07 
12:45:59 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jerome
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2020-10-07 
12:43:51 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1. AdministraHng the current system is a nightmare on its own and 
now Gov wants to create  a further behemoth which is going to prove 
even more complicated to administer. Rather focus on fixing the 
current system , geVng it right and then looking at improvements. 
2. Using AARTO as a means to enforce E-Tolls reeks of opportunism of 
the worst order - we didn't ask for E-Tolls -  it was imposed on RSA's 
ciHzens by a corrupt government. Governments are supposed to build, 
upgrade and maintain roads through our  hard earned taxes, but our 
taxes are squandered by a corrupt governments and subsequently we 
have e-tolls. Fix the rot and the cash will present itself. 
3. Another huge concern is the apparent "selecHve" traffic 
prosecuHons of the general populous of law abiding ciHzens, yet the 
mini-bus taxi's rat-runs blatantly commit traffic violaHons at every turn 
and corner without  traffic prosecuHons being directed at them. The 
ANC succumbed to the taxi industries demands during the li_ing of the 
COVID restricHons - clearing demonstraHng that "Votes Uber Alles" is 
the order of the day. What percentage of the Road Accidents Fund's 
claims are mini-bus taxi related - would be interesHng if Government 
made these staHsHcs available to its CiHzens. 
4. The laws are draconian and remove rights from us CiHzens, 
bordering on what is typical of a communisHc aligned government. 
Having no right to be tried in a court is unacceptable. The doubling of 
penalHes seems directed at collecHng revenue rather than a deterrent 
mechanism- frankly fines are already very high and cannot see the 
purpose of increasing them any further. Stats apparently show that 
only 30% of fines are paid, thus is doubling them really going to help - 
me thinks there is an ulterior moHve.   

Stefan

2020-10-07 
12:41:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Another set of unenforceable and pointless legislaHon which is 
probably unconsHtuHonal as well. Enforce and address the current 
laws before trying to get clever with the new rules. 

Eddie

2020-10-07 
12:32:53 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

There is insufficient administraHve integrity to administer the exisHng 
regulaHons.  
Law abiding ciHzens pay fines when mistakes are made, others do not. 
These changes will only apply to those of us who don't need any 
further sancHons to obey the law. 
Toll roads are iniquitous and definitely should not be included here in 
any respect. Eric

2020-10-07 
12:19:28 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Julle is gepik ini bal om boetes te verdubbel. Hierdie is net beoog  om 
geld te maak hieruit. Muno

2020-10-07 
12:10:52 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

 I do not agree to the proposals made, parHcularly not to the doubling 
of fines nor the removal of an individuals right to be tried in a court. 
Moreover the traffic department first need to get their own act 
together, provide a first class service to its ciHzens, before introducing 
new and restricHve burdens . Willem

2020-10-07 
12:06:42 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lucy 

2020-10-07 
11:54:26 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This policy is BS, try implemenHng the old one (acHon not words of a 
policy) Stan

2020-10-07 
11:51:46 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ian

2020-10-07 
11:46:21 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It sounds like another government money making scheme. There are 
far more important problems to be dealt with in this trashed and 
looted country. ? Gail

2020-10-07 
11:36:36 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Targeted at law abiding  ciHzens, which is wrong and unfair. Money 
making racket. Hannah 

2020-10-07 
11:36:22 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All the above.  Please note that I am not against stricter enforcement 
of current laws, but I am against implemenHng new regulaHons like 
this which does not address the exisHng core of the problems – law 
enforcement & corrupHon.  This will create a situaHon where the more 
law abiding ciHzens will be penalized, whilst those that operate outside 
the law (i.e. Taxi Industry) will simply conHnue to do so. The very 
premise of the proposed regulaHons are unconsHtuHonal and infringe 
on our rights in that;  You are guilty before you have had the 
opportunity to quesHon the alleged infringement or defend yourself,  
you could risk losing your license (whilst dependent on it for a living) 
and government processes (to appeal) is bound to be painfully slow 
and inefficient. The government has in incredibly bad track record for 
managing regulaHons such as this.  Basically just another money 
making scheme to squeeze poor South African even more. David

2020-10-07 
11:04:49 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Rita

2020-10-07 
11:01:45 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This government has so many laws and regulaHons but cannot 
implement most of them even though the civil service is well stocked 
with useless cadres. The AARTO system is complex, unconsHtuHonal 
and unworkable. What has road tolls to do with keeping our roads 
safe? It is just another source of money for corrupt poliHcians to dip 
into. PETER

2020-10-07 
11:01:40 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Arno

2020-10-07 
10:33:51 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I think that this is all hogwash when there so much serious crime in our 
country . They should have more traffic cops to enforce the road rules 
and remove those people that are a danger to the public instead of 
turning it into a cumbersome system to get more money out of 
ordinary folk . This is a pure rip off because the biggest danger in our 
roads are the taxis . Clean up the public transport system and you solve 
almost the enHre ba]le of not following rules . Janap 

2020-10-07 
10:31:41 Western Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lois

Eastern Cape 53
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2020-11-30 
10:08:46 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Currently we are not even sent fines so one is not aware of them unHl 
you go to renew your licence. The traffic department is so behind in 
keeping their systems up to date that it is farcical to suggest they 
would do any be]er with the new regulaHons. CorrupHon is also a 
major concern here as is racism. Anton

2020-11-04 
06:48:15 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Alan

2020-10-20 
14:39:44 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system is open to corrupHon and will be administraHvely 
inefficient in every way. 
I cannot be allowed to pass. Vaughan

2020-10-12 
12:21:45 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Enforce exisHng laws not legislate new ones. Jeremy

2020-10-12 
08:01:25 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Will lead to more corrupHon Jack

2020-10-11 
07:22:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are all aware that corrupHon and mal-administraHon is at the order 
of the day.  Start right at the top in government.  Eradicate corrupHon.  
Next educate every person in all government posiHons.  Every traffic 
officer should be trained well.  Then the laws can be enforced, not only 
on a certain sector of the populaHon but all.  Fines are high enough as 
is, with ciHzens already overtaxed.  Start with misuse of government 
vehicles.  This country has got so much potenHal but also needs proper 
guidance.  TaxaHon by means of traffic fines are not the way to solve 
problems.  EducaHon is the way to go. Johannes

2020-10-10 
17:28:02 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The enforcement and administraHon will not keep up! Already the 
traffic departments can't keep up with renewal of licences! Kevin

2020-10-10 
07:35:35 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe that this system will work with the amount of 
corrupHon in south africa Terrence

2020-10-10 
07:35:35 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't believe that this system will work with the amount of 
corrupHon in south africa Terrence

2020-10-09 
17:05:01 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The authoriHes need to enforce the exisHng road rules etc more 
effecHvely, then there would be no need for changes and more red 
tape. TREVOR

2020-10-09 
16:27:06 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They can not do the work now . They bring in laws that they can not 
carry out . They cannot control the taxi drivers. This is a wast of tax 
money . Get our ANC government right first by stopping the pitching 
that's going on. Please don't start anything before this is sorted .          
Thanks Ralph

2020-10-09 
11:04:51 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The first instance Nelson Mandela Municipality does not have enough 
traffic police to enforce these new laws. 
 This country is trying to become a first world country but that is a 
laugh!!. 
We should concentrate on all the corrupHon and get the money back 
or jail all the robbers. 
In a first world country they can monitor all the traffic on motorways 
and all police cars have a recogniHon equipment installed  which 
informs them all about your car ie., insurance road tax and your license 
not here I do not rem ember when I last saw a traffic cop. Last of all 
what about the corrupHon a]ached to these laws. William

2020-10-08 
21:14:47 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Shevaughn

2020-10-08 
19:12:58 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Graham

2020-10-08 
19:11:06 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

AS A 76 YEAR OLD PERSON  THE RELEVANT DEPARTMENT CANNOT 
RENEW MY DRIVING LISCENCE CARD.  FAILING TO DO SUCH A BASIC 
THING , HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO INSTITUTE THE AARTO SYSTEM

TINUS 
JANSEN VAN 
RENSBURG

2020-10-08 
19:09:27 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

These creHns need to stop making rules and start building factories 
and puVng their people to work. Jobs created does not mean paying 
people for useless valueless tasks using the taxpayers money. Bunch of 
uneducated babies! Gary

2020-10-08 
18:46:53 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All the above points are important. These are draconian measures, all 
of them to burden an already struggling department and the tax 
payers too. NO to these changes. Maryse

2020-10-08 
16:58:41 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This system has too many layers for the alleged infringer to finally 
know the end reat of his/her case. It would also make it difficult for 
illeterate people (largely black and poor) to make those wri]en 
representaHons and people would need legal assistance for such. Luthando

2020-10-08 
15:48:10 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The minister cannot introduce any change to law unHl he has regulated 
the taxi  
industry Patrick

2020-10-08 
12:22:11 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Leave the regulaHons as they are. Richard

2020-10-08 
12:17:02 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Rather equip law enforcement with a means to look up a driver via 
their ID to see whether they have a valid license or not if they are 
pulled over and don't have their license on them. As  
 it is  possible for a perfectly licensed driver to forget their driver's 
license at home without being a danger to anyone on the road. This 
can happen if they have to leave in an emergency. 
Criminalizing forge�ulness will simply turn law abiding ciHzens into 
criminals. 
The MunicipaliHes should concentrate on ensuring Taxis abide by the 
rule before they start worrying about the normal licensed driver.  
 Geraldine 

2020-10-08 
11:33:29 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current legislaHon can't be enforced due to lack of officers .The 
new act does not solve the problem and corrupHon and administraHve 
red tape opens a new era for corrupHon. 
The shortage of qualified officers enforcing legislaHon needs to be 
addressed, a Tribunal with no teeth is a waste of money Hme and 
effort if the Court of Law in the end must decide on unresolved 
ma]ers, 
Taxi drivers don't pay fines and get away with it , why will it be 
different now? Pieter

2020-10-08 
11:21:44 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden I do not support it Mr M.
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2020-10-08 
11:21:17 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mr M.

2020-10-08 
11:21:04 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mr M.

2020-10-08 
11:15:43 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

If it is to become a criminal  offence to drive without a license, then 
the licensing system needs to be reformed. It is currently very difficult 
and the demand cannot be kept up with. Driver's licenses need to be 
valid for longer that 5 years, preferably 15 years. Car licences should 
also not need renewing at all. It should be issued once and valid unHl 
the ownership changes, the car is stolen, it is declared unroadworthy 
or is scrapped. 

The laws as they are are poorly enforced and nothing in the dra_ 
addresses this problem so it will remain the same. Andrew

2020-10-08 
11:05:31 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

We are third world country that is already paying unnecessary 
renewals every 5 years and now this point system is going to lead to 
more fraud, corrupHon and bribes to name but a few. 
The ANC government cannot control their own members and 
government department officials, they cannot control the TAXIS 
industry, they are involved with internal corrupHon and even murder, 
HOW ARE THEY GOING TO CONTROL THE POINT SYSTEM WITHOUT 
CORRUPTION???????????  
The top people in the traffic departments and government are the 
main culprits who are speeding, drinking and parHng. Are they going to 
be penalised, if so who is going to drive them around and who will 
eventually pay the bill? 
The likes of Brian was seen on TV how drunk he was when he crashed 
his vehicle and he had a fire arm in his boot, nothing happened to 
him.?????? 
The Taxis drivers drink and drive and when stopped the traffic official 
do nothing. 
Most of the accidents on the road are caused by taxis. 
Who is going to monitor the taxis trade as they will go on strike and 
nothing will happen to them as is currently happening that they get 
away with not paying their fines and are not even pulled over most of 
the Hmes even a_er been pointed out that they are commiVng an 
offence. 
This complete traffic system and all its corrupt officials should be 
abolished and the old system  must be re-introduced. 
We need to rather introduce a new government that will get rid of 
corrupHon and have all involved with steeling and any form locked up 
and retrieve as much of the stolen money and property as possible. 
Our people and farmers are been murdered, the ANC government see 
this as not been a problem, WHAT THEN IS A PROBLEM TO THE ANC 
GOVERNMANT, NOT ENOUGH MONEY TO STEAL?????????????? 
We should approach the united naHons to force our current ANC 
government, including the President, to hand themselves over so that 
they can be punished for their crimes against humanity and the south 
African ciHzens. Thomas 

2020-10-08 
10:33:05 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Fraudilant corrupr money wasHng double standards system Ben

2020-10-08 
09:45:36 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just another system that will not be administered fairly and fall into 
corrupHon. Plus not consHtuHonal to not be able to have a put your 
case forward in court. Dina

2020-10-08 
07:30:21 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jacomi

2020-10-08 
06:41:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This points straight to corrupHon again and our country are already 
under stress due to this. Clean up the corrupHon in our government Andrew

2020-10-07 
19:05:38 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

No I do not 
I disagree with everything concerning this as many taxis or public 
transport operators have had their fines canceled. We live in a country 
where a minority group get away with paying their fines and rest of us 
law abiding ciHzens are forced to pay these fines. Why should I agree 
to these new laws when I know it's for a select few. As is I'm must pay 
every 5 years to renew my driver's license. It's just a money making 
scheme and allows for mor corrupHon. Mariehet

2020-10-07 
16:01:05 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden Gloria

2020-10-07 
15:28:44 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Enforce the exisHng legislaHon properly. Appoint capable staff not ANC 
cadre's. Police the police. Stop the corrupHon when it comes to issuing 
licences. Andrew

2020-10-07 
14:21:25 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just another way of stealing money out of the ordinary ciHzen’s 
pocket and a waste of Hme and money! The traffic cops are too scared 
to pinish those who disobey traffic rules. I see on a daily basis drivers 
geVng into their cars and trucks with their open liquor bo]les and 
a_er consuming 4 or 5 beers on the pavement in front of my 
residence. (Leaving their empHes on the pavement!) 
Why did they not implement the system which existed? 

Louise

2020-10-07 
13:43:54 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Totally ridiculous to have more laws when authoriHes cannot police 
the ones we have already!  Just an excuse to milk more money from 
honest law-abiding ciHzens Janice

2020-10-07 
13:40:58 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:40:48 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk
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2020-10-07 
13:40:43 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:40:14 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:40:11 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:40:07 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:40:04 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:58 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:52 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:47 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:41 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:34 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:28 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:39:17 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is just a way of sqeezing more money out of honest ciHzens. It like 
milking a dead cow. More ways and chances for corrupHon. More 
paperwork which cant be done as it already is. No i do not support this 
act. It is rediculouse as it is. Rather fix our roads.

Phillip 
Lodewyk

2020-10-07 
13:31:44 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Does this apply to everyone or only the selected minority as normal in 
south africa. ?Are pensioners to be treated the same? Favours for 
friends or the majority. ?  I see more and more 
crap being signed into law just to favour the ANC  pockets, sorry i do 
not. Douglas

2020-10-07 
12:52:02 Eastern Cape No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The problem is not a lack of rules; it's a lack of enforcement. The 
legislaHon that's in place is not being enforced. Johannes

Mpumalanga 53
2020-11-30 
09:30:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Armand

2020-11-12 
10:36:37 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The infringement has already been issued. Adding R100 is not 
acceptable. Wynand

2020-11-05 
13:59:08 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ludi

2020-11-05 
05:50:36 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Rudi

2020-11-04 
09:12:59 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

As is, the government employees are lazy, incompetent and corrupt 
individuals!  How on earth will they manage a system like this 
effecHvely??? It is going to cause absoluut chaos!!! Eileen

2020-10-28 
06:07:23 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ridiculous! Gene

2020-10-28 
06:06:06 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ridiculous! E C (Gene)

2020-10-28 
06:05:26 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ridiculous! E C (Gene)

2020-10-28 
06:04:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ridiculous! E C (Gene)

2020-10-28 
06:04:10 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden E C (Gene)

2020-10-28 
06:03:40 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden E C (Gene)

2020-10-25 
20:31:24 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jean-Pierre

2020-10-25 
19:38:31 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It seem like the objecHve is to make money and not to curb the 
infringements. Morris
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2020-10-25 
19:31:43 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1) How can they change the system of representaHon when most 
ciHzens cannot afford this new  method? Who has money for lawyers 
and a]orneys for tribunal or court representaHons? 

2) Clean their own doorstep first! Government officials, even low 
ranking ones, ignore the rules already, driving like they own the roads, 
including ignoring speed limits even in built up areas. THIS INCLUDES 
THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT!!!!! They , of all people should set an 
example! Kenny

2020-10-21 
18:03:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden I do no agree to this regulaHon Pieter

2020-10-13 
13:05:10 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The law enforcement are not able to run the current system effecHvely, 
how do the propose to run this system effecHvely. 
Presently, there is one law, which is being adhered to by the law 
abiding ciHzens of South Africa, but the Taxi AssociaHons appear to 
have their own law, which the law enforcement is not able to, or are to 
scared to try and control. Who is going to enforce this system on the 
Taxi AssociaHons???? 
I am also opposed to the e-toll system, as not being from 
Johannesburg/Pretoria, one has no idea where to go as there are no 
direcHons to alternaHve routs. The roads were always there, but have 
now changed to e-toll, without any consultaHon from the public. 
Further to the above, who is going to carry the costs of introducing this 
system, as the few law abiding ciHzens who pay taxes in this country 
are already paying dearly for the present Governments 
incompetency's. One can have as many systems in place, but if the 
people who are supposed to enforce the laws are incompetent or 
corrupHble, it will just be a further wastage of state funds, which this 
country cannot afford. Allan

2020-10-12 
15:27:47 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

WHY PUNISH PEOPLE TWICE FOR THE SAME OFFENCE???  
Penalty points and Fines??  this going to put more strain on the 
Transport system 
as already there are clearly not enough people to handle the 
AdministraHve burden 
with the current system that are in place? Why Criminalize 
everything?? Don't  
South Africa have enough criminals  as it is ?? 
I Strongly object to a system of punishing people twice for the same 
offence. 
This will clearly leave space for more and more corrupt Traffic Cops. 
Come on People get a fair and reliable trustworthy system in place. Wilma

2020-10-12 
07:53:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Pierre

2020-10-11 
09:12:23 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Johan

2020-10-10 
13:22:13 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Currently the system is not working in Tshwane and Gauteng. Rolling it 
out in all the municipaliHes is going to be a heavier burden on the 
municipaliHes that are currently struggling with their own 
administraHon. Bellinah

2020-10-09 
21:26:02 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The 15 points is sHll too much less . Reason being many people are 
using the license for living.  At least 20 points at the beginning.  The 
system must be handled more professional then to increase 
unemployment rate Johannes 

2020-10-09 
17:10:06 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Cops are bribeble. Fanie

2020-10-09 
15:38:01 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ek dink dit is total onnodig en gaan net nog koripsie bevorder Willie

2020-10-09 
07:58:45 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Richard

2020-10-09 
01:19:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I feel that this will put unnecessary pressure on owners of vehicles that 
is not the regular drivers of that vehicle. If I read the act correctly I will 
receive demerit points if someone violates the new rules in a vehicle 
that I own. 
And with the current administraHon that has proofed that they are not 
able to manage current offenses, how will they be able to do it know 
where more is at stake.  Jacques

2020-10-08 
22:48:36 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Lood

2020-10-08 
17:23:41 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Mavis

2020-10-08 
16:28:36 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden CORRUPTION IN SOUTH AFRICA Servaas

2020-10-08 
14:23:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They someHmes issue fines based on the colour of your skin. I was 
involved in an accident by a drunk driver, nothing happend to him they 
did not even test him, he actually admi]ed to being drunk, yet they let 
him go. Laura

2020-10-08 
08:45:24 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Good day, they cannot even run the current system efficiently and with 
integrity, and now want to change/ add to it.????? 
Especially in our province of MP. 
First get current systems working fairly and efficiently then propose 
new amendment's, please. 
Thank you for the Hme to comment 

Regards sean
2020-10-08 
08:29:00 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden chris

2020-10-08 
07:26:58 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Tax pyers in this country again targeted to pay up. They can not even 
enforce the exixHng laws. This bill will increase corrupHon kobie

2020-10-08 
07:02:50 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

You cant keep the taxis in order as it is now.... this is a joke. You are 
foing to make criminals of everyone.  You try so hard to be on a specific 
standard yet you will never be with your corrupt government.  You are 
a joke. Your goverment is a joke. The ANC is a joke. Inge

2020-10-08 
06:58:57 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden neels
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2020-10-08 
06:47:40 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Linking tolls to the system should not happen as it is an unseen tax in 
only the residents of Gauteng. A small increase in the fuel levy would 
be a far be]er and fairer approach.  
Unroadworthy vehicle’s and trucks as well as the hours that truck 
drivers are required to work need to be addressed. I would support a 
two yearly check on the roadworthiness of all vehicles.  Alan

2020-10-07 
23:31:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is basically being implemented under the assumpHon that it will 
result in safer driving and therefore supposedly lead to “saving” lives.  
Most ludicrous plan if ever!! Firstly remove corrupt officials from 
licensing depts that sell them like to candy. Secondly implement that a 
person must First get a code 8 and it must be valid for a minimum of 3 
years before you can apply for a code 10 or 14.  The Aarto act smacks 
of easy money making racket...put up camera snap snap issue fine 
snap snap points accumulate oops license revoked and guess what 
problem sHll not solved. Sandra

2020-10-07 
22:51:56 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Dit gaan net op sekere mense van SA toe gepas Michiel

2020-10-07 
19:01:01 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Johannes

2020-10-07 
19:00:59 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Johannes

2020-10-07 
17:19:56 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden The current law is good enough it's just not being enforced Chantelle 

2020-10-07 
16:59:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I say if we as a country can take R500 billion and waste it away how is 
demerit points going to solve the problem on roads if corrupHon is sHll 
ripe who is going to sit and work the system and who will monitor the 
person and who will audit them and the system and check that they 
will not just get paid off to take names off or to wipe clear points off 
for friends familly or any one else and who will check the company 
who gets the tender isnt corrupt themselves or having friends in high 
places . 

Armand

2020-10-07 
16:51:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

It just becomes a huge problem for the ciHzens to get things sorted 
out.  It has now been weeks before the licensing office had any paper 
to print licenses.  Then the "system" is down and they cannot do 
anything.  Can you imagine what this burden is going to be like. 

I say NO NO NO NO...!!! 

Leave the laws as   they are presently. 

Thank you Bernard
2020-10-07 
16:20:27 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Just another law to throw at law abiding ciHzens. Carl

2020-10-07 
15:56:00 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Will never work, corrupHon will be intensified. Peter

2020-10-07 
15:35:30 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Simon

2020-10-07 
14:46:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Besides bordering on a blatant violaHon of one's consHtuHonal rights, 
we should fo us on make the current system work first before 
introducing a far more onerous  system. Allan

2020-10-07 
14:31:00 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden David

2020-10-07 
13:35:00 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Meer kaans vir korupsie. Warom nou eers optree teen die mense wat 
uitstaande e-tol  gelde het. E-TOL IS BUITENDIEN NIE OP DIE REGTE 
MANIER GE IMPLIMENTEER NIE. 
Kyk vir 'n slag na die mense wat we]e gehoorsaam en trek die skelms 
vas. 

anton
2020-10-07 
13:28:25 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Nico

2020-10-07 
13:13:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Pieter

2020-10-07 
11:51:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden Already too much power in the hands of the law enforcement agents. Jacobus

2020-10-07 
11:43:17 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

These jokers are the biggest criminals and cant even control the taxes 
ass Roy

2020-10-07 
11:22:02 Mpumalanga No I do not

administraHve 
burden

E Toll should be abolished.    beloved country lacks discipline and 
jusHce 
More laws,  more chaos 

val
Limpopo 24
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2020-11-21 
16:56:18 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The whole concept of AARTO was flawed from the very beginning. It 
assumed that the Rules could be implemented on an arbitrary basis. 
This is actually a total fallacy ofr the following reasons: 
1. AARTO assumes that rules will be implemented without recourse to 
courts, appeals or any form of objecHon. This is Uncons]uHonal as this 
means that there is a gross infringement of our Rights to Due Process 
in Courts 
2.  AARTO assumes that Officials will be honest in implemenHng the 
Rules, Process and AdministraHon. No-One can at present even deal 
with the FLOOD of License Renewals, because of Back Logs. Even if all 
COVID-19 RestricHons were li_ed, it would take many months to deal 
with the Back Logs. How on Earth can AARTO be expected to deal wth 
the floods of infringements which will undoubtedly follow? 
3. We have YET to see that Taxi AssociaHons will accept these new 
rules, or even heed them. We will also see if OFFICIALS can resist the 
FLOOD of BRIBES which will inevitably follow to "create Goodwill"! 
4. WHO OWNS and WHO are the BENEFICIARIES of the AARTO system? 
We knwo that KAPSCH takes the bulk of the income from Tool Gates. 
Who are all the other BENEFICIARIES who will expend EVERY EFFORT 
to further EXTORT the public with impunity and a brazen DISREGARD 
for morals! 
5.From the very beginning, there had been a huge resistance to both 
Gantry Toll Gates in the PWV area, because of the blatant disregard for 
Public ConsultaHon and involvement, and this result in the Toll Gates 
being FOISTED upon the Public. Therefore, implemenHng AARTO is 
going to result in huge congesHon in ciHes and in side roads where 
vehicles will circumvent the Toll Gates. 
6.  Aarto assumes that AARTO is the only system which would result in 
proper funding for building roads and infrastructure. But even now, we 
see a very small percentage of the income actually uHlized for 
Infrasructure...the rest is for Kapsch and Associates' very deep and 
personal pockets. This means that South Africa had fallen for the All-
Hme biggest SCAM that has ever been perpetrated on South Africa, 
and some of the ANC Upper Echelons have enjoyed huge harvests of 
Moolah!!! Petrus

2020-11-04 
08:16:21 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1. AdministraHon, right now we can hardly enter the municipality,  in 
the news there is reports of extreme misadministraHon, also not 
enough personel due to financial shortages. 
Roads are in poor condiHon. 
2. Amending a bil to punish the people who abide by the law will do 
nothing about the illegal drivers, drunk drivers or the cheecky ones 
with fancy cars. The lawbreakers wil now only break more laws, and 
have fun doing so.  They wil only drive without a licence. Public 
transport is non existant,  inconsistant,  and under parr. Other 
countries can do this because you can catch a train,bus or a tram and 
arrive safely at your desHnaHon. This is mostly inpossible in SA. You can 
hardly jog atound your neighbourhood, imagine having to go for a 
checkup in polokwane and having to hike there. You will probably 
bleed out in a ditch. Robyne

2020-10-14 
08:18:00 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Net nog 'n slenter om  'n area te skep waar korrupsie hoogty vier. Die 
verkeersmanne probeer net om geld vir hulle eie sakke te skep. Die 
we]eloosheid op die paaie  sal nooit so aangespreek word nie Flip

2020-10-12 
07:05:56 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden Julienne 

2020-10-10 
17:06:53 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden As for criminal record for not carrying a licence its ridiculous Mochaki 

2020-10-09 
18:51:58 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden Beric

2020-10-09 
14:59:07 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The poor motorist is forever rippeoff,ptrol price......parking at malls or 
work.......speed trapps......Hps to the boys at the mall parkings direcHng 
cars where to park..NOW THIS...NEE FOK! NORMAN 

2020-10-09 
14:41:48 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Who is going to enforce these new regulaHons? Many motorists do as 
they please, double park, speed, overtake on solid lines, running red 
traffic lights, not stopping at stop streets etc. and traffic officials just 
turn a blind eye. On traveling from Polokwane to Pretoria at the end of 
a long weekend (27 September 2020), taxis, many motorists and even 
busses just decide to pass in the yellow line and even off the tarmac, 
just to nudge their way back into the queue in front - very, very 
frustraHng. Laws mean absolutely nothing if not enforced! We were in 
a queue at the Nyl Toll plaza for more than an hour because of this.  
We decided to use the alternaHve route which was much be]er, and 
not that busy. This will come to absolute nothing! It maybe lead to an 
increase in bribes. Tjaart

2020-10-09 
13:53:13 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden DANIEL

2020-10-09 
08:51:52 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden All systems are being abuse in South Africa. Andelle

2020-10-08 
20:01:43 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden Sal nie prakHes moontlik wees nie. Meer korupsie Magda

2020-10-08 
13:59:11 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden Nicolaas

2020-10-08 
11:39:57 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Anything this ANC government tries to put in place I will object as they 
are incapable of running this country. simon
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2020-10-08 
09:25:09 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1. By removing one's right to elect to  be tried in Court, you are 
effecHvely creaHng a system of being guilty unHl proven innocent, 
which is totally in contradicHon with the ConsHtuHon and should never 
be allowed in any DemocraHc Country. This will also discourage 
innocent people to ty and prove it which will turn this whole system 
into an even worse money making racket than it already is. This will 
also enable even more corrupHon and extorHon. 

2. Drivers licenses should only be suspended in a Court of Law a_er 
due process, it is very dangerous to leave that to government officials 
who use this system to extort bribes from motorists. 

3. No administrator of any administraHve acHon or system should be 
allowed to decide on fines which will also lead to corrupHon, especially 
concerning drivers licenses in a system where Acts of Law contradict 
each other. 

4. Making any traffic offence  a criminal offence defies the whole idea 
behind the AARTO system, which was intended to make the process 
easier and quicker to finalize. Criminal offences cannot be adjudicated 
administraHvely and should be dealt with  in a proper Court of Law 
only.   Louis

2020-10-07 
20:24:58 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden We need road safety not fat cat fines Steve

2020-10-07 
19:09:44 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I oppose the new dra_. I do not believe it will be effecHve. It will be 
hard to manage and it will most likely worsen corrupHon in the policing 
of the new rules. Jay

2020-10-07 
17:30:32 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden Christo

2020-10-07 
16:43:06 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Van wanneer af dink die regering kan nuwe reëls werk? Die ou reëls 
werk nie eens nie! Daar is ver te veel bedrog in SA. Sekere mense gaan 
weer gehoorsaam wees en die res gaan net doen wat hulle wil!  Kry 
eers die korrupte mense uit die stoele en maak die huidige sisteem 
werk, voordat daar nuwe planne gemaak word Angela

2020-10-07 
16:04:42 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is not designed to improve road safety or  law enforcement but 
merely a means of filling the coffers. We never see Traffic officials on 
our roads but you will find them in the fast food outlets and shops.. 
Traffic officers are invariably obese which is indicaHve of their life style 
of siVng doing nothing .  This is not job creaHon now is it.   

BERNARD

2020-10-07 
15:32:22 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Everyone should have the right to go to court,  I see daily a complete 
disregards for traffic rules, like selling fruit and vegetables at the site of 
High ways and the cops dont do anything about it.  But if you go over 
the speed limit they will fine you. Taxis have rules for themselves and 
are not fined for trespassing the traffic rules.  This is a a NO GO law. Jan

2020-10-07 
15:04:36 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden Thys

2020-10-07 
14:35:04 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The only reason they want to double the amount for fines paid is 
because they can then get more money from those who actually pay 
their fines. The lawbreakers who don't get fined will sHll get away with 
murder and the government will have another means of exploiHng 
those who work hard to keep this struggling economy running. Once 
the government shows that they are interested in what's best for the 
people of this country then I'll support them. Neels

2020-10-07 
14:09:30 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hlanganani 
Michael 

2020-10-07 
14:09:13 Limpopo No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Hlanganani 
Michael 

North West 31

2020-11-11 
10:45:57 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The police and road traffic departments are not doing their as it is. 
They eill now ne targeHng so_ targets leaving the door open to more 
bribes and corrupHon. Janice

2020-11-01 
18:49:13 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

New Arto regulaHons just another money making  opportunity for 
government. It definitely NOT supporHng Riad Safety. Current system 
already an administraHve burden. Every fine must be delivered in 
person to the offender, PC system proposed not reliable, that we 
experience with fines not delivered. Only fund out months later when 
stopped in roadblocks. At

2020-10-22 
16:48:26 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden Tarina

2020-10-20 
13:55:59 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

At this stage they cannot even manage the current system, how are 
they going to do it with the new system.  Will all South Africans be 
treated equal or will there be different means? Daan

2020-10-15 
12:11:35 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The people in South Africa don't adhere to the law due to years and 
years of bribes and lawlessness. People first need to be trained and 
adjusted to a system like this and I don't see that this will be done. So 
no I don't think this will work and people will lose there work. Alex 
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2020-10-15 
09:26:33 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Ek gebruik nie E-Tags nie aangesien in die provinsie waar ek bly (NW) 
daar gee E-Tolls bestaan nie. Daar is slegs die gewone Toll-gates 
waarmee ek geen probleem het nie, want ek swip net my kredietkaart 
met elke deur ry. 

My probleem is die E-Toll van Gauteng: Met 'n posdiens, veral op die 
pla]eland, val die aflewering van E-Toll rekenings 'n GROOT probleem. 
Wanneer ek in my posbus 'n E-Toll rekening ontvang is dit  3MAANDE 
na die sperdatum vir betaling. Dis al menigmaal onder E-Toll se aandag 
gebring, sonder enige reaksie. Die skuld hoop nou net op. Aangsien 
hulle nie die "administraHve burden" uitsorteer nie, reageer ek nie 
eers meer op E-Toll rekenings nie. 

Kry 'n eerlike, korrupsie vrye, stelsel in plek dan sal die publiek weer E-
Toll betaal. 
Verder is die Poskantoor in Brits tans slegs funksioneel met SASSA 
betalings, verder niks. My posbus by die poskantoor het soms na 3 
maande GEEN posstuk in nie. Toue mense wat SASSA'S betalings kry 
staan DAE lank heel dag in rye by daardie poskantoor. Geen lid van die 
publiek het 'n kans om daar binne te kom om net van die GEWONE 
posdienste  gebruik te maak nie. Willie

2020-10-15 
06:46:00 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This bunch of clowns can not properly administer a birthday party, how 
in heavens name will they manage this! Giles

2020-10-12 
10:31:54 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Got a Aarto 01 Infringement noHce of R125.00 to  pay, for the last 2 
weeks I have been ba]ling to pay it, in the city of Klerksdorp nobody 
can accept the payment, now busy with Absa, they are trying to figure 
out a way to pay fine, so if this is the way it is going to be I can only see 
misery in our future! Tried calling the nr, needless to say, no answer, 
tried to email, received a generic email, saying nothing at all. It seems 
this people is sHll on lockdown level 5! Ulrich

2020-10-12 
07:59:57 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The current rules and regulaHons are not sustained,  how would they 
apply this new ideas when certain motorist are  the token of the hate 
from the traffic officers?  
No it will only burden everybody involved. Willie

2020-10-12 
05:47:52 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Again they are trying to create more laws and penalHes to try and 
force people to obey the law. People listen when you enforce the law 
not make more laws to obey the exisHng laws. SA has become a 
corrupt society, this wil only pave the way for more bribes and 
corrupHon Wim

2020-10-12 
05:32:56 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Dit laat n baie groter plek vir korupsie en omkopery  om te gebeur. 
Alreeds n baie groot probleem , daar is baie mense met geen lisensies 
op die pad en ook voertuie wat nie padwaardig is nie. Daar is ook nie 
genoeg polisie om reeds die reels te handhaaf nie en hulle het geen 
dissipliene nie.  
So hoe gaan die regering keer dat dit nie erger raak nie? Jozua

2020-10-10 
06:45:07 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

They will be making their workload even more as it is already. This is 
plan but not the best plan to do or implicaHon there of. Derick

2020-10-09 
18:40:27 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden Jannie

2020-10-09 
12:26:46 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Firstly, the Law was approved to achieve road safety and parameters 
within which vehicle operators were to conduct themselves.  
The fact that basic contravenHons are not enforced due to a lack of will 
to execute the duHes assigned will make no difference. Like people 
talking and messaging on cellphones while driving, ignoring stop signs, 
traffic lights, ovetrtaking on barrier lines, no sa_ey distance, stopping 
in a lane to drop-off passengers, ect. 
They selecHve applicaHon of a single aspect of the law - travelling at 
higher speeds to collect more money and meet year-end targets while 
drivers use unroadworthy vehicles, no ligjts, not switching lights on at 
dusk or sunrise, even in the pitch dark.  
Traffic officers stand around with cellphones in hand, allowing traffic 
offence a_er traffic offence to occur within visual distance and allow it 
to proceed with no acHon. 
AARTO have on two previous occaisons stated that they do not 
correspond, they refuse to provide staHsHcs of offences ito the act! 
How will they now conduct a tribunal with knowing the facts as they 
seem to ignore any input into the ma]er. 
The lack of visible policing is the root cause of the problem, the 
corruptable officers who demand bribes to supplement their already 
funded salaries at the expense of tax & rate payers. 
Lastly, how can u charge me for not paying tolls? It has nothing to do 
with the road law, it was errected without prior consultaHon, the costs 
coming from individuals tax to errect it and now that same tax payer 
must pay for the very road surface and faciliHes his/her tax funded!  
Enough corrupHon, fraud, thieving! If compliance is required then 
apply the enHre law to all road users, not just selecHve parts to fill 
coffers for more misappropriaHon by the appointed officials Pieter

2020-10-09 
09:46:37 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The ANC have changed so many laws and regulaHons and so far 
everyone is a total failure. The way to get motorists to obey rules  is to 
have a traffic police presence on the road, constantly, not only on 
holidays and long weekends. And drop the AA law and hire more 
competent traffic officers who won't accept bribes!! The "old system" 
worked for years, but it was enforced by hard work and honesty!! Leslie

2020-10-08 
17:07:21 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Just another way for the goverment to make money...and what about 
taxi? They do the oppisite?who is going to enfoce road rules to 
them?... Frans

2020-10-08 
13:07:13 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden Dries

2020-10-08 
10:58:51 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The government cannot even enforce the current laws. How will the 
inforce any new ones. Coen

2020-10-08 
10:23:47 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our government make a lot of money from  it's ciHzens but we see 
where or what that money is doing for ordinary poor South Africans 
the next thing corrupHon takes that money out of government coffers . 
Enough is Enough.

Emmanuel 
Ramosidí 
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2020-10-08 
10:23:36 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Our government make a lot of money from  it's ciHzens but we see 
where or what that money is doing for ordinary poor South Africans 
the next thing corrupHon takes that money out of government coffers . 
Enough is Enough.

Emmanuel 
Ramosidí 

2020-10-08 
07:44:02 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is total and completely rubbish and I think unlawfull 

Tarbi
2020-10-08 
06:51:04 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden Refilwe 

2020-10-07 
22:14:04 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I have recently and am sHll busy with the project: drivers license 
renewal and vehicle license renewal. The total process is so 
mismanaged, aggressive, brutally unfriendly and “customers” are 
treated with no sympathy and with shocking disrespect. You must fall 
in a qeue at six (sHll dark and cold in winter) in the morning and the 
officials takes over. Working staHons are not manned  and nowhere to 
query or get informaHon as to what progress is made throughout the 
day.  Then everybody in criHcal posiHons disappear before lunchHme - 
for the rest of the day. If my survival depends on being able to drive 
around, I would not trust any acHviHes/management regarding license  
control on a NaHonal Level by people/government  Mismanaging the 
way I just experienced. The “customary” becomes a vicHm with hands 
Hed to his back and on top of that feels helpless, hopeless and hated 
for demanding service and a]enHon. THIS IS NOT FOR A THIRD WORLD 
COUNTRY  on a slide heading for a cliff. Leon

2020-10-07 
21:19:21 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I object to the new proposed regulaHons altogether. Before creaHng 
any new laws or procedures first address corrupHon and enforce 
exisHng laws. When this country's police force has cleaned the 
populaHon of all the criminal elements running riot in the streets 
burning, looHng and killing innocent people, and all the taxs payers 
monies has been recovered to administrate the country  as it should be 
run, then maybe these pety ofences can be addressed. Because in 
comparison with the current state of affairs,  these trafic offenses are 
pre]y. Sela.  

June
2020-10-07 
19:46:15 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ockert

2020-10-07 
16:34:47 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden Basson 

2020-10-07 
15:34:20 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Wast of money to much corrupHon  
The ruling party and the goon squad they call law enforcement officers 
are as corrupt as alli babba and his 40 thieves , im on the road for at 
least 10000 km a month and i run into these people every day looking 
for bribes , these new aarto laws will make it much easier for the scum 
to illicite bribes or charge us with false crimes which we then have to 
defend at a ridiculous cost to us or get demerit points and lose our 
ability to earn a living , who ever came out with this new system is as 
backward as a braindead vegetable 
This is ludicrous. They cant do their current enforcement. How on 
earth are they going to enforce this. Once again its a money making 
issue. Some people will pay and others wont. So tell me how is this 
going to be achieved. Start confiscaHng cars for speeding, driving 
under the influence and breaking traffic laws and see what happens. Willem J

2020-10-07 
15:34:03 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Wast of money to much corrupHon  
The ruling party and the goon squad they call law enforcement officers 
are as corrupt as alli babba and his 40 thieves , im on the road for at 
least 10000 km a month and i run into these people every day looking 
for bribes , these new aarto laws will make it much easier for the scum 
to illicite bribes or charge us with false crimes which we then have to 
defend at a ridiculous cost to us or get demerit points and lose our 
ability to earn a living , who ever came out with this new system is as 
backward as a braindead vegetable 
This is ludicrous. They cant do their current enforcement. How on 
earth are they going to enforce this. Once again its a money making 
issue. Some people will pay and others wont. So tell me how is this 
going to be achieved. Start confiscaHng cars for speeding, driving 
under the influence and breaking traffic laws and see what happens. Willem J

2020-10-07 
15:26:54 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

1)  Higher fines equals more corrupHon by law enforcement 
2)  E-toll system has been abolished some Hme ago and now you want 
to re-introduce it on the  
      sly? 
3)  Demerit system only works in countries where there is a proper 
administraHon in place Werner

2020-10-07 
15:15:27 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden

No to much corrupHon and I see this daily on the R566.  This is a joke 
and tragic officer's are not trusted.  . Boing on in all Government and 
Municipal departments and the manner in which this proposal is put 
forward is also a problem.    

No I do not 
Christa

2020-10-07 
15:12:11 North West No I do not

administraHve 
burden Marole 

Free State 26
2020-10-28 
04:21:00 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden Omar 

2020-10-22 
12:24:05 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden This is another vehicle for looHng and enforcing the payment of e-tolls. Manie

2020-10-19 
18:03:54 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Etoll must be removed from the new regulaHons and old debt should 
disappear!! Eddie

2020-10-13 
08:49:19 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden Di]mar

2020-10-12 
13:23:54 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden Willem
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2020-10-12 
08:00:00 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The new proposals cannot be enforced, by law nor administraHvely. 

Look at the silly e-toll system . Get invoices 6 months later via the post 
office? 

Nothing is pracHcal except to remove drivers a_er they lost their 
licenses through the demerit points. Stephanus

2020-10-12 
06:39:07 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden Thinus

2020-10-11 
14:05:17 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Licences granted is a done deal. Now, point deducHon and so on being 
introduced. Its just another money making sceme by the corrupt anc 
goverment.  

I got my license in 1999, and they have no right to try take it away. 

#voertsekanc JACO

2020-10-10 
08:12:05 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I don't  understand SA administraHon at all. There's no way that this 
process will be dealt with fair and just manner. 
Taxi industry is above the Law and nothing is enforced on them. Let 
them fix taxi industry 1st before changing to the new system. 
Most of the transacHon are beyond means of the majority of the 
people. People that don't have money they can't pay bribes therefore 
they gonna be the ones going to feel the hearty lash. Traffic Dept can 
handle current regulaHon and doesn't have capacity. Adding this will 
have a great burden on the system not only traffic Dept but Judicially. 
Where's the money of penalHes gonna go? Corrupted officials and 
corrupted poliHcians. PoliHcians steal from the poor. Why will they 
spare this one? Not. …... Harold

2020-10-09 
11:27:25 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

 UnHl bribery and corrupHon are dealt with, I do not believe this will 
work in SA. J

2020-10-08 
17:53:10 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden Just another scam to steal more money Spook

2020-10-08 
13:22:57 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden cobie

2020-10-08 
10:33:11 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More laws that will mean nothing but increase bribery and corrupHon. 
Laws that will onlt be implented on cerHan secHons of populaHon. Eugene

2020-10-08 
10:33:08 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More laws that will mean nothing but increase bribery and corrupHon. 
Laws that will onlt be implented on cerHan secHons of populaHon. Eugene

2020-10-08 
09:48:12 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

DisfuncHonal municipalHes exist throughout the whole SA, corrupt 
officials on every level and swear off state departments let me and 
every hard working South African in total disbelieve of any goodwill 
from the current state. Collect all the corrupt trillions stolen from and 
by state governers and rather start paying Eskom For electricy used by 
corrupt municipaliHes. With all that money you do not need to double 
fines and will be sble to pay the outstanding balance on the e-toll 
system. Gilberine

2020-10-08 
09:09:59 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Taxi drivers will loose all their points in the first month.  We will be le_ 
with many illegal drivers on our roads. Rolf

2020-10-08 
08:57:16 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden Peter

2020-10-08 
08:40:20 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

More money to corrupt more people, more money to be administrated 
and more paper wordk to be done.  More people to be paid.  This is 
taking away our freedom en democraHc rights 

LOUISE

2020-10-08 
06:45:42 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

I do not agree with doubling the fines for e-toll non payment  , the e-
tolls are a contenHous issue and the administraHon of the system is 
abismal  She whole system should be scrapped. 

BARRY
2020-10-08 
05:07:42 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden Ashleigh

2020-10-07 
19:01:20 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Currently you can't even enforce regulaHons and laws  that is set there, 
which is biased since taxis drive like they want and nothing is done to 
them, even in front of traffic officials! Jan

2020-10-07 
16:57:26 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

All of the previous comments have said it all. The e-tolls has always 
been an ANC imposed money making racket to line the ANC's pockets. 
I have never paid a cent and will certainly not pay any fine that may be 
imposed on me! Kevin

2020-10-07 
14:45:14 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Do proper traffic control & remove idiots and guilty parHes and 
vehicles jaafrom the roads.  
Now law abiding ciHzens get penalised because of corrupt or poor 
traffic control! Jaap

2020-10-07 
14:00:23 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

Why double the fines and definitely not about the e-tolls which I do 
not support dince day one. Are you going to force the taxi’s to pay e-
toll as well. The aarto system is flawed and won’t work. Our current 
rules can stay in use Audrey

2020-10-07 
13:26:55 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

This is going  to be another excellent scheme for bribery not to get 
point at aarto believe you me. Roger

2020-10-07 
12:35:55 Free State No I do not

administraHve 
burden

The  current laws can not be enforced ...  A stupid thing everybody 
knows like stopping at a stop sign are ignored.  There are 5 fourway 
stops on my way home.  Most days I have to wait for the  drivers who 
do not even give way at the stop sign.  Now more laws.  Toll money?   
To many corrupt law enforcers.  To li]le enforcers.  We are in a Third 
World Country!!  To may laws are based on First World Countries.  This 
will create even more chaos in already overworked:)  overpaid:
(  systems.....  This is crazy. ANNATJIE

Outside SA 1
2020-10-11 
13:58:23 Outside SA No I do not

administraHve 
burden I do not agree with this, South Africans are already over burdened. una

points demerit system 2476
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 76
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2020-12-01 
15:30:21 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is a guaranteed corrupHon system and another tax burden for the 
ciHzen and not designed to get rid of the illegal drivers. Silviu

2020-11-30 
09:28:52 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Armand

2020-10-31 
06:05:31 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system ChrisHaan

2020-10-30 
11:58:34 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Maryna 

2020-10-29 
11:03:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Reynier

2020-10-28 
10:05:08 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Money-making scheme. William

2020-10-21 
09:20:59 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system CorrupHon is above the law Jeane 

2020-10-21 
08:44:14 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The roads were built with my taxpayer money. Why must I pay again? I 
am already paying tax on my petrol etc for upkeep of AARTO roads. Amanda

2020-10-18 
16:16:32 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Hendri

2020-10-13 
07:33:46 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly my concern is the use of traffic cameras when someone else is 
using your car and then points then get allocated to your name as the 
vehicle is registered in your name. 
the whole admin process around objecHng or recHfying that the points 
should not be on your name as the current admin process is not even 
effecHve and efficient and how costly will it be to resolve issues 
currently government cannot manage their own administraHve ma]ers 
or processes how will they be able to manage this? 

Carika

2020-10-13 
06:43:35 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Aarto will cause more porvety in south Africa because many people are 
employed as drivers if their driving licence will be suspended then the 
employer will not pay an employee who did not work. And my 
quesHon is how does the deremit system points will work to foreign 
drivers because their driving licence and vehicles are not in the eNaHs 
system, which means that only south African who will feel the pain. Simanga 

2020-10-12 
18:37:36 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Officials have a tendency of abusing the law, so how I' am going to be 
protect such especially being unfairly panelized. Cornelius

2020-10-12 
12:48:43 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

WE WILL LOOSE POINTS QUICKLY WE RATHER CONTINUE HAVING 
FINES AS IT HAS ALWAYS BEING THE CASE. Boitumelo

2020-10-12 
09:42:31 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe it unfair to use a demerit system in a country where there are 
so many issues that must be handled and not enough people that 
understand the consequences of what can happen by not using it 
correctly. Hendrik

2020-10-12 
08:34:15 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

This in my opinion will not be fair. Rather spend the effort sorHng out 
the lawlessness on out roads as far as taxis and illegal vehicles on the 
roads. I ride a motorcycle daily and i refuse to pay etol's as they are 
unfair to the motorcycle usage as far as weight and damage to the 
roads is concerned. I pay the the same toll fees on a motorcycle as a 
4x4 towing a heavy offroad caravan and the same as a 16 seater taxi 
full with passengers.  

Regards 
Mike Mike

2020-10-12 
08:26:50 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The base problem with AARTO is this: The whole system is geared 
towards financial reward for the state, NOT making the roads safer. The 
current system of financial punishment for motorists is not enforceable 
since the taxi industry laughs it off - how will the new system be 
enforced? Placing a manned speed camera with someHmes TWO 
vehicles (and I have proof) and TWO traffic officials for a whole day to 
catch a few people going 70, isn't making the roads safer - it just brings 
in money for the state. It's a waste of manpower and resources. EaHng 
KFC all day siVng in the sun as opposed to actual patrolling, actual 
points duty, actual acHve law enforcement. So instead, the gov places 
speed traps at so_ targets with a reasonable recovery prospect 
(middle to upper class neighbourhoods) instead of actual work. The 
system is a joke, and the governments is NOT interested in fulfilling a 
mandate of road safety, they simply looking at fulfilling their coffers! Francois

2020-10-12 
06:33:29 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

End Toll roads 
End costly appeals 
Remove AARTO tribunal 
Remove enforcement orders Nic

2020-10-12 
05:23:33 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Graeme

2020-10-11 
10:15:42 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system has severe consequences for the public and the 
taxpayer.  In order for this system to work one needs a relaHvely robust 
system free of corrupHon - in actuality we have a system rife with 
inefficiencies and high in corrupHon, where enforcement of basic laws 
is lacking, to a point where a demerit system with catastrophic 
consequences. South Africa cannot effect implementaHon of its basic 
laws and deliver jusHce for serious crimes yet it wants to pass laws 
which will clog a court system already not coping with serious 
infringement and will be problemaHc for ineffecHve local government 
employees. Naadira

2020-10-10 
18:26:38 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system I don't support this point system Frans 

2020-10-10 
09:11:50 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Tink 15 is to li]le of a tolerance. And. This is going to be useless. It's 
not going to stop the taxi drivers, they are just going to operate 
without a license. Corne

2020-10-10 
08:30:02 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will automaHcally disqualifies lots of drivers, especially public 
drivers who are forever on the road. The penalty shoul be informed to 
road traffic offenders. Let the law change how they deal with non 
payers. Titus

2020-10-10 
07:02:55 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Kim

2020-10-10 
06:58:37 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Freek
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2020-10-09 
22:02:44 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

we have all the laws and regulaHons that are not enforced,  this is just 
another example of soliciHng money,  so more can be stolen. Hanna 

2020-10-09 
21:27:06 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why kumele kutsatswe ma point ad kulula kutsi u lose I licence an 
some dont even hv money to re apply this will cause ppl to lose jobs as 
licence is a Hcket for employment Shirley 

2020-10-09 
12:04:25 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Verwyder eers al die onpadwaardige voertuie en voertuie sonder 
nommerplate vanaf ons paaie en kry al die reels van die paaie reg bv 
belaglike spoedberkings op sommige hoofpaaie,wat NOOIT opgehef 
word ens Norman

2020-10-09 
10:56:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

I  do not agree with the proposed AARTO regulaHons. We have bigger 
problems to a]end to for God's Sake!!!!!!! Lala

2020-10-09 
10:24:25 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

90% of the accidents always happen at night and has nothing to do 
with speed limit is drunk drivers, drivers that don't stop at red light or 
stop signs, so this thing punishing people during the day while at night 
the real criminals are coming out it will never make a difference in road 
fataliHes CrisHan

2020-10-09 
07:40:45 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Nog n Mors van belasHng betalers geld. j

2020-10-09 
07:02:48 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system sibu

2020-10-09 
04:54:58 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system ruweida

2020-10-08 
20:07:03 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will never work. The system as it is are not even enforced. 
CorrupHon is a reality.  First clean your house. When you have sorted 
out the corrupHon this can be reviewed again.  Why would you also 
spend money on a new system when there are much more criHcal 
issues in this country? Colene

2020-10-08 
19:39:15 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

There could be 4 drivers for 4 vehicles registered on 1 owners name.  
Than he will be held responsipal for other drivers mistakes. Pieter

2020-10-08 
19:31:35 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa is not a first world country.  First deal with corrupHon 
before applying fency first world laws. Khutso

2020-10-08 
18:48:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

My concern is how will they handle the taxi opperators, they are 
lawless and bribes is the norm of the day Corrie

2020-10-08 
17:14:02 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The points demerit system will open up opportuniHes for bribery and 
corrupHon even more, drivers will rather pay up than get points 
demerits directly to the traffic cop issuing the fine. 
Etolls is a dead horse, filled with corrupt ANC deployments, scrap it, 
the ANC can share their loot from the Petrol fund to the  upkeep of the 
roads. Gert

2020-10-08 
17:10:31 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Actually i don't support all what they are proposing  because it won't 
assist nyone with the corrupHon that is raging in our country if there 
was no corrupHon in the government systems  may be i would support 
because i know all will be treated equally and fairly. Lindiwe 

2020-10-08 
15:46:39 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ek dink dit is absoluut absurd! Hoe kan hulle net one regte wegvat, 
almal moet 'n geleentheid gegun word om homself te verdedig. Dit 
gaan die taxis net nog meer bedrog laat pleeg, en ons, die goeie en 
gehoorsames gaan die prys betaal. Hennie

2020-10-08 
13:25:28 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system SHaan

2020-10-08 
13:16:51 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Jan

2020-10-08 
11:12:00 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The incompetence displayed and corrupt traffic officials are not 
capable of enforcing the law in an unbiased manner. All that is 
required for safer road condiHons is for the traffic officials to 
understand their duty and do it with integrity. MarHn

2020-10-08 
10:35:57 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

This points system will eventually leave more people unemployed 
because they cannot complete their daily duHes and corrupt officers 
will enjoy this corrupt system even more by increasing the bribe 
amounts because the fines are double in value. This is just a money 
making scheme for the high and mighty government to steal even 
more from the working public. Michael

2020-10-08 
10:01:35 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

I drive a lot and I am human. I do make mistakes and the aVtude of 
some officers on the road are bad. This just another sHck to hit the 
public and also another money making scheme. 

Leon Leon
2020-10-08 
09:58:58 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Fiona

2020-10-08 
09:41:33 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Minie

2020-10-08 
09:36:12 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

I see this as a direct infringement on our rights to represent and 
defend out selves and believe this is designed to enforce unpopular 
government decisions onto law abiding ciHzens. The government 
should focus on real criminals, rather than a]empts to criminalise the 
general populaHon through draconian traffic laws. Mitch

2020-10-08 
09:32:46 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Lourens

2020-10-08 
09:24:59 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of demerit points is unfair. Most South African are 
working with cars, hence this demerit system will affect the economy 
badly if people cant drive and work. People who are found to be on the 
wrong side of the traffic law must be pay or arrested depending on the 
offence.   
Drunk driving should be a jail term. 
Speeding more than 40 km on a speed limit, fine of not less than R 5 
000.00 or jail Hme 
Driving without license, fine or jail term if the driver had never own 
one. 

Enock 
Mandlenkos
i
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2020-10-08 
09:24:48 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of demerit points is unfair. Most South African are 
working with cars, hence this demerit system will affect the economy 
badly if people cant drive and work. People who are found to be on the 
wrong side of the traffic law must be pay or arrested depending on the 
offence.   
Drunk driving should be a jail term. 
Speeding more than 40 km on a speed limit, fine of not less than R 5 
000.00 or jail Hme 
Driving without license, fine or jail term if the driver had never own 
one. 

Enock 
Mandlenkos
i

2020-10-08 
08:45:58 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system The fines are already unaffordable as it is. Cliff 

2020-10-08 
07:52:32 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Let us start at the beginning. Teach the traffic officers to be honest and 
not corrupt 
Let there word be no if it is no and yes if it is yes gert

2020-10-08 
07:50:48 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The exisHng laws can't be enforced in general and are applied when 
they seem to be only for certain people. Tom,

2020-10-08 
07:50:07 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The exisHng laws can't be enforced in general and are applied when 
they seem to be only for certain people. Tom,

2020-10-08 
07:21:27 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

Large transport operator will loos his personal license due to his 
drivers'mistakes Anton

2020-10-08 
06:59:56 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Jannie

2020-10-08 
06:44:41 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not believe that it will be a good and fear way to deal with traffic 
fine’s, because of corrupHon. Simoo

2020-10-08 
06:31:38 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system John

2020-10-08 
06:07:09 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Noma

2020-10-08 
03:17:45 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Antonie

2020-10-07 
21:20:35 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Muzi

2020-10-07 
21:07:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Chester

2020-10-07 
21:06:42 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system is problemaHc as it is a means to generate revenue 
throughout the process rather than fix the problem of bad driving. The 
system is also not required to issue noHces by registered mail. 
Furthermore, the system has harsh penalHes for the owners of vehicles 
rather than the drivers. The process of challenging a Hcket/offence is 
rather costly and Hme consuming. Taking into account public 
department offices and their officials, doing this will be a nightmare. 

Uwais
2020-10-07 
21:05:04 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Carmen 

2020-10-07 
21:03:33 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will not be free and fair OF CORUPTION like everything else in this 
country JACQUES

2020-10-07 
20:42:40 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Marvelous 

2020-10-07 
20:12:05 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

They don't have control over their people like the taxis, do they think 
to change all the laws and rules that it will bring order in the land!? 
They lost control long Hme ago. Don't change any laws or rjles, just get 
control back so that the exisHng laws/rules can will be follow by 
everybody! Marinda

2020-10-07 
17:58:01 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Mj

2020-10-07 
17:44:24 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

The absolute truth is that we cannot and I will not trust any person in 
the employment of the ANC Government with my name and 
operaHonal right to live in a free society if the only possible outcome is 
what South Africa has become internaHonally known for. Its 
CORRUPTION in every form of government. We will become the 
targets of corrupt officials and that is it. 
A]end to CorrupHon and hold every person that made him/herself 
guilty thereof responsible. That however is not done - show me one of 
the people found to be corrupt that was held accountable and the 
World might agree. The ANC government is in total a bunch of corrupt 
people that pracHses illegal and corrupt business out of their nature. 
Leave a system like this to them and it will further enrich the corrupt 
and will lead to the demise of South Africa and its ciHzenry. 

Izak

2020-10-07 
14:51:33 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

the system is flawed it is unmanageable & is open to abuse & 
corrupHon 
it has not worked in Gauteng during the "test period" so why should it 
work when rolled out around the country? 
Be]er policing is the answer not this 1st world system that parHally 
works in other countries due to the fact that they have honest law 
abiding ciHzens & SA does not 

it is going to be used as the sHck to beat us into submission to pay the 
failed e-toll system in Gauteng 

can u see the Taxi Drivers accepHng this system? 
hahahahahaha!!!! 

IAIN
2020-10-07 
14:49:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Theo

2020-10-07 
14:49:18 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Theo

2020-10-07 
14:38:03 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system alles geld maak sisteem glad nie nodig nie okkie

2020-10-07 
13:11:45 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Just make the current rules work Khutso
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2020-10-07 
12:37:49 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole AARTO issue is not viable &  lends itself to more corrupHon 
in the field ??? Clem 

2020-10-07 
12:37:12 Mpumalanga No I do not

points demerit 
system Conrad

KwaZulu-Natal 231
2020-12-01 
11:34:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Lorraine

2020-11-29 
14:00:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our law enforcement is bias and may lead to abuse and demerit of 
individuals with reasonable cause. Pooven

2020-11-28 
22:46:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Bribery and corrupHon is conHnuously on the increase.Traffic officers 
are bribed daily to avoid enforcement of issuing Hckets to 
offenders.The bill will enhance bribery to the extent where offenders 
will pay up to avoid the demerit points being insHtuted as well as 
payment of fines.Govt.is hoodwinking the populaHon to increase the 
coffers  due to coffers drying due to corrupHon.

Ahmed 
yusuf

2020-11-28 
22:46:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Bribery and corrupHon is conHnuously on the increase.Traffic officers 
are bribed daily to avoid enforcement of issuing Hckets to 
offenders.The bill will enhance bribery to the extent where offenders 
will pay up to avoid the demerit points being insHtuted as well as 
payment of fines.Govt.is hoodwinking the populaHon to increase the 
coffers  due to coffers drying due to corrupHon.

Ahmed 
yusuf

2020-11-28 
22:46:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Bribery and corrupHon is conHnuously on the increase.Traffic officers 
are bribed daily to avoid enforcement of issuing Hckets to 
offenders.The bill will enhance bribery to the extent where offenders 
will pay up to avoid the demerit points being insHtuted as well as 
payment of fines.Govt.is hoodwinking the populaHon to increase the 
coffers  due to coffers drying due to corrupHon.

Ahmed 
yusuf

2020-11-28 
22:46:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel that as the owner of a vehicle I am being unfairly vicHmized by 
others who might be driving my car. Hussain 

2020-11-28 
20:05:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Emilio

2020-11-28 
19:36:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Raeesa

2020-11-28 
19:00:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Yusuf

2020-11-28 
18:39:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system This is not pracHcal. How will it be enforced with taxi drivers? Irshad

2020-11-28 
12:56:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not going to resolve all the driving issues out there on the roads, 
not going to lessen the number of accidents caused, or drunk driving 
etc etc. Just another money making scheme and as we cant get basic 
things a]ended to in this country just more waste of monies on a 
system that will eventually prove its uselessness down the line! Fathima

2020-11-22 
22:01:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is open to flaws, whereby errors can be made by other people and 
now the innocent party has the burden of providing proof of 
innocence. 
This law puts too much emphasis on speeding fines caught by camera. 
What easy targets! While the traffic officers sit and while their Hme 
away by siVng in their vehicles doing nothing most of the day. They 
could rather be uHlising their Hme to fine really dangerous traffic 
offences. 
A third party/company to be used to collect the fines  is unacceptable. 
This is just to enrich some private individuals. Why must money go to 
them when the roads department is needing this money. 
It is unacceptable that the price of the fines must increase. The 
motorist is already overburdened with their transport costs. Renell

2020-11-10 
16:49:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Shiraz

2020-11-07 
23:09:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Vahin 

2020-11-05 
21:58:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have enough taxes and burdens to deal with in this Country. It 
would be unconsHtuHonal to enforce such a system. This is just 
another way for the Government to extort money from the ciHzens. If 
they remove all corrupt officials and corrupt members of parliament 
there will be enough funds to adequately run this country. South 
Africans need to be heard and be taken seriously. We cannot conHnue 
to be the sheep waiHng to be slaughtered at every turn. These systems 
will fail and will cause more chaos. Yugan

2020-11-05 
06:53:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Henricus

2020-11-01 
11:38:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will never work in South Africa which is a third world country run by 
a corrupt government. The system will become another corrupt 
organisaHon within a corrupt government. It will also open up for more 
traffic officials to corrupHon. Motorists could be faced with fabricated 
fines which then enables the traffic officials to bribe the  motorist to 
avoid being fined. It is not going to work in this country. The E-toll 
system should be scrapped in its enHrety. Why should the taxpayers/
motorists pay daily taxes (e-toll fees) to use the roads that they have 
already paid for by way of their monthly taxes ie. petrol, vat, paye, etc  
The current government should hang its head in shame of the way its 
treats all ciHzens of South Africa by introducing new ways of bleeding 
money from them which at the end of the day all addiHonal taxes end 
up in the pockets of corrupt officials in all spheres of Government. Peter

2020-10-30 
09:02:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

its of great concern that such a huge step is being taken,and the 
financial and legal implicaHons thereof seem over the top anwar

2020-10-29 
14:17:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Enough is enough Jackie

2020-10-29 
03:01:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Abdul

2020-10-28 
15:45:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will never work  as long as this country have a  traffic  law 
enforcement that cannot be trusted  with  anything.  If he stops 
someone for a safety belt violaHon & decide to add reckless driving  + 
or any other charge on top of the first one , that driver  will have a lot 
of points against him and not be able to  argue against  these false 
accusaHons. Stephanus 
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2020-10-28 
14:50:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Yusuf

2020-10-28 
10:00:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Nkululeko 

2020-10-28 
10:00:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Nkululeko 

2020-10-26 
11:01:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another means to creaHng more corrupHon, and as always no 
means to enforce or manage such a process.  We cant get licencing 
done on Hme, we cant maintain roads, traffic intersecHons and enforce 
vehicle road worthiness, what makes you think adding more rules will 
bring about change.  Work on fixing whats broken before adding more 
rules to be broken. Deron

2020-10-24 
18:50:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole act will be used for massive corrupHon and bribery. This is 
only to make the poor poorer and steal more from the ciHzens. None 
of this has anything beneficial to road safety. Johan

2020-10-23 
20:12:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Theo 

2020-10-21 
15:25:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly there are some very unreasonable speed limits.  Of course, you 
are going to tell me that there is or are reasons for the speed limit but 
on an open "straight" road?  The road might be a li]le corrugated, but 
to bring the speed down to 60 km/h is to my mind a waste of Hme.  I 
have tried to drive 60km an hour on this specific road and found 
myself Hme and Hme again going faster than 60.  Now, this is my point, 
if I drive faster on this road I am going to be in trouble with this new 
law. 
Secondly, the signage on the roads is poor.  When traveling in a 
direcHon, you have to travel at 80km/h and when taking this road 
again from the opposite side you can travel 100km/h?  Road traffic 
must get their act together.  On the road between Parys and 
Potchefstroom you have to travel at 80km/h, then suddenly just before 
you enter Potchefstroom you are allowed to travel at 100 for about 
200m before the speed limit is again 80???  This kind of thing Hcks me 
off. 
Thirdly there is a great campaign against driving too fast, but what is 
done about people overtaking on a solid line, cars that are not road 
legal, driving lights that are not working at night?  Who is going to 
enforce that?  Now the more I write this the more I begin to get the 
feeling that this is another law to control the controllable.  Excuse me 
but I have very li]le trust in the system.  I was once fined traveling 
from Melmoth to the Nkwalini turnoff.  Being used to the road and 
that the limit of the speed was 80km/h, I was doing 80km/h only to get 
the fine in the post that I was traveling at 80 in a 60 zone?!  My next 
trip I went down to Richards bay and found the 60 km/h sign, very 
hidden between the trees.  What if I was passing a big truck on the 
road and did not see the sign?  That  60km/h sign was removed for 
about a year or two, I'm not sure and the limit was again 80. Tough, 
now AARTO will place me on a points demerit system. That specific 
road IS dangerous I know and the speed has been changed to 60km/h, 
which no other road user is abiding by.  In this case 80km/h is 
reasonable, 60 km/h is really for people who do not have a license and 
cannot or should not drive. 
Please also hear our complaints:  Other road users going through the 
trouble of puVng on their hazzards (travelling from behind you have 
absolutely no idea what is going to happen now and expect anything).  
Some cars do not have indicaters. I've had the experience of someone 
stopping dead in the road and I was pulling a boat.  I had to stand on 
the brakes to avoid an accident.  If I hit him from behind it will be my 
responsibility - so there is something to try and police - that is a 
challenge - not someone travelling 7 or even 15 km/h faster than the 
60 on an open road.  I am totally against road users travelling more 
than 60 in a suburb or residenHal area, but to limit the traffic to 60 on 
an open good road?? 
The last situaHon is one that you are allowed to travel 120km/h on an 
open road, but the road is so full of potholes that it is dangerous to 
travel at 120 and suddenly, on your route you find a road, fantasHcally 
maintained and perfect and you have to travel 100? 

Please try and get these things right before you come with a points 
demerit system, you do not have your act together and now you want 
to enforce such drasHc measures.  Is it really that important.  By the 
way if it was that important, why don't you do something about all the 
trucks on the roads.  I am sure that trucks are the cause of big 
accidents, becuse they cause great frustraHon  and many Hmes the 
drivers of these trucks are Hred. Peter

2020-10-21 
11:28:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Thanusia

2020-10-20 
13:28:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I'very seen cases of vicHmisaHon from metro police official and traffic 
police.South Africa needs to correct training and approach of 
theservice officials and public at large Zamani 

2020-10-20 
10:59:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Will this also apply to Taxi Drivers, how is this going to work !! Sally

2020-10-20 
09:49:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system We do not need any more gravy train rides by the government Jennifer 

2020-10-19 
11:03:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Zithulele

2020-10-18 
20:01:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Cornelia

2020-10-17 
09:15:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't agree with the demerit system as this will encourage bribing of 
Law enforcement officers by desperate motorists and will promote 
corrupHon which our Country thrives of,corrupt government,corrupt 
police and the list goes on,sucking every last drop. Viren

2020-10-16 
16:26:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

From our history it seems likely that that this system will be applied 
selecHvely to penalize the so called white middle class whilst allowing 
the majority to be untouched. Not democraHc at all. Alistair
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2020-10-15 
20:26:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Will this apply to the taxi industry or will they be exempt as per usual. Keith

2020-10-14 
20:29:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are living in a very corrpt society. very high rate of crime is due to 
the lack of policing. our social security standards are very low. We 
need more policeman and policing on the road. lack of policing and 
lack of honest and dedicated policmen and women is contribuHng to 
all the problems faced on the road. Due to corrupHon being so high in 
our country i think many people will resort to bribery and the effect of 
the demerit system will be compromised. 
The opposite of that will be very sHct policing and the wrong people 
being demerited. the real culprits get away and the demerit system 
fails us. RAFFICK

2020-10-14 
11:38:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

With the points demerit system the traffic inspectors are going to 
become very rich from bribes so as not to loose points and if 
implemented properly there will be no taxi,'s on the road a_er one 
week all will loose their 15 points in no Hme .Honest persons will be 
the biggest looser with this system. e Tolls are a seperate issue and 
should not have anything to do with neglegent driving and road law 
breaking,this has to be resolved by other means. Paddy

2020-10-14 
10:46:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

To much corrupHon with officials, you can't trust them with the system 
and with them inforcing the laws  not been done in accepted lawfully 
way. Taxi's, heavy duty vehicles and busses rules the road because 
policing them does not happen and traffic officials would not target 
them but rather target so_ targets such as the public. Tiekie 

2020-10-14 
06:29:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Laws are always against the ciHzens and always puniHve. We live in a 
country of corrupt government who are hell bent on drawing blood 
from its populace. Laws should allow for ciHzens to correct their 
mistakes if it impacts the lives of others and not because the 
government wants new ways to collect money from a financially 
drained society! Saleem 

2020-10-13 
21:21:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Not a system that I see working in South Africa eventually you will have 
drivers who were penalized by the points system and have their license 
suspended and will then drive around illegally unless traffic police 
become more proacHve as it is traffic police are not acHve enough... Rehas

2020-10-13 
16:05:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Shan

2020-10-13 
15:21:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Basic implementaHon of traffic laws are not applied on the whole and 
quite o_en the very same people tasked with enforcement are the 
biggest culprits with breaking the law. The administraHon is also sadly 
lacking and I can foresee many problems with issuing of licences, etc 
due to the unwillingness of staff to assist people correctly. Etolls was 
implemented without proper feedback from the general public. 
Everything proposed infringes on my consHtuHonal rights and the last I 
saw we are supposed to be a democraHc republic and not a 
dictatorship which is what we are fast becoming! 
This is the sHck approach to paying e tolls and doubling of fines is 
disgusHng. 
This government wants to beat us all into submission because they are 
running out of money. Draconian springs to mind. 
The Govt cannot even manage to implement properly, the current laws 
in SA. This law, in parHcular the onerous and expensive process to fight 
the Hcket to prove innocence. This make it easier for the, (mostly), 
corrupt traffic police to issue Hckets and take bribes and will in no way 
sort out our problems. Our police are unable to sort out current 
unroadworthy, unlicensed drivers/vehicles, this law won't change that, 
only make it harder for the honest person to prove innocence and the 
bribes bigger. Stop making laws and implement the ones you already 
have properly. 

Gert

2020-10-13 
07:54:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

In the tough Hmes that we live in,we dont need more rules and 
regulaHons. Try and enforce the law and rules that is in place,instead 
of changing with more corrupHon. Deena

2020-10-13 
05:37:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point system is not needed at this point in Hme in South Africa due 
to corrupHon . They are just equipping these corrupt cops more power 
so they can want more expensive bribes then before BANDILE

2020-10-12 
22:43:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

They cannot administrate the current laws and the cost to control 
more laws. I think it will encourage bribery. Anil

2020-10-12 
20:10:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

this seems like another a]empt to control the people who abide by 
the rules. Instead of prosecuHng the people obeying the rules, spend 
more Hme chasing down all the unpaid fines 
and unsafe  vehicles on the road. stop overloading and blatent 
disregard by buses and taxis that do not stop at red robots, speed in 
built up areas, hoot uncontrollably and drive in yellow lines. 
this is where the focus should be jeff

2020-10-12 
16:35:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

With so many people who have lost their jobs during Lockdown, there 
will be an increase in unemployment. This is because everyone that 
has a car either use it for work or use it to get to work. 

There will also be an increase in the number of criminals. This is 
because ciHzens will do whatever it takes to not have their licenses 
taken away. This system is coercing drivers and law enforcement 
officers to commit crime. 

Mhloniphen
i

2020-10-12 
14:09:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Regardless of what system the select few, example taxis, will get away 
with everything while other drivers will be penalized and any system 
opens abuse in the traffic officials hands who are human & open to 
bribery, this will only be a disadvantage to the few while it will have no 
impact on the majority. Leave system as is & train & monitor your law 
officers to do the work properly & the current system will work. Cynthia

2020-10-12 
12:13:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system should not apply to companies.  Just too many 
variables.. Rabie

2020-10-12 
09:49:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don't waste our money rather put this ridiculous system into catching 
criminals and the corrupHon in the government. Norma
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2020-10-12 
08:51:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government should instead be focusing on strictly enforcing current 
traffic laws which is not being done. The demerit system will not fix 
this. Taxis and other people who do not obey traffic laws will sHll 
conHnue to real havoc and do whatever they want. Demerit system 
just gives even more power to the government. wollie

2020-10-12 
08:37:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Rod

2020-10-12 
07:33:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

officers will focus more on corrupHon bribes  as to actual offences. 
roads are in a chaoHc state and forcing drivers to break the law in 
some instances to avoid damage to there vehicles. 

Jaco

2020-10-12 
07:22:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a money making scheme and will not be enforced properly give 
the traffic officers more power to issue fines instead of law protecHon 
first. 

Morgan
2020-10-11 
20:09:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Phillosha

2020-10-11 
19:17:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system There is no need for demerit system. Solomon

2020-10-11 
18:34:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why do legiHmate tax paying ciHzens always get targe]ed by Govt.??  
Over 2 million people have lost their jobs through COVID and govt. sHll 
wants to hurt us more.  This is just another way of making it easier for 
law enforcement to threaten us if we don't bribe them.  Why don't you 
fix the already failing police system/rampant police corrupHon before 
embarking in this. 

Most frustraHng really!!! Penny

2020-10-11 
18:20:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

With so many vehicles on the road with falsified resgistraHon number 
(i.e. 'Ringers') breaking the law and then you, as the law abiding ciHzen 
gets crucified for a crime you did not commit and automaHcally made 
guilty as charged!! 

The AARTO works in a country where the rule of law is fully 
funcHoning. With the current situaHon as it is, it canot unHl all the 
'ringer' vehicles are removed, ie false reghistraHon cars that break the 
law with registraHon numbers cfopied from legal cars. 

Fix this first! Gerhard
2020-10-11 
17:56:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Infringes on my rights 

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:55:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Will not be effecHve. Taxi industry have huge amounts in unpaid fines. 
Cannot be recovered. A number of taxi drivers don't have drivers 
licences or it has been obtained illegally. They don't have PDP.  These 
drivers are the" cops best friends".  
Many more will become "cops friends". 
The road traffic act is been flouted daily. Cops turn a blind eye. Can't 
see the system working. Raj

2020-10-11 
17:45:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Infringes on my rights 

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:45:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Infringes on my rights 

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:44:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Infringes on my rights 

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:44:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Infringes on my rights 

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:44:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:43:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:43:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-11 
17:28:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system is not administered effecHvely so a new system will 
fail,  e tolls are not part of road traffic act and cannot be included in 
this for fines/ penalHes Chris 

2020-10-11 
17:19:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is contrary to the following secHons of the ConsHtuHon: secHon 33 
the right to just administraHve acHon; 34 access to court; secHon 35(3)
(h) the presumpHon of innocence and the right to remain silent. gregory

2020-10-11 
15:41:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system ConsHtuHonal right to defend myself in Court Kate

2020-10-11 
11:32:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

These laws will only apply to the few law abiding ciHzens. Taxis seem to 
be exempt from all rules and regulaHons (i.e. driving on the sidewalks 
to get to the front of a backlog etc and that with the traffic police 
present and nothing gets done about it) The traffic police seem to fear 
taxis and deliberately turn a blind eye so it will be us law abiding 
drivers who make one li]le mistake but will be severely penalized. 
There is just far too much corrupHon in our Government for this to be 
a fair pracHce because the traffic officers can be bribed. So no I do not 
agree with this proposed system. Estell

2020-10-11 
07:32:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Vilesh

2020-10-11 
06:52:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Jacobus 
Johannes 

2020-10-11 
06:46:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Alida

2020-10-11 
06:42:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Absolute nonsense, what is the point of this demerit system but 
another way to make money for the government,  rather go create jobs 
and tackle corrupHon and lock up corrupt officials instead of finding 
ways to penalize the ciHzens of this country Zane
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2020-10-11 
05:41:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe the rules are clear. The minister should be concentraHng on 
geVng read of all the foreign drivers off our road as they have illegal 
documents.  

I the past we did not have as much accidents   they allow foreigners to 
do as they please in our roads now we have a huge problem.  This 
thing is oppressing South Africans who have licenses that are valid. 
Because they are registered.  Instead of doing a clean up on foreigners.  

We must stop protecHng our people from other countries and START 
now  to protect fellow South African.  

There is no country in the world that foreigners drive like this and 
make accidents but their cases don't even go to trail.  PLEASE. We berg 
of you to clean our roads of all foreigners. Siyabonga 

2020-10-11 
05:39:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

All this should apply to only the taxis in this country because they are 
taking and killing innocent lives every single day with reckless driving 
and scrap vehicles and overloading. Sk

2020-10-10 
20:38:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Fazela

2020-10-10 
20:35:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It’s a total waste of tax payers money. We don’t have law and order. 
CorrupHon is rife. Motor licensing offices are over crowded and 
complaints are never a]ended. Police are not visible to catch every day 
offenders and the court s are not capable to a]end to backlogs. Abdul 

2020-10-10 
18:55:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It won't work in south africa due to our corrupt governments. The 
police will want more  bribes. Devan

2020-10-10 
18:29:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support the traffic amendment bill . I have been driving for 
54years and I am fine the the exisHng traffic laws. The traffic demerit 
system and other added laws to amend the bill is a money making 
scheme. Amending the traffic laws will lead to bribery and corrupHon . 
As for fines, traffic law enforcement police must go a_er the minibus 
taxi drivers who violate all the traffic laws. Perumal

2020-10-10 
17:31:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police the exisHng laws, and fine the offenders.  Why do we need new 
laws. I have no problem with a demerit system, as long as it is 
implemented fairly, however, our traffic officials are totally inefficient, 
corrupt and controlled by the taxi industry.  Taxis and trucks are major 
problems on our roads today. Lynne

2020-10-10 
17:29:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Ishana

2020-10-10 
17:23:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Mahommed 

2020-10-10 
17:06:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Sirhc

2020-10-10 
16:29:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Bheki

2020-10-10 
15:02:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Too much corrupHon in the traffic department 
Mondli

2020-10-10 
13:44:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Sithembiso

2020-10-10 
13:30:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Deepesh

2020-10-10 
13:01:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

To many officials are corrupt. You cant trust that the demerit system 
will be run in a trustworthy manner.  The bad reputaHon of 
implemenHng any law in south Africa by many officials can't  jusHfy 
implemenHng new laws if the corrupHon in this country carries on like 
it does. No! get our poor country in an acceptable sate. I can only see 
how the sincere  ciHzen's of this country will be punished severely 
while all the corrupt criminals  stay untouched. it is just another way of 
looHng the already heavy loaded ciHzen of there hard earned money. Waldemar 

2020-10-10 
12:45:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Enforce the laws we already have. More traffic police needed and 
surely it must be illegal to drive without a valid license anyway.Stop 
taxis from speeding.turning in front ofyou.stopping where they like to 
take on and let off passengers.If they were fined for all these ILLEGAL 
acHons money would pour in. 

Sylvia
2020-10-10 
12:05:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mojaki 
Ephraim

2020-10-10 
09:54:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Edy

2020-10-10 
08:38:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Money making Toll schemes have nothing to do with my drivers license 
r ability to drive. LESLIE

2020-10-10 
07:52:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

What is the reason for the doubling of fines - when this money is being 
misappropriated and ulHmately not going towards the upgrading of 
roads in SA. Pumla

2020-10-10 
07:51:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It should not be a criminal offense to drive without a liscence. 
Misinterpreted informaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon period  a_er 
suspended liscences..sh 
must be corrected. 
A infringer must have the right to be tried in court himself. 
PenalHes for fines should not be doubled. 
Demerit points should be incresed to 15 points before suspension. ulandie

2020-10-10 
07:45:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

the infringer should have the right to appeal in court to be able to 
defend themselves . 
The demerit points shpuld be increased to 15. 
It should not be a criminal offense to drive without a liscence. 
The liscence should only be suspended not for a longer period than 3 
months.  
Penaltys should not be doubled. ulandie

2020-10-10 
07:42:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The ff are ridiculous and not acceptable  

Doubling the fines which are currently outstanding  
Doubling the e-toll fines  

Yoliswa
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2020-10-10 
07:41:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system the demerit points should be increased to 15 points. ulandie

2020-10-10 
06:31:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Points demerit system, I do not consent to any of the proposals Quinton

2020-10-10 
01:06:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Not fair, life standard not the same, rural will will be affected more 
because the these regulaHons will be applied  to them whereas the 
cases won't amount the same wait. I think government before 
introducing this system need to improve it infrastructure and it internal 
system than they can start trying the said proposed system. It will be a 
total disaster if they try it now and yes for a developed country it 
sound very impressive. Thokozani 

2020-10-09 
22:04:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sure way to increase corrupHon , in this country definitely not a good 
idea Prashan 

2020-10-09 
20:42:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Siyacindezelwa  ngoba  bona beshayelelwa thabane 

2020-10-09 
20:42:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Siyacindezelwa  ngoba  bona beshayelelwa thabane m

2020-10-09 
20:41:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Siyacindezelwa  ngob a  bona beshayelelwa thabane m

2020-10-09 
20:41:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Siyacindezelwa  ngob a  bona beshayelelwa thabane m

2020-10-09 
19:02:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It ia way too open to abuse, and without proper recourse  the demerits 
get automaHcally implemented Pete 

2020-10-09 
16:59:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The police are corrupt and will except bribes instead of doing their job 
correctly. This will in turn cause bad negligent drivers to keep their 
licenses and good law abiding drivers to loose their licenses. Andre

2020-10-09 
14:42:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Im a proxy for the company I work for.  There are over 200 vehicles 
that drive the roads on my name and ID.  Although there are 
procedures in place to  control drivers, any misdemeanor is on my 
name.  At anyHme if a racist bugger stops me, I could be locked up just 
for someone else' transgressions. Rene

2020-10-09 
13:51:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is yet another way the inefficient govt will use to extract money 
from generally law abiding ciHzens while the taxi drivers scoff at the 
law and ignore it completely. Deal with important issues like 
disgraceful road maintenance,  corrupt government thieves, crooked 
law enforcers, murderers, rapists and other thieves by introducing the 
death penalty and hand chopping, and there will be no need to use yet 
another stupid scheme to steal.   
Wish I could highlight ALL the points as my top concerns! Yasmin

2020-10-09 
12:13:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Farhana

2020-10-09 
11:09:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another way to loot everyone's money.... This e-toll is a lot 
of nonsense, why must we pay double for the roads? CUT the 
government's salaries then there would be money for everything... 
And also they making extra money for the damn renewal of your 
license every 5yrs! In actual fact your license NEVER expires only the 
damn card!!!! All this changes is just a HUGE fraudulant looHng 
opportunity for the incompetent people that does NOT want to earn 
their money the right and legal way!!!! 

Lucille 
2020-10-09 
10:04:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system in place should remain, focus should be placed on corrupt 
officials “selling” licenses to incompetent drivers. ChrisHaan

2020-10-09 
09:04:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system ChrisHne

2020-10-09 
08:41:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Gertruida

2020-10-09 
08:38:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Avinash 

2020-10-09 
08:09:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Suresh 

2020-10-09 
07:58:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

rewrite of the exisHng regulaHons is obscured, we have not even 
started with the exisHng regulaHons properly. Give the country at least 
3 years on the exisHng regulaHons, then change slowly over Hme. You 
put the cart before the horse so to speak 

William 
James

2020-10-09 
07:57:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

rewrite of the exisHng regulaHons is obscured, we have not even 
started with the exisHng regulaHons properly. Give the country at least 
3 years on the exisHng regulaHons, then change slowly over Hme. You 
put the cart before the horse so to speak 

William 
James

2020-10-09 
07:57:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

When the current so called system in place works one might be able to 
look at this. 
Can you imagine the “bribes” that will take place! 
Wonder if their will be any favouriHsm when the points add up! Chris

2020-10-09 
07:57:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

rewrite of the exisHng regulaHons is obscured, we have not even 
started with the exisHng regulaHons properly. Give the country at least 
3 years on the exisHng regulaHons, then change slowly over Hme. You 
put the cart before the horse so to speak 

William 
James

2020-10-09 
07:54:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another scheme to extract/extort money. 
They can't stop murders, rape, corrupHon etc.  but they can clamp 
down on the motorists because its an easy target and it pays. 

Iain 

2020-10-09 
07:52:50 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic police can not implement  the laws as they stand now.  The 
new system only allows the traffic police receive a larger bribe than 
before.  The demerit system is a joke. People will just drive with out a 
licence. As for toll roads they just make the poor poorer. Keith
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2020-10-09 
07:30:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Failed E-Toll saga just drags on with no clear decision to cull it 
despite numerous promises. How will the Govt apply the demerit 
system to Taxis? And how can you just propose doubling fines?  
Another scam to put more pressure on Taxpayers! Alan

2020-10-09 
07:13:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Places are far apart. Drivers get frustrated for being so long on the 
roads. This country is suppose to be a democraHc country, so hear 
peoples wants.. Navindra

2020-10-09 
07:09:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Juane]e

2020-10-09 
00:19:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt law officials will disadvantage drivers and more bribes will be 
obtained CLAUDENE 

2020-10-08 
21:45:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

We not in school or any other type of organizaHon. All vehicle 
operators should pass a proper test when they originally apply for a 
drivers license. There current laws in place and acHve that are working 
properly if they are in poss properly by the traffic departments officers 
but this does not happen anymore and therefore the retraining of the 
traffic officers are essenHal and they should undergo more regularly 
retraining at the different traffic centers and it should be done by 
proper qualified legal persons whom are qualified in traffic law. Emanuel

2020-10-08 
21:11:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system esssa

2020-10-08 
20:50:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Lloyd

2020-10-08 
19:56:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Japie

2020-10-08 
19:06:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will never work in this country. if i can ask one quesHon 
which I know will not be answered by DOT. How many drivers licences 
have been suspended from the start of this system? Simple quesHon. 

Wayne 
2020-10-08 
17:57:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system The Govt. Has had enough money to fill their own pockets. Leslie

2020-10-08 
17:54:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system I do not agree with any of these useless regulaHons, act etc. Lungelo 

2020-10-08 
17:47:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not think changing the law will change the aVtude of drivers.  
The driver’s licence test should include road behaviour and the 
consequences of breaking the law.  More well trained traffic police are 
needed in problem areas. I do not agree about doing away with the 
present tried and tested system of going to court. The new system 
sounds cumbersome and how many people would understand it, it  
would also lead to bribery. Taking away the right to drive in this 
country would be devastaHng to many people as there is no efficient 
public transport system. Why change what works – just improve it.  I 
am against the proposed change in the legislaHon for the following 
reasons : points demerit system, costly appeals, and an administraHve 
burden. 

Lorraine 

2020-10-08 
17:41:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

As usual, this will only apply to certain people. The taxis will get away 
with everything because it will not affect them at all, because they 
don’t pay for toll fees and and most of them disobey road and traffic 
laws....and they don’t get fined Petronella 

2020-10-08 
16:39:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

When this legislaHon was first passed we were promised that the 
legislaHon would be rolled out naHonally. We were told that the 
demerit points system would iniHally be for informaHon purposes only, 
with the actual enforceable demerit points coming into effect later, 
presumably a_er the system has been tested in all jurisdicHons. If the 
legislaHon was designed to work it would have been implemented  
naHonally long ago. LegislaHon that has been on the books for 12 years 
and sHll not implemented is obviously broken and should be repealed. 
The a]empt to amend the regulaHons to make them stricter before 
the implementaHon has been rolled out naHonally. This seems like a 
good example of siVng on a problem for 12 years and then 
implemenHng it in a rush. 

What do we actually need? 

The idea of decriminalising minor road traffic infringements is a good 
one. We need enabling legislaHon that can be implemented at 
provincial and municipal level to achieve this, not legislaHon that 
creates a naHonal bureaucracy. Demerit points are not a bad idea 
perse. Driving licence demerit points should only apply to non camera 
moving violaHons where  the actual driver is stopped or a reasonable 
a]empt is made to stop the driver.  Demerit points should expire a_er 
a given period of Hme. in addiHon to that every three months without 
an infringement one demerit point should be deducted from the 
balance.  If someone's demerit points balance returns to zero their 
licence should have the same status as anyone else whose licence has 
zero points regardless of whether his licence has previously been 
suspended. Licence holders should be allowed to accumulate three 
negaHve demerit points. Demerit points should (if applicable) be dealt 
with at provincial level. 

Demerit points on licence disks make no sense. If a vehicle is 
unroadworthy then the owner should be ordered to present the 
vehicle for a roadworthy test within a given Hme. John

2020-10-08 
16:36:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-08 
16:36:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Muhammed 
Y 

2020-10-08 
15:57:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Clean up third world corrupHon before trying to apply first world 
standards. peter
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2020-10-08 
15:33:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The points demerit system will not work in this country, firstly, there 
will be no taxi drivers le_ a_er the 1st day of implementaHon, or like 
always will they be exempt and able to break every road law there is 
Secondly, corrupHon will be rife 
The e tolls should not form part of any law as they were unlawfully 
erected in the first place DIANNE

2020-10-08 
14:37:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current traffic laws are unenforceable because of dishonest 
officials.  
The government must ensure the current system works before 
enacHng new laws. A_er decades in power the government officials 
must now DO SOME HONEST WORK!!!  
They must pick on the criminals and bring them to trial and STOP 
persecuHng the genaral public! We are not the criminals. 

John
2020-10-08 
14:33:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Marlene

2020-10-08 
14:31:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Another way  bribery /corrupHon  Derek

2020-10-08 
14:29:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another cash cow which will be plagued with incompetence, jobs 
for pals for fat cats and possible loss of income/jobs for poor civilians 
when the points run out Mlungisi

2020-10-08 
13:41:06 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The taxi industry needs to be first, they have their rules and total 
disregard of traffic regulaHons Bryan

2020-10-08 
13:32:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

My top concern is all of the above, but I cannot choose them ALL. So 
basically I am against all this Bull as it is an  infringement of our Human 
Rights. Most of of have been unemployed because of lockdown and 
are not unable to get a job. So, I do not have money to pay for fines 
etc... I am a careful driver, but who is to say, that an "irritated" metro 
police officer won't just take advantage of this system. That is all Beryl

2020-10-08 
13:27:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Princeton

2020-10-08 
13:20:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Government should firstly manage and enforce the current 
legislaHon effecHvely.  
If this was done there would be no need to  implement more puniHve 
measures. There is currently no visible presence of the law enforces on 
the roads  which results in complete lawlessness on the roads. Enforce 
the current legislaHon first. I fear this is just another a]empt to fill the 
coffers by tapping the few law abiding ciHzens. Chris

2020-10-08 
13:15:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Denise 

2020-10-08 
12:56:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not trust the imparHality of the police nor the competence of the 
legal system to disburse jusHce. Look at the way taxi's get away with 
murder, and the corrupt licences (driving and vehicle) and the lack of 
knowledge or even interest by the officials. No doubt any 
communicaHon will be via a call centre and I have yet to come across 
one where the staff are knowledgeable and arHculate. There is so 
much more that is wrong with everything in SA, and we can now be 
called a failed state. Allan

2020-10-08 
11:56:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Please reconsider this as its not going to be done fair and within our 
consHtuHonal rights. You have already taken away so many of our 
rights. Stop bullying us and start working for your money in an honest 
way. Annelene

2020-10-08 
11:34:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Jan

2020-10-08 
11:00:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why do we not just enforce the current laws, instead of more and 
more laws every year? Sean

2020-10-08 
10:59:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court would lead to a possible increase in bribery and corrupHon on an 
already corrupt system. The drive will be far more inclined to pay a 
bribe rather than know that he cant even contest it in a court of law. 
The official will realize this and be even more inclined to accept and 
make the offer. Charles 

2020-10-08 
10:50:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Niren

2020-10-08 
10:44:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

In this economic crisis we have in SA, it is not the ideal Hme to burden 
the consumers with these extra cost and stress.  
Get the economy going then implement this rule. 

Leena

2020-10-08 
10:42:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

If this government is serious about lowering road fataliHes, remove all 
unroadworthy vehicles, fix the roads and clamp down on fake drivers 
licenses. 
This new system will be rife with corrupHon as the rest of government Zaheer 

2020-10-08 
10:37:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Suren

2020-10-08 
10:33:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

1)  A points demerit system can only work in a just sociaty where there 
are no corrupHon. 
2)  Removing my democraHc right to chose -  
a)  to go to court or not 
b)  Gauteng e-tolls do not have alternaHve routes for me to choose 
whether I want to use the toll roads or not.  
3) Doubling the fines is an a]empt to recover monies spent on e-tolls 
in Gauteng. These roads were originally built with tax payers money 
and should not have been made toll roads.  
Once again no right to choose.  

Gerrit 

2020-10-08 
10:24:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The corrupHon has to be ended first ,before such a system can work 
justly. 
If not, it will create greater danger and inequality. 

Shoba
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2020-10-08 
10:17:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Dear Sir/Madam  

I don't believe this a way forward because it will become a money 
making scheme. 

Life is already complicated ,this new proposal will make life even more 
difficult and definitely not necessary.People are already struggling 
financially,if you lose your license it can leave to job loss because you 
aren't able to fulfill certain job requirements or not geVng employed 
because you don't have a license. 

With this new proposal alot of people will end up losing their licence 
because this point system is not alot because you can be driving for 30 
to 50 years and this point system will eventually add up and cause of 
you losing your license. 

I am sure lets have other rules in place but not this demerit system.Life 
is already complicated and now it is becoming more complicated,yes 
we have to abide by the law but the law is becoming too much now. 

Kind regards  
Savalan Govender Savalan 

2020-10-08 
09:40:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

THis is absolute rubbish. There are too many bad drivers on our roads 
and they 
constantly get away with this...Focus on geVng druken useless bought 
licenced 
drivers off our roads instead. 

As a proxy of a business where drivers gather points only the proxy 
stands to be 
unfairly punished . 
Monitor and enforce the laws that are already in place . This is yet 
another money making 
offence system !!! STOP IT PLEASE ITS ABSOLUTE RUBBISH !!! Maritha

2020-10-08 
09:38:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

We will be blindsided because demerits willl accumulate without your 
knowledge whether you were right or wrong will not ma]er as you 
would not be allowed to defend yourself. CorrupHon will conHnue 
through this system and become a be]er money making scheme. We 
already pay taxes everyHme we purchase fuel plus normal license fees 
and taxes towards road usage etc. Why should we sHll pay for tolls. Ashika

2020-10-08 
08:36:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system i need to be innocent unHl proven guilty ian

2020-10-08 
08:34:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Leon 

2020-10-08 
08:10:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will definitely not correctly implemented especially when you just 
get a fine through email. For businesses it is a great concern because 
the driver's name don't appear on summons and they will not be 
demerited even if a form is completed because of their poor 
administraHon. 
What about our rights? What about the bribes? Ize]e

2020-10-08 
08:00:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don't support any of these.Money making from people who are 
ba]ling to make ends meet.All this will lead to more corrupHon.

Ajith 
Bridgemohu
n

2020-10-08 
08:00:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don't support any of these.Money making from people who are 
ba]ling to make ends meet.All this will lead to more corrupHon.

Ajith 
Bridgemohu
n

2020-10-08 
07:59:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don't support any of these.Money making from people who are 
ba]ling to make ends meet.All this will lead to more corrupHon.

Ajith 
Bridgemohu
n

2020-10-08 
07:59:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don't support any of these.Money making from people who are 
ba]ling to make ends meet.All this will lead to more corrupHon.

Ajith 
Bridgemohu
n

2020-10-08 
07:59:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don't support any of these.Money making from people who are 
ba]ling to make ends meet.All this will lead to more corrupHon.

Ajith 
Bridgemohu
n

2020-10-08 
07:47:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system New laws are not necessary. ExisHng laws need to be enforced Noel

2020-10-08 
07:26:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Garry

2020-10-08 
07:24:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Tony

2020-10-08 
07:21:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another  ill thought up ANC  policy that is bound to fail and make 
some corrupt poliHcian very rich .  Desmond

2020-10-08 
06:57:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Hannes

2020-10-08 
06:48:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don’t  not agree with an increase in fines. This country is already 
financially burdened from all the stealing.  Also I do not support e toll. 
There is so much bribery and corrupHon already with traffic officials 
that the increase in fines will give them more leverage to bribe the 
public Anne

2020-10-08 
06:39:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Jenny

2020-10-08 
06:38:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Unfortunately, the system won't work here, there are far too few traffic 
enforcement officials who actually work for their pay. Lynton

2020-10-08 
06:31:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

My vehicle registraHon number was falsely taken by another person. A 
fine was submi]ed to me and I have been trying to get it removed off 
my name without success. They do not respond to my request to send 
me confirmaHon that the fine has been removed. If the demerit system 
is imposed, it will be a strike against me for a 'crime' not commi]ed by 
me. If this country was in a posiHon to police our roads properly I 
won't have a problem, but it isn't. My vote goes towards a definite no! 
The system works against honest ciHzens. Daniel

2020-10-08 
06:08:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system License Renewal every 10 years Derrick
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2020-10-08 
05:55:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will increase fraud on the road as most would rather pay the 
officer that loosing their licences which might lead the to loose their 
work if their licence is revoked/suspended Simphiwe 

2020-10-08 
05:54:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is ridiculous to bring in demerit system, and to take away rights of 
ciHzens to be heard in court. This is just another way of govt 
dictatorship! People are already living in poverty with all taxed being 
paid to govt WHICH LOOT AND STEAL ALL THE MONEY THEY GET THEIR 
HANDS ON.  If the traffic police  would do their work fine people for 
reckless driving overtaking on barrier lines etc govt would be able to 
curb traffic offended!! Susan

2020-10-08 
05:39:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Good day I strongly disagree with the point demerit system it is evil 
and not necessary everyone I have talked to about it hates it your 
ciHzens do not I want the system and it is your job to do with your 
ciHzens want Michael

2020-10-08 
05:23:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

How will this be policed? All the taxi drivers that don’t have fixed 
addresses or work for a taxi boss. The few law abiding ciHzens will 
again be targeted Roger

2020-10-08 
05:13:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

With already a failed traffic system and a ridiculously corrupt 
government, I do not support this system because many people 
depends on their license for their livelihood and also this will further 
increase greed and corrupHon of the government officials. 

Fezal

2020-10-08 
04:47:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our Govement is full of lasy people who do not do a proper 
invesHgaHon on issues as a results they end up implemenHng stupid 
systems that themselves they won't abide to them, if you can tell me 
the points system what is it that they trying to solve with it, is the point 
system the best soluHon with their poor administraHon people will be 
driving without licences. 

Mhlangabez
i

2020-10-08 
02:13:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

None of this is about road safety. This is about more power to an enHty 
that is already corrupt. I reject all of it. Nothing in it will make our 
roads any safer but  will add further unnecessary burdens on the 
economy. Grant

2020-10-07 
23:51:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another excuse for corrupHon. Why don't you implement all the 
laws we already have that a flaunted on a daily basis - the Taxi's being 
the worst culprits of all and the worst most dangerous drivers. There 
are not enough staff to implement these new laws let alone  control 
them. Where is the right to defend oneself  in a court of law.  Another 
white elephant that wont work. Joan

2020-10-07 
23:07:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system I object Thuba

2020-10-07 
22:55:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The right to appeal against any charge levied is lost. One is deemed 
guilty without being able to contest this. 
One is at the meercy of unscrupulous traffic officers Tej

2020-10-07 
22:28:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Review tribunals etc are a waste of Hme and costs in a system on 
inepHtude and corrupHon 
2 Doubling of penalHes is a waste of Hme. Current penalHes are not 
enforced due to corrupHon. 
3 Doubling of e-toll fines - u]er rubbish. System doesn't work, cannot 
be enforced and should be scrapped. 
4 Agree that if one hasn't passed a drivers test, then it should be a 
criminal Sunny

2020-10-07 
21:42:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are trying to make a living in a very difficult Hme. 
Why are AArto trying to make it more difficult to get to work? Lourens 

2020-10-07 
21:01:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Shameless thieves want to have a final go at stealing taxpayers money.  
The minister and his cadres must do what Judas did. Go hang 
themselves for taking the last morsel out of the poor and us 
hardworking ,honest ciHzens. Sarojini

2020-10-07 
20:57:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Neeresha

2020-10-07 
20:43:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Danny

2020-10-07 
20:39:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Anne]e

2020-10-07 
19:51:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Think it's a whole lot of waste of Hme and money Sham 

2020-10-07 
19:26:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Pragasen

2020-10-07 
18:52:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Farhana

2020-10-07 
18:51:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I disagree with everything concerning this as many taxis or public 
transport operators have had their fines canceled. We live in a country 
where a minority group get away with paying their fines and rest of us 
law abiding ciHzens are forced to pay these fines. Why should I agree 
to these new laws when I know it's for a select few. As is I'm must pay 
every 5 years to renew my driver's license. It's just a money making 
scheme and allows for mor corrupHon. Marcelle

2020-10-07 
18:04:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

WE ALREADY HAVE NO SAY IN ANYTHING IN THIS COUNTRY THAT IS 
THEIR SYSTEM OF DEMOCRACY    JUST VOTE US IN AND SHUT UP       
NOW YOU WANT TO PUNISH US WITH NO CHANCE TO EXPLAIN IS THIS 
THE NEW WORLD ORDER  NOT FOR US FAIZAL

2020-10-07 
18:00:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Wilhelm

2020-10-07 
17:55:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

How can there be a demerit system when so many people are driving 
without a licence. Theresa

2020-10-07 
17:29:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Room for more bribery and also vicHmizaHon. Ronald

2020-10-07 
17:09:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will encourage more corrupHon without improving the mindset of 
the culprit.  The culprit should be fined and sentenced to educaHon 
classes to improve his/her adherence to the traffic laws. Keith
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2020-10-07 
17:05:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The only reason I would support  the changes if the government 
provided double the amount of traffic officers to man the road system 
and in doing so they may slow down the death s 
on our roads. By doubling the number of traffic officers they will end 
up with a salary bill that would need three Hmes the value of the 
current fines and licence fees and this will  not bring in any extra funds 
Every driver when obtaining fuel for their vehicle should produce a 
valid licence  at the garage 
failing which no fuel will be obtained and the driver should be reported 
to the police. Beverly

2020-10-07 
16:24:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The new law causes unnecessary problems for the honest and law 
abiding driver. Govindraj

2020-10-07 
16:15:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another money making scheme. Rather use the Hme and energy to 
sort out the corrupHon instead of extracHng more from law abiding 
ciHzens. Fathima 

2020-10-07 
15:51:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Move this Government out of the way first. Lawlessness and 
CorrupHon together with the lack of consequence and accountability 
by the ruling party and their cadres should be the ma]er taking top 
step on the priority ladder. Beware of the snakes on the board...too 
much Hme on their hands spent making up the next law shamelessly 
designed to make the public pay for the sins of government. Alan

2020-10-07 
15:48:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Aarto will not solve anything, as a ma]er of fact, it will lead to more 
bribes being demanded and paid. Furthermore, the traffic 
departments cannot even cope with the current workload. How on 
earth are they going to cope when aarto is implemented? O]o

2020-10-07 
15:41:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

none of these are feasible, because of lack of enforcement on ALL 
drivers.  Bribing and race makes it unfair and not applied or adhered 
to. carine

2020-10-07 
15:35:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system SAROJ

2020-10-07 
15:14:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This corrupt government can not enforce the exisHng excellent old 
laws so they keep on making new ones to pretend that they are doing 
something to earn their exorbitant salaries and benefits.  We have 
excellent traffic laws but no enforcement except for speeding on major 
roads which is an easy and brainless job.  If you even see a traffic 
officer outside their offices they are so fat they are bursHng out of 
their uniforms - they can barely walk, never mind enforcing the law!  
SeVng a disgusHng example. Taxi drivers are completely exempt from 
the old law, so I surmise they will be from the new law as well.  This 
government does not have a clue how to govern a country, believing 
that making hundreds of idioHc new laws will fix the problems.  They 
have broken this country's back financially with their idioHc NWO 
scamdemic laws - now they need a different source of income to line 
their back pockets: TRAFFIC FINES! Fanie

2020-10-07 
15:14:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole bill.is ridiculous, dobling fines,, demerit new system no, not 
in favour toll fees are a no go. Sandra 

2020-10-07 
15:13:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

Once again no concern for the South African ciHzens.  All you do is 
punish us, the good ciHzens,  who try so hard . 
We have so much stress and harshness to deal with and now you 
throw this at us. 
Totally unfair and totally unreasonable ! Miranda

2020-10-07 
14:54:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole system is trying to copy more advanced countries which 
have  drivers that respect the laws, here there is no reasonable chance 
that the unlicensed drivers which there are many , will not care or be 
affected ,only the law abiding drivers will be affected , clear the roads 
of the unlicensed drivers by arresHng them ,  impound  & destroy  their 
vehicles  , including taxis , only then will the system have a chance of 
working professionally  like overseas Steve

2020-10-07 
14:17:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another avenue for more corrupHon. ImplemenHng penalHes 
will not improve the behaviour of people. Although there are 
regulaHons currently in place, this is not properly policed and there are 
many people who drive recklessly and do not obey the law and just get 
away riight under the noses of our police/traffic officials or policing is 
non existant. 
They should rather look into providing a quality, cost effecHve 
transport system and reduce the number of vehicles on the roads. "Oh 
sorry, they tried and the money got stolen and Prasa is a mess. " 
I guess a good transport system is never a priority.  Even if this gets 
budgeted for, the money will be stolen by guess who??? 
With all the fraud at Prasa there is sHll nobody in jail.  
With these penalHes, I guess that the government is creaHng another 
avenue for their officials to benefit. Ishwer

2020-10-07 
14:02:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Rajen

2020-10-07 
14:02:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system yusuff

2020-10-07 
13:49:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

They can not manage anything correctly and this is just another money 
making scheme! Clifford

2020-10-07 
13:39:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

I t is my right to have a licence and provide for my family, by taking my 
rights away to drive is infringing on my basic human rights, as it is the 
government is so corrupt I also do not support a tribunal it will just be 
another system to abuse by the corrupt government officials, because 
the ANC and government officials are more equal than the rest of our 
society, they are untouchable and will always get away with fraud and 
corrupHon.  Paul

2020-10-07 
12:32:18 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system TAKOORAJH

2020-10-07 
12:17:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic regulatory body is totally inefficient as it is, taking bribes as 
a ma]er of course. The government is good at formulaHng laws and 
rules, thinking that that fact will ensure a be]er way of control. 
Wrong!!! If you can't manage the current scenario effecHvely, how do 
you think this will contribute to be]er enforcement of respect and 
abiding by the given laws? Catch a wake-up and clear the country of 
bribes and self-enrichment  by government and local officials!!! Waltraut
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2020-10-07 
12:15:44 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic regulatory body is totally inefficient as it is, taking bribes as 
a ma]er of course. The government is good at formulaHng laws and 
rules, thinking that that fact will ensure a be]er way of control. 
Wrong!!! If you can't manage the current scenario effecHvely, how do 
you think this will contribute to be]er enforcement of respect and 
abiding by the given laws? Catch a wake-up and clear the country of 
bribes and self-enrichment  by government and local officials!!! Bernhard

2020-10-07 
11:55:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Already too much power in the hands of the law enforcement agents. carl

2020-10-07 
11:33:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system

The enHre dra_ proposals are a case of overkill. Far too  dictatorial 
especially where a motorist is not allowed to elect for the ma]er to be 
heard in court. There are further unfair proposed enforcements. Scrap 
and start again. Deon

2020-10-07 
11:10:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

points demerit 
system Sharm 

Gauteng 1308
2020-12-01 
08:34:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Onellan

2020-11-30 
22:33:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Im totaly agaist all these new traffic regulaHons, it seems like this govt 
is milking money from thee public. Also agaist the renewal of driving 
licence every five years, what is the reason of licence renewal if it not 
about making money. Lemmy

2020-11-30 
21:05:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not about road safety but it’s about furthering and fa]ening the 
corrupHon purse  by the government and the police. This is just a ploy 
for government to force us to pay etolls.  Demerits points will make 
people drive without licenses increasing the risk these rules is trying to 
resolve. Just forget about this and enforce the current rules. Taxi 
drivers own the road and the police and government are doing nothing 
about it. If you serious and genuine about road safety , start there!  
These AARTO nonsense is unjusHfied and has nothing to do with road 
safety at all but it’s about more pocket money for policy and 
government. Lucky

2020-11-30 
18:50:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Waste of Hme.resources n effort. Rather focus on catching the thieves Firdaus

2020-11-30 
14:39:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Please see above At

2020-11-30 
12:05:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Tina

2020-11-30 
11:30:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will only lead to more drivers driving around illegally without 
licenses or create an even bigger 'market' for forged documentaHon.  
The current fines system do not work properly and infringements are 
never received.  
This is going to create opportuniHes for corrupt officials to steal more 
money and take more bribes.  
Current laws cannot be enforced, how will new laws be enforced? Susan

2020-11-30 
10:28:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Currently the system as we have it is full of flaws, you cannot even get 
to see fines, mostly you only get a date and infringement, no photos' 
and no indicaHon that you even did anything wrong. 
Cameras hidden behind bushes serves no purpose as you only get the 
fine weeks later, and by then it's even to late to contest the fine if you 
where not in the wrong. I have paid a few where i was not the guilty 
party but the car in another lane that  went over the speed limit. I 
guess both got the fine as i could never get hold of the photos'. 
That said the system is not working and the demerit system will cause 
way too much problems than any good, is open for large scale money 
making corrupHon where the ciHzens are guilty of an offence without 
even seeing or receiving the evidence. Jacques

2020-11-30 
10:22:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The newly proposed system is creaHng an easier avenue & opportunity 
for corrupt traffic violaHons.  Lawlessness would get worse when 
people are desperate to keep their licenses, or return points.  It is not a 
fail safe system.  Jo

2020-11-30 
09:55:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With so many inconsistencies in the system and the way points are to 
be deducted uner the proposed system, this will clearly not work and 
will open up the possibility of vicHmisaHon and inHmidaHon from the 
authoriHes. 
We cannot police the taxis on our roads how do you expect to police 
this programme Steve

2020-11-30 
08:47:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

If this is the case then it must apply to all the taxis ,drivers and owners 
in South Africa as well. Also concerning is the false number plates, If 
found with false number plates the driver should charged on the spot. John

2020-11-30 
07:50:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will open a new way for corrupHon and bribery to thrive.  As with 
everything else it will be a way to line the already swollen pockets of 
government officials Lynn

2020-11-30 
07:32:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system David 

2020-11-30 
06:58:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The process can be abused by corrupt individuals and the exisHng 
system will be overburdened S

2020-11-29 
19:59:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Do not support or agree this regulaHon. Saadia

2020-11-29 
06:42:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Luze]e 

2020-11-29 
06:34:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Sabeeha

2020-11-28 
22:37:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't agree with regards to th femerit system since why should I be 
penalised if a borrow someone such as a family member my car and 
they cause and an infrigment why should I loose points Muzzammil

2020-11-28 
21:58:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system i am against the bill. arif

2020-11-28 
20:04:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Concerned about being given a fine and in addiHon, a demerit too. Is 
the weight of the offence sHpulated or decided by the officer? Reality

2020-11-28 
17:51:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Raisah 

2020-11-28 
16:09:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dee
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2020-11-28 
14:22:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Aarifah 

2020-11-28 
13:57:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Shu-aib

2020-11-28 
13:37:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This act seems to be firstly a money making scheme by government to 
the general public  to again steal from hard working and loyal ciHzens 
of South Africa, it also will take away job from people who rely of travel 
in their cars to earn a living and the demerit system will stop them 
from earning a living Hussain 

2020-11-28 
11:54:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support these changes as it appears to be a way of increasing 
revenue while not improving road safety or efficiency.  It leaves the 
accused with no room to voice their concerns. The points per 
infringement are not thought out well as speeding violaHons 
accumulate a lot more points than other infringements such a s 
skipping stop signs which could is arguably more dangerous. Muhammad

2020-11-28 
11:22:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mohammed

2020-11-28 
08:45:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Jmpd does nothing to enforce the law, they just milking the ordinary 
ciHzens. Nothing get down to combat the lawlessness of taxi drivers.  
Jmpd would rather sleep in da shade manning thr speed cameras or 
standing by the off ramps pulling of random drivers. A person could be 
stuck on the road and Jmpd will drive pass without offering help

Rameez 
Reinier

2020-11-28 
08:44:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Jmpd does nothing to enforce the law, they just milking the ordinary 
ciHzens. Nothing get down to combat the lawlessness of taxi drivers.  
Jmpd would rather sleep in da shade manning thr speed cameras or 
standing by the off ramps pulling of random drivers. A person could be 
stuck on the road and Jmpd will drive pass without offering help

Rameez 
Reinier

2020-11-28 
08:44:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Jmpd does nothing to enforce the law, they just milking the ordinary 
ciHzens. Nothing get down to combat the lawlessness of taxi drivers.  
Jmpd would rather sleep in da shade manning thr speed cameras or 
standing by the off ramps pulling of random drivers. A person could be 
stuck on the road and Jmpd will drive pass without offering help

Rameez 
Reinier

2020-11-26 
10:26:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Trevor 

2020-11-22 
17:24:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The introducHon of a points demerit scheme as a whole, fails to 
address the realiHes of the current policing bodies i.e. metro police 
departments. 
In my experience a large number of traffic officers, are open to bribery 
and o_en solicit same from motorists.   
The introducHon of a demerit scheme will open a huge new source of 
income for these corrupt officials, with "cool drinks" being  an 
alternaHve to a fine and demerit point(s). 
geVng rid of all corrupt officials should be the highest priority.  A 
serious re-think of traffic p[policing prioriHes should also be 
undertaken by geVng officials on the road and policing moving 
violaHons and abominable driving standards displayed by many 
drivers.  Speed trapping doesn't improve driving standards!          Dudley 

2020-11-22 
15:03:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

the act is not acceptable - 
Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. 

mohamed
2020-11-21 
22:05:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

THE POOR MOTORIST IS OVER BURDENED AND OVER REGULATED IN A 
SYSTEM FULL OF FLAWS AND IN EFFICEIENCY shaukat

2020-11-21 
07:15:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Naseeha

2020-11-20 
22:09:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hamzah 
Mahmood 

2020-11-20 
16:56:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is unfair and costly. There is a mandatory R100 fee regardless. I 
have only had one fine which has been withdrawn. If enacted, this 
would have been a R100 charge for me even though I was innocent. Mohamed

2020-11-16 
12:52:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Andre

2020-11-16 
07:16:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Maybe out your demerit system into groups.a person whose car has a 
faulty light cannot be treated the same as a drunk driver. Drunk 
drivers, reckless drivers like taxi drivers, should have their licenses 
suspended immediately. Morena

2020-11-15 
19:16:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system wendy

2020-11-14 
10:26:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africans shouldn't have to keep balling out government and 
being punishment for their greed. Why should we keep paying for 
government corrupHon. E-tolls is just another way to squeeze money  
out of the tax payers. It's disgusHng Andria

2020-11-13 
14:39:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why must etoll be paid? The system was implemented illeagally and 
now everybody just have to pay for something that is unnecassary. The 
permanent tollgates is already making billions and the roads is not up 
to standerd with uneven road surfaces and potholes on all major 
highways and biways. Not even to menHon that the signs is not 
painted regularly on the tar roads such as lines and arrows. Demerit for 
etoll is a sham! Hendrik

2020-11-12 
13:30:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Chantal
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2020-11-11 
20:52:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The proposed changes open the avenue for 'extorHon' and is not in 
line with fundamental legal principles. Marinda

2020-11-11 
18:27:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Zane

2020-11-10 
20:58:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another manner of taxaHon and looHng. They should first 
start doing a proper job with the current resources. Government is not 
to be trusted with voters money Ludwig

2020-11-10 
17:36:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

First of all we do not have the public transport systems that people in 
other countries have so etake awaybtheir license how do you suppose 
they will go about doing things? 

Secondly most law enforcers will abuse the system to gain from it 
personally in some way. It just makes it easier for them. 

Third why in the world should we pay for e-toll 1st we never wanted it 
and 2nd when its a absolute rip off and already pay taxes?? Unfair I 
think... Monique

2020-11-10 
16:09:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Zakes 

2020-11-10 
16:07:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system thabiso

2020-11-10 
14:15:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are already paying for so much other taxes, we just cannot afford 
more. Wilma

2020-11-10 
13:15:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Sulize

2020-11-10 
11:46:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Really.  Just another way for the government to make money which 
will go into someone ‘s pockets. It’s insane. Please enough is enough of 
burdening the people of South Africa Elaine 

2020-11-10 
09:40:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How can i be charge another R100 for geVng an infringment.  
Just another money making scheme. 
And if there is not fact to the infringment thay want met sHll to pay 
R100.  
That is just plain wrong and corrupt. Tjaart

2020-11-10 
09:04:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The way that this system works criminalises offences which can be 
avoided by good policing. You cannot change behaviour through 
legislaHon. You change behabiour through guidance and constant 
feedback and remiders and modelling what good behabiour is.  Good 
governance and examples are the starHng point, not punishment. Cornelia

2020-11-10 
08:41:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Stephanie

2020-11-10 
02:22:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dana

2020-11-09 
17:01:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I don’t agree with the hecHc fines of the e-toll system for not paying. Shaun

2020-11-08 
10:09:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is too much corrupHon amongst law enforcement officers to 
ensure the successful implementaHon of a points demerit system. Gareth

2020-11-06 
19:14:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Darshni

2020-11-06 
15:49:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You cant just punish a driver with point deducHons without due 
process, teaching and eduacHng drivers who are guilty then when 
failing points can be deducted. 
Its like when u fire an employee  
Warning 1  
Warning 2  
Warning 3  
Final warning  
Then..... Point deducHon 

Yusuf

2020-11-06 
15:13:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why doesn’t government tackle corrupHon within its own ranks  
Tackle the shoddy SAP where law abiding ciHzens are not safe in their 
own neighborhoods  
Tackle the failing government insHtuHons in this country before 
bullying law abiding ciHzens  
Tackle corrupt officers and traffic officers  

Aneesa 
Cassim

2020-11-06 
15:12:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why doesn’t government tackle corrupHon within its own ranks  
Tackle the shoddy SAP where law abiding ciHzens are not safe in their 
own neighborhoods  
Tackle the failing government insHtuHons in this country before 
bullying law abiding ciHzens  
Tackle corrupt officers and traffic officers  

Aneesa 
Cassim

2020-11-06 
13:04:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel given the corrupHon in SA, people who are corrupt will abuse this 
system on several levels Des

2020-11-06 
07:31:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system will be unbelievably biased in terms of its pracHcal 
applicaHon, parHcularly regarding it's applicaHon with respect to taxi 
drivers. Our country is overtaxed and this will make it worse. BRYAN

2020-11-06 
06:12:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Alta

2020-11-05 
20:58:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Not feasible in corrupt SA. The corrupt wont be held accountable....plz 
explain how the taxis that are lawless on our roads  are going to be 
exempted. If not there will be no taxis on our roads.. H

2020-11-05 
18:34:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Louisa

2020-11-05 
16:54:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Just more ways for bribery and corrupHon to flourish!!! Carleen 

2020-11-05 
15:15:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

If the traffic departments cannot even manage the issuing and reissue 
of drivers licence how will they implement this system effecHvely.  It is 
opeing up addiHonal channels for corrupHon and bribery. Mary

2020-11-05 
10:22:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Arno
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2020-11-05 
09:47:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

UnHl the department can guarantee that my number plate cannot and 
will never be cloned, I refuse to put my fate and freedom in their 
hands.  Gail

2020-11-05 
08:09:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not be fair on the driver's, traffic officers will abuse the system 
to get bribes Thandi 

2020-11-05 
07:55:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will not be regulated fairly, not all the motorists on 
the will be effected with this, the taxis are unlicensed and the majority 
of the drivers dont have licenses :( Heidi

2020-11-04 
21:35:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Amir

2020-11-04 
20:00:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Morne

2020-11-04 
19:06:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How are they going to enforce this on the taxis? 
Or as usual do these rules only apply to people who pay taxes and have 
address's 

Erica

2020-11-04 
16:28:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

One:  How will they contact you?  Not everyone has email, and 
anyway, email addresses change and you may never receive a noHce 
sent by email.   
Two:  You may not noHce a speed trap on the far side of an overhead 
bridge and you could very easily exceed the speed limit slightly on a 
road you use every day  for , say, two weeks and thus get enough 
demerit points to lose your licence without even knowing that you 
exceeded the speed limit slightly. 
Three:  The post office is not reliable. 
Four:  It is my democraHc right to have my day in court.  With as li]le 
delay as possible. 
Five:  My car details can be cloned by a driver of another car.  The onus 
then rests on ME to prove my innocence.  This will take weeks and 
months with insurmountable obstacles thrown up in your way.   In the 
meanHme my licence may have been cancelled, forcing me to hire 
transport to all the places where I have to go to prove my innocence..   
Where is the principle that one is innocent unHl proven guilty??? 
Six:   Taxi drivers who stand to lose their licences will strike/disrupt 
traffic en masse thus forcing the authoriHes to cancel all their 
transgressions.  And so they will get off scot free. It is the faithful, 
careful road user with a fixed address who will bite the bullet. 
Seven:  This is an a]empt by the fascist anc regime to force motorists 
to do their policing for them. 
Eight:  They should make it possible for motorists(passengers) to video-
record everyday transgressions we see ever day, and send those 
recordings to a central point where it should then  be evidence enough 
to prosecute said transgressor. 
Nine:  What has happened about the zero tolerance/zero alcohol blood 
level enforcement they were crowing about? 
Ten:  Will officials in blue light vehicles travelling at high speeds also be 
subject to all this garbage? Rene

2020-11-04 
15:46:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will only be to the law abiding motorists and the Real law 
breakers like taxis will sHll do as they please, the current system can 
not even handle the taxis. Maartens 

2020-11-04 
15:39:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will end in disaster and with everyone in debt due to a system 
many already have concerns over - nobody trusts the police to start 
with and their correct applicaHon of a fine is also quesHonable, 
corrupHon is the first word in mind and giving more control to a public 
office that many currently fear for their corrupHon and abuse of power 
is not a good thing. Shaun

2020-11-04 
14:17:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Danny

2020-11-04 
11:48:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not have the required impact to improve safety on our roads 
as the bribing of enforcement officers will just get bigger and therefore 
further lining the pockets of the officers. Kosie

2020-11-04 
10:34:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will be abused by the very traffic officials and the 
traffic administrator's via bribes . 
The demerit  system will result in a number of taxi operators driving 
without dHving licences more than it is happening nowith. Ronnie

2020-11-04 
08:46:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Today I supposedly have a judgement on my name. To date I have not 
received any noHficaHon about any infringement. I know that the 
wrong address is recorded on eNaHs despite every re-registraHon 
requiring a proof of residence. I have Hred to get this amended but the 
bureaucraHc inerHa seems too large.  

I could be incurring demerit points that I am not even aware of. I know 
I get infringement noHces without ever geVng noHfied.  

Demerit points should only be enforced if the government can 
maintain a proper system that can reliably record the drivers and their 
residences and effecHvely deliver noHficaHons to a person. To claim I 
have 32 days to make a representaHon, when the only Hme I ever 
know if there is an infringement noHce is when I go and re-register my 
car, is inaccurate. Then when I try to make a submission then I am told 
my opportunity has expired.  

AARTO in its current form is a money making scheme with the 
judgement of guilty unHl proven innocent at its root. Purely on this 
issue it has to be unconsHtuHonal. Then tacking a demerit system onto 
this scheme to try and lure the safety conscious to support it is totally 
wrong. Ma]hew

2020-11-04 
07:26:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It will csuse more corrupHon in SA. Devarajan 

2020-11-04 
07:26:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It will csuse more corrupHon in SA. Devarajan 

2020-11-04 
07:15:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nazir 
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2020-11-04 
06:45:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It never works fairly when officers are involved. Set up more electronic 
and camera systems to eliminate official bribery.  

There is no viable alternaHve for transport if you points are taken away. 

Taxis and others willing to bribe officers. Won't lose their points. Louise

2020-11-04 
06:45:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It never works fairly when officers are involved. Set up more electronic 
and camera systems to eliminate official bribery.  

There is no viable alternaHve for transport if you points are taken away. 

Taxis and others willing to bribe officers. Won't lose their points. Louise

2020-11-04 
06:45:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It never works fairly when officers are involved. Set up more electronic 
and camera systems to eliminate official bribery.  

There is no viable alternaHve for transport if you points are taken away. 

Taxis and others willing to bribe officers. Won't lose their points. Louise

2020-11-04 
06:18:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will lead to mass losses of jobs, no license to drive means you can 
not drive for work.  

Further a person driving 200-300km per month does not have the 
same exposure on the roads as a person driving 5000km a month, how 
is that creaHng a fair system. Rolf

2020-11-03 
21:32:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There a huge financial burden on CiHzens already with high cost of 
electricity and food. Etolls and related.costs are not supported Pheliswa 

2020-11-03 
21:08:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Just be another way for corrupt people to make more money. Share

2020-11-03 
18:00:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Should uphold the law and leave it as is. The police need to do their 
job and do it properly.  Get rid of the bribery and corrupHon with in 
the whole SA government. Chris

2020-11-03 
17:21:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system JusHn

2020-11-03 
14:37:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dia

2020-11-03 
12:41:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Forcing law abiding ciHzens to pay corrupHon e-tolls is unfair  
Scrape off e tolls and find a be]er way. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads Is very 
irresponsible and not well thought.  
South Africans cannot conHnue to be held to Ransom by corrupt 
poliHcians. 
Ensure that custodians of the law abide by the very laws that guide 
and us as ciHzens will follow suit and respect the law Diteboho

2020-11-03 
09:10:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

These new laws are absolutely crazy - just a scheme to rob the 
motorist.  The  proposed law must be scrapped, it is total nonsense. Doug

2020-11-03 
09:02:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system EsHe

2020-11-03 
08:30:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Where is our right to defend ourselves within a jusHce system. Pierre

2020-11-03 
07:38:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Willie

2020-11-02 
23:07:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system failed throughout the trial period in Tshwane and 
Johannesburg Metros. What makes government think it will work 
naHonally...!! 

We are not a technologically advance country, these types of systems 
may very well work in developed countries but not here. Our corrupt 
government keeps on burdening us with mord bills... Phoms

2020-11-02 
22:21:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Margaret

2020-11-02 
19:28:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As if we do not pay enough tax on fuel, now they want to enforce a 
costly undertaking, punishing those of us who actually pay our taxes 
annually and on fuel which is a very high levy. Use the money and 
resources currently available and tackle the real issues like poverty and 
crime. You are ridiculous and laughable Lize

2020-11-02 
18:03:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Robert

2020-11-02 
13:55:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lionel

2020-11-02 
13:20:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Liam

2020-11-02 
12:33:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Jan 

2020-11-02 
09:58:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic Officers are biased when issuing fines. Tou are issued with fine 
when you are not known or haven't paid a bribe.  Fine is issued 
according to a care you drive.  sifiso

2020-11-02 
07:59:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system boykie

2020-11-02 
07:14:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system philip

2020-11-01 
21:24:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

In a case where a driver's license is cancelled due to having reached 
the demerit limit, such person will be forced to drive without a license 
and this will increase more road accidents in our roads. The 
government mustn't look at the speed Hckets as a conclusion to say 
someone is a bad driver. They must look at the root cause of such 
driving and that cannot be solved by applying demerits system. This 
will cause ppl to drive without license cos i cannot buy a car and keep 
it home without driving it because my license is cancelled  it makes no 
sense at all. Beta

2020-11-01 
18:30:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

E-TOLL charges high and new point system will keep us away from 
NaHonal roads because the government is corrupt.  The roads is for 
ciHzens without binding laws. Sanral and Aarto dont fix roads. Ronel
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2020-11-01 
16:44:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why  all the ballyhoo @ 
Do the necessary: 
Start with Taxis - taxis must pay tax 
Monitor their road behaviour. Search for firearms. Check for 
unroadworthy vehicles. 

Do away with Admin fess when renewing car licence. 

Fix up all pot holes. Rafeek
2020-11-01 
16:37:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Adri 

2020-11-01 
11:21:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The aarto act is nothing more than a money making scheme and not 
focused on road safety. It's criminal and illegal. Zharina

2020-11-01 
11:12:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

he demerit system will simply going lead to more corrupHon in bribes - 
it's a good proposal for first world countries where it can be enforced - 
but will not work in SA. In terms of the e-toll, I simply cannot believe 
that this is sHll being debated. The e-toll system is a farce! It should 
either be scrapped in its totality, alternaHvely, the people that do not 
subscribe to the e-toll system's, past "debts" - which are ridiculously 
exorbitant (for simply driving on an already exisHng road!!!) should be 
voided and a new opportunity to subscribe to the e-toll system be 
given with a zero balance. Further more, the fees should dramaHcally 
be dropped. It is ridiculous to have people that already pay taxes that 
should contribute to maintenance of roads (if not stolen by 
government officials), be double taxed with addiHonal e-toll fees. E-toll 
must fall! Marthie

2020-11-01 
10:33:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will simply going lead to more corrupHon in bribes 
- it's a good proposal for first world countries where it can be enforced 
- but will not work in SA. In terms of the e-toll, I simply cannot believe 
that this is sHll being debated. The e-toll system is a farce! It should 
either be scrapped in its totality, alternaHvely, the people that do not 
subscribe to the e-toll system's, past "debts" - which are rediculously 
exorbitant (for simply driving on an already exisHng road!!!) should be 
voided and a new opportunity to subscribe to the e-toll system be 
given with a zero balance. Further more, the fees should dramaHcally 
be dropped. It is rediculous to have people that already pay taxes that 
should contribute to maintenance of roads (if not stolen by 
government officials), be double taxed with addiHonal e-toll fees. E-toll 
must fall! Nicole]e

2020-11-01 
10:17:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is going to unfair to be forced to pay for a E Toll system that South 
Africans did not ask for. And to add to that to take points off our 
licenses is just unconsHtuHonal. Where is the consideraHon of the 
people and what they have to say. Is that not important anymore. Desmond

2020-11-01 
03:00:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Bj

2020-10-31 
18:38:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Nothing will be implemented as infrastructure to administer and 
enforce our laws are incompetent and useless Ian

2020-10-31 
14:51:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Absolutely criminal and redicules to pretend to do their job of law 
enforcement! andre

2020-10-31 
12:44:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Johann

2020-10-31 
09:45:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This proposal will be aimed at the wrong users of the road namely the 
general public. 
All Taxi drivers should be on this system as they are the major culprits 
of accidents on the roads today.  
Driver license issued to the public need to be looked at as there are 
plenty of drivers on the road who should not be on the road. Really do 
not know how they got their license. Ashleigh 

2020-10-31 
09:39:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will just be another way of milking the public. 
It will also mainly be used on the public but not on the taxi industry 
that tends to be a law unto themselves. 
We did not ask for toll roads. The roads being tolled are not new roads 
but old roads that should have been improved but are now being used 
to raise monies for our corrupt poliHcians and their crony buddies. 
Enough is enough. 
We will not pay. Farid

2020-10-31 
07:41:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nadia

2020-10-31 
06:52:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The whole system just opens up more inHmidaHon and bribing and the 
fact that etol is even considered is a dam joke Johan

2020-10-30 
19:53:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Only the CiHzens who are legal on the road will Be impacted by this. 
This will open another door for even more corrupt acHviHes in our 
Country Virgil

2020-10-30 
17:25:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How is the demerit system going to decrease road accidents.  This is 
another money many system which will put more burden on already 
financially burdened SA. This will also lead to people driving without 
licences. This system will clearly not improve people's way of driving.  Monica 

2020-10-30 
17:10:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

All of the above. The system is already corrupt. I was ill with Covid 19 
and in quaranHne for two months yet i received payment  noHces. 
I am on pension and not traveling to or from work n lo and below i sHll 
receive statement. Die land is bankrot nou moet geld ingesamel word 
vir nog stelery Wasela

2020-10-30 
17:03:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa does not have the infrastructure needed to allow people 
to safely travel from one place to another, people cannot go survive 
without a drivers licence in South Africa. Do you expect a middle class 
person to leave thier car at home and climb into a mini bus taxi 
because he or she lost to many points on the demerit system. 

The infrastructure must be in place first before implemenHng this 
system like in European counHres. Paulo

2020-10-30 
14:52:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Aarto they want to implement are a money making scam.  Some of 
the changes don’t make sense and are not going to improve road 
safety. Ida
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2020-10-30 
14:41:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We the Rate payers of SA have millions for the building of the infra 
structure in SA. The  citzens  (me) can no longer carry the corrupt 
system as the roads was there long before etoll.  
We can no longer pay for corrupHon and corrupt scemes as we your 
tax payers are already overloaded with heavy tax burdens towards a 
corrupt system.  The tarriffs raise are to expensive  and we the 
taxpayers cannot afford such a burden to carry.  
The government took a desision to errect an etoll system without 
discussion it with its residents. Our taxes should be enough to sustain 
our infrastructure.  We all know that the revenue collected will also be 
going to a already corrupt structure. How will i as a tax paying ciHzen 
benifit from a aleady build infrastructure that was built 60 years ago. 
What is next tax on oxygen.  Waste lesser in parlement and fire 
incompetence on all levels in the already bankrupt SAA, Eskom,  
Telkom,  Transport, EducaHon, Health departments and you will not 
have to look for iniHaHves like etoll to collect more revenue. Mossie

2020-10-30 
14:30:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will be very unfair to double or increase fines for people not paying 
e-toll or fines in Hme, etc. 
Is AARTO a collecHon mechanism for E-tolls. So you developed one of 
the most expensive collecHon mechanisms that never worked, and 
then now use another system to enforce that collecHon system. This 
system cannot be used to collect E-tolls as E-Tolls was a waste of our 
money to change a free roadway into something that takes our money 
and gives to another country. E-tolls for what, - to sit in the traffic at 
10kmph? 

By linking AARTO to E-tolls you are going to get the same reputaHon as 
E-tolls, something forced onto the public to line the pockets. AARTO is 
only going to increase corrupHon as cops are going to take advantage 
of the situaHon to make money for themselves. 

Fix your policing system and then no one will break the law. If you let 
taxis drive on the orange line and on oncoming lanes, others are 
enHced to do the same thing. This is the root of the problem. They 
dont event have licenses, insurance etc, they do anything they want 
and flee the scene with no consequences. Theres no issue if a taxi 
driver looses his license, hell find something else to do. Forget about 
fines, impound the vehicles. and everyone will see you are serious. by 
taking more money from everyone, you are only increasing corrupHon. 

malcolm
2020-10-30 
12:35:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Clarinda 

2020-10-30 
12:35:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Clarinda 

2020-10-30 
12:08:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Including e-toll in this has nothing to do with adminstering road safety. 
It is just another vehicle to raise funds in support of corrupHon and 
maladministraHon. Gerrit

2020-10-30 
11:48:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Sanet

2020-10-30 
11:39:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do no agree with the following 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. Trudie

2020-10-30 
11:39:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do no agree with the following 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. Trudie

2020-10-30 
11:36:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The exisHng laws are not enforced at all except speeding which 
requires very li]le from law enforcement. 
There are many instances of bribes which will just make all drivers 
criminals. 
The e toll is illegal as no one was consulted about the system. It is a 
money making scheme for the government.  
First scrap the system. WE DO NOT NEED  MORE TAXES. Andrew

2020-10-30 
06:34:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Enforcement is good to a point especially when implemented without 
emoHons, The demerit system takes me back to corporal punishment 
which just makes a person rebellious and not cooperaHve. Etoll system 
is a no no Joey

2020-10-29 
17:58:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

No E-toll 
Tax the Taxi industry.  
Else, none of these make sense and it is just another way to force 
money from the public without proper consideraHon of the public's 
financial interests. 

Fidel

2020-10-29 
16:55:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why should ciHzens be forced to pay for e-tolls? CreaHng demerits is 
going to cause people from being unable to go to work. People can 
barely afford anything a_er the lockdown and the government is now 
creaHng an opportunity to benefit from an already compromised 
ciHzen Tasnim

2020-10-29 
16:38:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will work for the effluent not for the masses.  
We have the coldrink system.  
Who needs the demerit system.  

Goolam
2020-10-29 
11:55:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Peet
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2020-10-29 
11:13:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

die publuek was in die eerste plek  nie gevra aangaande die e 
toll.hekke nie die regering het net besluit dis nou ons kans om jan 
publiek te laat betaal 
daar is mense wat werkloos is wat werk soek wat dalk daar moet ry om 
werk te soek 
die punte stelsel is  n klug die wat dit ingestel het bluf hulle self 
waar het jy nou gesien taxis gaan hulle daaraan steur "get a life" asb MarHe

2020-10-29 
10:28:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Johan

2020-10-29 
10:23:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Naseema 

2020-10-29 
09:32:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Double up on fines is ridiculous.  Cash cow (Government) is stripped 
and needs new funding Pieter

2020-10-29 
08:59:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ronie

2020-10-29 
07:57:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Blyda 

2020-10-28 
22:10:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Opens up a whole new window for corrupHon!!! Cherry 

2020-10-28 
20:40:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system is unfair. No way to control corrupHon The real criminals 
will never be cought. Jan

2020-10-28 
20:02:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dallyn

2020-10-28 
16:34:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system is only going to impact ciHzens that is already law 
abiding and the ones driving without a legal license , recklessly and 
unworthy vehicles are sHll going to conHnue on their merry li]le way. 
Start focusing on the above and apply exisHng laws. There is no 
problem with current legislaHon, it is simply not enforced. You do not 
change behaviour by making new laws because the previous laws was 
ignored.  pieter

2020-10-28 
16:25:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Too  much corrupHon. The tax payer will  suffer and the taxis and bride 
their way through everything.  South Africa is the most Currupt 
country in the world Lilo

2020-10-28 
14:18:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The issue of toll roads is ongoing, we do not have suitable public 
transport or alternate roads so usage is compulsory. Making it 
unaffordable for people to get to work. We should have transport and 
infringement pracHces which do not stop people from being able to 
work. Fine infringements, doubling fines etc are just a way of collecHng 
more taxes from those who can afford to pay and punishing the poor 
further by making it difficult for them to get to work. We need more 
construcHve mechanisms for dealing with infringements - community 
service and re-educaHon programmes etc Anka

2020-10-28 
14:04:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another opportunity for the government and ANC to loot the public by 
introducing a system that they cannot fairly operate and has not been 
thoroughly thought through! You are incompetent in enforcing most of 
the criHcal and senseful laws, but you are on the forefront when an 
opportunity to create criminals out of law abiding ciHzens is presented. 
The past 24 years of ANC incompetence is proof of that. Go back to the 
drawing board! Jabu

2020-10-28 
13:22:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government will not be able to maintain this system over Hme. It will 
be corrupted from the word go, and it will penalise many drivers 
unfairly. Marthinus

2020-10-28 
11:08:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will even criple an already criple economy and sink the already 
cash strapped consumer and tax payer that is already ba]ling to keep 
their heads above the fload of taxes and goverment debt that they 
must pay for. Francois

2020-10-28 
10:50:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Luis

2020-10-28 
10:36:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Goverment will misuse their power in enforcing Albert

2020-10-28 
09:47:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Brian

2020-10-28 
09:22:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This just amounts to another Tax on an an Over Taxed Public Anthony

2020-10-28 
06:40:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system MAGRIETHA

2020-10-28 
06:27:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Irene

2020-10-28 
06:25:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It’s not the legally licensed drivers who don’t follow the rules. It’s all 
these drivers who don’t even have any idea which side of the road to 
drive on because their licenses are bought with the assistance of illegal 
driving schools! 
IEILL NOT PAY eTOLL FEES. I pay enough tax and levies on fuel. Lolly

2020-10-28 
05:03:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Andrew

2020-10-28 
01:05:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think the Transport Minister is mimicking rules and regulaHons from 
countries in Europe whilst supposedly on holiday.  Trying to force 
dracion measures like Dlamini-Zuma.  Please do something with the 
taxi drivers as they seem to have their own rules on the road.  Before 
embarking on any crazy ideas, which this is. Please try and enforce the 
current system instead of wasHng Hme with silly nonsense. Brought 
driver's licenses, corrupt officers, cars not being checked for 
roadworthy which also leads to road accidents.  No i do not support 
this amendment at all. Jayne

2020-10-27 
21:15:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Morne

2020-10-27 
20:48:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This government is determined to get their toll road fees - even though 
the public have refused to pay - they carry on unHl they have drained 
every cent from a person. We have already paid for roads with tax 
money. Now we have to pay again. Money will be quietly funneled of 
to someone's private bank account. Therese
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2020-10-27 
20:42:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will open up corrupHon as is at its roof as we speak. No one will 
allow office to max the demarit point knowing that he will be 
suspended. Someone will go all the way to bribe the officer in order to 
dive the offence... So we needs gates to regulate that process. Mashao 

2020-10-27 
20:12:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Actually all of the above , this system will only bring more fighHng in 
this country,no one asked for this implementaHon, everyone is trying 
to make ends meet, jobs has been lost due to no available jobs, there 
are so much corrupHon. This will never hold up. Brake it down ,and 
earn your money the honest way. Sueazelle 

2020-10-27 
19:26:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Dis n stelsel waarvoor ons nie gevra het nie. Dis nie uitvoerbaar met 
die mannekrag wat ons het nie. Susan

2020-10-27 
11:15:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another way of geVng more money out of already cash 
strap consumers,bribery is sHll happening, public have no trust in the 
majority in law enforcement.    
 Madge

2020-10-27 
10:20:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO  does not fulfill the fundamental requirement / need prevalent 
now in SA to make SA roads safer and thus should be scrapped in 
favour of more acHve policing and monitoring or road users and drivers 
who pay no a]enHon to heeding the road regulaHons and laws. Grant

2020-10-27 
08:51:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The proposed system will not work for our country because most of 
the drivers are above the law. 

The law enforcement personnel do not apply the rules to the drivers 
that disobey the road rules Francois

2020-10-26 
21:59:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another money making scheme,and the law abiding ciHzens 
will be paying more!!! Ziegfried

2020-10-26 
20:18:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will only impact those who are mostly compliant already. 
People who do not have licenses or are already transgressing despite 
current law will not be impacted by new laws. Funding toward this 
should rather be put toward paying officers be]er and upgrading 
infrastructure so that current policing may be upgraded and be]er 
enforced. Melinta

2020-10-26 
17:09:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object to change of these rules they are to collect money not 
improving safety and they take rights away from the south African 
public not acceptable Tom

2020-10-26 
07:36:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Demerit points won't work it will escalate bribes and fraud. Hennie

2020-10-26 
06:40:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our Government cannot convern our country and I do not trust them 
that they can do anything  correctly and properly.  They just decide 
what they want to do but do not take the effects it will have on normal 
SA memebers in consideraHon. Riaan

2020-10-25 
21:43:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This new demerit system will open the doors for more corrupHon.  
More officers will demand and receive bribes. 
Will these same rules and regulaHons apply to all taxi drivers?  
Probably not as the government knows that they will strike and have 
violent protests . 
This is another scheme of the government to defraud the people of 
more money.  I do not trust this government to be fair to all races. Ursula

2020-10-25 
19:31:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will do nothing at all to improve raid safety and will merely afford 
corrupt enforcement personnel greater opportuniHes for more 
corrupHon. Further, it is wholly unconsHtuHonal to remove anyone's 
right to a formal court-of-law trial where a defence can be put forward. 
AssumpHon of guilt is a travesty of law and no tribunal can achieve the 
status of independence demanded in terms of proper jurisprudence. 

AARTO is unacceptable in every way when much more meaningful 
measures are available if the aim is road safety, such as a secure 
licencing system with integrity (the present one which replaced the 
previous corrupted system is already known to have issued thousands 
of improper and false driver licences). 

AARTO needs to be scrapped and start again. Stewart
2020-10-25 
18:34:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system The system is flawed, bribes at its best Dries

2020-10-25 
18:34:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system The system is flawed, bribes at its best Dries

2020-10-25 
17:05:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Elsa

2020-10-25 
16:43:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ingo 
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2020-10-25 
15:51:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. It is not consHtuHonal to assume motorists are guilty unHl proven 
innocent 
2. How will the system handle drivers supposedly handing in their 
licences and collecHng again-it is hard enough to apply for a drivers 
licence renewal currently in jhb. This is extra admin which I highly 
doubt the licencing depts can handle. Anyone who thinks otherwise is 
extremely out of touch with reality 
3. This system is going to achieve nothing with drivers who are truly 
reckless. There are so many drivers who drive without a licence in any 
case. What will stop someone from simply driving without a licence if 
it is suspended? 
4. This appears to be yet another way for corrupHon to take hold - 
there is already rampant bribery and corrupHon amongst traffic police 
and the public. People will now be asked for bribes even if they are 
innocent - due to this act assuming they are guilty.  
5. Govt assured the public that aarto would not force or have anything 
to do with etolls - yet now it seems it is being used to enforce etolls by 
means of "punishing" non payers. This is an example of govt saying one 
thing and doing another and seemingly trying to slip things into this act 
in the Hope of the public not noHcing.  
6. There are much larger issues in south africa such as gender based 
violence and crime in general -why is govt wasHng Hme and resources 
on something that only has a success rate in first world countries.   Yes 
there are ppl who abuse the road and drive recklessly but this act will 
not miraculously solve that. All this does is add more financial burden 
to an already overtaxed and Hred populaHon. The fact that people 
have refused to pay etolls are an indicaHon of how Hred people are 
with being used as cash cows. Sherish

2020-10-25 
15:40:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The reason why there is so many road accidents is mostly due to TAXI's  

- They Drive on opposing traffic lanes,  
- They stop everywhere,  
- They over loaded and pose a risk to their incumbents,  

: Secondly the vast majority of taxis are not even registered for tax, I 
pay my taxes, I DO not need to pay anymore,  

: Thirdly : All the demirit point sys will do is increase bribes, Increase 
fake number plates.  

AADIL

2020-10-25 
14:28:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will never work because they will find away to exclude taxis which is 
unfair as they will hold the most infringement offences. Also I think its 
disgusHng to fine as well as implement a point demerit for something 
as stupid as a brake light not funcHoning. I have experienced this 
personally where JMPD are so desperate to find something that they 
will even check the brake lights. If the system and JMPD weren't 
corrupt I would get behind the iniHaHve but NOT a chance in this day 
and age in South Africa. Just trying to get their hands on money by any 
means possible and not actually focusing on doing the right thing. F

2020-10-25 
11:28:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will push bribes very high, corrupHon will be in the highest form. It 
will be pointless to put a law but no one will enforce it, traffic cops 
likes bribe.  So empowering them with this law will give them a lot 
powers to ask for bribe. People will pay bribes because they don't want 
to loose their drivers license Ngwenya

2020-10-25 
10:52:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

A fine on a fine ? this government is realy cute, as for the E toll when 
this is applied to every road user I will consider it, taxies included. Allen

2020-10-24 
22:48:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Punishment twice as you will be paying a fine and geVng ddmerit 
points. It's not goung to make our roads safer. Focus on road 
worthiness and drivers who endanger others. Antoine]e 

2020-10-24 
22:43:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit with a fine is double punishment for one offence... not 
acceptable Roisin 

2020-10-24 
22:43:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit with a fine is double punishment for one offence... not 
acceptable Roisin 

2020-10-24 
22:36:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Charlo]e

2020-10-24 
12:49:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Forcing is to pay etoll with addiHonal fines. People are already not 
paying and outraged at the e toll system and now you are just tone 
deaf and forcing the subject again. What do you think is going to 
happen? Sort out the etoll quesHon first then come back to this. This is 
not on as we pay tax and  we pay fuel Levi for the roads, stop passing 
the burden on to the people.  

Furthermore you are now double penalising the road user, a fine and 
demerit points. Are you kidding ? Who thought the is a good idea. 
Furthermore doubling the fines. People are already not paying due to 
the cost. Are you serious, have you even consulted the road user? You 
are really tone deaf to the situaHon in South Africa. The problem here 
is not the law, it is that we don't enforce the ones that we have. Fix 
that first before you make new ones. Pierre

2020-10-24 
12:01:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Stop  the corrupHon with traffic police and let the law abiding ciHzens 
live peacefully.  This is an opportunity for the corrupted traffic police to 
get richer by bribing innocent drivers.  Sick and Hred of new laws that 
are passed, just to make our lives a misery. Sort out the taxis FIRST as 
they are the biggest culprits in NOT abiding by the law. They don’t get 
fined and get away with every thing!!!!!!! Angela

2020-10-24 
07:44:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

All of this seem a bit unfair. How do you charge a fee to issue a fine? 
This looks like a money making scheme. Sort out corrupt officers. Lebone 

2020-10-24 
04:57:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Selvan

2020-10-23 
23:57:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Marieta
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2020-10-23 
21:30:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How about no. The current government only knows about 
mulHplicaHon. They cannot keep track of the stealing, dishonest 
dealings and heaps of debt they pile on top. How can anyone in their 
right mind trust that they can manage a point system, where you are 
deemed guilHly in any case. Keep your points...if you pay a fee the 
officer says. Yeah we know all about it. Keep your shit laws to 
yourselves and I will behave responsible with my money. And sHll I will 
pay no e-toll in order to aid your looHng efforts. Fank you very much. Anarchy

2020-10-23 
17:34:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will strain us even more financially.  The current system can sHll work 
provided proper applicaHon from the law enforcement agencies. Nicholas 

2020-10-23 
13:29:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Gerrit

2020-10-23 
11:51:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just yet another Scam by the government to generate taxes 
from an already overtaxed system. 
it is not possible to implement this, when you cannot enforce it and it 
is aimed squarely at the law abiding tax paying ciHzens of this country. 
how would you go about taking  away  someone's license and not 
being able to provide them with an actual public transport system?  
how would they then be able to earn a living. 
You simply cannot enforce a system applied to first world country's on 
a 3rd world country with zero accountability.  Apply the law evenly and 
make sure its accountable to taxi drivers as it is to the middle class 
ciHzen of this country. 

warren

2020-10-23 
07:16:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Where to start. Seriously all these poliHcians can do is write new laws 
but the exisHng laws are not being enforced, so you can write as many 
as you like, it won't help. We have a patheHc police force, who is too 
lazy to do their jobs, corrupt and not being able to enforce the law and 
so it goes on right through the enHre system. How many taxi's are not 
roadworthy and drive recklessly, endangering the lives of their 
passengers and people around them because they are above the law. 
These laws will only apply to the rest of us, like usual. Paula

2020-10-22 
22:07:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Darrell

2020-10-22 
18:22:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Dis nou net weer n manier om die gewone mense 
Uit te buit. Reine]e

2020-10-22 
18:07:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit points wants to allocate 6 demerits for failing to stop at 
the police officers command. The issue with this is that there have 
been many hijackings in which people pretend to be police officers, 
thus if you want to stop at a garage or police staHon to ensure that the 
police officials are legiHmate,  you will be penalised for being safe?  
This is a huge concern give the increasing "Blue lights hijacking" that 
has occurred.  
So it's either risk being hijacked and traumaHsed OR losing 6 points in 
one go (which will take close to 2 years to recover) just for being safe. Nic

2020-10-22 
16:39:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Michelle

2020-10-22 
08:31:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My main concern is that the taxis as per usual won't be fined or have 
their points deducted. We are being targeted as per normal to pay for 
looHng our taxes. I can't see how any of this is going to be enforceable, 
when the simple actof renewing a driver's license is a shambles Ingrid

2020-10-22 
08:02:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

What if someone else drive my car and exceed the speed limit and was 
caught on camera then the points is against the owner and not the 
driver Madelene

2020-10-22 
00:12:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

When this law passes then it means you don't have license then they 
teach you to be a criminal because you'll loose jobs which pushes you 
to do crime because you have to support your family. Only means that 
you'll be poor then crime will be the best thing to do while this 
government is trying so hard that people should work and support 
their families and contribute tax wise to S.A. Why on earth are you 
guys doing there in that Parliament. Will S.A be a proper land for south 
people or it will be a place for richer people only those who cannot 
drive and those ministers who hire people to drive them while we 
know very well that their licenses will never ever get those demerit 
points. People wake up. Sydney

2020-10-21 
15:58:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why must i pay for something that was always there, i pay car license 
why must I pay to drive on the Hi-way Heather

2020-10-21 
15:14:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There should NOT be all these toll fees. It should have NOTHING to do 
with my merits. Put Law Enforcement in place to give fines for the 
disobeying of the Law, speeding, reckless driving, not following the 
laws of the road. VENITE

2020-10-21 
15:03:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Only the organised people with fixed addresses and tracable lives will 
pay. The rest will just carry on as per usual. Idamarie

2020-10-21 
14:29:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We will be forced to pay high amounts of bribery in fear of points 
demerits. They shuold first deal with corrupt law enforcers Lucky

2020-10-21 
12:13:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-21 
11:02:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This enHre system is a scam by government to force more taxes and 
money from the public's pocket to fund more looHng. this cannot be 
enforced and regulated as they can already not regulate anything, 
corrupHon will run rampant on this stem as well as maladministraHon,  
and the 100 rand admin fees for fines is idioHc scam that will cost 
motorists dearly as they will never get the money back even if they 
appeal their traffic fines, this system is corrupHon at its best Kegan

2020-10-21 
09:02:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is totally open for abuse  by a police force well known for corrupHon 
and bribe taking. 
This will give them more opportuniHes to demand even bigger bribes Louis 

2020-10-21 
06:27:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another administraHve burden on top of normal ones not operaHng 
properly Chris

2020-10-21 
06:23:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ina
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2020-10-20 
23:38:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly we need honest and not corrupt officials where the ppl are at 
difficulty to make ends meet and this ANC government has nothing 
more in mind besides finding ways on how to make ciHzens pay more 
which they dont have Jose

2020-10-20 
21:03:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Arlindo 

2020-10-20 
21:03:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Arlindo da 
Silva 

2020-10-20 
16:27:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are many drivers driving without having a drivers license test. 
These people are not on the “system”. Only the law abiding ciHzens will 
be geVng demerit points. Gary

2020-10-20 
12:58:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Kevin

2020-10-20 
12:45:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Susan

2020-10-20 
09:12:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Gontse 

2020-10-20 
08:44:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Fine and points deduHon. Anton

2020-10-20 
07:04:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How many more burdens are the government going to lay on the poor 
general public.  We are already ba]ling to make ends meet. Leslie Bruce 

2020-10-20 
07:03:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How many more burdens are the government going to lay on the poor 
general public.  We are already ba]ling to make ends meet. Leslie Bruce 

2020-10-20 
07:03:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How many more burdens are the government going to lay on the poor 
general public.  We are already ba]ling to make ends meet. Leslie Bruce 

2020-10-19 
23:15:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object against all of the points of the new proposed AARTO 
regulaHons.  The fines are registered against a  car, not a driver 
therefore the taxi drivers and those with company cars will not loose 
points. The corrupHon in our country is so deeply routed that these 
new proposed laws will create a golden opportunity for fraudsters and 
bribery.  We simply don’t have the money or honest man power to 
manage such a complex process. We can barely get our licensing 
departments to operate efficiently. Janine

2020-10-19 
22:05:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This law will only count for some obedient South Africans not for all. Nicoleén 

2020-10-19 
22:05:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This law will only count for some obedient South Africans not for all. Nicoleén 

2020-10-19 
19:26:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

What is there is false numberplates  used and it is not my car on the 
photoswhat ifi was not driving  the car what if the  the numberplate 
was read in wrong. The demerits  will be  issued  automaHcally  even if 
you are not the driver outstanding  etols sanral cant even  sort out 
thier acc  but you wanto issue  fine and demerits  in anyway 
What are going  to be done to get the taxi's  complying  if the dont 
even pay etolls 
CorrupHon  is  going to  increase  day by day  

Danny
2020-10-19 
12:51:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Kan nie sien hulle dit weVglik gaan reguleer nie.  Wie gaan die admin 
doen? Charmaine

2020-10-19 
12:48:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I'm especially against the etoll enforcement as this in itself is a highly 
contenHous issue and the worst road users (taxis) are exempt from 
paying Erika 

2020-10-19 
11:52:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

They should focus on drunk driving and the behavior of taxis and 
people driving without a licenses. That is the main issues if they can fix 
that our roads will be soo much safer. 

Zuretha

2020-10-19 
11:41:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

SomeHmes one speeds accidentally. Should a person speed with intent 
and more than 30-40km/hour than speed limit then you can 
implement demerit points. E-toll has been enforced on us and sHll do 
not consent to paying for it. Normal toll fees are acceptable. Doubling 
outstanding fees are not acceptable as the noHces are not received in a 
sufficient manner. Jaco

2020-10-19 
11:22:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another way for the ANC to steal more money. This system 
will be flooded with corrupHon. They do not have officials capable to 
manage this system. Paul 

2020-10-19 
06:07:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It is ludacris. What are these people thinking. Ronald

2020-10-19 
05:37:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Annatjie 

2020-10-18 
20:49:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Cindy

2020-10-18 
16:36:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another way for government to tax us to death and steal. It’s a 
corrupt system from the get go Tanya

2020-10-18 
15:57:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sistem is not even working now. Stuggle to get appointments for 
licence. Hendrik

2020-10-18 
14:57:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will once again only apply to certain people, corrupHon will be riff.   
Increasing fine is just another way of fleecing people that will pay.  
Double jeopardy you cannot fine someone and deduct points Marlene 

2020-10-18 
12:28:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Kevin

2020-10-18 
07:54:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As a Tipper driver we weigh the trucks when loading,coke  and 
Kentucky collectors,then wait for us at the main road and sent us to 
the weighbridge where they weigh you per axle. If you are overloaded 
on say front axle you get a fine and you will get demerit points.This is 
unfair for the driver as this is not drivers fault. Jan

2020-10-17 
15:06:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Yogan
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2020-10-17 
07:55:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is ridiculous as a_er 10 debit u want to take a persons drivers 
licence away, it will be a huge inconvenience, as now u are taking away 
a person's ability to drive, hence they will not be able to be 
independent to get them selves to and from work, they would have to 
be forced to use public transport which is actually in a shambles, buses 
never on Hme, property geVng to work late losing their jobs, taking 
away thearly ability to provide for their family, or they would have to 
beg others to transport them around which is a huge inconvenience, if 
a person want to buy groceries or do anything it will become an issue, 
u haven't thought this through clearly because this to u is just a money 
making scheme created to line your pockets even further on the gravey 
train that you are one, every Hme funds are embezzled in the country 
you try to find a way to take it out of ciHzens pockets thus enriching a 
few in the upper government that has control over these funds and 
nothing happens in procuHon of them, while the citzems in this 
country are becoming seriously empooverished.   This is unacceptable, 
stop trying to take out food out of the moutstanding of our babes, you 
are going to land oplease with a situaHon where the younger 
generaHon is going to leave this country and you are going to have an 
even bigger brain drain in this country with not much intelligent people 
to govern. Dianne

2020-10-17 
07:52:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

What happened to the scrapping of etolls now that they want to 
introduce demerit on it as well, the struggle is too much for us ciHzens, 
and the tribunal route is a no no... why is government making the lives 
of their ciHzens unbearable, are they trying to repay corrupHon by 
punishing us.?  
This govt must rethink this strategy we are suffering already Nokuthula 

2020-10-16 
21:55:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will be unfair if they do not take demerits oof if 
there is no infringements for a certain Hme People will loose their 
licences for minor infringements while those driving like maniacs will 
sHll not be punished Maxie

2020-10-16 
19:31:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You are not imposing the rule of the road currently so how can you 
enforce it later, and the amount of corrupHon  is nothing short of a 
joke. Lee

2020-10-16 
19:28:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Cindy

2020-10-16 
17:41:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With the SAPS and the Traffic Departments of the various Metros being 
so corrupt and open to bribes this issue will just escalate even more.  

They ba]le to manage the current system so how will they ever 
manage a new system. 

It works well in a country well managed and educated,  thus definitely 
not for South Africa. 
 James

2020-10-16 
13:39:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not believe that this system will work due to the lack of manpower 
at the tribunal stage.  we are already struggling with the traffic 
departments now etc, I only see this as being an extra burden on the 
structure.  I do not believe it will be done fairly as taxi drivers will not 
be prosecuted (as they never are) and that the every day law abiding 
person will have to pay the penalty.  I do not agree that we are not 
allowed to represent ourselves in person, this will lead to very biased 
and unfair judgements.  I believe this system will lead to alot of people 
being forced to drive without their licences as their livihoods depend 
on it.  I dont think enough thought has been put into this and I believe 
it is just another way for money to be taken from the ciHzens and 
passed to corrupHon. 

Chrissie

2020-10-16 
13:30:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

If you are not afforded the opportunity to state your case in court, you 
can loose your license whilst not having an opportunity to defend 
yourself. Corrupt officials word would just be taken Leon 

2020-10-16 
13:29:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another complicated  system set up by government that is 
doomed to fail because of lack of capable manpower and ciHzen 
resistance to unfair pracHce.  Just leads to bribes as this is the only 
system that works well in this country.  Totally against paying e-toll and 
this smells of trying to enforce this by demerit system.  CiHzens Hred of 
paying whilst those in power score all the way to the bank Melanie

2020-10-15 
21:35:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Do NOT agree! Rob

2020-10-15 
21:02:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is unconsHtuHonal.  This regulaHons assumes you are guilty and 
goes against our consHtuHon saying you are innocent unHll proven 
guilty. Jurgens

2020-10-15 
20:49:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Izan 

2020-10-15 
20:17:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

They want to target law abiding ciHzens, but then on the other hand 
there will not be any taxis on the road as they will have lost all their 
points as they do not abide by the traffic rules. Kathy

2020-10-15 
19:14:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Vincent 

2020-10-15 
16:43:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Rob

2020-10-15 
12:17:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system will be open to abuse by the Law Enforcement personnel. 
We have heard many instances of officials  issuing fines for offenses 
not commi]ed, for example not stopping at stop streets and as there is 
seldom if ever any visual confirmaHon the driver has li]le or no 
defense , this will allow for more and more bribes to be elicited as 
drivers will not want their licenses to be revoked  and as such will be 
forced to pay bribes to prevent demerits on their licenses. 
If a demerit system is to be put in place then all fines need to be 
backed up with visual recordings that must be made available to the 
driver so as to ensure that the recording has not been edited to show a 
violaHon when there is no violaHon commi]ed 

 Ron
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2020-10-15 
09:30:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The public transport system is a joke and if people loose licenses to the 
corrupt cops and government, how will people get to work etc. It is 
just them trying to get more money from bribes while taxis do as they 
please with no conciquences Vincent 

2020-10-15 
08:56:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You can't suspend peoples licence that is some peoples bread and 
bu]er. 
Toll gate is a no no. We actually suffer financially pay a lot of tax on 
salary, vat.  extra on petrol price to maintain the roads and look in 
what of state the roads are.  Toll gate.  sorry they want 
to kill us stop wasHng money start geVng responsible.  It is so easy to 
waste money and let the public pay more and they sit with billions and 
we are suffering. Wilma

2020-10-15 
06:20:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The whole demerit system is just unnecessary it wouldn't help what 
the government is trying to achieve. South African drivers will not 
change their aVtude as long as traffic officials accept bribes. They will 
use the demerit system to scare drivers to solicit bribes. Just scrap the 
damn proposed legislaHon. Sibonelo

2020-10-14 
21:19:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is an undemocraHc act by a totalitarian government  that thrives 
on corrupHon. Our taxes paid for the roads in Gauteng. Why must toll 
money be raised to enrich ANC poliHcians? According to the AA we pay 
enough tax on fuel to maintain the road system. E tell is only to enrich 
ANC members. James

2020-10-14 
20:25:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Jan

2020-10-14 
20:01:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole thing is unconsHtuHonal as the Taxi's and government are 
excluded from this whole SHIT SHOW!. It is only pointed at the middle 
class of this country which are not even keeping head above water. E-
Tolls was suppose to be scraped long Hme ago. Now they want to 
penalise people all over again. Taxi drivers for a start do not even own 
a drivers license as that come from the apartheid government more 
than 26 years ago. First sort the Taxi drivers and taxi's out then we talk 
again.  Then bribery and corrupHon. This sort of system works in a first 
world country. This system will only be use to make money and that 
money will be stolen by corrupt officials. Heinrich

2020-10-14 
18:28:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

why insert the e-tolling on the regulaHon? to force ciHzens to pay for 
the corrupted e-toll system? in any case, the most hit people will be 
those living in gauteng, as they are driving in the region more than 
other south africans. isn't that an unfair pracHce?  saverio

2020-10-14 
18:11:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Rudolph

2020-10-14 
16:09:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Current laws are good enough to deter people from breaking them. 
The only problem is poor enforcement. Tightening the laws further is a 
lazy and unnecessary approach which will result in over-punishing the 
law abiding ciHzens while not making any difference to real law 
breakers, especially those who bribe officials, who won't even get into 
the books Monde 

2020-10-14 
13:49:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Only some drivers will be penilised and not everyone.  It is just how it 
works!! Here is in any way 
hundreds of drivers driving without a licence.  It is only going to make 
the life of the law abiding ciHzens harder... Rachelle

2020-10-14 
13:23:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system ITS THE POLITICS IN SA THAT'S CAUSING ALL THE TROUBLES.

ALIDA 
ELIZABETH

2020-10-14 
11:42:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This legislature is totally unacceptable to me.  Please start by policing 
the taxis by being present on the streets, impound their vehicles if the 
vehicle is unlicenced or not road-worthy.  Refuse the taxi driver further 
passage if he is caught without a licence.  Stop protecHng the ill-
mannered, not law-abiding taxi driver just to get his vote on elecHon 
day. Sonja

2020-10-14 
11:08:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Clearly the state needs money and try every thing to achive this. Wat 
does e-toll have to do with your lisence in the first place ?  E-tolls need 
to be scaped. 
How will you deal with taxis ?  They will loose all their points in one 
day Deon

2020-10-14 
10:30:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Anton

2020-10-14 
10:24:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The biggest problem with the current disorder on the roads is caused 
by the poor implementaHon of the present regulaHons. 
The policing seems to consist only of speed monitoring and all the 
other important ma]ers such as ensuring that all vehicles are road 
worthy overtaking on a solid line, jumping red lights, following the 
standard freeway driving rules such as keep le_ pass right etc etc  
The taxis are geVng away with all the breaking of rules such as passing 
on the emergency lanes on the le_ etc etc. 
This is a clear indicaHon that the problem is not the present system but 
the IMPLEMENTATION of it and the corrupHon buy-out that happens 
all the Hme. 
This will only increase the exisHng corrupt pracHses where officers 
blatantly request bribes. Volkmar

2020-10-14 
10:18:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I cannot see this working as officers cannot even manage to do what 
they are supposed to currently. How will they manage with addiHonal 
work? 
Further the e-tolls fiasco is sHll ongoing and so how can one get 
demerits when the issue of e-tolls has not been resolved. Vishal

2020-10-14 
08:36:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The e toll never worked in 1st world countries  were do they think in 
this highly corrupt system that this will work. It will only brake the 
people who are trying to keep people employed in this country, the 
criminals will keep operaHng with bribery and corrupHon. 
The system has just encouraged more people to join the gravy train. TREVOR 

2020-10-14 
06:53:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This would cost as south Africa n ciHzen most where they would end 
not working bcze of this,what would be their next opHon as ciHzens of 
this country it will be crime bcze they're not geVng employment in 
country.only foreigners with their country licence could survive bcze 
you can't cancel or demerit them point or  cancel that licence.we really 
lead by fools here. Thomas
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2020-10-13 
21:49:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another money making a]empt to fund corrupHon. People 
can't afford to sustain their families and themselves, but we are 
expected to pay bigger fines and etoll bills that we did not agree too. Vishay

2020-10-13 
19:18:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system smit

2020-10-13 
12:45:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Setumo

2020-10-13 
12:40:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our current system is not coping with the volumes, so, if I have any 
disputes, this will/may never be a]ended to because of the backlogs, 
and queues overflowing makes it impossible to get through to the right 
persons to recHfy any disputes. Do not agree with the AARTO points 
system. Reece

2020-10-13 
12:28:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I think that it will just push the bribes higher Nick 

2020-10-13 
12:24:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe the demerit system is stupid. Because it does not stop people 
from disobeying the rules of the road, I see it as just another way of 
making money and making more people criminals. 
Etoll should have not been put on the roads as most of SA did not want 
it.  And now they are trying to force people to pay it. I completely 
disagree with this. Cathrine 

2020-10-13 
12:22:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is patheHc to say the least this government will enforce people to 
pay for systems such as e-toll, further to this they conHnue to infringe 
on the publics rights and demand money and fines yet the most 
corrupt that should be accountable sit in their ivory towers. 

We lack true leadership, people that are selfless and care for the 
people more than about themselves. This was never intended to be 
the democracy and freedom that South Africans sacrificed blood, 
sweat and lives for!!!! Mubeen

2020-10-13 
11:24:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. The system has not been planned and implemented according to 
consHtuHonal requirements, and is therefore illegal. 
2. Enforcement is not consistent and will be aimed primarily at those 
who are more easily traceable, which is unconsHtuHonal. 
3. Presumed innocence before the law is not supported, which is 
unconsHtuHonal. 
4. SANRAL staff are not willing to demonstrate your obligaHon by 
providing proof of using the road for each transacHon, which is 
unconsHtuHonal. With the opHon of using false number plates, I 
cannot trust their allegaHon that I must pay for what is possibly 
another car's use of the road. Numerous queries, in wriHng and in 
person, were shrugged off by SANRAL. 
5. If exisHng laws were enforced, the roads would be safer. A more 
expensive system with more onerous administraHon is not the 
soluHon. 
6. If the whole South Africa could be locked down for six months to 
prevent a high COVID19 death rate, try showing the same level of 
concern over peak holiday season road fataliHes, then I might start to 
believe that your concern is aimed at safety, rather than increasing 
revenue. Rodgers

2020-10-13 
11:03:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The taxi industry will not adhere to any of the new regulaHons, they 
are a law unto themselves and the government has no control over 
them so changing the system is pointless and will not work.  What 
happens in the case of cloned number plates etc with the increase of 
demerit points and doubling of fines.  This will only impact on the 
honest tax payer who has already been burdened enough by the 
shocking conduct and corrupHon of the government over the past 26 
years.  The current system does not work and our country is in serious 
crisis yet our brilliant ruling party want to insHtute yet another new 
system.  Start uniHng and working for the ciHzens of this country 
instead of lining your own pockets.  Terry

2020-10-13 
10:48:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will open the door for more corrupHon .  They are so desperate to 
get in more money as they have stolen the coffers dry . It is Hme to 
emigrate fellow South Africans . George 

2020-10-13 
09:40:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I would support the points demerit system  if (and it is a big IF) there 
was not so much corrupHon and bribery going on in South Africa.  I 
think this will just increase a lot more. If this system was done correctly  
we would have no "mini taxis" on the road a_er four months ,but  then 
again the way the taxi drivers , do drive how many of them have 
licenses ??? Lets just face facts that we are living in a lawless country. Barry

2020-10-13 
08:32:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Helena 

2020-10-13 
08:26:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support this at all!! Just another way to exploit people and for 
the e-toll down our thoughts!!! I they can't tame criminals with normal 
regulaHons, they definitely won't be able to do it this way!! This will 
only be another way to steal from the ciHzens!! a BIG NO!!!! Henrie]e

2020-10-13 
08:23:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Daar word nie gefokus op die ander oortreddings nie net op spoed, kyk 
na die padreels hierdie is net weer 'n geldmaak skema Lynne]e

2020-10-13 
08:00:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object because there is nothing wrong with the current system. This is 
causing more admin, more work for the government does not have the 
manpower to administrate and a cost on the very people(tax payers) 
that pay for this. The Government should concentrate on REAL crime 
and corrupt JMPD officials!!!!!!!!! Rashaad

2020-10-13 
07:59:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think this will create opportuniHes for officers to force more bribes as 
they do already I have great concerns about the capabiliHes of 
administraHve staff that will be capturing these said offences and I just 
think this system will drench an already corrupt system into the depths 
of even more looHng & stealing Jeanne

2020-10-13 
06:36:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I really don't like a newly proposed law at all. Paul

2020-10-13 
06:14:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With the corrupt government and police officers in our streets 
innocent people might be punished for crimes they didn't commit. We 
need to a clean administraHon first. Tebogo 

2020-10-13 
05:09:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Open for corrupHon 
JaMeS
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2020-10-13 
04:16:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Open to corrupHon Dennis 

2020-10-12 
22:43:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another failed system which won’t 
make any difference. 

Steven 

2020-10-12 
22:13:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

If the point system will come Into effect then there's no need to double 
the fine prices. Offenders should simply have to pay an administraHve 
cost which should be the same for all level of offences. MunicipaliHes  
should not see fine issuing as a means of income generaHon Siraj

2020-10-12 
21:43:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

A demerit system in South Africa will simply encourage more bribery 
and corrupHon. It also cannot work in a country where the ability to 
challenge the points will take forever and will not be seen as equitable. 
The number of  demerit points of 12 or 15 in other countries has a 3 or 
5 year expiry period. A_er 3 or 5 years the demerit points revert to 
Zero. What is the Hme period for reversal to Zero in the proposed 
South African system?   Having a demerit point system in South Africa 
will not reduce the number of accidents and fataliHes on our roads. 
South Africa has enough rules and regulaHons already. These rules 
need to be enforced and applied to all drivers especially taxi drivers. 
E-tolls should have been scrapped years ago. Payments that were 
made via EFT were never recorded as payments on the invoices leading 
the payer to assume that the money went into the pocket of some 
corrupt official. Hazel

2020-10-12 
20:28:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We already have so many challenges in live. It is currently difficult to 
get from point A to B in terms of transport costs, annual license fees, 
maintenance on vehicles etc. Doubling fines, asking to pay etoll money, 
having extra concerns about losing your license, will surely have a 
negaHve impact on every single person. We barely cope with lives 
challenges financially as it is. Rather reduce fines for all offences. It will 
change the mindset of people to pay fines. We all make mistakes on 
the road, and should pay for that and learn from it.  Those who are 
under the influence of alcohol and driving, should be punched severe. Erica 

2020-10-12 
20:22:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will cause more bribery and corrupHon with traffic officials. How 
will this be implemented to taxi drivers they obey no traffic rules and 
regulaHons. Mohamed 

2020-10-12 
19:22:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Good day ADV. QACHA MOLETSANE and ADV. NGWAKO THOKA. 

No I do not support the Amendment of AARTO RegulaHons. 
My top concern is points demerit system. 

Currently the real perpatrators are geVng away with serious incidents 
breaking the traffic rules and endagering other motorists. The corrupt 
officials will pick their trespassers and let the regular culprets get away. 
First get rid of the corrupHon as the law is not enforced correctly. 

Tersia
2020-10-12 
19:18:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system MarHn

2020-10-12 
19:18:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Deduct point for fines irraHonal Pieter 

2020-10-12 
19:01:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lerato

2020-10-12 
17:01:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is yet another opportunity for law enforcement to extort money 
out of defenseless ciHzens. It is only good on paper like our 
consHtuHon is but implementaHon is always disappoinHng. Edwin

2020-10-12 
16:39:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Not unHl there is no corrupt traffic officers throughout S.Africa. John 

2020-10-12 
16:36:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Gavin
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2020-10-12 
16:14:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sharing this comment: 
1. Infringer should have the right to elect to be tried. CiHzens should 
have the right to defend themselves 

2. Not sure how the increase of demerit points will ensure that the 
rules of the road Will be adhere to. The taxi 's on the road gets away 
but the law abiding ciHzen who makes a mistake gets punished. This 
seems like creaHng more administraHon in an office and less law 
enforcement on the roads 

3. How can you think of doubling penalHes. 
We human. We make mistakes. We should get penalised for errors 
made but to cripple the middle to lower income bracket people by 
doubling the fines. We just coming out of an economic damaged state 
due to Covid. This is not the right Hme. 

4. This is just a money making racket. The already heavily taxed 
working class being forced to Paying e-toll to get to work and make a 
living. Then also loose points and risk of loosing their licence so they 
won't be able to get to work. The people of this country is already 
crippled. Financially. We already being taxed on our fuel and we 
already paying to keep our vehicles licenced. The upkeep of the roads 
should come from that and not addiHonal toll fees. 

I agree if you never had a licence and have not passed the test you 
placing other lives at risk and should be like a criminal offence. The 
quesHon 
It is unclear if the drivers licence has expired if this also deem to be as 
driving without licence. This can't be a criminal offence as the person 
driving knows the road rules. It is circumstances that could have 
caused the licence to laps. 

6. RehabilitaHon program might seem a good idea. But how would 
someone who has a full Hme job be able to a]end and also get to the 
venue if they unable to drive. They already relying on others to get 
them to their place of work. (the program should be available prior to 
the loss of licence to reverse the loss of points) What would the cost 
be for the individual to a]end this program. 

Yes stricter rules required for taxi's as they transport civilians who 
place their lives in the hands of the driver and vehicle owner. 

The RegulaHons need rethinking. We want safety on the roads, yes. 
Possible Visible shaming of offenders. Like learner sHcker displayed for 
a learner, let offenders be forced to drive with an indicaHon to other 
drivers on the road that they have failed to adhere to road rules. But 
not financial death to the already struggling working class. 

Debbie
2020-10-12 
16:11:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Sandy

2020-10-12 
15:55:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ryno

2020-10-12 
15:51:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Removing someones licence removes their ability to work and pay Tax 
which this country definitely needs. It would be easier to give fines to 
increase revenue and use this to stop wreckless driving. Also these 
fines are already not implemented fairly across the board and the 
amount of corrupHon in the metro is disturbing. Tony

2020-10-12 
15:38:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dit gaan 'n enorme bedrog spul wees soos alles tans is. Martell

2020-10-12 
15:09:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Its been 11 years that this system has in place. Can government show 
evidence of what they have achieved towards making SA roads more 
safer and how they have managed to shi_ed motorist behaviour in the 
country.  This is a real concern for South Africans, especially the E-
TOLLS in Gauteng..  Victor

2020-10-12 
15:01:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system this is just another way to rape the public for money kevin

2020-10-12 
14:51:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I do not support the proposed regulaHons as it is unconsHtuHonal. Ephriam

2020-10-12 
14:43:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system is opening up to corrupt a lot of corrupHon. 
Law abiding  ciHzens will not have the right to appeal which is a big 
problem because if I'm in right standing and there's an error in your 
system or human caused error. 
What opHons do I have to recHfy? 
No. No. No. Tebogo 

2020-10-12 
14:30:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We were never consulted bout e-tolls and as we are taxpayer we 
expect the road tax to come from , the renewal of license and fuel levy.  
I will not support infringements on e-toll,  

Demerit system will only promote illegal drivers on the road, the law in 
this country has gone to the dogs, how do you expect to monitor this if 
the country cannot even enforce illegal structures that are 
mushroominng daily , cause in point Alexandra is chaos, Jhb is chaoHc , 
not one respect the law and bylaws, demerit will not work, we are 
africans. Zandile

2020-10-12 
14:18:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The new Aarto system will require so much added administraHon 
which is as usual a loop hole for fraud and bribes.   I think they can 
rather focus on moving violaHons and visible policing!!! 

Sharon
2020-10-12 
14:00:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system A failed system open for more corrupHon. Carlos
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2020-10-12 
13:54:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is ridiculous to enforce such harsh point demerits as people can 
make mistakes and also I read the doubling of fines if e-to;;s aren't 
paid.  We cannot even afford to pay e-tolls because if living costs taxes 
etc. 

NO I vote NO Sue
2020-10-12 
13:29:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Andre

2020-10-12 
13:24:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The regulaHons are ALL of concern.  
The points demerit system is u]erly unacceptable.  
I am completely suspicious of any and all government intervenHons 
such as these because they are aimed at undermining consHtuHonal 
rights, promoHng even more corrupHon by aiming to collect increased 
monies and creaHng more avenues for bribery and corrupHon. 
Learner drivers need to be taught properly; traffic and other officials 
need to be trained properly and checked regularly, competent people 
who are trained and efficient need to have the jobs so that the current 
rules and laws are applied properly.  
More and more draconian legislaHon with the current increasing 
corrupHon and lack of ability will not work but will be there to be 
abused by corrupt officials and delinquent drivers Carol

2020-10-12 
13:07:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The overhead e-tolls should never have been erected without the 
publics approval. The demerit system will also not work. The 
government is looking where they can steal and through their 
corrupHon take more from the people. isabel

2020-10-12 
13:01:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The government is becomming more lawless themselves. They cannot 
run the esisHng laws properly so are looking for an easy way to collect 
money. On top of this they are they are ruining the whole economy nd 
the supporHng infrastructure. Bradley

2020-10-12 
12:45:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Callum

2020-10-12 
12:25:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with any of the menHoned demerit system also will not 
support the e-toll fines for outstanding E- toll fees as this was 
implemented without the proper procedures. This government is 
slowly turn innocent people into criminals and creaHng a more suitable 
environment for corrupHon . Steven

2020-10-12 
12:20:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

While one must have a licence at all Hmes, criminalizing it is insane. 

The whole point system is backward. 5 points for no licence but 
speeding and reckless driving carry a lesser weight? How does that 
make any sense. 
The system is barely funcHoning and emphasis is place on arbitrary 
issues such as licences which is very easy to check on the system. 

Dangerous driving seems to be far more acceptable than 
administraHve issues. 

I would also like to see AARTO (for what it is worth) being applied and 
enforced to the most dangerous drivers on the road, the Taxi industry. 
It would be nice to see the law applied to everybody and not the so_ 
targets that are currently paying  for the system. Gill

2020-10-12 
12:05:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Afzal 

2020-10-12 
12:03:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system it will increase corrupHon among traffic officials. Thapelo

2020-10-12 
11:26:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

increased rules and severe penalHes in an environment where we have 
a dysfuncHonal traffic and law enforcement system will further acHvate 
a culture of corrupHon. 'First world" rules can only be applied to 'first 
word' implementaHon, which includes funcHonal traffic light, acHve 
traffic intervenHon at dysfuncHonal intersecHons and acceptable road 
surfaces and condiHons. pointsment municipal & george

2020-10-12 
11:06:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

currently taxi drivers drive through red robots and up one ways and on 
one including the police do any thing this will only cost the law abiding 
ciHzens more in tax payers money opening new avenues for corrupHon 
so why bother. TONJA

2020-10-12 
10:51:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I totally disagree with extolling the system together with demerits 
system. They have found a way to force people to rather pay bribes to 
crooked cops who will be extolling the rules when stopped knowing 
you are going to point demerits points and cannot defend yourself.  Roushal 

2020-10-12 
10:43:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Jabulani

2020-10-12 
10:36:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I strongly object. This changes is to further enhance government's 
corrupHon and is more about financial gain as most laws that were 
passed. E toll needs to fall away as it is a moneymaking process that 
most people are against. Henrii

2020-10-12 
10:33:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I totally disagree with the extolling system together with demerits 
system. Ephraim 

2020-10-12 
10:32:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is just way too much corrupHon for this to be fair.  ALL taxi 
drivers will literally get away with murder, while the normal person will 
be penalized harshly.  This type of system will only work in a country 
WITHOUT crime.  Unfortunately in South Africa, ANYTHING can be 
bought. Karen

2020-10-12 
10:31:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

While driving one sees repeat and regular offenders of traffic laws as 
well as many vehicles that are visibly not up to road standard code.  
The new system does nothing to address these problems and will only 
end up further penalising those motorists who are already being 
admonished.  If you can bribe your way out of a fine at the moment - 
surely one could bribe their way out of a demerit. Adri

2020-10-12 
10:30:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable is unlawful 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them is also unlawful and its 
unaffordable Tiisetso
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2020-10-12 
10:25:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

UnHl all police corrupHon is eliminated this system will further 
encourage bribery to minimize point deducHons. 
AdministraHve burden will be huge and unwieldy with almost 60 new 
forms , and lengthy processes and appeals mechanisms  and we all 
know how administraHvely weak government departments are! 
If the system worked perfectly and there was sufficient and efficient 
and non- corrupt visible policing there would not be one taxi on the 
road inside one week. Fix visible policing pracHces and this system 
would be unnecessary. 
Assuming post reaches the registered owners in  10 days is completely 
laughable and the assumpHon that once sent it is received puts no 
responsibility on the state to ensure delivery and all responsibility on 
the ciHzen to manage something completely out of their control. 
The system is all about revenue collecHon and zero about responsible 
driving and  respect for all other road users. 
This system will massively increase fraudulent drivers license usage 
and no-licensed driving. 
Fix the poor driving problem with properly targeted policing and 
ciHzens  will begin to respect road laws. AddiHonal taxing is not the 
soluHon! MarHn

2020-10-12 
10:22:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Monty

2020-10-12 
10:18:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Fix the policing, fake licences and road potholes then scrap e-toll 
system as it is very costly to the average middle class who is already 
under so much pressure if not unemployed, e-toll payment system is to 
enrich the already white privileged. Mary

2020-10-12 
10:07:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont agree with the Point demerit system, enforcement orders, costy 
appeal.  It is already a problem as you get a fine 3 months to a year 
later on a traffic ....  
Also Aarto is not trying to enforce the law but just trying to make 
money from motorist as the camera's are placed in such a way to just 
make money. 
Furthermore  the managing of traffice infrigement has and always 
been a problem in South Africa instead of make motorist aware like 
other countries it is enforced by targeVng the poor who is already 
ba]ling to survice. 
With Covid 19 that happened in 2020 i believe that this will just cripple 
our economy further Antone]e

2020-10-12 
09:50:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit system for etolls is very unwelcome. This will produce more 
suspended licenses and thus more illegal drivers. Provide alternaHve 
roads for those not intending to drive on highways first. Ben

2020-10-12 
09:43:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With Bribery and CorrupHon as it is how will it ever work, Taxies will 
cease to exist. 

Richard

2020-10-12 
09:42:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is unconsHtuHonal by doubling fines not paid. 
I am also u]erly disgusted by the fines imposed when you do not pay 
for etolls. 
I pay etolls but not everyone can afford it. 
Also  it greatly disappoints me that driving without a license will be a 
criminal offence. 
This just makes the court roll fuller and backlogging the prisons even 
more with  minor offences. 

Danielle
2020-10-12 
09:41:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will work be]er when we have properly working public transport 
so commuters can have a reliable alternaHve to driving. Bongani

2020-10-12 
09:36:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system would be fine if most of the drivers on the road would be 
treated fairly and also obeyed the rules. I see the implementaHon of 
the system being applicable to the current law abiding drivers but 
those who do not abide by the rules of the road and flaunt them at 
every turn are going to sHll get off sco] free with their fines and lack of 
driver's licenses.  The first to be given exempHon are the taxi's because 
they will toy-toy unHl they get their way.  This system works in 
countries where the drivers are law abiding in every way and make it 
their way of life. Unlike here in South (and the rest of) Africa, where 
anything goes and rights are blatantly ignored at every turn. The 
biggest problem is that we do not have disciplined drivers or people 
who believe in the rules of the road. 

Anne

2020-10-12 
09:32:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am strongly opposed to all the suggested regulaHons. The demerit 
system will not work here. We currently do not have enough visible 
policing to address the issues, which could make a big difference if 
done. How will such drasHc criminal offences help with the already 
overcrowded prisons and also make our already high unemployment 
rate even higher. Think of ways to help our society, not make things 
worse. Driving educaHon should be brought back to ALL our schools, 
where our children are taught about honoring the rules and 
regulaHons of the roads. That's where the real difference and impact is 
made and addressed. Francois

2020-10-12 
09:31:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with any changes. What about the many persons driving 
with fake number plates  and then transgressing the law resulHng in 
the wrong persons points to be taken away. Danie

2020-10-12 
09:31:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

CorrupHon will be big.  Removing my freedom of moving around. 
Bribes will escalate.  Will not be transparent. Can't even the laws now. Mark

2020-10-12 
09:28:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why enforce something that even the rule makers can't abide by. 
More avenues for corrupHon. TerHus

2020-10-12 
09:28:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Tsundu

2020-10-12 
09:16:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Vanessa

2020-10-12 
09:02:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Delvin
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2020-10-12 
09:01:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is my consHtuHonal right to be innocent unHl proven guilty, and to 
face my accuser in court. 
Double punishment is unacceptable. There's already corrupHon in the 
current system and it is not being adequately enforced. Pieter

2020-10-12 
08:56:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with all of it: 
Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

I believe that this infringes on our rights as South Africans and 
furthermore with so many who have lost their jobs in the last 6 
months this servers to push ciHzens to breaking point. Prudence

2020-10-12 
08:50:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current AARTO system is not working. As SA ciHzens don’t even 
receive their fines and then suddenly there is enforcements le]ers 
send which was also not received. Only at your second car license 
renewal more than a year a_er the fines was issued the SA ciHzen are 
made aware of the fines. You cannot double punish. Fine or point. Not 
both. It will be ridiculous and unfair to all road users. There should be 
an appeal system that is user friendly and outside of the RTI to ensure 
objecHvity and fairness to the road user. It is my consHtuHonal right to 
elect if I want to go to court or not and if I would like to pay e-toll. Yve]e

2020-10-12 
08:47:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support any of the rules that they want to implement. I do not 
agree with any e-tolls. Another corrupt way to drain more money out 
of the ciHzens. Tom

2020-10-12 
08:46:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling of traffic fines is not fair and the demerit system which leads 
to the suspension of one's license. Lusanda 

2020-10-12 
08:43:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is just another way for the government to get more money out of its 
ciHzens. E-tolls should be scrapped. It's clearly not working and the 
government is just wasHng more money trying to force South Africans 
to pay more and more. Government should instead be focusing on 
strictly enforcing current traffic laws which is not being done. The 
demerit system will not fix this. Taxis and other people who do not 
obey traffic laws will sHll conHnue to real havoc and do whatever they 
want. Demerit system just gives even more power to the government. Sara

2020-10-12 
08:42:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There should be demerit points only for serious offences like DUI, 
running red robots, no seatbelt. Speeding should not fall under the 
demerit system unless the speed is in excess of 40km/h of the posted 
speed limit. 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) that are currently payable should not be 
passed as the fines are already expensive amounts. 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll is unfair as the etoll is not 
even passed as correct and allowed. Pvt

2020-10-12 
08:42:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Rick

2020-10-12 
08:32:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hi Team, 

The economy is under immense pressure and I do not feel that the 
demerit system will work.  So many people have lost their jobs and are 
looking for jobs.  Most of these people do not have money to pay their 
current bills and now they will not be able to look for a job in their own 
cars due to demerit system which will make them criminals when we 
have so many real crimes being commi]ed in the country. 

Thanks Jayne

2020-10-12 
08:30:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Pay the fine and move on. 

Thomas

2020-10-12 
08:23:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hierdie gaan net meer mag in die hande van polisie en 
verkeersbeamptes plaas om 0mkoopgeld af te pers. Ek is veral 
bekommerd oor die E:tol geld sover ek weet is dit nog nie heeltemal 
geldig nie. Die verdubbeling van verkeersboetes sal wel daartoe bydra 
dat mense versigHger gaan ry. Maar die man wat dit kan bekosHg hou 
maar net 'n R200 noot by die venster uit en jaag dan maar voort. Ek 
ken sulke mense en volgens hulle het geen verkeersbeampte dit nog 
ooit geweier nie. Dus: net die arm man gaan daaronder ly. Wis 
korripsie uit en verhoogte boetes sal nie nodig wees nie. 
Die wegneem van die opsie om jou saak in die hof te gaan verdedig is 
totale diktatorskap. Ons is in elk geval lankal reeds op daardie pad. 
  

Jan

2020-10-12 
08:18:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think the fact that people have the possibility of losing a license will 
cause an increase in corrupHon in an already very corrupt system. 
Whether it is the people with the possibility of losing their license or 
the traffic officer looking for bribes so that the person they pulled over 
don’t lose points over bogus charges. Ian

2020-10-12 
08:17:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mpho

2020-10-12 
08:12:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system mohamed i

2020-10-12 
08:12:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system mohamed i

2020-10-12 
08:10:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dean
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2020-10-12 
08:10:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

CiHzens rights are not considered, tolls introduced and tried to be 
enforced, huge backlog if enforced cannot impact on your right to 
drive! Fines being doubled are a joke, follow up with enforced law. 
Roads are not maintained etc. Marcus

2020-10-12 
08:09:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

  Why is the Government wanHng to change everything all the Hme.  
This country is becoming more of a prison than a free country with all 
the rules and regulaHons.  Do they honestly think that it is going to 
stop all the road accidents?  Why do we have to have a demerit system 
we never had one before, this Government must do something about 
the Taxi's that drive recklessly.  The majority of the Hme it's a taxi that 
is involved in an accident, that kill innocent people why don't they do 
something about that. Brenda

2020-10-12 
08:07:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

All of the above concerns is applicable , this ONLY opens another gate 
for CorrupHon and Bribery and the Tax payer & law abiding ciHzen will 
pay the price at the end of the day Jacques

2020-10-12 
08:06:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ben

2020-10-12 
08:01:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ridiculous to demerit points for someHmes going over the speed limit, 
if they want to do that they must  increase the 60 to 70 and the 80 to 
90 they can keep the 120 in place Trudy

2020-10-12 
07:57:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Louis

2020-10-12 
07:47:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Forced prices without any fair appeal or treatment. Expensive proses 
for ciHzen. George 

2020-10-12 
07:47:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Aarto system will lead to more corrupHon and bribery.  The 
authoriHes should rather concentrate  to enforce the current laws 
properly.  Annekie

2020-10-12 
07:46:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hi I think the demerit system is totally unfair and it must be scratched. 
As for renewal of license disk currently a_er the lockdown, there 
shouldn't be penalHes because lines at pay/renewal points are 
ridiculous, please extend Hll January 2021. SIMON

2020-10-12 
07:40:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will simply lead to more corrupHon.  If our police force did their 
job none of this would be necessary. And this is forcing e-tolls on to 
the public once more. Time to vote out this government. Andrew 

2020-10-12 
07:33:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This whole  Demerit system is a bad idea. Jacques

2020-10-12 
07:20:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is to much if a delay And if my husband or so. Drives my car and i 
cant remember I will be penalise for their wrong doings  

I dont agree for this Marina

2020-10-12 
07:13:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support this at all as all of this is just a money making scheme 
and the people of South-Africa must always pay for the government's 
poor decisions.  Armand

2020-10-12 
07:13:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system We do not have the capabiliHes to handle this system, Riaan

2020-10-12 
07:00:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another means of filling the pockets of a corrupt 
government. Etolls was forced on people without following the right 
processes. As tax payers we are already paying huge amounts of fuel 
and other necessary goods.  

#corrupt government  
#corrupt ANC 
#scrap Etolls Chad 

2020-10-12 
07:00:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My concerns are all of the above. This draconian system is there to 
impede on our rights as licensed drivers. This will only be a money 
making scheme, once again to “ feed” the corrupt masses ( many of 
whom don't comply to the traffic laws in any case). A classic case of 
dont do as I do.. do as I say Marius

2020-10-12 
06:58:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

More corrupHon. Toll roads should never have been allowed. Double 
fines.  Just more money to steal Nicky

2020-10-12 
06:57:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nundini

2020-10-12 
06:53:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have been paying for the repairs of our roads in the taxes raised on 
our petrol price. Forcing people to pay etoll is unconsHtuHonal, thus, 
forcing them to pay more because they don't want to pay for an 
unconsHtuHonal etoll is EVEN MORE UNCONSTITUTIONAL !!! 
It will increase the corrupHon by officials who are already taking bribes 
from motorists to avoid losing points. Bad move as those who hates 
you will do it to make sure you loose your drivers license. Increase 
accidents as more people will try to run and avoid fines on the road. 
Fake drivers license will increase. CiHzens will suffer as driving schools 
will also take advantage to people in need of the license. For the sake 
of poor people please disconHnued this minister as it will never benefit 
the Government. Deirdre

2020-10-12 
06:48:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Drivers licences and the demerit system should not be linked. One has 
nothing to do with the other. Secondly the traffic police are so corrupt 
it will be their word against the public. Its not going to work as far as 
fines go....certain people will get away with fines as bribes will be 
paid....so how will the system work legally???? Pam

2020-10-12 
06:47:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Nothing will work in this country with a corrupt ANC Government. Go 
a_er the real perpetrators and stop harassing the tax paying South 
Africans. Nikki
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2020-10-12 
06:44:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will only apply to the poor South African that does obey the law, 
however corrupHon will sHll conHnue as nothing is done to Taxis, even 
the so called traffic police as it is. They don't want to wait in the 
correct lane to turn at a set of light and turn illegally out of another 
lane forcing the law abiding ciHzens into to oncoming traffic so that 
they can go sleep under a tree. You cannot deduct demerit points and 
apply fines to a ciHzen for not paying their e-toll fines as the enHre e-
toll system goes against the ConsHtuHon and in itself is against the law 
as it limits my freedom of movement.  It only creates more corrupHon 
lining the pockets of corrupt ministers and officials. As it is certain 
demographics can run down a child standing next to the road and try 
to leave the scene only to have the police come and not arrest the 
person for a]empted murder but let them go as "their license is valid". 
But the child is fighHng for their life in hospital. I won't support a 
system that only targets those that aren't as fortunate to fall under a 
certain demographic and causes damage to business yet nothing ever 
happens to them.  Andre

2020-10-12 
06:41:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Government should use the easy method for motorist to receive 
their fines,we are all taxe pay ciHzen if fines are ousHng Sars can 
deduct the money on behalf of dept of transport straight from the  
bank accounts of the offender Edwin

2020-10-12 
06:38:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Currently the real perpatrators are geVng away with serious incidents 
breaking the traffic rules and endagering other motorists. The corrupt 
officials will pick their  trespassers and let the regular culprets get 
away. First get rid of the corrupHon as the law is not enforced correctly. Lyne]e

2020-10-12 
06:36:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hoekom wil ons die sisteem verander in die eerste plek? Kom ek 
antwoord:  Want die amptenare wat die eerste sisteem moes polisieer 
het nie hulle werk ghedoen nie.  Nou will hulle 'n nuwe sisteem 
implimenteer en dink dat dit die sisteem is wat nie gewerk het nie.  
Hulle mors net ons geld nog meer.  Of ons nou deur die nuwe sisteem 
boetes moet betaal of bnie, ons gaan in elk geval betaal net om die 
sisteem te verander, om nie eers te praat oor etoll wat ek persoonlik 
glad nie ondersteun nie.  Hulle is 'n klomp on-opgevoede, on-leerbare, 
idiote wat net geld wil kry by die wat daarvoorvoor gewerk het.  Hulle 
wil dit nie self verdien nie. Jan

2020-10-12 
06:33:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We already have a very corrupt law enforcement, imagine what they 
will do with this system!!! It will be a free for all!!!  We also do not hve 
the skills to manage this system! Like ALL new systems this Gov try to 
implement this too will fail! Madelein

2020-10-12 
06:25:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Fathima

2020-10-12 
06:01:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Louie

2020-10-12 
05:41:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I receive fines with Vehicles and Number plates not on my name. Take 
ages to sort. How are they going to regulate a point deducHon 
system.????? Willie

2020-10-12 
05:21:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ronel

2020-10-12 
04:05:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Karis

2020-10-12 
04:00:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why AARTO does as if they will listen to people's suggesHon...they 
have already made their minds...any public suggesHon will not be 
considered...there are things that do not even have to be put forward 
for suggesHons or discussion as the majority of the country does not 
want them or do not agree on their implementaHon...like the E-toll, 
AARTO knows very well that most people do not want it but they sHll 
put it on the table for discussion, it does not make sense...STOP the E-
toll and some of the laws that hit hard in people's pockets...AARTO 
operates like a money making scheme...LISTEN to the people and there 
will be no problems... MarHn

2020-10-12 
03:22:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The old system of secHon 56 and normal court procedures sHll remains 
the best soluHon in South Africa. The Aarto act is not respected by 
most motorists. Raymond

2020-10-12 
00:43:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't agree to this AARTO Rules,so when a person infringe he/she get 
a double punishment,a fine and points against your name.In the 
criminal law you get 2 opHons,pay penalty or go to jail.That said if this 
AARTO has to go forward,then opHons should be given to that 
person,to pay the fine or opt for the points,but not both, unless 
decided by the judge as a last resort! Rudi

2020-10-12 
00:01:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It will give lee way to insurers that already avoid paying out claims Xolile

2020-10-11 
23:10:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Takalani

2020-10-11 
23:08:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Considering everything South Africans have to endure to live and 
survive, this is just anothwr scheme to get more hars earned money 
from us once again. Its ridiculous. SHENAL

2020-10-11 
22:17:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system More corrupHon Rose 

2020-10-11 
22:15:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system wim

2020-10-11 
22:01:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Jacques

2020-10-11 
21:50:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Rather spend the Hme and money on drunk drivers, people who drive 
illegally (fake drivers licences), and unroad worthy vehicles. Marise

2020-10-11 
21:34:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mart

2020-10-11 
21:22:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I fail to see how this will have a posiHve contribuHon in SA when 
current basic laws are not being upheld. 
Also, further financial burdens is not going to help improve anything. 
I fail to see how this could even be brought to table, when SA is in the 
mess it currently is in, no excuses or explenaHons can jusHfy this for 
me Pierre

2020-10-11 
21:10:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Infringement of rights, unfairness Pumeza 
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2020-10-11 
20:58:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This is funding more corrupHon John 

2020-10-11 
20:48:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is unfair and an a]empt to tax the already hard working ciHzens of 
south Africa even more. eg more harm is done and lives lost by 
allowing the taxi associaHon freerain on the roads and we all know 
that they will be exempt from this demerit system. Preston

2020-10-11 
20:44:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel that this will be taken advantage of. 1st focus us on all the illegal 
vehicles on the Rd. All the foreign naHonals who don't even have a 
license and all the false/copied plates out there. These new regulaHons 
won't stop that. So now I'll have my license revoked because some 
criminal copied my plate and is commiVng offense on my name. They 
can't even get the etoll thing right and p in Capetown are geVng bills. 

Fix the basics 1st then let's focus on this ChrisHa

2020-10-11 
20:38:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

They have no right to enforce the etoll on us ciHzens! The system was 
put into place to tax drivers more and more beyond capacity while 
government officials have been exploiHng the state resources as if it 
belongs to them personally without doing anything for the upli_ment 
of the country's infrastructure!  
We're - the taxpayer - is being pushed to the edge from being taxed for 
everything  while government enjoy themselves living off our hard 
earned money!!!!!  
Enough is enough!!!  
Fuck E-Tolls and fuck your demerit system! Government just looks for 
ways to enrich themselves !! 
They put things into moHon very quickly when it comes to penalizing 
ciHzens but when it comes to penalizing their own then they takes 
years to resolve cases and invesHgaHons!!! Roekshana

2020-10-11 
20:16:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Willem

2020-10-11 
20:16:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points for not paying e-toll! This is just their way of forcing 
people to pay for that corrupt system!! Then making it a criminal 
offence to drive without a lic!! So in the end if you dont pay their 
corrupt e-toll, you will lose your lic and then end up with a criminal 
record and go to prison!! Communism at its best!! Why not have this 
corrupt gov also just tell us when and when not ypu are allowed to go 
to the toilet!! Mari

2020-10-11 
20:11:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is absurd to fine people for not paying e-toll since we never voted for 
it to begin with!! Doubling fines means no one will be able to get their 
licences and therefore drive around without it... Which means JMPD 
and TMPD officers will have lots of pocket money since people will 
rather pay bribes than go to jail. Engela

2020-10-11 
19:37:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic officers and police can't even control the taxi's to adhere to road 
regulaHons and law. Taxi's has become a law of themselves. A system 
cannot be introduced whereby not all are treated equeal. Theo 

2020-10-11 
19:12:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think the first thing Arrto needs to focus on is to make sure they deal 
first with corrupt officials who are taking bribes every day,of they 
introduce this it will be a way of making more money on bribe,this is 
going to put more pressure to our people who depend on geVng a 
Licence for them to get a job and if all this stricter laws are then put in 
place then that means our government  really want to make it difficult  
for us as people of this country to live. Bongani

2020-10-11 
19:06:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 
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2020-10-11 
19:04:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 

2020-10-11 
19:04:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 

2020-10-11 
19:03:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 
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2020-10-11 
19:03:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 

2020-10-11 
19:03:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points are harsh and in general too high for most 
infringements. The system will not curb corrupHon. People will bribe 
traffic officers as currently with fines and will get away with 
infringements. As long as the traffic officers are corrupt and take bribes 
no system will work. It  will just discriminate against law abiding 
ciHzens not willing to pay bribes. Not allowing offenders to present 
themselves in court is undemocraHc, unconsHtuHonal  and 
unacceptable. To link e-toll defaulHng to the Aarto system is ridiculous. 
Toll roads and traffic offences doesn't have anything to do with each 
other. How can demerit points  in this event  be doubled. False 
numberplates and drivers licences will just complicate the Aarto  even 
more. The core of the problem is the inability 0f traffic authoHHes and 
departments to do propper law enforcement . On a daily basis robots 
and stop streets are skipped. Dangerous overtaking ,  taxis doing what 
they want ignoring every traffic rule in the book. Unroadworthy  
vehicles, overloaded taxis and trucks are at the order of the day. Why 
because  motorists and drivers bribe them out of every situaHon. The 
Aarto system will not fix the problem. Law enforcement must be jacked 
up. People commit offences because traffic officers do nothing or take 
bribes. Very few other fines but speeding camera fines are issued by 
officers. Why? Because they pull off people for offences and the ma]er 
is se]led unofficcially  next to the road and the fine monies the 
authoriHes  should recieve disappears. Traffic fines and law 
enforcement is needed to keep road users dicciplined but then ther 
must not be corrupHon . People commit offences in front of traffic 
officers, eyes   and they do nothing . There is no system be]er than 
good dedicated strict  hardworking and honest traffic officers Du Plessis 

2020-10-11 
19:03:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

They must first concentrate on taxi's 
Which does whatever they like. 
They will again target white people. Anita

2020-10-11 
18:34:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a puniHve and unfair system designed to force people to fill the 
coffers of the corrupt officials. Etolls once again as well, double tax 
which is illegal. Typical communist bs Bryce

2020-10-11 
18:29:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is so much corrupHon in this country, so how can this work! The 
few law abiding ciHzens that contribute to the economy are the ones 
that will be penalized again! N

2020-10-11 
18:06:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do t believe in tolls they must be removed as us the tax payer already 
pay for the roads.. why must we May e toll as well ??we are being 
screwed Denise 

2020-10-11 
18:06:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do t believe in tolls they must be removed as us the tax payer already 
pay for the roads.. why must we May e toll as well ??we are being 
screwed

Denise 
Booth

2020-10-11 
17:59:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Etol fines to affect us on our licenses disc TEBOGO 

2020-10-11 
17:54:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Totally against the Demerit system. Our government wants to 
implement these first world regulaHons when we struggle to keep up 
with our current regulaHons.  
CorrupHon is so rife, who knows what doors this could up for 
corrupHon and/or mismanagement. Let government first a]empt to fix 
what we have instead of trying to implement the new. Viran

2020-10-11 
17:40:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly the demerit system will only affect a percentage of drivers and 
not ALL drivers.  Guaranteed taxi drivers will not be affected by this, 
and they are the worst drivers on the road, creaHng road rage as they 
ignore all rules of the road  consistently !!!    They are rarely fined and 
have carte blanche on the roads.   
Also bribery will increase and so will be a lucraHve  business for traffic 
officials who are already corrupt and don't perform their duHes as they 
should.   
I also  object to the suggesHon  that drivers  be penalised by  the 
demerit system for not paying e-tolls .  Once EVERYONE  pays e-tolls 
then it will be the norm to pay or otherwise get  a summons and 
should be a seperate financial  fine payment and not deduct points.  
There can be NO EXEMPTIONS for e-toll  and everyone to pay. Olga  

2020-10-11 
17:34:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Almi
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2020-10-11 
17:13:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

more like China, where people have no rights and abuses takes place 
daily. You promote a 'BIG BROTHER' system that should have no place 
in SA. AARTO must be abolished since it was forcefully introduced and 
forced on the public without lawful standing. I reject not only the new 
amendments, but call for this system to be removed completely. The 
will and freedoms of the people must be protected at all cost, else one 
day soon this public parHcipaHon  
process also will no more be, just unjust OPPRESSION by dictators who 
appoint themselves without lawful authority! 
mark 
enforcement orders 
No I do not 
E toll is an infringement on my right to free movement Lyne]e

2020-10-11 
17:10:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why demerit for etolls this system is sHll under scruHny 
I am a pensioner how can I afford heavy fines. Margaret

2020-10-11 
17:07:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Is this democracy? It sure doesn't seem to be. Upholding the current 
rules should apply. This is enough. Mary-Anne

2020-10-11 
16:23:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will be abused by officers to force money out of people for bribes 
even if no offence has been commi]ed. This is not possible in corrupt 
state Frits

2020-10-11 
16:15:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Current regulated fines are sufficient. Sipho

2020-10-11 
16:05:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mahomed 
Farouk 

2020-10-11 
16:05:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mahomed 
Farouk 

2020-10-11 
16:04:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mahomed 
Farouk 

2020-10-11 
16:04:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Peter

2020-10-11 
16:04:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mahomed 
Farouk 

2020-10-11 
16:04:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mahomed 
Farouk 

2020-10-11 
16:04:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mahomed 
Farouk 

2020-10-11 
15:56:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Pieter 

2020-10-11 
15:39:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I totaly dnt support dis aarto law P

2020-10-11 
15:31:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Elias

2020-10-11 
15:16:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

That means we will all have suspended drivers licenses or discs, it 
should not led to a doubling point system, thus will give rise to 
inaccurate cooked point system as u all know corrupHon in the traffic 
department. 
Aarto must just wait for payments like any other insHtuHon and not 
force CiHzens to pay when they dont have money, we worry about 
rates and taxes, now we must be forced to pay traffic fines, no it's 
unacceptable. Zanele

2020-10-11 
14:12:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system None Alta

2020-10-11 
13:00:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Wont work in our country BECAUSE too many law less Drivers EG TAXI  
A LAW ON TO THEMSELVES  INNOCENT  WILL HAVE TO SUFFER   WITH  
UN EXECEBTLE  demerit  sustem A.k.I.

2020-10-11 
12:37:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have issues with anything the government intend to impose on the 
tax payers of this country, especially since their house is corrupt and 
unmanageable. 
1. Enforcement of traffic law in the first place - manpower wasted 
siVng behind speed cameras don't do much. The mini taxis break the 
law on a daily basis - no-where is a cop in sight or are they pulled over 
for skipping red robots, stop streets, in so  doing endangering every 
other road user and their 14 - 20 passengers they carry on a regular 
basis. 
2. The innocent public is subjected to this when the taxi industry 
operates with immunity. One minibus can seriously injure/kill at least 
14 people and possibly anybody else who is unfortunate to be around 
a reckless minibus driver. 
3. E-tolls - I have never agreed to this, nor have I intended to add this 
extra exorbitant fee to my monthly bills. Burdening the public to plug 
the money leak in government is atrocious. We as tax payers are 
struggling more and more every day while poliHcians live in luxury. To 
expect the public to foot their extravagant lifestyles is a crime to 
humanity! 
5. Respect from traffic officials are seriously lacking. And with that said, 
nothing will work while corrupHon runs rampant. 

There is a very simple soluHon to this so-called "public money cash 
cow" the government once again proposes to force down our , the 
general tax paying public, throats. Sort out your own house - STOP 
CORRUPTION, PAY BACK THE MONEY THAT HAS BEEN STOLEN BY 
THESE SO-CALLED LEADERS - and DO NOT, place the burden to recover 
lost revenue through the_, corrupHon, money laundering, and the list 
conHnues on the public - WE ARE NOT YOUR CASH COWS!! Schalk

2020-10-11 
12:33:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Points demerit on failure to pay etoll is not reasonable we are not 
going to be subjected to unfairness especially in Gauteng.  Jeane]e 

2020-10-11 
10:59:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The systems currently in force cannot cope - how is a demerit system 
ever going to be viable - it will uHlize too many costly resources and 
sHll result in nothing really being solved Rob

2020-10-11 
10:48:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dawid
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2020-10-11 
10:07:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel it is too puniHve.  It also needs to be equitable and applied to all 
equally. How is that going to happen? Instead of it being only a 
demerit system, it should be balanced  with a merit system: vehicles 
licensed, no fines for a period of 6 months etc... Jeffrey

2020-10-11 
10:07:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a money making scheme.  In 1989 i got my drivers licence and 
one of the most important rules of the road was keep le_ pass right. In 
this day and age that rule has been removed from the learners licence 
book. Why should  we suffer because of slow drivers in the right lane 
not keeping le_ for us to pass. B4 bringing in another law, Plse  sort out 
the keep le_ pass right rule 

Hussain 
ismail 

2020-10-11 
10:06:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a money making scheme.  In 1989 i got my drivers licence and 
one of the most important rules of the road was keep le_ pass right. In 
this day and age that rule has been removed from the learners licence 
book. Why should  we suffer because of slow drivers in the right lane 
not keeping le_ for us to pass. B4 bringing in another law, Plse  sort out 
the keep le_ pass right rule 

Hussain 
ismail 

2020-10-11 
10:06:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a money making scheme.  In 1989 i got my drivers licence and 
one of the most important rules of the road was keep le_ pass right. In 
this day and age that rule has been removed from the learners licence 
book. Why should  we suffer because of slow drivers in the right lane 
not keeping le_ for us to pass. B4 bringing in another law, Plse  sort out 
the keep le_ pass right rule 

Hussain 
ismail 

2020-10-11 
09:51:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It creates unnecessary burden & the real transgressors are not being 
dealt with. This is targeHng ordinary ciHzens instead of taxi drivers that 
drive like crazy Thando

2020-10-11 
09:37:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I’m worried about the money to be paid for the e tolls which might be 
turned into prosecuHon Nkosi

2020-10-11 
09:21:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do know that a system is required to enforce the law. But this is a 
system that is unnecessary, more  administraHon and very costly. Not 
only to a state that is already bankrupt but also to the ciHzens who is 
trying to make ends meet. 
The AARTO system to begin with was already a bad idea. Herman

2020-10-11 
09:18:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

N1 tollgates  are unnecessary  especially to Johannesburg cause they 
are within  residing areas.  
Toll gates are very expensive,  using alternaHve roads is unsafe, as 
some of them are only potholes, e.g.  N1 to Limpopo.  

Mmaphefo
2020-10-11 
09:12:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ravi

2020-10-11 
09:03:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The government is oppressing us the people and fail to uphold the 
laws due to corrupHon and bribery. PorHa

2020-10-11 
08:36:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I disagree with having TOLL payments linked to demerit system C

2020-10-11 
08:32:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Tinyiko

2020-10-11 
08:22:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

They need easy money to just waste again.Why not rather teach 
people and assist in traffic ma]ers Louis

2020-10-11 
08:18:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another avenue for fraud corrupHon nepoHsm 
incompetence and the_. This whole system must be scrapped in 
totality Gary 

2020-10-11 
08:16:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling of fines for unpaid etolls.  How are we being punished for 
something we were not consulted on & were are we supposed to find 
the money to pay for it when we struggling to even eat Tumi

2020-10-11 
08:08:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There should be other measures this is only going to be implemented 
on innocent people Jocelynne 

2020-10-11 
08:01:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel that the current laws are sufficient. Visable policing and 
enforcement of current laws is what  is necessary. Candice

2020-10-11 
07:50:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-11 
07:21:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is no way that this system will be applied fairly. It will yet again 
be, only the handful of law abiding ciHzens that will suffer under this 
act, whilst the corrupt poliHcians and their criminal cadres are not kept 
to the same laws, this includes the taxi industry which have reigned 
lawless on our roads with the police made a mockery off as these 
drivers and the owners do as they please. If government had a proven 
track record this could maybe work but they only want another means 
to steal the hard earned  income of the few remaining law fearing 
ciHzens. Reinhard

2020-10-11 
07:16:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This is not going to work, it can only increase corrupHon. Tupac 

2020-10-11 
00:41:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

In our climate the demerit system wouldn't work, we'd just have more 
unlicensed drivers on the road and open up illicit revenue streams - 
more bribes, more people buying licenses or paying off someone to 
cancel fines. PenalHes for e-tolls isn't sensible either. There's back and 
forth if we should pay, how fair/unfair it is and that it is failing. 
Summoning thousands to court for tolls and demerits etc. further clogs 
the under-resourced legal system which already fails us currently in 
many other areas Zehrah 

2020-10-10 
23:43:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will cause law enforcement to recieve bribes in order to avoid 
points reducHons.  Yes the minister he want success to implement this 
this and he may convince any person but our problems is that only 
those who don't afford will be vicHms of demerits. Derrick 

2020-10-10 
23:38:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Cynthia

2020-10-10 
23:29:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Timothy

2020-10-10 
23:26:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Orlando 

2020-10-10 
22:41:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mpho

2020-10-10 
22:35:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It it just a new way of tax and to force people to pay etolls. Ralph
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2020-10-10 
22:23:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am not in agreement with Demerit system a_er driving for 
35yrs .Concessions should be given to pensioners over age of 60yrs + 
Historically I have been a good driver. 
AARTO should look at individual  past records before implemenHng 
demerit system. Logan 

2020-10-10 
21:46:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree  because knowing this country is not going to be fare  for 
all road users Arlindo

2020-10-10 
21:39:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Busisiwe 

2020-10-10 
21:26:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Yet another easy way for traffic officers to hugely boost there income. 
Will have ZERO effect on how the rules of the road are totally abused. DES

2020-10-10 
20:50:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am a proxy on company cars and not driving the cars but I will get the  
demerit  points and admin hassle to proof its no me driving the cars. 
Fine the driver not the car Jacques 

2020-10-10 
20:45:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Emile 

2020-10-10 
20:25:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Maropeng 

2020-10-10 
20:02:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Simon 

2020-10-10 
19:51:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Point system is designed for failure, it's restricHng and will cause 
problems for drivers. Thandeka

2020-10-10 
19:23:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Antonio A 

2020-10-10 
19:09:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

GOVERNMENT IS USING THESE LAWS TO HIDE BEHIND THEM. MY 
CONCERNS IS ETOLL,WHY ARE THEY INTRODUCING THIS DEMERITS 
SYSTEM TO RECOVER ETOLL COST WHEN THEY KNOW SOUTH 
AFRICANS ARE AGAINST IT NOW THEY ARE TRYING TO FIND WAYS TO 
RECOVER THE COST. I'M SOUTH AFRICA AND I WILL NOT BECOME A 
MISFORTUNE & VICTIM OF GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION Sello

2020-10-10 
19:04:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

E-Toll is a no. I’m not gonna pay. 

This ANC government should start cleaning their house first. For 
example the corrupHon within their organizaHon. Also why are they 
not talking about the blue lights vehicle not being driving according to 
speed limits. They are not special or important than us Khehla

2020-10-10 
19:02:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Marius

2020-10-10 
18:50:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is non consHtuHonal.  E tolling is unfair and only affecHng Gauteng 
residents. What is special about other provinces?  Clean corrupHon 
first and reduce the taxes to  average earners.  The same penalHes are 
going to benefit corrupt officials and tender -preneurs . T 

2020-10-10 
18:46:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lufuno

2020-10-10 
18:44:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have seen plenty of cars /taxis on the road that have broken lights or 
they are driving 80Km in the fast line on the highway. But they never 
seem to get stopped. People are drunk and drive slowly so that they 
dont get stopped.  
This is another way for cops to get higher brides! So that you dont lose 
points!!!! This system is for the honest and home registered ciHzens Johnny 

2020-10-10 
18:42:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system SA is not ready for such. Please fix our infrastructure first. Lethu

2020-10-10 
18:23:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We do not have the infrastructure for a demerit system. The current 
way of doing things is all about making money and not safety. Rather 
focus on a behavior change on the road as there is absolutely no 
regard for the rules. Speed is not necessarily always the problem but 
rather incompetent drivers at as li]le as 40km/h. So lets rather start at 
the patheHc and outdated K53 test first and go from there. Too many 
licenses bought with no idea howthe basic road system works. Clifford 

2020-10-10 
18:18:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dont support demerit system and doubling of fines Joseph

2020-10-10 
17:47:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Gi_

2020-10-10 
17:22:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Knowing that in South Africa it is difficult to obtain a driver's license 
and this as a result of beurocracy has resulted to people obtaining 
licenses through bribing officials with the demeriHng system 
corrupHon would be on an increase Dumisani

2020-10-10 
16:20:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As it currently stand we have to email you if we want to let you know 
who the driver of specific  vehicle was that got an infringement, the 
email address supplied returns as mailbox full and nothing gets 
acHoned. How will you be able to cope or manage it when you are 
overwhelmed with people mailing you, this is from a company 
perspecHve and mulHple car owner with different drivers Jacques

2020-10-10 
15:40:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Thandi

2020-10-10 
15:34:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Etolls is not a legal system and may not be link to a driver and may 
therefore not be linked to any fines or deduct any merit points Louis 

2020-10-10 
15:30:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Jan

2020-10-10 
15:20:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt.officials will biased in giving fines. If they are paid they won't 
give a fine. And if one object to pay them they will give a fine. Not 
objecHvity Leah

2020-10-10 
14:36:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

traffic officers are corrupt. 
most dont have a drivers license. 
most are looking for a bribe. 
they ignore bad driving by taxis. 
they do not assist the traffic or drivers in ant meaningful way. 
bad drivers get away with bad driving with no consequenses. 

Ian
2020-10-10 
13:55:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Niraksha
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2020-10-10 
13:52:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly to double already high fines is ridiculous and will lead to more 
corrupHon. Then to take away a taxpayers right to defend the offense 
in a court or get the fine reduced is unacceptable. Lastly all fines/
penulHes  incurred by e-toll should be scrapped. Andries 

2020-10-10 
13:24:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Zoleka 

2020-10-10 
13:23:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

One objecHon is aarto demerit system!!  UnconsHtuHonal as it allows 
for  so eventually loss of  license.  
The second objecHon is them taking away right to be tried in court for 
an offence instead you have to make wri]en submissions to what 
appears to be a panel. Both can be seen to be restricHons on our rights 
as individuals to protest. Michelle

2020-10-10 
12:17:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point demerit system is too strict, and we shouldn’t forget that the  
enforcers are human beings and  bound to commit errors, and 
wrongful judgement due to anger, personal  problems and frustraHons, 
and  in some cases, contaminated souls. 
You should first, re-examine  all your traffic officers  especially the 
always excited naHonal traffic officers. Batho ba, some of them are 
bringing their own problems to the roads, and we are suffering as a 
result of that, i.e cases like yield signs and stop sings, they will accuse 
you of something that you didn’t do.

Alfred 
Rapitsi 

2020-10-10 
12:17:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point demerit system is too strict, and we shouldn’t forget that the  
enforcers are human beings and  bound to commit errors, and 
wrongful judgement due to anger, personal  problems and frustraHons, 
and  in some cases, contaminated souls. 
You should first, re-examine  all your traffic officers  especially the 
always excited naHonal traffic officers. Batho ba, some of them are 
bringing their own problems to the roads, and we are suffering as a 
result of that, i.e cases like yield signs and stop sings, they will accuse 
you of something that you didn’t do.

Alfred 
Rapitsi 

2020-10-10 
12:16:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point demerit system is too strict, and we shouldn’t forget that the  
enforcers are human beings and  bound to commit errors, and 
wrongful judgement due to anger, personal  problems and frustraHons, 
and  in some cases, contaminated souls. 
You should first, re-examine  all your traffic officers  especially the 
always excited naHonal traffic officers. Batho ba, some of them are 
bringing their own problems to the roads, and we are suffering as a 
result of that, i.e cases like yield signs and stop sings, they will accuse 
you of something that you didn’t do.

Alfred 
Rapitsi 

2020-10-10 
12:16:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point demerit system is too strict, and we shouldn’t forget that the  
enforcers are human beings and  bound to commit errors, and 
wrongful judgement due to anger, personal  problems and frustraHons, 
and  in some cases, contaminated souls. 
You should first, re-examine  all your traffic officers  especially the 
always excited naHonal traffic officers. Batho ba, some of them are 
bringing their own problems to the roads, and we are suffering as a 
result of that, i.e cases like yield signs and stop sings, they will accuse 
you of something that you didn’t do.

Alfred 
Rapitsi 

2020-10-10 
12:10:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It seems that South Africa has become a dictatorship country, how 
much more can the government take from us. We are in a bad 
recession as it is but the government does not seem to care about the 
public in anyway, it's just take, take, take. We need to stop the 
impending dictatorship of this beauHful country. Freddy

2020-10-10 
12:07:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The points demerit system cannot work in an undisciplined third World 
country such as ours. It will lead to many unlicensed drivers on the 
roads causing chaos and unnecessary headaches with insurance 
company claims. 
We also do not have a viable alternaHve transport system to 
accommodate people who have lost their licenses. 
In the UK or Australia where there are enforced laws which are obeyed 
by all this system actually works Richard

2020-10-10 
11:58:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

A large number of drivers do not have a fixed address. How will they 
be penalized? Doris

2020-10-10 
11:27:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How would that possibly work with the taxies? They break the law all 
day . Maybe it will teach them a lesson & they would then have to 
follow the law . Traffic officer ignore their lawlessness N

2020-10-10 
10:40:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With our current metro police which are very corrupt they will try to 
get bribes with this merits so for me its a dissaster waiHng to happen. IgnaHus

2020-10-10 
09:47:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Virginia

2020-10-10 
09:21:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is clear that traffic fines exist to provide income for CiHes etc and are 
not there for promoHng safety on or roads. None of the speed 
restricHons and pe]y fines which are now out of proporHon have 
promoted road safety. Address the lawlessness on our roads and in 
general in SA  

Promote respect for the AuthoriHes and other road users by 
eliminaHng corrupHon and pe]y speed and traffic infringements. 

This should by no means be linked to etoll. 

We should have the right to defend ourselves in court. What happened 
to innocent unHl proven guilty? Leo

2020-10-10 
09:11:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It is not a fair system Yolanda

2020-10-10 
09:11:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don’t think this  not fare honestly cause a_er a few errors you will 
end up with your license gone for good Khosi

2020-10-10 
08:55:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

For a business with diffrent drivers  on vehicles it will be impossible to 
regulate and unfair for the business to operate  properly unless the 
driver of the vehicle gets fined and get demerits on his license .  Hugo
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2020-10-10 
08:50:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How many are South African ciHzens going to bear this ruthless 
treatment and behavior of the government. They are quick to amend 
and dra_ bills but it sHll took them 25 years to bring necessary and 
basic needs to the poor..... We're ciHzens asked to vote for for the 
etolls???? Nico

2020-10-10 
08:17:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Circumstances are diffirent to people, then generalising is a problem. It 
will cripple the economy.  I do not support the demerit system Mkateko

2020-10-10 
07:53:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The overhaul of the Traffic Infringement laws without a proper & 
effecHve public transport system which gives an opHon to drivers who 
may want to limit their frequency of driving thereby reducing potenHal 
instances of commiVng  infringements is unfair to drivers. Thandiwe

2020-10-10 
07:49:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system boyzar

2020-10-10 
07:43:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The proposed system is clearly for revenue collecHon and will not 
improve road safety. Proper enforcement of exisHng laws will do far 
greater to save lives. Perhaps start with non roadworthy vehicles and 
drunk driving; rather than prosecuHng and criminalising society with 
an unconsHtuHonal no court appeal. Jyoshil

2020-10-10 
07:34:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will target the poorest,  it might save lives on one hand but 
it will affect majority of south Africans. Imagine points taken while you 
are employed as a driver, this means one thing you are going to loose 
your job Stephen 

2020-10-10 
07:16:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Increasing fines will not solve the problem. We need competent traffic 
officers with integrity to monitor traffic. The admin fee and noHce 
le]er fee of R60 each is a rip-off as sms reminders are cheaper and 
actually ensures the driver gets it. There is no way of dispuHng ever 
receiving the fine/reminder le]ers in the post (non operaHonal) but 
when having to renew car disk or license card, one has to just pay.  
Very unfair! Delysia

2020-10-10 
07:15:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think doubling of fines is too harsh. 
Demerit point for serious offenses only like drinking & driving, 
speeding etc. 
Possibly establish a traffic court to deal with traffic offenses only. 
In SA people need to get to work, take children to school etc. there is 
no proper public transport so to criminalize licensing is too harsh. Gary

2020-10-10 
07:10:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Appropriate AcHon should be taken immediately for an offence. Morgan 

2020-10-10 
07:04:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Rammona

2020-10-10 
06:54:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

No I don't Agree with this method of another way in which we as 
people of  RSA are given no say to what is right or wrong..  Our country 
/ Government does what they like.. This is running our country in a 
communist way. So NO Way!!!!!! Priscilla 

2020-10-10 
06:43:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Chris 

2020-10-10 
06:40:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Do not need this type of system Elizbe

2020-10-10 
06:37:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As far as we the ciHzens of SA are concerned, E-toll doesn't exist, since 
it was implemented without consultaHon. 

The people of Gauteng are already stretched financially by petrol, disc 
licenses and our children pay for other means of transport to school! ? Elias

2020-10-10 
06:28:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How can Etolls be put on your demerit points, people don't have jobs 
to pay. Anthea

2020-10-10 
06:25:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You have double standards in officers  liability. This will enhance bribes 
and discriminaHon  even further. Just another money making scheme. Thinus 

2020-10-10 
06:16:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is using a sledgehammer to crack a nut and I strongly suspect just 
another means of milking the public which will do li]le to improve the 
situaHon on our roads.  Why punish all motorists with another costly 
system when whatever is done should be directed only at those who 
flagrantly break the law?  Of course the Taxi industry comes to mind.  If 
you cannot properly police the Taxi industry with the current laws and 
regulaHons then I have no confidence  that more laws and regulaHons 
will suddenly make the law enforcement authoriHes to rein them in. 

The system of 5 year renewal of licence is another perfect example  of 
a money making scheme for Sheik Brothers Inc that does nothing to 
prevent bad driving and is simply another pointless tax on ciHzens and 
provides more opportuniHes for fake licences..   Get rid of it, a licence 
one passed, should be valid for life unless  a driver is a repeat offender. 

Why not just set up a system to target bad drivers and put them on a 
separate register and then three strikes and your licence is cancelled 
and you have to retake from a learner's licence a_er two years?  Leave 
the lawful ciHzens alone. 

If anyone is caught driving a vehicle without a valid driver's licence 
then the vehicle, no ma]er who it belongs to, should be impounded 
and sold off at aucHon and the proceeds given to the Road Accident 
Fund.  Same should apply to the imbeciles caught driving at 
horrendous speeds - the 150+ boys - cancel their licences immediately 
and impound their cars.  That will stop it overnight. 

I just don't think any of the proposals are a serious a]empt to deal 
with the carnage on our roads and they are simply the product of lazy 
minds and hungry expectaHons of the potenHal  computer, cards and 
systems suppliers. 

Les

2020-10-10 
05:46:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will be a burden on the already weak state of the economy, when 
drivers are not in the posiHon to travel to their jobs with a suspended 
drivers license. Traffic police target most of the Hme only drivers in cars 
and not taxi's which are the main offenders on the roads. Susan
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2020-10-10 
05:04:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Avril 

2020-10-10 
04:44:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Joey

2020-10-10 
03:21:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I think it is draconick and my rights is thretened Kobus

2020-10-10 
03:16:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Esmé 

2020-10-10 
00:25:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

For any public administraHon system to work in this country to be 
effecHve we need to start with perfecHng the execuHon of the current 
systems that are in place.  The current systems seems like an intense 
burden on the employers at DLTC & Post office adding more will 
frustrate the ciHzens as well as the crumbling system. Start with 
dealing with the sky high levels of bribery amongst traffic police. 
Imagine being given a Hcket that I would have to pay double for 
because I refused to bribe a traffic officer. Then I have a chance of 
having higher demerits. How would I then appeal this Hcket from the 
same corrupt traffic departments? Sinethemba

2020-10-09 
23:51:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

More people are working with transport and drivers will loose their 
jobs Frans

2020-10-09 
23:46:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

These systems are just there to increase poverty, unemployment rate 
and to suppress people because our government is always reacHve and 
not proacHve in everything they do. E-tolls were put without 
consulHng the people they govern, they puVng more strain on our 
lives. Sibusiso

2020-10-09 
23:36:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mohamed 

2020-10-09 
22:42:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Brenda 

2020-10-09 
22:34:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hierdie idee is soos 'n pie in the sky. Geen taxis Gaan beskikbaar vir 
passasiers wees nie want die bestuurders se lisensie gaan gekanselleer 
word: indien die wet regverdig toegepas gaan word. Kry liewer mense 
se samewerking ipv om almal met 'n swaard bo die kop te dreig. 

Joey
2020-10-09 
22:21:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system People will loss jobs and can't have demerit system and fine Matsobane

2020-10-09 
22:18:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are currently so many traffic entrenchments already and nothing 
is done about it.  Skipping traffic lights and totally ignoring traffic signs 
and rules are common and no no traffic officer is in sight.  This means 
that the AARTO regulaHons will be enforces on "so_ targets" namely 
the normal road users and not the rouge drivers. Joseph

2020-10-09 
22:05:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Victor

2020-10-09 
21:39:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Whilst the theory behind the system is sound you will only be able to 
enforce in legally licensed drivers   Those that are not licensed will 
conHnue to drive illegally and the demerit system will not affect them 
as they will conHnue to operate with impunity. UnHl you have an 
effecHve method of removing unlicensed drivers/ vehicles off the road 
the system is flawed to punish the Those that are punishable and 
brush over those that willfully break the law Ildiko 

2020-10-09 
21:08:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Points demerit system will encourage people to commit fraudulent 
acHviHes to avoid loosing points and police will receive bribery like 
never before. Our country is a lawless country and the government is 
oppressive to its people

PorHa 
Refiloe 

2020-10-09 
21:08:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Points demerit system will encourage people to commit fraudulent 
acHviHes to avoid loosing points and police will receive bribery like 
never before. Our country is a lawless country and the government is 
oppressive to its people

PorHa 
Refiloe 

2020-10-09 
21:08:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Points demerit system will encourage people to commit fraudulent 
acHviHes to avoid loosing points and police will receive bribery like 
never before. Our country is a lawless country and the government is 
oppressive to its people

PorHa 
Refiloe 

2020-10-09 
21:08:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will not work.  Some people will be targeted but others like taxi 
drivers will be exempt.  The taxi drivers will then be driving worse than 
ever Janine  

2020-10-09 
21:00:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why does they oppress already something that generate a good 
revenue for the government. Why Not focusing on improving 
educaHon, job creaHon and illegal acHviHes of foreigners, Somalians 
who don’t even bank money, who don’t pay Tax. Why not focus on 
corrupt leaders and policemen. 

I don’t support this because some of our ministers just want their 
presence to felt. 

Modikwa 
Joseph

2020-10-09 
21:00:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why does they oppress already something that generate a good 
revenue for the government. Why Not focusing on improving 
educaHon, job creaHon and illegal acHviHes of foreigners, Somalians 
who don’t even bank money, who don’t pay Tax. Why not focus on 
corrupt leaders and policemen. 

I don’t support this because some of our ministers just want their 
presence to felt. 

Modikwa 
Joseph

2020-10-09 
21:00:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why does they oppress already something that generate a good 
revenue for the government. Why Not focusing on improving 
educaHon, job creaHon and illegal acHviHes of foreigners, Somalians 
who don’t even bank money, who don’t pay Tax. Why not focus on 
corrupt leaders and policemen. 

I don’t support this because some of our ministers just want their 
presence to felt. 

Modikwa 
Joseph
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2020-10-09 
21:00:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why does they oppress already something that generate a good 
revenue for the government. Why Not focusing on improving 
educaHon, job creaHon and illegal acHviHes of foreigners, Somalians 
who don’t even bank money, who don’t pay Tax. Why not focus on 
corrupt leaders and policemen. 

I don’t support this because some of our ministers just want their 
presence to felt. 

Modikwa 
Joseph

2020-10-09 
20:59:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why does they oppress already something that generate a good 
revenue for the government. Why Not focusing on improving 
educaHon, job creaHon and illegal acHviHes of foreigners, Somalians 
who don’t even bank money, who don’t pay Tax. Why not focus on 
corrupt leaders and policemen. 

I don’t support this because some of our ministers just want their 
presence to felt. 

Modikwa 
Joseph

2020-10-09 
20:48:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My concern is all points. Demerit system ,enforcement orders,costly 
appeals,AARTO tribunal and administraHve burden, with corrupHon in 
South Africa as it is , none of the above is to protect  the innocent .It is 
just a ploy to get more money from S.A ciHzens. More money to steal. Fred

2020-10-09 
20:23:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

When a fine is paid online there is no way to nominate the driver so 
you are automaHcally given the demerits. 
I also do not want the fines to be doubled  

Linda
2020-10-09 
20:13:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I do not agree with the new proposals. Lorin

2020-10-09 
18:36:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point system distances the traffic violaHon from the person. 
Already, too many persons are far removed from the traffic code and 
the inability of the law enforcement agency to apply the law, bringing 
correcHon and managing infringement does not bode well for a 
layered penal system that is already poorly managed Mark

2020-10-09 
18:31:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Duduzile

2020-10-09 
18:03:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a money making scheme to dump SA into a bigger mess and 
ruin everybody s life's Heidi 

2020-10-09 
17:46:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This point demerit system is a way of giving traffic officers more power 
to abuse. I mean these days if you don't want to pay bribe they give 
you a maximum fine. I was fined R2000 for a stop sign and worse part 
is I was not wrong, I stopped and yielded. The problem was I didn't 
want to negoHate nor pay bribe. I'm sHll waiHng for court date to 
contest the Hcket. With the points demerit system, the situaHon will be 
worse, the traffic officers will definitely abuse the power because a fine 
goes with points, the more they accumulate the more driver will be 
affected. The only soluHon when a traffic officer demand a bribe,  it 
will be to give it in or face harsh penalHes. Issa one way of scamming 
the public. Lesley

2020-10-09 
17:40:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nduduzo

2020-10-09 
17:37:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sad that we as a 3rd world country need to implement 1st world 
policies when our most vulnerable people don’t have basic human 
dignity. Who is paying for all this gobbledegook? They will only 
penalize the upper echelons who can afford it whilst the real culprits 
who cause daily death and carnage  on our roads will walk free. Zane 

2020-10-09 
17:37:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Bullshit government inadequate cannot enforce a piss up in a brewery Anton

2020-10-09 
17:17:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

These fines are automaHcally issued to the owner of the vehicle and 
NOT the driver. This is TOTALLY WRONG!!!!! Then it is IMPOSSIBLE  to 
get it off your name and record.  

Linda
2020-10-09 
17:10:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will target law abiding drivers and not 
unroadworthy vehicles or unlicensed drivers Herman

2020-10-09 
16:53:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Taxis do not fall under this point system... drive as they wish. We didnt 
ask for e-toll so why pay. Roads are in terrible condiHon in suburbs.. 
holes as big as the whole wheel ... need a 4x4 to travel on alberHna 
sisulu princess. Road accident fund is empty..... so..... the user must 
pay all these and yet it WILL sHll get stolen and nothing fixed Risna 

2020-10-09 
16:53:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't support any of the proposed points. Our whole system is 
corrupt and traffic officials only fine you if no bribe money is paid.  Fix 
the system first Marieta

2020-10-09 
16:49:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Puntestelsel gaan nie werk nie. 
Etoll is beslis nie opgesit 
Met enige landsburger se goedkeuring nie. Soos di t is betaal ons reeds 
oor ons nekke vir brandstof. Ons burgers reeds in finansieele 
verknorsing maar regering  wil ons net meer in die grond druk. ChrisHna 

2020-10-09 
16:49:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Florence

2020-10-09 
16:40:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nhlanhla

2020-10-09 
16:32:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Motjetse 

2020-10-09 
16:28:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ian 

2020-10-09 
16:28:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Johan

2020-10-09 
16:20:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Derek 
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2020-10-09 
16:20:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. Doubling penalHes in the corrupt state that the country finds itself 
in, coupled with poor road service delivery cannot be jusHfied. 
2. The main problem is the corrupt officials who are failing to apply the 
law when required. I feel that eliminaHng this problems will solve a 
whole lot of other issues, which therefore means that some of the 
proposed amendments may not be necessary without solving the root 
cause. 

Kayalethu

2020-10-09 
16:10:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I'm against the paying of e tolls, why must we pay a lot of things as 
ciHzens. When the level of corrupHon is this high and people don't get 
arrested they carry on with their lives as normal. Thando

2020-10-09 
15:50:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Solomon

2020-10-09 
15:24:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Daniel

2020-10-09 
15:22:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are struggling as Is with the current system. Waste of Hme and 
money Zamw

2020-10-09 
15:03:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Motlatso

2020-10-09 
15:01:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I had to make a selecHon for my top concern but in fact the whole 
situaHon is a top concern.  
I do not agree with any of the proposals and feel that our Government 
is wasHng out tax money on crap like e-toll structures and who knows 
what else.  
This country is suppose to be a democracy but the ciHzens has no say 
about any thing. I am sure if they asked us there would never even 
have been e-toll. 
I don't agree with the proposal on Removing an alleged infringer’s right 
to elect to be tried in court. If I am accused of commiVng a crime I feel 
that it is only fair to have the right to have my say in court to ensure 
the process is fair. 
I don't agree with Increasing the number of demerit points which may 
be incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be 
suspended from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the 
licence discs of vehicles belonging to companies that are not 
operators. In fact I think that if you paid and completed your licence in 
a legal sense no one should be able to suspend it.  It is very easy to 
send out fines for things that is not even an offence e.g. fines for 
speeding by using traffic cameras that is not properly calibrated. It is 
not fair to lose your licence on these grounds.  
I don't agree that penalHes (fines) must be allowed to be double which 
are currently payable. Traffic department is making millions of Rands 
with all the current fines and they also get money from renewal of 
licences, etc. but they can't even keep the road in a proper condiHon. 
The service at the licencing department is atrocious to say the least. 
The people working there don't know what they are doing and they 
have such a bad aVtude towards the public it is unbelievable.  Vehicles 
used by the traffic police is in a bad state as they are not being looked 
a_er. Why do they need more money? Aren't they geVng more than 
enough from the public without giving anything back already? 
 I don't agree that there should be Doubling of fines for failing to pay e-
toll and regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from 
them. No one wanted e-toll and no one consulted the public before 
building these things. The public don't want the government to take 
out more loans for things we don't need but they don't consult us and 
now they want us to pay for something we didn't want. 
I don't agree that it should be allowed to making it a criminal offence 
to drive if a driver does not possess a driving licence. Again, the service 
at the licencing department is horrible. I know of people who wanted 
to get there licences but that has been unable to get an appointment. 
The cues are endless and the staff who has to assist is useless. They are 
not interested in assisHng anyone... 
I don't think any CorrecHng of the previous misinformaHon regarding 
the rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled if it is needed if they are 
not allowed to cancel a licence. How can this be allowed? It should be 
unlawful! If you paid for a licence and you passed the test then the 
licence should remain valid... The is just another way to get unlawful 
bribes...   
How can one be penalised for something that is actually the 
governments fault.   
There is no law and order in this country. They keep on making more 
rules and laws but none of them are being enforced. All this nonsense 
is to enrich the government officials and to employ more people like to 
once working a the licencing department that has no means to do 
anything.  
I would recommend that the Minister of Transport start by cleaning up 
her department and ensuring be]er service to the public before 
coming up with more ridicules rules and regulaHons to take peoples 
money and destroy their livelihoods... 

Mabel
2020-10-09 
14:54:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with these regulaHons as I do not think adequate 
consensus form the public. Dineo

2020-10-09 
14:44:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system E-Toll is seperate issue Fransene

2020-10-09 
14:22:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

ConHnuing to punish the law abiding ciHzens and an easy way to extort 
money from them. Eddy

2020-10-09 
14:19:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Tronel

2020-10-09 
14:07:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will not work in South Africa. You are trying to 
implement a 1st world countries strategy which will not work 
especially with the considerable amount of lawlessness in this country. Andre

2020-10-09 
14:00:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Gideon 
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2020-10-09 
13:38:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The AARTO law is going to cause an increase in corrupHon. It will give 
the law enforcement officers more power to demand pay offs. Johan

2020-10-09 
13:36:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Point system will never work, way to many people driving with false 
drivers licenses  or even a learners  license but have no sense of driving 
a car, what's going to happen with the taxi's that drive in to the 
opposite incoming traffic, they wouldn't care about the point system, 
and the traffic police are to scared to pull them over and issue them 
with a fine, because the whole taxi's commuters will go down on the 
traffic officer.    Petrus

2020-10-09 
13:31:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another way for the Govt to fill their pockets. 
Stop traffic officials taking bribes Jane]e

2020-10-09 
13:24:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson

2020-10-09 
13:24:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson

2020-10-09 
13:24:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson

2020-10-09 
13:23:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson

2020-10-09 
13:23:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson

2020-10-09 
13:23:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson
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2020-10-09 
13:23:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson

2020-10-09 
13:22:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police corrupHon, which is high and their aVtude, here is SA it will 
worsen the corrupHon case, seeing that you don't give them 
something, they will push to highest fines/points reducHon. We need 
transformed (Moral, jusHce keepers, ethical, go to work to work not 
counHng how much bribe to make) law enforcement before we can 
talk of points system. In Tshwane they have a system to make money 
everyday, no parking in the CBD, they first allow taxis to take all parking 
bays in town and make sure they employ police to tow cars and release 
with R1800 and buying more tow vehicle to make sure an hour they 
make more than R1800 a day and in that mist fraud is a moHvator, as 
they someHmes say bring cash, no swapping. There is many more 
pracHcal examples why point system will not fit the cap of our corrupt 
police officer.

Lesisa 
Samson

2020-10-09 
13:15:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Patricia

2020-10-09 
13:11:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

 what if I am not the driver on the day in quesHon. I give My car to a 
messenger, then accumulates Hckets. Will there be a tribunal to deal 
with them? Elliot 

2020-10-09 
13:10:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My concern is the complete  system.  This is going to cause more 
corrupHon. Again this Government's scam to take from the 
hardworking public in order to sceme and Rob the hardworking 
ciHzens of South Africa. Just because it is enforced in Europe and 
American does not mean I it will work in South Africa. Our law 
enforcement does not have the savvy or intelligence to make it work as 
it should. Neither does our Minister.  I believe that this will cause more 
crime, agitaHon and retaliaHon than this Country  can deal with. So I 
advise strongly for them to rethink this system. Conrad

2020-10-09 
12:48:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Michelle

2020-10-09 
12:31:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I cannot accept any administraHve adjudicaHon process that serves to 
remove my rights, under the law of SA, to represent my posiHon in a 
court of law. Magda

2020-10-09 
12:30:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It sounds like Gauteng is being used as a Guinea pig. We are sHll 
dispuHng the introducHon of the e-tolls and now this demerit system. I 
see many people being arrested for this stupid system as they cannot 
afford to pay in the case they are brought to court. This has a potenHal 
to make many people losing their jobs if their licenses are suspended. 
The majority of South Africans are poor and we are busy introducing 
these complicated schemes for them. Instead of bolstering the systems 
of service delivery we are choosing systems that create more burden 
to the poor. Khorombi

2020-10-09 
12:21:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe this is abuse towards ciHzens . It is unacceptable. we did not 
request or support an e-toll system. No other city in South africa has 
such an abusive system. 
I do not approve this bill desire

2020-10-09 
12:19:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The toll system has not been resolved, many toll fees were in error, the 
demirit system will cause unfairness. 
I agree to the drunk and driving and increasing the fine system Yvonne

2020-10-09 
12:19:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mede SAse burgers wat vals nommerplate gebruik op hul voertuie en 
boetes, veral spoed oortredings dmv kameras  kry en jy wat n 
wetsgehoorsame burger is moet dan rond hardloop om jou onskuld te 
bewys indien jy so n boete sou kry en die "demerit points system" gaan 
jou as wetsgehoorsame burger nadelig beïnvloed. 

Ek het in 2005/2006 so n situasie gehad en dit het my maande geneem 
om uiteindelik my onskuld te bewys. Ludwig

2020-10-09 
12:01:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have a corrupt government officials who seek to benefit at all cost.  
We are a third world country  for God's sake, why are we trying by all 
means to bankrupt RSA. 

Siyabonga 

2020-10-09 
11:47:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am not at all saHsfied with many of the aspects of the process!! There 
are far too many possible excepHons to "receiving sms" - noHficaHons, 
among'st them, what if I am out of the country and out of SA cell 
contact? Secondly we  live in a country that supposedly has the "best 
democraHc ConsHtuHon" in the world?? - and yet my basic rights of 
being "innocent unHl proven guilty" in a Court of Law have summarily 
been removed!! There is always the other " Bribe factor" that is so 
massively perHnent in S A - rogue Traffic Officers demanding "cooldrink 
money" or worse!  Peter

2020-10-09 
11:41:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The involvement of etoll in the AARTO act makes it so wrong on many 
levels. 
Big No to etoll! 
Gauteng is now used as a benchmark for naHonal AARTO act overhaul 
just to accommodate e toll.  
Haikhona mense! Noko
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2020-10-09 
11:27:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Morning  

I don't believe the points demerit system will be fair to all road users.  
SA public is heavenly reliant on there own transport to get to work and 
back. Is the SA government trying to prevent people with there own 
transport from using public roads.  

I believe once this takes effect private vehicles are going to be targeted 
by traffic officers.  

Its public knowledge that mini bus taxis don't need to obey the same 
traffic laws as other motorists.  Traffic officers have been told not to 
stop taxis if they see them breaking the rules of the road and also not 
to pull over illegal taxis.  
What happens when taxis get fines they all go on strike and there fines 
are squashed.  

If the (big if) demerit system was done fairly across the board, there 
would not be any taxis on the road as the taxi drivers are paid on each 
trip so the more they do the more they get. In other words the quicker 
they can get from point A - B the be]er for there pockets. UnHl this has 
been corrected the taxi industry will never comply to the demerit 
system.  

Taxis and taxi bosses not paying taxes is also a debate that should 
opened to public debate.  

Anthony

2020-10-09 
11:23:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

No I do not support the new rules.  I cannot agree that receiving a 
speed fine or some similar  
traffic offence will result in you geVng a criminal record.  This is very 
unfair while people 
fraudulantly use the tax payers money thru corrupHon, and farm 
murders are wiped under 
the table, but just because you drive a few km more that the speed 
limit you are charged 
as a criminal.  our government is a joke!!! Petro

2020-10-09 
11:11:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is a shame that the Government even consider double the fines 
payable for offences at this Hme! Unemployment is sky high, the 
economy is down the drain, we could not even handle COVID that well. 
The fact of the ma]er is that we  just cannot afford it. 

Alpheus

2020-10-09 
11:09:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Yes. I do not support.

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
11:09:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Yes. I do not support.

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
11:09:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think that all the changes will have no effect. Nobody to control it and 
will make everything more difficult for every body. I think it is 
ridiculous Hendrik

2020-10-09 
10:57:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I agree to none of the above. Get your current system working first - 
taxi's are driving like cowboys with no regard to rules. They park in the 
center of traffic circles so that it is impossible to see oncoming traffic . 
Start making proper parking spaces for taxis. Make it part of city 
planning ! All these new rules are just for the 'easy targets'. ELIZABETH

2020-10-09 
10:55:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system mirca

2020-10-09 
10:53:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lardel

2020-10-09 
10:44:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I absolutely do not agree with the proposed AARTO regulaHons. 
Just a new way to nail the public and take more money and waste. Just 
a be]er way for corrupHon to take place. 
Rather do be]er policing. Dawie

2020-10-09 
10:15:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mbongeni

2020-10-09 
10:10:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system John

2020-10-09 
10:02:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system James

2020-10-09 
09:59:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will affect in many different ways to demoralize the renew the 
licence and cause fraught. 
 ZACHARIA

2020-10-09 
09:57:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a joke just like the current goverment and its clown. What 
next??? Theuns

2020-10-09 
09:46:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Marise

2020-10-09 
09:46:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The people of South Africa have had enough to contend with with the 
Corona Virus. Job losses. cost of living, losing their houses etc. To bring 
this  AARTO ruling in is unfair with doubling of fines, e-toll payments. 
No one wants to pay e-tolls and it should be scrapped in its enHrety.  
The police are corrupt in many ways and am sure this ruling will not 
help with people bribing them and they are prone to accepHng bribes.  Jacqueline

2020-10-09 
09:45:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mohammed
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2020-10-09 
09:35:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't think its fair emough to allocate a maximum of six points to 
learner drivers. I am of the view that they need more points  followed 
by easing of regulaHons for them because learner drivers are already 
bullied on the road by the experienced drivers and when you are 
subjected such behaviour and aVtude you are bound to make 
unnecessary mistakes. 

EveryHme when the elecHons are approaching, the ruling government 
of SA promises us that they are working on making sure that e-tolls will 
no be paid in the near future. Why does it look like the new system 
that is to be implemented is directly forcing us to pay e-tolls yet we 
were never happy about them from the start? Tina

2020-10-09 
09:32:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Roshen 

2020-10-09 
09:26:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Sanet

2020-10-09 
09:19:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As long as taxis are not required to adhere to any traffic laws or get any 
form of punishment or prosecuHon, you can not start to implement 
more rules that will only effect the law abiding ciHzens of the country 
and sHll have NO effect on the taxi mafia currently at large in South 
Africa. There is no jusHce in the police or traffic police force and frankly 
I do not have faith in them that they will make a fair decision on points 
demerits. They will sHll give people outrageous fines just to ‘get a 
bribe’. AleHa

2020-10-09 
09:18:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Isaac

2020-10-09 
09:16:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Not fair! Monako

2020-10-09 
09:13:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support this at all. 
People make mistakes and now you want to prevent a person from 
driving to make a living. 
I totally disagree and do not support this at all! Rob

2020-10-09 
09:12:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Point system will increase more corrupHon and bribery with the SAP 
E toll has nothing to do with road regulaHon. E toll needs to be scraped 
as Government is unable to provide proper working public transport. Esther

2020-10-09 
09:03:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Good morning, I find it concerning that this is the way you want to 
manage S.A.  My suggesHon is that a campaign must be held and stats 
must be explained.  The publics real licences must be checked.  People 
have no compassion for one another.  We are already heading for 
disaster and too much corrupHon .  Accidents happen coz S.A. are a 
very impaHent naHon and very very inconsiderate. LIFE does not mean 
a thing and is worthless to most. LEONORA

2020-10-09 
09:02:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I foresee I alot of problems in the administraHon of all this laws, as is 
the system is not focusing on eliminaHng bad behavior or improving 
driving skills, will they be able to enforce all this rules upon the mostly 
unruly taxi industry. Aubrey

2020-10-09 
09:01:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not Support this as this will not apply to everyone. 

Taxis will again do what they feel like doing and get away with it like 
they always do , so it will only apply to the rest of us !!!!! Leonidas

2020-10-09 
08:58:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are already paying high levies on fuel. Why do we have to pay toll 
fees? Use the levies to upgrade our roads. If money is not 
misappropriated  there will be no need to change laws. The law should 
apply to all and not just a selecHon.  Not allowing to have a person 
represent himself in court is unconsHtuHonal. Pam

2020-10-09 
08:52:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Edwin 

2020-10-09 
08:47:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. We do not have the man power to enforce this new system. 
2. This will increase corrupHon such as bribery and abuse of power. 
3. E-toll has nothing to do with road regulaHons. 
4. Taxis as always will get away with it. 
5. Taking away any form of rights is unconsHtuHonal. Brandon

2020-10-09 
08:46:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have been running in our current system for years and as for the 
police we currently have you can already get charged double out of the 
blue for nothing. 

I.e meaning that our most almost all of our police forces are corrupt 
unfortunately as a South African I feel more afraid to even go near or 
ask my fellow police office to help in ma]ers of either fines, robbery 
ect as you get treated as the suspect not a a vicHm period but all 
evidence supports your case. 

I digress but as for e-toll and trying to be American we get taxed a lot 
for a system that we didn’t ask for which almost felt forced on to the 
public and plus we yet again all the money goes overseas anyway so 
who are we supporHng South Africa or the company that made it? 

Also let’s be brutally honest here as most almost all taxis on our roads 
are not road worthy and plus also the drivers don’t have licenses and 
plus licensed vehicles. Then is becomes what’s good for the goose is 
good for the gander but in the end do we have a choice do we have a 
say, we get beaHng into submission for things we vote against but you 
enforce your own laws anyway which I feel is unfair. 

Also to add there are more accidents in America and also more 
speeding and also racing then in our country their point system has 
proven that it doesn’t work also many other country’s as well. 

But as a South African I do not agree with this point system as the 
government plays favorites with most people. Bradley 
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2020-10-09 
08:41:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

One small point. Who is going to hand out Hckets? Our current police 
force is not able to do this - when did you last see a Metro cop 
stopping a taxi? Other than trapping cars on freeways, that is. This is 
another gravy train for the corrupt and unHl we are guaranteed an 
honest police service, there should be no more opportuniHes for them 
to bribe. It's a great idea, but not for this country. Not in the 
foreseeable future. Penny

2020-10-09 
08:41:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The criminalisaHon of traffic fines is going to be a very disappoinHng as 
most of people are not going to be employed Nyahlane 

2020-10-09 
08:40:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Hermanus

2020-10-09 
08:33:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government should not make any changes to anything cause they 
cannot be trusted. They should focus their a]enHon on things that 
does not work.  Leave things that do work even if they are not perfect. EHenne

2020-10-09 
08:21:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Adele

2020-10-09 
08:19:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ek is 'n op betaalde belasHng betaler in die land. Ek betaal brandstof 
pryse met al die nodige heffings in dit. Ek was nie gevra of Gauteng se 
paaie opgegradeer moes word en dat ek vir dit vêrder moet betaal nie. 
Hierdie etoll hekke is opgesit op bestaande paaie wat ons jare lank 
gery het. Indien nuwe paaie gebou word het ek geen probleem om by 
te dra as ek op daardie pad ry nie. 

Die punte sisteem bly steeds 'n probleem en risiko vir vloot eienaars.  

Om boetes wat nie betaal is nie se kostes te vermeerder is absurt. ons 
sit met 'n oneffekHewe pos diens wat onbetroubaar is. skerp eerder 
die boete sisteem op om seker te maak boetes kom by die regte 
persoon op tyd aan. AJ

2020-10-09 
08:14:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current one works well. Government is wasHng taxpayers money. 
They just need to manage it properly. Eliminate corrupt officials and 
just be professional. They should employ people that really want to 
work. The lazy people must be fired. There's too much to say. Devarajan 

2020-10-09 
08:06:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another scheme that will fail like the Etolls and be open to corrupHon. 
The real offenders will not be prosecuted and the general public will 
receive the burden of this misconceived scheme. Then the general 
public will be denied transporaHon to earn a income and have to use 
our extremely dangerous public transport. The Taxi sector will mostly 
be excluded from this scheme completely. Vivian

2020-10-09 
08:03:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Deal with our terrible inner roads and horrible drivers ie taxis instead 
of hiding behind bushes fining us for driving 10kms over the speed 
limit Shiraz

2020-10-09 
08:02:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Trying to implement first world technology with third world mentality 
is absurd and can not work. Ludwig

2020-10-09 
08:02:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Muhammad

2020-10-09 
08:01:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system all these amendments should be apposed Michael

2020-10-09 
07:58:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

IN THIS CRITICAL  COVID 19  SITUATIONS AND RECESSION THE COUTRY 
AND WORLD GOING THROUGH ITS UNFAIR TO BURDEN US MORE yusuf

2020-10-09 
07:55:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Le-Panto

2020-10-09 
07:54:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I am against the E-Toll. Leendert

2020-10-09 
07:48:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not think that this will work in our country. Taxi drivers are a law 
unto themselves and will not comply. Bribery will increase. People who 
have there licenses canceled will conHnue driving without one. Ursula

2020-10-09 
07:44:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This only will increase the corrupHon on the road. I cannot live without 
my car so will end up bribing the officer so that he doesn't dock my 
points. The whole system encourages corrupHon on a grand scale. This 
system is not for us. Don

2020-10-09 
07:44:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Not everyone who's on the road is wealthy enough to be losing out of 
their career as in drivers licenses. Jerry 

2020-10-09 
07:35:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support demerit points or any legislaHve changes or new 
legislaHon around demerit points. It is all just another way to suck 
more money out of already over burdened tax payers. We also all 
know that this legislaHon will not be fairly applied.  The basic driving 
laws on the road are already only applicable to a percentage of drivers 
in the country. The rest do as they please and get away with it. Bribary 
and corrupHon will just increase with implementaHon of new 
legislaHon. Cherryl

2020-10-09 
07:32:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system The demerit system and high costs are irraHonal. Jan

2020-10-09 
07:31:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Invorstment is not  viable  
Unfair and harsh S

2020-10-09 
07:28:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Another way  to make money to be squandered?????? Chris

2020-10-09 
07:26:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The law cannot currently be enforced, it is open to bribery and 
corrupHon, officials are inept, lazy and incompetent and many don't 
cannot drive or understand the rules of the road.  Taxis blatantly abuse 
the rules of the road with impunity. 

The whole road traffic, educaHon, law and policing system needs a 
revamp david

2020-10-09 
07:25:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Think about it....this will not work in such a corrupt and racist 
government !!!!This is just once again an opportunity for our so called 
empd to enhance their pockets with bribes.  Also if this systen does 
work in a honest way there will be no but no public transport i.e. taxis 
on the road. 

Salome 
Muriel 

2020-10-09 
07:25:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't think everyone pays there fines at present and enforcement of 
fines is already so bad. 
Taxis wont pay and wont adhere to these laws and the police clearly 
are incapable of enforcing laws.  Concentrate rather on doing the job 
at present correctly!! Loraine
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2020-10-09 
07:25:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Think about it....this will not work in such a corrupt and racist 
government !!!!This is just once again an opportunity for our so called 
empd to enhance their pockets with bribes.  Also if this systen does 
work in a honest way there will be no but no public transport i.e. taxis 
on the road. 

Salome 
Muriel 

2020-10-09 
07:23:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Minister of transport needs to get his own house in order first. 
His house is a ro]en mess. Paul

2020-10-09 
07:19:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system HANNES

2020-10-09 
07:18:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont agree with any of the suggesHons, these will just make it much 
easier to demand bribes from drivers... Josua

2020-10-09 
07:18:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Cannot believe in this corrupt state we in we want to enforce such a 
stupid system on the general public. E tolls is a joke and must be 
scrapped Johan

2020-10-09 
07:15:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points on a company vehicle are recorded under the name of 
the PROXY Holder T

2020-10-09 
07:14:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Gives government absolute power and takes away ciHzens rights Mike 

2020-10-09 
07:13:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This sytem ill only increase bribery . I work for the metro police and 
believe me if i say we loose millions on income a year. This will only  
have a huge increase regarding corrupt officials.

Lord-Gideon 
FN

2020-10-09 
07:02:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another door opening for the corrupHon to increase to another 
level from the exisHng corrupHon that  already exist in all government 
departments ( not 1 corrupHon free!!!). 

You cannot put in 1st world rules in a 3rd world country where there is 
no respect for the rule of law and order and the corrupHon is from the 
top to the bo]om , whole system ro]en . 

Can only work once the whole system is overhauled and corrupHon 
stopped 100% . 

Cry the beloved Country. Kiran
2020-10-09 
06:59:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Sharon

2020-10-09 
06:52:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Etolls must not form part of the system 
Traffic department must close down and be Replaced with a more 
suitable soluHon. Traffic department costs our people millions of rands 
and do not perform. They do not know what TRAFFiC is all about.. They 
have not performed as Traffic  Department for years chris

2020-10-09 
06:47:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are paying heavily for the corrupHon in our country as it is and a 
demerit or criminal record is going to create even more unemployment 
as companied do not hire people with a criminal record SARAH

2020-10-09 
06:42:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Johanned

2020-10-09 
06:39:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Viljoen

2020-10-09 
06:39:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Viljoen

2020-10-09 
06:39:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ana

2020-10-09 
06:37:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lourens

2020-10-09 
06:18:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont agree with any of the propses. The government is just in it to 
make more money as there is an abundance of cprrupHon with 
finances. Maybe they should start of with making traffic cops more 
readily available to stop transgressors of the law and not break the law 
themselves. 
An issue I have is I am on the road everyday covering between 200 - 
300 km everyday in Gauteng. 
I try to sHck to the laws and speed limits. But sHll get a fine from Hme 
to Hme for mulHple reasons including sudden change of a street limit 
and being unaware as signs disappear or no sign shows speed. Corne 

2020-10-09 
05:57:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is highly incorrect for government to punish motorist on e-tolls and 
doubling traffic fines.  This law will further enable corrupHon by traffic 
officers . Amos

2020-10-09 
05:44:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another way to corrupt the system. This system will make it 
extremely difficult to process and cause unnecessary chaos. Thahir

2020-10-09 
05:29:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another a]empt by authoriHes to extract hard earned funds 
from ciHzens! 
It is unfair to enforce etolls when we are already heavily taxed in petrol 
and because of the mismanagement of the country. 
Increasing the fine amounts will only lead to more bribes being paid!  
Be]er service to the people of South Africa would be to police the 
lawless taxi drivers & drunk drivers. Ted

2020-10-09 
05:11:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This bill is an over reach. If you can't stamp out corrupHon in the traffic 
department how can you try to violate the publics basix rights. This 
should be law enforcement not a money making entrapment scheme Cheryl

2020-10-09 
05:08:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

To much corrupHon,  and people  will be vicHmized by so called law 
inforcement officers Jaco

2020-10-09 
03:29:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Jabulile 

2020-10-09 
03:10:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mark 

2020-10-09 
03:09:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our police officers are corrupt they will use this point form to 
manipulate our people for them to make money.I don’t support the 
idea. Percy 

2020-10-09 
02:49:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Forcing etoll to motorist is not a good idea. It's a failed system that 
need to be scrapped. Thank you. Molebaleng 

2020-10-09 
00:50:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You will only  earn respect and  people abide  by the law when you 
stopp the crime in the govement and counrry F

2020-10-08 
23:59:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are far more essenHal ma]ers to focus on instead of making 
changes that will not benefit the public. Felicia
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2020-10-08 
23:31:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current laws/regulaHons cannot be effecHvely enforced.  In fact 
there is NO traffic law enforcement at all.   Motorists and especially 
taxis are out of control on the roads.  Law enforcement officials are 
only seen behind speed cameras.  Outsurance personnel are doing 
their jobs during power outages.    
So, focus on the proper enforcement of current laws and  regulaHons. 
And get rid of  corrupt officials. 
NO I DO NOT SUPPORT THE PROPOSED AARTO REGULATIONS. HENNIE

2020-10-08 
22:33:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is totally ridiculous!!  
What other rights are to be taken from us  
This country is an upcoming communisHc State!! With no thought for 
the poor 
Only to enrich the top brass at the top! 

Bugger the rest of SA !!!!!!!  

Fraud, CorrupHon, ill management of all funds received, taxi gang 
violence and farm murders!! Jaine

2020-10-08 
22:27:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Henry

2020-10-08 
21:57:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Emma

2020-10-08 
21:56:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system  targets law abiding ciHzens with increased corrupHon by 
our traffic police- no visible policing or assisHng when required ( when 
traffic robots are not working) 

Shan

2020-10-08 
21:33:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will benefit only the government and only law abiding ciHzens will 
be penalised. What about cars with false registraHons. Cars registered 
in an unknown persons name. People who already break the law and 
are not held accountable. Yes it is a good idea in a perfect world, but 
SA is far from perfect and their is to much corrupHon and 
unlawfulness. Braam

2020-10-08 
21:32:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic Officers need to be more visible and patrolling especially robots 
and hot spots. They currently harrass drivers imposing ridiculous fines 
if they dont receive a bribe. People are trying to recover from the 
tough economic decline and the goverment looks for ways to threaten 
and schemes from its people. There are many drivers out there that 
deserve the harshest of penalHes for the recklessness but this is only 
happening because the police are not visible, the enforce by 
entrapment hiding away only visible a_er the fact or incident has taken 
place Cedric

2020-10-08 
21:31:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Magagula 

2020-10-08 
21:20:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Is not fair to those who are sHll learning to drive .And most of the 
traffic police are harassing us on road. theresa

2020-10-08 
21:03:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Do not trust the AARTO system. Just another way of milking the 
consumers while the taxi's roam freely. Elizabeth

2020-10-08 
20:54:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Remove the ANC and corrupted cops then it might work. We are living 
in a jungle. Deon

2020-10-08 
20:45:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Danny

2020-10-08 
20:42:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Randfontein 

2020-10-08 
20:41:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Maki

2020-10-08 
20:33:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We never asked for the e-toll system. We where never consulted. 

This whole act is just pointless... Tinus
2020-10-08 
20:30:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This law is inhumane.  Teboho

2020-10-08 
20:09:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I pay licence and now the police are seVbg traps. I was in a zone that 
was suppose to be 80 so i travelling 70 and was fined 750 although 
signage was not there. We losing jobs and how can we survive Lance

2020-10-08 
20:06:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is  suppressive  to motorists . I do not understand why blue lights 
drivers are protected by the    law enforcement agencies yet all the 
motorists are always having their rights infringed on by the traffic 
agency laws and the state which copy trends in other countries and  
want to oppress us with.

SIBONISO 
PAULINE

2020-10-08 
20:06:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is  suppressive  to motorists . I do not understand why blue lights 
drivers are protected by the    law enforcement agencies yet all the 
motorists are always having their rights infringed on by the traffic 
agency laws and the state which copy trends in other countries and  
want to oppress us with.

SIBONISO 
PAULINE

2020-10-08 
20:04:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is  suppressive  to motorists . I do not understand why blue lights 
drivers are protected by the    law enforcement agencies yet all the 
motorists are always having their rights infringed on by the traffic 
agency laws and the state which copy trends in other countries and  
want to oppress us with.

SIBONISO 
PAULINE

2020-10-08 
20:04:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is  suppressive  to motorists . I do not understand why blue lights 
drivers are protected by the    law enforcement agencies yet all the 
motorists are always having their rights infringed on by the traffic 
agency laws and the state which copy trends in other countries and  
want to oppress us with.

SIBONISO 
PAULINE

2020-10-08 
20:03:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The authoriHes have failed to do their job by appoinHng clueless 
comrades who have no idea of the laws they have to enforce . Their 
focus is on corrupHon and forever being at the mercy of unions . They 
are scared to discipline workers who dont perform for fear of unions 
reprisal if they do so. The weakest link is poor defenceless poor  
ciHzens. 
South Africa is now becoming a police state and now promoHng more 
corrupHon by opening the abbys for police to collect bribes. Enforce 
the law properley and not chase revenue collecHon from already 
overstreched poor ciHzes. Huma
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2020-10-08 
20:01:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is  suppressive  to motorists . I do not understand why blue lights 
drivers are protected by the    law enforcement agencies yet all the 
motorists are always having their rights infringed on by the traffic 
agency laws and the state.

SIBONISO 
PAULINE

2020-10-08 
19:56:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lerato

2020-10-08 
19:46:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

First sort out the corrupHon and the thuggery in the taxi industry 
before trying to bleed more money and more rules for the mostly law 
abiding ciHzens.   Enforce the current laws first oce bribery and 
corrupHon has been dealt with Patsy 

2020-10-08 
19:46:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system BeaHe

2020-10-08 
19:41:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system CorrupHon! Alet

2020-10-08 
19:39:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Police and law enforcement are corrupt. System will be abused, offline, 
not maintained (insert which ever relevant excuse you feel like here). 
Not worth spending the money on another failed system. Ben

2020-10-08 
19:34:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My view is that traffic law enforcement should not be draconian and 
puniHve. It should be about compliance and prevenHon. The approach 
to traffic law enforcement currently is revenue driven and there is very 
li]le educaHonal and prevenHon strategies built into it. It’s “if you 
don’t pay, we’ll come and get you”. Sikhumbuzo

2020-10-08 
19:30:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Let them get what's not working currently right, and then think about 
some new iniHaHve that has loopholes in it. LS

2020-10-08 
19:21:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not. Done fairly and correctly 
Open to all sorts of bribery and corrupHon Rennie 

2020-10-08 
19:09:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It is not in line with our consHtuHonal rights wrt fair process JJ

2020-10-08 
19:04:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

U will be penalized twice for one infringement. If you pay the fine the 
infringement should fall away. It will also create unnecessary 
paperwork and over crowd our courts with more traffic violaHons Sugan 

2020-10-08 
19:02:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why is the etoll being included in the aarto guidelines. This is 
ridiculous. Nicole

2020-10-08 
18:52:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The way they want to go is illegal. It is illegal to penalize a person twice 
for the same offence!!  
It must be the one or the other, not both. Kobus

2020-10-08 
18:47:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Hierdie is nou 'n klomp KAK... Johan

2020-10-08 
18:47:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This goverment wants to bully law abiding ciHsens.  And want to force 
Etol on us.  They want more money to fill their pockets! Mariana

2020-10-08 
18:45:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system laura

2020-10-08 
18:34:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Unfair. Everyone can make a mistake. Current fining system works just 
fine why get punished further with demerir points to have your licence 
suspended when there areso many drivers out ghere doing najor 
wrong ghings that are bever geVng caught. A system must be fair for 
all and this is definately not. Janet

2020-10-08 
18:32:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Francois

2020-10-08 
18:29:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I have all the concerns,  where do i chose that opHon? Jan

2020-10-08 
18:13:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This madness of supporHng corrupHon etoll must stop. Fine me for not 
paying toll on a road no one asked you to toll? It is corrupHon. Themba

2020-10-08 
17:40:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don’t agree with all aspects - trying to bring first world systems to a 
third world country that is rife with corrupHon & inequaliHes Lisa

2020-10-08 
17:34:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Francois 

2020-10-08 
17:29:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Please just fine the people that are in contravenHon of the law. 

Marie
2020-10-08 
17:17:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Not fair Asma 

2020-10-08 
17:12:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Totally unfair system, the focus is to enriched the parHes involved. Johan

2020-10-08 
17:07:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

its unfair for doubling points for not paying ETolls its really shows that 
Aarto is fighHng for a looser Sandral by supporHng  the E toll systems 
while gauteng motorists are against the system  and i support e toll 
scrapping as per Makhura's decision  
finish n klaar boitumelo

2020-10-08 
17:02:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Stella 

2020-10-08 
17:01:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

None of this is going to change driver behaviour and is simply a ploy to 
collect more revenue. Andrew

2020-10-08 
16:48:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

To be quite frank, the enHre act and new proposed legislaHon is 
troubling and absurd. The government is unable to successfully 
manage the system as is and prosecute the offenders for straight 
forward traffic offenses (would rather take a bribe and be done with it) 
- and in fact, they are most o_en the perpetrators.  So who are they 
trying to convince that this is for be]erment of South African 
Lawfulness? Will this new act apply to all state officials as well? Will 
they also be prosecuted? Will the demerit system be applied to their 
licenses? Will they face tribunals and costly trials???  I can guarantee 
that the answer is a resounding no. History has proven Hme and again, 
laws like these are only aimed at a select few. Imposing the suggested 
laws are only aimed at increasing revenue for the corrupt state officials 
- as if we are not paying enough as it is, and for what? - poor service 
delivery, corrupHon and down right nepoHsm and aggression towards 
and against the public they serve? I think not, this has nothing to do 
with making roads saver for the tax payer, or even imposing basic 
traffic laws! - it is ridiculous!!! ENOUGH is ENOUGH. We as the public 
are Hred of paying for bad Governance and corrupt poliHcians 
expensive lifestyles. Because lets face it, that is exactly what this law 
aims to do. Jenny
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2020-10-08 
16:24:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The way this act has been documented is showing a means of 
dictatorship and a violaHon of human rights. 

With the means to enforce demerits without the ability to fight in 
court, this is a "Police State" mind set. 

I do not see how the will save lives on the road, a great deal of drivers 
do so illegally. This demerit system is trying to make law abiding 
CiHzens (who someHmes makes mistakes) into criminals. 

A]aching the non payment of an illegal enHty (E-tolls) should not be 
the cause of loosing one's license.   Helena

2020-10-08 
16:23:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Law enforcement officers  issuing unreasonable fines. Jeffrey

2020-10-08 
16:22:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not work.  A lot of money will be spent to set up the systems. 
There is too much corrupHon already and this could make it even 
worse. Be]er management of the road system is needed and illegal 
drivers and those driving dangerously  should be punished and not 
allowed to get away with it. Patricia

2020-10-08 
16:17:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

IT IS VERY HARSH SPECIALLY TO CONNECT IT WITH THE E-TOLL SYSTEM 
WHICH I FEEL IS ILLEGAL !! Ronel

2020-10-08 
16:05:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not work, just create more corrupHon in the Jmp department. 
Jose

2020-10-08 
16:03:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We do not have the infrastructure for this system and it didn't work 
years ago and it definitely won't with an even more incapable group of 
people Kyle

2020-10-08 
16:03:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a total waste of Hme.  How can you double the cost of fines.  
DemocraHcally we have the right not to pay a fine and appear before a 
magistrate. 

With this system the will be no taxis on the road due to infringements 
within a month.  How are people going to get around. 

This is purely a money making scheme which is ridiculous. Pierre
2020-10-08 
15:50:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Milton

2020-10-08 
15:49:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why introduce a system where we all know there will be no fairness. 
We know taxis won't adhere and I have to wonder if they will be 
demerited like any other ciHzen? I feel that why all of this unfairness 
against the public again just to make money where an economy failing 
and lack of employment should first be addressed. E-toll why fault 
people on a failed system that's already proven a dead duck so to 
speak. As for fines again just another way to "kill" the ciHzens out of 
money. Come on fine is one thing but a double fine is injusHce. Lisa 

2020-10-08 
15:35:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ntombi 

2020-10-08 
15:34:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is an other excuse to tax ciHzens who are law a binding. Obviously 
everyone make s a mistake someHme but to be penalized in such a 
harsh way is unnecessary. Double fines and points deducted ! 
No one agreed to the tolls they can not make it a criminal offense to 
not pay it. Eve

2020-10-08 
15:30:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system No use for it. It is just another way for bribes. Willie

2020-10-08 
15:29:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The E tolls were never agreed upon and unlawful. 
The demerit will consHtute corrupHon and increase bribery. 
Doubling the demerits without the right to oppose in court 
immediately is unlawful and unconsHtuHonal.  
The whole system is ludicrous. Juele

2020-10-08 
15:22:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Taxes upon taxes! AdministraHve burden! Let the cops catch the 
criminals instead Joanne

2020-10-08 
15:19:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Hendrik

2020-10-08 
15:09:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

EnHre system to be reviewed. 

Crminalising some of this behaviour is not the answer Sipho

2020-10-08 
15:06:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am a proxy for company vehicles. Fines from drivers will impact on 
me? Not on 

Gerda

2020-10-08 
15:03:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You guys have been trying this for ages. Cops take bribery for every 
infringement and this will never stop.  E-Tolls don't work and are very 
expensive.  Currently, your administraHon cannot cope and bringing 
the demerit system is just going to cause more chaos. There'll be more 
carnage on the roads and bribery and corrupHon will be at it's peak. Balwant

2020-10-08 
15:02:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This new law will be hard on people who are drivers or make a living as 
drivers..what then should they be fired when their drivers license 
expires...I really dont support this Aarto law it isn't fair to the poor 
south Africans but fair to those who drives fancy cars that wont have 
faults Josias 

2020-10-08 
14:55:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Cor

2020-10-08 
14:47:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We pay high enough fines with traffic official in the bush. Taxi drivers 
will be out of a job within no Hme at all. Which won't happen. I will 
never pay for rolls. This will not reduce road carnage. This is just a 
money making skeem. Just fix service delivery n primary care. Mukesh

2020-10-08 
14:43:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am concerned about all aspects of this 
It will encourage and result in more corrupHon as the stakes will be 
higher, so before this can be implemented in any form, corrupHon will 
have to be eradicated, the issuing of drivers licenses, vehicle licenses 
and roadworthy cerHficates at a price and illegally must firs come to an 
end. 
Increasing the fines and penalHes will not help if you cannot trace the 
perpetrator for non payment of a fine, and if traced an arrest, 
imprisonment and court hearing will ensue, so no savings will be 
achieved in the long run David
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2020-10-08 
14:32:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ephuzwini lwe drivers license mangabe ilahleki or intshontshiwe 
ngizobekwa icala lokuthi ayikho thats not fair nakuma points your 
officials  akusebenzeki kahle nabo mabene bhabhalazi sizophucwa ama 
points masinqaba ukubanika cold drink Mthandeni 

2020-10-08 
14:32:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My concern that there are many of the above points , because they are 
all a huge concern.  This country is just taking away your basic human 
rights.  RegulaHons to suit who?  Everything is changing to suit the 
Government and nothing gets done about the Serious Crimes in this 
Country.  They are so busy changing pe]y li]le things that just cost our 
tax payers money. When our tax money dries up where will they go, 
begging overseas. Nani]a

2020-10-08 
14:30:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Good day, 
As usual whilst the ANC government scumbags rape the country, they 
will go a_er so_ targets like law abiding tax paying ciHzens to pay for 
their looHng. 
We should get people who think of it's ciHzens especially the poor and 
vulnerable and empower them by running a producHve country. 
Regards, 
Nad L Govender   
 Nad

2020-10-08 
14:29:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The vehicle registered to the person receives the demerit and not the 
driver who commits the offence. Leanne 

2020-10-08 
14:29:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Madeli

2020-10-08 
14:17:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with any of the proposals. Gauteng is the only Province 
with Etoll plus Tollgates. Why penalise us for a system that was corrupt 
from the beginning in all levels. There is more important ma]ers that 
needs urgent a]enHon for example farm murders, billions that got lost 
and sHll not found, corrupHon in authoriHve posiHons, violance etc. It 
is currently like the Wild West...criminals are running free doing as 
they wish but the instaed of the Sheriff puVng the criminals in jail, the 
Sheriff is taking away the horses from the innocent and 
righteous...Look at what is currently happening with the new 
electeonic system where all are  obligated / force to use....it is not 
working. There is never a space open to make an appointment and you 
cant get an appointment as a walk-in. The result - the traffic police is 
wriHng enourmous fines for a system they know is not in working 
order. Is this fair? How on earth is the new proposals going to be fair 
and righteous if their house is not even in order now?  
The quesHon is, is this to the benefit of themselves , the decision 
makers behind this  proposals or do they really care more about the 
people than making money in unrighteous ways? Looking at the 
current situaHons.....i think we all know the answer! It is not about 
caring for your neighbour but being in control and selfishness. Amanda

2020-10-08 
14:14:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Points demerit system should not include traffic fines (which mainly is 
due to speeding and parking) but also other traffic rules being 
disobeyed and is not enforced. For example:  being too slow on the 
highways - trucks and cars travelling at speeds less than 60km/h.  Even 
cars travelling at 80km/h in the two right lanes - that causes accidents 
due to unneccesary braking and passing. Overloading of vehicles or 
unroadworthy vehicles - these cars should be impounded, not 
warned /fined and allowed to conHnue on the road.  
The general lawlessness that is currently seen everywhere - passing 
over solid lines, skipping of traffic lights, driving in the yellow lanes and 
even in oncoming lanes, as well as the general idea that stopping 
anywhere is allowed - as long as your hazards are on.  Although Taxi 
drivers are the big culprits here this  is being done lately by the 
majority of drivers.   
There are way too many drivers on the road that do not adhere to any 
rules - thus the worthiness of their "licenses" are quesHoned. Lynelle

2020-10-08 
14:14:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will open the door wider for more bribes to be 
paid to the officers at the Hme of being pulled over for whatever 
transgression. People cannot afford to have their licenses suspended 
so the temptaHon to pay a bribe will become prevalent.    Granger

2020-10-08 
14:10:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another cash cow idea and whos benefiHng?  Not the aready over 
burdened tax payers in South Africa. Sally

2020-10-08 
14:08:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Isaac

2020-10-08 
14:02:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The new  AARTO regulaHons are aimed at the tax paying populaHon 
who have proof of address, many thousands of motorists  use the 
roads with impunity!  One such group is the taxi industry . Many of 
their drivers regularly break every law in the book, never get fined do 
not pay tolls, and cause havoc on the roads . How will the authoriHes 
deal with this lawlessness? Will they take away their licenses ? Or will 
the taxi operators get another free pass? This is another unwise move 
which has not been thought through!  The  ruling party are afraid of 
the monster they have created. Case in point. The embarrassing 
capitulaHon of the A.N.C. regarding the issue of passenger limits in the 
taxis. Before any of this can be implemented, the authoriHes must 
clean up their act! Become more efficient! Ensure there are no cloned 
number plates. Transgressors are  advised  Hmeously they have fines, 
with pictures as proof. Time,  date and place, the alleged offence 
occurred. James

2020-10-08 
13:55:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. The current system of fining the driver if over the speed limit is just 
a money making scheme. I am very much against doubling the amount 
of the fine - the economy is already struggling. 
2. Infringement of ALL traffic laws should be punished. Drivers that 
blatantly ignore the law e.g. driver over a red traffic light and passing 
other cars in the the le_ curb should also be fined. 
3. Fines for failing to pay e-tolls should be scrapped unHl a mutually 
agreed system can be negoHated with all South African users. Gauteng 
road users should not be carrying the burden of e-Tolls more that the 
rest of the country. Antoine]e
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2020-10-08 
13:52:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have the freedom to travel where we want in South Africa, our 
country and we are a democraHc country not a communist country. 
We have the right to freedom of movement by the ConsHtuHon of the 
Republic of South Africa. 
We also have the right to be represented in a Court of Law if we do not 
agree with any infringement or suphoena deemed upon us. Charlie

2020-10-08 
13:51:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I didn't agree to E-Toll and I don't see why I have to pay for it. I pay for 
normal toll roads and that should be sufficient. I also pay huge 
amounts of taxes on petrol. The ANC should seriously start geVng rid 
of their corrupt buddies and use the money that is being stolen on 
paying for the E-Toll kak and looking a_er the people of South Africa. 
As for the demerits, I don't agree with the current state of our laws as 
they are not being upheld even by the people making the new laws. I 
suggest government start doing something about enforcing our current 
laws and bringing purps to jusHce before trying to fix something that 
isn't broken. It's just not being used properly.  ChrisHne

2020-10-08 
13:48:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We did not opt in for e-tolls - this was a government iniHaHve a_er 
having upgraded roads for the world cup, paidfor and funded by the 
tax payer and road user, whilst licence fees are also hiked every year, 
without consideraHon or consultaHon. Just scrap the whole damn 
system as it serves no purpose other than to enrich certain priviledged 
individuals and companies. Jurie

2020-10-08 
13:37:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

They have lost control of law  & order across the whole of South Africa 
in every aspect. Get that right first then there will be no need to 
introduce new laws. The ANC must get up off there fat arses and do 
the job that they were employed to do. They forget that every person 
that holds a posiHon in every government department is a civil servant 
and are there to provide a service to the rest of South African people. 
Not the other way round. The laws as they stood before worked but 
has been broken down. Restore the current laws to what they were 
and half the fight is won. Get rid of the bribery and corrupHon,  and I 
mean dismiss the culprits. ConfiscaHon of vehicles that are un-road 
worthy and have no valid license should be scrapped and compacted 
into scrap blocks and sold for recycle. State keeps the money and 
owner get to pay the fine. A lot of fines have been issued without the 
alleged driver having the opportunity to exercise his rights to inspect 
the posiHon of the camera, the operators cerHficate for validaHon, the 
incline or decline of the camera, the noHficaHon of a camera at the 
bo]om of the speed limit sign. Any of these issues just menHoned 
above consHtutes the illegal posiHoning and operaHng of any speed 
trap equipment. The government needs to sort out it's own house first 
and abide by the current laws imposed before trying to get the public 
to to the line. WE AS SOUTH AFRICANS FOLLOW AS WE ARE LEAD BY 
EXAMPLE. Chris

2020-10-08 
13:36:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

this is a joke.   They cannot even control taxi's infringements let alone 
impose demerit points.   most taxi drivers don't even have valid  
licences so where would the demerits go?? 
You dont impose FRIST WORLD laws in this country.....absolutely 
ridiculous... absolutely laughable. Jacqui

2020-10-08 
13:33:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ridiculous, The Police should be doing their job instead of bribing 
drivers in the first place! The AArto rules are ridiculous and will result 
in many business having to stop deliveries etc. But I can guarantee that 
Taxi drivers who are the most dangerous drivers on the road will be 
exempt as they are with any other rule.  Look what happened with the 
amount of people that could be in a taxi  during lock down (and they 
het away with i!!.Also the amount of strikes, blocking roads and people 
dying from taxi negligence, speeding and skipping robots, turning in 
front  of you when the robot is for you to go not them. The rules of 
Arrto are ridiculous! Apply this to the taxis who disobey and kill people 
as a result! A money making racket! Bev

2020-10-08 
13:32:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Implement  this whole system onto the taxi industries  first , provide an 
alternaHve safe public transport  which currently doesn't exist , get rid 
of corrupHon within the policing and metro policing ranks because this 
aarto system is just a leverage for more corrupHon in the hands of the 
corrupt ones the poor wil suffer more and this whole aarto system is 
just a money making scheme Braam

2020-10-08 
13:29:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Sort out your house before starHng something new Hans

2020-10-08 
13:23:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will (not might) increase the possibility of corrupHon and racism 
with unfair treatment as traffic officers will abuse their powers and find 
any reason and excuse to fine people that they are prejudice about for 
even the Hniest infringement.  
The stress it would put on road users would be tremendous, and it 
would be easier to just pay a bribe as to not be fined, which is 
corrupHon on both road user and traffic officials side. 

Doubling the fines and fining for unpaid e-tolls are outrageous as well 
as prevenHng a person from renewing their vehicle licences or driver's 
licences because of outstanding fines. This is merely a way for the 
government to extort more money from the public to pay for their 
personal enrichment, you cannot change the culture of a person, if 
they inherently corrupt there is nothing you can do about it. 
Besides the ANC has so destroyed our economy that we don't have 
money le_ a_er we have paid our essenHals. Go knock on Zuma and 
Ramaphosa's doors. Zuma & Gupta le_ a great legacy for destroying 
the SA economy and Ramaphosa did a great job in seeing that it 
doesn't recover any Hme soon because he chose to accept bribes 
(corrupHon) for being in cohoots with the OWO agenda in regards to 
the covid fraudemic. 
Now they want to extort.... yes, here is the truth.... the WHITE man to 
make up for their greed and incompetence. Ironic that we whites are 
so bad, except when it comes to our money, our money is good 
enough for them. I will look a_er my own from effect 26 March 2020, 
like the Jews and Islamites do. Marita
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2020-10-08 
13:16:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will open up further corrupHon and also is infringing the rights of  
ciHzens.  What works for other countries doesn't necessarily mean it'll 
work here.  Then there is the e tolls.  I refuse to pay because poliHcians 
are lining their pockets and their families and friends are benefiVng.  
They are shameless.  What happens to us that work very hard for the 
li]le that we earn,  the money for e tolls I will use to feed and sustain 
my family.  Tell the poliHcians to go to whichever European country it is 
that they adopted the e tolls systen from and get the money from 
there. 

Thank you. Aslam
2020-10-08 
13:14:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system E- Toll & fines will eventually cost you  your license.  Daniel

2020-10-08 
13:12:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You idiots inyour ivory towers just dont get it do you; 
The problem is not the public but THE DAMNED TAXIS THAT ARE 
COMPLETELY LAWESS WE NEED A SYSTEM THAT MAKES THEM LAW 
ABIDING . Dont put Hme and effort into the pimple on the elephant 
taqckle the elephant 

Problem No 2  
 The xcops ar corrupt corrupt corrupt and all yopu will do is make these 
thiefs BIGGER tghiefs  

 the problem is implemenHng the exisHng new laws not coming up 
with another set of laws that you fasil to implement 

 And then we have the potholes, the traffic lights, blocked drains, 
broken curbs, li]er, beggars with their children in the middle of the 
road  the list goes on and on 

 IMPLEMENT THE LAWS WE HAVE AND THE PROBLEM WILL BE 
SOLVED!!  

 IDIOTS IN IVORY TOWERS. ARE YOU STILL SITTING AT HOME 
COLLECTING RAXPAYERS SALARY  Shovelling paper around Calvin

2020-10-08 
13:05:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Marilise

2020-10-08 
13:05:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly the department of transport is unable  to regulate taxi industry, 
now this burden will   hit more on the ordinary  ciHzens while the 
poliHcians will benefit in their corrupt ways. Aubrey

2020-10-08 
13:05:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly the department of transport is unable  to regulate taxi industry, 
now this burden will   hit more on the ordinary  ciHzens while the 
poliHcians will benefit in their corrupt ways. Aubrey

2020-10-08 
12:51:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Maryna

2020-10-08 
12:51:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system THIS WILL LEAD TO MORE CORRUPTION BY THE TRAFFIC POLICE BERND

2020-10-08 
12:47:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Will be an adminstrave nightmare and not implemented well Harry

2020-10-08 
12:47:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system JOHAN

2020-10-08 
12:46:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system We are being miss treated and our roads and Goverment vant comply Johan

2020-10-08 
12:43:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My quesHon is: How is the department  going to police the 
regulaHons?  Is this law again only going to be for those who have the 
right licences, etc. What about the majority who do not  qualify as 
drivers? What will happen to all foreign drivers driving on our roads 
and causing many of the problems? The mosat points will again be 
against the licenced and lawful drivers. Speed cops are targeHng 
mostly those who can pay the fines. John

2020-10-08 
12:43:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My quesHon is: How is the department  going to police the 
regulaHons?  Is this law again only going to be for those who have the 
right licences, etc. What about the majority who do not  qualify as 
drivers? What will happen to all foreign drivers driving on our roads 
and causing many of the problems? The mosat points will again be 
against the licenced and lawful drivers. Speed cops are targeHng 
mostly those who can pay the fines. John

2020-10-08 
12:39:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Pheah

2020-10-08 
12:39:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Die hele stelsel ontneem die burger van basiese menseregte en maak 
homself oop vir grootskaalse korrupsie. Die huidife stelsel kan nie eens 
ordentlik hanteer word nie want aanlyn-opsies het nog nooit reg 
gewerk nie. Klem word hier gelê op geldmaak in plaas van 
padveiligheid. Die e -tolstelsel gaan ook bydra tot verdere korrupsie. Dawie

2020-10-08 
12:34:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Irene

2020-10-08 
12:22:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is a total disaster, most people try and obey the law. However the 
mayority is illigally driving and abuse the roads and implemented 
systems. Not forgeVng the people bribing the drivers for money or 
food, they are suposed to guide and assist.  
Why not start with the taxi system in South Africa and most of your 
problems will be solved. 

Chris

2020-10-08 
12:21:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How is the government going to employ people to enforce this when 
all the lawless people on the street will conHnue driving and ignore the 
fact that there drivers licence has been removed, just more unlicensed 
people driving around Marion
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2020-10-08 
12:20:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will force people to pay toll and e-toll fees. NO ! This 
obviously will exclude taxis and government vehicles.  
It will also encourage  corrupt Traffic officials to get a good bribe out of 
road users for each and every li]le trafic violaHon.  Most taxi drivers 
will be out of points in the first month. How will this situaHon be 
handled. Stop wasHng money on more useless systems and enforce 
what we have in place. NO to new system. 

Frans 
2020-10-08 
12:07:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system CorrupHon!! Jean 

2020-10-08 
12:04:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system leave it as is, remove etolls Francois

2020-10-08 
12:04:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Gopal

2020-10-08 
12:04:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just a waste of Hme . They can’t keep law and order on the roads now 
how is it going to change now? And how will they cope with the admin 
of it all... taxi drivers being the worst, all they do is get a pay a corrupt 
official under the table...  Vanessa

2020-10-08 
12:02:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa has been doing fine without this system, it will only cause 
unsaHsfactory concern and frustraHons esp if a license has to be 
terminated, what happens in the case of an emergency, transportaHon 
to work, family events, social events, business meeHngs and the list 
goes on.  Throughout this there has not been one menHon of the fact 
that should be introduced all ciHzens start on a clean slate all fines 
against licenses and the vehicle should be terminated so that the 
country start on a clean slate, this effecHve from January. This way all 
ciHzens are prepared knowing should they fail to adhere to the 
regulaHons the system will have an enormous effect on their lic as well 
as vehicle licenses. Another point is how would the older folk get their 
licenses should theirs be terminated they don't have Hme to study 
learners and go do license tesHng obviously because they're old. 
Certain factors has to be taken into consideraHon that should this be 
implemented their should be assistance at starHng on a clean slate. 
This system will cause havoc and strike will be part of this havoc. Let all 
ciHzens start on a clean slate clear everything during January and start 
sending noHces to vehicle owners starHng Feb. This will then put 
drivers at ease and eliminate the fear of already having fines and losing 
ones license on top of that. As well creaHng awareness shiuld I fail to 
uHlize the road in a lawful manner the points demerit system will fall 
into place adhering to the rules of the road. Vivian

2020-10-08 
12:00:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Anna

2020-10-08 
11:59:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system works they just need to enforce the law and stop 
taking bribes. Lionel

2020-10-08 
11:58:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I completely disagree with the demerit system. I do not think it will be 
implemented wisely nor fairly. Especially wanHng to link toll fees to 
demerit points is just unacceptable. Our country is not economically 
strong nor advanced enough to implement this system. Neither is it 
organised enough to handle the problems this system will create. Sigurd

2020-10-08 
11:53:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Just a money making scheme Heinrich

2020-10-08 
11:52:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Premesh 

2020-10-08 
11:45:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system E-tolls must go or will you pay them for us?

Zwinewafun
a

2020-10-08 
11:41:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another law to hurt law abiding ciHzens while not actually addressing 
any crime. Mitchell

2020-10-08 
11:36:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is absolutely no use is this system as it cannot be enforced.  As it 
is there is no respect for the rules of the road and absolutely no traffic 
enforcement of the rules of the road.  It's a joke. Rose

2020-10-08 
11:35:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I’m also against the e tall billing, I believe petrol levy should suffice to 
cover this cost. 
The demerit system is completely unfair Mahlatse 

2020-10-08 
11:21:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system James

2020-10-08 
11:19:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We already have laws in place which needs to be enforced fairly by the 
relevant officials. I fail to see how a new set of rules will change 
anything if the officials who needs to enforce them is corrupt, and not 
doing their work. 

Demerit points for failing to pay tolls are not acceptable, as the etoll 
system is sHll very contenHous and needs to be tested in court first. 

 Enforce the exisHng laws, which is more than adequate, with officers 
who are not corrupt. We do not need another very costly system, 
which look great on paper, but will not be enforced. Jan 

2020-10-08 
11:18:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system would cause no taxis on the roads within 2 
weeks!!  
The toll road and etoll issue was never fair and will never be because it 
was forced in qithout the buyin of the people of South Africa. this 
alone is a ststem that is and was corrupt and were in court as illegal 
but sHll not dismissed as some pay and the gov make money. Like all 
corrupHon within this country the system is not alone for safety but to 
charge a non exisHng econemy’s people witch is at le lowest job level 
ever and is already and going to make people poorer as the Covit did 
not already do enough! The E toll  system should have been scraped it 
and Hme, effort and money should be spend on fixing of roads and to 
follow up on crime. The aarto is only condeming law abiding ciHzens 
that oney the law to even make them poorer. Riaan

2020-10-08 
11:16:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Unacceptable Bob 
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2020-10-08 
11:14:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think that the tolls should be removed and the cost incorporated into 
the petrol cost.  I think that the current system should be 
administrated correctly but most all the corrupHon, bribery and 
misadministraHon of current funds needs to be addresses lawfully.   Viljoen 

2020-10-08 
11:14:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The majority of traffic officials are corrupt to the core. That’s been my 
experience for the past few years. This system  gives these corrupt 
officials a licence to extort a bribe from most drivers. They should root 
out all these thieves before imposing this system Ismail 

2020-10-08 
11:10:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic laws that are in place are not enforced across the board. 
The taxis are a private transport system and not a public transport 
system and the rules of the road irrespecHve seem to not apply to 
them. Anyone can see that the majority of the vehicles are not 
roadworthy and that traffic regulaHons do not apply to them. As is 
always the case they will get away with what they do and irraHonal 
points demerits will apply to only a few motorists. By having the 
demerit system in place without an adequate public transport system 
will put some motorists in jeapordy of losing their licenses and with no 
adequate way of travelling to and from work which will impact the 
livelihoods of many. Before the demerit system is put in place traffic 
officials need to enforce the rules that are exisHng across the board 
and prove that the law applies to everyone. Once there is proper 
upholding of all the traffic laws for everyone then a demerit system 
can be considered. Fix the problem on our roads by doing your job 
first. George

2020-10-08 
11:08:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not going to stop the taxi's from doing whatever they want to 
do. Natasha

2020-10-08 
11:07:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why must the fines be linked to etolls and the fees be doubled. 
The fee for fines are already high, doubling will make ma]ers worse. Fanuel 

2020-10-08 
11:02:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Colleen

2020-10-08 
11:00:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Alan

2020-10-08 
11:00:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The safety problem is the taxis and general reckless driving and with 
everything in SA at this stage the general public will be penalised and 
the taxi drivers and reckless offenders will just find other ways and 
back doors to remove their demerits and will solve nothing. Willie

2020-10-08 
10:52:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Has the govt lost its mind??? if they ever introduced a demerit system, 
there would be no taxis on the roads within 2 weeks!!   
also, this toll road issue is never ever going to work! scrap it and spend 
the Hme and money  that was going to be used chasing road users to 
fix the potholes etc! 
if they want to make more money then add a couple of cents onto the 
fuel price!! Neville

2020-10-08 
10:50:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With the current system at least funds is generated to go towards 
something like road repairs and so forth. But with the new system it 
will only cost money with no means or ways to support it self, hence 
the roads and the law enforcement of traffic regulaHons will also fail 
and fall in to disarray. Rather use what you have and build on it and 
improve it so that it can work for you and for all the millions of road 
users. Now you have to spend millions from witch how meany will be 
stollen or embezzled to put something in place that will cost you 
millions each year to keep afloat. It does not make sense.    Anonymous 

2020-10-08 
10:49:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Izak

2020-10-08 
10:48:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The e-tolls are the main thorn in the flesh. The tone of AARTO in 
relaHon to the e-tolls can be viewed as a money making scheme that 
does not take into consideraHon various scenarios that would impact 
adversely individual road users including the public transport 
commuters. Looking at the current state of economy with high rate of 
unemployment, among other challenges, AARTO would worsen the 
situaHon....DOWN WITH E-TOLLS...... Matome

2020-10-08 
10:44:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lisa

2020-10-08 
10:42:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Stem nie met een saam nie steun geen van  die vyf punte nie.  Hulle 
admin is een groot gemors, die land is vrot van korrupsie.  Net nog 'n 
klomp afdelings om korrupsie te pleeg. Ek sê 'n groot NEE vir al die 
regulasies.  Kry die binne werk reg.  Daar is te veel van die mense wat 
nie bevoeg genoeg  is om die werk te doen nie. Beatrix

2020-10-08 
10:41:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I cannot see that in SA this would work as many cars are driving around 
unlicensed, unroadworthy. People drive like they want.  Many DO NOT 
KNOW how to drive properly. 
This will only work if all  we become a 1st world country again. There is 
just so much corrupHon ! Maybe this is a ploy to fill people's pockets!!! Mandy

2020-10-08 
10:41:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It's unfair Tshepo

2020-10-08 
10:41:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It's unfair Tshepo

2020-10-08 
10:40:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

These rules and regulaHons are only effecHve if policed properly, as a 
daily road user this is not the case, every single day numerous reckless 
unlawful motorists spit in the face of the law abiding ciHzens, 
endangering lives, with absolute and total disregard for any rule of law. 
Increasing the cost of fines does not deter the reckless road users who 
have absolutely no regard for the basic safety rules of the road. Emmy

2020-10-08 
10:38:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Because the fines don't reach everybody and if I don't have a license 
how will my 1 man business go ahead edmund

2020-10-08 
10:38:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Because the fines don't reach everybody and if I don't have a license 
how will my 1 man business go ahead edmund

2020-10-08 
10:36:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This bill will make the law enforcement officers more richer, there be 
no control the taxis will get away with murder on the roads. 
In a day they will loose there points so how will  they control it ,if it 
was a first world country yes it will work but because we are a  fourth 
world country it won’t work Billy
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2020-10-08 
10:35:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Difficult to enforce,  will lead to an increase in bribery and corrupHon. 
Clean up your act on the exisHng system. This is just another money 
making racket and will not lead to a change in driver's behaviour. David

2020-10-08 
10:31:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It will target the poor & public transportaHon. Pontsho 

2020-10-08 
10:30:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't want points system,if I make mistake I pay fine and that's it ,if 
you suspend my licence while it the one that put food on table and I 
dont drive,must I go and steal to put food on table? Emmanuel 

2020-10-08 
10:24:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will be too easy for bribery and corrupHon to become the norm. The 
inclusion of the e-toll into the equaHon is beyond belief and removing 
our consHtuHonal and civil right to jusHce in a court of law is 
monstrous. Tina

2020-10-08 
10:24:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system The way the government forces us to pay for e toll Lennars

2020-10-08 
10:23:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Will remove my right to be tried in a court of law. Will encourage 
corrupHon by traffic officers. Christopher

2020-10-08 
10:22:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Disagree to all of it - all that needs to be done is implement and 
enforce the current laws, rules and regulaHons for ALL modes of 
transport. There are too many dishonest police officers who will fine 
you if you cannot / will not pay a bribe and increasing fines will just 
force more people to pay bribes. My quesHon has always been just 
because your " License Card" has expired does not mean you don't 
have a license!!!! It's been another form to milk money every 5 years 
from a society that's already stretched to the limit. Goods vehicles / 
public transport vehicles are a different category and they should 
undergo tesHng and vehicle checks every 12 months. These are the 
vehicles that need regulaHng more than the average motorist. Kelly

2020-10-08 
10:20:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system T

2020-10-08 
10:19:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is unconsHtuHonal and I don't want it to be be implemented. 
Currently the law enforcement is failing to prosecute the taxi drivers 
that are breaking the law every day. So you want to give a burden to 
the law abiding ciHzens, law enforcement must be visible and do they 
job than applying unconsHtuHonal rules Doctor 

2020-10-08 
10:19:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How are they going to penalise the driver and not the owner of the car. 
My son's car is on my finance, which means the car is registered in my 
name. This means all his fines are on my name and I get his demerit 
points? I cannot afford to have my license suspended because of 
someone else's bad driving. There is no viable public transport in this 
country and as a consultant I could no longer do my job. Rolf

2020-10-08 
10:17:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As with all laws and regulaHons you have to have an honest and willing 
Government to successfully implement them. Wayne Roy

2020-10-08 
10:17:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As with all laws and regulaHons you have to have an honest and willing 
Government to successfully implement them. Wayne Roy

2020-10-08 
10:17:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As with all laws and regulaHons you have to have an honest and willing 
Government to successfully implement them. Wayne Roy

2020-10-08 
10:12:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Corne

2020-10-08 
10:10:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Conrad

2020-10-08 
10:09:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think the whole demerit system is flawed, based on the following: 
• As an alleged infringer of the law, one cannot remove our right 
to elect to be tried in court  
• The number of demerit points and allocaHon needs to be 
seriously reviewed.  It should also not be on licence disks 
• What jusHfies doubling the fines which are currently payable?  
They are already ridiculous. 
• Again – What jusHfies doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll 
and regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them? 
• The Hme value of each point should be one month for 
disqualificaHon or reducHon purposes 
• There is a need for be]er informaHon regarding the 
rehabilitaHon programme and – why is it only applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled? 

Jackie

2020-10-08 
10:09:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The corrupHon in the in the metro are , terrible and nothing gets done 
the taxi's cab do what ever they want to they are responsible for 
accidents no traffic rules  for them ..... so please how the hell can they 
put any thing ib place but the blue light brigade and taxis are war lord 
on the road .... corrupHon and the traffic officers are corrupt Susan

2020-10-08 
10:06:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Wanda

2020-10-08 
10:05:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Paul

2020-10-08 
10:03:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have laws which are not enforced... when have you seen traffic 
officers stop anyone on the road who is contravening the law?? o_en 
one can see a car going through a red light / through a stop street/ 
turning across the traffic etc etc  in the full view of a metro police van 
and nothing is done !! Why would different laws be enforced?  Its just 
another waste of Hme and money! While serious traffic offences 
conHnue to be perpetrated on our streets and highways. Maria

2020-10-08 
09:59:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The points are too rigid and will now ensure that taxi's and other law 
evading drivers will be more corrupt. Taxis at large have vehicles that 
are not road worthy , ride on the wrong side of the road, skipping 
robots. They will conHnue as normal but law abiding folks will be 
penalized? 
They know we will sHck to the rules - but the knowledge that the taxi's 
and other individuals will get away and never change their driving 
behaviour and mind sets. Heather

2020-10-08 
09:56:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why should we pay double for something. We already paying road 
taxes on fuel Tessa

2020-10-08 
09:56:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As with all laws and regulaHons you have to have an honest and willing 
Government to successfully implement them. Wayne Roy
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2020-10-08 
09:53:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system IgniHa

2020-10-08 
09:53:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is unfair to sancHon offenders twice for the same offense. Issuing a 
fine and deducHng points is double sancHon. Scrap demerit. Issuing 
fines is perfect. Tondy

2020-10-08 
09:52:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think the point that you must reach for suspension of license is very 
low and most people wil most likely reach it in one month maby less 
they must make it n bit higher.  Cause it is also going to take Hme for 
people to learn about it and to adjust to the new system so i think we 
need more Hme  cause we can not jump into it over night people are 
sHll going to make a lot of mistakes so wich means they are going te 
reach the 15 points for suspension of license in no Hme before they 
realized or had Hme to adjust. Thats why i would suggest make the 15 
point more so people can adjust to it and over Hme you can maby 
bring it down to 15 Leonie

2020-10-08 
09:51:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

You must be able to defend yourself before any demerit acHons are 
taken against you. Harry

2020-10-08 
09:51:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It to say the least ridiculous unfair and just another way to waste a 
person's Hme whom works with the companies Fines. Now you want 
to include the etolls you thieving backstabbing bastards!!!!!! You lie 
and steal that is all you do. CorrupHon to the highest point. Another 
way also to curb the minority race in this country. Monique

2020-10-08 
09:50:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole system is designed to fail in an extremely corrupt country. If 
there is corrupt officials and system, what rights do ciHzens have, 
nothing. This is a communisHc system the government wants to bring 
in. What does E-tolls have to do with the demerit system, nothing, the 
government just wants to steal more money from tax payers, we 
already pay taxes for road infrastructure in the country, why should it 
be funded privately through e-tolls.  The government can not even 
keep up with the normal updaHng of drivers license cards of  its 
ciHzens, this demerit system is just going to overburden the enHre 
licensing department, which again enHces officials to corrupHon.  The 
demerit system is just not pracHcal kevin

2020-10-08 
09:49:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Legoale

2020-10-08 
09:49:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The amount of Hmes that I have been stopped by corrupt traffic 
officials saying that even though I commi]ed no driving offence "they 
had to fine me for something". 
imagine now if you have no proof that you commi]ed an offence, they 
can threaten you with demerit points if you don't pay a bribe? 
I think they should rather do something like some insurance 
companies where they can monitor you for good driving behavior.  
This may work in first world countries but not in this corrupt 
environment. Daryl

2020-10-08 
09:45:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Johannes

2020-10-08 
09:42:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system sort out the poor driving of the taxi's first Yvonne

2020-10-08 
09:41:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The points demerit system is unfair and biased. AdministraHon costs 
are too much.The appeals are too costly . The AARTO tribunal is biased 
against us. I am also one of the protesters against eToll so I have not 
and will not pay for roads that were in existence already. Lindsay 

2020-10-08 
09:39:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I second what all the other comments are.  First get this country  right 
by eliminaHng corrupHon, enforcing proper Law and Order and ALL 
heads of this country should lead by example namely: " Whats good 
for the Goose is good for the Gander" !!!!! There is sHll too much 
Racism and favouraHsm between races.  Law and order has been 
missing in this country for 25 years. Get this right first before 
implimenHng new laws.

Monterey 
William 
Vernon

2020-10-08 
09:39:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will just open the system for more bribes! 
Why are we forced to pay etolls, when we pay taxes on our salaries 
and on petrol prices, are they going to remove the taxes on the petrol 
prices, if we are forced to pay etolls? 
Driving without a license should not be a criminal offence, people are 
driving without license because they can't afford to pay the bride's to 
get a license! Bernice

2020-10-08 
09:37:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I disagree with all of the proposed changes, it's another a]empt to 
control, enforce and criminalise every infringement! Screw the points 
system, the tribunal and the etoll. Gregory

2020-10-08 
09:33:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is an irregular approach to collecHon and will not ulHmately result 
in a fair and equitable manner as only those who can afford to pay will 
pay. Others simply wont and the result of that is that the roads will 
have thousands on unlicensed drivers on them, which once again will 
not be enforceable. Nigel

2020-10-08 
09:30:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Anne]e

2020-10-08 
09:29:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system may work in other countries, but in SA we do no 
have a proper transport system. Thus, it can and will never work. 
People will just drive without a valid drivers license. Maria

2020-10-08 
09:28:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is a well  know fact that most Traffic officers in SA are corrups and 
not there to do their duty but to be paid bribes. This will extend their 
power over ciHzens and nobody stands to win from giving them more 
power. The Law is not upheld by all. Taxi's get away with vehicle that 
are not roadworthy, ignoring the rules of the road and generally being 
a danger on the road. Take care of that before you change the whole 
system and put more strain on the already strained tax paying ciHzens 
of SA. This is yet another avenue for CorrupHon and Bribary. Yet 
another criminal element to extort in SA. Karin

2020-10-08 
09:26:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ronel
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2020-10-08 
09:26:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not disagree completely with the idea of AARTO, BUT this 
implementaHon is a farce in most instances in the way of we as the 
general Public are geVng hit hardest and the Government officials and 
taxi's get overlooked. So I would suggest going back and re-looking 
carefully at this and make sure that the Government officials don't use 
this to line their pockets again. We are so over taxed with everything 
including the E-TOLLS, that should have been scrapped by now, and 
other road and fuel taxes we cannot afford to pay more on fines and as 
well let the taxi's get away with literal murder and mayhem on the 
roads. 
I would say nay on the proposed unHl all has been carefully looked at 
and laid out properly for the average person to understand without 
any hidden meanings. andre

2020-10-08 
09:24:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our government can't even get basic service delivery right, especially 
in smaller and more rural towns. Why then do they constantly want to 
introduce systems / regulaHons from first world countries that could 
not possibly work here. Fix your housing problems, fix your schooling 
problems, fix your lack of jobs before trying to subjugate your ciHzens 
to pointless laws and regulaHons. And also, this doubling of fines 
smells like another cash grab opportunity. Wake up South Africa and 
just say no. This is supposed to be a democracy, not a dictatorship. Daemos

2020-10-08 
09:23:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

What a joke this AARTO system turned out to be.  Taxi's unruly driving 
and  disrespect of ALL traffic rules and red traffic lights  is being 
ignored by traffic cops but I am being pulled over and asked for my 
license  a_er I have obeyed all traffic rules.  These rules do are only for 
aa chosen few whom will be expected to pay up, but taxis will be 
forgiven everything. They cannot even enforce jusHce but they want 
more money.   Now they want to up everything for whom? Hilda

2020-10-08 
09:22:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system NO to ALL of this nonsense AVe

2020-10-08 
09:22:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have a system which is fully capable if corrupHon and under skilled 
staff is recHfied ,why introduce something more complex as they 
cannot even operate the current system ,certainly there are more 
serious needs in the country 
Demerit points may cause the loss of a drivers licence ,in countries 
with a well developed public transport system it may be tolerated in 
RSA those people will not be able to work ,something this economy 
cannot afford Wikus

2020-10-08 
09:21:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Unfortunately with the current levels of corrupHon and 
maladministraHon, this system will open to abuse and fraud.  

Why another legal layer - what would be the value of tribunal, the 
appeals process and ulHmately the courts decide anyway - so no, the 
tribunal seems like another unnecessary bureaucraHc layer, which 
ulHmately costs money and offers no value. 

As for doubling the fines, again whats the point? Corrupt officials ask 
for cooldrinks and hey presto, problem solved. So again, not a 
deterrent because it does not actually address the real issues. 

In no ways should my authorisaHon to drive, be linked to e-Tolls. The e-
Toll system itself is in limbo due to the governments ill-conceived plan 
iniHally and lack of genuine public parHcipaHon.  
So why proceed with legislaHon linked to a quesHonable system? 
Once the e-Tolls system decision is made, then this act would need to 
be rewri]en anyway - so decouple this from e-Tolls instead of making 
an already bad decision worse. 
Linking this to e-Tolls, simply means that when the e-Tolls decision is 
appealed, and it will be appealed, then every AARTO infringement 
linked to e-Tolls, will also be appealed. 
This is going to become a complete mess. 

 Bob
2020-10-08 
09:20:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ofentse

2020-10-08 
09:19:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Joseph 

2020-10-08 
09:17:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As a South African I do not agree, the system is failing miserably, why 
must we coffer up more so that they can have more money in their 
pockets a_er they already dried up all resources in government owned 
enHHes. Another way for corrupHon to sHck its ugly head out. Why 
must we waver our rights to defend ourselves in court, why must we 
pay etoll when it was purely for road infrastructure to be upgraded 
which was the reason for funds to be granted. We already can not 
afford the electricity in this country alone yet we need to pay double 
on all infringements. Absolutely NO to the amendment. Aneesa

2020-10-08 
09:17:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system C

2020-10-08 
09:13:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another wayfor corrupt officials to steal more. There are 
thousands that have bought their license, they are the one's paying 
bribes.  E-toll has never been approved by the people of this country 
therefor should be demolished. The NATUS system is in shambles as 
thousands got fines, where the type of vehicle is not even theirs.  This 
is all nonsence Erika

2020-10-08 
09:09:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government wants to make it even more difficult to be a law-abiding 
ciHzen in this country by removing public's rights and doubling 
penalHes on a flawed, unsuitable system Ilse

2020-10-08 
09:08:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Tyran
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2020-10-08 
09:08:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This bill further burdens the already overly burdened law abiding south 
african road uses.  It does not address the the drivers who flout the 
law, pay bribes and get away with it every Hme.  If they did something 
about the corrupt cops, the patheHc traffic officers then things would 
go so much be]er.  Traffic offices job it seems is no longer to assist 
traffic in any way shape or form, in fact they further disrupt it.  All I see 
them do is sit behind bushes with their cameras or pulling off random 
cars.   I call them bush police now, zero help with traffic anymore. shirley

2020-10-08 
09:07:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

If we lived in a society where ALL officials were honest in carrying out 
of the Law, this new legislaHon would be acceptable. Unfortunately, 
there are some corrupt officials around who will see this as another 
means of extorHng money from the public. Some officials simply look 
the other when the Laws are broken. Others take it to the extreme and 
harass and threaten the offender to extort as much money out of them 
as possible. 
The traffic  officers should be visible and not hiding behind bushes etc. 
They should assist in correcHng the offender.  
Those who drink and drive and those who drive recklessly should be  
penalized heavily for the offence as they threaten to severely injure or 
kill innocent people on the roads. Overtaking on blind rises and solid 
white lines are equally dangerous GIUSEPPE

2020-10-08 
09:01:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This is against my consHtuHonal rights Ian

2020-10-08 
08:58:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I  do not support the E-Toll system! 
And doubling of fines, when employment rate is dropping drasHcally. 
Do more to create investment in the country to employ ciHzens as a 
priority. Alice

2020-10-08 
08:56:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with the recommendaHons/changes that will be 
implemented through the proposed regulaHons. With all the 
corrupHon and fraud that prevails in our country, I will not support any 
recommendaHons/changes that is proposed.  Romily

2020-10-08 
08:56:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Vijendran

2020-10-08 
08:54:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system S

2020-10-08 
08:52:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why must we be punished for a failed state system.why must we pay 
dearly just because we refuse to bribe,we cannot maintain certain 
things in cars because we cant afford it,we cannot pay for etolls 
because we already pay the levy and other taxes,we cannot be 
suspended because of fines or whatever reason.let us breath and stop 
with your nonsense.

Nhleko 
MarHn

2020-10-08 
08:51:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why must we be punished for a failed state system.why must we pay 
dearly just because we refuse to bribe,we cannot maintain certain 
things in cars because we cant afford it,we cannot pay for etolls 
because we already pay the levy and other taxes,we cannot be 
suspended because of fines or whatever reason.let us breath and stop 
with your nonsense.

Nhleko 
MarHn

2020-10-08 
08:51:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why must we be punished for a failed state system.why must we pay 
dearly just because we refuse to bribe,we cannot maintain certain 
things in cars because we cant afford it,we cannot pay for etolls 
because we already pay the levy and other taxes,we cannot be 
suspended because of fines or whatever reason.let us breath and stop 
with your nonsense.

Nhleko 
MarHn

2020-10-08 
08:49:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Main causes of accidents are unroadworthy vehicles. 
Taxis do not obey  road rules and nobody do anything about it. Wilma

2020-10-08 
08:49:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It’s  my right to go to court and to prove me guilty  
Wannie

2020-10-08 
08:47:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The regime cannot even manage a municipality - how on earth do they 
want manage such a system except for increasing costs  and create 
more opportuniHes for fraud ? Pieter

2020-10-08 
08:45:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines, the demerit points, the inclusion of the e-tolls 
and the fact that you are unable to defend yourself in a court of law is 
totally against  our civil rights  and is therefore unacceptable. Ian

2020-10-08 
08:43:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have a right to defend myself in court. Doubling of fines and fining 
users for not paying e-toll is just totally ridiculous, and another money 
making racket.  Roadworthiness of vehicles on the road should be 
made a priority and removed from being used as this is a big cause of 
road deaths. Sue

2020-10-08 
08:43:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I WILL NOT PAY E-TOLL BECAUSE WE WERE NOT INFORMED OF THE 
DECISION TO ERECT E-TOLL SYSTEMS. THE DEMERIT POINT SYSTEM IS 
A LOT OF HOG WASH. KEEP THE SYSTEM AS IS. IF YOU SPEED PAY THE 
FINE. CHARGING DOUBLE FOR ANY FINE IS ALSO JUST ANOTHER WAY 
FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO GET MORE MONEY TO TRY AND SORT OUT 
THE FINANCIAL SITUATION OF THE GOVERNMENT SO THAT THEY CAN 
WAIST MORE MONEY AFTER PUTTING THE COUNTRY IN SUCH A MESS 
FINANCIALLY. 
THE PUBLIC MUST NOW PAY FOR ALL LOANS, INTEREST ETC. ANNA

2020-10-08 
08:42:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Road Traffic management needs a high profile of credible police 
personnel highly visible at all Hmes, not more overburdening 
legislaHon which is simply used for bribery and corrupHon. Of 
parHcular objecHon is e-toll. The petrol levy was created for road 
maintenance and should have addressed all the urban arterial e-tolls. I 
have no objecHon to a brand new never seen inter provincial road 
being tolled but when exisHng roads are tolled this is gross 
mismanagement of the infrastructure that was put in place to address 
this. The demerit points and fines associated with the e-tolls must be 
scrapped! Nick (R.J.)
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2020-10-08 
08:42:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It’s not like the demerit system is going to discourage people from 
driving without licenses in any case. Criminalizing driving without a 
license is just going to overburden the already overburdened 
correcHonal services when they should be looking at dealing with 
serious crimes, e.g. corrupHon.  

The poor teenagers who are mischievous and have no regard for future 
consequences will be the ones bearing the brunt of criminal records 
a_er driving without a license. Perhaps mandatory community service 
and a fine would be a be]er penalty. 

I’m also opposed to the E-tolls affecHng my license. The public was 
never consulted about them and now that they see what an expensive 
mistake they made, they want to legally force me to pay for it. I don’t 
think so, this is not a dictatorship. Dimpho

2020-10-08 
08:42:49 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Alex

2020-10-08 
08:42:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Road Traffic management needs a high profile of credible police 
personnel highly visible at all Hmes, not more overburdening 
legislaHon which is simply used for bribery and corrupHon. Of 
parHcular objecHon is e-toll. The petrol levy was created for road 
maintenance and should have addressed all the urban arterial e-tolls. I 
have no objecHon to a brand new never seen inter provincial road 
being tolled but when exisHng roads are tolled this is gross 
mismanagement of the infrastructure that was put in place to address 
this. The demerit points and fines associated with the e-tolls must be 
scrapped! Nick (R.J.)

2020-10-08 
08:38:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Firstly - Do a proper job  of solving the REALLY BIGGER problems  

RAPE, MURDER, CorrupHon/The_/ INCOMPETENCE/CANCER killing 
this beauHful Country. 

The consHtuHon give me the right to state my case against an 
allegaHon made against.  

My right being denied to a fair trial with fair and reasonable laws.  

Making it a criminal offense to drive without a license does not make 
sense. More administraHon, jails are already full.  
The behavior and aVtude of drivers need to be addressed as that is 
one of the main issues 

The real culprits - are not in the "System" . This is aimed at whites and 
middle class folks. 

Manage exisHng laws be]er.  

Stop the ANC stupidity, lies, deceit, CorrupHon, and Raping of this 
country. 

Resolve the real problems - you are killing the golden goose... but then 
most poliHcians 2 brain cells don't understand, or care, about the 
masses. 

Tony

2020-10-08 
08:35:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My top concern is EVERY THING-The E-Toll could be stop totally. Can't 
see why we sHll need to pay and the money disappear.  It is only a 
money making business. Arina

2020-10-08 
08:33:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will open for even more corrupHon and bribery by the 
enforcers of this law. SA also do not have a reliable safe public 
transport system to and from all business centres in order for those 
driving to do business to conHnue with their work. ALL road users must 
treated the same (taxis)-laws and payment for road use must applied 
for all. Currently taxis are law on themselves and- stop and dive where 
and when they want. How will this law be enforced on them - who will 
do that!!! Renee 

2020-10-08 
08:33:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

My driver can not afford to renew his licence as it is currently too 
expensive 

Laws are good but they are making normal people criminals 
Because the costs are 1st world 
But RSA income of average people can not afford Jordan

2020-10-08 
08:33:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system lynda

2020-10-08 
08:31:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

All this will do is make way for further violaHon of our laws by the 
already corrupt law enforcement!! 
  
The only people  this will effect are the law abiding ones ... the taxi  
associaHons will  snub these regulaHons like they already do with 
exisHng laws ... they are a law unto themselves  & our government 
allows this!!! 
The etoll or tolls do not belong within this law and can’t be forced on 
motorist,  

I disagree with the removal of the court presentaHon. This is a 
consHtuHonal right of ciHzens Suzanne

2020-10-08 
08:27:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are trying to implement a first world system in a third world 
country. We cannot even ensure that our taxis are roadworthy but we 
want to escalate fines for the tax payers who are so_ targets. Many 
people on the roads are driving without and or bought licenses. 
Enforcement will be a problem. Just another hair brain scheme to 
make money and nothing to do with road safety Johann
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2020-10-08 
08:22:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As soon as ALL law enforcement departmets apply the law themselves 
then no system would be neccessary. Now traffic cops and SAPS ignore 
ALL traffic rules daily. 

This I see everyday. They also ALLOW their fellow South Africans to not 
stop at stop street or robots. 

What about people crossing streets wherever they want and between 
cars. The people do not even know why there are 3 lines at a robot. 
One for cars to stop at and 2 lines for a pedestrian crossing!!!!. 

Will pedestrians currently not following rules also be fined. 

Please. First get your own house and people in order by abiding to 
basic rules, then see that no addiHonal money making schemes will be 
necessary. 

It is patheHc!!!!!! Johan

2020-10-08 
08:19:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Countries where demerit points systems can work are first world 
countries with well developed and low cost public transport 
infrastructure.  Take away my licence and there is no cost effecHve 
transport opHon to get into work.  There are sufficient current laws to 
deal with bad and reckless driving.  The current law is just not enforced 
well enough.  That should be the focus, not imposing more regulaHons, 
penalHes, threats, fines... in a country where there are more 
unemployed adults than employed adults.   These proposed new laws 
are anH business, will cost people their ability to get into work and 
jobs, which will erode the tax base.  The worst offenders are drivers 
who you want be able to find out where they live and so wont be held 
to account.   I also disagree with doubling of fines which are already 
excessive, for the anH business reasons menHoned above.  Instead of 
doubling the fines for not paying tolls and etolls - which are anH 
business, scrap the tolls, most people dont pay them anyway, that 
would be pro business and would boost the economy, increase jobs, 
and the tax base.   To criminalise people who are not in possession of a 
drivers licence is excessive.  Allow people to produce their licence at a 
police staHon within a reasonable period of Hme.  These people are 
not criminals, they may have just forgo]en the licence, misplaced it, or 
had it stolen recently.   It happens all the Hme, they are not criminals 
and again they have no opHon but to drive, because their is no reliable, 
safe or affordable public transport system.   Roland

2020-10-08 
08:17:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The hole thing is  I believe a set up as it will allow the chance of more 
dishonesty for the officials and unfair treatment for those who dont 
offer bribes and will become an absolute circus as most things have 
become in this country especially on a racial basis. David

2020-10-08 
08:17:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system JACK

2020-10-08 
08:12:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Anton

2020-10-08 
08:12:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think it is Hme that our government to get their own house in order 
first and stop forcing laws on us  that will definitely not work in S A Petra

2020-10-08 
08:09:28 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system There is to much corrupHon. Fix that first. Maryna

2020-10-08 
08:06:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points and PenalHes is un fare let the people pay fines no 
problem. Ansie

2020-10-08 
08:01:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Most South African ciHzens are struggling to make ends meet, this will 
only increase the burden you are placing on ordinary ciHzens. 
Rather focus on making the current laws work. 
Seems like this government wants to implement every failed law ever 
thought up. 
Non payment of E-tolls has no place in traffic law enforcement, it is a 
separate issue altogether - and one which none of us wanted 
implemented in the first place. Heidi

2020-10-08 
08:00:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It seems like a money making scheme Derick

2020-10-08 
08:00:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

When you get a fine and want to pay it, it is not loaded on the system. 
Surprise, surprise, it is only loaded once it is past the se]lement date 
which means you then incur addiHonal fines. You then pay all the 
monies, and when you try to renew your drivers license, it sHll shows 
as outstanding. If they cannot manage the current process , they will 
not be able to manage the new one. You cannot fix a process that 
currently does not work with another and not address the core 
problem. Incompetence, no oversight, no best pracHces and 
procedure. The whole of South African drivers, with or without drivers 
licenses, this include the deceased will have the full demerits a]ached 
to their drivers license , with no recourse. Paula

2020-10-08 
08:00:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It’s ridiculous that we get charged all sorts of taxes through fuel and 
then have the traffic infringement fees doubled while we’re in 
recession. We might as well stop using our private cars and that will 
put major strain in public transportaHon which is also a disaster. 
Government must concentrate on fixing roads and providing public 
transportaHon in all areas. Then we can talk about doubling the 
amounts we have to pay. Mandisa

2020-10-08 
07:58:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not a fair system as well as being able to fight the Hcket is costly. 

The system is not designed to help innocent people who get malicious 
Hckets for not paying bribes.  

Denis
2020-10-08 
07:50:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Do not support Deirdre

2020-10-08 
07:50:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system ANNE

2020-10-08 
07:48:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system pravesh
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2020-10-08 
07:47:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How many taxis will be le_ on the road with this new law? They will all 
be without lisences in the first month unless they can bribe someone. 
Bribery and CorrupHon will become the new system with the 
implementaHon of this system. Good luck Andries

2020-10-08 
07:44:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This demerit system will only apply for certain people taxis will get 
away with it Faith

2020-10-08 
07:42:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Scrap the etoll system before you implemenHng anything. It has been 
proven  that it does not suit us. Sam

2020-10-08 
07:40:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have the right to defend ourselves in the court. 

I agree though with the criminal offense if you have no drivers licence. 

So many motorists and taxi drivers do not have a drivers licence and it 
unsafe to travel on the same road as these criminals. 

Joedy
2020-10-08 
07:39:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system ShanH

2020-10-08 
07:34:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another system that is doomed to fail. This will also destroy the 
last this thread of economy that is le_ in this counrty because this is 
riddled with flaws that will doom this system to fail.  

Francois

2020-10-08 
07:34:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is all a money making racket for government to obtain more 
revenue. 

Elleanor

2020-10-08 
07:32:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

NO system can be inforced if the TAXIs are not controlled and managed 
the same as any other vehicle on the road.  As soon as that is in place 
then only can any demerits be up in place.  I was pulled over so that 
my vehicle can be checked for roadworhtyness, but the taxi that was in 
front of me was not stopped, while it looked like it was going to go up 
in flames from the smoke come out of it as an example. Tobie

2020-10-08 
07:32:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africans are already  folding under the financial burdens and 
high taxes in all Areas. 
Laws are passed at no discreHon of impact or ability to enforce. 
We have a corrupt law enforcement agency, and a total lack of service 
delivery culture. 
Please fix these issues first before you even consider more laws that 
will impact the rights of ciHzens Laura

2020-10-08 
07:31:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The unemployment rate is at 40%, of which I am one. How do they 
want us to back pay with no income. If my licence is suspended due to 
this, how must I get a job? Rather get the money back the government 
stole and call it a day. MarHne

2020-10-08 
07:30:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not think this is the correct way of enforcing safety and discipline 
on our roads. There must be more well -trained and corrupt free 
officers on the road issuing fines to those who break the laws regularly. 
As far as I have it it has always been illegal to drive without a license. 
This is just another way for this corrupt government to milk us for 
money so that they can steal it again. Paul 

2020-10-08 
07:28:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will just lead to further corrupHon and bribery. The administraHve 
burden is unreasonable and not implementable in an already inept 
department. trusHng that points will automaHcally be reduced every 3 
months - laughable. Doubling of fines is purely a ploy for more 
revenue. 
This system will simply create more criminals, once a license is 
suspended there is no public transport to rely on. Freddie

2020-10-08 
07:27:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system izanne

2020-10-08 
07:26:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system All this process is going to do is create more corrupHon . Quinton

2020-10-08 
07:25:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I really think the system is ridiculous.There is no system in SA.Its a 
money making racket.Put a system in place like the Taxi business they 
do as they wish they dont abide to no rules.The E Toll system has never 
worked it is also a money business.We pay enough road taxes why pay 
E toll.The renewal of licences I stay in Pretoria you must go to 
Vereeniging to renew your licence?What a disaster you get there all 
systems off line come again what a corrupt system.Nothing works in 
the new SA. 
Its a shame that things work like this now. Errol

2020-10-08 
07:25:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dineo

2020-10-08 
07:22:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Angel

2020-10-08 
07:22:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The inability to implement the system by law inforcement and the level 
of corrupHon is enough to scrap the aarto system. 
As e toll is concerned its just another scam to defraud road users of 
which we already pay taxes that is misappropriated through fraudulent 
acHviHes by the ANC government  

Clive 

2020-10-08 
07:21:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system in general only seems to make things harder for 
law abiding ciHzens.  
Taxi's and other unlawful drivers will simply ignore or bribe corrupt 
officials and the law abiding ciHzen will to conform to addiHonal BS. E-
Toll will also be forced fully on all who use the roads whilst sHll being 
under intense public scruHny.    Robin

2020-10-08 
07:21:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Thomas

2020-10-08 
07:16:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another government unthought out plan. The system does not 
currently work, they want to put more administraHon into a system 
that does not currently funcHon and expect us the TAX payer to just 
fork out and pay more. Why the need to double fines? Their objecHve 
is only to raise revenue for themselves by ensuring people commit 
more offences. The system is screwed. E-Toll is also another bad 
decision that they cant decide on. People are no longer going to just sit 
back and accept the stupid choices made by this government. Sylvester
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2020-10-08 
07:14:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I can prove inefficiency that's going to result in vehicle owners being 
unfairly penalized when they did not commit of fences. Out of 10 
driver nominaHon documentaHon I submi]ed, I only received one 
response where the driver details has been changed as per my 
nominaHon. I confirmed that they have received my other  
nominatuons. The buck gets passed from one department to another 
when I ask for failure to a]end.  This goes back to more than a year. So 
dear Minister, how is your proposed system going to work with such 
inefficiency? Ramesh

2020-10-08 
07:14:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

THE PROBLEM IS THAT THE HONEST PEOPLE WILL BE THE ONES THAT 
WILL BE FACING ALL THESE NEW RULES AND PENALTIES. I KNOW THAT 
BRIBARY IS THE ORDER OF THE DAY SO THE TAXI DRIVERS WILL GET 
AWAY WITH EVERYTHING. THE OWNER OF THE TAXI WILL JUST SAY HE 
WAS NOT RESPOCIBLE. TO TAKE THE TAXI DRIVERS LICENSE AWAY WILL 
MEAN NOTHING JUST ANOTHER DRIVER WILL DRIVE THE VEHICLE AND 
A NEW LICENCE WILL BE BOUGHT. 
CORRUPTION IS BAD AS IT IS, WHY CREATE MORE POSSIBILITIES FOR 
FURTHER CORRUPTION Buks

2020-10-08 
07:14:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system was intended to be implemented years ago, and as in the 
usual ANC government fashion...its all just talk!  DO IT!  IMPLEMENT 
IT! AND DO IT!!  But not just select motorists, all law breaking 
motorists...parHcularly those who disregard RED TRAFFIC lights!!! Trudy

2020-10-08 
07:09:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We should do something about the high death tolls on our roads, no 
doubt about that. The RSA road user culture have conHnued to go from 
bad to worse and finding even worse ways year a_er year.  

The root cause, whatever it may be, result in the inability of the 
current laws, law enforcement agencies and the courts that have been 
unable in the last 20 years to even prevent the ongoing deterioraHon 
of the culture on our roads.  

Taking that into consideraHon then the soluHon will NOT be to create a 
more complex system with more administraHon, cosHng the road users 
more money  and taking away their consHtuHonal right of innocent 
unHl proven guilty in a court of law.  

None of these proposed soluHons appear to be addressing the 
problem we have with the inability of the law enforcement agencies 
that are mandated to enforce the law. Where is the "points demerit 
system" to monitor how many infringements a traffic officer witnesses 
and does not act on?  

If traffic officers take no acHon on infringements then what is the point 
of having a point system, more laws and taking away people rights?  

The soluHon I believe is a zero tolerance to all infringements, dealing 
with the problems while they are small and not wait for them to 
become an accepted norm of thousands of deaths on our roads every 
month. Dealing with the small stuff will get peoples mindsets right to 
1) learn what the laws are and 2) start adhering to it.  
i.e. did you know that you must put an indicator on when turning? and 
I do not mean when you are in the act of turning, then any one seeing 
you can see you are turning. you must put your indicator on a while 
before you turn so that those that see you can anHcipate the acHon. 
People don't know that and they wont because we had generaHons 
growing up without their parents teaching this to them and observing 
other road users just reinforce the bad behavior. Not even the traffic 
officers know this, based on observing their behavior.  

The inability of law enforcement agencies to do their job seems to be 
used as a excuse for the powers to be to create a police state and must 
be avoided. Put laws and measurements in place for the public to 
report and fine traffic police officers that do not do their job, turn a 
blind eye and break the laws themselves. Jan-Harm

2020-10-08 
07:08:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Tom

2020-10-08 
07:08:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Bo etapele bja naga botseba botse gore more of our people are not 
working and we depend on transporHng goods for those who hire us, 
this regulaHons is unH poor peoples matsepe

2020-10-08 
07:07:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Im not in support of the imposssion of etolls  and doubling of fees jimmy

2020-10-08 
07:05:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is going to compromise motorists in the sense that our traffic officers 
are a corrupt bunch and will want money out of us or else will deduct 
points from us. 

It has been a major challenge for us in Gauteng with the introducHon 
of the online system which has seen most motorists go to other nearby 
provinces to get their licences renewed, addiHon of tbis AARTO 
Demerit system is going to put even more of a strain on the already 
strained system Hlengiwe

2020-10-08 
07:05:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Increase in points before license suspension not supported Susan 

2020-10-08 
07:02:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

In most cases metro police abuse their powers to harras the 
community and take money out of their pocket for personal gain Mthokozisi 

2020-10-08 
07:01:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are poor motorists who cannot afford all this burden you are 
imposing on them . The license renewals and disc renewals , unwanted  
e-tolls , fuel hikes and traffic fines is too much  . Don't let the poor 
motorists pay for your embezzlement of funds  and corrupHon by the 
government  to be their burden 

Mandla 
Nicholas

2020-10-08 
07:01:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are poor motorists who cannot afford all this burden you are 
imposing on them . The license renewals and disc renewals , unwanted  
e-tolls , fuel hikes and traffic fines is too much  . Don't let the poor 
motorists pay for your embezzlement of funds  and corrupHon by the 
government  to be their burden 

Mandla 
Nicholas
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2020-10-08 
07:01:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We need more reliable and well trained police officers, who will not 
choose bribes over doing the jobs. Monitoring the roads and giving 
Hckets out where its valid not because you are unable to bribe them. 
Visible road signs and well maintained traffic lights. 
As for e-toll. The government must take responsibility, it was imposed 
on us without consultaHons. We are paying more for things we did not 
ask for. The traffic is sHll high and the roads are no] maintained. Take 
the burden off the road users and provide us with reilable transport 
modes. Motsei

2020-10-08 
07:00:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are poor motorists who cannot afford all this burden you are 
imposing on them . The license renewals and disc renewals , unwanted  
e-tolls , fuel hikes and traffic fines is too much  . Don't let the poor 
motorists pay for your embezzlement of funds  and corrupHon by the 
government  to be their burden 

Mandla 
Nicholas

2020-10-08 
07:00:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lisa

2020-10-08 
07:00:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are poor motorists who cannot afford all this burden you are 
imposing on them . The license renewals and disc renewals , unwanted  
e-tolls , fuel hikes and traffic fines is too much  . Don't let the poor 
motorists pay for your embezzlement of funds  and corrupHon by the 
government  to be their burden 

Mandla 
Nicholas

2020-10-08 
07:00:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are poor motorists who cannot afford all this burden you are 
imposing on them . The license renewals and disc renewals , unwanted  
e-tolls , fuel hikes and traffic fines is too much  . Don't let the poor 
motorists pay for your embezzlement of funds  and corrupHon by the 
government  to be their burden 

Mandla 
Nicholas

2020-10-08 
06:58:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The etoll needs to be scrapped, us as the public should not be forced 
to pay for something that we did not want in the beginning, the 
government closed their ears to this plea, instead see this as another 
way of sucking this country dry, stealing the money and not paying 
debts. These mother fuckers, yes referring to Ramaphosa and the 
cabinet conHnue to seek out new ways of making us poor. Gi

2020-10-08 
06:57:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Evert

2020-10-08 
06:57:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Evert

2020-10-08 
06:56:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The corrupHon in this country is beyond anyone’s imaginaHon and I 
would hate to see what a bloated bunch of ignorant bureaucrats would 
do with this power.  
Many of the road regulaHons are not enforced as at the moment they 
only apply so_ targeted regulaHons example speeding, seat belts, 
cellphone driving as these are easy. ALL OTHER RULES OF THE ROAD 
DON’T APPLY. I have seen the crossing of solid white lines in dangerous 
situaHons happening right under traffic officials noses and they don’t 
noHce.  Taxis break every rule on the road on a daily bases need I say 
more. Judy

2020-10-08 
06:56:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with doubling the fines for e-toll non payment , the e-
tolls are a contenHous issue and the administraHon of the system is 
abysmal, the whole system should be scrapped. Antonie

2020-10-08 
06:55:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not have a choice  with e-tolling, now seems like arto is a_er my 
rights to earn a living cause I need to drive to work which used to be 
free.  Say goodbye to many overtaxed ciHzens if this happens. No no no 
more. Jason

2020-10-08 
06:50:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Us the black people, with old cars will have our license suspended. The 
taxi industry will suffer because of this. 
We don't afford to pay current fines, doubling up is stupid. We don't 
pay fines and etolls, doubling up will make then un affordable. 

The government needs to fix roads and corrupHon instead of stealing 
from the people. Police and traffic cops take our money daily its not 
fair enough is enough Bethuel

2020-10-08 
06:44:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is just another way to screw normal, hardworking South Africans 
further. A]end to strict laws on taxis for the way they have no regard 
for the rules of the road and do something about the taxis that are not 
roadworthy. Do something about vehicles stuck on previous owners 
names that they can't get off their names and can't get rid of fines that 
don't belong to them. Stop making life hard for normal South Africans 
and start making it hard for criminal South Africans. Uthmaan 

2020-10-08 
06:43:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Cecelia

2020-10-08 
06:43:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Alvin 

2020-10-08 
06:43:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

If corrupHon is bad now, imagine what's going to happen when the 
Traffic Officers on the road start implemenHng Aarto. They are merely, 
those that make themselves guilty of bribery and corrupHon, this is 
going to increase, they are going to a]empt to coerce drivers into 
bribing them in order not to issue an infringement noHce and thereby 
losing demerit points. 
I don't support this, I come from that background, a_er almost 30 
years experience being a traffic officer, later a metropolitan police 
officer. Darwin

2020-10-08 
06:40:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe it won’t work as our systems won’t be able to handle the 
admin  Neels

2020-10-08 
06:36:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

One cannot put down more laws where the current ones cannot even 
be dealt with.  There are too many corrupt officials out there and one 
will never be able to trust the validity of this system. Jean

2020-10-08 
06:29:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system is unable to handle the exisHng workload to 
enforce the current traffic laws. Adding more laws will add to even less 
law enforcement. 
Professional drivers should be penalised more stringently to improve 
obedience of traffic laws and ulHmately road safety.  
Adding demerit points for failure to pay unjust toll fees will lead to the 
majority of Gauteng road users to be in breach of the law.  
Doubling fines will only lead to less people actually paying their fines. Nielen
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2020-10-08 
06:28:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

will these laws only be applicable to tax paying ciHzens? 
thus milking us further with their e-toll schemes etc. 
taxi's will conHnue to do as they please without consequence. gherard

2020-10-08 
06:28:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system CorrupHon Jim

2020-10-08 
06:26:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Bheki

2020-10-08 
06:23:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As we j ow that our police in South Africa are not properly trained and 
are very brutal so the way they will apply these it won’t be in a fair 
manner as some people will 
Just be deducted just for the sake that they hate them, ANC is a big 
failure they fail to fight crime see how road blocked are operated just 
to arrest suspected drunk drivers and if the effort can be put on 
fighHng crime first instead hood civilians who pay tax and who 
contribute to economy  by supporHng local bars and restaurant are 
gout to be vicHm 
ResulHng in job losses , police are grade 12 cerHficate holder imagine 
what will 
Happen to poor truck and taxi drivers who will be fired because of this. 
If Mbalula is serious he must scrap 
This thing is a crime against humanity and it will 
Affect lot of poor black and result in Increase in crime.we want to 
know who is going to operate this system 
As this is another system 
To enrich our already corrupt officials Rito

2020-10-08 
06:17:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Bribery will sHll happen and if you dont pay they will fine you Rudi 

2020-10-08 
06:15:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Because I have been to tesHng staHon  but haven't been able to renew 
system always offline since lockdown Zanele

2020-10-08 
06:14:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Your current system is full of corrupHon  and has a demerit system will 
encourage your officers to extort higher bribes from motorists. Hans

2020-10-08 
06:08:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

First im a peofrsional truck driver if your license is suspended how are 
you going to work and are your company going to assit you NO NO just 
another way for corruprion Douglas

2020-10-08 
06:04:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Garth

2020-10-08 
05:56:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Will just lead to more corrupHon Theresa 

2020-10-08 
05:52:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system is meant to improve the adherence to traffic laws. 
This will leave it open to abuse by law enforcement officials.  
Currently they are unable to even police the system that is in place. 

Neville 
2020-10-08 
05:52:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Yvonne

2020-10-08 
05:50:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As ciHzens we should be treated with respect, some of us hardly make 
ends meet and it is almost impossible to afford paying all these etolls 
that are all over Gauteng, this demerit system will intensify our 
hardships, as we cannot afford any suspension. Vutlhari

2020-10-08 
05:47:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I am concerned that the power afforded to officials may be misused. Johan

2020-10-08 
05:47:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Just another opportunity for corrupHon. Estelle

2020-10-08 
05:41:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Tracy

2020-10-08 
05:29:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. Maria

2020-10-08 
05:28:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

South African is currently a corrupt state. The system will just help 
corrupt officials to exploit it. Law abiding ciHzens will pay the price. 
Current laws is not being enforced. Changing the system with new laws 
is not going to help. Sakkie

2020-10-08 
05:26:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Riaan 

2020-10-08 
05:23:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will further corrupHon. With so many illegal drivers and non-
compliant taxi's, it's a disaster waiHng to happen. Susan

2020-10-08 
05:23:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Charl

2020-10-08 
05:07:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Migeshnee 

2020-10-08 
04:39:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court and 
replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an 
appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. Increasing the 
number of demerit points which may be incurred before a driving 
licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which 
are currently payable. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the 
rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled. Belinda 
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2020-10-08 
04:31:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have a problem with the whole system. We now want to introduce a 
points demerit system to an already badly flawed traffic management 
system. I cannot even get an appointment to renew my drivers license 
card at the moment. So because I cannot get an appointment because 
the slots gets grabbed up before you even know, I will have an expired 
license card in a few days and without an appointment I cannot even 
get a temporary license cerHficate. So lets apply all these intended/
exisHng regulaHons  and suddenly I am breaking the law.  
As for the E-Toll system in and around Pretoria ( I do not have a 
problem with the TRAC toll roads as they make sense), I for one did not 
agree to having a toll road system around Pretoria where we had to 
and sHll have to pay Toll fees just to travel from our homes in Pretoria 
to our office in Pretoria. This had a serious detrimental effect on all my 
employees, fortunately we were able to allow everyone to work from 
home  when they are not needed on a client site, but it sHll does not 
give any validity to such a system.  
The Gauteng E-Toll system was put in place as just another way of 
milking the common ciHzens to enrich the connected. I will never 
support such a crooked system. A serious look need to be taken into 
where all the normal taxes we have to pay for road maintenance are 
going. Diederik

2020-10-08 
04:15:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa is a third World Country,People are without work ,no 
income ,how would they be able to pay the increased fines ,Toll system 
should be scrapped, it is a scam the money they earn get taken out of 
the Country and does not benefit South Africa,The Police and Trafic 
officers are corrupt ,taking Bribes ,abuse CiHzens, falsely trying to fine 
ciHzens ,The ANC must first fix all the problems they created ,and 
concentrate rather on the high crime rate,[High jacks,Robbery ,Farm 
murders, corrupHon,and stop bullying the ciHzens.Nothing work 
properly in S A. SAA/Eskom/Post office/SAUK/Railwys/MunisipaliHes, 
etc bankrupt,,What a joke,,S A is Placed on Rommel Status Jacobus

2020-10-08 
02:19:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With the corrupt government we have, this will be a total failure! 
Unfair to us ciHzens when taxis ignore the laws anyway and not 
enough visible traffic officers on the road to enforce safety! Bribery 
and corrupHon is rife! Government cannot double fines etc when most 
taxis are also not insured or have no papers or are registered in 
another persons name. This is totally unfair and insane! Tolls should’ve 
been scrapped! If taxis are not paying why should we? Total corrupHon 
once again! Flavia

2020-10-08 
00:26:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The ciHzens already in a huge pandemic that caused major job losses, 
paycuts , etc and they just want more and more of the less than li]le 
we already trying to live on. Sort out the corrupHon, unemployment 
rates and very much more important issues in the country first, as our 
daily livelihoods depend on it!! Maria

2020-10-08 
00:10:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt police officers will create further havoc and infringement of 
rights will be exacerbated. JOAN

2020-10-08 
00:05:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system There is no way this can be logisHcally enforced. M 

2020-10-07 
23:59:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system The whole intent is corrupt!!!!!!! Phil

2020-10-07 
23:56:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt police officers will create further havoc and infringement of 
rights will be exarcebated 

Mahomed 
siddiq

2020-10-07 
23:56:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt police officers will create further havoc and infringement of 
rights will be exarcebated 

Mahomed 
siddiq

2020-10-07 
23:56:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt police officers will create further havoc and infringement of 
rights will be exarcebated 

Mahomed 
siddiq

2020-10-07 
23:56:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt police officers will create further havoc and infringement of 
rights will be exarcebated 

Mahomed 
siddiq

2020-10-07 
23:55:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt police officers will create further havoc and infringement of 
rights will be exarcebated 

Mahomed 
siddiq

2020-10-07 
23:55:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt police officers will create further havoc and infringement of 
rights will be exarcebated 

Mahomed 
siddiq

2020-10-07 
23:25:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object to the points demerits system it is just laziness of government 
to physical law enforcement.If government was doing what it should in 
terms of enforcement o¡rosd traffic laws then we don't need all these 
changes.  
The current laws that are there are more than adequate to adress 
negaHve driver behaviour only if they are enforced by government 
agents. 
The idea of overburdening drivers in terms of increasing the fines will 
not achieve what government thinks they will achieve but only 
Increase anarchy where drivers will not not only ignore but also drive 
without licences should they be cancelled due non payment or 
compliance. 

We will have a mayhem on our roads. Zacharia

2020-10-07 
23:08:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With something as important as a points demerit system, removing 
one`s right to defend yourself in court is unconsHtuHonal. 
The demerit system is obviously not thought through - a licenced 
driver can skip a red robot and have only 1 point deducted (for what is 
essenHally a life-thretening a acHon) while someone driving carefully 
without a licence will now become a criminal???? 
I agree the toll system should be removed from AARTO altogether. The 
correct processes were not followed when the toll system was 
implemented and it is now forced on the public with AARTO. This too is 
unconsHtuHonal. Douglas

2020-10-07 
23:01:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Vanhu vata lahlekela hi minHrho, ngopfu vanhu lava va Hrhaku hiku 
drive vata lahlekeriwa hiyi licence. Hitekani 
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2020-10-07 
22:51:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. I have never received an e-toll statement and I use the road where 
there are, why should I be penalised? 
2. I have been trying to renew my licence for the last 3 months and 
there are no available slots in Gauteng. I came to Mokopane only to 
find out that the municipal office is closed because some1 was 
diagnosed with covid-19.  

If this laws are approved a lot of us will be penalised unfairly. I certainly 
to not agree with any of it. Francina

2020-10-07 
22:47:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our land is.in such a bad state where will the public get money for 
these kind off things that is going to force  more and more people    to 
drive with out a valid licence  why not give all vehicle owners a  disc 
that could be renewed every year and teach them be]er road manners  
instead  of burden them more and more  teach them to be be]er 
drivers there are to many driving schools  and  some  are worst drivers  
than that guy without a licence I am just saying Susan

2020-10-07 
22:47:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The ConsHtuHon assumes a person is innocent unHl proven guilty.  The 
AARTO amendment states a person is guilty unHl they are able to 
prove the are innocent.  No representaHon just a hole representaHons 
have to be submi]ed through.  Will they even be a]ended to. 

Doubling fines will only really punish the good as the corrupt persons 
issueing the fine will merely double the bribe they expect. 

The law as it is is being mismanaged.  The mismanagement will 
increase if administered by the same persons. 

Get real concentrate on: 
- Driving without a licence. 
- Driving a stolen vehicle - immediate arrest. 
- Driving under the influence of alcohol and drugs - arrested and 
confirm by medical test. 

Let's move forward on acHon and not on greed based legislaHon. Philip

2020-10-07 
22:33:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

What a nightmare! SA is a third-world country that barely feed itself. 
These are first-world concerns, not ours. First one law, then another, 
and another, and another, and another....... Get real! Lawrence

2020-10-07 
22:10:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Johan 

2020-10-07 
21:36:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

While it's important to check recklessness on our roads, most of these 
regulaHons are draconian and will stress out drivers leading to 
emoHonal and psychological breakdown or even  depression. Christopher

2020-10-07 
21:33:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Taking points off for not paying e tolls in unrealisHc, the system can not 
be enforced as is few people will actually be hindered by this 
enforcement Samantha

2020-10-07 
21:27:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system is flawed with no where to contest, no access to courts. 
Guilty as charged,  not innocent unHl proven guilty. Against our law 
system and unconsHtuHonal. Totally unacceptable. Pieter

2020-10-07 
21:25:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system fix your current system before you change Charles

2020-10-07 
21:21:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Start with the taxi drivers - make sure they are not exempt....... Avril

2020-10-07 
21:21:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

First you cannot have a demerit system and fines to pay. That is gross 
violaHon of jusHce and equity. 
Second you cannot write laws for a broke system and its processes like 
the e-tolls. The administraHon is broken and yet laws are being 
introduced. Where is the same NSE of jusHce in that. PuniHve 
measures are incorrectly charged. 
Third is our current laws are not supported by the right processes and 
the necessary skills does not mean more laws are need.  
There is a very skewed view of what jusHce and equity is by our law 
makers. Nagine

2020-10-07 
21:13:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another money making racket by an already corrupt government.  
Instead of controlling lawlessness and farm murders they prey on the 
innocent motorists who are already cash strapped with high licensing 
fees and petrol prices Wayne

2020-10-07 
21:12:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Ramosele 

2020-10-07 
21:11:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Too many rules already. Jill

2020-10-07 
20:59:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

More admin for owners of mulHple vehicles.  The big sHck policy won't 
improve road safety.  Need more visible policing in order to reduce 
accidents.  Need incorrupHble officers, not the ones we've got.  Their 
reputaHon for competence and integrity is in ta]ers. Sidney

2020-10-07 
20:57:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object to the new proposed regulaHons altogether.  Before creaHng 
any new laws or procedures first address corrupHon and enforce 
exisHng laws Marion

2020-10-07 
20:54:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Dit is net magsbeheptheid en meer geld om te steel deur anc Gabriel

2020-10-07 
20:43:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system How will you police taxis craig

2020-10-07 
20:34:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The derit system will be used to extort more money from the ciHzens 
of the country.  The current fines in place is already too expensive.  Avesh

2020-10-07 
20:31:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I cannot see how the authoriHes can police any of these changes. We 
need to educate our drivers on how to drive instead of spending Hme 
chasing and regulaHng demerit points. Secondly,  if you start at a 
certain number of points, how will the authoriHes manage this 
system.. Vakele

2020-10-07 
20:30:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Denise
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2020-10-07 
20:30:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It's a way they want to make money by force people now in a direcHon 
but our government is corrupt  but think all out there is corrupt. They 
must get themselves in a responsible act and show that they can lead 
by example and not force thing down due to there lack of experience 
and knowledge Johan

2020-10-07 
20:28:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ridiculous. Focus on saving our economy and not on making people 
suffer more financially than they already do. Will this new rules also 
apply to taxi drivers because currently no rules apply to them or will it 
again be the taxpayer who will suffer? Alicia

2020-10-07 
20:26:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

If we  enforced  the law to ensure safety and not for financial gain  , we 
would have a safer environment . 
Also encourage people to be more accommodaHng to other drivers will 
also lessen accidents . 
Cancellng a persons licence  would make someone who needs to drive 
break the rules , maybe  when someone reaches a certain number let 
them do community service or something like that . 
Dont let it be used to encourage bribery and corrupHon Gary

2020-10-07 
20:23:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Hes

2020-10-07 
20:16:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

No one in this country in the right set of mind,will ever stand for this. 
There will always be a way for stealing and corrupHon in this country. 
All ciHzens are trying to cover their finances a_er this lockdown, where 
on earth do these people come from? Are you out of your minds? I will 
not pay a sent,we already pay too much for licensing,our tolls are of 
the highest in the country in Gauteng..stop this! Sueazelle 

2020-10-07 
20:15:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

95% of the problem  on our roads is people bribing officials to get a 
licence.  CorrupHon and bribery is our problem.  The demerit system  
will never work as those who get fines and pay them will accrue 
demerit points.  Officers accepHng bribes  will become rife.  

PunaHve laws  are being implemented by those people who issue 
illegal licences. It is just so sad that the deaths on our roads will not 
decrease  unHl all those corrupt officials are brought to book.  

The aVtude  that the public must pay for  everything is absolute 
rubbish.  Serve the people and route out corrupHon with those officials 
who issue illegal licences. This causes most of the deaths on our roads  
- Ian

2020-10-07 
19:59:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Nobody enforces the current laws, bribery and corrupHon will just 
increase Sean

2020-10-07 
19:56:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have corrupt cops- this is like handing candy  to a baby. Sort out 
the corrupHon before acHvaHng the act. Gail

2020-10-07 
19:56:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

CorrupHon is rife 
This is another opportunity for government the_  
No Way!!! Vanessa

2020-10-07 
19:55:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As much as i am in favor of geVng rid of offenses and accidents the 
demerit system is going to end up with a lot of people not being able 
to support their families since most people driving is means of survival, 
let the government first make means so that people don't depend on 
driving. Semake 

2020-10-07 
19:43:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Thamsanqa

2020-10-07 
19:42:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It will encourage more corruHon yousuf

2020-10-07 
19:42:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Go to hell with your money making schemes! Put the anc in jail and 
recoup the billions which they are stealing then you will have more 
than enough money to feed your greed and communist state. Terence 

2020-10-07 
19:30:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole regulaHon with demerit points and trying to force the illegal 
e-toll systems onto the people is just another set of training wheels to 
make us get used to the Chinese Communist social score system. 

The people of this country need to wake up and stand up in unity in a 
revolt against this communist government. We don't have Hme to play 
or tolerate any of this any more. If we don't act now, our lives are over. 

Communist China is taking over the world and the ANC has already 
sold our country out long Hme ago. Devon

2020-10-07 
19:29:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

what extra money ,which we dont have, stealing more from the public, 
rather case a_er corrupt officials with more laws to lock them away, 
and leave the poor on the street to do their  lawfull duHes ,stop 
inHmidaHng the public DAVID

2020-10-07 
19:25:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Pragasen

2020-10-07 
19:24:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With the legal system in turmoil and the current structures that should 
be controlling traffic violaHons being dysfuncHonal and corrupt, why 
would anyone think that imposing an addiHonal  system of control is 
going to make any difference ?.  Doesn't it make more sense to  gain 
control of the exisHng system  by 1st cleaning out exisHng structures 
which have become thoroughly corrupt,  and introducing a system to 
monitor and ensure that the personnel actually do their jobs properly.  
This is inepHtude and corrupHon from the top down. The laws are 
there already, they're just not monitored and enforced.   
The focus should be on correcHng the real problem and not on some 
idea that more laws and penalHes are going to make a difference.  It 
sounds a bit like closing the stable door a_er the horse has already 
bolted. Graham 

2020-10-07 
19:21:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ramalingum 
sivananthan

2020-10-07 
19:21:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ramalingum 
sivananthan

2020-10-07 
19:20:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ramalingum 
sivananthan

2020-10-07 
19:19:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Basically another way to 'tax' and make money, end corrupHon in 
government first  and also #stopfarmmurders Nico
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2020-10-07 
19:09:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I oppose to the e toll system. . 
South Africans are nit inbthe financial situaHons to fork out money for 
e tolls.  
Gauteng residents were not given a say or noHfied of the  e tolls prior 
to its implementaHon.  
This was a corrupt system, making the some top poliHcians very rich. 
E tolls should having nithing to do with the demerit  system. Michelle 

2020-10-07 
19:06:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another way for the corrupt government to force law 
abiding ciHzens to pay money which they will steal so I do not agree 
with anything that the government wants as they want any way to 
steal from white people Bernadine

2020-10-07 
19:04:58 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't agree with you with these Aarto system, the municipaliHes are 
unable to collect revenue from their customers now they will use this 
as revenue generaHon. No!!! ? Mandla 

2020-10-07 
19:02:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Bronwyn

2020-10-07 
18:59:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not serve to bring about the change that is needed.  It is one-
sided and puniHve. no consideraHon for the motorist who does obey 
the rules of the road. 
With the manner in which certain drivers perform on the road (taxis in 
quesHon) visible policing is needed - this will just be another lazy 
introducHon and will serve no end. Elmarie

2020-10-07 
18:54:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have submi]ed several driver nominaHon  forms for my business 
vehicle.  Forms with all required documents were submi]ed Hmeously 
by e-mail several Hmes due to no response to previous submissions 
and I have proof of the submissions. This goes back to more than a 
year ago. Out of 10 submissions, I only received a response on one 
confirming the nominaHon has been done. The failure to a]end or 
respond on the others is indicaHon that demerit points are going to go 
to vehicle owners that did not commit the offence. So innocent people 
are going to face consequences just because they own the vehicle and 
the fines are directed to them as the owners.  AARTO fails to a]end 
adequately to Driver NominaHon submissions. So how is the demerit 
system going to penalize the correct offenders? Ramesh

2020-10-07 
18:50:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have no idea why we wan t to introduce this in South Africa it just 
another scheme to make money.  Taxi drivers will drive whether they 
have a driver license or not and our police force have shown how 
afraid they are of them so what exactly going to change.   

Why don't they first address the issue at hand, who causes the most 
accidents, what is the cause, find  harsher way to punisher these 
offender, not the whole of South africa for driving a li]le over the 
speed limit Roxana 

2020-10-07 
18:46:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just to rob innocent people from more money than that we're 
already paying in petrol levies, etc.  I think it is an undemocraHcally act 
just to make our Country to suffer even more. Werda 

2020-10-07 
18:41:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:41:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:40:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:40:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sven 
(Oppies)

2020-10-07 
18:35:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Any changes are not going to make any difference to enforcement and 
serve only as a distracHon  from the  real issues of mis-managment, 
corrupHon and inept enforcement. Ozzie 

2020-10-07 
18:18:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I'll pass comment if and when it comes into operaHon. Robert 

2020-10-07 
18:14:44 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The corrupHon in sa is to big and the traffic cops wil only get more 
richer francois

2020-10-07 
18:13:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Get people to co operate but don't take their license away as people 
make mistakes but they need to be able to get to work and without a 
licence they are not able to do that and they economy is already 
stressed. Don't take their ability to earn a living away Cornelia

2020-10-07 
18:12:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Enzo 

2020-10-07 
18:11:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Roland

2020-10-07 
18:11:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Elize

2020-10-07 
18:10:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1)E Toll Major Concern you want to force people for a failing road 
system to pay their EToll bills       2)Demerit system and people running 
the system  that themself dont obey the law and not knowing the rules 
and regulaHons themself.   3)The only people that will be repremanded 
is the people that obey the law. Gert

2020-10-07 
17:59:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

E tolls should be scrapped, unless a equally good road as a alternaHve 
road can be provided. Reinhold
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2020-10-07 
17:55:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

as it is there is very li]le that the man on the street can do to dispute 
fines which were never received by him - the demerit system will just 
add to this as the burden is on the man on the street to prove himself 
innocent - not to even menHon the behaviour of the majority of Metro 
PD - harassing drivers, more specifically female drivers who drive alone 
or with children in their vehicles for no reason - it goes further than 
harassing as we all know there has been incidents where SAPD and 
Metro PD have physically assaulted drivers Madeleine

2020-10-07 
17:55:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Due to high corrupHon in anything the anc government touches this 
will just be another way that they will use to bribe you. They know that 
you will not be able to appeal and with the driver at huge risk of losing 
their license they will be bribing now more than currently. MarHn 

2020-10-07 
17:53:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO has been proven a failure in Gauteng over the last twelve years. 
Stop flogging a dead horse. Just scrap it, together with E-Toll. Sleigh

2020-10-07 
17:51:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will never work in a third world country where people are 
driving unroadworthy vehicles and will end up paying bribes to avoid 
demerits. The corrupHon will be through the roof and will become 
another cash cow for the government Valeta

2020-10-07 
17:51:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I fail to see how doubling the fines for not paying e-tolls has anything 
to do with making SA’s roads safer, which is the supposed purpose of 
AARTO.  

This whole proposal opens room for even more bribery and corrupHon 
in our country, which is what government is supposedly trying to get 
rid of. This may work in a first world country, but I do not believe that it 
is the right thing for SA, given its current fragility.  

Also, why put even more administraHve pressure on the licensing 
department when people can’t even renew their drivers licenses at 
present and take an enHre day to do so. If people’s licenses are taken 
away, once they are allowed to drive again, it could take months to 
finally get a new license, which will force them to drive without one.  

Just curious whether these laws will apply to taxi drivers…   
Natalie

2020-10-07 
17:49:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This Will only apply too selected people it will never apply too the likes 
of thousands of taxi driver,cop's members of parlime t. Need i go on 
it's a joke and just another way of trying to make money

Andrew 
shawn 

2020-10-07 
17:49:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The points are to high for some of the offense. Etoll must be scrap and 
not make citycen criminals Piet 

2020-10-07 
17:47:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support any of the new regulaHons it just gives them more 
reason for more corrupHon and bribes. This is not helping the 
community or public. Willie

2020-10-07 
17:44:38 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

No authority in RSA capable of implemenHng  this system without 
major flaws. André

2020-10-07 
17:44:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

No authority in RSA capable of implemenHng  this system without 
major flaws. André

2020-10-07 
17:39:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a joke, I would LOVE to see you the "government" enforcing 
these "traffic rules" on the taxi drivers of South Africa!!!! of course you 
will target law abiding ciHzens, while the lawless taxi drivers do as they 
please. Too many poliHcians etc have their fingers in the "taxi" pie Sergio

2020-10-07 
17:39:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system So now we gonna be forced to pay etoll Andrew

2020-10-07 
17:39:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It's going to be a massive breading ground for corrupHon and bribery. 
as it is at the moment people and taxi's don't get fines but get away 
with a bribe. Nick

2020-10-07 
17:35:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is unfair against the background of poor law enforcers. Review all 
the laws before you can even think of dmerits Judith 

2020-10-07 
17:31:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not going to solve anything honestly. Many things have been 
tried and I know for a fact that this definitely isn't the soluHon. It will 
only increase the amount of bribes being given out to traffic officers 
and also increase bribes given out to many other officials. Tshegofatso

2020-10-07 
17:27:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Naresh

2020-10-07 
17:27:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How can you sHll take points of a driver if they pay an infringement . 
That’s a double punishment. If you pay an infringement then you 
should then be docked or allocated less points because you 
acknowledged your wrong doing. Simon

2020-10-07 
17:18:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The whole system WILL NOT work in SA - as the government CAN NOT 
manage small ma]ers over the period of Hme ie 25 years. 
ImplemenHng this SYSTEM is another beast of burden to the SA society 
at large.   
FIRST SORT OUT THE BASICS, THAN AND THAN ONLY CAN SUCH A 
SYSTEM BE LOOKED AT.  Narren

2020-10-07 
17:17:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Our Police and Courts are already so corrupt, that this will lead to 
more lawlessness. Hendrik

2020-10-07 
17:12:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Unfortunately for this ANC 'government' due to their dismal track 
record of state capture, corrupHon, looHng and incompetence they 
have lost all creditability and trust they may have had in the beginning.  
Whatever they a]empt to do from now on will be viewed with the 
utmost suspicion and distrust. This is highlighted in many comments. 
Obviously they are trying hard to 'moralise' their failed e-tolling 
blunder by legiHmising it through the back door of the AARTO ACT. 
To double the fines is nothing more than a]empHng to further milk the 
motorist who is regularly ripped off with increased fuel levies.  
Will demerit points be evenly applied to all motorists? Somehow I 
think the taxis will be exempted!!! 
Come on South Africa, our country deserves a much be]er effecHve 
government. ElecHons are around the corner. Let's unite and get this 
self serving corrupt mob out and rebuild South Africa to its former 
glory. 

Peter
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2020-10-07 
17:11:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I find it impossible to consider a new more complicated system 
without being able to run the current system properly.  
E-tolls should be scrapped and a law to enforce payment is going to 
lead to more civil disobedience and ulHmately greater corrupHon.  
It seems to be all about the money and not about making our roads 
safer. 
The tests have failed dismally as well. Bruce

2020-10-07 
17:10:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Although I have selected the demerit system, I do not agree with any 
of the changes, except possibly criminalising driving without a licence.  
Bringing in new regulaHons will never work unHl current regulaHons 
can be enforced. 
The enHre policing of traffic is corrupt with officials taking bribes. 
The current incumbents are unable to control taxi associaHons who 
appear  to run the country and do exactly what they please.  
How are demerit points going to be levied against the thousands and 
thousands if drivers with illegal licences. 
E-tolls are only in Gauteng and are already a subject of discontent with 
residents. The non-payment has nothing to do with the traffic 
department  

Jasper

2020-10-07 
17:04:16 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. If demerit system is required, use it on TAXIS and Drunk drivers: they 
are the ones who need High fines to bring them down to mother 
earth. 
2. E-Toll should not form part of this system because we have clearly 
communicated a refusal to accept it with its corruptly over-inflated 
costs. Remove E-Toll from this. 
3. make sure that the license renewal system works smoothly before 
placing it in the Demerit system. 
4. Why is a tribunal considered be]er than courts?  
5. Will Traffic Officers understand the system? If they don't they resort 
to take bribes from offenders because they fear having to answer in 
court. 
6. CORRUPTION needs a Demerit system, not over-taxed drivers! 

Harry
2020-10-07 
17:03:40 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Masiza 

2020-10-07 
16:57:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines is ridiculous. Too expensive. 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. Ridiculous 
E-toll much too expensive should be scrapped. Profit (if there is a 
profit) will go nowhere. 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force. 
Sort these things out first. 
It looks you want more money and I am afraid this will disappear in the 
same black hole. Leslie Bruce

2020-10-07 
16:56:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines is ridiculous. Too expensive. 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. Ridiculous 
E-toll much too expensive should be scrapped. Profit (if there is a 
profit) will go nowhere. 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force. 
Sort these things out first. 
It looks you want more money and I am afraid this will disappear in the 
same black hole. Leslie Bruce

2020-10-07 
16:56:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines is ridiculous. Too expensive. 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. Ridiculous 
E-toll much too expensive should be scrapped. Profit (if there is a 
profit) will go nowhere. 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force. 
Sort these things out first. 
It looks you want more money and I am afraid this will disappear in the 
same black hole. Leslie Bruce

2020-10-07 
16:56:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines is ridiculous. Too expensive. 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. Ridiculous 
E-toll much too expensive should be scrapped. Profit (if there is a 
profit) will go nowhere. 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force. 
Sort these things out first. 
It looks you want more money and I am afraid this will disappear in the 
same black hole. Leslie Bruce

2020-10-07 
16:56:33 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines is ridiculous. Too expensive. 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. Ridiculous 
E-toll much too expensive should be scrapped. Profit (if there is a 
profit) will go nowhere. 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force. 
Sort these things out first. 
It looks you want more money and I am afraid this will disappear in the 
same black hole. Leslie Bruce
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2020-10-07 
16:56:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines is ridiculous. Too expensive. 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. Ridiculous 
E-toll much too expensive should be scrapped. Profit (if there is a 
profit) will go nowhere. 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force. 
Sort these things out first. 
It looks you want more money and I am afraid this will disappear in the 
same black hole. Leslie Bruce

2020-10-07 
16:55:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Witness

2020-10-07 
16:48:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Peter 

2020-10-07 
16:48:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

it is unfair to all to have no recourse to court - it is in fact 
unconsHtuHonal chrisHna

2020-10-07 
16:45:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system To much corrupHon currently for anything to work Hussain

2020-10-07 
16:43:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Be more construcHve  by geVng all the covid corrupHon money back 
from the scum money thieves in SA before you start hiVng on the  
already cash strapped South Africans. 
ALL LIVES MATTER Lynn

2020-10-07 
16:35:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Martha

2020-10-07 
16:35:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

How are you going to regulate taxi and bus driver's in South Africa. 
They the worse driver's. They think they own the roads wherever as 
we  law binding ciHzen's will suffer. Role it out for public transport 
buses and taxis 1st  them they general public . If it works for them then 
it will work for the rest of the country s law binding driver's. Hamen 

2020-10-07 
16:35:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Aarto is just another mechanism for authoriHes to abuse their power 
and government to extort more money from road users. Zharina

2020-10-07 
16:34:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Anthony

2020-10-07 
16:33:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I will not pay etolls for a corrupt government to steal from Fraser 

2020-10-07 
16:30:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The loss of licence means the inability to earn a living for many people 
as their is no decent public transport system. 
The  police system is one of the most corrupt in the world, so JMPD 
can give demerit points for no reason. 
I am enHtled to a defense system in court . This does not allow for that. 
An email  or SMS is not proof of delivery. How can that be legal 

Nick

2020-10-07 
16:23:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. Taxies are transgressing everyday by way of overloading while 
passing traffic officers. 
2. Currently the majority of people traveling on the toll roads are not 
paying and they threaten that they will not pay and the taxies geVng 
to travel for free which are unfear due to that they are the majority on 
the roads, but that is expected due to that they rule the government 
3. When the taxies are transgressing and they are couth, soon there 
will be no taxies on the roads which will be a good thing only if and the 
will are there by the traffic cops to do their job correctly 
4. The government and law enforcement agencies are currently 
corrupt, so how will you expect that the law will be enforced. On so_ 
targets like woman and white people and elderly. 
5. The levied money on the petrol could be used for the maintenance 
of the roads. 
6. The train systems are implemented for mass transport so if 
government focus on the correct issues in the country then will the 
majority of taxies not be needed to be on the roads. marius

2020-10-07 
16:20:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO is a failed system. The reason is because the department of 
transport together with the metro police cannot get the basics right. 
Punishment for corrupt is dirt point of order, then fixing of basics and 
training of officials, then roll out of AARTO. Wesley

2020-10-07 
16:17:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The so_ targets and in that I mean the law abiding ciHzens will be 
there target.  
I am daily on the road and I see a lot of non roadworthy cars and public 
transport vehicles. 
This system will not make the road safer.  
Those whose drivers licenses are suspended will conHnue to drive 
especially if it is there bread and bu]er. 
Rather get a proper body in place where they could check on driving 
schools who teaches people to drive the wrong way. In this I mean 
keep to the rules like "Keep le_ and pass on the right" for instance.   Hendrik

2020-10-07 
16:17:00 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are already overburdened financially and cannot begin to fathom 
out how they except more from us. Cpf

2020-10-07 
16:16:31 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is totally wrong and just another way for them to steal more money 
for the  ANC Marianne

2020-10-07 
16:08:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I disagree with this as it is a money making scheme for government. I 
do not support the etolls and the demerit system as who is going to 
manage the officials who hand out the demerits Willy nilly. Who is 
going to pay for each appeal? This is another scheme to steal from the 
already impoverished. Come up with a full proof plan that will actually 
works. Having police decide will bring in bias. There is no trust with our 
government and this will be a means to abuse the public as well. Sher

2020-10-07 
16:07:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

We cannot implement a first world system in a third world system 
furthermore we should have proper road in place and proper cheap 
public transport system Bill
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2020-10-07 
16:06:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

So the whites are being targeted because they are so_ targets, minibus 
taxies will sHll get away with all infringements and do as they please as 
is the case at the moment. Non roadworthy cars and pickups will sHll 
drive on public roads as they wish. Drive passed traffic officers without 
lights and nothing happens because the driver invariably doesn't have 
a license and no or expired license. 

Gary

2020-10-07 
16:05:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Need to stop corrupHon as only those who cannot parHcipate and will 
not pay bribes who will be punished by this system.  CorrupHon is the 
biggest issue facing South Africa.  Stop corrupHon and then impose 
new traffic laws Peter

2020-10-07 
16:03:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support this iniHaHve, if the current system isn't working, 
won't this one also follow suit? Liza

2020-10-07 
16:02:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Danie

2020-10-07 
15:59:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

complete  nonsense. Money making system for the fat cats in 
government. State cap sure is proof of this Pierre

2020-10-07 
15:55:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Alta

2020-10-07 
15:55:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object to all these regulaHons. This is draconic legislaHon. 
We have proper traffic laws in hand, just get rid of all the corrupHon 
and enforce the current one's properly. Once the metro officers can 
get the lawless taxis and Putco busses under control and get them to 
abide by the current traffic rules we can have a conversaHon about 
amendments. 
How can they take away one’s ConsHtuHonal right to be heard in 
Court? It almost appears that this is a case of “ you are guilty”, now 
prove you are innocent. 
This is an underhanded way to try to collect Gauteng e-tolls, which has 
been the subject of much discussion and no resoluHon. The Gauteng 
residents were never consulted in the first place.   E-Toll has failed, the 
government needs to deal with it, we as tax payers pay enough. 
The doubling of fines smacks of a moneymaking enterprise and we 
have seen what this has brought about in other Government related 
businesses. 

Pieter

2020-10-07 
15:52:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I didagree with everything proposed. this is targeted against people 
who lean more to the law abiding side of traffic rules and will not 
impact on those road users that do not abide by the law or bother to 
pay fines. Colin

2020-10-07 
15:51:29 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Thami

2020-10-07 
15:49:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lorenza

2020-10-07 
15:48:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Die stelsel is reeds so korup. Ons word vir die geringste beboet. Die 
meeste van die personeel ht n rasisHese houding, kan nie eens 
oordentlok hulself uit druk in die Engelse taal nie en hulle almal 
simspeel op omkoop geld. Hulle het n uiterste skewe persepsie van 
hulle werk en hulle is meetal uiters ongeskik teenoor die publiek. Hulle 
het nie die wil om die taxi s  reg te kry nie en hulle onder die selfde 
reels en regulasies te hou as wat hulle ons hou.  

Verder , kan die land se ekonomie dit werklik bekosHg? Die huidige 
stelsel word net misbruik vir poliHeke gewin en finansiering. Die stelsel 
gaan net korupsie aan help, sinnelose werkskepping uitbrei en meer 
mag in die hande van verkeerde mense plaas, dalk net n ander vorm 
van plaasmoorde. So waarna gaan dit ons dryf, want om met die goed 
te praat, onderhandel werk nie, dan sal mens oorgaan na ander 
metodes.  

Hulle personeel is nie eers nou reg geskool vir hulle werk, nou wil hulle 
die gemors vererger. 

Neewat, gooi aarto eerder in die asblik.
Johannes 
van Dyk

2020-10-07 
15:47:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hierdie is net nog 'n manier om onregverdig teenoor sommige mense 
op te tree.  Indien 'n metro polisielid soos tans die geval is, onregverdig 
optree word mense erg daardeur benadeel of bevoordeel a�angend 
van die metro-polisielid se ingesteldheid teenoor die persoin of groep 
persone.  Dit sal bewys word deur die feit dat taxi's nie gepenaliseer sal 
word vir die herhaaldelike lewensgdvaarlike oortredings wat hulle 
begaan nie, terwyl mense wat verkeersreëls gehoorsaam vir nieHghede 
die reg om te bestuur sal verloor.  Hierdie is 'n bedekte poging om die 
publiek te dwing om openbare vervoer, met roekelose bestuurders en 
die perfekte geleentheid om beroof te word, te gebruik.  GLADNIE in 
hierdie land met al sy korrupsie en dubbelstandaarde nie Daleen

2020-10-07 
15:45:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Mandla 
Nicholas

2020-10-07 
15:43:21 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system It will lead to increased corrupHon Roberto

2020-10-07 
15:42:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have over 30vehicles under my name 
If a driver does not disclose his fine to me and I accumulate points 
then what 
the hole system does not work at the best of Hmes how can they 
enforce this 
+Perhaps when they have a municipal traffic department that works 
efficiently then they can look to other easy routes to monitor 
Very disappointed at the poor planning David
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2020-10-07 
15:41:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

JUST ANOTHER HAIR BRAIN SCHEME TO CON MONEY OUT OF 
CITIZENS. IF LAW IS ENFORCED IN THE SLIGHTEST FORM , WITHIN 2 
WEEKS THERE SHOULD BE NO MORE MINI BUS TAXIS ON OUR ROADS 
BECAUSE BIGGER CULPRITS THAN THEM DON'T EXIST. BUT ALAS THAT 
IS MERELY A PIPE DREAM. THIS SO CALLED SYSTEM WILL JUST ENABLE 
MORE CORRUPTION /BRIBERY THAN EVER. NOTHING CONSTRUCTIVE 
IS EVER DONE LIKE REPAIRING ROADS WHICH CO- INCIDENTALLY DON'T 
EVEN HAVE ROAD MARKINGS ANYMORE. CAN YOU JUST IMAGINE THE 
ARGUMENTS ETC WHICH ARE GOING TO ENSUE Dougie

2020-10-07 
15:41:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Pat

2020-10-07 
15:33:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Only the law abiding person will be targeted the rest will be payed off 
with bribes O]o

2020-10-07 
15:27:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will not work. The police  are so corrupt, it will just be a 
case of bigger bribes. Secondly the normal law abiding driver is not the 
problem, its the driver who has no respect for other road users.  How 
come taxi operators can do anything they like and transgress every 
possible road rule but nothing happens, they conHnue with blatent 
arrogance with no concern of any other driver and do not adhere to 
any road rules.  This demerit system will only target the normal law 
abiding driver. Colin

2020-10-07 
15:26:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I do not agree with the eTol being linked  To the dystem S

2020-10-07 
15:26:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1) Un consHtuHonal . What are our rights . Do we have any  any more ? 
2) The toll roads is sHll a contenHous point. When will the government 
sort this out.  What is happening with the fuel levy that is supposed to 
look a_er the roads . Is it going into  the wrong  account  
3) Everyone must pay toll  also Taxi drivers . If they are going to enforce 
it. 
4) Opposing the increase of demerit system . 
5) We must have the right to be heard  
6) Against the doubling of fines  
7) Open to more Bribery and corrupHon 
8) Taxis drivers are not policed . 
9) The license system is a mess. Sort that first  before implemenHng 
more red tape . ROB

2020-10-07 
15:24:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I strongly disagree, E-tolls definitely not. We never agreed  from day 
one and a_er all it considered to be a fraudulent implementaHon from  
the begging   
Doubling the penalHes is  considered to be very unreasonable  due to 
the current recension that prevails ,or maybe this will enforce the 
people to be more  careful  who to vote on the next elecHons  
It is unacceptable to  consider a driver  as a criminal if a driver's license 
is not  held at the Hme of the fine  A reasonable fine will be more 
appropriate  

It seems the system is going backwards  to consider the  introducHon   
Tribunal representaHons IRENE

2020-10-07 
15:23:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system JOHN

2020-10-07 
15:22:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Leon

2020-10-07 
15:19:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

These laws should first be applied to taxi's as a trial period of 3 years or 
more. If it is manageable and successful a_er that Hme, then it should 
be rolled out to the rest of the driving community. Start with the worst 
drivers and get that right before moving on to the law abiding ciHzens. DAVID

2020-10-07 
15:18:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system N J 

2020-10-07 
15:17:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system tanya

2020-10-07 
15:10:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Once again the law up holding drivers will be penelised while reckless 
taxi drivers conHnue to go unpunished. Lee

2020-10-07 
15:09:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The regulaHons are dictatorial and do not comply with the 
ConsHtuHon. 
E-toll collecHon does not belong in road traffic law enforcement. 
Now the government want to force us to pay the e toll which  very few 
people pay.  Kobus

2020-10-07 
15:07:03 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Take out the part that says we must pay E Tolls. 
Start traffic policing and not just siVng around.  Bring the cowboy taxis 
under control.  Be visible not just hiding behind bushes and corners 
waiHng for a bribe opportunity.  Like many other civil servants do some 
work to EARN your pay. Peter

2020-10-07 
15:06:25 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. Opposing the increasing and the doubling of the demerit points.  
2. Opposing the link of this act to the tolls.  
3. How will it be managed or administered? Nevs 

2020-10-07 
15:02:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Hennie

2020-10-07 
15:01:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Johannes

2020-10-07 
15:00:11 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The whole proposal is totally unacceptable 
Demerit points will put people out of driving, therefore out of work 
Except the taxi driver that will strike unHl will be exempted as they did 
with e-toll 
And except any corrupt poliHcian and government employee which 
amount to 95% of them 

Daniela
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2020-10-07 
14:57:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1.  My biggest concern is that should fines be doubled this will 
automaHcally trigger an  increase in the already corrupt traffic system 
including officials. 
2. E- Tolling in the City of JHB cannot be included as this system has 
been deemed  unfeasible by 90% of the JHB public / By including it in 
the Bill is another devious move by the  current government. 
3. The AARTO system is another administraHve  over-load for an 
unmoHvated and low skilled public service and will be seen as a vehicle 
for local governments to leverage this as ATM system to bolster their 
coffers / Not for the required unbiased and dedicated traffic 
enforcement. 
4. As an example the local municipaliHes cannot even manage a simple 
billing system for basic services. Allan

2020-10-07 
14:57:04 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system EHenne

2020-10-07 
14:56:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Good day ADV. QACHA MOLETSANE and ADV. NGWAKO THOKA. 

No I do not support the Amendment of AARTO RegulaHons. 
My top concern is points demerit system. 

This system and rules will be unconsHtuHonal because it takes away 
your right to defend yourself in court. The renewal of Drivers Licenses 
must not manipulated by the proposed new rules. 

Kind regards 
Annatjie Fuhri Annatjie

2020-10-07 
14:54:55 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

the system already is failing now you want to double the fines to make 
the corrupHon amounts higher than what it is now. people cant afford 
fines now do you think they will pay when you double it? 
we didn't ask for e tolls. we already pay taxes and road accident fund.  
fix the current system, eliminate ALL the corrupHon  then look at 
implemenHng new systems. the points demerit system has not even 
been implemented and already you want to make it higher? plan 
things in a be]er manner then include the public therea_er for 
approval. b 

2020-10-07 
14:52:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I sHck to the traffic laws and even bought "day pass" to use e-toll roads 
when using it 
maybe once every 2 months or so. Now , no kiosk available to 
purchase "day pass" 
I will not pay the outstanding amounts or fines for this. The System has 
made it impossible 
to abide by the laws & rules.  Currently it is a nightmare to drive as 
only a few, legal drivers 
abide by the  traffic laws/rules.  gerda

2020-10-07 
14:51:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Using a demerit system can remove a driver from a license, therefore 
interfering with that person's employment and life in general. 

The demerit system could later be changed by virtue signalling 
poliHcians to make any infringement a 15 point infringement.  
Therefore mass swathes of people could lose their drivers licences and 
therefore their jobs. 

I am very concerned the government will only apply these demerit 
systems to law abiding ciHzens. Not to menHon how will I defend 
myself against erroneously allocated demerit points. In my life I have 
already received 3 incorrect traffic fines when cameras have incorrectly 
read a licence plate of another vehicle. 

Will the state find me a new job, pay for my Hme, travel and lawyer 
expenses when they make mistakes? 

This enHre system should be scrapped all-together! Nicolas
2020-10-07 
14:51:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Too much power for them Michael

2020-10-07 
14:49:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

There IS no current law enforcement on our roads. Most drivers do not 
have valid licenses and certainly have no knowledge of the rules of the 
road. The anarchy displayed on our roads is proof of this. A demerit 
system, in a first world country, actually works but here it will only 
apply to the few law abiding ciHzens who, as usual, will be the targets 
of corrupt traffic officials Ronnie

2020-10-07 
14:48:36 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Scrap the Etoll system completely why must we pay etoll and normal 
tax Frik 

2020-10-07 
14:43:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Allows more Police corrupHon, do the blue light brigades pay fines? Dale

2020-10-07 
14:40:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The exisHng law enforcement system cannot even control the chaos on 
our roads, the number of illegal drivers and the general bad road 
behaviour, this new demerit system will have no effect except on law 
abiding ciHzens. The major cause of road deaths and accidents will not 
be addressed, namely trucks and taxis, as they will simply ignore any 
rules thrust upon them, or find illicit ways of circumvenHng the system. Rainer

2020-10-07 
14:40:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think it is sneaky to include the non-payment of the unconsHtuHonal 
toll to this demerit system.  This sounds like another money-grabbing 
opportunity for our corrupt government. Magda

2020-10-07 
14:39:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nicci

2020-10-07 
14:37:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Once again government wants to milk the cow even more.  Why do the 
minister not get a real working force to tackle the reckless driving of 
the taxi, bus and truck drivers. If they can get the taxi drivers and 
owners to pay up they will never need money ever again. Just stop this 
foolish nonsense and tell the minister to get his traffic police force in 
order again. Then start with new plans. The e-toll once again was never 
approved by the public and it is just another way for government to 
steal even more. I am so Hred of their *&^%$#$%!!!!!! Victor
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2020-10-07 
14:36:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Nothing our government does ever works!, this will be another 
disaster, cost more money & do nothing . E-toll never been approved 
by the public. 
Demirit points will have half the taxi industy unemployed before the 
year is up. 
To have points on your license you first need two things. 
1. A legiHmate license 
2. A traffic police force that actually enforces the law! 

ian
2020-10-07 
14:35:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Hans 

2020-10-07 
14:30:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic fines mean absolutely nothing taking into consideraHon the 
corruptness of many traffic officials probing the perpetrator to pay 
bribes. L

2020-10-07 
14:18:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

On the quesHon  "what is your top concern", an opHon of "All the 
above" is needed.  All the opHons offered seem equally of concern. Tony

2020-10-07 
14:15:22 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system More reason for corrupHon Willie

2020-10-07 
14:13:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

No to absolutely everything regarding this. This just opens the door for 
more corrupHon thievery by the ANC and bullying from traffic officials. 
E-tolls is completely unconsHtuHonal and we will now get fined for 
protesHng in non payment to thievery by  the South-African 
government. Instead of these crazy laws designed to steal every cent 
out of everyone's pockets fix our educaHon and health system Charl-Louis

2020-10-07 
14:05:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another way of taxing the common motorist, they should be 
concentraHng on all the uninsured  vehicles and all the unroadworthy 
vehicles that plaque are roads. 

Fix the roads first and police properly, and then implement a point 
system this is not a first world country with law abiding ciHzens. Darren

2020-10-07 
14:05:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

1.  Although this was not a point that could be chosen, I think that e-
toll must be removed, but not at gates on the naHonal roads. 
2. Taxis rule the roads and I can even say, what is happening regarding 
transport in our country - they do what they want and disobey the law 
wherever and whenever they want to. Before implemenHng things like 
demerit points, see that the taxi  industry keeps the law - they will in 
any case not adhere to new proposed regulaHons. Rianna

2020-10-07 
14:03:59 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

What on earth does the Demerit system have to do with e-toll fees?  A 
change of government is mandatory in SA.  Barry

2020-10-07 
13:52:26 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support  AARTO in any form it is a failure before its 
implemented how are the authoriHes going to administer the system 
they cannot control the system that is now law  and how can  they 
double the fines for not paying E tolls the enHre E Toll system is not 
recognized and is sHll in debate, this being a perfect example of  how 
poor the current system is understood by the authoriHes to link AARTO 
to E Tolls is nothing more than a underhanded way trying to force the 
Driving Public to conform patrick

2020-10-07 
13:52:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The implementaHon and fair management here of may as with various 
other government responsibiliHes fail to fulfill its intended purpose 
and may prove to be an area of further possible corrupHon. Shane

2020-10-07 
13:48:42 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

More rules for the traffic officers to apply and get more money in 
bribes. 
Tired of the rules which will only apply to a few. 
Not what we need in this country. 
Sort the taxi's out and stop the blue  light cars who never adhere to the 
speed or rules of the road. 
If rules are to be applied it has to be for all road uses Cindy

2020-10-07 
13:47:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nthabi

2020-10-07 
13:40:50 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Increasing the fines  to double , the demerit system system adding 
more. 
Depriving you of your hunan right to appear in court  , and the corrupt 
officials we have, so whose going to control all of it, Janeth

2020-10-07 
13:36:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system CorrupHon will again be part of this. Sylvia

2020-10-07 
13:36:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

With something as important as a points demerit system, removing 
one`s right to defend yourself in court is unconsHtuHonal.  
The demerit system is obviously not thought through - a licenced 
driver can skip a red robot and have only 1 point deducted (for what is 
essenHally a life-thretening a acHon) while someone driving carefully 
without a licence will now become a criminal???? 
I agree the toll system should be removed from AARTO altogether. The 
correct processes were not followed when the toll system was 
implemented and it is now forced on the public with AARTO. This too is 
unconsHtuHonal. Mathys

2020-10-07 
13:34:09 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

this is just another money making racket from the communist run 
government. 
where police are indicated in farm murders and corrupHon how can 
they be trusted with a system like this. 
other bull shit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! jacobus

2020-10-07 
13:30:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling the penalHes and fines so that you can steal more money. 
Why don't you start by the biggest issue with regards to the Taxis not 
adhering to the current road regulaHons, what makes you believe that 
these new laws will be adhered to when they cannot even drive on the 
right side of the road. Instead of your demerits and ridiculous fines, 
why not implement a proper test to see if you understand and know 
the rules of the road. Also train your police force to properly deal with 
the taxis who blatantly break the rules of the road in from of your 
police without any acHon taken.  

All I see here is you trying to steal more from the honest ciHzen. Pieter
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2020-10-07 
13:30:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

UnHl the South African government stops running scared from the Taxi 
AssociaHon and guaranteeing that there will be FAIR and EQUAL 
enforcement of any proposed new laws it is in no posiHon to demand 
that the rest of the public adhere and therefore be punished if they do 
not. 
The biggest transgressors on our roads are the ones excluded and the 
public conHnued to be used as bo]omless coffers to line the pockets of 
corrupt officials- made WORSE now with the threat of losing points/
your license.  It will NEVER work in a country like this where NOTHING 
else has worked since the ANC took over. Chandre

2020-10-07 
13:24:51 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

In this country with all it's racisim, bullying and corrupHon it is far to 
easy to target a certain demographic or race with this system. 
This is NOT my imaginaHon, I see it at  most roadblocks I go through 
In commercial areas white men in fancy cars are targeted, at night, 
young girl (race is no object) especially is driving alone, are targeted, in 
Industrial areas its mostly load older vehicles and bakkies that are 
driven by black men that are targeted.  
If i earn too many demerits, I will sell my car and use Uber.  
Taxi's are very seldom stopped, even if they are falling apart, got a Hre 
that is wobbling, has a bumper held on with tape and a windscreen 
that threatens to break with the next gust of wind. or the driver is 
driving on the pavement with his arm hanging out the window, 
smashing cars he drives past with a baseball bat if they dare to try and 
hinder him.  
My child had a car accident this week, she moved into another cars 
lane and scratched the two vehicles. WHY??? because a taxi changed 
lanes from le_ to right and then le_ again pushing her into the 
incorrect lane to avoid the taxi. Did the metro police catch the taxi????  
my daughter gets demerit points because of the taxi..... it's all wrong. 
and you cannot make it right. Demerits sound good, but they will 
cause endless strife and animosity even accusaHons of racisms and 
road rage.  
Make poeple pay tolls, double traffic fines, ETC but leave the demerits 
alone!  

Michelle

2020-10-07 
13:22:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Get the current system and traffic cops to work. Get rid of lazy corrupt 
cops. This is just another ponsy-scheme to burden and target the 
working class for more money. We as the tax payers of South Africa 
says no! M

2020-10-07 
13:17:20 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another flawed way to try and squeeze more money out of law abiding 
ciHzens. Rather focus on cleaning up the corrupt officials first. Correct 
the issues with the systems first. Taxis don't pay anyway and just bribe 
officials anyway.  The e-tolls were never "legal" anyway. Lore]e

2020-10-07 
13:11:34 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Anelisa 

2020-10-07 
13:11:24 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Linda 

2020-10-07 
13:09:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Nico

2020-10-07 
13:07:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

First and foremost, we need traffic officials who actually do their jobs 
properly, and not just stand around at pointless roadblocks, soliciHng 
bribes. They are also very selecHve of whom they pull over. 
They also need to clamp down on the minibus taxi's who  don't obey 
the laws at all, and who rarely get pulled over and fined or get 
prosecuted. Most of the minibus taxi's are in roadworthy, but are 
never removed off the road. 
In regards e tolls,  if everybody pays, then I will pay, but again, busses 
and minibus tax's don't have to pay, nor do they pay tax, and its a mulH 
billion rand industry. Again, there seems to be 2 sets of laws, fleece 
and punish the law abiding tax payers every which way and let the 
corrupt thugs and their ilk do as they please.  
UnHl the corrupHon and hiring of cadres is stopped, nothing will 
change. 

Gregory

2020-10-07 
13:06:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

it seems that we are becoming a police state with all this ridiculous 
new legislaHon. 
Make the exisHng legislaHon work, with no changes. RORY

2020-10-07 
13:03:35 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is going to lead to further bribery and corrupHon. As it is, we are 
already faced with tons  of corrupHon and bribery which is crippling 
our country. Ismail

2020-10-07 
13:02:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The public is going to be penalized for a defunct and unacceptable 
system “E-Toll” the reacHon from the public from the beginning unHl 
now is non acceptance and total non compliance  
The government chose to implement a system without consensus or 
consultaHon from the end user, millions were accepted in bribes by 
ANC government officials because it was in their financial interest. 

The system will only be acceptable if fines for infringement is issued at 
the Hme and place of offense, no photos, and fines arriving in the post 
4 weeks later  

This is called law enforcement not hiding in bushes and using cameras, 
only visible policing is acceptable under this acHon  

How are the authoriHes going to implement with the number of 
fraudulent licenses that have been issued by corrupt government 
officials Darryl

2020-10-07 
13:01:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. - I refuse to pay e-toll Natasha

2020-10-07 
12:57:05 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system The proposed legislaHon is too strict and too costly. Bilal

2020-10-07 
12:56:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Frans
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2020-10-07 
12:56:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I disagree with any law that is arbitrary imposed without resort to the 
courts. Colin

2020-10-07 
12:51:53 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Do not agree with any of  the laws they want to force down our 
throats. Jakes

2020-10-07 
12:50:01 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system This is not consistent with good ciHzenship. Roney

2020-10-07 
12:46:37 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling fines for not paying e-tolls, the system in Gauteng that was 
illegal in the first place, wow, is that resurfacing again? 
As long as the new rules apply to EVERYONE, not just the law abiding 
ciHzens 

Peter

2020-10-07 
12:45:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The government could not implement the pervious system effecHvely, 
so why must we believe the new will benefit anyone at all.  They are 
creaHng regulaHons to double our fines, but most of these fines have 
been generated illegally on out dated, unregulated, incorrectly 
installed, illegally posiHoned and incorrectly operated equipment.  It is 
unconsHtuHonal to not get your day in court, ask the government to 
sign a contract with you and tell them they are not allowed to liHgate! 
This whole charade is flawed. It must just get thrown out. Simon

2020-10-07 
12:43:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not believe this proposed change will be a fair one across the 
board of all vehicle users. It is a known fact that taxi drivers, as an 
example, are well known for being law breakers. It is not fair to want to 
bring in a system that will not be implemented to all vehicle users. Sort 
out the unfairness between vehicle users first and then try implement 
a new change that will be imposed fairly to all vehicle users. Candice 

2020-10-07 
12:43:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

SA law enforcement is non existent!. We need law enforcement not 
new laws that also won't be enforced. Everyone deserves the right to 
choose to have their case heard in court so NO to tribunals and 
appeals that will take years to resolve in a mismanaged system. 
Municipal administraHon is a failure  due to corrupHon and 
mismanagement. Taxis do as they please and will never submit to a 
demerit system or its penalHes and will drive without licenses. E-toll 
failed so musf be removed. 
SO DON'T change a system that used to work! Govt employees are the 
problem, not the system. Fire the corrupt public servants and replace 
with RELIABLE EDUCATED People ! AARTO I say NO. Jen 

2020-10-07 
12:39:27 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The etoll system has failed from incepHon and government wants to 
enforce compliance by introducing laws for people to pay a system that 
has failed from the start. This is nonsense! We will not be bullied into 
subsidising corrupHon! Philip

2020-10-07 
12:36:32 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

ALL : is my main concern.  
1. To date we are not able to renew a driver's license card since office 
closure in lockdown.  
A valid drivers licence is required in the event of a traffic accident. ?  
2. E-tolls can not be linked to points system 
3. Taxi transport: disfuncHonal dangerous - this transport system fails 
its customers every single day Gina

2020-10-07 
12:35:17 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is madness, stupidity & a waste of resources. There are many ways 
in which to handle this ma]er especially by geVng parHcipaHon from 
the public. This authoritarian bullying should be stopped. Ray

2020-10-07 
12:32:48 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system and rules will be unconsHtuHonal because it takes away 
your right to defend yourself in court. The renewal of Drivers Licenses 
must not manipulated by the proposed new rules. CJ

2020-10-07 
12:30:07 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Etoll is beyond a joke at this point. Just scrap it already. Roxane

2020-10-07 
12:26:10 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Joanne

2020-10-07 
12:24:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system lot of bull Leon

2020-10-07 
12:23:13 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Seriously!!! How can this be jusHfied when the current laws in place 
are not administered properly.  Taxi drivers sHll rampant as if they have 
the right to stop anywhere and drive off with 2 fingers at you.  This has 
not been addressed properly in the current rules now we are being 
penalized for double amount fines to pop up the empty coffers at tax 
payers expense. Jayne

2020-10-07 
12:19:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will Increase corrupHon and bribery, rather employ capable officials. 
If you just look at the taxi industry it will cause havoc . Discipline is the 
main cause within any person driving in a 10 km radius you would find 
at least 3 infringements by the taxis . They will protest because no 
acHon is normally taken against them. We have to enforce the law in 
that order discipline will come. If there is discipline people will obey 
the law. Hennie

2020-10-07 
12:12:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Loos points for etol  the state dont tel as wat is heping with etol nou 
you go to los points Mark

2020-10-07 
12:11:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support e-tolls and believe the whole system is flawed. Get the 
basics right and enforce exisHng laws correctly before trying to 
introduce new ones. It is also our right to elect to be tried in court and 
that cannot be taken away. Given the level of corrupHon in the country 
we cannot trust fair prosecuHon without court involvement. Lauren
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2020-10-07 
12:07:45 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

This ANC government is constantly devising new legislaHon and 
regulaHons  to replace those that that currently are unable to enforce., 
instead of concentraHng on acHviHes that are not rocket sciences but 
just requires a li]le effort, eg proper maintenance of exisHng 
infrastructure.  Seffrica's roads are in an appalling state, yet the 
government wants to  increase  license fees, e-toll tariffs and traffic 
fines.  Taxes and levies on fuel makes up about 40% of the cost at the 
pump. yet what does the motorist get in return? Just more hassle from 
the government.  Our courts are dysfuncHonal, our traffic departments  
as well, our postal service takes 3 months to deliver  accounts and 
noHces which is usually a_er the expiry date, our municipal accounts 
have not been delivered during lockdown.  Seffrica is a failing state and 
the government is  fiddling with  AARTO while Seffrica is burning.  I am 
strongly opposed to any measures that will make it easier for the 
government to extort money from  hardworking tax payers.  Those in 
power have stolen this country dry. Jacobus

2020-10-07 
11:56:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Chloe

2020-10-07 
11:54:19 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

All of the above concerns  are relevant 

Taking ones right away to defend oneself in a court of law based on the 
premise that you are not guilty unHl proven guilty is an consHtuHonal 
right that may not be broken.  The proposed system would place the 
burden on the individual and not the state.  Thus may never be 
allowed as it would give the state to much power.   This will further 
place an unnecessary burden on generally law abiding ciHzens.  These 
people would also be the so_ targeted by corrupt officials  as clearly 
demonstrated in the Covid lock down were people were harassed and 
arrested for nonsensical offenses while nothing is done to stop crime 
such as murder, rape etc.   You hear too many stories of people being 
stopped for trumped up offenses to obtain  a bribe.  This system in my 
view would only increase under this proposed changes. 

The E-toll system is a corrupt, burdensome and ineffecHve system.  The 
cost of the roads infrastructure could have been recouped with a far 
more simple system.  (I believe OUTA indicated something in the 
region of a 10c  increase on fuel and the roads would have ben paid off 
by now.  There was a 30c increase just a_er the implementaHon to " 
subsidize/reduce toll fees" a_er the fist objecHons were made.   The 
fuel levy has been increased by about R2 since the E-toll has been 
implemented.  SANRAL has indicated that E-toll revenue would be in 
the region of 30% of their budget income?  How can a small fracHon of 
road users and road network be responsible for the bulk of the 
organizaHons budget?  Something does not make sense.  This is 
definitely not a user pay system but a user overpays and  extorted 
system.  People are not stupid we know that this regulaHon changes is 
just a means to have another weapon to FORCE people  to pay E-tolls. 

Renewing ones drivers license is currently already a  nightmare as one 
can not get an appointment.  Now you want to make driving without a 
valid drivers license a criminal offense?  Our courts and jail system 
already overburden.  FOCUS ON REAL CRIMINALS AND START WITH 
CORRUPT POLITICIANS 

Michael
2020-10-07 
11:54:14 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I claim to be innocent unHl proved otherwise Alfonso

2020-10-07 
11:54:02 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system I  do not approve of etolls sHll being in place or doubling fines shelley

2020-10-07 
11:48:12 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think it is democraHc. They just looking for money to steal. Then 
how is it democraHc if we cannot drive to work to earn a living cause 
our drivers license has been taken away. How do we survive. We are 
not a first world countery but I third so it wont work here. They looking 
for a war with the people of South Africa. People are ba]ling to put 
food on the table. 
So no they cannot go ahead with it please fight it. 

A M

2020-10-07 
11:47:52 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think it is democraHc. They just looking for money to steal. Then 
how is it democraHc if we cannot drive to work to earn a living cause 
our drivers license has been taken away. How do we survive. We are 
not a first world countery but I third so it wont work here. They looking 
for a war with the people of South Africa. People are ba]ling to put 
food on the table. 
So no they cannot go ahead with it please fight it. 

A M

2020-10-07 
11:47:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think it is democraHc. They just looking for money to steal. Then 
how is it democraHc if we cannot drive to work to earn a living cause 
our drivers license has been taken away. How do we survive. We are 
not a first world countery but I third so it wont work here. They looking 
for a war with the people of South Africa. People are ba]ling to put 
food on the table. 
So no they cannot go ahead with it please fight it. 

A M

2020-10-07 
11:47:23 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think it is democraHc. They just looking for money to steal. Then 
how is it democraHc if we cannot drive to work to earn a living cause 
our drivers license has been taken away. How do we survive. We are 
not a first world countery but I third so it wont work here. They looking 
for a war with the people of South Africa. People are ba]ling to put 
food on the table. 
So no they cannot go ahead with it please fight it. 

A M
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2020-10-07 
11:47:15 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think it is democraHc. They just looking for money to steal. Then 
how is it democraHc if we cannot drive to work to earn a living cause 
our drivers license has been taken away. How do we survive. We are 
not a first world countery but I third so it wont work here. They looking 
for a war with the people of South Africa. People are ba]ling to put 
food on the table. 
So no they cannot go ahead with it please fight it. 

A M

2020-10-07 
11:46:30 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think it is democraHc. They just looking for money to steal. Then 
how is it democraHc if we cannot drive to work to earn a living cause 
our drivers license has been taken away. How do we survive. We are 
not a first world countery but I third so it wont work here. They looking 
for a war with the people of South Africa. People are ba]ling to put 
food on the table. 
So no they cannot go ahead with it please fight it. 

A M

2020-10-07 
11:45:56 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think it is democraHc. They just looking for money to steal. Then 
how is it democraHc if we cannot drive to work to earn a living cause 
our drivers license has been taken away. How do we survive. We are 
not a first world countery but I third so it wont work here. They looking 
for a war with the people of South Africa. People are ba]ling to put 
food on the table. 
So no they cannot go ahead with it please fight it. 

A M
2020-10-07 
11:43:54 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Cornelius

2020-10-07 
11:42:57 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

my top concern is with all of the above.    points demerit system,  
enforcement orders, costly appeal, AARTo administraHve burden,   we 
have a lawless society and incompetent administraHve system.   the 
problem is drivers  licences are issued to people who are not 
competent to drive a vehicle and  be on a public road.   law 
enforcement must be more visible on the roads and competent to 
apply the law immediately. LOUIS

2020-10-07 
11:37:43 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Lilian

2020-10-07 
11:24:06 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I agree that driving without a valid license should be a criminal offense. 
But double fines, e tolls blah blah blah.... get the corrupHon out of the 
licensing Dept R 300- R1500 bribe to book a learners test !!! Get the 
police off the corrupHon gravy train and you’ll find a more respec�ul 
way to collect revenue from people who break the law, not the rest of 
us.Speed should be expensive, drunk driving should be unforgivable.... Wendy

2020-10-07 
11:19:46 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic officials are not properly trained and corrupt. Will  only the 
whites will be targeted and taxi's will not be controlled by officials as 
they will be threatened.  Traffic fine increases will just place more 
money in the hands of the corrupt officials s already is happening. 
Enforce the exisHng laws and there will be no need for addiHonal laws 
at all. Jean

2020-10-07 
11:14:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

Once again, only the law abiding ciHzens will bear the brunt.   For 
instance the proof of residence nonsense is laughable, only targets 
people who can actually be located to face some sort of enforcement - 
ie what happiness to all the other seventy million who actually dont 
live anywhere, can never be located or apprehended or brought to task 
or demereted or whateveréd.  Why carry on spending money, 
entrapping taxpayers whilst everyone knows the rest will just carry on 
as always.  Rather hike the petrol price if you need money. Anne]e

2020-10-07 
11:05:08 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

The only result you will get in an already corrupt system is more 
corrupHon. the so_ targets who are usually law abiding  motorists, will 
loose points if they are not willing  to pay bribes. The corrupt traffic 
officers will ask bigger bribes, since many people will rather pay a big 
bribe than loose his license. The taxis are above the law and don't get 
fined like other motorists. Sort them out and half our problems are 
solved. Gert

2020-10-07 
11:04:41 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system Mandy

2020-10-07 
10:59:18 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

NO I DO NOT: This system will not change for the be]er, the only 
situaHon that will change is that the Metro cops that already acHng 
with criminal a]end will just steel more with bribes and other ilea gal 
acHviHes nothing will be in the favor or benefit to the legal ciHzen. 
We have a system in place that will and can work very successfully if 
the Metro keep up to the correct way of doing there jobs there is no 
reason for changing it this is just another way of making people 
criminals by forcing laws down on them but the authoriHes  is abusing 
it to their own financial benefits.    Henry

2020-10-07 
10:52:39 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

I disagree with the whole proposed legislaHon as it is unconsHtuHonal , 
a Tax Burden and forcing us to pay for E Tolls which the majority of 
people do not , have not and will never support. It will promote 
bribery and will be targeHng  the white, Indian and colored minority. Wilco

2020-10-06 
20:01:47 Gauteng No I do not

points demerit 
system

As always, only a certain porHon of drivers are being targeted. This will 
not solve the lawlessness on our roads. Linn

Western Cape 600

2020-11-30 
11:00:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

What the government is trying to do is milking more money from tax 
paying for them loot obviously without puVng proper plans to teach 
our people good behaviour, but we're a puniHve state we want to 
criminalize everyone accept the real criminals in goverment who are 
stealing our money in this country. Bonginkosi

2020-11-28 
21:16:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jayce

2020-11-28 
12:11:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Everything use touch you fuck up.simple as that Ridwaan 

2020-11-21 
20:37:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jehan

2020-11-12 
10:37:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a load of dung they have lot though this through how will this 
effect fleet owners Denvor 
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2020-11-11 
11:07:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Mara

2020-11-10 
12:10:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Inge

2020-11-09 
09:10:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are to much corrupHon among the law enforcement and most 
drivers will conHnue driving without licenses . Rather double the fines  Johan

2020-11-07 
11:00:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Will never work. I'm pre]y sure that the only people that will get 
punished by this is the honest tax paying people. Corrupt government 
will bail out taxi maniac drivers who don't even have a license. 

Rikus

2020-11-07 
08:20:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit system will be based on traffic cam infringements. So sit back 
and relax while we load the camera roll. Dish out points and take away 
90% of drivers licenses. 
Do these guys think that a drivers license loss will stop poeple from 
earning a living in thses trying Hmes. As with SABC it is leVng other 
systems do our work. When last was a taxi driver stopped for 
anything?? 
This is as rediculous as the guy who thought it up. 
Waste of Hme and money. Also i will defend myself in court in person 
and not a tribunal. Driving without a license being criminilized is far 
fetched. Only a court can give that ruling on the merits of the case 
presented. 
IDIOTS DOING IDIOTIC WORK WITH IDIOTIC BRAINS. Jacques

2020-11-07 
07:50:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africans Gov want to implement harsh rule when they are not 
competent in enforcing proper regulaHon. What ever they think this is 
going to aid its not going to stop the amount of accidents as the taxi 
industry is not abiding by road rule and drunk driving won't stop. 
Things to make plans around not trying to take other for minors jeanne

2020-11-07 
07:30:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africans Gov want to implement harsh rule when they are not 
competent in enforcing proper regulaHon. What ever they think this is 
going to aid its not going to stop the amount of accidents as the taxi 
industry is not abiding by road rule and drunk driving won't stop. 
Things to make plans around not trying to take other for minors EMILE 

2020-11-06 
08:04:58 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with this AARTO. Its an administraHve burden, and also 
another way of geVng money in via a system that is not needed. Also, 
the people that really need to be taken off the road and held to 
account won't be  i.e. the illegal and non-law complying taxi drivers 
who dont pay fines, drivers licenses or adhere to road laws.  

Shelley 

2020-11-05 
11:05:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

the demerit system is a good idea but i fail to see how it can be 
implemented. much thought 
needs to put into this proposal.  however saying this the current 
system is also fraught with bribes and inHmidaHon. 
I cannot believe that you want to take away my civil right to be heard 
in court if necessary. mary

2020-11-04 
10:06:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

1: Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 

UnconsHtuHonal and illegal. 

2: Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

UnconsHtuHonal and illegal. The etolls saga is sHll before the courts. 
Imposing insanely high fines for something that has not yet been ruled 
on, or even tested in a court of law, is not only premature, it is un-
South African. 

3: Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license. 

UnconsHtuHonal and illegal. To get a criminal record if you forget your 
license at home is absurd. Marthinus

2020-11-04 
03:04:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The whole list of concerns is relevant. Taxi drivers will probably ignore 
it and not care anyway and get away with it... Open to corrupHon and 
making money for gov coffers!!! Shirley

2020-11-03 
14:30:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

You are keeping yourself busy with nonsense. The law abiding ciHzens 
trying to make a living are being hit hardest and the masses ignoring 
traffic rules and safety will just keep doing what they do now. 

You can already not  manage the admin overhead, this does not insHll 
the confidence that as a government you are able to handle this 
correctly. B

2020-11-03 
10:34:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I find this system totally illogical. 
Why penalize a driver for doing something that may be a safety 
necessity as apposed to a road rule deviaHon !! 
This simply makes traffic condiHons more congested and therefore 
more traffic on streets at the same Hme and therefore more rules are 
made in future to obviate the above condiHons. 
How stupid is that !!! 

Leo
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2020-11-03 
09:49:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

this the easy way to catch legal drivers as sof target, what about those 
who drives unroadworthy vehicles, fake licences and reckless driving 
coming from the informal se]elments and foreigners who fake their 
driving licence or dont carry any at all and sHll drives cars that are a 
danger on our roads, jumping robots . 

only way to catch these is to put cameras at every robot to catch those 
who jumps red lights, especially taxi's who has no respect for drivers 
on the road. not stopping in their proper offloading zones and stopping 
busy traffic in middle of roads where there is no stopping yellow lines  , 
etc, few of the problems are listed, can go on with a 
LOOOOOONNNGGGG list of traffic rules broken by cockroach and 
minibus taxi's. they have no respect for the road users. George

2020-11-03 
07:03:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The  enHre approach / proposal of the new laws  is a failure 
and not thought through properly. Werner

2020-11-02 
22:09:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system We are not ready for 1st world systems Gerrit

2020-11-02 
21:59:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Yazeed 

2020-11-02 
19:08:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Open to corrupHon and abuse. Use  
and enact the current laws available. Kay

2020-11-02 
18:09:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Elise

2020-11-01 
22:24:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Nothing this government ever a]empts works properly. Wishful 
thinking. Will just cause more corrupHon. Will taxis be targeted? I'd like 
to see that happen. They control the government and the transport 
ministry Merle 

2020-10-31 
13:58:02 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No penalty can be issued legally without having been tried in court if 
the speed of a vehicle has been measured by temporary, radar based 
cameras, since they cannot be trusted to be accurate and are o_en 
used illegally and not according to regulaHons.  In other words, the 
system up to now involved the issue of a noHce that the driver's speed 
has been measured and found to have exceeded the speed limit. The 
driver then has a choice to acknowledge guilt and pay the penalty or to 
challenge the measurement in court a_er a court summons has been 
issued. They also have the opportunity to appeal for a reducHon of the 
penalty for any valid reason. 

With the new system, the driver has no opHon to defend themselves 
against an illegal, probable inaccurate reading, and will receive a 
penalty and points against their licence without any legal evidence to 
the effect. It seems they will also lose the opHon to appeal. 

Having lived in the United Kingdom, I can see that South Africa wants 
to follow the systems used in first world countries. The difference, 
however, is that first world countries do things legally, which cannot be 
said of South Africa. 

Another issue is the actual driver of the car. In South Africa anyone can 
drive any car. How does the system know who to penalise with points 
against their licence, i.e. who was the driver of the vehicle? 

Henry
2020-10-31 
08:26:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Trevor 

2020-10-31 
07:13:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Shanaaz

2020-10-29 
18:53:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

CiHzens rights are being taken away once again the SA government is 
forcing its will. Law abiding ciHzens are fighHng a losing ba]le against 
corrupHon in government and public servants who abuse their power 
over us while criminals have more rights than the innocent and are 
unaffected by all these laws Beverley

2020-10-29 
09:48:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I see a massive insenHve and loop hole here for bribery and all out 
corrupHon. 
Scrap this idea enHrely. There is much more efficient and cost effecHve 
ways to get the desired result.  
1. Dashcams should be compulsory. 
This will be an immense psychological force to help people realise no 
story can work now.  
2. The camera will do the talking in the court.  
3. Dashcams must be able to look at the cabin as well. To see if 
occupants is wearing their seat belts. 
4. The dashcam or procurement can be included into licence renuwal 
or if driver has a dashcam with the requirement or be]er the driver 
can use their own sourced unit. 
Using this than a bribable machine with just a li]le bit of a subtle 
message. You are all being watched by each other. You crash the 
footage of the incedent will be sent. Couple of accidents later. People 
will listen and start behaving. EHenne

2020-10-29 
06:49:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This AARTO system is just anothet money making racket to extort 
money from the already overburdened public. It will only benefit the 
people defrauding the easy money Lauren

2020-10-28 
21:09:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Taking away your right to appeal a Camera fine. Most cameras are not 
calibrated correctly and are set up on down hills and or Where road 
signs are hidden by plant growth or on open roads where there is no 
signs as too a lesser limit than 100 kmph or on speed limits other than 
on the Road signs. In case of an life and death emergency you 
someHmes have to get to medical help asap, which means driving 
safely faster than the limit. ChrisHne

2020-10-28 
19:40:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Nicolaas

2020-10-28 
12:11:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jacques 
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2020-10-28 
11:05:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hello more corrupHon. If caught for any "offense" it is much simpler to 
hand over cash to avoid geVng demerit points and possibly having 
your license revoked for a few month Louise

2020-10-28 
09:32:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Is there anything that these corrupt and incompetent poliHcians would 
not do to distract the a]enHon of the public from the real important 
ma]ers at hand? Strart by enforcing the law on the purpetrators and 
stop inHmidaHng those that care about being law abiding ciHzens. 
Make an excample of the people that keep on breaking the rules, but 
that is exactly where their problem lies. Instead of acHng against the 
purpetrators they focus their a]enHon on the law abiding ciHzens so 
they don't have to lock up their own friends and family. Cilliers

2020-10-28 
08:15:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Carol

2020-10-28 
07:32:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Die mense wat die meeste die reëls breek, taxis, sal net eenvoudig 
soos nou nie gestaf word nie. Die meeste  munisipaliteite kan nie eers 
die vrag van aansoeke hanteer nie. Elizabeth 

2020-10-28 
07:10:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Chris 

2020-10-28 
06:36:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

If we enforce and manage our current system, amendments is not 
required Graham

2020-10-28 
05:53:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Seems like a money-making scheme, not to the  benefit  of drivers but 
of the authoriHes Dave

2020-10-28 
05:50:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I sHll feel that e-toll is unfair. We allready had to pay for tollroads 
before e tolling was added without public input. We hear daily how 
our moneuyflows into a corrupt pit. No you are a criminal for not 
paying eventhough we pay tax. I also do not agree with the no alcohol 
ruling as it will not change behaviour. Those that drink will sHll drink. It 
will only prevent  social drinkers from having the onebeer or glass wine 
they would have had,it wont prevent drunkards to climb in their car. Helga

2020-10-27 
20:22:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Leon 

2020-10-27 
13:02:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This enHre process is just to make money out of the public, not that 
they weren't doi g it already Eugene 

2020-10-27 
10:17:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support the proposed AARTO regulaHons in respect of: 

1. Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
2. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
3. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads. 
4. Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. Licences are valid for 5 years and easily expire without 
the driver remembering. David

2020-10-27 
09:40:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Most of RSA ciHzens are law abiding ciHzens so the system won't work 
as it will be another door being opened for ciHzens to be ***abused 
***, by an already flawed system that doesn't cater for them but only 
for takes from them to no benefit to the ordinary ciHzen. Tumiso

2020-10-27 
09:40:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Most of RSA ciHzens are law abiding ciHzens so the system won't work 
as it will be another door being opened for ciHzens to be ***abused 
***, by an already flawed system that doesn't cater for them but only 
for takes from them to no benefit to the ordinary ciHzen. Tumiso

2020-10-27 
07:21:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No I do not 
E-Tolls are a corrupt ANC enrichment tool and the people of South 
Africa will never, ever pay E-Toll, ever. 

We are all Hred of the ANC corrupHon, incompetence and stealing. 

The proposed AARTO regulaHons seek to steal yet more money, for no 
other reason than to steal money, that will be wasted. 

Where and how do the proposed AARTO regulaHon seek to make road 
travel safer? 

They do not. 

The whole AARTO regulaHon proposal is a further rent seeking tax by a 
failed government and they can all VOETSEK. Wayne

2020-10-26 
10:11:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Die staat moet hom bepaal by sake  wat aandag benodig soos 
werkskepping, beveiliging van sy landsburgers, bou van maatskaplike 
instansies (inrigrHngs vir bejaardes en gestremdes, dagsorgsentrums), 
bystand by dorpe en stede wat deur die droogte geteister word. Hulle 
moet hulle bepaal by die regte misdadigers en nie die geredelike man 
op straat , onregverdig in 'n krimineel verander nie. Juanita 

2020-10-26 
07:48:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The AARTO is quesHonable as in its self is corrupt. 
The new propose laws to indorse more  quotas, you end up with the 
public service  
 which we have got, pervaded by both corrupHon and incompetence. 
SA faces the challenge of finding enough officials who are both honest 
and competent. We didn't ask for toll roads!! 
MunicipaliHes are packed with people, many of them deployed cadres, 
who are someHmes crooked, someHmes incompetent, someHmes 
both. If all the crooks were weeded out, millions of people would sHll 
have no clean or reliable supplies of water, because they would sHll be 
at the mercy of incompetent cadres. 
No I don't trust this new implementaHon.  

Renato

2020-10-25 
23:41:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point demerit system will find you guilty without it being proven it 
was you. Companies won’t be able to operate.  Can’t trust government 
to administer it can’t correctly. Can’t use a first world soluHon for a 
third world problem. Rudi
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2020-10-24 
05:59:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

All of the above is not fair. How come we have to be treated criminals 
for a traffic violaHon tou already paying the fine why sHll the R100 
ontop of it you guys are milking us dry. Faizel

2020-10-23 
15:53:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

When the Taxi Industry start being held to account for all their 
misdeeds and the carnage that they cause on the road every DAY - 
THEN and ONLY THEN will I accept the demerit system Ericka

2020-10-23 
10:28:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We do not have the appropriate level of skill in the resources engaged 
to manage the intricacies proposed by this Act in pracHcal applicaHon 
on a day to day basis.It is open to abuse and is highly subjecHve John

2020-10-22 
09:28:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Kashiefa

2020-10-21 
21:39:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa is already struggling with illigal drivers on the roads, 
people with "zero" points will sHll force their way on the road to feed 
their families otherwise this will add burden on government to feed 
people without jobs or increase crime Lwando 

2020-10-21 
16:50:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Mohammed

2020-10-21 
14:05:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The burden of proof die contravening  need to rest on the Traffic 
Enforcement in sufficient vigor so that there is NO reasonable doubt. 
as to guilt. ObjecHve proof is of utmost importance!! 
Traffic Enforcement is not setup and capable to be able to provide 
OBJECTIVE proof of a HIGH standard!! Gert

2020-10-21 
12:58:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

How many people will be jobless when their license gets suspended? 
These guys signing off on this are money hungry idiots!!!! Anthony 

2020-10-21 
12:09:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It won't work - my quesHon is - will it be applied to ALL people driving 
in SA or will taxi's be excluded?  How many opportuniHes for fraud and 
bribery will be created and how will this system be effecHvely 
administrated, since local traffic departments already have difficulty in 
managing the amount of new drivers' licence applicaHons and - 
renewals as well as vehicle registraHons due to COVid-19???? Eline]e

2020-10-20 
22:01:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Nog meer administrasie. Verdere opening vir meer omkopery soos 
geld. Verkeerde we]e word aangespreek. Bennie

2020-10-20 
14:21:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Steven

2020-10-20 
14:06:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another money making racket to rip people off.  Sort out the 
taxi drivers and their vehicles instead of the people who actually 
comply with the road rules.  Allison

2020-10-20 
13:41:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why do you want to try and introduce a new system when you do not 
have the ability to run the present system properly? Rather spend the 
effort to fix the present archaic and cumbersome system of licence 
renewals. Law enforcement officers are too scared to take on taxi 
drivers and the taxi industry. The taxi drivers will ignore the demerit 
points system. AddiHonally, with the present levels of corrupHon a 
demerit points system will not work because those that should be 
penalised will find a way round it and have the points removed. 
Doubling and increasing fines merely sounds like someone is trying to 
turn South Africa into a police state - this is not a good idea. Jonathan

2020-10-20 
12:44:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

 This is just another way to make money out of the law bidding people 
on the roads.  what about the Taxi drivers with out a valid license to 
drive and carrry passengers. while drunk.    are the liecences   brought 
or did the driver go through a proper test. Rather sort that out first. 
most accidents are from drunk driving by people who haven’t gone 
through the tesHng. that’s why so many family ‘s are killed.  Thank You. Rosemary

2020-10-20 
05:13:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a disgrace that South Africans have to live with unnescessary 
bylaws. Just a money making effort again to be corrupt at the end. Peter

2020-10-20 
04:01:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The ruling government have shown us, the people of South Africa. That 
their byest and incompetence and hypocrisy, unfortunately, will only 
be applied to have the people of this country be affected negaHvely. 
ResulHng in, an already struggling economy, people that will just not 
be able to pay their ridiculous fines or pay to appeal , due to their 
tyrannical approach. We now have to pay because of the corrupHon 
spree. Floris

2020-10-18 
00:23:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system  taxis do what they want we try to drive to stay alive trevor

2020-10-17 
18:15:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Pieter

2020-10-16 
21:12:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Elizabeth 

2020-10-16 
20:26:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Nic

2020-10-16 
16:15:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not contribute posiHvely towards road safety. It will probably 
end up in corrupt traffic officials taking even more bribes. 
If you want to make a difference, change the way that our young 
people are tested. The current system is laughable! Gordon

2020-10-16 
12:05:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I reject the proposed amendments. 
SA is in such state of corrupHon and mis administraHon that the 
proposed amendments will be a danger and massive burden to our 
already over stressed populaHon and controlling insHtuHons.  
Stop this process immediately. Stefan

2020-10-16 
07:51:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Yohannah

2020-10-16 
04:39:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Reagan

2020-10-15 
19:57:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

not happy with demerit ., not happy with costly fine increase,   the 
expensive  e tolls, the driver if license is cancelled 

Judith
2020-10-15 
19:04:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system System will not work for all taxi follow their own rules. Mara 

2020-10-14 
20:00:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system E
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2020-10-14 
17:14:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

More legislaHon to infringe on our rights in a democracy. The legal 
system is already unable to cope with cases presented. More money 
collected to be stolen. We pay taxes and fuel levies for roads already. 
Current laws are good enough to deter people from breaking them. 
The only problem is poor enforcement. Tightening the laws further is a 
lazy and unnecessary approach which will result in over-punishing the 
law abiding ciHzens while not making any difference to real law 
breakers, especially those who bribe officials, who won't even get into 
the books Shakee

2020-10-14 
14:15:02 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-14 
09:58:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current regime of fines is more appropriate for South Africa given 
the lack of public transport available to those who may lose their 
points. Instead, enforcement should be improved, harsher penalHes 
for traffic and license corrupHon introduced, and a closer relaHonship 
between fines and traffic safety reinforced. There are too many speed 
traps in areas that are clearly for the generaHon of income rather than 
the reducHon of dangerous traffic incidents.  Jean-Paul

2020-10-13 
23:31:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

And over and above the demerit system, its draconian, the system  
leaves itself  wide-open to  more corrupHon and we as a country have 
more urgent things to focus on such as the walls and floors of all our 
provinces drowning in corrupHon  whilst the most powerful tool of the 
naHon (The Zondo Commission) is being le_ to flounder. 
By all  means come back to this but lets rather get our corrupHon 
resolved then as one, we can move on. Barbie

2020-10-13 
22:45:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

1) The points demerit system is too harsh and may affect drivers 
negaHvely. 
2) The cost of eTolls which leads to enforcement orders being issued is 
grossly unfair. 
3) The failure by the respecHve department to properly apply 
administraHve processes leads to unfair fines and abuse by traffic 
officials 
Desere 
other 
No I do not 
Where government previously commi]ed to not penalize motorists for 
etoll and that it would not be linked to demerit points or fines, th Inga

2020-10-13 
17:52:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jeanne

2020-10-13 
11:03:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system they have now doesn't work how do they think they can 
get any other system to work. Also with corrupt officials who try to 
bribe you they can give you as many demerit points as they like if you 
dont give their bribe Gail

2020-10-13 
10:16:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The country is in a crisis and they are concerned about traffic violaHons 
which they currently cannot enforce. Most of the current violators 
cannot be traced anyway because they do not have a fixed residenHal 
address. This is just another ploy to recover and inHmidate the wealthy 
that pay for all the corrupHon in this country Marc

2020-10-13 
09:55:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with the new regulaHons, Firstly the appeal system is 
shambolic at best, unnecessary costs above and beyond being heavily 
fined. 

Secondly, the government's very own processes does not even work 
properly yet they wish to add more.  
I do not believe law enforcement officials are capable of carrying this 
out as they couldn't carry out basic duHes and regulaHons as they 
already stand. 

Thirdly, how is this going to work with the taxi industry? The 
government showed no backbone against them, how is the new laws 
going to regulate and keep them in order? Simple. It won't. 

My point in all this is that the government wishes new laws and 
regulaHons which will be toothless for the mere fact the current ones 
that stand they can't even enforce, its a waste of Hme, money and 
quite honestly I believe intelligent decisions could be made Jay Jay

2020-10-13 
09:17:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another money-making scheme to get us to cough up our hard-
earned money as if we weren't already struggling in this country with 
Covid 19 and businesses retrenching staff etc. 
Government is trying to make up for all the monies they owe. We need 
to wake up and stand up because it won't stop here. 

System will be totally abused by the traffic authoriHes and corrupHon 
will increase three-fold 
Taxis will obviously be immune to the system otherwise they will be off 
the roads in 2 weeks. 
Doubling of the fines shows me it is a money-making racket. . E-Tolling 
is now going to be forced through. 

My biggest concern is that with all the related fraudulent acHviHes 
associated with number 
plate cloning, false roadworthy papers and false registraHon papers, 
innocent drivers will have been punished for infringements they had 
not even known about. You are guilty before even been given a chance 
to know about it. The appeal process is going to be so costly and this 
will surely open up the door for added corrupHon in the way of bribing 
traffic officers. What works in other European countries won't work 
here. We need a straigh�orward simple simple that deals with the 
infringements in relaHon to our countries dynamic ability to avoid the 
law 

Mark
2020-10-13 
08:46:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system its just a money making scheme. im totally against it. paul
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2020-10-13 
08:29:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Troy

2020-10-13 
08:28:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Troy

2020-10-13 
07:43:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We do not need more strict amendments or a demerit system, what 
we need is the enforcement of current regulaHons to ALL drivers.  
Minibus taxi's are ignoring traffic rules all around, but are not fined as 
traffic officers are too afraid to stop them.   
CorrupHon is already thriving, with the stricter rules/regulaHons/
demerit system drivers will be more willing to pay a bribe than to be 
demerited/fined. 
 A large number of traffic officials are intenHonal spiteful and will stop 
you only because the don't like your race.  Rather implement a 
regulaHon that states that a traffic official should have  video evidence 
for all transgressions when they write a fine. Hendrik

2020-10-13 
07:37:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

it is not a fare representaHon of a driver there is more to it in just be 
demerit for speeding. There are more reason for accidents than 
speeding. Raymond

2020-10-13 
03:12:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I foresee more and more unlicenced drivers on the roads in the future 
due to suspended licences,we allready know the hassles of geVng a 
driving licence test appointment. The quesHon is-will it deter the taxi 
drivers from geVng fines...dnt think so as they allready have double 
warrents and dnt operate with licence or prdps.  Moegamat

2020-10-12 
20:21:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

More power to the u]erly corrupt, can only devolve into more chaos 
and more greed and more power grabs. 
And ofcourse this will not apply the the second biggest corrupt 
criminal body  of the taxi associaHon. 
If all can not be treated equal, let alone just... 
Less corrupHon or less power! Kobus

2020-10-12 
19:29:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel that there is currently nothing wrong with the system in place. It 
is my view that there is a problem with enforcing the current law and 
therefore the problem does not lie in the system, but rather in the 
implementaHon. Mohammed 

2020-10-12 
19:19:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

So many people are unemployed if you should receive a criminal 
record for not having a license how is the innocent people going to get 
jobs criminals that do worst crimes will be walking the streets and 
innocent people  with criminal records  would not be able to get jobs 
due to this.  CorrupHon will occur with this law Nadia

2020-10-12 
17:12:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is yet another opportunity for law enforcement to extort money 
out of defenseless ciHzens. It is only good on paper like our 
consHtuHon is but implementaHon is always disappoinHng. 

Jacques
2020-10-12 
16:30:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This system will play into the hands of corrupt officers Aslam

2020-10-12 
16:08:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system KAREN

2020-10-12 
14:29:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I find it very unfair to jusHfy your case many people will lose their jobs 
during suspension Vusumuzi

2020-10-12 
14:23:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Once again this is targeted to the handful of South Africans who 
actually obey the laws and on the odd occasion transgress not by 
choice. My biggest concern is the taxi's who totally disregard all laws, 
are far too many on our roads and THINK and DEMAND rights that they 
should not be enHtled to. It's because of the growth of the so called 
legal taxi industry, that our train and buss public transport has gone to 
the dogs . At Brackenfell StaHon I see at Hmes 50 taxi's standing - what 
for?  Cops also ignore taxi transgressions, I've seen this happening! Andre

2020-10-12 
13:21:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have sufficient laws.  Enforcement is the problem.  UnHl you apply 
to the law equally to all road users, specifically the reckless and frankly 
lawless taxis, it doesn't ma]er what you change 

Another money making scheme Hilton

2020-10-12 
12:51:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system cannot work unHl we have a proper and running public 
transport system. 
Demerit will only let more people drive unlawfully as there is no other 
alternaHve. Jalize

2020-10-12 
12:50:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Infringement of human rights and freedom 
Sylvana 

2020-10-12 
12:40:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Invest this effort in applying exisHng laws effecHvely. Henry

2020-10-12 
12:36:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Anna-Mari

2020-10-12 
11:17:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is absolutely a load of wasted Hme....there are more serious 
crimes like murders that needs much more a]enHon than driving 
rules. 

I have no problem with obeying the law - it should be like that.  Having 
said that,  if the law is not prejudice, discriminaHng and corrupHon.  
Which sadly all of those factors are very prevalent in our government. 

The taxi's have been dis obeying the law since I can remember and yet 
there are no real consequences.  So the government must first sort out 
their own corrupHon before trying to do something about road laws ANGELIQUE

2020-10-12 
11:15:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Get the standard of vehicles on our roads to conform with the law, i.e . 
roadworthiness of vehicles on the roads, instead of taking away 
people’s livelihoods for those who need a drivers license to earn a 
living. C

2020-10-12 
10:57:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Alexander

2020-10-12 
10:46:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Mbuso

2020-10-12 
10:40:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

 Our current system isn't working and our ineffecHon AARto sector 
cannot maintain law and order as it is. Before recreaHng a new system 
try and police the current system which worked before corrupHon 
entered into the process Reza
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2020-10-12 
10:18:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Francois

2020-10-12 
10:01:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Ryan

2020-10-12 
09:39:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

 This is u]er bull.  instead of catching anc criminals their busy with this. 
iy is a stupid idea Xabisa

2020-10-12 
09:27:26 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think government should focus on spending on infrastructure and 
be]er tools to govern road users. They should not try to "punish" 
drivers or try to get more money out of the tax payer. We already 
subsidize a government who does not invest in the country but spend 
irregularly.  We have thousands of taxi drivers who operate illegally 
with hundreds of thousands of rands in fines and sHll they drive or 
operate? Government should do a paradigm shi_ on how they think 
and handle the traffic in the country and the drivers.  As a taxpayer and 
law abiding ciHzen my wife and I contribute and average of R30k in 
various taxes and sHll government wants to "punish" hard working 
ciHzens like us.  I someHmes have to drive fast because robots are not 
working or traffic is congested because of flooded roads to be at work 
on Hme and make meeHngs on Hme so I can pay my taxes on Hme 
every month. 

Thank you Qieyaam Jacobs Qieyaam 
2020-10-12 
09:26:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system SHERZAAN

2020-10-12 
09:20:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point system is not pracHcal for my company, which operates 30 
vehicle and 35 items of plant, and the plant and vehicle proxy will will 
end up in jail, as the sytem cannot be implemented. Ian

2020-10-12 
09:19:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Thanks for the opportunity to respond. 
The point system is not going to be effecHve fot various reasons.... 
1.fines rhat are issued....some never reach the driver 
2.many Hmes the driver is not the registered owner how can points be 
accrued  to the innocent ..especially if he cannot go to court 
3.this  system like many othets can easily lead to corrupHon...or 
favouriHsm 
Please rethink before implimenHng this system as it will create a lot of 
havoc Pat

2020-10-12 
09:09:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have a problem with the whole system change.  Enforcement can't be 
done with laws as is.  Lots of problems falling through the cracks.  With 
new laws only a certain porHon of the people of this country will be 
held liable and will be forced to man up.  The real culprits will go on 
like nothing changed - showing disregard to the law as is currently the 
case.  The only thing the new law will a]ribute to is to punish people 
who already man up to their mistakes even more. The ones that break 
the law without being held accountable will conHnue doing so. Lana

2020-10-12 
08:47:31 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

A lot of people lost their job so how are they suppose to pay these 
fines Tasneem

2020-10-12 
08:32:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

how can you expect to run a system like this in a corrupt country like 
ours. you cannot regulate the taxi industry properly. and you expect o 
take their licences away. how many bus shelters are going to be brunt 
down because of this. how many taxi drivers are just going to drive 
unlicenced anyway and nothing will be done. we'll have highways 
blocked for weeks if you do this kim

2020-10-12 
08:30:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Dis belaglik en gaan nie werk nie HENNIE

2020-10-12 
08:14:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system raymond

2020-10-12 
08:06:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Ma]hew

2020-10-12 
08:00:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I completey disagree with this points demerit system given the totally 
unprofessional way in which traffic enforcement, parHcularly speeding, 
is conducted. David

2020-10-12 
08:00:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't believe stronger puniHve measures will change behavior. 
Suspending someone for going 70 in a 60 zone a few Hmes seems 
ludicrous Joshua 

2020-10-12 
07:57:06 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It would work if we did not have a corrupt traffic law system, with any 
amount of money you are able to buy your way out of a fine. So the 
poor people are going to lose out, and not the people in the wrong 
that are supposed to be corrected Tanelle

2020-10-12 
07:44:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not think it is right to double the fines that are currently payable. 
Many people dont receive  their fines and dont even know about 
having a fine. People may drive a vehicle but does not mean they have 
the means or knowledge to how to access their fines. Even now with 
the virus pandemic people have lost jobs and reduced wages, no 
increases, and so on. Doubling the fines will have a bed influence on 
the current situaHon and economy.    Gerd

2020-10-12 
07:39:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Currently the enHre policing system around vehicles is nothing short of 
a joke.  Motorists are a so_ target to bolster municipal coffers yet 
municipaliHes remain negligent to provide services in a meaningful 
way. I witness taxi’s breaking the law daily with no recourse at all. A 
demerit system will cripple an already fragile economy where vehicles 
are essenHal to all tax payers to fulfill their employment. George

2020-10-12 
07:13:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is no logic in the ministers decision. His aim is to burden the law 
abing ciHzens, catch them & treat them like criminals. Enough 
nonsense, sort out the taxis drivers, enforce roadworks checks. The 
only part I agree with is unlicensed drivers. Not having your license 
with you can be an innocent mistake. Allow the person 24/48 hours to 
produce at a police staHon, with a small fine, if you must, not a 
criminal record. Mr Minister, when making rules, think logically. Shirley

2020-10-12 
06:16:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It violated my consHtuHon right to freedom of movement if it get 
points with out being able to easy appeal them then gen my lisense 
suspended. Adam

2020-10-12 
06:10:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am totally against the demerit system and doubling of fines 
Shareen
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2020-10-12 
06:09:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are not equipped to enforce the system and would open up more 
opHons for corrupHon. It will enforce defecHve systems like E-toll 
which south Africa does not benefit from, it will be money leaving 
South Africa. The people that obey the law will be suffering and those 
breaking the law will just be driving without license as it is been with 
taxi drivers which also does not contribute to South Africa by not 
paying tax. The system is flaud if you can not enforce the law we have 
in place you will fail with this system. Kurt

2020-10-12 
05:23:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Trying to use first world laws a system in a 3rd world country... 
ImplementaHon of exisHng system is all thst is required.. authoriHes 
can't even get that right. How will they get this done correctly? John

2020-10-11 
21:19:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Stem nie vir die punte stelsel maar eerder ernsHge optrede teen 
dronkbestuur en taxi anargie. 
Een dronk bestuur arrestasie en laat die lisensie vir 5 jaar opskort. Stop 
die mak hantering van dronkbestuur. Elke jaar 'n storie. maar as jy 
70km in 60 km zone ry is jy beboet. Jaco

2020-10-11 
21:02:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Esri

2020-10-11 
20:37:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel that this will be taken advantage of. 1st focus us on all the illegal 
vehicles on the Rd. All the foreign naHonals who don't even have a 
license and all the false/copied plates out there. These new regulaHons 
won't stop that. So now I'll have my license revoked because some 
criminal copied my plate and is commiVng offense on my name. They 
can't even get the etoll thing right and p in Capetown are geVng bills. 

Fix the basics 1st then let's focus on this. Natasha 
2020-10-11 
19:03:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There’s so much more  serious issues to focus on. In the country.Clean 
up the traffic enforcement first.  These bullies abuse their  authority.  Shafeeka

2020-10-11 
19:02:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

When license fraud, bribing and corrupHon are rife in South Africa, the 
proposed system is totally the wrong focus. Johannes

2020-10-11 
19:02:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system RSA is overregulated. Chris

2020-10-11 
18:58:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Mike

2020-10-11 
18:51:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a puniHve and unfair system designed to force people to fill the 
coffers of the corrupt officials. Etolls once again as well, double tax 
which is illegal. Bullshit with more money for the Government. GARTH

2020-10-11 
18:02:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The government is already so corrupt and they have stolen so much 
from us, this will just lead to more corrupHon. I am definitely against 
all of it. As we already know taxis will be walking aways Sco] free and 
us, the law-abiding ciHzens will just have to swallow the injusHce of a 
system that will not be working for all. 
SO I'M DEFINITELY AGAINST THESE NEW RULES!!! Lorna 

2020-10-11 
16:37:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO came into existance WITHOUT the approval or will of the 
people. You are promoHng a police state and becoming day by day 
more and more like China, where people have no rights and abuses 
takes place daily. You promote a 'BIG BROTHER' system that should 
have no place in SA. AARTO must be abolished since it was forcefully 
introduced and forced on the public without lawful standing. I reject 
not only the new amendments, but call for this system to be removed 
completely.  The will and freedoms of the people must be protected at 
all cost, else one day soon this public parHcipaHon  
process also will no more be, just unjust OPPRESSION by dictators who  
appoint themselves without lawful authority! Ronald

2020-10-11 
16:28:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Luyanda

2020-10-11 
15:52:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system is good enough. 
It's implimentaHon is ro]en and corrupt. 
It is not the legistaHon that requires fixing, but ourcorrupt officials Briers

2020-10-11 
14:57:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have so much corrupHon in this country and this is just another 
opportunity for the government to take advantage of this System.  I 
suggest you get the current system sorted out. And apply equality to 
your management to everyone being fined not just so_ targets George

2020-10-11 
12:50:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The  authoriHes is currently not able to handle the fundamental traffic 
offences , such as unroadworthy vehicles, drunken drivers, and the 
conduct of serious repeHHve offenders such as the taxi fraternity.  The 
moment AARTO  requires drivers to surrender their Driver Licences,  
there will be massive poiliHcal upheaval , strikes, looHng and blood - 
unHll the government re-instates these licenses.  This is what 
happened when we started to impound unroadworthy taxis, and it will 
happen again and again.  Best is we go on as we are, and also we need 
to relax many regulaHons to be more driver-friendly, whilst sHll 
managing reasonable road safety.   Our legislaHon is too Hght, 
therefore many people choose to ignore them as too many laws are 
against the consHtuHon (i.e. I have never voted or approved any Road 
Traffic ordinance), human freedom and logic.  PenalHes are too high as 
a consequence of the ANC corrupHon. 

Hendrik

2020-10-11 
12:37:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I want to repeat what another person said, because this exactly my 
point of view! CorrupHon, lack of respect for , and lack of law 
enforcement of the law by goverment officials is the biggest stumbling 
block to progress in our country and on our roads. Get that right and 
you will not have to reinvent the wheel . Vicky

2020-10-11 
10:28:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Stuart

2020-10-11 
09:46:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system wil leave a lot of South Africans with of a job  and it will 
fuel corrupHon in law enforcement. Keith
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2020-10-11 
09:26:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are certain drivers who would loose their licence's on the 1st 
day.  They totally ignore the rules of the road which are o_en totally 
ignored by the officials - sit on the side of the road and very selecHve 
which cars are pulled over.   See it everyday - work in industrial area.   
Yet another way for certain officials to become even richer!     It would 
be funny if it was not so serious and sad.    Visitors from overseas 
cannot believe what happens on our roads - scares the hell out of 
them. Lyn

2020-10-11 
08:47:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This really comes down to a point of double jeopardy we are having X 
points deducted and yet we also need to pay a fine how dose that 
work . In turn with the state of corrupHon in this sector is it really wise 
to consider doing something like this i really feel that South Africa is 
not ready for this we need to first get our house in order before we 
consider this route Jay

2020-10-11 
08:42:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The System is completely and u]erly one sided. Already  arrogant , 
corrupt law enforcement officers controls the roads . Francois

2020-10-11 
08:38:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Everyone  should be treated the same by the law enforcement officer s 
as this is not the case with the taxis on our roads. They do as that want 
. 
Transgressors should all pay their outstanding fines as most people at 
the moment don't. Why should I pay like I have and others don't. 
Once corrupHon in our country is sHll there this whole system will be a 
farce Leopoldino 

2020-10-11 
08:38:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Everyone  should be treated the same by the law enforcement officer s 
as this is not the case with the taxis on our roads. They do as that want 
. 
Transgressors should all pay their outstanding fines as most people at 
the moment don't. Why should I pay like I have and others don't. 
Once corrupHon in our country is sHll there this whole system will be a 
farce

Leopoldino 
Jose

2020-10-11 
08:37:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support this bill. Not only are the fines higher for common 
infringements but now, there is a demerit system that the government 
wants to implement. What could this mean for businesses that have a 
fleet of vehicles? This seems more of a way to squeeze money out of 
people or even pressurise them into commiVng a crime by way of 
bribery. Instead of strengthening or enforcing the current regulaHons 
in place and rooHng out corrupHon, more penalHes are imposed that 
further open the door to said corrupHon . 
Rather root out corrupHon with a zero tolerance policy for the officers 
instead of punishing the general public for having a vehicle. Let the 
officers pracHce what they preach. If the general public is not allowed 
to break the rules wrt speeding for example, neither can the officers 
(I've seen many a traffic officer vehicle break the law doing this). Madeeha

2020-10-11 
07:40:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO is unable to control the taxi industry; these hooligans have no 
regard for the rules of the road. Instead they want to focus on ordinary 
hard-working people that help build the economy of this country - who 
on earth will drive me to work if my license get suspended? Will I have 
to get into these lawless taxis that drive without any regards for traffic 
signs and intersecHons, endangering people’s lives every single day?! 
This is absolutely absurd. Leeren

2020-10-11 
07:26:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

1  CorrupHon in our country is the big problem and Government and 
its organizaHons are the biggest culprits. This is proven by the massive 
corrupHons by people in Government which happened during Covid 
2 In general we keep increasing restricHons but there is no law 
enforcement. I have had personal experience of traffic officers trying to 
bribe me. This system will certainly not help to prevent it. The fact  
taxis and many others to drive through red traffic lights and nobody 
does anything about it. is best proof of concerns about integrity of 
some people in our traffic departments.  
3 I trust a court more than the Tribunal.  It is unlikely that this system 
will reduce the court cases. You also cannot penalize someone 
someone without allowing him to have his say in court. 
4 The way of issuing fines via email, sms or any other way other than a 
"offender" signing a form when he is "caught" is open to numerous 
possibiliHes for mal-pracHce 
5 There is NO proof that this system will not be used for corrupHon. 
You can have the best system in the world but if you do not educate 
the enforcers of this system and root out the corrupHon that will 
follow you are fighHng a losing ba]le. Get the right people for the job, 
qualificaHon, commi]ed and not corrupt. 

peet
2020-10-11 
07:24:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system SHARON

2020-10-11 
06:47:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Enforcing it, especially with lawless taxi drivers Danie

2020-10-11 
06:40:26 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Dawn

2020-10-11 
06:21:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Well it is very clear that by implemenHng this law, that there will not 
be 1 taxi driver that will be legally within 1 month of implentaHon on 
the road. Trafic officials is clearly on doing there job correctly. This is 
just a good opportunity for beter corrupHon. Johan 

2020-10-11 
06:01:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We can't even do basic traffic law enforcement effecHvely. A law 
abiding motorist might pick up a demerit for a transgression whereas a 
taxi driver might  transgress 20 Hmes for the same offence in one day 
and get away with it. This is happening all the Hme. Ashrif

2020-10-11 
04:17:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another way of this govt and the DA in caoe town to steak more 
from us as ciHzens 

Abdul 
Hamid 

2020-10-11 
04:17:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another way of this govt and the DA in caoe town to steak more 
from us as ciHzens 

Abdul 
Hamid 

2020-10-11 
03:56:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This is an infringement of rights Erwen
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2020-10-11 
02:19:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Other alternaHves should be looked at. Gerhard

2020-10-10 
23:55:06 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic laws and fine are not enforced to all... law abiding people 
already pay fine and tolls... we need more enforcement to effect all... Nick 

2020-10-10 
23:27:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Eleanor

2020-10-10 
22:55:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Aldene

2020-10-10 
22:45:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Cheryl

2020-10-10 
22:44:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Don't throw the baby out if the bath water and need to be understand 
what the current issues are and how we address these. Mohamed

2020-10-10 
21:59:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another example of the ripping off of the public by 
government. Public service inefficiency. As usual in South Africa 
instead of fixing problems the government just increases the cost to 
the ciHzens Kasival 

2020-10-10 
21:44:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Sam

2020-10-10 
20:16:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Gavin

2020-10-10 
20:16:27 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This demerit system will increase unemployment. It will create havoc 
as most of the fines that are taken by cameras dont reach their 
intended recipients. Ranjacke 

2020-10-10 
20:11:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I own many cars.. my wife drives one, my daughter, my son, my sister 
drives my cars. If they do a traffic infringement it will fall onto me as 
the cars are registered on my name.. 
I work on ships and may not ve in SA to re-assign the fine to the driver 
of that day . 
How will you'll accomodate that scenario. Sulaiman

2020-10-10 
19:03:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

1) I disagree with many aspects of the proposed legislaHon, parHcularly 
as the authoriHes are incapable of policing the present system/s and, 
when they do, it is not always done fairly or objecHvely 
2) Such a system would open up yet more avenues for corrupHon 
3) It is unacceptable that the right to a trial in court is removed iniHally. 
This leads to a presumpHon of guilt with the necessity to prove 
innocence. What has happened to innocent unHl proved guilty 
4) The doubling of fines is unacceptable and will lead to yet more 
corrupHon.  As it is it appears that only law abiding ciHzens pay fines 
and many do not and get away with it without penalty.  Once again the 
Government wants to tax those with the ability to pay 
5) The e-tolls infringements should not carry demerit points.  Yet again 
the  Government is trying to enforce an unfair, and unacceptable, 
system  
6) Finally, the Government should first spend more Hme in cleaning up 
its own act before introducing yet more unwarranted legislaHon Ian

2020-10-10 
18:34:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a cruel law for South Africans because of many factors that will 
contribute to the increase of corrupHon that is already exisHng in  the 
traffic department. Why punish people like this.  The should be 
another way to fix major problems that are of concern for government.  
A criminal offence for failing to produce a licence its a BIG NO because 
of many reasons. Its like now we are being controlled and our say and 
rights don't ma]er. Fundiswa

2020-10-10 
18:31:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system A

2020-10-10 
17:20:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not not work in this country and should never be introduced 
in this country, the government should let it belong where they saw it.  
Abuse of power will come into play, just properly enforce the current 
system. Phum

2020-10-10 
12:22:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with any of your points. To treat a person that speed like 
a common criminal is rediculous. A thief got more right than a motorist 
that exceeds the speed limit.  The traffic department must just get 
their fingers out their jacks and be more visible. Eben 

2020-10-10 
10:42:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The idea of geVng fines for the e-tolls I'm sHll very much against. No 
one asked for that ridiculous thing. Doubling fines that are already high 
is ridiculous! Demerit system is not thorough enough for me to 
approve of it. Back to the drawing board. Mathetha 

2020-10-10 
09:44:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am very concerned because currently there are mulHple avenues to 
obtain fake licences, discs and more concerning, number plates.  
Innocent people could have demerit points allocated to them because 
cold plates are being used (this happened to me on mulHple occasions) 
and such become liable for the fines/consequences.  Without the 
ability to address in court (for free) this will become yet another 
financial burden (with far more serious consequences) on the law-
abiding ciHzen. 

While driving without a licence should be an offence (but not sure a 
criminal one) - those infringements that should be criminal should 
include non-roadworthy vehicle and holding a fake licence of any kind. 

The system could work as long as the redress process was easy and 
costless - this would allow innocent people to address any proven 
wrongdoing without permanently leaving a record. KirsHn

2020-10-10 
09:38:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Lots will be achieved by firstly enforcing a zero tolerance on drinking 
and driving. MOHAMED

2020-10-10 
09:31:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

With such a high rate of corrupHon amongst officials we will definetly 
see certain secHons of the populaHon vicHmized and others  operaHng 
with impunity . If you can’t control the taxi industry you wasHng your 
Hme with new laws - the taxi industry is a law unto themselves - and 
you can’t uave criminals (ANC  government ) making laws for law 
abiding tax paying ciHzens to adhere to when they themselves don’t 
adhere to any law !!!!! Edmund
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2020-10-10 
09:22:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. Government must stop using the public to generate income because 
it cannot manage its own expenditure. 
2. CorrupHon should first be dealt with, culprits sent to jail, instead of 
filling the jail with drivers trying to use their vehicles to make a living 
and not fund the availability of more funds to be stolen! 
3. Instead of taking aware, give back to motorists who remain fine free. 
STOP a puniHve approach (3rd world thinking), instead create a 
posiHve culture to want to be rewarded for being law abiding ciHzens.  
4. Fines paid within a certain period to be granted a percentage 
reducHon from 50% to 20%, again encouraging a posiHve approach as 
apposed to a puniHve take you to court approach. 
5. Bring back Bicycle Licensing to generate income!! Bicycles are 
becoming more expensive than the average value of the man in the 
streets car! 
6. Last but not least, gain control over taxi's not paying fines and being 
a law unto themselves just like with corrupHon and the government 
might get some respect from the South African ciHzens. G

2020-10-10 
09:22:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. Government must stop using the public to generate income because 
it cannot manage its own expenditure. 
2. CorrupHon should first be dealt with, culprits sent to jail, instead of 
filling the jail with drivers trying to use their vehicles to make a living 
and not fund the availability of more funds to be stolen! 
3. Instead of taking aware, give back to motorists who remain fine free. 
STOP a puniHve approach (3rd world thinking), instead create a 
posiHve culture to want to be rewarded for being law abiding ciHzens.  
4. Fines paid within a certain period to be granted a percentage 
reducHon from 50% to 20%, again encouraging a posiHve approach as 
apposed to a puniHve take you to court approach. 
5. Bring back Bicycle Licensing to generate income!! Bicycles are 
becoming more expensive than the average value of the man in the 
streets car! 
6. Last but not least, gain control over taxi's not paying fines and being 
a law unto themselves just like with corrupHon and the government 
might get some respect from the South African ciHzens. G

2020-10-10 
09:06:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Fazlin

2020-10-10 
09:03:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Costly to appeal, administraHve process generally  speaking is always a 
burden.  So_ targets  always  have to support the  real problems by 
fees being hiked. B

2020-10-10 
08:56:54 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The majority of South African ciHzens are law-abiding drivers. This 
demeriHng system is unfair in general but what about someone who 
has perhaps gone over the speed limit and was not speeding in the 
real sense of the word.  They went passed a camera at 71 and not 60. 
How are you going to monitor the illegal driving of the taxi drivers? 
This is a huge concern as they DO NOT obey the law.  The young men 
with fancy cars that speed and drive recklessly along the highways, 
with NO number plates, how are they going to be fined. I urge 
Government to re-look at the AARTO regulaHons they want to impose. Gerolene

2020-10-10 
08:37:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

They cannot even enforce current system. There is zero chance for this 
one.  
Just another undemocraHc enforcement Louis

2020-10-10 
08:29:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I would probably support this if it meant that we would have fewer 
rogue taxi drivers on the road because of it but I don’t think it will have 
any impact on those who conHnue to break the Road Rules anyway.  It 
will just increase corrupHon and the size of the bribes!! Cheryl

2020-10-10 
08:24:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jay

2020-10-10 
07:49:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

In exisHng circumstances increases fines are disgusHng Demerit points 
should be increased to 24 points Adam

2020-10-10 
07:48:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Neil

2020-10-10 
07:42:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another bungling effort by the government to take more money 
from the people!  Plus the worst road abusers  would get away with 
''murder''! Susan

2020-10-10 
07:40:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Poorly thought out . 
No alternaHve public transport . 
AdministraHon nightmare . 
System will target upper and middle class , there will be zero 
Adherence by taxis and general public .

Ma]hew 
john

2020-10-10 
07:39:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Poorly thought out . 
No alternaHve public transport . 
AdministraHon nightmare . 
System will target upper and middle class , there will be zero 
Adherence by taxis and general public .

Ma]hew 
john

2020-10-10 
07:39:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Poorly thought out . 
No alternaHve public transport . 
AdministraHon nightmare . 
System will target upper and middle class , there will be zero 
Adherence by taxis and general public .

Ma]hew 
john

2020-10-10 
07:29:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Law enforcement will be targeHng certain individuals knowingly that 
even if you are not in the wrong your points will be deducted and you 
won't be able to appeal anyHme some unHl your license is cancelled. Teddy

2020-10-10 
07:19:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system MARCO

2020-10-10 
07:19:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system MARCO

2020-10-10 
07:13:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Warren 

2020-10-10 
07:07:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Such a system will be difficult to operate. Rather deploy more well 
trained traffic officials. Priscilla
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2020-10-10 
06:58:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is virtually no control over taxis, traffic rules are ignored and 
traffic lights are jumped - yet more emphasis seems to be placed on 
collecHng toll money than placing more traffic officers on the roads! 
This AARTO is another grandiose scheme that can be plundered but 
that we cannot afford. Rather use the money to put more well trained 
traffic officials on the roads. Rudi

2020-10-10 
06:40:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Not in South Africa where others will suffer others will do as they wish Tshepang

2020-10-10 
06:34:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

My top concerns are all of the proposals. And I object to ALL of them. 

Please provide your comment, input or reason for objecHon. You may 
comment in any official South African language. jo

2020-10-10 
06:27:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system stop dumping other countries junk in our country!!! jonathan 

2020-10-10 
06:10:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not concent to any of the proposals 
Jennifer-Ann

2020-10-10 
06:10:31 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system  is put together for whose benefit,  how will it make a 
difference to the individual when the car they worked hard for is 
taken ,  or their licence is taken. Every day Taxi's break rules and no 
cops are around to see this. Then  a driver gets a Hcket for driving a  bit 
more than he should but know one's life is in danger and gets a Hcket 
or point.   Your car may be your only way of geVng around , geVng to 
the hospital or driving your grand children to school.  You  will be stuck 
in more ways than one.

Vivienne 
Prince

2020-10-10 
06:10:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system  is put together for whose benefit,  how will it make a 
difference to the individual when the car they worked hard for is 
taken ,  or their licence is taken. Every day Taxi's break rules and no 
cops are around to see this. Then  a driver gets a Hcket for driving a  bit 
more than he should but know one's life is in danger and gets a Hcket 
or point.   Your car may be your only way of geVng around , geVng to 
the hospital or driving your grand children to school.  You  will be stuck 
in more ways than one.

Vivienne 
Prince

2020-10-10 
04:53:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This is way too harsh and unenforceable is SA Clint

2020-10-09 
22:47:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Failed state trying to earn a quick buck before this place completely 
goes to shit - cancel the za government and become libertarian - don't 
tread on me - I will take your leg off. John

2020-10-09 
22:43:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

What baffles me is that there is no road law enforcement at the 
moment and there is no visible patrolling of traffic officials on the road.  
The administraHve side of traffic is putrid. So how are they going to 
enforce this but by geVng to the so_ targets. Maybe if there was more 
traffic officials on the road actually doing there jobs, there would be no 
need for these laws. Sort out the E-toll system as this just feeds the 
corruptness in our government. I disagree with all of these new laws 
that they want to implement. Melanie

2020-10-09 
21:36:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are two sets of traffic  laws out there: 1. for the law abiding & 
properly licensed  drivers 2. For the mostly unlicensed TAXI drivers. 
Mostly  the law abiding ciHzens are targeted & pay their fines. The 
TAXIS cause by far the most deaths & accidents & act as a total law 
unto themselves. They are immune to the exisHng  laws on the roads & 
will conHnue to be under a NEW system. As a result the mostly decent 
road users will suffer, loose our licenses & not be able to contribute 
further to business or society, while the most destrucHve TAXI drivers 
will coninue with impunity!   Gary

2020-10-09 
20:24:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Shaun

2020-10-09 
20:17:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have  fleet of vehciles  register on my name i will be sunk in one 
week Mark

2020-10-09 
19:34:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe in the consHtuHon which states I am innocent unHl proven 
guilty in court. The enHre process removes this and undermines my 
rights as a ciHzen of South Africa. 
I also do not believe for a second that our government and traffic 
department are equipped or even remotely capable of managing this 
system. 

Phillip

2020-10-09 
19:21:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe in the consHtuHon which sates I am innocent unHl proven 
guilty in court. The enHre process removes this and undermines my 
rights as a ciHzen of South Africa. Knowing the speed which things 
happen this could mean I sit with a suspended license unHl the process 
is finished and as it is in process I sit in limbo for a longer period than 
the suspension would have taken. If one looks at the process that 
happens when a person fails their drivers license and appeals they 
then cannot even book another test unHl the appeal is resolved. I see 
the same happening with traffic offenses. Kaylin

2020-10-09 
19:15:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This will be another open door for the bribery of governments officials. Nicole 

2020-10-09 
18:55:06 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is no sense in  bringing things into law and taxis will not be 
penalized because they cannot be policed and controlled Juanita

2020-10-09 
18:41:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Just a way to extort more money out of ordinary ciHzens Jan

2020-10-09 
18:19:38 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Denise

2020-10-09 
18:01:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No i do not agree to this piints demerits system. There is enough 
corrupHon jn our Country and know the officers of Law will have more 
power to abuse and we as the already struggling people of RSA will be 
on the losing end...no i don't agree!! Andre 

2020-10-09 
17:23:26 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Amazing rules for the defunct  country ronny

2020-10-09 
17:16:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Anthony
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2020-10-09 
17:14:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We live in a country that cannot provide any administraHve ability, be 
it license offices, fire arm license applicaHons, incorrect rates bills. Now 
the administraHve burden on traffic fines will be increased beyond 
their current capabiliHes. Furthermore there is no effort to address 
moving violaHons and acHve policing of traffic infringement. This will 
simply be a means of generaHng revenue for a government with a 
track record of loosing all its revenue and never giving back to its 
society.  
The right to a defense in terms of the law is also being removed. 
RepresentaHon is already in place, and cannot be managed due to 
incompetence and the lack of understanding of rules pertaining to 
measuring infringements. At least with the current system you can 
argue in a court of law and a judge with a modicum of intellect will 
hear the arguments and make an informed decision. The AARTO 
system provide none of this. 
UnHl there is acHve management in the issuing of fines IE checking 
that the vehicle match the registraHon numbers, a system that can in 
effect render you license-less due to no due diligence is unfair and 
unlawful.  
This AARTO act must be withdrawn. Alan

2020-10-09 
17:11:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system CW

2020-10-09 
17:02:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Piet

2020-10-09 
17:02:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Dit is net nog ń geld maak vir julle 
Taxi bestuurders word nooit gestraf of gevang nie. Kry eers julle huis in 
orde voor julle die vuisvoos pad gebruiker vervolg Cornè 

2020-10-09 
14:56:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The new laws are taking away our democracy and our rights to a fair 
trial and also gives opportuniHes for corrupHon to be on the increase 
and we as ciHzens are already paying to much for fines and our 
government are out to make criminals out of its ciHzens and they don't 
really care about the ciHzens well-being 

Roger
2020-10-09 
14:54:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Sinneloos. Mense sonder lisrnsies kom nog steeds niks oor nie. Dis net 
geldmaak uit arm mense Sheryl

2020-10-09 
14:44:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No system will prevent the lawless from being lawless. More 
importantly, the majority of municipaliHes can't afford the new point 
system and can't take on more debt. Who is going to have to pay for 
the system at the end of the day? The tax payer of course. Another 
burden for law abiding ciHzens. A strong NO. John

2020-10-09 
14:29:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Stop criminalizing everything, this is just another means of 
overburdening taxpayer, more frui�ul soluHons should be found to 
regulate traffic crimes. Shamiela

2020-10-09 
14:12:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Wasfie 

2020-10-09 
14:06:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Cannot be denied the right to defend in court.   Doubling of fines 
purely money making scheme and has nothing to do with road safety.   
This system is wide open to corrupHon from habitual offenders and 
instead targets ordinary law abiding ciHzens.  E-tolls are a direct 
injusHce and urgently need to be scraped.    Needs to be more visible 
policing and less hiding behind bushes.   When will this government 
stop finding every opportunity to milk ordinary ciHzens.  Lyne]e

2020-10-09 
13:48:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

MunicipaliHes looking to make easy money for be]er corrupHon & 
monies won't get applied as should.  Only a limited number of South 
Africans will be targeted, with easy legal addresses & easy to reach.  
First World regulaHons cannot be applied in Third World countries 
where the law is a joke to some & does not scare some & lack of 
infringing those laws upon all. 
Human rights will be taken away if one cannot state ones side in the 
ma]er & huge financial burden with doubling the fines.  Again, Third 
World country, 'rommelstatus' and households already under strain! Maria

2020-10-09 
12:33:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is discriminatory as it only penalises those abiding by the first law 
which is to have a driver's license and a roadworthy and licensed 
vehicle to begin with. Fix that problem first and get all drivers on an 
equal fooHng. It will even worsen this problem as those that get 
demerits will just conHnue to drive illegally. Same problem as the failed 
etoll system in Gauteng. Richard

2020-10-09 
12:29:38 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not a fair system and innocent people with minor offences will 
pay heavily while the countries real criminals run free. this is NOT ok 
and not in our best interest Isabella

2020-10-09 
11:37:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa is a third world country with an inefficient government 
and ineffecHve systems.   These are primarily as a result of a corrupt 
Government and puVng the wrong people into posiHons of service.   
Why then try to include a sophisHcated system that will not be run 
effecHvely and is also open to corrupHon and manipulaHon.    If 
applied, it should be done fairly and be applicable to all.   How will the 
large number of current drivers who do not have a licence be policed?   
How will this apply to Taxis?   If the current scenario is anything to go 
by the system will turn a blind eye to taxi transgressors and the large 
number of the populaHon driving illegal vehicles and without a licence.   
This looks like a system to merely create a means to further burden 
and squeeze addiHonal income from the economically acHve sector of 
the country.   For this reason I object, as the current country leadership 
have proved to be inept at applying any new regulaHons correctly and 
fairly to benefit the country and the posiHve objecHves for which they 
were recommended. Bradley
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2020-10-09 
11:29:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system cannot even handle the issuing of vehicle licences 
how are they going to police this. 
So many illegal immigrants in our country driving without licences or 
road worthy vehicles,but now you want to further police the law 
abiding minority of south african ciHzens. 
Over regulaHon where its not needed another money making scam to 
further impoverish the middle class as this will not affect the majority 
as they pay no a]enHon to the law. 
Resources set to be spent on this can be be]er allocated by increasing  
the traffic department staff compliment  to be]er police exisHng laws 
thereby creaHng employment .  

Jacques
2020-10-09 
11:25:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This is unnecessary in terms of burdening the taxpayer Ramiz

2020-10-09 
11:20:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is bull and will only work for the law abiding ciHzens in this 
country than you have no taxi drivers wit a license not it ma]er at the 
moment they don't have or will never have ore a copy of his brothers 
license ore a falls license so NO I AM NOT FOR THIS SHIT  Lourens

2020-10-09 
11:19:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Please stop fucking us around.At every corner you guys want to drain 
every last bit of money out of us.stop wasHng our monies.You cannot 
even process licenses properly without wasHng our Hme.this is a total 
fuck up. Ridwaan

2020-10-09 
11:09:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

If you can guarantee that taxis will sHck to these laws and ensure that 
they follow ALL the laws of the road at all Hmes I will change my view, 
at this Hme we have far bigger problems that need solving, if this 
regulaHon is passed i will sell my car and put all my effort into speeding 
up my emigraHon as soon as possible M

2020-10-09 
11:03:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

UnHl there is a visible and acHve policing on the roads, there is no 
point in puVng a demerit system in place.  No law enforcement means 
more lawlessness on the roads. Jill

2020-10-09 
10:49:27 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

How in Hades can the increase the amount of merit point for traffic 
offenses from 12 to 15 when the biggest ovenders are our taxi drivers, 
are these regulaHon wri]en by Taxi Bosses? its bad enough that the 
Traffic Department turns a blind eye to all their offenses, now they 
geVng a extension of Hme to commit even more. 
And as for not being allowed to represent my self in a court of law 
against alleged violaHons has got to be against my consHtuHonal rights. Roy

2020-10-09 
10:20:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Leon

2020-10-09 
09:57:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another way to infringe in our rights and capture revenue. There 
is no gain what so ever for ciHzens.  

More capturing of taxpayers money so the government can loot it.  

James
2020-10-09 
09:56:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This is another way for the corrupt in charge to excel and make money. Brian

2020-10-09 
09:54:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will  lead to even more corrupHon and take away our rights to 
denfend in court. 
The whole proposal in general  ibiased towards government. Taxixs get 
away with  murder every day perhaps they should concentrate on that 
side of the of the road abuseres instead. Graham

2020-10-09 
09:13:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I may a ording to law defend myself. Government is  too corrupt and 
inadequate to enforce laws like this without our freedom to defend 
yourself. Elmien 

2020-10-09 
09:07:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not going to work as there are not enough traffic officers to 
control the traffic.  It will cost many more millions to implement and 
there will be the same result as we have now. No law enforcement on 
our roads. 

Andre

2020-10-09 
09:03:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

How may accidents are caused by non licensed drivers that are not 
prosecuted if they are invoved in an accident caused or not caused by 
themselves! Too many cousin connecHons here so they get away with 
it while coHng law-abiding ciHzens a fortune on losses. 

Why now enforce the E-Toll nonsense so we have to pay when south 
Africa never agreed to the FIFA world cup loan that was supposed to 
be recovered by e-tolls. 

This needs to be recovered from where it was stolen by our belovered 
government. 

Stop this nonsense and make South Africa good again.  

Brendon

2020-10-09 
08:46:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No i do not agree - once again SA Government trying to squeeze 
money out of hard working ciHzens to cover up their mismanagement.  
who is going to be hard hit?  those with valid licences and those 
working trying to make a living to keep food on their tables and roofs 
over their heads.  currently there is no household in SA that can save 
R10 a month because of the increased municipal costs, taxes, food, 
petrol etc.  government needs to look at themselves and their high 
salaries earned for doing nothing but geVng us deeper into the black 
hole and take reducHon in salaries to be pumped back into the country 
unHl we are back in the black. Gina
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2020-10-09 
08:41:06 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The enHre framework cannot be put in place unHl you have civil 
servents who have respect for themselves. Who have moral 
highground. 
Also the enHre system is not able to work with our fragmented system 
whichturns a blind eye to the handful of law breaking persons....this 
system aims purely at the so_ targets....first get everything upto 
scratch....before trying a new hit and miss.trail ... if the current 
structures in place can not be exercuted in its enHrety currently, how 
can something new  like this...not be abused and us hardwork law 
abiding fowkes not be protected.... 

ImHyaaz

2020-10-09 
08:19:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support this, we constantly have to pay more for fines, more 
just for living in this country.  We have now become the criminals that 
are easy to catch, it seems they are out to get us. Go and focus on 
other areas where real crime is happening. We are just trying to go 
about our daily business. Carmen

2020-10-09 
08:13:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

By implemenHng this system you are further creaHng poverty. If people 
cannot drive then how do they go to work or do their work? There is 
no decent public transport available in this country. geVng into a taxi 
is a risk. M

2020-10-09 
08:09:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We cannot trust our traffic officers, as a lot of Hmes they want bribes 
so if you dont bribe you might get points deducHon Vuyolwethu

2020-10-09 
08:06:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Senslesss system with a huge cost implicaHon. Our traffic officers and 
courts are already overburdened. How are they going to manage the 
extra administraHve laod of this system? Norman

2020-10-09 
07:59:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Once again another way to get their hands on more tax payers money. 
Leon

2020-10-09 
07:52:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Rasheedah 

2020-10-09 
07:28:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Wilhelm

2020-10-09 
07:28:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system ChrisHaan

2020-10-09 
06:42:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Once again the honest ciHzen will be holding the short end of the sHck, 
the corrupt will just keep operaHng as per usual.  Easy targets will be 
paying the price. Y

2020-10-09 
05:36:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Monique 

2020-10-08 
23:25:58 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Just more insanity created Jan

2020-10-08 
22:53:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

CorrupHon is rife. 
Current laws cannot even be effecHvely  enforced. 
Rather get rid of corrupHon first. Petrus

2020-10-08 
22:52:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

What is happening in our beauHful  country?  The corrupHon the 
stealing of funds  No SASSA money  now no R350 as promised WTF all 
of this crap no humanity whatsoever the poor are dying and not of 
that plandemic but of hunger and they worry about bullsjhit demerit 
worry about the crime the rape the women abuse the human 
trafficking right on our doorstep  now this license crap WE ARE ALL  
GATVOL 

Tougheeda

2020-10-08 
22:41:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government officials get driven everywhere they go and they get to be 
escorted by traffic officer nor police cars  so now how can you come as 
a government and reap us off we as poorest ciHzen of them all please 
have messy on us Tsie david

2020-10-08 
22:41:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government officials get driven everywhere they go and they get to be 
escorted by traffic officer nor police cars  so now how can you come as 
a government and reap us off we as poorest ciHzen of them all please 
have messy on us Tsie david

2020-10-08 
22:40:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government officials get driven everywhere they go and they get to be 
escorted by traffic officer nor police cars  so now how can you come as 
a government and reap us off we as poorest ciHzen of them all please 
have messy on us Tsie david

2020-10-08 
22:40:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government officials get driven everywhere they go and they get to be 
escorted by traffic officer nor police cars  so now how can you come as 
a government and reap us off we as poorest ciHzen of them all please 
have messy on us Tsie david

2020-10-08 
22:40:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government officials get driven everywhere they go and they get to be 
escorted by traffic officer nor police cars  so now how can you come as 
a government and reap us off we as poorest ciHzen of them all please 
have messy on us Tsie david

2020-10-08 
22:13:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Godwin

2020-10-08 
22:12:06 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It cannot work in Cape Town because most of our populaHon is now 
unemployed. Its going to be a case of more and more people driving 
around  without a lcence eventually. Candice 

2020-10-08 
22:06:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Im against this new act, its trying to make law abiding ciHzens lives 
more difficult, instead of targeHng the real criminals Cuen

2020-10-08 
22:00:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Sean

2020-10-08 
21:55:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This new system lends itself to further corrupHon. Adrian

2020-10-08 
21:31:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another way government can scam away people’s hard earned money.  
No, e toll didn’t work and neither will this.  Government should rather 
focus on stopping corrupHon within its on ship. Michelle

2020-10-08 
21:26:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No, only new wat of looHng. Start to fix what is wrong not creaHng 
new  and more problems Christa
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2020-10-08 
21:01:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Based on the summary provided by the various sources, the minister 
of transport is endeavouring to remove due process through the court 
system for traffic related offences, including criminilizing offences that 
do not have a measurable impact or vicHm. The last being a core 
requirement for a criminal classificaHon. As such the minister is 
a]empHng to make his department judge, jury and execuHoner and 
goes against the consHtuHon of the country by removing the due 
process required for such ma]ers. As it stands the gaze]ed items 
should be seen as invalid as no law of the law may over rule the 
consHtuHon. The a]empt of the minister needs to be addressed with 
the same contempt he has shown in his submission of this bill. Louis

2020-10-08 
20:59:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system S

2020-10-08 
20:57:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Konrad

2020-10-08 
20:57:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Konrad

2020-10-08 
20:47:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Unfair policy Greg

2020-10-08 
20:34:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Anita

2020-10-08 
20:21:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Eraena

2020-10-08 
19:39:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I DO NOT AGREE AS THE SYSTEM NEEDS MORE ATTENTION. 
CERTAIN DIVERS WILL NOT FOLLOW RULES AND WILL STRIKE 
OPPOSING THE FINE OR FINES AND NOTHING WILL GET DONE.  THEY 
WILL BE SCTRATCHED OUT. 
ONLY THE LAW ABIDING  PERSON WILL FOLLOW RULES AND GE 
PENALIZED. 
Double the fines is not right as someHmes fines are not paid due to the 
system not work correctly. I had fines that I did not know of.  I send 
email for reducHon and no response. 
E toll needs a]enHon there is people using reg plates that does not 
belong to them. 
When noHfied they request documentaHon. DocumentaHon is 
received but they sHll do nothing to correct it. 
System needs to be properly in place. Maria

2020-10-08 
19:34:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We don't need new oppressive laws directed at law-abiding ciHzens - 
we need exisHng laws to  be applied to all ciHzens; then the problem 
will be solved. Michele

2020-10-08 
19:30:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Prejudice.. Faizel

2020-10-08 
19:09:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

AdministraHon  will be the problem. We do not have compitent people 
employed to handle a sifisicated system like they have InternaHonally. 
All the Zim Freiners driving cars today have false documents, 
manufactured here in the WC.  A roaring li]le business going. And the 
cops know that, they go and have a braai there a_er knock off.  
Another big Joke. They can't run the business. 

Petro
2020-10-08 
18:57:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This will not work and cause a strain on local government. Jean

2020-10-08 
18:23:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Why is everything just not fair Mia

2020-10-08 
18:22:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have already seen that the majority of govt departments have 
corrupted systems that inflate water and electricity usage. That traffic 
police are caught by the dozens bribing motorists and accepHng bribes 
from taxi companies and private motorists. How can I even think of 
accepHng a system that will be hacked and corrupted by greedy 
officials  and a system that can be used as a weapon to ransom bigger 
bribes. No I do not accept the proposed system or it’s demerit program Michael

2020-10-08 
18:19:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another way that government wants to make money out of 
the ciHzens. We were supposed to be consulted but even if we 
comment on on the new laws/acts they sHll conHnue the way they 
want to. They that they have chauffeurs and this this system will not 
affect them. Mongezi

2020-10-08 
17:48:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

First stamp out corrupHon and focus more on enforcing the current 
laws which is perfectly fine except for lazy officials that are to scared to 
enforce them on the taxi industry. Stop trying to infringe on my rights. 
The right to defend myself in a court is part of the consHtuHon. 
Government is failing it's ciHzens (referring to the law abiding tax 
paying ones) and this is just  more evidence of it. BrenthHno

2020-10-08 
17:48:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will also harm the economy as many drivers are 
employed by companies. If drivers commit offenses OUTSIDE OF 
WORKING HOURS and their licences are revoked, all SA companies will 
suffer as they cannot amend the labour law to retrench tjise workers 
without licences ! You did not consider this impact of your legislaHon ! Ebrahim

2020-10-08 
17:40:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Elmarie

2020-10-08 
17:40:54 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

15 years later nothing has happened  
2005 was the first Hme we heard of this system nothing nada David

2020-10-08 
17:13:38 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Shaik 
Abdool 

2020-10-08 
17:13:38 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Shaik 
Abdool 

2020-10-08 
17:13:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Shaik 
Abdool 

2020-10-08 
17:00:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Another good way to feed our already super corrupt police force. Fausto

2020-10-08 
16:54:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Please firstly get rid of corrupHon and replace the incompetent officials 
with trustworthey officials that knows how to work with the public. Greg

2020-10-08 
16:39:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Nokuzola 
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2020-10-08 
16:38:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

firstly, in a quesHonnaire when you ask a quesHon like WHAT IS YOUR 
TOP CONCERN and then give 5 choices you are almost certainly going 
to wipe out OTHER CONCERN. The amount of Hmes I cannot find in 
these choices what my answer would be is appalling. Do you think you 
know exactly all the possibiliHes I have in my mind??? ALWAYS HAVE 
AN "OTHER" OR "SOME OTHER REASON" FIELD.  

Traffice fines should not increase. The punishments for causing an 
accident should increase FIVE FOLD.  Following rules of the road is no 
guarantee against accidents. People can produce accidents within the 
law. And many people can drive safely even breaking the law (eg., at a 
red light at 3 in the morning, stop, look le_ and right and le_ again, 
then go = illegal, but TOTALLY SAFE).  It's a complex thing, what puts 
together an accident. CiHzens must be held ACCOUNTABLE 
TOTALLY . . .. RESPONSIBLE TOTALLY  . . . .there are very few real 
ACCIDENTS . . . most COLLISIONS are caused by human errors . . . 
Humans must be warned of great punishments/fines etc. for making 
such errors. Aron

2020-10-08 
16:36:31 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa allows THOUSANDS of taxi drivers to run riot on the roads 
with impunity while other drivers are penalised for a plethora of 
infringements and are obliged to pay the fines. 

Further, I am going to go pout on a limb and state that 75% of those 
Taxi drivers do not even have a license, never mind a Public-Transport 
Driver License. That being the case, and I don't mind being corrected 
on the actual %, if it in fact known - what good will it be to apply 
demerit points to someone without a license, or equally - someone 
with a license that is not subject to the normal penalHes? 

Once again, it smacks of targeHng the tax-paying and so_ target sector 
of the populaHon, while allowing the non-compliant and cowboy taxi 
driver types to cock a snoot at the ridiculous and ill-concieved 
"legislaHon" Garth

2020-10-08 
16:33:58 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit points against my name for other drivers driving car registered 
in my name Pieter

2020-10-08 
16:29:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

CorrupHon will make this a joke. AdministraHon will take forever. Just 
another cue to stand in for hours if you are a honest ciHzen Francina

2020-10-08 
16:19:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Camera fines.  
Can't they confirm registraHon plate with the records before sending 
out fines  

Les

2020-10-08 
16:16:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

this system will only work for conscienHous drives , but will have no 
affect on current offenders , we will simply have more drivers on the 
road with no licence 

Andrea

2020-10-08 
16:04:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This just opens up for more corrupHon, administraHve burden with 
inept cadres. Traffic fines and traffic policing are just another revenue 
generaHng system for our inept government. Instead, why is the effort 
not spent on administraHng current law properly and fairly i.e. not just 
to fleece law abiding taxpayers, but to the public transport system as 
well. Then focus on creaHng a traffic police that the ciHzens trust and 
respect. This system is akin to bringing back corporal punishment in 
schools. While we are about it, the traffic rules as they are should 
apply to all the blue light brigades as well, including the Hnted 
windows rule. malcolm

2020-10-08 
15:55:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have become such a nanny state but officials just wanHnmg bribes 
and do not really want to work.  This whole system is just geared 
towards corrupHon.  They can write any regulaHons they want I do not 
care anymore as everything is so impracHcal and we will do what we 
did with e-tolls - just ignore them.  And declaring me  a criminal 
offence..yes that would be fantasHc, it seems I need a criminal status 
to get any jobs with government. 

Thgis country is so over regulated with the most impracHcal 
regulaHons but no genuine will to actually do something for the 
ciHzens of the country. 

This aVtude of we now have power we will now tell other people how 
they must behave sHnks and is just going to cause that the ciHzens 
revolt against law officers.  You have been warned.  Abe

2020-10-08 
15:51:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Re: the points demerit system... In a society that understands rules and 
regulaHons and their role in keeping things running smoothly and 
safely this system can work. But.... This is Africa! (Need I say more?) 
We need a unique system that'll work for those ciHzens who did not 
pass their driver's tests yet sHll drive without a care for others. We 
need a system that favours no-one, whatever the race, crede or 
financial circumstance . We need fair traffic officers who will not be 
Hcket-hap . We are merely borrowing from other countries who have a 
majority of law-abiding ciHzens. We need an African soluHon. Jean
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2020-10-08 
15:14:54 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

For businesses with vehicles and a designated  proxy or owner,  it 
would be disastrous, with demerits being issued unfairly to someone 
who may not even have been the driver of that vehicle at all. I don’t 
feel that enough consideraHon has been given to common problems 
like these that certainly will arise or actual soluHons sought to recHfy 
this type of glitch in their system yet. There is too much haste at this 
moment to roll this out without proper and workable soluHons. Any 
new system would result in a need for even more money from 
taxpayers.  Too li]le visible controlling and actual policing has being 
the order of the day for far too long while traffic laws conHnue to be 
disregarded and salaries are increased for such non- performance. It’s 
become a rare sighHng to see the “lesser-spo]ed” traffic officer or 
policeman actually performing their paid duHes of ensuring drivers and 
vehicles are compliant and not just hiding in their vehicles or driving 
past a transgression or otherwise hiding behind a speed camera. And 
then there are odd occasions when they are indeed out, conducHng a 
check that usually involves so_ targets of women, the elderly and 
foreigners. You first need compliant Controls in place and enforced 
daily before this system can be implemented. DrasHc change is needed 
first for the money currently  being extrapolated from an already 
suffering naHon.  
Work with what we have first and make it be]er by being visible, fair 
and just before seeking demerits. Chantal 

2020-10-08 
15:12:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system can only operate in a First World country where there is 
adequate and safe public transport adequately covering every suburb 
and city. The Taxi Industry will totally ignore this legislaHon and the 
authoriHes will be as incapable of enforcing this on them, as they are 
presently at the taxi industries' mercy. Just adding another layer of 
legislaHon which will create more jobs for useless cadres. Ridiculous 
idea. Andrea

2020-10-08 
15:11:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Don't Trust the Government to manage anything..... Anthony

2020-10-08 
14:48:02 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

First chase real criminals before enforcing pe]y infringements. 
Some speed limits is deliberately low for financial gain. Faghrie

2020-10-08 
14:44:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will only be effecHve on people that can be found and don't live in 
rural areas. The greatest traffic offenders are taxis and they never 
called to jusHce because they can't be found. Nadia

2020-10-08 
14:39:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am  guilty Hll found guilty in court.  Another  way of making money. Is 
traffic laws more important than murder , rape and schedule 1 
offences? Traffic laws are  described as        "ondergeskikte wetgewing" 
in the law. Now they want to make it more important  than the 
criminal law system? .All I can say patheHc.  A law to make money, 
enforce power of the ruling  party and show that they do not have  any 
knowledge  how to rule a country . My first points deducted I will take 
them  to the const. court and they will lose with costs. Izak

2020-10-08 
14:37:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Frank

2020-10-08 
14:33:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hierdie is ‘n geldmaak skema en het niks met padveiligheid te doen 
nie. Daar is niks fout met die padveiligheidswetgewing nie, dit word 
net nie toegepas nie. Die beamptes wil langs die pad sit en gesels of 
slaap en steeds hulle dalaris ontvang. Ek ry ‘n nuwe voertuig en is al ‘n 
paar keer afgetrek en dan word my ligte en remme en toeter ens. 
getoets, maar opgeroeste rammelkaste met los wapperende 
dakpanele word nie gestop nie. Ek vra by een so ‘n geleentheid 
hoekom daardie voertuig nie gestop word nie, was die antwoord- ek 
moet my mond hou, want hulle is nou met my besig want dis ek wat 
gestop is, nie daardie onpadwaardige vowetuig nie. Dus solank we]e 
selekHef toegepas word, gaan die werklike doel NOOIT bereik word 
nie. Peter

2020-10-08 
14:31:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Yaseen

2020-10-08 
14:19:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another way to milk the motorist. 
If you are going to deduct points then why do they have to pay for 
fines? 
The fine doubling is another criminal ma]er as it is used to derive 
income rather than focus  on visible deterrents to promote traffic 
safety. 
E tolls should be abolished as motorists are being taxed to death while 
tax monies keep geVng stolen S

2020-10-08 
14:07:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Abubaker

2020-10-08 
14:02:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Brenda

2020-10-08 
13:57:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Priscilla

2020-10-08 
13:54:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Kathleen

2020-10-08 
13:51:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with • Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to 
be tried in court  
I do not agree with • Increasing the number of demerit points  
I do not agree with • Doubling the penalHes (fines)  
I do not agree with • Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll  
I do not agree with • CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon 
regarding the rehabilitaHon program which only becomes applicable 
once a person’s driving license has been cancelled. 
I do not agree with -  AARTO Tribunal, AdministraHve Burden, costly 
appeals, enforcement orders. 

DW
2020-10-08 
13:47:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Who is going to manage it?  As it is, most municipaliHes cannot even 
manage that which they are supposed to. Rene]e
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2020-10-08 
13:45:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

What is the agenda here? Looking for easy targets?  
This is going to lead to wide spread bribery and soon a_er motorist 
inHmidaHon to get more money ie extorsion . As it is bribery is a big 
problem and now you want to give the cops a bigger whip? Rather take 
all the illegal taxis and unlicensed drivers off the road. willy 

2020-10-08 
13:41:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system unreasonable request Russel

2020-10-08 
13:34:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Andrew

2020-10-08 
13:27:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree to these unnecessary changes as it will not have the 
desired effect. Carine

2020-10-08 
13:07:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic system is working fine. We don't need new rules on traffic 
law infringement. We need a system where financially poor drivers can 
afford to pay damages to expensive motor vehicles. We need a system 
where alcoholics and people with disabiliHes can have reliable and cost 
effecHve 24hr commuHng available.  We need to find a system to 
support the disadvantaged and unemployed people on a permanent 
basis. Lets have a roster tendering system and not a compeHHve one. It 
only creates unemployment and one contractor can have more work 
than everyone else. Lets stop all this unfair pracHces.  Every man 
deserves dignity and respect.  Lets work toward minimizing street 
beggars. Its extremely unpleasant and sad to see this state of people. 
Provide safety in road reserve from stoning of motor vehicles. Provide 
free motor vehicle tesHng and have online license renewal and let it 
require braking, lighHng, indicator, and tyre thread assessment and 
pass cerHficate. So much more to be done other than squeezing South 
African ciHzens to hate this country.  Why not have a meriHng system 
to reward drivers for driving good. Why not allow traffic fines to be 
paid off with a financially rewarding merit system. Not everyone can 
afford to pay fines. Illegal street car racers and racing delivery trucks, 
taxis, should be the only suspended and heavily fined group for 
creaHng serious safety risks. Manage the taxi industry more effecHvely. 
Ban the use of fire arms. Ban the shooHng of animals as  a sport. Then 
will get somewhere. M

2020-10-08 
13:06:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

South Africa keeps on following the rules of other countries when they 
cant even keep the taxi drivers in order.  This is a so_ target and again 
is shows that SA government cant sort out major things like crime such 
as rape, women abuse and gang related cases. Sanwill

2020-10-08 
13:04:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system has way too many unanswered quesHons and 
there seems to be quite a bit of ambiguity in the wording. For instance 
there is a demerit for driving between sundown and sunset that seems 
to have a couple of words missing. It cannot be followed by an OR. The 
way it stands mean that we cannot drive at night. How can someone 
driving without a license be fined and a demerit system imposed.. and 
then a_er the max points reached, what will be taken away? 

There is no alternaHve offered by the state like a properly working 
public transport system OR even a suggesHon of a rehabilitaHon 
program. 

The whole system seems to be based on making money and it seems 
like the poor will suffer the most. Bruce

2020-10-08 
12:58:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another brain fart. There is nothing wrong with the old 
system. The fault lies with non-enforcement. It is too easy for an 
overweight, under-qualified traffic cop to sit behind a bush and man a 
laser cannon. The focus should be on moving violaHons.  

The way the new system is designed makes it extremely open to abuse 
and corrupHon.  

Get these traffic cops off their bu]s and do their jobs. No wonder 
there is no respect for them. Richard

2020-10-08 
12:57:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

They are incompetent as it is. Corrupted to the core. Regarding E Tolls, 
how many thousands of us were never given the opportunity to have 
our say. We cannot afford it then what makes them think we can afford 
it now . Doubling the fines?? no way. I am so Hred of all there schemes 
to get more money out of us. Elna

2020-10-08 
12:55:38 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Too onerous and not fair . Registered companies also liable and not the 
operators. Jopie

2020-10-08 
12:46:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not how a democracy should operate. The new regulaHons are 
draconian and will eventually bankrupt the economy and lead to 
widespread poverty. 
I do not agree that this is right. Rina

2020-10-08 
12:44:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is going to be another admin nightmare!! Most town councils can’t 
afford it!! CorrupHon  and poor admin will undermine the system!! 
Incompetent people  will try to apply a first world system in a third 
world country!! Gerhardus 

2020-10-08 
12:39:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It has been proven over and over again this administraHon cannot cope 
with large volumes of queries,what about millions of road users and 
offenders. Some of us are on the the road 24/7 a transgression is 
unavoidable, being on the road mosy of your day. It is going to cripple 
the economy even further.  I have consHtuHonal right to defend my 
case in court. It ludicrous to think that ,that right is going to be taken 
away. Take away a licence  give place for corrupHon which seems to be 
the norm in South Africa. Abraham 
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2020-10-08 
12:38:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I had to choose one but I need to be able to choose all of the "reasons 
of objecHng". The AARTO system was first planned to be implemented 
10 years ago. It could not be done since, how are they going to do it 
now. It will become another administraHve burden run by corrupt 
government officials that is totally over-paid and do not perform their 
work. Rather focus on geVng the current traffic system and condiHons 
right on SA roads, it is chaos, a killing field, a rude, non-ethical, non-
policed taxi cohort that run wild, skipping robots, passing on the le_ 
hand side, basically breaking every single traffic rule ever wri]en, why? 
because the traffic officials sit under bridges eaHng hamburgers, they 
do not do their duty and anyway are bribed by the taxi industry to 
"comply". Toll roads, the public did not have any vote in the toll roads. 
All the corrupHon and billions lost in that secHon? where is the people 
that stole, in striped uniforms? NO, they are ministers being driven 
around in blue BMW's, and more expensive cars each year. 
But, as usual the ANC will push through all their laws as they do not 
have opposiHon. The ANC does not consider what is the status of 
anything in South Africa, No, the ANC is just concerned about the ANC, 
that has been proven since 2005. South Africa will become "just 
another African country with potenHal". That is a FACT! Willem 

2020-10-08 
12:35:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't think it's a fair system. To me it's only a way to make money and 
in the current financial climate people simply can't afford to pay 
MASSIVE fines. It's also worrying that a handfull of people will be in 
charge and make all the decisions. E.S. 

2020-10-08 
12:32:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

ForgeVng your driver’s license cannot sensibly be seen as a criminal 
offense. Increasing fines when most of our country is suffering 
financially, is wrong. Most ciHzen’s are law abiding and don't 
frequently maliciously break the law. These are the ciHzens who will be 
penalised mostly when they break the laws of the road accidentally 
and under a]enuaHng circumstances. Will our government please stop 
seeing its ciHzens as a herd of cash-cows? Paul

2020-10-08 
12:25:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I agree with most of the previous comments. Due to the 
unemployment issue, and income problem we all currently facing, it is 
hard enough to afford necessiHes, now they are thinking of making life 
more difficult.  
They have experienced from the past that the e-toll process is not 
working out.  
If you are unemployed, how are you supposed to afford the fees for 
license renewals, be it car or drivers licenses. 
Regarding fines; the amounts are so high already, and a person is not 
even able to pay it off over two or three months. 
Half the country will be driving illegally it things gets worse. 
They should focus on fixing the current system, before they think of 
brining in the demerit system. It will be a complete nightmare before it 
even begins. Marilyn

2020-10-08 
12:22:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system does'nt work as it involves a lot of admin. Some 
fines disappear and people do not always appear in court. I think road 
users are not children but adults. Demerits is what children will receive 
in a school. I think that the Minister of Transport must be more 
creaHve. Perhaps its members must rather be retrained on what is 
acceptable and that they are not above the law. Who will keep track of 
the points? Banks get hack why will this system not be? Big concern. I 
am not in favour of this proposal. Sandra

2020-10-08 
12:19:54 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is already extensive corrupHon and inefficiencies in the system. 
This would just open new opportuniHes for corrupHon and bribery, and 
more chaos. Debra

2020-10-08 
12:13:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jan

2020-10-08 
12:09:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Leave the system as is. Junior

2020-10-08 
12:09:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

In a country where administraHon of the current system is a challenge, 
HOW do we expect a totally new system to work? The new system 
suggests too much power on behalf of the law enforcer and 
government. The offender seems guilty, unless proven wrong only via a 
tribunal. ConsHtuHonally a person has the right to be heard in a court. 
The new system leaves itself open for even more abuse. 
I do not support this new system implementaHon. 

Elouise
2020-10-08 
12:08:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Paul

2020-10-08 
11:57:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Kamara boetes wat jou nie bereik nie en wat ewe skielik teen jou 
gehou word, en wasrvan jy nie eers bewus is nie. Het ook al n boete 
ontvang maar die motor op foto is nie my voortuig nie.  Maak seker die 
skuldige is bewus van oortredings.   Duursigtugheid! Petronella

2020-10-08 
11:53:31 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The demerit system is flawed, with many difficulHes that may arise for 
persons in whose name vehicles are registered for business purposes. 
The rights to have a fair trial is enshrined in our consHtuHon, this 
cannot be taken away and replaced with a tribunal. The tribunal will 
have too much power, balance must exist between rights and 
obligaHons and in this case it will sway the balance of power to much 
in favour of government. Frank

2020-10-08 
11:44:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

In any case E-tolls are illegal. Rather root out corrupHon and provide 
addiHonal funds to improve the road network. Ensure effecHve traffic 
control instead of using it as an income generator. ABRAHAM
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2020-10-08 
11:43:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Clearly the applicaHon and administraHon of this system  is not 
achievable in  this country with so many people living in informal 
se]lements and similar who do not have formal addresses which 
means the law enforcement will be focused on a small percentage of 
the populaHon. The remedy lies in educaHng drivers since so many 
have not acquired their licenses through the legal process. There is no 
quick fix to the bad driving pracHces on our roads - it needs to be 
tackled at the base of the problem and that lies in the way people can 
acquire a licence hendrik

2020-10-08 
11:38:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Merely another administraHve burden for an already overwhelmed 
public service who clearly cannot cope with their current workload. 
This will only result in a severe adminstraHve backlog which will 
inconvenience the majority of the public road users and result in 
drivers driving illegally as has been proven to be the case in many 
areas of the United States. Kevin

2020-10-08 
11:37:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

E-tolls are illegal. Root out corrupHon. Start with effecHve traffic 
control instead of using it as an income generator. Hylton

2020-10-08 
11:33:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system It appears  to so_ target ciHzens and NOT deal with real issues. G

2020-10-08 
11:21:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Further harassment of motorists with a good chance of corrupHon  
involved. Doub�ul if fines will be collected across the board as many 
will simply ignore the consequences as they do now. A good excuse to 
raise money under the cover of  improving road safety- aVtudes would  
need to change radically to achieve that. Pamela 

2020-10-08 
11:18:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The laws which are in place at the moment is enough and correct as is. 
The problem is that it's not being enforced. The enHre system in SA is 
corrupt. Why would new laws make a difference? All that is gonna 
happen is that certain people are going to loose their licenses which 
are gonna lead to them loosing their jobs. All while the Taxi drivers get 
away with anything. 

Get the corrupHon under control and get law enforcement offices that 
can actually to the job. Tamzin

2020-10-08 
11:14:38 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I disagree with the enHre proposed new systems  , they do not 
properly control the present systems  , so they will certainly not cope 
with the proposed new systems  @ ! John

2020-10-08 
11:03:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Johann 
Adriaan

2020-10-08 
11:03:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Johann 
Adriaan

2020-10-08 
11:02:27 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Keith 

2020-10-08 
11:00:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Before any demerit system is implemented, make absolutely sure that 
every driver has a LEGAL license where they have been tested by a 
competent person and the license is issued through the correct 
channels. 

Furthermore, ensure that ALL taxis are regulated and operate within 
the law. 

The Traffic departments are well understaffed and unable to fulfill their 
duHes. This AARTO regulaHon should be used to uphold the exisHng 
traffic laws not creaHng new ones.  

The removal of the opHon for a person to go to court instead of paying 
a fine is a removal of that persons  consHtuHonal right. 

The doubling of fines creates greater chances for unethical traffic 
officers to engage in criminal acHviHes by requesHng bribes to cancel 
the fine.  

Richard

2020-10-08 
11:00:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The laws we have currently are sufficient and need to be properly 
enforced.  Changing the law, does not make a difference if 
enforcement is not done. 

Look at what is currently there and implement it properly.  Don't fix a 
broken system with more rules. Marian

2020-10-08 
10:52:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Proposed system to ciminalise ordenary ciHzens, while real criminals 
freely roam out streets and neibourhoods. 
Rather a]end to the real serious issues! Gerrit

2020-10-08 
10:50:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

If  government is serious about lowering road fataliHes, remove all  
vehicles that is not roadworthy, fix the roads and clamp down on fake 
drivers licenses. This system was not thought threw and have to many 
loop holes and you do not have the same opHons as now to plead your 
innocence. 
This new system will be rife with corrupHon as the rest of government. 
I think this is just a new money making scheme as the coffers are 
running dry. 
how will this system help us with taxi drivers you made their own 
traffic rules  and are applying it as if it is the law. Taxi bosses will only 
change the driver and nothing will happen....he did not drive the taxi 
when offence was commi]ed. Marietjie

2020-10-08 
10:46:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Not being able to be tried in court is against my consHtuHonal rights. I 
also think that doubling the fines is not going to work as most people 
wouldn't be able to afford them, and then what? Drivers who have not 
done and passed a driver's license, and have a fake one, should be 
criminally Miriam
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2020-10-08 
10:42:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Has the enforcement of the AARTO Act achieved what it set out to 
achieve in Tshwane / Johannesburg? I would support it to the extent 
that it has demonstrably eradicated reckless behaviour on roads (e.g. 
dangerous overtaking, speeding, driving in an intoxicated state, driving 
without a driver’s licence, driving whilst texHng...). But I don’t believe 
this has been achieved in Johannesburg / Tshwane where the Act has 
been in effect for 11 years! So why enforce it naHonally then? Some of 
the proposed penalHes come across as a means of opHmising revenue 
to government.  The focus really needs to be on making our roads safe 
to drive on. Monica 

2020-10-08 
10:38:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Making all these stupid laws but it wont be enforced, the current traffic 
laws dont even get enforced Dylan

2020-10-08 
10:33:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Modise

2020-10-08 
10:21:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ek is 'n  Proxy vir 'n maatskappy, en al die werkers wat die voertuie 
bestuur se "offences" gaan op my naam verskyn, wat my punte gaan 
benadeel. Ina

2020-10-08 
10:20:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Do away with corrupHon then you won't have to increase the tariffs on 
anything.  You cannot remove our right to challenge rulings made, 
especially given the number of corrupt police/traffic officers out there.  
E-toll should not form part of traffic fines and demerit points.  How on 
earth can it be a criminal offence if you forget your driver's licence at 
home - that is ridiculous. Kim

2020-10-08 
10:19:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

How will you controle the taxis. They will use their points in one 
month.Problem with that is they dont have a specific place where they 
stop they stop and double park where their cleints are ,but can you 
blame them we dont have the infrastrucHon to accomodate them. So if 
they lose their licence they will strike not be arrested and what then or 
is it going to be like in lockdown where they will get special rules. This 
will work in a first world country. CHRIS

2020-10-08 
10:18:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic cameras and entrapment devices are not accurate and operated 
by unqualified people. 
E-Toll is a money making scheme!!! and illegal!! JP

2020-10-08 
09:52:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Rachel

2020-10-08 
09:51:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

To take away a driver's license is unconsHtuHonal and will not hold up 
in the ConCourt. Government does not currently enforce the exisHng 
traffic regulaHons, and without visible policing there is no point in 
insHtuHng a programme like this.  
I am against it and will support any organisaHon that tests its validity in 
the highest courts. MJ

2020-10-08 
09:47:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Completely open to more corrupHon ! AdministraHon, they are not 
capable, even now ! I want to be able to go to a court of law, not some 
incompetent person, who may not be qualified ? Kevin 

2020-10-08 
09:45:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Fernando

2020-10-08 
09:45:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system BEILA

2020-10-08 
09:42:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system robbing ciHzens again. just a money making scheme clint

2020-10-08 
09:42:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Please get your prioriHes right, there are things that need to be 
handled first, such as violence, unlicensed drivers, unroadworthy 
vehicles, lack of discipline. ONLY renew drivers licenses based on a 
clean driving  history. Geoffrey

2020-10-08 
09:40:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is ridiculous. What else are they going to come up with to cripple 
this country and economy. This whole plan is absurd. Get rid of e-toll 
number 1. Catch offenders and punish them accordingly. This will not 
solve the problems we faced with at the moment. It is just another 
money making scheme. George

2020-10-08 
09:36:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Absolutely NO to doubling fines!!!!!! anne]e

2020-10-08 
09:32:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will result in more issues and less soluHons. The 
administraHve burden will also be too much. With the current system I 
can't even get a new license yet because of backlog. This will be a 
disaster Candice

2020-10-08 
09:31:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point demerit system is going to cause many people to drive 
without licences when theirs have been suspended.  Remember that 
no one wants to be stuck in one place because they can't drive due to 
being suspended. Coleman 

2020-10-08 
09:23:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system What a terrible system. Don't make this naHonal. Mark

2020-10-08 
09:11:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Instead of a demerit system, rather create another point system 
whereby THE VEHICLE DRIVEN IS DEMERITED WITH EACH OFFENSE. 
ONCE IT REACHES A LIMIT- THE VEHICLE LICENCE IS TEMPORARILY 
SUSPENDED ! This will be easier to administer and much more of a 
deterrent. The backlog at drivers tesHng centres are too great to allow 
for your proposed demerit plan ! Ebrahim

2020-10-08 
09:10:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

  
I do not agree with any or all of the proposed amendments. It does not 
make sense to have new legislaHon if the exisHng legislaHon is not 
enforced properly. It only penalizes law abiding ciHzens further, while 
the lawless conHnue as usual and will not be affected. ExisHng laws 
should be applied effecHvely across the board before suggesHng new 
legislaHon that only enlarges the bureaucraHc burden, and will most 
definitely increase the potenHal for corrupHon and will certainly make 
life in general more unpleasant for everyone. MARIETTA

2020-10-08 
09:06:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Siddeeq
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2020-10-08 
09:06:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another way to make money . We are already stretched to the 
limit with taxes and rates . The unlawful drivers will sHll get away with 
fines through corrupHon and bribes and the law "abiding" ciHzen will 
pay the fee. 
Rather concentrate on vehicles that are not road worthy. 
Or what about changing the demerit into an incenHve system where 
you get discount on your yearly license fee if you don`t get any fines- 
like insurance pay backs. PosiHve re- inforcement is a much be]er 
incenHve than negaHve ones. Rene

2020-10-08 
09:04:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object to everything on this bill. 
It just feels like another way the government is scheming on how to 
make new ways of robbing us.  Everything about it feels wrong and 
extreme! Please focus your a]enHon on crime and housing for people 
rather than making everyone poorer (except For yourselves of course).  
The people of this country have lost all faith in your ability to run an 
honest and reliable government. Angela

2020-10-08 
09:02:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

All of the proposed amendments are objecHonable. No point in new 
legislaHon if the exisHng legislaHon is not enforced properly. All it is 
does is that it penalizes law abiding ciHzens further, while the lawless 
conHnue as always. Enforce exisHng laws effecHvely first across the 
board before suggesHng new legislaHon that only enlarges the 
bureaucraHc juggernaut, increases the potenHal for corrupHon and 
makes life in general more unpleasant for everyone. Michael

2020-10-08 
08:58:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

What is wrong with our system. Everything works smoothly eg Cape 
Metro. I've just completed receiving my ID update, my Driver's License 
and Vehicle license despite Covid-19 and I am extremely impressed by 
their smooth service operaHons. 
We don't want another American system. This is The Republic of South 
Africa. Ek is trots op my munisipaliteit van Kaapstad. If everyone do 
their work, changes would not be necessary. Thank you.  
Hugo HUGO

2020-10-08 
08:47:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system We live in a diverse country and we're democracy N

2020-10-08 
08:46:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There are people that drive dangerously, and those are the ones who 
should be targeted. However, it's not the average driver that's the 
problem, it's the taxi drivers. UnHl this situaHon is addressed, it's a 
case of punishing the the innocent instead of the guilty. The ANC needs 
to stop wasHng money on systems that are not going to work and will 
be bucked by the taxi drivers and operators. Colin 

2020-10-08 
08:43:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not believe that officials will lawfully apply this system, but will use 
it to get bribes out of motorists. Deston

2020-10-08 
08:35:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The general public  are already  ba]ling just to stay alive without  
arduous traffic rules and heavy fines to cripple themselves and 
business further.   What guarantees will be in place to ensure that 
these rules are not abused and adhered to by the traffic police. Pam

2020-10-08 
08:32:02 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Thomas

2020-10-08 
08:30:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I want to see this corrupt government and municipaliHes governed by 
an honest new government before this corrupt and murderous 
government try and change laws to benefit themselves. Elizabeth

2020-10-08 
08:29:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government must enforce current regulaHons 
Sakhiwo

2020-10-08 
08:29:27 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

In a country where they have absolutely no control over the taxi's 
which make our roads look like a Mad Max movie scene all the Hme 
they want to implement a demerit system which will only negaHvely 
impact the so called "so_ targets". 
Taxi's pose the largest single threat to all other road users and 
pedestrians in this country . 
Personally its just another way for the government to extort huge fines 
from motorists so i def do not agree with it at all. 

Wolfgang

2020-10-08 
08:22:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole thing is just another tax on private road users. Most of the 
fines come by means of camera. There is no visibility of traffic officers 
and when there are, they just sit in their vehicle and do nothing while 
anarchy rains around them. When you your policing sorted, then it 
might work. UnHl such a stage, you are wasHng more money.   Michael

2020-10-08 
08:15:29 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Cost of appeal - Not on! it is a right. 
AARTO Tribunal - reminiscent of Nazis. 
Can't make the current system work. 

What is needed to fix the system, more traffic officers on the road 
focusing on moving violaHons. 
A_er an accumulaHon of more than R10'000 worth of unpaid fines the 
vehicle is retrieved,  drained and crushed for scrap metal. 
Use commercial tow trucks to retrieve errant drivers vehicles for 
crushing. 

Ellis
2020-10-08 
08:12:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Amanda

2020-10-08 
08:11:54 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Vicky 

2020-10-08 
08:09:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current regulaHons are not enforced adequately, and new 
draconian measures may not be fairly enforced, and the threat may 
encourage and add to corrupHon.  AddiHonally, the having no right to a 
court case is disturbing.  

MR. BRUCE 
DAVID

2020-10-08 
08:09:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current regulaHons are not enforced adequately, and new 
draconian measures may not be fairly enforced, and the threat may 
encourage and add to corrupHon.  AddiHonally, the having no right to a 
court case is disturbing.  

MR. BRUCE 
DAVID
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2020-10-08 
08:08:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The most obvious reason it won't work is simply that the already high 
presence of corrupHon, mismanagement  and dishonesty in this 
country is going to escalate. Everything in this country is copied from 
England which tells us the English sHll have a strong influence as to 
how this country is run. Pieter 

2020-10-08 
08:03:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There sre much bigger challenges that warrant a]enHon and energy. 
This and just another example of trying to introduce a first world 
soluHon in a country where we struggle to maintain the most 
rudimentary of legislaHon. ImpracHcal and targeted at the wrong 
audience Tasha

2020-10-08 
08:02:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Karen 

2020-10-08 
08:00:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

FUCK  this government and all the laws they make that only affects 
WHITE PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY, nothing gets done about black 
offenders and it is only about ABUSING WHITES  AND MURDERING 
FARMERS AND WHITES . WHAT A FUCKING JOKE THIS COUNTRY IS RUN 
BY A BUNCH OF CRIMINALS ,TERRORISTS ,MURDERERS AND FUCKING 
THIEVES . Alan

2020-10-08 
07:57:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with geVng demerit points for licence offences as there 
are many valid reasons for not having them on Hme. Also i do not 
agree to the right to go to court being taken away. Charlene

2020-10-08 
07:52:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

All points are a concern, this is yet another money racket from a 
patheHc and corrupt policing system. Totally unacceptable! Regis

2020-10-08 
07:41:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Helen

2020-10-08 
07:41:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Please first fix the current system which is not working due to poor 
management. The goverment fails at the most simple tasks due to the 
appointment of inept staff and geVng rid of people who are able and 
want to work. The changes will complicate ma]ers and failure is 
guaranteed. This will impact on the lives of motorists, on the economy 
and the chaos will chase away potenHal investors and even local 
people who can leave, will emigrate more and more. There is already 
so much corrupHon and the demerit system will lead to an increase in 
bribes and corrupHon. Rather focus on training staff to manage the 
current system which they have not achieved yet and then develop on 
successes. Johan

2020-10-08 
07:38:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not going to address the actual cause of deaths on our roads.  It 
is just a way to increase government income 
If you really want to address the problem you have to police moving 
violaHons and there must be definite and consistent applicaHon of 
consequences. 
The problem in SA is that although there are laws, there's no actual 
applicaHon of them or consequences to breaking them Sheila

2020-10-08 
07:36:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Ferdi

2020-10-08 
07:23:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system does not work now and I fear a lot of innocent people will 
have demerit points for laws they did not break. Lauren

2020-10-08 
07:21:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It's just another way to make the honest taxpayers lives harder. This 
from people who are not in touch with reality and are too scared to 
take on the corrupHon in their depts. first.  It's stupid. Delicia 

2020-10-08 
07:18:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system does not work now and I fear a lot of innocent people will 
have demerit points for laws they did not break. Get the system and 
administraHve working 100% before you introduce new items that are 
not going to help. Lauren

2020-10-08 
07:09:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

General law abiding ciHzens will be penalised for the odd fault and 
incur double costs when the taxi drivers do as they please , are never 
stopped, never pay their fines. Sort them out before this system is 
even considered  

Leanne
2020-10-08 
07:09:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system They are trying very hard  to make this a police state Garth

2020-10-08 
07:09:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Sach

2020-10-08 
07:06:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It’s absolutely ridiculous!!! Focus on crime, infrastructure etc. The 
ciHzens are Hred of Governments crap! Michaela

2020-10-08 
07:05:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic department can't even fix the taxi problem. How will they 
be able to handle this? willem

2020-10-08 
07:04:31 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

They so quick to point fingers to others, but they forget that they were 
also there once a point a Hme. Selwyn 

2020-10-08 
07:00:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another way to solicit money from a small part of the populaHon 
while taxis will conHnue to do exactly as they please.  Peter

2020-10-08 
06:58:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole system is nothing more than a money making power grab 
set to disadvantage the average South Africa. Walter

2020-10-08 
06:57:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Peaches 

2020-10-08 
06:57:02 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic dept. Has no way of even policing the presant system ! Let 
alone any new ones. It will be another tax payers expensive   trial to 
see how  unable there staff are. 
It's all about bribes and corrupHon  .and poor  mis management.  The 
wrong people and aVtudes in the system purely for abuse and self 
gain. Bob

2020-10-08 
06:55:22 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The law enforcement and government has not and cannot effecHvely 
deal with the taxi associaHons in RSA. So to focus on the administraHve 
process and burden on the regular driver seems to be easy. We need 
to rather have all law enforcement agencies focus on the crime at hand 
with specialists focus departments. If that is addressed, we can move 
into what is being proposed now.  

As this is proposed, the law enforcement and ministerial drivers are 
exempted from demerit as they drive lawless when not ministers are 
late and not on route to crime scenes.  

Arnold
2020-10-08 
06:53:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will be impossible to administer. They cannot even run an efficient 
system for vehicle licensing how on earth will this be done? Frikkie
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2020-10-08 
06:53:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This will never work in South Africa too much corrupHon already Rob

2020-10-08 
06:50:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

HOW ARE THEY GOING TO CONTROL THIS. AS IT IS THERE IS SO MUCH 
CORRUPTION AND WHEN TRYING TO SORT OUT A FINE ONE HAS TO 
GO THROUGH SUCH A LONG PROCEDURE. THEY NEED TO STREAMLINE 
THE SYSTEMS TO WORK EFFIECENTLY FOR PEOPLE TO SORT OUT IN A 
QUICK AND EASY WAY. 

PATRICIA

2020-10-08 
06:25:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

To take away a persons common law right to legal jusHce before a 
court of law should be regarded as unconsHtuHonal.  To furthermore 
seek to make criminals of civilians not in possession of a driver’s 
license is draconic. These regulaHons should not be introduced at all. Adrian

2020-10-08 
06:18:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Lauren

2020-10-08 
06:12:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The burden which would be placed on an already shameful excuse for 
"public transport" would be overkill considering the fact that many 
already rely on public transport and to add more dependency on such 
a fragile service(public transport) would not be wise unless you have 
your hands in the taxi industry which would lead to more lawlessness 
on the roads which in turn would cost the lives of the working class 
whom the economy of this country depends on. Let's think strengthing 
our counVes currency and NOT  how can government score more 
money. Gershom

2020-10-08 
06:12:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Marius

2020-10-08 
06:00:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The above top concern answer was only selected to complete this form 
and all the selectable answers apply! The enHre system is flawed! It is 
going to lead to many many people sHng in trouble and without 
transport! This is not a first world country and we do not have the 
public transport infrastructure to accommodate a non driving society!  
Most of us do not have any other opHon but to drive ourselves and our 
families to work or school etc. This is also a very aggressive, frustraHng 
and depressing environment we live in generated by our oppressors 
that wrongly call themselves our leaders. This environment they’ve 
created is why people behave the way they do when driving vehicles.  
And unHl our environment and perspecHve changes the people of this 
country will remain aggressive and frustrated drivers. Daniel

2020-10-08 
05:33:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is an other opportunity for corrupHon.  And how will this be 
enforced   the already a lack of traffic officials Celeste 

2020-10-08 
05:11:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system I think the current system is fine it just needs to be enforced. Pieter

2020-10-08 
04:59:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think that this system is going to play with a lot of people's 
livelihoods. As a lot of people are dependent on their license for work. 
As especially our public trqnsport system is not up to scratch. With 
Metrorail being a total failure and many people do not have 
confidence in the taxi's. Also people will be loosing jobs as they are 
loosing their license. Andre

2020-10-08 
03:05:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Pierre

2020-10-08 
00:09:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

When public transport is safe to use, then maybe but unHl then no to 
demerit system. You are playing with peoples livelyhoods. I do agree to 
heavier fines for non license holders and serious offenders. Zero 
alcohol tolerance and stronger repercussions for those who commit 
this crime Chantel

2020-10-08 
00:07:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Money and more money is all we as ciHzens keep giving to this corrupt 
government. We're already in a huge pandemic that caused major job 
losses, paycuts , etc and they just want more and more of the less than 
li]le we already trying to live on. Sort out the corrupHon, 
unemployment rates and very much more important issues in the 
country first, as our daily livelihoods depend on it!!!! Shehaam

2020-10-07 
23:59:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I object to the points demerits system it is just laziness of government 
to physical law enforcement.If government was doing what it should in 
terms of enforcement o¡rosd traffic laws then we don't need all these 
changes. 
The current laws that are there are more than adequate to adress 
negaHve driver behaviour only if they are enforced by government 
agents. 
The idea of overburdening drivers in terms of increasing the fines will 
not achieve what government thinks they will achieve but only 
Increase anarchy where drivers will not not only ignore but also drive 
without licences should they be cancelled due non payment or 
compliance. 

We will have a mayhem on our roads. Jy]e

2020-10-07 
23:23:27 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt officials are a concern. It's starts on top with the ANC and 
filters down. Officials think they are above the law. Courts are over 
loaded with cases and the jusHce system sucks. Yushri

2020-10-07 
23:08:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Johanna

2020-10-07 
22:56:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Liezl

2020-10-07 
22:53:02 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

All these new regulaHons ,laws and ideas are governments way of 
trying to milk the ordinary tax paying ciHzens of their hard earned 
money. In the end we will all have to go to work or travel using a taxi , 
because they will be exempt from these regulaHons etc.  We know that 
most taxi  owners are government officials or somehow 
connected ,that why they get away with not abiding to traffic laws.  
CorrupHon must be eradicated from our police force and traffic 
departments and incompetent people replaced with competent law 
abiding people who are well trained and able to do their job to the 
best of their ability.  People are appointed  in powerful posiHons for all 
the wrong reasons. this must stop. Richard
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2020-10-07 
22:41:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Daniel

2020-10-07 
22:41:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Tamara

2020-10-07 
22:33:30 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The possibility to loose your license from points lost for eg speeding is 
not right. People need to travel to work and can't use public 
transportaHon as it's not reliable. Secondly, taxi drivers drive the way 
they want and never get prosecuted Robert 

2020-10-07 
22:32:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel the system is unfair and would create a massive administraHve 
burden on both the the traffic administraHon, courts and ciHzens 
involved. Further to this, the amendments do not by any means 
enforce ciHzens to abide by the law, it only creates a revenue stream 
for the municipaliHes. More money generated, more money to steal.

MUGHAMM
AD SAAJID

2020-10-07 
22:32:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel the system is unfair and would create a massive administraHve 
burden on both the the traffic administraHon, courts and ciHzens 
involved. Further to this, the amendments do not by any means 
enforce ciHzens to abide by the law, it only creates a revenue stream 
for the municipaliHes. More money generated, more money to steal.

MUGHAMM
AD SAAJID

2020-10-07 
22:32:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I feel the system is unfair and would create a massive administraHve 
burden on both the the traffic administraHon, courts and ciHzens 
involved. Further to this, the amendments do not by any means 
enforce ciHzens to abide by the law, it only creates a revenue stream 
for the municipaliHes. More money generated, more money to steal.

MUGHAMM
AD SAAJID

2020-10-07 
22:21:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Herman

2020-10-07 
22:05:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why do you want to promulgate legislaHon on the demerrit system 
when  state looHng and  state capture criminals cannot even be 
prosecured but you want to slam  ordinary tax paying ciHzens with rhis. 
Aikona.  Sweep before your own door before taking on Jan Publiek. Maria

2020-10-07 
22:05:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Meer mag aan wetstoepassers in SA dalk nie n goeie idee. Daar is te 
veel wat korup is.dit kan net lei tot afpersing, magsmibruik, omkopery 
ens. en so word SA nog vro]er. 
Kry eers die polissie  en verkeerspolissie skoon van korruptes, dan kan  
so n stelsel werk Ruben

2020-10-07 
22:04:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with any of the proposed regulaHons. Changing laws and 
regulaHons is not going to change peoples aVtude. Proper improved 
training and teaching respect for other will make a big difference. Yvonne

2020-10-07 
21:59:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This demerit system is  evil approach targeHng the few people le_ 
economically  acHve and typically will only be enforced on the easy 
targets. If you have to stand 7.5 hours in a queue just to renew your 
vehicle license today, imagine the trouble and Hme and producHvity 
losses collecHvely for the  working class subject to this tyranny laws. 
Government need to focus on supporHng and creaHng a be]er 
economy, not to further He the feet of the naHon down and stop using 
fines to earn state revenue. Rather create a Demerit system for all the 
Corrupt government officials for their bounty cards

Gerrit 
Jacobus

2020-10-07 
21:42:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is nothing wrong with the current system. Your staff must just 
study it, understand it, and learn to impliment it over the whole 
spectrum. And that includes taxis and your buddies......  
Further,  your conceipts promulgated,  are draconian and not thaught 
through well by educated  lawmakers. For instance why can’t we 
operate a vehicle between sunset and sunrise? Are you crazy? Think of 
the implicaHons!!!  And what if you are traveling  long distance and 
your headlamp or tail/ brake light fuses? Must you pull over and get 
hijacked and killed??This is RSA. Not  somewhere safe. It is unsafe!  
Also what if you get pulled over by a Suspicious/ fake Speedcop and 
you decide to drive to a police staHon without stopping? This happens 
all the Hme now!!  Wake up! Riaan

2020-10-07 
21:36:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will once again be aimed at the so_ targets.  
The current law and rules are more than enough.  
Only visible and acHve policing will solve the problem. J

2020-10-07 
21:34:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

First of all I am a living human being on the soil and not under 
mariHme law.  The government are already trading us illegally on the 
stock exchange so this points demerit system is also illegal like most of 
what you do anyway. The government is so corrupt and cannot even 
handle the taxi industry with normal traffic rules. You will see more 
riots and destrucHon when they try to control them... Carina

2020-10-07 
21:15:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is not a system for a unlawful country with unlicensed drivers, 
taxis doing as they will, & corrupHon.  Maureen

2020-10-07 
21:14:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

this whole idea is ill thought out as usual, this is what they do in a first 
world country not in a 5th world. we do not have the mental or logisHc 
capacity to do this.  eg, if I drive over a red light and I am caught, I have 
no problem with that but the traffic officer has to be at the robot 21/7 
to catch everyone skipping the robot, and a few taxi's will be caught, 
then if a person has the maximum points taken, the license will be 
revoked!!!!! who is going to monitor that??? we already have so many 
persons driving without licenses,  will a taxi driver now be 
impounded???? then the corrupHon that this system leaves open!!!!
persons bribed to look the other way or if the traffic officers are paid 
according to their fines, please how are you going to stop this.  this is 
not the reason for accidents or fataliHes, we need more visual traffic 
officers, and we need honest hardworking people, so NO< NO< NO< 
NO elsie

2020-10-07 
21:13:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why doesn't traffic law enforcement rather spend this money on 
cameras that lead to fines and convicHons at major intersecHons(even 
be]er if they are at all intersecHons), the technology exists so there's 
no excuse. Maybe concentrate on the real problem on our roads, 
TAXIS!!! Another problem is illegal licenses. And the worst problem of 
them all, again TAXIS!!!!!! One last thing, in the manditory "What is 
you concern box", none of the opHons are applicable to probably most 
of the people that will parHcipate in this... Brendon

2020-10-07 
21:11:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This is unconsHtuHonal Hemdrik
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2020-10-07 
21:08:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

am opposed to all the proposals. 
it is not a mature normal outlook. 
a country must have the correct tangible airwaves felt by all & 
insHlled .it must be automaHcally known .how to drive . 
you want these proposals because of the large number of bad drivers .  
but you are not capable of teaching them yourselves. 
now you want every person to suffer & pay for the baddies on the 
roads. 
many good drivers will make mistakes now we have to be a nervous 
wreck. 
you  miss the point . 
already the govt has messed up the rhythms on all the roads & the 
Hming  -this is abuse by govt to make it impossible to drive . the govt 
wants one to crash or worse or go through robots . money for them . it 
is not safe. the govt has no  right to make stupid insulHng rules to 
punish us it is not acceptable . 
the cars are not safe & the roads are not safe & the sound of the cars & 
trucks when driving has become altered & bad for the ears which was 
not the case yrs ago. 

you can not have a points system because they will accuse the people 
who do not mean it & let the criminal drivers go free. 

there has to be give & take & leeway . anyone can drive 10 kilometres 
over the limit for 2  minutes before realising & then slow themselves . 
as opposed to someone driving 50 km above the limit plus recklessly 
plus for a long Hme .so why stop & fine the 1st example type ? 

you have failed to teach ciHzens how to drive , how to pray & drive , 
the correct eHque]e on the road . you never never tell learner drivers 
that the car is dangerous & can kill . all learners should have to sit & 
contemplate how dangerous a car is , can kill  someone , & must learn 
to pray when driving & find traffic people they like & trust .  
but as usual the country only allows dangerous driving thinks it is a 
joke & now this insult law is an insult subhuman law & passing the 
blame & scapegoaHng . i feel disgusted & nauseous & revolted. 

only the law to have a licence to drive legally is logical . suzanne
2020-10-07 
21:00:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Michael

2020-10-07 
20:50:17 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The government fines motorists but yet taxis sHll break all the rules 
which isn't being controlled. So why must motorists bear the penilHes 
when the main culprits aren't Tarryn

2020-10-07 
20:49:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Stu

2020-10-07 
20:39:12 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Licensing, Traffic related costs, Toll Fees and Fines  are  abhorrent as it 
is thank you. Razell

2020-10-07 
20:38:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Salma

2020-10-07 
20:36:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Nicolaas

2020-10-07 
20:33:54 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Dit gaan nie werk nie korrupsie speel n groot rol in die land. Baie sal 
dan deur kanale gaan om aan n bestuur lisensie te bekom wat alreeds 
gebeur in die land. Andy

2020-10-07 
20:22:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Absolutely totally ridiculous unworkable garbage as usual from this 
corrupt overstaffed and overpaid bunch of idioHc government officials. 
Start by pulling down the etoll gantries . The scrap iron thieves should 
be allowed free access as they have to the rail infrastructure 
Time to vote these clowns out  

Peter
2020-10-07 
20:06:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Marieta

2020-10-07 
20:05:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

These proposed laws are designed to get more money out of the 
commuters  and to take away more civil rights from the people. 
Normal policing and sound administraHon should suffice but it seems 
that our government only tries to find ways to make money in an 
easier way. Bjorn

2020-10-07 
20:02:03 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not believe this to be a fair system to correct illegal driving habits.  
Every ciHzen should have the right to represent their case verbally.  
The doubling of monetary penalHes (fines) are ill Hmed given the 
current economic climate. David

2020-10-07 
19:51:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Felix

2020-10-07 
19:48:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system is employed in the UK and Australia - it only works there 
due to a stable system of police enforcement and we have seen how 
corrupt the police are in South Africa. 
You cannot employ 1st world strategies to 3rd world environments. 

Shane

2020-10-07 
19:36:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Currently there are not enough Law Enforcement officoals. How are 
the current officials going to apy the demerit system. You very seldom 
see Officials on the roads today. They also only work 9 to 5 hours. Who 
then is going to regulate the offenders a_er 5. One advantage of this 
system. Wothin the period of 1 month, 98% of taxi's should be off the 
roads, if the system in fairly applied and 80% of South Africans are to 
reapply for there drivers as they do not adhere to red robots, stop 
signs,  yield signs, parking on yellow and red lunes etc, etc. Once again, 
with the hours of  employment and the size of the force, how is this 
going to work. Robin

2020-10-07 
19:25:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Bre]
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2020-10-07 
19:22:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Maria

2020-10-07 
19:21:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

SA's officials do not have the discression to be fair and reasonable 
when issueing fines. It will be unfair to many people who cannot afford 
unreasonable conduct by officers and everything that it will cause. The 
real culprits will go free and the people who make a real mistake once 
in 100 years, will carry the burden of hea_y fines. Life is hard for most 
South Africans. Why not get a system that is not draconian! HenHe

2020-10-07 
19:13:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

When the laws are broken by the majority on a daily basis & NOTHING 
is done about it, how can new laws be brought in & we are expected to 
be happy about them. And let's be honest, anyone with a brain knows 
what the proposed AARTO regulaHons will do. Gravy anyone? 

And there is NO real policing of anything that should be policed. It's a 
sad reality that this country is going to seed in a hurry! Hence all the 
intelligent &  decent (good & honest) people  leaving! Who wants to 
live in such a corrupt country & see what's happening daily & feel 
totally helpless to bring about real change for the be]er. 
Any change proposed by the current majority is only to help 
themselves, not to help the good people of SA. Del

2020-10-07 
19:03:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This is all a east of Hme and money. Gert

2020-10-07 
18:47:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Very annoying system to the ciHzens. Just ask UK ciHzens. 
And we should stop following what the UK does , it is not a democraHc 
country and is 
going to be a failed state. Marc

2020-10-07 
18:47:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No system works because of all the taxis.  There is no follow up & the 
taxi drivers do as they please & do not pay any fines that are issued to 
them.  So once again, the honest people have to suffer whilst the 
criminals have free reign & can do as they please & they are above the 
law! Alma

2020-10-07 
18:44:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

As it allows only one click, I actually object to everything.  How much 
more money do they sHll want to Squeeze from an already 
overburdened public?   How are they going to enforce these rules?  
What about mini buses and other means of public transport that are 
constantly breaking traffic rules?  By all means punish those who drive 
under the influence of alcohol Or who do not sHck to the speed limits.  
I just do not see how they are going to police all these rules, plus it 
opens another possibility for asking backhanders to overlook an 
offense.  Who will police the traffic  police? Lutz

2020-10-07 
18:44:26 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Karin

2020-10-07 
18:43:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-07 
18:40:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system chris

2020-10-07 
18:40:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

All exisHng issues must 1st be resolved with no problems outstanding 
before looking at how to punish us law abiding ciHzens.   Even if you 
implement these laws, it will result in more non licensed drivers on our 
roads. Gava

2020-10-07 
18:20:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government  is desperate to make more money. This will  just be 
another income stream for corrupt traffic officials.....bribes. The real 
problem on especially the N2 are the taxi drivers, who are a law unto 
their own. They will be above this new law. If they do not like it they 
will just strike.  Traffic officials are scared of them. 
E-tolls, the people have spoken, they are not going to pay!!! 

Lourenza
2020-10-07 
18:03:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system I dont agree at all Anneke

2020-10-07 
17:46:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Legally motorists are going to be punished and all those without 
license will sHll gateway as usual.People who suffer are always those 
who obey the law . Nosisa

2020-10-07 
17:46:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

If my understanding of this law is correctly we get a double blow, by 
firstly paying the fine and then implemenHng the points demerit 
system, then I am sure therea_er it will be a costly exercise to get your 
name cleared if you not at fault for everything, so unfortunately I do 
not support this. Rayhaan

2020-10-07 
17:45:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We can buy fraudulent licenses, there is almost no visible policing of 
traffic laws and we can buy fraudulent roadworthy cerHficates. How is 
a demerit system going to work in such a corrupt, dysfuncHonal 
environment? UlHmately only law abiding ciHzens are going to be 
affected, and the real problems on our roads will remain unaddressed. 
Much like our approach to drunk driving, dropping the legal blood 
alcohol from 0,08 to 0,05 to 0,00 does not reduce drunk driving. The 
person who got behind the wheel properly drunk would have been 
arrested even if the BAC of 0,08 was sHll in place, and he/she is not 
going to change their behaviour because the rule got stricter. Steven

2020-10-07 
17:38:47 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Enforce current regulaHons and there would be no need to introduce 
an addiHonal law. 
New system is bullish and open to more corrupHon. 

Clinton

2020-10-07 
17:36:45 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The criminal offense of driving without a license is absurd. The driver 
must be allowed to produce a license should they have forgo]en it. I 
believe the government used the roads as a cash cow and we already 
pay, a lot of tax on our petrol and car license's. E tolls should be 
scrapped however the naHonal toll can stay as those roads are well 
maintained and carry heavy trucks, as we no longer have a rail system, 
but not increased. How is a first world law going to work in a third 
world country? Michael
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2020-10-07 
17:34:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

he system is flawed it is unmanageable & is open to abuse & 
corrupHon 
it has not worked in Gauteng during the "test period" so why should it 
work when rolled out around the country? 
Be]er policing is the answer not this 1st world system that parHally 
works in other countries due to the fact that they have honest law 
abiding ciHzens & SA does not Vivien

2020-10-07 
17:30:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

How would this work for those on foreign licenses? Is it a fine and the 
points or a fine or the points? Sarah

2020-10-07 
17:19:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This whole thing is a stupid idea. Johan 

2020-10-07 
17:15:07 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Hilde

2020-10-07 
17:05:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Much to expensive.!! 
This will only lead to more bribery and corrupHon!! Yvonne

2020-10-07 
17:05:05 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Maryna

2020-10-07 
16:59:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable- already 
heavy - is this perhaps because so many people don't pay their fines 
and happen to be untraceable so we need to make up for this deficit? 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them--- e-toll should be scrapped  

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence----  not acceptable, so I forget my drivers licence in my 
other purse while rushing off to pick up the kids and I land up with a 
criminal record- really!! 

Tamara
2020-10-07 
16:51:00 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just becoming more and more a Police State - unacceptable!!! Corrupt 
and unethical!! Jennifer

2020-10-07 
16:09:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Dit kan net werk in 'n samelewing waar daar baie selfdissipline en geen 
korrupsie is nie.   Omkopery gaan net toeneem.  Jeane]a 

2020-10-07 
16:05:36 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No ma]er what system we have - the law always only applies to the 
'law abiding' ciHzens. Far to many are open to corrupHon and will sHll 
get away with fines/penalHes and demerit points. name of grouping 
that springs to mind is the taxi industry!!!! JACQUELINE

2020-10-07 
16:02:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

increasing of fines is just to make it easier to get money. No real 
policing needed to sit in a car and watch a camera. How about some 
real policing for a change. Start at basics Real policing in ALL areas alison

2020-10-07 
15:56:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Esmeralda 

2020-10-07 
15:35:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

At the moment I feel taxi 's have  law and us another. Secondly there 
are so many offenders who have outstanding fines to be paid and yet 
nothing is being done about it, to a point where I have stopped paying 
mine unHl I get a final warning via the post which I have not seen for 
months. Thirdly, once the corrupHon and all the starling is sorted out 
only then do I feel we can start with a clean slate

Leopoldino 
Jose

2020-10-07 
15:34:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

At the moment I feel taxi 's have  law and us another. Secondly there 
are so many offenders who have outstanding fines to be paid and yet 
nothing is being done about it, to a point where I have stopped paying 
mine unHl I get a final warning via the post which I have not seen for 
months. Thirdly, once the corrupHon and all the starling is sorted out 
only then do I feel we can start with a clean slate

Leopoldino 
Jose

2020-10-07 
15:33:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will only affect law abiding ciHzens with a fix address. 
Taxis will not be affected!!!!!   simon

2020-10-07 
15:31:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Belinda

2020-10-07 
15:19:43 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support any changes AARTO  want to make to the present 
system Anne]e

2020-10-07 
15:18:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

In my view the  traffic department should first concentrate on all the 
taxi drivers and their vehicles in terms of licencing and obeying traffic 
laws and regulaHons.   

Normal ciHzens are a secondary worry, even though it seems the 
government thinks they are a source for easy money! Heidi

2020-10-07 
15:15:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system I think that the current law is strong enough on offences.  Mauritz

2020-10-07 
15:13:28 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why using a points system when you can't even do the current system 
jusHce? The government got a working country with everything 
working and they messed everything up. Now they want to come and 
mess up the transport system further, which they already messed up.  
Stop trying to change everything and use the current system. 
Get rid of corrupHon and stop implemenHng things that is not a 
benefit to the country. Russell
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2020-10-07 
15:12:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is not an opHon in the "top concern" secHon, to select "ALL", 
why is that?   

I will no longer support any changes to any regulaHons in this Country 
that are iniHated by the ANC and Government at large.  The ANC and 
Government at large are going beyond the call of duty to a]empt to 
control humanity and restrict our freedoms. 

You do not belong any longer.  When this Country reverts back to 
Common Law "For the people, by the people"  with "DO NO WRONG" 
as THE fundamental and only law, then I will parHcipate, but unHl then, 
consider me as part of the South African NWO resistance that wants 
poliHcians and governments OUT and Common Law and community 
jusHce IN. 

• We the people of Earth do not give you, the invisible dark forces, 
beings and enHHes i.e. (ANC NWO & Government at large),  permission 
to control us in any form imaginable. 

• We do not give you permission to make us war against each other, to 
poison our food and water supplies, to poison us with chemicals that 
harm the human body, the animals and the environment. 

• We the people do not give you permission to hold our Sovereignty 
from us or to govern us through heads of State that profit from the 
people energeHcally, physically, mentally, emoHonally, spiritually and 
any other forms of vampirism. 

• We the people now take our planet Earth and Country back under 
our control for the be]erment of All the ciHzens of South Africa and 
demand you, the dark forces which are part of the invisible, leave this 
planet and your posts in Pretoria with immediate effect. 

• Only those enHHes and energies of posiHve vibraHon and higher 
frequency will be given permission to occupy this planet Earth and our 
Country. 

• We the CiHzens of Earth now take back our home and evict all 
negaHve energies, beings and enHHes that reside here. 

• By the powers and laws of the Universe – leave now! 

• All you ANC beings who do not vibrate a higher frequency of posiHve 
and loving energy for All – leave now – leave this planet and South 
Africa in peace! 

• This declaraHon of Sovereignty for South Africa is Complete. 

• Leave the waters of our Universe, for your presence here is no longer 
agreed upon. Cheri

2020-10-07 
15:10:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree that  the owner or company of company vehicles driven 
by numerous drivers 
will have demerit points deducted jonathan

2020-10-07 
15:09:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

As per SARS the Tax Base are shrinking day by day and another tax cow 
is being  looked for to fill the corrupt ones' pockets. Sedick 

2020-10-07 
15:08:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will not address the wholesale disregard of road laws by the taxi 
industry, corrupt poliHcians and police.  It makes it easier to control the 
law abiding ciHzen and take away their consHtuHonal right to prove 
their innocence in court.  I also object to the inclusion of non payment 
of tolls as a road offence - tolls are being successfully challenged in 
Gauteng and W Cape . Finally the demerit system is too open to 
manipulaHon by authoriHes and will result in abuse. GILBERT

2020-10-07 
15:04:39 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Draconian bureaucracy going crazy again. 
Scrap e-tolls in gauteng.A corrupt and un-sustainable mess. JusHn

2020-10-07 
15:02:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is li]le wrong with our present system  except that it needs 
visible imparHal and  uncorrupt policing. This new approach smacks of 
highway robbery. Sean 

2020-10-07 
14:58:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I agree that our roads require stricter rules. The only concern is that 
these rules and regulaHons and their corresponding enforcement 
thereof will be administered prejudicially. Currently we have cars and 
taxi's driving daily on our roads which are clearly either not 
roadworthy, exceed maximum capacity limits and not to menHon the 
total disregard for traffic signs and signals.  
I am afraid that the enforcement of these rules and regulaHons will not 
target and address the actual infringes of basic road rules and 
courtesies and will merely be another way for officials to use their 
power as they see fit.  
Furthermore the costs and cumbersome way of appealing against any 
decision made is completely not in line with swi_ and just 
administraHon of law.  
Further, at the current economic climate and Covid-19 how can it even 
be suggested that fines must be increased. People can barely afford to 
eat much less pay a traffic fine. Nicola

2020-10-07 
14:57:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

he system is flawed it is unmanageable & is open to abuse & 
corrupHon 
it has not worked in Gauteng during the "test period" so why should it 
work when rolled out around the country? 
Be]er policing is the answer not this 1st world system that parHally 
works in other countries due to the fact that they have honest law 
abiding ciHzens & SA does not Lendro

2020-10-07 
14:51:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Ryan
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2020-10-07 
14:40:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Again another law to contain the freedom of general law abiding 
ciHzens, whom will no doubt be targeted. 

Are the traffic officials going to: 
1. Stop and fine the taxis that make use of the yellow lanes to pass 
other road users? 
2. Fine taxis that creep over the traffic line, anHcipaHng the green light 
at robots and ending up half way across the intersecHon or even over 
before the light changes? 
3. Fine taxis for overtaking on solid lines and painted islands? 

There is sHll many more traffic violaHons to menHon, but I believe that 
again a blind eye will be turned when it comes to taxis which rule the 
road (and some corrupt officials). Michael

2020-10-07 
14:32:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

My top concern is all the above, we can complain all we want but at 
the end of the day the uneducated ANC will do as stupid does........ paul

2020-10-07 
14:32:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Do not give my consent, this will only impact the law abiding ciHzens 
and the system will not work, only extra admin  to incapable ANC and 
an extra way to fill their looHng pockets. Ronnie

2020-10-07 
14:31:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It's just another way, that money will be stolen from ordinary ciHzens. 
The system is never going to work here, as more than half of SA will 
have their licencea  suspended. The scoring system is too harsh. Nawahl

2020-10-07 
14:26:58 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is our ConsHtuHonal right to appear in court and be heard.  I do not 
trust our system at all. As for the e-tolls ,  government is trying to bull 
doze us so that more money can be pocketed for  self gain. Do not 
agree on doubling the fines. I agree with Criminal charges against a 
driver, driving without a license but not if le_ at home accidently.  
I agree with the comments on police force - Crime is out of control.   
As for the taxi drivers they certainly dont adhere to the rules of the 
road.  If they could drive over you, they would.  How on earth is the 
point system going to work for them or are they going to be exempted  
like with everything else ? There is no fairness in our country any 
longer.  All these implementaHons is about how much money 
government can provide for themselves and nothing else. They should 
concentrate on the crime in the country and help provide work for the 
R2.2million people without jobs. 

Kathleen
2020-10-07 
14:25:04 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not give consent. Giving people penalty noHces for violaHons is 
also illegal and unconsHtuHonally. David

2020-10-07 
14:24:09 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree  with the proposed legislaHon. The cost implicaHon 
would be too much for the ordinary man in the street. Marion

2020-10-07 
14:11:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Totally against the Demerit system. Our government wants to 
implement these first world regulaHons when we struggle to keep up 
with our current regulaHons.  
CorrupHon is so rife, who knows what doors this could up for 
corrupHon and/or mismanagement. Let government first a]empt to fix 
what we have instead of trying to implement the new. Tasneem

2020-10-07 
14:09:51 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Thomas 

2020-10-07 
14:04:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

How will this be policed in our country where the lawless, 
unroadworthy and many taxis ...will operate regardless! Just another 
way to go a_er those that are easily traceable and mostly law abiding.  
Doubling of fines is just a rip off, besides a demerit and a fine is legally 
quesHonable ...and so is the right to represent oneself in court. Niven 

2020-10-07 
13:51:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Lindi

2020-10-07 
13:48:48 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system will harm people's rights to work and earn a living and 
pursue recreaHonal acHviHes. Kenneth

2020-10-07 
13:42:56 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Not only does this proposed madness increase the potenHal for 
bribery and corrupHon, it is also unworkable from a lack of 
incompetence in the Metro Police. This legislaHon seems to aim to 
reinforce the spectacularly failed e-toll system. In a law abiding country 
with a trained and ethical police force this approach could possibly 
work. In the South African context, however, this idea is dead in the 
water. 
This act does not allow for the consHtuHonal "innocent unHl proven 
guilty". The costs to appeal a system that is not to be trusted is 
ludicrous.  
There are so many other policing deficiencies already that this will just 
become another administraHve fiasco, and this is going to be another 
excellent scheme for bribery not to get point at aarto believe you me. 

  

 
Danie & 
Thea

2020-10-07 
13:41:55 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Not only does this proposed madness increase the potenHal for 
bribery and corrupHon, it is also unworkable from a lack of 
incompetence in the Metro Police. This legislaHon seems to aim to 
reinforce the spectacularly failed e-toll system. In a law abiding country 
with a trained and ethical police force this approach could possibly 
work. In the South African context, however, this idea is dead in the 
water. 
This act does not allow for the consHtuHonal "innocent unHl proven 
guilty". The costs to appeal a system that is not to be trusted is 
ludicrous.  
There are so many other policing deficiencies already that this will just 
become another administraHve fiasco, and this is going to be another 
excellent scheme for bribery not to get point at aarto believe you me. 

  

 
Danie & 
Thea

2020-10-07 
13:37:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Liret 
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2020-10-07 
13:35:08 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It just opens more doors for corrupHons. The different departments 
are already overloaded with work.   Al they have to do is their job and 
do it well not add more work. There are systems in place, don't fix 
what's not broken. Elise

2020-10-07 
13:30:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

A waste of Hme, effort and tax payer money. 
Cannot be honestly administered in a totally corrupt administraHon. Allan 

2020-10-07 
13:26:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There does not seem to be too much wrong with the regulaHons that 
currently exist.  I would rather see effort going into the enforcement 
and administraHon of these exisHng regulaHons.   Steeper fines in the 
new regulaHons will result in tracking down a smaller minority of 
offenders who can afford to pay whilst not addressing the main 
purpose of the regulaHons in the first place. Robert

2020-10-07 
13:24:52 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Its blatantly clear that the SA government will not be able to manage 
this without yeH more corrupHon and bribery as that is the way they 
operate. 
Perhaps more legislaHon should be enforced for taxi and bus drivers  
who are the cause of so many accidents. 
The demerit system is laughable as it will once again reopen to bribery. 
Di]o the doubled fines - rather concentrate on wiping out corrupHon 
by the government instead of burdening the already heavily indebted 
public. Al

2020-10-07 
13:01:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not see a point, just wasHng money that can creates jobs for 
youth. Asiphe

2020-10-07 
12:52:35 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

You as the government is using this traffic laws and fines as a money 
bank. Most of this crazy laws that is done on trafic laws is a 
unnecessary burden on the populaHon and extremely unnecessary. We 
the people of SA is NOT slaves of the government. Scrap all this 
nonsense, we cannot afford this dictatorship! Johan

2020-10-07 
12:49:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No no no...where does it ever stop.  All the proposals are 
rediculous...more trash from a government that has run South Africa 
into the ground. Johan 

2020-10-07 
12:48:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No no no...where does it ever stop.  All the proposals are 
rediculous...more trash from a government that has run South Africa 
into the ground. Johan Barry 

2020-10-07 
12:44:14 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Taxi drivers can do as they wish, the laws don't apply equally and is 
unjust. Doubling penalHes is unconsHtuHonal in the way it is being 
approached Rohan

2020-10-07 
12:36:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This legislaHon provides ferHle ground for corrupHon. Let's not pretend 
that corrupHon does not happen in South Africa!  
The fact that ciHzens do not have the choice of appealing to an 
unbiased court is an infringement of their rights.  
It will mean that every Hme a small thing goes wrong with a vehicle the 
owner will have to get a tow truck to take the vehicle in to be fixed 
otherwise the owner will get demerit points e.g if a light is broken. 
That is expensive and a waste of Hme!! Rosemary

2020-10-07 
12:34:26 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system UnconsHtuHonal Leon

2020-10-07 
12:32:59 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Spend the money on hiring more staff and be]er enforcement. This 
only ma]ers to law-abiding ciHzens who drive with a license. We don't 
need stricter and stricter rules and regulaHons, we need be]er 
enforcement of the rules we already have. Stefan

2020-10-07 
12:31:58 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

These new proposed regulaHons are just another burden on law 
abiding ciHzens who are responsible drivers on the road.  The 
lawlessness of the taxi industry should be dealt with and solved, and 
corrupHon within the government/ police departments  addressed 
before any changes are proposed which will negaHvely affect 
legiHmate motorists. I do not support these proposals. Fazila 

2020-10-07 
12:29:53 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The point system will not work. If the drivers points are used to the 
full; they will drive illegal   anyway. People need to drive to work 
everyday. AARTO will not be able to handle the system. As with the toll 
system it will blowup in their faces. People will stand together and 
refuse to pay any fines.  Piet

2020-10-07 
12:28:26 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not support these changes. Points demerits can significantly affect 
someone’s ability to work or take care of their family if they lose their 
license. We have been shown Hme and again that there is rampant 
corrupHon within the traffic services and police departments so 
someone can lose their license due to the negligence or corrupHon of 
officers. Also, I drive a car registered in my mother’s name. The vehicle 
is also used by other family members. How would point demerits be 
fairly allocated when different drivers are using the same vehicle? On 
top of that the appeals process becomes more convoluted so someone 
can unfairly and unduly receive demerits for infracHons that have not 
commi]ed. Increased fines is just another way to milk every last drop 
of money of ciHzens who are already struggling from a global 
pandemic and increases in water, electricity and rates. Focus on 
unroadworthy and dangerous vehicles and reckless or negligent driving 
and stop being pe]y about the rest. Kirsty

2020-10-07 
12:18:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Regan G

2020-10-07 
12:18:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Enforce exisHng laws and there will be no other requirements 
Policing and enforcing the basics rules and regulaHon will force people 
to abide by the all Willem

2020-10-07 
12:18:16 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

At the moment the laws of the country are not being adhered to or 
enforced a 
on all of society, first remove the corrupHon, then enforce the law and 
if that shows we need a demerit system, then implement it, don't try 
and add to the law, first enforce what is there to ALL road uses. 
Nobody is the excepHon!! Basil

2020-10-07 
12:15:32 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

id prefer the current system qhere i can explain myself ánd be júdged 
accordíngly 
sorry apoint system means i dont have much of a say Regan G

2020-10-07 
12:15:19 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

id prefer the current system qhere i can explain myself ánd be júdged 
accordíngly 
sorry apoint system means i dont have much of a say Regan G
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2020-10-07 
12:15:13 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

id prefer the current system qhere i can explain myself ánd be júdged 
accordíngly 
sorry apoint system means i dont have much of a say Regan G

2020-10-07 
12:13:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Charlene

2020-10-07 
12:13:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Instead of copying overseas laws, we should look at a model that will 
work for us. 
Demerit points  are not the way to go. 

L
2020-10-07 
12:07:23 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Niel

2020-10-07 
12:05:21 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Rodney

2020-10-07 
12:01:15 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Hennie

2020-10-07 
11:56:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hierdie gaan weereens net die belasHngbetalende burgers negaHef 
raak en die res (wat die meeste probleme veroorsaak) gaan dit 
vryspring deur weg te kom daarmee. Hierdie stelsel kan nie regverdig 
in `n korrupte land soos Suid-Afrika uitgevoer word nie Wouter

2020-10-07 
11:48:37 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Another step towards establishing a police state. The law enforcement 
agencies are not able to implement the exisHng laws and this proposal 
will simply give incompetent officers and agencies more power. The 
road user, the taxpayer is the target of this proposal. I do agree that 
lawlessness on public roads and general abuse of traffic and legal 
vehicle ownership needs to be controlled properly but the officers 
responsible for this need to be appropriately educated and trained for 
this purpose. Ma]ers not being addressed include intoxicated drivers 
and cyclists on public roads. In my opinion the la]er should be treated 
in the same manner as drivers of larger motor vehicles. Nico

2020-10-07 
11:39:24 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Get rid of corrupHon first ....as it is they are  depleHng taxpayers funds 
through corrupHon and the_. 
Speeding traps are set up  in places least likely to  present danger to 
other road users and pedestrians ... like on a 4 lane highway  with an 
80 kph restricHon - in the meanHme pedestrians are being killed 
because the speeding on narrow built up roads are not being enforced. 
This is a crime in itself Rob

2020-10-07 
11:38:25 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO  inherently suggests that : 
1. The current traffic offence laws and regulaHons are inadequate. 
This is not the case. They are adequate but policing, law enforcement 
and prosecuHng are not adequate. 
2. By changing the system from a prosecuHng  one to mainly an 
administraHvely driven one, will resolve present issues. 
There is no proof that this is the case. In fact there is much doubt as to 
whether the present so_ware of the department of Transport will be 
able to cope with the expected load increase. 
3. A democracy can allow  freedom of rights such as the right to direct 
appeal against prosecuHon, to be curbed when it suits the state. 
This is absurd and wishful thinking. In a country so diverse and huge, 
demerit points cannot be imposed on a naHonal non-discriminatory 
basis. It will need wide naHonal and maybe even internaHonal debate 
as to whether the system will really benefit the country. René

2020-10-07 
11:38:01 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO  inherently suggests that : 
1. The current traffic offence laws and regulaHons are inadequate. 
This is not the case. They are adequate but policing, law enforcement 
and prosecuHng are not adequate. 
2. By changing the system from a prosecuHng  one to mainly an 
administraHvely driven one, will resolve present issues. 
There is no proof that this is the case. In fact there is much doubt as to 
whether the present so_ware of the department of Transport will be 
able to cope with the expected load increase. 
3. A democracy can allow  freedom of rights such as the right to direct 
appeal against prosecuHon, to be curbed when it suits the state. 
This is absurd and wishful thinking. In a country so diverse and huge, 
demerit points cannot be imposed on a naHonal non-discriminatory 
basis. It will need wide naHonal and maybe even internaHonal debate 
as to whether the system will really benefit the country. René

2020-10-07 
11:37:11 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO  inherently suggests that : 
1. The current traffic offence laws and regulaHons are inadequate. 
This is not the case. They are adequate but policing, law enforcement 
and prosecuHng are not adequate. 
2. By changing the system from a prosecuHng  one to mainly an 
administraHvely driven one, will resolve present issues. 
There is no proof that this is the case. In fact there is much doubt as to 
whether the present so_ware of the department of Transport will be 
able to cope with the expected load increase. 
3. A democracy can allow  freedom of rights such as the right to direct 
appeal against prosecuHon, to be curbed when it suits the state. 
This is absurd and wishful thinking. In a country so diverse and huge, 
demerit points cannot be imposed on a naHonal non-discriminatory 
basis. It will need wide naHonal and maybe even internaHonal debate 
as to whether the system will really benefit the country. René
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2020-10-07 
11:36:40 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

AARTO  inherently suggests that : 
1. The current traffic offence laws and regulaHons are inadequate. 
This is not the case. They are adequate but policing, law enforcement 
and prosecuHng are not adequate. 
2. By changing the system from a prosecuHng  one to mainly an 
administraHvely driven one, will resolve present issues. 
There is no proof that this is the case. In fact there is much doubt as to 
whether the present so_ware of the department of Transport will be 
able to cope with the expected load increase. 
3. A democracy can allow  freedom of rights such as the right to direct 
appeal against prosecuHon, to be curbed when it suits the state. 
This is absurd and wishful thinking. In a country so diverse and huge, 
demerit points cannot be imposed on a naHonal non-discriminatory 
basis. It will need wide naHonal and maybe even internaHonal debate 
as to whether the system will really benefit the country. René

2020-10-07 
11:36:10 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Hugh

2020-10-07 
11:26:58 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am against this whole new points system. 

As we already don't have law and order in this country. taxis do what 
they want to and nothing happens. Johannes

2020-10-07 
11:26:34 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Dewald

2020-10-07 
11:24:41 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

What a patheHc waste of money. Maybe this government should 
rather fire the patheHc excuse for a human being bheki cele, hire 
somebody competent and get all the murder and rape in this country 
under control. And then they can carry on pretending to "govern". Johan

2020-10-07 
11:24:18 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

NO NO NO NO !!!! 
Absolutely not 

Understaffed, poorly trained, consumers are already suffering as is. 

DO NOT SUPPORT THIS Debbie

2020-10-07 
11:17:46 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

i think it is bull dust just another way to make money as normal 
this system is bound for failure and corrupHon when will they learn 
if your livelyhood  is made from travel you are more than likely 
to gather more points against you they say a stay home mom 
is this then not biased the more you work the more you get into shit 

Michael
2020-10-07 
11:15:33 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system CorrupHon Norma

2020-10-07 
11:13:20 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system This is just a money making scheme. Naas

2020-10-07 
11:09:44 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system QuenHn

2020-10-07 
10:48:57 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I am absolutely and in no uncertain terms AGAINST the new proposed 
traffic laws, points demerit system and AARTO fines regulaHons. Please 
note that I am not against stricter enforcement of current laws, but I 
am against implemenHng systems (like this) which does not address 
the core of the problems – law enforcement & corrupHon – and that 
will create a situaHon where the more law abiding ciHzens will be 
penalized, whilst those that operate outside the law (i.e. Taxi Industry) 
will simply conHnue to do so.  Furthermore, the very premise of the 
proposed regulaHons are unconsHtuHonal and infringe on our rights in 
that 1) It assumes you are guilty before you have had the opportunity 
to quesHon the alleged infringement or defend yourself and that 2) 
you can risk potenHally lose your license (whilst dependent on it for a 
living), because you are immediately assumed to be guilty and 
government processes (to appeal) is bound to be painfully slow and 
inefficient.  On top of that, the government has in incredibly bad track 
record for implemenHng and managing systems such as this. In short, it 
is just a money making scheme to squeeze poor South African even 
more with no real interest in addressing the core of problems – law 
enforcement and corrupHon. One would think this government has 
be]er and more important things to keep themselves busy with, like 
catching the bad guys! Gerrit

2020-10-07 
10:46:49 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Karin

2020-10-07 
10:34:50 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Seems we currently cannot police the traffic offences being commi]ed. 
Is this a way to target easy prey? Your licenced, documented drivers 
will be easy to target while those who break the law will conHnue to 
fade into obscurity. First we should get rid of all unlicensed drivers and 
'unroadworthied' vehicles and make vehicle insurance compulsory for 
all  drivers.  All vehicles should also pass a road worthy test every 5 
years. The new changes are just an admin issue to hide behind, not 
real policing of drivers and driving pracHces. Shenley

2020-10-07 
10:31:42 Western Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will target a certain percentage of drivers and not solve the 
problem of taxis being driven badly Kate

North West 75

2020-11-29 
11:59:06 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system is designed with a bias towards the AuthoriHes, 
automaHcally assuming guilt on the part of the ciHzen. 
The doubling of fines etc is tantamount to economic oppression. 
The demerit system will only enhance further bribery and corrupHon 
and oppression of the ciHzens. 
This infringes on our basic rights,and we should fight it all the way. Saber

2020-11-28 
17:35:16 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Peet

2020-11-14 
13:00:14 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Die stelsel gaan nie alle Suid Afrikaners bevoordeel nie. Die stelsel is  n 
manier om teen sekere groepe en klas msnse in die land te 
diskrimineer. 

Die stelsel is ongrondwetlik Thomas
2020-11-10 
15:11:47 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Jan
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2020-11-07 
09:03:36 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Gerda

2020-11-05 
16:19:43 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is actually applicable to all sub-issues, i.e. points demerit system,  
enforcement orders, costly appeal, AARTO Tribunal,  administraHve 
burden... 

The whole system is already a mess and totally inefficient and open to 
bribery and corrupHon. This will only open up more avenues for 
bribery and corrupHon. If a motorist is found to be drunk or under the 
influence of drugs, and/or drive at exceedingly high speeds, that 
should be the ONLY cause for issuing a demerit. This system is purely 
aimed at trying to recoup lost funds that was not recovered via e-toll 
and now they are looking at whatever alternaHve way they can to try 
and source some income with no regard for the ciHzens of this country.  
The fact that the taxi industry are not obliged/free of paying any e-tolls 
is actually clearly tell-tales of what their main ame is... to get the 
minority (once again) to fund all the schemes etc... 

How on earth do they expect to manage all these things with the 
already overburdened and underperforming post office, etc... now 
looking at any electronic means of sending fines etc. There are so 
many fraudulent hacking and access to mails these days, I do not know 
how they expect this to ever be effecHve. 

In the last couple of months we've just seen more and more of how 
funds are mismanaged, misappropriated and the corrupHon involved.  
Why would this be any different. 

There are a number of other ways that will remove any adminstraHve 
burden e.g. a minimal fuel levy increase, which is passed on to all 
ciHzens and not just a select few to name but one example. Janet

2020-11-05 
15:59:20 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The whole system is already a mess and totally inefficient and open to 
bribery and corrupHon.  This will only open up more avenues for bribes 
and corrupHon.  If a motorist is found to be drunk or under the 
influence of drugs, that should be the ONLY cause for issuing a 
demerit. Diana

2020-11-03 
08:36:17 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system George

2020-11-03 
07:16:05 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

any legislaHon that is proposed does not consider the financial plight 
of the working people . we are over taxed Leslie

2020-10-29 
07:07:21 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Maria 

2020-10-28 
14:43:53 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The working class ciHzens of our country cannot sponsor or more 
corrupHon or any new regulaHons which opens the door for more 
corrupHon. Jolanda

2020-10-28 
11:25:07 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

It infringes on the consHtuHonal rights of drivers and  will cause extra 
forced bribery by law enforcement Bob

2020-10-28 
00:03:53 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerits for e-tolls, with the high amount of false number plates, this 
means that I could loose points because someone has copied my 
number plate.  Business vehicles loosing points when it might have 
mulHple drivers- that is just ridiculous. What cost implicaHons will this 
have on small business? South Africa can’t afford any more loss of 
business! 
South Africa is not Europe where this type of system works, Africa 
needs it’s own soluHons not some a]empt at copying what works in 
other countries.  
Let me guess, the taxis will be exempt from these laws as well.  
Government is trying to over complicate things. Going to court needs 
to stay, stop trying to rip off the general public! Candice

2020-10-27 
14:25:19 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Yve]e

2020-10-21 
00:07:40 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

New laws to restrict our movements just because law enforcement 
officers are corrupt and can not do their job! Schalk

2020-10-20 
19:44:36 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Johnnes

2020-10-17 
22:12:06 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is too much  
Thaile

2020-10-14 
12:31:31 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system is going to make life difficult for people that are generally 
law abiding. SA does not have systems in place, or cannot implement 
them, to ensure the general public have quick, efficient, access to 
services, such as re-licence services.  
This system is just another way to extract money out of law abiding 
ciHzens. It will not make the roads any safer than they presently are. 
The people driving around without licences, recklessly, drunk, etc, will 
in any case conHnue to do so.  
The increase in the fine amount will only lead to more bribes being 
paid. 
There are more than enough laws in the country to deal with people 
driving poorly or dangerously. Just apply the laws consistently. There is 
no need to make criminals out of people for simple traffic offences. Richard

2020-10-13 
08:42:57 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Piet

2020-10-12 
13:40:00 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-12 
13:39:58 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-12 
09:39:48 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system i  think it is strict enough CORNELIA E

2020-10-12 
09:17:11 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system i  think it is strict enough CORNELIA E

2020-10-12 
09:16:27 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system i  think it is strict enough CORNELIA E

2020-10-12 
09:15:17 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system i  think it is strict enough CORNELIA E
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2020-10-12 
09:14:43 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system i  think it is strict enough CORNELIA E

2020-10-12 
09:14:23 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system i  think it is strict enough CORNELIA E

2020-10-12 
06:02:33 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Gideon

2020-10-11 
19:59:20 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Tiisetso

2020-10-11 
07:52:16 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Marinet

2020-10-10 
06:05:29 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Zelda

2020-10-10 
05:32:39 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think the system is too hash and I doubt if it will be implemented 
fairly. I believe the previous laws and systems were enough and only 
needed to be implemented correctly and honestly. Law enforcement 
must be honest and stop the illegal habbits and bad reputaHon they 
have. Nkhangweni

2020-10-09 
17:43:48 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Benjamin

2020-10-09 
16:59:06 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system extorHon!!! Ale]a

2020-10-09 
16:25:38 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines is nothing but profiteering.  Making driving 
without a license a criminal offense is plainly ridiculous.  This is nothing 
but power hungry shenanigans. Jacques

2020-10-09 
09:09:10 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Cornelus

2020-10-09 
07:50:49 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system this is just going to make bribery even worse than it is now. Barry

2020-10-08 
19:02:53 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system clearly seeks to burden road users parHcularly motorists of 
all sorts from individuals to big companies. One can ask a simple 
quesHon. What informs the increase of traffic fines? Genuine desire to 
reduce the traffic ofences or corrupHon? How many people genuinely 
forget their licenses, either in the other car or wherever? How many 
people will end up with criminal records because they forgot their 
licenses? What influenced the taking away of traffic offenders right to 
go to go and having it replaced with long and expensive processes of 
the tribunal? I believe there was nothing wrong with the system that 
was in place. I also believe that the proposed changes are unfair and 
oppressive and are intended to turn motorists and licenses holders 
into some form of money making scheme. The changes can not, and 
should be implemented. Sello

2020-10-08 
19:02:30 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system clearly seeks to burden road users parHcularly motorists of 
all sorts from individuals to big companies. One can ask a simple 
quesHon. What informs the increase of traffic fines? Genuine desire to 
reduce the traffic ofences or corrupHon? How many people genuinely 
forget their licenses, either in the other car or wherever? How many 
people will end up with criminal records because they forgot their 
licenses? What influenced the taking away of traffic offenders right to 
go to go and having it replaced with long and expensive processes of 
the tribunal? I believe there was nothing wrong with the system that 
was in place. I also believe that the proposed changes are unfair and 
oppressive and are intended to turn motorists and licenses holders 
into some form of money making scheme. The changes can not, and 
should be implemented. Sello

2020-10-08 
17:07:04 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

A Government that is rife with CORRUPTION, want to pass more 
DRACONIAN laws upon the South African ciHzens to achieve what? 
More money to feed the CORRUPT GOVERNMENT  officials. Law and 
order, what a laugh!!!  Every poliHcian  and law enforcement employee 
should take a polygraph  test to see if they are acHve in any corrupHon 
or criminal acHons.  If you want South Africans to take government 
serious about law and order, then the government should 1st sort out  
their own house  before  hanging a burden around the South African 
ciHzens necks, which you yourselves (government) can't uphold!  
BLACK government must fall 

Sincerely 
A South African. Mark

2020-10-08 
15:26:41 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

It's is totally unfair demerit system. Eg E Tolls fee should not be 
applicable. And point system for stupid reasons. As is our Traffic 
Department can't even cope as is. So this demerit system will cause 
bigger chaos Joey

2020-10-08 
12:45:26 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

While in principal the demerit system sounds great. 
However in South Africa it won’t work as we have corrupt offices who 
will accept bribes. We have system that will target law abiding ciHzens 
as they are easy targets and the real road offenders will not be brought 
to book. In short the only people who will benefit will be the traffic 
officials.  
It’s a first world system that we are trying to implement in a third 
world country. Nicky 

2020-10-08 
09:18:42 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system I don't support that our public transport is sHll not ok. OaHle 

2020-10-08 
09:13:55 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

we should find  our own thing to deal with offenders, not copy 
everything outside. It might  work outside but not here. Lets our own 
officers and law firm think of African  ways and deal with offenders 
here at home.  mojuta

2020-10-08 
08:19:18 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Before corrupHon is not demolished this system would not work. 
 

ChrisHaan 
Phillipus

2020-10-08 
08:19:09 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Before corrupHon is not demolished this system would not work. 
 

ChrisHaan 
Phillipus

2020-10-08 
07:28:19 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Maleka 
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2020-10-08 
07:25:22 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system will not make any driver responsible in any manner for as 
long as the traffic officers are taking bribes and also are not visible to 
enforce the law. Everyday, taxi drivers do as they wish and nothing 
happens because the very same officials own those taxis. Law 
nforcement is the only way to deal with this ! Molefi

2020-10-08 
06:34:18 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Hennie 

2020-10-08 
06:12:16 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Nic

2020-10-08 
06:11:15 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Nic

2020-10-08 
05:03:33 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system No Hannes

2020-10-08 
04:57:03 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system I think the current system is fine it just needs to be enforced. Noma 

2020-10-08 
00:12:23 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system The whole plan is not necessary. Police must just stop being corrupt. Razor

2020-10-07 
21:38:11 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Roelof

2020-10-07 
21:37:29 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Esté

2020-10-07 
21:36:29 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Roelof

2020-10-07 
20:39:04 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Load of shit Joe

2020-10-07 
19:41:13 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system The system is too corrupt to control this properly. Colin

2020-10-07 
18:43:07 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The oppression of government on the man in the street is intensified. 
One will be le_ totally at the mercy of traffic officials. Johan

2020-10-07 
18:00:07 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

A] The only person who is going to be affected by the system is the 
person who does everything legally, the person who does not obey the 
law of the road is not going to be affected because they do not care 
about rules and regulaHons. 
B] Who is going to enforce the suspenHon of a person's driver licence 
once the accumulated demerit points has exceeded the limit. 
C] What about the administraHve burden put on the person who is 
going to do more work than they are already doing? Mark 

2020-10-07 
17:35:22 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Not fair Eric

2020-10-07 
17:04:33 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will only further corrupHon and will not apply to the “well-
connected”. DB

2020-10-07 
15:35:03 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another way to control the groups you are aiming at. 
Will it be applied to all motorists, taxis excluded for fear of backlashes 
from their industry? 
Just another door being opened for bribery and corrupHon! 
I fear that it will not work as so many other things in South Africa! Johann

2020-10-07 
15:32:43 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Wast of money to much corrupHon  
The ruling party and the goon squad they call law enforcement officers 
are as corrupt as alli babba and his 40 thieves , im on the road for at 
least 10000 km a month and i run into these people every day looking 
for bribes , these new aarto laws will make it much easier for the scum 
to illicite bribes or charge us with false crimes which we then have to 
defend at a ridiculous cost to us or get demerit points and lose our 
ability to earn a living , who ever came out with this new system is as 
backward as a braindead vegetable 
This is ludicrous. They cant do their current enforcement. How on 
earth are they going to enforce this. Once again its a money making 
issue. Some people will pay and others wont. So tell me how is this 
going to be achieved. Start confiscaHng cars for speeding, driving 
under the influence and breaking traffic laws and see what happens. Willem J

2020-10-07 
15:32:07 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Wast of money to much corrupHon  
The ruling party and the goon squad they call law enforcement officers 
are as corrupt as alli babba and his 40 thieves , im on the road for at 
least 10000 km a month and i run into these people every day looking 
for bribes , these new aarto laws will make it much easier for the scum 
to illicite bribes or charge us with false crimes which we then have to 
defend at a ridiculous cost to us or get demerit points and lose our 
ability to earn a living , who ever came out with this new system is as 
backward as a braindead vegetable 
This is ludicrous. They cant do their current enforcement. How on 
earth are they going to enforce this. Once again its a money making 
issue. Some people will pay and others wont. So tell me how is this 
going to be achieved. Start confiscaHng cars for speeding, driving 
under the influence and breaking traffic laws and see what happens. Willem J

2020-10-07 
15:31:12 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Wast of money to much corrupHon  
The ruling party and the goon squad they call law enforcement officers 
are as corrupt as alli babba and his 40 thieves , im on the road for at 
least 10000 km a month and i run into these people every day looking 
for bribes , these new aarto laws will make it much easier for the scum 
to illicite bribes or charge us with false crimes which we then have to 
defend at a ridiculous cost to us or get demerit points and lose our 
ability to earn a living , who ever came out with this new system is as 
backward as a braindead vegetable 
This is ludicrous. They cant do their current enforcement. How on 
earth are they going to enforce this. Once again its a money making 
issue. Some people will pay and others wont. So tell me how is this 
going to be achieved. Start confiscaHng cars for speeding, driving 
under the influence and breaking traffic laws and see what happens. Willem J
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2020-10-07 
15:29:44 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

Wast of money to much corrupHon  
The ruling party and the goon squad they call law enforcement officers 
are as corrupt as alli babba and his 40 thieves , im on the road for at 
least 10000 km a month and i run into these people every day looking 
for bribes , these new aarto laws will make it much easier for the scum 
to illicite bribes or charge us with false crimes which we then have to 
defend at a ridiculous cost to us or get demerit points and lose our 
ability to earn a living , who ever came out with this new system is as 
backward as a braindead vegetable 
This is ludicrous. They cant do their current enforcement. How on 
earth are they going to enforce this. Once again its a money making 
issue. Some people will pay and others wont. So tell me how is this 
going to be achieved. Start confiscaHng cars for speeding, driving 
under the influence and breaking traffic laws and see what happens. 
The only trouble is you will need massive places to store all the cars,  Willem J

2020-10-07 
14:34:10 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

i do not support the, based on pracHcally of what is happening now, 
people are unemployed and you want to double the penalHes, for 
more info the issue of e-tolls, they were put in place in 2010 world cup 
the was no where the public parHcipated to understand on how it will 
operate, down the line we must pay every 5 km or 10 km is e toll 
where the money comes from, so please  it does not make sense to 
push for e-tolls, the issue of fine, let it be as is, the prosecuter to assist 
in reducing the fine, this is because of unemployment on the road, you 
might see someone driving, just because he/ she got licence you dont 
know wether that person his/she is employed, and the is no warning, 
by giving the fine it should be based on the type of income not give 
fine as if im employed, to have licence and get 12 month penalty, oh 
please then it means you have created another addiHon of 
unemployment        patrick

2020-10-07 
13:57:16 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. I do not agree with inclusion of e-tolls payment for demerit points. 
2. I do not agree with being charged with criminal offence if you are 
not in a possession of drivers licence - you can forget it at home. 
Rather the authoriHes can verify fairly quickly if you have a valid 
drivers licence.  A fine for not having it in your possession would be 
acceptable. 
3. The demerit point system will only open more doors for bribery and 
corrupHon. Petr

2020-10-07 
13:30:41 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have a right to defend myself in court as the corrupHon is sky high. 
The double of fines is only to allow more corrrupHon! Elrina

2020-10-07 
12:26:00 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system Cole]e

2020-10-07 
12:15:25 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system No demerit ststem Bob

2020-10-07 
11:38:57 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

The law is rediculous and won't work. All they are looking for is a bribe 
same as they want now. I honestly think they don't know enough of thr 
traffic rules to give demerit points. They think they do but in fact they 
don't. This is just another scam to get money from the white minority. 
They don't have Bentleys or Ferraries yet! Carol

2020-10-07 
10:51:02 North West No I do not

points demerit 
system

In first place i wount pay any of those e.toll of Sanra. I dont use them 
alot but when i do go visit in JHB it cost me more than my petrol do. I 
didnt vote for them so i wount pay it. Normal  toll gate fees i will pay 
whether i go to. Points yes alot on roads without licences and some 
vehicles are in so bad condiHon that u scared to drive behind it u never 
now when u end up crashing in a engine. So speed up those who 
doesnt have licences and vehiclesin poor condiHon to be on roads. Last 
thing stop corrupHon a d intermidaHon by traffic cops. They more 
corrupt. Lilly 

Free State 49
2020-11-28 
15:56:44 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Hermanus

2020-11-13 
07:39:08 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Sam

2020-11-05 
18:29:09 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

More corrupHon on the way.  Guilty before you even get to court, and 
if or when you do get to court, you will be broke because of all the fees 
that you will have to pay.  And what about all the "duplicate" number-
plates in SA?  
 Gerhard

2020-11-03 
21:24:23 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Will never work. Open to bribery and corrupHon. Gerhard 

2020-10-31 
13:30:12 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Eduan

2020-10-27 
07:35:50 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are humans. Not robots. The rules are not fit for humans. Specially 
not handicapped persons or senior ciHzens 

Ian

2020-10-26 
20:07:13 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Points demerits will be an inconvenience to individuals eventually as 
one will go without a driving lisence. Rather be fined fairly or go court 
to answer, not lose the driving lisence Lebohang N 

2020-10-23 
13:23:26 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Why you should deduct the points whereas we used to the payable 
fines? Simon 

2020-10-16 
08:55:59 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Monnapula

2020-10-13 
21:06:02 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

As die huidige wet reg, streng en op almal toegepas word ( veral Taxi,s)  
toegepas word sal dit nie nodig wees om ekstra en onnodige kostes 
aan te gaan vir n nuwe duurder stelsel nie Cornelius

2020-10-12 
19:36:10 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Patrick 

2020-10-11 
19:51:08 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

I dont think penelising  drivers will stabilise RSA economy, transport 
department avoid this punishment mentality, have other way to 
correct driver behaviour, this AARTO will put burden especially to 
young proffessionals who needs guidance, I do not support AARTO, it 
will fail same as eTolls. Xolani

2020-10-11 
11:55:46 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system I do not support it.. Not at all Lehasa
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2020-10-10 
18:49:17 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Ditlhare

2020-10-10 
16:16:38 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Marita 

2020-10-10 
16:16:00 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Marita 
Adrienne

2020-10-10 
16:15:57 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Marita 
Adrienne

2020-10-10 
16:03:27 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system PGP

2020-10-10 
12:33:04 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

What is the point of creaHng laws when the persons enforcing them 
are: not properly trained, open to bribery and therefore unable to do 
the job. They can't even enforce the present laws highlighted by the 
number of accidents/deaths, unroadworthy and overloaded vehicles 
and blatent disregard of all laws by taxis. Dan

2020-10-10 
09:18:53 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Soos wat die hele Suid Afrika totaal in 'n swak staat is, so sal hierdie 
sisteem in chaos verval. Niks werk nie, swak paaie, swak  
kragvoorsiening, swak watervoorsiening, Mangaung Munisipaliteit het 
in duie gestort. Nou is dit nog 'n kans om verdere korrupsie toe te 
laat!!!!! Sarie 

2020-10-10 
08:41:36 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Alma

2020-10-10 
07:06:57 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think it is More important for the country to focus on other things 
right know then the aarto act there is sHll so much poverty and hunger 
more people will lose their driver jobs and cause more hunger. Gustav 

2020-10-09 
13:57:37 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is yet another way the inefficient govt will use to extract money 
from generally law abiding ciHzens while the taxi drivers scoff at the 
law and ignore it completely. Deal with important issues like 
disgraceful road maintenance, corrupt government thieves, crooked 
law enforcers, murderers, rapists and other thieves. This open the door 
to even more corrupHon. Francois

2020-10-09 
09:05:11 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with the points demerit or any of the other suggested 
acHons.    Yve]e

2020-10-09 
08:49:34 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is unacceptable that the focus are more on the amount of money 
that the state can make from speeding fines. The focus is definitely not 
on making the roads safer for everyone using the road. The state 
would rather remove a persons ability to make a living, by introducing 
the point system, than addressing the real issue. Non enforcement of 
the traffic law, officers on the prowl fro easy game, by hiding behind 
bushes, to catch the person that does 131km in a 120 zone for a 
moment. Not interested in taking unroadworthy cars off the road, in 
finding unlicensed drivers, only enforcing rules with the law abiding 
ciHzens, but taxis can do what they want and nothing is done against it. 
This is just a money making scam. Belinda 

2020-10-09 
07:58:18 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

I believe this to be yet another way to limit the legal users of the road 
to and to systemaHcally take away our freedom of movement in this 
wonderful country of ours. Riaan

2020-10-09 
06:30:52 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Ons word deur drakoniese we]e ingekort op alle vlakke. Bestaande 
verkeers we]e kan bly. Nuwe veranderings NEE!! Johan

2020-10-09 
03:32:37 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

E toll should be scrapped completely,  and the government should fix 
the roads 1st before trying to change the exisHng law   
Law should only be inforced to these corrupt police officers who will 
be taking more bribes and making money out of this. 
Current laws are ok and changing them won't fix anything  
Roads are a mess in the free state that should be the focus. Busisiwr

2020-10-08 
21:29:01 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Why change it? More opportunity to loot Geraldine

2020-10-08 
21:19:15 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is not possible, can not even control taxi facHon groups, see minister 
run from taxi bosses? FULL-POINTS Johann

2020-10-08 
15:53:04 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system SEABELO 

2020-10-08 
15:42:28 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think it is another way that the ANC can steal more money. 
It will be corruot as the taxi's will not be affected. Harold

2020-10-08 
15:16:45 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Marinda

2020-10-08 
15:01:25 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

If the demerit points are implemented it will not work in South Africa  
It will put to much power to the traffic police who already have a 
reputaHon for receiving bribes 
World rules will not work it Africa Ralph

2020-10-08 
14:41:07 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Please get rid off all the Corrupt Traffic officers. The first MAJOR 
problem why this AARTO will not succeed! E.A.N

2020-10-08 
12:58:35 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another unnecessary process that will place undue stress on an 
already overburdened government system. I feel that it might increase 
the possibility of corrupHon, as traffic officers might find any reason 
and excuse to fine people for even the Hniest infringement. It would be 
too much of a hassle to have an "illegal" fine squashed, and people 
might just rather pay a bribe to not be fined. 

Doubling the fines, and fining for unpaid e-tolls are outrageous. It is 
merely a way for the government to extort more money from the 
public. Johan

2020-10-08 
11:48:12 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Patrick 

2020-10-08 
09:11:53 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Stephan

2020-10-08 
09:01:25 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Harry

2020-10-08 
08:46:26 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Its unconsHtuHonal De Wet 

2020-10-08 
08:39:36 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Eintlik is al die we]e wat voorgestel is belaglik.  Beveg korrupsie  en 
straf d werklike oortreders. 

Marieta 
2020-10-08 
08:30:43 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Keep things the way they are. Dewald 
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2020-10-08 
07:42:51 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Gert

2020-10-08 
07:20:23 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system De Wet

2020-10-07 
20:03:48 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system Lehlohonolo

2020-10-07 
18:05:46 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

The Cops are too shit scared ( due to their own inability ) to confront 
the offenders directly ,  ( predominantly scared of inHmidaHon ) .  This 
is an easy way out, not being required to defend their case in court.  
They much prefer to sit in the shade and measure slight overspead .  I 
have witnessed first hand how inHmidators are let alone to proceed  

Richard

2020-10-07 
13:22:55 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Doubling penalty fees will only double the bribe. Just stop e toll I will 
never pay it. 
The laws are not enforced in this country so do what you want it will 
not change a thing. Robbie

2020-10-07 
13:02:34 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

Indien die bestaande wetgewing hersien word, moet dit tog 'n beter 
resultaat as die bestaande lewer. Die voorgestelde wetgewing is lomp, 
konsentreer op die verkeerde goed en maak inbreuk op die aanspraak 
van burgers op die Grondwet van Suid-Afrika. Die voorgestelde 
wetgewing is 'n paradys vir omkoopgeld en afpersing. David

2020-10-07 
11:44:07 Free State No I do not

points demerit 
system

This would just be another opportunity for law enforcers to ask for 
bribes. 
Enforcing this is going to just create more chaos in the courts. 
I believe the way that the government want the legal side to work  will 
make everybody criminals. 

Another fancy short sited scheme to try and enforce the law.  

 William
Eastern Cape 68

2020-11-14 
17:36:20 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Adrian 

2020-11-10 
05:33:20 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Corrupt Police officers will abuse this system against people who dont 
dance to their tune .!!! Cyber

2020-11-04 
16:08:05 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Raesetja 

2020-11-04 
10:37:53 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

SA has some of the best legislaHon in the world.... but corrupt law 
enforcement to implement it. 
Just enforce the current laws be]er and get rid of corrupt officers. Andre

2020-10-30 
07:09:10 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I have a big big problem with demerit points to take away your 
licence,. Doubling fines exisHng and new is madness, its just a way of 
making up the money they lost with etoll. In our struggling economy it 
is not an opHon. Driving without a licence can never be seen as a 
criminal offence, a fine is adequate. Our country has more than 
enough serious crimes to deal with. This would place a extra burden on 
our jusHce system. Louisa

2020-10-28 
11:02:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

NoHces should be properly served on potenHal offenders and which 
includes a proper signature - as is the case today. 

Serving e-version noHces or sms’s is unfair and changes the whole 
system to be a dictatorship with recourses that are burdensome and 
expensive. All causing more admin burdens. 

In short - the new methodology is unfair and bullying towards the 
public. 

I maintain that if traffic officers li_ their bu]s and run their duHes by 
acHon in stead of parking under trees and loafing, pa]erns will return 
to normal like it used to be. 

Manning speedtraps by cameras is a lazy, opportunisHc way of indirect 
law enforcement and has almost no affect - so many obvious 
unroadworthy vehicles even openly pass by these officers and with NO 
acHon ever taken.,..!! Flag them down and address/fine these 
offenders..!! 

Now you want to change the system to sHll not having these ineffecHve 
personnel doing something acHve and with effect, but to let them laze 
on.... 

Crazy !! This is why we are in a mess. People need to be stopped and 
addressed and properly fined - in person - as a spot fine with an 
automaHc summons. Work direct with the public and stop sending 
photos and admin noHces... 

Points through the post will never be as effecHve as officers doing 
there jobs, one on one!! 

AARTO has nothing to do with E-tolls, there must not be any link 
between them. E-tolls must be scrapped. 
Andrew 
other 
No I do not 
Keeping our roa Johannes

2020-10-28 
10:22:20 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Rita

2020-10-28 
10:22:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Rita
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2020-10-21 
08:47:48 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I think the demerit system is way too harsh, proposing to penalise 
drivers for minor offences.  They should rather ensure that traffic 
officers are actually doing what they get paid to do, as a working, 
acHve and visible traffic policing system should be sufficient to 
maintain law and order on our roads.  It is terribly sad to see how taxi 
drivers rule the road and some other drivers disregard traffic rules - 
this can be stemmed by the mere presence and visibility of traffic 
officers who take their role seriously. M

2020-10-13 
17:08:27 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Baie mense gan hul lisensies verloor deur ons regstelsel wat nie by 
reels en regulasies kan hou nie en ons as die mense wat die land se 
paaie gebruik gan beinvloed word met reels en regulasies wt net ons sl 
moet nakom en di regerings amptenare gan maak en breek soos wat 
hul wil en dan moet ons da onder lei George 

2020-10-12 
14:41:45 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Lu�innisa

2020-10-12 
14:33:42 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system ALAN

2020-10-12 
09:41:50 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We have too many other problems with very li]le resources to 
implement another system Charlene

2020-10-12 
08:40:57 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another avenue exposing the public to corrupHon and will 
increase bribery. 
The public is so under pressure with corrupHon,over 
taxaHon,nepoHsm,unemployment,bribery,excessive cost of 
living,goverment and muncipality incompetence and inability to put in 
place efficient administaion systems. Our courts are already 
overburdened. Does anyone realisHcally think the counrty can afford to 
impliment this alternaHve system and take more of the workforce out 
of the economy?? Will it apply to the taxi owners as they are always on 
the road and many do not have the required documentaHon to 
transport people. 
There will be further strikes added to the havoc we currently have 
when the poor are stopped working as bribery and corrupHon will 
mulHply if they add the demerit system. 

Robin

2020-10-11 
17:19:20 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic cops are already thugs asking for bribes even when you have 
done nothing wrong. This demerit point system is unfair and infringes 
on our rights creaHng more money for traffic department you cant 
even keep the unroadworthy vechials off the road or even the 
unlicensed taxie s in check the only people this will affect in a negaHve 
way is law abideing road users i am against this money makeing 
scheme cause that is all it is Bruce

2020-10-11 
08:04:46 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I don't believe that we have honesty in any sector of government at all. 
True honesty is needed in SA in every sector before something like this 
can be implemented. This is just the hard truth and reality 
unfortunetely. Lindie

2020-10-10 
09:55:13 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is a system that  is being copied from developed countries where 
there is a competent administraHon system to process any offence.  
One has only to look at the current state of most municipaliHes who 
are bankrupt (in Port Elizabeth you never see a traffic official) to draw 
the conclusion that this will only become a cash cow for the 
authoriHes.  
Given the rampant corrupHon that appears to be evident in every 
sphere of government, this system should be shelved unHl ,if ever, the 
authoriHes show convincingly that they have got their act together Gavin

2020-10-10 
07:29:38 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

No blacks will have licenses, because of their driving!!!! The most here 
in our area drive like hooligans!!!! Some drive carefully. You wouldn't 
catch me ,ever. Dre-Mar

2020-10-09 
21:54:55 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Traffic officials should do what they are paid for and the Minister 
shouldn't look at ways to double funds for the corrupt officials to loot. Riyaaz

2020-10-09 
17:01:37 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is no qualified people or persons to inforce the current laws and 
to change this is not going to stop the corrupHon that is going on . 
These official's that supposed to uphold and keeping the laws are not 
trained and taking bribe's is a big problem . Once again BBEEE throws it 
augly  side as we don't have representaHon of all the populaHon 
groups . Kenneth

2020-10-09 
13:50:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is just another scam to punish law abiding ciHzens and rake in 
more cash. If it was applied strictly there would not be single taxi on 
the road within a month. However as per the norm they will operate as 
they see fit with no abiding to any road law. Gavin

2020-10-09 
10:48:14 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Government structures have shown Hme and again that they are not 
equipped/capable/funcHonally competent to deal with the 
enforcement of laws/bylaws.  Instead of focusing on the illegal vehicles 
and drivers on the roads, they are focusing on the legal vehicles and 
tax paying ciHzens.  Yes, there should be consequences for bad road 
behavior etc. but I doubt this is it.  Vanessa

2020-10-09 
10:20:03 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

To many problems exist with corrupt officials and the wrongfully set up 
of instruments of law by officials. Fairness and jusHce of a corrupt 
system in SA remains a huge concern. SA is not a first world country 
and the minister should focus on  illegal drivers with illegal licenses and 
corrupt officials. Christo

2020-10-09 
09:43:42 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Malose

2020-10-09 
09:17:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jacobus

2020-10-09 
09:09:51 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Just another way to rip off the ppl that already is paying. CorrupHon is 
the problem, thus milking ppl in the country due to mismanaged and 
bad leaders. Dick

2020-10-09 
07:58:34 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Such draconian measures are unenforceable and impossible to 
implement.  
They will encourage bribery and corrupHon and further erode our 
fragile economy Mike
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2020-10-09 
05:56:19 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Do not create another avenue to make life worse for SA ciHzens. We 
are financially struggling  as it is under mismanagement and corrupHon 
. Government creates unfair regulaHons to extract fundS from  the 
ciHzens of SA   Erma

2020-10-09 
00:42:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Too many financial woes without more added to it. Keren

2020-10-08 
22:17:13 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system How do I know if I have a fine if I have not received it in the post? Valerie Ann

2020-10-08 
22:17:06 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system How do I know if I have a fine if I have not received it in the post? Valerie Ann

2020-10-08 
21:35:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic department cannot enforce the exisHng rules. How are they 
going to cope with the new regulaHons or are they going to be even 
more reason to accept bribes? Tony

2020-10-08 
19:56:54 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

None of the systems work properly. Get that which is already in place 
in proper working order before you try to reinvent the wheel. Over and 
above that - it can be clearly seen that the Taxi's are a law unto 
themselves, and nothing gets done to get that under control, but law 
abiding ciHzens will definitely bear the brunt of this, while those that 
consistently get away with breaking the law, will just conHnue as they 
have, with no repercussions. 

Paige 
2020-10-08 
18:57:39 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Clifford

2020-10-08 
16:47:40 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

THE GOVERNMENT CANNOT SORT OUT THE TOTAL LAWLESS TAXI 
PROBLEM IN SOUTH AFRICA. LAWS ARE VIOLATED BY THESE TAXIS IN 
FRONT OF TRAFFIC OFFICIALS  & POLICE, BUT GET AWAY WITH IT.  THE 
TAXIS WILL CONTINUE 'AS USUAL' EVEN IF THEY HAVE 100 DEMERIT 
POINTS & IF ACTION IS TAKEN AGAIN'ST ANY TAXI DRIVER OR 
ORGANISATION, THEY WILL SIMPLY BRING THIS COUNTRY TO A 
STANDSTILL. WHAT A PATHETIC COUNTRY WE HAVE BECOME !!!! BRIAN

2020-10-08 
16:03:30 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

GeVng a driver's license in South Africa is already like geVng a PHD, 
both i Hme and money spent. That is not due to the fact that ciHzens 
cannot drive properly but because traffic officials are mostly too 
corrupt and want to be bribed before they will issues a driver's license. 
If one will not succumb, it will take them years to get that license and 
now to come and give demerits?! That might work wherever the 
government copied from it but it is not ideal for  SA , not under the 
current circumstances.  
The prolem here is people driving under the influence. Can't the 
government deal with that? Pomolo

2020-10-08 
14:10:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Monde

2020-10-08 
14:01:29 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

i do not want this regulaHon to come to pass it will convenience lot of 
South Africans,we do not want stress on top of the ones we aleady 
have zandile

2020-10-08 
12:18:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Marlene

2020-10-08 
10:37:51 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

If this government is serious about lowering road fataliHes, remove all 
unroadworthy vehicles, fix the roads and clamp down on fake drivers 
licenses. 
This new system will be rife with corrupHon as the rest of government. 
I think this is just a new money making scheme as the coffers are 
running dry. Pieter

2020-10-08 
09:14:50 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will be severely abused by corrupt traffic officers.  It is puVng way 
too much power in the hands of a government that has already shown 
itself to be incapable of governing properly, fairly and justly.  Traffic 
police and normal police already abuse their posiHons very o_en, can 
you imagine how much worse it would get with this implemented? Belinda

2020-10-08 
09:14:09 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system I totally oppose the proposed changes Abrie
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2020-10-08 
08:52:59 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The following reasons [Plus possible soluHon]: 
1. Further fueling of CORRUPTION! 
   1.1. Highly costly increase of government salary bill and duplicaHon 
of the same. [Rather keep to the exisHng court process(es)] 
  1.2. Not enough Hme to train people and hire offices and buy 
equipment and expensive IT systems. 
[Rather reduce the chances for further corrupHon and 
mismanagement of new tribunal teams and systems] 

2. Further negaHve influence on renewal of licences. (CorrupHon, 
bribes high and re-visits to traffic offices very high as a result of bad IT 
systems and power off (load shedding) 
[Rather improve the exisHng  fines system with direct on-line 
(Cellphone APP applicaHon)] 
[Spend money rather on improving the exisHng fine system and 
training of traffic officials and maybe increase corrupHon related fines] 
2.1. Bad negaHve influence on producHvity of taxpayers. People need 
to take Hme of from work to renew driving licence. 
[Rather change to ONLINE systems that will reduce corrupHon and be 
more producHve employees] 

3. 3. Increase of Fines 
3.1. The increase of fines will increase the bribe money for the  already 
corrupted traffic officers (NOT ALL) 
(Just see the number of overloaded taxis driving along the toll roads 
and passing the traffic officers as a standard agreed bribe is payed with 
every "roadblock")  
 3.2. E-toll 
[System will further making corrupted Government officials richer and 
also fund Foreigners (E-Toll money going to other countries) (Fueling 
further money to Shareholders that were "undemocraHc elected" by 
Government) 

4. INCREASED DISCRIMINATION. (Taxi operators (Higher accident rate) 
versus other drivers)) 
[Rather spend more resources to improve public transport systems and 
- infrastructure] 

5. DEVIDED SOUTH AFRICA 
This  system will further DEVIDE and INCREASE the GAP between the 
Community and Government. 
[Rather improve exisHng systems and Traffic Department efficiency] 

6. Road Infrastructure 
[Rather spend Hme and money  to improve South Africa's  roads] 

Hope the officials will see the comments as posiHve and act 
accordingly. 

Kind REGARDS   
  
  

3. Increase of Fines 
3.1. The increase of fines will increase the allready corrupted traffic 
officers (NOT ALL) 
 [ hennie

2020-10-08 
08:30:12 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

1. The consHtuHonal right to be presumed innocent unHl proven guilty 
is being infringed. 
2. Cleary this is no longer about law enforcement, it is to create a 
income stream for government and municipaliHes. 
3. There are many more legal reasons, but I am sure your legal eagles 
will already have the long list! 

Johan

2020-10-08 
07:01:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This law is probed to be abused by law enforcement agencies because 
if check the aVtude of our law enforcement agencies towards South 
African ciHzens, their behavior needs a lot to be disired. Tembelani 

2020-10-08 
06:15:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system CORRUPTION WILL GET WORSE MARGARET 

2020-10-08 
05:14:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system is working and should just been enforced. Hard  
working taxpayers will loose there jobs with this system not being 
guilty of road violaHons. The roads condiHons  and road signs ain't in 
place with is the  cause of road violaHons. Nico

2020-10-07 
22:34:00 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Richard

2020-10-07 
21:45:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

 DAAR WAS GEEN FOUT MET DIE BESTAANDE STELSEL  ..DIE WET 
WORD NET NIE TOEGEPAS NIE EN GEEN WET EN ORDE IS OP DIE 
PAAIE .... HOE SAL DIE STELSEL ORDE BRING ... NET GELDMAAK EN 
MENSE TE FRUSREER    VOOR 94 WAS DAAR ORDE EN MENSE HET BY 
DIE REELS GEBLY WANT VERKEERSMANNE WAS OPGELEI EN 
PROFESINEEL  GEWEES   EN MOTORISTE HET HULLE GERESPEKTEER ..... Jaco

2020-10-07 
20:05:41 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This point system is rediculous. If a person commits a traffic offense, 
let them be fined a pay the fines irrespecHve of how many. 
Toll gates is a form of  oppression.  
Driving without a license should not be a criminal  offense..... Not 
having your license on you does not make you a criminal. Nadia
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2020-10-07 
19:26:30 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Whilst being a ciHzen who does my utmost to abide by the traffic laws 
and speed limits etc, this system directly targets thosewho use the 
roads the most. Some of us are forced to travel thousands of kms per 
annum to earn an income. This system does not take human error into 
account from what i can see. Furthermore doubling fines is LUDICROUS 
to say the least I do not agree to this system, which is yet another 
money spinner. We do not need more money making systems, we 
need honesty and integrity and a human element in our current 
systems. Wesley

2020-10-07 
19:22:43 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

It will be onerous to manage, ciHzens are already rebellious, so will be 
impossible to manage and the whole aarto system is unfair Susan

2020-10-07 
18:44:08 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Boyce

2020-10-07 
17:56:00 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

As has been said by other contributors, law enforcement cannot or will 
not enforce current legislaHon without bribery and corrupHon. It will 
just get worse as the stakes increase. Clive

2020-10-07 
17:32:49 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The traffic department does not funcHon  in its current state and is 
corrupt. Only a few suckers will be targeted and the other bad 
offenders will drive off into the sunset. Personally I have no respect or 
trust for the traffic department. They do not do their job now which 
they are paid for why would another uncontrolled system succeed. 
Make traffic officers accountable  and to perform their duHes as is - 
this in itself will make a difference.  They select their offenders while  
ignoring the majority of people commiVng traffic offenses. They get 
fancy cars but do grocery shopping with them instead of their jobs. Fix 
the current system then think of fine tuning it a_er that Felicity

2020-10-07 
17:07:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Gerhard

2020-10-07 
16:44:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Arthur

2020-10-07 
15:59:17 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The current system can't even be policed properly.  They can't get the 
drunk drivers, non licensed drivers and unroadworthy vehicles off the 
road now. TerHus 

2020-10-07 
14:24:01 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is no need to use a demerit system for finable traffic offences. 
Recover the moneys stolen by corrupt goverment officials and leave 
the poor with his pe]y crimes. Sias 

2020-10-07 
14:10:38 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

We are already overburdened with a failing economy and financial 
hard Hmes, now they want to double fines and use a demerit system.  
Seems like double jeopardy too me.  Instead of bringing in the another 
costly new system they should focus on using the one that  they have 
properly. Charmaine

2020-10-07 
13:54:55 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Load of rubbish! Money making racket!!!!!!!!!!!! Fred

2020-10-07 
13:52:14 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This enHre act is just more bungling by the government. This system 
will be abused and become yet another corrupHon racket. The current 
laws and fines etc are more than adequate to control all traffic related 
offenses. All the government needs to do is to ensure that the current 
laws are enforced. This is just another way of increasing costs to the 
consumer, making of more money to plunder and do very li]le in 
terms of improving anything. Michael 

2020-10-07 
13:48:19 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Mark

2020-10-07 
13:32:00 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is no way you can enforce this, The law abiding ciHzens will again 
pay and the criminals will get away with it. Prove to this country that 
law enforcement will be done to all, then we may support  your cause. 
Start with the big knob 1st and then work your way down to the small 
fry. Roland

2020-10-07 
12:35:50 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

If First World visible policing was implemented then there would be no 
need for harsh sentences.The taxi industry are the biggest culprits for 
disobedience of traffic laws. Trevor

2020-10-07 
12:10:38 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This will be merely impossible for a Business person like me who have 
got 51 vehicle registraHons on his name, with all different drivers at 
different Hmes, to control we is responsible for which infringement and 
then all the penalty points will be against him, losing his Drivers 
License within weeks. Louis

2020-10-07 
11:52:48 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system NHmbo

2020-10-07 
11:09:13 Eastern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This system and proposed regulaHons is just another corrupt a]empt 
to syphon money off the hard working public; - our goverment and all 
their various arms are corrupt to the core and this is just another 
feeble a]empt to get the man on the street to fill gthe coffers of these 
grossly corrupt departments!!!? William J. 

Limpopo 53
2020-11-05 
05:30:34 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Johan

2020-11-04 
05:21:02 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Sal nie werk nie...omkopery en bedrog sal hier ook voorkom... Heila

2020-10-30 
19:41:13 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Are they going to loose points when the embezzle the funds which are 
allocated for important services?  FREDRICK

2020-10-25 
20:10:07 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

I not support this system because it opens a bigger field for corrupHon 
and officials to accept bribes Pieter

2020-10-25 
16:17:14 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system John

2020-10-14 
13:53:13 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

The system does not take into account the lack of alternaHve transport 
soluHons if a driver is to loose their  ability to commute to work. The 
system is not rehabilitaHng the bad driver at all. The etoll system 
should be abandoned it is overpriced and inefficient at collecHng the 
necessary capital for maintaining roads. Nhlanhla 

2020-10-14 
08:52:26 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Try fixing the Taxi industry first and give us the soluHon to implement 
this system on all road users including them, only then will we support 
your new idea... Wimpi

2020-10-13 
20:29:15 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Daar is geen manier hoe ons staatstelsel sonder korupsie die stelsel 
kan implimenteer nie C
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2020-10-13 
09:50:03 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Sherryn

2020-10-13 
09:49:00 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Peter

2020-10-13 
07:36:10 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Bennie

2020-10-13 
07:27:12 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Will be an extension of the  corrupt government to extort more money 
and misuse of power . Desmond

2020-10-12 
14:37:48 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Murendeni 
Moses

2020-10-12 
14:37:22 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Murendeni 
Moses

2020-10-12 
14:36:24 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Murendeni 
Moses

2020-10-12 
10:34:20 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Disagree with demerit system as it only applies to the law abiding 
ciHzen 

Large number of people and foreigners are driving without valid 
drivers licence Tokela

2020-10-12 
10:15:00 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system I do not agree because this will take away our bread. Sylvester

2020-10-12 
09:44:02 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Hul sal glad nie die sisteem kan instandhou nie, dit is net vir 'n sekere 
uitgesoekte persone wat kan betaal. Hymine

2020-10-12 
08:48:54 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system LEZETTE

2020-10-12 
07:37:10 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

The whole process is to take the rights away from everybody . I dont 
gree with the process Petro

2020-10-11 
19:44:57 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system G

2020-10-11 
07:36:53 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

There is no way that this system will be applied fairly. It will yet again 
be, only the handful of law abiding ciHzens that will suffer under this 
act, whilst the corrupt poliHcians and their criminal cadres are not kept 
to the same laws, this includes the taxi industry which have reigned 
lawless on our roads with the police made a mockery off as these 
drivers and the owners do as they please. If government had a proven 
track record this could maybe work but they only want another means 
to steal the hard earned income of the few remaining law fearing 
ciHzens. Francois

2020-10-10 
22:23:55 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Molebatsi

2020-10-10 
08:15:20 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

It just a complete and u]er nonsense to have this system. Basically 
who ever came up with this idea must have been drunk. Mmanoko

2020-10-09 
14:03:32 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

All this happen because of alcohol... During lockdown there were no 
accident, suddenly a_er reopening of liquor accidents happened. Now 
everyone will have to go through this because of people who drink 
alcohol. Infact it should be that if someone is under influence must 
then loose some points. Not everyone because someHmes they may 
not be involved in that parHcular accident, they cause it and pass... 
Their neglegency cause accidents and if he is not affected he run off. Wilson

2020-10-09 
12:19:13 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

We don't need to be enslaved and we know you never dra_ it, you 
were given by the capitalist to enforce on us. We know even the 
minister don't even know full details of what's wri]en inside. David

2020-10-09 
12:19:12 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

We don't need to be enslaved and we know you never dra_ it, you 
were given by the capitalist to enforce on us. We know even the 
minister don't even know full details of what's wri]en inside. David

2020-10-09 
11:12:00 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

This is another money making  law hatched by a government that has 
just trashed the economy and ensured the loss of millions of jobs 
through WHO lockdowns.  We are sick of high taxes being paid to a 
government that steals every cent it can. Faunce

2020-10-09 
09:02:50 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Andries

2020-10-09 
08:35:31 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Unfortunatly these regulaHons will not affect the thousands of 
unlicensed drivers 
The licensed drivers will now be punished while the unlicensed ones 
will go sco] free. 

Andreas

2020-10-09 
08:29:31 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

The present laws are  more than adequate. The problem lies in the  
applicaHon thereof, there is no will to do so,and corrupHon is 
endemic.Unfortunately I do not see this changing. Charles

2020-10-08 
20:41:52 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Anna-Marie 

2020-10-08 
17:16:46 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Anne]e 

2020-10-08 
16:55:00 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system No points and more fines wont work. Marina

2020-10-08 
16:20:16 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Khathutshel
o

2020-10-08 
14:07:37 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system geoff

2020-10-08 
10:58:22 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Frans

2020-10-08 
07:59:04 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

People do not pay fines! What do you do, you come out with a stupid 
plan. The first problem is corrupHon when people obtain licenses. Then 
they obtain a license whilst unable to drive. Then the biggest problem, 
vehicles are equipped with a magic bu]on which you press and allow 
you to do just whatever you want.....informed people call it hazard or 
emergency bu]on. Other call it , bugger you I am in front and you can 
wait!  Do something about the problem. Have you noHce that 90% of 
drivers do not know the golden rule of the road. For you info it is Keep 
le_, pass right! Ye a surprise to you to. And then your officers do not 
know how to address these problems. Speed does not kill but idiots 
do! Piet 

2020-10-08 
06:29:38 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Bernice
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2020-10-08 
06:23:04 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

DAAR IS GEEN BEHOORLIKE WETS TOEPASSING OP ONS PAAIE NIE.   
VERKEERS BEAMPTES SIT IN VOERTUIE LANGS PAAIE  ONDER BOME EN 
SLAAP.   STEL NET BELANG OM EKSTRA GELD TE KRY  DEUR OMKOPERY.    
WIE GAAN DIE AARTO SISTEEM   SUKSESVOL BEHEER ,  ADMINISTREER  
EN  IN STAND HOU ???      HIERDIE LAND SE SAMELEWING IS NET SO 
KORRUP  SOOS DIE POLITIEKE FIGURE.....VIVA  ANC MARKSISME  
 !!!!!! frik

2020-10-08 
03:48:06 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not trust the system as people is corrupt and the driver will not be 
able to defend himself against any judgement/fine. Willem 

2020-10-07 
23:25:34 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system Llewellyn

2020-10-07 
18:46:54 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Demerit system should be scrapped. 
Fines should be halved, they are ridiculously high and the government 
has just stolen a shit load of money from the people as well as have 
impoverished them and cost them jobs and businesses with their 
unreasonable and unnecessary lockdowns.  
I've had enough of this government fleecing the people and stuffing up 
the country. The South African government is the biggest problem in 
South Africa and should be defunded and disbanded. Jane

2020-10-07 
18:04:20 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

ForgeVng to to take your driver's license is normal and you can get a 
call as an emergency. We are using more than one car. You take the car 
which you were not using before. Vincent 

2020-10-07 
16:33:09 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

A lot of people only pay bribes.The people refuse to pay bribes will get 
the demerit points.totally unair system.  It only can work once all the 
corupt  traffic personel is out of the system.The only reason to 
implement this new system is for  creaHng a income because the 
corupt traffic person steal your income by taking bribes jan

2020-10-07 
15:42:14 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system I object to all the ave points because it is communist Uys

2020-10-07 
15:16:14 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Khathutshel
o Robert 

2020-10-07 
15:13:45 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Khathutshel
o Robert 

2020-10-07 
15:04:08 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Khathutshel
o Robert 

2020-10-07 
14:50:26 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

I totally do not agree with the proposal to amend the traffic laws. 
Reasons. You are promoHng corrupHon within traffic officials. E- Toll 
was never approved by the naHon, it is a money making scheme. 
Changing of the law will never change the behavior of those who 
regularly contavene the laws. I don't know how are you going to 
change behavior of your people while members of the parliament and 
government are so corrupt to the core. Fix your own house first and 
lead by example, then we will follow suite. Stop amendment because it 
is not going to help anybody unHl you, yourself change to the be]er. Ramutsheli

2020-10-07 
14:48:20 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

I received e-toll bills for April (hard lockdown) in a province where I 
don't even live.  The invoices included photos of my car and the correct 
license number.  I will NEVER again pay an e-toll bill.  In light of this, I 
cannot support any bill/system that backs the e-toll system.  Delmarie

2020-10-07 
14:38:56 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

It is just another means generate income. The illegal licences and 
vehicles will never be removed from the road. The people of South 
Africa don't have discipline and they don't care of having a criminal 
record. AARTO will be driven by criminals and is not interested to 
improve road safety. If discipline is non existent at schools this scheme 
will say a dream and AARTO stays a money source. anton

2020-10-07 
14:07:01 Limpopo No I do not

points demerit 
system

Actually my concern is all the points put foreward.  The corrupHon 
levels are too high, and at Hmes obvious and unapologeHc racism. 
I would rather take my chances in a court of law. Shirley 

Northern Cape 15

2020-10-28 
09:29:01 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

The purpose of any government is not to punish their people, but to 
educate them. Money is not the way to punish, what about the poor 
or is the poor only inportant during elecHons? Derek

2020-10-25 
23:34:10 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Jose

2020-10-19 
13:53:04 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

Taking in consideraHon in my in my area of work  and  other south 
African jobs   , when loosing all your points and your license is taken 
away the chances is very good that  you will loose your job  . I know for 
sure that  I will loose my job if I loose my license Gerhardus

2020-10-18 
11:51:47 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system It is a failed system that doesnt work. Michelle

2020-10-12 
11:40:30 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

gaan dieselde reel vir taxis ook geld? ek glo nie taxis maak en stop 
waar hy wil wanneer hy wil.so kry ons paaie instand. stop 
korrupsie(wat nooit sal gebeur nie) bernard

2020-10-12 
10:57:24 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Dra_ regulaHons must be reconsidered Vincent

2020-10-09 
17:58:47 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Onregverdige aanklagtes teen jou en korrupsie en rassisme Marthie

2020-10-09 
07:28:34 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

This whole approach is unnecessarily hard and it shouldn't be so easy 
to 'criminilise' people.  
I do not agree with any of the points Christopher

2020-10-09 
07:08:43 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Wiaan

2020-10-08 
17:32:18 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Prejudice of persons issuing the demerits. Jacobus

2020-10-08 
12:28:08 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with AARTO as my rights to be innocent unHl proven 
guilty seem to be infringed.  
Further the demerit points could result in my license being suspended 
and i will not be able to work to earn a living. To go to court later 
seems a turnaround of the jusHce system which i should have easy and 
direct and cheap access to. 
Prosecute drunken and unlicenced drivers under the present laws and 
get them off the roads and you will not need the hassles of AARTO. Ken
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2020-10-08 
12:26:36 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system

With every law the government intenHon is to punish the people of 
South Africa.  As if the ministers think they do not have any baggage 
and every Hme it is about penalHes or money, never considering the 
poor. The same apply with drivers licences, nothing else than another 
way of taxing the people of SA. The quesHon remains, how many illegal 
licences are been issued, how many traffic officers are been bribed? 
This is yet another door for corrupHon as we are currently see 
happening in SA.  The gods of Mammon, Balak, Biliam and Isebel 
become the idols in SA, while the government do not understand their 
purpose as civil servants who must serve the taxpayers instead of 
instruct and control them with laws. They do not understand the 
consHtuHon, but rather serve own interest! Why cant the government 
not spent money on educaHon rather than to control or punish their 
people. I repeat what I always said unHll somebody understand this: 
the sHng of the law is death. It is Hme for the minister to consider 
investment in the people than to keep on punishing the people,  
minister are you so blind not to see what is happening in your country? 
It is Hme for you to get off your thrown and understand the 
consHtuHon, very specifically clause 15.1  of the bill of rights  You 
cannot force your will or any other religion unto the people, not 
considering all religions. Please go and do your homework before 
considering any system of punishment or taxaHon of other religions. It 
is Hme for the government to invest in their people and stop making 
them poorer,  this the intenHon of this law. What a shame where the 
money (tax) will just le_ SA as is the current affairs.  The people of SA 
had enough of this corrupt and sick officials who do not care about the 
people but themselves.  It is a change from money to other ways and 
means, a change of your mindset to serve and NOT to control. Derek

2020-10-08 
07:54:10 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Dont agree with point system Kobus

2020-10-07 
15:01:52 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Deon

2020-10-07 
13:31:35 Northern Cape No I do not

points demerit 
system Mathys

Outside SA 1

2020-10-07 
12:50:24 Outside SA

United 
States No I do not

points demerit 
system

Like here in the USA, they've discovered in this day and Covid age, we 
need to be a li]le bit more relaxed in using the demerit system. When 
people have to travel far distances to get gas, food, water, medicines, 
you could put a person at a serious disadvantage.  Then they have to 
choose break the law, or get their relaHve to the Hospital. Nearly all 
would break the law.. Just an FYI. PMS Paula

costly appeal 890
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 457
2020-11-30 
18:21:18 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Talib
2020-11-30 
17:44:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Faheema

2020-11-30 
10:40:09 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The assumpHon of guilt by the state and the burden of proof being 
with the accused surely  cannot be consHtuHonal. 

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable is not in the 
interest of motorists and the public at large. Marc

2020-11-30 
09:56:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Guilty unHl proven innocent is not the way things should work. South 
Africa's corrupt traffic police will only use this to try to extract more 
bribes from South African motorists. Paul

2020-11-28 
15:53:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Akbar

2020-11-28 
15:28:26 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This places an extra burden on the already strained financial posiHon. 
It definitely should not be implemented. Fuel prices are already so 
high. Rehana

2020-11-24 
18:35:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Another way to take tax payers monies Cindy
2020-11-21 
18:12:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

A new update to  exploit the law abiding ciHzens. This is all about 
making money. Why not improve road safety and in  driver educaHon. Khallid 

2020-11-18 
16:53:25 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Not only does the system influence your democraHc right to appeal. 
(Even traffic offenders are innocent unHl proven guilty). The system 
does not focus on the corrupHon and bribery that is currently seen in 
this country. E.g. there are mulHple people that have massively 
transgressed the speed limit or is completely over the legal drinking 
limit but they get free by bribing officials. Its not the person doing 131 
km/h that causes massive accidents. Its they guy going 120 in a 60 
zone. Its the person thats triple the legal limit causing the accidents 
not the person close to the limit.  I frequently travel. A few weeks ago 
they had roadworks in Mpumalanga with the road being changed to 
100km/h instead of the normal 120... there are NO signs up to show 
this change in speed yet it was enforced? How is this possible? How 
can you be charged, penalized and sentenced (points deducted) 
without having any representaHon in the ma]er? I was harassed by a 
traffic official on 21 September for having an expired license disk 
despite it being extended by the minister of transport. This officer 
pushed for compensaHon, if I hadn't had a dashcam running he would 
have been able to charge me with whatever he wanted and I would 
not have a leg to stand on. Phriqhi

2020-11-17 
19:38:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We are paying levies on fuel and paying our taxes, why do we need to 
pay more. Kyle 

2020-11-16 
15:57:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Linking traffic offensives to E-tolls is unacceptable.  
To pay R100 for being wrongfully fined is madness - it just opens more 
opportuniHes for fraud Callie
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2020-11-16 
15:54:10 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I think that South Africans are under enough pressure as it is and it is 
expensive enough to own a car in SA as is. Mikayla 

2020-11-16 
12:02:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal I am Hred of this country's ciHzen being milked for every cent they earn Marie]e

2020-11-13 
12:21:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

E-tolls never really suitable for this economy and it's implementaHon 
seems to have been done without consultaHons / engagements. Also, 
much is being taxed already elsewhere such as fuel levies etc which 
were already in place prior to e-tolls' implementaHon. Lehlogonolo

2020-11-13 
09:37:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Ina
2020-11-12 
16:46:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

South African are already paying too much as it is. We cant afford to 
keep paying more and more!! Mange

2020-11-10 
18:41:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Luigi

2020-11-10 
18:24:49 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I believe that this system though understandable in its ideals is not 
going to be well represented in our current Metro police system and 
will make bribes and corrupHon even more underhanded.  We are 
giving too much money to people who earn too li]le and thus opening 
ourselves up for further criminal acHvity. Shahir

2020-11-10 
17:06:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Selma
2020-11-10 
15:56:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Nkonzo
2020-11-10 
15:16:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Already geVng taxed on fuel then the toll gates then etolls.. this extra 
"tax" won't work Mitchell 

2020-11-10 
14:32:50 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This just opens more doors for financial corrupHon. Bribes and such. 
Motorists are allready paying a lot. Illigal licences and drunk driving, 
the cause of most accidents, should be addressed first. Rika

2020-11-10 
14:20:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal This is just a money making scheme. Lize]e

2020-11-10 
14:20:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What do the Taxi associaHon say to all this or will they be exempted ?? 
Aren't we paying enough taxes already ?  The government is the only 
one who has the goose with the golden egg...the rest of us is poor, 
especially us pensioners.  Monique

2020-11-10 
13:52:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal EVenne 
2020-11-10 
13:48:18 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Thulani

2020-11-10 
13:35:32 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I just cannot afford more. A fine is expensive enough, driving is 
expensive enough, I do not have the money to pay a fine and then a 
R100 on top of that. Jon

2020-11-10 
13:35:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Na-deanné
2020-11-10 
12:31:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Brenda 

2020-11-10 
11:35:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The addiHonal cost imposed on tax payers are ridiculous.  The 
government employees involved with this are only forcing the system 
through to ensure they get salaries.  The enHre road traffic law 
enforcement system based on Hckets sent to people months a_er the 
event is totally ineffecHve in improving the road safety.  Carel

2020-11-10 
11:28:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Law abiding ciHzens are put at the whim of officials unable to, or 
unintrested in applying or upholding the law.  The current AARTO 
system has already proven difficult to implement by authoriHes 
because correspondence regarding cars that has been sold AND 
removed from my name sHll find their way to me. Imagine the 
confusion if I am errenously penalized due to a system fault and cannot 
use my car even for one day! ChrisHaan

2020-11-10 
09:45:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We are already burden financially, we lost jobs during covid and the is 
high unemployment. How on earth  does the government think we can 
afford this crazy bills? This greediness must stop with immediate effect. 

Flora 

2020-11-10 
09:24:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Stop the corrupHon at the top. 
Which will save money. 
Then you wont have to force innocent south africans to pay money we 
already cant afford too. 
To make up for government's lack of leadership!! 

#southafricaisdepressing Angel
2020-11-10 
09:20:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Stop hasseling ciHzens F

2020-11-10 
08:59:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Why must motorists pay this R100 ???  Do we not already pay fines, 
tolls, e-tolls,  now we will have to pay addiHonally weather the fine is 
legal or not ???  WHAT THE HELL DOES GOVERMENT EXPECT US TO 
LIVE OFF ??????  I have had so many fines that was bogus! Thrown out 
because the person in uniform doesn't even know his damn job!  Some 
of them have NO idea when a fin is legal or how to fill out that form 
properly!!  STOP MILKING THE PUBLIC FOR EVERY LAST CENT WE HAVE 
!!!!!!! This will encourage them to just dish out fines le_ and right, 
because YOU get that R100 regardless!  SHAME ON YOU 
MAN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I AM SO SICK OF THIS MONEY HUNGRY, POWER 
GREEDY, MESSED UP SYSTEM COUNTRY ! MARLENE

2020-11-10 
08:41:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal It is unreasonable to put tax on a fine. Stephan

2020-11-10 
08:26:46 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is absolute non-sense, we as ciHzens are already taxed heavily so 
that we can keep the corrupt government insHtuHons afloat. This is 
just another way to make more money out of the people of South 
Africa, to fund corrupHon and mismanaged government insHtuHons. 
This R100 might mean the difference for someone that can have a 
meal or electricity tonight, or nothing. YOU making South Africans 
more and more poor every day. Renier

2020-11-10 
07:22:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Gavon
2020-11-09 
16:57:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Sasha
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2020-11-09 
16:42:08 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The applicaHon of this penalty is unfair!! 
If the motorist is not guilty the amount is already paid. Gary

2020-11-09 
15:32:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal CChris
2020-11-09 
11:31:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

More opportunity for a government that earns top marks in 
incompetence and corrupHon. No thank you! JANET 

2020-11-09 
11:30:53 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

More opportunity for a government that earns top marks in 
incompetence and corrupHon. No thank you!

JANET 
MARIE

2020-11-09 
09:50:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Staci
2020-11-08 
09:04:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Ishmael

2020-11-05 
11:39:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It is no suprise that our government has corrupt officials, however for 
the enHre process to be determined by government officials at a fee 
that can be outrageous during that Hme sHll to be finalized in court No! Zakhele

2020-11-05 
06:24:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Merlene
2020-11-05 
05:45:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Mjzee
2020-11-04 
12:30:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Do not agree Patricia

2020-11-04 
11:11:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I think its ridiculous that the government is placing such a huge 
financial burden on the people of SA. We didnt want etolls,. The 
government is just looking for a way to gain more money to be more 
corrupt MELISSA

2020-11-03 
20:52:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal percy
2020-11-03 
16:39:46 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Celia
2020-11-03 
07:55:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Money making for the goverment faults!!!!! Linda 

2020-11-03 
07:44:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

As pointed out by the AA, the Infringement Penalty Levy (IPL) charged 
in addiHon to the fine amount on every infringement noHce issued "is 
similar to having someone pay a fee to submit their tax returns; it's an 
ulHmately unfair surcharge for a funcHon that is already paid for 
through traffic fine revenue." 
Add to the doubling of fines and penalHes, it is clear that road safety is 
not the goal of these regulaHons, only revenue extracHon. 
Even if the charge is false, the motorist is sHll out of pocket, and sHll 
has to jump trough mulHple hoops to prove that. Diane

2020-11-03 
07:30:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This wil not work as it will be admin burden and the enHre cost of the 
appeals process will be higher and hence impracHcal Kumara

2020-11-03 
07:25:41 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Marc
2020-11-03 
07:25:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Marc
2020-11-03 
07:25:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Marc
2020-11-03 
07:25:26 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Marc

2020-11-03 
01:07:56 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is the most unconsHtuHonal  regulaHons ever.  I have several e-
tolls with the wrong number plate on it. You can clearly see the 
number plate in photo and the number issued to is not the same .  E 
toll issued to a bike but the photo is of a truck. This automaHon 
systems is a total failure.  Now people will get demerit  points based on 
faulty systems and to appeal  it will be  very expensive. Then there are 
a percentage of law enforcers the is dishonest. What controll 
meganism  will be in place to ensure  proper procedures, calibraHons 
of equipment etc. are followed  and that an camera set for a 60km 
zone is not within a 80km zone. Jan

2020-11-02 
22:18:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Just trying to find another way to force us to pay e-toll when most 
people couldn't afford it to start with. E

2020-11-02 
21:34:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Paul
2020-11-02 
21:09:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Just trying to find another way to force us to pay e-toll when most 
people couldn't afford it to start with. Hanalize 

2020-11-02 
19:27:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Why should I pay more when I already pay tolls, and the roads aren't 
maintained properly anyway Alix

2020-11-02 
18:31:00 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Anton

2020-11-02 
17:04:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Firstly  the penalHes are too high for ordinary ciHzens whilst majority 
are new in the fleet market by imposing R100 as penalty which making 
the Department rich thus resulHng in the ciHzens chooses between 
food and paying whilst the minimum wage it's sHll below living 
expenses and process it's Hring for someone who has just commi]ed a 
traffic offense to apply for appeal whilst the official cannot even 
manage with maximum capacity, people get charged without admiVng 
their guilt or proving their innocent before the court. R50 it can impose 
as penalty. Titus

2020-11-02 
14:02:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Many people not paying e tolls so why would they pay fines. Also 
government desperate for money to go into ANC pockets. Doreen 

2020-11-02 
09:46:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The costs proposed are way too high considering most people in this 
country are poor are very close to being so. The current fines are fine 
as they are- the laws must just be properly enforced. If people are to 
be fined/ get demerit points/ lose their license then it must actually be 
followed through with- especially for taxis who pose the biggest threat 
in terms of road safety. Melanie

2020-11-02 
07:37:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Mark
2020-11-01 
22:07:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Devashni 

2020-11-01 
16:48:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I do not give out my email to any government insHtuHon and therefore 
will not get noHficaHon. I  refuse to pay e-tolls as I already pay through 
buying petrol and a licence for my car! Roslyne
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2020-11-01 
10:26:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Shaida 
2020-10-31 
23:04:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is ridiculous. Just another way to make motorists pay for the 
corrupHon in government. farhana

2020-10-31 
19:39:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Kian
2020-10-30 
09:49:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is a money making scheme and nothing to do with road safety.  
The whole bill needs to be scrapped. Cheryl

2020-10-30 
09:05:25 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

i fully opbject to the implementaHon of fines on e-toll. this will cripple 
finaces of homes and people will have more debt. add a few cents to 
the fuel levy . surely it can be done  rayno 

2020-10-30 
08:41:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I do not agree with any of the proposed AARTO regulaHons in terms of 
enforcing the collecHon of e-tolls. With holding licences for drivers and 
vehicles is merely blackmail. Not to menHon the ridiculous proposed 
"administraHon" fees for fines. 

The e-toll system has failed, the people have made that blatantly clear. 

And removing the ability to have their Hme in court is disgusHng, 
parHcularly in light of the desire to increase fines at a Hme when 
people are struggling Glynn

2020-10-30 
08:00:49 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Greg
2020-10-29 
16:44:34 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Danie

2020-10-29 
14:01:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

No way can the government expect us to pay for e-tolls. It was a 
unwanted project (scam) from the beginning.  Another way to steal 
money from the people!!!!!! 

Robert
2020-10-29 
12:03:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal T

2020-10-29 
07:55:21 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

ConstrucHonal rights are being infringed. Open to abuse and further 
corrupHon. Official s will start to earn a 2nd income form assisHng 
people.  Common cause that the ANC and its structures are corrupt. 
Wont change in my life Hme.  This is just another corrupt scheme to 
enrich a few.  
The courts are there for a reason. 

If the tribunal must be set up and its overturned on appeal costs on an 
a]orney own client basis plus a penalty must be awarded against the 
tribunal and its members / judges in their personal capacity. Michael

2020-10-29 
07:26:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

E Toll should be removed all together it is an unnecessary cost for 
ciHzens of Gauteng and doubling fines will not work people don't have 
money.  Malehlohon

olo 

2020-10-29 
07:26:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

E Toll should be removed all together it is an unnecessary cost for 
ciHzens of Gauteng and doubling fines will not work people don't have 
money.  Malehlohon

olo 
2020-10-28 
20:00:26 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Giselle 
2020-10-28 
18:41:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Sashlyn
2020-10-28 
15:00:59 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jacob
2020-10-28 
15:00:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jacob
2020-10-28 
15:00:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jacob
2020-10-28 
13:43:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Does not make financial sense and will not be able to be enforced. 
Poor will suffer the most Durrel

2020-10-28 
11:01:50 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Stop trying to put the screws to the working class, rather enforce the 
current laws we have and clean up the current issue, which by the way 
everyone knows is not being done. Luan

2020-10-28 
08:03:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

A system is proposed that would effecHvely require me to pay for my 
consHtuHonal rights to be recognised. AdministraHon fees even if I am 
not guilty is u]erly unacceptable. This is clearly a ma]er of income 
generaHon and not road safety. Braam 

2020-10-28 
07:16:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:15:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:15:08 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:15:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:15:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:14:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:13:49 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:13:45 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:49 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:41 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P
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2020-10-28 
07:12:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:24 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:17 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:12:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:11:34 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel  P

2020-10-28 
07:10:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Been a Cop myself i know how  much fraud this going to have 
generate. We are Hred of this in SA. Karel Mare

2020-10-28 
06:50:35 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We the people of South Africa are Hred of constantly having to pay 
unreasonable amounts on fines and now they want to double them? 

Not right...this is just another way to introduce enrichment within 
departments. Veronica

2020-10-28 
03:23:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This will place  a financial burden on me especially in our economic 
situaHon in this country Sandra

2020-10-27 
19:25:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Consumers ar now forced to pay fines instead of standing up for their 
rights while corrupt traffic offers make money out of this knowing the 
lengthy process ahead if they choose to do so Lisa

2020-10-27 
13:02:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The main focus of the Traffic RegulaHons should be to make roads safer 
not making money or creaHng criminals. The proposed changes are 
focused on extracHng money. AddiHonal making it a criminal offence to 
driver without a driving licence in your possession means the focus is 
also making the meaning of criminal too broad. A person with a 
criminal record is unlikely to get employed. This will increase the 
number of people who are unemployed and may have to resort to 
other means to earn a living since they will be marginalised due to the 
criminal record Tshepo

2020-10-27 
06:49:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal This is turning into a money making scheme Morne

2020-10-26 
20:37:59 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

You are changing public roads into private roads... Not fair 
Stop this bshit, get rid of corrupt officials 
We are already taxed to death Sindi

2020-10-26 
17:47:32 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Petro

2020-10-26 
12:38:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Why must I pay for your administraHon costs.  You received a Country 
with all public enHHes working and making profit. You have run this 
Country in to the ground to the extend that none of the public enHHes 
are no longer working and you want us to pay you to send me a Hcket 
of which I haven't been found guilty off. Jaques

2020-10-26 
11:38:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Money making scheme. Government implements ways to take more 
money from the people and then expects us to happily lay it out. 

Jan-Herman

2020-10-26 
10:53:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

My fear is that it puts too much power in the hands of unethical 
authoriHes who will use it to squeeze more money from the driving 
public rather than use it to curb illegal driving behaviour  

Anthony 

2020-10-26 
08:43:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

All these new regulaHons are just designed to milk the already 
burdened tax payer of even more money, meanwhile geVng next to 
nothing in return. Policing and law enforcement, as well as the state of 
our roads will remain in shambles, meanwhile our corrupt government 
will conHnue raking in more money. U]erly disgusHng! Sibu

2020-10-25 
20:37:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Schalk

2020-10-25 
14:55:50 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

How does it make sense to increase people's debts with unnecessary 
traffic fines. Go a_er the actual criminals and leave already cash 
strapped ciHzens alone. Nhlamulo

2020-10-25 
14:55:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

How does it make sense to increase people's debts with unnecessary 
traffic fines. Go a_er the actual criminals and leave already cash 
strapped ciHzens alone. Nhlamulo

2020-10-25 
01:23:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This law must apply to all who drive the roads, TAXIS, TRUCKS, TOW 
TRUCKS, Etc not just car owners. You don't have a sufficient enaHs 
system currently so that must get sorted first. You change the laws so 
o_en with no noHce and you make it hard for south african drivers on 
licence renewal for car and driver's. 
What about the bribery and corrupHon among the officers?? Your 
cameras are not reliable and incorrectly charge the wrong people. Sherie

2020-10-24 
20:59:26 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

These new regulaHons are not designed to improve road safety. 
These regulaHons reduce South African ciHzens liberHes and must not 
be passed. RYAN

2020-10-24 
18:51:34 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Annalie
2020-10-24 
09:37:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

There should not be double payment for fines. They already take too 
much money from us for ridiculous things. Lara

2020-10-23 
16:08:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I find it amazing that any query related to a so called infringement is 
totally disregarded. I have wri]en proof of a query receipt where a 
bakkie is photographed and my motorcycle is charged. How and where 
will the aVtude change to do the right thing. Rod

2020-10-23 
13:13:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Carl

2020-10-23 
12:22:23 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Difficult and expensive and Hme consuming to appeal 
The motorist is virtually being blackmailed into paying fines 

I fear the threat of demerit point will be another opportunity for 
corrupt traffic police to  demand a bribe to avoid incurring demerit 
points Allen
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2020-10-23 
10:16:46 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Leon

2020-10-23 
02:15:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

They just want to rip off more money. I refuse to pay etolls. Never 
have. Never will. We pay enough tax on fuel. They should stop stealing 
what we already pay. Leonora

2020-10-22 
22:00:48 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Amongst other things it appears that the regulaHons have been set up 
to enforce payment of e rolls- a system which was forced onto the 
community without proper consultaHon.in effect the fee collecHon 
system gobbled up far too much of the levied fees. It was supposed to 
go towards building be]er roads .  It’s a draconian system  which is 
without fairness in that  it levies punishment without the plainHve 
being consulted. Dave

2020-10-22 
22:00:46 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Amongst other things it appears that the regulaHons have been set up 
to enforce payment of e rolls- a system which was forced onto the 
community without proper consultaHon.in effect the fee collecHon 
system gobbled up far too much of the levied fees. It was supposed to 
go towards building be]er roads .  It’s a draconian system  which is 
without fairness in that  it levies punishment without the plainHve 
being consulted. Dave

2020-10-22 
19:01:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Md

2020-10-22 
18:06:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I think it's just another way for the government to rob people with less 
acHon in their crime cuase now they have to thief less to watch their 
luxury cars roll in while they don't do their jobs and catch criminals like 
they should or what are they scared Guy 

2020-10-22 
16:34:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

All you have to do is apply the exisHng laws and have consistent 
presence, not only over the Xmas periods. 
This is just another excuse for not doing your jobs. 
How are you going to manage this when you cannot even apply the 
current laws? 
Regarding Tolls, dream on, we will fight you to the consHtuHonal/
supreme courts Mathieu

2020-10-22 
14:28:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Your are increasing our cost in this difficult Hmes,we have lost jobs and 
theres a lot of corrupHon going on.if this is the way of recovering all 
the money lost because of corrupHon then it's the wrong way. Solly 

2020-10-22 
12:26:23 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This will open the door to even more corrupHon. Most people are 
already struggling to afford basics due to unemployment, where will 
we get money to pay the eTolls (which mostly have inaccurate billing 
accounts and was forced onto us) ? Cornelia

2020-10-22 
11:52:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Rather keep the current system. Ben
2020-10-21 
12:49:47 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Ek weet hierdie is net nog n manier om ons arme tax payers nog verder 
te belas...ek stem glad nie saam met hulle hele plan nie... ronel

2020-10-21 
09:04:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Ngoako
2020-10-20 
22:39:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I do not agree to them wanHng to double the fines. And geVng e-tolls 
involved is not fair as well. lori

2020-10-20 
19:07:34 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We are expected s to pay etoll fees on roads we use daily to work and 
back and have to pass 3+ erolls a day one way. We are already paying 
normal toll fees, drivers license fees and vehicle license renewals.  We 
are expected to pay for e tolls when we had no say or knoledge unHl 
a_er effect. 
Tax payers pay and where does all this money go?  With all the fees 
and increases how do you expect your ciHzens to survive these tough 
economical Hmes. J

2020-10-19 
22:56:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Being required to pay simply to defend your innocence is clearly 
unconsHtuHonal. Jaap 

2020-10-19 
16:16:00 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is going to go the same route as the e-toll farce. The number of 
illegal drivers/vehicles on the roads will mulHply to such an extent that 
it will become completely ungovernable by the USELESS authoriHes Ren

2020-10-19 
08:42:09 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Hi. There is anyway no law enforcement at the moment. All that is 
going to happen is that they are going to get private contractors to set 
up cameras and use the proposed legislaHon to make money with 
absolutely no improvement to road safety. 
How can an individual object to tribunal findings - average person doe 
not have the financial means to defend him/herself. 
They will be using this to enforce toll road payments which were 
corruptly constructed and vastly overpaid for. 
Yet another ANC blunder that will cost them the next elecHon. Nicolaas

2020-10-18 
13:35:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I am concerned about all the points. These amendments will lead to 
more corrupHon, bribery, false charges, cloned number plates. Stop 
this now and sort out regulaHons already in place to operate ethically. freddie

2020-10-17 
08:22:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We South Africans are already ba]ling to put food on the table.  We 
don't have money for toll roads. We are taxed heavily in fuel and on 
our salaries. Tue government is corrupt and the looted billions must be 
recovered to pay for our roads. Mario 

2020-10-16 
11:20:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Joe

2020-10-15 
22:46:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Nie al die mense wat die paaie gebruik betaal die selfde bedrag nie, as 
al die mense in SA betaal dan sal daar nie probleme wees nie , maar 
sekere mense kry voordeel en hoef nie te betaal nie en dit is nie reg 
nie. 

Mike

2020-10-15 
22:15:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Burdening the South African people with addiHonal costs of fines is not 
jusHfiable. 

E-tolls have nothing to do with road regulaHon non-compliance.  E-tolls 
should be scrapped as was iniHally advised by all South Africans due to 
non-consultaHon by Sanral.  It seems that none are as deaf as those 
who does not want to hear! Karen

2020-10-15 
16:47:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We as South Africans need liberaHon from all such clutches that 
shackle us as a poor populaHon. 

Ezio 
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2020-10-15 
16:47:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We as South Africans need liberaHon from all such clutches that 
shackle us as a poor populaHon. 

Ezio 

2020-10-15 
08:28:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Traffic fines are already at a crazy level. Please do not increase 
further!!!!!!!! 

harry
2020-10-15 
02:21:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal etolls moloko
2020-10-14 
19:17:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Chantelle

2020-10-14 
11:01:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It's absolutely crazy to double these costs....the government is taking 
far too much from the taxpayers already.  All they need are more traffic 
controllers to  be out there to enforce the rules of the road Colleen

2020-10-14 
09:16:34 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Louisa
2020-10-14 
08:55:17 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Elizabeth
2020-10-14 
08:14:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Mafasa

2020-10-14 
07:26:09 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The [process is cumbersome.  The enHre process places the burden of 
any appeal fully on the person who is supposed to have transgressed 
the law. Its open to even more corrupHon by traffic officials David

2020-10-14 
07:01:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We are fed up with all this crap by the government. An indirect way to 
rob us of our rights Farida

2020-10-13 
18:14:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I think this country and it's people are already facing enormous 
problems and stress trust our government to now come and want to 
bring about a whole new system to confuse and burden it's people 
even more.  How about helping people who possibly have outstanding 
fines or need to get a driver's license renew or car license the 
opportunity to sort everything out before implementaHon of double 
fines. That's insane you people re just worried about geVng money 
now from the ciHzen s rather worry about the corrupHon with our 
money in your hands. Tanya

2020-10-13 
17:37:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This will mean more bribes being paid and those with money and 
contacts do not adhere to rules anyway. Far too complex . Will boil 
down to bribes, bribes and more bribes.  Demerit for e-toll not paid is 
just another way to force a system on the public which they are totally 
against.  The administraHon involved is just not feasible. Melanie

2020-10-13 
14:22:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. Peter

2020-10-13 
11:30:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I feel as said on the tv this morning. It is opening up another door for 
corrupHon.  Why guilty Hll proven innocent.  
Makes no sense to me Lyn

2020-10-13 
10:46:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal only going to be implemented for certain road users & not for all 

hein@boner
ts.co.za

2020-10-13 
10:45:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

hein@boner
ts.co.za

2020-10-13 
10:05:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Removing an alleged  infringer's right to elect to be tried in court and 
replace it with a wri]en representaHon Frans

2020-10-13 
09:25:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I feel that I did not sign anywhere for this to take place and are being 
bullied so that the government can make more money off of us and we 
are already paying tax for the roads to be kept in shape and to expand. 
Not my fault there's so much corrupHon. Zirk

2020-10-13 
09:16:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This seems like just another way our government is trying to dry the 
people of SA out. We are already paying he_y taxes on everything, 
now they are trying a new way to get more money into an already 
corrupt government and police system. NO I do not support the new 
AARTO regulaHons at all.  

And currently they can't even handle the current administraHon etc.  

NO!!!!!!!!!!!!! Geneveve
2020-10-13 
08:02:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal I do not agree with this bill Abdul
2020-10-13 
02:54:04 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Lize

2020-10-12 
23:17:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

If the point system will come Into effect then there's no need to double 
the fine prices. Offenders should simply have to pay an administraHve 
cost which should be the same for all level of offences. This must 
include all drivers especially taxi drivers since they are excluded on the 
etoll system and yet they cause majority of accidents on our roads. 
This will also open a lot corrupHon from the officers side. Lungi

2020-10-12 
22:08:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

E tolls - how will I live if you keep taking money from me ... this will 
only make the already rich...richer. 

Demerit system - this will not change behavior of the rich ...those who 
have money will sHll break the rules because they can afford the 
fines...the poor is the only people this will affect....as always 

People can barely afford to buy food and pay the rent in this 
country...especially since covid...how will they afford to pay double ??? CAMZ

2020-10-12 
21:25:59 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them.: This is a very delicate issue. It 
should not be an AARTO regulaHon. 
Most of the new regulaHons can not be enforced. Ismail 

2020-10-12 
18:31:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

An appeal on a fine should be easy and efficient given the corrupt 
police. Doubling fines on e]tolls is also just ludicrous. susana

2020-10-12 
15:45:54 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Let them deal with criminal drivers who drink and drive. Zero alcoholic 
behind the steering. Fine those do mistakes. 
Etolls: No one ever agreed to etolls. We are waiHng for him to scrap 
them not to talk of payments. If he want another party to rule 
Gauteng, let him keep on talking like that Gideon
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2020-10-12 
15:38:50 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

People will not be able to appeal due to the cost. Everything is corrupt 
in this sector. If the tragic officers were more involved and trustworthy 
maybe people would start abiding to the rules. Most places are not 
safe to drive through so as quick as you can get past it the be]er for 
your safe being. Michelle

2020-10-12 
14:45:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jacques
2020-10-12 
14:20:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

With the economy we currently have it is unfair to hike costs. Tax 
payers pay more than enough money currently FRED

2020-10-12 
13:19:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal CorrupHon at its best!

Marthinus 
Jacobus

2020-10-12 
13:19:18 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal CorrupHon at its best!

Marthinus 
Jacobus

2020-10-12 
12:19:41 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

E-tolls cost a lot of money without the input of the taxpayer. By 
penalizing the tax payer for something not agreed apon will only cause 
more problems Magdalize

2020-10-12 
12:10:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Wayne

2020-10-12 
11:46:09 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This government is unable to do anything properly. This will just 
become another very costly burden on the Law abiding ciHzens. 
With the amount of corrupHon in our law enforcement agencies, the 
demerits could be used to solicit bribes, as the appeals process will be 
a nightmare and unmiHgated disaster. So drivers would rather just pay 
the bribe, than have to deal with this very badly thought out system. 
It seems as if drivers are to be severely punished, instead of being 
educated. 
My top concerns - all of the above!!! Valin 

2020-10-12 
10:10:08 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Khanyisa

2020-10-12 
10:04:48 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The government is corrupt from the top and they already overloaded 
the public With different taxes and now because they stealing so much 
they looking for ways to recover which will also be in vain as it will also 
be squandered before it can be put back in good use . 
Then we have the economic crisis people don’t have extra money to 
afford to pay for this let alone the living cost. Yusuf 

2020-10-12 
09:47:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is a load of BS ,E-toll is a major problem. 
This whole setup consists of Draconian Laws. 
If the police did a proper job there would not be traffic problems in 
this country. 
I do not have any traffic fines as I drive properly. Gideon 

2020-10-12 
09:09:23 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Johan 

2020-10-12 
08:53:09 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The system needs to protect the state and the drivers equally. Given 
how there are so many corrupt officials, this makes it harder to appeal 
when you have been wrongfully fined. Wendy

2020-10-12 
08:22:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I would have liked to add more than one objecHon to "what is your top 
concern" I find the whole AARTO system to be overly puniHve for a 
start. The  system appears o_en to be a  money collecHonscheme 
rather addressing road safety as a whole. I think  that the system if  
implemented will result in large scale corrupHon with bribes becoming 
more prevalent. The system seems to want force drivers to not being 
able to defend themselves in court due the huge cost implicaHons of 
trying to liHgate in order achieve a saHsfactory outcome if you believe 
you are not guilty.  On the E Tolls issue this will criminalise people who 
are largely innocent of doing nothing more than protesHng against a 
very expensive and unfair E Toll system where the bulk of the income 
moves out of the country. All in all I cannot support the system Christopher

2020-10-12 
07:56:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal neels
2020-10-12 
07:45:45 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Please keep current system. Nicholas

2020-10-12 
07:29:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Once again, we see our government trying to find another way to line 
their own pockets instead of using exisHng moneys collected from 
taxes etc to fix the shoddy roads in our country. The etoll ‘system’ 
should be a) scrapped and b) nothing to do with the demerit system. 
Doubling of fines is ludicrous.  
As with most other things in SA, this whole thing, despite so many 
years being available to work out something proper and equitable, is 
badly thought out and just another slap in the face for the honest law-
abiding ciHzens out there. Melanie

2020-10-12 
05:41:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

South Africans are already overburdened.  CorrupHon amongst law 
offices in the form of bribes will exacerbate the problem. Aamena

2020-10-11 
21:15:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We cannot be crucified for the crimes of irresponsible individuals. The 
aim must be to correct the behavior and not to punish all the ciHzens 
because of few individuals. Moeketsi

2020-10-11 
20:39:04 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We are living in tough Hmes and our ministers should focus on fixing 
the country. The amount for the offences is ridiculous.  E tolls is 
another rip off.  DJ

2020-10-11 
19:36:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Increase the demerit point and drunken driving must be a criminal 
offense Themba

2020-10-11 
15:12:41 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Barry
2020-10-11 
14:04:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Vehicles may not be impounded. Johan

2020-10-11 
13:27:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

when vehicles registraHons plates  are clone this burden will pass 
through to the owner of the vehicle which in turn will have to  provide 
proof , I have been through such a ordeal and it baffles me that  you 
can clearly see the vehicle is not what is  register on the registraHon 
documents AARTO sHll expects the owner to pay or physically show 
the opposite  when a trailer registraHon plates is on a Ford Ranger  
which you do not own

Carlos 
Gomes 

2020-10-11 
13:04:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

They sHll need to get rid of E tolls, fines are already too high and only 
the few get nailed, the rest just dont pay and never will. Athol
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2020-10-11 
12:17:32 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is just another corrupt money making racket. Does nothing for 
road safety. Angus

2020-10-11 
10:50:32 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Firstly, all regions need to have e-toll not only Gauteng!!  

Second, sort out the system and make sure you penalize all ciHzens 
who fail to comply with your new “rules” 

Thirdly, doubling the amount we as the people have in outstanding 
fines and e-toll will not make us pay it, in fact it will probably make it 
worse, rather start everyone on a clean slate and make sure all road 
users are aware of the new system and the penalHes that imply by not 
conforming! Dianey

2020-10-11 
07:20:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

AARTO can't even regulate the lawless taxi industry. We can't even get 
license renewal documents in the post. We have to que for hours to 
get  anything done  they should use this money to get the faciliHes 
working properly then implement such a plan, infringes  mean nothing 
to a lawless society, our people are undisciplined Richard

2020-10-11 
06:56:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Gert

2020-10-10 
22:09:17 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I think it's totally absurd to be working on stuff like this when there are 
so many other needs in our country. The prioriHes should be set 
straight by the necessary parHes Carlos

2020-10-10 
19:45:26 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

All these laws will only be doing one thing at the end of the day, 
EXTORT MONEY FROM THE CITIZENS OF SA. Which will not stop the 
cancer that we are facing that being "corrupHon"  as bribery will now 
be going to another level. Already people are paying lots of money to 
renew vehicle discs and license cards, tax, third-party and now these 
new laws? It looks like all the government wants to do is just take 
money from people, that's all. No one really thinks of the public, and I 
am quite sure that this way is not the only way they can "fundraiser" 
and put money into the system.  

This will not fix anything but will rather make things worse. As for the 
e-toll system, whoever agreed to that and has signed up for it should 
be the only one bound to pay for that. The system is useless and does 
not help any driver in any way. It is not like if someone reported a 
vehicle hijack the system would alert the police........ Rethink all this. Andiswa 

2020-10-10 
18:24:41 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I believe that it's my consHtuHonal right to appeal any alleged wrong 
doing. I do not, and will never support e-toll, as no public parHcipaHon 
were done before implemenHng. AARTO, as set out will NOT be 
successful, while police/metro police officers are grossly corrupt. 
Police enrollment requirements should be addressed and a much 
higher standard should be set. With the current Police/Metro Police 
staff, AARTO will just become a tool to bribe more. Werner

2020-10-10 
18:07:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I think this is puVng a lot of burden  on road users, doubling the fines 
is not a soluHon  but let the government  rather focus on behavior 
change Tebogo

2020-10-10 
18:05:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We should be able to have our say in court. Secondly I disagree with e-
tolls being included in this as I feel they are unlawful and 
discriminatory.  I suggest they  start recuperaHng all the exisHng fines 
in a competent and efficient manner . What’s the point of add laws 
when they are not applying the laws legally and honestly. Rosalynne

2020-10-10 
18:05:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Mogomotsi
2020-10-10 
17:59:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Vuyiswa

2020-10-10 
16:44:26 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

All the above is ridiculous, especially with the corrupHon that is in 
South Africa. This will just give Officials even more power to  take 
bribes. Especially the issue of etoll . This is only propaganda to push it 
through. Mathys

2020-10-10 
12:33:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Rufus
2020-10-10 
11:46:54 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal This is an outrageous human rights infringement. Gudrun

2020-10-10 
10:35:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The double of e-toll fines is not acceptable  and for driving without 
licence taken as criminal offence while there are criminals out there 
that's needs to be arrested but they are Not,  this new regulaHons to 
be reviewed Cece

2020-10-10 
08:42:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal corrupHon Zwi
2020-10-10 
08:27:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Fines and eTol rediculously high Gerhard

2020-10-10 
07:37:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The e tolls were installed against the will of South africans and they 
arrogantly did conHnue despite us calling for their removal,because 
only beneficiaries were happy about etolls, if someone fails to pay a 
Hcket of 1 Rand gor example how is he going to pay 2 Rand because it's 
not because of choice it's about expensive everything and low salaries 
affordability is the problem we can only afford basic needs ,that's 
bullish of the government Moalosi

2020-10-10 
07:35:56 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

When they have not been able to get things right in the past, how are 
they going to implement this new regulaHon with honesty and 
integrity !! 

Mary
2020-10-10 
05:53:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Masoga 
2020-10-10 
05:41:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal It will be too expensive for drivers and most drivers are not working James
2020-10-09 
23:17:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Johan

2020-10-09 
22:12:24 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Why do we have to entertain any of these changes before we deal with 
the eToll ma]er. 
As a member/motorist of Gauteng  I  am Hred of funding corrupHon. Katleho
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2020-10-09 
21:26:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We get that we need rules and penalHes but they really harsh, people 
travel far to get to work that doesn't  mean they make a lot of money 
most goes towards travelling etc... Coming out of covid we are already 
strained financially.. H

2020-10-09 
20:50:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The government is milking us money, the li]le bit web have they want, 
not to even menHon I’m taxed 25% of my salary. The li]le bit I get it 
goes to the government. This is too much !! There has to be a way to 
resolve this Jeane]e 

2020-10-09 
19:12:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Cases must be le_ to follow due process; as they do currently. Leave 
prosecuHon to the courts where it belongs. The proposed doubling of 
traffic fines is also outrageous in a country with a fragile economy. 
Doubling fines for e-toll to what purpose - the populaHon has spoken 
on e-tolls, due processes were not followed before embarking on this 
money wasHng venture. John

2020-10-09 
18:47:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Not a chance, you just want to take more money before you are kicked 
out of your rule Kevin

2020-10-09 
17:35:50 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal The laws are not reasonable or even pracHcal to abide by them Daniel

2020-10-09 
15:32:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

To open the door more for bribery and corrupHon is not the answer, 
like all other laws it has to be adhered to by everybody.scrap e-toll and 
get the people that dont pay there bills for electricity or water to turn 
this country around.

Willem 
Jacobus

2020-10-09 
15:24:32 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It would take away my right to present my side of the case, gives the 
officers total right and there's not opportunity to dispute or give an 
alternaHve version of events. Robi

2020-10-09 
15:03:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Just another opening for criminality and bribery Catherine

2020-10-09 
14:20:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

From me it is an absolute NO. We are already under strain from being 
over taxed it all sectors and this is just another way of increasing the 
financial burden on all. I did not agree on any e tol system and we are 
paying road tax already for road maintains. Start by cleaning your own 
house to reduce the costs that you as Government is on us as the 
general public. Create a safe and secure public transport system that is 
affordable for all JJ

2020-10-09 
13:55:00 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We won't pay for etolls and doubling the amount won't work...and this 
Demerit system won't work go back to the drawing board...cancel 
etolls and we will glady pay tolls at toll gates..they create employment 
anyway Thabang

2020-10-09 
13:46:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

When will it be enough they are robbing us and pushing more people 
into poverty. Alechia

2020-10-09 
13:26:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Welcome
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2020-10-09 
13:22:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

1. The ANC government is looking at ways to collect more revenue and 
make the issue of the E-TOLLS go away by  
 2. the Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried 
in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
CONCERN: this will be a long drawn out process that is just going to 
cost the South Africans more money and the only beneficiaries will be 
the lawyers. These measures are counter producHve and will not help 
our ailing economy. More jobs will be lost and these measures will 
most definitely affect the majority of the populaHon more than anyone 
else 
3. Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
CONCERN: this hasn't been thought through properly and will a 
negaHve effect on the  economy. Can they not scrap this enHre AARTO 
thing and build the economy first. "'SOUTH AFRICA FIRST " 
4. Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred 
before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 
15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators. 
CONCERN: OUR PEOPLE MAJORITY OF THEM ARE UNEDUCATED .WE 
NEED TO EDUCATE OUR PEOPLE AND REMOVE THE BAD HABITS BY 
ENFORCING THE LAW. WE HAVE TO START THERE. INCREASING THE 
NUMBER OF DEMERIT POINT WILL STOP MANY FROM DRIVING AND 
CONTINUING WITH THEIR BAD HABITS. LAW ENFORCEMENT IS 
NEEDED. 
5. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
CONCERN: THE GOVERNMENT DONT KNOW HOW TO RESPOND TO 
THE PUBLIC OUT CRY ABOUT E-TOLL . NOW THE ARE LOOKING AT A 
BACK DOOR WAY TO FORCE SOUTH AFRICANS TO PAY FOR THEIR 
MISTAKES AND TO FEED THEIR GREED. CREATE MORE PLACES TO STEAL 
MONEY. 
6. Make  it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. 
CONCERN: THIS IS GOING TO AFFECT THE MAJORITY THAT THEY CLAIM 
THEY WANT TO HELP AND ALLEVIATE POVERTY. AGAIN LAW 
ENFORCEMENT IS NEEDED. MANY ARE ALL READY DRIVING WITHOUT 
LICENCE AND IT IS MAINLY AMONGST THE MAJORITY.   

THE ANC WAS NEVER READY TO GOVERN AND WILL NOT BE. THEIR 
OWN LEADERS SAID. CHRIS HANI - What i fear is that the liberators 
emerge as eliHst using the resources of the country to live in palaces 
and to gather riches. 
OLIVER TAMBO - A corrupt ANC will be far worse than Apartheid 
NELSON MANDELA - If the ANC does to you what the apartheid 
government did to you, then you must do to the ANC what you did to 
the apartheid government. 

SCRAP AARTO AND SCRAP E-TOLLS. IT IS COUNTER PRODUCTIVE 
MEASURES IN THIS YOUNG UNEDUCATED POOR AND CORRUPT 
DEMOCRACY.  IT WILL NOT IMPROVE THE LIVES OF OUR PEOPLE     NYLLIN
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2020-10-09 
13:22:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

1. The ANC government is looking at ways to collect more revenue and 
make the issue of the E-TOLLS go away by  
 2. the Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried 
in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
CONCERN: this will be a long drawn out process that is just going to 
cost the South Africans more money and the only beneficiaries will be 
the lawyers. These measures are counter producHve and will not help 
our ailing economy. More jobs will be lost and these measures will 
most definitely affect the majority of the populaHon more than anyone 
else 
3. Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
CONCERN: this hasn't been thought through properly and will a 
negaHve effect on the  economy. Can they not scrap this enHre AARTO 
thing and build the economy first. "'SOUTH AFRICA FIRST " 
4. Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred 
before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 
15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators. 
CONCERN: OUR PEOPLE MAJORITY OF THEM ARE UNEDUCATED .WE 
NEED TO EDUCATE OUR PEOPLE AND REMOVE THE BAD HABITS BY 
ENFORCING THE LAW. WE HAVE TO START THERE. INCREASING THE 
NUMBER OF DEMERIT POINT WILL STOP MANY FROM DRIVING AND 
CONTINUING WITH THEIR BAD HABITS. LAW ENFORCEMENT IS 
NEEDED. 
5. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
CONCERN: THE GOVERNMENT DONT KNOW HOW TO RESPOND TO 
THE PUBLIC OUT CRY ABOUT E-TOLL . NOW THE ARE LOOKING AT A 
BACK DOOR WAY TO FORCE SOUTH AFRICANS TO PAY FOR THEIR 
MISTAKES AND TO FEED THEIR GREED. CREATE MORE PLACES TO STEAL 
MONEY. 
6. Make  it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. 
CONCERN: THIS IS GOING TO AFFECT THE MAJORITY THAT THEY CLAIM 
THEY WANT TO HELP AND ALLEVIATE POVERTY. AGAIN LAW 
ENFORCEMENT IS NEEDED. MANY ARE ALL READY DRIVING WITHOUT 
LICENCE AND IT IS MAINLY AMONGST THE MAJORITY.   

THE ANC WAS NEVER READY TO GOVERN AND WILL NOT BE. THEIR 
OWN LEADERS SAID. CHRIS HANI - What i fear is that the liberators 
emerge as eliHst using the resources of the country to live in palaces 
and to gather riches. 
OLIVER TAMBO - A corrupt ANC will be far worse than Apartheid 
NELSON MANDELA - If the ANC does to you what the apartheid 
government did to you, then you must do to the ANC what you did to 
the apartheid government. 

SCRAP AARTO AND SCRAP E-TOLLS. IT IS COUNTER PRODUCTIVE 
MEASURES IN THIS YOUNG UNEDUCATED POOR AND CORRUPT 
DEMOCRACY.  IT WILL NOT IMPROVE THE LIVES OF OUR PEOPLE     NYLLIN

2020-10-09 
12:27:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

For what it's worth... our government has never ending ways and 
means of taxing and defrauding  the people, but they do not have clear 
soluHons as to correct and ease the burdens on ordinary middle class 
ciHzens. Enough already!  Brenda

2020-10-09 
12:17:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Gi_ed
2020-10-09 
11:45:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Esme

2020-10-09 
11:08:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Yes. I do not support.

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
11:08:26 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Yes. I do not support.

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
11:07:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Yes. I do not support.

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
10:59:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
10:59:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
10:59:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
10:59:10 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Neo 
Lekgotla 
laga 

2020-10-09 
10:52:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Pieter
2020-10-09 
10:47:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Doubling fines on already very high fines. Sesona

2020-10-09 
10:17:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I do not support it as the system is biased against some South Africans 
and Taxi drivers as an example will not comply and I cannot see how it 
will be enforced fairly and just. James
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2020-10-09 
09:55:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I object to having the fact that e tolls are part of this.  That is a very 
different ma]er, which was foisted on Gauteng with no input by 
residents.   If the current  laws were enforced properly we would not 
have to have a costly change of laws.   Does Minister Mbalula really 
think that laws will help if the enforcers are corrupt (which they are, 
mostly) and very lazy.  Dream on dear Minister.  This government is full 
of bright ideas that are not implementable.   They need to get a grip on 
using the current laws properly.   The demerit system has some merit 
but again, who will implement it?   Its all about implementaHon. Jennifer

2020-10-09 
09:46:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We do not more money to pay for more potholes, corrupHon, e-tolls, 
and fines. Sort out the unemployment then you won’t have to exploit 
those who are.  

As a young South African, I pay for my own house, cars and studies + I 
take of my mum. These laws are only going to disrupt the communiHes 
of middle and lower income families. Sashin

2020-10-09 
09:43:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Ale]a
2020-10-09 
09:36:25 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Official will merely abuse the system to get bribes paid. Eduan

2020-10-09 
09:15:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I do not agree with any of it.  They trying to ruin the lives of people 
who make a living driving and also make people who earn so li]le 
already pay more the cost of living is so high in this country that 
people with decent jobs can barely afford to get by as it is they make it 
worse by adding more stress to motorists and higher infringement 
costs Tyron

2020-10-09 
09:02:53 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The e-toll system is NOT supported, not a democraHc decision and this 
is just another way of forcing the public to pay unwanted e-tolls!!! Melanie

2020-10-09 
08:37:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This whole bill seems irraHonal,  doubling the fines , haha are you guys 
crazy ? How can someone afford double the cost. 
Etolls should be scrapped, its a corrupt insHtuHon taking south africas 
money our of the country. 

My argument is based on ever increasing taxes for diminishing 
services. If you internet is off you wouldn't pay , why should we pay for 
a government that isn't governing. Jason

2020-10-09 
08:37:08 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY
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2020-10-09 
08:37:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:37:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:36:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
08:35:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Everyone is having a strain when it comes to finances.  AARTO is 
another way of reimbursing the government for all finances lost 
through and even during the pandemic. CorrupHon is to be blamed for 
our financial state in South Africa. Not use unnecessary over pricing 
the fines for road users. We already have drivers licence renewals, 
motor vehicle discs renewals, etoll and now its aarto. This is unfair to 
south africans

TEBOHO 
SONNYBOY

2020-10-09 
07:57:43 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Bad driving is currently not being sufficiently enforced. (Except 
speeding) 
Will the input of professional drivers be taken into account. Ie Taxi, 
trucks, busses, sales people etc.  
All of these changes to the Act will just incenHvize more corrupHon in 
the system. Cecil

2020-10-09 
07:44:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal They can't uphold the current laws and too many people are bribed Wendy

2020-10-09 
07:39:24 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Costs of the e-toll is already very high and unpayable. We pay tax for 
roads to be looked a_er. We also pay high toll gate fees too. We have 
licence renewals and extra costs to be to just be able to use the roads. 
How will we be able to afford all the expenves which is hard already at 
this Hme. Also if there is a dispute between an officer and driver, then 
how does it get solved if they just demerit your licence. I think the 
whole system is corrupt and will add just more stress to drivers Anonymous

2020-10-09 
07:27:53 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This will only serve to increase the corrupHon and bribery already 
observed with our current traffic officers. They are judge jury and 
execuHoner readily wanHng to charge ciHzens without valid proof in 
certain instances. To then appeal under these amended laws is unjust 
and costly if you're not one to provide bribes just to forsake the 
inconvenience of the due process. Bribery and corrupHon will be more 
rampant than it has ever been under these new regulaHons. S

2020-10-09 
07:23:43 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Elias

2020-10-09 
06:59:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

As I see it, this is just another way of trying to fill up wasted, by 
corrupHon coffers, and not treat people with fair jusHce. E-tolls were 
put in place for the same reasons, not considering the views of the 
people they supposed to rule over in all fairness and right judgment. Gloria 

2020-10-09 
06:50:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is another draconic system - it does not address the  key issue of 
aVtude of the ciHzens.  Courteous ciHzens does not need this. Pierre

2020-10-09 
06:32:45 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The doubling of fines is inequitable, and the e-toll system has never 
worked, in any case.   If the current laws were properly enforced, 
without corrupHon or bribes, the system would work without 
unnecessary changes. Gail

2020-10-09 
05:10:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Fuel levy is the way to go.  Toll roads should be scrapped. 
Drivers from other regions contribuHng to Gauteng tolls: all regions 
need funds for road maintenance and construcHon. Income from 
increased fuel levy can be shared with them. Manoharam 

2020-10-09 
05:07:56 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It is unfair to enforce etolls when we are already heavily taxed in petrol 
and because of the mismanagement of the country people are already 
struggling to make ends meet! 
Increasing the fine amounts will only lead to more bribes being paid! 
Something actually needs to be done about the lawless taxi drivers & 
drunk drivers before you start accosHng law abiding ciHzens!!! Nichole

2020-10-09 
03:52:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Enforcement of etoll is not right, people are struggling to pay for basis 
needs and are deep In Debts Khumbula

2020-10-08 
23:35:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal End corrupHon first and enforce current laws effecHvely. Nicholas

2020-10-08 
23:32:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Get rid of corrupHon first and enforce current laws effecHvely. 

Dawn

2020-10-08 
23:21:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The government needs to stop chasing the working class a_er 
unnecessary things such as speeding fines and focus on catching real 
criminals who cause havoc and destrucHon to the community. Nasreen
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2020-10-08 
21:52:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I genuinely someHmes forget my licence in a bag at home having 
interest to defraud do anything illegal...its purely me forgeVng how 
can this result in a criminal offense and affecHng my chances of 
employment in a country with a dismal state of unemployment. I also 
drive from Pretoria to Johannesburg everyday I dont see how I can 
afford etoll when the petrol alone is killing me, again me driving to 
Johannesburg daily isnt a chance it isnt pleasurable its exhausHng and I 
have to pay an stop just to get to work? A_er all the income tax 
compulsort medical aid VAT petrol  all these extra fines referred to, 
etols what am I supposed to take home? 5% of my salary? Honestly we 
dont need etols Thembeka

2020-10-08 
20:43:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Bill

2020-10-08 
20:08:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Government is looking for another way to bleed more money from the 
public, so as to  create more funds to plunder Barbara 

helen

2020-10-08 
20:08:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Government is looking for another way to bleed more money from the 
public, so as to  create more funds to plunder Barbara 

helen

2020-10-08 
20:08:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Government is looking for another way to bleed more money from the 
public, so as to  create more funds to plunder Barbara 

helen
2020-10-08 
20:01:13 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jason

2020-10-08 
18:36:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is a another way for government to extort the public. Almost 
every person in Gauteng has said they can't afford to pay e-toll but 
now government wants to force people to pay e-toll. I don't 
understand why our government can't understand that the ciHzen's of 
Gauteng can't afford to pay e-toll!!! Yolande

2020-10-08 
18:32:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I don't think not having a license should be a criminal offense as our 
current licensing departments are so corrupt that you cannot legally 
get a license.(without paying a bribe) Eugene

2020-10-08 
18:18:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What happens when you get false changes? Now you must prove 
younare innocent.  This is not right.  Also, itbis high Hme that etolls are 
scrapped. No one asked for it and it's insane that you take a road 
payed for with taxes and then deciding to make it an etoll route. Liebiën

2020-10-08 
18:18:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What happens when you get false changes? Now you must prove 
younare innocent.  This is not right.  Also, itbis high Hme that etolls are 
scrapped. No one asked for it and it's insane that you take a road 
payed for with taxes and then deciding to make it an etoll route. Liebiën

2020-10-08 
18:18:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What happens when you get false changes? Now you must prove 
younare innocent.  This is not right.  Also, itbis high Hme that etolls are 
scrapped. No one asked for it and it's insane that you take a road 
payed for with taxes and then deciding to make it an etoll route. Liebiën

2020-10-08 
18:17:35 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What happens when you get false changes? Now you must prove 
younare innocent.  This is not right.  Also, itbis high Hme that etolls are 
scrapped. No one asked for it and it's insane that you take a road 
payed for with taxes and then deciding to make it an etoll route. Liebiën

2020-10-08 
18:17:32 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What happens when you get false changes? Now you must prove 
younare innocent.  This is not right.  Also, itbis high Hme that etolls are 
scrapped. No one asked for it and it's insane that you take a road 
payed for with taxes and then deciding to make it an etoll route. Liebiën

2020-10-08 
18:17:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What happens when you get false changes? Now you must prove 
younare innocent.  This is not right.  Also, itbis high Hme that etolls are 
scrapped. No one asked for it and it's insane that you take a road 
payed for with taxes and then deciding to make it an etoll route. Liebiën

2020-10-08 
18:15:54 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Firstly the people who drive recklessly don't get any fines like taxi  's. 
Even if they do they do t pay it. They just bribe the officer's. They don't 
obey any laws. Increasing the fines will just hurt the innocent, who 
obey all the laws and maybe default on a really rare occasion, maybe 
for some emergency or ignorance and the innocent will just suffer 
more. The negligent drivers will conHnue to be negligent and get away 
with it like they have been for as long as I can remember. Secondly tells 
have nothing to do with driving skills. Separate the two. Zaheda 

2020-10-08 
17:56:05 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal The government can't even administrate what they have now. DWJ
2020-10-08 
17:46:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I do not believe we need to be held at ransom for e toll we did not ask 
for it so lose it Norman

2020-10-08 
17:41:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

If you can enforce rules to the unruly taxi's, our roads will be safer. 
They get away with everything, and law respecHng drivers pull on the 
short end.  

Do away with e-toll Stella
2020-10-08 
17:38:41 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Helet
2020-10-08 
17:19:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is a lot of rubbish. They copy other countries cause they are 
incapable and illiterate to enforce good and solid rules. Dennis 

2020-10-08 
17:17:43 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Makes no sense making people pay more for not being able to pay in 
the first place. Doesn't that increase more debt in the country. Just 
makes no sense Bonga

2020-10-08 
16:51:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Louise
2020-10-08 
16:19:25 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Roscoe

2020-10-08 
15:17:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I think these law its going to make lot of people to loose jobs & create 
lot of criminals in the society because other people they working 
because they have licenses . Now I'm against it walter

2020-10-08 
15:08:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This system will lead to more corrupHon by  law enforcement officers 
and severely penalises the motorist. Whilst traffic rules must be 
obeyed, this system would be unnecessary if proper  driver educaHon 
was implemented.. Jeremy

2020-10-08 
14:46:45 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

To me it looks and feels as though this is not for the good of the 
general public but good for the Government to make more money Marianne
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2020-10-08 
14:46:00 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I profusely reject the paying of fines for non-payment of e-tolls. This is 
unconsHtuHonal and the enHre e-toll scheme was put in place without 
proper procedure or public parHcipaHon. 

The criminalising of driving without a licence is unacceptable. There 
are situaHons in which a person has an emergency or needs to drive 
simply to make a living and to be tried as a criminal is nonsensical. 

Rather concentrate on making the licencing system more efficient.  

Is doubling the fines a money making system?! Michelle

2020-10-08 
14:45:10 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The new regulaHons are not aimed at making the roads safer they are 
aimed at increasing revenue. This all the government wants is money 
money and more money. Catherine

2020-10-08 
14:07:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Forcing payment of e-tolls unconsHtuHonal 
This is another way to milk the motorist 
Bribery and corrupHon is sHll very rife amongst officers (when they see 
fit) Zainullah

2020-10-08 
13:47:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Eradicate corrupHon - the current system will then be sufficient to 
enforce the law and penalize transgressors. Taxis are a huge 
contribuHng factor to the high incidence of accidents. CiHzens should 
have the right to defend themselves through the legal system and not 
via a costly appeal process. Pauine

2020-10-08 
13:24:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal This AARTO is overburdening drivers with bureaucrap Ja
2020-10-08 
13:23:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Why should I be penalized for etoll when I was not consulted when it 
was insHtuted Reitumetse 

2020-10-08 
13:07:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I cannot begin to imagine what mess will be created by the appeal 
system when teens are given criminal records willy nilly, please don't 
allow them to enforce the E-tolls, they are already taking enough from 
the electricity, petrol levy and traffic offences. Bhekisizwe

2020-10-08 
12:51:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

There’s more important issues to focus on than this traffic milking 
machine! 
As long as u have corrupt officials & corrupHon is the new normal, 
nothing will EVER work in SA!  
Rather focus on OPERATION CLEANUP first then only will new ideas will 
work!  
Time to Weed out the SHIT!  
It’s All in Ur AcHons so GOYA - get off your Arse & make things happen! James 

2020-10-08 
12:50:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

In top concern secHon all menHoned.  They are incompetent as it is.   
Corrupted to the core.  Regarding E Tolls, how many thousands of us 
were never given the opportunity to have our say.  We cannot afford it 
then what makes them think we can afford it now .  Doubling the 
fines?? no way.  I am so Hred of all there schemes to get more money 
out of us.  Kathryn

2020-10-08 
12:30:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Werner 
Richard

2020-10-08 
12:30:00 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Werner 
Richard

2020-10-08 
11:58:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Leave it as it was.  Make police more visible and stop hiding in bushes. 
If there is a high accident zone you would decrease accidents with 
visible police rather than hiding with a camera. 

Thanks R

2020-10-08 
11:48:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I feel they must stop toll roads, they enrich a select group. Also write 
off all toll money and fines. The goverment/anc are corrupt  with funds 
and money. michiel

2020-10-08 
11:26:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

You cannot give more power to a law enforcement officer under the 
current system as this will just give them more reason to solicit a bribe. 
If they know that the appeal system is ridiculously difficult then it 
makes it easier to be dishonest to force the motorist into a corner to 
pay a bribe. 
Also, throwing in the Tolls saga is outrages. You are going to have many 
law abiding ciHzens turned into criminals. Frank

2020-10-08 
11:24:10 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal this will result in more corrupHon. ahmed
2020-10-08 
11:20:25 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Sort out corrupHon, crime and the taxi industry before looking for ways 
to get more money from already struggling tax payers. Alan

2020-10-08 
11:05:10 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

NOORMAH
OMED 

2020-10-08 
10:47:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal The right to defend one in court must remain in place. Andrew
2020-10-08 
10:46:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Beverly
2020-10-08 
10:06:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It is just going to make us pay for more and take away more of our 
rights. Gabi

2020-10-08 
09:25:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I totally disagree with  any payment  for the E toll in Gauteng. These 
roads were all build and paid for by the public long  before the  
government decided to charge for the E toll. This is ridiculous the 
government is penalizing the public for all there waste of tax payers 
money .  Gail

2020-10-08 
09:20:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What a cheeky way to make the motorist pay ETOLLS - typical of 
corrupHon in this country 

Gayl
2020-10-08 
09:09:13 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Tyran
2020-10-08 
09:03:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Angela

2020-10-08 
09:01:04 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

While in a normal society the bill wouldn't have a negaHve impact, in 
our country such a regulaHon would only be beneficial to the corrupt 
law enforcement officers and officials without impacHng posiHvely on 
the reducHon of the road carnage. Taking away the possibility to access 
a court of law is and cannot be democraHc . Frederic
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2020-10-08 
08:48:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Corne

2020-10-08 
08:46:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is just another easy way for law enforcement to make easy money. 
Just do your jobs and there would be no need for this new system. 
Visible presence, consistent presence and following and applying 
exisHng regulaHons would be more than enough. 
The new proposed law encroaches on motorists civil rights and is just 
another way for the crooks in our government services to make more 
money. 

Just do a decent days working and apply the exisHng laws, instead of 
creaHng yet another system that is open to corrupHon and takes the 
right of motorists away. Mathieu

2020-10-08 
08:42:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal We are living in a Democracy, aren't we??? Bleonie
2020-10-08 
08:40:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Schalk
2020-10-08 
08:35:23 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal leonie
2020-10-08 
08:26:27 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Eugenia
2020-10-08 
08:26:00 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Way to get e tolls paid Pietro 
2020-10-08 
08:20:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The appeal process has to be fair, and allow drivers the opportunity to 
state and defend their cases. Lucas

2020-10-08 
08:16:43 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal carlos

2020-10-08 
08:13:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

1. Doubling the penalHes which arr currently payable. We are not 
working  
2. Doubling fines  
E-Tolls must not even reflect on this bill - They must double the 
number of years / jail Hme for corrupt officials 

Phiwinhlanh
la 

2020-10-08 
08:08:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Nardo
2020-10-08 
07:42:36 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal First  sort out the  Taxis and the corrupHon. Michael
2020-10-08 
07:38:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal I think AARTO is unconsHtuHonal Cor

2020-10-08 
07:37:31 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is unconsHtuHonal taking some ones right away to defend 
themselves in court. Also the same goes for trying to force people to 
pay e tolls. It was erected without public consent and therefore not 
completely legal. 
the laws we have now are enought. enforcement officers are corrupt 
and only the innocent will suffer ..so no. tshepo

2020-10-08 
07:35:09 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Peter
2020-10-08 
07:34:18 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Kathy
2020-10-08 
07:33:55 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal When the taxi bosses  are in jail then we can talk about Changing laws Samantha

2020-10-08 
07:31:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

They want to implement 1st world laws , but they have not able to 
implement basic things like sending noHces for renewal of licenses, 
then its blamed on Post Offices for their Shoddy services, righ�ully so , 
yet we live in fairly modern society. Our email addresses are provided 
to them yet they want to post the noHces. 
Another thing, does this NOT open up avenue for more bribery and 
corrupHon?  
They should get their basics sorted out first and then go forward, but 
this does not happen in SA. They make a mess up with everything and 
then they want to fix at a hell of the cost which is cosHng tax payers. 
OF course, their systems are most of the Hme down, can't even get 
appointment for booking for driver's license renewal. 
They always seems to take one step forward and 5 steps backwards . K.

2020-10-08 
07:23:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Melanie
2020-10-08 
07:17:07 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Frank

2020-10-08 
07:12:32 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Do not agree on below points. Its unfair:--Doubling the penalHes 
(fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. Judd

2020-10-08 
07:12:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

AARTO is clearly just there to make money off of law abiding ciHzens. 
Actual problems like taxi drivers will never be affected. Laws exist they 
need to be enforced. Stop thinking up new crazy laws. Start 
enforcement - and equal treatment of the law. PoliHcians and police 
should not be above the law. George

2020-10-08 
07:08:25 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

My concern is with the E-toll system.  This a a pure form of tax abuse 
by the Government. The E-Toll system has never been officially 
promulgated and they simply started charging you R1500 pm for using 
highways. Its insanely costly. Decide on E-toll first and then start 
charging people. My quesHon is then: Why are we paying tax to start 
with? Vic

2020-10-08 
07:06:56 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Firstly it is a democraHc right for all persons to be able to access the 
courts, that is supposed to be a proper judicial system, there should 
not be a costly appeal , this will also increase bribery and corrupHon 
and unlawful tax drivers are beyond the law in any case. Jacqui

2020-10-08 
07:01:29 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal FaHma
2020-10-08 
06:45:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Anja 
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2020-10-08 
06:40:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Just another way for the ANC government to milk the populaHon. The 
money is drying up so they have to start being creaHve to source funds 
elsewhere.  

I DO NOT SUPPORT ANY OF THIS! Clint

2020-10-08 
06:33:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This system will not work with all the corrupt elements ruling as it will 
only be applicable to whites. 
This is only to benefit someone in parlement financially. 
I repeat, they targeHng whites once again! 
THEY WILL NEVER BRING BACK BACK LAW AND ORDER AS THERE ARE 
TOO MUCH CORRUPTION AROUND! 

Ockie

2020-10-08 
06:32:46 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I feel we are all SA and now all these extra costs , points ...whatever.. is 
just  making it so difficult and more expensive for us all. This is unfair. 
many have lost their jobs...things are so expensive  and this is just a 
way to get more money out of us., increase bribery. etc. Everything 
changing? Why? And here we coukd only Hck on one item. Nothing is 
for the benefit of the people anymore but for the government. My 
vote is a no. Silawyn

2020-10-08 
06:18:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Yolandi 
2020-10-08 
05:46:47 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is just another opportunity for more corrupHon. And I was not 
consulted or did I  agree for them to do the extolling system. Theodor 

2020-10-08 
05:45:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The lawmakers and enforcers seem to have no stomach to do their 
work properly. They simply think that wriHng another law will improve 
the situaHon. Making generaly law abiding ciHzens so_ targets to milk 
money does not solve the problems. 
There is no poliHcal will to tackle the taxi drivers who act with 
impunity. 
Speed traps are set up to catch the unsuspecHng but there is li]le or 
no prosecuHon of mobile offences. 

Why must motorists be fined for not paying e-tolls? Rather add an 
increase to the fuel and the cost of the improvements will soon be 
paid. Dennis

2020-10-08 
05:18:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Just another corrupt system in the government to defraud ciHzens of 
their rights and to get an easy way out without doing any work to 
enforce the law. Johannes

2020-10-08 
04:50:56 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal No! Vanessa

2020-10-08 
04:04:08 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The law is unconsHtuHonal essenHally it says one is guilty unHl they 
prove themselves otherwise. 
The legislaHon should be changed. Bafana

2020-10-08 
02:54:04 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Dirk

2020-10-08 
02:03:13 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

again, a law to punish people because government and quasi 
government enHHes are unable to enforce exisHng laws because of 
incompetence, unwillingness to prosecute favoured persons / enHHes 
and of course just pure laziness on the part of law enforcement 
agencies.  

AARTO has been operaHonal for years in the 2 major Gauteng metros 
and traffic violaHons have conHnued to increase  despite purported 
law enforcement  which consists mainly of lazy traffic police siVng at a 
camera operated speed trap whilst they enjoy the sunshine. the whole 
system is designed to produce revenue for the authoriHes.  

We now have a proposed increase in fines (only interested in earning 
easy money) and the removal of ciHzen rights in a country where law 
enforcement bodies are as corrupt as can be and so remove ciHzens 
rights to object and appeal to the courts of law where even in a totally 
corrupt government system,  the courts are providing protecHon to its 
ciHzens despite all government a]empts to remove same. 

we do not need these draconian laws,. all we need is for law 
enforcement bodies to enforce exisHng laws without fear or favour 
being shown to any person or body of persons. The taxi industry is a 
prime example of a law breaking enHty that is allowed to flaunt the 
law without any real fear of punishment because they simply break 
more laws by striking and obstrucHng other motorists to get 
themselves released from obeying the law.

David 
Llewellyn
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2020-10-08 
02:02:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

again, a law to punish people because government and quasi 
government enHHes are unable to enforce exisHng laws because of 
incompetence, unwillingness to prosecute favoured persons / enHHes 
and of course just pure laziness on the part of law enforcement 
agencies.  

AARTO has been operaHonal for years in the 2 major Gauteng metros 
and traffic violaHons have conHnued to increase  despite purported 
law enforcement  which consists mainly of lazy traffic police siVng at a 
camera operated speed trap whilst they enjoy the sunshine. the whole 
system is designed to produce revenue for the authoriHes.  

We now have a proposed increase in fines (only interested in earning 
easy money) and the removal of ciHzen rights in a country where law 
enforcement bodies are as corrupt as can be and so remove ciHzens 
rights to object and appeal to the courts of law where even in a totally 
corrupt government system,  the courts are providing protecHon to its 
ciHzens despite all government a]empts to remove same. 

we do not need these draconian laws,. all we need is for law 
enforcement bodies to enforce exisHng laws without fear or favour 
being shown to any person or body of persons. The taxi industry is a 
prime example of a law breaking enHty that is allowed to flaunt the 
law without any real fear of punishment because they simply break 
more laws by striking and obstrucHng other motorists to get 
themselves released from obeying the law.

David 
Llewellyn

2020-10-08 
02:01:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

again, a law to punish people because government and quasi 
government enHHes are unable to enforce exisHng laws because of 
incompetence, unwillingness to prosecute favoured persons / enHHes 
and of course just pure laziness on the part of law enforcement 
agencies.  

AARTO has been operaHonal for years in the 2 major Gauteng metros 
and traffic violaHons have conHnued to increase  despite purported 
law enforcement  which consists mainly of lazy traffic police siVng at a 
camera operated speed trap whilst they enjoy the sunshine. the whole 
system is designed to produce revenue for the authoriHes.  

We now have a proposed increase in fines (only interested in earning 
easy money) and the removal of ciHzen rights in a country where law 
enforcement bodies are as corrupt as can be and so remove ciHzens 
rights to object and appeal to the courts of law where even in a totally 
corrupt government system,  the courts are providing protecHon to its 
ciHzens despite all government a]empts to remove same. 

we do not need these draconian laws,. all we need is for law 
enforcement bodies to enforce exisHng laws without fear or favour 
being shown to any person or body of persons. The taxi industry is a 
prime example of a law breaking enHty that is allowed to flaunt the 
law without any real fear of punishment because they simply break 
more laws by striking and obstrucHng other motorists to get 
themselves released from obeying the law.

David 
Llewellyn

2020-10-08 
01:38:16 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I have mulHple issues with this bill. Firstly, you cannot remove a 
persons rights to appeal an infringement before the courts. I dont 
know if this is an a]empt to lessen the burden but that should never 
be a moHvaHng factor. To believe that our jusHce system is 
incorrupHble is a joke. So removing the only fair method of appeal is 
unacceptable. The tribunals will have no over sight and should not 
even occur.  

Secondly, given the huge economic damage  which has been done by 
government before and during the covid pandemic, how can 
government jusHfy doubling the payable fines. Once again 
mismanagement by government has to be covered by the people of 
South Africa. In all honestly fines should be abolished if a demerit 
system is introduced! The only work I see our police to is write fines. 
Time to stop making money and start catching real criminals such as 
violent offenders and state capture criminals! 

Thirdly, the e-toll system should have been scrapped year ago. Yet 
government persists and bow wants to make it a crime. I have said this 
before, our government seems hell bent in making criminals out of 
ordinary ciHzens. This needs to stop, unacceptable.  

Government seems to just want to make more money. This isnt about 
safety. If it was you would do more to curb unsafe taxis and actual hard 
crime. Stop truing to mil ciHzens for every last drop of money and 
actually do your jobs. Your success would improve 100 fold.  

I wholly oppose these changes. 
Stephan

2020-10-08 
00:47:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Are you insane, a]empHng to steal from the already impoverished 
people of South Africa...??? MarHn

2020-10-07 
22:54:53 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I am not interested in lining state coffers with more funds for them to 
squander. Leandri
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2020-10-07 
22:45:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Minibus Taxis are by far the most dangerous driver on the road, 
blatantly disregarding every single rule of the road with impunity. Sadly 
law abiding ciHzens are going to suffer for going slightly over the speed 
limit, or being pulled over by cops who say that the driver went over a 
barrier line whilst he did not.  South Africa is fraught with blatant 
mulH-billion Rand corrupHon and yet we want to punish the average 
ciHzen who abides by the rules of the road although unintenHonally 
break the rules occasionally.  

I think that these rules should first be trialed and applied to minibus 
taxis only and therea_er rolled out to the rest of the road users. We 
are fed up of unroadworthy  taxis with worn out wheel bearings, 
drivers to deliberately drive onto oncoming traffic and intenHonally put 
the lives of their passengers and other road users at risk. Address the 
dangerous road users first, punish those who drive under the influence 
of alcohol and then roll out to the rest of us. Muhammad

2020-10-07 
22:23:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Once again, this new regulaHon will simply be another cash cow for 
top government officials. Farid 

2020-10-07 
22:09:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

My concerns all in these points, the officers can't even protect us right 
now u r only protected if u have money most if the people already 
drive without licences cos they r expired if we can't pay our fines now 
what more if u have to go to court and seek a representaHve  with 
what money and again those with money won't go through all that cos 
they will keep bribing the officers  this is not a soluHon and as for the 
toll gates we were never consulted on those so really how can we be 
forced to pay for a thing we never chose already we r paying taxman 
big money so look we r not interested at all let out government take 
the money that they steal from our country and correct all these 
problems once and for all this is very wrong Zanele

2020-10-07 
22:01:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Another ANC way to steal money for their own pockets!!! George
2020-10-07 
21:31:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jeane]e
2020-10-07 
21:25:49 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal eddie

2020-10-07 
20:45:20 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

How can you expect people to pay taxes which is supposed to allow for 
infrastructure like roads, and then also expect them to pay e-tolls.  
Fining people for not paying tolls, and possible subsequent 
prosecuHon, forces people to limit freedom of movement, WHICH IS 
NOT CONSTITUTIONAL! 
Why are we paying so much taxes, where is the money going to, cause 
clearly it is wasted on crap and supporHng a government of corrupt 
individuals lining their own pockets! Francois

2020-10-07 
20:39:46 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

You can see economic is bad most people are not working how can you 
add another expense I'm saying no 

Mlamuli
2020-10-07 
20:19:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Law enforcement needs to be about safety on the roads. Shelle 
2020-10-07 
19:49:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Nicholas

2020-10-07 
18:53:12 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

What about innocent unHll you are guilty in a court of law.  Aarto 
system is going to enhance the corrupHon possibiliHes for corrupt 
officials Willem

2020-10-07 
18:32:53 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This system can not be enforced. People are le_ without an income 
a_er COVID and losing jobs daily. MunicipaliHes can barely keep track 
of electricity and water how will this be enforced. e-Toll has also failed. 
This is nothing but an a]empt for the corrupt to profit! I do not 
support this! Lindi

2020-10-07 
18:28:19 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I object to paying the etolls which taxes payers money funded in the 
first place and ran into ridiculous overages due to mis-management Nicole 

2020-10-07 
18:05:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Keith

2020-10-07 
17:33:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

E-Tolls must be scrapped and not form part of this act.  Bribery & 
corrupHon is rife in law (un)enforcement and this will just open the 
flood gates.  Govt has a lot of other pressing things to get sorted 
before picking on motorists as easy targets to generate cash.  Motorists 
& motor cars are already the most highly taxed people/items in RSA. Hilton

2020-10-07 
16:56:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

My belangrikste beswaar is dat met hierdie wetgewing probeer word 
om van goeie burgers  kriminele te maak. Dit is slegs in 'n 
kommunisHese land waar burgers se reg tot vrye toegang tot howe  op 
so 'n manier aan bande gelê word.  Wanneer neem die regering 
uiteindelik 'n besluit oor die onregverdige etolstelsel en maak dit dan 
bekend? Nou word dit sommer hier ook betrek.  Arresteer liewer die 
korruptes dan sal julle ook genoeg geld hê, sonder om op enige ander 
wyse geld uit die vuisvoos landsburgers te probeer maak. Pieter

2020-10-07 
16:44:17 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Bina
2020-10-07 
16:41:51 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

More ways for corrupHon and more hassles to get points off name if 
wrongly allocated Frederick 

2020-10-07 
16:39:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I do not believe etolls should be mixed into this... 
I am concerned at the doubling of costs... 
I am concerned that the process is now so cumbersome that people 
are discouraged from appealing if they feel there are discrepancies. 

Theo

2020-10-07 
16:36:59 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Probably 80% of motorists fined for whatever traffic violaHons never 
pay their fines. The fines are evaded through corrupHon, inHmidaHon 
etc. Hence the law-abiding minority will  be made to pay more to 
compensate for the non-paying majority, as happens with water, 
electricity, school fees, train services, income tax and everything else in 
this country. Helen

2020-10-07 
16:35:49 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Oageng
2020-10-07 
16:35:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Gustav
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2020-10-07 
16:20:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Don't agree with the doubling of fines if E Tolls are not paid.  We are 
being taxed enough and  the economy is not  in a good space the extra 
costs will just add to the burden.   Dave

2020-10-07 
16:08:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

As it is, the exisHng system is not being followed... Enforcing non-
payment of e-toll is totally unconsHtuHonal and cannot be enforced 
through AARTO regulaHons or any other way. 
Looks to me as just another way for corrupHon  to flourish. Alison

2020-10-07 
15:55:43 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is just another way to fill the pockets of the already corrupted law 
makers Cobus

2020-10-07 
15:25:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Ian

2020-10-07 
15:19:14 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

As a person who ALWAYS gets pulled over for absolutely no reason at 
all.  My drivers, car licenses are all valid and up to date. I stop at every 
robot and stop street. Indicate all turns. Don't speed.  

This is ridiculous!   

Not only do are traffic cops rude, confrontaHonal and unsafe. Got 
pulled over by a traffic official and he was not wearing a mask. Now 
you want to penalize us more.  

Ag no man. Sort out the roads, the people who don't abide to the law 
of the road. And then, only then , can you then look at changing things.  

Or is the government looking for more money to squander? I am not a 
cash cow.  

This is absolutely ridiculous.  I can't live in this country anymore.  I 
can't live anymore.  

There are much more important things to sort out. Jennifer
2020-10-07 
15:17:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal lara

2020-10-07 
15:16:24 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Will all drivers including Taxi Mini bus drivers be treated the same. 
The taxi drivers will  simply revolt 
This is opening the door to serious corrupHon. Cheaper to bribe that to 
face the  expensive legal costs 
Mr. Minister you lost control a long Hme ago ...... this will NOT solve 
the problem. 
Too many ciHzens are not law abiding and too few traffic police on the 
roads. 
Get them off the cameras onto the patrols. TG

2020-10-07 
15:14:56 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal look at what is policing the roads , you must be joking  right sharon
2020-10-07 
15:08:08 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal The doubling of payable fines, i think the whole system is ridiculous . Kevin

2020-10-07 
15:07:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It's all a huge concern. Doubling the fines?? With an already struggling 
economy?! Not having the right to be heard in court?? E-Tolls?? Are 
you joking? People are opposed to Etolls in any case!! This is just 
another way for the corrupt and greedy to fill their pockets at the 
expense of the ciHzens. Jenny

2020-10-07 
15:01:06 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It seems to be unconsHtuHonal to have to go through several costly 
hoops before being able to get a hearing in a legiHmate court. This, 
together with the doubling of fines, simply plays into the hands of the 
many corrupt  officers soliciHng bribes. Very li]le seems to be done 
about tackling this problem or about  insHtuHng proper law 
enforcement  for all road users, 
including taxis. Graham

2020-10-07 
14:53:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The presumpHon is that a person is considered not guilty unHl proven 
so, the proposed changes places the burden on the person so accused 
to prove his/her innocence. The manner in which the system is to be 
operated will place many persons at risk as the penalty will be imposed 
without proper assessment of the facts etc. Prima facie evidence that 
is not tested will be used to impose a sancHon on a person and the 
person will have to incur the costs to challenge the fine/penalty 
imposed through a costly and extremely burdensome administraHve 
process.   

Imposing fines for not paying e-tolls is introducing an illegal addiHonal 
method of collecHng fees as the e-toll system provides for a 
mechanism to deal with non-payment on an administraHve basis. 

Imposing both fines and demerit points punishes the offender twice, 
which will be ineffecHve and cause unnecessary hardship. Focus should 
be on those aspects that truly impact road safety, and not an approach 
to generate income through fines, and further punishment through a 
demerit system which is a measure introduced to create fear and 
threaten the public. 

No comments on the administraHve ineffecHveness of government and 
rive corrupHon surrounding procurement and roll out required as 
these are comprehensively reported on a daily basis with government 
paying no head to cleaning their own house first. 

Riaan
2020-10-07 
14:50:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal ELIZABETH 

2020-10-07 
14:48:11 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Removing checks and balances is really bad for democracy and rule of 
law. We have had to deal with nasty bureaucrats under Apartheid, now 
you want to do it again! Donn

2020-10-07 
14:45:04 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I certainly do not agree with the proposed amendments.  These 
amendments are going to be applied selecHvely and not to all road 
users.  We all know that. Too much corrupHon going on.  The ANC 
Government is trying to make up for all the stolen money in whichever 
way they see fit.  Joan
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2020-10-07 
14:43:38 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The regulaHon provides further fuel to an already hopelessly corrupt 
system; 
The speed and enforcement regulaHons are inconsistent across the 
country. For example why is the speed limit on the N3 100 between 
Harrismith and Warden, when the road condiHons are no different 
there? 
the eToll system is already completely discredited; 
The legal procedures are cumbersome and expensive. Barry

2020-10-07 
14:32:40 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

E-Tolls are not acceptable as we pay tax on the fuel for roads. Why 
include this when it is not even been resolved yet. 
I see another money making scam in the making and the ordinary 
person will be  penalised for stupid things and the crooks will be 
pockeHng the money. TREVOR

2020-10-07 
14:29:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

As is common lately the onus is to prove oneself innocent and not the 
authoriHes to prove one guilty Dimitri

2020-10-07 
14:29:30 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

A_er almost 10 years this should have been abandoned as it was never 
implemented correctly and is far to costly. Kleo

2020-10-07 
14:18:33 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Like everything else this survey is a waste of Hme they never listen to 
public opinion. They will do as they jolly well please. James 

2020-10-07 
14:10:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Dit is net weer 'n geld stelery want die cancer is bankrot. 
E- tol moet waai. Kersey

2020-10-07 
14:09:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

inconsistence and corrupHon by the law enforcement in SA will make 
this impossible.  Only the innocent will be badly affected. N

2020-10-07 
13:56:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Due to corrupt and poor policing this will only leead to more 
corrupHon. The costly appeal process is unfair to say the least. Andre

2020-10-07 
13:53:15 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The AARTO system has failed in Tswane and JHB, why do we want to 
legislate an already failed system. It is going to result in costly court 
challenges, that are already in place. We have sufficient laws in place 
but there is a dismal lack of law enforcement. Employ persons of 
integrity who are qualified, not cadre's and fat cats. Take back the 
roads from the criminal element by just fair enforcement, backed by 
the courts. Do not infringe on peoples by rights by denying them the 
courts they prefer. The e-toll system is dead, no amount of threats of 
fines or imprisonment is going to convince people to pay e-tolls. It was 
introduced by a corrupt regime to enrich a very small elite. AARTO will 
end up doing the same Charles

2020-10-07 
13:48:53 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

We already have such a corrupt system and now we want to place 
power into these same people's hands to do whatever the hell they 
want and we will basically have no right to defend ourselves - either 
from a financial point of view or from being able to object lawfully to 
anything they want to do. Simply not acceptable because they will 
target the ciHzens they know they can abuse to get money from while 
the illegal tax dealings and corrupHon will just conHnue as normal. I am 
sick and Hred of being milked by this government.  Sharon

2020-10-07 
13:36:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal The more laws the more corrupHon. Herbert

2020-10-07 
13:36:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is just another piece of legislaHon that gives the government more 
control over the law abiding ciHzen, while the non-law abiding will 
have another law to break. Plus it gives traffic authoriHes a chance to 
introduce ridiculous speed restricHons to increase their revenue. When 
one looks at some of the exisHng speed restricHons in both urban and 
rural areas, they are obviously only there for revenue boosHng 
opportuniHes. 
The government should concentrate on enforcing exisHng laws on 
everyone instead of creaHng new laws. Michael

2020-10-07 
13:26:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

I am totally against this. Hidden government agenda to just get more 
money out of the taxpayers. Get the current system working correctly. 
Sort out corrupHon with the police.  Charge more on Fines for Etolls 
that must be scrapped??  It's all about the money, nothing more. Can it 
and do the job right that is there. Prove first that it doesn't work if 
correctly implemented. Joe

2020-10-07 
13:24:58 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

There is enough legislaHon available for traffic control if the traffic law 
enforcement officials would do there jobs properly and conscienHously 
--there is too much slacking ,driving around aimlessly ,shopping and 
avoiding assisHng at traffic snarls and collisions ,especially at peak 
periods Wallace

2020-10-07 
13:10:00 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jacobus
2020-10-07 
13:02:42 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

This is open for corrupHon. Another way of stealing money.  They 
won't get it right. So definately a NO NO Jean 

2020-10-07 
12:42:47 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Why are you passing laws when you don't police the current ones. 

The enHre AARTO system is a failure. NoHces are not received. The 
points system is a farce. 

When noHces were legally received over 10 years ago I appealed most 
of them successfully. 

How will you deliver the NoHces as the post office is currently 
collapsing. 

You can't even get the enaHs website to funcHon. So how can you 
penalise drivers when they can't even get their driving licence renewal 
done. Steven 

2020-10-07 
12:30:53 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Lauren 

2020-10-07 
12:29:28 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

These are totally unacceptable; 
- Alleged infringer has no right to elect to be tried in court 
- Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable 
- Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
- Making it a criminal offense to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license. Lungelo
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2020-10-07 
12:23:52 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jaap

2020-10-07 
12:20:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

it is a system that did not work in the uk and other parts of the world  
now they want to try it in sa our road and the infrastrucktur is not 
build for this and it is just a money making sceam there is not enough 
work force to do the current prossese how will they manage the new 
system ????? kobus

2020-10-07 
12:17:45 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

DISAGREE WITH ALL OF IT 
The dra_ regulaHons are a complete rewrite of the exisHng regulaHons 
and include; 
• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
• Increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators. 
• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 
• Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess 
a driving licence. 
• CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the 
rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled. 

Monique
2020-10-07 
12:16:50 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Jaco

2020-10-07 
12:12:21 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The majority of drivers do not adhere to the current regulaHons 
because law enforcement is inadequate.  Introducing even more, 
mostly unenforceable regulaHons is absurd. Once again, the law 
abiding will have to shoulder the burden for the majority of people for 
whom regulaHons have no meaning. Road safety would have been 
be]er served by the authoriHes applying the funds more 
appropriately.  It's all just too li]le too late now. Craig

2020-10-07 
12:11:37 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The government is intent on stripping the individual of his 
consHtuHonal rights as well as collecHng the income generated by 
fines, etc to fill their back pockets. Julian

2020-10-07 
12:02:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Don’t agree with most of it. Delia
2020-10-07 
11:59:02 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

Sort out the systems we have in place before passing another bill that 
involves corrupHon. Shayne

2020-10-07 
11:59:01 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Louisa

2020-10-07 
11:35:10 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

It's a huge joke that the biggest criminals in South Africa wants to 
enforce these type of laws. How can you dare to treat a person with an 
outdated drivers license like a criminal but it is almost impossible to 
get an appointment to renew it.  
They must get their prioriHes in order. Lewellyn

2020-10-07 
11:33:44 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Edward
2020-10-07 
11:28:22 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

How do you afford to pay E-Tolls etc if people are hardly earning a 
salary?? Eunice

2020-10-07 
11:11:57 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The whole AARTO system is a travesty and not in a million years will 
the e-toll saga ever be accepted or jusHfied. We did not ask for these 
and I fail to see why one should be penalised if they are going to add 
the e-toll fines to one's demerit points.  It has been proven over the 
years since it was implemented in December 2012 that it is not 
accepted and never will be. I have tried to find out what fines I have in 
the system but cannot do so, so it means I need to go to a Post Office 
and ask them to print out for me so that these can be paid. At no stage 
did I ever even receive these fines, so to advise that I have them is a 
disaster. 
AddiHonally I cannot even get an appointment at any Licensing Traffic 
Department, there are simply no appointments available or the 
parHcular office is closed. ROBERTA

2020-10-07 
11:08:56 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal Do these rules apply to the Blue light brigade and the taxis? Pam

2020-10-07 
11:06:03 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

 am absolutely and in no uncertain terms AGAINST the new proposed 
traffic laws, points demerit system and AARTO fines regulaHons. Please 
note that I am not against stricter enforcement of current laws, but I 
am against implemenHng systems (like this) which does not address 
the core of the problems – law enforcement & corrupHon – and that 
will create a situaHon where the more law abiding ciHzens will be 
penalized, whilst those that operate outside the law (i.e. Taxi Industry) 
will simply conHnue to do so. Furthermore, the very premise of the 
proposed regulaHons are unconsHtuHonal and infringe on our rights in 
that 1) It assumes you are guilty before you have had the opportunity 
to quesHon the alleged infringement or defend yourself and that 2) 
you can risk potenHally lose your license (whilst dependent on it for a 
living), because you are immediately assumed to be guilty and 
government processes (to appeal) is bound to be painfully slow and 
inefficient. On top of that, the government has in incredibly bad track 
record for implemenHng and managing systems such as this. In short, it 
is just a money making scheme to squeeze poor South African even 
more with no real interest in addressing the core of problems – law 
enforcement and corrupHon. O 

Nic

2020-10-07 
10:27:39 Gauteng No I do not costly appeal

The people in this country can not afford fines already! 
The people in this country can not afford eToll! 
Stop rapping the ciHzens of South Africa! Leonard

Mpumalanga 26
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2020-11-30 
09:29:57 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal Armand

2020-11-10 
11:21:52 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

Stop overtaxing South Africans. Become more efficient, fire deadwood 
staff, and do your job with what you have. I do not support any further 
taxing or costs levied at all. CiHzens are already overburdened as it is. Dean

2020-10-31 
22:24:10 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

More money to waste. People are struggling to live. There are no work 
opportuniHes and the government and failed state enHHes are just 
looking for ways to exist without adding value Adam

2020-10-28 
08:43:46 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

The real transgressors will not be affected as they will sHll do as they 
like. Danie 

2020-10-15 
17:36:21 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

Omkoop is al klaar n onding nou gaan daar net meer mense in die ry 
staan wat omgekoop wil word Pieter

2020-10-13 
07:51:18 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

Die huidige we]e word nie behoorlik toegepas nie. Hoekom nuwe 
stelsel? Jan

2020-10-12 
06:41:22 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

Doubling the Hcket fee will not ma]ers be]er. The country is in a 
financial disaster, the poor and geVng poorer. Tickets are not being 
pay now as they are expensive, increasing them will not help anyone. 
As for the etolls, trying to charge people for failing to pay them is a 
clear indicaHon of abuse of power. No one wanted them, rather reduce 
the current costs of etolls Thabani 

2020-10-11 
20:14:29 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal MarHn

2020-10-11 
09:17:30 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

It is a manipulaHve system in forcing us to pay e toll etc.  South africans 
already have NO money and now they want to force us to pay even 
more money.  If the poliHcians used our tax money instead of stealing 
it these measurements would not have been needed.  There is no one 
to reinforce our current laws... who do they think are going to 
reinforce the new ones? Ile]e

2020-10-10 
21:51:31 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

there is definitely no need to change anything with the current laws 
and its applicaHon. what needs to be changed is the mindset of traffic 
police officers and the corrupHon which is eroding the whole morality 
of the society. nelton 

2020-10-10 
18:28:24 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

Taxis get away with the law. But I must pay. They can stop, speed and 
not be roadworthy .  And  traffic  Are officers  Above thenlaw Christo

2020-10-10 
06:56:03 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

If our traffic officials were not corrupt, if they were not vindicHve to 
those who don’t bribe, then I would support some of these.  
However, because the integrity and moral compass of our traffic 
officials is so compromised, we would end up losing our licenses  just 
because they hate people with principles and will keep piling offenses 
on us. 

Theophilus
2020-10-10 
05:25:52 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

Nor all drivers work. Where will this money to Appeal come from if we 
struggle to pay our fines even. ANELE

2020-10-10 
00:14:18 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal Actually I object to all these new regulaHons. Stephen 

2020-10-09 
07:56:59 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

it is heading down a road were or rights as ciHzen's of south Africa are 
taken away , and it is opening a huge gap for bribes . its bad enough on 
the road were police stop you and go out of there way to try find 
something they can force you into a bribe..... if government goes that 
route it will be cheaper and more covenant to pay the bribe Quinton

2020-10-09 
06:50:51 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal LeVe

2020-10-09 
00:20:05 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

The fines and what not are already expensive as is from what I've seen 
from other people. Everyone is already struggling with the lockdown 
and our ever collapsing economy. The people certainly cannot afford 
more. It is also our right to try the infringements in court. The way they 
wish to take it away is an infringement in of itself Gerald

2020-10-08 
18:10:11 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal Waste of Hme and money Rishad
2020-10-08 
14:32:53 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal Charles

2020-10-08 
13:17:27 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

I don't agree with any of the amendments. These new regulaHons are 
draconian and impracHcal. Government is unable to enforce exisHng 
laws and now want to add more and worse regulaHons, and bigger 
administraHve burden. Suzel

2020-10-08 
12:32:36 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal Johan

2020-10-08 
10:52:52 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

AARTO is the ulHmate in unconsHtuHonality, motorists are expected to 
simply' believe the state' for any alleged offence without recourse to 
the courts. South Africa has become a police state and unfortunately, 
mostly honest ciHzens are going to pay the price once again. Example; 
camera cases where motorists are required to simply pay admission of 
guilt fines on the strength of a parHcular vehicle registraHon number, 
even where where a registraHon has been "cloned", the representaHon 
process is going to be long and expensive, and how would a person go 
about recHfying demerit points implemented against your driver's 
licence? The postal service is also non-existent so the state can allege 
that you as a motorist/driver, received certain documentaHon which in 
fact you did not, how would you as an individual go about proving the 
contrary? This enHre Act is an absolute disaster, the powers that be 
must go back to the drawing board if they want a fair and just system 
for all! I am a reHred Traffic Chief and have never seen such poor, 
proposed legislaHon in all my 40 years in law enforcement. (ReHred 
City of Cape Town 2005)     Terrence

2020-10-08 
06:05:20 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

The above top concern answer was only selected to complete this form 
and all the selectable answers apply! The enHre system is flawed! It is 
going to lead to many many people sHng in trouble and without 
transport! This is Johan

2020-10-07 
20:00:53 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal

This is patheHc they cannot control the taxis and the way they 
currently drive or are they going to be exempt and treated differently 
as they are being treated currently this is sickening and laughable and 
just another bribery situaHon again gerry

2020-10-07 
17:45:56 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal They will just steal from public Magda
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2020-10-07 
13:10:34 Mpumalanga No I do not costly appeal riana

KwaZulu-Natal 100

2020-11-30 
09:16:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

The appeal is costly and prolonged. Will require a lawyer to expedite 
ma]ers. This implies a financial burden. The government is supposed 
to be concerned for financial well being of its ciHzens at a Hme such as 
this. This system  Wil create job losses for those who are currently 
employed in posiHon of driving and delivering. The law will not be 
applied as the taxi industry will go on strike and special dispensaHon 
will be made for this industry. Osman 

2020-11-28 
18:33:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Abdool
2020-11-28 
14:25:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Gulzaar

2020-11-28 
13:43:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

The absence of the principle of "hear the other side" is absent  as  
these  fines and  consequent  demerit points are  automaHcally 
imposed prior to a proper hearing,  where circumstances may come to 
the fore which establish the innocence of the person being  fined. 
subsequent appeals to the courts of law will prove to be financially 
burdensome to the appellant. Abulhuda

2020-11-23 
10:13:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal siki
2020-11-21 
11:30:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Vashen
2020-11-20 
19:48:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Mahomed 
2020-11-20 
18:30:20 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

New regulaHons do not benefit me as a taxpayer. It's a new burden on 
me which I do not wish to bear. Shafeeqah

2020-11-20 
16:13:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Bradley
2020-11-20 
14:16:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Ismail 
2020-11-05 
10:09:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Another money making scheme that does not address the 
fundamentals of corrupt policing and lawlessness regards taxis, etc. Rabind

2020-11-02 
18:06:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal This makes no sense, and seems another way to get money Kushal
2020-10-28 
16:10:43 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Natasha
2020-10-27 
22:49:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal cleo
2020-10-25 
21:04:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Tracy
2020-10-25 
17:44:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Nicholas 
2020-10-21 
07:50:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Big government is awful. Nozipho 
2020-10-19 
18:31:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Lead to more corrupHon Viviane 

2020-10-19 
18:02:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I disagree with the proposed AARTO RegulaHons because I feel they 
are one more way to squeeze money out of the already overburdened 
South African TaxPayer.  I don't believe they are ethical and moral and I 
do not believe they will be ethically and morally implemented. 

Clare

2020-10-16 
16:52:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Doubling the fines payable will only make it easier for the traffic 
officials to bribe the public.  They are currently like hooligans with the 
way they threaten traffic offenders so that they pay the bribery money 
requested. What program or regulaHon will be imposed by the 
minister to stop that. 
Regular toll statements are not issued up to eight month behind, how 
will this be managed effecHvely. No problem with change, but why 
must the public always be at the receiving end. Heinz

2020-10-15 
08:35:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

the e toll situaHon was imposed without any reasoning with again 
money filtered out of the country without any reasonable reason. 
Should be scrapped but no you want to impose heavier fines on the 
ciHzens of the country that is in dire financial straights due to 
corrupHon again.  
We are not in Europe where things can be run efficiently. How to steal 
is mostly the name of the game. 
Removing the right to defend oneself is totally wrong. 
Time to rethink this whole mess Glenda M

2020-10-14 
18:16:45 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Money by way of fines is not the soluHon ..  
 Take  a look at the driving schools & the legiHmacy of drivers  
license's.. Hghten up on allowing only adequately  proficient drivers on 
the toads..  90% of problems is because of  not  enough experience 
with pracHcal driving.   Drivers are not  abiding by the rules as set 
down from lack of respect for  the system,  including having road 
worthy vehicles .  Monatery fines to the government coiffers  does  
nothing it improve Drivers. Jean

2020-10-14 
14:38:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Taxis although they are necessary they have no clue how to be polite 
or use the road rules correctly. Nothing applies to them. Thus I would 
assume neither will this. My answer is No. Laurent

2020-10-13 
08:39:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Amith
2020-10-12 
19:49:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Valid points.  But where will all the money go? V

2020-10-12 
16:25:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Infringer should have the right to elect to be tried. CiHzens should have 
the right to defend themselves. 

I donot see how this will change the behaviour of the taxi industry.  
This system will again juts penalise the current law obiding ciHzens and 
will not change those that are not obeying the rules. Gert

2020-10-12 
12:09:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

kumanje sisenkingeni ayikho imisebenzi and ubugebengu buningi imali 
ayikho , ukupasisa lomthetho ocindezela abahlwempu , ubulungiswa 
abukho lana. deli
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2020-10-12 
10:46:01 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This is going to increase financial strain on an already overstressed 
ciHzen. Ridwan 

2020-10-12 
08:30:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This new bill is seen as a source of revenue, it should not be its about 
enforcing road rules. 
there should be an appeal system that is user friendly and outside of 
the RTI to ensure objecHvity and fairness to the road user. the current 
legislaHon is draconian. Paul

2020-10-12 
08:12:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal This is unreasonable and an explotaHon of authority pravin

2020-10-11 
17:10:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This is just unfair due to the fact covid 19 has hit and many have been 
retrenched. It is just another financial burden to the middle class 
people and lower class. Dhiveshan 

2020-10-11 
13:56:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Cannot contest fine in court. 
We cannot give so much power to one person, this cause people to 
loose their livelihood, through suspended licence. Ramesh

2020-10-11 
13:38:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Transport Laws are fine to this far, government must look into 
be]ering the country's economy than oppressing people whom are 
already indebted in this Covid19 pandemic, we really do not need this, 
they should be reducing prices than doubling it 

Cooleh
2020-10-11 
07:17:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Rajesh
2020-10-11 
07:17:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Rajesh
2020-10-10 
15:29:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

It appears to be a way for drivers to pay more money. We pay enough 
tax already. Shafeeqah

2020-10-10 
12:32:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

SA is a poor country with high unemployment and poverty. The appeal 
costs are too high.  
The doubling of fines is also unjusHfied considering that the govt itself 
is complicit in most of the problems on our roads...poor maintenance, 
lack of visible policing, corrupt police taking bribes, unroadworthy 
vehicles allowed on our roads, corrupHon in licensing and tesHng of 
drivers etc. The enforcement system is almost invisible to keep drivers 
compliant. Then you punish the motorist disproporHonately for not 
complying. This is grossly unfair Phillip

2020-10-10 
11:35:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Just another way of stealing more public money, it's just another 
money making racket, and infringing on my ConsHtuHonal rights to go 
to court as an innocent party unHl proven guilty in a court of law, like 
all these corrupt cANCers claim when they steal billions. Georg

2020-10-10 
08:19:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

It appears to me that the Government is moving at an enhanced pace 
towards a dictatorship. 
The right to appeal under our jusHce system is being hidden under a 
complex process which will make it near impossible to oppose a fine 
wrongfully issued. 
I also agree with other parHcipants who stated that we are universally 
opposed to E Tolls. 
The massive ,supposed road tax on petrol ,vanishes into the huge 
number of the obscene , huge level of salaries, way beyond private 
enterprise, that the overstocked departments at all levels, are being 
paid. 
Use the petrol road tax what is stated for, instead of stealing it to pay 
for virtually non existence maintenance of our secondry road systems RORIE

2020-10-10 
06:04:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Janet

2020-10-09 
19:34:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

We should have the right to appear in a magistrates court.. We are 
supposedly innocent unHl proven guilty. 

The e toll system did not work and has been forced on motorists. This 
is a way to force payment by criminalising motorists and making the 
systems more onerous and more prone to ongoing corrupHon within 
licensing depts. 

Another administraHve system which will be rife with corrupHon . Fix 
corrupHon first . 

Increasing fines is another money making scheme to bring money into 
the corrupt  and the incompetent . Richard

2020-10-09 
19:03:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

UnconsHtuHonal to remove the right to have case heard in court as 
allows police officer too much space for corrupHon.  
E-tolls are unnecessary as the levy on fuel is already too high, and 
where does that money go?? 
Non carrying of your drivers licence card should not be an offence, but 
non possession of a drivers licence (qualificaHon) should be enforced 
and compulsory court appearance with jail Hme. 
Speed trapping by camera is just for profit as it does not solve the 
immediate speeding problem. The way to stop speeding on a level 
playing field is to stop the speeder and penalize by them by holding in 
an area for a period of Hme that makes their trip much slower, so 
removing the benefit of speeding. Fines don't  bother the wealthy. Peter

2020-10-09 
17:20:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal John

2020-10-09 
16:21:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Fines and e-toll ma]ers have nothing to do with ones driving ability. 
Point demerits should be based on issues that affect ones ability to 
drive and ones responsibility towards other road users.  
Other civic ma]ers and the right to courts should not be infringed 
upon Oscar 

2020-10-09 
14:56:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

One has the right to appear in court. 
Laws are already not policed, how will more laws help? 
This government cannot be trusted, so any new laws are regarded with 
suspicion. Linda
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2020-10-09 
14:18:07 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I don't agree with any of this as I have fines against my name from 
when I was the FO for a company and signed on behalf of the company 
for the vehicle licence renewals but I did not drive these vehicles and 
now there are camera fines against my name and I was not the driver. I 
have tried resolving this but have not had any luck. Fish

2020-10-09 
13:50:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This is nothing more than a money-grabbing exercise as the 
government struggles with mounHng debt and a cash crunch. There is 
no legiHmate reason for this new regulaHon. Traffic police efforts 
should be on curtailing crime, not bringing in cash. Dirk

2020-10-09 
12:22:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Peter
2020-10-09 
10:41:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal This inept regime is just not capable to manage this elaborate system. William
2020-10-09 
10:27:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

The country is already down the tube and now the government wants 
to add further costly burdens to the people Carol

2020-10-09 
10:06:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I do not believe that increasing fines will have any effect on the 
number of transgressions. Every year government increases "sin tax" 
on items such as cigare]es and alcohol yet the number of smokers and 
drinkers has not decreased. this is just another  move for government 
to fill the looted coffers. 

It is against the consHtuHon - which states that every person is 
innocent unHl proven guilty - to take away their civil right to defend 
themselves in a court of law when accused of any type of 
infringement. This should include the right to be heard in a court of 
law in the case of a traffic infringement. 

If court is to be  replaced by wri]en submissions, where does this 
leave the poor who do not have access to internet or money for 
addiHonal data for electronic submissions. 

If submissions are posted, do we trust a post office that is barely 
funcHoning to get a le]er delivered to the right department and to the 
right person? What proof do ciHzens have that  such a submission has 
been sent and received? Who would the ciHzen contact in a 
government that has proven itself to be ineffecHve in so many areas of 
governance to follow up on a submission? 

To double the toll fines is yet another ploy by government to fill  
coffers that have been depleted through crime and corrupHon by 
government officials. CiHzens of South Africa are suffering the 
consequences of this corrupHon already. Why should we, in addiHon, 
also be forced to re-fill these coffers? If toll fines are increased, taxi 
fares will surely be increased as well - negaHvely affecHng the most 
vulnerable in our socieHes. 
This is a dra_ designed by cynical poliHcians  needing to secure extra 
income with li]le or no regard to the well-being, economic survival or 
the benefit and protecHon of the ciHzens of this country who they are 
supposed to serve. Peter

2020-10-09 
09:02:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Just like to be informed if these regulaHons will be enforced against the 
taxi industry as well 
currently the taxi's drivers are driving on the wrong sides of the roads, 
cuVng into the queues 
by forcing their way in front of queueing vehicles, we having 2 line 
traffic turning into 4 lanes, we are sandwiched in the middle, purposely 
driving onto on coming traffic, they have no sense of direcHon and are 
totally lawless. 
Why should others be made to be money bags for the govement, 
when they cannot control 
the taxi industry. 

Lillian
2020-10-09 
08:08:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Just another method for them to get money. Barbara 
2020-10-09 
08:06:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Just another method for them to get their hands on more money. Barbara 
2020-10-09 
05:37:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Peter
2020-10-08 
21:30:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I object to this.....this kind of reglaHo  id absurd . The ordinarh SA 
ciHzrn is not considered.  Myrna

2020-10-08 
21:14:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Kevin 
2020-10-08 
20:40:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Prethie

2020-10-08 
18:18:50 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Seems like another way to extort money from road users. Also I am 
strongly opposed to having two punishments for the same offence. 
Either demerit or fine not both BH 

2020-10-08 
18:00:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Michael

2020-10-08 
16:52:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This does not really adress any problems in sa. The right to be tried in 
court should not be removed, as the cost of appeal will dissuade many 
so corrupt cops will get away with illegal Hckets. Hananeel

2020-10-08 
16:51:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal yusuf

2020-10-08 
15:54:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I think that doubleing the current fines is only going to put a person 
more in debt whereas if you rather put in place a system whereby one 
can pay the current outstanding fines on vechile license and personal 
driving license in installments would be be]er for everyone as this will 
ensure fines are being paid and making it easier on the people. Nigel 

2020-10-08 
15:17:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I am not happy with this system as South African are already over 
burdened with debt, by increasing the risk of not earning an income 
via a tool as a vehicle increasing the risk of losing one's job. Marthinus

2020-10-08 
14:16:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Paul
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2020-10-08 
12:00:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

It is not right that I cannot go to court to challenge a fine and that now 
I will need to have a long drawn out process to remedy the situaHon Peter

2020-10-08 
11:42:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Phakamani 

2020-10-08 
10:31:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

We are, many of us, already on the bread line, where is the the man in 
the street supposed to find the money when most of us can't even find 
a job?  Will these laws apply to EVERYBODY? or will corrupHon play a 
role again. It is a democraHc right to be able to defend yourself in court 
(no admission of guilt). Daphne 

2020-10-08 
09:26:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I feel it is another way to be scammed by the government also more 
corrupHon in the police force Rita

2020-10-08 
08:53:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Taking my rights, to be heard by the court is not fair. Jabulane 

2020-10-08 
08:51:19 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Removing my right to present myself in court to state my case is an 
infringement of human rights.  It is already a fact that many 
government departments do not respond to wri]en submissions.  The 
Post Office is all but defunct.  Given these two facts alone how can this 
be fair to all road users. 
I have always paid my traffic fines if I am guilty of the offence.  Many 
people do not and there seems to be no follow up to pursue these 
defaulters.  It is then offensive to me who complies with the current 
laws and fines, that huge discounts are offered for people to pay all 
their outstanding fines.  If the current system is not enforced how can 
this new system be an improvement? 
I am not opposed to the demerit system but not if there is no fair an 
equitable way to defend yourself when innocent. Steve

2020-10-08 
08:34:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Francis 
2020-10-08 
08:30:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Money making racket because Government can only spent Klasie
2020-10-08 
07:22:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Merwyn 

2020-10-08 
07:16:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I think it’s all a joke, why make more laws when the current ones are 
not even enforced properly. It’s clear that the laws will be applied 
much like the current ones are, against specific sectors of the 
populaHon while others will be le_ to do as they please. These laws 
keep going a_er private road users, when is there going to be stronger 
acHon taken against the biggest dangers on our roads like “hiace” taxi’s 
buses and even trucks. Every Hme I am in my car these 3 road user 
types blatantly disregard the rules/ road signs and common courtesy 
on the road. Jarred

2020-10-08 
07:09:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal New ways to fleece the motorists Ismail

2020-10-08 
06:55:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

I do not agree with this rubbish. Its just another way for the fucking 
government to make more money for the rogues to loot.  
Put all these fuck up ideas in the trash.  
Fine ppl for offences and move forward.  

SHARON
2020-10-08 
06:12:27 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Yusuf 

2020-10-08 
05:22:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. Fanie

2020-10-08 
03:06:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Once again this is draconian enforcement of law removing the rights of 
a fair opportunity to defend ones rights in a court of law. Any doubling 
of current levels of fines is once again just another a]empt to further 
fleece an already stretched tax payer. Iain

2020-10-08 
02:36:35 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Rishi 
2020-10-07 
23:58:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Cynthia
2020-10-07 
20:22:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Londsay

2020-10-07 
20:21:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Government is determined to extend their authoratorianism to all 
pheres of public  life. In my opinion  a_er years of  invesHgaHng  motor 
accidents on public roads, is that  the  current  road ordinances/laws 
provides sufficiently to remove  reckless drivers  from our roads. Izak

2020-10-07 
20:08:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal CorrupHon rules. jenni
2020-10-07 
20:07:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Luthando 
2020-10-07 
19:52:25 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

Like every good idea - this will be corrupt and law abiding ciHzens will 
be punished. Anil

2020-10-07 
18:12:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Ilma

2020-10-07 
16:59:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

The whole thing is ridiculous.  Rules are aimed at so_ targets, doubling 
fines is a money  making racket, real criminals sHll won’t be caught or 
face consequences.   Bribery will conHnue to thrive and fines will not 
be paid by the worst offenders . Lindsay

2020-10-07 
16:42:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Brian
2020-10-07 
16:16:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Mark
2020-10-07 
15:06:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Mohamed

2020-10-07 
14:16:04 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

First start enforcing the law on your criminal poliHcians and 
connecHons before targeHng innocent tax paying ciHzens. 

Recoup money from all your thieving corrupt poliHcian pigs. Stop 
targeHng easy targets you good for nothing idiots. Azgar

2020-10-07 
13:28:15 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This  act does not allow for the consHtuHonal "innocent unHl proven 
guilty".  The costs to appeal a system that is not to be trusted is 
ludicrous Raven
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2020-10-07 
13:02:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Graham

2020-10-07 
12:45:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

The current rules and regulaHons are sufficient but without being 
enforced, they are useless. Each day we see, for example, taxis 
breaking every law there is yet they conHnue to be a menace on the 
roads through lack of enforcement. 
My main concern is that the average motorist will be vicHmized by the 
applicaHon of this new system and it will not be implemented fairly 
across the board. 
Secondly, with this new system the motorist is guilty unHl proven 
innocent, rather than innocent unHl proven guilty. The appeal process 
is so tedious, complicated and expensive that the average motorist will 
be at a complete disadvantage when trying to prove innocence. 
No, I do not agree with the new system and repeat that IF the current 
rules and regulaHons were enforced fully and correctly then they 
would be more than adequate. 
Harsher penalHes do not in themselves create be]er drivers. 
In Hmes gone by motorists would o_en be advised/spoken to by a 
police office/metro police telling them (coaching them) about 
infringements, without even a fine being issued. This also helped the 
relaHonship between motorists and law enforcement to be more 
amicable rather than a heavy handed approach. 
NO, I do not agree with the new traffic act. 

Keith

2020-10-07 
12:25:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

To Whom it may concern, 
Government failed to manage SOE's. Subsequently Government failed 
to manage COVID19 funds due to pre-exisHng lack of controls 
highlighted by auditor general. Before the government introduces new 
laws they must manage the old ones. New laws confuse not only public 
but also the enforcement officials. Yes we want law and order, but 
lately it seems there are laws but no order. Laws are wri]en so that 
selected people can be charged whilst others who are poliHcally 
connected break the laws without any consequences, as experienced 
during Covid19 lockdown.  
This means there is no order.  
And law without order is fuHle and results into the country being 
governed into the doldrums. 
A demerit system for eg on drunken driving makes sort off sense. But 
the allocaHon of points to vehicle license disks is only going to affect 
the people who want to comply. There are vehicles travelling on roads 
with no roadworthiness and false number plates. Such vehicles will be 
exempt from the proposed system because they are in any case not 
complying, and the proposed legislaHon will encourage even more non 
roadworthy vehicles and chancers driving on the roads. Selected 
members of public will be prosecuted and others can conHnue because 
of some connecHons, due to no orderly processes applied by officials 
in general. Yes one cannot say this for all officials but the majority is 
failing on equal treatment to all.  
Our jails are full, government released true criminals(thieves, rapist, 
fraudsters, maybe even murderer's) from jails when pandemic started, 
yet they want to criminalise non compliance on traffic act??? Because 
jails are too full it is not pracHcal to criminalize minor offences. 
Government just wants to dish out more penalHes and bail monies to 
take even more from ciHzens. CriminalisaHon is just added to 
pressurize ciHzens of RSA. Public will not be happy with government 
and even more protests will emerge. It looks like this is what 
Government invites. Create Chaos so that nobody sees what they do 
behind the scenes with the addiHonal penalty monies collected based 
on the new legislaHon. 
WRT costs: all tollgates are a wasted exercise, only another type of tax 
whilst employing people operaHng tollgates and SANRAL which adds 
zero value to the economy. Such posiHons are of parasiHc nature to our 
country. Just pulling RSA down so we are less compeHHve to 
manufacturing in China and India to name a few, and hence less work 
opportuniHes contribuHong directly to the economy, esp in 
manufacturing sector.  
Doubling e-toll fines is not the answer. Tollgates should be closed and 
the fuel levy must be used to fund road maintenance and upgrades. A 
much simpler and less costly department to run, saving million in 
taxpayer monies. Just to build a single tollgate costed RSA millions if 
not billions, but even so, it is sHll sensefull to close ALL of the tollgates, 
because the operaHonal expenses are  addiHonal parasites eaHng away 
central government funds. Government must stop trying to create 
work by adding legislaHon and departments to manage the new laws.  
Their a]empts of supplying funding for certain job creaHon iniHaHves 
are just luring corrupt individuals. Create a simple operaHons 
environment with only criHcal legislaHon and bin the rest of laws, then 
the private sector will create the jobs everyone needs. Make people 
self sustaining not dependent on government, because government 
monies do dry up the way it is currently managed. Eventually all 
ciHzens end up in poverty. This is the current governments agenda, to 
make everyone dependent on them whilst they cannot provide for 
everyone.  
Bin the proposed AARTO regulaHons and relax many other regulaHons 
to encourage more employer's to hire people and get the true 
producHve economy going. - Don't add laws and departments that add 
to overhead expenses.  

Mark
2020-10-07 
12:16:39 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal Shanna
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2020-10-07 
12:12:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This is dra_ed like it is so that they can easily extract money from 
motorists without court acHon and appeals will be costly. The  way 
laws are applied in  South Africa  already leave a hell of a lot to be 
desired....double standards are striking....between how the laws are 
applied to motorists as opposed to taxis as an example. We do not 
need even more laws when they are not even enforcing the current 
laws properly. It is absolute bullshit the government be allowed to rip 
ciHzens off while looHng the countries coffers!!! Magnum

2020-10-07 
11:34:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not costly appeal

This is really a lot of bull, this so called Government does not even 
know how to run our country. They have run out of money and what 
be]er way to fill their pockets. Only the whites will be caught the 
Taxies will never be stopped. what's good for the Goose is good for the 
Gander . (Be]er start building more courts) Pedro

North West 17
2020-11-30 
06:54:27 North West No I do not costly appeal Chris
2020-10-13 
07:13:35 North West No I do not costly appeal Simoné
2020-10-13 
07:13:09 North West No I do not costly appeal Simoné
2020-10-13 
07:12:54 North West No I do not costly appeal Simoné
2020-10-12 
07:47:23 North West No I do not costly appeal Bertus

2020-10-12 
05:38:24 North West No I do not costly appeal

South Africa has adequate traffic laws to address the basic lawlessness 
of a large part of its driving community. However, the execuHon of 
these laws by ill-trained, lazy and corrupt traffi Len

2020-10-12 
05:29:58 North West No I do not costly appeal Lourens
2020-10-09 
08:15:15 North West No I do not costly appeal

They could rather sart enforcing current laws, taxis overtaking on 
yellow lines, unroadworthy vehicles, etc. Steph

2020-10-09 
06:08:01 North West No I do not costly appeal

This whole system is just another way to state uneptocraHc behavior 
and ways of the current communist regime. Riaan

2020-10-08 
14:42:39 North West No I do not costly appeal

I can't choose one of the above points. 
All are ridiculous. 
South Africans don't have money for food, where are we going to get 
the money for double fines.What happens if we can't drive to work. 
Who is going to pay my salary. 
E-Toll:  I won't pay. 
The jails are already full.  Where are they going to put the criminals 
without licences? 
How are South Africans (already poor) going to afford a]orneys. 
NO NO NO THO THIS NEW MONEY MAKING SCHEME 

Rene
2020-10-08 
12:17:26 North West No I do not costly appeal

Die regering kan nie my  wetlike  reg om  in n hof my saak te gaan stel 
van my wegneem en dit vervang met  n tribunaal nie William

2020-10-08 
08:34:10 North West No I do not costly appeal

This system/law, just like any other government system/law will only 
be implemented and targeted at a certain group of people. Are the 
lawless taxi gangs/mafia going to be included in this system/law, or will 
they sHll be able to be above the law? Vincent

2020-10-08 
07:06:24 North West No I do not costly appeal

Dit gaan weer net vir seker mense geld. 

Gert 
2020-10-07 
17:35:16 North West No I do not costly appeal

The officials will acept bribes and will never be a fair way forward and 
dishonist Philip

2020-10-07 
14:35:22 North West No I do not costly appeal

Most of the South African ciHzens barely get enough money to scrape 
an existence on a month-to-month basis, and cannot fully afford the 
fine.  A fine is perfect if a law was broken, but to appeal an unlawful 
fine will suddenly become so costly that it falls out of the league of 
most SA'ns. The new appeal process and the costs involved will only 
cause a large increase in false transgressions, with the fine and costly 
appeal process being used as a moHvaHon for a bribe to make the fine 
"go away. Henrico

2020-10-07 
12:58:28 North West No I do not costly appeal Greg

2020-10-07 
11:21:21 North West No I do not costly appeal

Traffic rules are not followed especially at traffic stops and robots. 
Visible policing is the answer not increase of fines to pay. Catch the 
people who disobey and money paid will be sufficient. Ilse

Western Cape 230

2020-11-25 
16:13:33 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This enHre bill is wri]en as if enforcement & systems are working 
perfectly.  

It puts further responsibiliHes on ciHzens to ignore the short comings 
of AARTO Ryan

2020-11-15 
10:14:55 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The cost involved to appeal a fine. Findings ways to get motorists to 
pay traffic fines. No recourse if you want to dispute. Simon 

2020-11-12 
19:32:08 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

South  Africans are already overburdened and struggling. Why are we 
trying to put more hurdles in our peoples way to make a living? Please 
rethink these amendments and help to create a be]er SA. Ryan

2020-11-10 
15:00:21 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Nico
2020-11-06 
17:59:50 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Julia
2020-11-03 
16:51:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Sandra
2020-11-02 
23:56:05 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

cost implicaHons on normal motorist is high enough at present levels 
without adding to the expense of people whom need to travel to Caleb

2020-11-02 
20:30:13 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Imraan

2020-11-02 
09:43:41 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

We will now be punished three Hmes for a single offence. Rather work 
on improving the administraHon and enforcement of the current laws. 
Stop thinking of new ways to punish the general public for your 
shor�alls. Jacques
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2020-11-01 
13:45:54 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Doubling of traffic fines is simply another rip-off. Not to menHon the 
Hme and costs involved in appeals etc. Paddy

2020-10-29 
08:54:08 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Amelia
2020-10-28 
23:25:21 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Why double the fine amount. Sounds like another way to make money Michael
2020-10-28 
19:32:15 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Adriaan
2020-10-27 
18:12:18 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Wrong on so many levels.  ANC must have a special commi]ee  to 
come up with insane ideas. Steven

2020-10-27 
15:53:43 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Just another way of making money and creaHng a less democraHc 
system. Annabel

2020-10-27 
07:43:49 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal This is a money makiany scheme Ilana
2020-10-26 
06:50:12 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Prebashni

2020-10-25 
13:09:23 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I wish to add my voice to other dissenHng applicaHons, in parHcular 
those of the Automobile AssociaHon (AA), with the biggest concern to 
note being that this legislaHon appears to be a revenue/tax collecHon 
exercise , wrapped in a misleading wrapper of "road safety". 

In parHcular, the R100 admin levy that is charged, regardless of 
whether a fine is successfully disputed - a charge that has recently 
been dubbed in the media as a "stealth tax" -  is unconscionable.  This 
charge is ripe for abuse, and given that we, the free ciHzens of this 
country, has an ever-eroding level of faith in whether the acHons of 
officials are bona fide (in parHcular if they are ANC or EFF cadres), it is 
very likely that millions of "fines" will flow (when the ciHzen should not 
have been fined in the first place), with the sole hope of collecHon 
these admin charges. 

It is very clear that yet again, this is about REVENUE COLLECTION, and 
NOT SAFETY, and that the ANC government is decepHvely looking for a 
way, yet again, to not only milk an overtaxed populous further, but to 
also fill their coffers with further funds to loot, as they have done with 
impunity over the last 26 years. 

Then, there is the proposed charge of R240(!) Rand simply for the 
"privilege" of querying demerit points. This is highway robbery of the 
most duplicitous kind. 

This bill should be seen for what it is - another opportunity for ANC 
and/or EFF cadres to  generate a pot of gold to loot for the purposes of 
enriching themselves, and should be rejected in its enHrety. Johan

2020-10-25 
11:21:29 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The job of aarto was to protect the ciHzens... Now it about money.. 
They need to stop milking the people naking it hard to fight a fine that 
incorrect... Like they in cape town hide cameras they should be bright 
orange to get ciHzens to slow down.. Also they love puVng carmeras 
on a down hill they meed to be checked Sergio

2020-10-24 
21:11:22 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This proposed legislaHon is a total failure. If the current useless system 
cannot run fluently, then AARTO is born dead. Z

2020-10-24 
17:12:10 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Money making racket Desiree

2020-10-24 
17:06:01 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Most of the proposed 'addiHonal' legislaHon has laws pertaining to 
those offences. Apply the law, don't break the people. 
The burden on the public of an unyielding bureaucracy  to prove unfair 
penalisaHon in quesHoning a demerit or a fine is already impossible for 
the public to resolve without  incurring expensive liHgaHon.  

Barbie
2020-10-24 
13:21:43 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Edward 
2020-10-23 
21:21:58 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Pietersen

2020-10-23 
20:23:49 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

These changes have nothing to do with road safety, just another way to 
get more money in the pockets of the corrupt. ExisHng road rules are 
not enforced, why not start by enforcing the basic road rules. No need 
for new ones Ross

2020-10-23 
15:35:37 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal rob

2020-10-23 
11:31:07 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Changing the system won't improve the situaHon which lacks actually 
policing and enforcement. So many people of driving unroadworthy 
vehicles with no insurance and bought licences but lets focus on the 
for the most part law abiding individuals.  
Remember you can get so much milk from the same cow. 
Stop trying to introduce new costly systems and fix the exisHng 
systems. Currently people are queueing for hours/days just to try and 
pay their vehicle licences or renew their drivers licences whilst the taxi 
industry is growing numbers and becoming less law abiding every day. 
An annual RWC would go a long way to improve safety on the road  
and then focussing on the repeat offenders not the person who 
occasionally gets a speeding fine from a camera hidden behind a bush, 
where the speed limit drops. Angus

2020-10-23 
10:21:02 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This sounds like another money making scheme with no benefit to 
anybody except the government Dennis

2020-10-23 
07:31:28 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The Government's  coffers  have been depleted  due to corrupHon , 
this is yet another  method  of  extorHng  taxes from the public.  

If the Government  wants to be proacHve control  the unlawful  
aVtudes  of some taxi driver's. Ian

2020-10-23 
06:36:06 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

UnHl something is done about the reckless taxi drivers, I don't think it 
is fair that normal road users have to lose points while you have taxi 
drivers who sHl drive o. Pavements or even threatening other cars if 
they can't burst in Dean
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2020-10-21 
10:35:24 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This new laws are just a loop hole to steal more from ciHzans and to 
take more bribes.  And to take law into their own hands. It cannot even 
be controlled now, how will it be controlled in future.  The police 
system are the corrupt people and system and more fraud will just be 
calculated.  I am against all new regulaHons, rather patrol the roads 
be]er and take acHon of the taxis etc that are in the wrong. Irma

2020-10-20 
05:05:09 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Nicole

2020-10-19 
15:59:12 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

It does not help to create rules and regulaHons when excecuHon of the 
rules and regulaHons for people differs. Rules must be executed 
equally for all people on all levels., the excuHve and the bricklayer 
must be dealt with on the same level eg fines for speed etc. 

costly appeal 
Unfortunately this is another first world system that is being imposed 
on our third world country...another scheme to get money into 
government coffers ripe for plunder!! 
We already have a problem with the lack of proper policing, the focus 
on so_ targets instead of those that cause major infringements. 
Tax payers are already over burdened. 
I do my upmost to sHck to the speed limits and obey the rules of the 
road. 

Jenny

2020-10-18 
16:09:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The proposed system of appeal undermines the rights of ciHzens as it 
will prove too costly for the majority of South Africans. All ciHzens 
should have access to imparHal  courts. Malcolm

2020-10-15 
09:25:09 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Poor training and judgement by law enforcement officers will  
currently cause and will cause many costly appeals due to poor 
training. Adding more administraHve burden on ciHzens to combat yet 
another inefficient and incompetent state department. Nino

2020-10-15 
07:15:30 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

As it is motorists are far stretched money wise, companies need 
support, the stringent rules will cripple many, who have suffered 
greatly at the covid-19 saga. The Hming is ro]en and very unfair. Or is 
it the aim to hinder everyone more? Why not create opportunity by 
making videos on road safety for all to watch? And all the rules of the 
road to all? People need support now more than ever, not more 
punishment! Linda

2020-10-14 
12:32:31 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal George

2020-10-14 
09:16:09 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

There is no money due to state mismanagement and now you sHll 
want to bleed the public even more than you already have. 
This is proof of no brains to move on but harping on the past Corrie

2020-10-14 
08:42:46 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Fern

2020-10-14 
08:35:48 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

We do not live in China, we have a country with a good consHtuHon 
and good people, do not destroy this. It is a heritage from our beloved 
Madiba. Laws like these do not belong in a free democraHc country. 
We must easily and without any cost be able to represent ourselves in 
a just court of law. In no way must we be seen as guilty before even 
being given a right to represent outselves. 

With all the corrupHon and false number plates doing the rounds this 
would be disastrous. 

I do not consent to being treated like a criminal without first having fair 
legal representaHon. This are draconian laws that do not belong in our 
beauHful country! Joffrey

2020-10-14 
07:00:17 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Quayyoom

2020-10-13 
20:45:48 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

By removing one's right to have ma]ers handled in a court of law 
resembles the draconian, authoritarian and unlawful habits of an 
unscrupulous government. Whereever this has happened in RSA, the 
administraHon has been bad and unjust. I vehemently oppose the 
AARTO regulaHons. Jason

2020-10-13 
15:22:57 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I might also add that I do not agree with the regulaHons with regard to 
the toll system and the demerit system. This is going to cause renewed 
red tape and opportuniHes for corrupHon, of which we have had 
enough!!! Denise

2020-10-13 
12:20:10 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This  AARTO regulaHons it violent our constuHonal rights it gives more 
powers to law enforcement agencies  is not giving you a right to disput 
the summons automaHcally without fairness of a trial where the 
accused can raised his side of the story before the judge mzwabantu

2020-10-13 
11:32:02 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I object  to expensive tribunals, lowering of demerited points. Doubling 
of traffic fines which was already doubled and criminalized traffic 
violaHons. This is an enormous so called sin tax, whereby the tax payer 
is increasingly  burdened with increased tariffs, making it impossible to 
present him/herself before a court of law. Just to remind, vehicle 
drivers already pay taxis in the form of yearly vehicle licenses, PDP's, 
petrol usage, road worthy cerHficates and other adhoc tariffs with no 
reducHon in fees/ tax rebates for the private owner. In fact, all vehicle 
owners pay for the upgrading of roads they driving on as part of the 
yearly license fees. All in all, Local government will only get increased 
funds which will cover the salaries, vehicles, overHme of Traffic officials 
and make huge profits. However, local government is not there to 
make profits but to keep law and order on public roads to prevent the 
abovemenHoned "lawlessness fine system".  Please start by inisiaHng 
law Enforcement  traffic regulaHons on public roads  thereby assisHng 
in the real dissapline / control of road users. Secondly root out 
corrupHon of the issuing of  drivers licence to unworthy drivers. We 
have to look where lawness started before new regulaHon / fines is to 
be impemented. Denver

2020-10-12 
22:10:13 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

First get the current system to work properly. Sort out corrupHon to 
gain more funds. Arno
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2020-10-12 
15:39:07 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

1. Infringer should have the right to elect to be tried. CiHzens should 
have the right to defend themselves 

2. Not sure how the increase of demerit points will ensure that the 
rules of the road Will be adhere to.  The taxi 's on the road gets away 
but the law abiding ciHzen who makes a mistake gets punished.  This 
seems like creaHng more administraHon in an office and less law 
enforcement on the roads 

3. How can you think of doubling penalHes.  
We human. We make mistakes. We should get penalised for errors 
made but to cripple the middle to lower income bracket people by 
doubling the fines.  We just coming out of an economic damaged state 
due to Covid. This is not the right Hme.  

4. This is just a money making racket. The already heavily taxed 
working class being forced to Paying e-toll to get to work and make a 
living.  Then also loose points and risk of loosing their licence so they 
won't be able to get to work. The people of this country is already 
crippled. Financially. We already being taxed on our fuel and we 
already paying to keep our vehicles licenced.  The upkeep of the roads 
should come from that and not addiHonal toll fees.  

I agree if you never had a licence and have not passed the test you 
placing other lives at risk and should be like a criminal offence. The 
quesHon  
It is unclear if the drivers licence has expired if this also deem to be as 
driving without licence.  This can't be a criminal offence as the person 
driving knows the road rules. It is circumstances that could have 
caused the licence to laps. 

6. RehabilitaHon program might seem a good idea. But how would 
someone who has a full Hme job be able to a]end and also get to the 
venue if they unable to drive.  They already relying on others to get 
them to their place of work. (the program should be available prior to 
the loss of licence to reverse the loss of points) What would the cost 
be for the individual to a]end this program.  

Yes stricter rules required for taxi's as they transport civilians who 
place their lives in the hands of the driver and vehicle owner.  

The RegulaHons need rethinking. We want safety on the roads, yes. 
Possible Visible shaming of offenders. Like learner sHcker displayed for 
a learner, let offenders be forced to drive with an indicaHon to other 
drivers on the road that they have failed to adhere to road rules. But 
not financial death to the already struggling working class. 
 Leana

2020-10-12 
12:46:32 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

You cannot have a demerit system without a merit system. It is ruthless 
money grabbing and has nothing to do with road safety. Every year of 
'clean' driving should be rewarded with merit points  to offset  the 
demerit points. Driving a decade without demerits deserve a load full 
of merits. Charles

2020-10-12 
11:18:35 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Sylvia
2020-10-12 
10:06:31 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Natheema
2020-10-12 
09:29:24 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Traffic fines are already to high as they stand. Jason

2020-10-12 
08:55:52 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Criminalizing driving without a drivers licence in your possession does 
not make sense. if the driver had a valid licence and this can be verified 
by the traffic department records, why would you then say the person 
driving has commi]ed a crime. a payable fine is a be]er soluHon. We 
all know people have mulHple wallets/bags. if it so happens that you 
use a different bag/wallet that does not have your licence, then you 
become a criminal? it's basically saying if you can be criminally charged 
for forgeVng your wallet/bag at home. this is extreme and 
unnecessary. 

Now one has to go through the court process to argue their reason for 
not having their valid driver's licence with them. Wasteful use of the 
courts. Frans

2020-10-12 
08:54:56 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

AARTO considers you guilty before you have a chance to appeal. 
The law states that you are innocent unHl proven guilty. 
It will be a nightmare to try and reverse demerit points in a situaHon 
where an over zealous traffic officer has fined you incorrectly. Gustav

2020-10-12 
08:33:04 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

As a driver trying to make a honest living and with the number of 
traffic officials hiding in bushes with speed traps I will be without a job 
in no Hme then what? Our economy is already in shambles caused by 
corrupHon and unemployment numbers rising. Roche

2020-10-12 
07:49:17 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

These regulaHons impose an unfair and expensive process to defend 
against alleged fines. A case of guilty unHl proven innocent. Tomas

2020-10-12 
07:39:41 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal COLIN

2020-10-12 
05:40:28 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This is a whole lot of nonsense changing traffic laws. Doubling up the 
fines that are already expensive is rediculous. Traffic officials have Hme 
to waste hiding in bushes but they fail to take vehicles off the road that 
is illegal or a danger. Put the Hme and money that they are spending to 
change laws into repairing the roads in the colored communiHes and 
geVng the drug lords and gangsters out of the areas Melissa

2020-10-11 
13:49:49 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Every person has the right to appear in court before being found guilty 
of any charges. Rheta 

2020-10-11 
13:47:40 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal None Erica
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2020-10-11 
11:18:50 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Susan

2020-10-11 
09:32:10 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

These laws are draconian and infringes on my rights.  They are 
indicaHve of a totalitarian system and police state and contrary to our 
consHtuHon Danie 

2020-10-11 
08:45:38 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

In a failing economy we trying to place more burdens, more 
restricHons and increase of tariffs instead of understanding the people 
and making it easier for all Mogammad 

2020-10-11 
07:30:09 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This is just another corrupt way of the government filling there 
pockets, they are obviously running out of ideas due to been 
uneducated assholes 

Brian 
Desmond

2020-10-11 
07:23:35 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

What will happen to proxies.  Like Saps and big companies.   
Saps members that are on duty and because of work have to do high 
speed  driving . Donovan 

2020-10-11 
05:26:32 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Ma]

2020-10-11 
02:49:55 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

MunicipaliHes should look at a cheaper way to enforce the Law 
Vehical licences and fines are way to much as it is already and Prices 
thereof should be 50% reducee and this alone brings missmanagment 
of that sector as a whole to mind 
When is Goverment going to start to give back our roads are in a 
unsafe state as it is half of them is not even tarred ,street lights that 
are not working and malfuncHoning robots every 2nd day  
Covid 19 affected us all ask your ANC Goverment for money of that 500 
billion if your department needs it so much and stop forwarding your 
bill to the Tax payer we had enough for paying for other people's 
crimes. Ryan

2020-10-11 
02:16:03 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

South Africans are barely geVng by, unnecessary increased costs for 
traffic violaHons is rediculous Izelle

2020-10-10 
20:25:13 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

It is just another way of geVng money from the honest ciHzens of S.A. 
Most drivers don't have a lisence so how are you going to punish 
them? 
More crap from the idiots. Godfrey

2020-10-10 
17:51:01 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Carina
2020-10-10 
16:23:23 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Elton

2020-10-10 
12:20:24 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Ons ryoppervlaktes is n groot probleem . 
Die boetes wat alreeds opgelê word is gans te hoog 
Dis het vir die staat net te maklik geword om geld te gryp op die 
manier, want hulle kan nie werk skep nie en "handouts" word al meer 
en groter wat druk op die staatskas plaas. Ons ken mos nou al die 
"MINISTER" met sy belaglikhede. 
Bv. Taxie eienaars moet nou n salaris kry dan sal die geweld en moorde 
stop. Kan u sien waarom soek hy GELD....ALLES OË VERBLINDERY. Chris

2020-10-10 
11:52:46 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal One cannot be found guilty without a fair hearing first. Annabel

2020-10-10 
11:46:32 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The local authority use traffic fines to improve their income.  With the 
new AARTO traffic officers can now fine people for any reason and the 
driver will have no means to test his guilt in court.  More fines will 
allow the municipality to build their finances which can go into the 
pockets of Council Management. Heinrich

2020-10-10 
11:42:24 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This will be too onerous money wise  and  cruel to motorists. Also 
guilty before trial is UnconsHtuHonal. Arthur

2020-10-10 
11:17:03 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I do not support the new AARTO regulaHons. The government  wants  
to  treat a person with a small  traffic offense like a criminal. This is also 
just another means  of  making more money out of already heavily tax-
burdened ciHzens. Rather sort out the real criminals. Irna

2020-10-10 
10:16:13 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 

Do  not agree with the above - payment of e-toll and legal right to 
appear before a independent court taken away and replaced with 
administraHve tribunal. Nic

2020-10-10 
08:19:35 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Michele
2020-10-10 
07:26:08 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal We should have the right to represent in court. jusHn
2020-10-10 
07:19:02 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Jolene 
2020-10-09 
20:33:32 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Pedro 

2020-10-09 
20:00:31 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The regulaHons are already too draconian and any a]empt to increase 
them is an invasion of our democraHc rights.  This appears to be an 
a]empt to make money off the driving populaHon to fund the ever 
hungry corrupHon machine. Don

2020-10-09 
18:41:46 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Another money making scheme.  
Do not agree with it at all.  ESP doubling the fines. Elouwize

2020-10-09 
16:50:58 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The fines are already so costly even if I get one or two a year.  
The demerit system may Result in drivers license lost and especially 
who depend on it to make an income would be devastaHng.  Most 
households can only afford to live Hand to mouth. Admin costs for 
annual licensing and maintenance costs are enough to pay out.  

Tashreeq 
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2020-10-09 
16:30:20 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Aarto's existence and legal status as I understand it is being challenged. 
That said I have a problem with the fines system which appears to be 
centered upon cash generaHon rather than educaHng or encouraging 
offenders to drive be]er. Moving violaHons, other than speed trapping 
are seldom policed eg driving slowly in passing lanes, not observing 
traffic lights, not stopping at stop streets, illegally using hazzard lights 
and blocking traffic, cuVng in from incorrect lanes,etc. terrence

2020-10-09 
15:30:16 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Ilizma

2020-10-09 
14:02:14 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I demand the right to defend myself in an open court of law. The Etoll 
system has already been discredited and  is being disputed by OUTA 
and others - I will not agree to any law which forces my to abide by a 
discredited pracHce like e-tolling. And I do not support doubling of 
traffic fines. This is merely another extorHon of (certain secHons of) 
the motoring public. When taxis and all other vehicles on the road are 
treated equally, we can talk again. In the meanHme it seems that as 
long as you boyco] and break things and threaten violence in large 
numbers, you get a free pass, while the law abiding ciHzen is fleeced by 
a corrupt government. No and NO. Mike

2020-10-09 
13:47:19 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I do not agree to any law where I cannot defend myself in a court of 
law.  Regre]ably this will target ciHzens who are generally law abiding 
who may slip up. Money making  This has nothing to do with road 
safety. As a professional driver, I do not feel safe on the road. There is 
no visible policing.  They are all hiding behind cameras.  The offenders 
speed past and conHnue doing so. Think traffic officers go to hiding 
classes.  Get these offenders to stop and take them to task 
immediately. We sHll have to share the roads with them.  Fines will not 
stop this. It never has. Nobody is stopped.  Licences roadworthyness, 
tailgaHng and reckless driving all ignored.  Increased fines meaningless. Mark

2020-10-09 
13:38:26 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

NO to removing our right to a court 
NO to introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators 
NO to doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them Dennis

2020-10-09 
12:07:29 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The problems that arise is not caused by the laws that's in place but by 
lack of proper administraHon. The exisHng Western Cape laws are 
more than enough to penalize offenders, it's the administraHon that's 
failing it's effecHveness. I'm against any change to the traffic laws. Alten

2020-10-09 
11:30:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Werner
2020-10-09 
11:10:26 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Emma 

2020-10-09 
11:06:58 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

SA Government seems bent on screwing the average ciHzen again and 
again.   Higher fines, higher this, higher that.   Now it is proposed that 
our right to a court of law for alleged violaHons is also threatened.    It 
seems endless - why not fix the current mess on the roads before 
embarking on yet another slew of regulaHons and controls which no 
doubt will not be properly managed and the taxi drivers will conHnue 
to wage war on our roads with impunity. Sandra

2020-10-09 
10:59:36 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The provisions of the AARTO regulaHons enable any authority to make 
the accused  guilty of an alleged offence unHl proven innocent.   The 
burden of proof of innocence then rests on the accused who is forced 
to follow a costly administraHve process in order to have the 
accusaHon reviewed.   Appeals to a court for jusHce  follows a long and 
tortuous path which is unfair and loaded against the accused all the 
way. 
The basis of our consHtuHon provides for the following: 
1.   The Government enacts laws which ciHzens must abide by. 
2.   The Police and other government watchdogs are responsible for 
policing the laws, laying charges against non-compliant ciHzens and 
preparing prosecuHon documentaHon. 
3.  The courts are responsible for assessing the charges along with the 
prosecuHon documentaHon, for hearing the accused's explanaHons or 
defense and then and only then deciding if the accused is guilty as 
charged by the authority or not.   If guilty the court is then obliged to 
decide on the punishment depending on the offence and the 
circumstances. 
AARTO does not comply with the above principles, is therefore 
unconsHtuHonal and should never be enacted in its proposed form as 
it is contrary to the provisions and spirit of our consHtuHon.  
Only our courts a_er carefully assessing the circumstances of an 
offence can properly decide on an appropriate sancHon for someone 
found guilty of an offence. 
By an accused pleading guilty to an offence and accepHng the laid 
down sancHon is the  only way a court hearing can be avoided.   If the 
accused does not accept either their guilt or the proposed sancHon as 
laid down they are enHtled to  await a court hearing in order to plead 
their case.   This is our law and no a]empt to avoid this process should 
be enacted by way of diversionary legislaHon such as that proposed by 
way of AARTO David

2020-10-09 
10:41:22 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Not being allowed to defend oneself in court is an appalling approach.  
Taking away legal rights is unacceptable. 

Higher fines means a form of tax increase.  The people have ben 
impoverished by state.  No more money to pay. 

State is a provably incompetent administrator. A more complex system 
will fail.  So another outsource contract needed which means more 
the_, more corrupHon. 

Ill thought out, stupid approaches. robin
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2020-10-09 
09:42:50 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

It is absolutely not correct to make any traffic offence not defendable 
in court. This wri]en submission with a cost is not consHtuHonal. This 
scheme cannot be tolerated in our society. 
Also the burden on a lazy and unco-operaHve legal system will make it 
impossible to manage. No one will be able to defend themselves. 
This whole aarto system is inconsHtuHonal. 
This shoulkd be passed through the consHtuHonal court before 
anything like aart goes live. Rolff

2020-10-09 
09:24:55 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Sharon

2020-10-09 
09:24:23 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

In an already corrupt sector you now want to charge more for fines? I 
understand that some drivers purposefully ignore rules of the road, 
but some of us make a yearly mistake and then get  bombed with a 
hea_y fine that no one can afford to pay!  
Why would you take away a consHtuHonal right to appear in court, I 
have done this and had the fine reduced because the traffic dept. were 
being ridiculous! Also, why should one now have to pay for appeals 
etc. Again more corrupHon and money stealing. So sick of this 
government trying to bend more laws to make extra $$$$ Sell the 
private jets, stop the lush parHes, and the millions of rand spent on 
crap. Carren

2020-10-09 
09:20:51 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Not enough traffic officials Elma 
2020-10-09 
09:10:11 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Isnt our economy crippled enough, and dont we have bigger problems 
to deal with? G

2020-10-09 
08:33:45 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Making non payment of e-toll as a criminal offence is not appropriate. 
Speeding fines are not criminal offences, running traffic lights is also 
not, and these are o_en more serious and have major impact.  

Clinton

2020-10-09 
08:21:40 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

No right to be heard in a court of law. 

Criminalizing non payment of eTolls. A system "we the people" do not 
want. 
Imagine standing in the dock next to a murderer ? 

Doubling fines... again the big sHck been used to burden the already 
overburdened 
motorist to augment municipal coffers which are been scammed as we 
speak. 

The whole act is designed to elicit another way of enabling the 
looters!!!! Nothing 
to do with road safety AT ALL Ronel

2020-10-09 
06:27:14 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Enforcement of exisHng rules and regulaHons should be done Nadir
2020-10-09 
06:20:54 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal I do not support this change. Stefan
2020-10-09 
06:09:02 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Enforce the current laws correctly Craig 
2020-10-09 
02:32:49 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Just more costs to the average tax payer and we shoudl alwyas have a 
right to defend our case in court Samantha

2020-10-09 
02:06:03 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal I totally disagree with this Johann

2020-10-09 
01:35:52 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

These amendments will only put more pressure on the working class 
carrying the economy!!!! The traffic dept already have their hands full 
with lawlessness by Taxi’s and drunk drivers! Focus on the real 
problems instead of pe]y things! This is purely a money making 
gimmick! Marike

2020-10-08 
21:45:55 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Gail 

2020-10-08 
21:15:20 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Double the fines, in these hard Hmes...Just another money making 
SCAM from this government, not caring about its ciHzens... Just more 
robbing... Lodewyk

2020-10-08 
21:05:35 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

i do not agree with not being able to go to court to fight a Hcket.. i am 
innocent unHl proven guilty. 
i do not agree with just double of the fines 
i do not agree with increasing the fines for non payment of tolls 
i think that only the law abiding ciHzens will be fined and might end up 
with a criminal record.  

i would feel differently in taxi drivers were to be treated the same way sandy
2020-10-08 
20:36:28 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The regulaHons limit the offenders access to the court, which is an 
unacceptable limitaHon of our rights as ciHzens. Mark

2020-10-08 
18:26:25 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal This is nothing but another money making scheme. Ian
2020-10-08 
18:13:29 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Anne-Marie

2020-10-08 
17:45:14 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Increase the demirt points for all drivers and the system should apply 
to all especially  the taxi drivers. I also think  that there should be some 
leniency to emergency response persons like myself as I am a disaster 
manager  but make use of own vehicle when responding. The fines 
shouldn't  be increased as we as the ciHzens are already struggling to 
pay the fine rates as is, how will we be able to pay them if they are 
increased.  I also don't  agree that one should go through the whole 
process  of wriHng the license exam and doing the driving test once 
your license have been canceled it will cost too much Lee-Ann 

2020-10-08 
17:08:09 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This will do nothing to reduce traffic accidents  as most people will just 
as before ignore the rules and drive without a license. Visable policing 
is the only way. Also your rights that you are innocent unHl proved 
guilty are being taken away Anton 

2020-10-08 
17:07:55 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Louis
2020-10-08 
16:17:24 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Ron
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2020-10-08 
16:01:07 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Re: costs... In the new post-Covid-19 South Africa it seems anything 
goes. Since when does a health crisis open up doors for Gov to try to 
pass so many new bills and regulaHons? If Gov wants money, then look 
no further than the so-called indigent in the townships. They laugh at 
Gov while smoking and drinking the weekend away. Charge each adult 
in each shack R50 per month for the patch of land they use, the water 
they waste and the elec they steal... (and don't believe them when 
they cry poverty, they have the money). Gov will soon be super duper 
rich and they'll no doubt waste it, like they did the R550 billion for 
"covid relief" - whatever!! :( Jean

2020-10-08 
15:52:53 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The traffic police already have too much power which at Hmes is 
abused. The appeal system is too cumbersome. . The points system in 
SA will not be uniformly applied eg Taxis  Charles

2020-10-08 
15:34:11 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Charging addiHonal fees via eTolls is not fair to ciHzens who already 
pay via their taxes to build suitable roads. Evan

2020-10-08 
14:57:04 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Money making racket Johann 
2020-10-08 
14:37:14 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal I respect being innocent unHl proven guilty Penny
2020-10-08 
14:15:26 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Ginny

2020-10-08 
14:12:34 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I believe it has nothing to do with road sa_ey, I am 76 years old and 
FIRMLY believe it's a money making racket and a way of stealing even 
more of our hard earned cash. Ben

2020-10-08 
14:09:34 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Poor decisionmaking once again.  Milking the motorist dry in the worst 
economic climate ever. Belinda

2020-10-08 
13:48:41 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Phila
2020-10-08 
13:31:00 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

CiHzens should have the right to defend themselves through the legal 
system and not having to go via a costly apeal process. Dawid

2020-10-08 
13:23:31 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Anton
2020-10-08 
13:02:15 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Top concern: CORRUPTION. The whole government is corrupt. Marney

2020-10-08 
12:57:29 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This is not how a democracy should operate. The new regulaHons are 
draconian and will eventually bankrupt the economy. 
Make the effort to enforce the laws that already exist that will help 
rather Kirsty

2020-10-08 
12:53:50 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Rose

2020-10-08 
12:33:17 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Corrupt traffic officials in SA is a major problem.  Law-abiding ciHzens 
have the right to challenge their fines in a court of law when we see 
taxis etc. breaking the laws with impunity. 

South Africans did not vote for E-tolls, it was forced upon us. We 
already pay licence fees, fuel & road taxes,  taxes on vehicle sales, 
income tax... we are taxed to death and our roads are in a bad state, 
bar City Cape Town for which we are thankful for a well run DA-led 
municipality. Sandy 

2020-10-08 
12:28:34 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The system we currently have, is riddled with fraud.  Doubling fines 
and penalHes will increase fraud.   
It is any person's Human Right to elect to be tried in court, denying this 
Right is a direct violaHon of our ConsHtuHon. Liesl

2020-10-08 
12:01:55 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I cannot afford to pay double fines, the cost implicaHon for normal 
South Africans is way too high.  

You should be allowed to defend yourself in court if need too, plus the 
demerit system system hardly stops illegal drivers already so why 
change it? Glen

2020-10-08 
11:33:50 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

How are they going to enforce this?....the minibus taxi drivers won't 
change their aVtude and will sHll do as they wish and not pay fines 
anyhow. 
The mainly law abiding ciHzens are the only ones who will be policed. Gareth

2020-10-08 
11:28:01 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This is infringing on our rights to go to court adjudicaHon.  Do they 
think that doubling fines is going to help? What protecHon do we have 
from fraudsters? charles

2020-10-08 
11:26:32 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

They are making it impossible for a ciHzen to appeal a fine or ruling, 
this is not democracy and cannot be acceptable. Earl

2020-10-08 
10:56:46 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Another law that removes the rights of its ciHzens and a way to make 
more cash that will be wasted due to corrupHon. rowland

2020-10-08 
10:38:16 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Anne

2020-10-08 
10:08:52 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

South Africans are already struggling finacially. Its tyranny to double 
fines and force e-toll and then remove our right to tried in court. We 
know taxis aren't paying anything. We're a third world country, without 
old cars most people wont have any transport like in other African 
countries. Government should be easing up on these things and just 
do their jobs enforcing laws we already have and not let taxis own the 
road. Tim

2020-10-08 
09:49:39 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal nick
2020-10-08 
09:48:01 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Erica 
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2020-10-08 
09:18:02 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

To start I would like to state that I fully support penalHes to improve 
driving safety. 
My concern comes with the penalising of people using the demerit 
system for things like late car license renwal. This is a financial taxaHon 
issue and has nothing to do with safer driving on our roads and as such 
has nothing to do with the penalty system! 

Then there is the turning driving without a license into a criminal act. 
Yes I would like to have only licensed drivers on the road. But by 
criminalising it, we will only be filling our already over burdened 
criminal courts and prisons with more  more people!   

So for these reasons I cannot support the new regulaHons! 
Mark

2020-10-08 
08:59:54 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This is another a]empt by this useless government to EXTORT money 
from the taxpayer. 
They need to find a system that is FAIR and not a COMMUNIST system 
that assumes guilt and makes it almost IMPOSSIBLE to get a fair 
hearing. 

Time to get ri dof these communist layabouts once and for all. Ed

2020-10-08 
08:53:24 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I think there can be other methods to be more strict, but to make it a 
criminal offense is not Right, and double the payment, people are 
already struggling in this country, the government is not helping they 
are want more out of us Nazley

2020-10-08 
08:39:07 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The authoriHes cannot enforce the law as it is, how are they going to 
enforce the new regulaHons. Some of the officers are not competent 
enough to enforce the law. One MUST have the right to have access to 
a court of law and be able top appeal any decision. David

2020-10-08 
08:25:01 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The removal of the right to trial in court before being found guilty of an 
offence Hendrik

2020-10-08 
08:20:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I do not agree with the Act. Its unconsHtuHonal and creates a heavy 
burden on the administraHon. This act changes the way people appeal 
to  traffic offences,despite a mechanism having to have be adopted for 
years and it working. It does not follow proper service and people will 
be given fines despite there being a possibility that they would have 
not received it (I have 5 emails. i dont use all and Whatsapp can be 
changed too) . This Act is problemaHc and is open to a floodgate of 
liHgaHon. It should not be adopted Tasneem

2020-10-08 
08:07:17 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

It doesn't make sense to implement something like this when the first 
issue has not been addresses yet and that is the law of enforcement on 
our roads.  
How can you give a person (who doesn't have a licence) 3 demerit 
points on their non-exisHng licence?  
Our current financial situaHon makes the proposed fines a ridiculous 
amount. If people aren't even paying the current fines - what makes 
you think that this will work by increasing them? 
I think that this also makes way for more corrupt police officers. I think 
fix the basics first before trying to put in a 1st world system into a 3rd 
world country. Sheralee

2020-10-08 
07:56:50 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal I doubt whether it will be correctly impkemented Marie

2020-10-08 
07:53:00 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Why take away our legal right to represent ourselves? Makes no sense.  
Admin will be flooded with le]ers. Who says the prosecutor will even 
read our le]ers?  Le]ers might be read months or even years a_er the 
due date  to appear in court   .  Our traffic fine disputes could go on for 
years whereas we represent ourselves the ma]ers gets sorted almost 
immediately. Nuraan 

2020-10-08 
07:49:12 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Just another money making scheme targeHng so_ targets Lean

2020-10-08 
07:48:34 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

It's a racket to squeeze more money from motorists.  Corrupt cops will 
issue fines just to illicit bribes. It won't improve road safety. Focus on 
the 60% of drivers who are unlicensed and unroadworthy vehicles James

2020-10-08 
07:43:08 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This opens the door to abuse for those without the Hme and means to 
defend themselves Marius

2020-10-08 
07:39:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

No benefit to ciHzens. This would only prove what they really a_er. 
Money money and more money.  It would be far more useful to rid the 
corrupHon and other more serious ma]ers in this country rather than 
implement this. Jean

2020-10-08 
07:33:58 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Doubling the penalHes (fines) is absolute madness. We already pay 
taxes on literally everything. We even pay taxes using money that was 
already taxed, for instance buying petrol. You pay tax when you get 
your salary and then you pay road tax again when you fill up. There is 
no reason for tolls if the government simply does not waste the tax we 
already pay. Looks like they are running out of money again and now 
we as taxpayers get to cover the difference! Adam

2020-10-08 
07:29:27 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The system has worked just fine all of the years. This system seems like 
another method of accruing more money for a corrupted  government. Heath

2020-10-08 
07:20:37 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Benjamin
2020-10-08 
07:08:43 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Every situaHon is ludicrous. Wilfred
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2020-10-08 
07:08:19 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

1. If you remove courts from the system it becomes undemocrateic 
which I understand to be unconsHtuHonal. The law then is seated in 
the hands a traffic official ted who is not the most educated individual 
to be found. Appealing a traffic fines would become costly lengthy and 
cumbersome. 

2. Doubling of exisHng fines is also wrong. The law then becomes 
retrospecHve which is wrong. 

3. What is the misinformaHon that needs to be corrected. 

4. I think that it appears to be a badly thought out change to the law 
done by and unqualified person. 

Bruce

2020-10-08 
07:02:22 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Traffic officers will use this as an opportunity for corrupt ends. Also the 
doubling of infringement fines are unnecessary if you apply a merit 
system. License suspension will open up a new avenue for corrupHon. 
If current regulaHons are enforced correctly and ethically, no need for 
this act. Enforce correcHon with traffic officers and not motorists Eric

2020-10-08 
07:01:38 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

How does it help anyone when you double the money for traffic fines. 
It doesn't make sense.  
Be]er training and bigger presence of the law enforcement.  

Gerald

2020-10-08 
06:44:16 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This is a very puniHve way of trying to improve the system.  Rather try 
a reward approach. For example if you have not had an offence for a 
whole year/ two, your car license renewal will be discounted ……… This 
will moHvate posiHve behaviour . 
The poor and working class (lower middle income) are going to suffer.  
Their daily challenge is to earn money to put food on the table .  The 
enHre transport system is flawed.  No trains, busfare expensive, fuel 
expensive, etc....  How will people get to work and take their children 
to school if their license is revoked because they cannot afford to pay 
all the fines.  
The poor taxi industry is a cut throat industry  because drivers have to 
meet target to pay the owner his 'someHmes unrealisHc fee' .  The 
anxiety,, stress and frustraHon of  South Africans will increase 
tremendously. 
We have to look at our infrastructure and a]empt to make life just a 
bit be]er for our ciHzens and not add to their already stressfull lives. 

Jawaya
2020-10-08 
06:41:26 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Just another plot to disenfranchise the hardworking segment of South 
African peoples. Richard

2020-10-08 
06:22:31 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Jacques

2020-10-08 
06:18:15 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

My understanding of our consHtuHon  is that you are enHtled to 
defend yourself in a court of law and that you are innocent unHl 
proven guilty. From what I read it appears that the consHtuHon is side 
stepped and you are guilty unHl proven innocent. Richard 

2020-10-08 
06:15:50 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Currently we are unable to pay any fines or Hckets due to cost of living 
how will this work in the favour of our low income economy, our 
Ministers are self centered and not thinking of how this will impact our 
poorest of the poor Chuma 

2020-10-08 
05:58:01 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

If they want to rewrite all they must start everyone on a clear slate. 
Chrismari

2020-10-08 
04:02:54 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This will only lead to corrupHon and this will take away the 
fundamental rights of ciHzens 

Tumiso
2020-10-08 
02:53:46 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Ale]a

2020-10-08 
02:23:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

None of this is about road safety. This is about more power to an enHty 
that is already corrupt. Nothing in it will make our roads any safer but 
will add further unnecessary burdens on the economy. It will be 
economically damaging as businesses with many cars will be affected 
negaHvely. It also happened to me that I got an unfair fine as I did not 
want to give my lunch to an official. I want to defend myself in court. 
This new law will promote corrupHon and power abuse Susi

2020-10-08 
00:48:25 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Why can't this government understand that the vast majority of people 
in SA are struggling to make ends meet. Increasing fines and penalHes 
will just make an angry naHon angrier. As an ex-driver, I had a co-
worker who drove like a maniac but never paid any of his fines, 
because his traffic officer wife would just 'squash' them, while other 
co-workers simply bought their code 10 licenses. Out on the roads, I 
noHced that traffic officers broke the rules of the road as much as the 
taxi drivers, not to menHon the bribes they hand out. These changes 
will just push corrupHon to even higher levels. The corrupt government 
is just looking for more ways to make up for their state looHng. Robin

2020-10-07 
22:37:33 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Shady

2020-10-07 
22:26:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

this is just another piece of  legislaHon which will do next to nothing 
towards making our roads safer for  users but will simply  increase  
administraHve costs and provide  more opportuniHes for corrupt traffic 
officials. phil

2020-10-07 
22:03:36 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Sig

2020-10-07 
21:54:40 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

How is this forced fines consHtuHonal? What will happen if someone 
steals my number plates, and use it for crime or get fines with it. What 
happened to my day in court? This is just another way of forcing 
money from cash strapped ciHzens, which will be stolen, as everything 
else is stolen. ChrisHan
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2020-10-07 
21:11:09 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Insanity. More control. The real offenders sHll conHnue to kill people 
on the road. The rest of us just get robbed. Estelle

2020-10-07 
21:09:13 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Lynda 
2020-10-07 
21:04:58 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Angelene
2020-10-07 
20:57:31 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Your right ro go to court when appropriate cannot be removed Ian 
2020-10-07 
20:51:20 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Emptying locals pockets again .. Rushdie
2020-10-07 
20:44:25 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Brenda
2020-10-07 
20:43:24 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Meer geld wat gemors gaan word Jasper
2020-10-07 
20:35:15 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Lorraine

2020-10-07 
20:17:16 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Unable to manage the present system. Under the new regulaHons the 
only people to suffer (even more) will be the law abiding ciHzens that 
comply with the present regulaHons. 
Changing the rules  will not solve the problem. Proper policing, (non 
abusive or corrupt) is the only answer. Michele

2020-10-07 
20:05:14 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

To be honest, you lost the argument when you started banging on 
about eTolls again - just accept that the horse is dead and lay the poor 
thing to rest. 

Otherwise, this is just another money-grabbing exercise that won't be 
enforced correctly, fairly or evenly. 
The police can't enforce the laws they already have, so giving them 
even more power won't make any difference to the problem you're 
trying to solve. Jason

2020-10-07 
18:18:00 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I could only select one top concern - but all the available opHons are 
top concerns.  The other top concerns are failure to enforce the 
exisHng laws by traffic police, corrupHon and vicHmisaHon of the 
innocent by the inept. 

Enforce the exisHng laws, don't hide like a criminal in the bush to 
collect fines for xmas bonuses, fix the lawlessness with the taxis, then 
we can talk again... 

AARTO is a farce. JW

2020-10-07 
18:14:09 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The toll thing is a total and illegal farce-should be TOTALLY 
scrapped.Making no license a CRIMINAL offence is ludicrous UNLESS 
said person causes a FATAL accident. John

2020-10-07 
18:08:00 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This is a total violaHon of our consHtusional rights, you are inocent 
unHll proven guilty. 

Chris
2020-10-07 
17:20:07 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Barend
2020-10-07 
17:07:45 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Rodney

2020-10-07 
16:38:13 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The idea of being guilty unHl you appeal is unacceptable in a country 
where the law enforcement agencies are incompetent and even 
corrupt Keith

2020-10-07 
16:19:25 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I'm all for puVng safety measures in place for road users but I think 
this is just another excuse for government to collect money from the 
public, money that will likely end up in the pockets of those who are 
corrupt. Zi

2020-10-07 
16:15:10 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

No to these new laws which want to push us more towards total state 
control. Sean

2020-10-07 
15:54:21 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Most of these regulaHons could be unconsHtuHonal.  The complete bill 
should be tested in the supreme court before proceeding.  The right to 
appear before the court is one of these.  Tribunals will be poliHcal and 
will be weighted against the ciHzen, favoring the state.  Jan

2020-10-07 
15:49:29 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Dont change the rules fix the problem Yvonne

2020-10-07 
15:45:53 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Only if taxis and corrupt government officials are fined the same as the 
man in the street, AND  ARE FORCED TO PAY THE FINES, then i have no 
problem with doubling fines.   
Toll roads are already too expensive. 
In terms of our ConsHtuHon, one had a right to argue the merits of the 
case in court. CHARLES

2020-10-07 
15:28:44 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Road safety should not be used as an excuse to make money. Mike 

2020-10-07 
15:22:07 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I object all these regulaHons. As these costs will filter down to 
consumers at the end of the day. If government officials did not steal 
money, I bet none of these regulaHons would have been applicable.  
This is just an addiHonal way to fill the deficit the country is 
experiencing at the moment. Nicole

2020-10-07 
15:19:14 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal erle

2020-10-07 
15:15:55 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

You are only concerned with geVng more money from persons with 
fixed traceable addresses.  
You put the burden of guilt onto the driver. 
What are you going to do about taking illegal taxis, trucks and cars and 
their drivers off the road? Nothing because you will not and cannot 
enforce this administraHve nightmare to everyone equally. 

George
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2020-10-07 
15:13:48 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Road rules are just about the only laws that enforced, and that's ONLY 
because such enforcement is a revenue generator for the local 
authoriHes. 

And it's unthinkable that a driver who has been "trapped" should not 
be able to defend him/herself in a court.  We know that the 
"enforcers" are untrustworthy, and the "authoriHes" are going to 
automaHcally take their word over ours?  But then I guess that just 
about says it all for the way things are here. Peter

2020-10-07 
15:08:54 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

1. Crazy to remove an "alleged infringer's" exisHng right to elect to be 
tried in court. 
2. Why increase the number of demirit points? They should stay as is. 
3. Why double the penalHes (fines) - people will not be able to pay 
them. Yvonne

2020-10-07 
14:51:11 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

This law will infringe upon my consHtuHonal rights . Furthermore it will 
open up doors for extorHon , bribery and corrupHon which is already a 
systemic problem in SA and widely believed to be rife amongst the law 
enforcement officials.  
It will definitely make the poor suffer more because they don’t have 
the financial means to carry legal costs to defend their rights. Current 
legislaHon is already a problem in the effecHve enforcement in the real 
world. This draconian legislaHon will be extremely costly to enforce 
and has li]le chance of achieving any meaningful improvements in the 
bo]om line. 

Marius 

2020-10-07 
14:34:54 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court - 
NO 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable - NO 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them - NO Pilar

2020-10-07 
14:32:35 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I do not support this bill as this is just another money making scheme. 
Law abiding ciHzens will be treated like criminals. Hester

2020-10-07 
14:27:22 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

You intend to double fines, yet fail to enforce fines currently issued.  

You plan to make driving without a license a ‘criminal offense’ yet 
prisons are over-flowing.  

In the end it will be the people that suffer. These amendments are 
irraHonal. Albert

2020-10-07 
14:20:47 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The taxpayer will get nailed once again. Traffics don't enforce rules 
where it is actually a big problem, because of safety reasons. They'd 
rather go to middle class neighborhoods where it is safe. Thus, double 
standards and killing the middle class again. Marthinus

2020-10-07 
13:45:51 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Removing an infringers right to be tried in court, is infringing on our 
rights. We should have the right to take a case to court, this country do 
not need more corrupt tribunals to enforce laws, we have the court for 
that. 
Doubling penalHes is unfair and just another way for this country to 
cripple it's already crippled economy. Go make money with the state-
owned companies, not by overtaxing and penalising your ciHzens. 
E-toll should just be disconHnued as it was against the ciHzens will and 
doubling fines is not going to change the situaHon that the ciHzens of 
this country feels that the government is only trying to milk every cent 
that we earn from us. Do not double the fines, disconHnue the money 
wasHng iniHaHve. 
I do not think driving without a licence jusHfies a criminal offence 
against one's name unless one is involved in public transport ie buses, 
taxis, etc. If there is an emergency and nobody else is available and the 
person is capable, fine them, but do no make a criminal out of a 
person driving, that is insane. SomeHmes it is a mere technicality that 
qualifies a person to be driving without a licence and that shouldn't 
consHtute a criminal offence. It is starHng to feel that according to our 
communist government, everything the ciHzens do that they do not 
approve of should consHtute a criminal offence and that is not how it 
works in a democracy. 
I believe the demerit system is a good way to go but it should be fair 
and properly implemented which I unfortunately do not think will be 
done with our incapable, corrupt and over-zealous traffic officials. Maggie

2020-10-07 
13:45:28 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Look at the present chaos with the inability of insHtuHons to manage 
the renewal of car and driver's licenses.  Eventually we did it online, 
but have since received two fines.  I want the opportunity to defend 
my case in court - a right now to be taken away from me, replaced by a 
system that will be as ineffecHve as so many other government and 
municipal offices. Rene]e

2020-10-07 
13:44:40 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal All these laws means nothing if safety offences are not policed. Francois

2020-10-07 
13:28:56 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Just another  way enable corrupHon. It would not be necessary if the 
authoriHes did their jobs in the first place,all the laws are already in 
place. John

2020-10-07 
13:26:14 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

The right to  be able to choose for a trial is a basic right in the 
consHtuHon and cannot be swiped away with mere traffic 
management regulaHons/laws. Increasing fines will only mean higher 
bribes for the "mostly" corrupt and inept enforcement officers. Just do 
your jobs and APPLY the EXISTING and SUFFICIENT traffic rules and the 
roads will be safer and you will sHll  make money out of the trespassers 
who will carry on as normal but this Hme at a cost. 
The government went into the e-tolls  without proper consultaHon 
with the general public and the methods of calculaHng exisHng toll fees 
are kept an absolute secret - they are fleecing the general public with 
these le_ right and center. G
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2020-10-07 
13:22:36 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

You should be given your day in court before you are found guilty. 
ExisHng laws are enough, but should be enforced properly. This seems 
to be just another way this corrupt government is trying to make more 
money from the people of South Africa. CorrupHon breeds corrupHon 
and South Africa is now recognized as the most corrupt country in the 
world. All the curent acHons seems to be an eye-blind to pacify the 
populaHon of this country. jacques

2020-10-07 
13:11:07 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

It seems as if you are targeHng the legal minority. Majority of people 
don't pay their fines or even have a drivers license. Sort out the taxis 
first before you make any more money making schemes. Julius

2020-10-07 
12:43:20 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Just another way to milk the public for more money. Get fucked Stephan 
2020-10-07 
12:37:35 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Another a]empt to squeeze every last cent out of the populaHon. 
DON"T LET THIS PASS! Roxy

2020-10-07 
12:24:22 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

I think  we must have a right to address issues in court.  This would 
take away a basic right Karin

2020-10-07 
12:23:18 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

AARTO  only creates another pla�orm for corrupHon and suppression 
of the public.  Taxpayers do not have Hme to get involved challenging 
accusaHons. That is why insHtuHons get away with unfair accusaHons, 
especially traffic violaHons. Having a system centralised naHonally, this 
will only be more chaoHc than the current system and will not 
contribute safer road condiHons. We live in a 3rd world country. Get 
real, government! Jacobus

2020-10-07 
12:19:22 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Die regering is te korrup en die stelsel sal net nog geleentheid vir 
verdere korrupsie meebring. Piet

2020-10-07 
12:15:00 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal This is just another way for the state to make more money. Jean

2020-10-07 
12:06:20 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Due to the current state and level of corrupHon in South Africa this 
system would be an abuse of power  by certain officers of the law ,So 
in my humble opHon it is NOT a good idea ! Irene

2020-10-07 
12:06:18 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Due to the current state and level of corrupHon in South Africa this 
system would be an abuse of power  by certain officers of the law ,So 
in my humble opHon it is NOT a good idea ! Irene

2020-10-07 
12:01:39 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Will
2020-10-07 
11:50:33 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Korrupsie sal net vermeerder met verkeersbeamptes wat jou 
omkoopgeld sal vra om strafpunte af te koop vir kontant. James

2020-10-07 
11:25:48 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Please where are the traffic officers to enforce exisHng lawlessnes on 
our roads, no where to be seen. You only see them when thay set up a  
speed camera Erenst

2020-10-07 
11:02:12 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Stop changing the laws and start effecHvely enforcing exiHng laws. The 
total disregard for law and order in SA will not change by creaHng new 
and stricter laws. EffecHve policing of exisHng laws will have a much 
greater impact on starHng to foster a law abiding ciHzenry and will not 
increase the administraHve burdens of implemenHng / changing laws. 
Another burden on ciHzens(etols) We are sick and Hred of Goverment 
extorHng money to try and create income for. They have rape and 
pilaged the economy. A bunch of criminals who should and will be held 
account for their acHons Pieter

2020-10-07 
10:59:16 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal Mary
2020-10-07 
10:58:29 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

Huge fines won't stop people driving badly.  
Rehab must be sought first, before huge fines are imposed. Daniela

2020-10-07 
10:37:05 Western Cape No I do not costly appeal

New laws are easy to make but mean nothing when they are not 
applied to every single car on the road, not only the so_ targets.  

All the cops seem to do is have overweight people siVng behind speed 
cameras having a lovely a_ernoon in the sun and geVng paid for it. 
Are they too scared to stop the real dangerous drivers on the road ? 
I have seen many cars doing ilegal things and a cop car just drives past 
as if they are blind, maybe it takes too much effort to get their stomach 
out of their car. What happened to having fit and healthy police, 
someone who could actually run to catch someone. Robert

Eastern Cape 26
2020-11-10 
17:52:02 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal Akashni

2020-11-03 
19:16:56 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

The appeal process makes no sense as it infringes on ones 
consHtuHonal right. It seems the system is designed as a revenue 
generaHon scheme and less about law enforcement as the 
administraHve burden and costly appeal process may prohibit truly 
innocent law abiding ciHzens to forego their rights against their will. 
The integrity of law enforcement has also been under immense 
scruHny and this in turn can be used as an inHmidaHon tacHc further 
infringing on ciHzens rights. The exisHng laws are not that irrelevant 
that requires such a change as this, but instead it lacks enforcement 
from the the most basic infringements onward. The law enforcement 
strategy is selecHve and clearly focus on easy revenue generaHon 
targets, and very li]le on traffic safety, although it might be disguised 
otherwise. This law just enforces this theory. Jorge
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2020-10-28 
06:30:23 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Another way yet to make money. We are already overburdened with 
high taxes.  Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be 
tried in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal 
and eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates 
Court. 
Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 and 
introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. 

Andre
2020-10-15 
16:59:30 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal Monique 

2020-10-13 
08:16:05 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

1st. Why not focus this budget into improving the manner in which 
road users drive. Have workshops to educate public transportaHon 
(eg:taxi's) about the rules of thr road. Have lived drivers re-write their 
leaders test on renewing drivers license. Why not put steps in place to 
ensure the road is a safe place by teaching respect of the road - rather 
than enforce more laws, knowing well enough the majority will not pay 
and endless Hme will be spent chasing people for money.  
2nd. The pilot system was an all-round failed project. 
3rd. Stop exploiHng the South African public! Rushika

2020-10-10 
19:13:05 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Sebatanema
kwabe@gm
ail.com 

2020-10-10 
15:11:38 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Here in Port Elizabeth they will put a 60 speedlimit on the camera 
when the speedlimit is 70 or 80 km/h. So now I have to pay because of 
this? What if my license plates get cloned? I then need to pay to be 
found not guilty will they pay my money back? Gert

2020-10-09 
15:35:44 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

When the government no longer has the burden to prove your guilt, it 
assumes that you are guilty unHl you through a costly process are able 
to prove your innocence. Kobus

2020-10-08 
20:49:37 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Enforce traffic laws on the road with acHve policing. these proposals 
are not about road safety as much as revenue generaHng at minimal 
cost. Mike 

2020-10-08 
16:22:21 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal More corrupHon. TIA This is Africa. Show me honest poliHcian. Hilton

2020-10-08 
13:30:36 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Just sHck to the old rules. Not all of us can afford to pay these fines and 
bills. We have been paying for licenses and our roads are not fixed and 
now it must go up and rules change and we sHll ride roads that are 
terrible Garymore 

2020-10-08 
10:31:33 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Too much corrupHon around. It just seems another way of milking the 
public and making it as difficult as possible to appeal Leon 

2020-10-08 
09:09:43 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal MarHn

2020-10-08 
06:52:58 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Also must rewrite all the language. 
Lets take out etolls first. And don't come to us bt you are already 
signed the regulaHon Lukhanyo

2020-10-07 
21:17:30 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

"Removing an alleged infringer's right to elect to be tried in court"  is 
against the individual's human rights to elect to have access to fair and 
just legal court proceedings if he/she so wishes Charl

2020-10-07 
20:02:18 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

This will lead to corrupHon and law abiding ciHzens will be punished. 
The real crooks will get away with everything as usual. Zelda

2020-10-07 
19:12:27 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal daniel
2020-10-07 
18:06:05 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Unless you are super rich, there is no way that you can afford to appeal 
in a court of law.  Cherylle

2020-10-07 
17:35:17 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

The idea of doubling fines when you don’t even stop taxis who are 
breaking laws. When you start to enforce laws against taxis you will 
find that the fines will allow the municipality to pay all of Eskimo bills! 
The taxi associaHon is running the ciHes and is corrupt. Unfair to 
enforce fines on people registered in one area and not even send a fine 
to others living in other areas. You can’t handle the whole law 
enforcement and fines as they exist never mind adding another layer 
of paperwork and appeals processes. Heather

2020-10-07 
17:32:54 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

there is nothing wrong with the  ,system as it is .Government looking 
for loop holes to corrupts adrian 

2020-10-07 
16:45:32 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

How are you going to regulate taxi and bus driver's in South Africa. 
They the worse driver's. They get away with everything and traffic 
officers are to scared to fine them! Government wants to benefit from 
the "so_" targets again and fill their own pockets! 
High fines and TOTAL demerite for drunk drivers and taxis ONLY Karen

2020-10-07 
16:33:54 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

The increase in fine amounts is already too high. It will be be]er if it 
was policed be]er.  Pay the public to assist by have dash cams and 
sending in videos of offenses. Cecil

2020-10-07 
15:44:26 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

My work requires me to drive all over the Eastern Cape and corrupHon 
is sHll the core problem. I am a honest ciHzen and do not give into 
bribery. So the cost for me to appear in court and the amount of Hmes 
i will be off from work, i will lose my job. I already have to take care of 
my elderly parents alone. Im sorry there was nothing wrong with the 
old system, it was mismanaged from the start. So what do you think 
will happen with the new system? Do you know the Eastern Cape has 
an unemployment rate of 53%, corrupHon, mismanagement and 
uneducated police make life really difficult. Rohit 

2020-10-07 
15:22:01 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

The whole act is disaster! 
I doubt it will even pass consHtuHonal muster. Ian
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2020-10-07 
11:13:02 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

the government is all about corrupHon , enforce the present laws 
instead of bringing in more  as half of the people dont understand 
them . it the same as the driver licenses that is a total mess , mine has 
expired and you cannot get in as the que is to long Peter

2020-10-07 
10:31:56 Eastern Cape No I do not costly appeal

 CLAMP DOWN ON TAXI DRIVERS 
LOCK UP DRUNK DRIVERS 
SCRAP E TOLL PETER

Limpopo 15
2020-11-10 
14:07:23 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal Marianna 
2020-10-15 
16:55:54 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

Die is om mense te straf waarvan hulle die adresse het. Dis nie vir."our 
people" nie. Geen wetstoepassing on die land nie. Koos

2020-10-14 
20:46:04 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

The e-toll has been proven to be unconsHtuHonal and a waste of 
taxpayers money.  It should be scrapped altogether.  

R
2020-10-13 
05:12:52 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal Neels
2020-10-12 
08:49:22 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

I think it's not fare to us as ciHzens and it will make SA more poorer if 
its implemented Papie

2020-10-12 
05:06:34 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal We cannot afford to pay fines already as it is. Wesley

2020-10-08 
12:44:11 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

Going through the changes it could be seen that it will lead to much 
work for the courts which cannot deal with the current system. If 
people end up being demrited there will be lot of illegal driver. The 
income generated by the current system will be lost. And why penalize 
people twice, take points and money. 
For a poor country such as South Africa this will be bad for economy, 
especially for poor self employed who are trying to earn their living.  

This is too premature for a country which do not have good roads. The 
car is damaged by these roads and you expect me to pay for the 
damage that these poorly maintained road did. They must start by 
improving the roads. 

Shandukani 
Flynn

2020-10-08 
12:44:07 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

Going through the changes it could be seen that it will lead to much 
work for the courts which cannot deal with the current system. If 
people end up being demrited there will be lot of illegal driver. The 
income generated by the current system will be lost. And why penalize 
people twice, take points and money. 
For a poor country such as South Africa this will be bad for economy, 
especially for poor self employed who are trying to earn their living.  

This is too premature for a country which do not have good roads. The 
car is damaged by these roads and you expect me to pay for the 
damage that these poorly maintained road did. They must start by 
improving the roads. 

Shandukani 
Flynn

2020-10-08 
12:43:38 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

Going through the changes it could be seen that it will lead to much 
work for the courts which cannot deal with the current system. If 
people end up being demrited there will be lot of illegal driver. The 
income generated by the current system will be lost. And why penalize 
people twice, take points and money. 
For a poor country such as South Africa this will be bad for economy, 
especially for poor self employed who are trying to earn their living.  

This is too premature for a country which do not have good roads. The 
car is damaged by these roads and you expect me to pay for the 
damage that these poorly maintained road did. They must start by 
improving the roads. 

Shandukani 
Flynn

2020-10-08 
12:22:40 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

Take money (double fines and etolls) out of AARTO,let the purpose be 
the road safety, and rule of law not another money making scheme to 
oppress the already overtaxed and burdened ciHzens. 
I have no problem with the demerit system provided it is fairly applied Rex

2020-10-08 
07:11:15 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

In my personal opinion they should only have one system. Demerit or 
pay for fines. Not both. In the past people were fined because of there 
offenses. So now they change the system. Only have a demerit system 
and no fines to pay. Pick one because people will not be happy.  It is 
the duty of traffic officers to enforce the law on the road and when 
they don't do their work the public has to pay. This has a negaHve 
impact on society and will come demoralize a already depressed 
naHon. (Shocking at what's happening in SA) Andries

2020-10-08 
06:55:08 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

I don't agree with any of it when will this corrupt government stop 
policing the symptoms of a defecHve system - FIX THE SYSTEM!   
Most assuredly taxi drives (the biggest culprits) will escape this severe 
punishment as will cops, traffic officers (who already set a bad 
example) and the people caught up in this web of inefficiency will be 
the honest people. Liesl
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2020-10-07 
21:39:15 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

No i do not BECAUSE: 
The current laws aren’t even being enforced properly. Making 
punishments harsher won’t help. We need to focus on rooHng out the 
corrupHon in SA! It's rampantly destroying SA! 
I am against giving more power to those who are corrupt in law 
enforcement !! 
AND No I do not, AGAIN, BECAUSE:  
I object to the new proposed regulaHons altogether. Before creaHng 
any new laws or procedures first address corrupHon and enforce 
exisHng laws. When this country's police force has cleaned the 
populaHon of all the criminal elements running riot in the streets 
burning, looHng and killing innocent people, and all the tax payers 
monies has been recovered to administrate the country properly for 
people to get employed more as a winning country should preform, 
then maybe these pe]y offenses can be addressed. Because in 
comparison with the current state of affairs, these traffic offenses are 
to benefit and encourage the corrupHon even more! Louis

2020-10-07 
15:59:09 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

Leave the law as it was. 
Sort out people who work for government and MunicipaliHes not us 
road users. Vic

2020-10-07 
14:04:59 Limpopo No I do not costly appeal

More rules for the traffic officers to apply and get more money in 
bribes. 
Tired of the rules which will only apply to a few. 
Not what we need in this country. 
Sort the taxi's out and stop the blue light cars who never adhere to the 
speed or rules of the road. 
If rules are to be applied it has to be for all road uses AVe

Free State 13
2020-10-15 
19:44:24 Free State No I do not costly appeal

goverment must fix the road first train the law enforcement curb 
corrupHon then maybe the law can be sent out for public commment Pieter 

2020-10-13 
08:04:55 Free State No I do not costly appeal Jacques
2020-10-12 
08:02:52 Free State No I do not costly appeal ChrisHaan
2020-10-09 
18:53:46 Free State No I do not costly appeal Ian

2020-10-08 
10:54:19 Free State No I do not costly appeal

I am against this. 

1. No, I do not support this ---> Removing an alleged infringer’s right to 
elect to be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, 
a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the 
Magistrates Court 

2. Okay ------>  Increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators  

3. Traffic officers are thugs and money greedy. They don't need to steal 
more of people's money unnecessarily, especially when it is just for 
their pockets. ----> Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently 
payable  

4. No. Etoll was a government decision made without consent by South 
Africans and failure to relay your Swedish or whichever European 
coubtry should not fall on a decision that we had no say in, especially 
since a_er it was implemeneted, 98% of South Africans voted against 
it. ---> Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

5. If they have a license but it is expired, it should not be an offense. If 
a person without a license is driving then yes, fine them but don't give 
a criminal record unnecessarily ------> Making it a criminal offence to 
drive if a driver does not possess a driving licence. CorrecHng the 
previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon programme 
which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving licence has 
been cancelled. Ky

2020-10-08 
10:09:23 Free State No I do not costly appeal

There is lot of corrupHon, we are paying lots of monies for fines, 
lisence renewals and roads are not maintained by the manucipaliHes. 
Going for appeals its Hme wasHng, whilst waiHng for the appeal to be 
granted you might not be allowed to drive...

Alfred 
Odirile

2020-10-08 
10:09:23 Free State No I do not costly appeal

There is lot of corrupHon, we are paying lots of monies for fines, 
lisence renewals and roads are not maintained by the manucipaliHes. 
Going for appeals its Hme wasHng, whilst waiHng for the appeal to be 
granted you might not be allowed to drive...

Alfred 
Odirile

2020-10-08 
10:09:23 Free State No I do not costly appeal

There is lot of corrupHon, we are paying lots of monies for fines, 
lisence renewals and roads are not maintained by the manucipaliHes. 
Going for appeals its Hme wasHng, whilst waiHng for the appeal to be 
granted you might not be allowed to drive...

Alfred 
Odirile

2020-10-08 
08:50:00 Free State No I do not costly appeal DJ

2020-10-08 
06:42:41 Free State No I do not costly appeal

CorrupHon, corrupHon, corrupHon. What more can be said? We can 
have all the laws in the world, but they are useless, unless properly 
enforced. Ashley 

2020-10-07 
17:34:20 Free State No I do not costly appeal

I am not in agreement of this at all. 
 First of all get the SA traffic dept in a decent funcHonal state free of 
corrupHon and maladministraHon. 

South Africans are already in an economical disadvantage and should 
not be unnecessarily fined  more money.  

There should be unity regarding fines in all towns and provinces. Anna-Maria
2020-10-07 
15:46:56 Free State No I do not costly appeal Marië]e
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2020-10-07 
14:39:23 Free State No I do not costly appeal

I do not trust our government. Too many innocent people's lives will be 
disrupted by this system. Corne

Northern Cape 6
2020-10-13 
19:53:05 Northern Cape No I do not costly appeal Rudolph

2020-10-09 
08:07:23 Northern Cape No I do not costly appeal

The Government has not implemented any regulaHon, rule ,procedure, 
and has mad a success of it. They are implemenHng another way to 
steal money. What are they going to do with the funds the collect.  
Definitely not to maintain the roads .  Allen

2020-10-08 
20:11:21 Northern Cape No I do not costly appeal johan
2020-10-08 
13:19:58 Northern Cape No I do not costly appeal

I do not agree with government plans, seems to be a money making 
scheme to steal more money by corrupt government officials. François 

2020-10-08 
08:28:36 Northern Cape No I do not costly appeal

Doubling all fines is completely unacceptable. Households have lost 
income due to covid 19 and along with inflaHon this burden is felt 
heavily. Even now if the occasional fine is received, there is no extra 
money to pay it.  Eskom price hikes is way more than inflaHon, petrol 
price hikes is way more than inflaHon, and now you want to move your 
fines up by 100%? That is 16 Hmes more than inflaHon. Please give us 
realisHc opHons to review. Eben

2020-10-07 
20:01:10 Northern Cape No I do not costly appeal PC 

the AARTO Tribunal 1120
Column B: Count:

Mpumalanga 17
2020-11-30 
09:30:28 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Armand

2020-11-02 
19:17:46 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Johanna

2020-10-30 
08:38:47 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We as tax payers have to pay for really bad governments rules and 
regulaHons. Frik 

2020-10-14 
11:40:19 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Concerned that my  exisHng right to elect to be tried in court has been 
removed David 

2020-10-13 
07:13:50 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It will cause corrupt officials to be even more corrupt. Pay a bribe or 
else..... Dawie

2020-10-13 
06:42:12 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal A

2020-10-11 
19:14:56 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. The one consHtuHonal right innocent unHl proven guilty is removed 
by this act 
2. The corrupHon and false fines I have received in the past, makes this 
act alarming. 
3. Including etolls that was opposed by the greater public, is making 
this a joke. Niel

2020-10-11 
10:46:49 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Albert

2020-10-10 
12:14:18 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Sandra

2020-10-10 
08:41:40 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We never asked for the etolls. We cannot pay for such improvements 
meant for the world cup2010.  It is unfair to recover such money from 
us. Lucky 

2020-10-09 
12:52:02 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Prince

2020-10-08 
23:02:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What is wrong with the current system.you are wasHng tax payers 
money concentrate to remove your corrupt officers.  If you want to 
improve something Jurie

2020-10-08 
09:19:28 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is too much corrupHon within the gvt depts. 
I suspect that only certain people will adhere to the rules while others 
DO NOT obey and show no concern or remorse. 

Urecka

2020-10-08 
07:20:20 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is not much working right now.No law enforcement in this 
country.There is more than enough trafic laws in this country but no 
one to enforce it. Gustaf

2020-10-08 
06:42:48 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Michael

2020-10-07 
19:38:10 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lesley 

2020-10-07 
17:38:23 Mpumalanga No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO regulaHons are nonsensical. We paid for those roads with 
our taxes e.g. petrol etc. We are not going to pay addiHonal tax for 
roads we have already paid for. Please refer to OUTA for further 
informaHon. Amanda

Gauteng 608
2020-11-30 
05:51:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal QuenHn

2020-11-29 
11:59:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO tribunal and the power the regulaHons give to traffic police 
is unacceptably dangerous and seems to either bypass or block the 
consumers' rights to a court of law. The bribe power of traffic police 
will be ten Hmes as high as today. Nico

2020-11-29 
08:38:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Not acceptable Annalied

2020-11-19 
05:30:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My right to be heard by an officer of the court. Tribunal members are 
bureaucrats who have no right to judge me. More jobs for pals with 
the accompanying corrupHon. eugene

2020-11-17 
21:04:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal J
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2020-11-12 
09:04:12 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The regulaHons place an immensely massive administraHve burden on 
the individual, parHcularly considering the huge prevalence of number 
plate cloning and also administraHve errors that seem to occur in 
capturing/processing fines.  
The authoriHes seem to conveniently ignore these two factors, at the 
same Hme benefiVng from placing all the burden of their regulaHons 
on law-abiding ciHzens. 

Peter
2020-11-11 
22:08:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dave

2020-11-10 
18:02:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Joe

2020-11-10 
16:20:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We are currently struggling to enforce road rules as a country and 
corrupHon is an everyday occurrence. This will just be another avenue 
for the corrupt to conHnue looHng. The way we conHnue to be taxed is 
unsustainable. Government should focus on how they spend their 
money and stop milking a for every cent. Nkululeko 

2020-11-10 
15:39:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Peter

2020-11-10 
09:56:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Tony

2020-11-10 
08:54:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This is daylight robbery Gys

2020-11-10 
06:41:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Assya

2020-11-07 
12:06:11 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Find a be]er way of encouraging people to drive safely and 
respec�ully, this method the government is proposing is encouraging 
people to be corrupt as is unjust and oppressive. Kealeboga 

2020-11-06 
09:18:59 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is not capable of enforcing the exisHng laws , so now they want 
to target the so_ targets as per usual of any government insHtuHon. 
The government is looking at more ways to make the people that 
contribute to the economy poorer.  

Sue
2020-11-06 
08:20:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gerhard

2020-11-06 
06:51:01 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is not capable of enforcing the exisHng laws ,so now they want 
to target the so_ targets as per usual of any government insHtuHon. 
The goevenment is looking at more ways to make the people that 
contribute to the economy poorer. The government is trying to make 
South Africa a Government state. We as ciHzens will have no freedoms. Eugene

2020-11-06 
06:05:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gerhard

2020-11-06 
06:05:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gerhard

2020-11-05 
15:12:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This outs onus on the driver instead of the state to prove innocence or 
error. Not acceptable Mary

2020-11-05 
14:15:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Die vergrype in ons land skreeu ten hemele. AARTO is net nog 'n 
bullebak tegniek om die reeds vuisvoos publiek, se regte te verkrag. 
Om die tolgeld verhaling van 'n bankrot euwel deur AARTO te verhaal 
met die dreigement van astronomiese boetes, is absoluut 'n 
magsvergryp! Waar gaan hulle almal verhoor? Waar gaan hulle almal 
wat hulle arresteer, in gevangenis hou? Het enige iemand wat die 
we]e wil forseer enige gedagte hieraan gegee? Jannes

2020-11-04 
17:08:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This enHre AARTO bill has been a pain in the neck with it's regulaHons. 
We have so many laws and yet no enforcement. One has to watch a 
taxi to understand that our police does nothing to maintain law and 
order.  This new bill also presumes that you are guilty unHl proven 
innocent. Why should a fine be automaHcally presumed as admission 
of guilt and then one has to pay to appeal? Dean

2020-11-04 
08:21:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A_er a full lockdown we are all ba]ling financially and we pay tax on 
the petrol, this will cause people to revolt, cant throw your whole tax 
payer base in jail Shereen

2020-11-03 
23:15:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I have 2 major disagreements with this: 

1. The tribunal which takes away a motorists rights to properly appeal 
to an imparHal judiciary 

2. The linking to the current disputed eTolls.  This is a corrupt system 
that was pushed through without due consultaHons with residents. It 
can be clearly seen that it is not accepted in gauteng and government 
has not listened to the people on this. Sneaking this into this act, is 
despicable, unethical and a bullying tacHc on the populaHon that is 
already overburdened by taxes and paying the constant price of 
corrupHon. Koovi

2020-11-03 
16:23:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another way of stealing . How many poliHcians is involved or has 
shares in aarto.  Its the same with Bosasa. I m working for goverment. 
They use our pensionfunds to pay for tollgates, but then i must pay for 
the toll hates thats put up with my money.  Once the tollgates is up 
you have no controll over the increases every year.  Like now, they are 
not going to give us n increase for 3 years, but everything is going up. 
Rates , taxes food, schoolfees name it..  ridiculous. Gerhard 

2020-11-03 
10:55:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A persons right to be heard in court regarding the alleged infringement 
will be removed. A person remains innocent unHl proven guilty. this 
reverses the onus and creates the situaHon where the person is guilty 
unHl proven innocent. This flies in the face of natural jusHce, the audi 
alterum partem rule and the rights of a ciHzen of the country. Kyle

2020-11-03 
09:16:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO cant just change the law unilaterally.  
Also the Law is already enshrined in the ConsHHon of South Africa. 
Before they started the implementaHon of AARTO, these 
consideraHons should have been taken into consideraHon and 
requested for comments and approval. 

Deon
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2020-11-03 
07:57:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Magdalena 

2020-11-03 
06:23:17 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Already the licencing Dept's are dysfuncHonal, how will this be any 
different.  
Our consHtuHon states innocent unHl proven guilty. Luther

2020-11-03 
04:37:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing the ciHzens right to a fair trial in a court of law. This is 
completely unconsHtuHonal.  

This system failed throughout the trial period in Tshwane and 
Johannesburg Metros. What makes government think it will work 
naHonally...!! 

This is just another scheme for the government to extort money from 
an already over taxed ciHzen base. 

 Our corrupt government keeps on burdening us with more bills.... Erick
2020-11-03 
02:41:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Maddalena 

2020-11-02 
23:11:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

cost implicaHons on normal motorist is high enough at present levels 
without adding to the expense of people whom need to travel to and 
from work , the government would be be]er invesHng in upgrading 
and running a cost effecHve transport system for the mass populaHon 
instead of trying to find ways to tax the normal motorist to cover costly 
errors in puVng in a toll system that was never going to work . John

2020-11-02 
22:21:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Ons betaal tolhekke hoekom moet daar etol ook nog betaal word. Wat 
van al die buitelandse trokke en ander provinsies dit is weereens net 'n 
manier om die met lang vingers te verryk. Duisende ry sonder lisensies 
hoe word dit kontroleer. Hoe regverdig gaan die punte gekontroleer 
word en met al die omkopery en korrupsie. Regering moet sy huis 
skoon maak dan is al hierdie onnodige we]e nie nodig nie. DIT GAAN 
NIE WERK NIE nog meer gaan sonder lisensies ry. Beatrix

2020-11-02 
21:30:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Raymond

2020-11-02 
18:45:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Tjaart

2020-11-02 
10:43:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not only are we paying for roads that were never repaired properly 
and keep on having to pay to have the road surface  patched  as a 
result of poor quality of work done. Neil

2020-11-01 
20:59:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lyne]e 

2020-11-01 
11:39:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-toll was rejected from the beginning  by about everyone. It was 
supposed to be an experiment in Gauteng and it failed. Western Cape 
did not allow the E-toll system. It is as far as I know only acHve in 
Gauteng although if you have an E-Toll sHcker you can use that to go 
through toll gates in other provinces. Just another way they want to rip 
off the road user. Swrt

2020-11-01 
07:37:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal larry

2020-11-01 
03:40:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will lead to abuse of power, the same governmdnt can't be trusted 
with money now want to force us to pay for someone's tender project Sive 

2020-10-31 
20:11:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As always we have to pay the price for the government's failure. Now 
we know why the e-tolls where cept alive so that it can be used to 
enrich some people, through experience we know that the money will 
not be used for what it was collected for, maybe a small part of it. Most 
of it will disappear with no one knowing what happened as with 
Eskom, SAA, SABC and other insHtuHons connected to the government 
and local governments. How are they going to enforce this law on the 
taxi owners? Johann

2020-10-31 
16:57:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Again government agencies demonstrate their sheer incompetence in 
execuHng their duHes, by using email instead of registered mail to send 
noHces. This means these guys will have proof that they sent an email, 
but a ciHzen won't be able to proof or disprove receipt of the noHce. 
As in the case of SARS, the government have been trying to put its 
ciHzen in a posiHon where government can lay blame and nobody can 
defend against them. Im totally against all of the proposed 
amendments to traffic fines, etolls must go and AARTO must go jump 
in a lake. Melvin

2020-10-31 
14:15:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is unlawful and makes no sense to impose on road users who 
were NEVER consulted about gantries and E toll.  Taxpayers already pay 
for roads and faciliHes. Don’t introduce more!!! Poonam

2020-10-31 
14:04:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Lawmakers need to be guided by broader society & their needs.  
Yusuf

2020-10-31 
09:51:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We the public was not asked as to what we want. This was a get rich 
quick scheme by Zuma. The government workers with family and 
friends steals all the money now you want the road users to make up 
uour the_. We will not pay toll gates Marilyn 

2020-10-31 
09:28:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why is this government placing the burden of etol  at my door.  I didn't 
sign up for it. Yiy guys  makes kak decisions and when you burn your 
fingers you expect the overburdened tax payers to pay more.  Look st 
your laws governing the_ of monies and paying it back by those guilty.   
Then we can talk.   Pay back the lost billions and allow this country to 
breath. Rey

2020-10-31 
09:13:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-tolls are illegal. We didnt sign an agreement with govt to charge us.  
Its just another corrupt way to milk the already heavily burdened 
working class. SA is one of the highest taxed countries in the world.  E-
tolls should be scrapped, we never asked for it. How did the previous 
govt manage to keep the roads upgraded? Anc will do anything to fill 
their pockets and then it is used for corrupHon.  The whole working 
class with be in jail for failing to pay e-tolls, who will then be paying 
taxes if nobody is working.  This was not well thought out. Some dodo 
just woke up 1 morning and thought its a bright idea to erect e-tolls to 
make money. Karen
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2020-10-31 
07:26:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It's unfair that we have to pay addiHonal R100 penalty on traffic fines. 
South Africans were not properly consulted on the E-toll system. 
Why must the Taxi drivers be excluded from paying e tolls when they 
are on the road more and most of the Hme E-toll tow trucks needs to 
assist with towing.Taxi use the highway more than individual drivers. 
The economy is slow  and people are cash strapped and now Fitment 
wants impose more cost on cash strapped consumers when we already 
paying high fuel prices due high levies on our fuel prices. 

Moenief
2020-10-30 
18:42:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gail

2020-10-30 
16:39:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Kelly

2020-10-30 
16:07:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Hannah

2020-10-30 
15:46:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Your rights are been violated by not tried by court of jusHce. 
R100 admin for fine issued is totally not on. Money making business. 
What if not guilty? Luiz

2020-10-30 
13:11:19 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Rena

2020-10-30 
11:27:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You can start with the taxi industry! Why must we be penalised where 
others are not touched!? The infrastructure has causes major traffic 
congesHons, resulHng in the impaHence of a lot of ciHzens, mainly the 
Taxi Industry, also causing road rage! The Taxi Industry seems to be the 
law in this country! And most of your stats are based on the Taxi 
Industry!, so why target the law abiders! Leanne

2020-10-30 
08:15:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Stephen

2020-10-30 
05:51:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The toll (gantree tolls) is a failed project which needs to be removed 
totally. Penalising road users for driving on infrastructure that should 
be provided as a basic need for access to all ciHzens is ridiculous and 
not in the best spirit of governing. 

Cornelius

2020-10-29 
19:08:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E toll is an irregular system. Taxes paid in SA are OFTEN abused - leave 
alone when enforced undemocraHcally! I am highly overtaxed - and for 
servicrs that are o_en lacking. Enough! Now adding fines when I have 
metely pracHsef my democraHc rights to say "no" to etoll, is absurd. Emily

2020-10-29 
11:08:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Anina

2020-10-29 
11:07:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

When the traffic department starts giving the non roadworthy taxis on 
the road fine and forcing them to pay the fine, then I will consider 
paying my fine and following the rules of the road.  The traffic cops 
also take bribes so why should I pay my fine? The jusHce system is 
more corrupt then the criminals! And that a fact Shaun

2020-10-29 
10:16:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The etoll is another cash cow for those who are receiving the money . 
Also the fee of R100 is 
highway robbery over and above the fine.  They are looking to milk 
everyone to enable themselves to steal more money.  If we did not 
have any corrupHon, there would be no need for these mad ideas to 
take more  and more money gina

2020-10-29 
08:39:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing my right to go to court and be heard by a duly appointed 
Judge is completely unacceptable. This system will be open to abuse 
and will be yet another way that minoriHes in South Africa can be 
oppressed and vicHmized by corrupt government officials. Greg

2020-10-29 
08:32:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe e-tolls are just another way for the greedy government 
officials to get their hands on more money.  My suggesHon is that it is 
gaze]ed into law that all monies stolen since the ANC took over, be 
recouped from the criminals who have enriched themselves at the 
expense of the general public.  E-tolls are not consHtuHonal!! Donnalea

2020-10-29 
08:18:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Kagiso 

2020-10-29 
05:12:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Hennie 

2020-10-28 
16:32:57 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another form of Tax for tolls on the already burdened tax 
payers. Rather increase petrol by 20 cents. What are you doing with all 
the tax collected on Petrol? 

Tolls should be scrapped totally. David
2020-10-28 
16:14:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We never agreed to be paying he_y etolls.  
The etoll system should be removed Sanet

2020-10-28 
13:01:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another money grab... Removing a person’s right to trail at court, 
adding extra administraHve burdens and responsibiliHes to an 
insHtuHon that couldn’t organise a piss up in a brewery, forcing people 
to pay for tolls when the roads are barely maintained... This will end in 
either an overburden for the cops, or a another embarrassment Tristan 

2020-10-28 
12:40:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Siyabonga

2020-10-28 
11:37:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Makes drivers guilty unHl proven innocent at their own expense. The 
whole act is now about chasing revenue with li]le to no regard for 
road safety. Instead of lining the pockets with new rules and 
regulaHons there should be a review on the exisHng laws with the aim 
of be]er enforcing of those coupled with a constant review on how to 
make it SAFER and not more PROFITABLE. Gareth

2020-10-28 
10:48:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Luis

2020-10-28 
10:21:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We pay enough money to all the current changes , we as the public 
cannot pay more as we currently paying , soon we all will be working 
for the Goverment as your salary basically shrink Adriaan

2020-10-28 
08:33:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not support any of these regulaHons. None should be 
implemented. Sandra
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2020-10-27 
06:21:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They allready charge toll fres on most naHonal roads by toll gates. Why 
charge us to use other highways aswell. The economy is allready 
messed up, why burden the people more? Most people have to drive 
to keep a job, those jobs covers living expences, most people allready 
lives under the breadline now they want to take more away from 
them. How will people ever get to live a be]er life? I totally against 
etoll!!! It is just steeling money from people who allready suffers!!! Catharine

2020-10-27 
00:32:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The regulaHons that were in place prior o the issuing of the proposed 
AARTO regulaHons were most acceptable by the paying  vehicle users. 
There seems to be significant focus to micro manage road users and to 
penalise road users on any offence in order to obtain more money for 
the state. This is a  dragrorian approach.  

Very li]le policing is undertaken to deal with dangerous and reckless 
drivers, numerous unroad worthy vehicles  that are on the road  this 
situaHon is an extreme danger to the general public.  There is a 
massive focus on implenHng speed traps by the traffic authoriHes,  as it 
low hanging fruit for easy revenue.  

There are more than 4 x naHonal traffic police authoriHes in the 
Gauteng province.  They are very visible on all the highways. This 
trafific enforcement resource is sufficient to deal with and to ensure 
that vehicle users obey the law and use all public roads responsibly. 
There are sufficent human traffic police resources and traffic vehicles. 
Unfortunatley their focus is on managing speed traps and not policing 
serious and dangerous offenders that are a hazard and an extreme 
danger to law abiding road users.  

PercepHon equals reality.  Law abiding road users are now being 
vicHmised.  Good  police management is needed to ensure that all 
illegal acts by a small percentage of inconsiderate/unscrupulous road 
users needs to be acted upon. The legal mechanisims are in place just 
make them work. 

David

2020-10-26 
20:17:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I disagree strongly with the new proposed AARTO regulaHons as they 
are trying to force us to accept e-tolls even though it is not wanted and 
ineffecHve and has been proven so. These regulaHons will allow for 
more corrupHon and will end up forcing us the tax payer to fork out 
even more funds to a failing system. 
There should be reform and not addiHons to our roads and the policing 
of them. Stephen 

2020-10-26 
16:38:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The implementaHon of E-tolls was forced upon the public and 
contrived to fleece more South Africans. E-tolls should be abolished 
and not used as yet another vehicle to fill state coffers for nothing in 
return Rob

2020-10-26 
16:07:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Making people criminals for pe]y crime Lee

2020-10-26 
12:41:26 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The ANC is becoming the most venal and corrupt party on the African 
conHnent. The fact that they are sHll the ruling party is the fault of all 
ciHzens - we get the government we deserve. 
I have no doubt that these proposed regulaHons have almost nothing 
to do with road safety and everything to do with generaHng cash. That 
this cash will end up in the back pockets of ANC officials and their 
families and friends is almost inevitable. 
I would resort to public transport and eschew private transport if 
Transnet & Jhb City were even vaguely competent. Sadly, they don't 
come close. We're stuck with private transport & AARTO. Clyde

2020-10-26 
12:06:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Absolutely crazy that these amendments are being proposed. 

I do not support this. vaughan

2020-10-26 
08:42:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is absolutely absurd! How can you stop TAX paying South Africans 
to renew their licence just because of a corrupt and irraHonal E-Toll 
system that was put in place by Government lies and corrupHon! roads 
are supposed to be payed through the fuel Levey and Salary TAX NOT 
E-TOLLS!!! E-TOLLS are blatant the_ by government!  Cannot wait to 
see the ANC loose the elecHon over this. Rick

2020-10-25 
19:34:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If the aarto act is implemented, I will financially not be able to pay my 
current e-toll bill which I do not support nor be able to pay any further 
e-toll bills. Dennis

2020-10-25 
17:58:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This is just anyway of stealing tax payer's money. JusHn
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Several regulaHons do not read grammaHcally and I have noted where 
dra_ing needs to be revised for clarity. 

I am concerned over the Hmeframe for service of infringement noHces, 
which is proposed to be increased from 40 to 60 days. My view is that 
40 days is sufficient, and I am arguing for an even shorter period than 
the 40 days. 

The level of detail required to appear on an infringement noHce has 
been substanHally limited, and I am proposing that this change be 
abandoned. 

A change to the regulaHon on enforcement orders would have the 
pracHcal effect of prevenHng a motorist from ever revoking an 
enforcement order. However, due to a technicality, the new wording 
would appear to be unenforceable, and I believe the current wording 
should be retained. 

Driver nominaHons now require a copy of the driver's licence. This 
creates difficulHes in the case of infringements commi]ed when a 
vehicle is stolen, in which case the owner would not know the driver 
nor have a copy of their licence, or driven without the owner's 
permission, or by an unlicensed driver. There is no reason for the 
change and I am recommending it be removed. 

The Appeals Tribunal is unacceptable. My belief is that it would not 
add value to the adjudicaHon process and its imparHality would always 
be in quesHon. I am recommending that it be discarded. 

One of the issues relevant to the Appeals Tribunal is that a motorist 
who chooses to appeal to the Magistrate's Court will sHll be saddled 
with an enforcement order before judicial processes are concluded, 
and that no provision is made for outcomes of the process to be 
noHfied to the RTIA if the case moves to higher courts. Changes need 
to be made to address both these issues. 

An inconsistency in the dra_ing means that the RegulaHons don't 
specifically provide for suspension of use of vehicles belonging to a 
jurisHc person or operator once that vehicle's licence or operator card 
respecHvely incurs more than 15 points. I am proposing that the 
wording in the regulaHons be adjusted to remedy this. 

I am deeply concerned at the costs that will be charged for road users 
to access their demerit points status. This informaHon is as essenHal to 
a ciHzen as other everyday pieces of informaHon held by government, 
like an income tax statement of account from SARS, and should be 
available at no charge. This should be changed, in line with the AA's 
recommendaHon. 

When a fine is paid in instalments, only six instalments are allowed, 
down from ten. This will be very burdensome on poor drivers, 
especially with the large increases in fine values, and the exisHng 10 
instalments should be retained. 

The current dra_ regulaHons erode the protecHons afforded motorists 
in terms of the service of infringement noHces. The use of registered 
post for infringement noHces not served in person must be re-
introduced, so that there is a realisHc chance of the noHce coming to a 
motorist's a]enHon. 

The words "in person", which were removed from the secHon on 
personal service, must be restored, to emphasise that personal service 
cannot occur in any other way than person to person. 

I am strongly opposed to the RTIA's proposed new ability to serve 
documents at an "address obtainable from any other credible and 
lawful source". Official documents, especially iniHaHng documents like 
infringement noHces, should be served to the address designated by 
the driver or vehicle owner, and nowhere else. 

The new Infringement Penalty Levy is a mulH-billion Rand stealth tax 
which generates revenue orders of magnitude beyond that needed to 
restore the RTIA to financial health. I oppose it outright - taxaHon on 
this scale is a ma]er for Parliament as a whole, not individual ministers 
who can enact regulaHons at the stroke of a pen. Furthermore, the 
RTIA is running at a loss due to its wasteful spending and the 
astonishing salaries of its top five execuHves. The taxpayer and 
motorist should not be required to recHfy this profligate spending with 
user charges introduced in under-handed ways. 

Schedule 3 to the AARTO Act contains a list of penalHes and demerit 
points associated with the various charge codes. Some of them can 
only be said to be shocking, such as someone who forgets to noHfy the 
authoriHes of their address change within 14 days receives a R3000 
fine, while someone who endangers oncoming traffic at night by 
blinding them with their headlights is fined just R1500. A technical 
commi]ee should be convened to review this schedule fully, and 
correct the severe deficiencies in this schedule. 

Finally, the RTIA came into being as a result of the AARTO Act and is 
merely an organ of state. It should be regulated from the Department 
of Transport, but the Government Gaze]e in which the dra_ 
RegulaHons were published contained lists, as one of the contact 
people, a staffer from the RTIA. 
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2020-10-24 
12:26:11 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All of the AARTO goals have not been given reasonable a]enHon. And 
that over Many Years. It is all to the benefit of the state. 

CiHzens are severely disadvantaged on every level. Gerd

2020-10-24 
12:11:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is totally unaccepHble that they are removing the rights of all people 
in this country and making it incredibly  difficult to being outright 
impossible to fight for their legal rights.  Added to that the already 
overburdened legal system will have an added burden which means 
the man in the street will be  unable to defend themselves from 
corrupHon. The costs will be  exhorbitant and impossible for most to 
afford. sue

2020-10-24 
08:46:59 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How can ordinary ciHzens, decide on legal issues. Just by calling it a 
tribunal will give power to decide anyones fate. The whole idea of 
democracy is those rights, now Aarto, wants the power to remove 
those rights. I don't think so Juaniya

2020-10-23 
19:48:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Given the amount of corrupHon evident in government, it is unlikely 
that the Tribunal process will be fair.   AARTO has not been successful 
in the pilot ciHes and I do not trust the fines process. Avinash

2020-10-23 
13:34:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don't think it's fair or right to remove an individual's right tone tried 
in court. AddiHonally, e-tags are within a different department and 
should therefore should be dealt with separately. Doubling of fines is 
also not fair, as we are suffering a depression from Co-Vid and many 
have lost their jobs.  People forget their licence and should not be a 
criminal offence if they have a valid licence! sergio

2020-10-23 
12:16:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Stephan

2020-10-23 
10:08:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A tribunal that will effecHvly take away ciHzens rights is NOT what our 
consHtuHon stands for.  
A further Levy imposed on fines is just another way for you to rape the 
ciHzens of this country! Larga

2020-10-23 
06:45:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

To let a government tribunal decide on your submission is unthinkable 
- it will maybe take place in a years Hme. 

One has to have the right to approach any court regarding the offence. Izak
2020-10-23 
00:49:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Musa

2020-10-22 
19:31:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

SA is in a terrible state economically and unemployment is rife , 
government cannot be trusted with tax payers money, so they need to 
resuscitate its administraHon Swazi

2020-10-22 
17:38:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal eHenne

2020-10-22 
17:00:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is nothing more than a stealth tax. The incessant war on speed has 
done nothing to reduce road fataliHes and the AARTO act is a facade 
using "road safety" as a moniker for revenue generaHon by a 
disrespected ineffecHve policing system that is focusing on the wrong 
things.  AARTO as it stands will fail and we will have more road deaths 
and more corrupted spend of the revenues generated by this 
degenerate system. Thomas

2020-10-22 
16:08:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Many of the provisions contained in the dra_ RegulaHons infringe on 
motorists’ rights, and make a mockery of the claim that AARTO is 
intended to improve road safety in South Africa, and rather point to 
the creaHon of a mechanism to improve revenue collecHon. Peter

2020-10-22 
15:54:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Right to appeal against erroneous fines/infringement orders should be 
considered a right of any ciHzen in a funcHoning democracy Bre]

2020-10-22 
12:19:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Toll roads were erected on exisHng roads with no consultaHon with  
the public. 
Traffic officers take bribes and some people will never get any points 
against them. 
Traffic offices drive past people who commit offences without doing 
anything, but others are pulled over and get fined. 
This will only be another corrupt system. 
Why must we pay at tollgates and get bills in the post for driving on 
exisHng roads. Willem

2020-10-22 
11:01:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another way to make motorists criminals. This opens the 
door to more corrupHon from law enforcement officials! Selva

2020-10-21 
20:44:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Kurt

2020-10-21 
16:57:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What is it to be now? Guilty unHl proven innocent. Motorists sHll need 
to be able to defend themselves in court without jumping through 
numerous hoops. 
Admin fees are just another tax to prop up the uselessness in 
transport. Their systems are outdated and belong in 20th century. 

Kyle

2020-10-21 
10:18:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to the  e-toll system IN TOTAL.  IT WAS DONE SECRET. The 
ciHzens have made it abundantly clear that we do not support e-tolls 
and this is trying force something that has already been deemed 
unacceptable . It was not our fault that the gvt had to bring in overseas 
contractors to fix the mess that cost taxpayers millions.  
DE MERRIT SYSTEM. What a joke. The TAXI associaHons  own SA. What 
they say is law.  the hand outs make the law enforcers rich. Pay the 
enforcers a proper salary and then corrupHon 
"might " stop. 
CorrupHon in general  is there for the people in high profile seats to 
steel more money. 

So - no to the whole of the "AARTO" scam. let the law enforcers do 
their duty against ALL  
ofenders. Tinus

2020-10-20 
17:47:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Charmaine
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2020-10-20 
17:29:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If I am to be prosecuted for any reason, I demand the opportunity to 
defend myself in a court of law. 
Your traffic officials are not properly trained in ma]ers of the law and 
unHl such Hme that they have a lawers degree , they should be 
prevented from making unqualified decisions. Paul

2020-10-20 
13:35:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Before any law or amendment can be insHtuted, we as motorists need 
to be saHsfied that the ma]er of corrupHon has been resolved. That all 
officers of law enforcement are not guilty of any bribery or involved in 
any corrupHon acts. The judicial system is able to handle queries 
pertaining to an alleged violaHon against an accused. The registraHon 
of vehicles are accurate and that duplicaHon of registraHon or licensing 
is resolved. Fines imposed are to be fair and in line with alleged 
offence. The demerit system is not suited to the South African  
motorists as there are to many illegal drivers on the road who are not 
registered or fit to drive vehicles. these persons are released by 
corrupt officials to traverse our roads.  The poor condiHon of roads 
need to be addressed, this is one of the foundaHons of safe travelling.  
The many un-roadworthy vehicles need to be removed from our roads  
and squashed by a legiHmate party. Bernard

2020-10-20 
09:59:10 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal No l do not. 

BRIAN 
ARTHUR.

2020-10-20 
05:26:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This is just a waste of everyone's Hme Bhavnesh

2020-10-19 
19:28:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removal of the infringer's right to elect to  be tried in court is actually 
unconsHtuHonal and will exacerbate the bribe and corrupHon cancer 
that is prevailing. Amos

2020-10-19 
06:02:26 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Bob 

2020-10-19 
06:02:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Bob 

2020-10-18 
23:21:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another way for the government to get money out of the 
road users and it will allow corrupt cops to vicHmize so_ targets. Hannele'

2020-10-18 
19:34:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don’t agree with any of the changes. No room to argue your point. 
Draconian. More expensive fines? Where does this money go? Sandra

2020-10-18 
18:10:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Proposed system undermines the rights of individuals. Claudia

2020-10-18 
10:44:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree in the manner that toll roads were brought into the 
system in our city when the majority of the public were against it. 
Therefore no E toll fines should be  administered.  
Regarding demerit point deducHons for failing to pay e toll fines. This is 
black mail. Remove the e tolls or use them for something which 
benefits the public. 
I disagree that an infringer should not be tried in court.  Our 
democraHc rights are being removed. 
Providing that I do not become a vicHm /criminal if I mistakenly le_ my 
wallet at home with my driver's licence inside.  If a person does not 
posses a VALID driving  license they should not be on the road. And so  
many are!! 
Doubling  fines will not help deter bad driving etc as most fines 
disappear when bribes are paid. Alex

2020-10-18 
07:26:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No pensioner or poor already struggling to put food on the table can 
afford to pay more.. specially for E-toling. We are so overtaxed. 
Personal tax, VAT, motor licenses have rised extremely.. how many 
millions of vehicles on the roads... this should cover  the costs of the 
roads. Aarto is another headache .. cameras which can't be tested as 
reliable are used to penalyse people instead of police on the road who 
can stop and fine the reckless, speeding, unlawful and unabiding road 
users of traffic laws.  We cannot trust police anymore due to 
corrupHon and evilness. We cannot trust the cameras either.. two or 
three cars next to each other..  how can you point the guilty one? 
Mostly we are forced to use the E-toll roads .. no other choice.  No law 
enforcement on the road, specially taxis do as they wish and never get 
stopped or fined. If one must pay, all must pay no exempHon 
accepted .. president, government, taxis etc everyone. Esther

2020-10-17 
08:05:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Criminalizing traffic offenders without proper due process or allowing 
them a chance to state their case.  If the administraHon of the system 
is not 100% then people will be made offenders based on inaccurate 
and incorrect system informaHon.  Seldon

2020-10-17 
07:21:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All of it is a problem. This government cannot control their law 
enforcement agencies nor do they seem to want to. This is just another 
money making racket ensuring as much cash as possible is collected 
while removing the ability to fight false claims. With this the onus 
shi_s to  the ciHzens to prove their innocence instead of the state 
having to prove they are quilt if & when it decides to accuses one of 
having  commited a crime. How long before this sets president for 
other law enforcement agencies? States acuses you of murder.. Prove 
you are innocent. People be]er wake up & soon. The more terrany you 
except, The more Teranny you will be fed. Thinus

2020-10-16 
12:40:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Johannes 
S.P.

2020-10-16 
07:57:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marishe

2020-10-15 
16:43:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Im against the proposal of having to appeal and not being tried in 
court. 

The fines being increased tells you its all about money. We know they 
don't like working. Its not hard work to set up a traffic camera. But it is 
really hard work to pull over taxis and other cars for jumping the red 
light. William

2020-10-15 
11:03:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It opposes the SA consHtuHon which is "innocent Hll proved guilty"  
This is "guilty Hll proved innocent" Frances

2020-10-15 
06:07:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The whole thing is just chasing more money and making it more 
difficult for us to be treated fairly! Gert
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2020-10-14 
18:02:10 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

 Just another sneaky way to enforce the E-Toll scam. just another 
sneaky manoeuvre to extricate money  for misuse !! Shelley

2020-10-14 
17:19:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dirk

2020-10-14 
16:52:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Devina

2020-10-14 
14:58:17 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I have objecHons of doubling of fines simply because there is high rate 
of unemployment South African government itself has no money, how 
will we afford an increment on traffic fines when even those that are 
employed will not get increment. I could say these amendments will be 
afforded by only rich people while the poor people will suffer further 
more. The Hming of this implementaHons are very wrong. Our siblings 
are struggling to apply online booking for licence because of 
corrupHon. Aarto should wait for the country's economy to be stable. I 
mean everything has increased every business is selling its 
merchandise expensive yet people has been affected by COVID-19 Charles

2020-10-14 
13:44:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Stop managing every person in this country?????????????????? Harry

2020-10-14 
12:04:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We as CiHzens never asked or agreed to the ridiculous E-TOLL system. 
This is an illegal and Corrupt Government system. Get rid of the money 
pit called SAA and the Government can pay for this ridiculous E-Tolling. 
OUTA is our friend so go for it ANC and see what happens. Only 30% of 
Users pay this illegal unwanted ridiculous system. Tax payers already 
pay for these things thru the Fuel Levy so who has misappropriated 
these funds????????????? J.

2020-10-14 
10:16:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

it is much more acceptable to go to the prosecutor or traffic official to 
discuss the fine for a reducHon or to go to court for the magistrate to 
reduce or wave the fine depending on the circumstances surrounding  
the case. 
The point system is not acceptable as it will probably be imposed guilty 
or not. Pieter

2020-10-14 
09:36:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is far too much corrupHon for this system to be implemented 
properly. This will lend itself to more corrupHon. Traffic officers should 
be more visible and uphold the rules of the road, including holding taxi 
drivers and owners to account. Olin

2020-10-13 
23:20:35 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Best chance for unbiased determinaHon in the court of law.  
Doubling the fines is just a money making racket. 
E-toll is dead. Stephanus

2020-10-13 
21:10:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Heleen

2020-10-13 
19:32:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Daniel

2020-10-13 
17:33:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Taking away the elecHon of going to court means guilty before 
innocent.  The motorist has to prove him/herself innocent.  Can we 
trsut the equipment used, not a t all.  All this is a money making racket. 

As for being fined for e-toll non payment, that should not be included 
at all, those are civil ma]ers. Michael

2020-10-13 
14:31:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Pindile

2020-10-13 
13:25:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It will not work. Most taxi drivers dont have a permanent address. How 
will you be able to keep them off the roads. They dont fall under the 
law normal ciHzans fall. Motors are not road worthy. Taxis must only be 
allowed to drive in the slow lanes H

2020-10-13 
12:17:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal The money will just get looted Theunis

2020-10-13 
08:23:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Another scheme from government to gain money through corrupt 
methods and the reducHon of civilian rights to defend themselves 
against it. A bureaucraHc and draconic law that will support a corrupt 
government and officials. Gerhard

2020-10-12 
21:29:00 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another way of making money and to burden the already 
‘beaten down’ SA PopulaHon!   We’ve had enough! 
Please focus on posiHve ways to enhance co-operaHon, and punish 
people involved in fraud, excepHng bribes and the taxi drivers who 
don’t abide to any traffic rules, even lanes, robots, Stop streets and 
speed limits!  
This will cause more fraud, corrupHon, etc. And not paying e-toll does 
not safe lives!   

Laurika

2020-10-12 
20:58:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Making  not paying for etoll a criminal offense with only a bureaucraHc 
recourse on your defense is unreasonable. This also sounds like most 
of this bill is to squeeze more money out of the tax payer and nothing 
to do with road safety. Darryll

2020-10-12 
18:54:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Delwynne

2020-10-12 
18:27:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO must not be implemented as it requires a competent and 
ethical state which does not exist in South Africa at present. Silviu
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2020-10-12 
18:24:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am strongly against the proposed changes to the exisHng regulaHons. 
The parameters as set out mean that unlike our consHtuHon, this will 
represent a system whereby the accused is guilty unHl proved innocent 
with the accused responsible for the collecHon of evidence which will 
be in the hands of the accuser, who is enHtled to waive access to this 
'evidence'. 
As it stands, AARTO is is not the most suitable structure to be accorded 
this sort of control over motorists for the reasons  I have experienced 
personally:  
1) I have recently received an infringement noHce from AARTO for an 
(implied?) transgression, the document sent to me states 'failure to 
comply with the condiHons of noHce and courtesy noHce', which I have 
no idea about . The noHce has no photograph of the alluded 
contravenHon, no descripHon or date of the contravenHon besides that 
the infringement relates to a speeding ma]er. 
2) Within my own family, we have had situaHons whereby we have 
traded in exisHng vehicles, (at different Hmes), only to receive fines for 
the sold vehicles that had been issued a_er he vehicles had been sold. 
In one case, a_er I had  received 'final warnings' relaHng the sold 
vehicle, I went to our local traffic department and completed forms 
staHng the situaHon along with the proof of sale documents from the 
dealership. A_er I submi]ed the appeal, which was about 5 years ago, 
I have received no acknowledgement or confirmaHon of my appeal. 
subsequently  I again received further 'final warnings', however AARTO 
seems to have abandoned that parHcular case. 
It is my opinion that AARTO is wholly unsuitable to be given such far 
reaching powers as they clearly disadvantage people who will want to 
have a case reviewed. i.e. ''Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng 
right to elect to be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en 
representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review 
applicaHon to the Magistrates Court'' 
I also can't understand why it appears that AARTO, who's remit it is to 
collect and analyse these cases is now passing the burden of  proof of 
innocence on the the motoring public whose experHse certainly is not 
equipped for this. The likelihood of AARTO being the beneficiary of 
revenue generated by traffic fines simply because many people do not 
have the money for lawyers or the freedom and Hme to spend many 
hours in ques to defend themselves from accusaHons that may well be 
unfounded.  Nicholas

2020-10-12 
17:48:00 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal I am not in support of the new regulaHons. Mozzie

2020-10-12 
15:15:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Karen

2020-10-12 
13:52:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Elsabe

2020-10-12 
13:14:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The system failed altogether  and implemenHng it country wide is just 
a waste of Hme and resources. The law abiding ciHzens will be the one 
negaHvely impacted by the implementaHon of the law. Government 
pin the innocent more than anything else. Taxi drivers are mostly the 
one breaking the law but nothing happen to them and most accident 
they are perpetrators. This Bill/Law will not work. Let them retain the 
current system. Punish the drunken drivers since they are like taxi 
drivers they are reckless. Malose

2020-10-12 
12:58:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The removal of legal challenges relaHng to traffic fines is 
unconsHtuHonal. 

Sue

2020-10-12 
12:28:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

While one must have a licence at all Hmes, criminalizing it is insane. 

The whole point system is nonsensical.  
5 points for no licence but speeding and reckless driving carry a lesser 
weight? Makes no sense. 
The system is barely funcHoning and emphasis is placed on arbitrary 
issues such as licences. 

Dangerous driving seems to be far more acceptable than 
administraHve issues. 

I would also like to see AARTO (for what it is worth) being applied and 
enforced to the most dangerous drivers on the road, the Taxi industry. 
It would be nice to see the law applied to everybody and not the so_ 
targets that are currently paying for the system. Hennie

2020-10-12 
11:50:17 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just trying to squeeze more money. Opens up a ri_ of illegal and 
fraudulent ways of paying the cop I. Stead of the fine. Fi away! Michiel 

2020-10-12 
11:23:02 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Don't support e-toll, was not informed, only in Gauteng  taxis should 
pay, why are they exempt, don't agree on e-toll sorry working just for 
tax and e-toll Mariaan

2020-10-12 
10:50:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The system needs to include for a process to be tried in court. The lack 
thereof opens the tribunal to all sorts of corrupHon. Johan

2020-10-12 
10:44:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This all seems like just another way to feed some more corrupt 
government  officials. 
If the traffic officers would just do their jobs as they are supposed to 
things would improve greatly, overtaking on the freeways is horrific yet 
one never sees a traffic officer in sight. 
And no way  should I not automaHcally have the right to go to court. 
The Traffic department should always be able to posiHvely prove that I 
received a fine, not mt responsibility to prove that I did not. Peter

2020-10-12 
10:35:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

NegaHng one's right to defend oneself in a court infringes on one's 
rights. Theuns

2020-10-12 
10:07:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal I want to reserve the right to elect to be tried in court. Sinclair

2020-10-12 
08:58:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

e-tolls must just be scrapped, i will not pay for that. Invoice the 
company i work for, not me. CJ

2020-10-12 
08:27:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The regulaHon simply sounds like another means of corrupHon. 
Barry
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2020-10-12 
08:09:00 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No, No, no....Currently the enHre policing system around vehicles is 
nothing short of a joke. Motorists are a so_ target to bolster municipal 
coffers yet municipaliHes remain negligent to provide services in a 
meaningful way. I witness taxi’s breaking the law daily with no recourse 
at all. A demerit system will cripple an already failing economy where 
vehicles are essenHal to all tax payers to fulfill their employment. This 
will simply lead to more corrupHon. If our police force did their job 
none of this would be necessary. And this is forcing e-tolls on to the 
public once more. This country belongs to the people, but these laws is 
how a gang /mafia (tribunal) playing judge and jury. Time to vote out 
this government. Simon

2020-10-12 
08:07:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Mt rights to appeal or defend these traffic fines in the court of law. As 
we all know that our traffic officers are pen happy just to make 
revenue. Dheven 

2020-10-12 
08:00:59 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Pierre

2020-10-12 
07:12:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO makes more rules for the law abiding ciHzens, yet those who 
are operaHng outside the law are not affected by the new laws. Gideon

2020-10-12 
07:08:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The E-Toll system is based on pure corrupHon by the State to 
supposedly fund SANRAL. This emerged during 2010 as a money 
spinner for corrupt poliHcians.  It  should have been scrapped many 
years ago as there was no legal process for this.  Our law according to 
the legal jusHce system and quoted by the corrupt ANC officials is 
based on "Innocent Hll proven Guilty". AARTO reverses this for all road 
traffic violaHons to keep admin down and make money. It is truly 
patheHc that we need to resort to engage with a legal person  through 
a court in order to set right our legal rights taken away by AARTO. If 
you want to promote safety, then police the roads, but this will cost 
the State money and the ObjecHve here is to  generate income from 
the motorist. Road safety is purely a good excuse to thieve funds from 
the motorist. The ANC needs to address the growth of the country 
through fairness to its ciHzens and taxpayers.  This is just a money 
making scam legalized by the State. Alan

2020-10-12 
07:06:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal The toll roads in Gauteng must go. Nobody's got the money for it Willem

2020-10-12 
06:56:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This law ia about  control not enforcement JOhan

2020-10-12 
06:35:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Absurd. You cannot take my right to appeal against an infringement. 
Etolls should be scrapped Bartel

2020-10-12 
05:58:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Charl

2020-10-12 
05:54:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Melanie

2020-10-12 
00:51:13 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This is judt a way to increase the potenHal of fraud related cases Hendrick

2020-10-11 
21:07:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal DANIEL

2020-10-11 
20:41:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Bongani

2020-10-11 
20:09:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Peter

2020-10-11 
20:06:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The  Aarto Tribunal  cannot be trusted to make sound  decisions based  
with the history of grand scale corrupHon in all government 
departments  in the past 25 years. Thiru

2020-10-11 
17:28:01 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lindi

2020-10-11 
17:26:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lindi

2020-10-11 
14:58:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is making South Africans  criminals.  Making the process very 
cumbersome  forcing people to pay just to get rid of the allege offence 
and on top of it doubling the fine or merit points. Kobus

2020-10-11 
14:16:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

      This is not an  economical factor in the best interests of all of South 
African  peoples who are already paying high taxes, levies and licence 
fees  for the powers of self interested persons that are  further 
promoHng our junk status economy through the fear of inHmidaHon? Anthony

2020-10-11 
10:57:23 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is unconsHtuHonal and with all the bribery and corrupHon in 
South Africa it will not work. The law abiding ciHzens will bear the wait 
of this and all others will skate by because they will use bribery to 
escape. Taxis already forced the government into allowing full loads 
during lock down, the same will happen with the new system. 

E toll doesn't work because there is always traffic at galollies 
interchange, scrap the whole system. Trevor 

2020-10-11 
10:42:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal J

2020-10-11 
10:38:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Traffic policing is a joke. There are no Metro cops patrolling the roads. 
How will new regulaHons stop the ever-increasing lawlessness of some 
( many ) motorists who shouldn't have a driving licence in the first 
place. If these regulaHons are in place and enforced, there would be no 
taxis and fewer cars on the roads. In my view, the ordinary motorist is 
being targeted while those drivers who shoot red robots, change lanes 
( at speed ) without signaling and drive at dusk and at night without 
lights will conHnue to be a danger to other road users. Also, it's a back-
door way of forcing motorists to pay e-tolls. JAMES

2020-10-11 
10:31:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Roy

2020-10-11 
10:27:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dis belaglik dat jul ons lisensies wil wegneem  as ons punte verloor, ons 
het ons lisensies weHglik gekry en dit was 'n duur proses. Ek besef daar 
is baie mense wat die padreels oortree en hulle moet gepenaliseer 
word, nie almal nie Caroline

2020-10-11 
10:12:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Christo
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2020-10-11 
09:55:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It makes no sense legeslaHng regulaHons that cannot be implimented 
without leaving ample opportunity for bribery and corrupHon. And 
which administraHon of those regulaHons are  not overseen by the 
courts. This will only promote bribery and corrupHon and is against the 
public interest. Anton

2020-10-11 
09:31:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is unfair because the public does not have any input, verificaHon, 
validaHon of fines. Was the equipment used above the law and all legal 
and in place? What about the illigal number plates. Somebody using 
my number plate on his truck and i get the fines. Secondly. E -tol not 
legal and should not be enforced. DEON

2020-10-11 
09:10:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Francois 

2020-10-11 
07:57:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Everyone should have the right to defend themselves in a court of law.  
The onus should be on the state tof prove in a court of law that a 
person commi]ed an offence. 

The AARTO  legeslaHon will ulHmately just be an expensive and the tax 
payers will have to fork out.  It will not improve or do anything for road 
safety at all.  What is needed is enforcement  of exisHng legislaHon and 
the removal of the current rot. Daniel

2020-10-11 
06:48:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Daar is so baie onregvrrdigheid. Die taxis woor oorgesien. N mens gaan 
5 keer vir jou lisensie dan se hul failed. Ek sal nie bribes betaal. En as 
die beampte so groot is dat die op die handrem sit en jou belemmer as 
jy draai.  En jy kry elke keer dieselfde een. Dis nie reg. Maak alle stories 
op om nie jou die lisensie te gee nie. Ek dink nie dit moet n kriminele 
sing word om sonder n lisensie te ry nie. Ek ry beter as die helfde van 
hierdie mense op die pad. My man ry ook met my kar en hy kry spoed 
boetes. Ai Mj

2020-10-11 
06:16:10 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Surely it is completely  illegal and against the consHtuHon to  find 
someone guilty before they have a right to provide their case. I have 
been a vicHm of the current process, despite my innocence, due to 
complete incompetence. ImplemenHng these rules are nothing but a 
bullying money making sham. Karen

2020-10-11 
01:55:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Who will monitor the system and with what qualificaHons? How would 
corrupHon and embezzlement be stopped and prevented? Who would 
benefit from doubling fines - it certainly wouldn't change the offenders 
aVtude or transgressions. E-Tolls should be scrapped completely, not 
punished more severely. This would just open more opportuniHes for 
bribery and corrupHon through selling of licenses, reducing/removing 
fines for payment etc. The traffic police already can't control the 
current laws, how will they maintain the extra burdens? Cynthia

2020-10-11 
01:21:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Etolls are illegal and should be scraped 

Phumlane

2020-10-11 
00:38:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why change the laws?  
Current Lease have worked for the past 30 years.  
The government is wasHng money they don't have  
THE government is going to financially ruin the ciHzens of this country. 
The current laws can't even be enforced,  
Police and traffic  is corrupt 
Start enforcement of current road Laws Johannes

2020-10-11 
00:14:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal MarHn 

2020-10-10 
21:24:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Worst possible law. Scrap it Corne

2020-10-10 
19:03:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Far too much power in the hands of a  biased traffic official. Liana

2020-10-10 
18:46:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Helgard

2020-10-10 
18:13:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dave

2020-10-10 
17:28:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I'm not all for this. Having wri]en statements/arguments doesn't have 
the same effect as having your day in court, this only makes the 
process longer and unfair to those who may not have had the same 
schooling opportuniHes, I mean how can a person who isn't that good 
at wriHng English supposed to state their case in a formal le]er? Are 
they supposed to pay ridiculous amounts of money for a lawyer to just 
put ink on paper, money they probably don't even have, no. This is not 
going to be fair to the masses. It will benefit those that already have 
means. And also the government should not keep shoving etolls on us, 
you decided to get in debt for them therefore you should figure out 
how to pay for them. We didn't ask for them, we can't afford them and 
we sure should not be bullied into paying for them (etolls). Malerato 

2020-10-10 
17:26:13 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Hi. I am objecHng against the new law because we are fighHng so long 
to get rid of the e-tolls and sHll they want to implement it. We made it 
clear that we do not want it. I also objecHng the mired system because 
this will make more unlawful people instead of people obay to the law. 
Just enforce the current road laws and get rid of the corrupt and 
incompetant traffic officers. Johann

2020-10-10 
12:37:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that the new proposed regulaHons infringe on my rights as a 
ciHzen in that it negates my right to immediate Court acHon. The 
proposed Tribunal is unlikely to be ciHzen friendly as it's task will be to 
enforce compliance rather than be objecHve.  
The object of the AARTO Act is the demerit points system leading to 
suspension or removal of a drivers license. That in itself is penalty 
enough. Increasing the penalHes or fines appears to be doubling the 
punishment for transgressions. 
The e toll on roads within urban areas is not acceptable especially 
where there is no viable alternaHve routes for drivers. Once again this 
infringes on the rights of ciHzens to free movement. The current e toll 
route is used by the public for daily acHviHes such as shopping, geVng 
to schools, church, hospitals, and such. penalizing those who lack  the 
financial muscle necessary to pay the tolls is not acceptable. NO TOLLS 
ON ROADS WITHIN URBAN AREAS. Armand
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2020-10-10 
11:53:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another way for corrupt officers and officials to issue fines 
without the concequences of it landing in court. The tribunal is 
goverment led and we all know that the only thing they stand for is 
corrupHon. They will never respond to representaHon and you would 
have forked out money for an incorrectly issued fine thus further 
enabling another corrupt system. The courts at least you had a judge 
look at the ma]er, this way government has the final say and it will not 
be in the best interest of the public. The only interest they have is to 
further corrupHon and this is just another avenue. E-Toll is corrupt and 
illegal and yet we are having to pay double. I will not pay towards 
these criminal systems. Double the fines for transgressions, cops pull 
you over for no reason and are looking for any reason to fine so they 
can solicit bribes, doubling fines will just increase bribes. They can 
double fines to punish you for transgressions but cannot arrest 
poliHcians for stealing millions from tax payers. No thanks will not pay 
to support corrupHon. Reinhardt

2020-10-10 
11:48:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-Tolls were implemented without the necessary public parHcipaHon 
and against the will of the resodents og Gauteng.  There should be no 
link in AARTO to the e-Toll system.  In addiHon the e-Toll system is not 
legally compliant! 

The proposed AARTO tribunal cannot replace a court of law and should 
be scrapped. Leo

2020-10-10 
10:39:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dirk

2020-10-10 
10:33:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal A court process is necessary for the rule of law. Edward

2020-10-10 
10:27:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Sascha

2020-10-10 
09:02:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They are taking away our fundamental rights to be innocent unHl 
proven otherwise and to double the penalHes? This is a unfair 
draconian system and governance.  Opened up more doors to defraud 
and harass the people of South Africa. A new way to milk the already 
over taxed south african people. 

Hugo
2020-10-10 
08:36:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Hughes

2020-10-10 
08:13:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Law enforcement must be done objecHvely and fair without prejiduce 
including taxis Derek

2020-10-10 
07:33:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Ther can be a be]er way of dealing with this Licence to some of us is 
our bread and bu]er William 

2020-10-10 
07:22:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe they are trying to cover their ineffieciencies in policing traffic 
infringements. The biggest infriengements will be from the Etoll 
system. Increasing traffic fines is not the answer. People must see law 
inforcement officers doing their jobs! Grant

2020-10-10 
07:19:23 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is going against the ConsHtuHonal Rights of all South Africans 
denying them Freedom of movement. 

Just the mere fact that they want to take away your right to defend 
yourself in Court shows a dictatorship. 
E-toll was introduced without consulHng the public and it is a failed 
system worldwide. The fact that you have to pay double for road 
infrastructure is illegal. If the ANC did not steal the money and 
commi]ed so much fraud our Fiscus  would have had money available. 

Criminal offense for driving without a license....again taking the rights 
away from the South Africans. 

AARTO failed in JHB an PTA yet they implemented it. They tested it for 
more than 10 years and it FAILED. 

This is just a money making scheme for the ANC to pocket more money 
as the appointed Cadres for your license card is part of them. 

AARTO has FAILED and the MunicipaliHes is suffering due to that. All 
fined issued is paid to AARTO and 30c (under correcHon) per R1 comes 
to the issuing enforcement agency. Ge

2020-10-10 
07:11:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

More ways the police can fleece people for bribe money. Taxis will sHll 
do their own thing on the road puVng peoples lives at risk. Shaun

2020-10-10 
06:56:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Renz

2020-10-10 
06:43:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I  object to all....and to this communist regime  we're living in. The fact 
that I cannot appeal is ludicrous with the level of corrupHon in this 
country! Whose to say that my number plate isn't cloned and then I 
have to pay for someone else's infringement....the list goes on. Connie 

2020-10-10 
06:21:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I in fact object to all that is being considered.  
My rights ar being violated, through incompetence & corrupHon we 
must pay. Carol

2020-10-10 
04:07:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal These regulaHons are against my right s Elias

2020-10-10 
04:02:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If this government cannot control the taxi drivers, who are the main 
perpetrators of the road carnage and lawlessness, how do they hope 
to run a Tribunal? As at now, rail transport is paralyzed because of 
scrap metal dealers, which has a negaHve impact on road transport 
and our "beloved" government is concerned with AARTO? Let the 
department of transport get it's prioriHes right first  by recouping all 
the monies stolen through corrupHon, then maybe, we can discuss 
AARTO and e-tolls. Jay

2020-10-10 
03:21:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Removal Of Rights To have ma]er heard in a court. tribunal system José
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2020-10-10 
03:20:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Removal Of Rights To have ma]er heard in a court. tribunal system José

2020-10-09 
22:53:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal K

2020-10-09 
21:46:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It will not work in this country, people will just drive with no licence. 
And etolls are not fare and should be removed , ba]ling to make a 
living and sHll got to pay high petrol price and etolls. Michelle

2020-10-09 
21:21:10 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Russell 

2020-10-09 
21:17:35 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Nikkita 

2020-10-09 
20:45:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. The current system is 
not working, the AARTO trial in Gauteng has not worked for 12 years, 
this will not work. The fact that failure to pay e-toll is included as an 
offence, is horrific, this will make criminlas of all who object to the 
wasted, grossly inefficient and expensive e-toll collecHon method. MarHn

2020-10-09 
19:09:02 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

e-tolls and doubling of fines. We already made it clear we not 
interested in e-tolls. Government needs to sort out the taxis on the 
roads first and make sure that everyone is treated the same. This just 
opens up to more corrupHon. Claire

2020-10-09 
19:04:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe in the consHtuHon which sates I am innocent unHl proven 
guilty in court. The enHre process removes this and undermines my 
rights as a ciHzen of South Africa.  Knowing the speed which things 
happen this could mean I  sit with a suspended license unHl  the 
process is finished and as it is in process I sit in limbo for a longer 
period than the suspension would have taken. If one looks at the 
process that happens when a person fails their drivers license and 
appeals they then cannot even book another test unHl the appeal is 
resolved. I see the same happening  with traffic offenses. Patrick

2020-10-09 
17:25:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Every tribunal that is managed by government is corrupt and 
incompetent.  They are suppose to protect consumers but they are 
money making machines. IE Icasa. 

AARTO is just set up to generate more money for this corrupt system. It 
also hands more power to corrupt officials. Now they will threaten you 
more and have more power to get your license suspended.  

I DO NOT AGREE Waheed

2020-10-09 
17:02:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This system is too open to corrupHon and I have first hand experience, 
of being asked for a bribe so I can only imagine that this new 
legislaHon will Make it ten Hmes worse Irene

2020-10-09 
16:50:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

ANC is looking for ways to generate money a_er they looted the 
country dry, they will do anything and everything to  make SAs pay for 
their wickedness. Every decision they make is not in good faith. 
Everyone has a right to stand before a court and prove themselves not 
guilty, this is our right. Clearly the ANC govt are unable to govern, they 
are dismal failures and we regret voHng for them in '94. Dini

2020-10-09 
16:20:35 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jenean

2020-10-09 
16:03:26 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I cannot see a Tribunal system being managed with any kind of 
efficiency or effecHveness.     
Doubling of fines is just another opportunity for government 
corrupHon at the expense of the people they are meant to serve. Brenda

2020-10-09 
15:17:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As usual the government thinks that the soluHon to every problem lies 
in legislaHon. They need to find other methods of changing the culture 
of SA drivers.  Try starHng with school children. Teach them the value 
of safety, courtesy and paHence. You can triple the fines etc and you 
sHll won't change driver behaviour in this country.  The people working 
on the tribunal are going to become very wealthy , which is normally 
the point  of all legislaHon introduced in this country - self enrichment. Michael 

2020-10-09 
14:56:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Doubling of fines is a money making scheme and has nothing to do 
with road safety. This system is to target law abiding ciHzens. E-tolls are 
a crime against every tax payer and should be scraped and the corrupt 
officials put on trial. There needs to be more visible policing and less 
hiding behind bridges and stopping the unroadworthy taxis and people 
who don't care about red robots that just drive straight through and 
nothing happens to them. This government taxes everything we buy 
and earn but it's not enough for them and they keep taking more and 
more from everyone, this corrupHon must stop. Deon

2020-10-09 
14:55:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Francis

2020-10-09 
14:48:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not allowing a person to defend the infringement is unconsHtuHonal. 
Doubling the fines is just another way to milk the tax payer even more. 
This is only going to lead to more corrupHon from police officers.  And 
since you can't defend yourself this is only going to make ma]ers 
worse. 
This government needs to start listening to the people and actually 
enforce the current laws properly and this would not be needed. 

Nelson
2020-10-09 
14:37:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Corrupt cops corrupt current system. E toll wrongly forced on law 
abiding ciHzens. Double standards eg...taxi drivers. Wilma

2020-10-09 
13:34:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal T

2020-10-09 
13:27:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another money making scheme. SA is not geared for this. 
The system will only increase the number of unlicenced  drivers on the 
roads-do they really think a taxi driver gives a damn as to wether he 
has had his licence revoked or not?  

They are once again trying to implement a system to police the wrong 
people! Ray
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2020-10-09 
13:22:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

*I want the right to appeal in court to sHll be in place 
* I want it arHculated IN DETAIL as to WHAT ARE THE NUMBER OF 
DEMERIT POINTS FOR EACH OF THE  INFRINGEMENTS   
* We are reeling from the state of our economy and Covid has made it 
so much worse, we can barely pay our own regular bills including food 
-the current fines are adequate., 
* Etolls have NEVER been legiHised in the eyes of the public as we 
were never consulted. The exisHng fines are therefore also going to 
cause tension & a major revolt from the public- DO NOT MAKE THIS 
SITUATION WORSE.  
*  This is & always will be a Civil issue & should conHnue to be treated 
as such. 
* You need to state CLEARLY what was the previous misinformaHon 
regarding the rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes 
applicable once a person’s driving licence has been cancelled. 

CLIVE

2020-10-09 
13:10:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It's funny how the so called SA Government can chop & change the 
rules & impose them on us unsuspecHng ciHzens who are already 
struggling to survive in this ba]ered economy. 
The real perpetrators are out there enjoying themselves without 
having to account for any wrong doing on their side. Jacob Zuma is 
avoiding Zondo commission because he does not want to be held 
accountable for breaking the rules, ANC officials are stealing billions of 
rands every day ,money meant to improve our lives and no one is 
imposing the rules on them & taking acHon to prevent these fat cats 
from destroying our country . Taxi  industry & their disrespec�ul 
drivers do not obey any laws. Talk abt a country that claims to have & 
obey the rules. Why sud we ciHzens carry the burden of the rules that 
are being defiled by those who impose them on us. Granny

2020-10-09 
12:19:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Firstly, the Law was approved to achieve road safety and parameters 
within which vehicle operators were to conduct themselves.  
The fact that basic contravenHons are not enforced due to a lack of will 
to execute the duHes assigned will make no difference. Like people 
talking and messaging on cellphones while driving, ignoring stop signs, 
traffic lights, ovetrtaking on barrier lines, no sa_ey distance, stopping 
in a lane to drop-off passengers, ect. 
They selecHve applicaHon of a single aspect of the law - travelling at 
higher speeds to collect more money and meet year-end targets while 
drivers use unroadworthy vehicles, no ligjts, not switching lights on at 
dusk or sunrise, even in the pitch dark.  
Traffic officers stand around with cellphones in hand, allowing traffic 
offence a_er traffic offence to occur within visual distance and allow it 
to proceed with no acHon. 
AARTO have on two previous occaisons stated that they do not 
correspond, they refuse to provide staHsHcs of offences ito the act! 
How will they now conduct a tribunal with knowing the facts as they 
seem to ignore any input into the ma]er. 
The lack of visible policing is the root cause of the problem, the 
corruptable officers who demand bribes to supplement their already 
funded salaries at the expense of tax & rate payers. 
Lastly, how can u charge me for not paying tolls? It has nothing to do 
with the road law, it was errected without prior consultaHon, the costs 
coming from individuals tax to errect it and now that same tax payer 
must pay for the very road surface and faciliHes his/her tax funded!  
Enough corrupHon, fraud, thieving!  If compliance is required then 
apply the enHre law to all road users, not just selecHve parts to fill 
coffers for more misappropriaHon by the appointed officials Petrus

2020-10-09 
12:14:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As most South Africans I did not ask for e-toll, yet I have to pay to use 
it.  The highway I travel to work has been in existence for many years 
before e-toll, so why should I pay for a road that they added lanes to. 
Why do we pay all these taxes and none of the money is used for the 
roads. I cannot afford the toll fees and I definitely cannot afford fines 
or lawyers for not paying my e-toll. Ronel

2020-10-09 
12:12:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I cannot accept any administraHve adjudicaHon process that serves to 
remove my rights, under the law of SA, to represent my posiHon in a 
court of law. Zacharias

2020-10-09 
11:53:12 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Firstly the traffic police are corrupt, had first hand experience at this. 
The toll roads we implemented underhandedly, the public were not 
consulted and were lied to, over 80% of the revenue is channel out of 
the country. We are going to be burdened with further cost to 
maintain the roads due to the revenue drain. 
Get the stolen trillions back from state capture, put the criminals in jail 
and we will have enough money to support the populaHon without 
taxing them to death. 
The traffic police and SAPS are not capable of policing the exisHng 
crime and enforcing the common traffic rules, how are they going to 
enforce the new laws. 
It is against our consHtuHonal right to remove our right to appeal, you 
are " holding an angry Hger by the tail " not a wise thing to do. Neville

2020-10-09 
11:50:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will only be used as a system to CONTROL AND MANILUPATE 
ciHzens. The ones who are regular law abiding ciHzens will be 
penalized and a new wave of racism will be born. 
You will have no say and to get anything corrected will and could take 
years, while you are not allowed to drive, because you have no license. 
This is just another form of the beaurocracy to control the 
inconsHtuHonal freedom of movement. 
CiHzens will have no say or defence, irrespecHve of what is promised, 
as we have seen over decades. 
No, I do not agree with this law.  
Why are the "taxi-laws" not revised? They have their own law which is 
in direct opposiHon with the country laws, and no-one talks about or 
revisit the "taxi laws" 

God help us!!!! Only God can save this country. leon
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2020-10-09 
11:30:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

this country does not have the resources or intenHon to implement a 
just and equitable  road law enforcement system to services all its 
ciHzens.  Just reference the  taxis operaHng with impunity on our roads colin

2020-10-09 
11:11:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am sHll unsure as to the outcome of the e-tolls, one minister says that 
they have to be paid and the next one says not.  This needs too be 
finalised and made perfectly clear to the public.  If we have to pay e-
tolls why not make it easy for people and let the tolls be paid on line. 
As far as doubling the fines are concerned, it's just another way to 
screw money out of people, enough is enough. Roy

2020-10-09 
10:54:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Flore]e

2020-10-09 
10:49:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It has shown that it will not work government must provide enough 
official one the road and stop this rendering system of etoll Thami

2020-10-09 
10:37:35 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gail

2020-10-09 
10:35:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Look at the firearm licence backlog. Files piling up on the desks at SAPS 
. It's complete chaos.  
 That is an example of what  the traffic departments will be like with all 
these new proposals to administer. 
Also it is a disgrace to even consider the idea of not being able to 
defend oneself  in court with regards to traffic infringements. Doubling  
up the value  on fines is just a money grab.  
Rather stop the billions of Rands stolen in government corrupHon. Gary

2020-10-09 
10:27:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Officials will insisHng on bribes (as they presently doing)  to keep on 
abusing the system. Will be another way for easy money on the 
highways, will increasing corrupHon @ 100 000% Doubling the fines for 
failing to pay e-toll (scrap the e-toll system it is un lawful and against all 
human rights as well as doubling the penalHes on fines which are 
currently payable.  60%  of people lost there jobs with Covid-19. To try 
and put food on out tables in this difficult Hmes are more important 
than to worried about outstanding fines that I never received by post 
or any other media.  Banning  all  the so called 'manned' speeding 
camera on highways, those 'manned' people are parked 300m+ under 
a tree, and that does not count for any 'manned' services.  Sophia

2020-10-09 
10:27:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Officials will insisHng on bribes (as they presently doing)  to keep on 
abusing the system. Will be another way for easy money on the 
highways, will increasing corrupHon @ 100 000% Doubling the fines for 
failing to pay e-toll (scrap the e-toll system it is un lawful and against all 
human rights as well as doubling the penalHes on fines which are 
currently payable.  60%  of people lost there jobs with Covid-19. To try 
and put food on out tables in this difficult Hmes are more important 
than to worried about outstanding fines that I never received by post 
or any other media.  Banning  all  the so called 'manned' speeding 
camera on highways, those 'manned' people are parked 300m+ under 
a tree, and that does not count for any 'manned' services.  Sophia

2020-10-09 
10:25:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal allan

2020-10-09 
10:18:39 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is already a working sysrem available. How ever as per normal 
government procedures non acHon and rampant corrupHon makes the 
current system inoperable. Making the system harder by cuVng out 
the courts is an optout by government and increases the already heavy 
burden on the tax paying public. 
What does AARTO have to do with toll???????. Just another 
government optout!!! Chris

2020-10-09 
10:05:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This will cause more racism and corrupHon MarHne 

2020-10-09 
10:02:17 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Yo

2020-10-09 
09:27:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am truely saddened that our Government is infringing on our 
consHtuHonal rights as producHve and hard working ciHzens of our RSA 
whilst not dealing with the corrupHon and criminality that is rife 
through their ranks.  

Don’t understand how stricter regulaHons will help anything when 80% 
of driver licenses issued by the licensing department are bought, 
meaning that most of the drivers on the roads are incompetent and 
dangerous.  

With this in mind it is clear that the government is just looking for 
another way to milk us when there is nothing le_ for them to take. Muhammad 

2020-10-09 
08:41:39 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

we are not  using our  resources  correctly . 
too much red tape. 
this system will be abused. 
we are a third world country but trying to use 1st world standards . Clement

2020-10-09 
08:19:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal They must stop the stealing of our monies Eben 

2020-10-09 
08:16:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

RegulaHons will do nothing to make our roads safer. Police need to 
enforce traffic violaHons, not incur more rules Franc

2020-10-09 
08:06:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Enforce current laws. Start with unroadworthy cars and taxi drivers. ELIZABETH

2020-10-09 
07:46:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jan

2020-10-09 
07:41:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree to the points system , i will not pay e-tolls and never will, 
you can not deduct points for not paying e-tolls and i will not pay 
double the fine issued , this is corrupHon at its best , the Govement 
stole all the money now they want to make up for it by making the 
people of South Africa pay . so i say no to their corrupHon. Trevor

2020-10-09 
07:33:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just so ridiculous ,that they are milking the people of sa le_ right 
and centre,everything is just going up and laws amended and enforced 
on the wrong ideas,for eg medical side of things needs real a]enHons 
but these monkeys are woried about milking the community for their 
last pennys earned ,this corrupHon needs to stop immediately ,we 
need to take to the streets and strike just like the rest then maybe 
goverment will take civilised ciHzens to head Boya
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2020-10-09 
07:30:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The SA Government has no capacity to enforce this" noble" venture.  
Its been a]empted for years without success.  It is short sighted to 
think that it would be enforced efficiently and fairly.   
The e-Tol debacle and selecHve law enforcement (turning a blind eye 
to the lawlessness of taxi organizaHons)  are primary concerns.  Hein

2020-10-09 
07:26:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Tinus

2020-10-09 
07:12:39 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Sneeky way of forcing people to pay for the corrupt etol system.  First 
fix the ridiculous licencing renewal system, before trying to pass the 
burden onto drivers, making drivers criminals because of the 
incompetence of government officials. Daniel 

2020-10-09 
06:43:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don't agree with forcing people to pay etolls  when no one wanted 
them. The public voted against it. Lara

2020-10-09 
05:57:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They should scrap the e toll system. We did not ask for it. Budgets are 
there to keep the roads upgraded. But instead the money are gets 
misused. We are already paying taxes. Sanet

2020-10-09 
05:47:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Rod

2020-10-09 
04:57:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Vinolin

2020-10-09 
02:24:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This looks like another a]empt to extort money from ciHzens. Fines 
should not be raised. The demerit system should be effecHve enough, 
if properly enforced. e-Tolls should be scrapped altogether.  CiHzens 
should always have the right to appeal an offence in a court of law.  
The current legislaHon will only serve to increase corrupHon. Steven

2020-10-09 
02:23:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Aarto kan nie die huidige reels toepas waar voor op lisensie betaal 
word nie. Nie betrou baar nie. Josia

2020-10-09 
00:58:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All these new regulaHon are just trying to milk more money out from 
people who are already suffer enough from this useless government. 

I don't want etoll from day one. We are already been heavily taxed as a 
salary earner. Stop your corrupHon and use our  tax money honestly 
first before you try anything to squeeze more from honest people. Yu

2020-10-08 
23:32:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If these changes are intended to reduce road casualHes,, it will not 
work because, 
1. Taxis are involved in a large proporHon of road casualHes, and the 
authoriHes are unable to enforce any law on them. Any laws are 
ignored with impunity. 
2. A large proporHon of casualHes are pedestrians. There has been no 
effort to educate pedestrians. 
3. There is very li]le visible policing on our roads. Virtually the only 
traffic police are hidden behind speed trapping devices. It seems that if 
a driver does not speed,  they can ignore all other traffic laws with 
impunity. 
4. The condiHon of our roads is such that it is surprising that the 
casualty count is not higher. 
5. Road marking is very problemaHc. There are many areas on the 
open road where there should be no overtaking, but it is allowed. 
There are also many, many areas where overtaking can be done safely, 
but is not allowed - in such cases, frustraHon builds up when stuck 
behind a very slow vehicle, and the temptaHon to overtake safely may 
become irresisHble.  For many drivers, solid white lines have become 
an advisory. See Points 1 and 3 above. 

Neil

2020-10-08 
23:06:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just going to increase bribery and corrupHon amongst so called 
law enforcers  
It is far too costly and will mean more public servants to be employed 
in an already bloated, over paid service 
NegaHve impact on economy  
Rather check the legiHmacy of drivers licenses where the root of the 
problem is 
Tougher drivers license tesHng should be implemented before this 
system is even considered Merle

2020-10-08 
21:56:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This doesn't make sense  
1. This talk about e-toll that we are against, what is the outcome of this 
e-toll story who is playing  that mean this system can't be linked with 
something that we didn't sign for. 
2. It also talks about doubling fines this won't work a gain first they 
need to fight corrupHon and they must stop using us to pay for monies 
that we don't know now they want us to pay for t j at R 500bn that that 
they can't account for. 
3. This talk about points that mean we are the ones that will suffer 
because we are poor and we can pay whatever the amount that the 
officer will need. 

This thing won't work the must come up with some else  to raise funds 
that they are owe. Siyabonga

2020-10-08 
21:37:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another way of scamming us  
First bring the country right than worry of other problems 

Abdurahma
n

2020-10-08 
21:34:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If the current law is enforced there wont be a problem   Besides for 
speeding nothing is done Graeme 

2020-10-08 
21:04:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Georgina
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2020-10-08 
20:56:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. This will only result in drivers being fined for transgressions 
someHmes caused by accident, such as slight over speeding, catching a 
red light by accident, bad and traffic signs not warranted and not 
conseqent. The real culprents tresspassing on open roads not caught 
and brought to jusHce, as there is no patrol cars on open roads 
catching the real dangerous drivers. we see this every day.  
2. Drivers must pay for toll roads, but e.g. only two thirds of toll roads 
can be used maybe fully. E.G. One third of Jo,Burg Durban toll road 
only one lane due to road repairs which is now so far behind and is 
only geVng worse and worse, and drivers must pay in full. Not 
acceptable. 
3. Redicules traffic rules in many areas. e.g. From Warden to Harrismith 
(50km) absolute straight road 50 km /hr. Absolutely rediculous. 
4. Most cause of accidents caused by taxis and to many trucks on 
roads. Thousands of trucks on main roads. Why not saolve the railway 
problem and solve most traffic problems.Trucks also destroying roads 
and cosHng tax payer trillions of Rand. All the goverment fat cats part 
of the truck business, therefore solving of railway system will never 
happens. Willie

2020-10-08 
20:48:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not trust the AARTO system. E-tolls are a disaster, and must be 
scrapped before the demerit system is implemented and excluded 
from the fines. I refuse to pay e-tolls on roads which my taxes already 
helped to pay for, and whose maintenance my taxes conHnue to help 
pay for. 

The demerit system is good in theory, but it must be backed by an 
efficient and corrupHon-free Metro police, and a corrupHon-free 
government. I want to see ALL those charged with corrupHon tried, 
punished, removed from their posiHons without pay, and made to pay 
back what they have stolen. 

I am sick of being fleeced of my honestly hard-earned cash at every 
turn by dishonest gold diggers. Sort out the dishonest in authority and 
blatant law breakers (like taxi drivers), then they can introduce this 
system, administered by South Africans, not foreigners. Debby 

2020-10-08 
20:43:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

HERE WE GO AGAIN.... BLEEDING ITS ALREADY POOR COMPROMISED 
PEOPLE. DOROTHY

2020-10-08 
20:35:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If this government would stop raping the coffers of the country they 
wouldn't need to consider issue like this which is nothing more than a 
fund raiser, moreover they should stop a]empHng to implement idioHc 
laws as here and ban on smoking and the likes when the country is 
riddled with crime, murder and women ba]ering. Linden

2020-10-08 
20:35:11 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The visible policing of out roads does not exist. 
The e-toll point will never stand up.  It is an unjust system that was 
forced on us.  We voted by not paying.  This AARTO bill is just a 
desperate a]empt to resurrect a long dead idea. 
It will probably be unfair to people who use the roads a lot, like taxi 
operators.  Unless a different set of rules will apply to taxis. 

This will not work as it's just a bunch of ideas which some commi]ee 
has come up with.  How will you ever enforce it? 

Good luck Wade
2020-10-08 
20:27:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Tyron

2020-10-08 
20:27:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The department of transportaHon is too corrupt, for this process, let 
the courts be responsible for the thing,no tribunal David  Fusi 

2020-10-08 
20:26:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The department of transportaHon is too corrupt, for this process, let 
the courts be responsible for the thing,no tribunal David  Fusi 

2020-10-08 
20:13:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I support a points demerit system - however this must be inline with 
the ConsHtuHon. 
The AARTO Tribunal should not be allowed to take the place of the 
courts and people are innocent unHl proven guilty and the AARTO act 
seems to do away with this basic right. 

Also, without proper policing and the levels of corrupHon that already 
exist in our police, the demerit system will fail completely and this will 
be just another way to fleece the public and extract more bribes. 

Get the police to actually work and then we might see improvements 
on our roads - combine this with proper enforcement where taxi`s are 
concerned would be a great start. 
Take serious acHon against officers who solicit bribes, get the metro 
police on the roads in the early mornings when they are needed most - 
working at troublesome intersecHons (all of which are ell known). Let 
the police lead by example and follow the rules and laws they are 
meant to enforce ( how many Hmes do people get fines for driving and 
talking on their phones or for speeding and yet the police officers do 
the exact same thing, talk on their cells phones while speeding down a 
residenHal road) 

I also don`t agree with the various suggested point allocaHons, I can`t 
see how someone caught over the alcohol legal limit and driving a 
vehicle can be allowed to keep on driving as they only lose half their 
points - they should lose all their points. Drunk driving is cosHng 
innocent South Africans their lives and a daily basis. 

Overall - a demit system is definitely the way to go, but not in AARTO`s 
current form, so I can`t agree with it. Daniel
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2020-10-08 
19:59:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

To criminalise traffic infringements without giving the offender an 
opportunity to defend himself in a court of law is in itself criminal! 
To impose fines for e-toll when once again, the validity thereof has 
never been tested in court and , the one Hme the court wanted to rely 
on data from toll gantries, it was found to be unreliable, is also 
criminal! 
To increase fines and demerit points in stead of improving law 
enforcement is nonsensical! 
Daily motorist speed across red traffic lights and drive vehicles that are 
not roadworthy . The focus should be on enforcing current legislaHon, 
not criminalising the common road user. Riaan

2020-10-08 
19:55:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Neil

2020-10-08 
19:21:19 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal They can't handle the current load and this makes corrupHon easier JP

2020-10-08 
18:50:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Our state is already incompetent- how will the state run this, can’t 
work if there is so many idiots- can work but not under the AND, as 
they are a bunch of ............. and its against our consHtuHonal rights- 
innocent Hll proven guilty at a COURT- Adriaan

2020-10-08 
18:50:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This bill is a load of crap!! 

Doubling if traffic fines is unacceptable. 

The inability to elect to go to court to contest a fine is unacceptable 
too. The exisHng system is in a shambles, and now they want to mess 
with it even more! Not on!! Greg

2020-10-08 
18:44:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What happened to guilty unHl proven innocent? This is nothing other 
than gangster tacHcs. They are incapable of doing proper law 
enforcement (they have no interest in proper law and order anyway) 
so now they want to take the shortcut. This has NOTHING to do with  
law and order. This is nothing more than another money making 
racket. They have stolen everything else, so now they want more. 
Enough is enough. Do it right or shove off Jo

2020-10-08 
18:01:17 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There are many items that I do not agree with.  I do not agree to 
linking e-tolls to any penalty on the vehicle system, be it fines or 
license disk. The financing of the road network was to be done via 
vehicle licenses and taxes on the sale of petrol and diesel. Head it not 
been for corrupHon there would have been enough money. I do not 
agree if the AARTO tribunal. If I do not agree with a fine  you need to 
be able to seek protecHon from an independent source. The tribunal 
will be just another corrupt department in the mix.  
I agree with heavier penalHes for unlicensed drivers and the regulaHon 
of the tax industry with any driver of public transport having to 
undergo more rigorous training. There is enough laws to maintain 
order on our roads were it not for the high levels of corrupHon both in 
the people employed to maintain order as well as on the general 
public. At present jusHce is seen not be be done so the majority of 
people on the road behave with impunity. Jose

2020-10-08 
17:59:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Am a Senior ciHzen. Where will this end?  We are not living in a free 
and righteous, peaceful country anymore. Ez na

2020-10-08 
17:57:13 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ez na

2020-10-08 
17:57:02 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ez na

2020-10-08 
17:52:12 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The current AATO regulaHons are not been enforced at present , so 
how will the ,more complicated one fare any be]er . Again this 
legislaHon will land up the ConsHtuHonal Court. 
Scare tacHcs from a future dictatorship. No right to go to court ,Ha. Carl

2020-10-08 
17:35:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

firstly...you cant even get to renew your drivers licence due to 
incompetency....the etolls a hoax to steal more money from hard 
working ciHzens...taxis can skip robots but because it is mainly owned 
by black poliHcians..they never pay a fine or get arrested....the enHre 
de merit will never work in an ill disciplined country like south 
Africa...rules are only meant for the very few....who will benefit?....who 
wants to get richer?....you cant trust the metro police as proven over 
and over and so too the saps.....so I smell a rat....and its not pleasant. Kiim

2020-10-08 
17:32:39 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not being able to defend yourself in a court of law is unconsHtuHonal 
and the ruling party is trying errode our rights, AGAIN! Quintus

2020-10-08 
17:26:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lee

2020-10-08 
17:18:07 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Charl

2020-10-08 
17:10:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the regulaHons on the simple basis that they 
effecHvely remove the right of access to courts, which is a right 
enshrined in the Bill of Rights. A court is also imparHal and unbiased. 
There is no menHon of how the Tribunal will be composed and 
whether it will contain panel members who are Hed to the RTMC or 
SANRAL. 

I also categorically disagree with the implementaHon of a fines regime 
for failing to pay eTolls, which is a failed system. The ciHzens of 
Gauteng have refused to pay eTolls and the system should be scrapped 
in its enHrety. The fines regime is a way to make people pay for a 
system which is unjust and devoid of morals. 

There is no need for an amended Bill. The exisHng legislaHon should 
simply be enforced more effecHvely! Steven

2020-10-08 
17:04:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As always, the government (including provincial an municipal) can not 
be truted to operate a system like this fair an just. This will only result 
into more corruHon than experienced in the current system. 

Every aspect of the proposed regulaHons raise concerns as it seems 
the regulaHon is more about criminalize trafic ofenders than having a 
system that support and educate road users. Corinus
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2020-10-08 
16:57:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

just another ploy to extract monies from motorists- what a sham what 
a f%^&K show this countries has become... leon

2020-10-08 
16:46:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO should be scrapped as it was illegally introduced without being 
sancHoned by the public and it is too expensive to run with most of the 
proceeds going to operaHon and not to our roads. Furthermore the 
money being collected for its operaHon is being paid to overseas 
developers when it should have been developed and built locally to 
save currency. rob

2020-10-08 
16:45:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I hereby lodge my strongest objecHon to the proposed amendment to 
the regulaHons relaHng to traffic law and e-toll enforcement. It feels 
like I am deprived of a very basic right namely to present my case to an 
imparHal arbiter and to confront my accuser in the same forum. How 
on earth can this happen with a wri]en representaHon?  
What checks and balances could there possibly be if AARTO is the 
adjudicator of representaHons? This is just another sHck with which to 
hit law-abiding ciHzens while connected people will be able to 
manipulate the system as it suits them. How can we trust the 
government to be imparHal if it has such an abysmal  track record??? 
How will it be proved that a noHficaHon has been  received by the 
alleged transgressor if the post office is in a total state of disrepair? It 
has lost countless documents and le]ers mailed to me and sent by me. 
When a claim for a lost item is insHtuted there is no reacHon and no 
reply. How on earth can this work?? The burden of proof of delivery 
has to be with the state. It is a basic legal principle. 
It has been many years since I received a noHficaHon of any kind, 
including renewal of vehicle licenses.  At the post office the process is 
delayed by the imposiHon of outstanding fines. Most of the motorists 
confronted by this illegal form of blackmail were not even aware that 
they had outstanding fines. They have not been given the chance to 
state their case or examine the evidence against them. These 
amendments are just a way of legalising this highly quesHonable tacHc 
by incompetent authoriHes. 
Let the authoriHes first demonstrate their commitment to full and 
imparHal implementaHon of current  legislaHon before amendments 
like these are created. 
The mind boggles at the level of creaHvity channeled to the creaHon of 
regulaHons such as these that is unashamedly aimed at swelling 
government coffers and shielding law enforcement from being held 
accountable for their acHons. 
Shame on you. Leo

2020-10-08 
16:30:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

In a democracy everyone has the right to an apeal if wronged in any 
way. The process proposed is not democraHc, besides which our traffic 
amd police force is a disgrace and fair treatment is very unlikely. If they 
concentrate on enforcing the regulaHons already in existance the roads 
woyld be a safer place. Johan

2020-10-08 
16:19:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
16:11:10 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My concerns cover all of the above. I consider this a ridiculous 
proposal, as we have seen how the law works against some so_ targets 
and allows others, like the taxi industry in general, to slip through the 
cracks. This is puniHve and unrealisHc, and is more suited to a Marxist 
Leninist Communist North Korean style country. Motorists are so_ 
targets, and there are more urgent crimes to lock down on like 58 
murders per day, as well as farm murders. There are no moving 
violaHon regulaHons here, and the easiest way to crack down on 
motorists is with a puniHve system like the one being proposed. Nicole

2020-10-08 
15:39:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
15:30:23 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This government is sick y must we pay e toll . This people are very very 
sick . I have a license if I forget it at home is criminal offence you must 
be joking. Why don't they check on their systems that do I have a 
license or what if I have charge R50 at the port. Tswari

2020-10-08 
15:27:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
15:21:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If there had been a choice labelled "ALL OF THE ABOVE" under the 
heading 'What is your top concern?', I would have selected it. 
 While the points demerit system has been successfully introduced in 
many other countries, the high level of insHtuHonal corrupHon in 
South African government, municipal and law enforcement agencies 
indicates that these new measures will only serve to increase 
inHmidaHon and extorHon from the South African motoring public. 
In any event, the problem of fair and just administraHon and 
enforcement in a mostly dysfuncHonal policing system miHgates 
against the successful and consHtuHonally acceptable implementaHon 
of these new regulaHons. Jan
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2020-10-08 
15:18:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It seems that the law is only countling for law abiding ciHzens. 
1.  Hidden cameras are illegal, they hide and camouflage their cars, 
gear and cameras. 
2. Bribery and corrupHon is a top 10 on the list. 
3. Taxis does not abide by the Law at All  ?? 
4. Traveling to work and paying for our petrol, Why must we pay for 
roads that we paid for year a_er year  !!!  Because the E TOLL ia a 
bunch of corrupt outsiders that created it for illegal Contacts and 
Contracts  !  Foreigners got the jobs  !! 
5. Our roads are in a bad state and cause accidents and a lot of damage 
to tax payers  cars. 
6. Taxi's  and buses does not pay etoll , why should other road users 
pay, we never agreed to the fact that the government stole PENSIOEN 
FUNDS to build roads and erect e toll staHons !! 
7. The police and the traffic department are never seen in a crisis but 
they are seen running away from the Eff and other illegal gatherings. 
8. They are seen fully geared hosing innocent people having tea and 
coffee on the pavement for a good cause like opening restaurants.  
With riots they are not seen. 
9. Where are they with the  killing,rape,murder and the drug dealers 
on our street and the  gangs in all the towns running the streets ! 
10. SiVng under a bridge or a tree to set a trap is nothing compared to 
being on the road LOOKING for perpetrators  !! 

DO THE JOB AND EARN THE  RESPECT OUR OUR CITIZENS !!!    ESTER

2020-10-08 
15:16:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
15:16:10 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Like all other regulatory systems, government is looking to milk the 
ciHzens of South Africa out of the last cent.  This will be another means 
to promote corrupHon Hennie

2020-10-08 
15:03:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-tolls should be scrapped. No one wanted them in the first place. The 
government only wants money. Nothing gets fixed. Eileen

2020-10-08 
14:59:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Government seems to try and make up for all the looHng and state 
capture that has taken place, which they cannot account for and now 
us poor ciHzens are being punished.  It's not realisHc - let them deal 
with the real culprits and stop shoving e-Tolls which we never asked for 
or were consulted about, down our throats.  We are finding it hard to 
make ends meet as it is!  When will we every enjoy being South African 
Motorists.  Implement these rules on the Taxi Industry and you'll see 
flames!  But, you choose to use us motorists as scapegoats - shame on 
you! Mandy

2020-10-08 
14:56:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
14:54:13 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
14:52:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I selected AARTO Tribunal as it seems I cannot select more than one 
opHon - I actually am opposed to all of the above.  My reason for this is 
that government has a reputaHon for steeling money and corrupHon, 
so any money they receive from me will obviously be stolen in some 
way or another (the evidence is staggering).  I work hard to earn my 
money in a small business challenged by red-tape and BEEE to make a 
less than comfortable living.  I am reluctant to  pay for e-tolls as this 
was another of government's corrupt schemes; not following a proper 
tender process, not geVng public (tax payers') input, 
maladministraHon, poor management (to name a few). Vicky

2020-10-08 
14:47:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is merely another way to tax people further without having a 
posiHve effect on road safety. This cannot be used as a method of 
extorHon to make people pay for etolls a system which has proved 
ineffecHve and something the public did not want. Marcello

2020-10-08 
14:43:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
14:42:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C
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2020-10-08 
14:41:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
14:40:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
14:40:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
14:36:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
14:28:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal The legislaHon is biased and unfair. Sarie

2020-10-08 
14:09:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E toll payment is unconsHtuHonal.this demerit law  won't be fair. Wait 
about making new laws enforce the exisHng one first Lu

2020-10-08 
14:02:11 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The right to a fair hearing in a court of law should be defended at all 
Hmes and cost 

In the sea of corrupHon in SA poliHcs, the incompetent carder 
deployment without merit by the ANC in public administraHon; 
brought us to a place that only the courts can be trusted  Jannie

2020-10-08 
13:54:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Daar sal net meer korrupsie plaasvind. 
Huurmotors (taxis) sal NOOIT dieselfde behandel word as die gewone  
motorist nie. Norman 

2020-10-08 
13:37:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They must just scrap the e-toll & leave everything as is & traffic officers 
must stop taking bribes & do their job correctly & by so doing we will 
have less road fataliHes. Ernest

2020-10-08 
13:32:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Madelein

2020-10-08 
13:28:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There's too much corrupHon in Government which is money 
contributed by us ciHzens in the form of tax. Money has been lost 
through corrupHon now, Government is trying to get by punishing 
ciHzens to recover money lost through corrupHon.  Their E-Toll scheme 
was a non starter because of undermining the ciHzens of this country 
by failing to consult. Government must be forced to understand that 
we're human being and we should be treated as such. Benjamin

2020-10-08 
13:28:00 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Agree with all except  the e-tolls Diana 

2020-10-08 
13:11:39 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

These new regulaHons are draconian and impracHcal. Government is 
unable to enforce exisHng laws and now want to add more and worse 
regulaHons. Pieter

2020-10-08 
13:08:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is absolute nonsense. The enHre consideraHon to burden the 
public with addiHonal nonsense like this when the current system, 
(which shuld be sufficient and competent) is totally incompetent and 
run by incompetent management and staff.  SORT OUT THE STAFF 
RECRUITING PROCESS, RID IT OF THE INCOMPETENT, LAZY 'ANC' 
CADRES, AND THE CORRUPT ENTITIES 'IN THE OFFICES AND ON THE 
ROAD', AND PREVENT THE TRAFFIC OFFICIALS AND STAFF FROM 
SELLING ILLEGAL LICENSES... AND GRANTING LICENCES TO 
INCOMPETENT DRIVERS. THE ROADS ARE FULL OF THEM. MOST DO 
NOT HAVE THE APTITUDE TO RIGHTLY OPERATE A VEHICLE IN AN 
ENCLOSURE LEAST OF ALL ON A PUBLIC ROAD.  

DISMANTLE THE ETOLL SYSTEM... WE WERE NEVER BOUGHT INTO THE 
PROPOSAL OR DISCUSSION, AND THE GOVERNMENT WENT AHEAD 
WITH IT TRUSTING THAT THEIR DICTATORIAL MANNERISM WOULD 
CAUSE PEOPLE TO ABIDE BY THEIR RULES.  

THE TRIBUNAL ISSUE IS A NO, NO. PEOPLE WILL BOYCOTT IT, AND FIND 
ILLEGAL WAYS TO BEAT THE SYSTEM... E.G. BRIBERY... WHICH WILL 
HURT THE AARTO SYSTEM FURTHER.  

LASTLY... WAKE THE HELL UP! THE PEOPLE SAY NO! AND WHILE WE ARE 
SICK AND TIRED OF THIS CRAP, WE MEAN 'NO'. Bernard
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2020-10-08 
12:46:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My concern is on all the above as the system is totally open for abuse 
as now the officers will be asking more for bribes as they know that it 
would cost you a lot of Hme and money before you can take the case 
to court .  The offices will be stopping cars and not rightly fineing them 
any small thing or even taking money from them in order to let it go 
away. The system should be such that a court of law can decide and 
not AARTO.  As the officers have their own friends there  and nothing 
will happen to them but the public will have to pay.  I will give you an 
example of this my son could not take out the license of his car as 
there were 2 Hckets on the car. These were for the same day,  a day 
when he did not leave the house and they were 15 min apart from one 
another. The one was on Gordans road going east, whilst the other was 
on the M2 south a_er Xavier road which was 15 minutes later. When 
we took it up to AARTO, the official there was adiment that we pay this 
and penalHes yet we did not receive any noHficaHon and it is 
impossible to be at both places in that short Hme. Even with the fastest 
of sport cars.  Thus we had to pay over R1000 just in order to get the 
license. We were not allowed to go to court on this as per AARTO, I had 
even taken this up with the department of transport. Therefore I 
strongly feel that the enHre  AARTO system should be scraped as you 
will have people  that do not have the proper knoweladge making 
decisions. And it will be cosHng us as tax payers for paying for staff at 
AARTO whilst we do have good  Judges in our court , further  it is 
already cosHng us for the current traffic departments.  This money 
could be be]er spent training more officers as then we would have 
less people commiVng traffic offences as they are more visible and the 
officers know if they do anything wrong they can be taken up 
immediatly.

Zainul 
Abedeen 
Mahomed

2020-10-08 
12:46:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My concern is on all the above as the system is totally open for abuse 
as now the officers will be asking more for bribes as they know that it 
would cost you a lot of Hme and money before you can take the case 
to court .  The offices will be stopping cars and not rightly fineing them 
any small thing or even taking money from them in order to let it go 
away. The system should be such that a court of law can decide and 
not AARTO.  As the officers have their own friends there  and nothing 
will happen to them but the public will have to pay.  I will give you an 
example of this my son could not take out the license of his car as 
there were 2 Hckets on the car. These were for the same day,  a day 
when he did not leave the house and they were 15 min apart from one 
another. The one was on Gordans road going east, whilst the other was 
on the M2 south a_er Xavier road which was 15 minutes later. When 
we took it up to AARTO, the official there was adiment that we pay this 
and penalHes yet we did not receive any noHficaHon and it is 
impossible to be at both places in that short Hme. Even with the fastest 
of sport cars.  Thus we had to pay over R1000 just in order to get the 
license. We were not allowed to go to court on this as per AARTO, I had 
even taken this up with the department of transport. Therefore I 
strongly feel that the enHre  AARTO system should be scraped as you 
will have people  that do not have the proper knoweladge making 
decisions. And it will be cosHng us as tax payers for paying for staff at 
AARTO whilst we do have good  Judges in our court , further  it is 
already cosHng us for the current traffic departments.  This money 
could be be]er spent training more officers as then we would have 
less people commiVng traffic offences as they are more visible and the 
officers know if they do anything wrong they can be taken up 
immediatly.

Zainul 
Abedeen 
Mahomed

2020-10-08 
12:39:57 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
12:38:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My concern is on all the above as the system is totally open for abuse 
as now the officers will be asking more for bribes as they know that it 
would cost you a lot of Hme and money before you can take the case 
to court .  The offices will be stopping cars and not rightly fineing them 
any small thing or even taking money from them in order to let it go 
away. The system should be such that a court of law can decide and 
not AARTO.  As the officers have their own friends there  and nothing 
will happen to them but the public will have to pay.  I will give you an 
example of this my son could not take out the license of his car as 
there were 2 Hckets on the car. These were for the same day,  a day 
when he did not leave the house and they were 15 min apart from one 
another. The one was on Gordans road going east, whilst the other was 
on the M2 south a_er Xavier road which was 15 minutes later. When 
we took it up to AARTO, the official there was adiment that we pay this 
and penalHes yet we did not receive any noHficaHon and it is 
impossible to be at both places in that short Hme. Even with the fastest 
of sport cars.  Thus we had to pay over R1000 just in order to get the 
license. We were not allowed to go to court on this as per AARTO, I had 
even taken this up with the department of transport. Therefore I 
strongly feel that the enHre  AARTO system should be scraped as you 
will have people  that do not have the proper knoweladge making 
decisions. And it will be cosHng us as tax payers for paying for staff at 
AARTO whilst we do have good  Judges in our court , further  it is 
already cosHng us for the current traffic departments.  This money 
could be be]er spent training more officers as then we would have 
less people commiVng traffic offences as they are more visible and the 
officers know if they do anything wrong they can be taken up 
immediatly.

Zainul 
Abedeen 
Mahomed
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2020-10-08 
12:36:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My concern is on all the above as the system is totally open for abuse 
as now the officers will be asking more for bribes as they know that it 
would cost you a lot of Hme and money before you can take the case 
to court .  The offices will be stopping cars and not rightly fineing them 
any small thing or even taking money from them in order to let it go 
away. The system should be such that a court of law can decide and 
not AARTO.  As the officers have their own friends there  and nothing 
will happen to them but the public will have to pay.  I will give you an 
example of this my son could not take out the license of his car as 
there were 2 Hckets on the car. These were for the same day,  a day 
when he did not leave the house and they were 15 min apart from one 
another. The one was on Gordans road going east, whilst the other was 
on the M2 south a_er Xavier road which was 15 minutes later. When 
we took it up to AARTO, the official there was adiment that we pay this 
and penalHes yet we did not receive any noHficaHon and it is 
impossible to be at both places in that short Hme. Even with the fastest 
of sport cars.  Thus we had to pay over R1000 just in order to get the 
license. We were not allowed to go to court on this as per AARTO, I had 
even taken this up with the department of transport. Therefore I 
strongly feel that the enHre  AARTO system should be scraped as you 
will have people  that do not have the proper knoweladge making 
decisions. And it will be cosHng us as tax payers for paying for staff at 
AARTO whilst we do have good  Judges in our court , further  it is 
already cosHng us for the current traffic departments.  This money 
could be be]er spent training more officers as then we would have 
less people commiVng traffic offences as they are more visible and the 
officers know if they do anything wrong they can be taken up 
immediatly.

Zainul 
Abedeen 
Mahomed

2020-10-08 
12:36:19 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My concern is on all the above as the system is totally open for abuse 
as now the officers will be asking more for bribes as they know that it 
would cost you a lot of Hme and money before you can take the case 
to court .  The offices will be stopping cars and not rightly fineing them 
any small thing or even taking money from them in order to let it go 
away. The system should be such that a court of law can decide and 
not AARTO.  As the officers have their own friends there  and nothing 
will happen to them but the public will have to pay.  I will give you an 
example of this my son could not take out the license of his car as 
there were 2 Hckets on the car. These were for the same day,  a day 
when he did not leave the house and they were 15 min apart from one 
another. The one was on Gordans road going east, whilst the other was 
on the M2 south a_er Xavier road which was 15 minutes later. When 
we took it up to AARTO, the official there was adiment that we pay this 
and penalHes yet we did not receive any noHficaHon and it is 
impossible to be at both places in that short Hme. Even with the fastest 
of sport cars.  Thus we had to pay over R1000 just in order to get the 
license. We were not allowed to go to court on this as per AARTO, I had 
even taken this up with the department of transport. Therefore I 
strongly feel that the enHre  AARTO system should be scraped as you 
will have people  that do not have the proper knoweladge making 
decisions. And it will be cosHng us as tax payers for paying for staff at 
AARTO whilst we do have good  Judges in our court , further  it is 
already cosHng us for the current traffic departments.  This money 
could be be]er spent training more officers as then we would have 
less people commiVng traffic offences as they are more visible and the 
officers know if they do anything wrong they can be taken up 
immediatly.

Zainul 
Abedeen 
Mahomed

2020-10-08 
12:34:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
12:33:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
12:33:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
12:33:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C
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2020-10-08 
12:33:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is a first world system, South Africa has a demonstrable lack of 
ethical officers and disciplined road users, essenHal for this system to 
work. Current laws and conduct by lawless and  blatant transgressions 
of taxi drivers are being ignored by very weak and corrupt traffic and 
law enforcement departments.  Traffic infringements are legal issues, 
traffic officers are officers of the law, so removing the right to elect to 
be tried in court is arrogant | undemocraHc. The culture of corrupHon 
in the country does not allow any success with a system like this. 
Adding wri]en representaHons, tribunals, appeals and then only 
courts will just delay ma]ers and open more avenues for corrupHon. 
Increasing fines, that are never paid by the real infringers of traffic laws 
is just another way to get money from the honest law abiding ciHzens, 
erring from Hme to Hme. To bring e-tolls into this equaHon is 
dishonest, seeking a way to force etoll acceptance. E tolls were a 
massive waste of money, never put to the vote of the consumers. It 
does not fall in the ambit of traffic violaHons. It hints at an autocraHc 
a]empt to abuse high office. 

Johann

2020-10-08 
12:32:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
12:32:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Needs a lot more detail. 

How is it possible to take your legal right away and double up on fines? 

The Gauteng MEC said that E Tolls are going to be scrapped???? Selwyn

2020-10-08 
12:32:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposals are a massive administraHve burden for the consumer 
and I believe unconsHtuHonal. Traffic law enforcement officers are 
seen to be arrogant, lazy, dishonest and disinclined to do the work they 
are paid to do. There is a substanHal number of laws and regulaHons 
already promulgated which, if applied would have the effect of 
maintaining law and order on the roads. That they are not enforced 
has nothing to do with the hard-pressed taxpayer. We do not need to 
be sHfled by more law. R C

2020-10-08 
12:27:13 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The system basically makes it very difficult to prove innocence, and will 
cost a lot of Hme and money thus resulHng in people not bothering. 
this is unfair as the accuser should be the one proving guilt, not the 
accused having to prove innocence.  
Secondly adding etolls into the regulaHon when even Gauten is talking 
about scrapping it is just misleading and sending mixed messages to 
the public. 
The whole system is actually overly complicated and thus will lead to 
further abuse by officers seeking bribes etc. We already have many 
road laws that keep geVng ignored, why not start enforcing those 
instead of creaHng new ones. Gareth

2020-10-08 
12:25:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Once more gov is Hnkering with the consHtuHon. Leave it alone!   Etolls 
are illegal and must be scrapped.  This is just another a]empt to take 
away ciHzens' rights; government should govern and not snipe at 
incidentals, always wanHng to remove or supersede what legal ciHzens 
have. It's Hme they acted against the big crime and fraud in our 
beauHful country. And note that the police seem to be afraid of acHng 
within their exisHng powers; are they afraid that evil powers will burn 
their housing and destroy their families? Something is amiss. The 
President should invesHgate and issue the necessary edicts. Stan

2020-10-08 
12:14:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is a first world system that only works when you have ethical 
officers and disciplined road users. We have neither. This system will 
not fix the lawlessness and taxi ill-discipline on the roads. Traffic 
infringements are legal issues, traffic officers are officers of the law, so 
removing the right to elect to be tried in court is arrogant. The culture 
of corrupHon in the country does not allow any success with a system 
like this. Adding wri]en representaHons, tribunals, appeals and then 
only courts will just delay ma]ers and open more avenues for 
corrupHon. Lastly, e-tolls have absolutely nothing to do with traffic 
infringements!! Nico

2020-10-08 
12:12:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My consHtuHonal right to be deemed innocent unHl proven guilty by a 
court is infringed. The proposed amendment is thus void as such. Piet

2020-10-08 
12:05:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They could not get the Public to Pay for e-Toll, now they want to force 
us to do so through a law that cannot be enforced due to admin 
burden and corrupt and inefficient officers. 

What happened to "Innocent unHl found guilty"? 
This law makes me guilty unHl proven innocent!! 

Rather just enforce the laws that is already in existence in this country 
instead of implemenHng another expensive system that will not work. Chris

2020-10-08 
11:59:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Taking away our consHtuHonal rights. E toll was meant to be removed. 
Sort out E toll. Nobody understands whay is going on Iris

2020-10-08 
11:59:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Taking away our consHtuHonal rights. E toll was meant to be removed. 
Sort out E toll. Nobody understands whay is going on Iris

2020-10-08 
11:57:02 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal I am totally against all of the points menHoned Carol

2020-10-08 
11:44:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Fix the roads regulate the taxi industry and scrap the e-tolling Matsie

2020-10-08 
11:41:11 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

IT'S PART OF CORRUPTION. MONEY FLUSHED DOWN THE TOILET. 
THE E-TOLL IS NOT NOT EVEN LEGAL. 
THE MONIES RECEIVED ARE NOT EVEN USED FOR THE CORRECT 
PURPOSES. 
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO ENRICH GOVERMENT EMPLOYEES. TONIE
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2020-10-08 
11:35:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am disgusted at the terrible service, lack of accountability for AARTO, 
the illegal implementaHon of it and the fact that it is a prejudiced and 
poorly run system that does not treat everyone the same, nor every 
industry with the same rules.  Why would we trust this huge economic 
burden and disaster created by government to now include more 
weapons to be used against the public?  Government cannot do 
anything properly and now they want to give overriding say to a 
tribunal that will no doubt also be a disaster.  The whole AARTO system 
is a waste of public funds and a punishment for mostly law abiding 
ciHzens who are being targeted and vicHmized for every slight 
infringement.  The public is financially stretched to the limits and now 
these fat cats want to impose more pain on the public.  They should be 
fired and not be wasHng tax payers money on more systems doomed 
to fail.  This system is not only callous, but really disgusHng. Andrew

2020-10-08 
11:34:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The e-toll system was underhanded and immoral, no public 
parHcipaHon was done, the news reports from sanral & govt at the 
Hme deceived the public as to the system and its implementaHon. 

It should have no place on the AARTO regulaHons. Throwing in the 
Tolls saga is outrages.  

You cannot give more power to a law enforcement officer under the 
current system as this will just give them more reason to solicit a bribe. 
If they know that the appeal system is ridiculously difficult then it 
makes it easier to be dishonest to force the motorist into a corner to 
pay a bribe. 

Carol

2020-10-08 
11:30:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

FIRST focus on road sa_ey, not revenue genraHon, and get ALL 
unroadworthy vehicles OFF the road!  Patrol the roads visibly and sort 
out the hoardes of reckless drivers! 

It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL to remove an alleged infringer’s exisHng right 
to elect to be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en 
representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review 
applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable is downright 
unfair! 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them is UNACCEPTABLE.  E-tolls are 
UNLAWFUL and must be scrapped - to have legislaHon including that is 
completely unconsHtuHonal! 

 Kenneth

2020-10-08 
11:23:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do believe that strict law enforcement is necessary but I object to my 
legal/consHtuHonal rights being taken away arbitrarily. With police and 
traffic inspectors , in so many instances being dishonest, this would 
(not could) lead to extraordinary bribes being collected/demanded. Petrus

2020-10-08 
11:12:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It makes no sense to implement new laws and rules when the old laws 
and rules are not being enforced by the authoriHes. The way taxis drive 
is autrageous and authoriHes do nothing about it in most cases so it is 
intelligent and effecHve to first apply the law that is ruling the traffic 
already and only a_er, implement improvement on the old rules. Antonio 

2020-10-08 
11:11:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. Totally against the scrapping of a ciHzens right to elect to be tried in 
court. 
2. Totally against the non payment of etolls falling under the 
jusrisdicHon of AARTO. 
3. Totally against the doubling of traffic fines. 

Anne-Marie

2020-10-08 
11:11:13 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

  
I support the principle of a demerit system. 

However :-  
There is currently no enforcement of the exisHng traffic laws. 
Increasing the number of laws and bureaucracy is a waste of Hme 
money and effort. 
Get the traffic police to do their job, and enforce the law instead of 
being speed cops. 

Doubling of fines is just an a]empt to increase revenue and should not 
be allowed.  

Using the system to try to enforce the illegal e-toll system is travesty of 
jusHce and will be challenged.  

South Africans are the most inconsiderate drivers in the world, thanks 
to the non enforcement of the law by the incompetent traffic police 
and their management.  
New Laws will make no difference without addressing the enforcement 
problem. David

2020-10-08 
11:09:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This system is going to be a heavy burden on ordinary South African 
ciHzens... Prince

2020-10-08 
10:55:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to all proposed changes. Sadly the country is riddled with 
corrupHon so the only winners in this will be the police / law 
enforcement. Law abiding South Africans are best served in the courts 
not in some incompetent Tribunal Dave

2020-10-08 
10:54:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Peter

2020-10-08 
10:41:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

this provide South Africans no alternaHve way out when confronted 
with a fine whether its valid or not.  We will be stuck in a disabling 
system.  Keep it simple, stop trying to be over zealous. jeane]e
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2020-10-08 
10:38:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Miranda 

2020-10-08 
10:16:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How can an unjust eToll  system now be brought into the Aarto act.. 
The issue remains unresolved and now it becomes an act of 
enforcement.   I'd say a very sneaky move.  The bulk of the traffic 
officials are so corrupt.... The door  is now held wide open for them to 
enjoy their corrupt ways to the maximum.    Shirley

2020-10-08 
10:09:12 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The system will only work for law abiding ciHzens and not for the 
majority of the road users.  The burden of financing the municipaliHes  
will once again fall on these law abiding people and the majority of the 
people using our roads will be illegal drivers and will just pay bribes if 
they are pulled over by the police.  Chantelle

2020-10-08 
09:56:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal David

2020-10-08 
09:52:19 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No I do not 
I object to doubling the fines for unpaid e-tolls and denying access to 
the courts of law to challenge fines 
 That was a system introduced under a cloud of suspicion, secrecy and 
corrupHon and has been roundly rejected by the ciHzens of Gauteng. 
The system should be dismantled and abolished and certainly not 
enforced in this way. Franc

2020-10-08 
09:51:02 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Our authoriHes have shown that they are incapable of administering 
the e-tolls and license card systems with any degree of efficiency. 

The administraHve burden of AARTO is way too complex for our 
authoriHes. 

It is far to easy for our many corrupt officials to abuse the system. 

Perhaps our road traffic officers and SAPS officers should try to do their 
jobs properly and set an example for road users to follow. 

AdministraHve mistakes will cost road users dearly. 

Punishment and appeal processes are too cumbersome and an 
infringement on our basic legal precept of "innocent unHl proven 
guilty". 

Rhoderick
2020-10-08 
09:46:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Michael

2020-10-08 
09:45:20 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with these changes. They will only lead to increased 
bribery of police officers which is a pandemic at the moment. It is also 
unconsHtuHonal to assume someone is guilty before proving  so and 
the tribunal system will not provide the driver an opportunity of 
proving his innocence. Geoff

2020-10-08 
09:42:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Expensive and drawn out procedure Luis

2020-10-08 
09:41:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Bijoo

2020-10-08 
09:38:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I  do not have any confidence that the government has the capacity or 
the poliHcal will to run a system  

hlompho
2020-10-08 
09:38:07 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal The system is a complete waste of money and will not work in Africa. Kevin

2020-10-08 
09:30:17 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Hermanus

2020-10-08 
09:29:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Totally ridiculous.  Ore money wasted and eTolls must really be 
scrapped Antoine]e
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2020-10-08 
09:29:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO Tribunal circumvents an alleged perpetrator's right to a fair 
hearing in a court of Law, and gives power to a non-legal and 
unregulated body.  Under the Law and the ConsHtuHon of South Africa 
everyone is innocent unHl proven guilty, and with a police force rife 
with corrupHon (most especially in the Traffic Department) and 
perhaps one of the most untrustworthy in the world (and ill educated, 
ill qualified, ill equipped and ill tempered) there is absolutely nothing 
to prevent the proposed process from being open to abuse. 
The demerit system will not work in South Africa as there are a large 
number of drivers on our roads with illegal, fraudulently obtained 
licences or no licences at all. The carriers of these licences reside 
mainly in the mass public transport system (taxis) and will once again 
be "above the law" in every respect. This is specifically true of the 
failed e-Toll system that has been boyco]ed by by far the majority of 
users on Gauteng's main arteries between Johannesburg and Pretoria. 
This same system has been effecHvely outlawed and shelved in other 
provinces of the country leaving Gauteng road users to bear the brunt 
of a corrupt, illegally applied and inherently flawed and failed system 
of taxaHon for a select few road users  while taxis (by far the majority 
of road users between the two metropoles) are exempted from 
payment (and prosecuHon). Everyone should be equal before the law. 
Level the playing field and either scrap the e-Toll system or roll it out in 
all provinces and make all users liable irrespecHve of their status.  
Demerits won't work in a country where law and order is as badly, 
randomly and abusively applied by officers as South Africa. What 
would work is a well-trained police force focused on serving the 
communiHes of this country, educated to a minimum level 
(Matriculates at the very least) and trained for a minimum Hmeframe 
(ie: a cadetship of two years) before being allowed to serve. Note the 
word SERVE. Levels of literacy, numeracy and skills in personal 
interacHon with people should be of primary concern. As should 
honestly, incorrupHbility and accessibility. Once we have a well trained, 
educated and willing police force dedicated to the principles of serving 
the ciHzenship and upholding the laws of the land as opposed to 
breaking them we can talk about systems that bring pe]y law breakers 
into line as we will have those needed to effecHvely police those pe]y 
laws (speeding, illegal parking, illegal road use and failure to comply to 
the rules of South Africa's road system).  
Once again, the AARTO bill creates more administraHve hurdles than it 
removes and the already overburdened and completely ill-equipped 
workforce will be both unable and unwilling to cope with the 
addiHonal bureaucracy created as a result. As we have seen with the e-
Toll fiasco, bringing those who do not pay (and making a stand against 
a flawed, corrupt system by refusing to pay) to account is virtually 
impossible thanks to the numbers of non-payers involved. We do not 
have a central fingerprint database in this country, nor properly 
maintained nor curated central idenHty databases. This is why we have 
to give our fingerprints every single Hme we replace a passport or 
other civil document (drivers licence included) rather than merely 
scanning our fingerprints to ensure they match to those held on 
record. Banks manage to do this, but not our civil service departments.  
Doubling or generally increasing fines does not work if alleged 
perpetrators are not paying fines and are not on record. You cannot 
punish companies that own vehicles for the misdemeanours of their 
employees driving those vehicles. The drivers are ALWAYS responsible, 
not the owners of the vehicles. That is the basic tenet of our system in 
South Africa.  
In summary, this Bill is just one more in a line of ill-conceived policy 
documents that seeks to further undermine the rights and civil 
liberHes of South Africa's ciHzenship in favour of the ruling party and 
its penchant of robbing state coffers. It should be rejected on these 
grounds alone. Sharon

2020-10-08 
09:25:00 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It's a corrupt system operated by a corrupt government and opens up 
more avenues of corrupHon and scams. Errol

2020-10-08 
09:20:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another way to get to law obeying people. Traffic cops do 
have sped traps at illegal places and ignore the traffic regulaHons. It is 
a known fact that traffic cops do this to get addiHonal income. Further 
to this, how will they control the taxis or are they exempted as always? 
Why must I be penalised by a double fine if I do not pay toll fees which 
they implemented anyway illegally. Leon

2020-10-08 
09:16:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Must scrap e-tol fees.  This is too much tax burden to charge e-tol fees, 
let alone doubling the e-tol fees!!!  TOTAL EXTORTION!!!! Yan

2020-10-08 
09:14:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

TOTAL EXTORTION!!! TOTALLY AGAINST DOUBLING E-TOL FINES!!!  DAY 
LIGHT ROBBERY!!! YUN-CHIEH

2020-10-08 
09:11:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With all the corrupHon that is happening, is this not another 'gravy 
train'? 
Is it going to be administered properly? Gavin 

2020-10-08 
09:09:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Tyran

2020-10-08 
09:08:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

ETolls: Refuse to pay for something that is already illegal 
Taxis: Highly unlikely that any of these rules and regulaHons will be 
enforced or even acknowledged by the taxi industry 
Court: Every person is enHtled to their day in court 
I am not in favour of most of the new rules and regs as they will only 
apply to some drivers and this system is as open to corrupHon and 
fraud as everything else in this country Tamsyn
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2020-10-08 
09:07:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No government organizaHon is run properly, so how will a tribunal 
work as a fair and just system? Nothing works as it is...E-toll being a 
classic example! This system must be scrapped ...corrupHon runs rife 
and it was simply enforced on unsuspecHng public! No other province 
has this rubbish, and only the organizaHons the government are afraid 
of get exempt (taxi)...loads of them drive unroadworthy vehicles, have 
“bought licenses x or none at all” and have no clue about rules of the 
road, yet they simply do as they please....they are only exempt 
because the government doesn’t know how to deal with them as such 
an unruly but powerful organizaHon! As in all walks of life a democracy 
is meant to be the choice if the majority, but in many instances 
everyone is held to ransoms by someone else’s DEMANDS.....how does 
“democracy” and “demand” even belong in the same sentence? Cheryl

2020-10-08 
09:02:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal E toll should have never happened Pieter

2020-10-08 
09:01:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal J

2020-10-08 
08:58:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Taking away right to be tried in court should be unconsHtuHonal. 
Some transgressions on the road are purely mistakes, especially when 
a driver is not familiar with surroundings. Doubling fines in this 
economic climate will perpetuate non-payment of fines. 
E-Tolls were never accepted by the public through a consultaHve 
process, therefore doubling fines on non-payment is unlawful Siphesihle 

2020-10-08 
08:57:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

South Africa must at all cost protect the Rule of Law pracHced in the 
country. It differenHates us from banana republics and is mandatory in 
terms of our ConsHtuHon. The so called AARTO Tribunal proposes to 
circumvent alleged perpetrator's right to a fair hearing in a court of 
Law, and gives power to a non-legal and unregulated body. 
Furthermore, it has already been established that certain South 
Africans will be exempt from these rules or just not persecuted 
because they will not pay the fines anyway. This is unfair and unlawful, 
as all are supposed to be equal before the Law. Of course it must be 
illegal to drive without a valid and legally obtained Driver's License - 
that stands to reason, and the principle must be enforced. But sadly, 
due to corrupHon and police ineptness, this is not enforced, which 
endangers the lives of other law abiding South Africans. I suggest that 
a clean-up of all drivers without licenses must be done right away and 
all toll fees - especially those on the contested JHB - PTA highway to be 
scrapped for good. The criminalizaHon of people who refuse to pay for 
an e-toll system that was installed and forced upon the motorist of 
Gauteng without the necessary consultaHon as is required by law is a 
major point of concern, it was just another scam from this bankrupt, 
corrupt to the bone ANC government to milk more money from the SA 
ciHzens to enrich themselves. Marina

2020-10-08 
08:56:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don't trust the AARTO system. Anything Government related must be 
put on hold unHl they've cleaned up there act.   Eric

2020-10-08 
08:55:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The criminalizaHon of people who refuse to pay for an e-toll system 
that was installed and forced upon the motorist of Gauteng without 
the necessary consultaHon as is required by law is a major point of 
concern, it was just another scam from this bankrupt ANC government 
to milk more money from the SA ciHzens to enrich themselves. Michael

2020-10-08 
08:50:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This whoile systems is in my view another unworkable administraHve 
nightmare covering up the issue that the traffic police are simply not 
doing their jobs properly with the exisHng legislaHon. Stuff like 
overtaking in emergenceny lane, turning le_ from right hand lanes, 
overtaking in right hand lanes and then cuVng in front of the traffic, 
running traffic lights and stop signs without slowing down, not 
stopping behind the white lines at traffic lights / stop streets ........ 

It would be be]er to deploy camera based systems as has been done 
even 40 years ago in Zimbabwe, let alone across most 1st European 
countries and states in the US 

The presumpHon of guilt is unconsHtuHonal. 
The removal of the rights to be heard in court is 
unconsHtuHonal.........etc. IR

2020-10-08 
08:47:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

 South Africa must at all cost protect the Rule of Law pracHced in the 
country. It differenHates us from banana republics and is mandatory in 
terms of our ConsHtuHon. The so called AARTO Tribunal proposes to 
circumvent alleged perpetrator's right to a fair hearing in a court of 
Law, and gives power to a non-legal and unregulated body. 
Furthermore, it has already been established that certain South 
Africans will be exempt from paying toll fees, such as taxis. This is 
unfair and unlawful, as all are supposed to be equal before the Law.  Of 
course it must be illegal to drive without a valid and legally obtained 
Driver's License - that stands to reason, and the principle must be 
enforced. But sadly, due to corrupHon and police ineptness, this is not 
enforced, which endangers the lives of other law abiding South 
Africans. I suggest that a clean-up of all drivers without licenses must 
be done right away and all toll fees - especially those on the contested 
JHB - PTA highway to be scrapped for good. That whole project is 
riddled with corrupt deals, tenders and misappropriaHon of State 
funds. Brenda

2020-10-08 
08:46:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

26 years later the word Democracy means nothing.  

Another way for CorrupHon and Fraud to thrive.  
Roger

2020-10-08 
08:44:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This method will again be ignored by the bigger drivers group. For 
example: The taxi drivers will simply bribe the SAPS and Traffic Police! 
Myself as senior ciHzen cannot afford to be restricted in this regard as I 
am not prepared to bribe any officer. Daniel C
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2020-10-08 
08:44:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This method will again be ignored by the bigger drivers group. For 
example: The taxi drivers will simply bribe the SAPS and Traffic Police! 
Myself as senior ciHzen cannot afford to be restricted in this regard as I 
am not prepared to bribe any officer. Daniel C

2020-10-08 
08:43:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO system has already been failing since it's incepHon in 
Tshwane. By removing my ConsHtuHonal right to be tried in a court of 
law it is just coming closer to a lawless anarchy of corrupHon and by 
forcing payment of e-tolls in this manner the public is being raped by 
corrupt money squandering poliHcians who cannot accept that they 
made a mistake in forcing an impracHcal system onto an  unsuspecHng 
public. E-tolls failed because it's draconic and too expensive for the 
majority of road-users and now they want to force us to pay for a 
system that they were not prepared to defend in court before! Gerson

2020-10-08 
08:42:01 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Every1 has right to legal representaHon and someHmes mistakes 
happen and u forget drivers licence, there are ways to confirm if I have 
a licence but just not in possession currently. 
If its a ma]er of not having a licence at all ie;not on traffic dept records 
as a registered driver then ( that’s illegal) Rangi

2020-10-08 
08:40:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The system appears to be grossly unfair in it's applicaHon. Can't see 
how this can be consHtuHonal. Guilty unHl proven innocent!? Crazy Jonathan

2020-10-08 
08:40:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

First fix your problems and corrupHon then come with new laws you 
racist regime Renier

2020-10-08 
08:39:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Frank

2020-10-08 
08:39:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Taxi drivers who is the biggest culprits will strike and be exclude. 
I have seen many Law enforcement officers that have no regard for the 
AARTO regulaHons, what will happen to them? Who will take 
accountability for their transgresions? 
E-toll should not be included in this as this has never been agreed to 
and we should not be forced into this. It is unconsituHonal 
I work for a small company and the vechiles are registered to his name. 
How can he be held responsible for the acHon of the drivers?  
It is unconsHtuHonal to remove my rights to  go to trial in court. 
The double penelasing I do not agree with. It must either be the one or 
the other 
 If they take away your license it will be impossible to retrieve it 
because the will not be able to find it! 
The current administraHve personnel can not cope, this will increase 
their burden. Irma

2020-10-08 
08:38:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What a waste of Hme you can't even enforce the current rules you are 
corrupt and now want to move your stupid laws and cash flow to the 
law abiding ciHzens resign NOW. Get the Taxis that are not roadworthy 
of the road. Be visible do your job. Chris

2020-10-08 
08:38:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The democraHc rights of the populace are being undermined yet again 
in the pursuit of extracHng more money by government. 
With the current corrupt situaHon, this will only compound the 
problem.  
All the addiHonal processes are not feasible as the current system can’t 
even be managed!  
Who carries the costs of all this extra admin and Hme?  
This is also just another a]empt to force e-toll upon us - NO, NO, NO!!! Peter

2020-10-08 
08:37:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No increase on fines &  demerits. 
No to no representaHon. Mahube

2020-10-08 
08:35:59 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Martha 

2020-10-08 
08:35:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal IAN

2020-10-08 
08:35:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Bev

2020-10-08 
08:33:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

First stop corrupHon in Government, South Africa is already poor and 
lawful ciHzens must pay because money is stolen all the rules are maid 
to milk our poor tax payers  
Get  taxis to pay taxes then you will have enough money that can pay 
for roads Christoffel

2020-10-08 
08:33:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

First stop corrupHon in Government, South Africa is already poor and 
lawful ciHzens must pay because money is stolen all the rules are maid 
to milk our poor tax payers  
Get  taxis to pay taxes then you will have enough money that can pay 
for roads Christoffel

2020-10-08 
08:33:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Another infringement on the honest persons rights.   Most new laws 
are created to punish and criminalize the law abiding ciHzen while the 
real criminals do not care as they have nothing to loose.  If the current 
system was efficient, fair and enforced there would be no need for 
addiHonal laws.  First show us integrity and results by improving 
current licencing and toll systems and then ask us for cooperaHon. 
AN ABSOLUTE NO to a more corrupt set of laws! Colleen

2020-10-08 
08:32:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Taking away a persons right to defend themselves in court is ridiculous! John

2020-10-08 
08:31:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This infringes on our rights to a fair trail.  

In general this Aarto act will be an administraHve nightmare, 1st World 
laws do not work in 3rd world countries. Brad

2020-10-08 
08:29:02 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another way for the corupt goverment to steal more  of our 
money .  There wil be more bribes and corupHon Johan

2020-10-08 
08:26:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With our economy in a financial meltdown and goverment not held 
accountable for  
wasteful expenditure and the_ of tax payers money is appouling. 
I AM TOTALLY AND COMPLETELY APPOSED TO THIS OLD APPROUCH OF 
SUCKING US DRY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! HUGO

2020-10-08 
08:25:26 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Why don't the authoriHes just focus on enforcing the laws as they are? Warren
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2020-10-08 
08:23:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The maturity of Africa is not ready for such a system as AARTO. One 
cannot implement first world systems  in a fi_h world country. One 
first need to get all the people on the same level of maturity before 
such a system can be implemented. It could also be seen as racially 
prejudiced. Theo

2020-10-08 
08:22:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO system cannot work in SA. First determine how you will 
enforced it on vehicles like taxis that dont give a damn about road 
safety and road rules. They speed, stop wherever they want to, skip 
red robots and stop streets and NOBODY does anything about it 
because EVERYBODY is afraid of the taxis. Why do you want to 
introduce a new system if you cannot make the old system work. It 
surely will be another system that will soon be corrupt and the bribes 
will be higher. Only corrupt traffic officers will benefit. They will 
become an even bigger force. Further to this please explain who will 
be fined for not paying e-toll. The ciHzens of SA are under tremendous 
economical pressure and you have failed to address the e-tolls system 
yet now you want to force it through a new system. As it is now there 
are a lot of vehicles using the e-toll roads that are exempted from 
paying e-tolls. WHY?? EVERY vehicle, be it private, police, fire, TAXI, the 
blue light gangs should pay e-toll. 
Not being able to go and put your case in court is also nonsense. Who 
is going to sit on the tribunal. More CORRUPTION that will further 
contribute to a failed state 
SCRAP AARTO before it costs the TAX PAYER more money. Johan

2020-10-08 
08:22:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The present laws are more than adequate, if properly enforced. This 
imposes a draconian enforcement regime on road users who will have 
few rights and avenues to object. This will not stop  the present 
corrupHon and bribery of law enforecement officers and will in fact 
enhance it due to its designed outcomes.  E-NaHs is a mess at present 
and it is becoming more unreliable by the day; how does the 
government expect this dysfunHonal system to manage the Act - 
impossible! The tribunal and review procedure removes my basic 
rights to accesss to a fair judicial process as guaranteed by the 
ConsHtuHon - a major issue and I trust that on this the intended 
legsilaton will be found to be unconsHtuHonal. 
 Pieter

2020-10-08 
08:17:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Taking away one's right to be tried in a court of law is against every 
South African's consHtuHonal rights, and this will simply add more 
administraHon to a system that is already overburdened not working 
working efficiently. 

The double fining is also just a way to generate more money and opens 
the door to just more and more corrupHon. Rudolph

2020-10-08 
08:07:02 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO system cannot work in SA. How will it be enforced on 
vehicles like taxis that dont give a damn about road safety and road 
rules. They speed, stop wherever they want to, skip red robots and 
stop streets and NOBODY does anything about it because EVERYBODY 
are afraid of the taxis. 
It will be another corrupt system as is the case now, only the bribes will 
be higher. 
Who will be fined for not paying e-toll. As it is now there are a lot of 
vehicles using the e-toll roads that are exempted from pying e-tolls. 
WHY?? EVERY vehicle, be it private, police, fire, TAXI, the blue light 
gangs should pay e-toll. 
Not being able to go and put your case in court is also nonsense. Who 
is going to sit on the tribunal. More CORRUPTION. 
SCRAP AARTO before it costs the TAX PAYER more money. Ernst

2020-10-08 
08:05:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ani

2020-10-08 
08:04:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Seani

2020-10-08 
07:59:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the whole thing, there is too much corrupHon and 
fraud in the country  
there are more important things to look at than creaHng another 
system that is just going to fail cost the tax payers millions, so that 
someone can get some backhand  

Taxi drivers are going to loose all thier points and thier licience is 
suspended, now its a criminal offense to drive without a licience, but 
the driver must sHll feed his family so he will drive without the licience. 
But our jails are already over crowned, or will the taxi industry be 
excluded from the rules  

Shane
2020-10-08 
07:58:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You are a disgrace to this country by denying me my consHtuHonal 
rights. Louis

2020-10-08 
07:50:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I can not beleave that you can not be tryed by the judge or a court how 
can you fight your case ,how can AARTO be on the desision making end  
are they above the Law now .How can AARTO double the fine if you 
dont pay who made that desision it is corrupHon and stealing 
money.must be desided by Court . will this system for all  and what will 
happen on taxi strikes driving against on comming traffic  go back and 
do your job   to many open spots for bribes. Pieter

2020-10-08 
07:45:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is not going to work because the criminals will sHll be on the road 
and the SAP or other officials will get bribes and that will never stop. 
Tollgates was put on our roads and is not Legal. 
Only the hardworking people that follow the law are going to pay more 
and more and all the Courts will be full of cases. 
Do you have the Hme to spend a day in court??? 

ELSIE
2020-10-08 
07:43:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Bureaucracy upon bureacracy leading to wasted resources and 
employing the illiterate Schalk
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2020-10-08 
07:41:23 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is another way for this government to make money as if we are 
not already burdened with having to pay higher uHlity bills.  ETOLLS 
have yet to be made fully legal, this was done against public consent 
and another way to steal money.  There is no law and order in this 
country so this is just a farce.  Once again the majority of the people 
will get away with this while the minority will be forced to comply.  
This country is going to the dogs, when will this all end and when will 
this government come to an end so that we can get back to what was 
normal and fair. Sandra

2020-10-08 
07:34:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

bloody rediculous more money to steel currupHon once again go a_er 
the people that have bought fraudster sickening enough Shirley

2020-10-08 
07:27:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The systems they want to enforce can never work, as the people they 
appoint  in the first place do NOT want to work and in the second place 
are mostly NOT qualified to do the work. Antone]e

2020-10-08 
07:26:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The traffic department is not doing there work the way they should do. 
They just do what the want. I do not trust them at all, they treat as we 
are children. I am against this ELSA

2020-10-08 
07:21:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I completely support a points demerit system - however this must be 
inline with the ConsHtuHon.  
The AARTO Tribunal should not be allowed to take the place of the 
courts and people are innocent unHl proven guilty and the AARTO act 
seems to do away with this basic right.  

Also, without proper policing and the levels of corrupHon that already 
exist in our police,  the demerit system will fail completely and this will 
be just another way to fleece the public and extract more bribes.  

Get the police to actually work and then we might see improvements 
on our roads - combine this with proper enforcement where taxi`s are 
concerned would be a great start.  
Take serious acHon against officers who solicit bribes, get the metro 
police on the roads in the early mornings when they are needed most - 
working at troublesome intersecHons (all of which are ell known). Let 
the police lead by example and follow the rules and laws they are 
meant to enforce ( how many Hmes do people get fines for driving and 
talking on their phones or for speeding and yet the police officers do 
the exact same thing, talk on their cells phones while speeding down a 
residenHal road)  

I also don`t agree with the various suggested point allocaHons, I can`t 
see how someone caught over the alcohol legal limit and driving a 
vehicle can be allowed to keep on driving as they only lose half  their 
points - they should lose all their points.  Drunk driving is cosHng 
innocent South Africans their lives and a daily basis.  

Overall - a demit system is definitely the way to go, but not in AARTO`s 
current form, so I can`t agree with it. Albert 

2020-10-08 
07:18:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gail

2020-10-08 
07:18:26 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I want the right to appeal any fine in a proper court of law because the 
traffic officials are all corrupt. If you don't bribe them they will fine you 
so that you loose points Jacques 

2020-10-08 
07:15:23 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We did not have a say in the implementaHon of E-tol and now they 
want to double it.  The administraHon is done in the Cape yet Gauteng 
has to pay. How ridiculous. Gea

2020-10-08 
07:15:19 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Etol must fall we are paying too much tallgate and sHll at the same 
Hme . Government must reconsider Esther 

2020-10-08 
07:12:23 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Scrap e-tolls Brian

2020-10-08 
07:12:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Doubling the fines means more funds for government officials to steal.  
We all know the real culprits that are driving around without licences, 
are never caught. Amanda

2020-10-08 
07:02:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

To double the fines for payment non payment of E-tolls is another 
patheHc scramble by this government to squander more money from 
its people. Nick

2020-10-08 
06:58:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ockie

2020-10-08 
06:49:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I DO NOT SUPPORT ANY OF THIS! All of this is going to lead to more 
corrupHon Connie

2020-10-08 
06:36:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They just want more money! And forcing us to pay e-tolls!  They need 
to focus more and drinking and driving and the way taxi's think they 
are above the law! Charmaine

2020-10-08 
06:34:01 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Police bribery  will increase.. 
If the vehicle owner  is not driving  and gets a speed camera  fine 
whose  demerit points will be deducted. 
If you have to write  to a  tribunal  to state your case  regarding a fine  
how long will it take for them to  report back Johan 

2020-10-08 
06:31:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another scheme to milk an already over taxed ciHzen base. 
This should not be introduced and the minister should step down for 
even considering this authoritarian and draconian laws. Erick

2020-10-08 
06:21:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The process for contesHng a fine if unfair burdens the driver. In South 
African law a person is innocent unHl proven guilty. These 
amendments put the power to easily currupted traffic official to label 
you a criminal. PanayioHs

2020-10-08 
06:12:58 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to the fact that the system will remove an alleged infringer’s 
exisHng right to elect to be tried in court and replace it with wri]en 
representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review 
applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. This is not in line with our 
ConsHtuHon and exisHng law. Removing this right is an infringement of 
our legal rights. Furthermore, e-tolls and tolls have nothing to do with 
traffic regulaHons. The Minister of Transport (Mr so-called Fix-it) is 
a]empHng to circumvent the debacle of e-tolls and include it into the 
AARTO system. This is illegal. Chris
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2020-10-08 
06:05:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Typically what the ANC will do trying to "Double Fine" the populaHon 
for refusing to pay for ETolls just shows the criminality of this 
government to make law abiding ciHzens criminals for driving on Roads 
that they already pay for through taxes in their normal day to day 
commutes to just get to work. 
The enHre system as it stands is to benefit the government and needs 
to be scrapped. 
The roads will not become safer when you just sit in your car eaHng 
KFC. 
Get out there and visibly fine the people for skipping stop signs and 
traffic lights. 
Focus on the small things and the bigger issues will disappear! Theo

2020-10-08 
06:04:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will be a vehicle for more corrupHon. Get the lazy ro]en apples 
out the system and start to be visible and acHve.?by that i don't mean 
be visible and acHve at KFC and mac Donalds.  These officers are 
corrupt and serious restructuring are needed in their depapartment. Amdries

2020-10-08 
05:56:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

These laws will be selecHvely enforced. There are enough laws already 
that only apply to some. M

2020-10-08 
05:54:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This terrorist regime will never ever get 1 fucking cent from me for e 
toll. This currupt terrorist regime can go fuck themselves if I forget my 
drivers licence at home and they want to make me a criminal I don't 
give one fucen worthless zupta for their "laws" Warren

2020-10-08 
05:52:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gary 

2020-10-08 
05:38:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Pieter

2020-10-08 
05:24:35 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Robert

2020-10-08 
05:22:24 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Son

2020-10-08 
05:14:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With our corrupt country only the law abiding people will be part of 
this system the rest who actually are responsible for all the deaths on 
the road will carry on as normal. Marle

2020-10-08 
04:44:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The removal  of your simple right to be heard in a court of law coupled 
with the use of the system  to  effecHvley collect debt is an abuse of  
the intent to improve traffic  safety laws. robert

2020-10-08 
03:57:57 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lynn

2020-10-07 
23:23:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I refuse to pay a fine for an e-toll service which I did not subscribe to; 
agree or enter into willingly via any form of contract. Foubling other 
fines when the useless governmment has already crippled the econony 
is just criminal and certainly no surprise coming from the most 
criminally; ethically and morally corrupt enHty  known to SA ciHzens. Bre]

2020-10-07 
23:08:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don't agree with any one of the things menHoned, fix the fucking 
country before you want to come with new ways to steal our money 
you thieving kunts. Mel

2020-10-07 
22:27:17 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Roslyn

2020-10-07 
22:18:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No no no no a million Hmes no. Just another cash cow for a 
incompetent bullying government. Jaco

2020-10-07 
22:05:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Joao

2020-10-07 
21:27:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Clayton

2020-10-07 
21:19:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The current laws aren’t even being enforced. Making punishments 
harsher won’t help. We need more traffic cop presence on the road, 
but at the same Hme corrupHon is rampant so that might not even 
help. I am against giving more power to those who are corrupt. Niel

2020-10-07 
21:19:07 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Fix the current problems first if it’s possible Patricia

2020-10-07 
20:53:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Sipho

2020-10-07 
20:45:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The current system is enforced unequally and ineffecHvely. Any 
changes will simply create confusion, teething problems and further 
opportuniHes for extorHon by a corrupt, inept police force.  The toll 
roads should be funded by the fuel taxes and therefore any fines 
related to them are not acceptable. The tribunal system will not be any 
be]er than the current court system. Arnold

2020-10-07 
20:43:43 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jacques 

2020-10-07 
20:40:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If your right to defend yourself in Court is taken away,  we're officially 
in a Dictatorship. Andrew

2020-10-07 
20:29:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is a new excuse to make us pay etolls 
Unable to defend ourselves sylvia

2020-10-07 
20:26:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just a sly way to oppress the law abiding ciHzens. Nobody 
wanted the toll gates and nobody is willing to pay for a failed 
moneymaking scheme from corrupt officials and poliHcians. Losing 
points by not paying for tollgate that nobody wanted is not only 
infringing on your right of movement but wrong in so many ways. 
Doubling fines is a way of stealing more money from ciHzens that 
ba]les to make a living. I hope this madness will come to an end when 
this corrupt government gets voted out. Rather sooner than later. Jacques 

2020-10-07 
20:19:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO system has been widely put down by other municipaliHes 
for its lack of proper process and follow through. It has come under fire 
from the people who have to enforce it themselves especially with the 
crazy online bookings that don't really work as well as traffic Hckets 
and demerit points. If this system truly works then why do taxi drivers 
always get away with what they currently are. How could thr system 
work without proper facilitaHon and so much corrupHon. The 
department needs to clean itself up before introducing laws and items 
they cut and paste from other countries to South Africa. Pabi
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2020-10-07 
20:10:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We use around 579 000 barrels of raw oil per day in South Africa 
( Department of StaHsHcs) 
thus 1 barrel proves around 71.92282 litres of fuel (standard) 
thus 71.92282 x 579 000 barrels = around 41 643 313 litres per day 
then Hmes it by the 365 = 15 200 000 000 litres per year for South 
Africa, 
thus 15 200 000 000 x R2.50 "road levy" per litre = around R38 Billion 
per year of funds that must be used towards roads. (maintenance and 
new) 
let's say R38 Billion per year Hmes 26 years already contributed 
towards road funds in SA = around R988 Billion gathered for roads in 
SA over 26 years.   
it takes 1 million Rand to build 1 Km of new road.  They could have 
done a total of 988 000 Km so far already. I wonder where all the roads 
went that they have build so far?  Makes you think? Freda

2020-10-07 
19:53:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another way to plunder and steal the consumers money. When is 
the government going to realize that the taxpayer is not stupid. Theo

2020-10-07 
19:47:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

 have a Hcket summoned to my name with my car registraHon 
number... I do not even own the car described and nor was I ever in 
the place menHoned... no one is able help me... yet they want to 
introduce another stupid law to infringe on our rights when they can’t 
manage the current law. The E toll system is being forced upon us and 
should have been scrapped long ago Hermias

2020-10-07 
19:44:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Once every 6 months I have to see an eye specialist in Benoni. At the 
age of 79yrs I cannot afford to pay these ridiculous e-toll fees. I am on 
a Government pension which is R1880!!!! The cost of the medicine 
R324.00  completely exhausts my funds - I am unable to get what is 
needed from the Government Hospitals!!!!!  E-toll needs to be 
scrapped. Maureen

2020-10-07 
19:38:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Problem: Currently I am the only person in the country who stops at a 
stop sign. Now you want to address all sorts of other nonsense? Lets 
get pracHcal first and make the traffic officers DO THEIR WORK! Are 
you capable of doing this one thing? Do that and then you can start 
with this. Bernd

2020-10-07 
19:37:12 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This whole system is designed to steal more money from ciHzens, to 
put back into governments pockets, money that was stolen from the 
states coffers by the corrupt government, with a "tribunal" one would 
never stand a chance of proving innocence or miVgaHng 
circumstances, unless you have enough money to bribe them. Again, it 
opens doors for even more corupHon. Anthony

2020-10-07 
19:26:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Guy

2020-10-07 
19:21:59 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If traffic officials stamp out corrupHon, ramp up the level of 
competency and replace all the grossly overweight, lazy, arrogant 
individuals on power trips, the current system will be effecHve.  The 
new proposed system will remove all the individual's rights to fair 
treatment . Also the new proposed system is a backhanded tacHc from 
the current so-called government to force the controversial e-toll scam 
down the public's throat.  It's a big HELL NO from me Hendrik

2020-10-07 
19:06:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Makes no sense, very costly and won’t deter drivers from breaking the 
law, just makes it easier for fraudulent transacHons and delays in any 
and all fines/penalHes/arrests. Brandon 

2020-10-07 
19:05:39 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I can't support any stupid regulaHon changes that the African Nazi 
CorrupHon party comes up with. They're all clowns and idiots. They 
should rather spend their Hme focusing on murders of whites, than 
fabricaHng these stupid red herring idioHc laws...................... Fcuk 
them all Kevin

2020-10-07 
18:46:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Take away our rights to contest the fines. E tolls are unjust and why 
must Gauteng residents pay for the system that we didn’t have a say 
in, and have a fine if you don’t pay. Brian 

2020-10-07 
18:38:33 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Systems such as these only work efficiently in a country where 
governance is effecHve & with li]le corrupHon,  & where all ciHzens & 
offenders are treated equally. This is not possible in current South 
Africa. Melinda

2020-10-07 
18:33:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal HeVe

2020-10-07 
18:30:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The presumpHon of guilt and the right to be heard in court as well a 
the removal of these is surely unfair -to say the least.  Linking e-tolls is 
a further a]empt at inHmidaHon.  Try me in court and let's get a 
verdict.   Ingenious and underhanded tacHcs seem to be the order of 
the day pam

2020-10-07 
18:28:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Nonsensical policy which is totally unenforceable. Forcing one to pay e-
tolls is also ridiculous, too. Brian

2020-10-07 
18:17:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Currently its us tax payers who suffer as a result of corrupt public 
transport and law enforcement officers.  The law will only apply to us 
as we all see today that public transport drivers they get away with 
murder while we are targeted. Let's first get lawlessness out of the way 
before we can introduce the onforcements. Tlangelani

2020-10-07 
18:16:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Arnold

2020-10-07 
18:13:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not think that any tribunal will understand a representaHon that I 
may make since they will have been instructed to pursue a ma]er with 
impunity. There will already be a bias against me, so any hopes of a fair 
and just assessment of my individual case will be non-existent.  Glynis

2020-10-07 
18:05:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gerry

2020-10-07 
18:04:57 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

THe main problem that I can see is that with the draconian measures 
there is going to be a greater a]empt to bribe the authoriHes and as 
we can see the are very keen to be bribed . 
This is also ne way of making motorists pay for Sanrel .

PANAQUIOT
IS

2020-10-07 
17:45:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal non payment of etolls should not be on there. Brian 

2020-10-07 
17:42:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Vassie
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2020-10-07 
17:41:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I see this as another way for the government to roll in the cash for 
distribuHon to all their staff and pals but without any regard nor 
enforcement of the reckless drivers on our reads already. I am in 
favour of prosecuHng moving offences but this is total rubbish. The 
metro and SAPS cannot enforce anything so who will do this? Taking 
away my right to be heard in court is also surely a breach of the 
consHtuHon? Jan

2020-10-07 
17:37:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Who’s going to monitor the appeal process and how. So I make a 
wri]en submission as to my innocence( Which may or may not be read 
by some who is not proficient in my mother tongue) A tribunal will 
evaluate it, make a ruling. I appeal and the maybe get my day in court. 
Sound like a waste of resources and monies to me. Go straight to court 
issuing officer is present case is made ruling is made. Case is closed. Simon

2020-10-07 
17:29:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We have the right to move from point to point, why restrict this 
movement. Pierre

2020-10-07 
17:28:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe the government used the roads as a cash cow and we already 
pay, a lot of tax on our petrol and car license's. E tolls should be 
scrapped however the naHonal toll can stay as those roads are well 
maintained and carry heavy trucks, as we no longer have a rail system, 
but not increased. Rene

2020-10-07 
17:26:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Aarto is an unlawful system. When is this patheHc government going to 
address the absurd queues for only renewing a drivers license. There 
are a lot of far more issues like this before pressing forward with a 
corrupt system like AARTO.   I think that the condiHon of our roads 
should be addressed before AARTO.  As for involving fines for the 
illegal toll roads, STOP IT NOW.  Many of the toll roads should not exist.   
When is this corrupt fraudulent ANC government going to properly 
prioriHse it's governance?  Maybe you savages in parliament will only 
be happy when SA is a hell hole like most of Africa.   Godwin 

2020-10-07 
17:24:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Although I would like to see more strict law enforcement I believe that 
this act in its present form is unjust, illegal and unworkable. It takes 
away the rights of the ciHzen who should always be innocent unHl 
proven guilty in a COURT OF LAW. 
With the current,  and  future governments I don't believe that any 
AARTO tribunal will be fair & just but will just be a rubber stamp to 
ensure income from road users. It is another form of tax collecHon. 
Furthermore the use of enforcement noHces will be abused and the 
only way that an innocent person can appeal any  preconceived, by 
one traffic officer, criminal acHon will become costly to the individual. 
The act will turn law abiding ciHzens into criminals and I see an 
increase in the number of unlicensed, fraudulent 7 illegal licensed 
drivers on the roads . This will lead to higher deaths on the roads Charles

2020-10-07 
17:20:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

UnHl the e-toll issue is finally resolved there should be no menHon 
regarding tolls in the  legislaHon.  
I also feel that allowing our police force to effecHvely be the arbiters of 
who gets issued with demerit points will allow them the opportunity 
to solicit bribes from people who have amassed sufficient points so 
that the  offence in quesHon will push them over the top. UnHl we 
have confidence in our police force ( sic)  the points system will not 
work fairly and improve road safety  MarHn

2020-10-07 
17:20:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I thougt the law concerning E-toll was sHl under discussion to be 
scraped or not. 
Please inform us onthe current status of this law. 
I support the scraping of E-tolls strongly Louis 

2020-10-07 
17:16:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gary

2020-10-07 
17:14:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to the backdoor way of trying to enforce e toll payments when 
Gauteng has made it clear we will not pay via extorHon. 

E tolls are the most expensive way of collecHng fees  with most money 
going out the country and the rest into others pockets - why not use a 
petrol levy and everyone pays. 

The Govt keeps going on about the user pay principal  but misses the 
point  - a fuel levy is a user pay collecHon principal at a fracHon of the 
administraHve cost. 

Will AARTO apply to taxi drivers and who will enforce it. Mike

2020-10-07 
17:11:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This takes away our rights as ciHzens. A tribunal cannot and should not 
take over the role of a court. 
Policing is totally inadequate and doubling the cost of fines then makes 
li]le sense  especially since bribes are offered and accepted. The 
legislaHon for the use of the road should be followed by everyone 
including the taxis and buses that drive as they wish and disregard the 
rules, i.e.  red traffic lights, yellow lane driving, stopping where the 
want to etc.  
The e-toll system is sHll not an acceptable system as it was  put into 
place without parHcipaHon of the major stakeholders so fining for non 
payment of e-toll charges will just make the whole situaHon worse. Ingrid

2020-10-07 
17:10:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Too much corrupHon and fraud.  Will Fikile Mbalula be on the tribunal? Lida

2020-10-07 
17:07:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I WOULD NEVER AGREE TO E-TOLLS, TAX PAYERS PAY TAX TO HAVE 
ROADS FIXED!! THAT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS THE GOVERNMENT 
TO DO SO!!!  

Doubling fines? NOOOOO! The fines are ridiculous as it is, people can 
barely afford to eat in this country and all you care about is making 
people pay more and more and more. 
All these new proposed laws are a joke. Juanita

2020-10-07 
17:06:42 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Zac
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2020-10-07 
17:01:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The current legal system and road laws are not being enforced 
properly and fairly as it is? 
The main law breakers being the Taxi industry are not being addressed 
at all? If the current traffic officials cannot even handle the current 
system they will never be able to enforce the new system even less. 
As a result there will only be more selecHve enforcement onto the 
normal law abiding ciHzens, and the current abusers will only grow 
more abusive and domineering by the lack of being  curtailed properly.  
The current "Coke Cola " system will just become more rife and 
dominant. 

Step One:  Reselect the the current traffic officials and Metro staff to 
the correct criteria. 
Step Two: They need to be trained sufficiently on the current laws and 
pass a more controlled and stricter test of the basic legal knowledge 
required to enforce the laws. 
Step three: They need to be selected /taught a li]le more on the 
literacy side to be more competent in wri]en and verbal skills. 
Step Four: They need to be selected on competency to pass an 
advanced drivers course and a basic core standard of physical fitness. 
Step Five: People with non complying criteria need to be dismissed. 
Step Six: People with previous criminal records or pending  charges 
must not be allowed on the force. 
Step Seven: Officials caught being corrupt should be dealt with  
severely not protected. 
Step Eight: The current main offenders need to be shown that they are 
not above the law, and will all be treated with the same controls and 
law enforcement  as every other ciHzen.  
Step nine: Only when the above is proven to be in place can we look at 
alternaHve soluHons as these are the core basics required!! Ken

2020-10-07 
17:01:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This sounds like a kangaroo court Street type jusHce. Ridiculous! 
If I am to be charged for an offence, I want my day in a court of law 
with my legal representaHve.  
How can any AARTO "TRIBUNAL" not be prejudiced against a driver? 
Apart from that, I do not believe that the whole idea, demerit points 
etc will be unworkable. Terry

2020-10-07 
16:57:54 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Moira

2020-10-07 
16:53:59 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Everything suggested is of top concern. 
More money so more could be misused. 
They should implement the demerit system with the taxis first. 
CorrupHon should be ADDRESSED firstly ABDUL

2020-10-07 
16:48:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal EHenne

2020-10-07 
16:47:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The doubling of fines is ridiculous.  Too expensive. 
To make it a criminal offence for forgeVng to have your drivers licence 
on you. Ridiculous 
E-toll much too expensive should be scrapped. Profit (if there is a 
profit) will go nowhere. 
Too many stolen cars on the road. The police can't even catch these 
thieves. laughable. 
Far to many bad apples in the police force and municipal force. 
Sort these things out first.  
It looks you want more money and I am afraid this will disappear in the 
same black hole. Rudy

2020-10-07 
16:43:07 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Raymond

2020-10-07 
16:38:31 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Remove the toll gates inGauteng. All they want to do is making more 
money. Encourage corrupHon!! Martyn

2020-10-07 
16:33:53 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dear Sir, We had good rules in this country, but since the ANC has 
taken over its a shambles ,corrupHon and the_ and every year new 
rules and but nothing is done to the real law breaker . I am so 
saddened at the state of this country its out of control Satan rules, Not 
God . I am a law abiding Citerzen and yes I do get fines, but when its 
sent to me I pay  my fines ,but most Hmes the signs for the speed is 
stolen ,or you overtake a truck that should not be on the road as its so 
old and  not road worthy .I am shocked at the state of our streets with 
potholes and not fixed so how can one agree with laws that are for 
some and not for the majority .

Pamela June 
Davies

2020-10-07 
16:33:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dear Sir, We had good rules in this country, but since the ANC has 
taken over its a shambles ,corrupHon and the_ and every year new 
rules and but nothing is done to the real law breaker . I am so 
saddened at the state of this country its out of control Satan rules, Not 
God . I am a law abiding Citerzen and yes I do get fines, but when its 
sent to me I pay  my fines ,but most Hmes the signs for the speed is 
stolen ,or you overtake a truck that should not be on the road as its so 
old and  not road worthy .I am shocked at the state of our streets with 
potholes and not fixed so how can one agree with laws that are for 
some and not for the majority .

Pamela June 
Davies

2020-10-07 
16:26:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Remove E-tolls totally or the levy on Fuel. Deon

2020-10-07 
16:20:07 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is a failed system. The reason is because the department of 
transport together with the metro police cannot get the basics right. 
Punishment for corrupt is dirt point of order, then fixing of basics and 
training of officials, then roll out of AARTO. Wesley 

2020-10-07 
16:09:35 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is totally wrong and just another way for them to steal more money 
for the anc. Donna 

2020-10-07 
16:08:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The right to have a fair trial is not up for grabs with a tribunal.  
They should create a traffic court for this type of offenses with a Judge 
or Magistrate where you can lodge an appeal.  Hendrik

2020-10-07 
16:05:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Before enacHng AARI get rid of the incompetent,  bribe taking , 
members of the law enforcement bodies  starHng from the chambers 
of parliament down to the foot soldiers Sikender 
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2020-10-07 
16:00:18 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ashley

2020-10-07 
15:56:47 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the AARTO system as it is currently wri]en for the 
following reasons: 

1) Corrupt cops soliciHng bribes from motorists will now have greater 
freedom to do so as the process to weed them out will be significantly 
hampered by the tribunal length and cost. 
2) The cost of the administraHon of this process will be astronomical 
given that it is taking appeals from one step to four steps. It would be 
be]er to build an enHrely separate branch of the judiciary that focuses 
exclusively on traffic infringements, then have that branch oversee 
AARTO.  
3) Making it a fine-able offence to not pay eTolls is insane.  
NO TAXATION WITHOUT PROPER REPRESENTATION.  
The roads now being charged eTolls have already been funded by 
other taxes, meaning eTolls are a double dipping system. In addiHon 
ALL of those funds collected are leaving the country to enrich another 
naHon along with kickbacks to certain government people. The eTolls 
were set up the way they were specifically to avoid oversight by SARS. 
On top of that our code of laws says that any road which is tolled 
MUST have an alternaHve route to get to the desHnaHon, eTolls routes 
do not.  
4) Fix the lawless taxi organisaHons that have impunity to break the 
law without being prosecuted because they just shoot the heck out of 
everyone who crosses them!  

We as a naHon can't expect the AARTO system to work effecHvely so 
long as we have a system that u]erly fails to police by-law 
infringement. Fine the cars that park in our public parks and all over 
pavements, fine the taxis that use feeder lanes to avoid robots, fine 
the cars that travel the wrong way around a traffic circle or over said 
circle, arrest the pedestrians on the highway. These are just a Hny 
fracHon of the laws broken every single day on our roads that get 
ignored by the very department meant to police them. Sort that out 
first. Angie

2020-10-07 
15:55:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Aarto  is only interested in making mega bucks to share with the fat 
cats in government Pierre

2020-10-07 
15:48:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Countries governed by Dictators have Tribunals. 
Leave the law  as it was. 
Sort out people who work for government and MunicipaliHes not us 
road users. Elke 

2020-10-07 
15:42:07 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

i think it is disgusHng on the government  doubling up on fines and 
tolls and e-tools must disappear as the masses of the populaHon did 
not approve this. e-tolls must fall Jose

2020-10-07 
15:40:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal They are forcing us to pay tolls we are refusing to pay FaHma

2020-10-07 
15:34:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is our consHtuHonal right to be tried in court - non negoHable.  The 
same legislaHon should apply to all road users - including the taxis, 
who are not fined for traffic infringements despite being one of the 
major accident causers in our society. 
It seems that the government is trying to recoup the money stolen 
from the fiscus by state capture and corrupHon by making the poor 
motorist pay more and more.   
Sort out AARTO and make it efficient before making us  pay more for 
inefficiencies - have you tried to renew a drivers license recently?  - a 
nightmare of inefficiency and incompetence.  Elsebe

2020-10-07 
15:29:19 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No opHon for all. It's not the system that needs changing/to be fixed, 
its the people running it. Fix that first then we can talk. Wayne 

2020-10-07 
15:22:21 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A Politburo cannot take away one’s ConsHtuHonal right to be heard in 
Court. 
It almost appears that this is a case of “ you are guilty, now prove you 
are innocent. 
This is an underhanded way to try to collect Johannesburg e-tolls - 
which has been 
the subject of much discussion and no resoluHon, except that Jhb 
residents 
were not properly consulted in the first place. 
The doubling of fines smacks of a money-making enterprise and we 
have seen 
what this has brought about in other Government related businesses. Barry

2020-10-07 
15:17:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Do not remove exisHng rights. Roger

2020-10-07 
15:14:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The regulaHons are dictatorial and do not comply with the 
ConsHtuHon. 
E-toll collecHon does not belong in road traffic law enforcement. 
The inability of authoriHes to enforce current regulaHons does not 
jusHfy draconian regulaHons. 
Sort out the licensing debacles first, in order to get a quantum 
improvement in driving standards and safety. 
Scrap the ridiculous system requiring license renewals every 5 years, 
and introduce a system requiring a regular retest for senior ciHzens. 
Police the taxi industry. 
I can go on a lot more, however, the points raised should provide 
adequate ammuniHon against the ridiculous AARTO regulaHons. ChrisHne

2020-10-07 
15:13:36 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the toll fees. This is a way to force us to pay for a 
system we did not agree to.  Law enforcement is not happening as it is. 
Too much corrupHon.  Have not been able to cope with the demerit 
system as it is, what has changed? Irene
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2020-10-07 
15:13:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

the ruling party and the goon squad they call law enforcement officers 
are as corrupt as alli babba and his 40 thieves , im on the road for at 
least 10000 km a month and i run into these assholes every day 
looking for bribes , these new aarto laws will make it much easier for 
the scum to illicite bribes or charge us with false crimes which we then 
have to defend at a ridiculous cost to us or get demerit points and lose 
our ability to earn a living , who ever came out with this new system is 
as backward as a braindead vegetable ashley

2020-10-07 
15:11:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The regulaHons are dictatorial and do not comply with the 
ConsHtuHon. 
E-toll collecHon does not belong in road traffic law enforcement. 
The inability of authoriHes to enforce current regulaHons does not 
jusHfy draconian regulaHons. 
Sort out the licensing debacles first, in order to get a quantum 
improvement in driving standards and safety. 
Scrap the ridiculous system requiring license renewals every 5 years, 
and introduce a system requiring a regular retest for senior ciHzens. 
Police the taxi industry. 
I can go on a lot more, however, the points raised should provide 
adequate ammuniHon against the ridiculous AARTO regulaHons. ChrisHne

2020-10-07 
15:05:08 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With regard to "What is your top concern", ALL of them. This is just 
another ANC sick joke to extract money from people so that they can 
steal it. Tell them to get ALL the taxi drivers to become adherent to the 
traffic laws, pay ALL their fines and prove their competency with regard 
to driving according to the traffic laws. Then get the people of RSA to 
change their aVtudes to driving. They do not own the roads and treat 
other road users as if they do own the roads. This whole concept  is 
sick and totally non executable!!! David

2020-10-07 
15:02:14 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is too much corrupHon going on in all Government and 
Municipal  departments and the manner in which this proposal is put 
forward is also a problem. Margaret

2020-10-07 
15:00:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dear Sir, We had good rules in this country, but since the ANC has 
taken over its a shambles ,corrupHon and the_ and every year new 
rules and but nothing is done to the real law breaker . I am so 
saddened at the state of this country its out of control Satan rules, Not 
God . I am a law abiding Citerzen and yes I do get fines, but when its 
sent to me I pay  my fines ,but most Hmes the signs for the speed is 
stolen ,or you overtake a truck that should not be on the road as its so 
old and  not road worthy .I am shocked at the state of our streets with 
potholes and not fixed so how can one agree with laws that are for 
some and not for the majority .

Pamela June 
Davies

2020-10-07 
14:50:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is simply a brutal and oppressive  system, denying road users their 
rights to defend themselves against unjust charges. Dirk

2020-10-07 
14:45:19 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dear Sir, We had good rules in this country, but since the ANC has 
taken over its a shambles ,corrupHon and the_ and every year new 
rules and but nothing is done to the real law breaker . I am so 
saddened at the state of this country its out of control Satan rules, Not 
God . I am a law abiding citerzen and yes i do get fines, but when its 
sent to me I pay  my fines ,but most Hmes the signs for the speed is 
stolen ,or you overtake a truck that should not be on the road as its so 
old and  not road worthy .I am shocked at the state of our streets with 
potholes and not fixed so how can one agree with laws that are for 
some and not for the majority .

Pamela June 
Davies

2020-10-07 
14:45:11 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dear Sir, We had good rules in this country, but since the ANC has 
taken over its a shambles ,corrupHon and the_ and every year new 
rules and but nothing is done to the real law breaker . I am so 
saddened at the state of this country its out of control Satan rules, Not 
God . I am a law abiding citerzen and yes i do get fines, but when its 
sent to me I pay  my fines ,but most Hmes the signs for the speed is 
stolen ,or you overtake a truck that should not be on the road as its so 
old and  not road worthy .I am shocked at the state of our streets with 
potholes and not fixed so how can one agree with laws that are for 
some and not for the majority .

Pamela June 
Davies

2020-10-07 
14:44:50 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dear Sir, We had good rules in this country, but since the ANC has 
taken over its a shambles ,corrupHon and the_ and every year new 
rules and but nothing is done to the real law breaker . I am so 
saddened at the state of this country its out of control Satan rules, Not 
God . I am a law abiding citerzen and yes i do get fines, but when its 
sent to me I pay  my fines ,but most Hmes the signs for the speed is 
stolen ,or you overtake a truck that should not be on the road as its so 
old and  not road worthy .I am shocked at the state of our streets with 
potholes and not fixed so how can one agree with laws that are for 
some and not for the majority .

Pamela June 
Davies

2020-10-07 
14:43:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ronnie

2020-10-07 
14:41:11 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

a) is this a democraHc or communist country, why are we losing our 
rights  to be heard in court for "infringements" 
b) why increase  demerit points,  just get rid of it. What is the demerit 
system achieving anyway 
c) individuals & companies are currently  struggling financially, 
increasing the fines is only going to aggravate the situaHon., e.g. if I am 
unable to pay a R100.00 fine now, how am I going to afford paying a 
R200.00 fine 
d) I was under the impression that the e-toll system was disconHnued, 
also, how do people NOT pay at toll road points 
e) the driver licence issue is dumb. Give the unlicensed driver a fine 
with a Hme restricHon for payment (how is he/she a criminal - "i 
cannot get a work because I am A criminal for driving without a 
license" . Maybe AARTO  should revisit their infra-structure 

Enver
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2020-10-07 
14:40:06 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

First enforce what is there to ALL road uses.   At the moment the laws 
of the country are not being adhered to. It is beyond comprehension 
why the government will want to implement a system when they 
cannot by the furthest stretch of the imaginaHon effecHvely implement 
the exisHng road traffic ordinance the manner in which South Africans 
drive and the unacceptable roads deaths clearly exhibits this. Kallie

2020-10-07 
14:36:55 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gail

2020-10-07 
14:35:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is unconsHtuHonal to not allow representaHon in court. A tribunal 
opens the door to corrupHon. Mike

2020-10-07 
14:34:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal All of these issues are not one issue Mary-Jane

2020-10-07 
14:31:26 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dirk

2020-10-07 
14:30:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This proposed legislaHon will infringe the rule of law and the 
consHtuHon of the Rep. of SA. 
It is both tyrannical and misguided. Tim

2020-10-07 
14:23:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This does not make sense at all! Only the law abiding ciHzens are 
targeted. Taxis and other offenders will sHll drive through stop streets 
and in the emergency lanes without ever being fined. 
The only ones who will benefit are the traffic police - they will make 
lots of money from all the bribes they will get. Jady

2020-10-07 
14:23:30 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All these laws have been proposed for the benifit of authoriHes. 
Our rights as road users are being erroded all these bill must not be 
signed into law. RYAN

2020-10-07 
14:21:32 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-toll never been approved by the public. 
demirit points will have half the taxi industy unemployed before the 
year is up 
demirit point will have an impact on the livelyhood of the commen 
person. 

tony
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2020-10-07 
14:08:35 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is such a burden to get issues regarding AARTO sorted out now... Just 
imagine is addiHonal processes and structures are thrown into the mix. 

The jusHce process must be clear and easily accessible to those who 
need to use it. 

Currently there are a few law enforcement agencies working and 
implemenHng traffic related offences, namely: 

1. The South African Police Service (SAPS), policemen / woman 
appointed as a "Peace Officer" according to the SAPS Act and mandate 
the police to both INVESTIGATE and arresHng offenders in cases of 
drunken driving, culpable homicide, Reckless and Negligent driving etc. 
etc. Police in the SAPS enforces laws for the whole of the country and 
are not restricted to an area of authority (other than inside the borders 
of out country). 

2. The Metropolitan Police Service who are mainly tasked with 
enforcing traffic related offences and  municipal by-laws. Municipal 
(Metro) Police Officials are appointed as "Peace Officers" under 
Municipal Law (Acts) however the mandate DO NOT allow for them to 
INVESTIGATE such as in the case with the SAPS. Metros are also 
restricted to the Metropolitan Area of Authority in which they are 
appointed.  

3. Traffic Officers appointed as "peace officers" under the Road Traffic 
Management Act (RTMC) and mainly enforce traffic offences in 
accordance with the NaHonal Road Traffic Act but are also restricted in 
the they may not INVESTIGATE cases.  

I was always under the impression that Traffic Officers are only 
restricted to the Province in which they were appointed. I seem to be 
misinformed somehow. 

The point is. Who will be taking responsibility for enforcing Road Traffic 
related transgressions? If Municipal Metro Police and Traffic Officers 
are appointed as FORCE MULIPLIERS (being limited by NOT being 
allowed to INVESTIGATE) who will be taking the responsibility for Road 
Traffic related transgressions. 

SAPS Policemen / woman do not really arrest or issue fines for drivers 
and road users. There is no other way for a member of the SAPS to 
issue a fine to a driver or road user (e.g. j-walking) other than to 
ARREST the person (i.e. plea in the ma]er). 

A metro officer issues a citaHon or SPOT FINE and do not need to arrest 
a driver or road user. Should the driver not pay the fine he / she may 
a]end court to challenge the ma]er. A_er which the SPOT FINE will 
become part of the formal process of effecHvely being arrested and 
taken to court to challenge the charges (i.e. plea in the ma]er). 

Traffic Officers also operate in a similar way as the police in that they 
issue a summons, i.e. arrest a person and then release the person with 
a summons to either pay a fine OR appear in court to plea in the 
ma]er. 

To summarize: 

A) Policemen do not carry J534 (Summon) books with them and do not 
focus on Traffic related offences (other than the very serious ones). 
They are le_ with no other choice but to arrest, process and release a 
person by issuing a summons (J534). 

B) A Metro Cop carry a SPOT FINE book which later on may lead to a 
summons (J534) being issued. 

C) A Traffic Officer directly issues a summons (J534). 

WHY  DO LAW MAKERS AND ENFORCERS NOT MAKE IT EASIER OR THE 
SAME FOR THE PEOPLE TO DO IT THE SAME WAY? 

By introducing AARTO things are being MADE MORE COMPLICATED 
and NOT SIMPLE. 

People affected by this are mostly confused and get into MORE trouble 
because they do not understand the intricate working and processes 
involved. Not even I am always so sure of things work and I have 
trained Police, Metro and Traffic Officers). 

The AARTO Act will complicate ma]ers for the PUBLIC / COMMUNITIES 
and only create more space for CORRUPT OFFICIALS to EXPLOIT 
vulnerable and otherwise good and decent people.  

To administer the processes involved will TAX our Law Enforcement 
Agencies (SAPS, METRO & TRAFFIC) require large number of people 
and cost the country an enormous amount of money (Governor Tito 
Mboweni) already indicated that the public service wage bill need to 
be reduced.  

AARTO WILL NOT CREATE SAVINGS AND DEFENATLY NOT CURB THE 
CORRUPTION BY PUBLIC OFFICIALS. Jan
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2020-10-07 
14:06:22 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am absolutely and in no uncertain terms AGAINST the new proposed 
traffic laws, points demerit system and AARTO fines regulaHons. Please 
note that I am not against stricter enforcement of current laws, but I 
am against implemenHng systems (like this) which do not address the 
core of the problems – law enforcement & corrupHon – and that will 
create a situaHon where the more law abiding ciHzens will be 
penalized, whilst those that operate outside the law (i.e. Taxi Industry) 
will simply conHnue to do so. Furthermore, the very premise of the 
proposed regulaHons are unconsHtuHonal and infringe on our rights in 
that 1) It assumes you are guilty before you have had the opportunity 
to quesHon the alleged infringement or defend yourself and that 2) 
you can risk potenHally lose your license (whilst dependent on it for a 
living), because you are immediately assumed to be guilty and 
government processes (to appeal) is bound to be painfully slow and 
inefficient. On top of that, the government has in incredibly bad track 
record for implemenHng and managing systems such as this. In short, it 
is just a money making scheme to squeeze poor South Africans even 
more with no real interest in addressing the core of the problems – law 
enforcement and corrupHon. Law enforcement in SA cannot and do 
not want to police serious crime which should take precedence to 
traffic violaHons, enforce current laws first before making other laws 
that will not be policed properly. Yve]e

2020-10-07 
14:05:44 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is another law the corrupt and incompetent goverment will not be 
able to apply and administer correctly . First get all Taxis to obey the 
laws of the road , then we can look at law abiding motorist . Abraham

2020-10-07 
13:38:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

SHll the e tolls are ever present. More corrupHon and unfair 
treatment.. 
The whole scenario just doesn't make sense at all. U]er rubbish.!! Carina

2020-10-07 
13:37:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Once again just a poorly not thought through piece of useless law 
enforcement that cannot be jusHfied or enforced.  More proposed of 
unworkable legislaHon whish is at best ConsHtuHonally flawed. It must 
and always will be the state that has to prove guilt and not the accused 
to prove innocence. None of will be applied to the taxi industry which 
is a law unto itself. Poor Mr Minister of Transport has died as far as all 
his great plans with E-toll are concerned and he will first have to be 
reminded of his empty promises.   
The powers that be are currently in no state to handle the current 
legislaHon and at the end of the day is no poliHcal will any way. 
Addressing the basics of road behaviour, by geVng the employees to 
the work place, not in shopping malls and restaurants, monitor the 
performance of every staff member, close down corrupHon and 
nepoHsm will be the first place to start and forget about implausible, 
unfeasible and unworkable legislaHon for now!! Jake

2020-10-07 
13:35:40 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Only when corrupHon is eradicated can we even start to discuss any 
changes to out exisHng laws! Claudia

2020-10-07 
13:35:16 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This whole system is just geVng more of a money making racket in 
doubling fees!  Why do we change the law for traffic offences, if a 
person want to they should have the opHon to go to court .  How long 
will the tribunal process take if they can not even get to manage/
administer licenses efficiently!?   The system is just geVng ridiculous! 

Rather spend Hme and energy on corrupHon and system efficiencies! Jaco
2020-10-07 
13:35:05 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is ludicrous, they just want more money from us while pockeHng 
all of it... R

2020-10-07 
13:23:01 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with this.  This is just another way to squeeze more 
money out of law abiding ciHzens which are geVng fewer by the day. Rian

2020-10-07 
13:16:25 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Aarto Tribunal would be a hastle and costly as well as inefficient. Fines 
are exorbitant. E tol should be abolished . Marie 

2020-10-07 
13:13:45 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal linda

2020-10-07 
13:09:56 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

in view of exisHng problems with our so called law enforcement i can 
only see more problems going forward with the new proposals it will 
probably end in chaos michael

2020-10-07 
13:06:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How much more do they want from us as ordinary ciHzens? This is 
geVng ridiculous now. Every Hme this corrupt government opens their 
mouths they want more and more money from its people and 80% of 
the Hme the people that do not obey the rules of the road are 
government vehicles, taxis etc. Nicky

2020-10-07 
13:01:59 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Doubling in fines is just a new innovaHve means in order to try and get 
more money from law abiding ciHzens, especially the illegal Gauteng E-
Toll system.  I hope that a newly elected Government will reconsider 
this expensive administraHve system (which only benefit a few high 
ranking officials that are part of the overseas Co that was awarded the 
E-Toll contract as they are siVng on their board or the ANC gets a 
kickback from them). Corrupt and arrogant Traffic Officials are the 
main problem on our roads as they fail to enforce traffic rules and only 
try and get at the easy and so_ targets (the law abiding ciHzens that 
use the roads).  Taxis are registered in the owners name and the 
drivers of them have no consequences, therefore they give false 
addresses, etc. It all comes down to one thing and that is discipline, 
something a lot of road users have li]le of! Harry

2020-10-07 
13:01:52 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Driver's licences should not be renewed every 5 years by law abiding 
ciHzens, it must be permanent. 
The 5 years should only be applicable to public transport operators and 
regular traffic  offenders. 
Offenders must be able to defend themselves in court.   IgnaHus

2020-10-07 
13:01:48 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Werner
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2020-10-07 
12:53:51 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If bribery and fraud is not irradicated, chopping and changing laws 
then remains  a money making insHtuHon that works in two ways, for 
the law enforcer accepHng bribes and or the insHtuHonal "AARTO" is 
given a money gerenaHng machine, there is nothing about applying 
the rule of law, it is like speed camera's, the capture the person 
speeding yet allow them to go on their way Hll the receive the speed 
Hcket days a_er the offence, there is no safety in that, this is going to 
be the same as far as violaHng tolls, I would like to see more visible 
policing than indirect policing, but then we will have corrupHon, THERE 
IS NO MEANS OF IMPROVING SAFETY AND ADHEARENCE TO THE RULE 
OF LAW, just more opportunity for corrupHon, unlucky the African why 
of managing is through corrupHon and not the rule of law Lionel

2020-10-07 
12:51:28 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing the right of an individual to a fair trial is unconsHtuHonal. 
The proposed tribunal is not a Court of Law. 
Doubling E-Toll fines is an exercise in stupidity. The system has failed 
spectacularly and needs to be replaced with something that works. 
SA needs law and order, but the current system is riddled with 
corrupHon, and the proposed changes will not change that. If anything 
they will make it worse as the fines are higher, thus there is more 
incenHve to insHtute bribery. 

Bre]

2020-10-07 
12:51:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Hell no. They cannot even get the simple things right like honest 
poliHcians there is no way in hell they will get this right.  Just another 
means of robbery. Lee

2020-10-07 
12:45:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The traffic cops and administraHon are poorly trained and are mostly 
corrupt, don't see why anyone should be bullied and prosecuted by 
ignorant , lazy and corrupt officials. Colin

2020-10-07 
12:43:15 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Once again open to bribery and corrupHon by offenders. The taxis will 
get off  free as they do now openly flouHng traffic rules etc. And so the 
burden will fall on law abiding ciHzens. As for etoll it’s Hme this whole 
issue is sorted out and decisions taken. Win

2020-10-07 
12:42:34 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The legal rights of South Africans to defend themselves from injusHce 
as a result of incompetence, corrupHon or downright criminal 
elements within the judicial system has been steadily eroded over the 
past 25+ years. This is yet another way in which we are being rendered 
more and more defenceless against governmental atrociHes.  Leave the 
current system in place; it works fine and it sHll offers a modicum of 
recourse to the ciHzen when (not if) the system fails and unjust 
punishment is handed out. The newly proposed system does not and 
should therefore be scrapped. Frank

2020-10-07 
12:41:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Anni

2020-10-07 
12:39:38 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Rather put your efforts into literacy  and combaHng  corrupHon. John 

2020-10-07 
12:29:26 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Heather

2020-10-07 
12:27:46 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

TO START WITH THE FINES ARE ONLY ANOTHER WAY OF TAX FOR 
CORRUPTION AND COMMUNIST BASED. Our rights to defend 
fraudulent or wrong noHces want to be taken from us. UndemocraHc 
and also unconsHtuHonal. E TOLL IS USER PAY THAT INCLUDES TAXIS 
AND BUSSES THAT IS WHY WE DO NOT PAY E TOLL. THE GOVERNMENT 
IS SCARED OF THE TAXI ASSOCIATION AND EXCLUDES THEM WHILST 
THEY CARRY THE LOADS ON OUR ROADS AND NOT THE CARS. CANNOT 
IMPLEMENT SUCH BIAS LAWS. Johannes

2020-10-07 
12:18:04 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The point system and the applicaHon thereof is an arbitrary system and  
does away with the basic right to defend oneself in court. Koos

2020-10-07 
12:13:01 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Janine

2020-10-07 
12:05:37 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing the right to be tried in court is absurd. 

Making driving without a licence a criminal offense seems extreme. James

2020-10-07 
11:59:09 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The right to recourse through the courts is removed and may be 
unconsHtuHonal if the tribunal does not perform as expected or acts 
unfairly. A recourse to the courts must be retained without penalty. 

The fines and enHre demerit system is dependent on acHve visible 
policing. Similarly any fine or criminal offence will not serve as any 
deterrence without visible policing. And if proper effecHve visible 
policing is implemented then excessive fines or criminalizaHon would 
not be necessary. With that said the fines would not serve as a 
deterrence. 

Also, the system does not funcHon as it is, changing the rules is not the 
answer. Yolande

2020-10-07 
11:58:41 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is a gross break of ciHzens consHtuHonal rights. Only the legal law 
abiding ciHzens are being targeted. 
E-tolls should not even feature in this as it has nothing to with this, 
except to extort money from the law abiding ciHzens. 
All these harsh fines and point demerits  will not affect the taxi drivers 
and illegal drivers on the road. 
This is just another form of extorHon of the tax paying public! 
No one objects to drunk drivers being brought to jusHce, but targeHng 
the law abiding ciHzen is a gross misuse of the system and is not 
consHtuHonally correct or legal! Allan

2020-10-07 
11:46:27 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The current system is not working as it should be, the corrupHon is rife 
and now they want to introduce new systems that they know they 
can't control, which will lead to more corrupHon, etc. Bernie

2020-10-07 
11:43:29 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No control over taxis, they do not obey the law, are the biggest cause 
of traffic accidents and corrupHon will increase. The corrupHon of 
traffic is an ongoing problem, out of control and will not be stamped 
out Hester

2020-10-07 
11:19:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Johannes 
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2020-10-07 
11:15:49 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jaco

2020-10-07 
11:13:00 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You have ZERO mandate for e toll. do your job to protect and stop 
stealing our tax moneys. Your fines are a lazy tacHc that don't work to 
just in monies form the public.  
Stop your money hungry tenancy, fix the roads educate you traffic 
officers to care for our lives and not bribe and bribe. Henk

2020-10-07 
11:10:03 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not being able to be tried in a court of law infringe on the legal rights 
of individuals and companies. J

2020-10-07 
10:23:57 Gauteng No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Donald

North West 29

2020-11-29 
12:18:14 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All this does is allow for more bribes and do these demerit points for 
taxis as well  
Other corrupt scheme to milk the public Ahmed

2020-11-11 
12:27:37 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Don't trust ANY GOVEMENT DEPARTMENT Shirley

2020-11-03 
08:31:43 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal George

2020-10-30 
15:41:21 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another way of robbing  ciHzens of their hard owned mony 
for their own pockets. Johan

2020-10-24 
09:21:28 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Lisensie kantore op die pla]eland is totaal disfunksioneel (bv. 
Madibeng, NW). 
Dus kan bestuurslisensies en motorlisensies nie betyds (met groot 
omslagHgheid) bekom word nie weens totale wanbestuur deur die 
owerheid. Dit bring boetes mee wat nie die skuld van die motoris is 
nie, maar die lisensie owerhede se disfunksionaliteit. Willie

2020-10-13 
06:59:58 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The whole system  is corrupt.  I don't agree to pay to use roads that I 
helped to pay with my taxes years ago. Why must I pay more taxes.  
There will be no change in their corrupted ways unHl they kill the 
goose that lays the golden eggs. Connie 

2020-10-12 
19:06:41 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Arthur 

2020-10-11 
10:45:22 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The "enforcers" are corrupt in their being. If you start out with an 
crooked framework of reference, how can it ever be righteous? Danie

2020-10-10 
16:38:50 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jd

2020-10-08 
20:00:36 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Coenraad

2020-10-08 
18:15:40 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Looking for extra money to line the pockets of government officials Kobus 

2020-10-08 
16:33:29 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We never got to vote on etoll so how do you expect the people to pay 
for the government’s corrupHon tenders. This whole change will pave 
way for even more corrupHon eg. Bribes. We are a democraHc country 
but we sit with a communist government who wants to criminally 
charge our people for not paying etoll where we the people never 
wanted the etoll system. Christo

2020-10-08 
16:24:46 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Daar is tans, met huidige stelsel  geen behoorlikke beheer nie, wil hulle 
verdere korrupie bevorder. Die huidige klomp het in 26 jaar bewys 
hulle kan niks beheer nie-  soek beheer op verkeerde plekke: solank jy 
60 km/h ry kan jy mos maar maak soos jy wil !! Leon

2020-10-08 
15:50:19 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Michael

2020-10-08 
13:12:16 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Herman

2020-10-08 
11:11:28 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is just one word for this trash. Koekoes. 
I am now guilty and must prove my innocence, rubbish. Only in the anc 
South Africa Ernst

2020-10-08 
10:33:57 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal TerHus

2020-10-08 
09:47:00 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

And dear minister, what makes you think that this system will be 
corrupHon free, you are just a puppet for the taxi unions. This whole 
system is flawed starHng with you minister, right down to the bo]om. 
Why don’t you get your traffic officials on a leash first (who think they 
are above the law.) 
And now you want to take the ciHzens of this country’s rights away of 
legal presentaHon. Andre

2020-10-08 
09:38:57 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Take away your e toll we pay enough stop corrupHon and looHng and i 
dont agree with any of your changes. jan

2020-10-08 
09:15:53 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is obvious that the system will only apply to a certain part of the 
drivers and opens a huge door for fraud and the_!!!! Shaun

2020-10-08 
08:02:08 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the criminalizaHon of a traffic offence, especially if 
your forgot your license or did not renew it early enough. 

I am not sure who will sit on the AARTO Tribunal, so the independence 
of the Tribunal members needs to be clarified. 

Traffic officers do not perform their work NOW, so how will they be 
able to handle this system? 

Open to abuse and corrupHon. Klaus

2020-10-08 
07:44:34 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We have enough laws in place, need to deal with the enforcement of 
the current law. CorrupHon and support. The law enforcement officers 
are afraid to deal with taxi drivers. Johan 

2020-10-08 
07:09:12 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Stop e-tolling Louis paul

2020-10-08 
07:08:46 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Stop e-tolling Louis paul

2020-10-08 
05:51:16 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If the AARTO becomes a player and a referee at the same Hme, the 
system will be open to abuse.  
What we need is the reinforcement of exisHng  regulaHons by good 
and honest law enforcement agents. Libuseng 

2020-10-07 
23:25:34 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal GERTRUIDA
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2020-10-07 
22:41:08 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Why take away my right to access to a court.  Why double the fines? Errol

2020-10-07 
22:15:54 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is not a single posiHve aspect from any of the envisaged changes 
and some of them are ridiculously onerous. 

And forget about linking AARTO to eTolls. The system is dead. Jacques

2020-10-07 
14:24:05 North West No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What is the purpose of creaHng new laws all the Hme? Why not use 
the laws we have properly? There are so many laws in this country 
which the current law enforcers are unable to enforce. How will ta new 
law, by doubling fines and using a demerit system improve what is 
currently happening in South Africa? Government is so clever at 
devising new ways to violate South African ciHzens and their 
consHtuHonal rights. Ina

Free State 34

2020-11-20 
09:05:39 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO will not improve road safety as it seems to be a money making 
scheme.  Proper and suficient policing is the only way to improve road 
safety.  The current law is not perfect, but AARTO is more of a money 
making scheme and even worse than the current road traffic act.  By 
applying the current law to all equialy, is the real soluHon. 
AARTO is unconsHtuional as the consHtuHon sHpulates innocent unHl 
proven guitly.  AARTO is saying guilty unHl proven innocent.   
When applying for review via the AARTO objecHon route, the people 
doing the arbitraHon does not even read or think about the evidence 
provided and simply dismiss it, and there is appparently nothing to be 
done about it.  The opHon to be tested in court should be part of any 
new law as well.  This enforces the idea of AARTO being a money 
making scheme. 
AARTO is also unconstuHonal as people can be vicHmised and 
prevented from geVng to work if they don't have licenses.  Will the 
state then give more grants to people that are unable to work when 
their licenses are suspended unfairly?  Again a burden for the tax 
payers to bear? 
The licence card is proof that you are licenced.  Expiry of the licence 
card does not invalidate the license.  Expiry of license cards is just a 
money making scheme as renewal is only administraHve and in no way 
improves road safety.  Why should you get demerit points for an 
expired license card? 
The only nice thing about AARTO is to de-criminalise road traffic 
transgressions.  However, it was shown as a dismal failure already in 
Gauteng - does the people thinking up this law have nothing be]er to 
do, such as catching the worst offenders and people endagering the 
lives of thousands of people daily, namely taxis?  Refer to point 1, stop 
going for only the so_ targets and apply the current law equaly to all 
road offenders, including taxis, to make a difference to road safety. 
e-tolls should not be part of any road traffic act, not AARTO or even 
the old.  Vehicle licencing fees should be ring fenced for road 
maintenance and expansion.  Where is this money going to currently? Hardus

2020-11-09 
16:10:22 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is mainly another scheme yo gain power and to acquire income  
and not a real invesHgaHon  and acHon of the root causes that create 
accidents, like potholes.  Did all the previous Road Safety campaigns 
really lead to less accidents? Why put further financial burdens on the 
people of South Africa? We already pay high fuel and othetr taxes and 
it has not been used to upgrade infrastructure in South Africa.

Martha 
Jacoba

2020-11-09 
16:09:52 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is mainly another scheme yo gain power and to acquire income  
and not a real invesHgaHon  and acHon of the root causes that create 
accidents, like potholes.  Did all the previous Road Safety campaigns 
really lead to less accidents? Why put further financial burdens on the 
people of South Africa? We already pay high fuel and othetr taxes and 
it has not been used to upgrade infrastructure in South Africa.

Martha 
Jacoba

2020-11-07 
08:17:59 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Michelle 

2020-11-02 
16:59:52 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal There will no longer be inocent unHl proven guilty Behane Elias

2020-11-02 
16:59:46 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal There will no longer be inocent unHl proven guilty Behane Elias

2020-11-02 
16:59:27 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal There will no longer be inocent unHl proven guilty Behane Elias

2020-11-02 
16:59:23 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal There will no longer be inocent unHl proven guilty Behane Elias

2020-10-27 
22:03:27 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It's  just another money make sceme. Rose]a

2020-10-25 
01:50:20 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is daylight robbery.   Just another way for the Government to line 
their pockets.   You have to pay toll gates and then you sHll have to pay 
E-Toll.   Absurd.   Punishment severe and definitely not fair. Charmaine

2020-10-24 
05:04:55 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How can they charge an amount to issue a fine. This seems to be a 
money making business and opens more opportunity for corrupHon. 
Why not start to address the problems with the current system - 
system always off, long cues at licensing offices, difficulty to make 
appointments for license renewal.  Maintaining current systems and 
integrity improvement. Improvement on selecHon of law enforcement 
officers and be]er training of these officers. Johan

2020-10-21 
21:46:27 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Giving authority to a bureaucraHc enHty which actually should REMAIN 
under the courts is simply a denial of rights. 
To add to this, the record of government to run anything efficiently and 
to bring corrupHon down to levels that no longer threaten SA is poor - 
even trying to get a driving license renewed on the computerised 
booking system is a shambles - so it is unlikely the proposed 
regulaHons will have a decent outcome. 
Leave the traffic law administraHon where it belongs - with the courts! Leandra

2020-10-13 
20:43:20 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Tribunals are open to corrupHon. I would rather have my day in court 
in front if a judge. Riana

2020-10-12 
12:08:16 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Tiza
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2020-10-12 
07:28:38 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No to demerit point increase. 
Yes to criminal offenses to drive without license. 
No to taking away opHon to elect to be tried in court. 
No to increasing fines and penalHes. Johan

2020-10-10 
21:10:07 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal CurHs

2020-10-09 
10:23:15 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

South Africa is currently heading towards a ‘failed state’ status, 
governed by an extremely incompetent and corrupt bunch of 
gangsters. Everything they touch literally turns to dog manure, and 
they are looking at all possibiliHes to milk the people of their hard 
earned cash.  I  DO NOT SUPPORT ANYTHING THEY PROPOSE! .....I will 
however fully support any concerted effort to ‘replace’ this so called 
governing party of imbeciles ! John

2020-10-08 
13:27:40 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Illegal Tribunal

Adrian 
D'Cap 
Design One 
and

2020-10-08 
13:27:07 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Illegal Tribunal

Adrian 
D'Cap 
Design One 
and

2020-10-08 
11:19:01 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Chignet 

2020-10-08 
08:20:53 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The right to appeal the fine whether it was your fault or other external 
factor is not taken into account. It infringes on my right to prove my 
innocence beforehand Andrean

2020-10-08 
06:30:10 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Iinique 

2020-10-08 
06:19:41 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Andre

2020-10-07 
20:59:41 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just more corrupHon in "legalised" form .Scrap it altogether and 
enforce the current system properly. George

2020-10-07 
18:32:59 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Because it does not look right its unfair Amanda

2020-10-07 
15:51:05 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marië]e 

2020-10-07 
15:49:04 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marië]e

2020-10-07 
15:48:40 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marië]e

2020-10-07 
15:47:56 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marië]e

2020-10-07 
15:47:42 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marië]e

2020-10-07 
15:47:22 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marië]e

2020-10-07 
15:46:13 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marië]e

2020-10-07 
14:49:13 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not trust the government at all. A new method to steal more 
money. Gawie

2020-10-07 
14:40:57 Free State No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I would like to add that the enforcement sounds more dictatorial than 
anything else. They cannot enforce toll fees or just double the fines. It 
is insane. Rather turn the law on drunknk drivers and reckless taxi's  Francois

KwaZulu-Natal 103

2020-11-17 
13:36:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The Government, having stolen everything they can laid their hands on 
are now desperate to find the li]le remaining capital the exploited 
taxpayers have le_ in their bank accounts. Typical, the due process of 
the law is ignored and the cadre empowerment conHnuous. Where is 
this gra_ going to stop? Phillip

2020-11-16 
19:28:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I have a right, if i feel my rights have been infringed to go before a 
court. With the level of corrupHon that has been shown through out 
the country, it is plausible to assume that by puVng in a tribunal that 
has no legal oversight opens up the door for rampant corrupHon and 
beligerant infringing of the publics rights. No to a tribunal, i am 
allowed to disagree with the traffic officers and to have a free and fare 
hearing if need be that is not biased. JusHn

2020-11-10 
17:37:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Everything about Aarto is unworkable.  ANC has not been able to 
implement anything that actually works. New way for more 
corrupHon . Absolutely NO to Aarto. Money making racket.  This has 
definitely got nothing to do about road safety!!!! Another ANC scam. 
ANC can't stop stealing!!! RC

2020-11-10 
12:19:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Unreliable fine system when mistakes are made you will be punished 
with big cost to the individual. We need be]er quality public service 
with transparency from public service providers Nonnie 

2020-10-30 
15:56:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Vaughan

2020-10-28 
10:10:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing an infringers rights to a court hearing is unacceptable and 
authoritarian. 
Doubling of penalHes is ridiculous as penalHes are already 
unaffordable for most people, we live in a third world country, this 
wont add anything to the deterring factor except raise more revenue 
which is not the reason for imposing a fine in the first place. 
Doubling the fines for nonpayment of e tolls is outrageous because we 
should not be paying e tolls in the first place as most of the revenue 
benefits foreign countries it must be abolished. 

Trevor

2020-10-26 
08:08:28 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It's just another way of taxing the South African public. We are also 
made out to be the enemy.  These people are employed by the tax 
paying companies and citerzines. Henry

2020-10-23 
10:32:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why must we pay for no service. Give us the service we need and then 
we can talk. Do the work that belongs to "Traffic officers" . Stop 
thinking up plans to rip us of financially or to scare the obedient 
drivers, and focus on bad road users (those who causes accidents) Elza
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2020-10-23 
08:19:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It is ridiculous and open the door for fraud Tienie

2020-10-22 
06:44:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not believe this to be in any way fair.  Many fines are not issued 
where they should be. And many fines are issued where there is no 
fault. The driver currently can elect to go yo court and fight the fine.  
This is effecHvely being removed, and tribunals are usually  long  drawn 
out affairs, and o_en see no jusHce done.  Jenni

2020-10-21 
15:30:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What is the point of if-there is never a traffic officer to be seen and 
people disregard all rules-if traffic officers did their job no extra laws 
would be needed. 

Yvonne 

2020-10-20 
16:47:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is ridiculous to have people pay to receive a fine. These people 
who are thinking up these stupid laws are obviously not taking 
everything into consideraHon. Lelani

2020-10-20 
05:33:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gillian

2020-10-19 
11:56:57 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As the tribunal is financed on collecHon of fines, there is no incenHve 
for them to reduce fines. The discount offered for early payment has 
already been factored in to the original fine. The main concern is that 
the majority of the traffic enforcers have been proven amenable to 
bribes , resulHng in corrupHon.  
Also there is the illegal presumpHon of guilt, without the state having 
to prove guilt.  What happened to the mantra tro]ed out by the anc 
that all persons are presumed innocent unHl proven guilty in a court of 
law.  
As the majority of the offences are not backed up by irrefutable 
photographic evidence or proof but on tesHmony  provided by traffic 
officials who have quotas to fill. 
Doubling the fines  for e tolls will have no effect on those currently not 
paying them.  The only reason taxis are exempt is that the authoriHes 
know they will never be able to collect them, unlike  regular motorists 
who have verifiable addresses. This is financial the_ to back up inept 
and corrupt traffic officials. Roger

2020-10-15 
16:42:50 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The government is so corrupt  from top to bo]om. 
This will aid them in further bribes and harassment 
The peaceful drivers who make a mistake and are easy to stop and fine 
will be the targets. 
No court., what a slap in the face for the/our consHtuHon . 
Can we fine the government and do demerit points for every pot hole, 
broken signs, unroadworthy vehicles, overloaded vehicles etc etc etc  
Yes we need more law abiding drivers on the road  and a drive to make 
the roads safer, but this will never happen in RSA. Other African 
countries seem to have very li]le rules except the first come first 
served rule.  
Fix up the very sick corrupt government and use the ciHzens money for 
all and the disadvantaged as it is meant to be used. Stuart

2020-10-14 
10:08:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal s decision elmer

2020-10-13 
20:24:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What is the reason for this new legislaHon.  CuVng out the court 
system opens up greater likelihood of crime. Hannerie

2020-10-13 
00:26:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The only ma]er that is clear is that these regulaHons are intended to 
and will be enforced against so_ targets (majority of law abiding 
ciHzens) in the easy to get safe spots to generate revenue for the 
corrupt and certainly will lead to increased corrupHon. The real 
habitual offenders will again get away and conHnue to break the laws 
as the RTI and Metro police are to scared  to act against them. 

The doubling of any fines and the like is u]erly ridiculous, how do you 
propose a fair implementaHon ie. Fining a pensioner with income of 
R1,800 a month R2000 vs fining  corrupt people with income of 
R25-50,000  a month R2000, no comparison in sancHon from one to 
the next, a lively hood for one, pocket change for the other, and you 
want to do this without a person being able to defend themselves in a 
court - outright unconsHtuHonal. Leonard

2020-10-12 
16:49:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Every ciHzen has the right to defend himself in court. Ray

2020-10-12 
14:58:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The current road traffic act is open to abuse and THE COURTS were the 
only means of geVng jusHce. By demanding ajudicaHon via wri]en 
submission  is not a fair and just means of administraHon . 

Criminalising motorists for all infringments is unjust.  Drunken driving 
and excessive speeding should be dealt with severely . Gopaul

2020-10-12 
10:05:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My biggest concern is that you cannot directly go to defend yourself in 
court. Our jusHce system is based on innocent unHl proven guilty and 
the new regulaHons are looking to circumvent that so that you are 
guilty unHl proven innocent. We cannot go against our consHtuHonal 
rights. Wikus

2020-10-12 
08:36:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree that an offender cannot defend him/herself in court.  
The police are not qualified to store firearms or drivers licences.  If the 
police are not capable of safeguarding firearms how are they going to 
be capable to safe guard drivers licences which are for some people 
the only form of I.D. CRAIG

2020-10-11 
09:01:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Irene

2020-10-11 
08:54:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Vaughan

2020-10-11 
08:52:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The exisHng regulaHons are perfectly adequate if enforced correctly. 
We do not need any more taxes added to motoring. Rob
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2020-10-11 
01:16:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What legal qualificaHons will be held by this tribunal? Whats the idea 
to change the laws anyway? The government is just trying to milk the 
public again to cover for their mess up. Why should we always be 
exposed to this plunder of the public. Why the doubling of fines?  They 
should sieze the properHes and bank accounts of corrupt officials 
instead of robbing the man in the street. When are they going to 
improve the dangerous condiHons of the roads.? And who asked for 
the e-toll anyway. They just do what they like. 

Susanne 
2020-10-10 
19:15:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Our government  wants to ride shotgun over us. It only benefits them. I 
rather appear in court. AJ

2020-10-10 
17:59:34 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It lends itself to bribery and corrupHon. And frankly, we have more 
than enough corrupHon in this country already. René

2020-10-10 
17:59:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It lends itself to bribery and corrupHon. And frankly, we have more 
than enough corrupHon in this country already. René

2020-10-10 
17:59:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It lends itself to bribery and corrupHon. And frankly, we have more 
than enough corrupHon in this country already. René

2020-10-10 
17:58:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It lends itself to bribery and corrupHon. And frankly, we have more 
than enough corrupHon in this country already. René

2020-10-10 
17:50:49 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Mahomed

2020-10-10 
15:28:38 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There will be more corrupHon because of the doubling of fines, in the 
form of bribes. Who is going to oversee that the enforcement is fair 
and just. We see it all the Hme that taxis are breaking the law, nothing 
happens. It is because taxis are owned by the police and poliHcians. 
CorrupHon reigns.

Ramakrishn
a 

2020-10-10 
13:55:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This is an infringement  of my consHtuHonal  rights. Norma 

2020-10-10 
13:22:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing exisHng rights to court?  Sounds like draconian measures 
enforced during lockdown – NO!  
Doubling penalHes?  1.  Sounds more like government is looking to 
more moneygrabbing for all their HANDOUTS as they are so busy with 
fraud and corrupHon that job creaHng falls by the wayside.  2.  Across 
SA roads are A DEADLY MENACE due to VERY LITTLE MAINTENANCE, 
cosHng owners double already.  3.  Traffic departments are wasHng 
money by BLATANTLY allowing unroadworthy overloaded taxis, 
unlicensed drivers,  and disrespec�ul law infringement on the road 
DAILY – LET THEM WORK FOR THEIR MONEY FOR A CHANGE AND 
GENERATE INCOME  instead of shopping or sleeping in cars or BRIBING 
the vulnerable or merely looking the other way as WORKING takes 
effort.  SA ciHzens are paying too much for too li]le as it is already.  
CorrecHng MISinformaHon AFTER cancelling a license?  1.  A clear 
indicaHon that law enforcers are UNTRAINED and therefore unable to 
perform their duHes correctly. 2. It is a well-known fact that most can’t 
even enforce the present laws as proved by the high number of 
accidents and deaths on our roads. 3. A quick bribe easily stops a 
license being cancelled. So no money for the state coffers due to staff 
issues. 
DemeriHng company license discs?  And so open a new can of worms 
as operators don’t care a sniff about another’s  property thus more 
disregard for law and order will abound 

Amanda
2020-10-09 
21:53:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dayanundh 

2020-10-09 
18:37:09 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Fahrana

2020-10-09 
14:18:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Etoll is a fraudulent system from the start. Should have been cancelled 
years ago.  
And how do you suggest a oerson with a learner's license pracHce for a 
driver's license? Just issue them when paying corrupt officials?  
Wake up. We're  not 1st world. Sort out the reckless taxi drivers 1st. Antoine]e

2020-10-09 
13:18:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This is to controlling David

2020-10-09 
08:34:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Puculwa 

2020-10-09 
08:23:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Do not support the etoll at all and costly appeals.  Double fines makes 
it impossible to pay any fine. Sort out the corrupHon of police 
threatening to take your vehicle and inHmidate you and focus on 
murders and safety first.  Janine

2020-10-09 
07:51:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marian

2020-10-08 
19:59:41 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If they that good in doing their job,they should first concentrate on 
corrupHon Noluthando

2020-10-08 
17:50:14 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Trying to enforce the etoll system is wrong. This system was created to 
milk motorists even more and to enrich you know who! I recall that, 
some Hme ago, a sum of R 11+ million was wri]en off for the taxi 
industry and the same acHon should be taken for all motorists and the 
etoll system should be withdrawn. Instead of increasing fines, perhaps 
we should improve the enforcing and collecHon of fines by the so 
called authoriHes!!!! William

2020-10-08 
14:26:26 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Get the Taxi industry sorted out before targeVng motorists.  Taxis 
appear to be immune to road traffic rules. One rule for them, one for 
us. Elaine

2020-10-08 
13:58:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jenni

2020-10-08 
13:10:11 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Philip

2020-10-08 
11:37:59 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Derick

2020-10-08 
11:01:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Corey

2020-10-08 
10:56:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal I don't believe that anyone will be treated fairly. Neil 
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2020-10-08 
10:45:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Michael

2020-10-08 
10:35:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If all the motorists of this country were treated equally, including the 
taxi industry, then I would have no problem with the demerit system, 
but we will never be treated fairly.  The ciHzens of this beauHful 
country are held to ransom by the taxi industry and unions. Lee-Anne

2020-10-08 
10:05:56 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All suggested changes are preposterous and unnecessary, giving more 
power to government to control ciHzens and extort them for money. Kapil

2020-10-08 
09:15:08 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to this and the AARTO must be disbanded  
Burden on taxpayers. Ebrahim 

2020-10-08 
09:04:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal just another money making scheme these mother effers thought of. john

2020-10-08 
08:43:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Salmon

2020-10-08 
08:31:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Draconian laws!! Not all road users are guilty!! , target the sectors and 
offenders that are guilty, like taxis,  no licence drivers, drivers under 
influence,  speeding ect. Lawrence

2020-10-08 
07:54:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They are taking away our legal right to  opt to go to court. Tribunals are 
going to be messy, expensive, degrading. 
One seldom sees traffic police out there to prevent  dangerous road 
situaHons and minor transgressions, but once an accident is reported 
they are all there like a swarm of bees. Nolene

2020-10-08 
06:57:02 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Rather double the penalHes on fraud within government if you need 
money.  Why should the public ALWAYS pay for your fraud-shortages. 
First get your own house in order and then lead by example. Friedel

2020-10-08 
06:54:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Innocent Hll proven guilty Kevin

2020-10-08 
06:38:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I would like to see the present laws being enforced - not happening in 
my area. 
The Johannesburg e tolls should e abolished. Olliver

2020-10-08 
06:16:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The whole thing is puniHve. Making it a criminal offence and then 
taking away a persons right to be heard in court. BUT, most of all, 
making E toll fines part of AARTO is a disgusHng disgracefull way of 
trying to force people to uphold a system that was doomed to fail and 
has failed since incepHon. E toll should be scrapped.  

Kim 
2020-10-08 
06:00:37 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ray

2020-10-08 
05:43:33 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Leon

2020-10-08 
05:38:32 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It doesn’t make sense to have an Appeal facility that is employed or 
affiliated to Aarto.  It would be obvious that this panel would be 
conflicted. They are supposed to be like the courts and be imparHal 
and in its current form I don’t see imparHality Nick

2020-10-08 
04:00:16 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal  It as fair as a court. Mark

2020-10-07 
23:47:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The law is being passed without considering the implicaHons to drivers 
that need to use the road to get to work. There is no adequate public 
transport that can be offered in South Africa and if a person loses their 
licence they will effecHvely lose their ability to earn a living. I accept 
that reckless and negligent driving can cost lives but corrupt officials 
will conHnue taking bribes from the worst drivers and the driver who 
accumulates points slowly through minor offences will not be able to 
have his day in Court. The process will become backlogged and you 
could find yourself waiHng for years to clear your name. The number of 
fines as well as e-toll charges being issued to cars with false or cloned 
number plates is clear evidence that the system will benefit the 
corrupt and persecute the innocent.   Philip

2020-10-07 
22:39:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Rashid

2020-10-07 
22:32:51 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Tommy

2020-10-07 
21:35:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

CorrupHon and lawlessness amongst the masses are a norm in SA and 
as in every protest the masses will resolve to the norm of destrucHon 
of property and the cost to foot the bill will be allo]ed to the tax payer 
that is already pressured by rising fuel, uHliHes and food prices . SA will 
like all its other stolen or borrowed ideas at the onset of democracy 
will collapse at the wayside . Dawood

2020-10-07 
21:32:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Douglas

2020-10-07 
20:49:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Hank

2020-10-07 
20:46:53 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Before creaHng any new laws or procedures first address corrupHon 
and enforce exisHng laws. 

David
2020-10-07 
20:14:55 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Another money making corrupHon ’money making scheme. Prisons 
already full. Where they going to lodge these, criminals? Gillian 

2020-10-07 
20:03:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jimmy

2020-10-07 
19:30:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal You have the right to a trial to state your case. Andy

2020-10-07 
19:30:23 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal You have the right to a trial to state your case. Andy

2020-10-07 
19:11:24 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Christo

2020-10-07 
16:39:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There should be a simple process to address any issues. This will be 
cumbersome and not work as it will become overloaded. Enforcement 
will not be equally done. Toll fee fines should not be allowed, payment 
of toll fees needs to be excluded unHl such Hme as it is properly 
addressed. Warren

2020-10-07 
16:29:42 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jaco
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2020-10-07 
16:29:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jaco

2020-10-07 
15:54:00 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the tribunal system, where you we no longer have 
the consHtuHonal right to defend ourselves for an alleged offence. 
I know that the current fining system is already misused by the traffic 
police who o_en use it  with a view to increasing their revenue rather 
than decreasing dangerous driving habits in the public.   Therefore it 
follows that this new system is primarily in order to increase their 
coffers . This will increase the likelihood of corrupHon and misuse of 
funds gathered by the very people who are designated to protect the 
public. 
Traffic offenders instead of paying exorbitant amounts of money, which 
many people do not have, what about serving Hme doing public 
service.... c

2020-10-07 
15:45:05 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Another corrupHon ruse.  When they finally get the taxis to comply 
with exisHng traffic laws, and and clean up corrupHon they will see that 
draconian measures are not necessay. They must also get illegal and 
non roadworthy vehicles off the road. Tim

2020-10-07 
15:38:21 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I think they shud concentrate on the bigger crime in the country & 
weed out corrupt cops before unleashing them on the public. Don't 
create new problems before old ones remain unresolved Vicky

2020-10-07 
15:19:13 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How can you double fines ? Taxi drivers will easily be able to carry on 
as usual and pay their fines. 
Concentrate on: 
Reckless driving 
Driving without a LICENCE 
Driving stolen vehicles. Have a system that if a person is driving  a 
stolen vehicle they are arrested.   
Driving under the influence of alcohol and drugs. 
Admin  already is all muddled imagine starHng a new system. 
The point system works in the UK if you get 6 black Mark's they 
remove your LICENCE for  a  few months. Caroline

2020-10-07 
15:03:22 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

U cannot take my rights away from me, " our consHtuHon gives me the 
right to defend myself in court" as well as what all these corrupt 
cANCer and eff thieves conHnually say when taken to task regards their 
stealing of public funds, " we are not guilty unHl proven guilty in a 
court of law", if this applies to these thieves,  WHY NOT ME, and other 
south africans that maybe get a speed fine here and there, not nearly 
anything the same as these thieves that steal millions and get away 
with it or is this just another way to fill a pot full of money that they 
can steal, take away my rights which enHtles them to steal, think not. Georg

2020-10-07 
14:33:50 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Arend

2020-10-07 
14:02:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Same as other comments. Trying to make more money to waste. 
Current system is not enforced anyway.  Fat cats need to address 
country's people to help them..not how to line their pockets further. Lydia

2020-10-07 
13:44:47 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is once again proof of the total incompetence of the current 
regime in power. They are totally inept at governance and 
administraHon. So therefore, by making it extremely difficult to argue 
one's innocence in a court of law by taking away your automaHc right 
to defend, this absolves them of taking on the responsibility of doing 
their jobs properly.  
Furthermore, by making it a criminal act to absentmindedly or 
otherwise innocently be driving without a license is yet extra proof of 
their gangster mindset. Peter

2020-10-07 
13:42:03 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As is common the government is introducing even more law, that is not 
necessary because there are many law abiding ciHzens that obey laws 
and rules.  However, this is only to put more pressure and a way of 
extracHng more money on the very ciHzens that are considered so_ 
targets - the police will want and expect bribes etc and it also burdens 
the law court which is already over loaded and not coping.  Why do we 
not go a_er the real and dangerous criminals that plague society 
instead of killing the honest law abiding ciHzens of the county.  Indira

2020-10-07 
13:33:40 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This act does not allow for the consHtuHonal "innocent unHl proven 
guilty". 
All are a concern. CorrupHon will flourish and the poor sod who made 
a 1st Hme mistake will be punished severely. Eben

2020-10-07 
13:32:12 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal johan

2020-10-07 
13:12:58 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

with the corrupHon going on this will only affect the innocent.  the toll 
system was never agreed to by the public. driving without a valid 
licence should have always been a crime. graham

2020-10-07 
13:02:10 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

In principal the point system is a good system if applied correct but  it 
will not work in South Africa as bribery is the system that takes 
preference in our traffic system today, it is the law abiding ciHzen that 
will take the brand if it is implemented. 
Having a tribunal (AARTO ) to sit and make the first dicHons on traffic 
fines is a no go. 
I doubt if doubling the fines will be a deterrent to the ordinary 
motorist as this will only double the "bribery" problem and the Taxi 
drivers will most likely be exempt from this like it was done in the 
lockdown of South Africa. Gerrit

2020-10-07 
12:46:46 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is unreasonable and probably unconsHtuHonal, for an individual to 
have his/her right to appear in court replaced by wri]en submission 
and appearance in front of a Tribunal before possibly appearing in 
front of a Magistrate. Rob

2020-10-07 
12:06:29 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Noel

2020-10-07 
11:57:31 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Already too much power in the hands of the law enforcement agents. 
Already too much power in the hands of the law enforcement agents. theunis

2020-10-07 
11:39:52 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What's the point in making new rules if the old rules can't be enforced. 
All you have to do is do your job instead of taking bribes le_ right and 
center. I see more avenues to solicit bribes with these new rules. Drew
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2020-10-07 
11:27:36 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Money making racket.  Targets law abiding ciHzens not taxis. Will not 
change road usage or safety. UnconsHtuHonal.  Government has never 
solved any problem but has only created more problems. Stop the 
government from trying to solve problems and fix what has been 
broken by incompetent ANC . We don't need more rules that will not 
change anything but create a financial burden. Absolutely NO!!! RC

2020-10-07 
11:03:54 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dit is nou net nig n manier van geld maak Esther

2020-10-07 
11:03:48 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal every person should have the right to be tried before a court NEIL 

2020-10-07 
10:39:17 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Brandon

2020-10-07 
10:31:30 KwaZulu-Natal No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is against the rights of the individual to be innocent unHl proven 
guilty. Jaco

Western Cape 270
2020-11-11 
15:48:15 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Martyn

2020-11-10 
08:32:57 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Arie

2020-11-05 
20:51:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Niel

2020-11-05 
08:57:45 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am a ciHzen and I have rights defined in the ConsHtuHon. No law can 
take away my right to a trial and the suggesHon is blatantly 
unconsHtuHonal.  Only a despoHc regime would even suggest denying 
it's people the right to a fair trial. 

The addiHonal suggesHon of a 'processing fee' for every alleged 
infringement encourages corrupt enforcement officers and agencies to 
write fraudulent Hckets to their hearts content to pad their pockets & 
budgets. It's an open invitaHon to corrupHon and abuse of the public 
and shows the government's 'commitment' to fight corrupHon is 
nothing but another lie. 

These things do no belong in a consHtuHonal democracy. Danie

2020-11-03 
19:07:45 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not support removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect 
to be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a 
Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the 
Magistrates Court. 

I do support increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators. 

I do not support doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently 
payable. The demerit system is enough. 

I do not support doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular 
toll roads. I do support removing the demerit points from these. 

I do not support making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does 
not possess a driving licence. This will be abused and will ruin lives. 
Driving without a license does not mean the person is being negligent 
or doesn't know the rules of the road, they just haven't been tested. 
Fine and only arrest a_er a second offense. 

I do support correcHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the 
rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled. Francois

2020-11-03 
10:21:35 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Excessively puniHve. Shelley

2020-11-03 
06:03:41 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal cheryline

2020-11-03 
04:47:04 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Just another way to make money ,and to get bribes Pieter

2020-10-31 
18:15:58 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Steven 

2020-10-30 
12:05:03 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I agree with the last five comments from others who are upset with 
these proposed changes. Stop squeezing the geese laying the golden 
eggs ( tax payers). You have already gone too far and remember that 
people are already fed up with your ineptness etc etc. Francois

2020-10-28 
14:03:52 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Pieter

2020-10-28 
10:11:49 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dennis 
Shaun

2020-10-28 
10:11:44 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dennis 
Shaun

2020-10-28 
10:11:41 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dennis 
Shaun

2020-10-28 
10:11:37 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dennis 
Shaun

2020-10-28 
06:41:35 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They cant police the exisHng regulaHon properly. Why waste Hme and 
lots of money on something which is not going to work anyway. Geoff

2020-10-28 
06:38:36 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This country implements law to suit themselves the innocent get 
harassed and the criminals get away with murder. Different rules for 
different people. Yvonne 

2020-10-27 
21:37:05 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jerome

2020-10-27 
20:39:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Should be innocent unHl proven guilty! Iaan

2020-10-27 
19:36:09 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Bonita

2020-10-26 
10:27:21 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You are just going to have complete lawlessness. We are not going to 
pay for your inepHtude and corrupHon. Augusts
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2020-10-25 
00:28:54 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal David

2020-10-24 
18:34:47 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal 1 Mark 

2020-10-23 
15:03:21 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO tribunal has the potenHal for bribery & corrupHon, lack of 
imparHality and inconsistent standards of  adjudicaHon and the 
potenHal  of Conflict of Interest  if members salaries are paid from 
traffic fine revenue. 
Dra_ regulaHons nothing more than a Guilty unHl proven Innocent 
system wri]en to maximise revenue and not to promote road safety. 
DisproporHonate Infringement PenalHes nothing but a STEATH TAX. 
Much needs to be rewri]en in this dra_ by imparHal legal  persons and 
not by persons with a vested interest in  increasing road traffic 
revenue. Kate

2020-10-23 
11:52:13 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

 The act is completely ridiculous, unconsHtuHonal and has absolutely 
NOTHING to do with road safety.  NOT ONCE did they EVER menHon 
accident numbers, or road fataliHes. This is ALL about introducing their 
"Stealth Tax" and streamlining revenue generaHon, whilst reducing the 
burden of proof required to prosecute someone for traffic offences.  

Jeremy
2020-10-23 
11:48:08 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Harun

2020-10-23 
07:25:30 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We have so many exisHng laws to deal with road users that are not 
enforced, that making new and more complicated regulaHons simply 
makes no sense. Government departments have no business 
prosecuHng the law in a court system - that`s what the judicial system 
and the courts are there for. Donald

2020-10-23 
01:47:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Turning a simple fining system into an administraHve  nightmare Sandy

2020-10-21 
22:27:24 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Stefan

2020-10-21 
08:17:12 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

  Paying for the administraHon of a fine is absolutely absurd, it is simply 
another way to get more money in the state coffers to be 
misappropriated.   
Traffic Officers already do not focus on controlling traffic and the lack 
of control at rush hours of parHcularly mini bus taxis  is beyond belief.  
The only Hme you see them is at sports events when it is easy money 
and work (and they get paid overHme on weekends) to issue parking 
fines. 
The inability to take your case to court is removing the civil rights of 
the ciHzens of the country. Doubling the fines, which are already very 
heavy is to get money in from average ciHzens as the mini bus taxis do 
not pay their fines and it requires work to chase them up so it doesn't 
happen 

Ethel
2020-10-19 
10:55:24 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Izak 

2020-10-19 
10:50:22 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Firstly there is nothing new that is focused on the people transport 
industries. This is a money making scheme and is not focused on the 
real issues. 
To take away my right to go to court if i get a summons is an 
infringement on my rights to have an unqualified person to make a 
judgement. 
To make a traffic offence  a criminal offence like speeding more than 
10km/park on a wrong place etc can have an impact on employment/
voHng/ weapon licence/pasport etc.   Johan

2020-10-18 
18:17:05 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We all know that this is just another ploy to steal from the road users, 
whether legally or illegally (through bribes and extorHon)! Leon

2020-10-18 
17:53:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Once again an individuals rights under the consHtuHon is being taken 
away. Angelo

2020-10-18 
16:33:56 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I also oppose the doubling of fines and the requirement of a 
suspended license in order to  get back the drivers licence. virgil

2020-10-15 
10:58:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

To disallow me to defend myself in a court of law makes a mockery of 
our consHtuHonal protecHon. Furthermore to acquire a criminal record 
for simply not possessing a valid drivers license is ridiculous.  There are 
many people who may no longer have a driver's license or perhaps 
loose their license through the acquisiHon of demerit points that may 
need to drive in an emergency and if caught, they will acquire a 
criminal record. Driving without a valid driver's license is not a criminal 
act and should not be made so. 
To even propose such draconian laws indicates that we are moving 
from a democracy to a police state. 

Rob

2020-10-15 
06:44:58 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Once again the ANC is suppressing the rights of ciHzens while stealing 
from them and creaHng more opportuniHes for corrupHon.   
The changes do not improve road safety. John

2020-10-14 
15:26:24 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

More legislaHon to infringe on our rights in a democracy. The legal 
system is already unable to cope with cases presented. More money 
collected to be stolen. We  pay taxes and fuel levies for roads already. Denise

2020-10-13 
21:19:04 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Government constantly looking to see how@ where they can make 
more to line their pockets Jade

2020-10-13 
19:02:43 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Coenie

2020-10-13 
15:58:29 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Moya

2020-10-13 
10:38:18 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The introducHon of a Tribunal type system deeply undermines my 
rights to defend any acHon brought against me. This is an overreach 
and compromises my consHtuHonal rights to a fair trail.  

Alex
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2020-10-13 
07:17:18 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Much like current system, I don't believe this will be implemented in a 
fair and equitable manner. Nor do I believe that the true dangerous 
traffic transgressors will be brought to book. 
 I disagree with removal of right to elect to be tried in court.    

Leigh

2020-10-12 
15:36:48 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

System is to made money in stead of promote road safety.  Forced to 
pay infringements whether your innocent! I do support the proposed 
AARTO regulaHons as it is unconsHtuHonal. Johan

2020-10-12 
15:27:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The current road traffic act is open to abuse and the courts are the 
only means of geVng jusHce. By demanding adjudicaHon via wri]en 
submission is not a fair and just means of administraHon .  

Under the proposed regulaHons a person is deemed guilty unHl they 
can prove themselves not to be, which is unconsHtuHonal. 

Criminalising motorists for all infringements is unjust.  Withholding of 
motor vehicle licences on renewal unHl the outstanding fines have 
been paid, assuming guilt, is also unconsHtuHonal 

The current rules are more than sufficient but are not policed nearly 
well enough . Instead of police focussing on speeding only ( revenue ? ) 
they should be on the road catching people who are driving 
dangerously ( passing on solid lines / blind rise etc ) and impounding 
obviously unroadworthy vehicles The current amount of bribery that 
takes place will be insignificant compared with what will happen once 
aarto demerits etc come into force . The police virtually turning a bling 
eye on taxi ( majority of whom transgress all road regulaHons ) makes a 
mockery of law enforcement. 

Christopher

2020-10-12 
12:55:18 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The real road usage issue is not the average man in the street, it is the 
unruly road used who will carry on despite the laws. The man in the 
street is finding it harder and harder to maintain a lifestyle that is 
incident free, and the career delinquents just conHnue as usual. It is 
Hme to focus on the delinquents, and leave the man in the street free 
to create employment, go about his business as unencumbered as 
possible, and lead a producHve life. The lack of implementaHon of the 
exisHng laws is the real issue. Christopher

2020-10-12 
10:45:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not interested in another of the ANC's implementaHon of this system 
to make themselves rich at the taxpayers expense through another 
tender system! Melony

2020-10-12 
10:35:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How can you have a law that does not allow someone to be tried in 
court? Our cops are crooked, and you want to trust them, solely? 
You've got to be kidding me. On top of that, increase in demerits, 
doubling penalHes and increasing fines? Just no. You cannot be a law 
unto your own. T

2020-10-12 
10:13:36 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My quesHon is .......... how is it possible to improve the safety on our 
roads through implemenHng this threatening "bag of laws" when there 
is today in this beloved country a culture of lawlessness that has its 
origins right from the top structures of governance ? My own answer 
to this is ........... "STOP THE CORRUPTION"!!      John

2020-10-12 
09:42:45 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal siobhan

2020-10-12 
09:27:52 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Kaylim

2020-10-12 
08:37:57 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Anelle

2020-10-12 
08:37:22 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

UnconsHtuHonal and unjust laws giving more power to an already 
corrupt government is the last thing we need. Kindly check yourself 
before you wreck yourself. Gavin

2020-10-12 
08:29:08 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Brenton

2020-10-12 
07:40:12 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The whole thing is to just ensure more income. 
This country belong to the people, but these laws is how a gang / mafia 
operate. 
It is designed to make money, lost of them, and have a  gang 
(tribuneral) playing judge and jury. 
No, No, no.... Guss

2020-10-12 
07:13:14 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

YES to demerit point increase. 
NO to criminal offenses to drive without license. 
NO to taking away opHon to elect to be tried in court. 
No to increasing fines and penalHes. Cornelius 

2020-10-12 
06:04:48 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I feel some of the new laws are unnecessary and making it hard for 
people to drive and puVng more stress on road users because 
everyone will always be scared for making a mistake and receiving a 
fine which would've been fine but now they'll lose points as well. Franco

2020-10-11 
23:28:09 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The only aspect one can readily support is to make driving without a 
valid licence a criminal offence. Yikes, you mean to say it is not already 
a law??  It damn well should be. As for the rest? Well to increase the 
demerit points system is laughable. It is already too high.  
There are a lot of traffic laws and rules in existence - make a point of 
enforcing them properly and, for goodness sake stop pussyfooHng 
around with the taxi offenders. They need to be brought to book 
without favour, for the thousands of moving violaHons they perpetrate 
every single day, o_en in plain view of the uncaring eyes of so-called 
traffic control. But no, it is easier for government and their chip-on-
the-shoulder 'officers' to bully the average law-abiding ciHzen/driver 
and to penalise them with absurd high fines on the e-toll ma]er.  
Enough already.  Nothing like changes to a system to deflect a]enHon 
away from exisHng  defects in the transport/traffic system. Peter
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2020-10-11 
23:28:09 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The only aspect one can readily support is to make driving without a 
valid licence a criminal offence. Yikes, you mean to say it is not already 
a law??  It damn well should be. As for the rest? Well to increase the 
demerit points system is laughable. It is already too high.  
There are a lot of traffic laws and rules in existence - make a point of 
enforcing them properly and, for goodness sake stop pussyfooHng 
around with the taxi offenders. They need to be brought to book 
without favour, for the thousands of moving violaHons they perpetrate 
every single day, o_en in plain view of the uncaring eyes of so-called 
traffic control. But no, it is easier for government and their chip-on-
the-shoulder 'officers' to bully the average law-abiding ciHzen/driver 
and to penalise them with absurd high fines on the e-toll ma]er.  
Enough already.  Nothing like changes to a system to deflect a]enHon 
away from exisHng  defects in the transport/traffic system. Peter

2020-10-11 
22:35:02 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal CorrupHon and bribes the poor will suffer most, unfairness. Evis 

2020-10-11 
11:05:43 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As a person owning a few vehichles with drivers, I can see my self 
spending a lot f Hme having to appeal and not having my own licence 
suspended due to drivers transgressions Kobus

2020-10-11 
10:51:49 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Allen

2020-10-11 
09:31:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gys

2020-10-11 
09:28:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We pay enough taxes every year, we get robbed by our own 
government, we have heavy damaged rd. Yet we sHll have to pay toll, 
and get fined even more. There are more important thing you need to 
be doing.  The demirt I do agree with Robyn

2020-10-11 
09:21:08 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Carry on goverment! Another way to steal more money from public , 
more corrupHon and less acountability! We cannot afford the prices as 
is, i mean we arre being robbed with food prices,petrol 
prices,taxes,electricity and the list goes on.Make S.A the new 
Zimbabwe and see us young hard working tax paying south Africans 
leave this country because of your forecasted greed.You make me ill of 
all your corupHon.Sies  

Simone 
2020-10-11 
09:06:57 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Carry on goverment! Another way to steal more money from public , 
more corrupHon and less acountability! eddie

2020-10-11 
08:55:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Costly Hme consuming admin procedures. 
Law enforcement must be substanHally increased and improved. 
Increasing fines gives more scope for stealing the money. 
Improve quality of roads, signage etc. instead of stealing the money. 
Police the taxis much much be]er (authoriHes are scared of the taxi 
owners). Adrian

2020-10-11 
08:05:37 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

These regulaHons take away many of our basic rights. The costs 
involved put major strain on already financially strained people. If you 
get your license taken away you cannot work. We already pay so much 
for the roads as it is, now we have to pay more. The general public 
cannot afford it financially. We have such major crime issues of greater 
importance in South Africa, such as rapes, murder and child abducHons 
yet the government is doing nothing to try combat that. Instead they 
focusing on driving fines and licenses. Leoni

2020-10-11 
07:37:51 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal GEORGINA

2020-10-11 
06:37:51 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The changes are totally unfair and place an unnecessary  burden on all 
to make money out off us who are financially pressured to extreme. Stuart 

2020-10-11 
06:36:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The tribunal is open to abuse by the authoriHes and doesn't give the 
motorists a chance to have their say in a court of law Gordon

2020-10-10 
17:50:45 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Really ridiculous to put addiHonal burdens on society, especially during 
this Hme! Taubie

2020-10-10 
17:39:05 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is obvious the government is running short  of money , what is easier 
than to double penalHes for infringements ? I think the doubling of 
financial penalHes together with demerit points is to punish people 
twice for the same offence. Is that legal ? Another  problem is for 
example speeding through a camera at 4 in the morning and 4 in the 
a_ernoon is not same offence ,however , the AARTO system does not 
recognize  that. The system of an AARTO tribunal leads certainly to  
hundreds of standards being applied throughout the country . The e-
tol system was introduced without public support and now the 
government is bullying  the  road users by laws to make it a criminal 
offence  not to pay e-tol.  The government is supposed to listen to the 
people  , but this not happen in the RSA. willem

2020-10-10 
16:44:51 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There are so many things wrong currently with the SAP, Metro Police 
etc 

Their way of dealing with public, people skills etc, this is just another 
tool to give them more power and the public less 

Fix the system, give the public a fair chance and fine the offenders, no 
issue with that at all, the risk of someone being on the road 24/7 as his 
job permits, stands a huge risk if this is not implemented free and fair.  
Comparing to a person that only commute to work and back 

I have no problem that ovenders are fned and paid for their offense, 
but I know people will be treated like criminals and dispuHng the 
offense or the way it was dealt with is going to be an issue  

This will make the department loads of money, put people out of jobs 
(drivers) and public will suffer once again, South Africa is not Europe Brian

2020-10-10 
16:21:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gabriela 
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2020-10-10 
15:52:01 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All  the  new  regulaHons don,t  make  our  roads  saver.  
The   eToll  is  contraversal in  any  case  
The  courts  are  overburdend already how  will  they  
manage to  prosecute  
AARTO is  not  a  seluHon   
  Peter

2020-10-10 
15:26:52 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Everyone must have the right to go to Court to protect their rights, 
especially in serious traffic offences. Proposed system sounds 
cumbersome and will take forever. Sharon

2020-10-10 
11:10:35 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Sune]e

2020-10-10 
09:59:03 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This system will never work in South Africa.....even if the license is 
suspended people will sHll drive. As for the tribunal what a load of hog 
wash just another way to make money . Also how are They going to 
police this they cannot cope now. Big mistake Elizabeth

2020-10-10 
08:15:08 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

So one can compare it to the inquisiHon where a few will decide ones 
fate an it's going to be a huge administraHve burden and over bloated 
beaurocracy which will be very expensive to implement . It will be very 
difficult to challenge ones indiscreHon .Also the doubling of ones fines 
etc. is definitely not in order. This seams to be also only a way to 
collect revenue and to make as much money as possible. Dieter

2020-10-10 
08:11:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The use of an administraHve system to apply a penalty without taking 
the alleged offender to court first is surely unconsHtuHonal. The 
supposed offender must have an opportunity to defend himself in 
court, before being penalized. 

The doubling of fines is indefensible and just provides an opportunity 
for the municipality to make money. 

Charles
2020-10-10 
06:39:07 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why are they spending Hme and money making new rules. Just 
enforce the exisHng ones. Hazel

2020-10-10 
04:49:35 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal These regulaHons are against my right's Denise 

2020-10-10 
03:57:22 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It diminishes the right to independent adjudicaHon and coupled with 
other measures is draconian leaving the motorist with li]le or no 
recourse to the possible abuse of power. Mike

2020-10-10 
00:21:27 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With the level of corrupHon in every part of South Africa's authority 
structures, these new regulaHons will only become an added burden . 
E-tolls must GO naHonwide permanently - we did not agree to them. 
We pay more than enough in fuel levies and taxes for road 
maintenance. 
The appeal process is another costly process which will create another 
avenue for corrupHon. 
If you want to fine drivers, erect permanent cameras or make use of 
the exisHng E-Toll cameras for that purpose, and get rid of cops hiding 
in bushes to trap drivers. They should do proper policing to catch 
criminals, not this nonsense. Ronnie

2020-10-09 
23:05:37 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another means to target the traceable ciHzens of this country. 
Should this be applied effecHvely across the board, then there won't 
be any taxi's operaHng as a means of public transportaHon, bo]om line 
is it won't be enforced fairly and equally. Jay 

2020-10-09 
22:49:02 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Stupid idea and will only be used to vicHmize us poor people.South 
Africa isn’t indeed not ready for this even the etoll system is a mess 
enforcing laws on a system that failed isn’t really helping at all Masonwabe 

2020-10-09 
21:58:07 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jem

2020-10-09 
20:26:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not having access to a court is unconsHtuHonal. There should be the 
right to be seen as innocent unHl proven guilty. And The government, 
under the ANC,  through their abysmal track record of state capture, 
corrupHon, looHng and incompetence, have lost any creditability and 
trust they may have had. So any “tribunal” will never be trusted to 
have the rights of the populaHon  at the fore.  
Also, will this tribunal see taxis in the same light as the rest of the road 
users or will they be given leeway as they have in the past, this 
pertains to fines and demerits too.  
AddiHonally, it seems that they are sneakily trying to legiHmise E- 
tolling via the back door of the AARTO ACT. 
As well as forcing non payers to cough up for fear of loosing their 
licenses. This, along with the hiking of fines/penalHes seems like a way 
to gain access to more funds which will be misappropriated or outright 
stolen as has happened previously. 
The demerit system is good in concept, however with the corrupHon in 
government and the departments that will run the traffic systems, can 
we be sure that the system will be fair across the board or will some be 
exempt, like the taxis menHoned previously. Coralie

2020-10-09 
19:42:07 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposed changs removes our rights as being innocent unHl 
proven guilty which is the consHtuHonal right of all ciHzens. We are 
being oppressed le_ right center under a very oppressive government 
which includes even the official opposiHon in all levels of govt. 
CorrupHon is a problem  - no ways that a tribunal can ever be trusted 
to follow rule of law - the courts are there for that. The courts are 
there to ensure due process is followed. 

The problem with traffic is not the laws which are oppressive as it is. 
The problem is the same authoriHes which proved u]er corrupt and 
not even following through in applying the law to most offenders, 
especially not with taxis. Sort out the authoriHes first before 
oppressing ciHzens even further. Jac

2020-10-09 
19:29:49 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Leave it as is, these changes removes my right as being innocent unHl 
proven guilty  which is the consHtuHonal right of all ciHzens.  
CorrupHon is a problem and we as ciHzens are being subjected to it le_ 
right and centre.  The courts are there to ensure due process is 
followed. Pierre 
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2020-10-09 
17:45:03 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It will never work in our country! Very sorry to admit! 
cathleen

2020-10-09 
14:09:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It violates a ciHzen's right to defend ones self in a court a law. Frank

2020-10-09 
13:54:20 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You should be able to go to court to challenge any law and there they 
decide. Taking that away is unlawful Keegan

2020-10-09 
13:34:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

CorrupHon to high. Integrity of many officials are in quesHon. More 
power, more corrupHon. First sort out ways to enforce the intent of the 
law. Do something about reckless drivers (including reckless taxi 
drivers), drunk drivers and non-roadworthy vehicles. Those are priority 
risks to  public road safety Astrix

2020-10-09 
13:10:41 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not support any statute that removes my right to have my case 
heard in a court of law. 
I do not support any statute that creates a vicHmless crime in order the 
create an income stream for the state. 
The taxis have total disregard for the other road users yet the corrupt 
law officials ignore it. Law abiding ciHzens will be the ones bearing the 
brunt of this whilst taxi's and other vehicles which are not even road 
worthy will be ignored. 
The law enforcers take bribes with total disregard for what they are 
doing. 
I will definitely not support this new proposed system. 
First resolve this corrupHon in all levels of government before imposing 
more ridiculous laws on law abiding ciHzens. Johann

2020-10-09 
12:55:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This process is fuHle as the current situaHon cannot be managed 
properly. Taxis run riot and bribes are o_en given to corrupt officers to 
resolve the Hckets. Unlicensed vehicles and drivers are rife let alone 
bought licences. 
Get the basics right first cos the man on the street.. Easy targets.. Will 
be the only ones to suffer. No change to serious traffic accidents will 
happen as a result of the new rules 

Denise

2020-10-09 
12:43:11 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

 It is Hme the government got its prioriHes right and put energy and 
resources into what would actually benefit road users:  Make 3rd Party 
insurance mandatory for every driver and an annual roadworthy test 
for vehicles over 3 years old.  The favourable  ramificaHons of these 
two suggesHons are obvious. 

Anebell
2020-10-09 
12:20:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Mike

2020-10-09 
12:12:48 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It's a con to get more money without allowing anyone their 
consHtuHonal rights Liz

2020-10-09 
11:44:45 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I cannot accept any administraHve adjudicaHon process that serves to 
remove my rights, under the law of SA, to represent my posiHon in a 
court of law. 

I believe that this collecHon of regulaHons is only proposed in order to 
make more efficient, the collecHon of revenue for municipaliHes 
derived from speeding fines. 

Given the carnage on our roads, what we need is moving violaHon 
enforcement. 

Shi_ing the burden of enforcement onto road users, by making it much 
more difficult to challenge arbitrary offences derived purely for 
revenue, is neither morally nor ethically jusHfied. 

Under SA law, if I have commi]ed an offence, I am required to be 
served, at my domicile, a noHficaHon of that offence, and given the 
opportunity to appear in court, in order to defend myself on the 
charges levied. 

This process removes those rights. 
Graham

2020-10-09 
11:25:03 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO Tribunal goes against our rights as ciHzens of South Africa. 
This proposal lessens the defendants chance of defence. Especially 
those that do not live fullHme in the area of the alegged infracHon - 
thinking of tourists specifically. Albrecht

2020-10-09 
11:21:39 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will open way for More corrupHon! And more anger, frustraHon 
and anger among motorists and the public. And who will force this 
new law down to the Taxi  associaHon, even with the current laws 
nobody  has any say over the Taxi associaHon in SA.  
This is one big joke just as big as the minister  of Transport. sakkie

2020-10-09 
11:04:07 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why??? If Law Enforcement just do what they are geVng paid for then 
we will have no issues, stop taking bribes and enforce the Law as 
wri]en, not the way they see the Law, stop being arrogant , they have 
a Job to do, DO IT, Yes  and we as offender must take responsibility for 
our acHons. Make the fines higher then we might get deterrent for 
braking the Law but do not make it more difficult, buy a dash cam for 
proof if you did not make a mistake, there is a system in place for 
IntermediaHon and unfair use off power. Jacques

2020-10-09 
09:32:46 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

To see that the Law-Enforcement officials (they do not have jobs) start 
a 24/7 service in all towns do their part with roadworthy of vehicles, 
unlawful drivers and unlicensed taxi drivers. Anna

2020-10-09 
08:26:21 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It's really going to create poverty

ABDUL 
GAFFAAR

2020-10-09 
08:25:37 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It's really going to create poverty

ABDUL 
GAFFAAR

2020-10-09 
08:25:14 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It's really going to create poverty

ABDUL 
GAFFAAR

2020-10-09 
08:24:56 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It's really going to create poverty

ABDUL 
GAFFAAR
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2020-10-09 
08:24:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It's really going to create poverty

ABDUL 
GAFFAAR

2020-10-09 
08:18:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Both the proposed tribunal or the criminilzaHon of e-toll non payment 
is an infringement of the ciHzenry's right and goes against the grain of 
basic acceptable behaviour by the state. The proposed tribunal further 
undermines the principle of a fair and unbiased  decision making that 
could lead to further corrupHon of which the country is already 
suffering. This tribunal decision making is furthermore not necessary 
founded on legal precedent and hence could lead to costly court cases 
to overturn. Bertus

2020-10-09 
06:53:26 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The traffic doubling of fines  shouldn't be allowed.  

Traffic cannot be turned into criminal offences,  because there has 
been a system that  correct them at the department of  traffic with  its  
traffic ma]ers resolving courts.  

A person is fined for driving without  valid driver's  license,  I think it is 
OK,  it only be an offence if the person  did  not appear before traffic 
court  of have not made any payment toward the fine a_er a certain 
period.  

Vehicle disc expiry if stayed for a long period with being updated by 
the owner, the traffic court must hivery opHons of paying back in 
instalments, since people are unable to about 3000 of areas.   

Thank you for opportunity 
Ntsomane 
Kleinbooi 

2020-10-09 
06:52:56 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The traffic doubling of fines  shouldn't be allowed.  

Traffic cannot be turned into criminal offences,  because there has 
been a system that  correct them at the department of  traffic with  its  
traffic ma]ers resolving courts.  

A person is fined for driving without  valid driver's  license,  I think it is 
OK,  it only be an offence if the person  did  not appear before traffic 
court  of have not made any payment toward the fine a_er a certain 
period.  

Vehicle disc expiry if stayed for a long period with being updated by 
the owner, the traffic court must hivery opHons of paying back in 
instalments, since people are unable to about 3000 of areas.   

Thank you for opportunity 
Ntsomane 
Kleinbooi 

2020-10-09 
06:52:27 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The traffic doubling of fines  shouldn't be allowed.  

Traffic cannot be turned into criminal offences,  because there has 
been a system that  correct them at the department of  traffic with  its  
traffic ma]ers resolving courts.  

A person is fined for driving without  valid driver's  license,  I think it is 
OK,  it only be an offence if the person  did  not appear before traffic 
court  of have not made any payment toward the fine a_er a certain 
period.  

Vehicle disc expiry if stayed for a long period with being updated by 
the owner, the traffic court must hivery opHons of paying back in 
instalments, since people are unable to about 3000 of areas.   

Thank you for opportunity 
Ntsomane 
Kleinbooi 

2020-10-09 
06:52:17 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The traffic doubling of fines  shouldn't be allowed.  

Traffic cannot be turned into criminal offences,  because there has 
been a system that  correct them at the department of  traffic with  its  
traffic ma]ers resolving courts.  

A person is fined for driving without  valid driver's  license,  I think it is 
OK,  it only be an offence if the person  did  not appear before traffic 
court  of have not made any payment toward the fine a_er a certain 
period.  

Vehicle disc expiry if stayed for a long period with being updated by 
the owner, the traffic court must hivery opHons of paying back in 
instalments, since people are unable to about 3000 of areas.   

Thank you for opportunity 
Ntsomane 
Kleinbooi 

2020-10-09 
06:35:22 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not accept  these suggesHons as they come from the mouth of a 
failed gangster state and as such have no credibility. Ed

2020-10-09 
06:00:40 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The proposed adjustments to traffic regulaHons and oversight create 
an authoritarian and potenHally corrupt oversight system that is 
inherently puniHve in nature, does not offer fair legal recourse under 
any circumstances, and paves the way for further systemic corrupHon. Michael 

2020-10-09 
05:07:38 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Current laws canniot, or will not, be properly maintained by corrupt 
officials. Sort out this problem, then you can make new laws & 
regulaHons. This is simply another way to gun law abiding ciHzens 
while Taxi's do whatever they please!!!!!!  Scrap the etoll. Fix our 
roads! Do the job you have before dreaming up new ways to upset 
Hghtly strung, financially struggling ciHzens. Lisl

2020-10-08 
23:43:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

First apply the current regulaHons properly before you move on to 
anything else. 
Stop looking for quick fix soluHons.  

Jerome
2020-10-08 
21:37:24 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Government is unable to display ethical standards at all levels of 
government . Terence
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2020-10-08 
20:35:03 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No I do not 
The department of transportaHon is too corrupt, let the courts be 
responsible for the thing,no tribunal Norman 

2020-10-08 
18:57:37 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Melissa

2020-10-08 
18:46:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree to any of the proposed legislaHon although as you only 
allow one opHon I have selected 1. Beth

2020-10-08 
18:11:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

another set of draconian laws directed towards the ciHzens - if you 
solve the corrupHon and efficiency this wont be necessary - taking the 
easy way out again which equates to more looHng of money !!! Roger

2020-10-08 
18:08:47 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just another money making scheme and makes it extremely 
difficult and expensive for those accused to argue. It also appears to be 
a sneaky way of ensuring conHnuaHon with e-tolls, which, if I 
remember correctly, were implemented without public discourse. It 
also hasn't been sufficiently thought through, as drivers of business 
vehicles who infringe in their personal capaciHes and lose their 
licenses, will also lose their jobs and cause business disrupHon, which 
this country can ill afford. While I do agree that the dangerous driving 
situaHon needs to be addressed, I do not support this, as a large part 
of the problem is lack of  adequate enforcement, so why should this 
now change just because of a new, more expensive system? Paule]e

2020-10-08 
17:49:59 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You are innocent unHl prove guilty.UnHl we have well trained ,efficient 
and incorrupHble police force,it will not work,and is not fit for purpose. Antonius

2020-10-08 
17:25:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

More visible and effecHve policing is what is required. Unroadworthy 
vehicles and unlicensed drivers are the biggest risk to other road users. 

ImplemenHng a system that is likely to cost more to administer does 
not make economic sense. 

It is unacceptable to limit a person’s access to the courts. Wri]en 
submissions? What if you are unable to arHculate yourself clearly? 

Doubling the fines is likely to only result in more abuse. Reduce the 
fines and you reduce the opportunity for bribery. Add an onerous 
penalty for not paying the fine and collecHon rates will increase. 

The focus on speed enforcement is completely the wrong way 
approach. Speeding doesn’t kill.  Inexperience and unroadworthy 
vehicles kill. Mas'ood

2020-10-08 
17:18:05 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With  rampant corrupHon across all levels of ANC administraHon 
prevenHng a ciHzen from having Hmely recourse to the courts is a 
flagrant abuse of an individuals rights. Pierre

2020-10-08 
17:16:08 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

iam weary of traffic offences which are not endanger anybody .the 
traffic police should rather concern themselves with reckless drivers . Gideon 

2020-10-08 
16:33:29 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another useless system. 
Enforce the exisHng laws rigorously. 
Control the taxi operators. 
Don't just go for the easy targets but police the really dangerous 
drivers (who will violently oppose any service of summonses in their 
areas). Evan

2020-10-08 
16:24:20 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We live in a democracy. You MAY NOT remove the rights of the people 
to suite your budget. 
You must be able to defend yourself, You must be able to appeal. You 
must be given the benefit of the doubt.  The Gov can not enforce 
payment of a system they implemented without the consent of the 
PEOPLE. This is NOT CHINA. SA is a democracy. The demerit system can 
only work when the corrupt licencing department has been cleaned 
up. There are more False drivers licences out there than real ones! Jan

2020-10-08 
15:50:25 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If this country and it's drivers abided by the laws that are already in 
place, no modificaHon would be necessary. A corrupt and totally inept 
government fails to enforce the rule of law, and then dreams up a 
farcical, puniHve plan of acHon. Those that are blatantly, and with 
impunity, breaking the present laws must brought to book. Only then 
should the government broach the subject of change. JOHN

2020-10-08 
15:25:44 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Graham

2020-10-08 
14:06:56 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Kenneth 

2020-10-08 
14:04:02 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with • Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to 
be tried in court  
I do not agree with • Increasing the number of demerit points  
I do not agree with • Doubling the penalHes (fines)  
I do not agree with • Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll  
I do not agree with • CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding 
the rehabilitaHon program which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving license has been cancelled. 
I do not agree with - AARTO Tribunal, AdministraHve Burden, costly 
appeals, enforcement orders. 

Lionel 
2020-10-08 
13:33:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don"t agree on the e-toll, and only agree fully with making it a 
criminal offence if driving woth out a licence  Jan

2020-10-08 
13:12:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Sipho

2020-10-08 
13:11:27 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Corrupted to the core. Regarding E Tolls, how many thousands of us 
were never given the opportunity to have our say. We cannot afford it 
then what makes them think we can afford it now . Doubling the 
fines?? no way. I am so Hred of all there schemes to get more money 
out of us. Beverley
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2020-10-08 
13:02:20 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

They keep infringing on our consHtuHonal and bill of rights li]le by 
li]le unHl we will have no rights le_! we do not need new laws that 
can not be enforced, the exisHng laws are adequate if they would only 
enforce them. 
The making of criminal offenses  with out the right to defend yourself 
in court is itself criminal and not acceptable, they have no mandate or 
right to infringe on any of our rights period!  
I do not agree with any of the new laws or proposals!  

Peter
2020-10-08 
12:34:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removes right to a fair trial, AARTO cannnot adjudicate on a ma]er 
where they have a direct financial interest ! Alastair 

2020-10-08 
12:34:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removes right to a fair trial, AARTO cannnot adjudicate on a ma]er 
where they have a direct financial interest ! Alastair 

2020-10-08 
12:21:14 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Looks like the government is set on removing our consHtuHonal rights! 
The current traffic system works if followed correctly to change from a 
fine for not having for example your drivers license with you, to a 
federal offense  is absolutely riduclous. Get your own house in order 
and stop trying to change everything in the hopes it will be be]er! Lodian 

2020-10-08 
12:02:36 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don’t agree with this bill in any respect. It is unconsHtuHonal  to take 
the right to access our courts away from ciHzens. A vehicle cannot 
commit an infringement, only the driver can. There is no provision for 
vehicles that may be driven by various drivers on any one day, eg 
family vehicle used as a pool vehicle for the family and company pool 
vehicles.  There is no indicaHon of proof of evidence of an infringement 
being required of the driver before a demerit point is given.  This 
legislaHon opens the way to even greater bribery and corrupHon by 
traffic officials... which is already a huge problem.... there is no 
provision for drivers rights to lay charges against traffic officials for 
falsely accusing drivers of enfringements to extort money from 
motorists... this bill is one sided and does not consider the lawlessness 
and corrupHon of traffic officials that motorists have to deal with every 
day! 
E-tolls should never exist as it’s unconsHtuHonal considering all the 
other taxes being paid by ciHzens to maintain roads. The 
administraHon of this bill is ridiculous... it’s nothing more than another 
scheme by the government to create jobs for votes. And most 
importantly, this bill will not decrease road deaths ... the cause of 
which is an enHre debate on its own. Monique

2020-10-08 
11:49:26 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not support AARTO as the whole system opens a can of worms for 
corrupHon to prosper as the country's traffic officers is not properly 
trained nor do certain motor verhicle road users (e.g. certain minibus 
taxi drivers), have any respect for the law. Government should first  get 
its house in order regarding these issues before implemenHng laws 
that can make the problems worse. Charlene

2020-10-08 
11:42:03 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just crazy.  We are overtaxed, over burdened, and living in a 
country that is rife with corrupHon.  Now they want to increase fines - 
where is all this money coming from????  The cost of living just keeps 
going up and up for the necessiHes of life never mind the rest.  We 
already have to renew licences every five years.  That takes a day to do 
so Hme is being taken from us as well as well as working Hme which in 
turn does not help build our economy.  Instead of turning on motorists, 
why doesn't the government look at helping rebuild our economy and 
ending corrupHon.  Most of the toll roads should not have been set up 
in the first place.  There is plenty of money that is conHnually being 
taken from the people of South Africa for the supposed purpose of 
building and maintaining roads.  WHERE HAS THIS MONEY GONE???  
The system they are proposing is in no way democraHc.  It's just 
another system to employ people and increase corrupHon and make 
South Africans poorer.  I will leave the criHcism (and there are many) of 
each part of these proposed regulaHons to others because what I have 
said above is totally relevant and I object  most strenuously to these 
proposed regulaHons. Gail

2020-10-08 
11:06:58 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is a total onslaught against society that rely on private and public 
transport. The la]er of which has shown a total decline in service 
levels in most provinces. The power and legal rights AARTO which to 
bestow upon it's officers and enforcers of this law cannot be trusted 
and will lead to more corrupHon and extorHon of monies from 
individuals. The mere suggesHon to have certain offences criminalized 
shows their intent. Not to speak of the a]empt t remove an alleged 
infringer’s exisHng right to representaHon  in court.  

Here's once again a]empts by a power drunk authority to have laws, 
not working any longer because they're too lazy and inefficient to 
enforce, replaced with other legislaHon that will sHll not work and also 
increase corrupHon between state employees. Alwyn

2020-10-08 
11:06:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is unconsHtuHonal. The changes will only apply to those who 
already obey the law.  Once the exisHng government  ensures 
administraHve and police force integrity, roadworthy vehicles, valid 
drivers licences and repairs to roads etc -  there will be no need to 
change the exisHng regulaHons.  Toll roads should not be be included 
in any respect. Gabrielle

2020-10-08 
10:56:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The organisaHon who stands to make a profit is in control of the whole 
system. Only a court should be able to find you guilty of an offence and 
not the organisaHon who stands to profit from the system Petrus
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2020-10-08 
10:43:34 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You're immediately deemed to be guilty without access to a legal court 
judgement, this leaves the system hugely open to abuse, look at the 
gun licensing fiasco. "Officials" write their own rules and implement 
them. This doesn't pass consHtuHonal muster at all.  

Cops  - they're all corrupt, will use the threat of losing your license to 
extract more bribes. 
Nothing to address company cars and representaHves.  

Doubling of fines.....useless it will just double bribes. Maybe that's 
their plan then the state won't pay traffic cops? 

Toll roads are run by "private companies SOE's and operators". Why is 
the state enforcing payment  for a corrupt enHty? 

Shane
2020-10-08 
10:40:45 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal disagree PE

2020-10-08 
10:21:11 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Points demerit system. enforcement orders. costly appeals. the Aarto 
tribunal  administraion.  
Let them do their traffic duHes properly. they like scavengers only and 
do speed trapping and camera speed trapping.  only know how to 
check expired license disc. Is this traffic law enforcement.  This is only 
about making money and not about road safety....... ashraf

2020-10-08 
10:16:48 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I think the whole demerit system is flawed, based on the following: 
• As an alleged infringer of the law, one cannot remove our right to 
elect to be tried in court 
• The number of demerit points and allocaHon needs to be seriously 
reviewed. It should also not be on licence disks 
• What jusHfies doubling the fines which are currently payable? They 
are already ridiculous. 
• Again – What jusHfies doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them? 
• The Hme value of each point should be one month for 
disqualificaHon or reducHon purposes 
• There is a need for be]er informaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme and – why is it only applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled? Johann

2020-10-08 
10:12:55 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The link to the eToll is invalid because eToll is invalid.  

The Tribunal system is against the  ConsHtuHon and my right to the 
law. 

I cannot be a criminal because i have driven without my driver license. 
I do have it but once in a while i will forget it 

This is just another way to extract money from the people and give it 
to the the corrupt government. 

The Government must first get all licensing office up and running and 
funcHoning properly before they start changing and amending laws 
that they cannot even control now. The systems that were in place 
have been screwed up by lazy non competent employees who were 
corrupt. 

If they cannot catch up with the issuing of renewals, new applicants of 
both drivers licenses and vehicle etc how will they be able to 
implement new systems etc. 

Work for the people of South Africa. Emile
2020-10-08 
10:00:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO is a way  used to create jobs by the ANC and is of no value but 
only a burden Rosswell

2020-10-08 
09:49:42 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to the removal of my rights to be heard in a court of law. 
I think it is unreasonable to double fines. Robin

2020-10-08 
09:43:34 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Ek vertrou nie die Aarto regulasie. Hier is te veel on eerlikheid in 
hierdie land en die lewins standard is so hoog sommer baie 
pensonarise Sal al die swaar boete nie Kan bekosHg nie en buiten die 
regering is volgens my meaning nie bevoeg om daardie soort 
administrasie te beharHg nie en nog I ding al die on eerlikheid o hel Christo

2020-10-08 
09:41:15 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Government conHnues to shi_ blame for their incompetence onto 
ciHzens. These regulaHon changes are unnecessary. Government 
simply needs to enforce exisHng laws and regulaHons fairly. This would 
be enough to address South African lawlessness. Arie

2020-10-08 
09:41:07 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Stop making new rules , you have destroyed everything you touch , 
there is no decent transport system le_ in this country why don't you 
concentrate your efforts there , we already burdened with extremely 
high cost of living  , high electricity , high rates and taxes , our road 
infrastructure falling apart with lots of pot holes every where , first fix 
all exisHng problems before suggesHng new ones , the high fines is not 
a deterrent either will just make people more angry , employ more 
enforcement officers with a concentraHon on safety instead of fines , 
give people 14 days to get their cars in order therea_er fines , many of 
the poliHcians and traffic officers drove their cars before they got their 
license , some of them are excellent drivers now , why this obsession 
with criminalizing everything and ruining  someone's ability to find 
work at a later stage , or for that ma]er leaving the country if they 
want to. Sean

2020-10-08 
09:36:20 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Andre 

2020-10-08 
09:31:26 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will become just another Government Department open bribery, 
corrupHon & mal-administraHon.  Above all else will be the usual  " 
applicaHon of the laws" i.e. applicable to mostly "only a certain sector 
of ciHzens" in this country....Barbara BARBARA
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2020-10-08 
09:26:29 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. I do not support removing an infringer’s right to be tried in 
court and giving power to some Tribunal system that has not been 
proved to be effecHve and not open to corrupHon or mismanagement. 
2. I do not support the move to double the penalHes (fines) which 
are currently payable, South African are already struggling enough 
financially. 
3. I do not support doubling the penalHes for failing to pay e-toll 
and regular toll roads. Firstly, businesses are already struggling and 
secondly the e-toll system was rolled out without the consultaHon of 
the public that are now forced to pay it and is therefore 
unconsHtuHonal. 
4. I think there should be a penalty for driving without a driver’s 
license but I do not support that this be made a criminal offence. Is 
finding ways to criminalize its ciHzens really the way the governments 
wants to go?! 
5. My main quesHon is whether the government is really ready to 
take on the administraHon of what they want to sign into legislaHon. 
For example, they are already struggling to issue new learners and 
drivers licenses country-wide. Now there will be considerably more 
pressure to issue new learner and driver’s licenses to ALL persons who 
have their licenses cancelled as a result of 3 disqualificaHons. And that 
is just one part of the consequences of signing this into legislaHon. I do 
not think they are ready and prepared, no. 

Zuzanka

2020-10-08 
09:14:13 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With the public transport not being the best in the world,  is the aim to 
criminalise  South African ciHzens if they don't have a choice?  In order 
for this to be passed the waiHng periods for test appointments needs 
to be minimised first. 

It will be Hme consuming and expensive to object to your fine Lindie
2020-10-08 
09:13:50 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Wendy

2020-10-08 
08:51:17 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is so much corrupHon in the SA Police and Traffic Departments. 
These new laws with not be enforced to the "drivers" in this country 
that need it the most, namely the taxis and once again it will land up 
being paid by the few tax payers le_ in this country. 
Fines are already issued falsely and not paid by most non-tax payers, 
again causing the tax payers le_ to foot "the bill". 
The licencing department can barely keep up with the demand now so 
what system will be in place when you don't have your papers when 
stopped at a road block due to the long process and wait at the traffic 
departments? 
The funds will be mismanaged and misplaced.  It will as usual, fill the 
back pockets of our corrupt "persons in power". 

Juliet
2020-10-08 
08:49:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Andrea

2020-10-08 
08:47:03 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The Tribunal regarding the demerit system does not work for the 
people but only for those associated with the system that they want to 
implement. A legally implemented scheme that allows the AARTO to 
scam money from the public to fill up there pockets is in my view 
criminal. 
I do not understand why the public vote for people that in there nature 
are conmen who work out schemes that through parliament are 
adopted to increase there power over the people. 

Cannot agree to the implementaHon of any of the proposed policies 
total disregard of the consHtuHon and our rights as ciHzens. Kevan

2020-10-08 
08:45:07 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Mel 

2020-10-08 
08:40:26 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

this is a lot of rubbish  
i want to see how they enforce it on taxi drivers  
i have a right to defend myself in court , you cannot take that away  
this is unconsHtuHonal maurizio

2020-10-08 
08:31:17 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If our Law Officers can lead by example maybe the rest of us would 
follow.But as I see daily how the Trafic official's,SAPS and Law 
inforcment use the MyCiH bus lane as therte own how are we to follow 
that pype of leadership on our road's?  lawrence

2020-10-08 
08:31:04 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Taking away one's right to be tried in a court of law is against every 
South African's consHtuHonal rights, and this will simply add more 
administraHon to a system that is already overburdened and not 
working working efficiently.  
Simultaneously awarding demerit points and  doubling fines will lead 
to deeper pocket corrupHon.  
A system that is enforceable and effecHve for ALL drivers, including taxi 
operators, is needed!  Jennifer

2020-10-08 
08:30:39 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It  should always be a right to be heard in a court of law.  That right 
may be waived by the alleged offender, but it should not be removed 
by law.  This creates a path to a police state. Stephen

2020-10-08 
08:28:13 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All of the a above are top concerns.  

The laws are actually enough, just get law enforcement ie police and 
traffic to abide by them. Oh, and the taxis who are just as bad or 
actually worse. Nothing ever happens to them! 

As for fees and fined doubling, you now want to recoup some of your 
corruHon wastage from us, the ciHzens? The answer is NO! Frans
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2020-10-08 
08:27:50 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The consHHon give me the right to state my case against an allegaHon 
made against. My right being denied to a fair trail with laws. Making it 
a criminal offense to drive without a  license does not make sense. 
More administraHon, jails are already full. Compulsary community 
service is an opHon. Current laws are not enforced. The behavior and 
aVtude of drivers need to be addressed as that is the main issue. 
Maybe as part of drivers license assessment. Waste of Hme.. Police 
exisHng laws be]er. K53 pass out also a money making with traffic 
department and driving school. No one applies K53 a_er passing 
drivers and it did not significantly reduce fataliHes. Lindsay 

2020-10-08 
08:11:47 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A contempHble , corrupt government whose over-riding mission is to 
extract more money & power with every law and regulaHon that they 
enact. Everyone is hearHly sick of them, their grasping hands and sHcky 
fingers. Greg

2020-10-08 
08:08:33 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It will only be the person with a valid address and ID that will be fined. 
The persons with no licenses and no fixed addresses will sHll carry on 
doing the wrong things. Rather get a proper drivers license tesHng 
system and a system to have all vehicles to be re cerHfied every 5 
years. This will enforce people to start driving properly. PenalHes never 
prevent anybody from being dis obedient.  Weyers

2020-10-08 
08:06:36 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is a dishonest way to  get funds for the mess they have made. Why 
does everyone except the government and municipaliHes have to be 
treated as criminals????? Sally

2020-10-08 
07:51:41 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Anne

2020-10-08 
07:48:40 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Chantal 

2020-10-08 
07:45:09 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Is this yet another scam. When are they going to accept the fact that 
all South Africans are ba]ling to make ends meet.  
Have nothing else to do but dream up thes regulaHons . Colin

2020-10-08 
07:42:21 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The whole system seems cumbersome to say the least. In terms of 
traffic fines the WC fines are already much higher than Gauteng so 
how will doubling of fines work? 
Also having no court recourse to appeal a fine anymore. So 
bureaucrats will now decide one fate not the trusted law system Pim

2020-10-08 
07:39:35 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is no reason to make anymore traffic road laws, what we need is 
more traffic policeman patrolling our roads and especially our 
highways, because no amount of laws will stop what is going on daily 
on our roads. EXAMPLES AS FOLLOWS: Taxis stopping at robots 
blocking off the road for other drivers trying to get through the green 
robot, vehicles driving with no lights in the dark, and drivers never 
using their indicators showing they are going to turn, also vehicles 
driving to slow in the middle lane on the highway blocking off the road 
so that vehicles are passing them on both sides and causing accidents. 
very li]le or hardly no public transport with the result people are 
forced to use their own vehicles puVng even more traffic on the roads. 
motorbikes speeding on all roads making a very bad noise, 
improvement of road signs and markings like making stop streets in 
many cases yield signs etc, synchronising robots to keep a be]er traffic 
flow, and puVng traffic sensors on robots to turn green when red and 
holding up traffic when no vehicles are coming from the opposite side. Lourens 

2020-10-08 
07:39:26 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is consHtuHonally wrong as you van not dispute. The allocaHon of 
the demerit points leavong it open to abuse and bribery.Furthermore a 
tribunal is a biased insHtuHon and is also open to abuse. Willie

2020-10-08 
07:35:29 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is unconsHtuHonal taking some ones right away to defend 
themselves in court. Also the same goes for trying to force people to 
pay e tolls. It was erected without public consent and therefore not 
completely legal. Stephen

2020-10-08 
07:33:20 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

NO to new legislaHon.The government and traffic dept cannot even 
apply and control the current rules. Get this under control and sort out 
the taxi cartel. Ale]a

2020-10-08 
07:28:44 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I have no confidence that the Tribunal will be as imparHal as our 
current system. This system puts too much power in the hands of the 
officials and restricts the rights of members of the public to be 
regarded as innocent unHl proved guilty. We have a long history of the 
abuses of power by authoriHes and it is vital that we protect the rights 
of individuals rigorously. Andy

2020-10-08 
06:51:21 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This whole system will not work. If they enforce the current laws we 
would never need this. Take all the illegal vehicles of the road for one 
and our problems will already be less. Easy way to milk the people..... 
third world country trying to enforce first world soluHons... Andrew

2020-10-08 
06:44:55 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the new regulaHons especially a_er looking at 
comments other people have wri]en. I agree with many of those who 
objected. kenneth

2020-10-08 
06:27:14 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal MarHn 

2020-10-08 
06:15:15 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Andre

2020-10-08 
06:07:24 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is the thin edge of a wedge which can be used by being coupled to 
other legislaHon in a process  that  removes the court  appearance  
trial system which is a fundamental  basis of our jurisHc system.  
It also makes the cost and stress of trying to explain or being able to 
jusHfy  reasons for the alleged infringement beyond the reach and 
abiliHes of most ordinary ciHzens. 
IntroducHon of demerit  points on a license disc also implies the driver  
is irresponsible even if he was not the person responsible for geVng 
the points placed  there.  It is the same as saying you are a murderer if 
you exceed the speed limit  - there can be reasons  for acHons and 
categorically implying these  labels is a moral  fault in the thought 
process. People are individuals not herds of animals that are always all 
the same.  Shame on you! Paul
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2020-10-08 
05:02:13 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is almost no enforcement of current traffic laws except during 
holiday periods. How then can we reasonably expect enforcement of 
new regulaHons? I can't agree with taking away a person's right to 
defend himself in court while the system criminalises him. This 
proposed system is filled with opportuniHes for corrupHon and greed. 
If traffic law enforcement was real in South Africa then we wouldn't 
need a new system. Abalene

2020-10-08 
03:56:24 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Melinda 

2020-10-07 
23:17:21 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This proposed legislaHon is rubbish.  WHEN WILL GOVERNMENT 
GREED STOP.  This is unconsHtuHonal and as ciHzens of this country we 
have a right to defend ourselves in court.   Now that there is no money 
in government, you want to find ways to collect it from the people.   
We do not support this rubbish.  Why don't you go and get the money 
back from the corrupt government officials who stole it during state 
capture and the lockdown!!!   If you so badly need money, reduce 
government employee salaries by two-thirds and stop wasHng our tax 
payer funded money on bankrupt SOEs, unnecessary expenditures, 
and the like.  #VOETSEK ANC.  Anthea

2020-10-07 
22:59:29 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

corrupHon and greed and more corrupHon, absolutely no sense in this 
and an abuse of authority and power  
It’s unconsHtuHonal  to treat the people of your country like this. 

Kira
2020-10-07 
22:39:28 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Karen

2020-10-07 
22:16:52 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No right to trial and challange in court? Even Metro police that are 
already beyond the law in Gauteng? Is this the police state our 
esteemed ANC envisage for all of us? Please no!!!!! Willy

2020-10-07 
22:11:36 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I think the police should look in thier own backyard first. The amount 
of police I have seen blatantly ignoring  the road rules is shocking. 
Then with the current currupHon I  the police force I am concerned 
that certain people do be targeted. They cannot even stop the taxis 
from obaying the rules. Anyway, long story short. I thinks it's nonsence  
 Sandra

2020-10-07 
21:45:11 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lynn

2020-10-07 
21:41:54 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Steven

2020-10-07 
21:32:24 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We can't enforce exisHng traffic laws I don't think we can manage this 
system. Do these laws include taxi drivers as well. Venita

2020-10-07 
21:25:40 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We are supposed to be a consHtuHonal democrasy. This legislaHon 
removes one of the three pillars of our democracy, i.e. the judiciary. 
Now a costly tribunal will decide the merit of my case. There can be no 
imparHality with this system. My rights are being trampelled upon.  

In stead of being innocent unHl proven guilty, we are now deemed 
guilty unHl we can prove our innocense. This is unconsHtuHonal. It is 
puVng me in an impossible sotuaHon where I must prove my 
innocense wothout having given me  the opportunity to check whether 
everything was done in a legal manner. We all know traffic officers are 
given targets to achieve and will go to great lengths to achieve them 
even if it means doing it illegally. 

We all know people drive with false plates. Aarto will only cause more 
people to do it and find further and more innovaHve  ways  to defeat 
the system. So the criminals will sHll get away with their misdemeanors 
amd the law abiding ciHzens will bear the brunt of corrupHon as traffic 
officers  find  new  ways of entrapping to meet their targets. 

This is just another money raising scheme and will do nothing to 
decrease  the fataliHes on our roads. What does staHsHcs show 
regarding the fataliHes in the test area compared to the rest of the 
country? There is no benefit apart from milking the road user for more 
and more money. 

Anton
2020-10-07 
20:06:46 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

U]er nonsense like everything this incapable so called government of 
this failed country try manie 

2020-10-07 
19:56:44 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Thabid

2020-10-07 
19:12:37 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The  minister simply has to manage the exisHng system. It is a simple 
case of boots on the ground with a commi]ed force. Bruce

2020-10-07 
19:03:39 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

What happened to innocent unHl proven guilty 
Patricia

2020-10-07 
19:01:02 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Brenda

2020-10-07 
18:47:41 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Lloyd 
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2020-10-07 
18:42:06 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I have recently received  2 fines which were not mine. One was an 
error from the traffic official swopping 2 numbers around and the 
other was a cloned vehicle.  
I am reHred and need to earn money and this I do buying and selling 
cars. GeVng the NaHs from the banks can take up to 3weeks and in 
this Hme If the vehicle is on the road it is in the previous owners name. 
This person has no idea who is driving the car and any fines would be 
for their account. 
I am totally against the criminal element a]ached to aarto as this will 
be open to bribery and more corrupHon.  ( perhaps this is the 
intenHon) 
Doubling the fines will also have an effect of more people not paying 
their fines. I am led to believe that the percentage of non payers is 
already around 50%. 
Here in Cape Town the traffic department regularly has speed traps on 
steep downhills and  you will never find one on a steep incline. Grossly 
unfair!!!! 

Athol

2020-10-07 
18:37:30 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Completely unacceptable to remove the right to represent yourself in 
court. Completely unacceptable to double the demerit points when 
basic law and order and safety are in shambles. CompleHon acceptable 
to reinforce the despised and maligned corrupt e toll system. A 
government must NEVER be granted that much power over the 
populaHon this is tantamount to a police state. Maurice 

2020-10-07 
18:35:52 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Public will not be able to have their say in a court of law Servaas

2020-10-07 
18:17:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The people who obey the laws are the ones who will be effected. The 
people who dont obey the laws will conHnue to bribe, ignore the rules, 
& get away with not paying fines Lana

2020-10-07 
18:04:17 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I will never agree to E-tolls. Tax payers are already paying more than 
enough tax money to have South African roads fixed and kept in very 
good order, a responsibility that government has been absolutely 
incapable of meeHng for the past 26 years. AddiHonally, the E-toll 
system is not an acceptable system as it was enforced without 
parHcipaHon of the major stakeholders. I am 100% against the E-toll 
system. 

The AARTO Tribunal cannot and should not take over the role of a 
court. This takes away our rights as South African ciHzens. It is an 
inalienable right to appear in court to refute an unjust fine or penalty 
that an individual can not be denied. 

What I do fully support is "Making it a criminal offense to drive if a 
driver does not possess a driving license". I am absolutely, u]erly 
shocked and amazed that this was not considered a criminal offense 
unHl now. 

The point system is not a bad one and I know for a fact that it works 
well in Germany and the United Kingdom, but I do not think that it will 
work in South Africa. AdministraHon has always been a huge problem 
for our government. The truth is our government is simply incapable of 
normal administraHve tasks and one of the main reasons, besides the 
facts that our government officials are untrained, unschooled and 
undisciplined,  is the fact that they are also excepHonally corrupt. 

Lastly I would like to add that I find it impossible to consider a new 
more complicated system without being able to run the current system 
properly and I oppose any system that could increase corrupHon, as 
well as the bribery of police officials. Corin

2020-10-07 
17:54:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is a joke!!! 
What about all  the unroadworthy vehicles on the road?? 
What about all the false number plates and unlicensed drivers 
Surely this should be a]ended to but NO it’s far easier to sit on the 
side of the road hidden away behind a camera fining people instead of 
physically geVng out and about on the roads checking the above 
SO DEFINITELY A HUGE NO TO AARTO Zel 

2020-10-07 
17:47:30 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. Tolls have NOTHING to do with driving offences. 
2. A Drivers Licence is a priviledge  earned NOT a declaraHon of 
competence. Whose idea is it to make some-who is an absolutely 
capable driver, but without a licence (for whatever reason - expired, 
lost and or STOLEN and not yet replaced etc) carry a CRIMINAL Record 
for this  administraHve offence?! It must NOT be a criminal offence. 
3.  SA needs good policing of exisHng  road ordinance. Not a new and 
different set of rules. David

2020-10-07 
17:34:17 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Surely it conflicts with the consHtuHon if an individual rights of 
pleading not guilty to an offence  is removed. I would hope that the 
working of exisHng regulaHons are  improved to an acceptable 
standard before trying to add new regulaHons. Ralph

2020-10-07 
17:26:46 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal How is a first world law going to work in a third world country? Human

2020-10-07 
17:24:52 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Current laws and regulaHons are quite sufficient, if only they would be 
enforced diligently. New proposals smack of another way to complicate 
the issue and extract money for a whole host of new so-called 
offences. E toll offences is so old and by now unmanageable Jacob

2020-10-07 
17:21:51 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court is 
absolute bullshit! 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable is bullshit - 
how about more visible policing on our roads? 

Norman
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2020-10-07 
17:11:05 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO system takes away my right to defend myself in court. This 
act will also give Traffic Officers too much power. This will increase 
bribery and corrupHon. When don't need new laws we need well 
trained professionals to stop hiding behind income generaHng speed 
cameras and enforce our exisHng laws.  No-one is held accountable for 
the poor traffic service we receive. Robert

2020-10-07 
17:04:29 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This law is going to be unfair for  
motorists.  Why the government is not enforcing drink and driving law 
because there are the people who cause most accident on the road.  
Thanks Zolani 

2020-10-07 
16:59:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal This will just open another door for more corrupt pracHces. Michael

2020-10-07 
16:47:06 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with any of the following: 
Demerit system 
AdministraHve burden 
Appeal process 
Enforcement orders 

Renier

2020-10-07 
16:46:55 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Typical government, loses billions in tax payer money and then thinks 
it can double toll fees for dubious toll schemes ciHzens have a moral 
obligaHon to oppose. Absolutely ridiculous. Brendon

2020-10-07 
16:46:40 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. There is no explanaHon of the Tribunal process period involved a_er 
the alleged offence; 
2. No informaHon provided on who sits on it, where it is and how the 
process is carried out; 
3. There is no explanaHon of  what happens in the period before a 
tribunal date is set; 
4. Are demerit points imposed before the tribunal  hearing is heard, 
this is not explained; 
5. Doubling the fines is an arbitrary authoritarian decision with no 
proven beneficial effect; 
6. Renewing a licence is a slow uncertain process, it should not be part 
of the change because  
     it adds to the period of disqualificaHon beyond the legal limit 
imposed in the law; 
7. Never a good idea to undermine the Rule of Courts, tribunals are 
open to abuse and  
    corrupHon, a naHonal disgrace already. Andrew

2020-10-07 
16:43:05 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is unconsHtuHonal to not allow representaHon in court. A tribunal 
opens the door to corrupHon. This is a waste of tax payers money.  Sandra

2020-10-07 
15:55:23 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Al I can say is that whatever the ANC tried to achieve was failing every 
aspect of governing a country. They have  no clue how to manage a 
democracy or anything else. They have bancrupted South Africa in 25 
yrs to minus everything that was built in the last 95 years. ???????? Johan 

2020-10-07 
15:47:42 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Only if taxis and corrupt government officials are fined the same as the 
man in the street, AND  ARE FORCED TO PAY THE FINES, then i have no 
problem with doubling fines.   
Toll roads are already too expensive. 
In terms of our ConsHtuHon, one had a right to argue the merits of the 
case in court. CHARLES

2020-10-07 
15:46:58 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You can't manage yourselves, how do you expect to manage others. 
No, no no. Steve

2020-10-07 
15:33:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the tribunal system, where you we no longer have 
the  consHtuHonal right to defend ourselves for an alleged offence. 
Hidden cameras placed in areas where entrapment is the result and 
has no effect on reducing the speed that people are travelling at,. 
Being prosecuted in this manner is unfair and is just a revenue creaHng 
exercise. 
The exisHng laws are poorly enforced due to poorly trained and/or 
lazy/corrupt traffic officers. Taxis get away with murder (literally) on a 
daily basis, with no traffic enforcement against them, this system  will 
have absolutely no effect on how they drive  as they will simply ignore 
any a]empts by the traffic department to enforce them. 
The administraHon of a system like this is simply just not possible with 
the current public service personnel, who are generally incompetent, 
disinterested and easily corrupted. Toll fees in all forms should be 
recovered from the fuel levy. This is a non starter, think again. Ken

2020-10-07 
15:33:06 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will not solve any of the road death problems. It is clearly a 
revenue exercise - screw the formal sector motorists. 
Get the cops off their fat ar**s behind hidden cameras and out on the 
road. Visible policing and fines for moving transgressions will solve the 
vast majority of problems. 
Try driving between Knysna and Ple] to witness idiots overtaking on 
double barrier lines. This is far more dangerous than not paying an 
eToll fee! Anthony
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2020-10-07 
15:14:59 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Etolls were created under a cloud of corrupHon, are proven to be 
unviable, and hence any tool to try and enforce this and to add insult 
to injury by then using AARTO to enforce, is fundamentally 
unacceptable. The ciHzens of SA (the people who really count, not the 
corrupt poliHcians) have spoken on this ad nauseum. OUT WITH 
ETOLLS. 

Removal of the right to be tried in court is an infringement on my 
consHtuHonal rights as a ciHzen AND WILL NOT BE TOLERATED. 

Doubling the fine/penalty sounds like a nice tool for government to 
apply double standards e.g. treatment of the taxi industry vs the 
ordinary ciHzen. I do not trust government to be even handed and feel 
this will not be applied equitably to everyone. It provides easy 
opportuniHes for yet more corrupHon. 

Be]er legislaHon has proven to be inadequate, on the basis that the 
capacity and poliHcal will to enforce the law fairly has historically not 
happened. Chris

2020-10-07 
14:59:48 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal I am not in support of any of the changes. John

2020-10-07 
14:48:05 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It seems that the Minister of Transport has nothing be]er to do but 
thinking of this absolutely new re arranging the Aarto RegulaHons? We 
are living in a democrat society and not in a draconian. This will open 
up doors for thief's like the ANC to steal and bully the already hard 
burden ciHzen of every cent that is le_. It is unconsHtuHonal without a 
infringer's right to have  court trial. The doubling of fines and the fines 
for failing to pay e tolls which was a waste of taxpayers money from 
the start. A plea to the government that the country must be run 
probable  and not thieving all the way. A disaster is looming!!!!!    peter

2020-10-07 
14:47:19 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why is everything becoming more expensive, we are being milked in 
every direcHon to feed the greed and rot of this country. It is a 
absolute shame and these people have no remorse for their greed.  

Lets apprehend the actual criminals out roaming our Country freely, 
then we can focus on traffic regulaHons which most of us are 
accidentally guilty of. I do not disobey the law and do not intend to, 
but occasionally one is lost in thought and safely drive over the speed 
limit, we all do this as we for example just sHcking to the flow of traffic, 
it is innocent and ridiculous to be paying higher penalHes. 

IF other crimes are being handled be]er, only then I will accept this 
proposal. You need to do something for me first in order for me to do 
something for you. Leroy

2020-10-07 
14:40:18 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Angela 

2020-10-07 
14:38:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Fix the current system we have and get rid of the corrupHon in the 
traffic departments before adding new laws. Rika

2020-10-07 
14:33:02 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Albertus

2020-10-07 
14:18:46 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Nothing our government does ever works!, this will be another 
disaster, cost more money & do nothing . Monica

2020-10-07 
14:06:50 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We don't require new laws; we require proper, intelligent  
enforcement of exisHng ones. We don't need hugely escalated cost of 
fines, together with legislaHon that will simply result in increased 
corrupHon. Furthermore,  e-tolls must be scrapped; not supported by 
the dumb belief that non-payment can be turned around by stupid 
legislaHon. David

2020-10-07 
14:02:28 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jerome

2020-10-07 
13:54:49 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal AARTO only works in the first world countries. NOT in Africa's.  Kobus 
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2020-10-07 
13:42:00 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I  raise the following objecHons to the amended regulaHons: 

1.  I strongly disagree with removal of the exisHng right to be tried in 
court and replacing it with a Tribunal and then applicaHon to the 
Magistrates Court and doubt that removal of this right would pass the 
test of consHtuHonality. 

2.  The emphasis of the proposed amendments appears to be aimed 
only at making it easier and cheaper to collect fines and far more 
difficult  for a motorist to contest alleged infringements.  Many of 
these fines and penalHes, such as those related to e-tolls have nothing 
to do with road safety and everything to do with extracHng ever 
increasing “taxes” from the public. 

3.  The potenHal and scope for corrupHon in the hands of the various 
persons and agencies involved in issuing fines and administering 
appeals is substanHal.  Their current record is far from spotless and 
removal of the right to elect to be tried in court is alarming.  

3.  It is doub�ul that many of the provisions in the proposed Bill would 
pass the test of consHtuHonality. 

4.  The Act and RegulaHons do not address the real means to improve 
road safety such as: 

(a) policing of really dangerous behaviour such as tailgaHng, dangerous 
overtaking manoeuvres and similar bad driving; 

(b) increasing visible policing; 

(c) making speed enforcement highly visible with advance warning 
signs, visible trapping and pulling over speeding drivers to discourage 
them from conHnuing to speed; 

(d) making it a requirement that the sites where speed enforcement 
takes place are selected based on provable safety issues and risks and 
not primarily on the high probability of inadvertent speed limit 
infringement where this is not parHcularly dangerous; 

Bryan

2020-10-07 
13:31:10 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This only penalises law abiding ciHzens .  criminals just do as they 
please and the government does nothing as is proof in the farm 
murders and our gun legislaHon , all aimed at robbing the law abiding 
ciHzen of his rights . Disband the e toll system and do not impliment 
any of these suggesHons .  This is a crime against the people of South 
Africa . Not good governance . victor

2020-10-07 
13:27:08 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Petrus

2020-10-07 
13:14:36 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As long as we have no viable alternaHve to using the roads , we will 
always use our vehicles to move from A to B.  Our public transport 
system is not safe enough for me. That is why I don't use it.  The public 
is being unfairly punished for using their own modes of transport. 
Increasing e-toll fines is not fair. Our government officials don’t inspire 
any confidence to administer anything. The incompetence is followed 
by corrupHon and hence we are siVng with an Eskom deep in debt. Mohamed H

2020-10-07 
13:11:31 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Another draconian law that has more to do with making money than 
making our roads safe. Dick

2020-10-07 
13:11:02 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal We have enough laws to sink a ba]le ship Graham

2020-10-07 
13:09:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As long as we have no viable alternaHve to using the roads , we will 
always use our vehicles to move from A to B.  Our public transport 
system is not safe enough for me. That is why I don't use it.  The public 
is being unfairly punished for using their own modes of transport. 
Increasing e-toll fines is not fair. Our government officials don’t inspire 
any confidence to administer anything. The incompetence is followed 
by corrupHon and hence we are siVng with an Eskom deep in debt. Mohamed H

2020-10-07 
13:01:58 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All persons should have the right to be tried in court. I strongly object 
to removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court. Surely this goes against the ConsHtuHon? Sonja

2020-10-07 
12:49:16 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dit sal net nog n  stelsel wees wat nie werk nie en n klomp geld kos  en 
korrupiesie aanwakker Johan

2020-10-07 
12:46:31 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I DO NOT support these discriminatory changes. Current legislaHon 
cannot even be enforced. On top of that, corrupt Metropolitan Police 
officials are demanding and accepHng bribes all over South Africa with 
impunity. The aim of these proposed changes is just to funnel more 
money into government coffers with NO benefit to drivers.  It will also 
be almost impossible for the middle and lower classes to afford going 
to court to contest a Hcket.  

Traffic officials, do your jobs and make the roads safe again. Get 
unroadworthy and dangerous vehicles off the road, arrest reckless, 
drunk or negligent drivers, and stop your corrupt bribery pracHces. Marilie

2020-10-07 
12:34:08 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is completely unfair. CiHzens have rights which cannot arbitrarily 
be over-ridden by some ministerial decree. 

All the proposed AARTO regulaHons are unfair. Maciej
2020-10-07 
12:31:55 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Victor
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2020-10-07 
12:21:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is absolutely ridiculous. Now they want to double fines etc so that 
they can bleed us dry again. Why have they allowed so many with false 
licenses to get away with it for so long ?   Oh yes and I take it the taxi 
drivers will be exempt from all of this?  Nail those that do drive 
without a drivers licence but I honestly feel that you need to clean up 
your act before trying to change the current laws and it will only make 
it worse by doubling up fines etc.  Come on South Africans we need to 
stand together and get these corrupt poliHcians out - right out so that 
we can truly sort out what was once a beauHful country to live in .... 
hopefully our skilled family and friends will then come back to assist in 
returning this country back to the glorious place it used to be .... clean 
streets, law abiding ciHzens, less crime and murders ... the list goes on. Lee

2020-10-07 
12:18:22 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

These proposed regulaHons seem unduly harsh and draconian and 
seem to be another step by the government to increase their hold over 
the general public and get in more funds for their corrupt system. Silas

2020-10-07 
12:00:50 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The burden of proof cannot be placed on an already overburdened and 
overtaxed populaHon. renaldo

2020-10-07 
11:59:07 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is only based on speed but nothing about  not stopping at stop 
streets and robots which much more dangerous than driving 10km/h 
over the speed limit. Bertus

2020-10-07 
11:51:11 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Get the Taxi sorted out first..... Elda

2020-10-07 
11:49:32 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The right to recourse through the courts is removed and may be 
unconsHtuHonal if the tribunal does not perform as expected or acts 
unfairly. A recourse to the courts must be retained without penalty. 

The fines and enHre demerit system is dependent on acHve visible 
policing. Similarly any fine or criminal offence will not serve as any 
deterrence without visible policing. And if proper effecHve visible 
policing is implemented then excessive fines or criminalizaHon would 
not be necessary. With that said the fines would not serve as a 
deterrence. Daniel

2020-10-07 
11:43:04 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

WE NEED THE CORRECT PEOPLE THAT IS TAXI DRIVERS, DRUNK 
DRIVERS, ILLEGAL IMMAGRANTS, SORTED OUT ETC JAY

2020-10-07 
11:33:40 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Mainly so_ targets (parHcularly law abiding ciHzens) will be harassed. 
The law must apply to everyone including the taxi's. Taxi non-
compliance with traffic laws must be dealt with by effecHve policing. 
Stop changing the laws and start effecHvely enforcing the exisHng laws. 
Employ officers who are not easily swayed & corrupted. Officers who 
have full knowledge of the law and willing to enforce it no ma]er who 
they have to fine. The total disregard for law and order in SA is not 
limited to traffic laws. The enforcement of law starts with the police 
officers and their administraHon.  
The removal of right to court is unconsHtuHonal and totally 
unacceptable. Brian

2020-10-07 
11:29:36 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ate

2020-10-07 
11:28:26 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Absolutely NOT 
Carry on looking for more ways to extract revenue from the ciHzens so 
you can steal more , you have already bankrupted the country and 
municipaliHes and as usual won’t be able to fix your mess so you make 
up more excuses to tax people. You have no right puVng toll gates on 
roads already paid for by our forefathers, you will all rot in jail soon 
you incompetent criminals, every last one of you. James

2020-10-07 
11:28:11 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The present crowd can not even run the present system so how will 
they manage this new system?  They can not take away your right to 
go to court to defend yourself as o_en certain vehicles only are 
targeted.  The response to these regulaHons would be enHrely 
different if the current rules and regulaHons were properly and fairly 
enforced. The enforcement must be done by professional, competent, 
trained and knowledgeable officers. Once there is a working efficient 
exisHng system then alteraHons and changes can be introduced. Chris

2020-10-07 
11:23:57 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Nathan

2020-10-07 
11:23:56 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Alles in die land is korupt. Julle soek net sagte teikens om die koffers 
tevul sodat julle meer kan steel. Daar is nie n meer korupte mag as 
verkeers beamtes en Law in enforcement nie SAPs in gesluit.  Haal die 
balk uit julle eie oë voor julle die splinter uit ander se oë haal. Johan 

2020-10-07 
11:03:39 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ronell

2020-10-07 
11:02:49 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Makes many laws but do not enforce it. Lots of corrupHon. Just interest 
in making money out of everything. Andre

2020-10-07 
10:38:57 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Alison

2020-10-06 
21:01:23 Western Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If current traffic officials were visible and ACTUALLY stopped bad 
drivers on the road PROACTIVELY then driving behavior would be very 
different . Instead they sit behind speed cameras and target "so_ 
target" motorists while other deadly drivers run amock, focusing on 
the revenue machine. Nobody will obey and respect the law while it is 
being applied unevenly and used as a revenue opportunity. Fix what is 
already there instead of trying to ram more draconian, corrupt and 
despicable legislaHon through. Luke

Eastern Cape 32
2020-11-03 
18:18:09 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

If the police would enforce what is is currently here. Why add more 
burden to the highly taxed people. Thandaza

2020-10-28 
11:36:24 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal AARTO go fuck yourselves! George 

2020-10-16 
09:53:00 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The general intenHon is to generate an income stream & not to 
improve road safety. Our Traffic laws are adequate. On the road 
enforcement is non existent & Driver training non existent. These are 
areas that should be addressed as opposed to AARTO Claude

2020-10-12 
15:53:35 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With the corrupHon in the country the OFFENDERS would not face 
jusHce as officials  can be bribed.... Charles
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2020-10-11 
07:57:15 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal SJ

2020-10-10 
20:02:09 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is all nonsense south Africans are suffering already and you 
puVng more pressure to that. Ndumiso

2020-10-10 
16:07:10 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Totally unacceptable Zowethu 

2020-10-10 
05:59:47 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

ImplemenHng this law when the exisHng traffic laws are not being 
enforced and where the officials involved are by and large corrupt 
and / or incompetent, will lead to further corrupHon, and biased / 
unfair outcomes. 

The government should first fix the traffic enforcement system, as well 
as the licensing and registraHon system where there are unacceptable 
delays and wait Hmes and inconvenience. 

This will take the form of increased bribes to escape points; 
Biased targeHng of infringing individuals based on the perceived ability 
to  pay bribes 
Increased false issuing of demerits / fines (I have experienced this with 
false speeding Hckets) 
The conHnuing avoidance of prosecuHng 'difficult' / dangerous drivers 
such as taxi drivers where there is a percepHon of danger or adverse 
reacHon to the arresHng officer. 

The effect of the current situaHon where the renewal of or applicaHon 
for new drivers licenses and vehicle registraHon is very problemaHc, 
inefficient, Hme wasHng and has suffered tremendous delays will be 
further and unfairly exacerbated with the applicaHon of the new 
system for example on driving with no license or expired registraHon. 
This will also lead to addiHonal corrupHon in the licensing and 
registraHons departments, even worse than we can see today. 

The tribunal system reduces  the rights of the individual in favour of 
raising state revenue. This is not acceptable. 

I have lived in countries with a demerits system, but by and large they 
have had a fairly competent licensing, registraHon and enforcement  
regime, totally unlike what we have in SA today.   
And NONE of them denied the right of a driver to access the court 
system directly on receiving an infringement noHce. Anthony

2020-10-09 
15:54:09 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I'm against all these changes. The country is bankrupt and this is just 
more tax wasted. 
The problem is that criminality is not punished. Making new and more 
laws won't help. Elma

2020-10-09 
14:35:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Noel

2020-10-09 
13:41:39 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This government can't even run the country now they want to come 
with all this extra nonsense, which is going to cause chaos, why do we 
always have to follow other countries, this country used to run very 
smoothly before ANC came into power.  
Don't we have more serious  issues to deal with. Jacqui

2020-10-09 
11:23:32 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Dave

2020-10-09 
10:51:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Nick

2020-10-09 
09:47:14 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not believe that increasing fines will have any effect on the 
number of transgressions.  Every year government increases "sin tax" 
on items such as cigare]es and alcohol yet the number of smokers and 
drinkers have not decreased in any way.  this is just a method for 
government to fill their coffers.   
It is against the consHtuHon and legal rights of every ciHzen - which 
states that every person is innocent unHl proven guilty  - to take away 
their civil right to defend themselves in a court of law when accused of 
any type of infringement.  This should include the right to be heard in a 
court of law in the case of a traffic infringement. 
If these are replaced by wri]en submissions, where does this leave 
people who do not have access to internet or money for addiHonal 
data for electronic submissions.   
If submissions are posted, do I have to t rust a post office that is barely 
funcHoning to get my le]er delivered and to the right  department and 
to the right person.??  What proof do I as a ciHzen have that I have 
sent such a submission?  Who would I contact in a government that 
has proven itself to be ineffecHve in so many areas of governance to 
follow up on my submission?  If we are creaHng yet another sector of 
government who need to be salaried, why can we simply not appoint 
more legal personnel to handle the court cases?  How will this improve 
the current process? 
If it is a legal obligaHon to pay toll fees, it cannot stop being a legal 
infringement to not pay tolls.  To double the toll fines is yet another  
ploy by government to fill their coffers that have been depleted 
through crime and corrupHon by government officials.  CiHzens of 
South Africa are suffering the consequences of this corrupHon already.  
Why should we, in addiHon, also be forced to re-fill these coffers?  If 
tolls fines are increased, taxi fares will surely be increased as well - 
negaHvely affecHng the most vulnerable in our socieHes.   
This is a dra_ designed by desperate poliHcians who need to secure 
extra income with li]le or no regard to the well-being, economic 
survival or the benefit and protecHon of the ciHzens of this country 
who they are supposed to serve!  Liesl
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2020-10-08 
22:47:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My top concern is very closely followed by several others, such as 
possibly criminalising driving with an expired licence, doubling fines, 
and doubling e-toll fines.  All of this is unnecessary and shows an 
unwillingness to use more sensible and creaHve deterrents, a tendency 
towards undemocraHc and  uncivilised values, and a desire to make 
money wherever possible out of an already hard-pressed populace.  
This represents a stand-out commentary on the ANC led regime's 
inability to govern with any excellence or without greed. Alf

2020-10-08 
16:25:01 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It would work if it is meant for all drivers, what will happen to our 
current TAXI industry they don't currently pay the fine they are issued 
by the Metro, the other problem is that most of the drivers don't have 
a vail license. Michael

2020-10-08 
11:06:54 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal alex

2020-10-08 
08:30:22 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Mark

2020-10-08 
05:31:12 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Totally dictatorial and non transparent. AdministraHve  burden not a 
strength in the new SA graham

2020-10-07 
23:55:58 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal ChrisHaan

2020-10-07 
22:01:13 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Wayne

2020-10-07 
20:38:23 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal It's ridiculous to take away a person's right to be trialed in open court Drian

2020-10-07 
20:16:00 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal What is my top concern.. All of the above.. Mark

2020-10-07 
18:24:15 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Meike

2020-10-07 
18:16:18 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Everything listed is of concern and can be regarded as a top concern.  
The whole thing is a dream and will never work in pracHce.  
Costly appeals and court procedures, corrupHon will increase and the 
accident rate will not be reduced.  
Put more cops on the road but we know why that is not happening - 
they are too scared and incompetent. 
E-tolls should be scrapped - we are already over taxed. 

Louis
2020-10-07 
17:08:24 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gail

2020-10-07 
15:42:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree that the driver would not have the right to ask a court to 
intervene and have the final say in the traffic related offence. A 
tribunal would only look and benefit the traffic officers. Many have 
been found to be guilty of corrupHon and cannot be trusted. In our 
democraHc country, we as drivers need the right to be protected 
against the scourge of corrupHon and bullying by traffic police. Gideon

2020-10-07 
14:34:28 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another money making scheme 
Haven't seen any traffic cops doing anything about people that do not 
obey the law.  Absolute waste of Hme Raeleen

2020-10-07 
13:29:28 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

    Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
    Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred 
before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 
15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators. 
    Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
    Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
    Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
    CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. 

Johan

2020-10-07 
12:53:00 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Everything this government changes is for the worse to increase the 
oppression and abuse of the public. 

Anton
2020-10-07 
12:28:38 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal ConsHtuHonal rights are infringed Ilse

2020-10-07 
12:24:56 Eastern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No tribunal - Court must stay in place. 
As per the other 90% comments I would be surprised if corrupHon 
does not increase as a result of this law. 
And then again - sort out the Taxi industry and then look at the mostly 
law abiding motorist. A_er the TAXI demand during lock-down I am 
afraid the ANC have no moral standing to implement any laws and 
need no respect from any ciHzen with even half a  backbone. Eric

Northern Cape 9
2020-10-31 
16:15:28 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It seems like a poor a]empt to create work for those supporHng a bs 
ideology and morrals. Adriaan

2020-10-23 
05:25:05 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

As far as the penalty points to your name are concerned you are not 
allowed to defend it in a magistrate court.  Johannes

2020-10-22 
16:17:30 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal You are not allowed to defend yourself in a magistrate court. Johannes

2020-10-14 
12:18:39 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Petrus

2020-10-13 
20:56:06 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Pas die huidige we]e streng toe sonder korrupsie dan sal dit nie nodig 
wees vir nog we]e. Hoe moet nog we]e ook gepolisieer word.  Geen 
veilige publieke vervoer beskikbaar vir alle suid afrikaners. 
Demografies kan dit tot gevolg he dat n persoon nie sy werk sal kan 
doen nie as sy lisensie afgevat word en sodoende sy vermoee om n 
inkomste te verdien verloor. Veral afgelee gebiede Riaan

2020-10-10 
05:45:13 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is to hush not all drivers have money...South African Law should 
understand that most of its people are unemployed . ..implement laws 
that helps not going to increase our proverty... Kgalalelo
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2020-10-09 
14:03:42 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Eve

2020-10-07 
19:54:07 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Aarto does not work at all. 
Lourens 

2020-10-07 
15:21:56 Northern Cape No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is draconic legislaHon! The police force should concentrate their 
Hme to combat violent crimes, disorderliness (e.g. vandalisHc 
protests), misspending of tax money by government officials and 
corrupHon in general. Dirk

Limpopo 12

2020-10-16 
06:28:41 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

So double the fines while making it as difficult as possible to fight for 
your rights via “wri]en” submissions, which can easily be ignored, and 
having to make use of tribunals, which will be loaded with anc cadres. I 
can already see how people will rather just pay, irrespecHve of the 
legality of the fine issued by at Hmes corrupt, incompetent “law 
enforcement officers”. This bill and it’s regulaHons has from the outset 
been only about revenue. Many commentators, professional and 
layman, has said this. In south africa the problem is not law but the 
absolute failure to apply the law equally and fairly to ALL ciHzens, for 
example taxi operators ignoring every rule in the book, speedsters 
willing to be part of the problem, geVng away with cooldrink money, 
law enforcement themselves and poliHcian motorcades not keeping to 
speed limits etc. Bernhard

2020-10-16 
05:26:52 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Hannes 

2020-10-11 
07:28:11 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Rowland

2020-10-09 
12:21:08 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dit gaan gladnie werk nie. Daar is geen pad reels en regulasies wat 
werk in die land nie. As hulle die normale padverbruiker wat nie by die 
pad reels bly nie verwyder gaan daar n handjie vol bestuurders oorbly. 
Daar word nie by stop tekens gestop nie, ry oor rooi robote, gebruik 
hazzerts inplaas van lings of regs aanwysers. Stop in die middel van die 
pad, daar is bladsye fol, en daar word niks aan gedoen nie. geen 
verkeers beampte in sug nie. Nou hoe gaan hulle doen wat hulle wil 
doen. Erica

2020-10-09 
08:38:09 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The licensed drivers will be punished while the thousands of 
unlicensed ones will go sco] free. Irene

2020-10-09 
08:35:50 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I dont trust this. These traffic officers already are out of control what 
will happen then. These laws are not to make the roads safer but to 
extort more money out of the law abiding CiHzens. The only people 
that will be targeted are us that adhere to the rules. Will they enforce 
the same rules with TAXIS. Robert

2020-10-09 
08:25:39 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ingrid

2020-10-08 
11:34:35 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just another money sucking scheme. There are currently NO (visible) 
policing of road traffic rules and regulaHons in the ciHes and towns, 
other than droves of "traffic officers" manning the main open roads to 
make a quick buck with speeding fines. In town there are countless, 
dangerous, road offences taking place, without ANY traffic officer even 
close by. In this town being the last to cross an intersecHon, especially 
long a_er the light has already turned RED, is the norm. Same goes for 
being the first through the intersecHon, even BEFORE the light turned 
green. Stop streets are treated as go slow and yield - and lately that 
yielding has turned to blatantly just not stopping or even slowing down 
for a stop street sign. Where does that leaves one with demerit points? 
I have also been stopped with speeding camera readings indicaHng 
speeds way above that of my true speed, and being recorded by my 
GPS.  I vote NO to all. Gert

2020-10-08 
06:13:22 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Alda

2020-10-08 
05:57:00 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Toll gates have nothing to do with the Road Traffic Ordinance. 

Johan

2020-10-07 
16:33:17 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The  authoriHes are currently unable to enforce the current legislaHon.  
Traffic rules are a joke as they are not complied with and no one 
enforces these rules. 
This is just a further addiHon to the absolute quagmire oi legislaHon 
that will only be enforced by the bribe method. Another burden to the 
law abiding South Africans   Leonard

2020-10-07 
14:11:55 Limpopo No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Alex

Outside SA 6

2020-10-09 
13:42:06 Outside SA Tanzania No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

All of the changes seem reacHve, not proacHve. Fix the problem of 
dodgy driving schools, corrupt officials and enforcement officers. 
Provide a foolproof corrupHon reporHng system. Consequences for 
corrupHon. ProtecHon for whistleblowers. Be]er training of officials. 
Change their aVtude and you may change the motorists aVtudes. Pay 
them be]er. Draconian and pe]y policing impacts negaHvely on 
motorists behaviour and aVtudes towards officials. 
Streamline laws and appeal processes. 
Giving officials a free hand to write up supposed offenders leads to 
further corrupHon. Stephen

2020-10-08 
16:35:37 Outside SA Zambia No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal Karl

2020-10-08 
10:50:08 Outside SA

MauriHu
s No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO system is very flawed. 

The major problem with the current system is lack of enforcement by 
Police and Traffic services. 

It should be mandatory for all vehicles to do regular roadworthy tests 
as well as having insurance. Couple that with proper enforcement, 
most road/vehicle issues will be solved. Willem
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2020-10-08 
02:32:20 Outside SA

South 
Africa No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No, I do not agree with the proposed regulaHons.  This is just another 
way of making money out of South African law abiding ciHzens, the Tax 
Payer.  What about every person in this country paying Tax?  if this 
happened, everything would come down in price.  From vehicle 
insurance, petrol, diesel, fines, prices on new and second hand 
vehicles, safety.  Why are the police not doing their job 100% and 
being proud of what they do?  Their should be strict criteria for a 
police person.  Number 1 is they should be slim, super fit and be able 
to run to catch a criminal, not be overweight, the same goes for air 
hostesses.   Go to Singapore, one of the richest countries in the world, 
their air hostesses are small, not over-weight and deliver 100% service 
delivery.  It is beyond one's comprehension that is not criteria.   

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO VALUES, RESPONSIBIITY AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY?  WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO EXCELLENT MANNERS 
AND WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO RESPECT? 

RESPECT IS THE PERFECT FOUNDATION TO SOCIETY! 

All that is happening here is more corrupHon and crime.  We do not 
have a safe and excellent public transport system in South Africa like 
first world countries?   Taxis and vehicle drivers breaking the law all the 
Hme, yet get away with murder? UnHl, the "shoe is on the other foot" 
and a person that is dear to you killed,  then one can talk?  No amount 
of money will ever bring a life back, you can buy a vehicle or a material 
thing, but life is precious.  There is something in life that people must 
remember, having seen the whole of Africa and overseas, "hard work 
never killed anyone, it makes you stronger and NO ONE is enHtled to 
anything in life. 

All comments made by other people where they DO NOT agree with 
the proposed AARTO regulaHons is correct. 

Here is a suggesHon - highways where you have 3 to 4 lanes. 

Slow line for trucks, buses, towing caravans or trailers. 
Medium Lane for vehicles travelling at a certain speed agreed by all 
South African law abiding ciHzens. 
Fast Lane for vehicles travelling at 120km in this country, NO MORE, 
SAFETY IS OF IMPORTANCE. 

If a vehicle that is not travelling in the required line should be dealt 
with by the law. 
What about having places on our roads legally  where vehicles like 
buses/ taxes cam stop to drop off customers and pick up customers. 

It is illegal for anyone to be travelling in the far le_ lane where the 
yellow line is, that is for ambulances, fire engines, police -if there is an 
accident, how can they get to the scene of an accident quickly to save 
lives and do their job properly?  Complete selfish and thinking only of 
themselves 

Bribery is a huge concern in this country!  Needs to be dealt with head 
on and got rid of. 

"CALL A SPADE A SHOVEL!"
Maxine 
Anne
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2020-10-08 
02:31:56 Outside SA

South 
Africa No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No, I do not agree with the proposed regulaHons.  This is just another 
way of making money out of South African law abiding ciHzens, the Tax 
Payer.  What about every person in this country paying Tax?  if this 
happened, everything would come down in price.  From vehicle 
insurance, petrol, diesel, fines, prices on new and second hand 
vehicles, safety.  Why are the police not doing their job 100% and 
being proud of what they do?  Their should be strict criteria for a 
police person.  Number 1 is they should be slim, super fit and be able 
to run to catch a criminal, not be overweight, the same goes for air 
hostesses.   Go to Singapore, one of the richest countries in the world, 
their air hostesses are small, not over-weight and deliver 100% service 
delivery.  It is beyond one's comprehension that is not criteria.   

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO VALUES, RESPONSIBIITY AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY?  WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO EXCELLENT MANNERS 
AND WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO RESPECT? 

RESPECT IS THE PERFECT FOUNDATION TO SOCIETY! 

All that is happening here is more corrupHon and crime.  We do not 
have a safe and excellent public transport system in South Africa like 
first world countries?   Taxis and vehicle drivers breaking the law all the 
Hme, yet get away with murder? UnHl, the "shoe is on the other foot" 
and a person that is dear to you killed,  then one can talk?  No amount 
of money will ever bring a life back, you can buy a vehicle or a material 
thing, but life is precious.  There is something in life that people must 
remember, having seen the whole of Africa and overseas, "hard work 
never killed anyone, it makes you stronger and NO ONE is enHtled to 
anything in life. 

All comments made by other people where they DO NOT agree with 
the proposed AARTO regulaHons is correct. 

Here is a suggesHon - highways where you have 3 to 4 lanes. 

Slow line for trucks, buses, towing caravans or trailers. 
Medium Lane for vehicles travelling at a certain speed agreed by all 
South African law abiding ciHzens. 
Fast Lane for vehicles travelling at 120km in this country, NO MORE, 
SAFETY IS OF IMPORTANCE. 

If a vehicle that is not travelling in the required line should be dealt 
with by the law. 
What about having places on our roads legally  where vehicles like 
buses/ taxes cam stop to drop off customers and pick up customers. 

It is illegal for anyone to be travelling in the far le_ lane where the 
yellow line is, that is for ambulances, fire engines, police -if there is an 
accident, how can they get to the scene of an accident quickly to save 
lives and do their job properly?  Complete selfish and thinking only of 
themselves 

Bribery is a huge concern in this country!  Needs to be dealt with head 
on and got rid of. 

"CALL A SPADE A SHOVEL!"
Maxine 
Anne
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2020-10-08 
02:31:39 Outside SA

South 
Africa No I do not

the AARTO 
Tribunal

No, I do not agree with the proposed regulaHons.  This is just another 
way of making money out of South African law abiding ciHzens, the Tax 
Payer.  What about every person in this country paying Tax?  if this 
happened, everything would come down in price.  From vehicle 
insurance, petrol, diesel, fines, prices on new and second hand 
vehicles, safety.  Why are the police not doing their job 100% and 
being proud of what they do?  Their should be strict criteria for a 
police person.  Number 1 is they should be slim, super fit and be able 
to run to catch a criminal, not be overweight, the same goes for air 
hostesses.   Go to Singapore, one of the richest countries in the world, 
their air hostesses are small, not over-weight and deliver 100% service 
delivery.  It is beyond one's comprehension that is not criteria.   

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO VALUES, RESPONSIBIITY AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY?  WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO EXCELLENT MANNERS 
AND WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO RESPECT? 

RESPECT IS THE PERFECT FOUNDATION TO SOCIETY! 

All that is happening here is more corrupHon and crime.  We do not 
have a safe and excellent public transport system in South Africa like 
first world countries?   Taxis and vehicle drivers breaking the law all the 
Hme, yet get away with murder? UnHl, the "shoe is on the other foot" 
and a person that is dear to you killed,  then one can talk?  No amount 
of money will ever bring a life back, you can buy a vehicle or a material 
thing, but life is precious.  There is something in life that people must 
remember, having seen the whole of Africa and overseas, "hard work 
never killed anyone, it makes you stronger and NO ONE is enHtled to 
anything in life. 

All comments made by other people where they DO NOT agree with 
the proposed AARTO regulaHons is correct. 

Here is a suggesHon - highways where you have 3 to 4 lanes. 

Slow line for trucks, buses, towing caravans or trailers. 
Medium Lane for vehicles travelling at a certain speed agreed by all 
South African law abiding ciHzens. 
Fast Lane for vehicles travelling at 120km in this country, NO MORE, 
SAFETY IS OF IMPORTANCE. 

If a vehicle that is not travelling in the required line should be dealt 
with by the law. 
What about having places on our roads legally  where vehicles like 
buses/ taxes cam stop to drop off customers and pick up customers. 

It is illegal for anyone to be travelling in the far le_ lane where the 
yellow line is, that is for ambulances, fire engines, police -if there is an 
accident, how can they get to the scene of an accident quickly to save 
lives and do their job properly?  Complete selfish and thinking only of 
themselves 

Bribery is a huge concern in this country!  Needs to be dealt with head 
on and got rid of. 

"CALL A SPADE A SHOVEL!"
Maxine 
Anne

all of the above 1
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 1
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2020-10-09 
09:41:25 Western Cape No I do not all of the above

I do NOT support this!  
Why is the government trying to change laws instead of handling the 
real issues?! Why do they not rather spend the money they use trying 
to implement harsher laws and bigger penalHes for any minor offense 
of law-abiding ciHzens, to improve the training of, and training more, 
officers?!  
Also, who are the ones causing MOST of the accidents on the road?! 
The TAXIS! They are the ones involved in MOST accidents! They are 
driving in on-coming traffic lanes to skip traffic, speeding down yellow 
lanes running over pedestrians and cyclists, running red lights, 
stopping in the middle of the road to load and unload passengers, 
driving over islands, cuVng people off, insurance scams when they 
purposefully hit your car to claim money from you! The list goes on!  

The rest of us law-abiding ciHzens are being harsh-fully punished, 
because they don't bother to actually collect all of the money they lose 
from of the amount of taxis that costs the government millions every 
year! Why should we pay more for minor offenses to cover the taxi 
driver's share of their fines?! And while we are at this, the amount of 
corrupt officials that are sHll in their employed posiHons in the police 
and traffic departments are insane! These laws WILL be abused to 
exploit the everyday road user.  

Removing my right as a ciHzen to appeal my offense FIRST before 
judgement is passed, is the very definiHon of Abuse of Power! This 
leads to a "guilty because I said so" state, which is at the heart of a 
communist regime!  

Criminalizing driving without a license is also NOT on! People may 
forget their wallet at home while being under stress or being late, or 
forget their license in one of their other cars, then what?! They are 
arrested, given a criminal record and further destroying a person's 
ability to get a job, because they are now branded a criminal?! Are you 
actually that dense?!  

If you want a license to be present without the need for people to 
forget it, then we should be able to receive a minimum of 3 legal 
copies at the Hme of passing our driver's test with the opHon of 
applying for more copies while every single one remains legal, and 
upon renewal, we should be able to renew all copies at once at a 
reasonable price! This would allow you to keep a copy in your wallet, 
and one copy of your license in each and every one of your cars and/or 
bikes, etc. That way you cannot forget your license and you would have 
no reason to ever take it out of your car. 
Even if this is opHon was present, it should sHll NOT be a criminalizing 
offense for not having a license on-hand! Fining someone at the 
current rate of R1500 for not having a license is good enough! 

TRAIN people to make the CURRENT laws work FIRST, before you try 
and change it in order to increase revenue by the increased 
penalizaHon of average everyday road users! That way you will also 
help solve the issue of people not having jobs! AJ

traffic fines 2
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 1

2020-10-06 
19:47:09 Gauteng No I do not traffic fines

Why is e toll sHll  being enforced through fines and demerits. This is a 
discriminatory system that is not supported by the tax payer. Scrap this 
system now. This system does not belong in a third world country!  
Enforce more regulaHons on the taxi industry, making it a safer, 
regulated  and more respec�ul form of transport. 

Anthony 
Mpumalanga 1

2020-10-06 
19:33:07 Mpumalanga No I do not traffic fines You must be stopped and issued aHcket Wilfred

warrant of execuHon 1
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 1
2020-10-06 
19:38:26 Gauteng No I do not

warrant of 
execuHon

This is against the rights of the individual to be innocent unHl proven 
guilty. Graham

Not fully 1783
Column E: Count:

costly appeal 207
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 35
2020-12-01 
15:56:02 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Sumayya
2020-11-03 
09:33:02 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Johann

2020-10-26 
13:52:47 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Although not limited to the costly appear, there are many parts of the 
proposal that fail to stand up when referencing it to other regulaHons. 
The AA has summed these up nicely in their report and I back their 
finding and submission. Andrew

2020-10-18 
15:28:20 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

The costs of appealing is to high. The majority of South Africans don't 
have the money. Futhermore, the whole thing is unconsHHonal, 
because it is the responsibility of the municipaliHes to make laws and 
catch culprits. Coert
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2020-10-18 
15:28:20 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

The costs of appealing is to high. The majority of South Africans don't 
have the money. Futhermore, the whole thing is unconsHHonal, 
because it is the responsibility of the municipaliHes to make laws and 
catch culprits. Coert

2020-10-16 
15:11:52 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

the issue of non compliance in roads will not be adressed without 
proper enforcement, ur jus changing the rules but not ensuring those 
responsible for enforcement aren't corrupt. As long as enforcement 
officials sHll take bribes, the problem will persist. These jus overburden 
our system, Zinhle 

2020-10-15 
08:37:59 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Happy with the system as is. Marushka

2020-10-13 
09:14:51 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

By doubling fines, of any nature, will ulHmately, overload the already 
overloaded courts, financially strapped South Africans would rather go 
to court to see if they can get a reduced fine. This wastes Hme and 
money from every sector, and drags out important court cases 
throughout the country. Make it simpler not more complicated.  

Alan

2020-10-12 
17:09:02 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

What is the purpose of introducing more legislaHon when law 
enforcement is currently a joke and the required consequences and 
liability are not enforced. 

Provides further scope for CorrupHon so those working with Law 
Enforcement must be properly trained and the blatantly corrupt 
members must be weeded out and prosecuted. 

Manny

2020-10-12 
10:54:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Doubling the fines will not do anything but harm. Instead, try to 
reinforce the rules that already exist and stop giving taxis and buses 
free reign. Charnel

2020-10-10 
07:18:16 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

It is not fair that if we cannot afford the e toll  that we should be 
reprimanded.About the heavy fining  for other offences,the regular 
offenders have their way of geVng out of it,so that's only going to 
affect the occassional public.Rather put out more officers and keep to 
the exisHng fines. Ayesha

2020-10-10 
01:54:27 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Traffic Department is sHll fraught with corrupHon and bribery.  Some  
rules sHll make no sense like a double barrier line on a very straight 
road where one can see up to 2km ahead. Phillip

2020-10-09 
20:11:15 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Mala

2020-10-09 
18:46:06 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

To take away my right to elect to go to court and replace it with wri]en 
representaHons that are subject to the reader’s interpretaHon is a 
criminal offense and tantamount to declaring the alleged guilty unHl 
proven innocent. To open a gap for me to make legal arguments only 
through appeal is again equal to strategic denial of jusHce as the 
appeal process can be long and costly.  

Tribunals were and sHll are a best way to deny jusHce and must not be 
afforded space in our democracy. 

Furthermore, to increase fines for failure to pay tolls and sHll take 
points is a double sancHon and must not be allowed in our democracy. 
The increase in the fines alone is unjusHfiable when in actual fact the 
issue of tolls must be sent back to the public through a referendum to 
get our views. We cannot suggest that they are a necessity to generate 
money when we can sHll pay the lazy grant, R350 to non deserving 
people. Mzimkhulu

2020-10-09 
16:37:45 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Considering the fact that most drivers on the road can barely afford 
the current fines, let alone the noHon to double them... 

I honestly believe this will have absolutely no impact whatsoever. 
Wealthy people will either shrug it off or bribe the police... And those 
who are already desHtute will be unable to pay and suffer further 
unnecary consequences. 

I would strongly suggest instead of fines, to order a number of hours of 
some form of community service. I think a round of picking up li]er or 
community garden work will humble any wealthy person enough to 
discourage repeat violaHons and those people who are poor, will not 
be crippled by massive fines they cannot afford to pay and can pay 
back for their infracHon of the laws in an honest way. Dieter

2020-10-09 
15:06:20 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Hermina
2020-10-09 
07:00:15 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

It is all a waste of Hme unless traffic authoriHes are trained and 
compelled   to properly police  the roads  -  including moving offenses. Lionel

2020-10-08 
20:40:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal I don't agree with the proposed doubling of fines Anthony
2020-10-08 
18:17:04 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal arnold
2020-10-08 
16:51:00 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

the demerit system as far as I am concerned is not the route to go and 
it is a money making racquet Tarna

2020-10-08 
14:35:04 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Ormila
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2020-10-08 
10:51:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

There are some good points around the system, and if applied fairly, 
will do a lot to correct bad driving. 

However, certain points, like taking away a person's right to be tried in 
court sounds unconsHtuHonal, and it's also looking like an extremely 
long process to appeal. This presents too big an opportunity for bribing 
and corrupHon. 

Furthermore, will this law only be applied to certain individuals? or to 
everyone? 
I'm thinking specifically about taxi drivers. 
Taxi owners have thousands of rands of fines outstanding, taxi drivers 
are reckless, and yet they are sHll allowed to operate without facing 
the consequences. 
The system is useless, if certain individuals are not held accountable, 
and sHll endanger lives on the road. Yegeshin

2020-10-08 
10:26:08 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

This is just another waste of Hme and money making machine for the 
government. Making lives of its ciHzens difficult. Begin by regulaHng 
the taxi industry first. 

Mohamed 
Riaz

2020-10-08 
10:23:30 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Mohamed 
Riaz

2020-10-08 
09:59:31 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

think only dui should be stricter, disagree with  driving without a 
liscence law .recent lockdown has shown renewal  is  exspensive  and 
difficult with  li]le chance of success John

2020-10-08 
08:09:39 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Why is there a need to increase the cost of fines? They're already 
painful enough. Repeat offenders are being dealt with through the 
demerit system, so why increase the cost of fines? I fear this will just 
encourage further bribery as people will be less inclined to pay an even 
more expensive fine. If the fine is cheaper, people will be more likely to 
pay and you'll actually get good records of repeat offenders to punish. Jason

2020-10-07 
23:17:54 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

There will be too much corrupHon involved, as usual. Being found 
"guilty" unHl you prove yourself innocent is a load of crap. Also 
removing the drivers ability to not be able to defend themselves in 
court and argue against corrupt police or officials is ludicrous! Ashley

2020-10-07 
21:12:36 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Current system has merit but is not being enforced, officials take bribes 
and do not appreciate the consequences of their acHons especially 
unroadworthy vehicles, incompetent and unlicensed drivers and 
vehicles  
It is unlikely to impact business or government departments but rather 
the man in the street who will be burdened by all this bureaucraHc red 
tape Taxis are the prime cause of the horrific accident rate, are already 
lawless and will not change Rob

2020-10-07 
19:06:28 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

While I accept that something must be done to improve the behaviour 
on our roads the proposed changes place yet more power in the hands 
of the dishonest and corrupt police officers who can now increase or 
even double their on road "charges" without any recourse to the 
courts.  
To link any penalHes to the patheHc and failed e-tolls system is just side 
stepping the ministers responsibility to resolve the enHre e-toll mess 
and force compliance to this failed system. Chris

2020-10-07 
17:55:22 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

As our country will take a long Hme to recover economically from the 
affects of covid-19, doubling any costs is not feasible.  As regards etolls, 
I personally know that my etoll account payments were not recorded 
for a significant number of months, so why link in new legislaHon to 
something that is fundamentally flawed? Gwyneth

2020-10-07 
16:25:59 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Doubling the fines - what have e-toll roads to do with road fines and 
driver's license - costly appeals to the court. 
How  will law enforcement implement it  only to certain people and 
the others will get sco] free.  

Bunty 
2020-10-07 
15:21:07 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

Only driving without a license, the demerit points and fines system sit 
well with me. Tolls should not even come into it. Teresa

2020-10-07 
14:59:52 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal

E- tolls need to be removed completely.  That Johannesburg road 
which is being e-tolled was there 60 years ago and certainly does not 
to be tolled John

2020-10-07 
14:24:58 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Donald
2020-10-07 
13:03:05 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully costly appeal Michael

Gauteng 74
2020-11-18 
14:08:34 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Limits the democraHc right to appeal . Frans
2020-11-12 
14:20:57 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Rammopud
u 

2020-11-12 
09:17:34 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

My biggest issue is the etoll system that we firstly never agreed on and 
now we are being forced to pay for using the road we are already 
paying for. 

Everyday and the staHoned Sanral etoll gate we pay about R33 with the 
toll gate that I pass. We pay tax in everything, and now they want to 
fine us for not paying the etoll system that we never wanted that is 
extorHon. I fact its tyrant behaviour. We can bearly afford anything 
now with this pandemic now we are bills thousands for using the road 
I pay for. In a day how many cars pass through the toll gates alone... I 
will not pay a cent to that Busllshit system. Constance

2020-11-11 
09:45:22 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Mense sukkel reeds met finansies. Waarom n boete kry en dan nog n 
boete op daardie boete. Emmarita
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2020-11-10 
09:18:27 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

All of it: 
-The penalty fee is ridiculous, a number of Hmes we have received a 
traffic fine for our car and the really bad photo to prove it shows it is 
not even the same type of car but the license plate is so unreadable 
someone just entered our license plate. This means even in the 
ridiculous instances there, AARTO will charge us R100 even when the 
fine is obviously incorrect and will be thrown out. 

There is already an issue around the capability of the average South 
African CiHzen being able to uHlise the courts system due to costs and 
this is just adding further cost burdens. 

Then the AARTO tribunal comes in and the idea has merit, but appears 
to operate outside the legal system, how is there any insurance of the 
standard legal adherence to objecHvity etc.? Darryn

2020-11-03 
08:08:44 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I don’t agree with the increasing costs and costly appeals process. 
Government already struggles to get people to pay their fines, how is 
doubling the amounts going to make a difference if people aren’t going 
to pay anyway?  

Anything to do with e-toll is disagreeable.  

I agree with the criminal offense and demerit points, but I don’t know 
if it will be enforced. Anita

2020-10-31 
09:35:41 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Nawaal

2020-10-30 
15:54:43 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I object to having my right to trial in person removed. 
I object to paying  into a system flawed, corrupt and without 
accountability. Graham

2020-10-21 
15:53:32 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

The person holding the licence and therefor the driver of the vehicle 
should at all Hmes be accountable. 

AARTO regulaHons in itself are useless unless there is law enforcement 
and consequences. 

Hennie

2020-10-19 
17:46:06 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

The proposed  route of proving innocence through "A Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court"  
is onerous and seems designed to make most people give up and 
simply pay up.  

The process appears unconsHtuHonal to me Russell

2020-10-19 
14:02:58 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Unfortunately this is another first world system that is being imposed 
on our third world country. 
We already have a problem with the lack of proper policing, the focus 
on so_ targets instead of those that cause major infringements. 
Tax payers are already over burdened. 
I do my upmost to sHck to the speed limits and obey the recules of the 
road. 
But I get very upset when I have to pay a high fine for doing 65 in a 60 
on a down hill! 
This system will not work in this country. Brian

2020-10-18 
07:18:40 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Bothata baka Ke Hore molao ona haona nnete Hobane retlo lahlelwa 
Ke Di tokomane tsa ho kganna Ke mabaka Asa utlwahaleng Hobane 
hate no kgona holo ipelaetsa lekgotleng LA molao.. 
Bothata Ke Hore Hobane tseding tsa ditekete tseo redo thola has ka 
tsela e lokile hoba Laila sephetephete.  
Mmuso hao same tsela enngwe TJHOMA

2020-10-15 
08:07:17 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

The E-toll should not be included in this new legislaHon because the 
existence of them is sHll being debated. Felisberto

2020-10-13 
12:29:09 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Corlia
2020-10-12 
22:48:46 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Points No 4 and 5  should be taken out  , People should be given 
chance  to listen to side of their story David 

2020-10-12 
15:49:54 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Ma]hew
2020-10-12 
12:56:44 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Kim
2020-10-12 
10:31:17 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

We do not want to pay for e-tolls! 
Why do you want to double the fines? Brige]e

2020-10-12 
09:41:41 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Paying etoll togetherwith normal toll is double payment, and 
unaffordable to most ciHzens, who need to use the road. exempt 
people paying etoll, when they are already forced to pay regular 
bakwena toll fees. A 

2020-10-12 
09:40:21 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

E-Toll is not consistently applied throughout South Africa and certain 
groups are exempted from paying. Why should we in Gauteng be 
paying for something that is supposed to be supported by our TAX 
money. To be doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll is 
unconsHtuHonal and outright the_. Andre

2020-10-12 
09:12:00 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

All people cannot afford these costs. Why pay Etoll  while there is a 
levey on fuel costs. MarHn

2020-10-12 
08:44:18 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

A lot of the current law enforcement officials is corrupt. If you stopped 
at a STOP sign with evidence they pull you over for not stopping.  If you 
do not pay a bribe they fine you for no raison. Me and my wife have 
dash cams just for such cases to protect myself against corrupt 
officials. Now you want to penalize us if we make an appeal. Sort out 
your corrupt officials first. Also.... Will is count for taxis??? MarHn

2020-10-12 
08:03:36 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I refuse to pay double for fines if taxi's get away with not following the 
rules of the road whatsoever. Pierre

2020-10-12 
07:34:47 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Charles
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2020-10-11 
13:38:05 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

I don't believe that one must pay fines if you don't pay e-tolls. The e-
toll system in Gauteng is an extra burden on the taxpayer Marius

2020-10-11 
12:36:28 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal angela
2020-10-11 
11:47:04 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I think that the Hme to renew your drivers license should be extended  
Hll the end of the year especially for the elderly TRISH

2020-10-11 
10:54:33 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I DONT ACCEPT PAYING FOR E-TOLLS   
WE PAY ENOUGH TAXES ON CARS PETROL TO THE GOV TO PAY FOR THE 
ROADS COSTS 
CANT AFFORD FINES BEING DOUBLED  CLIFF

2020-10-11 
08:15:13 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I do not think it wise to have costly appeals where fraud can occur. At 
present you are not sending the fines to the correct address and then 
trying to enforce them B

2020-10-10 
14:43:43 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Doubling of fines is also a concern, as well as fines for e-toll and 
regular tolls. 
The total disregard for traffic rules by a large secHon of the populaHon, 
especially taxi drivers, is a great concern, and none of the changes 
seems to indicate that enforcement will be strengthened. Estelle

2020-10-10 
10:35:42 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Some of the toll gates prices is to high and the roads is in a bad shape Jan

2020-10-10 
07:31:04 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

How can the cost of fines be doubled in an economy that's on the 
verge of collapse due to ridiculously high cost of living? E-tolls need to 
be abolished all together. We already pay enough road tax as it is. LIONEL

2020-10-10 
07:15:33 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Taxes are already a great burden on the very small percentage of our 
populaHon who actually pay them. Another method of squeezing 
them. Also one wonders if this will be applied to the taxi industry. Li]le 
else seems to. Wendy

2020-10-10 
01:46:21 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Non payment of  e-toll, costs of fines doubling - the costs added are 
just to high Shane

2020-10-09 
22:10:15 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

It appears that this has raised its ugly head yet again, at what we hope 
is the near end of the lockdown era.  Like so many other people, it's 
felt they must compensate for what was lost during the lockdown -- 
that is nothing short of GREED. This is not the Hme to Hghten the 
screws. That will not stop ratbags speeding and people breaking other 
laws. People have lost their jobs and have no way of  feeding their 
families and while speeding is inexcusable, how do they propose the 
guilty people pay these fines ?  Wri]en representaHons are preferable 
to my mind -- IF they are monitored by a legal beagle, not the traffic 
departments. Courts are far too busy to handle traffic fines. Drop the 
tolls -- 90% of the public are not able to pay these. It's been unpopular 
from the beginning. This is nothing more than a revenue-grabbing 
exercise. Wake up . Things are Hght out there. Judy

2020-10-09 
17:27:32 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

On the issue of wri]en legal representaHon, this will open another can 
of worms in that in South Africa informaHon is not readily available 
which is a weakness in government processes and the submissions 
geVng lost creaHng a backlog leading to abuse and needing to pay 
bribes  
As a ciHzen, I outright refuse to be coerced into paying e tolls as it's 
implementaHon is in one province thus there's no fairness there Shoki

2020-10-09 
17:25:34 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I agree with increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving license or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the license discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators. 

Every ciHzen's budget is already Hght thus I do not agree with doubling 
the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable and I do not agree 
with doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

I agree to make it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not 
possess a driving license. Chantelle

2020-10-09 
13:24:09 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Removing ciHzens' rights to opt to be heard in a court of law which 
makes for an Authoritarian/Command state that does nothing for road 
safety and only adds a huge cumbersome and unnecessary burden to 
the ciHzen as a means of coercing them into payments to avoid all the 
state's unfair and Hme consuming "hassles" of dispuHng a fallible law 
enforcement officer!  NO! 
The act seems to be dra_ed to guarantee a higher income stream for a 
greedy and corrupt government and not be in the public's or road 
safety interest.  Mini-bus taxis have proven under Covid19 to be a law 
unto themselves and will just ignore this bumpf too and that is where 
the biggest road safety and lawless driving problem in SA really lies - 
this does NOTHING to address that problem!   
Doubling fines is simply a greedy money sucking government at work 
and does nothing to reduce the incidence or improve road safety - 
furthermore the taxi industry just ignores the present system with 
fines anyway - fix non-payment of fines and lawlessness of the biggest 
transgressors first instead of just giving the state a bigger club to bash 
the generally law abiding public with!  No!  
This act only puts more ammuniHon into the "coldrink" thirsty corrupt 
law enforcement officers to a]empt to extract bribes - address the 
corrupHon instead of making it more onerous on tax paying ciHzens!   
No! 
Although legal, Gauteng eTolls are unconsHtuHonal and unlawful! 
Doubling the fines for non-payment of eTolls is simply making a bigger 
bully of the government to a]empt to force it's failed unfair system 
and will on the objecHng and protesHng ciHzens instead of serving the 
ciHzens - more authoritarian thinking here.  No to this act which is just 
a weapon for a bullying state! Shaun
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2020-10-09 
12:51:11 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Increasing the demerit point limit is ok. 
Doubling the penalHes and fines has no point. 
Removing demerits from e-tolls is great. 
Making it a criminal offence when driving without a license is too harsh 
given that the licensing systems are not coping with license renewals 
and that there is a Covid 19 backlog. It will also be to difficult to 
enforce and administrate, our courts and prison  systems are already 
overloaded. Rather increase penalHes for this. 

Maretha

2020-10-09 
09:36:28 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Courts need to be open to send real criminals to jail. Corrupt officials is 
worrying. 
People should not be forced to pay toll. We paying far to many taxes 
which is stolen rather then to be used for infrastructure maintenance 
and new structures Callie

2020-10-09 
09:26:18 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I agree to: 
Increasing demerit points. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
drivers licence 

I don't agree with: 
Doubling penalty fines which are currently payable - What purpose will 
this have 
Doubling fines for failing to pay e-tol and regular tolls - They are two 
different enHHes and should be kept as such.  E-toll should be 
responsible for their own issues and not make it someone else's 
responsibility. Pam

2020-10-09 
09:04:04 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Why increase the fines? Ridiculous. Dawn
2020-10-09 
08:06:13 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Forget about doubling any form of e-toll costs - e-tolls should be 
scrapped completely Ian

2020-10-09 
06:11:22 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal E toll !!! Antony

2020-10-08 
19:06:17 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

No demerits should be given for not paying etoll. Do away with etoll. 
The people already pay enough toll gate money and various taxes.  
Dont make the poor, poorer and the corrupt richer. MARY-LOU

2020-10-08 
18:31:40 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Actually, I believe that there are quite a few wrong summonses issued. 
And they might not even reach people,. UnHl there is a safe system 
that the Govt can guarantee that the driver of the vehicle is in fact the 
driver that caused the offences, the vehicle is not a cloned vehicle, and 
that the person has in fact received the summonses - none of which 
can be guaranteed now - the punishment is draconian, and now the 
person who might not even know about this has a criminal record! 
That has to be wrong. The post office doesn't work, many many things 
don't work. Fix those first. Eileen

2020-10-08 
18:13:42 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Why must the people in Gauteng pay for " E Toll"and the rest of the 
land not!! Johan

2020-10-08 
15:54:23 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

The increase of fines seems like a fine way for the government to 
collect more loot from its ciHzens. 

Etoll is unconsHtuHonal, the government should be fined and not its 
ciHzens.  

I don't trust the ANC and an increase in fines won't change a thing. 

Vanblerk

2020-10-08 
15:45:09 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

This Govt. unfortunately consistently reflects an inability to to see the 
big and accordingly it's lack of understanding of the consequences of 
it's acHons. 
Removing  an infringer's rights and insofar as removing the licence of a 
vehicle owned by a Company where a driver may have been at fault 
but not parHcularly the fault of the vehicle itself boggles the mind - 
why must a vehicle  thus  affected become a  burden and revenue loss 
to a Company. Short-sighted to say the least. I'm at a loss for words. Michael

2020-10-08 
14:54:31 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I am concerned as to how this will be administered, as it has not been 
properly tested - there should be a 6 month trial and reset. gail

2020-10-08 
14:38:06 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

E-tolls remains an issue.  We are expected to pay exorbitant amounts 
of money to use roads that are an essenHal part of geVng to work.  I 
already pay excessive amounts of money to SARS and don’t see the 
benefit if I have to pay addiHonal etolls.   

Increasing the fines on infringements is not going to dissuade 
offenders who are already not botjeted by fines. Nadia

2020-10-08 
12:39:21 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

E-tolls should be abolished, and fines should stay the same. The 
government can't enforce any of these new laws anyway. It's the same 
logic of decreasing speed limits. You have to actually catch people first. 
The system is so corrupt that this is a waste of Hme and money. Dillan

2020-10-08 
11:39:20 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Before even considering the demerit system how about a scrap on e-
tolls in Gauteng Ndone

2020-10-08 
10:34:39 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

We have the right to contest traffic fines issued by unscrupulous 
officers. 
I disagree with the increasing of fines for e-tolls the admin is inefficient 
as it is and unsustainable.    The demerit system should not be 
increased, our drivers are killers on the road why give them more 
chances at bad driving!  Collect money from corrupHon perpertrators. Des
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2020-10-08 
09:52:58 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

The problem is that a certain group of people can drive anyway they 
like and nothing is done about it, this can be observed on any road any 
day.  
Not just that, there are no traffic officers on the road and if there are, 
they drive faster the the public for no reason whatsoever. They are 
example and yet this is not true. 
With regard to toll, most people refuse to pay because 1) it is 
outrageously pricy, 2) what is the money is paid used for???? I suspect, 
as everything is our country, is to enrich the top heavy manage/
government/shareholders. 

Gerrit

2020-10-08 
09:43:20 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

In 2018 I ended up paying for an alleged infringement via the SA Post 
Office and via AARTO. I was not allowed an appeal because my license 
disk was expiring and my wri]en appeal before had not been 
responded to. The infringement was fined R250. The "final bill" 
consisted of the fine, the secondary infringement opHon and admin 
fees. R600! That gave me ZERO CONFIDENCE in the AARTO system 
administraHon! Note: The aborHve e-toll system should have been 
abandoned a_er so many protests long ago! Ad a small fee to the 
already overloaded fuel levy, please, but discriminaHng against 
Gauteng and Cape Town residents b.m.o  an e-toll cannot be fair to 
ciHzens by any one's standard. Finally, yes, traffic administraHon and 
road accidents must be administered more effecHvely (as should the 
criminal jusHce system and courts in SA), but then it must be workable 
and well administrated. Will AARTO ever be well administrated 
measured by my pracHcal experience as a disappointed SA ciHzen and 
road user under SA's "New SA Goverance standards" (or worse, the 
New Normal)? Johannes

2020-10-08 
08:08:14 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

i do not agree with the fines for the e-tolls as it sHll is a system we have 
not accepted. 

Accruing demerit points to a companies vehicle is not appropriate 
because they could have mulHple drivers who are doing the 
infringements. 

The appeal process is not appropriate because it infringes on a persons 
basic rights. Ravinash

2020-10-08 
07:55:39 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Doubling fines and penalHes not acceptable NICOLE 

2020-10-08 
07:38:34 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I do not agree with doubling of fines and so on as there is already such 
a burden on the people of this naHon. 

I would also just like to say that etoll must go and the criminals who 
are mismanaging or stealing the money that's already set aside for 
road maintenance be removed and prosecuted and all redicilous 
contracts be cancelled and a new fair and open tender process be 
insHtuted for this. 

Actually why not remove and prosecute all the incompetent people 
from government who are either wasHng or stealing this money and 
replace them with qualified people who have experience and a proven 
track record on the subject ma]er and cancel all contracts that's 
wasHng and stealing this money.  

Why not also do the same in the police seecive and other protecHon 
agencies. 

This is just about trying to squeeze more money out of the people of 
South Africa and has nothing to do with making the roads be]er or 
safer in South Africa, because if you don't deal with all these other 
issues nothing will change. Daniel

2020-10-08 
07:15:48 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I actually don't agree with most of that which they want to bring in. 
Firstly,  the government officials do not follow the law put in place as 
they believe they are above the law. 
Secondly,  etolls are part of the corrupt system that outlines what 
South Africa seems to stand for these days. 
Thirdly,  most of the people get away with things as they bribe the 
officers.  
How.can laws be put in place when it is all run by corrupHon and fraud. Kirsten 

2020-10-08 
07:05:40 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Get rid of the link to the Gauteng e-tolls. These are dead and have no 
right to be popped into the new Aarto regulaHons.  
Show us you are really serious about geVng rid of lawless driving by 
having a stronger presence on the roads and highways where the 
motorists can see you doing your jobs instead of chasing easy money.  
I want to see what the real rulers of the road, the taxi drivers and 
owners, have to say about this. We all know it will never fly with them 
so why are we even pretending that you are sHll in charge. You lost 
credibility a long, long Hme ago.  
If we were all law abiding ciHzens and wanted the best for ourselves, 
our fellow ciHzens and our country, this would work well.  

Lydia 

2020-10-08 
05:33:12 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

The lawmakers and enforcers seem to have no stomach to do their 
work properly. They simply think that wriHng another law will improve 
the situaHon. Making generaly law abiding ciHzens so_ targets to milk 
money does not solve the problems. Mark
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2020-10-08 
01:59:39 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

By removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court, is 
unfair.   
I like the idea of introducing the demerit point system, but it should be 
policed properly by honest officials and not be another manner by 
which bribes are solicited. 
Fines for not stopping at stop streets and going through red traffic 
lights needs to be increased dramaHcally, and should be policed 
properly. 
Demerit points for unroadworthy vehicles needs to be penalised with a 
high value.  Geoffrey

2020-10-08 
00:05:37 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

e-toll in South Africa is just not pracHcal for ordinary road users, some 
struggle to purchase enough fuel to get them to work and back. Where 
does money come from to pay for e-toll? 
Real effort must be made to eradicate bribery for traffic rule offenders. 
A system should be implemented to prevent traffic officers to ask the 
public for bribes if they offended the law. That being done, it will 
increase revenue from traffic offenders tremendously. Right now it's 
senseless paying traffic officers who puts a few bugs into their own 
pockets instead of a few fundreds into the pocket of the traffic 
department. Yes I agree on driving without a lisence, people should 
take responsibility for acHng lawless. Another ma]er is the payment of 
bribe when learner driving lisence is issued. So many people goes on 
the road not knowing how to really drive, becoz they paid/baught their 
lisence. Major mistake, that's why we have so many road accidents. 
And tougher laws to be implemented for driving under the influence of 
alcohol. Jennifer

2020-10-07 
22:57:28 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Shekinah

2020-10-07 
22:22:52 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

1 Review tribunals etc are a waste of Hme and costs in a system on 
inepHtude and corrupHon 
2 Doubling of penalHes is a waste of Hme.  Current penalHes are not 
enforced due to corrupHon. 
3 Doubling of e-toll fines - u]er rubbish.  System doesn't work, cannot 
be enforced and should be scrapped. 
4 Agree that if one hasn't passed a drivers test, then it should be a 
criminal offence.  If one has a drivers license but is not in possession 
thereof when stopped etc, that cannot consHtute a criminal offence. Howard

2020-10-07 
21:36:08 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal The e toll system should be completely cancelled Simon
2020-10-07 
16:09:36 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Double fines for not paying e tolls makes no sense. Mohammed
2020-10-07 
16:03:34 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

Unhappy about doubling the payment for outstanding fines. The 
administraHon also Mabushi

2020-10-07 
14:57:51 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal Edward
2020-10-07 
14:13:51 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal WILL IT EVER WORK? Michael

2020-10-07 
13:43:38 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

not everyone is equally equipped to deal with the proposed appeals 
process. 
not sure why e-tolls are sHll given air 
the changes would not improve condiHons on the roads.  proper 
policing would do that. rules and regulaHons need to be enforced 

rene
2020-10-07 
13:34:48 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

I am in favour of the new regulaHons for driving whilst under the 
influence of liquor  but not for pe]y offences. Valerie

2020-10-07 
11:22:14 Gauteng Not fully costly appeal

As it stands this act says I am guilty and I have to prove myself 
innocent. 
Onus should be on the state to prove I am guilty. 

This looks like a money making exercise for state as they do not 
uniformly enforce current laws. 

  
Alvin

Eastern Cape 10

2020-11-17 
21:21:43 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal

While I agree with most of the fines, I disagree with the high cost of 
appeal. 
In a fair and democraHc society I must be allowed to freely make an 
appeal if I feel i have been wrongfully penalised. Lawrence

2020-10-24 
20:22:43 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal Lawrence

2020-10-13 
10:50:53 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal

We are supposed to be innocent unHl proven guilty. This makes us 
guilty with no recourse except through expensive legal channels. There 
is so much corrupHon in this country and to implement a law like this 
once again targets the "man in the street" and will encourage more 
bribery. This is not acceptable. The only people who can think up these 
kind of laws are the people whom this does not affect because they 
consider themselves above the law. Ursula

2020-10-08 
13:07:10 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal

The appeal process is long and judging by the delays in the legal 
system at present, seems unlikely to be efficient. Elisabeth

2020-10-08 
09:55:46 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal

Overly we don't need any changes, we just need the exisHng traffic 
officers, local and naHonal, across the country to be honest and just do 
their job, without being corrupt. 
Current laws are not being enforced so changes are irrelevant as the 
current situaHon is not policed with due applicaHon and honesty. Get 
this working and no changes would probably be required. 
Employ correctly, train properly, monitor performance, be hard on 
corrupHon, apply law, be empathic and just with vehicle uses and all 
will be just fine. 
A change in the system wont take away corrupHon and poor 
performance by traffic personnel. Alan
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2020-10-08 
08:32:21 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal

I do not support the Aarto system as no legal representaHon can be 
made 

JusHn

2020-10-08 
07:48:58 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal

Fines are very heavy for speeding regulaHon while far more serious 
violaHons do not seem to carry the same burden. 
What about cars that are unroadworthy, there are many many of those 
on the roads. Helen

2020-10-08 
06:52:06 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal Les

2020-10-08 
06:45:29 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal

With the current status of our country with covid 19 and people 
loosing jobs. How does it help anyone when you double the money for 
traffic fines.   It doesn't make sense. This will only make things worse 
for us as south Africa Nozipho

2020-10-07 
18:40:16 Eastern Cape Not fully costly appeal Cobie

Western Cape 64

2020-11-11 
16:53:03 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I do not agrees with "Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to 
be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a 
Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the 
Magistrates Court."  This could become a long and costly process. 
Some of them I actually agree with completely like "Making it a 
criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a driving licence." 
Mu only quesHon is, will the rules apply to everyone? AJ

2020-11-09 
15:13:39 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal FaaHmah

2020-11-02 
12:43:13 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Whilst the Taxi Industry could be controlled by these measures, 
everyone has a right to Appeal in Open Court and these measures are 
a means to skim ordinary working class  ciHzens yet further to line the 
pockets of the corrupt. First jail all corrupt Ministers & Government 
employees, extradite their stolen funds placed off-shore & in Swiss 
bank accounts and then address traffic fines more moderately. Pamela

2020-10-30 
13:43:49 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Fines for speeding are just  a money making scheme and does 
absolutely nothing to improve road safety. Instead of hiding in the 
bushes or in an unmarked vehicle, rather just staHon more marked 
traffic vehicles along busy routes all day long. Visibility of law 
enforcement is a lot more effecHve to change people's behavior on the 
roads than just a stupid demerit system and stupidly high fines. Lian

2020-10-29 
10:45:47 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Taahir

2020-10-16 
14:46:55 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

By removing the ability to take a charge to be viewed in court, one 
becomes subject to the corrupt system of traffic officers. I think that 
this step is unconsHtuHonal and should not be considered. Robert

2020-10-14 
12:15:44 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Wathiqa

2020-10-12 
10:26:00 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Making it more costly for small mistakes not ideal. 
Larger admin burden necessary? 

Not in agreement with the below: 

- Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
- Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
- Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads Wineke

2020-10-12 
10:24:48 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Making it more costly for small mistakes not ideal. 
Larger admin burden necessary? 

Not in agreement with the below: 

- Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
- Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
- Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads Winéke

2020-10-12 
10:24:39 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Making it more costly for small mistakes not ideal. 
Larger admin burden necessary? 

Not in agreement with the below: 

- Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
- Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
- Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads Winéke

2020-10-12 
08:28:35 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Nathan
2020-10-11 
12:44:12 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Claude]e 

2020-10-11 
10:32:50 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

With traffic enforcement we are currently in a system where you are 
faced with the enforcer, the judge and the appeals are the same 
authority, and that its intent is more to gain an income for the 
authoriHes than it is truly about road safety.  In any enforcement 
system, especially if it can take away you means of earning an income, 
you need an affordable and INDEPENDENT appeals route.  Further, the 
driver can't have double penalty of both the demerit points AND a 
fine. 
Further, the assumpHon that the driver is the owner is also not fair.  It 
is the authority that must act on the violaHon immediately, and not try 
to enforce the regulaHons a_er the fact through an administraHve 
system. Andrew
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2020-10-11 
07:05:16 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

This together with the doubling of fines makes this totally unfordable. 
If the traffic department needs to make money ENFORCE payments of 
outstanding fines. I have a friend who has a pile of unpaid fines. Get 
your money off him. DONT double the fines for people who actually 
pay. Ken

2020-10-10 
23:51:56 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Why whenever money goes missing in this country, the law covers it up 
and the tax payers keeps being taxed and penalHes keeps doubling .  
The roads in Goodwood are the worst and when they fix it, the very 
same day the pothole forms again.  So i ask with tears in my eyes 
where is all the fines money we already paying going to??  If this 
country wasnt so pap, its people wouldnt feel this way.  Poor 
leadership skills. Husain 

2020-10-10 
15:40:42 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

With regards to the plans of doubling the cost of fines. We as South 
Africans  can barely afford to feed ourselves under the current 
economic condiHons. How do u expect us to pay these new planned 
increase on fines.  Why does government waste Hme on stressing 
about the current legislaHon. Why don't they put their efforts into 
fixing the condiHons of our roads in South Africa. That's my 2cents... Maynard 

2020-10-10 
00:27:47 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I object people should have to go to court for a few kilometers over 
speed limit or small mistakes, but do agree those should be punished 
for reckless driving, going thru robots and drunken driving and alot 
over speed limit!  
fines should not be doubled and 
 there should be 1-2 months leniancy for disks not being updated on 
Hme as covid makes long lines of queue-ing difficult .  
Yes everyone must have a drivers licence, and again there should be a 
1 to 2 month leniancy period if overdue because of difficulty geVng to 
traffic depts and financial strain karen

2020-10-09 
20:08:25 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Over and above the usual circus that is any government department, 
this is going to turn out to be yet another taxaHon of the mild 
mannered, law abiding ciHzens - only now we'll have limited/
complicated rights to recourse. The amount of administraHve errors 
that will go unchecked will lead to innocent people losing their licenses 
... not to menHon the amount of cloned license plates contribuHng to 
the same. What about e-toll bills being sent to people who have never 
even been to Gauteng (due to both cloned plates and administraHve 
errors); with no opportunity to appeal that is affordable and accessible 
to all, innocent, law abiding drivers will lose their licenses and, 
potenHally, livelihoods. 

And who is going to arrest people who drive without licenses? There is 
no visible policing on our roads, no-one is being pulled over for using 
their mobile devices while driving or for driving unroadworthy vehicles 
- the focus will be on (automated) policing of moving violaHons and 
won't do anthing to contribute to changing driver behaviour or 
improving road safety ... it's all about the bloody money. How many 
prosecuHons for driving under the influence vs the amount of fines 
issued for speeding?  

On the whole, I am not against the bill, but the appeal process needs 
to be sorted before this thing can pass and something needs to be 
done to improve road safety in general - visible policing, for one, can 
help curb cell phone usage, DUI, unroadworthy vehicles, reckless 
driving, etc. Increasing fines and taking people's driving licenses away, 
won't - it will just lead to more lawless behaviour. Jacques

2020-10-09 
16:41:52 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

1 Die AARTO regulasies sal werk as dit volgens neergelegde  instruksies 
uitgevoer word. 
2 Daar vind baie vervolgings plaas wat nie volgens  instruksies uit 
gevoer word nie.  
3 Die verkeers beamptes moet sigbaar wees sodat motorist kan 
waarsku ry jou spoed en  
    nie weg kruip nie want die person wat hy vang is nie bewus van hom 
nie en ry nogsteeds  
    oor die spoed wat ongeluuke nie sal verminder nie. 
4 Dit moet nie gaan oor geld insameling nie maar om lewens op ons 
paaie te kan verminder. 
5 As alles volgens  we]e uigevoer word sal die punte stelsel volkome 
werk. 
   Baie Dankie Fanie 

2020-10-09 
14:48:54 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Denying a ciHzen the right to appear in court is anH-democraHc. 

Fines are already heavy. Why double them?   To make money?  

 Traffic officers should concern themselves with MOVING traffic 
offences and treat everyone the same. Michael

2020-10-09 
09:37:00 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

We as South Africans are already cash strapped and I'm sure most 
people struggle to pay fines as is. Increasing the penalHes is just going 
to make the situaHon worse and lots of ordinary ciHzens will be seen as 
criminals in the eyes of the law just because they are unable to pay. 
Also, sort out the taxi industry first. they have zero regard for the rules 
of the road. How can you expect us to be compliant when you turn a 
blind eye to the biggest problem on our roads? Simon

2020-10-09 
08:53:36 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Onregverdige en rasgebaseerde  oortredings en vrees vir opskorHng 
gaan lei tot verhoogde afdreiging deur wetstoepassers.ALKOL  , 
ONPADVAARDIGRE en OORLAAIDE  VOERTUIE IS DIE PROBLEEM. IgnaHus

2020-10-09 
07:07:41 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Fines should not be doubled, maybe 10% increase Nicholas

2020-10-09 
04:47:20 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Doubling of fines sounds like another money making racket in a 
country full of corrupt ANC officials. How can laws be implemented by 
unlawful people. The system needs to be reviewed and implemented 
by competent officials. vaughn

2020-10-08 
20:49:02 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

No comment. As this is another scam of making money out of us 
ciHzens.  This needs to STOP here...ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.  Stop stealing 
from us ciHzens.  Sallyjane 
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2020-10-08 
20:16:33 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Sashin
2020-10-08 
18:54:45 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Hi the cost should not go double up and yes will get rid of plenty road 
uses that don’t belong on the road. Rashid

2020-10-08 
18:51:07 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I'm worried about infringement costs being so high, especially a_er the 
pandemics impact on finances.  But most of all, who will be enforcing 
all these new rules, and what will be done to ensure that it is not only 
the average Joe that gets nailed, and not the wayward taxis,  
amaphela's, and the zeffers that should be using a racetrack,  not our 
roads. Also, the overwhelming problem on roads are the traffic caused 
by trucks, driving likened to cars (reckless), too slow acceleraHon 
causing pile ups,  and no sync of robots, especially on bridges in 
congested areas. Why not use A.I. to track traffic, and change lights? 
Roadworks needs to happen at night! There's massive potholes 
everywhere a_er heavy rain, and drain covers missing, and not 
properly receded on asphault roads, causing damage to shocks/
suspension . Cargo needs to be moved by rail, carpool lane needs 
instaHng, My City can't run with general traffic, dense traffic areas 
needs broader roads, and illegal parking, and dedicated taxi bays 
allocated.  And all driver's licenses acquired fraudulently,  where 
drivers lack skill needs reviewing,  maybe even training procedure 
(including evasive driving) due to high accident numbers, especially on 
wet days. No towing! Towtruck/flatbed only, and no people on bakkies. 
People can't judge speed-distance (matching traffic), so develop 
training for this. Allow turning on red light when close to you (not 
crossing over), to keep flow of traffic, but only when clear. Bikes need 
to drive in middle of lane! No white line driving, ending in driver's 
blindspot.  Look at improving your part, before charging exuberant 
amounts whilst condiHons conHnue to decline, and lawlessness 
increases,  endangering the safety of users.. Howard

2020-10-08 
18:41:26 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Marc
2020-10-08 
17:51:18 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal John

2020-10-08 
17:27:25 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

People are struggling enough and only 14.1 million people have jobs  
How do you expect people with no insurance now to pay fines and 
have demerits when mostly taxis break the rules and so do long 
distance truckers whom both together cause a hell of a lot of 
unnecessary accidents with their selfish driving 
This is another way for this government to steal more money 
Why don’t you focus on: 
Killing the farmers - outlaw this. If you have no food, you implode as a 
society. Only farmers know how to farm, that’s what they know and 
they are worth their weight in gold 
Gender based violence - no tolerance means we can never funcHon as 
a society 
Gang and drug warfare - needless and how many innocent people are 
killed? 
Organized crime - go a_er them to get money for the coffers 
Police and government corrupHon - lawlessness abounds here. Stop it 
Poaching - disgusHng it is allowed to happen 
Allowing China to steal all our minerals and natural wealth for the 
shortsighted promise you think they are helping us with money and 
aid. They are not. They are establishing their hold in africa and we are 
now their pawns. They should learn Zulu or Xhosa, not us learn 
Chinese! 

Max 

2020-10-08 
13:00:24 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

this will not work they cannot even control the taxi industry and the 
enforcers is mostly corrupt.So there will be more money for them to 
steal Hendrik

2020-10-08 
12:58:02 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal George

2020-10-08 
11:37:41 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

The 2 points that concern me the most and which I am fully against 
are: 
- Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
- Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 

My reasons are: 
-  those commiVng a vast proporHon of road offences (most notably 
taxi drivers) are not effecHvely apprehended and fined  
- many of those who are fined (again, taxi drivers in many cases) don't 
bother paying fines  
... which means that those "easy vicHms" (o_en guilty of less serious 
road offences) are going to bear the full brunt of any fine increases 
while the worst perpetrators get off scot-free. INGRID

2020-10-08 
11:22:03 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I think that repeHHve offences should be dealt with differently to other 
first or second Hme offenders. Put some leadership thinking behind 
the implementaHon process. Vernon

2020-10-08 
11:18:40 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal fred

2020-10-08 
11:09:16 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

The new complicaHons to appeal is not acceptable. Furthermore 
administraHon of the new Aarto regulaHons is beyond the capabiliHes 
of the present officialdom Jan

2020-10-08 
11:03:49 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

This seems to assume I’m guilty and now it is up to us to prove 
innocence, at our expense.  First regulate the taxi industry, the largest 
group of law breakers on the road. Zane

2020-10-08 
10:37:13 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Should be no increase in demerits needed to have licence suspended 
No increase in fines for non dangerous events 
No increase in cost of appeal process Roger

2020-10-08 
09:40:30 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal I am not in agrrement for increasing the toll fees Faizel
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2020-10-08 
08:34:54 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

We should have the right to chose to be heard before a court. Let's 
face it, changing laws is not going to help. Proper enforcement of these 
laws are needed. Not enough law enforcement members visible on the 
road. Taxi drivers are the biggest offenders but not addressed. Foreign 
naHonals driving around in unlicensed, unroadworthy vehicles, with no 
drivers licences but no one is policing this. Frequent roadblocks to be 
conducted for drunk drivers. The demerit point system is not pracHcal 
for company fleet managers as they account for many vehicles and 
different drivers, which means that they will always reflect a negaHve 
point balance and adding the cost of a costly tribunal, it becomes 
unpracHcal. Jo-Anne 

2020-10-08 
08:10:56 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

The act puts far too much power in the hands of the government and 
law enforcers who are some of them crooked which might promote 
bribery and corrupHon. I do however support some of the sHpulated 
laws when it comes to rogue unlienced taxi drivers. E-Tolls is a whole 
other issue which will now be forced down our throats even in spite of 
not being consulted during the iniHal intent. Micky

2020-10-08 
08:03:00 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Linking none payment of e-tolls to the demerit systems removes our 
right to protest. How can a ciHzen pay road taxes AND e-tolls, its a 
double tax. 

I agree with the doubling of fines however should upon appeal you be 
found innocent the state should refund all your legal expenses OR it 
should make the appeal process free to the public. JusHn

2020-10-08 
07:54:25 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Seriously trying to not just increase fines but double it, not even trying 
to mask the fact of how greedy they are or their only concern for more 
money. COVID-19 has caused less fine income for them so now they 
want it doubled. NO, if we all have to cope with our own job/income 
situaHons caused by COVID-19, so can they without trying bleed public 
dry.  

Every Hme  government or government insHtuHons "suddenly" start 
realizing they aren't geVng enough "extra funds", the public suddenly 
is held liable for this and rules & laws get changed not only to take far 
more funds than is ever actually required but also to ensure the public 
no longer have the right to oppose such acHons. 

The appeal procedure seems also greatly extenuated to make it far 
more laborious for the public/"offender".  Which will turn a right to 
appeal in court, into something that will take quite a few months see 
even the slightest progress, if any at all. These type of procedures are 
only ever created slow any relevant appeals to such a stagnant pace, so 
any possible offender would rather pay any fine straight away then go 
through such an unnecessary long, Hring, irritaHng/annoying. 

Its also stupid to arrest someone for merely forget to have their drivers 
license with them at all Hmes. I drove to the nearby service to get 
some bread with cash i had on me, since i forgot to grab my 
wallet[which my drivers was in] and now, if the law is passed, i could 
be arrested. Seems more laws like this are trying to be created out of 
sheer laziness  by officials. Because it would be so much easier to just 
arrest, heavily fine or confiscate license.   Sheldon

2020-10-08 
07:40:05 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

1.  Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. - 
This is a costly and cumbersome process, basic consHtuHonal rights are 
impaired. Limited oversight into process followed by Tribunal when 
making decisions. 

2. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. - The 
purpose of the legislaHon should not be only to generate funds. Fines 
should not be seen as a cash cow and that is what is happening 
currently. Focus on preventaHve traffic enforcement. Hiding behind a 
bush looking at a speed camera does not improve road safety. 

3. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. -  e-Toll is a corrupt and 
flawed system. Illegally introduced. Road maintenance should be 
funded by fuel levies that is ALREADY collected but misappropriated. 
Tenders allocated through e-Toll was corrupt and amounts 
overinflated. Will not support ANY legislaHon that support corrupt e-
Toll system. 

Gerrie 

2020-10-08 
07:30:15 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

This is unconsHtuHonal taking some ones right away to defend 
themself in court. Also the same goes for trying to force people to pay 
e tolls. It was erected without public concent and therefore not 
completely legal. Hennie

2020-10-08 
01:35:24 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court 
will be an administraHve nightmare in the already massively inefficient 
bureaucracy and lends itself to corrupHon. 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable will again 
put a burden on the law abiding ciHzen who has a dispute, and most 
lawless drivers will sHll not pay.. 

Deon 
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2020-10-07 
20:33:27 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I am opposed to the proposal as it stand parHcularly in terms of the 
average person having to make wri]en representaHons to a court in 
respect of offences and sancHons for those traffic offences.  The jusHce 
system is already overburdened with paperwork which it cannot seem 
to keep in good order.  Many South Africans do not have access to legal 
resources either because of their LSM or because their literacy levels 
prohibit them from making representaHons themselves.  This flies in 
the face of the Bill of Rights which demands that all are treated 
equally.   The current inability of the traffic authoriHes to correctly 
enforce ordinances through fair and rigorous policing means that some 
will be targeted (those with means) while others will go unchecked 
(those without means or those offending in dangerous areas).  The 
court system is already administraHvely overburdened.   High priority 
crimes such as murder and GBV are being sidelined due to COVID, 
shortage of staff, inepHtude, poor prosecuHon etc.  It then stands to 
reason that bringing traffic offences into this overburdened arena will 
not serve the common good and will cause the system to bo]leneck 
and become more ineffecHve than it already is.  Tracy-lee

2020-10-07 
19:55:21 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Dubble fines? Are there no longer fixed fines for certain traffic 
offences? A driver didn't stop 'long enough' at a stop sign in 
Swellendam and was fined R2,000.00! This is madness. Is this a way to 
get funds back to replace all the funds gone missing due to  
dishonesty? Anthony

2020-10-07 
19:26:31 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Unlike most people, I am behind most of the changes - maybe South 
Africans can become law-abiding drivers, just as we seem to have 
become law-abiding mask-wearers. Heather

2020-10-07 
18:22:35 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Leon

2020-10-07 
17:30:23 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Yes, an unlicensed driver must be severely punished. 
Doubling fines is not going to stop corrupHon in  the departments. 
The guilty driver should have his day in court. 
Demerit system is sketchy as not all SA ciHzens have fixed addresses. 
Taxi drivers also exchange vehicles. 
Increase VISIBLE Traffic patrols, day AND NIGHT, to deter traffic 
offenders. Peter-John

2020-10-07 
17:11:21 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

It is an inalienable right to appear in court to refute an unjust fine or 
penalty and that should not be denied. 
If performance for traffic officials is based on 'income earned' then 
heavier fines are absolutely sure to see more over-zealous focusing on 
'so_ targets' while leaving more serious traffic violaHons una]ended - 
for example  the 'black' taxi industry. 
This also reeks of a means for a corrupt, bankrupt government to make 
easy money Graham

2020-10-07 
15:34:51 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal The issue of corrupHon around traffic fines concerns me Angela

2020-10-07 
14:45:06 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I think this could work. It's however verry harsh to criminalize people 
over traffic offences and then make it costly and difficult to defend 
yourself. 
CorrupHon in a system like this should be avoided at all costs. Cobus

2020-10-07 
14:45:06 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

To double fines just creates a bigger problem for people that already 
aren't able to pay the fines due to financial difficulHes. Gerrit

2020-10-07 
14:39:56 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I do not agree with the e-toll system system at all. No one was 
consulted, and we do not want the extra burden of more money to 
pay. People using the e-toll roads are paying double tax to the 
government, first from their salary and again just to get to work. It is a 
stupid unwanted system, leading to more corrupHon with the poor 
taxpayers money. Richard

2020-10-07 
14:00:16 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Load of nonsense and another way to make money. Robert Noel
2020-10-07 
13:58:39 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Robert Noel

2020-10-07 
13:11:20 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

Fines should be kept as is as we sHll in lock-down and people don't 
have money to pay fines. Yes, taxi's should be looked at differently to 
normal drivers and be triple penalized as they have no regard for other 
drivers. 
Agree with demerit point system but you must be able to defend 
yourself in a law of court CHARLES

2020-10-07 
13:02:20 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal Francois
2020-10-07 
11:37:46 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal among others and the incompetence and corrupHon that might ensue Terri

2020-10-07 
11:35:28 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

I agree that one should have a registered license to drive on the roads. 
Why has driving under the influence not been addressed? Anywhere 
else in the world, drunk drivers are arrested. 
Who is going to pay the costs for this all to be monitored and upheld? 
Is it once again the tax payer who has to fund this? Glynis

2020-10-07 
11:31:09 Western Cape Not fully costly appeal

People have less money but you want to double the fines? It's 
ridiculous . Even less people will be able to pay fines Rudi

Free State 5
2020-10-31 
07:19:03 Free State Not fully costly appeal Making fines more won't solve a damn thing! Chane

2020-10-13 
12:47:06 Free State Not fully costly appeal

We have a right to a trial. It should be kept as an opHon. 
We don't agree with the fines as it lends to larger bribes. 
We disagree about driving without a license becoming a criminal 
offense. What if one leaves it at home in another pocket. What if it's 
an emergency to get to a hospital or place of safety. 
We disagree with paying for the e-toll system. Helizna

2020-10-08 
02:28:26 Free State Not fully costly appeal Henk 
2020-10-07 
19:59:46 Free State Not fully costly appeal Leendert
2020-10-07 
11:28:31 Free State Not fully costly appeal Jonathan 

North West 6
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2020-10-29 
10:05:52 North West Not fully costly appeal

Traffic fine levies are simply nonsensical and a money - making 
scheme. Fines on etoll defaulters are also a money - making scheme 
and not realisHc. Demerit point system is flawed Salmaan 

2020-10-24 
07:31:58 North West Not fully costly appeal

First sort out car licensing and drivers license backlog.  Also stop 
corrupt officials. Ingrid

2020-10-12 
08:02:47 North West Not fully costly appeal

I do not agree that an expired licence can lead to criminal prosecuHon. 
I have personally tried during this Hme to ammend my expired licence 
and it is near impossible as the infrastructure is so slow. So i feel I 
cannot be arrested if it's the countries fault that my licence is expired DW

2020-10-10 
11:48:18 North West Not fully costly appeal

It can't be  a criminal offence if a person has forgo]en his her drivers 
licence at home by way of geVng late to work or other reasons Adolf 

2020-10-08 
11:00:23 North West Not fully costly appeal Just ridiculous mainly............... Chris
2020-10-07 
23:00:45 North West Not fully costly appeal Malisa

Limpopo 1
2020-10-27 
06:44:48 Limpopo Not fully costly appeal

Doubling  for the users who can't pay etoĺl is unfair,  etoll should be 
charged somewhere through levies etc Molokaloke 

Mpumalanga 8
2020-10-12 
13:07:00 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal Des

2020-10-12 
08:32:49 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal

The e-toll system has not only added to the spiraling cost of doing 
business in South Africa but also to the distresses of the small business 
sector. And with the lock down most small businesses feel the stress.  
Raising funds for costly (road upgrade) projects of this nature, should 
be done with the least negaHve impact on the pockets of the public, 
whilst achieving the goal of funding the infrastructure. As such, if 
exisHng or new funding mechanisms are available, these should be 
considered and used, unless of course a valid reason is provided and is 
acceptable to society, i.e. the people who ulHmately pay. 
TtransporHng company operaHng for over 50 years has indicated that 
the business spends     
R5 000 per month on e-tolls. Due to the cost of their transport 
services, this has led to a loss of 
customers.  
An electronics company had an e-toll bill of R32 000 which was unpaid 
for at the Hme. 
According to the owner, the number of vehicles on the road would 
have to be limited which further means that employees will have to be 
retrenched.  
A chemicals company indicated that they have to increase their total 
cost to customers by 
approximately 15%. Due to the large number of price-sensiHve 
consumers, the business feels 
that fewer people will conHnue to use their products, which will in turn 
reduce their turnover. The owner further menHoned that they cannot 
afford paying their e-tolls account otherwise they must retrenched 
some of there workers. 

  
TERSIA

2020-10-12 
07:45:28 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal JJ

2020-10-09 
12:34:20 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal

This is a nightmare the bureaucracy is just unbelievable, I am 
convinced that an ordinary average ciHzen / person form a cyclist to a 
truck driver,motor vehicle drive would not be able to object to any 
alleged transgression.It would be to costly as you would definitely 
need and a]orney to assist with all the forms and deadlines i.e 
submission rules .I am not sure but just a plea for a reducHon of a 
traffic offence  with an explanaHon on an email is that possible ? 

I am not in a posiHon to quanHfy the cost but just looking at the 
procedures it will be sky high and many offenders will just suffer and 
pay up. 

I mean really to complete and submit a form the verify your demerit 
point status this is madness ,give me access to AARTO for viewing my 
status !! 

Ernst

2020-10-08 
14:56:04 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal

I believe doubling of payable fines will just cause more corrupHon. 
Linking the value of vehicle to the value of the fine will make the 
punishment more fair. Someone driving a R100000 car  will be 
punished by R1000 fine. To someone that can aford and drive a 
R1000000 car  a R1000 is nothing, not a punishment just a 
inconvenience. 

On the etoll side.  Why must we pay for using a road that has already 
been paid for by our taxes and by fuel levy's.  If you are contribuHng to 
tax you should not have to pay etolls or any toll gates.  

Andre
2020-10-08 
09:26:24 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal Simphiwe 
2020-10-07 
14:24:14 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal Pierré
2020-10-07 
14:09:19 Mpumalanga Not fully costly appeal Pierré

Northern Cape 4

2020-10-08 
10:51:27 Northern Cape Not fully costly appeal

I believe there should be more strict regulaHons regarding to illegal 
and dangers acts on South African roads (drunk driving, no driver’s 
license, speeding, etc.). However, the cost of toll fees especially e-tolls 
are simply too high for most South African ciHzens to pay. Ros-Amy 
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2020-10-08 
09:18:34 Northern Cape Not fully costly appeal

The new system take your right away to state your case in the court of 
law. Secondly it opens up abuse of corrupHon and change the system 
to become a money making exercise

Alwyn 
Jacobus

2020-10-08 
09:18:25 Northern Cape Not fully costly appeal

The new system take your right away to state your case in the court of 
law. Secondly it opens up abuse of corrupHon and change the system 
to become a money making exercise

Alwyn 
Jacobus

2020-10-08 
07:10:04 Northern Cape Not fully costly appeal jacobus

other 335
Column B: Count:

Limpopo 6

2020-12-01 
13:47:25 Limpopo Not fully other

They cannot even now control corrupHon. This will not help to curb 
corrupHon at all. Whay about the pilot project 0was that a resounding 
success? No. Nelie

2020-10-20 
12:38:14 Limpopo Not fully other

Speed cameras on the roads causes lot of confusion to the registered 
owners. Mostly 80% of the fines we received are false due to the the 
same.  I struggled with my presentaHon a_er receiving fines on which 
my vehicle was stucked and parked at home because the aarto 
administraHon are very poor , rather they requests that who was 
driving my vehicle even though i explained clearly. They don't revert 
back rather threats to implement posing to register points on my 
profile and knowing that legal fees in south Africa are extremely high 
to be afforded. David

2020-10-13 
12:23:51 Limpopo Not fully other

the ETOLL must be scraped off as i am mostly on the way to gauteng.Its 
never being consulted.the government is aware that people do not 
want  Etoll tshililo

2020-10-12 
09:59:24 Limpopo Not fully other

1. First of all,you have thousands of people driving with licences they 
should not have. The driving schools are a huge scam in that the all go 
for code 10. Which means they dont have to drive in town and do all 
the driving skills that a code 8 requires eg 3- point parking 
2.i believe a drivers license is a life skill so make it part of LO AT 
SCHOOL. 
3.doubling the fines will just make the corrupHon worse 
4. cancell e-toll,use fuel leviy for that. NILE

2020-10-11 
21:02:38 Limpopo Not fully other Ben 

2020-10-10 
09:44:41 Limpopo Not fully other

You can introduce the best systems you wish to as long as BRIBING is 
part of the culture you are fighHng a losing ba]le.  

There should be stronger measures taken against Bribers and those 
accepHng Bribes  

Shalom Susanna
Gauteng 204

2020-11-30 
09:27:22 Gauteng Not fully other

My problem is with the assumpHon that you have received a fine or 
noHficaHon of a fine, this cant be legal. EBRAHIM

2020-11-30 
09:26:50 Gauteng Not fully other

It would be great if it worked but would it also apply to un-licenced 
drivers and taxi drivers who have their own set of rules Rose

2020-11-30 
09:21:36 Gauteng Not fully other

In theory - sounds feasible. In pracHce - a disaster. Has supposedly 
been in operaHon in JHB since  2008.  Nothing works properly - 
internet sites are impracHcal  and do not work. The worst thing is the 
corrupHon of the officials that are supposedly implemenHng these 
rules and regulaHons. Steph

2020-11-27 
13:43:50 Gauteng Not fully other

Traffic fines are least of our concerns in the midst of  greater problems 
like unemployment , crime. 
 The traffic officers  could be be]er deployed to fight crime. Dennis

2020-11-24 
10:04:25 Gauteng Not fully other

Etolls should be scrapped. Doubling penalHes for fines and etoll 
violaHons is absolutely unethical  and should not be allowed. Morne

2020-11-16 
13:12:59 Gauteng Not fully other Doubling fines is not good Hilton

2020-11-12 
15:12:48 Gauteng Not fully other

Can't enforce the law constantly today, perhaps try get that right 
before changing the laws that you're trying to enforce.  

If some never got a drivers license perhaps it should be considered 
criminal to be drive without one. Or, if it was cancelled. However, it 
shouldn't be considered criminal if your drivers license has merely 
expired. Vernon

2020-11-11 
20:51:35 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not agree with the below: 
“Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them.” 
Government should first adequately explain the need for the tolls and 
the reason for the exorbitant cost, before expecHng the public to pay 
for this. Answer the quesHon put forward by OUTA and stop trying to 
change the law to fill state coffers which have been pilfered by 
corrupHon Anthea

2020-11-11 
11:05:06 Gauteng Not fully other

I don't think it is right to remove the right of a ciHzen to be tried in 
court, however flawed our judicial system, individuals should sHll have 
those rights. 
I don't think doubling the fines is fair. The fine amount should be in 
relaHon to the seriousness of the offense. Doubling it sounds like their 
making provision for more corrupt individuals to pocket money. Why is 
the current fine system not working... check corrupHon, malpracHce, 
incompetence, etc. 
Don't get me started on the whole e-toll thing, crux is I'm against all of 
it. 
And I thought it was illegal to drive without a driving license, if not 
then I support that change. 

Rudie
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2020-11-10 
12:40:29 Gauteng Not fully other

Please look at stealth Tax proposal . No South African can be liable to 
pay any sort of payment for somebody else’s lawlessness or admin 
mistake. That is unconsHtuHonal period. Furthermore that is a law that 
you could never enforce. And if you do try to enforce it, it’s going to 
cost the government twice as much to try get payment, then what 
supposedly owed to the government in the first place.  Then payment 
for a fine issued is also something taken off the table. Sean

2020-11-10 
11:16:56 Gauteng Not fully other

We urge goewerment to relook at this proposed stealth tax as a ma]er 
or urgency Joe

2020-11-10 
08:52:32 Gauteng Not fully other

When not properly implemented and checked, it will open up 
opportunity for massive corrupHon. Criminals will use a corrupt way to 
get away, and law abiding ciHzen's penalised doubly heavy. Christo

2020-11-09 
17:08:28 Gauteng Not fully other

My issue relates to the  following point: Upon a third disqualificaHon, 
the licences will be cancelled. A person must apply for a new learner’s 
licence and driving licence once the disqualificaHon period is over. 
If the third disqualificaHon does not happen over a period of years as 
an example, the counter must restart from zero wherein the previous 
disqualificaHons will be null and void. This will encourage the drivers to 
comply. Mike

2020-11-09 
14:19:09 Gauteng Not fully other

Even if a motorist has been fined wrongfully, they will sHll be liable to 
pay the R100 infringement penalty levy Arnold

2020-11-05 
20:01:34 Gauteng Not fully other

and if or when you do get to court, you will be broke because of all the 
fees that you will have to pay. And what about all the "duplicate" 
number-plates in SA? 

Bin 

other 

No I do not 

Will traffic police be among the first to be fined, looking the 
hypocryHcal power hungry way they drive in their oversized bakkies, 
for a start. I agree that they should please pay more a]enHon to actual 
crime, and not be biased in your penalising, an extremely good 
example would be the  careless, reckless taxis drivers. Drunk driving 
should never be allowed, but what about high sugar foods consumed 
which may give false readings , etc?. Many are on neccesary 
medicaHon.  Or worse, dagga or other toxin users, which will indicate 
no alcohol level, or even go unnoHcable will be ok?  
It is not that difficult, bring back the road regulaHons and penalHes of 
the 1970s. How pleasant and safe it was back then on the toads in 
South Africa... 

Paul
2020-11-05 
14:13:27 Gauteng Not fully other We can't double fines and we can't fine people for not paying toll fees.  Lelanie
2020-11-05 
12:42:15 Gauteng Not fully other

Unneccesary fines will be issued. 
I will not pay to receive a fine - that is unconsHHonal Susanna

2020-11-05 
12:42:15 Gauteng Not fully other

Unneccesary fines will be issued. 
I will not pay to receive a fine - that is unconsHHonal Susanna

2020-11-03 
14:01:20 Gauteng Not fully other

Hi, 

I do not fully support this as doubling the penalHes (fines) which are 
currently payable will not create a change, this will only affect current 
people who do pay for fines. This is already too much to pay. 
Also, i do not agree with doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and 
regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. Fines 
for non-payment of e-toll is also not acceptable or agreeable while the 
government has not made a resoluHon here yet. 

Thanks, Noel

2020-11-03 
13:06:50 Gauteng Not fully other

Compelling senior ciHzens on social pensions  to pay for etolls. 
Where does the govt. Expect thes e people to get the money from. 
They paid their taxes throughout their working life . 

Roy

2020-11-03 
11:15:33 Gauteng Not fully other

NO TO ETOLL AND REGULAR ROAD FINES DOUBLING!! Scrap etolls 
altogether! We don’t have money to pay regular road funds as is, 
doubling that amount will decrease the amount of road users to a 
fracHon. 

Yes to everything else. Nombuso

2020-11-03 
09:06:07 Gauteng Not fully other

I totally disagree with the proposed R500 fine per gantry on the 
Gauteng Toll road system which should be scrapped altogether. The 
introducHon of these toll was illegal and without public parHcipaHon in 
the first place and as seen by the massive public disobedience 
campaign, some thing that will be fought by the public in the courts. I 
also disagree with the propose R100 admin fee to be a]ached to all 
fines. Cliff

2020-11-03 
07:26:08 Gauteng Not fully other

This will definately make the law abiding ciHzen in South Africa suffer 
whilst nothing is done to get Taxis, Buses and trucks to adhere to basic 
road traffic rules. We should rather try fix what is totally broken, 
adding new rules will not help the situaHon. Heinrich

2020-11-03 
06:05:38 Gauteng Not fully other There will be more bribery when this is in place.

Corneluis 
Jacobus

2020-11-03 
06:05:32 Gauteng Not fully other There will be more bribery when this is in place.

Corneluis 
Jacobus

2020-11-02 
22:22:43 Gauteng Not fully other

The proposed hike in e toll fines is unacceptable. It is a failed system. 
We were not consulted and it would have been simpler just to increase 
the Gauteng petrol price by a few cents.   
I would agree, however, that driving without a licence should be a 
criminal offence. There are too many fake licences around. Alison
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2020-11-02 
20:18:02 Gauteng Not fully other Doubling fines is unfair. We have enough financial constraint. Louise

2020-11-02 
13:10:53 Gauteng Not fully other

The system is intent on raising funds for who? When you book for 
driving license renewal iether the eNATIS system is dysfuncHonal or 
there are signal challenges. Get that working properly first. I have 
recently been sent an SMS about where to collect the courtesy le]er 
for an infringement that I have already paid. The post office name has 
been decomissioned (CLOSED) yet the sender is not aware. The "cold 
drink" charge is going to hyperinflate and put law enforcers lives at 
risk. Why do you keep on proposing amendments to legislaHon  when 
there are implimentaHon and enforcement challenges. Example arms 
deal corrupHon cases since 1994 , looHng of service delivery budgets at 
NaHonal, Provincial, Local Government and State Owned Enterprises, 
including the current COVID 19 emergency allocaHons. Xolile

2020-11-02 
13:02:19 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not agree with the way the system will work especially for 
Gauteng road users, addiHonal fees on fines issued as well as they way 
it will impact people using the etoll routes. JHB and PTA are the 
economic hubs  of the country yet you now want to bully people into 
your unwanted etoll system by charging people more. People have to 
work to pay there already licensee vehicles, fuel levies, drivers license 
renewals and all the other taxes. Now we are geVng pushed for more 
money cause the money is wasted on corrupt deals and overcharged 
systems and suppliers . Why when they stuff up must the ciHzens 
always be held accountable.  For safer roads they must be policed 
be]er with honest cops then they will be safer. This change is all 
abount money. Shane

2020-11-02 
10:21:49 Gauteng Not fully other

First and foremost - AARTO is just a money making scheme and not 
about law enforcement. By removing the right to elect to be tried in 
open court you are infringing on basic human rights to a fair and just 
hearing. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable will sHll not 
make a difference to law enforcement. EFFECTIVE law enforcement is 
the answer. This is just another way to make money for poliHcians to 
steal. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll is CRIMINAL.  In a country 
where most people are ba]ling just to survive, puVng this addiHonal 
financial burden on them will be criminal. We pay taxes and exorbitant 
levies on fuel and motor vehicles already, why are these funds not 
being administered correctly to maximize the use thereof.  Philipa

2020-11-01 
17:00:35 Gauteng Not fully other

Oh yes, and on the E-tolls, if you travel from the west of JHB to the 
east, and on to Mpumalanga; by the Hme you're just out of Jo'burg, 
you would have accumulated as much, if not more, in e-tolls than the 
first toll at Middelburg...or on the way to Bella Bella or Durban.... 
Clearly a Rip-off...a means for the greedy to fill their pockets... For 
many people, just puVng in petrol to get you from point A to point B is 
a burden....now you must sHll worry about a surprise bill you'll be 
geVng for e-tolls... 

Rashid

2020-11-01 
16:39:17 Gauteng Not fully other

Most of this seems to be more about "extorHng" money out of a 
certain group of people... For instance, policing these laws, focuses 
more on speeding, but, no a]enHon is paid to the idiot who makes a u-
turn with oncoming traffic...or the taxi that stops IN an 
intersecHon....or car/taxi that stops or parks within the 6 meters of the 
corner/intersecHon....drives in right turn lane or oncoming lane to 
overtake cars standing at traffic light/stop street....ignoring rule to treat 
non-working traffic lights as 4/3 way stops... Everyday I drive out of my 
residenHal area, it's with fear, because traffic lights are o_en out due 
to illegal connecHons, and taxis, Ria Via and cars alike disregard the law 
at intersecHons, even when the lights are working.... What is the point 
of doing your Learner's License if those rules/laws don't ma]er...? 
Rules of the Road in RSA right now is as simple as...."you can drive as 
shit as you want, just don't speed..." Rashid

2020-11-01 
08:29:56 Gauteng Not fully other

E-tolls are unconsHtuHonal and government can't force people to pay 
for them. Many people will lose their cars etc if they are fined the 
ridiculous amounts proposed. Many people have outstanding fines in 
the tens of thousands and can not pay them Benji

2020-10-31 
08:44:20 Gauteng Not fully other

The proposed method for trying to enforce the payment of toll fees by 
making it part of the AARTO process. This will just cause chaos and clog 
up the legal systems as it will not change the vast opposiHon or 
dissaHsfacHon with the toll system. It will create criminals out of 
ordinary law abiding South Africans . William

2020-10-31 
08:36:10 Gauteng Not fully other I am against tolls/ fines for tolls. Bev

2020-10-30 
20:38:12 Gauteng Not fully other

Ag please we have just been Through covid 2/3 funds was mis used but 
what will happen to this more money in your pockets! Electricity 
already went up I mean honestly nobody is geVng a raise soon we are 
just thankful we have jobs out government should wake up just 
because they earn millions doesn't mea.n We all can afford this etoll 
system that they want to enforce AGAIN! Michelle 

2020-10-30 
18:59:21 Gauteng Not fully other

Only the CiHzens who are legal on the road will Be impacted by this.  
This will open another door for even more corrupt acHviHes in our 
Country Annalie 
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2020-10-30 
17:57:46 Gauteng Not fully other

In a country hindered by corrupHon and misallocaHon of funds, I do 
not believe that a number of issues outlined in the proposed 
regulaHons are either fair or enforceable: 
*  the conHnuing debacle regarding e-tolls both in terms of recovering 
costs and jusHfying the expense of administering this sytem - which 
has been dismissed in other provinces: 
*  an automaHc "surcharge" on traffic fines - assuming guilt in 
contravenHon of our legal system, and then not allowing 
representaHon to defend oneself/cross-quesHon in accordance with 
our ConsHtuHon; 
*  the equitable allocaHon of demerit points - both in terms of 
administraHon and giving those issuing fines with yet another avenue 
for securing bribes (which is the sad reality) 
*  doubling of fines  - this is not going to improve the level of driving on 
our roads Valerie

2020-10-30 
16:15:43 Gauteng Not fully other

I strongly disagree with the E-toll system. 
Fining people for non-compliance I believe to be unfair and 
unconsHtuHonal. Lyle

2020-10-30 
11:21:37 Gauteng Not fully other

This is just another a]empt to milk the long suffering populaHon 
instead of actually enforcing exisHng traffic rules and like all the other 
wonderful rules we have it will fall flat because of the lack of 
competence and the abundance of corrupHon found in the very 
departments that are supposed to enforce it. 

E-TOLL SHOULD NOT BE PART OF THIS AT ALL AS LONG AS THE 
LEGALITY OF THE SYSTEM IS UNDER QUESTION AND LEGALLY 
CHALLENGED IN A COURT OF LAW. o 

First off the e-toll gantries was constructed unlawfully and 
unconsHtuHonal, built without public consent. 

The idea of making use of the gantries to regulate speeds, and maybe 
helping police catching criminals is a plausible idea, however e-tolls 
was an illegal scam from the start, and fines cannot be forced upon the 
public for not paying e-tolls. 

Secondly, doubling fine while caught the firs Hme, is unconsHtuHonal. 
It should be one fine, and it should be reasonable for the infringement 
to pay. 

Using demerit points might work, my concern is the illegal drivers that 
don't have registraHon plates. Marina

2020-10-30 
09:17:43 Gauteng Not fully other

First off the e-toll gantries was constructed unlawfully and 
unconsHtuHonal, builded without public concent. 

The idea of making use of the gantries to regulate speeds, and maybe 
helping police catching criminals is a plausible idea, however e-tolls 
was an illigal scam from the start, and fines cannot be forced upon the 
public for not paying e-tolls. 

Secondly, doubleing fine while caught the firs Hme, is unconsHtuHonal. 
It should be one fine, and it should be reasonable for the infringant to 
pay. 

Using dermit points might work, my concern is the illigal drivers that 
dont have registraHon plates. Stephan

2020-10-30 
08:59:44 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

The pre exisHng Freeways were illegally converted to TOLL roads 
without due process and with total disregard of public outcry against 
it. Thus instead of increasing the burden on the most producHve 
populaHon/province they should transfer the gantries to the Traffic 
departments for enforcing average speed laws and dismantle the 
dismal toll scam. 

Apart from the ludicrous amounts of money being paid over to 
collecHon agency (which is Arms Deal BAE company) this inhibits the 
economy in the province.  The Toll effort was probably also meant to 
force road users to make use of the so called mass transit Gautrain 
which cost us 5x more that it should have and is running at some 
minor percentage of what it was supposed to do.   This Gautrain stated 
goal of improving traffic could have been achieved for the original 
budget by making the FREEWAY from Pretoria to Johannesburg a 
double decker with 10 lanes North and ten lanes South, which would 
also cancel out the effects of accidents in one direcHon on the other 
direcHons traffic.   

In short NO TO ETOLL and ETOLL FINES!!! Adrian
2020-10-29 
13:47:07 Gauteng Not fully other Daylight robery Kathryn 

2020-10-29 
11:23:05 Gauteng Not fully other

 I support most of the amendments except the etolls. The ANC  has the 
vested interest of their members of parliament because they were 
selected off an ANC supporters list & if they vote against party policy 
they can loose their jobs., They do not represent me or my ward 
community & they voted for etolls to be introduced, to keep their jobs, 
without us being consulted & now this  ongoing etolls saga & enforcing 
the ANC punishment on the road users is not acceptable. The ANC 
government signed etolls contract is & was  designed to syphon funds 
out of SA Leighton
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2020-10-29 
10:31:43 Gauteng Not fully other

People speed and break the rules of road because they know they can 
get away with it. How does it help change the rules if traffic police 
either a) aren't out enforcing the rules in the first place or b) are more 
interested in geVng bribes? Fix the enforcement problems first, then 
think about changing the rules Malcolm

2020-10-29 
10:16:18 Gauteng Not fully other

E-Tolls is a failed system implemented to extort money from ciHzens 
who are facing economic pressures. The simple truth is people cannot 
afford to add extra expenses forced upon them. The current state of 
SOE's is a good indicator of how government is incapable of managing 
any system that involves money. Once corrupHon in all facets of 
government is eradicated then I believe we can start looking at 
implemenHng systems such as E-tolls and ciHzens would feel more 
comfortable in handing over their hard earned money knowing it 
would be used for its intended purposes and not to line the pockets of 
corrupt Civil servants. Sam

2020-10-29 
09:54:56 Gauteng Not fully other

I am against e-tolls as only a very small percentage goes to road 
maintenance, most of it leaves the country.  We in Gauteng bare  the 
brunt of this system and it is totally unfair.  To enforce this policy for 
which we were given no choice by giving demerit points is totally 
unacceptable. Mary-May

2020-10-29 
09:08:35 Gauteng Not fully other

E-tolls should have been scrapped years ago as the public clearly has 
interest in paying them. Enforcing higher fines for non-payment and 
further acHon is also unfair as the majority of the country is not 
subjected to the rules. Michael

2020-10-29 
07:02:47 Gauteng Not fully other

Double fines for etoll ? Really ? .. nothing to do with driving without a 
license Ebrahim

2020-10-29 
05:05:04 Gauteng Not fully other

Why is e-toll being  added  to AARTO? 

Why increase (double the payment)? 

Why not regulate the roads correctly, more visibility as well as 
management of the roads by traffic officers (keep le_ pass right)? Moozie

2020-10-28 
20:37:01 Gauteng Not fully other

1. Why the R100 "admin fee" per fine? 
2. Who is really being targeted, minor offender eg just exceeding speed 
limit, "rolling" ocassionally thro STOP / RED Light (motorists are 
targeted at intersecHons by criminals etc especially at night. 
3. Major offenders eg TAXIS just do what they want and nothing 
happens 
4. Paying fines when E-Tolls are not payed(E-Toll not approved yet) 
5. Not having an opHon to challenge your fine in court(very elaborate 
system proposed) 
6. STOP TARGETTING THE NORMAL / INNOCENT MOTORIST !!! 
7. CorrupHon, bribing will become even more rife. 
8. This just a money making racket!! Johann

2020-10-28 
19:51:44 Gauteng Not fully other I do not agree with any fines whatsoever for not paying e-tolls. Willie

2020-10-28 
17:14:23 Gauteng Not fully other

Wait a minute, sneaking in an "e-tolls" clause (in fine print?), is truly 
unacceptable and devious! E-tolls was a disastrous idea and (like 
municipaliHes) a wasteful expenditure from the get go. This noHon of 
trying to keep it alive is u]er nonsense considering prior to COVID 19 
our economy was already (for lack of other wording) "in a bad state", 
now mid COVID 19 we are in a crisis and South Africans DO NOT have 
money to waste on badly executed ideas, scrap the damn e-tolls.  
Demerit system, I agree, unfortunately as it is manpower is a huge 
problem (not to menHon corrupHon within law enforcement agencies) 
so in all honesty if the current system is unmanageable how can a new 
system be manageable for the same reasons. 
Doubling fines?.....will not change anything unless as menHoned above 
"honest" manpower is able to enforce 
Non possession of a licence = criminal offense!?....already jails are full, 
unlicenced drivers on the roads, dubious and slow court system, I think 
focusing on successfully prosecuHng current criminals and lowering 
our crime rate is more important. Stephanie

2020-10-28 
14:01:10 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not support the defunct E-Toll system on Gauteng ring roads. This 
system was introduced without any collaboraHon with the public or 
business and any monies collected will only benefit the already corrupt 
system. E-toll payment / non-payment should not be included in the 
AARTO penalHes. Mark

2020-10-28 
11:01:24 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not believe in the whole E-toll system. There is a very limited 
amount of people who are using the E-toll system and believe that we 
pay enough taxes (through fuel levies) to cover the road maintenance. Richard

2020-10-28 
09:42:48 Gauteng Not fully other PoHphar
2020-10-28 
07:33:10 Gauteng Not fully other Etoile must be scrapped Mphikeleni
2020-10-28 
07:03:20 Gauteng Not fully other

The bulk of the money for e-tolls goes overseas. This was a system 
installed with many corrupHon allegaHons. I cannot support it. Rudene

2020-10-28 
06:36:15 Gauteng Not fully other The e-toll system is a farce and should be scrapped.  Fay

2020-10-27 
21:48:19 Gauteng Not fully other

UnHl such Hme that the authoriHes can effecHvely handle the renewal 
of drivers license s 
the penalty  should be considered as a warning and a quick entry to 
the license dept. John

2020-10-27 
21:01:17 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling the fines for not paying e-toll - THIS AGAIN?? NO. We pay for 
the roads with our tax money. We will not pay for them AGAIN via e-
tolls. Charine

2020-10-26 
19:22:11 Gauteng Not fully other

I forsee a huge response from the public if gov try to enforce the E-toll 
laws a_er many promises of it being  scrapped. Jannie

2020-10-26 
09:35:59 Gauteng Not fully other

E-tolls have been proven to be a costly mess that is losing SANRAL 
money.  They didn't follow due process (the gantries were already 
erected when they had their "public meeHngs"). The public have 
spoken - we already pay incredibly high fuel levies. Normal AARTO tolls 
is one thing, but the e-tolls are a joke and should be destroyed. Jennifer
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2020-10-26 
08:21:45 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not think that it is fair to criminalize motorists who do not wish to 
pay e-tolls. Darryl

2020-10-26 
07:28:21 Gauteng Not fully other

I understand and agree that people should be penalised for bad driving 
et cetera. However, I do not agree at all with the fact that the 
government wants us to pay an extra R100 on top of the fine when it is 
handed out/wri]en. It is just another way to steal more money and 
plave heavier financial burdens on ciHzens. Too much corrupHon is 
taking place to jusHfy where and how such monies will be used. I do 
not trust the government to use the money correctly. Anne]e

2020-10-25 
20:21:36 Gauteng Not fully other

Enforcement issue:   
AARTO tribunal : It is your consHHonial right to a fair hearing 
Enforcement: E-toll and toll roads should not fall under AARTO 

Piet

2020-10-25 
19:02:45 Gauteng Not fully other

The corrupt traffic officers are going to enrich themselves even more. 
R100 per infringement is unnecessary and excessive as you are already 
fined and receiving penalty points, to also have to pay an 
infringement/admin fee is unnecessary. 
The appeal process is complicated and will take way too long. 

Heather
2020-10-25 
17:01:56 Gauteng Not fully other

eTolls must fall, more especially those that are resident and need the 
highway for work. James

2020-10-25 
15:59:11 Gauteng Not fully other

The demerit points should be lowered to 6.  There should also be no 
penalty fines for e-toll as a lot of people can't afford them.  If this 
needs to happen, a serious upgrade to the public transport needs to be 
done at affordable rates.  Also driving tests need to be seriously 
upgraded.  Use computer technology with random quesHons to 
prevent cheaHng.  Also bring in a hazards percepHon test.  Also 
lengthen the pracHcal part to an hour.  This way less havoc on the 
roads Denise

2020-10-25 
14:05:17 Gauteng Not fully other

1. Using state insHtuHons to produce private income in illegal and 
dishonest. Etolls. 

2. The structure of any traffic fine has been carefully put together 
taking all aspects into account.  Adding a R 100.00 fee to each 
infringement  as an "administraHve fee" is corrupt. The exisHng fee 
structure already has the administraHve porHon included. Just because 
corrupHon has allowed third parHes to collect outstanding traffic fines 
does not mean you can add addiHonal costs to the infringement. Stop 
being lazy and get back to correct and just management of your duHes. 
I  will fight any infringement that is unfair in a court of law. I will not 
pay etolls either as it is a corrupt pracHce and should be abolished. 
Having to pay for the use of a certain secHon of road is an acceptable 
pracHce but the process belongs to the regional state for the 
maintenance and upkeep of that parHcular secHon of the road and not 
to a private racketeer like SANRAL and Nazis Allie. Rob

2020-10-25 
06:00:35 Gauteng Not fully other

I will never support any fines for non-payment of e-tolls.  That enHre 
process was unlawful to begin with and to conHnue to fleece the South 
African public in order to pay for it is in itself illegal!   

Marilyn
2020-10-24 
18:26:56 Gauteng Not fully other

It sounds like another way to take money from people because the 
government needs it Heather

2020-10-23 
00:42:35 Gauteng Not fully other

The AARTO act is meant to improve road safety. There is currently 
legislaHon in place to improve road safety but it is not administered by 
the authoriHes at all or bribes are paid.  
This new act will increase the bribery and do nothing for safety. Gareth

2020-10-22 
21:32:39 Gauteng Not fully other

My concetlrn is the number of duplicated license plate numbers, 
cloned motor vehicles. The righ�ul owner is going to suffer. We need 
to fix these issues 1st 

Thabiso

2020-10-22 
15:35:51 Gauteng Not fully other

1) The Infringement Penalty Levy is an unfair and unnecessary 
administraHve cost for the motorist on top of the actual traffic fine and 
needs to be removed from the regulaHons. 

2) Making the non-payment of e-Tolls a fineable offence is another way 
of trying to enforce comliance with a system that the vast majority of 
people have shown they do not support and needs to be removed 
from the regulaHons as well. 

3) There needs to be accountability of compliance from the traffic 
authority side - doing away with the need for registered mail delivery 
of infringement noHces will once again put motorists at the mercy of 
non-compliant traffic authoriHes and is a mistake. Keep registered mail 
as the delivery method, not change it back to ordinary mail. Philipp
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2020-10-22 
13:52:44 Gauteng Not fully other

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court 
Should include both procedures and leave the opHon to the alleged 
infringer to choose according to what is affordable to his/her 
circumstances. Not everybody can afford to go to court which is costly. 
Tribunal is more affordable for some. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) are not supported, what informed this? 
How far back is this supposed to go? Received noHficaHon via  cell 
phone years a_er the incident, how is it possible to proof yourself 
innocent? No opportunity to check facts and evidence. Need to 
improve on communicaHon and how noHficaHons are sent. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. Not supported for Gauteng 
since  affected motorists already pay indirectly  since costs are 
collected in more than one way. Because of transport costs most good 
are coming from Durban and other provinces. These trucks pay for toll 
roads and that is reflected in prices of goods. Also distribuHon delivery 
of goods from warehouses and shops are paid  again. Improve freight 
rail and get trucks off the road which are damaging roads. Also provide 
alternaHve routes for toll roads and improve public transport. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license, not supported allow Hme to present license to an 
authorised agent/body 

Miemie

2020-10-21 
09:42:19 Gauteng Not fully other

The current laws are not even enforced but the govt want to bring a 
new system in. Licenses cannot be renewed, people strugglin to get 
appointments for tesHng and the general lawless aVtude of the taxi 
industry being swept under the carpet are just a few things. Cops do 
not do their work in general and now more stuff are added. Koos

2020-10-20 
21:03:32 Gauteng Not fully other

The deviousness of the new regulaHons to include items previously 
excluded, such as etolls et al. Anthony

2020-10-20 
18:22:37 Gauteng Not fully other

I will not be forced to pay etolls when government officials inflated all 
costs with the tax payer to cover the burden? We can barely afford fuel 
and now they want 10's of thousands of Rands extra for etolls? 
AddiHonally its inflaHng our food costs due to their poor management 
and funding policies of road infrastructure. Where is all the money 
from the fuel levy going?  

Rather focus on enforcement and visibility on the road. Most people 
slow temporarily for a camera, but if an officer is in a car, everyone 
around them behaves. Ma]hew

2020-10-20 
10:12:44 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling fines on e-toll is nonsense. E-toll is a failed product of corrupt 
people Hanri 

2020-10-20 
08:14:08 Gauteng Not fully other

We did not ask for the ccorrupt etoll our hi-ways. This was forced on us 
by the money hungry ANC Derrick

2020-10-19 
20:33:48 Gauteng Not fully other

I feel it totally unfair that the gauteng residents have to pay for the e-
tolls. If they want to persist with them then WRITE OFF all outstanding 
amounts and make the costs more reasonable so that people will 
commit to paying for the tolls Lorraknr

2020-10-19 
18:39:33 Gauteng Not fully other People in possession of forged licenses must be prosecuted for fraud! Cynthia

2020-10-19 
17:17:03 Gauteng Not fully other

The high cost of prosecuHon and appeal to the country and the 
individual will cause that many incorrect fines and or prosecuHons can 
take place without the individual having any say. The daily occurrence  
seen  in the news of abuse of power as well as cases where officers are 
a]acked or killed  bring this to mind. 
The country requires more well trained officers as traffic and police 
officers to increase and improve everyone's safety. This country needs 
to insHl a feeling of safety first. This will lead to craziness on the roads 
diminishing as well as in real life. 
Criminals, like the poor, we will always have and therefore to treat all 
offenders as criminals is wrong. 
This is not how we will get death and maiming off the roads - that 
requires a mindchange which AARTO does not address. Nicolaas

2020-10-19 
15:14:15 Gauteng Not fully other

Its high Hme we had something like this. 
However, we have useless cops at the best of Hme. All that will happen 
is they will make more money from bribes.  
And just HOW is it going to be enforced on the taxis who will be out of 
points on the first morning?? It won't.  They will riot and blockade unHl 
the government reneges. They should have been brought under the 
cosh 20 years ago. Simon

2020-10-17 
18:35:16 Gauteng Not fully other

How do they criminalize not having a valid licence when one cannot 
book a licence renewal. 

Greg

2020-10-17 
16:47:20 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling of fines and outstanding e-toll fees are detrimental to the 
growth of the economy and even more so with the effect of Covid19 
on the economy. Cindy

2020-10-17 
07:39:10 Gauteng Not fully other

We the people never asked for the e-tolls and now the goverment 
wants to fine us if we do not pay.  Scrap the etolls. Louan
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2020-10-16 
16:45:32 Gauteng Not fully other

1. The proposed changes increase the already inefficient administraHve 
processes involved, especially those applicable to the exisHng 
AuthoriHes.  Currently, there has been a basic lack of compliance by 
the  AuthoriHes in terms of all forms of communicaHon. The most 
serious of which is that noHces of alleged offences are not being sent 
by registered  or cerHfied post. Counter-arguments and/or disputes 
lodged by alleged offenders are not acknowledged , nor do the 
authoriHes formally respond and/or provide reasons why counter-
arguments and/or disputes have been rejected.   
2.  There is an urgent need to decriminalize  the minor traffic offences 
that exist currently. the South Africa is one of the very few democraHc 
countries in the world the criminalizes  traffic violaHons, irrespecHve of 
the nature and extent of the violaHon. Currently, even a parking fine 
means that the offender is legally a criminal and unnecessarily suffers 
the prejudicial process that accompany such an infringement. 
3.  The AARTO Act was promulgated in 1998 with the sole aim of 
addressing bad (unsafe) behavior on our roads. AARTO should not be 
used as a vehicle to administer and/or regulate the penalHes for 
infringements to E-tolls and regular road toll systems.  Non-payment of 
e-tolls and other road tolls are are not prime facie evidence of bad/
unsafe driving pracHces, nor do they endanger other road users.  
Legally, all forms of toll roads have come into existence as the result of 
pre-exisHng legislaHon and/or regulaHons.  The applicable Acts, 
legislaHon and/or regulaHons should separately formulate the  
regulatory  and administraHve procedures applicable to E-tolls and 
regular road toll systems. AARTO should not be so grossly misused as 
to become a n all-encompassing debt-collecHng system. 

Herbert

2020-10-16 
14:20:18 Gauteng Not fully other

E tolls have failed from the start. If the government need to recoup the 
money perhaps they should rather consider forcing their corrupt 
colleagues to pay back their ill go]en gains. Law enforcement needs to 
concentrate more on dangerous driving, especially taxis. 

Jill

2020-10-16 
01:56:14 Gauteng Not fully other

I highly commend the increase of the point demerit, it shows the spirit 
of ubuntu and it allows vehicle owners more chances to improve on 
their driving skills or fix whatever problems they have with their cars so 
that they are road worthy. But let us not forget we are sHll a 
developing country and the majority of the ciHzens cannot afford to 
keep their cars road worthy or even afford insurance! 

However the increase of fines payable is nonsensical in the economy 
we're in, logically thinking; yes it would help drivers be more conscious 
when they drive, however, the public and myself is against the whole 
E-toll system and it is actually oppressive to its own ciHzens to demand 
that they pay for something they never agreed on. The government 
must remember that its the people that govern this country and not 
the government officials! Zamani

2020-10-15 
21:11:40 Gauteng Not fully other

E tolls should not be part of the ARRTO system  
Sandal is a separate organizaHon and the two should not be married  
E tolls should be scrapped to reduce the burden on motorists and the 
public at large Raheem

2020-10-15 
21:10:53 Gauteng Not fully other

There are many vehicles on the road that I would consider not 
roadworthy. In some other countries around the world, vehicles 
require a C.O.R cerHficate before being allowed to be re-licenced and 
on the road again. Simply paying fines and renewing the licence is not 
enough. Not only will this save tax payers money everyHme someone 
hits a light pole or barrier as a result of poor suspension components 
or brakes, but it will also help in reducing the amount of accidents on 
our roads. Every type of Driver (especially trucks/couriers etc) should 
be given a maximum amount of hours they are allowed to be on the 
road for example 12-15 hours a day etc. This will prevent drivers from 
falling asleep at the wheel causing loss or death to him/herself or 
others on the road. Kyle

2020-10-15 
17:34:27 Gauteng Not fully other

Non payment of ETolls is  not a driving infringement! So I cannot 
understand it's inclusion in the Aarto Traffic violaHon process as it is 
not  a violaHon of traffic laws!  t seems to me that the government will 
try extract monies from taxpayers come hell or high water!!!!! Patsy

2020-10-15 
17:24:50 Gauteng Not fully other e-tolls should not be part of this regulaHons Prince

2020-10-15 
16:56:56 Gauteng Not fully other

I don't think it is right to have to pay toll as we are already paying very 
heavy taxes.It is our democraHc right to have decent roads.We pay 
road tax on our petrol Helen 

2020-10-15 
16:46:45 Gauteng Not fully other

My main concern is the corrupt way in which taxi drivers get their 
licenses n the first place and have their vehicles cerHfied as roadworks. 

These regulaHons should be put in place for taxi drivers only who drive 
like wild animals with no regard for the lives of their passenger nor the 
rest of us who drive according to the law. 
Most of these taxi drivers probebly had their licensces paid for and 
go]en in unlawful ways anyway by either the taxi bosses or linked 
poliHcal officials. If you have proof to the contrary, please present it to 
be disputed JC

2020-10-14 
20:00:55 Gauteng Not fully other

These appear to be selecHve punishments.. Which could be 
administered  against a race or a denomgraphic group ie a racial bias Robyn 

2020-10-14 
17:56:18 Gauteng Not fully other we should not be penalised for not paying tolls ruth
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2020-10-14 
16:43:27 Gauteng Not fully other

1) e-tolls. 
Original toll roads had alternaHve routes indicated. And the money 
collected was/is for the maintenance of SA roads 
A % of the toll revenue  is paid to an overseas company or companies 
hence leaving SA.  Hence taxpaying CiHzens pay inflated prices so 
overseas companies may be paid. No-one knows the % of toll dues that 
leaves the country. 
I have no problem with paying my dues on SA built and maintained 
roads. 
2) e-toll fines 
Where is the precedent in a democraHc country for not being able to 
go to a court with legal representaHon to challenge a  fine. JOHN

2020-10-14 
10:17:12 Gauteng Not fully other

The etolls in Gauteng are not managed well and were enforced 
without out the public say. Keep the etolls out of the demerit system. 
It's more important to stop drivers going through  red robots and 
driving drunk. Etolls needs to be dealt with separately. Debra

2020-10-14 
10:16:18 Gauteng Not fully other

The traffic laws that are currently in place seems to only apply to those 
people who are not willing to pay bribes to law enforcement officials. 
We have no supporHng evidence that changes to exisHng laws and 
regulaHons will facilitate the efficient implementaHon thereof and 
address the corrupHon currently plaguing the system.  Lelani

2020-10-14 
10:03:29 Gauteng Not fully other

Enforcing the fines on only a porHon of the populaHon is the current 
status and will not change in the new system. The emphasis should be 
on fair and unbiased enforcement for all - yes the taxis as well. Making 
the generally law abiding ciHzens pay more to make up for the fact that 
the current  system cannot ensure that the fines of the taxi operators 
and drivers are being paid. Once again an extra burden on the ciHzen 
who tries upholding the law instead of enforcing the law for all and 
stamping out corrupHon. The emphasis is on the wrong part of society.  
This also applies to the e-toll system. A system that fro the start could 
not accommodate giving correct invoices and travel informaHon. Then 
a_er 7 days the "consumer" has to pay more because the e-toll system 
"was down" or was not set-up to provide this informaHon. Step one is 
to ensure that the system works well and caters for everyone's needs. 
The incorrect approach is to penalize and fine ciHzens who generally 
want to abide by the law but are living in a country where penalHes 
and fines are used to line the pockets of corrupt officials instead of the 
officials assisHng the ciHzens to be able to follow the law by ensuring 
the systems actually work as they where meant to. Judith

2020-10-14 
09:08:08 Gauteng Not fully other

When a taxi driver has accumelated demerit points not only should his 
licence be suspended, the taxi should be suspended, else the owner 
simply gets a new driver and the circle starts again. This way the owner 
will start employing responsible drivers. Alleta

2020-10-13 
19:11:29 Gauteng Not fully other

There should be no penalty for failure to pay e-tolls!  I object strongly 
to this proposal. 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. John

2020-10-13 
18:53:57 Gauteng Not fully other All of the above Ronald
2020-10-13 
16:44:35 Gauteng Not fully other The fines for failure to pay E-toll must be scrapped. AugusHnus
2020-10-13 
16:27:42 Gauteng Not fully other

E tolls on the roads around Joburg should be scrapped - not fines 
increased. David

2020-10-13 
12:47:12 Gauteng Not fully other

How this ingluence the already lawlessnes Taxi industry  that do as 
they please, stop where they want, use compuldory le_ or right turn 
lanes to overtake traffic, or will this only be aplicable to law abiding 
ciHcens? 

Francois

2020-10-13 
10:51:34 Gauteng Not fully other

1. The current system does not work, so how will increasing fines 
improve the mess? 
2. The system has not been planned and implemented according to 
consHtuHonal requirements, and is therefore illegal. 
3. Enforcement is not consistent, and will be aimed primarily at those 
who are more easily traceable, which is unconsHtuHonal. 
4. Presumed innocence before the law is not supported, which is 
unconsHtuHonal. 
5. SANRAL staff are not willing to demonstrate your obligaHon by 
providing proof of using the road for each transacHon, which is 
unconsHtuHonal. With the opHon of using false number plates, I 
cannot trust their allegaHon that I must pay for what is possibly 
another car's use of the road. Numerous queries, in wriHng and in 
person, were shrugged off by SANRAL. 
6. If exisHng laws were enforced, the roads would be safer. A more 
expensive system with more onerous administraHon is not the 
soluHon.  
7. If the whole South Africa could be locked down for six months to 
prevent a high COVID19 death rate, try showing the same level of 
concern over peak holiday season road fataliHes, then I might start to 
believe that your concern is aimed at safety, rather than increasing 
revenue. Lodewyk

2020-10-13 
09:53:08 Gauteng Not fully other

Paying of e-tolls should not be mandatory and the enHre e-toll system 
should be scrapped Rene

2020-10-13 
09:28:37 Gauteng Not fully other

How will the authoriHes be able to remove the corrupHon out of this 
Aarto system, because the fleet owner who operate honest and ethical 
will be suffer and penilised more than the dishonest operator who you 
need to control wil lie and wangle himself out of every of this demerit 
penilHes Thinus

2020-10-13 
08:10:19 Gauteng Not fully other

E-Tolls were constructed through or as conduit to enrich corrupt 
officials and poliHcians... therefore they should be scrapped... and  
should have nothing to do with road safety compliance... Hope

2020-10-13 
08:01:24 Gauteng Not fully other

I do think that bad driving should be controlled but imagine what the 
impact will be on the already rampant culture of bribery. Lieza
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2020-10-13 
04:42:36 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not agree with doubling of fines - exisHng fines are sufficient and 
just needs to be enforced correctly and to all road users. Also, e-toll 
should be scrapped. Tania

2020-10-12 
22:22:03 Gauteng Not fully other

I have no objecHon instead I welcome any Law Enforcement acHon 
with people that do not adhere to the law as LONG AS THE LAW 
APPLIES AND IS IMPLEMENTED TO ALL RACES AN DRIVERS.  WHO WILL 
BE STANDING AT THE ROBOT WHEN 3 TAXIS ONE AFTER THE OTHER 
SKIPS A RED ROBOT??????????????????????????????? 
WHO WILL BE CHECKING THAT ALL VEHICLES ON THE ROADS ARE 
ROADWORTHY?????? 
WHO WILL BE CHECKING THAT ALL DRIVERS OF VEHICLES  HAVE VALID 
DRIVERS LICENCES??????????? 
WILL THESE NEW RULES AND REGULATIONS,  LIKE ALL LAWS IN OUR 
COUNTRY,  BE ENFORCED ON ONE GROUP OF THE POPULAION OR 
WILL IT APPLY TO ALL CITISENS???? 
TO ME AS A DRIVER OF A VEHICLE, THIS IS A MAJOR CONCERN! ! ! !  

CONCERN 
CITISEN OF 
SOUTH 
AFRICA

2020-10-12 
22:21:50 Gauteng Not fully other

I have no objecHon instead I welcome any Law Enforcement acHon 
with people that do not adhere to the law as LONG AS THE LAW 
APPLIES AND IS IMPLEMENTED TO ALL RACES AN DRIVERS.  WHO WILL 
BE STANDING AT THE ROBOT WHEN 3 TAXIS ONE AFTER THE OTHER 
SKIPS A RED ROBOT??????????????????????????????? 
WHO WILL BE CHECKING THAT ALL VEHICLES ON THE ROADS ARE 
ROADWORTHY?????? 
WHO WILL BE CHECKING THAT ALL DRIVERS OF VEHICLES  HAVE VALID 
DRIVERS LICENCES??????????? 
WILL THESE NEW RULES AND REGULATIONS,  LIKE ALL LAWS IN OUR 
COUNTRY,  BE ENFORCED ON ONE GROUP OF THE POPULAION OR 
WILL IT APPLY TO ALL CITISENS???? 
TO ME AS A DRIVER OF A VEHICLE, THIS IS A MAJOR CONCERN! ! ! !  

CONCERN 
CITISEN OF 
SOUTH 
AFRICA

2020-10-12 
21:19:07 Gauteng Not fully other

1. "Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court." 
- This is not CONSTITUTIONAL to limit or take-away a person's rights to 
be able to go to court for the full liHgaHon route. 
  
2. "Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them." 
- E-toll has NOTHING to do with how a person drives or to do with 
speeding or any other traffic rule violaHon. 
- E-toll is a form of "TAXATION". 
- E-toll is NOT PART of the K53 road test to obtain a drivers licence. Saul

2020-10-12 
20:19:58 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling fines is going to cause even more corrupHon and bribery 
amongst the metro police. 
Making it a criminal offense to drive without a license is extreme. 

Raine

2020-10-12 
18:32:25 Gauteng Not fully other

I object to government imposing an e-toll system without consultaHon 
with the public. The issue around e-tolls in Gauteng have yet to be 
resolved.  

While I support a demerit system I object in the strongest terms to the 
demerit system being applied to non payment of e-tolls. 

WRT demerit system has no purpose if the law enforcement break the 
law them selfs on a daily basis and history / facts shows how 
corrupHble they are. In addiHon, they turn a blind eye DAILY when  
motorist ignore stopstreets so again, motorist will pay the price for 
power control officers that will inHmidate motorist. Chris

2020-10-12 
17:51:06 Gauteng Not fully other

I object to government imposing an e-toll system without consultaHon 
with the public. The issue around e-tolls in Gauteng have yet to be 
resolved. While I support a demerit system I object in the strongest 
terms to the demerit system being applied to non payment of e-tolls.

Glyndwr 
Marlon

2020-10-12 
17:51:03 Gauteng Not fully other

I object to government imposing an e-toll system without consultaHon 
with the public. The issue around e-tolls in Gauteng have yet to be 
resolved. While I support a demerit system I object in the strongest 
terms to the demerit system being applied to non payment of e-tolls.

Glyndwr 
Marlon

2020-10-12 
17:50:58 Gauteng Not fully other

I object to government imposing an e-toll system without consultaHon 
with the public. The issue around e-tolls in Gauteng have yet to be 
resolved. While I support a demerit system I object in the strongest 
terms to the demerit system being applied to non payment of e-tolls.

Glyndwr 
Marlon

2020-10-12 
17:50:28 Gauteng Not fully other

I object to government imposing an e-toll system without consultaHon 
with the public. The issue around e-tolls in Gauteng have yet to be 
resolved. While I support a demerit system I object in the strongest 
terms to the demerit system being applied to non payment of e-tolls.

Glyndwr 
Marlon

2020-10-12 
17:36:39 Gauteng Not fully other

I strongly disagree with the below points: 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. Michael

2020-10-12 
17:10:25 Gauteng Not fully other

The part of the e-tolling penalty is should not feature in the new 
AARTO regulaHons as it is at this stage a very controversial subject and 
could sHll be subject rescinding. Wim 
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2020-10-12 
15:23:36 Gauteng Not fully other

eTolls: Why is there amendments on eToll fines since they are going to 
be scrapped? 

Driving without license: I don't think they should criminalise driving 
without a license. Almost everyone learn how to drive before even 
geVng a learners license? 

NaHonal AARTO: Since it has been proven that traffic officers in 
Pretoria/Johannesburg metropolitans have targets of fines they have 
to dish out per day. To meet revenue targets of their metro. Going 
naHonally with AARTO will be more of a naHonal business model than 
reducing traffic offenses & maintaining law and order on our roads. Alpheus

2020-10-12 
14:12:39 Gauteng Not fully other Criminalizing people who forgot their licenses it’s just excessive. Legadima 

2020-10-12 
13:29:29 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not think increasing the fine amount is going to help, people don't 
pay them because they cannot afford them. Increasingly fines won't 
stop people from speeding. If traffic cops sat where the driver could 
see them or simply put up more permanent cameras on roads that are 
a high accident zone, you would have the desired effect. hiding behind 
bushes will not slow people down which is actually what speed 
trapping should be for. not to try get more money out of people. 

the etolls need to be removed completely. There should not be a fine 
for not paying them because they sHll don't even work properly and 
the cost per toll is sHll to high for people to accept. Fix this system 
before you start making more ways to annoy people with them. and if 
its free for Taxis to use. it can be free for everyone else as well... 

demerits on licenses should only be applied when breaking the law, 
not to force people topay for etolls. 

yes the demerit amount must be increased to 15 before licenses are 
taken away. 

There needs to be laws put in place for people who purchase vehicles 
and do not change ownership to their name. there needs to be a 
system in place that if someone sells a car and they have provided all 
needed paperwork for the new owner to transfer the vehicle and it is 
not done so within 30 days. the previously owner should be able to 
open a case using the car details and if the car is pulled over in a 
roadblock, they must be arrested for fraud as they are driving under 
someone else's name. 

there must also be a way to protect the previous owner from Hckets 
and etolls done under the new owners ownership.  

The licensing department needs to be made as an online process. 
everything else can be done online. this should be an online service as 
well. People do not have all day to spend at licensing departments with 
inefficient operaHons short staff. 

Thank you Cherisse

2020-10-12 
12:38:18 Gauteng Not fully other

It is unconsHtuHonal that a person is not allowed to appeal in the 
court, tribunals etc will require employing more people at an extra cost 
to government and also increase corrupHon. 
I do not agree with e-tolls at all and should be cancelled as there was 
no public meeHngs held with the residents of Johannesburg. 
If a person is stopped and they do not have their driving licence on 
them for whatever reason they should be given 24 hrs to take same to 
a police staHon.  In an event it should not be a criminal offence to drive 
without a license, many people in this country do not have licenses, 
the jails will be overflowing.  Maybe give them community service and 
perhaps government should set up free driving schools for the more 
disadvantaged people  as once they have a licence they may be able to 
find work. Ruth

2020-10-12 
12:20:40 Gauteng Not fully other I dont agree with the secHon on e-tolls!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Adele

2020-10-12 
11:54:35 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

E-toll has nothing to do with AARTO. This link should be deleted - at 
the very least unHl clarity to all processes and legislaHon on Etoll has 
been fully clarified and the government has adressed all concerns from 
public properly. It must address the concerns on mismanagement and 
corrupHon linked to this. Rudolf

2020-10-12 
11:53:21 Gauteng Not fully other

I refuse to accept the tollgate fines etc where the toll gates have not 
yet been authorised . The ones in operaHon where you STOP and pay 
are fine. The recent system built over the main highways are 
unacceptable and should never be implemented. LILIAN
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2020-10-12 
11:23:14 Gauteng Not fully other

I have strong convicHons that the following are not appropriate for the 
reasons expressed below each point: 

• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
In my view this is unconsHtuHonal and accepts the unfair principle, 
that the alleged offender is guilty unless proved not-guilty.    This may 
also be against the S.A.ConsHtuHon. 

• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable.  
I am against this unless and unHl most fines are collected from all 
offenders. At the moment government and quasi-governmental 
authoriHes are so inefficient, that they are incapable of administering 
this law properly and equitably.   
This is also unfair because it favors untraceable dishonest people and 
therefore discriminates against honest fair-minded traceable ciHzens .    
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them 
This is unfair because it favors untraceable dishonest people and 
therefore discriminates against honest fair-minded and traceable 
ciHzens .   

Mark

2020-10-12 
11:15:50 Gauteng Not fully other

imposing fines for failing to pay e-tolls, when e-tolls in urban areas 
should be scrapped, is totally unacceptable and will cause a massive 
outcry and civil protest. Roberto

2020-10-12 
10:52:44 Gauteng Not fully other

First have to sort out criminal element that enforces the law... this 
system cannot work for as long as their are corrupt cops... Sandy

2020-10-12 
10:13:29 Gauteng Not fully other

Again, it will be the law abiding ciHzens who will bear the burden of 
these changes. Those who infringe on these laws will protest, vandalise 
and ulHmately not pay their dues. Re: E-tolls, a failed system to start 
with. And again, I pay my taxes and levies on fuel. Why can these funds 
not cover Government's ineptness to manage roads effecHvely? Diane

2020-10-12 
10:00:35 Gauteng Not fully other

Please note that you cannot enforce a penalty system for ciHzens not 
being in possession of a valid drivers license when you do not give 
them a funcHonal system which enables them to renew their drivers 
licenses. The current system does not work properly and does not offer 
sufficient booking slots in order to renew your licenses. Venesia

2020-10-12 
09:26:00 Gauteng Not fully other

the cost for fines should not be doubled. 
e-toll has no place in the merit/demerit system or within the law, as it 
has never been included under any law. 
the merit system be managed by competent law enforcers, the training 
and quality of current law enforcers are suspect to say the least. anton

2020-10-12 
09:05:38 Gauteng Not fully other

Policing on the city's roads is non-existent.  Taxis have now inspired 
drivers in all vehicles to drive through red traffic lights.  It has become 
endemic in South Africa.  Every day I have watch numerous near 
accidents.  

e-Tolls are not working and should be scrapped immediately.  No more 
threats, effort and money to be put behind them.  Focus can rather be 
given to policing in the city instead and especially at traffic lights. Judith

2020-10-12 
08:59:31 Gauteng Not fully other

One point I do support is making it a criminal offence to drive without 
holding a VALID drivers license however for the majority I do have 
concerns - there is so much wrong in our country and as always it boils 
down to what the real moHve is for doing things along with how a new 
policy is implemented and then managed fairly. There is simply too 
much corrupHon present in all areas of naHonal and local government  
for me to trust that any changes are for pure reasons.  

Fix all the other criHcal areas of society first like crime, corrupHon, 
medical services before trying stuff like this. Dean

2020-10-12 
08:59:00 Gauteng Not fully other

I strongly object to the inclusion of “enforcement” of collecHon of e 
toll and other tolls through these regulaHons. These regulaHons are 
meant to make our roads safer. To mix e toll, which is a tax on road 
use, deligiHmsise the actual purpose of the regulaHons.  Do not pollute 
a good set of regulaHons and the amendments with a poliHcal 
controversy like the outrageous e toll debacle! Mark

2020-10-12 
08:51:38 Gauteng Not fully other

I WANT TO EMPHASIZE ON THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE 
ADMINISTRATION BODIES. THERE IS A VERY HIGH DOWNGRADE OF 
THE SERVICES & UPKEEP OF THE ROADS INFRASTRUCTURE. 
POTHHOLES TAKES MONTHS TO GET REPAIR & THE REPAIR IS 
SUBSTANDARD QUALITIY. THE SIGNAGE ARE MISLEADING OR NOT 
EXISTING. MOST OF THE SECONDARY ROADS ARE IN POOR 
CONDITION. NO ACTIONS ON THE TAXI DRIVERS, THEY STILL ARE THE 
KING OF THE ROADS ,  WE GO THRU' THE DRIVING LICENSE PROCESS 
BUT WHEN YOU SEE THE TAXIS ALWAYS STOPPING AT THE CRITICAL 
POINTS WHERE THE CHANCES OF ACCIDENTS ARE VERY HIGH AND 
THERE IS NO ACCOUNTABILITY RE THE REGULATIONS TO BE FOLLOWED 
FOR WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THE DRIVING LICENSE 
PROCESS.  WHY ALL THE ONUS IS ON THE TAX PAYERS AND THERE IS 
NO ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE ADMINISTRATION. 

ANONYMO
US

2020-10-12 
08:39:52 Gauteng Not fully other

I think we should fin another way of the criminalizaHon of driving 
without a license, Maybe we should get the ability to learn how to 
drive a school subject by using technology to teach and simulaHon and 
have access to tesHng less cheaper than it is now with all the 
corrupHon at tesHng staHons Mosotho

2020-10-12 
08:29:39 Gauteng Not fully other

I am not going to pay e-toll and do not want to pay fines for not paying 
my e-toll. 

It is my consHtuHonal right to elect if I want to go to court or not. P
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2020-10-12 
08:19:55 Gauteng Not fully other

The base problem with AARTO is this: The whole system is geared 
towards financial reward for the state, NOT making the roads safer. The 
current system of financial punishment for motorists is not enforceable 
since the taxi industry laughs it off - how will the new system be 
enforced? Placing a manned speed camera with someHmes TWO 
vehicles (and I have proof) and TWO traffic officials for a whole day to 
catch a few people going 70, isn't making the roads safer - it just brings 
in money for the state. It's a waste of manpower and resources. EaHng 
KFC all day siVng in the sun as opposed to actual patrolling, actual 
points duty, actual acHve law enforcement. So instead, the gov places 
speed traps at so_ targets with a reasonable recovery prospect 
(middle to upper class neighbourhoods) instead of actual work. The 
system is a joke, and the governments is NOT interested in fulfilling a 
mandate of road safety, they simply looking at fulfilling their coffers!  Eugene

2020-10-12 
08:19:00 Gauteng Not fully other

While I understand the need for more harsh consequences of not 
having a license, I would highlight: 

1. Most taxi drives do not have valid / authenHc drivers licenses, 
therefore the authenHcaHon of driver licenses needs to be improved 
such that they cannot be copied 

2. Recognise that most driver tesHng centres are significantly under 
resourced or mismanaged making it burdensome and challenging to 
obtain a license in the first place. Driving testers also asking for bribes 
and/or failing people conHnually unHl a bribe is offered 

3. Giving foreigners significant Hme and simplifying procedures to 
convert and/or obtain an SA license. Nicolas 

2020-10-12 
08:11:20 Gauteng Not fully other

The doubling of fines and fines for e tolls is going to further the debt 
burden of the average south african. E tolls are a corrupt system 
implemented by government without proper consultaHon with the 
public. Also fines are never sent via registered mail as our post office is 
non funcHoning. Government should rather focus on tools to 
implement the policing processes in place currently. They should scrap 
e tolls as it is a white elephant that will just conHnue to collect debt. Michelle

2020-10-12 
07:52:06 Gauteng Not fully other gavin
2020-10-12 
07:41:16 Gauteng Not fully other E toll Tyra

2020-10-12 
07:40:04 Gauteng Not fully other

Im Against the below 2 items  
Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court  
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll Peter

2020-10-12 
07:25:01 Gauteng Not fully other

Many of these regulaHons simply provide for further inHmidaHon, 
bribery and corrupHon by traffic officials. Drunken drivers are a huge 
problem on our roads as are overloaded taxis. These issues should be 
addressed first.  Removing any rights to be tried in a court of law is an 
infringement on personal rights and a double demerit, which includes 
a fine as well as demerit  points is ridiculous and unfair. It should be 
either a fine or demerits. This should be carefully approached. One 
punishment is sufficient. Officers should certainly be trained properly 
and be considerate enough to issue a warning first, rather than 
jumping to the bribe or penalty. Minor  unintenHonal  infringements 
should rather be addressed and an a]empt made to make the driver 
aware of said infringement and promote be]er awareness of 
unintenHonal errors in the hopes of improving driving by all persons or 
the road. However, SA drivers are not currently able to deal with bulk, 
and o_en unfair regulaHons, and theses, whist some are necessary, 
should be implemented with compassion, consideraHon, and at a 
slower pace. ImplemenHng all at once will lead to confusion and many 
opportuniHes for bribery and corrupHon. Carol

2020-10-12 
06:57:13 Gauteng Not fully other

The only thing in this whole thing that I support is criminalizing people 
driving that does not have a driver's license. 

And the etols must be dismantled Francis

2020-10-12 
06:55:12 Gauteng Not fully other

1. No consideraHon are made for people that travels as part of their 
daily living. I travel 5000+ Km every month and will be treated the 
same as a person traveling less than 1000+ Km 
2. I protest and will keep on  protesHng against a illegal etol system in 
Gauteng.  Scrap this. 
3. Upgrade  the  road idenHficaHon markings before you can even think 
about AARTO 
4. The system is focused on speed prosecuHon and  nothing is done 
about driver aVtude. and this include taxis. Ignoring stop signs,  
passing  on solid lines,  stopping at any place  on  and next to the road. 
Look at the accidents over the last 2 months regarding Taxis and Heavy 
vehicles  before  another dilapidated system is forced  onto the  
minority law abiding vehicle owners.   
FOCUS ON THE CORRECT ISSUES! 

Albertus
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2020-10-12 
06:51:12 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
 - implemenHng a demerit system and doubling the penalHes should 
not be allowed. The current penalHes plus a demerit system should be 
adequate to incenHvise the public to do the right thing. Doubling of 
penalHes is purely a way of increasing revenue on an already burdened 
public and will not only lead to an increase in bribery but also 
corrupHon. PenalHes should not be seen as form of revenue 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
 - eTolls should not form part of the Traffic Act as this forms part of of 
naHonal government infrastructure projects. Mixing these charges with 
the Traffic Act is a form of government trying to enforce a project that 
did not receive public approval and supports a form of corrupHon as 
revenue from eTolling is largely falling into private coffers. Using our 
legal framework and legislaHon to enforce this is unconsHtuHonal  

 Naj

2020-10-12 
06:50:57 Gauteng Not fully other

I don’t agree with etolls being enforced. The government should carry 
etoll costs.  

I am also concerned that these penalHes will not be enforced fairly and 
consistently across all ciHzens. I already feel as though I am one of the 
few who pays my fines. I desperately want safer roads and would love 
if the current road safety laws are followed and enforced fairly. 
CorrupHon needs to be addressed! Lize

2020-10-12 
03:16:08 Gauteng Not fully other

My only problem is "• Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver 
does not possess a driving licence."  This can only be a criminal offence 
if the online NaTIS system  is working. I've now been trying for months 
to make an appointment to renew my licence , and there are never 
spots available  in either Waltloo, Centurion or  Akasia.  Please ensure 
the people who are law abiding can renew the drivers licences more 
efficiently. 

Carien

2020-10-11 
21:15:42 Gauteng Not fully other

Fines for  non payment of eToll accounts. I object to eTolls in the 
strongest terms! This is a government scam which we did not request 
nor vote for. Jacques 

2020-10-11 
21:15:21 Gauteng Not fully other

Good Day 

The proposed regulaHons have some posiHve and negaHve aspects. 
On  the negaHves: 
1. Adding administraHve processes to appeal will lengthen the process 
and invariably cause delays and unfair decisions due to the proven 
ineffecHveness of government admin. 
2. Doubling fines has  seemingly  li]le causaHon, this acHon would 
make sense if the use of said funds could be well a]ributed to 
infrastructure maintenance - but it is not hence the only moHvaHon I 
see is to cover deficits in budget due to lost revenues that have been 
misappropriated. 

Regards 
Chad Chad

2020-10-11 
19:40:03 Gauteng Not fully other

My main concern is the "e-toll" debacle. 
How can they penalize us on a system so flawed,  useless and clearly 
not working. 
 Neil

2020-10-11 
19:21:52 Gauteng Not fully other

Once again thisis a thinly disguised effort to force eTolls upon the 
ciHzens. 
WE WON’T PAY ETOLLS!!!!! Cheryll

2020-10-11 
19:10:38 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not support E-toll because in is with my experience  a thoroughly 
dishonest company and to get demerit point for not paying e-toll  goes 
against my believes. GISELA

2020-10-11 
17:14:52 Gauteng Not fully other

The mixing of E-Tolls with enforcement of traffic rules.   The legality of 
the Gauteng E-Tolls is sHll in dispute, and the issue of not paying is a 
contractural objecHon, not a failure of not obeying the rules of the 
road. 

Also a demit system is open to further bribery and abuse.  The starHng 
point is to enforce the current rules.  Changing the system will not 
generate complience.  We need to see acHve policing an enforcement 
of all rules (Moving violaHons such as failure to stop at traffic lights, 
stop signs is the start.  Overtaking on a solid line or driving on the 
wrong side of the road to follow) before changing to AARTO..  

G
2020-10-11 
14:14:41 Gauteng Not fully other Removing an aleged offender's right to court acHon. Tersia 

2020-10-11 
11:54:31 Gauteng Not fully other

These measures are again  directed at the law abiding persons with a 
fixed and traceable address.    The government has been unable to 
resolve their e-tjol   mistakes and will conHnue making the same 
mistakes.  They insist on applying the user pay principle for e-tjol, but 
not when it comes to free housing water and electricity and other 
services JOHAN H

2020-10-11 
11:14:37 Gauteng Not fully other

Etolls - need to be scrapped totally. As a South African taxpayer I have 
already paid for these roads. A) through taxes and B) through fuel 
levies. Anna

2020-10-11 
09:13:21 Gauteng Not fully other

Whatever laws are proposed, they'll be unfair because the 
enforcement of them will always be biased in favour of taxis. They 
have a reckless disregard for any laws affecHng them. 
The enforcement will always IGNORE them to the disadvantage of 
other road users. 
Driving in the face of oncoming traffic on the wrong side of the road, 
will soon become the norm for drivers of these minibus taxis! Pravin 
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2020-10-11 
07:45:51 Gauteng Not fully other

E tolls are ridiculous and very expensive. Most road users have refused 
to pay them because of the cost and the fact that they were forced 
upon us with no agreement from the road users. And taxis are exempt! 
Why? Louise 

2020-10-11 
06:56:04 Gauteng Not fully other

I genuinely feel that etolls are completely illegal and I am outraged that 
we will be forced to pay etolls on top of already being taxed for road 
maintenance. It's outright the_! Kate

2020-10-11 
06:42:36 Gauteng Not fully other

You can have the best system in the world but if you do not educate 
the enforcers of this system and root out the corrupHon that will 
follow you are fighHng a losing ba]le. Get the right people for the job, 
qualificaHon wise and make sure that they are educated. Erich

2020-10-11 
06:38:26 Gauteng Not fully other

I don't think E toll non payment should be part of traffic law 
enforcement. E tolls are about revenue generaHon, not about how one 
drives. The quesHon be whether was obeying or violaHng traffic when 
he passed under e tolls. lebohang

2020-10-11 
06:32:10 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling of fines is excessive..  CPI annual increases sufficient.. make 
bribing and corrupHon impossible.. 

Wri]en submissions against unfair fines probably good and save 
everyone Hme and effort,  however  if strong views access to a court 
system must remain relaHvely easy. 

De merits - as long as awarded justly are good. But must affect 
individuals driving licenses - NEVER vehicle license. 

Any acHon making licensing of vehicles difficult is a mistake and as 
usual is only really effecHng the law abiding people.  Do not discourage 
vehicle licensing. 

E toll fees a purely Gauteng , and Gauteng caused problem. Should 
never be allowed to  leverage any licensing or driving rights. 
All collecHons should be a direct  operaHon between E toll and the 
drivers concerned, 
Simplicity would be to put in place  a  free limit (or maybe an annual 
fee) for infrequent users. 
All out of province users should get free usage as by NaHonal road 
design  most routes to and from the north are routed through Jhb and 
Pretoria. 
Recomend to get normally law abiding ciHzens to support they also 
need to make an acceptable deal on outstandings - which are 
extremely in accurate anyway and offer an easy and palatable soluHon 
going forward. 

Tim

2020-10-11 
02:08:23 Gauteng Not fully other

E-tolls is a massive burden for  many motorists!! It will exclude most sa 
drivers 
We pay car LICENCE and it goes up each year as well. The authoriHes 
simply want to steal from the public. Derek Silva

2020-10-11 
01:57:39 Gauteng Not fully other

E-tolls is a massive burden for  many motorists!! It will exclude most sa 
drivers 
We pay car LICENCE and it goes up each year as well. The authoriHes 
simply want to steal from the public. Derek Silva

2020-10-11 
01:57:31 Gauteng Not fully other

E-tolls is a massive burden for  many motorists!! It will exclude most sa 
drivers 
We pay car LICENCE and it goes up each year as well. The authoriHes 
simply want to steal from the public. Derek Silva

2020-10-10 
20:46:16 Gauteng Not fully other

There’s no space to object to more that one category.  Be that as it 
may, we were not consulted When e-toll infrastructure was build . We 
therefore can’t be arrested for not paying e-tolls . We simply can’t 
afford them as we can hardly make ends meet. The monies that are 
embezzled by some government officials should go towards sustaining 
the tolls and not take from the unhappy  people . Not supported! Fikile

2020-10-10 
20:29:21 Gauteng Not fully other

1. By not being able to go to court and/or to be tried in court you are 
taking my rights away to present my case. 
2.  To be added: making it a criminal offence driving under influence of 
alcohol.  But the level of intoxicaHon must be determined, as certain 
medicine can also indicate alcohol in the body. If proofed that this is 
the case, then the offence falls away.  Again bringing you back you 
have to proof it yourself in a court. 

Dirk

2020-10-10 
20:04:12 Gauteng Not fully other

1. The removal of an individual's right to defend themselves in court is 
a definite NO. This will inevitably lead to bribes being paid to or being 
coerced into contribuHng to Traffic Officials personal benefit fund or 
face a heavy fine for a minor and I mean minor infringement. Will all 
the Taxi drivers and all visibly un-roadworthy vehicle drivers be exempt 
from this process??? 
2. The demerit system and suspension of a drivers license or operator 
card won't mean a thing to our "LAW ABIDING" Taxi drivers, owners 
and all other drivers whom are lucky enough to be the only road user 
on earth. They are a law unto themselves and have no fear of Traffic 
Officials as demonstrated on a daily basis. Good luck with this one. 
3. Doubling of outstanding fines for legiHmate traffic infringements, I 
have no problem with this. Pay up and become one of the other "LAW 
ABIDING" drivers who also inhabit the Planet. 
4. Being one of the minority e-toll payers, I am opposed to the e-toll 
system as not all road users throughout the Country are part of the 
system as well as the sneaky way it was forced on the Gauteng 
motorist accompanied by failure to disclose the beneficiaries/
shareholders.   
5. Criminal offence - no problem as long as it does not include 
forgeVng your Valid Drivers License at home by mistake. 
6. MisinformaHon - Enough said. Greg

2020-10-10 
19:37:08 Gauteng Not fully other

eTolls must go! Enough money is collected fromm the petrol tax!!! 
This is just another way to make easy money while the public suffer! Rene]e
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2020-10-10 
16:16:54 Gauteng Not fully other E toll charges illegal. Lenie

2020-10-10 
14:51:48 Gauteng Not fully other

The fact that they want to legalize an illegal e-toll system and fining an 
individual for exercising their right in not to pay e-toll. 

Shaun

2020-10-10 
14:15:25 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling fines?!!! As usual aiming to exclude as many drivers from 
using the road 
This e-toll is just burdening the already heavy burdened tax payer. Derek Silva 

2020-10-10 
14:15:24 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling fines?!!! As usual aiming to exclude as many drivers from 
using the road 
This e-toll is just burdening the already heavy burdened tax payer. Derek Silva 

2020-10-10 
14:09:29 Gauteng Not fully other

Doubling fines?!!! As usual aiming to exclude as many drivers from 
using the road 
This e-toll is just burdening the already heavy burdened tax payer. Derek Silva 

2020-10-10 
13:31:46 Gauteng Not fully other

1. You should issue fines in proporHon to income. Regardless of 
doubling fines, R 500 for speeding, say, hurts someone earning R 4000 
per month much more than it hurts someone earning R 40 000 per 
month. It must be percent of take home pay.  

2. Fines should only be issued for infracHons which actually endanger 
lives, e.g. speeding or unsafe following distance. These old apartheid 
road laws do not all make sense. For example , crossing a white line 
when it is perfectly safe to do so. The guys who paint the roads are not 
drivers and do not know how long it takes to accelerate to a certain 
point or overtake. Similarly, people ignore yield signs but are not 
penalised for doing that. Another example is turning le_ when the 
robots are red. Why should we not do this if it is clear? The rules could 
use some revision or clarificaHon or simplificaHon.  

3. The more red tape you make the harder it will be to process things. 
Unless we have a digital way to check our demerit points you are 
wasHng our Hme. Make an app first please linked to eNaHs. 

4.  If you really want to get things sorted out, make roadworthy tests 
annual as part of the license disk.  

5. Unsafe following distance and jumping red lights e.g. turning right or 
going straight against a red light is much more dangerous than 
anything else. These must carry very heavy penalHes like 
impoundment or R 10 000 or similar. 

6. Install governor technologies in cars or implement an e-NaHs app 
which tracks your driving style and automaHcally rewards you or 
demerits you. E.g. the insurance companies currently do this. So you 
could offer drivers a reward for installing the app and driving well - e.g. 
if they drive well for a year they don't have to pay their license. This 
can be trackked by an app. 

Please  modernise. Paper is dead. This

2020-10-10 
10:59:20 Gauteng Not fully other

The collecHon of Toll through this process. I will always refuse to fund 
the state capture programs by poliHcal means. It is rejected 

That the right to defend is watered down. More stringent methods 
must be imposed. The South African society has become non-
compliant because we only have rights. We must also shoulder the 
burden of responsibility by complying with reasonable laws. If the 
method of jusHce is streamlined we will all become more compliant. 

The administraHve burden. Herman

2020-10-10 
10:48:35 Gauteng Not fully other

I agree with the overall AARTO regulaHons except the inclusion of e-
tolls and other tolls. Tolls are collected on a commercial basis through 
for profit organisaHons. Any non-payment should not be conflated 
with traffic violaHons. Gert

2020-10-10 
09:38:14 Gauteng Not fully other

Why are you doubling fines on etolls because gauteng government is 
not clear about way forward regarding etolls? Skhona 

2020-10-10 
09:21:26 Gauteng Not fully other

It's not a fair system. 
It's Hme to scrap the unsuccessful and defunct EToll system. 
Corrupt traffic officials is an ongoing concern.  
Taxis are a law unto themselves.  
#Fedup Hazel

2020-10-10 
09:05:58 Gauteng Not fully other

I am quite happy for either me or those contravening traffic regulaHons 
to me penalised for the infringement and dealt with accordingly. 
However, I do not agree that the demerit system should be linked to 
the payment of E'toll fees. 
These I do think should be dealt with separately. 
I believe that a more equitable method would be to increase the price 
of fuel/diesel which would mean that those dong a huge amount of 
travel would pay more than those , like myself being reHred and doing 
very li]le trave, would pay less. 
It would resolve this long ongoing issue regards E'tolls. 

David

2020-10-10 
08:54:20 Gauteng Not fully other

I agree that driving without a license should be a criminal offense but 
then the system of geVng it and renewing it must be reasonable and 
reliable. however, not being able to defend myself in court, double the 
exisHng fines which are already exorbitant and sHll having to pay e-tolls 
which should have been made illegal long ago because it was forced 
upon the people of a democraHc country are unacceptable. 

we are overburdened with fines and tax in RSA!!! Zakariyya
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2020-10-10 
08:49:52 Gauteng Not fully other

The only law they enforce mostly is the speeding because its easy and 
a machine does that for them. All the other laws being broken is too 
much effort enforcing and they're being broken daily,even 
unroadworthy vehicles are being le_ unapprehended...but if they keep 
on focusing on speedfines and speedlaws,apprehending speed 
offenders and taking them off the road by demeriHng their 
points,sooner than later they will realise that they don't have a "fine 
income" anymore and then they'll have to start doing their jobs more 
properly to cover all traffic infringements to recover their "fine 
income" and concentraHng more on unroadworthy vehicles might 
solve more traffic incidents... Jo

2020-10-10 
08:24:45 Gauteng Not fully other

Should license be suspended there isn't safe public transport to use. 
That corrupHon will conHnue nullifying any a]empts to curb reckless 
and fatal driving habits. That's licenses will be held as ransom. That the 
system will not improve driver behavior but replace the current money 
making system we already have in place. Lee-Ann

2020-10-10 
07:53:18 Gauteng Not fully other

I find it very stupid to implement points deducHons for the etoll system 
when no public approval was in favour for it. etoll should be scrapped. 
why now force the issue even more for people to accept it. there was 
no consultaHon before for it, now they want public consultaHon for 
prosecuHon of not paying for it. I object to this Leon 

2020-10-10 
07:48:30 Gauteng Not fully other

We can't even afford the currently lifestyle how do you want to double 
infringements etc. Not thar i have but I have etolls outstanding for 
years that did not correspond the Hme between the etolls. I  am not 
going to pay for that.   I even can not even pay that amount and now 
you will double that OR have somehing else in place to jeopordice  us.  

Joey

2020-10-10 
07:18:09 Gauteng Not fully other

To double the exisHng fines outstanding is just extorHon. The exisHng 
rates of fines is already unaffordable hence the public do not bother 
paying. The city makes enough money from road related taxes and the 
metropolitan police shouldn't seek to "catch unsuspecHng moterists 
out" at any given opportunity. Clamp down rather on unroadworthy 
vehicles like taxis and unlicensed drivers causing chaos on our roads. Muhammad

2020-10-10 
07:14:26 Gauteng Not fully other

E toll should be scrapped. The people never agreed to the system. The 
amounts paid so far show the lack of support. Sharon

2020-10-10 
06:14:25 Gauteng Not fully other

Fining people for not paying e-tolls is forcing them to buy into a system 
that has failed in Gauteng. The e-tolling system needs to be scrapped 
as it was not properly implemented in this region. It is unacceptable 
for Government to enforce penalHes related to this system. Caryn

2020-10-10 
06:03:14 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not agree with the etoll to go against you licence it has nothing to 
do with my licence as it is a get rich fast mony scam. All so if a driver of 
a company drivres rekless it is his responsibility not the company. Donavan

2020-10-09 
23:18:42 Gauteng Not fully other

This demerit system won't work because there is too much corrupHon 
and a lot of people will get away with via corrupHon. The Etoll system 
must be scrapped we already pay enough rates and taxes and fuel 
levies for the maintenance of our roads Cecilia 

2020-10-09 
20:23:28 Gauteng Not fully other

There is already limited or no enforcement of current rules and 
regulaHons, with the addiHonal acceptance of bribes when an offence 
does occur. UnHl everyone is held accountable  for their acHons I dont 
see the benefit of the new amendments. Angelique

2020-10-09 
18:43:54 Gauteng Not fully other

The e toll system and penalHes thereto. Doubling the fine structure. 
Only 12 demerits needs to be 15. System needs to be applied to taxi 
drivers as well.. Nothing specific in regard to driving under the 
influence. 

Hans
2020-10-09 
18:29:59 Gauteng Not fully other

It is not necessary to double the fines. Just enforce the infracHons and 
you will make more than enough money. Allan

2020-10-09 
17:30:20 Gauteng Not fully other

I do not agree at all with the doubling of penalHes (fines) which are 
currently payable and for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads. Kamlesh

Western Cape 71

2020-11-26 
09:28:11 Western Cape Not fully other

Taking off points for a broken light etc. is ridiculous, and impracHcal to 
implement  as it will clog the system and  take up too much Hme in 
processing: Instead, have a yearly roadworthy test linked to re-
licencing vehicles. This will help solve the poor state of taxis and 
provide safer transportaHon for many people.  
Infringement Penalty Levy charged in addiHon to the fine amount on 
every infringement noHce issued: This is just another gravy-train 
maneuver - STOP CORRUPTION INSTEAD! 
Quiet implementaHon of a mulH-billion Rand stealth tax - see above 
comment.  
The removal of the requirement to have detailed informaHon to 
appear on infringement noHces - this opens up the process to 
corrupHon, because vagueness can be used to hide illegiHmate fines - 
made up to make money. 
People have a right to know how they infringed in a detailed manner – 
that’s now done away with. It says people have a right to the swi_ 
administraHon of jusHce – the 60 day period disregards this.  
These regulaHons are geared towards generaHng revenue - STOP 
CORRUPTION INSTEAD and take the money from the thieves running 
the country, instead of people struggling to make a living = most of the 
country. 
More interested in generaHng money than helping motorists drive 
safely: we are just another source of feeding the greed inherent in 
poliHcs.  
FOCUS ON SAFE MOTORING NOT ROBBING THE COUNTRY EVEN  
FURTHER! Richard

2020-11-10 
16:27:48 Western Cape Not fully other Cher
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2020-11-03 
18:54:38 Western Cape Not fully other

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

You are already mismanaging money you get...Doubling ReallY...that is 
ridiculous! 

Start pulling Taxi's off to write your fine. and you will be at your budget 
in no Hme! Elzanne

2020-11-03 
14:28:22 Western Cape Not fully other

I am against the following. 

Removing the right to be tried in court : 
This is contrary to the SA consHtuHon and one's democraHc right to 
defend one's self; 
The suggested approach/policy may further facilitate corrupHon in the 
system and could be more costly in the end; But 
I am in agreement with the current system whereby one may submit a 
representaHon a_er receiving a related noHficaHon and/or summons 
for an apparent offence prior to the intended court hearing. 

Doubling penalHes (fines) ......curently payable: 
This is too haphazard. The PenalHes schedule should be visited 
annually, before budget, and allocated in accordance with 
predetermined analysis , by for example the CSIR recommendaHons , 
pronouncing the severity of the penalty in accordance with the 
severity of the potenHal offence ; (collision  staHsHcs reveal the cost to 
the tax payer and the RTMS).  
For example - Overtaking in the face of oncoming traffic is a more 
serious offence than marginally exceeding the speed limit and should 
be allocated and possibly increased accordingly. (There is and always 
has been an over emphasis in the role that speed plays as the cause of 
collisions).  

ADDITONAL COMMENT : 
The Provincial Traffic Officer shown in the picture adjoining the "have 
your say on the AARTO regulaHons" SHOULD be wearing white 
gloves ?? 

Too much Hme, money  and effort is spent on Law Enforcement in an 
a]empt to address the unsaHsfactory road traffic management system 
as apposed to educaHon of road users and potenHal road users. 
EducaHon is a long term soluHon and accordingly more cost effecHve 
to the countries economy. 

Paul

2020-10-30 
14:39:48 Western Cape Not fully other

I read from the Automobile ass that the Gov was also under the traffic 
law wanHng to place a R100 fee for every traffic Hcket to cover costs 
which would be payable even if your offence was withdrawn or not 
your vehicle etc ??????? 
Do you know anything about this as I totally disagree with this as the 
fine should cover all cost George

2020-10-30 
13:31:17 Western Cape Not fully other

Doubling of fines is a money making scam. 
They must rather concentrate on making taxis roadworthy, that they 
do not drive recklessly, that the drivers have licenses and that inferior 
products are not used as in brakes and Hres.  I speak from having 
experienced this with my gardener who is lying in hospital fighHng for 
his life because of the taxi drivers negligence.  I will keep shouHng for 
jusHce for Andrew, his name is Andrew Banda, unHl someone hears 
me.   
HIS LIFE MATTERS TOO Michelle

2020-10-30 
08:03:37 Western Cape Not fully other

There are too much fraudulant fines issued. My right to query or 
appeal cannot be waivered. Magda

2020-10-29 
07:48:00 Western Cape Not fully other

The condiHon and substance of our roads in SA must first be 
substanHally improved before I can agree with these regulaHons. 
Numbers of vehicles on our roads have trebled since 1994, yet we are 
sHll forced to risk our lives when increased overtaking occurs. Double 
highways (two lanes in both direcHons)  between ciHes must be 
constructed as a minimum requirement, using money from the tax on 
fuel sales just as it was intended. Malcolm

2020-10-29 
07:17:49 Western Cape Not fully other

I do not agree with the removement of an alleged infringer's right to 
take the ma]er to court. It will definately clash with the bill of rights. 
The rest I agree with. Riaan

2020-10-28 
18:00:26 Western Cape Not fully other

The idea makes sense, but ONLY if a, guarantee can bexgiven that ALL 
drivers will be treated the same - this MUST include minibus taxi 
drivers, and those others that blatantly disregard some of the most 
basic traffic regulaHons. If only cetain drivers are going to be targeted 
like currently happening, it will only create more bribery and 
corrupHon Ma]hys 

2020-10-28 
10:58:48 Western Cape Not fully other LAWLESS TAXI's Joe

2020-10-28 
10:22:03 Western Cape Not fully other

The toll road system should not be part of AARTO.  Their 
administraHon is a mess and is incorrect.  You cannot the accounts 
correct and to then fine people for something that is incorrect is simply 
wrong!   The enHre toll road and e-tolls system is fraught with 
corrupHon that we are expected to pay for!  Sort the corrupHon out 
first and get the bribe money back. 

The tribunal appeal process is also unreasonable and is designed to 
discourage appeals so that people simply pay because it is easier.  All 
money making and does not enhance road safety. Jeff

2020-10-27 
19:44:47 Western Cape Not fully other J

2020-10-26 
16:35:53 Western Cape Not fully other

I don't agree with doubling of certain fines. People are under 
tremendous financial strain and this is a most unwelcome strategy and 
response from the AARTO regulaHons. I strongly disagree. Micahel
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2020-10-26 
08:38:16 Western Cape Not fully other

Aarto must not be used to gather funds for the fiscus which it seems to 
be doing. This will result in corrupHon and again misappropriaHon of 
funds. The fines on the tolls also paves the way for Sanral to bulldoze 
more toll roads onto all major routes without any objecHons. Fritz

2020-10-24 
12:37:50 Western Cape Not fully other

More than 5 years ago I submi]ed to Government suggesHons to 
install safety belts in busses, taxis and trains. To date no 
implementaHon. So Government is not serious about saving lives . Ma]hys

2020-10-24 
10:16:11 Western Cape Not fully other Lindsaye

2020-10-22 
06:22:47 Western Cape Not fully other

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable - doubling 
anything during these difficult Hmes is unrealisHc. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them - do away with e-tolling 
already, just another burden on ciHzens. 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence - unacceptable and ridiculous suggesHon as there could 
be many varied and just reasons for a driver to not have their licence 
on their person.  Erica

2020-10-18 
12:30:59 Western Cape Not fully other

Road safety should be the primary concern. E-Toll non-payment 
porHons should be scrapped. Appeals process will sHll incur costs even 
when innocent. AJ

2020-10-15 
22:24:33 Western Cape Not fully other E-toll Ma]hys
2020-10-15 
16:43:12 Western Cape Not fully other J
2020-10-14 
21:06:37 Western Cape Not fully other

The E-tolls should be scrapped and outstanding bills nullified, the 
people have spoken and said they dont agree nor want this system Ian

2020-10-14 
17:35:21 Western Cape Not fully other

South Africa is great at making rules and regulaHons but the policing 
and enforcing of those rules and regulaHons is hopelessly inadequate.  
So no ma]er how "wonderful" the legislaHon is, it most likely won't be 
enforced and will therefore be useless.  Rather enforce the present 
legislaHon........... Maureen

2020-10-14 
13:21:54 Western Cape Not fully other

Doubling the fines will cause more people to spent Hme in jail, or 
having to take out loans to repay with interest which will put even 
more burden on the person.  South Africans do not earn good salaries, 
Hmes are geVng worse economically for everybody.  We are paying 
more taxes than most other countries already, the government must 
start realizing that they are taxing the people to bankruptcy, adding to 
that the government will and are busy taxing themselves into 
exHncHon, pre]y soon tax income will start to fall due the falling 
economy adding these kinds of incenHves to make up for those losses 
are not the answer.  

It would be best to upgrade license qualificaHons, that is responsible 
and will create long term safety for everybody which should be the 
ulHmate goal, raising fines do make be]er drivers. Walter

2020-10-14 
13:12:56 Western Cape Not fully other

Can't believe it !! The system was from the beginning something that 
did not work. Would like to see if this decision is sHll well thought out. 
What are they trying to do now? Another thing that is going to be 
inflated in their face. The traffic department and personnel should first 
apply the current rules to the biggest scapegoats, which are the taxis. 
They break the road rules, and are the cause most death toll on the 
roads. Anna

2020-10-14 
10:49:12 Western Cape Not fully other

I only agree with the fact that no one without a license can drive. If you 
do not have a license, you may not be permi]ed to drive. I do not 
agree with anything else you want to implement. Courts won`t be able 
to handle the workload and you are criminalizing ordinary ciHzens. 
Keep the system as is. Marcelle

2020-10-14 
10:17:48 Western Cape Not fully other

Once again, as with everything else, you guys show us how li]le you 
know about effecHve governance!  At ever turn, the only plan you have 
is to criminalize and vicHmize the ciHzens of this beauHful country!  
Why do you treat us like this?  You wild the law as a weapon against us, 
why?  Why is fear your ONLY alternaHve?  And how dare you label it as 
"JusHce"! 

1. Doubling the value the fine only further serves to further cripple 
people financially at a Hme when money is be]er spent on food and 
basic needs to live.  The SA govt did this with their dumb lock down 
regulaHons!  Where do you expect people to find the money to pay 
these fines?   

2. I am in a posiHon where I have not been able to get my license over 
the last 2 years because I have a fine in gauteng apparently that I need 
to pay.  I live in the western cape and haven't been to Jhb for 10 years!  
I have no fines as far as I know but the system won't issue my new 
drivers card unHl I pay R1600 but the system can't tell me what it's for.  
I have to phone jhb to get details which I have done over and over and 
over again but there's no one on the other end to pick up the phone!  
This has been going on for two years and in the mean Hme I have to pa 
the penalHes for not having my license!  Now you wanna lock me up 
and label me criminal and lock me up, rinse me through the legal 
system because YOUR systems and staff don't do what they are 
employed and designed to do!  If I can't drive then I can't eat, simple 
as that!    Further more, adding this to someone's criminal record also 
hinders them in finding employment.   

How many people are you planning on oppressing with your dumb 
laws!   Show us for once that you actually have a plan, arresHng people 
isn't the answer!  Criminal records help no one!   

I DO NOT AGREE TO THESE CHANGES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Angelos 
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2020-10-13 
16:29:52 Western Cape Not fully other

I have recently received a penalty noHce for speeding, although the 
vehicle was not mine and I was not the driver.  I have now received  an 
amendment and the penalty has been cancelled. Two issues concern 
me. The offence did not occur in Cape Town, and when I requested 
help from the authoriHes in Cape Town they were not prepared to 
assist because the offence had occurred elsewhere.  The second 
concern is more troubling because it appears from conversaHon with  
acquaintances that this transfer of guilt to an innocent party is not an 
unusual event. It seems that there is a system whereby innocent 
people are being fleeced through maladministraHon at AARTO. Vyvyan

2020-10-13 
13:59:51 Western Cape Not fully other

My objecHon is about doubling fines and toll fines 
There is no factual acceptance or jusHficaHon of just doubling 
something as each offence has a value as to what occurs if one 
disobeys and each thereof carries a weight , iaw, driving recklessly 
carries a heavy weight and parking in a no parking area has a very low 
weight and also one must look at other offences of other Acts to  
obtain a general value. This is not just  a thumb suck method or hit 
them hard aVtude, it must be methodically worked out on these 
values. 
Then most important is the financial situaHon in this Country which 
should be taken into consideraHon as if fines are too high you will be 
looking for more space in jails 
Thank you George

2020-10-13 
13:28:56 Western Cape Not fully other

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
YES 
Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 15 YES       
Introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging to 
companies that are not operators. NO, ABSOLUTELY LUDICROUS, 
CANNOT BIND A THIRD PARTY FOR WHAT A DRIVER HAS DONE????? 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. GOOD 
LUCK, SOUTH AFRICANS ARE ALREADY CASH STRAPPED BECAUSE OF 
GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION AND CRIME 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. NO, E-TOLL SHOULD NEVER 
HAVE BEEN BORN, A FEW MORE CENTS ON THE PETROL PRICE COULD 
HAVE ACHIEVED THE SAME RESULT 
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. NO, SO SOMEONE WHO IS SUBJECTED TO SA's HIGHEST 
CRIME RATE IN THE WORLD AND HAS HAD THEIR WALLET CONTAINING 
THEIR LICENCE STOLEN NOW GETS A CRIMINAL RECORD. 
LAUGHABLE!!! 
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. CONFUSED Michael

2020-10-13 
11:31:56 Western Cape Not fully other

It's always the same issue with every rule and every law. The same 
good people follow the laws where the same criminals stay corrupt 
and couldn't care less about new rules or laws as there are NEVER 
proper jusHce or consequences for them!!!!!! Our jails are overloaded, 
the courts can hardly cope with all the rapes and murders, how on 
earth will they have Hme to deal with traffic offenders???  And then 
you take the taxi drivers, a complete different story........NO RULES OR 
LAWS EVER IMPACT THEM NOR DO THEY EVER FOLLOW IT!!!  And etoll 
is just another way to be corrupt and take the honest, hard working 
peoples money that will pay it!!!! Maybe get the basics correct from 
the top and then try the rest!!! Riana

2020-10-13 
08:32:29 Western Cape Not fully other

The Government has not bee successfully administering the e-toll 
system with motorists receiving incorrect billing. 
Government does not have a good track record for running insHtuHons 
and the AARTO system is waiHng to fain in this governments hands, 
causing grief to the public yet again George

2020-10-13 
07:32:36 Western Cape Not fully other

All of the concerns listed are valid and ... 
The penalty system is unequal and heavy handed towards poor people. 
A man/woman who earns R10000 per month does not feel the fine as 
severely as one who earns R3000 per month. 
Demerit points should laps a_er a period in direct relaHon to the 
severity of the transgression. 
With postal services not operaHng as it should and AARTO 
administraHon not reliable, I see unfairness in the no court process and 
wri]en defense system. 
Traffic authoriHes must ensure that traffic signs can in no way be 
obscured, or only visible from one lane,stolen or out of date, which 
makes me think that 

the applicaHon of AARTO is a money and not safety driven concern. 
Lisencing of vehicles should not be prevented because one driver of a 
vehicle misbehaves. Du Plessis

2020-10-13 
07:29:39 Western Cape Not fully other

All of the concerns listed are valid and ... 
The penalty system is unequal and heavy handed towards poor people. 
A man/woman who earns R10000 per month does not feel the fine as 
severely as one who earns R3000 per month. 
Demerit points should laps a_er a period in direct relaHon to the 
severity of the transgression. 
With postal services not operaHng as it should and AARTO 
administraHon not reliable, I see unfairness in the no court process and 
wri]en defense system. 
Traffic authoriHes must ensure that traffic signs can in no way be 
obscured, stolen or out of date, which makes me think that the 
applicaHon of AARTO is a money and not safety driven affair. 
Lisencing of vehicles should not be prevented because one driver of a 
vehicle misbehaves. Du Plessis
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2020-10-13 
07:25:44 Western Cape Not fully other

All of the concerns listed are valid and ... 
The penalty system is unequal and heavy handed towards poor people. 
A man/woman who earns R10000 per month does not feel the fine as 
severely as one who earns R3000 per month. 
Demerit points should laps a_er a period in direct relaHon to the 
severity of the transgression. 
With postal services not operaHng as it should and AARTO 
administraHon not reliable, I see unfairness in the no court process and 
wri]en defense system. 
Traffic authoriHes must ensure that traffic signs can in no way be 
obscured, stolen or out of date, which makes me think that the 
applicaHon of AARTO is a money and not safety driven affair. 
Lisencing of vehicles should not be prevented because one driver of a 
vehicle misbehaves. Du Plessis

2020-10-13 
07:25:06 Western Cape Not fully other

All of the concerns listed are valid and ... 
The penalty system is unequal and heavy handed towards poor people. 
A man/woman who earns R10000 per month does not feel the fine as 
severely as one who earns R3000 per month. 
Demerit points should laps a_er a period in direct relaHon to the 
severity of the transgression. 
With postal services not operaHng as it should and AARTO 
administraHon not reliable, I see unfairness in the no court process and 
wri]en defense system. 
Traffic authoriHes must ensure that traffic signs can in no way be 
obscured, stolen or out of date, which makes me think that the 
applicaHon of AARTO is a money and not safety driven affair. 
Lisencing of vehicles should not be prevented because one driver of a 
vehicle misbehaves. Du Plessis

2020-10-13 
07:24:44 Western Cape Not fully other

All of the concerns listed are valid and ... 
The penalty system is unequal and heavy handed towards poor people. 
A man/woman who earns R10000 per month does not feel the fine as 
severely as one who earns R3000 per month. 
Demerit points should laps a_er a period in direct relaHon to the 
severity of the transgression. 
With postal services not operaHng as it should and AARTO 
administraHon not reliable, I see unfairness in the no court process and 
wri]en defense system. 
Traffic authoriHes must ensure that traffic signs can in no way be 
obscured, stolen or out of date, which makes me think that the 
applicaHon of AARTO is a money and not safety driven affair. 
Lisencing of vehicles should not be prevented because one driver of a 
vehicle misbehaves. Du Plessis

2020-10-12 
19:53:14 Western Cape Not fully other

*Presently the monies collected from traffic fines goes into the coffers 
of the municipality. With the Aarto does this mean the monies are 
going to government. 
*The representaHon will be considered with an amount of bias, for the 
Aarto infrastructure too be able to operate , they must make money 
for salaries and other necessiHes. 
*Huge secHon of our populaHon are perhaps not capable of 
construcHng on paper a good representaHon, so the idea of removing 
court appearances is unthinkable. We have the consHtuHonal right to 
present our case in the magistrate court. 
*The Aarto system will encourage corrupHon. If my income depends 
on me having a driver's license; I might be tempted to bribe the officer 
so that my license may not be suspended. 
*Should you send in a wri]en representaHon there will an addiHonal 
fee for administraHon cost. Richard

2020-10-12 
16:22:12 Western Cape Not fully other

The doubling of fines is ridiculous, they are already costly.  
Sue 

2020-10-12 
11:45:34 Western Cape Not fully other

Dit is belaglik. Dit gaan beteken daar gaan meer korrupsie plaasvind. 
Wat van die reg om jouself onskuldig te bewys voor jy boete moet 
betaal. Alle vertoee gaan nie afgekeur word om geld te maak. Hein

2020-10-12 
10:12:34 Western Cape Not fully other

The Demerit System can only work if properly administered and 
applied fairly across the board against all perpetrators of the law.  
I also feel that this goes against our democraHc right to defend 
ourselves in a court of law if we feel the need. that is the purpose of a 
Judicial System. a fair judgement to be passed. 
Currently the high spate of corrupHon in this country will only increase 
because corrupt officials will accept bribes and the perpritator will 
walk away free.  Craig

2020-10-12 
10:06:36 Western Cape Not fully other

Criminal sancHon is too harsh. Driving standards would improve if 
policing was done properly, issue of fraudulent drivers licences 
addressed, and unradworthy vehicles removed from the road. Jonathan

2020-10-12 
10:06:09 Western Cape Not fully other

Doubling unpaid fines of any kind is totally random & thug like. The 
indiscriminate E-Toll system is robbery. I totally disagree with this. Marcel

2020-10-12 
09:57:57 Western Cape Not fully other

As a Company owner making regular deliveries to clients and the 
nominee for the vehicles so driven, should the actual driver not se]le 
the fines incurred, the demerit points which will be incurred will fall on 
the company owner even though he was not the driver as is normally 
the case. I believe this is totally unfair on company owners and could 
lead to a rapid increase in the forfeiture of demerit points which could 
lead to the suspension of the company owner's driver's license. 
As a company owner we do not have the right to deduct such fines 
from the employees wages which means the company ulHmate has to 
pay  Richard

2020-10-12 
09:52:01 Western Cape Not fully other

All regarding road rules and regulaHons barring losing the right to legal 
court elect. Driving standards need urgent intervenHon from taxi's to 
blatant flouHng by many drivers to noise polluHon of cats and 
motorcycles. On the e tolls steamrolling its a definite no to all.  The 
government needs money now, it is clear. Greg
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2020-10-12 
09:34:10 Western Cape Not fully other

I am concerned about the increase in doubling the fine amounts. I 
believe that in order to enforce safe driving ( at speed limits) then have 
more visible cameras. Everybody slows down when they see a bright 
yellow camera. The South African traffic police like to hide themselves 
so their main aim is to earn money and not actually enforce safe 
driving. That is devious and irresponsible.  The fine amounts are high 
enough especially a_er this lockdown where most people are 
struggling and cannot afford that one fine that you get by mistake 
when going just over the speed limit. Everybody has them. Put your 
money into brightly coloured cameras that actual deter driving fast and 
encourages people to drive at the speed limit. Surely prevenHon is 
be]er that all the costly tribunals and admin overload? Candace

2020-10-12 
08:26:33 Western Cape Not fully other

The ideas are good but unless it is policed correctly corrupHon will take 
over. Offenders MUST be forced to pay fines or vehicles removed. 
Vehicles MUST be road worthy and while you have wrecks or badly 
maintained vehicles on our roads accidents will conHnue. Drunk drivers 
should lose their Licences at once. Anyone caught drive with no licence 
should lose their vehicle for good.  Sadly none of the above will 
happen and corrupHon will run riot. John

2020-10-12 
06:26:37 Western Cape Not fully other

Everyone should have the right to elect to be tried in court.  
RehabilitaHon should be applicable on suspended licenses, not just 
cancelled. Brenda

2020-10-11 
20:50:08 Western Cape Not fully other

I do not agree with the following: 
Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 

Peter

2020-10-11 
17:25:14 Western Cape Not fully other

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence doesnt make sense what if a person forgot their wallet 
or Driver's license by accident why must a person have a criminal 
record for driving without a license. Zanodine 

2020-10-11 
12:19:10 Western Cape Not fully other

On what basis will doubling the penalHes reduce the number of traffic 
offences.  We need more traffic police on the roads acHvely stopping 
and charging drivers not hiding in the bushes with speed  traps.  

Alan

2020-10-11 
10:55:16 Western Cape Not fully other

There should be special a]enHon to regulaHng the taxi and public 
transport industry. Many 
public transport drivers flagrantly ignore traffic lights and stop signs 
among traffic laws. Because they carry the  
public, and because there are o_en many passengers involved, their 
punishment if caught  
disobeying the law should be more severe, possibly prohibiHng the 
driver from driving for a period of Hme without the alternaHve of a fine 
being imposed. Clive

2020-10-11 
09:58:30 Western Cape Not fully other

Recently drove through Eastern Cape and was impressed by tolls 
operaHng properly. I am totally apposed to Gueteng tolls which were a 
corrupt hangover from Zuma regime. With no viable public transport, 
most people use their vehicles for the daily commute. This arbitrary 
and unfair to impose tolls on their daily commute in ciHes. Allan

2020-10-11 
08:32:48 Western Cape Not fully other Will this law apply to taxi drivers as well?  I don't think so. Margaret
2020-10-11 
07:53:13 Western Cape Not fully other The amount for fines is ridiculous. Sam

2020-10-11 
07:37:56 Western Cape Not fully other

My concern is the corrupHon and lawlessness currently that the 
government both locally and naHonally are unable to control. What is 
the use of puVng Stricker measures in place, which will cost more 
discipline and manpower, but they can't even control and enforce 
exisHng laws. The government is unable to control the Taxis on our 
roads, they control the roads currently. The innocent law abiding 
ciHzens are rather targets instead of the lawless taxis. First get your 
house In order by geVng a respec�ul, safe and reliable public 
transport system in place, before you implement any new systems and 
methods in dealing with traffic. Joseph

2020-10-11 
06:58:41 Western Cape Not fully other

Life is hard now in this COVID19 pandemic. Everything is so expensive. 
We are the living poor and will our children have opportuniHes in the 
next 10 years? Please don't double the fines. It is hard enough trying to 
find the money and it will be harder if these new laws are wri]en in. Valene

2020-10-11 
04:02:36 Western Cape Not fully other

a summons needs to be signed for by the driver of the vehicle, an 
email or sms is not sufficient. Doubling the fines is ridiculous people 
can't pay as it is michael

2020-10-11 
00:21:36 Western Cape Not fully other e-tolls should be scrapped. Increase in fines is too extreme  J

2020-10-10 
23:48:02 Western Cape Not fully other

What is the point when more than half of taxi drivers don't even have 
drivers licenses and almost all of them have no respect for road rule. I 
have watched traffic cops and police brake the road regulaHons. UnHl 
you can educate everyone to respect and obey the laws of the land 
don't waste money that this country cannot afford. 

John

2020-10-10 
22:38:04 Western Cape Not fully other

How are these regulaHons going to apply to Taxis and How are they 
going to be enforced ? 
Will Taxis even be subject to the new regulaHons ? Ann

2020-10-10 
21:55:45 Western Cape Not fully other

Doubling the fines only serve to punish people more and will add to 
the inequality of the country. Having fines linked to income levels 
would be a way for them to reflect the financial impact of fines.  

Also, implemenHng all of this on a NaHonal level without real evidence 
that suggests it will  have a beneficial impact on road safety as well as 
not addressing current inefficiences or limitaHons will just cause a lot 
of upheaval and not necessarily solve the actual issues we have in the 
country. Dieter
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2020-10-10 
20:48:01 Western Cape Not fully other My consHtuHonal right to opt for a trial may NOT be removed!!! Bruce

2020-10-10 
14:37:43 Western Cape Not fully other

The doubling of fines. People already suffering financially due to 
Lockdown and lost of jobs. Again it will be  only the motorists to be 
punished as the taxies won't pay their fines and they will get away with 
it. And the way they use the roads  doing just what they want  and willl 
not be fined or pay their fines. How will AARTO deal with this? Alta

2020-10-10 
14:22:37 Western Cape Not fully other

- YES and NO, THIS change ALL depends if this goes to magistrates 
court as a ciHzen one must be able to go to and challenge the fine and 
even to try and reduce it! 

- YES, by all means, increase the total demerit points to 15, this is a 
good change. 

- NO, our fines are already too high and some fines are wri]en just to 
try and get more money during Hmes of holiday periods, like during 
November and December. There should also be incenHves to pay fines, 
like give discount if you pay early, etc. 

- NO, NO DOUBLING of FINES - ETOLL HAS FAILED, it doesnt work - 
scrap this whole damn ETOLL system. TOLL Roads are already 
expensive! 
- YES to removing the demerit points! 

- YES, this is MUCH NEEDED, we have too many illegal drivers and even 
cars on the roads. it must be a criminal offence!  Extend this also to 
illegal cars, if they are not licensed or not road-worthy, it is also 
criminal and can cause deaths! 

- YES, by all means, fix something that is incorrect by correcHng the 
previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon programme. Morne

2020-10-10 
12:39:45 Western Cape Not fully other

As the duly assigned proxy of my company, it is going to become a 
complicated process to transfer alledged transgressions to the persons 
of the responsible drivers. Furthermore it is unfair that demerit points 
be bestowed on the proxy. This will only hamper the ability of the 
proxy, who now stands a chance to lose his/her license because of 
negligent driving habits of designated drivers in company. 

The Postal Service delivery system currently also leaves much to be 
desired. NoHces not reaching respondents in good Hme, will seriously 
handicap defendants' ability to appeal within the prescribed period. Ron

2020-10-10 
08:28:14 Western Cape Not fully other

Why don’t we reward good behavior/s.Its a reinforcing model  which 
offers balance to the “sHck” 

Prem

2020-10-10 
06:59:17 Western Cape Not fully other

Taxis, taxis, taxis, taxis,  gets away with their disgusHng driving, they 
simply cannot drive. Always endangering a motorist on the road so 
why bother with all this regulaHons. Caroline

2020-10-10 
01:34:44 Western Cape Not fully other

Doubling fines without improving collecHbility is pointless. 
Operators  should be accountable for both fines and demerits. This 
would encourage them to employ qualified safe  drivers. They should 
lose their right to be an operator a_er a disqualificaHon. 

Anne
2020-10-09 
21:33:26 Western Cape Not fully other

The e-toll system should be scrapped...it failed innthe first months 
already.just give it up now. Arrie

2020-10-09 
21:01:02 Western Cape Not fully other Etolls should be scrapped as a whole. Anja

Eastern Cape 12

2020-11-04 
11:54:34 Eastern Cape Not fully other

I have concerns about the tribunals being corrupt and a way for traffic 
departments to make money off drivers and try to push fake fines. 
Going to court always helped to combat these crimes. Tribunals may 
more easily be corrupted than magistrates who have oaths of office to 
uphold.  Christel

2020-10-27 
19:38:26 Eastern Cape Not fully other

Good day Hon Whoever this concern's 

Regarding all points, from the good people that have half a brain to a 
reasonable consciousness, to those that mess it up for others that may 
just be having the odd bad day. 
We as people harder to enforce onto those that mess it up for us to 
change, and yet their habits impose on us in the form of the AARTO's 
suggesHons, what is being done to disguish the difference? 

There must be be]er training to authrority's to raHonalise with ciHzens 
reasoning in some circumstance which seem ignored in this bill, which 
shows lack of experience and competency of law enforcement and 
Judge's to be able to disHnguish the difference which is part of their 
moral duty to not cause fair ciHzens unneeded pain which seems to be 
a growing trend of injusHce in the system. 

Will you play a part in that, or suggest a be]er more pragmaHc 
approach? 
Yes there are idiots out there to police, though oridnary ciHzens should 
not find themselves tossed into that basket where could be prevented 
by measure of fair reason of authority to disHnguish sincerity. 

Thank you Glen
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2020-10-26 
13:21:20 Eastern Cape Not fully other

I agree with the majority, with the excepHon of doubling the cost of 
fines , especially considering the fines very rarely reach the responsible 
person because ducumentaHon via SA Post Office is very rarely 
delivered, for example I was guilty of speeding, not too fast, in 2017 
and 9nly found out about it 2 weeks ago via "pay my fines" - - - - - 3 
years later. So I feel this is, a waste of Hme, rather add all fines onto the 
car tax renewal on a yearly basis Bryan

2020-10-16 
07:23:04 Eastern Cape Not fully other

Etolls... CorrupHon 
Criminal record for driving without license? 
Tribunal seems over complicated You

2020-10-14 
11:34:19 Eastern Cape Not fully other

The proposed doubling of fines is ludicrous. 
Already the majority of transgressors never pay, and many of the 
drivers on our roads are unlicensed and operaHng vehicles which are 
not roadworthy anyway! 

UnHl the authoriHes can properly police the problems, I see no value in 
new legislaHon. 
The exisHng legislaHon is already in place, and sufficient. 
The failure is in the enforcement thereof, and corrupHon which should 
first be eradicated. 

Dieter

2020-10-12 
10:13:06 Eastern Cape Not fully other

Start cleaning out the corrupHon, before you start with anything else. 

Why give a fine to a good ciHzen, and they pay.  And 80% of the traffic 
cops encourage your to bribe them. 

Rather make cameras in vehicles a law, then we can stop corrupHon - 
then move on from there and bring in demerit systems, and fines. Karin

2020-10-12 
09:47:54 Eastern Cape Not fully other

This will only be enforced on law abiding ciHzens; the taxi's will sHll do 
whatever they want and bribes will be come more prevalent. 
This will change nothing; enforce the rules we have on EVERYONE not 
just the easy targets. David

2020-10-11 
20:06:23 Eastern Cape Not fully other

It does not ma]er which system is used on the roads in South Africa if 
there are not enough law enforcement officers to enforce them. This 
system will sHll see the “easy targets” geVng fined and points 
deducted and the real offenders ‘taxis included’ sHll breaking all the 
laws with no one willing to pull them over or bring them to book.  
It is not a system problem but an enforcement problem. Alan

2020-10-11 
19:20:11 Eastern Cape Not fully other

My biggest concern is that law abiding ciHzens are the ones who may 
end up being fined for small offences or accidentally not realising their 
licence needed to be renewed, while taxi drivers get away with 
breaking the traffic rules ALL the Hme and nothing is done about this! 
Maybe this system should be tested on taxi drivers first as any South 
African driver knows that taxi drivers do not obey the traffic laws yet 
they are not being called to account for this!! Kim

2020-10-11 
13:25:46 Eastern Cape Not fully other

Doubling the fines to an already cash strapped country. The increase 
should be 3% or some but not doubling. Cheryl

2020-10-10 
09:42:08 Eastern Cape Not fully other

Olny secHon I agree with is the criminal offence against someone with 
no driver licence and they need too remove vehicles that are not 
roadworthy. Corne

2020-10-10 
01:26:38 Eastern Cape Not fully other

The non possession of a driver's license can happen by accident any 
day. SomeHme the card gets stolen, someHmes it is lost amongst your 
things and someHmes you simply forget it at home. It seems extreme 
to make this a criminal offense. I am aware that if you present your 
card at the nearest staHon to where you were pulled over then it gets 
removed, someHmes this too is troublesome. For example if you move 
between provinces and simply could not find your card, it would be 
costly to travel back just to present it Sarah

Mpumalanga 6

2020-11-03 
11:00:05 Mpumalanga Not fully other

If you persist with charging R100 admin fee on every fine issued you 
are looking at an e-Toll revoluHon on steroids    

Hedley
2020-11-02 
21:29:01 Mpumalanga Not fully other

E-toll has just been another way of making money and enriching 
themselves, without improving the roads properly. Hartmut

2020-10-21 
15:53:22 Mpumalanga Not fully other UnHl all traffic officials are not corrupt this system will not be fair. Greig

2020-10-14 
09:25:19 Mpumalanga Not fully other

I do not see the need to double unpaid fines. 
Use the demerit system to get these people to be responsible. 
It's about Hme this was insHtuted. 
My biggest concern is the goind through red traffic lights.some 
cultures apparently dont see orange as reduce speed and red means 
stop. 
This is where the law enforcement should be in plain clothes finding 
people who do not odey. 
We go to kruger o_en and pass law enforcement officials chaVng 
away to each other with no regard for what is going on before their 
very eyes. 
What will change this if you implement the new system . 
And and sure that bribes will sHll be taken. 
Another point is the road worthiness of vehicles. 
It's all a concern to most of us. 

Noreen 

2020-10-12 
08:11:09 Mpumalanga Not fully other

Cannot impose a fine for tolls. This is a ma]er for Sanral, and should 
involve normal rules for customer and supplier disputes. E-tolls in 
parHcular are sHll not recognized by a majority of road users and this 
seems to be an a]empt to side step the proper process of evaluaHng 
the e-toll system in its enHrety and allow collecHon of addiHonal 
revenues without due process Leon
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2020-10-11 
14:59:16 Mpumalanga Not fully other

I agree that serious offences like reckless driving, driving under the 
influence, etc.  should be punished heavily. The concern is that the 
judicial system cannot even handle the current situaHon. How will 
these new ideas be policed and enforced? The real serious offenders 
will sHll get away with "Murder". 
I disagree that non-payers of e-tolls should be prosecuted - the e-toll 
system should rather be disbanded and costs be compensated for via 
the tax system that we have to pay in any case, whether we like it or 
not. There are currently too many avenues open to corrupHon and a 
lot can be saved by not having to pay huge salaries to e-toll admin 
staff, maintenance/repairs of equipment/installaHons, contractors and 
general overheads. Johan

Free State 6

2020-10-30 
13:13:54 Free State Not fully other

It will be very unfair to double or increase fines for people not paying 
e-toll or fines in Hme,  etc.   
NoHficaHons of e-toll costs are POSTED to users.  NONE arrive on Hme 
at our addresses.  It's always late.  
Tis is mainly because of major delays at Post Offices.   
What about people who moved to another address/ town?  This will 
mean that fines and costs will incur and demerit points occur 
WITHOUT your knowledge.  
This is really unfair to the ciHzens of SA.  

Charlene

2020-10-22 
09:07:08 Free State Not fully other

I do believe that emoHonal intelligence will be key to addressing this 
problem. 

Not all people have a deliberate/ rebellious tendency.  

So one needs to establish which of fences can be considered deliberate 
which pose a threat/harm to the driver and others. 

We all make mistakes while driving.  
So assess the frame of mind at Hme of incident. (EQ)  

I do believe that a passive monitoring of vehicles will indicate driving 
pa]erns and one can implement this with a warning system a_er 
which a penalty will be imposed in the event of non compliance.  

This is a ma]er of EQ and accountability.  

Have a blessed day. MarHn

2020-10-12 
16:29:00 Free State Not fully other

E-toll and other tollgates. 
Is it not true that there must be an alternaHve road available? How can 
they exist without alternaHves. Now you want to give fines and you 
don't give alternaHves. Veronica

2020-10-12 
07:46:13 Free State Not fully other

Traffic rules and laws are for certain drivers only. The traffic rules need 
to be inpimented and manage to all enHHes. As it is now now rules and 
laws are force down to the Taxi industrie!! 
So why are you want to change a system that is not worjing at all??? Hannes

2020-10-11 
22:31:24 Free State Not fully other

Dit is goed so dat daar afdwingbare we]e is, maar die publiek kry 
swaar, soos op klein dorpies nl. Wesselsbron waar ek woon.  Die 
lisensie kantore is slegs oop tot 1 uur en net beskikbaar vir sekere 
prosedures op sekere dae . Ek hou skool en kom eers na 2 by die huis 
sommige dae...ander later en moet af vra en my leerlinge alleen los om 
'n lisensie voor 1 te bekom. Die rye is lank.  Die personeel is meer 
onbehulpsaam as behulpsaam.  Kom ons dan ook tegemoet met 
kantore wat tot 3 uur of later oopbly. Dan is daar probleme soos 
rekenaars wat gesteel of van lyn af is.   Laat ons dan ook toe om 'n 
stelsel te kry waar ons aanlyn lisensies kan koop , alhoewel ek hoor 
sekere plekke kan, dan moet mens nog koerier koste betaal.  Oral word 
geld uit die publiek gemaak, maar nie gekyk na ons op kleiner dorpies.  
Help ons ook...asseblief.  Die kantore is nie nie netjies nie en die 
terreine is bebos en slordig...ek weet dis die munisipale afdeling...werk 
daaraan ook. Almal wil geld  en reëls hê en die publiek moet net 
uithaal en wys! Onregverdig! Dalene

2020-10-10 
11:17:33 Free State Not fully other all the concerns concern me, it will not be used fairly Rene

Northern Cape 4

2020-10-29 
16:25:40 Northern Cape Not fully other

In general this bill is just another money making racket for this 
bankrupt state! It can already not deal with the overwhelming amount 
of corrupHon, non-licensed drivers, non roadworthy cars and ontop of 
it racist incompetent officials, but wants to now make it almost 
impossible to contest a fine in court and also having to pay an admin 
fee is criminal by a criminal governement! Carla

2020-10-22 
09:23:14 Northern Cape Not fully other

I am concerned for the officers ,being racists, and treaHng people in 
that way ,because of their skin color . Elana

2020-10-21 
17:27:31 Northern Cape Not fully other

This process is just going to increase the abuse of power further by the 
corrupt traffic officials. It is not going to decrease the road accidents or 
traffic violaHons as we encounter on a daily basis. Frans
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2020-10-12 
08:05:49 Northern Cape Not fully other

How much more corrupHon can our country & obviously the tax payer 
cope with? If the law was handled by genuinely serious law enforcers, 
we would be in a much be]er state, than now. All of the new 
"proposals" is just another way for corrupHon. If our courts & traffic 
departments can't even handle the current cases & daily applicaHons, 
how do they think will it be possible for them to take care of the "new 
proposals"? Taking the legal rights of the ciHzens away, by not allowing 
cases to be tried in court, is a criminal offence against human rights. I 
can go on forever about criminality in all state departments, but I'll let 
it  be. South Africa isn't a first world country & the sooner our leaders 
accept that fact, the be]er they can start at the bo]om, to try & for 
once tackle the real problems of the country. Why do we, as South 
African ciHzens, have to  pay road tax when entering our neighbouring 
countries? They don't pay for using our roads. What I can say, is that 
those countries really use that money for keeping their roads in top 
condiHon. So, don't try to get water from an already dry stone. Trevor

KwaZulu-Natal 22

2020-10-28 
19:26:06 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

E tolls are and will always be a tenderpreneureship, corrupt nonsense 
and should be scrapped!  

Making not having a licence a criminal offence is taking things too far. 
There should be restricHons and fines, but we can't keep further 
criminalising our people.  

Doubling of all fines is not a food idea. Some fines should carry heavy 
fines, while others shouldn't. Excessive speeding, drunk driving and 
not adhering to traffic rules during rainy weather should carry heavy 
fines. Exceeding parking Hmes, "illegal" parking and forgeVng to 
renew your licence disc (within a reasonable grace period) should carry 
less heavy fines. Mid range heavy fines could be not changing your 
Hres when they're threadbare. There should be a traffic fine sliding 
scale sort of system, and fines could increase if you're a repeat 
offender.  

I agree to most of the other amendments. S

2020-10-23 
18:22:23 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

Traffic dept need to get there data base up to date we correct 
informaHon.     
I took a car off my name in 2017 Gauteng completed  required doc 
system sHll not updated vehicle should be scraped 

Wendy

2020-10-23 
18:22:18 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

Traffic dept need to get there data base up to date we correct 
informaHon.     
I took a car off my name in 2017 Gauteng completed  required doc 
system sHll not updated vehicle should be scraped 

Wendy
2020-10-21 
10:59:44 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other Fayzel

2020-10-20 
09:00:20 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

Double fines for what...we already got officers jus giving Hckets willy 
nilly just to meet qoutas.we got metro cops jus going around looking 
for bribes and this will just make it easier for them.This has just 
become a moneymaking business for government and all yourlls dirty 
cops out there.always picking on ciHzens while criminals get away with 
doing as they please.what about cops that dont follow the rules 
too...allow us to make ciHzen arrests too and fine them also.they think 
the law does not apply to them,breaking the same laws that they are 
issuing Hckets for.this greed has become disgusHng and as per usual 
the hardworking ciHzens hav to pay dearly mxm.can barely afford to 
live and keep our vehicles on the road and now must suffer even 
more.cant jus give warnings then take acHon if same offence a_er two 
warnings...no yourl go straight for the jugular just to make money and 
act like safety is the concern here.tolls tolls tolls yet the roads are sHll 
buggered...dont make sense.etolls failed....there was nothing wrong 
wid old tolls.yourl dont think about the ciHzens of this country...we not 
lining our pockets like you guys on top...we dont earn such lavish 
salaries and benefits like your useless government workers that dont 
work or just do the minimum...useless Anthony
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2020-10-19 
12:21:48 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

1.  First of all the authoriHes should rid the roads of all illegal drivers 
which should include those whose licences were obtained in a 
dubious/corrupt manner. 
2.  What happens when you don't ever use a tolled road and you are 
sent an account showing a vehicle which does not belong to you but 
the account all your details down pat????   I think they should get their 
house in order before going a_er people for fees they do not owe.   
Check the licence plate & see if this vehicle actually belongs to the 
person being billed. 
3. If it is registered to you and you do not own it - then they should  
invesHgate the licencing authority because somebody is selling 
informaHon and it can only come from inside the organisaHon. 
 I have been sent an e-Toll account for a scooter sporHng my SUV's 
licence number in Gauteng & I live in KZN........please people!! 
4. We were led to believe that the very expensive and infallible e-NATIS 
system would stop all this nonsense, but NO my vehicles have been 
cloned twice!!!   And nothing was ever done about it.  Just too much 
like hard work so, of course, the pracHce will conHnue unabated. 
5. Clean up your own department before you start jabbering about 
increasing fines & adjusHng demerits. 
6. Teach your traffic inspectors to treat all road users with courtesy and 
make them accountable if they don't.   Fire them if they're rude or 
confrontaHonal because they're obviously not suited to dealing with 
the public in stressful situaHons.   Believe me it is stressful when you're 
pulled over and the officer is not interested in what you have to say or 
because they themselves indicated the wrong signals which caused 
you to do the opposite of what they were hoping for. 
7. Send all traffic officers on a fitness programme - they're mostly in 
disgusHng shape. 
8. Wri]en representaHons are a waste of Hme because your 
submission will not be read - it's too much trouble. 
9. If you have forgo]en your driver's licence at home and can't 
produce it within, say, 48 hrs 
(because you may be far from home) then make it a criminal offence.   
All offences should be tempered with discreHon rather than a heavy-
handed approach which is what the general public are used to 
experiencing in this country. People were being killed and beaten 
during lockdown, for goodness sake, and the same type of idiot is 
"enforcing" the rules of the road (or not). 
10. I have seen major offences being commi]ed in front of traffic 
officers and they just shrug it off or pretend not to have seen.   What's 
with that?   They are earning their salary fraudulently as they are not 
performing their duHes to the best of their abiliHes.   What of the RTI 
officers who park off in the shade on the highways for hours at a Hme 
& do absolutely nothing?  I f all the rules of the road were policed in a 
responsible manner we would not be having this conversaHon. 

So I say people in glass houses should not throw stones.   Clean up 
your own mess before you start harassing the public. 

Veronica

2020-10-14 
14:46:03 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

This is to ensure safer roads, so the issue of e-toll fines should be 
excluded.   Also, the proposed system makes corrupHon more likely.  
One should be considered innocent unHl proven guilty.  A driver should 
definitely be allowed to represent himself in court. Sue

2020-10-14 
01:41:18 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

With the way traffic officers get bribed these days whos to say just 
because we choose not to bribe them they give us demerits for doing 
nothing wrong?! All police officers should have body cams and voice 
recorders on them when doing any sort of stops on motorists to insure 
that no wrong doings is been done on part of the officers and cilivians Mohamed

2020-10-13 
14:40:41 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

The Govt cannot even manage to implement properly,  the current 
laws in SA. This law, in parHcular the onerous and expensive process to 
fight the Hcket to prove innocence.  This  make it easier for the,   
(mostly), corrupt traffic police to issue  Hckets and take bribes and will 
in no way sort out our problems. Our police are unable to sort out 
current unroadworthy,  unlicensed drivers/vehicles, this law won't 
change that, only make it harder for the honest person to prove 
innocence and the bribes bigger.  Stop making laws and implement the 
ones you already have properly. Gayle

2020-10-13 
14:18:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

It is a fundametal right under our consHtuHon to be presumed 
innocent unHl proven guilty (or innocent) by a competent court of law. 
This proposed legislaHon does not promote that right, from the first 
instance. Bruce

2020-10-13 
09:59:06 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

That the people implemenHng this should be trained properly. 
Does this work in other countries. 
The cost of tolls  fees are exorbitant.  Fiona

2020-10-12 
15:27:08 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

penalty for not renewing drivers cards is mostly due to lack of funds 
and not enough staff at licence offices. long queing for several hours. 
there is only one office in a radius form Port Edward tp Sco]sburg 
100km radius where people can apply for renewing their drivers 
licences. People  should be able to renew at Postal offices or spar 
instead of overc rowwd queing in a co id 19 period.. Nicolaas

2020-10-12 
06:02:47 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

UnHl we have a traffic department to enforce these laws, there is no 
point to changing them. Where I live many people drive as they want 
and break all the driving laws because we have no visible traffic 
officers. Get the Traffic Department working effecHvely before 
changing any laws. Heike

2020-10-12 
01:40:31 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other E toll should be scrapped ..period Essa 
2020-10-11 
18:11:42 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other R0n
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2020-10-11 
10:21:09 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

Ons betaal reeds oormaHg op belasHng.  
Basiese padreels word nie gevolg nie soos stop by zebra kruising vir 
voetgangers ens... En dan word mense raak gery. Die struktuur van 
padreels bestaan nie meer nie. Die regering is n grap en tap net meer 
geld. Hulle eie mense doen soos hul wil en dit word afgeskryf. Bring 
terug die verkeers struktuur. Aartoo mors net so veel tyd en geld. Laat 
verkeersbeamptes hul werk doen waarvoor hul betaal word. JJ

2020-10-11 
06:59:12 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

elizelo]er4
@gmail.com
elize

2020-10-11 
06:59:10 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

elizelo]er4
@gmail.com
elize

2020-10-10 
18:24:49 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other Traffic officers will be open to corrupHon n bribery Devadas

2020-10-10 
10:57:18 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

I agree on much tougher regulaHons.  There are far too many accidents 
in this country.  I do not agree with e-tolls & think they should be 
scrapped. Bruce

2020-10-09 
20:43:28 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

I feel that the Government of South Africa has no right whatsoever to 
fine people on behalf of PRIVATE COMPANIES e.g. E-Toll this is an 
Austrian company and if people refuse to pay their bloated fees then 
they have every legal right to do so, E-Toll did not build the 
Johannesburg ring road so what gives them the right to charge us for 
using it? and in that who gave the Government the right to disclose 
our personal and private informaHon to them which is against the 
ConsHtuHon of SA, now they want to fine the motorists for them well 
why not fine us for using the entrance to the local PnP or Checkers 
they are private companies. 
Just who does the Government think they are? a banking organisaHon 
for all the private companies they decided to use E-Toll, ENATIS and the 
rest of them, NO they have no right in law to fine us for using "Private 
Roads" that we paid for in the first place Clive

2020-10-09 
19:30:30 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully other

you should also make drinking and driving a criminal offence 
driving recklessly a criminal offence 
all traffic violaHon should be a criminal offense Rani

North West 3

2020-10-18 
23:14:20 North West Not fully other

Why are you changing laws if the current laws are not kept. You just 
giving corrupt people more scope to work with. And those that are not 
corrupt, you giving them more work  to handle. 
Rather get the people that do not know how to drive off the streets 
rather. Ilse

2020-10-18 
20:45:51 North West Not fully other

E-tolls, just like former president Jacob Zuma stated about his firepool 
and Nkandla remoddeling, he did not ask for it so he will not pay for it. 
E-tolls, i did not ask for it, so i will not pay for it.  
Government is trying to milk a dry cow. Charles

2020-10-12 
16:51:52 North West Not fully other

This is once again a very usefull piece of legislaHon that would be very 
difficult to implement.  
The current Traffic and police force do not seem to be too concerned 
about implemenHng road rules and regulaHons . Either through lack of 
will or competence ! The corrupHon present in both of these bodies 
will make for even more corrupHon ? What is the current success of 
issuing and payment of traffic fines  and tolls ? 
If we could fix and implement these policies it would clean up our very 
dangerous roads and traffic problems .  Anthony

Outside SA 1
2020-10-10 
05:01:30 Outside SA Not fully other It all depends on who will be targeted. Renee

points demerit system 278
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 29

2020-11-21 
11:04:00 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

In a country struggling to combat murder and rape and already unable 
to properly administrate proper jusHce, do we now need to add to that 
administraHve and pracHcal burden by adding in another system. 
Currently we can't even properly administer driving licences. This 
system will lead to increased fraud and ulHmately cyber crime. Muniera

2020-11-05 
15:34:19 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

The demerit system should be applicable  only to those who are caught 
while driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, and not for every 
minor traffic offence. 
As for other traffic offences , a reasonable fine should suffice. 

Ahmed
2020-11-04 
10:46:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system Caitlin

2020-10-23 
12:46:12 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

an alleged offender should have the right to defend his case without 
the huge cost and have proper legal representaHon Theresa

2020-10-20 
10:14:13 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

We need drivers licences for work. If points are finished it means I 
must be fired without work how am I to feed my family. We are a third 
world country and currently cannot afford to enforce such systems. Msizi

2020-10-14 
09:02:20 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system Please ensure that corrupHon is eradicated. M. Rafeek 

2020-10-12 
12:00:02 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

Although I agree with the points demerit system in principle I find it 
inequitable. I am told that I have traffic fines outstanding but the local 
traffic department do not, for whatever reason, want to correct my 
postal address. Although I stay in Margate, postal code 4275 I stay in 
Margate ReHrement Village which, because it has its own post office, 
also has its own postal code 4280. Some poor person in Margate must 
be smiling all the way because the fines are not for him. Every Hme I 
renew my vehicle licence and my driving licence I provide the correct 
address. Please, can we not start the new act with a clean slate as I'm 
sure I am not the only one.  
 Godfrey 

2020-10-11 
18:15:55 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system I cannot lose my lisence or I will be unemployed. Erich 
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2020-10-11 
00:29:55 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

I would like to see this roll out to bring back respect for the law & 
respect for other people!  Safety on the roads is very important!! Topsy

2020-10-10 
14:57:04 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think that Driving without   a valid licence can ONLY be enforced as a 
Criminal Offence if the renewal process is made absolutely hassle free 
as the current system for renewing one's license is completely useless. 
I am sHll trying to get my license renewed at the RTI for the past 3 
weeks with no sucess as the queues are so long and they can only 
process a limited number  per day. Nishal 

2020-10-09 
15:50:15 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

The corrupHon within the law enforcement sector is abysmal, how are 
they going to check how many demerit points a driver has? we don't 
have the infrastructure or the capabiliHes currently. As for making it a 
criminal offence who is going to get the "criminals" through the judicial 
system and make sure they are kept there. 
With the general amnesty being handed out by the government these 
criminals will be set free to once again kill innocent people 
indiscriminately. russell

2020-10-09 
09:36:31 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

Our gaverment they think for they are self. We lost 5b now they us to 
pay it. 

Wandi
2020-10-09 
09:10:37 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system Do not eincreasebthe point system to Wendy

2020-10-09 
09:04:30 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

This is not going to work some of them will have used up the points by 
10. Ram

2020-10-09 
08:12:48 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

this is a vast number of infringements which i think is too high.   SA 
drivers should drive responsibily and adhere to the law.   you are now 
giving drivers 15 chances to do this.   far too many chances. Julie

2020-10-09 
03:55:48 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

This will make traffic officers more corrupt because no driver will want 
to loose his/her license. They will want to take points for minor 
offences as that will push for bribe from drivers to them. Isaac

2020-10-08 
20:58:22 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

In principle, the de-merit system is a good iniHaHve provided it is 
properly implemented. This requires robust administraHon which is 
lacking in most government departments. It may result in another 
regulaHon that is not properly enforced. 

Traffic fines are sHll served by postal mail. Postal services are 
notoriously unreliable. Traffic transgressors should not be penalized for 
the inefficiency of a parastatal organizaHon. UnHl a more reliable 
system of serving traffic transgressions becomes effecHve, I do not 
support the doubling of unpaid fines Ines

2020-10-08 
20:02:43 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

I had to select my Top Concern, when there is more than one concern.   
1 - demerit system won't work as all of the current laws are disobeyed 
and not enforced by police and traffic police and on top of that it gives 
the law enforcement more bribery opportuniHes.  
2 - doubling of fines currently payable will again open the path of 
corrupHon and bribery by law enforcements. 
3 - doubling of fines for non payment of e-tolls. Okay that already 
sends my blood pressure through the roof due to past dealings with 
SANRAL due to e-toll mal-administraHon processes. I mean 2-3 years 
down the line they realise that for example the 2007 account (never 
ever received from post office) was not paid for a mere R100, which 
could have been brought to my a]enHon when I paid in 2008 (received 
via post office) for 2008 and in 2009 for 2009! But you tell me in 2010 
a_er the same vehicle was stolen that I have an outstanding amount 
and on top of that if it was the new law as described will also charge 
me fine for not paying. 
4 - even if traffic offences are made criminal, it won't make a difference 
due to the already over burdening of court administraHon processes 
and again open up for corrupHon and bribery. Leonie

2020-10-08 
12:09:19 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system Stephen

2020-10-08 
10:32:44 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

DE merit is fine . 

E toll payments are a no no  

Person has right to go to court if he wants too. 

No doubling of fines as it is just another way of geVng more money . 

AdmiistraHon needs a drasHc ovrhaul . A.P.ELLENS
2020-10-08 
08:32:04 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system Henry 

2020-10-08 
08:21:41 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think that this will infringe on our democraHc rights of freedom of 
choice of going to court. If also give the corrupt officers more power. It 
forces the e toll that is not democraHcally correct on us basically it 
takes our rights away Michael

2020-10-08 
06:13:36 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

The driving of an uninsured car should become illegal, and  doing so 
should be a serious offence Rynardt

2020-10-08 
05:33:55 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

The current laws are enough , however the implementaHon of the laws 
need to be enforced against all drivers. The taxi business do not follow 
the laws and are a law unto themselves, taxi drivers seem to think they 
have the right of way all the Hme and everyone must give way to them. 
Traffic officials are to scared to act against the taxi drivers and condone 
their lawlessness behaviour. UnHl this is corrected accidents and 
breaking of traffic regulaHon will never be corrected, all must be under 
the same law not just some. CorrupHon between the traffic officials 
and the taxi industry is rife and needs to be sorted out, introducing 
new regulaHons and laws will only affect the current law abiding 
drivers. ImplementaHon of the current regulaHon and laws against all 
drivers must be the first priority. Eric

2020-10-07 
18:25:15 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system Lester

2020-10-07 
16:49:40 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

Number of demerits should be rather decreased from 12 to 10 than to 
be increased from 12 to 15 as this will give perpetrators more chances. Sabelo
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2020-10-07 
14:44:47 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

I have no problem with the implementaHon of the demerit system as 
long as ALL the ciHzens living in South Africa fall under this legislaHon. 

No favouriHsm for the taxi industry, government officials and 
tradiHonal leaders or their drivers who break the law by driving 
excessively fast and tailgaHng other road users which could possibly 
cause an accident. 
These drivers have no idea who the occupants of the vehicle are which 
could include children.  

There have been incidents of road users being forced off the road or 
because the officials don’t leave early enough for meeHng or other 
appointments.  
If they did then they could travel within the speed limits and everyone 
using the road would be safe. 
  
They too must obey the laws of the country and stop having the opHon 
that they are above the law. 

I have actually seen reckless driving being down by the Blue Light 
brigade on a number of occasions.  

If this legislaHon regarding the demerit system favours certain sectors 
of the populaHon then I most certainly do not support it. 

Alan

2020-10-07 
14:33:59 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system

AS most laws in this country, this will target those who normally 
comply and make a mistake very seldom. Taxi drivers are mostly non-
compliant but nothing happens.

Runganatha
n

2020-10-07 
10:38:35 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

points demerit 
system Kim

Western Cape 62
2020-11-11 
08:45:20 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Gerhard

2020-11-04 
12:19:05 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Why are we sHll insisHng on introducing draconian legislaHon when we 
cannot even enforce what we already have. 

Please scrap this system. Please just enforce the laws we have. Stop 
trying to amend thing constantly it does nothing for your trust raHng in 
the country. 

We the ciHzens have to constantly monitor and see what sneaky 
regulaHons the government is trying to introduce now.  

Mark

2020-11-03 
07:22:22 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

The demerit system along with costly appeals will increase corrupHon 
within law enforcement as they could now hold a motorists livelihood 
hostage with false charges. Dashcam/bodycam footage would need to 
be mandatory for this system to ever be viable. 

Always take into account that our insHtuHons are corrupt. Kevin

2020-10-29 
07:27:07 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with the removement of an alleged infringer's right to 
take the ma]er to court. It will definitely clash with the bill of rights.  
The ma]er of EToll fines is also illegal. CLIVE

2020-10-28 
21:44:01 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Definitely a huge concern that everything revolves around money, as 
South Africans we have voted for a democraHc government to see to 
the needs of South Africans not to adopt another countries rules and 
regulaHons and burden the South African ciHzens more.... No, no no!!! Paul

2020-10-28 
21:01:47 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Don't agree to bring in the American system to SA! It won't work there 
will be to much bribery and get rid of etolls John

2020-10-28 
20:55:24 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I just feel its a money making scheme they need to take all the illegal 
drivers and drivers who paid for there licences.. You cant also double a 
fine why would you want to double our fines this point system is 
ridiculous seriously.. I like the fact that if you dokt have license it 
becomes a criminal offence.. You need to deduct points on drunken 
drivers and drivers that jumps the stop streets and robots.. Im a driver 
myself and i have my kids in my car all the Hme so its very frustraHng 
for me when the other drivers does that. Nishaat

2020-10-26 
13:02:48 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I have a problem with the following: 
- Doubling the penalHes 
- The Demerit system as a whole 
- Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court 
- Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll 

On the basis: 
- As an example, I've received mulHple E-toll summons for an 
incorrectly idenHfied vehicle which neither belongs to me, nor have I 
driven (or were even in the same province) this vehicle - so your 
system is inaccurate and faulty, and now you want to charge me 
double for an inaccurate system. 
- I've falsely received a few fines in the past for speeding (71 kmph in a 
60 zone) where there was no clear indicaHon of the speed limit (this 
was coming from the motor way) and other Hmes the officer's 
placement of the camera was highly quesHonable (right next to where 
you can INCREASE your speed). As such, now we as drivers trying to 
abide by the law will bear the brunt of trying to protect our own rights, 
especially when innocent.  

I support:  
- Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license Johann
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2020-10-24 
11:49:27 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

While there is a strong need to increase safety on our roads, some of 
the measures that are being proposed seem draconian, including the 
doubling of fines and simultaneously  imposing demerit points. In my 
view, demerit points should be applicable only in the case of serious 
infringements and reasonable fines imposed for more minor ones. My 
concern is also that safe drivers who might slip up occasionally will 
become  so_ targets for the collecHon of fines, while those with 
dangerous driving habits - including drivers of public transport  - will 
conHnue to behave irresponsibly without any repercussions because of 
corrupHon.  ImpH

2020-10-22 
12:09:37 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I completely agree with the limit of demerit points being increased 
from 12 to 15. 
I totally disagree with the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable 
being doubled.  How far back is this supposed to go?  I have received 
noHficaHon via my cellphone (which I believe has no legal standing) of 
outstanding speeding fines, but received no noHficaHon through the 
post, let alone a summons, which I believe needs to be personally 
signed for before going to court.  I am not surprised at not receiving 
anything through the  post, given the hopelessness of the Post Office. TREVOR

2020-10-18 
19:09:21 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system D

2020-10-13 
11:18:27 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I agree on that demerit sistem.  

THE PROBLEM LIES BY THE  ANC  REGARDING THE  T X I 
S     ......UNLAWFULL. KOFIN ,TAXIS. ,.....THE BODY THAT REGULATE 
THEM ,....... 

VERY IMPORTEND ????? 

The officers on duty ,is not anymore  officers , they became  hunters of 
lazyness  and making bribes .... 

And   never or less 
Input by civilians  throught your  offices ,..plans to  invert good  
sustaineble pracHces Gert 

2020-10-13 
08:18:21 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

My concern is we have insufficient visible traffic officials .Too much 
corrupHon in departments .Will the Taxi industry get special treatment 
as you know they rule the roads as it is.How many unroadworthy taxis  
Are driving on our roads unlicensed drivers and that can't or couldn't 
be resolved.if demerit system do kick in I'm sure we should have no 
taxis on the road the way they drive.We trying to compete with the UK 
not in this country first sort out the house inside we not ready for this I 
can see abiding ciHzens and taxpaying ciHzens being targeted we have 
foreigners driving our roads without driving licence cars falling apart 
officials do not even stop them if they do do they even pay these 
fines .we paying licence on our cars rates on our property but the 
roads look terrible where is all that money going years back we use to 
pay 3rd party disc on vehicles no more all the government wants is 
money first sort out law and order in country demerit won't sort out 
our problems Lindsay

2020-10-12 
12:38:34 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

No license and dangerous driving IS a criminal acHon and should be 
punished VERY severely. Jaap

2020-10-12 
11:31:23 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Eduan

2020-10-12 
10:34:12 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Joy 

2020-10-12 
09:01:27 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

DOEN NET IETS AAN DIE LANG RYE BY VERKEERS DEPTARTEMENTE, SO 
BAIE MENSE SOEK WERK, PUNTE STELSEL DINK EK GAAN NIE HELP NIE, 
TE VEEL KURROPSIE NOKKIE

2020-10-12 
08:27:03 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Frikkie 

2020-10-12 
07:16:48 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Good day I have been trying to renew my car licence for the past 3 
months. I had to renew end of June, I cannot get off from work due to 
shortage of staff. How can I pay it otherwise. Gouwa

2020-10-12 
07:09:19 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Aiden 

2020-10-11 
07:56:38 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Schools are not companies. Some have 5 or more school buses or 
bakkies which are uHlized by caretakers and groundsmen for purchases 
or rubble disposal. However, such vehicles MUST by law be registered 
to the name of the Headmaster for fines and prosecuHon....even 
though he or she never touches the sterring wheel of such vehicles.  
Visibility of law officers should be higher. Apprehending biggest trouble 
makers in WC, which are mini buses, are NOT taking place due to fear 
of being shot at, or fear of conflict. Thus leaving provinces or socieHes 
with a double set if rules or laws.  Many offenders carry incorrect 
licence plates. For example....mý Toyota is represented and operaHng 
as Isuzu double cab in Stellenbosch...I have proof on alk the photo 
fines.  
Fix the criminal's mind together with that of the lawless ciHzen by 
finding simple soluHons and it might not be necessary to change laws. 
What therea_er? Johannes

2020-10-10 
13:29:09 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I don't think the demerit points should be increased.  As it is, this 
penalty system does not seem to be taken seriously.  Therefore, 
increasing the number of points will simply lessen the impact of an 
already weak system. 

Nothing seems to be said about - 
a) driving without a visible licence plate; 
b) the reducHon of the legal blood-alcohol level; 
c) the lack of traffic officer presence on the roads, which leads to many 
of the current moving-violaHon problems we have on our roads; 
d) the use of, and confiscaHon of, cell phones which driving; 
e) the E-toll system was never democraHcally accepted - get rid of it 
and fund road maintenance from tax. David
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2020-10-10 
10:48:19 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I find the doubling of fine amounts  inconsistent with trying to get 
people to drive legally.  If they can't afford the fives, they can't afford 
to renew licenses with fines so you'll be forcing people to drive 
illegally. 
Also taking away their right to appeal in court re-enforces this.  With 
our countries in-employment rate and current financial difficulHes 
being able to drive can mean having food on the table or not.  
I believe we need more stringent measures especially for people 
involved in informal transportaHon, but I don't think hiking gives is the 
answer nor taking away people's right to defend themselves in court. Nicole 

2020-10-09 
20:00:47 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

As in other countries points should be given according to the amount 
of km's driven per year, meaning that some one that drives 10 000 km 
per year gets 12 points and someone that drives 20 000 km's per year 
should get 15 points per year and so on.   

This means points should also be given to your type of lisence. Eg. 
Normal points and pdp points. When driving with goods or people you 
must be caped to the 15 points and loose your pdp if you reach 0. 

Wynand

2020-10-09 
09:54:04 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

UnHl you reign in the taxis, nothing will happen.  That's all I have to say 
at this point in Hme.  I do however support the demerit system to a 
certain degree.  Ashne

2020-10-08 
22:50:21 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

These idealisHc regulaHons would great if the systems that support 
them actually worked. I have an alleged speeding fine for a car with a 
number plate that six months prior changed.  In other words, I re-
registered the car I drive in another town and province six months 
before, but according to the details  via Standard Bank, I was driving 
with the old number plates. So, someone has been allocated my old 
number plates in the province I used to live in, I assume,  or the traffic 
department arbitrarily issues fines based on old informaHon. So, what I 
am arguing is camera-based fines issued are, based on my experience, 
invalid, but if you do not pay and they cannot find you because you 
have moved and registered the car in  different province, you end up 
with a demerit!  No amount of  idealisHc regulaHons are going to fix a 
system that is broke. Fix the support system first! Michelle 

2020-10-08 
22:09:21 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think the demerit point system is a good idea to make people 
accountable for dangerous driving. However, I think the Hme period of 
3months to deduct 1 point is too long. It will take too long to get a 
clean slate a_er a couple of speeding Hckets or other offences.  
Also, it should be free to check how many demerit points you have 
accrued at any Hme (not the R60 fee as proposed in the regulaHons).  Marika

2020-10-08 
21:34:55 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Barbara 

2020-10-08 
18:18:46 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Aubrey

2020-10-08 
17:48:28 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Why double the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable when a 
demerit (points) system is implemented.  
Why is there nothing directed to taxis eg. Exceeding passage carrying 
capacity and bad driving behavior when we know they are the biggest 
infringers on the road. Ryan

2020-10-08 
17:02:06 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

UnHl they can control the taxis who are a law into themselves, the only 
people that will ever take the brunt of this are the "so_ " targets. Colleen 

2020-10-08 
16:58:36 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Lawinforcement, won't be able to enforce the rules and regulaHons to 
all road users. The taxi's just do as they want and nothing happens to 
them currently, how will they do it with the new regulaHons.  Again 
only certain road users will he penalized. Marieta

2020-10-08 
16:32:45 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

How can you assign a value of double penalHes on a new system for 
offenses that occurred and were measured on a different system? Jake

2020-10-08 
16:26:15 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system M

2020-10-08 
14:28:25 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

What is the purpose of placing demerit points on vehicle license disks - 
it is not the vehicle that breaks the law if that is the driver, and 
increasing the number of demerit points before an operator or license 
can be suspended is actually and effecHvely allowing those who break 
the law in this case to break it some more before being penalised. Keith

2020-10-08 
12:31:26 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Cecile

2020-10-08 
12:26:15 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Speed related demerit too excessive, too many relate to speeding.  
Hidden cameras for speeding unfair and unlawful, one should be cited 
for an offence on the spot when an offence has been commi]ed Koos

2020-10-08 
12:06:50 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Hi I feel the minister should have grace on people who is currently 
unemployed and even before the naHonal crisis couldn't afford to pay 
their warrants which is now contemps and they can't even afford to go 
renew their licence and PDP to go and look for new jobs. The demerit 
will just complicate things more for them. Our economy is already 
messed up if you did commit an offence yes the law is to be held liable 
for it but if you are not of that people who conHnuesly commits 
offences it should be taken in consideraHon. My son lost his job before 
and has 4 warrants he can't pay it nor can he pay maintenance for his 
kids. How can he get help to sort it out and he now gets distress grant 
that he feeds his kids how must he get work if he can't sort out the 
warrants as a driver. Cost of living is so high you tell yourself you going 
to pay but your kids get sick and then you end up not paying your bills. 
Their should be some way to assist people who is willing to pay the 
debt but is not able to due to being unemployment.

TAWGHEED
A

2020-10-08 
11:57:53 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Why change from 12 to 15? With traffic death tolls high in SA one 
would think stricter controls are needed. Lose 3 points for every case 
of speeding and for every Hcket  for a driving offence. One year ban 
a_er 12 points. AutomaHc ban for drink driving.  6 points for driving 
without insurance, 6 points for no valid driving licence. Cars 
automaHcally impounded that are not road worthy, no insurance, no 
driving licence Richard
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2020-10-08 
11:15:03 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

There are very o_en despite's re. traffic fines and the public must be 
able to put their case before a court.  That is democracy !  

How can  you double current penalHes without court hearings.  This is 
unconsHtuHonal. 

Driving without a license should be criminal. 

One should be able to correct misinformaHon before a drivers licence 
is cancelled.  
This will shorten the process. 

Koos
2020-10-08 
11:10:41 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Remove the demerit points without increasing the fines for failing to 
pay e-tolls. Johan 

2020-10-08 
10:42:55 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

While the demerit points system has merit, it only has so if the 
following condiHons are in place: 
1) Fair treatment of all road users. This does not exist with the biggest 
road transgressors - the taxi industry - very seldom being prosecuted. 
2) Fair and honest law enforcement. The staHsHc show that the 
majority of police officers, licensing officials, etc. are corrupt and 
extract bribes. The demerit system provides them with another tool to 
enhance corrupHon.  
3) The right to a speedy and fair trial. This law goes against our 
consHtuHonal rights.  
4) Lack of law implementaHon. Our authoriHes cannot implement our 
current traffic system effecHvely. This law is even more complicated 
and no doubt the authoriHes will be unable to implement it effecHvely. 
  

Ian

2020-10-08 
09:52:22 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

The number of demerit points before losing the license should not be 
increased. There are too many incompetent and careless drivers on the 
SA roads. Laurence

2020-10-08 
09:00:54 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I dont see any menHon of Taxis, and or operators. 

They are the biggest infringers of the traffic laws.  This should apply the 
them as well. And even a higher penalty for repeat offenders or 
temporarily suspenHon of the operators this will force them to 
discipline their drivers be]er. 

Secondly as all the laws in this country they are not enforced and there 
is not enough officers that know the law properly to enforce it 
correctly. Lodi

2020-10-08 
08:17:42 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

This is just a way to force payment for etolls. Etolls should be scrapped 
in the first place. The demerit system will work if enforced correctly. 
Sadly we know this won't be the case, the taxis are the biggest 
problem and they will just ignore it. The law will also probably just 
enforce the points on the tax paying ciHzens while the taxis roam free. Jacques

2020-10-08 
08:16:48 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

As a manager of a fleet , vehicles are registered on my name. We have 
many possible drivers for these vehicles. Should anybody transgress 
traffic rules, regulaHons, laws, I would be demerited! Demerit the 
driver of the vehicle, at the given moment of the transgression,not the 
"owner". 
I can possibly get arrested for accumalated points, whilst not being the 
culprit. 
With current "draconic" ways of implemenHng the law, and even 
officials not understanding the situaHon, I put myself unecessarily at 
risk. I am not comfortable wHh this. HENRY

2020-10-08 
07:26:18 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

e-tolls should be scrapped unHl the Government can prove that they 
have eliminated corrupHon within their ranks.   There is no need to 
feed corrupt official from yet another cash cow. Malcolm

2020-10-08 
07:09:58 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Integrity! John

2020-10-07 
22:45:37 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

There are many objecHons to the system and I will state some of them 
that concern me most. 
1. The objecHon system is so loaded against any violator that it 
contravenes the basisc premises of the consHtuHon. WE are all enHtled 
to fair treatment under the law. 
2. There is no menHon of special traffic courts which can deal with 
these ma]ers which I regard as a fundamental requirement. 
3. How much training have the traffic officers been given. WE know 
that the use of speed traps are for the purpose of revenue collecHon 
and not proper safety consideraHons.  
4. Every traffic officer must at a minimum be tested by a member of 
InsHtute of Advanced  Motorists 
5.There needs to be a total clean-up of the license  issuing process and 
we need a  stern programme of license enforcement. The AARTO 
system a is premature process unHl we get a disciplined driving ethos 
in the country. The  Australian system is worth invesHgaHng. 
6. Presently if properly applied the system as proposed will be locked 
up with offenders  within months.  
7. Will the system produce a safety culture (taxis etc included) ? I 
doubt  it.  Robert

2020-10-07 
22:27:35 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Marijke

2020-10-07 
21:38:37 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Alan 
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2020-10-07 
20:51:23 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Do not have a problem with the increase of merit points, but a big 
problem with ONLY companies been penalised with the drivers of their 
vehicles have traffic violaHons.  The drivers should ALSO  be penalised, 
because they are the people commiVng the offence. 
E-tolling should be scrape in its entrity. 
This is not the Hme to increase (double) the fines (penalHes) Annatjie

2020-10-07 
20:16:30 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Up unHl now, the inconsequent way that South Africa's traffic 
departments handled traffic offences, did not inspire much confidence 
in their scruples.  It appears like so_ targets are being milked as an 
easy money making machine, while their real task of making our roads 
safer are neglected. I recommend that the points demerit system 
should seriously be reconsidered and/or replaced by a more fair 
alternaHve. Isak

2020-10-07 
19:44:33 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

1. This system should not be introduced unHl such Hme as law 
enforcement throughout the country act on all the vehicles driving 
around with false or missing number plates.  It creates a very unfair 
system which makes it advantageous to remove number plates and 
just pay a fine in the unlikely event of being caught.  
2. Driving without a drivers license must not be made a criminal 
offense.  

Allen

2020-10-07 
18:13:55 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

South Africa needs more trained Traffic persons both on the road and 
in the office.  CorrupHon is rife.  Stop seVng up Projects that make 
corrupHon easy! CECILIA

2020-10-07 
16:02:03 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Sue

2020-10-07 
15:41:30 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

doubling the fines just sounds like easy money for the government 
minus the governing. people do not react to points demerits, they 
react to vehicle confiscaHon. a person who's without a car will make 
sure they get that car back faster than someone who got a speeding 
fine. while speeding contributes to many accidents and unsafe roads, 
even worse is lack of respect for other roads users when people do not 
stop at stop signs, cut into lanes without checking, and motorcyclists 
ride as if they own the barrier line. traffic officers waste Hme 
prosecuHng people who drive 80 in a 60km zone when they should 
focus on inconsiderate drivers near schools (parents that block 
pedestrian crossings/roads), people who speed, rev and drag race 
down suburban streets, those parking inconsiderately/blocking road 
users, not using traffic circles properly and people that hoot for 
nothing (includes announcing your arrival and departure) and idle their 
vehicles instead of switching off their engines – 2 mins should be long 
enough to idle or rev a car, otherwise you should be geVng rid of a car 
or driver that can't keep an engine running. i find that traffic officers 
are quick to a]ack so_ targets, like those speeding downhill and on 
freeways, but they are afraid to chasHse taxi drivers. pedestrians  and 
fitness fanaHcs should also be punished for walking and running in the 
street when there are pavements and purposefully stopping traffic to 
cross at a pedestrian crossing, instead of waiHng for a gap in minimal 
traffic – it's understandable when there's heavy traffic. if there are no 
pavements they should only take up a maximum width of 50cm 
(apologies to heavier individuals), no ma]er how wide the street is – 
so no walking/running/cycling two abreast. the street is made for cars, 
otherwise we should just do away with pavements, if it's ok for 
pedestrians to be in the street like a car. drivers that leave their 
roadside car doors open for more than a minute and have faulty car 
alarms going off for longer than a minute should also be fined. traffic 
enforcement is not just about issuing speeding fines and parking 
Hckets – start with the basics by making the roads decent for 
EVERYONE, not just pedestrians with prams, cyclists, and motorbikes – 
and the rest should follow. Dominique

2020-10-07 
15:37:54 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

If you do the crime, you do the Hme, you pay the fine!  A bunch of 
whingers and whiners making excuses for their bad behavior on the 
roads.  And blaming everyone else.  Do NOT decrease demerit points 
please. SA drivers are becoming law unto themselves. FINE THEM. 
MAKE THEM 
PAYTHE FINES.  MAKE ALL WHO BREAK THE LAW OF THE ROAD PAY THE 
FINES OR LOCK THEM UP OR TAKE AWAY THEIR 
LICENCES.   ALL OF THEM. ALL.  

Kath
2020-10-07 
14:51:58 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Doubling of fines for non payment of tolls is totally unacceptable. Tony

2020-10-07 
13:21:57 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think that this is another means to penalise those considered 
formerly advantaged whoi drive licenced vehicles. How on earth will 
these be enforced on all the illegal vehicle operaters in this country. 
Punishing those should be priority right now and once we are 
convinced it is a fair system for all road users then implement it!!! Tina

2020-10-07 
12:33:28 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system End corrupHon first otherwise this will not work Marina

2020-10-07 
11:25:41 Western Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Why increase demerit points. We need people punished for bad 
driving and disregarding laws. Gillian

Gauteng 156

2020-11-10 
07:39:38 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Can you guarantee that taxi drivers will get fined? All we are seeing 
these days in roadblocks are taxi's being let through and the public 
being pulled over and fined. The biggest criminals on the road are 
taxi's and nothing happens to them, as  a government are you afraid of 
this industry or are you being bribed? I am onboard with the changes 
as long as it applies to everyone. Angelo

2020-11-04 
07:30:38 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Sean
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2020-11-02 
17:34:51 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The traffic police do not apply the current laws, so the new ones will 
also be selecHvely applied. It's not that we don't already have the laws 
we need - they should be policed beter. At present, it's only the middle 
class that really parHcipates in the legal system, it seems. James

2020-10-30 
14:22:59 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Bontle

2020-10-30 
12:45:24 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Good day, My main concern is the corrupHon in the JMPD and also 
how it is administered.JMPD at the moment cannot make sure that 
traffic offenders receive the noHces of traffic offences, If you receive a 
registered noHce it is incomplete, It does not give the exact address of 
the offence also cannot be specific as to by how much you exceeded 
the speed, for example it says you exceeded the speed limit between 
75 km/h and 85 km/h. It needs to be specific. You cannot charge a 
person for the_ of an item if you charge him with the_ of any item 
take from isles  7-8 . Allon

2020-10-29 
18:16:28 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The people who will be most affected by this will be those who are 
already taxed to death by a greedy and corrupt government and thus 
will further ensure tax base erosion from the fiscus as these people 
may not be able to drive without a valid licence.  

Taxi industry who have proven to have power over government will not 
comply so it’s back to private ciHzens le_ out in the cold by an arrogant 
greedy and corrupt government. Shaun

2020-10-28 
21:21:49 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Doubling  the fines  sounds like a money making scheme 
GeVng a fine for cars  liecense disc when goverment dont send you 
reminders to renew  
I have designed  and patented  a soluHon to the problem  of replacing 
the old reminder for cars liecense  disc and would like to put it forward 
to goverment . It will also generate employment  
Would like to get a opportunity  to put my proposal  forward  contact 
0729971794 Julian 

2020-10-28 
16:30:45 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

To get demerits against you will it is actually on the car. 
More unlicensed drivers will be on the road - to take license away will 
not stop them from driving ANNA

2020-10-28 
15:24:30 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Taxi operators wont adhere to this bill.  Nor to paying their fines.  Etoll 
if not paid can not count to deduct on your points.  Scrap etoll in total Helet

2020-10-28 
08:40:33 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

This is a European system. It works there, it will not work here! And 
why are we sHll discussing e-tolls? Let it go! NOBODY asked for it, 
NOBODY wants it! Scrap it! Charl

2020-10-28 
07:51:43 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The Govt consulted a university in establishing accident facts and they 
came out with 27 % road deaths due to drunk driving.   

However, they should have consulted the Insurance industry who can 
tell you that allthough the 27 % may be true, at least 60 % road deaths 
are directly caused by cellphone texHng. 
Yet they only allocate 1 point to cellphone texHng vs 6 points for drunk 
driving- this is wrong as cellphone texHng should carry at least 8 
points.  i noHfied both the 2 advocates represenHng the govt on this 
and both answered me by email that they received and thanked me for 
the input, yet they did nothing about it.  the end result will be that the 
road deaths will decrease by about 10 %, all because the Govt 
consulted with the wrong people, being a university. andre

2020-10-27 
20:32:28 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Gerald

2020-10-27 
08:03:26 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Points system are scaring me. Because there are certain traffic officer 
that would stand kn a corner a d pull you over a d gives you fines even 
thow you have done nothing wrong. Like fine you for seatbelt while 
you have your seatbelt on and such . He would say you are coming 
_om work so you have a job, so you can afford it ! I had so many Hmes 
had to pay fines without valid reason. With this things going on, how 
long before  I will have a truckload of points against me ?  
As long as there are corrupt officers out there, we don't stand a 
chance. Mardaline

2020-10-25 
09:11:00 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

If demerit points are allocated to a person or vehicle record and no 
further demerit points are accrued in three months a_er receiving the 
previous demerit point, a reducHon of one point on the total number 
of demerit points will be recorded on the system. I hope its 1 point 
every month? You cannot only deduct 1 point and leave the rest! 

E toll should not be menHoned in or be applicable at all, thats why we 
have fuel levies! Sonja

2020-10-23 
15:06:57 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Trying to once again force e-toll payment which is essenHally double 
taxing and double fining as well as adding a demerit!!! Also where is 
the jusHficaHon in doubling the fines as well as imposing a non-
refundable 'processing' of R100 on every fine regardless of person's 
innocence or guilt!!! Claire

2020-10-21 
12:50:27 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

the law does not apply to all, how will this affect the Taxi Industry? 
same as e-toll? Ronnie

2020-10-16 
19:44:18 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

It is just  going  to create more corrupHon  as the cops will take more 
bribes Danny

2020-10-16 
07:30:46 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system PromoHng corrupHon Vivi L 

2020-10-14 
11:41:14 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac
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2020-10-14 
11:41:06 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac

2020-10-14 
11:40:01 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac

2020-10-14 
11:39:54 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac

2020-10-14 
11:31:36 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac

2020-10-14 
11:31:32 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac

2020-10-14 
11:31:28 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac

2020-10-14 
11:31:19 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People (those of us trying to be responsible drivers) driving make 
honest mistakes.  The will full acts of taxis and other compeHng with 
them is a concern. Nobody have an idea how to manage the 
infringements which is anything you can think of as not good.  Going in 
jellow lane /turn right in front of 3 lanes of cars going straight/going in 
in lanes of opposite directuins/making no a]empt to stop at robots 
and stop streats/ etc. Hendrik ac

2020-10-14 
09:54:43 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The demerit system, some of us share a car as a family . The car is 
registered in  one persons name  so it will be unfare to be demerit for a 
crime you did not commit, and there is no proopf that you were deivig 
the vehicle at the Hme. 
With AARTO some cameras are set before the actual speed limit zone , 
it is put before the speed limit sign on free ways N12 and M1 very 
common. 
The eTOLL BILLS, some of us have been paying over the years and not 
that we can afford . but thought it is the right thing to do, but then 
realized one spend +R500.00 a month  just going to work/ school while  
people that can afford do not pay ,I look at our statements currently 
combined in the house it is above R1000 rands , it is not fair for a 
South African Tax paying ciHzen  and not all roads are taken care off . 
go back find out what was used before to maintain roads that dud not 
develop potholes when it rain for 2 solid days . Nonhlanhla

2020-10-13 
11:43:27 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Not much is being explained about how my insurance will be affected 
by the demerit point system. Tsholofelo

2020-10-12 
21:30:21 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

In Tshwane, it is so sad to see how the Metro Police target poor taxi 
drivers who are naking means to feed their own families.  I feel pity for 
them & families.Almost on a daily basis i have observed taxis and other 
motorists driving in the yellow lane (this not acceptable and cannot be 
promoted) but my observaHon is that most traffic cops will leave other 
motorists to pass and only stop taxis with distespect.  I wonder if this 
means that other motorists are not breaking the law.  Why dont they 
treat taxi drivers just like us so that we all do what is right.  My point is 
that the demerit system will impact negaHvely to the families headed 
by taxi drivers when we are not geVng same punishment for breaking 
the very same law. ME

2020-10-12 
15:52:48 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The point system is a good regulaHon in countries where you have very 
few drivers with fraudulent licenses. Here its only the drivers who have 
valid licenses who will be policed.  There needs to be harsher penalHes 
for those with "bought" licenses. There also has to be very harsh 
penalHes for anyone paying to either stop geVng points or removing 
points already awarded. This could easily be another lucraHve source 
of income for bent officials! 

Even thinking of a fine for not paying e-tolls is ridiculous.  The e-toll 
system is flawed and is a money making racket. Far be]er to fund Jhb 
roads through the fuel levy. Much less admin. No problem with tolls on 
the major provincial routes. Peter

2020-10-12 
12:00:54 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Lisa
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2020-10-12 
11:23:40 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred before 
a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 20 per 
annum and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators. 

NO to - Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
NO to - Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. E-Tolls were not even 
communicated properly with the drivers and residents of the country. 
This is the Government's problem.  

Solomon

2020-10-12 
09:44:05 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I am in full support of rules and regulaHons for a safer and be]er 
country but we all know that South Africa has absolutely no idea how 
to implement this successfully.  As with Covid funding, there will be 
corrupHon all round from both the public and government officials 
(including traffic cops).  Taxi drivers will definitely be exempt from 
anything that looks like a rule or regulaHon.  I do not support E-toll in 
any form so that is a negaHve before this even gets off the ground.  
Based on the history of SA this will apply to some people and others 
will just ignore it or bribe their way out of it.  I see another circus 
forming!!!!! Sandy

2020-10-12 
09:10:00 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Boitumelo

2020-10-12 
08:58:22 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

My concern is the fact that rampant disregard for the law is evident all 
the Hme, and it is only certain individuals who will be impacted and 
adhere to the point demerits, however, taxi's etc.  that clearly break 
the law will not let the point demerits stop them. The  fact that this is 
allowed shows that this system will be just as corrupt as the previous. 
The point system will also prevent each case being looked at 
individually. Nicola

2020-10-12 
08:37:28 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Laverne

2020-10-12 
07:13:23 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them Louise 

2020-10-12 
06:35:26 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The E-Toll system is a failure in it's roots and which will never work. 
Trying to force people to pay fines for a system that the public has 
clearly voted against in a show of buying power will never work. 
The root of issues, such as corrupt officials and traffic officers is not 
addressed in this proposed changes, and unHl this is addressed, no 
"manual" system whereby a traffic officer or official is involved 
whether to impose a fine or a demerit will be fair or morally 
acceptable. 
South Africans drive fast.  Consider the methods used in Germany and 
regulate the flow of traffic in a manner that suits our naHon rather 
than trying to force behaviour changes but keeping the same corrupt 
officials. Reuphillan

2020-10-12 
06:20:49 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The new amemdments proposed below are un acceptable... 
 • Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. Its 
not fair to double old fines relaHng to previous offences. this can only 
be done going forward. 
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads. 
The EToll (Gauteng) system is morally bankrupt which will never work.  
Trying to force people to pay fines for a immoral and unapproved 
system will never work. Bruno

2020-10-12 
06:04:10 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Christa 

2020-10-12 
05:56:31 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree withe doubling of demerits based on unpaid etolls. The 
etolls were illegally put it place now we have to pay. We already paying 
enough towards a government that will just squander the money. Angel

2020-10-11 
21:22:29 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Bianca

2020-10-11 
19:46:04 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Hosiah

2020-10-11 
13:38:16 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Memorandum 2 
The demerit system should be implemented on the driver but not the 
car owner. Families share the driving responsibility but the parents 
o_en pays for the cars and bears the demerits which are not incurred 
by them. 

Tholo 

2020-10-11 
12:59:45 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I dont agree to forgeHng to carry your lisence to be consHtuted as 
crime. This will distort the crime stats in SA 

THE DEMERIT points don't make sense. It feels like we are held hostage 
in our own country. I don't agree to this 

Doubling the fines does not make sense. We are already paying a lot of 
income tax and vat. They can use this to come up with other methods 
to control bad driving Thembi

2020-10-11 
10:52:52 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The points demerit system opens the door to even more corrupHon, if 
this is not first solved then it is useless to introduce the demerit system Michael

2020-10-11 
10:10:45 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

There are some points that I agree such as the points demerit if it’s 
implemented and administered correctly then it will work however 
knowing our government this just another door for further corrupHon, 
even more than now. More points the higher the bribe  

Felipe

2020-10-11 
08:58:28 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

We can't even enforce security when it ma]ers the most but anyway 
of gaining and extracHng more money to loot..thats all the ma]ers. We 
can't even maintain our roads properly with the present money we are 
paying. Where does all that money goes to. RAF is financially in 
distress. Government looters will conHnue their predictable course of 
acHon. Nevada
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2020-10-11 
08:03:55 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Seeing that all government  services are corrupt this will not work. To 
many drivers will be charged and other will pay a bribe. A lot of traffic 
officers does now the fines and laws making even more difficult Albert

2020-10-10 
23:07:26 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Faatema

2020-10-10 
21:31:38 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I feel we are not ready as a country for points demerit system. I feel it 
will add more corrupHon on top of what we already have. Our corrupt 
metro police will just take more bribes and threaten us by saying will 
demerit your points. Let's first have clean governance and anH corrupt 
traffic police. 

Kenneth
2020-10-10 
17:28:34 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Arie

2020-10-10 
11:41:32 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Sipho

2020-10-10 
10:11:29 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-10 
08:25:08 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Scrap the e toll system   Mohammed 

2020-10-10 
08:21:32 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with most parts of the proposal, but I would be glad if 
the minister can look the issue of tesHng centres for licenses because 
people don't really fail but are made to fail o they can pay a bribe. Do 
something about that and others don't even go for a rest, bit buya 
these drivers licenses that us one of the reasons we have  so many 
accidents on our roads and others don't even know the road signs or 
regulaHons,  what they actually mean because they went and got the 
licenses over the counter and nothing is being done to address that 
issue..

Thobekile 
Kelvin

2020-10-10 
08:21:29 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with most parts of the proposal, but I would be glad if 
the minister can look the issue of tesHng centres for licenses because 
people don't really fail but are made to fail o they can pay a bribe. Do 
something about that and others don't even go for a rest, bit buya 
these drivers licenses that us one of the reasons we have  so many 
accidents on our roads and others don't even know the road signs or 
regulaHons,  what they actually mean because they went and got the 
licenses over the counter and nothing is being done to address that 
issue..

Thobekile 
Kelvin

2020-10-10 
08:20:59 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with most parts of the proposal, but I would be glad if 
the minister can look the issue of tesHng centres for licenses because 
people don't really fail but are made to fail o they can pay a bribe. Do 
something about that and others don't even go for a rest, bit buya 
these drivers licenses that us one of the reasons we have  so many 
accidents on our roads and others don't even know the road signs or 
regulaHons,  what they actually mean because they went and got the 
licenses over the counter and nothing is being done to address that 
issue..

Thobekile 
Kelvin

2020-10-10 
08:20:31 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with most parts of the proposal, but I would be glad if 
the minister can look the issue of tesHng centres for licenses because 
people don't really fail but are made to fail o they can pay a bribe. Do 
something about that and others don't even go for a rest, bit buya 
these drivers licenses that us one of the reasons we have  so many 
accidents on our roads and others don't even know the road signs or 
regulaHons,  what they actually mean because they went and got the 
licenses over the counter and nothing is being done to address that 
issue..

Thobekile 
Kelvin

2020-10-10 
08:19:50 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with most parts of the proposal, but I would be glad if 
the minister can look the issue of tesHng centres for licenses because 
people don't really fail but are made to fail o they can pay a bribe. Do 
something about that and others don't even go for a rest, bit buya 
these drivers licenses that us one of the reasons we have  so many 
accidents on our roads and others don't even know the road signs or 
regulaHons,  what they actually mean because they went and got the 
licenses over the counter and nothing is being done to address that 
issue..

Thobekile 
Kelvin

2020-10-10 
07:34:39 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

If this has been in force since 2008 then it doesn't work!!!  Or has not 
been enforced .   I have not heard of even 1 person geVng demerits 
and the driving eHque]e is sHll non-existent.   Maureen

2020-10-10 
07:12:12 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

How can you increase the points when they have not been 
implemented. And the etols is not legal we are sHll waiHng on a ruling 
on them. Mark

2020-10-10 
03:41:37 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

To penalise some with demerits, and others get away with bribes, is 
not serving any purpose. 
Unless you are geVng rid of the fraudulent behaviour of traffic police/
cops, it will not serve jusHce to all.  Those not willing to bribe their way 
out of a fine, will be demerited.  Those willing to conduct a crime to 
parHcipate in a bribe, will walk away scot-free.  If you cannot eradicate 
corrupt officials, you can not punish the public.  First clean your own 
house before implemenHng and unfair process. 

The frequency of the SAME offence (very important!) could be 
penalised with demerit points.  As in the Labour Act.  Elzet

2020-10-09 
23:29:15 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Good drivers that commit small offenses will be get points to demerit 
them. Taxi drivers and serious offenders will get off scot free. As it is 
there are so many drivers that get away with serious offenses.  
E tolls should not be part  of the demerit System at all Yasmina

2020-10-09 
21:56:00 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The e-toll fines. I never signed any contract for e-toll and consider it 
unconsHtuHonal. What about fraudulent licensing...people manage to 
buy drivers licenses?  Therefore they possess  licenses which were not 
legally earned.  Any idea on how  irresponsible minibus taxi drivers will 
be treated? Susan

2020-10-09 
20:47:47 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system The demerits points to suspend the License it is wrong Rodgers
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2020-10-09 
17:40:57 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

You only find out that you have traffic fines when you renew your 
drivers license.  Then you have no choice to object to these fines as 
they will not renew your drivers licence unHl you pay the fines.  The 
licencing department prints out the fines but on these fines it does not 
specify the street names where the offence occurred.  They also 
charge you R60.00 per le]er noHfying you of the offence. However I 
have never received any noHficaHon of the offence.  All my fines were 
because I went over the speed limit.  However nowadays you never 
see any signs specifying the speed limit for that parHcular street or 
road.  I never see a JMPD officer on the streets.  The JMPD officers 
mann the licencing departments in Randburg.  Surely there are more 
serious offences occurring daily on our roads than just speeding.  I 
somehow feel that JMPD are treaHng the public as so_ targets and not 
focusing on the serious problems we have such as unroadworthy 
vehicles. Jennifer

2020-10-09 
15:59:00 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

SCRAP THE E TOLL SYSTEM 
Hubertus

2020-10-09 
14:30:17 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

S.A. IS A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY. The government is once more 
ridiculously wanHng to implement a system which it will be completely 
unable, as usual, to manage and which will only encourage and 
enhance corrupHon and bribery, enriching traffic and legal officials, 
and we are heading down the road to becoming a bureaucraHc red-
tape nanny-state type system. Instead of trying to increase 
government coffers through fines, why not put the energy into 
encouraging foreign investment, manufacturing and tourism and spend 
Hme fixing ESKOM AND SAA and catching corrupt officials in their 
Lamborghinis? Receiving a doubled fine as well as demerit points 
seems like double jeopardy. In a country with massive unemployment 
and under-employment when a person is unable to pay an 
extorHonate fine do they go to prison to be raped? Does the 
government plan to build and staff many more prisons for traffic 
violaHons that may be turned into criminal offenses? Do these traffic 
criminals share cells with SARS new criminals? If a person loses their 
license will the state pay them the salary they will lose as a result of 
not being able to drive to work? Will the government now be 
employing half the unemployed populaHon to administer this farcical 
system when the government struggles to manage their current 
responsibiliHes or even answer a phone? Is the SANRAL e-toll system 
now going to bankrupt and make criminals of generally law abiding 
ciHzens who were never consulted on the addiHonal taxaHon from toll 
gantries? Enforcing e-tolls through AARTO is illegal and 
unconsHtuHonal. The government and legal system will never be able 
to manage the wri]en submission process to a tribunal as they will be 
completely swamped by the new paperwork processes they are trying 
to generate. THE CURRENT SYSTEM IS ADEQUATE... IT JUST NEEDS TO 
BE PROPERLY MANAGED WITHOUT REINVENTING THE WHEEL. Graham

2020-10-09 
13:28:44 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I'm a respec�ul Tax Paying South Afican CiHzen, at Hmes I feel the 
government is too harsh on working and honest ciHzens than it is on 
criminals. MoraHwa

2020-10-09 
13:19:01 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

To blanket every infringement under the demerit system is incorrect 
and a lazy way of doing things. To put e tolls under this heading is a 
sneaky way of gathering money as the system is sHll under advisement 
The right of having ones day in court removed goes against the 
consHtuHon, and the implementaHon of new system just opens new 
avenues of corrupHon, how else are the taxis going to keep operaHng? Ann

2020-10-09 
11:22:07 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The system itself is reasonable but there will be huge abuse.  
One must idenHfy the issue of taxis. If the system works as well as one 
would assume then we would have no taxis leading to no staff being 
able to arrive at work or get home. The general populaHon drives 
within their means and respects the law of the road at all Hmes. 
However taxis are a law unto themselves and I feel that the average 
joe will be penalised for an infracHon that happens once in a blue 
moon whilst the taxis who drive badly and dangerously with li]le or no 
respect for other road users nearly all the Hme will as always be 
overlooked or will buck the system.  
It may be Hme to look at less points for a professional driver and 
maybe more points for the amateur driver before ones licence is taken 
away. However as we have seen on numerous occasions li]le or no 
acHon is taken against taxis who repeatedly disregard the road 
knowing they will get away with it. 
So despite the concept being good I think the lesser man will bear the 
brunt of what should be a great system  Robby

2020-10-09 
11:09:26 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

If the points are set to a maximum of fi_een, how many points are taxi 
operators going to be allocated?  Since they infringe a minimum of 
twenty traffic laws before lunchHme, they might require a few more. Neil

2020-10-09 
10:35:25 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Main concern being illegal e-tolls in Gauteng, which should have been 
scrapped by now. They will use this to bully motorists I to paying e-tolls 
thereby funding CORRUPTION. Zintle 

2020-10-09 
10:22:09 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Derek

2020-10-09 
09:50:16 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Paying or not paying eTolls, unless contractually enforced, should not 
qualify as a criminal offense. 
Doubling of all penalHes are unreasonable to the common south 
african. 
ClarificaHon should be made between driving without a driving license 
if a person possesses one (i forgot it at home) and driving without 
having ever possessed a license (i never got a license and im driving). pieter
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2020-10-09 
09:40:37 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The doubling of fines serves no purpose other than to extort more 
money from the already struggling tax payer.   
Many people sHll do not pay for E-Toll as are already paying towards E-
Toll through the petrol levies - why should tax payers have to pay 
twice?   This ma]er is sHll siVng with OUTA and there have been no 
successful court resoluHons to-date.  This is a bullying tacHc.  So many 
people have lost their jobs during the pandemic.  Government officials 
have conHnued to receive full pay during this year so have no true 
understanding of the circumstances of the man in the street.  Over 650 
000 people are currently unemployed and yet are expected to be able 
to support themselves and their families (with exorbitant increases in 
food costs) and now be excessively and unfairly penalised.  Specific 
unemployed individuals also cannot gain access to the workplace 
because of stringent BEE/EE legislaHon.  All I ask is that government be 
REASONABLE. 
The only point I do agree on is that someone driving a vehicle without 
a driver's license should be prosecuted.   
The main focus should be on "drinking and driving", consequences for 
individuals perpetraHng violent acts on the road because of road rage.  
Focus on the REAL law breakers!! 

Glenda

2020-10-09 
08:54:02 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think the demerit system is too harsh and will lead to more driving 
without lisences 

Ali

2020-10-09 
08:29:02 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Demerit points should be deducted from taxi operator vehicle licence 
as done for general public. This will ensure more adherence by taxi 
operators (owners) to rules of the road by their drivers. JUAN

2020-10-09 
07:48:47 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Especially when I have le_ my driver's license it will be regarded as 
criminal offense. Secondly the issue of enforcement it's a problem to 
me. Traffic officials are mostly illeterate. How do u then expect them to 
enforce something they dnt know. Thirdly, this law its naHonal law why 
is it applies selecHvely in some provinces. the Dept should avoid 
regulaHons that are emoHonal but rather which are enforceable and 
can save lives. Taxi industry remain an uncontrollable sector. They do 
as they please on our roads, and law enforcers are also afraid of them. 
How do u target law abiding ciHzens by coming up with unscrupulous 
legislaHons that even infringes on other ppl right of not paying e tolls 
etc. That's nonsense that law should be scrapped period. Proper 
research need to be done Moraswi 

2020-10-09 
07:41:13 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

We need compliance to the traffic laws in SA, the toll roads can't be 
included in this legislaHon as the system was never introduced 
correctly. Curb the the_ by the Govt and use those funds to maintain 
the roads. David

2020-10-09 
07:26:55 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

i DO NOT AGREE  
to the  
* doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable - as mostly 
a very SMAL porHon of  Tax payers are the only ones ulHmately paying 
their fines and incenHves should be in place to pay them Hmeously. 

Totally do not agree to pay 
E-TOLLS  as they were not aprooved by SA tax payers in the 1st 
instance and this is simply an "extorHon" methodology to enforce e-
toll on ring roads, which would increase costs to SA cituzens alround.  
current Taxes should provide for this (eventhough the majority of SA 
and foreigners do not pay taxes)  
* Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. Oriana

2020-10-09 
07:14:12 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Basil

2020-10-09 
06:00:50 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

With current corrupHon in policing and traffic policing, I do not trust 
that they will be fair with motorists, and to double fines and take off 
points for not paying e-tolls is ridiculous and unfair. This whole system 
sHnks!! Anne]e

2020-10-08 
23:46:57 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Please you need to clean your house first before implemenHng any of 
your plans, get rid of corrupHon Dumisane

2020-10-08 
23:29:58 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Delia

2020-10-08 
21:41:08 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Always be]er to have stricter laws, than make things easier to slip 
through the cracks - society goes down anyway, the law upli_s the 
community. 
* 12 demerit points are sufficient breakings-of- the- law to lose your 
licence.  
* there should be no difference between a driving licence and an 
operator card - same laws and punishments for all users of the road. 
* infringements must always be a magisterial concern.  Lay people 
have hidden agendas.  Let the law rule. Speed up the process rather - 
producHvity is the name of the game, not stalling, stalling, stalling. 
*It is a criminal offence to drive without a licence. 
*eTolls for everyone, with fines and legal implicaHons for non-
compliance. 
*Imprisonment for corrupt officials, bribing or the_ of funds 
accumulated from implementaHon of Aarto regulaHons - to be used for 
road repairs, and NAMES OF ROAD signs made compulsary for all 
municipaliHes, also punishable for non-compliance. LORRAINE

2020-10-08 
20:27:10 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Demerit system will adversely affect owners of vehicles that are not 
driven my themselves but but family members Adele
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2020-10-08 
19:42:43 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with some key points, especially since traffic laws are 
rarely and selecHvely enforced. These are listed below 

1. The points demerit system. 

2. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable as it 
would only cause more non-compliance in the payment of fines. 

3. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads. e-
tolls have failed and should be scrapped. I agree that demerit point 
should be removed for the non-payment of tolls. 

I agree with making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not 
possess a driving license. 

Wiets

2020-10-08 
18:30:06 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Your quesHonnaire does not address my concern. In essence it seems 
that the changes are an improvement on previous efforts. Driving 
without a license should be an offence but each circumstance should 
be evaluated on it's own merit. a Person may be quite capable to be an 
excellent driver adhering to all road regulaHons, but not be licensed 
due to various reasons. For one, bribery and corrupHon is rive when 
trying to obtain a license  at some tesHng staHons. ConHnuous failure 
for menial alleged transgressions during tesHng for a drivers license 
drive people to  transgress.  
How and in what manner do they want to apply this? It seems all Taxi 
drivers are above the law with regards to the way they apply their own 
road regulaHons with no consequences. If they cannot even regulate 
and control that, but expect others to adhere to all kinds of regulaHons 
because they are law abiding ciHzens, but at the same Hme have to 
look on while these transgressions are blatantly condoned by traffic 
officers, then to accept double standards? It makes the traffic officials 
the laughing stock of the rest of the ciHzenry.  
Anyhow, it is a waste of Hme as long as traffic officials accept bribes! 
Easy pocket money for the traffic officials and the ciHzenry avoid fines 
or court appearances. 
Thus they are just going to waste more of our tax money, unless they 
can address these among other issues they seem uncapable of 
enforcing anyway. Ivan

2020-10-08 
18:04:00 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Road police don't abide ro the rules, nor SAPS or even out ever MPs 
with blue lights  

Before enforcement is applied the law should be held by those issuing 
jusHce Caleb

2020-10-08 
16:31:02 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

what ever you do, see first if you can win the taxi problem in south 
africa. 
they the police, the metro police, the government, the law etc. 
this is the biggest rubbish I ever read belief me............................. and it 
all happen in-front 
off traffic officers.  

kobus

2020-10-08 
16:30:42 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

My fear is that the system will not be fairly applied and that the Taxi 
associaHons will force traffic to a stop if this is applied. It will lead to a 
lot of bribery and corrupHon and unlicensed drivers. They need to 
email on social training to ensure people understand not adverts but 
real training Gert 

2020-10-08 
15:27:19 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

This leaves you open to abuse !  
First get honest reliable officers ... cause I know how angry they get .. 
when I say write me the Hcket .. and I refuse to buy Kentucky Pamela 

2020-10-08 
12:58:20 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

e-toll is a gupta creaHon. O]o

2020-10-08 
12:33:41 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

To implement more regulaHons that will be enforced by corrupt 
officials will not reduce road accidents. The extra administraHve load 
through a tribunal without direct access to a court is not workable. jacobus

2020-10-08 
11:33:22 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

People have the right to defend themselves in court. Removing that 
right gives power to corrupHon and removes ones rights. 

I don’t fully agree to the South African demerit system. As the lack of 
public transport is not adequate for people to get to work and prevent 
them from earning a living if their license is suspended. A demerit 
system like in Europe where 2 demerit points get removed per year is 
more adequate as people can over Hme remove their demerit points 
through good and safe driving PracHces. 

I fully agree with increasing the value of fines as breaking the law 
needs to come with consequences. 

I don’t agree thigh the e-toll and toll regulaHons, and it shouldn’t be 
linked to your drivers license. 

Driving without a drivers license should be a criminal offense. 

I can’t comment on the last point as I don’t know enough about it. Uwe

2020-10-08 
11:26:15 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

In Suid Afrika geld reels en regulasies net vir seker persone m.a.w die 
wat die we]e gehoorsaam. Vir die res van Afrika beteken we]e en 
reels net mooi niks.  As die leiers van die land leiers is na wie mens kan 
opkyk dan miskien kan hierdie reels en we]e DALK werk.  Die spasie is 
te min om aan te gaan... En alles is "top concern" nie net een 
spesifieke punt nie. Connie
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2020-10-08 
11:21:18 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Just a quick reminder that traffic offenses rate pre]y low on what 
South Africans would like to see policed and punished... Except the 
taxis who believe the road belongs to them and them alone. 

Do not waste tax payers money on punishing ordinary South Africans 
who already suffer the consequences of a corrupt and rogue 
government. 

Should government want to make a meaningful impact policing should 
be used to find murderers, rapists and child rapists and minimum 
sentences should be required for the above to be SERVED with no 
parole. Life sentences should be just that... LIFE. 

I do believe those in government and those who hold office have truly 
forgo]en how ordinary people fear for their lives on a daily basis. Are 
you going to be a staHsHc by the end of the day or are you going to 
make it safely home? Not all of us have the luxury of personal body 
guards! 

So when stupid dra_s for traffic laws start popping up one can just 
imagine that ordinary people think those in higher posiHons have lost 
the plot. Tracy

2020-10-08 
11:15:55 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

There is nothing wrong with the current system.  What we need is 
visible policing on our roads to enforce the law and for corrupt traffic 
officers to face the might of the law.  E-tolls should be scrapped 
completely, motorists are already burdened with lots of taxes.  The 
Minister should be looking at ways to ease the burden on already over 
taxed motorists, not to add more. Jess

2020-10-08 
11:01:06 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

As a company with a Fleet, all vehicles are registered under one 
Director. Currently, when an employee driving a company car receives 
a traffic fine, we submit the necessary documentaHon to have the fine 
transferred to the individual. Traffic Departments are not processing 
these to the drivers and conHnue to hold the company liable for the 
fines. We have tried on numerous occasions to correct this, to no avail. 
We are now siVng with over R40K fines which has resulted in the Dept 
not issuing licence disks for many of the vehicles. 
It is preposterus for the Government to implement the point system 
when their house is not in order.  How is a business to operate when 
the director looses his licence in one fell swoop because the system of 
transferring fines to the correct drive is not being processed? 
ImplemenHng new laws when Governement can't even manage 
current Laws is unthinkable. Suene]e

2020-10-08 
10:58:06 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The problem is enforcement of the law, not the law itself. Corrupt and/
or incompetent officials can give too many points or too few, fail to 
administer the system properly. Many people drive without a license 
already. Taking it away will not cause repeat offenders to stop driving. Anne 

2020-10-08 
10:38:12 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I feel it is completely unfair to remove points for etolls as they are 
completely illegal. Rather turn the etolls into average speed cameras 
and collect money from infringers the legal way as the etolls are not. 
Turning the cameras into average speed cameras would not only get 
money back for the cost of the etolls but it would also reducing 
speeding and accidents along the highways. Brigi]e 

2020-10-08 
10:30:46 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not support the fines and demerit points for failing to pay e-tolls. 
This is a system that was not given enough public parHcipaHon and 
which the majority of ciHzens object to and do not pay. The cost to 
upgrade the roads was grossly inflated and those companies who did 
the construcHon work should have paid that money back to SANRAL. 
Any taxes should be added to the fuel levy as we are already overtaxed 
in this country. The e-toll gantries must fall. The vast administraHon 
system needed to manage all of this will be onerous. Also I reject the 
proposed amendment to remove my right to be tried in court and 
replace it with wri]en representaHon as this is far too open to 
corrupHon. Fern

2020-10-08 
10:01:16 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

e-toll fees should have nothing to do with the demerit system.  It 
would be great to get a handle on the corrupHon and bribing taking 
place in this country, but the reality is, this is likely never going to 
happen.  Us ciHzens are always geVng screwed  for more money one 
way or another.   

Melina

2020-10-08 
09:49:48 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The stratagem to introduce pds originated from a number of incidents 
of non abidance with Road RegulaHons Laws in South Africa where 
naHonal fataliHes caused a sHr to the naHon. In my view, one of the 
prime objecHve of AARTO to put sense in our naHon to respect the law. 
In this process, care must be taken to balance livelihood impact of 
those who are law abiding against those who are not as well as the 
naHons demographics. Current AARTO law seem not to be focusing on 
how to balance on these impacts that would dearly cripple the naHon. 
I have been paying e-toll since it’s incepHon but I am nowadays unable 
to because I have lost my job. It is clear that the introducHon of AARTO 
as proposed currently would inhibit my livelihood of having a driving 
license to access public roads only because I am not affording to as a 
law abiding person. This shows how the current AARTO would 
indiscriminately affect majority of the naHon of the poorest who are 
not working. Many of us, would fear to venture to South African roads 
in fear of reprisals from AARTO. AARTO in its current status is 
draconian to the naHon, it is beyond what it was expected to address & 
would bring the economy to a standsHll. It does not balance at how it 
will impact to majority of the poorest but put much emphasis on the 
collecHon of revenue for the rich & the government. This is a noHon of 
totalitarianism that every naHon do not strive for. I urge our 
government to consider carefully this & must not indiscriminately 
barren us with the current status of AARTO. The architectures of 
AARTO in its current form were very myopic on its impact to the naHon 
& there is a need for its review. Peka
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2020-10-08 
09:30:15 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system ANOTHER WAY OF ENRICHING   JMPD    nasiim

2020-10-08 
09:11:53 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I am all fore the proposed regulaHons, however how are they going to 
apply the same regulaHons to the unruly Taxi's who obviously have 
there own set of traffic rules , the majority of who will earn maximum 
demerit points within a week. 
In most cases Traffic Officers are too afraid to confront these Taxi 
Drivers and as such they will again do as they like. Andrew

2020-10-08 
08:59:35 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Scrap the e-tolls totally . Gordon 

2020-10-08 
08:53:42 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I have made contact previously with the 2 advocates involved with the 
points allocaHon. 

Recently ( 2019 prior to Covid 19) in America a survey has been done 
and it was found that TexHng whilst driving, is 6 X more dangerous 
than drunk driving, yet our clever Government ( and with my inputs 
about this already given through to them previously) elected to ignore 
this and they allocate 1 point for TexHng and 6 points for drunk driving.   
I am in Insurance and always read claim forms when an accident occurs 
and can truly confirm that by far the most accidents and deaths are 
due to texHng, not drunk driving, although i am not saying drunk 
driving is good, only that the negaHve points for texHng should be at 
least 8 if drunk driving is 6. Andre

2020-10-08 
08:52:13 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

This can only work if our traffic department is up graded. Far to few 
traffic officers available for this kind of task and not properly trained.  
O_en seen people deliberately disobeying traffic regulaHons while 
officers observe and do nothing. Jeane]e

2020-10-08 
08:32:10 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Anton 

2020-10-08 
08:18:28 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The E-tolls were a contract signed by the Gautence province to pay for 
road and highway improvements fit the 2020 World Cup. How do they 
make this a NaHonal  problem. Will everyone now pay E-tolls even if 
you don't live on Gauteng? Neil

2020-10-08 
08:13:35 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Here we go again, with the parental aVtude towards South Africans. 
The SA government has never had an originally idea. It just copies 
things from around the world which then go on to fail in the SA 
environment. Will the law enforcement agencies impose this demerit 
system fairly in SA. NO they will not if you are a tax paying ciHzen you 
will be nailed for the slightest thing (and asked for a bribe) if you are a 
taxi driver in a dangerous vehicle, with no driving licence and no 
vehicle licence you will get away with it. 

I have NO trust and No respect. 

David

2020-10-08 
08:13:34 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Here we go again, with the parental aVtude towards South Africans. 
The SA government has never had an originally idea. It just copies 
things from around the world which then go on to fail in the SA 
environment. Will the law enforcement agencies impose this demerit 
system fairly in SA. NO they will not if you are a tax paying ciHzen you 
will be nailed for the slightest thing (and asked for a bribe) if you are a 
taxi driver in a dangerous vehicle, with no driving licence and no 
vehicle licence you will get away with it. 

I have NO trust and No respect. 

David

2020-10-08 
08:12:43 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not fully support the amendment where road users will receive, 
doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them, when the e-toll systems is not 
your typical boomed off toll gate system. With the ongoing debate of 
the E-toll system it would be unjust for the ordinary South African 
driver to be penalised for a system that is not in his/her own control. 
Unlike typical Toll gate with booms, if you don't pay for the toll then 
you not eligible to use the highway or road infrastructure.   David

2020-10-08 
07:46:44 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The toll fee demerits should not be included as it was not supported by 
the ciHzens and their are  many issues with the legal enforcement of 
the toll system that should not be allowed in this manner Dianne

2020-10-08 
07:43:31 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The biggest traffic problems are lawless taxi/bus drivers and drunk 
drivers, not the average ciHzen. 
They are criminalising the majority of the public instead of 
criminalising and increasing punishments for the offenders who have 
the highest death-toll and the highest accident rates. 

Eg: A taxi driver that jumps a traffic-light repeatedly,  pushes drivers off 
the road repeatedly, etc. should be removed from public transport and 
have their face published as  a criminal operator. John
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2020-10-08 
07:41:45 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

1. The system is more puniHve and seldom to puniHve systems change 
behavior and this approach masks government and municipal ability to 
meaningfully enforce current legislaHon and implement programmes 
that influence/change driver behaviours. 
2. Current driver policing is focussed on fines and generaHng income 
rather than actually improving driver behaviour, siVng at stop streets 
and behind bushes whilst elements like the taxi industry drive with 
impunity and are ignore. 
3. The system is onerous and presumes guilt. The will further worsen 
the extent to which bribery is used to overcome this burden. The 
extent of bribery in the traffic policing process is not corrected by 
these regulaHons and thus the extent to which this is influencing driver 
behaviour is being completely ignored. 
4. The government has a penchant for implemenHng ever puniHve 
sancHons on its public with the intent to becoming more and more 
direcHve over the poplace. This includes, similarly to the COVID 
Disaster Act regulaHons producing more criminals, again that by 
criminalising transgressions this will improve behaviours is false. 
5. The current ENATIS system is dysfuncHonal. It is nearly impossible in 
certain areas to book leaner licences, renew driver licences making 
criminals out of innocent people. 
6. Government should be doing more to correct dysfuncHonal systems, 
improving service delivery, reducing bribery and corrupHon than 
believing that the introducHon of these regulaHons will improve road 
safety and driver behaviours. 

David

2020-10-08 
07:41:18 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Doubling the points for fines negates the increase in points before 
suspension.  Really?!  Surely a superior intelligence is required in those 
who would lord it over others.  This is what frightens me the most 
about living in this country.  In a village those who are wise are 
consulted because their advice has great value because the person 
receiving their input becomes a be]er human being and advances.  
When intelligent people are governed by the uneducated and ignorant, 
chaos and injusHce abound.  As a country we the ciHzens need to 
ensure the wise are placed in posiHons of authority. These regulaHons 
are not the promulgaHons of wisdom. Michelle 

2020-10-08 
07:38:17 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

* Fines for not paying toll-fees 
My major concern. The user-pay system is not acceptable in Gauteng. 

* Double-jeopardy 
It is unacceptable than one would get a fine and a demerit. Mampuru 

2020-10-08 
07:13:55 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

SelecHng a top concern is difficult, because all of those listed have 
their problems, my main concern with this is the fact as things are 
currently you can get away with just about anything by bribing an 
officer.  

This does not have to cash it comes in many forms, then also the fact 
that the taxi industry as we all know think that they are above the law, 
and unfortunately I know from experience that nothing happens to the 
drivers or taxi owners. 

In principle the system should work, but in flawed system and society 
where the people working within the system are corrupt or have a 
slacked aVtude towards just doing their jobs, it is going to be 
nightmare geVng things done correctly. 

If a person commits an offense and is stopped by an officer, what is 
going to stop the officer from asking fr a bribe to either not deduct any 
points or to deduct less points. 

When it comes to geVng points deducted again, we are open to 
corrupHon and bribery whereby a person will probably be able to get 
more points deducted by paying someone a bribe. 

Nico
2020-10-08 
06:19:57 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system How are you going to be affected Mumtaz

2020-10-07 
23:10:11 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I read somewhere that the owner of a vehicle can be demerited for 
another drivers offense.  I feel this is not fair, since you have no direct 
control of another person's acHons. Erika

2020-10-07 
21:48:16 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

I disagree with this as finality has not been reached on whether e-tolls 
should at all be paid or not. Tim

2020-10-07 
21:12:47 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with fines for none payment of e tolls. This should have 
nothing to do with Aarto. 
I do not believe that Aarto will be fairly administered and ordinary 
motorists will be targeted while Taxis will conHnue to blatantly disobey 
the rules and get away with deliberate bad driving. System will be open 
to again corrupHon. Iain

2020-10-07 
19:55:12 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

There should be no increase in the number of points before one’s 
license is withdrawn. Rules must get stricter, not more lax. 

ReverHng to a wri]en process is unfair as it obscures the process and I 
doubt that it would ever be a just process. 

There must be offenses that immediately causes one to lose one’s 
license, eg drunk driving, causing a fatal accident, etc. Marie

2020-10-07 
18:05:19 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

It will  only encrease the corrupHon. People  will  bribe  more  to avoid  
loosing  points. It's  not  the best  way  to  deal  with  traffic  law 
infringement. Simphiwe 
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2020-10-07 
17:42:23 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

1. While their is major corrupHon in the law enforcement system no 
laws are going to be successful. How many demerit points will get 
BRIBED away and not registered? 
2. I having a guess that half the drivers currently drive unlawfully. What 
are you going to do once all 15 demerits have been reached. Demerits 
once again will only create 100% illegal drivers. UnHl law enforcement 
can actually enforce the laws with very strict consequences as in 
overseas countries it will be a fuHle excecise.  
3. Who cares if the drivers or car license is renewed? If I cannot renew 
them them due to my demerit points being fully alloacted then I drive 
without them. (General aVtude, not mine). 
4. When are we going to remove all the unroadworthy cars off our 
roads? 
5. When are we going to prosecute moving violaHons? Oh sorry we're 
too lazy to move around and keep an eye. Rather do drunking driving 
and speeding. Much easier to prosecute because I have proof to do so. 
That is the few that actually are not bribed away! 
6. If the above is dealt with first we could have a successful 
implimentaHon and reduce the carnage on our roads. Which is what 
"Arrive Alive" was all about. What a waste of Hme and money that 
was. 

Colin
2020-10-07 
17:37:21 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not support the E toll system. It is a double tax. We already pay for 
the roads  with the petrol levy. Why must we pay twice? Alan

2020-10-07 
16:59:20 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

The e-toll fines have to be abolished and not doubled. Debbie
2020-10-07 
16:56:32 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system SAMMY

2020-10-07 
16:27:54 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

If I look at the reckless way people drive I accept a demerit system or 
any system that will make people more careful when driving. I believe 
a lot of effort should be spent on considering ways to change their 
aVtude toward driving courteously. Perhaps this will rub off on their 
general way of living their lives. There are too many bad tempered, 
bad mannered, arrogant and piggish people in South Africa    Alec

2020-10-07 
16:21:27 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think you guys can scrap e-tolls in case you were wondering about 
that. The whole process around awarding those tenders and contracts 
was flawed and you thought you would make money from that and 
pass the bill to the South African motorist. No thank you. Garrick

2020-10-07 
16:17:51 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

E-Toll is nonsense. E-Toll stole exist highways, exisHng infrastructure 
without offering a similar alternaHve. NEVER will e-Toll be paid EVER. 
Just another example of government exploiHng South Africans.  
Next I want to menHon is this the rules need to apply to ALL SOUTH 
AFRICANS. if one sector of the populaHon is excluded or exempt then 
this whole system is targeted against a focus sector of the economy. Raymond

2020-10-07 
15:50:38 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

In respect to reference clause: "Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-
toll and regular toll roads while removing the demerit points from 
them".  

Enforcing for non-payment of e-toll is absurd - u]erly unconsHtuHonal.  
Indeed the demerit point system must be removed from e-toll. So too 
must non-payment. Government must find another enforcement 
mechanism for e-toll all together and not the AARTO Act. Denzil

2020-10-07 
15:50:08 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree with the increase in fines for e tolls as we were not 
adequately consulted on insHtuHng these. Metsing

2020-10-07 
15:47:18 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Rather decrease the demerit points to a small minimum e.g. 5 or 
rather 3 as an effecHve  deterrent, otherwise it is a useless tool. 
How about providing traffic officers with head fi]ed, super space age 
cameras to photograph offending drivers. Recordings to be saved to a 
permanent PDF record to avoid traffic officers requesHng, or drivers to 
offering bribes. RegistraHon numbers to be included with each photo 
and automated traffic Hckets to be sent to drivers. A_er all, this is the 
21st century. 
Drunk drivers should be forbidden road usage for life - alcoholism is a 
major problem in our country and an enormous drain on the fiscus 
through serious medical consequences and deaths as well as medical 
costs on the general wellbeing of our populaHon as a result of GBV.  
Note: e-tolls are a lost cause - lost by the government because it was 
insHtuted without consultaHon. Cornelia

2020-10-07 
15:46:01 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Lynn

2020-10-07 
15:46:00 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-07 
15:39:48 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

It sounds like a good idea but I quesHon whether the government has 
the capacity to run it fairly and effecHvely. Experience tells us that the 
mostly law-abiding middle class will get "caught" in the system 
whereas chancers (e.g. taxis, unlicensed vehicles and drivers, and 
vehicles lacking number plates) will slip through the net as they usually 
do because it is too hard to catch them. As with e-tolls, you will turn 
the mostly law-abiding populaHon into criminals. I would feel more 
confident if we first saw the exisHng regulaHons properly enforced and 
the cops were more proacHve and less corrupt. More technology or a 
new process isn't going to solve the problem--effecHve policing will. James

2020-10-07 
15:35:50 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

In principle it's a good system. The problem is corrupHon. The cops will 
just ask for more lunch money in order for us not to get any demerits. 
It's not going to work unHl corrupHon has been stamped out. Thomas

2020-10-07 
15:31:13 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

First sort out the taxis that is a law onto its own, they do what ever 
they want and nothing happens to them -killing people, driving over 
red robots, pushing us out of the road when they see traffic cops, 
traffic cops that ignore the taxis and what they do.  As long as SA has 
taxi's you cannot implement this as metro is to useless to reprimand 
them now!!!!!  Taxi can do what ever they want!!!!! Natasha
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2020-10-07 
15:28:49 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I for one need my vehicle to making a living.  You demerit me and I 
loose my bread and bu]er.  i am then not able to work.  
Double fines are just going to increase bribery and corrupHon.  
If this system comes into play all outstanding fines should be wiped 
clean and cancelled so as to start from fresh.  

Natasha
2020-10-07 
15:16:02 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Phelisa 

2020-10-07 
15:14:21 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

I totally disagree with AARTO system of points demerit.The country is 
taking a strain due to Covid.Companies are ba]ling as it 
is.Unemployment at its highest.This will just increase and cause more 
unemployment .Drivers keep this country running without them the 
country will collapse into further chaos. carlos

2020-10-07 
14:51:28 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

e tolls  
Doubling of fines   
fines for going less than 12km over limit by mistake 
system when wanHng to go and pay and get reducHon 

Tim

2020-10-07 
14:36:30 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

In view of the widely known and accepted corrupt traffic enforcement 
employees that supposedly 'police' our exisHng traffic laws, the 
demerit system lends itself to further abuse and mismanagement to 
the detriment of the general public. Steph

2020-10-07 
14:33:09 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The one that you cannot renew licence because of ETolls outstanding. 
ETolls is a rip-off. 
AARTO in the long run will have benefits if managed correctly. 
Will increase bribery and corrupHon - fix traffic police. Johan

2020-10-07 
14:32:29 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Get rid off toll gates on the highway in and around The towns and Jhb ! 
nail people drunk and drive! Walter

2020-10-07 
14:09:43 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Hi I do not agree that the e tol must be included we as the public did 
not approve to the e tol system it is a waist of money the system has 
proven it to scrapping is the only way or the petrol and diesel price 
must come down and stay down we cannot afford the ongoing 
increase in petrol price and diesel price plus tols the covid has hit us all 
hard salaries are not certain so I disagree middle and lower class is 
being hit hard if e tols stay taxis and busses must also pay why only 
vehicles that is unfair to all ciHzens all will agree Henk 

2020-10-07 
13:18:50 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

The South African driving public is not mature enough for such a 
sophisHcated system. Ockert

2020-10-07 
12:41:46 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system I do not agree with etolls being part of the demerit system Wendy

2020-10-07 
11:47:15 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

Road markings are o_en lacking. A single sign (o_en missing) might 
indicate a change of speed limit, so its very possible for a driver to be 
quite unaware that they are not driving at the appropriate speed. 

Furthermore removing the right to be heard in court seems very 
wrong.  

We all know how awful government is at responding to 
correspondence or even keeping track thereof. Having to wait for a 
response or a tribunal with no end date in sight seems untenable. Erica

2020-10-07 
11:46:55 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system Jeff

2020-10-07 
11:22:15 Gauteng Not fully

points demerit 
system

E-toll is contrvercial,  and should be abolished in it's current form. the 
costs should be brought down to a minimum that would make them 
viable for people who need to uHlise our highways on a daily basis. 

Other traffic offences need to be dealt with, but corrupHon needs to 
be dealt with along side the new rulings, or people will conHnue as 
they are, and nothing posiHve wil come out of this without the 
authoriHes being seen as helping drivers to mainHan good driving 
pracHce on the roads, rather than a money making system based on 
bad driving. Helen

Limpopo 6

2020-11-02 
15:10:50 Limpopo Not fully

points demerit 
system

LegislaHon does not mean a thing if it is not enforced.  I witness traffic 
violaHons on a daily basis - and it is geVng worse. Enforcers should 
enforce, not ignore violaHons. Tjaart

2020-10-12 
20:15:13 Limpopo Not fully

points demerit 
system They will take points  for nothing Jakkals

2020-10-10 
20:42:24 Limpopo Not fully

points demerit 
system David

2020-10-10 
10:22:01 Limpopo Not fully

points demerit 
system

1.  The point of making the criminal offence if you are not in possess of 
your license card,  why can’t you introduce the system verifies before 
charging someone with what is there on the system. 

2. Introducing some site camera for the traffic offficer, someHme traffic 
officers can break the law while a]endending to the drivers Zwelithini

2020-10-09 
03:26:34 Limpopo Not fully

points demerit 
system The demerit is going to work for some and not for all. Keketso

2020-10-08 
06:56:24 Limpopo Not fully

points demerit 
system e-toll must go Olof

Mpumalanga 8

2020-10-28 
12:42:00 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

This toll gate fees unfair since the road are not up to standard, for 
example N 17, only Gauteng roads that are taken care, constantly fees 
increase, we majority motorist we were against it from the beginning 
but nothing done seems our concern are not taken seriously, jobs are 
lost every day but sHll you enforce payments what on earth are we 
gonna pay with mmmm Solomon 

2020-10-12 
07:24:35 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

will there be a online status of points, do I get posiHve points for safe 
driving, why are we only penalizing bad driving and not encouraging 
good drving Gustav

2020-10-12 
06:30:03 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

The point system will not work correct as if I borrow my car to some 
one and he get a fine on camera I will get point to my name Adriaan
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2020-10-11 
18:02:02 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

The E-toll, this is the system that you want to force it upon us even 
when we object against it, roads were upgraded using funds from FIFA 
and I fail to understand when you suggest we should pay for it, were is 
the FIFA money donated before 2010 World cup? Benjamin

2020-10-09 
08:20:46 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

Why is it that or country cannot think for itself, WHY do we also have 
to do what other COUNTRIES does. 

Come on SA use your brain.  Everything work why fixing something if it 
works. 

Yes, fines the people that does not adhere to law. 

TAKE AWAY E-TOLL. WE ARE ALREADY PAYING ALLOT OF TAX WHY E-
TOLL, SOMEONE IS GETTING ALLOT OF MONEY AND GETTING RICH 
FROM THE POOR. 

WE ARE ALREADY PAYING TOLL GATE THAT IS GETTING MORE AND 
MORE EXPENSIVE EVERY YEAR. WE DO NOT NEED E-TOLLS 

WHY DO YOU WANT TO FINE US FOR E-TOLL TAKE IT DONE retha

2020-10-08 
17:49:55 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

While I agree in principle with the demerit system, it will be yet 
another source of corrupHon. Because on losing a license, there is no 
effecHve public transport and people will be forced to drive illegally. So 
while in principle I agree, the ANC's total failure to govern and 
adminstrate the country effecHvely means this will be yet another 
complete mess. 

Rather, properly apply the regulaHons that are already in place. Given 
the state of the country, this should be low on the priority list. High on 
the priority list should be figuring out how to pay back your creditors. 
It's obvious by now you are going to drive the country into a sovereign 
debt crisis (pun intended). Ian

2020-10-07 
15:00:32 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

I cannot see how the demerit system will stop the bad habits of most 
drivers. If there is no enforcement officers nearby they just ignore 
traffic rules. We need to beef up our law enforcement offices and then 
bring the culprits to book. Fine alone will not work. HENRY

2020-10-07 
14:28:44 Mpumalanga Not fully

points demerit 
system

People who drive a lot and dependent on travel for a livelihood are 
more exposed to the demerit system by sheer Hme of exposure. The 
high accident rate and misdemeanors that I witness has no 
consequence, not due to the laws not being in posiHon but due to 
policing and the inability of law enforcement through absence , 
inadequate numbers, lack of vehicles etc. making it impossible to stop 
the law breakers. How will this demerit system help in this regard. 
Secondly I have had an uphill ba]le in renewing my annual vehicle 
licence, being the main bread winner in the family I cannot afford the 
days (leave) to go to a licencing office 5 Hmes with an average of 2 
hours waiHng just to renew a licence because the office has decided to 
not operate or being offline and now you want to give me demerit 
points for being late, unfair! 
Ensure the systems are 100% and enforcement  works properly before 
applying another whip Tony

Eastern Cape 8

2020-10-15 
09:43:54 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

The demerit points needed for suspension of licence to be increased to 
20 points. 
Should not consider it as a criminal offence if the driver produce the 
drivers licence with in 24 hours.  
Traffic fines should not be doubled  because even now it is exorbitant, 
can increase by  10% percentage point from the exisHng table. 

Thanks. Joseph

2020-10-10 
07:36:54 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think this is good but why increase the number of points before 
taking a licnce away - just gives a perpetrator more chance to mess up  
thus affecHng more and more road users

Oswald 
Graham

2020-10-10 
07:36:48 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think this is good but why increase the number of points before 
taking a licnce away - just gives a perpetrator more chance to mess up  
thus affecHng more and more road users

Oswald 
Graham

2020-10-08 
12:48:36 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I think the demerit points on licence discs of company vehicles is 
completely impracHcal. The company cannot solely be responsible for 
driver offences. The doubling of fines on infringements parHcularly 
frivolously handed out fines is no more than a further a]empt at 
revenue  collecHon. In fact mostly fines are completely unrelated to 
actual road safety. Road safety should be at the core of all traffic and 
road related legislaHon. As good examples we should look to European 
and UK countries and use their legislaHon as a base. Doubling E-TOLL 
fines is ridiculous. E-TOLL is dead and buried. Lets just move on from 
that. It has been a disaster from day 1 and just another corrupHon and 
revenue hot pot. The AARTO system will be just ineffecHve or possibly 
even worse than the system it is replacing when it comes to actual 
road safety. Louis

2020-10-08 
08:16:22 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Please reduce the demerits number before a license is lost!  Drinking 
and driving should result in immediate loss of license and preferably 
impounding the vehicle and be]er selling it to pay policing costs! Claire

2020-10-08 
05:16:29 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

The points demerit system cannot be effecHve in South Africa because 
it'll be misused by traffic offices to vicHmize motorists who refuse to 
pay bribes. Soyiso
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2020-10-07 
17:43:08 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Once again the Government is trying to collect funds due to the miss 
appropriaHon of all other fund s that were available be it Pension 
schemes, UIF, Savings  and most of all current rates and taxes. 

The average person needs to have transport to work to earn a living so 
the vehicle is the one mode of transport that is le_ for the average 
person to get to work. We cannot depend on the bus system or taxis as 
as soon as the union wants to make a show then all the people are 
held to ransom while they argue about points of contenHon that are 
above our control eg. the current Union call to stay away from work to 
show solidarity with the  complaint about CorrupHon and stolen funds. 
All that is happening is the situaHon for all people is geVng 
progressively worse by the day. The BCMM are paying approx 80% of 
their collecHons out on salary and wages and they will again increase 
the rates by 15% plus and the people that are sHll paying are now 
unable to pay rates and are being threatened that they will be 
prosecuted where is all of this money coming from?  
I  was caught speeding along Se]lers Highway and never received any 
advise as to when of where and then a_er 6 months I was stopped in a 
normal  road block when the Traffic officer asked to check if there was 
outstanding fines and I said NO and a_er she checked it out she 
confirmed that there was no outstanding fines so I le_. A_er a further 
5 months I was stopped at another Traffic stop and asked if there was 
any fines to which I answered NO and again they checked and she 
returned and with a very cheeky aVtude she said that there was one . 
I asked where if the proof and she become cheeky. Here is a case in 
point where the new regulaHons would kick in and my license would 
be revoked for no fault of my own so I went to the Magistrates court 
and the R 400.00 was dropped to R 200.00 as the speed was 71 Km in a 
60 km area. I went and toke Hmes and speeds on the Se]lers Highway 
and every taxi and 90 % of the traffic was travelling at 70 plus so the 
new story of you will receive demerits if I  do not pay , when I have no 
idea that I was in a speed trap. We did our licenses the correct way I 
have never in more than 50 years had an accident  and I drive a 1999 
model Isuzu so how do I exceed the speed limit or is it that through the 
camera they can pick out the willing payers and trap them when 
everyone else is travelling at 90 km per hour do not get stopped . It is 
another Shibere Shake  racket 
We cannot do this unless they are prepared to do their side properly 
and efficiently . Haldane

2020-10-07 
12:49:36 Eastern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

I am not sure of the consHtuHonality of providing for the penalizing of 
persons not paying toll fees,  in legislaHon that primarily seeks to 
strengthen road safety. Hence this should be removed from the 
regulaHon. Neville

Northern Cape 2
2020-10-14 
13:26:12 Northern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system Petrus

2020-10-08 
10:44:43 Northern Cape Not fully

points demerit 
system

Threy are going to demerit us ons small things like speeding while 
there is so much other crimes on our roads that is not a]ended to and 
not seen.  Easy to put out a camera and fininf people without not even 
being there while taxis does what they want on our roads. 

What about somebody (like a child) driving your car and the demerit 
points are on my name. 

Lets rather concentrate on crime in our country!! Andra
North West 6

2020-10-12 
10:57:58 North West Not fully

points demerit 
system

Point systems does not work - take schools as an example.  The only 
way someone feels a punishment is when they need to pay for it.  If 
you fine someone for an infringement and enforce that fine then they 
start to listen.  By assigning points, then they don't feel the burden of 
that and they just keep on braking the rules. 
Taxi's are geVng away with murder.  No fines are geVng paid by them 
as they are above the law.  How many fines are given to Taxi drivers?  
our law enforcement agencies are afraid of them..... They are driving 
without licences, un-roadworthy vehicles, overloading, speeding, 
driving in the emergency lanes, making illegal U-turn's, not stopping at 
stop streets, not stopping at red robots, I can go on.  Who is enforcing 
these rules?    

As the proxy of a company the AARTO regulaHons are a nightmare.  
You can not penalize the proxy for the infringements of its employees.  
As employees come's and go's and keep on changing their private 
phone numbers like they want, how are you going to keep track of 
them when they leave your employment and you received a fine 3 
months down the line? Adri

2020-10-12 
09:16:50 North West Not fully

points demerit 
system i  think it is strict enough CORNELIA E

2020-10-09 
12:47:05 North West Not fully

points demerit 
system Barend

2020-10-09 
07:11:24 North West Not fully

points demerit 
system

Although the ciHzens of South Africa don't realy have a say. Why 
bother to change the traffic laws? What is wrong with the exisHng 
laws? Simple answer, get rid of taxis and corrupHon, rather spend 
money on posiHve changes. Dries

2020-10-08 
05:50:28 North West Not fully

points demerit 
system Theresa

2020-10-07 
14:24:38 North West Not fully

points demerit 
system

I do not agree that the e tol must be included, we as the public did not 
approve to the e toll system, it is a waste of money.  We cannot afford 
the ongoing increase in petrol price and diesel price plus tolls. It s 
underhanded of the government to sneak the etoll system in with the 
other tolls. This whole system opens yet another door to the ever so 
populer corrupHon, all the way from traffic officers to high ranking 
officials. Adri

Free State 1
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2020-10-12 
10:51:27 Free State Not fully

points demerit 
system

Unfortunately most of the menHoned points to be changed will just 
open another avenue for corrupHon, and a lot off ciHzens will comply 
with corrupt officials due to the fear of loosing licenses etc. Riaan

enforcement orders 489
Column B: Count:

KwaZulu-Natal 50

2020-11-20 
08:49:10 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

If the current government clamp down on the Taxi industry w.r.t non 
payment of fines, reckless driving by not following rules of the road, 
overloading, and vehicle road worthiness amongst others, then i will 
wholeheartedly accept the law.  Apart from the administraHve burden, 
there is a lack of manpower in terms of the police to enforce these 
rules. Also corrupted police must be rooted out first. Lets start by 
recoverying outstanding fines from taxi drivers/owners and I am sure 
this would amount to millions which can be used to employ more 
police / admin staff thus creaHng employment to upli_ our economy. Deena

2020-11-03 
06:22:26 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Postal service is non existent and cannot be used as an excuse for 
AARTO to fine us extra Geoff

2020-10-20 
15:14:51 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The reason why i dont support this is, because the Taxis in our country 
have the extreme rule and do not adhere to any rules and regulaHons 
and do not pay their fines. 
if they lose all their demerits and have their licences, how are they 
going to make a living they will just remove that taxi driver and put in 
another which is not fair, because the offender gets on sco] free again, 
as the taxis dont always belong to the driver but to an independent 
person so we suffer and pay for their mess up. 
i dont think this is a good idea.   the only good idea you have given us, 
if we do get fined that we can get 50% off if we pay our fine.  Do the 
taxi's pay their fines, i dont think so. 
So not a good idea , get rid of overhead cameras and demerit points 
and everybody will be happy, because then the taxi's can sHll rule our 
roads and highways rosemary

2020-10-20 
13:08:17 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The theory of these laws seems thorough, however I can't see it 
working in South Africa with our high-levels of corrupHon and bribery. 
The law-breakers will conHnue to get away with things! Micah

2020-10-20 
09:32:28 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

WE are not a law abiding country - so some of the proposed system  is 
good but we are a long way from being like Australia -  we need to get 
rid of e-tolls , abide by the current rules of the road, enforce these 
rules without corrupHon, then the system will work. JusHn

2020-10-17 
10:37:49 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Due to the corrupHon in South Africa it is necessary that all ma]ers go 
to court for any decisions Mayavan

2020-10-16 
19:26:38 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders Need to be able to go to court William

2020-10-13 
16:33:32 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I strongly believe that all the disputes must be resolved at the court of 
law to eliminate subjecHvity Moses

2020-10-12 
16:17:13 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

12 demerit points should remain  -  there should be zero tolerance for 
traffic infringements.  This system does assume computerised tracking 
as it is very open to abuse by bent traffic cops but works well 
elsewhere in the world.  Hopefully computerisaHon will also increase 
the detecHon of false licence plates etc.  Kim

2020-10-12 
12:18:46 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I believe the demerit system will work to regulate enforce the traffic 
laws. But the demerits should be refreshed a_er a specified Hme. The 
demerits should fall away and then start all over again. The person 
should not lose their licence. 

Gonasagara
n 

2020-10-12 
10:56:52 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The taxis wond be effected by this as they don't give a dam about the 
traffic laws, it is only the normal road going drivers that will be 
effected. Pierre

2020-10-12 
10:52:52 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Not in favor of:  
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. Alan

2020-10-12 
10:33:56 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders mike

2020-10-11 
19:54:38 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

No ma]er what rules you make, the majority of the ciHzens wont 
abide by them,  if you take their licence away, they will drive without 
one, as so many do already because they know nothing will happen to 
them. Their is no appropriate  punishment given out for crimes 
commi]ed,  we are living in a lawless country. It is a great idea if it 
works, but the government have no clue how to implement it. Margie 

2020-10-11 
18:13:01 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This is  just another indirect tax.   
Don't double down on fines, it will exacerbate the corrupHon, and will 
give traffic officers MORE leverage. 
How to do be]er with what we have, to start with ENFORCE THE 
REGULATIONS THAT ARE ALREADY IN PLACE, evenly and with out 
tolerance. 
Seek out and eradicate corrupHon amongst traffic officers. 
WHO is going to pay for the administraHve burden? JusHn

2020-10-11 
09:07:49 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Increasing fine for nit paying e Hlls which were implemented and 
benefits foreign enHHes rather than south africa Dassie 

2020-10-11 
06:16:22 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders Sorry i will not pay for the tolks in guteng. Did not ask for it Sue
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2020-10-10 
14:19:05 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The lack of resourced, efficient and accountable traffic authoriHes to 
manage enforcement, visibility and eliminate corrupHon is a priority 
which the Act will not address.  
Poor implementaHon of the current traffic laws are partly responsible 
for traffic infringements and road accidents (including the maintenance 
and construcHon of roads which is beyond the act.  
A key cause cause of lawlessness on the roads is the failure of 
enforcement of traffic laws by the relevant officials (including their fear 
of, for example, taxi organisaHons and trucking companies) - it is 
common cause that corrupHon is not being adequately addressed as 
well as the lack of poliHcal will to enforce our laws and hold people 
accountable.  
We have good laws, but fail to implement them effecHvely and 
efficiently. There is a raHonal argument that if there was a mechanism 
in place to ensure that law enforcement officers are monitored and 
drivers a vigorously prosecuted for corrupHon - with the current laws 
effecHvely enforced then the lawlessness and road carnage will be 
significantly reduced.  
The dra_ AARTO legislaHon potenHally creates increased opportuniHes 
for corrupHon as the driver will be severely penalised (with a loss of  
consHtuHonal rights in being able to defend oneself in court) and 
therefore leading to increased incenHves to pay bribes and act 
unlawfully .  
Part of this is that government must be seen to act and address 
corrupHon across all levels of society (public and private) first. 
Individual consHtuHonal rights cannot be suspended as is presently 
proposed in the dra_ legislaHon. One cannot be assumed to be 
presumed guilty unHl proven innocent.  
CiHzens have the right to legally defend themselves and a tribunal 
would not be an adequate mechanism in this regard. 
It is naïve to think that the dra_ AARTO legislaHon in its current form 
will address the endemic problems on South African roads. Mark

2020-10-10 
07:16:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I don't believe that the real traffic offenders like taxi drivers, 
unroadworthy heavy trucks, will be penalized. It will be minor traffic 
offenders who will bear the brunt as they are easy targets for our 
current verylsxylsw enforcerd Lorraine 

2020-10-09 
21:38:47 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why not try and enforce the exisHng traffic laws instead of adding new 
ones which u are unable to enforce already? The country has been 
looted of billions of rands by senior poliHcal and connected business 
men over twenty years yet no one is in prison?  
Cars are unroadworthy, unlicensed and drivers do as they please with 
no consequences so what use is a demerit system going to be? 

Lynton

2020-10-09 
21:38:47 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why not try and enforce the exisHng traffic laws instead of adding new 
ones which u are unable to enforce already? The country has been 
looted of billions of rands by senior poliHcal and connected business 
men over twenty years yet no one is in prison?  
Cars are unroadworthy, unlicensed and drivers do as they please with 
no consequences so what use is a demerit system going to be? 

Lynton

2020-10-09 
14:51:59 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

All these changes are an open invitaHon to more corrupHon.  taking 
away the right to  
appear in court is unconsHtuHonal.  doubling penalHes is not going to 
stop bad driving without proper police enforcement - which is never 
going to happen.  the only silver lining here is  
punishment for driving without a licence. HELEN

2020-10-09 
09:31:47 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The penalHes should be 10 Hmes higher, not double. It is a lawless 
society that must be brought back to obey and respect the law. Jan

2020-10-09 
09:30:46 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Road behavior must be considered paramount which at present is far 
from it so I believe enforcement essenHal but officers MUST be able to 
deal with alleged offenders in a just manner. Again they appear in 
general unable to do that showing aggression  and arrogance most 
occasion. 
Demerit points - great idea, it works in many countries but I doubt our 
enforcement agencies are capable of monitoring and effecHng these 
methods due to many reasons we all know about. 
Fines /penalHes - if outstanding fines were collected there would be no 
reason to even consider increasing them, again failure by the systems.     Des

2020-10-09 
07:47:05 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Demerrit system is  ok  for  driving offences 
but do not  tag  non payment of  toll fees onto the  demerrit system 
the  demerrit  system is a  vehicle  now  dont let  the  toll fees get on 
this  vehicle recovery  of  toll fees  must be  addressed  separately 
one  suggesHon  put it on the  petrol levies it will be  so  negligible  and  
the  whole  country  will be responsible 
there  will be  no  admin in billing each  motorist 
it will  be  based on  the  more  you travel  the  more  you pay 
i think  its  fair

vivegananda
n

2020-10-08 
20:27:12 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I agree that something has to be done to reduce the carnage on the 
roads - but the problem is not the goal or the aim of the legislaHon - it 
is the implementaHon. 
The Traffic force, while having some very good people, is largely 
mismanaged and misdeployed. Their systems and procedures, even 
now, are archaic - introduce change to those and stand back and wait 
for mayhem to occur. 
And final point - if this system has been 'trialed' in Gauteng for over 10 
years - can anyone point to  ANY success in any field within the overall 
ambit???????????? Shaun

2020-10-08 
20:17:41 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I am not happy about the fines being doubled. This is  because we are 
not Hmeously noHfied and the postal system is non existent. 

Poovalinga
m 
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2020-10-08 
15:47:23 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

• Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be 
tried in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal 
and eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates 
Court - I don't agree with this as infringers will have their consHtuHonal 
rights removed 
• Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable - this 
is excessively puniHve  
• Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them - this is also excessively 
puniHve...e-toll should be disconHnued enHrely...ciHzens pay enough 
taxaHon via other Government revenue-earning avenues 

Ivan

2020-10-08 
12:07:43 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Object to the offenders right to appear. 
Object to doubling the fines  for not paying e-tolls. 
Object to doubling fines which are currently payable. Pravin

2020-10-08 
10:30:58 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders Maybe too harsh. Irma

2020-10-08 
10:20:30 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders babongile

2020-10-08 
09:40:32 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders ELSIE

2020-10-08 
08:51:56 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I am against e-tolls which were imposed on the public without 
consultaHon. Nolwandle

2020-10-08 
08:42:15 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. Enforcement currently takes place for only some type of traffic 
transgressions only - such as speeding and this mostly done by using a 
camera. Others such as double parking, overtaking on solid lines, etc 
are ignored by traffic officials.  Traffic Officials should be seen to do 
their present job (in full) first (applying all exisHng regulaHons), before 
implemenHng new regulaHons in the same ad hoc manner as they do 
now.  
2. People should have the right to take their case to court.  The 
Tribunal system  is taking this right away from ciHzens. 
3. The appeal process will be Hme consuming and the cost implicaHons 
too high for many people. Harry

2020-10-08 
07:51:10 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

To make driving without an appropriate licence a criminal offence 
would be fine in most countries but in South Africa this is totally unfair 
as the various licensing offices are mostly non funcHonal, off-line or 
manned by lackadaisical staff.  

It takes many weeks of waiHng to simply make an appointment for a 
learners licence and therea_er many months to actually take the test. 
Most of the Hme people dont bother as the systems dont funcHon. 

Fix the enHre procedure first and only then introduce criminal offences 
for infringements.   Anthony

2020-10-08 
07:40:27 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not fully support all the changes especially the  etoll fees as I have 
received Etoll bills and someone was driving around with my number 
plate in Gauteng!  My vehicle has NEVER been to Gauteng and 
although I sold the vehicle and got a new number plate this BILL is 
STILL escalaHng!!  Also to double the fees?  Steven

2020-10-08 
07:30:51 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Traffic regulaHons in every country in the world are imposed to protect 
the law abiding motorist and therefore I have to agree to them 
parHally. Both must be dispensed without fear or favour and in 
accordance with the law of the land and any possibility of bribes etc. 
being paid to have the offense removed must be dealt with by the 
harshest penalHes. This is providing the monetary value and demerit 
penalHes/points are reasonable and just. The fact that the demerit 
points stay with the vehicle is a very posiHve aspect for South Africa 
providing the owner/driver stay a]ached to that vehicle. 
Any appeal facility must be via a Magistrates Court and not an AARTO 
affiliated organisaHon. 
All monetary proceeds from such regulaHons must be used to maintain 
the roads in that parHcular area.  

Richard

2020-10-08 
07:29:07 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The fact that the minister is violaHng our right of due process or to 
defend ourselves is a great concern. With the amount of corrupHon 
out there this opens the doors that we can be maliciously targeted and 
can do nothing about it. The right to defend the fine in court is our 
right why should the minister think he can violate our consHtuHonal 
right QuinHn

2020-10-07 
20:29:10 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I am concerned that this does not apply to the Taxi Industry. 
Reasons as follows :- 
Don't pay fines 
Don't pay PAYE Income Tax 
Don't obey the Rules of the Road 
Vehicles are not Roadworthy 
Don't have Legal Permits  
Taxi Industry is Law unto themselves 
Protest by blocking NaHonal and Local Highways 
Government are unable to Regulate the Taxi Industry Dhanpal

2020-10-07 
19:54:20 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Another useless system that will be implemented and not work, like e-
naHs. We will just be charged more and more each year as is currently 
happening  Just another silent tax with zero opHon to fight it. Bruce
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2020-10-07 
17:10:07 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think the point system is an excellent one. Lived in the UK for 17 years 
and it works! 
However, can it work in this corrupt system? Currently there are 
absolutely no rules that motorists follow.  
Doubling the fines? "they" don't pay their fines, don't pay the tolls . 
Roads are not policed, towns are not policed.  Here I seen the metro 
police overweight females waddle around parking lots HckeHng out of 
date licence discs, while drivers are exceeding speed limits, going 
through red lights, etc etc. Shocking. Oh and then the metro officers 
waddle off to shop at Woolworths, of course they can, they are 
overpaid or they go and buy their KFC or whatever Of course they can, 
they are overpaid. No sandwich and a piece of fruit for them. Norma

2020-10-07 
16:50:37 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

increasing demerit points seems ok. Doubling the fines is a definite no 
as only the responsible ciHzens end up paying these fines. There 
should be a trial done with bus operators, taxi operators/drivers and 
truck drivers first to see if the system works. Prem

2020-10-07 
16:06:35 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders Dave

2020-10-07 
15:44:40 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There are so many bad drivers on the road and no one to enforce the 
current law of the road how is this going to be any different. Cathleen

2020-10-07 
15:14:13 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Black list any offender from geVng insurance and also not allowing 
them to vote. Plus if they are a second Hme offender , make them 
serve jail Hme Terry 

2020-10-07 
15:14:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Black list any offender from geVng insurance and also not allowing 
them to vote. Plus if they are a second Hme offender , make them 
serve jail Hme Terry 

2020-10-07 
15:00:49 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders Rajendra

2020-10-07 
13:53:37 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There is so much bad driving in this country and li]le or no acHon is 
taken against offenders Rodney

2020-10-07 
13:29:56 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders Howard

2020-10-07 
11:36:42 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

enforcement 
orders Drene

Western Cape 112

2020-11-15 
10:31:00 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

0% alcohol can be applied to learner drivers and drivers 18 - 20 years 
of age.. Otherwise one single standard drink like they employ in 
Australia should be good enough. Alexander

2020-11-02 
08:42:57 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Sermone

2020-10-20 
22:31:35 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Concerned about opportunity for more corrupHon and bribing. I have 
my doubts about Uniformity of enforcement across the board inclusive 
of the taxi industry! adriaan

2020-10-20 
07:16:04 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Definitely a way for just more corrupHon /bribery and will  be costly to 
implement.  Roche

2020-10-17 
10:59:39 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

People don't pay their fines now. How are you going to enforce 
payment of fines? Irene 

2020-10-16 
10:49:07 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Tracy

2020-10-14 
15:29:25 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders The new laws are highly uneccessary Farouk

2020-10-14 
13:52:07 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Someone is driving a car in Gauteng with my CA number plate. I keep 
geVng etoll fines. I have told them, but sHll geVng the fines. Bridget 

2020-10-13 
17:32:49 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Anieka

2020-10-13 
10:07:37 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

First sort out corrupHon. This system will bring unnecessary difficulHes 
for ciHzens. Jules

2020-10-13 
09:05:04 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

MunicipaliHes cannot even control traffic and how people especially 
how taxi drivers behave on the road so how are they going to  monitor 
the  new system. Drivers should be able to have their say in court if  
necessary Lynn

2020-10-12 
14:21:53 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My objecHons are based on the fact that the current legislaHons are 
not enforced. For instance the taxi drivers disregard the traffic rules 
without conseqences. 

Another reason for my objecHon is because most of the proposed 
AARTO regulaHons are harsh and tough, e.g. criminalisaHon of driving 
without licence. 

I agree that we need to do something to curb the accident rates in 
South Africa. However, this can be achieved by enforcing the already 
exisHng regulaHons. Jonas

2020-10-12 
13:19:20 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The proposed new regs would be ideal if run in a first world country 
but our current authoriHes are incapable/uninterested in policing the 
taxi industry in any form so all the changes, fining, demerits etc will 
only apply to the balance of the driving populaHon so a total waste of 
Hme, effort and money Derek
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2020-10-12 
09:46:00 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I agree with the lesser hearing being judged in a lesser court format 
but the Tribunal itself must also be quick and competant. 

Demerit points are a good idea if they can be properly enforced as it 
does only penalise the wrongdoers. 
I do agree that businesses being responsible for the public safety and 
liability should be included and held up to standards.  Many company 
and taxi drivers feel sheltered behind the business veil. 
I fully agree to licence dodgers being prosecuted and their licence 
withdrawn / given a penalty or having to under go a further cost or 
Hme period.  There should be some kind of  
code or magneHc strip etc on valied legal licences to sort all the 
illegally aquired licenses and discs and should all have a code as to 
who/ what licence office issued said licence. 

This is corrupHon in the first degree.  Our monies have already paid for 
our roadworks to be built and maintained. These tolls are paid to an 
outside company that ha no input into buildeing or maintaining them.   

Lanis

2020-10-12 
08:07:42 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Law enforcement is selecHve and poor in SA. PreventaHve presence 
has to be in place first. Pedestrians disregard the rules. Taxi's are 
allowed to transgress without any effort from police. 
The only drivers made to pay, will be the law abiding one's. Christo

2020-10-12 
07:26:06 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

We don't have the capsity to handel it 
Barend

2020-10-11 
11:50:41 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Graham

2020-10-11 
11:21:44 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The exisHng traffic laws are not enforced at all so what is the point of 
different or new ones??? Mary

2020-10-11 
06:56:32 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Colleen

2020-10-10 
16:53:38 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This is one big paper trail for nothing.  If enforcing whatever laws is 
seen as doing it for monitory gain, it can never work.  We have given 
how many reasons why the management of disobedient persons is not 
being carried out fairly. The Taxi world is and a 
example, their total disregard  for the law, influences previous law 
abiding ciHzen to take the noHon similar to them of, "how far can I go",  
if they do it and nothing happens.  Law enforcement cannot have a 
bias and there cannot be a grey area. At present the innocent who 
occasionally make a mistake, sadly get fined and pay, while the 
constant pusher of not abiding with the law, either gets away or does 
not pay his/her fine.  I have witnessed offenses being done in front of 
law enforcement officers and they simply let it go, as if to say what's 
the use doing all the paper work and nothing will happen in the end. 

If we are going to insHtute laws, because we the public do not want to 
see that there is a right and wrong way, and being accountable for it, 
then the enforcers need to be consistent with their acHon and also be 
see to be trying to do their jobs willingly not just when it comes to 
bonus Hme.  How much integrity is le_ to the drive of a vehicle, in an 
emergency situaHon, to disobey a law, would mean avoiding an 
accident.  e.g. Arriving at a traffic light on a rainy day, the light turns 
amber, speed is 60kph. You are  well placed to come to a  halt, but 
looking in your rear mirror the vehicle behind is in your opinion to 
close to the back of you to stop without colliding into the back of you. 
You accelerate to avoid this and in doing so run the red light. Yes the 
person at the back was not following the correct distance, but you 
managed to avoid a possible accident, so why are you guilty. The 
camera only see you going over the red light, not the 2 seconds before, 
when you had to decide a fine of R800.00 or and traffic congesHon, 
possible injury's, and panel beaHng cost.  Lets first get all the possible 
scenarios together, see how they can be improved simply and then 
start thinking of new laws.  Get the enforcing right first.  Peter

2020-10-10 
08:38:00 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

doubling fines for those who already pay i disagree with  

enforcing & collecHng fines is important 

the rules are there 

just not enforced for example taxi drivers do exactly as they please 
without  retribuHon andy

2020-10-09 
21:09:56 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Currently it seems that chaos reigns on the road, especially if you 
observe the taxi's. I suggest to curb the lawlessness with the current 
regulaHons rather than make up a new set of rule that won't be 
followed either Piet

2020-10-09 
20:13:41 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

THE INSTANT CRIMINALISTION OF OFFENCES IS UNJUST.  FAIR 
POLICING OF EXISTING LAWS  DOES NOT EXIST AND IS SUBJECT TO 
HUMAN EMOTIONS OF OFFICERS AT ANY TIME.  FOCUS ON MUCH 
HIGHER PRIORITY PROBLEMS THIS COUNTRY HAS . ONLY THE SELECT 
FEW WILL BE AFFECTED BY THESE RULES  AND THE MAJORITY DO NOT 
EVEN KNOW ABOUT THEM..... GARY

2020-10-09 
17:51:20 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There is no basis to deny a person alleged to have breached  of any of 
these new regulaHons of the right to have the validity of this "breach" 
determined in a Court of Law.  
This is his or her ConsHtuHonal right.  
How do you jusHfy allowing an  employee of the Municipality to 
become the Judge in his employer's cause. 
This rule can never survive an a]ack in a Court of Law. Leslie

2020-10-09 
17:01:25 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

No good having laws unless they are enforced unilaterally and applied 
to all. ADELE
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2020-10-09 
16:34:08 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

A_ernoon, 
The reason why fines don't get paid is  most of the Hme you don't 
know what the speed limit is. The signs are stolen and sold to scrap 
metal dealers. Now they want to double them. You also have areas 
such as George to Knysna where the speed limit changes maybe 30 
Hmes between areas. 60-80-100-60 etc. 
AdministarHon is a big prolem and now they taking away the right to 
appear in court David Hugh

2020-10-09 
16:33:54 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

A_ernoon, 
The reason why fines don't get paid is  most of the Hme you don't 
know what the speed limit is. The signs are stolen and sold to scrap 
metal dealers. Now they want to double them. You also have areas 
such as George to Knysna where the speed limit changes maybe 30 
Hmes between areas. 60-80-100-60 etc. 
AdministarHon is a big prolem and now they taking away the right to 
appear in court David Hugh

2020-10-09 
12:52:32 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

In a Country where unemployment is high doubling the fines is too a 
heavy burden on the unemployed or low employed. Christo

2020-10-09 
12:46:36 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. Die oortreder behoort 'n keuse te hê om teenwoordig te wees of 'n 
geskrewe voorlegging te doen. 
2. Geen probleem sou die punte toekenning verhoog word na 15. 
3. Sou 'n persoon in 'n bewysbare noodgeval die wet oortree,behoort 
daar versagtende boetes te wees. Ek dink die deusnee burgery trek 
alreeds noustrop agv Covid 19 en ek is daarom nie ten gunste van 
verhoogde boetes nie. 
4. Nee: E-tol  oortredings behoort nie in die voorgenome regulasies 
vervat te word nie, dis 'n ander "ballgame" 
5. In 'n bewysbare noodgeval moet die oortreder nie beboet word nie, 
maar eerder gehelp word. Sou daar nie versagtende omstandighede 
wees nie, dan kan dit gekriminalieseer word. 
6. Nee, reabilitasie programme moet aangewend word voordat 'n 
persoon se lisensie gekanselleer word. Manie

2020-10-09 
12:11:33 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think that this system needs to be introduced gradually, as we are, by 
nature, not very law-abiding when it comes to our road-behaviour. 
If the system is laid down too finely, there are going to be a mulHtude 
of cases where it is 'bent' & warnings will become the norm. 
We need a system that will make drivers & pedestrians like me firstly 
become more conscious of our bad habits & gradually lead up to the 
'guillioHning' of people who have no regard for the Law.  This process 
may take a few years, but we need to start with the 'ZERO/ONE' issues 
- like driving without a valid licence, where one either has one or one 
does not. 
Later, we need to get onto pe]y speeding (NOT those cases where 
people are doing 120kph in a 60kph zone. 
On the other side of the coin, towns & ciHes should not be allowed to 
restrict the speed on the naHonal roads unless there is a valid reason, 
but the onus should be on that municipality & Government to remedy 
those condiHons, wherever possible. 
On this topic, towns like George should not be allowed to confuse 
drivers on a naHonal thoroughfare by taking the speed-limit up & 
down like a yo-yo unHl we all just keep to 90kph - but they have taken 
it down to 80kph on stretches that are almost idenHcal to where it is 
100kph or 90kph. 
MunicipaliHes, too, should have realisHc speed-limits that are 
commensurate with the current situaHon & the lay of the land, 
including schools & other places where there might be pedestrians. 
We need to start immediately, as this is going to take years to 
implement properly. Chris

2020-10-09 
11:47:23 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I simply cannot support the toll fee payment prosecuHon, as these 
inner city tolls were installed without wide support from the public 
( BTW we paid for most of the exisHng roads) and the huge fees being 
charged are nothing but extorHon. It has been li]le more than another 
method for poliHcians and friends to defraud the public by awarding 
tenders/services to family and friends. 
Law enforcement should be about ensuring compliance with our laws 
by all ciHzens and doubling fines is nothing more than  extorHon to 
generate income for our inefficient and under performing 
municipaliHes. First fix our appalling government services and set  a 
be]er example. 
Our biggest problem on the roads are lawless taxi drivers, many who 
are simply unsilenced and yet we do not perceive any acHon being 
taken against them. The taxi organizaHons and unions simply call out 
major protests when law enforcement tries to discipline them and our 
corrupt  ANC  government simply take no acHon. What will be different 
with these new laws ? Raymond

2020-10-09 
11:34:43 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Cannot agree that receiving a speed fine or for some similar traffic 
offence  results in one having  a criminal record when our country is in 
chaos due to millions not observing the law of the land. Murderers, 
robbers, fraudsters are not brought to book so how can we expect this 
system to be fair on the public.  
The first thing to do is sort out the blatant non-observance of traffic 
rules and regulaHons  by taxi drivers. 
Who is going to do the enforcing???? MERVYN

2020-10-09 
10:38:51 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with e doubling of fines for e-tolls. E-tolls should be 
removed and the money collected form a more generalized system 
such as fuel levies. Neall

2020-10-09 
09:25:07 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

If we could have been certain that the regulaHons would NOT be 
applied selecHvely, then these proposiHons may have been a good 
effort to try to make SA roads safer for all. However, this will just end 
up making life much more complicated for actual law abiding ciHzens. Mariska

2020-10-09 
09:24:25 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Sermone
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2020-10-09 
09:17:36 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to the doubling of fines UNTIL they can prove these speed 
limits are related to safety.  

Having a 60 kph speed limit on a 4 lane highway where there are no 
pedestrians either side or which is fenced off is nothing more than 
revenue collecHon. 

When the speed limits are properly determined by competent 
engineers and enforced by live traffic officers with cameras to record 
safety violaHons  then and then only can the public believe that road 
safety is a genuine concern. 

There will always be the minority repeat offenders and they can only 
be tamed by live traffic officers who can record violaHons and tesHfy in 
court as they do in the USA. 

Speed cameras placed  on roads that are obviously not safety concerns 
are designed for revenue collecHon only!! Max

2020-10-09 
07:46:52 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The current system is not even managed or governed correctly. Fines 
are excessive but only the affluent pay....i agree with driving without 
license to be a criminal offense.. but this opens again to corrupHon by 
corrupt govt departments culture. Point will become a main income 
for these incompetent greedy corrupt police departments. E tolls must 
be removed as they are unconsHtuHonal and again only the few 
pay...get the systems right. Then clear the corrupHon culture then 
insHtute...the demerit point system works in Europe....but there it is 
for all... Ulrich

2020-10-09 
07:31:45 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The criminal e-tolll system around ciHes must go . NaHonal road toll is 
fine. Gerhard

2020-10-09 
03:10:04 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This government cant enforce the present legislaHon, how will it 
enforce this legislaHon.A taxi driver will reach his limit of demerits in 
kess than a week, if proper enforcement takes place. Do you really 
think the taxi driver will stop driving once he loses his licence ?Or if his 
licence is suspended?This legislaHon  just provides more opportunity 
for corrupHon.It would be useful and workable in  a law abiding 
society.South Africa is not such a society in general Frederick

2020-10-08 
20:53:50 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

A criminal charge for not driving with a license is not validated as a 
criminal offense.  

Example: I do not want a criminal record when my license expired, or 
driving without my license card on me in the event of being robbed of 
my purse, driving in case of a life threatening emergency etc. 

Juanita

2020-10-08 
19:06:48 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It must not be a criminal offense if you are not in possession of your 
drivers license - i.e. forgot at home and you must retain the legal right 
to fight  alleged offences. Unfortunately there are some corrupt 
enforcement officers who misuse their powers. Gerrit

2020-10-08 
17:57:27 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Take care not to overkill by overregulaHng. Floris

2020-10-08 
17:44:48 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Naas

2020-10-08 
17:21:46 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The traffic authoriHes have to be able to control the Taxi Industry 
before any amendments affecHng the everyday road user are made,  
they are a law unto themselves and make a mockery of law 
enforcement. This while only a select few motorists are easy pickings 
for the law while having to witness total disregard for the law going 
unchecked. 

 I do agree that driving without a valid drivers license should be strictly 
enforced and punishable, again, target the taxi industry. Introduce 
compulsory drivers training for taxi drivers. I say this knowing full well 
that this will never happen as the AuthoriHes are fearfull of the Taxi 
industry and are unable to control them.   Robert

2020-10-08 
16:52:39 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling Fines : The traffic department is unable to collect fines  from 
the major traffic offenders, i.e.  Taxi operators and other criminals so 
they want to increase fines to the paying public to they can increase 
their funding. I do not agree with this . 

I agree with making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not 
have a legiHmate driving licence. Taxi operators with non legit drivers 
should loose their permits to transport passengers. Eric

2020-10-08 
16:27:08 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Traffic Officers should start clamping down on taxi drivers, unlicensed 
and unsafe vehicles, and create visible effecHve policing 

The current system is not a bad system but is being managed 
inappropriately by incompetent persons 

This new system is just another wagon of corrupHon waiHng to be 
exploited by the already corrupt Adnaan

2020-10-08 
14:53:09 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

We need stricter  traffic regulaHons and the demerit system has proven 
to work overseas.     With the excepHon of the E Tolls, I will support 
this! 

Like everything it sHll required enforcement! Cornelis
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2020-10-08 
14:45:24 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Paying toll - The toll roads for someone going to work or trying to do 
his job in a congested area is crazy. The demerit system is harsh when 
people without proper driving skill, bought license, unroadworthy 
vehicles cause bigger problems. A person with a powerful car should 
not be made scapegoats if he can avoid bo]le necks and ease flow of 
traffic. How many Hmes are high performance cars in accidents? Only 
the moegoe who street races cause that. There I agree with demerits 
but not the car going 10km over speed limit. People who can’t park 
within two parallel white lines.... People who don’t keep le_ and pass 
right AND taxi’s making their own road rules.... you see them but they 
don’t get the book thrown at them. No it’s the guy in n bit of a hurry 
that gets to pay fines. License taken away. Drunk drivers don’t get any 
privilege s. Rita

2020-10-08 
14:37:02 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

How can you change and implement a new system when the old one 
doesn't even work. If a driver hasn't got  license and its not the fault of 
him but rather the traffic dpartment and he relies on driving to 
conduct work how can you make him a criminal. A cop won't care for 
his excuse, he will arrest him/fine him and then that person has to do a 
whole new legal process whereby he sHll has to drive to work... Doess't 
make sense. Also there aren't enough patrols to conduct the demerit 
system and in SA we know corrupt cops are a problem. They will take a 
bribe. Kayla

2020-10-08 
14:03:07 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Driving without a license (no license or expired) should not be a 
criminal offence. it makes a mockery of the jusHce system and what a 
criminal is. 
I receive fines for e-tolls in Johannesburg for a motor vehicle i do not 
own, plus i have not been in Johannesburg in years, so the data in the 
system is corrupt and incorrect,so now i will be fined for something i 
know nothing about, by a corrupt tribunal. 
I can not even begin to express how stupid an idea that is. 
To not have the courts involved in determining the guilt of a person 
goes against the consHtuHon and basic human rights. 

Lester

2020-10-08 
13:36:00 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

At present law enforcement is not in favour of law breakers, and only 
for the  easily managed in the country. With leaders so racist and anH  
parHcular group of people, I fear these will be targeted and taxi drivers 
who are not held accountable for upholding the law and are the most 
responsible for road law offenders will get away with their law 
breaking. Uphold the law as it is correctly, and new laws are not 
necessary. Law abiding ciHzens who pay taxes are enHtled to be 
protected by the law and not harassed by it! Pat

2020-10-08 
13:03:19 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Who will be doing the enforcement and how many authority will not 
be misused.  Currently this is one of the top corrupHon departments. Hesta

2020-10-08 
12:57:33 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Fines are too high they should be reduced charged accordingly Nthabiseng 

2020-10-08 
12:57:24 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The only thing that I support on this is that people driving without a 
licence should be a criminal offence. Natalie

2020-10-08 
12:13:54 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Previously gained fines cannot be judged under new rules; i.e. cannot 
double fines which were incurred prior to new legislaHon being 
implemented.  
The term "fines" should be more aptly described, as one should not be 
liable for prosecuHon before a summons is served on you. Many 
current fines and camera speed fines are not a "summons", but merely 
Quick Fines appealing to the recipient to pay by a certain date to avoid 
summons. 
The fact is that prosecutors will not listen to your case if you are not in 
possession of a  summons.  Danny

2020-10-08 
12:08:13 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The proposal to double fines is malicious and assumes people have 
money to burn. The proposal to criminalize driving without a license is 
malicious and doesn't take into account something as innocuous as 
forgeVng to bring a license along on a drive. Sean 

2020-10-08 
11:35:47 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Yet another moneymaker for local government... which will do li]le to 
improve overall road safety , but what a golden opportunity  for 
corrupHon .  I  also object the the imposiHon of these exorbitant  
fines ... No menHon of what will happen if a fine cannot be paid ... or 
will that  just be allowed to lapse ... like the current non-payment of 
fines Ian

2020-10-08 
11:15:44 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Dolly

2020-10-08 
11:13:59 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to the infringement on the rights of people to defend 
themselves in a court of law. 
This demerit system will be implemented on everyone except the Taxi 
industry, who is the biggest culprits of lawlessness.  

Catharina

2020-10-08 
10:38:17 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Not being able to be tried in court is against my consHtuHonal rights.  I 
also think that doubling the fines is not going to work as most people  
wouldn't be able to afford them, and then what? Drivers who have not 
done and passed a driver's license, and have a fake one, should be 
criminally charged. They should not be on the road. Annemarie
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2020-10-08 
10:36:40 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1.The proposed removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to 
be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a 
Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the 
Magistrates Court. 
 Comment: This goes against the consHtuHon as far as i know. We all 
have the right to  
  defend ourselves  
  and the right to have your day in court.  Wri]en documentaHon can 
get misplaced, lost and  
  not delivered making prosecuHon possible without an individual's 
actual knowledge. This is  
  morally and ethically wrong. 
2.The proposed increasing the number of demerit points which may be 
incurred before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended 
from 12 to 15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of 
vehicles belonging to companies that are not operators. 
 Comment: Here government will itself suffer the greatest loss. Most 
government vehicles  
  are pool vehicles with many drivers. Although many drivers are 
careful, there are those  
  who just don't care the moment they drive a pool vehicle as it does 
not belong to them.  
  Similarly car rental agencies will be stuck with demerit point from 
'long gone'clients. 
3.Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Comments: this will not increase compliance at all. Most south 
Africans cannot afford penalHes as it is. Also the traffic department 
cannot recover current fines efficiently and making it more expensive 
will not assist in this. 
4.Proposed making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not 
possess a driving licence. 
Comment: this is the only rule I agree with. The quesHon is what 
happens to the criminal offence once the licence is obtained. Does the 
Department have the funding, capability and just will to quickly 
remove a criminal offence once the person does get their license. I 
truely believe the traffic department is not capable of this 
5. Proposed correcHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the 
rehabilitaHon programme which only becomes applicable once a 
person’s driving licence has been cancelled. 
Comment: Government does not have the money, the will-power, 
capability, properly trained staff - actually they have nothing in place to 
make this work in any pracHcal sense. 

General comment: The enHre act will not work unHl there is a working 
public transport system. If I have a few too many drinks at a pub, there 
is no way to get home by bus or train and taxis can be very expensive. 
You cannot go to any funcHon not using your car a_er hours as the 
public transport system is absolutely not working. This enHre act 
should be shelved as unaffordable in the country's current financial 
situaHon.  
Get the traffic department working properly and increase efficacy of 
fine payment recovery. 
This is an extremely costly act to implement properly and not mess it 
up. 
It would be a very good idea to shelve it currently. 
Re-look at the system when the country is in a be]er financial 
situaHon, the economy has improved. The cost to naHonal government 
and the way government has increased our naHonal debt makes it 
impossible to even try and impose more costs on a system that cannot 
work with the current way the traffic system is run and managed. It is a 
hard fact to hear, but one must be pragmaHc. We as a country, just 
cannot afford this 

Lieze

2020-10-08 
10:33:23 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The government is already struggling to enforce traffic violaHons, not 
sure that any changes to the rules will make any difference!  Focus on 
the current problems, taxi's violaHng the rules of the road, un-
roadworthy cars on the road and drunk driving. Instead of adding a list 
of new laws! Jenny

2020-10-08 
10:12:12 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree that a populaHon that is suffering from the economic 
downturn can afford to pay more for fines.  The process of 
implemenHng the above suggested mechanisms will cost the public a 
lot of money which could be spent be]er elsewhere, e.g. RDP housing 
and social grants etc, increasing access to basic resources.  This is just 
another way to bail out past failed projects. 

There is a large gap in the ways that the current laws and method of 
charging motorists for infringements.  Private passenger vehicles get 
fined for every li]le thing in the rule book whilst other modes of 
transport use unroadworthy vehicles and drive recklessly,  get away 
with it.  Fix this and the public would not have a problem 
implemenHng revised plans.  Fix the problems, don't a]empt to sap 
more monies from the working class. 

I however do agree that there needs to be more of a deterrent so that 
drivers abide by the rules.  But with the above issues I can not support 
all the changes that have been proposed. Samuel

2020-10-08 
10:07:26 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Good idea as long as law inforcers are consistent and apply this to all 
traffic, including the taxi industry Vincent 

2020-10-08 
10:05:22 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

In South Africa at present, there is very li]le control of the traffic 
offences by the local taxi industry.   What is the point of a costly system 
that would otherwise be excellent, if there is no way to get the taxis to 
comply, but bully the law-abiding ciHzens to comply???   I find this 
grossly unfair unless efficient policing of an honest nature was 
implemented without any corrupt officers in control. Jillian
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2020-10-08 
10:02:11 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It should not be a criminal offense to drive without a licence. This kind 
of apporach opens up the possibility of criminalising other offenses. A 
criminal offense should be restricted to those offenses that cause 
harm. Volker

2020-10-08 
09:56:55 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

2 Top Concerns: 
1. Policing offenders is already hopeless. I witness drinking and driving, 
and cell phone use on a daily basis.  I have seen a sea of beer cans at a 
drivers feet. get the governments act together first! 
2. Road signage must be upgraded, ie VERY visible and intelligently 
placed. 

Cole]e 

2020-10-08 
09:35:42 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The traffic department has li]le to no control over roads and there are 
1000s of infringements made by drivers everyday. Increasing fines will 
do nothing as people don't pay it and nothing happens. SeVng fines as 
a percentage of income might work be]er. Stricter veVng of 
applicaHons to be in traffic departments and as traffic officials is 
necessary. Too many instances get swept under the rug. Local 
government is already not trusted with funds and now you want to 
increase fines as a flat rate? Miguel

2020-10-08 
09:29:54 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Traffic fines for small infringements ie parking high enough. Catching 
reckless speedsters and mini bus drivers a priority!!!! Ian

2020-10-08 
09:16:21 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Stricter enforcement of basic laws need to be enforced.  
Driving on our roads is extremely dangerous as the majority of people 
DO NOT OBEY THE RULES OF THE ROAD.  
Overtaking on double white lines and blind rises is a huge problem and 
needs to be addressed.  
Driving with headlights on must be required as this permits oncoming 
cars to see vehicles in our bright sunshine.  
Speed limits must be enforced by cameras EVERYWHERE and HUGE 
penalHes for exceeding the limit required.  
Removal of the vehicle and permanent removal of the drivers licence is 
what needs to happen. Jail if you are caught driving without a drivers 
licence - no court appeal or bail. 
No point in fining for not paying e-toll etc. Aileen

2020-10-08 
09:05:33 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It should be explicit that the criminal offence relates only to being an 
unlicenced driver and does not include driving without a licence, 
provided the driver can provide proof that they are licenced to drive 
the relevant vehicle, if they should happen to not have the said licence 
on their person at the Hme. Colin

2020-10-08 
09:01:55 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

PoliHcians don’t  have anything to do and think up the crap like this?!  
More money they can steal and these laws will not affect them! Only 
poor people will suffer as usual. Nothing new. Time to wake up! They 
suppose to work for us!!! Zoran

2020-10-08 
08:53:10 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Its unconsHtuHonal to remove ones right to defend oneself in court. 
Whilst Etolls  could be accepted the funds must be used only on road 
maintenance and construcHon but the current system is ridiculous. The 
bribery and corrupHon is unacceptable, funds to be used on road 
infrastructure and ALL road users must pay to be equitable. Doubling 
fines is yet another bribery and corrupHon disaster waiHng to happen. 
I agree that drunk driving, driving without a licence and bad driving 
needs to be punished and if policed correctly the demerit system could 
be the way to go but simply stopping law abiding drivers and 
concocHng false fines for the sake of eliciHng a bribe is totally 
unacceptable. John

2020-10-08 
07:44:34 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Warwick

2020-10-08 
06:50:25 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders The exisHng fines are high enough, leave them as they are. Ken

2020-10-08 
06:41:07 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Eugene

2020-10-08 
06:25:07 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The government needs to clean up from the inside first. Nothing they 
do is without corrupHon, mismanagement and delays. Nothing works, 
backlogs are real.  All they want is to take more money from ciHzens.  
This will just increase corrupHon. Traffic offenders are rife on our roads 
and has been for years but nothing has been done about it! Bribery 
rules! Iris

2020-10-08 
00:53:20 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My main concern is the competence if so many drivers. A system must 
be enforced wherein drivers are checked thoroughly for illegal licences. 
As well as checking the ability of older drivers for competency. Some of 
them are unable to proceed through a road circle or drive on main or 
naHonal roads. They are becoming a menace on our roads and o_en 
cause accidents. Yet nothing ever gets done about them. 
Drunken drivers should definitely be given harsher penalHes. Reckless 
and speeding drivers as well. Leon

2020-10-07 
22:04:42 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders johan
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2020-10-07 
20:40:56 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I feel the points system is useless without a more effecHve policing 
force to ensure these persons driving without licences or having lost all 
their annual points. Currently there is ZERO enforcement except to law 
abiding tax paying ciHzens and unHl the flagrant lawbreakers (taxis and 
non drivers licence persons) can effecHvely be addressed trying to 
implement this system will just fail hopelessly. 

driving without a licence is NOT worthy of being a criminal offence 
unless  they injure someone in an accident or damage property and 
should be indicated as such in any new laws 

i have no objecHon to maybe creaHng a local traffic court like they have 
in each city /suburb in america to deal with traffic infringements but i 
do believe i have a right to fight my case in a court if i have a valid 
reason for the infringement. 

doubling fines is pointless if there is not enuff law enforcers and 
collectors that can enforce collecHons in ALL areas including squa]er 
camps and high risk areas 

the targeHng of SOFT TARGETS like parking lots and shopping areas 
instead of dealing with more serious infringements like traffic light 
skippers or speeding is the reason why i feel this new system is 
pointless and not worthy of  a]empHng at this point 

Theses new laws are unfit to be legalised without a more serious 
public response and interacHon into creaHng them 

stephen 
2020-10-07 
20:39:21 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Raymond 

2020-10-07 
20:33:26 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I am against the doubling of fines and penalHes and I am for the 
demerit point system.  I also think it is unjust to deny alleged infringers 
the right to elect to be tried in court. Delia

2020-10-07 
20:31:15 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Daar is so baie korrupte amptenare. Begin deur hulle almal gereeld 
deur integriteits-skoling te plaas. Dit sal 'n goeie begin wees.  
Die is 'n vorm van 'n boelie om almal terug te plaas na die e-tol stelsel. 
Die fyner implementering is nog te onbekend. Smit

2020-10-07 
20:28:11 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The skills gap with law enforcement is MASSIVE. I barely trust the 
authoriHes to issue a parking Hcket; much less a violaHon noHce that 
could result in loss of licence. As for the tribunal, it is a kind of smack-
in-the-face to innocent unHl proven guilty beyond reasonable doubt. Alan

2020-10-07 
20:21:37 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Just an easy  way of milking the overtaxed public for more money 
without the opHon of legal recess to a  court of law. Elizabeth

2020-10-07 
20:08:06 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

e-tolls was a farce & should never have been implemented, trying to 
enforce them is ludicrous. Metro police should focus on apprehending 
ACTUAL criminals – hit & run offenders, etc. Rather than trying to 
criminalise driving on roads we are already paying for. Barbara

2020-10-07 
19:56:21 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Heather

2020-10-07 
19:35:53 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

These rules must apply to all drivers. Taxis and  all other public 
transport. Helen

2020-10-07 
17:40:21 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I don't support doubling fines.  
The points system has merits, but I'm concerned that the awarding and 
policing of these demerit points, will offer more opportuniHes for 
corrupHon. Till

2020-10-07 
17:33:15 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The whole noble effort to make our roads safer falls flat because the 
scourge of unsafe taxi's and taxi drivers are not adequately addressed.  
Fines and demerits will only influence law abiding ciHzens,  who don't  
need draconian  regulaHons anyway. William

2020-10-07 
17:16:30 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Having points for misdemeaners is fine.  Increasing fines is not 
necessary. Must be able to defend oneself in court is a must. Bruce

2020-10-07 
17:11:41 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There is nothing wrong with the present laws other than they are not 
being enforced.  In fact, all our laws are completely open to corrupHon 
of those employed to enforce them, so this is yet another one which 
can be bent. 

Barbara

2020-10-07 
17:10:03 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Its going to be the usual story of well intenHoned ideas without a 
realisHc system of 
 applying and enforcing it . 

Now come on, be pragmaHc. The prinHng equipment will already be in 
place to print " new " driving licences to replace cancelled ones due to 
AARTO . IAN

2020-10-07 
16:34:37 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Margot

2020-10-07 
16:18:45 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

EToll and regular toll roads appear to benefit Private owners and the 
present government financially. I don’t  agree that drivers should pay  
fines for the use of these privately owned toll roads.  It’s a money 
making racket.  It also increases the cost of doing business ParHcularly  
between Pretoria and Johannesburg. There is a fund levied on petrol 
that is supposed  to pay for the maintenance of our roads. Connie 

2020-10-07 
15:46:13 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling  fines will Only lead to bribery. UnHl corrupHon no longer 
exist in law enforcement departments it’s pointless and I can never see 
that happening unHl corrupt senior officials are weeded out but that 
appears to be part of the job descripHon John
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2020-10-07 
15:32:19 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I don't agree with the doubling of current fines as this is vicHmizaHon 
for South African CiHzens. Law enforcement (a funcHon of 
government) should have been effecHve in collecHng the fines!! Yet 
again ineffecHve government! 

I also don't agree regarding the doubling of e-toll fines. E-toll was put 
in place without the approval of the CiHzens of SA! CiHzens have 
rejected e-tolls and this smacks again of heavy handedness of the ANC 
government vicHmizing the ciHzens. 

Driver MUST maintain the right to fight the demerit point or traffic 
offense in court. It is our basic right to be heard in court! JACOB

2020-10-07 
15:27:16 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This system will only work if applied to all ciHzens as the taxi are the 
worst offenders and are never prosecuted or pay their fines as all other 
ciHzens have to! 
Need to clean up the police force to eradicate corrupHon which will 
come into play with this system Barbara

2020-10-07 
15:03:08 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

No, no to toll-system .  
Necessary to be able to defend oneself in court. 
No good making lots of new rulings when there is an abysmal  control 
of  traffic management  .... the driving and keeping to exisHng rules is 
non-existent in this country . The ANC spends all it’s Hme making  new 
laws , but has shown that they are totally incompetent at actually 
governing !! Gillian

2020-10-07 
14:55:01 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Susan

2020-10-07 
14:39:05 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Johan

2020-10-07 
14:30:13 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The demerit system is fine if it can be properly enforced, however all 
the other regulaHons are crazy.  Not being allowed to go to court 
infringes your rights. e-tolls are unacceptable, let alone including them 
into AARTO- which just criminalizes the whole of society. e-tolls should 
be scrapped. Doubling fines is just another ruse to fleece the general 
public, it would be be]er if proper visible traffic policing took place, 
but that will never happen because the authoriHes are only interested 
in maximizing the money they can extort from the public, rather than 
making safer roads. 

Len

2020-10-07 
14:12:04 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It is pointless to change an already failing system by increasing the 
amount of the fines. The 'big sHck' approach has never worked with 
lawless taxi drivers.  Demerit points certainly have worked in other 
countries, but efficient enforcement is essenHal for it to work. Treat 
the problem not the symptoms. Less is more...reduce the amount of 
paperwork and ways in which criminal drivers can escape the law and 
more money will be collected from efficiently enforced rules Duncan

2020-10-07 
14:09:14 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Please make changes to reduce the accident and death tolls taken, 
such as increases in patrol officers and enforcement of current 
regulaHons. It looks like just more amendments to make it appear that 
AARTO is taking the problems seriously, but are making rules which will 
not really help in the problems. MarHn

2020-10-07 
13:22:29 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The demerit system works in Europe, but they have an efficient police 
force that has a  community presence and is not corrupt. 
It is quesHonable whether this will be successful here, since our Police 
are very corrupt and the Taxis  and Taxi owners  and some others will 
simply pay bribes. 
Trying to use it to enforce payment of the e-tolls in Gauteng, a system  
the public did not want, is simply "adding it" into the demerit system.  
The payment of past e-Tolls should not be drawn into the demerit 
system in retrospect.  This way they can now introduce addiHonal e-
Tolls into other major ciHes whether we want them or not. Clearly 
SANRAL had their finger in this design. 
This is simply another means to garner funds in a country where we 
have 30% unemployment and the economy is in dire straits. David

2020-10-07 
13:06:49 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Trace

2020-10-07 
13:01:01 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think that the perpetrators they are trying to convict, will conHnue to 
do as they please when they please, and get away with it. Increased 
lawlessness, and corrupHon, which is our daily bread at this stage in 
the Country.  
Law abiding ciHzens will always be so, and laws do not stop the 
lawlessness, what we need is educaHon and law enforcement. Dawn

2020-10-07 
12:59:42 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I am concerned about the  extra enforcement of the laws in a country 
that is lawless.  The new law states that a person will be faced with  a 
criminal offence when driving without a license - surely this must 
"read" .... a VALID license! 
I do not think that this will work in South Africa, as I encounter as 
many as five offences for every 50 kms that I travel on NaHonal roads. 
Furthermore, the corrupHon  of officials is laughable - our "Chief of 
Traffic" was recently  suspended for selling  driver's Licenses to 
whoever could afford one! Francois

2020-10-07 
12:40:31 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I don’t see the point of enforcing yet more rules on already law abiding 
ciHzens  when the chief problem is the Taxi industry that already does 
what they please. There is no way of enforcing any rules on an already 
out of order industry. The regular ciHzen will just become another so_ 
target. The government needs to start by cleaning up the Taxi industry 
first and the test will fall into place. Jay 

2020-10-07 
12:10:42 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Ritha

2020-10-07 
11:22:29 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It's a decent idea, however I do not believe that traffic officials have 
the capability to accurately and fairly enforce the regulaHons. Philip
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2020-10-07 
10:46:29 Western Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

South Africa has a culture if contempt for law enforcement. Current 
enforcement is a joke and totally corrupt. With competent and 
professional law enforcement the act could work. 
E-Tolls should not be part of this. 
Demerit point for companies is a joke. 
The removal of right to court is a backward step. For those who have a 
legiHmate dispute the court system works well. Others will just pay up. Mike

North West 18

2020-11-12 
06:51:49 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. I am parHcularly objecHng to money making fines embedded in 
aarto disguised as law enforcement while it is only meant to collect 
more revenue for government. Main issue I got is that I am forced by 
aarto to pay a fine fore being given a fine. 
2. I got a problem with part that I assumed guilty already because an 
officer gave me a fine, while it is false. If I dispute at court, I sHll have to 
pay a fine for proving my innocence.  
3. I never got any traffic fine, but stopped on road and told a warant of 
address is out for my arrest. Infringement in my rights as I am not 
aware of any trangression or camera fine I  am now told I need to pay. 
4. Traffic fines for fake vehicles in my name. I will only know about it 
when I have to renew my vehicle licence or drivers licence. Wher do I 
fet money to pay for something I dont know or planned for? 
5. Blocking vehicle owners renewal of vehicle licencing because they 
got a traffic fine they not aware of is infringkng on our rights to comply 
exisHng law. Blocking of vehicle licence renewal will cause million 
vehicle  owners failing to comply, and cause million of unlicenced 
vehicles to stay on roads while unlicenced. 
6. Blocking of vehicle licence renewal will cause a huge backlog that 
will cause a massive resistance on people naHon wide. 
7. Aarto pushed through to force people to pay e-toll fines and will 
cause a naHonal resistance  same as it is now in gauteng province. It is 
designed by ANC to force down a system people resent, same as 
apartheid system. 
8. Aarto system is extremely costly system to individuals and worse 
system designed to cost companies billion rands in revenue costs. 
Aarto will KILL some businesses as it is not designed to improve road 
safety driving but mostly revenue collecHon. 
9. Aarto making it extremely difficult for individuals to challenge their 
cases in court, thereby forcing them to rather pay a fine and try move 
on. 
10. Aarto another tool to be used by corrupt officer's to solicit bribes. 
Individuals are now at more risk of paying requsted bribe to prevent / 
avoid long legal issues 
PREPARE YOURSELVES FOR A NATIONAL AARTO RESISTANCE STRIKE 
AFTER IMPLEMENTATION. Henry

2020-11-04 
11:04:54 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

You cant even enforce current laws.  Stop making new ones.  Fix the 
current system.  People cant even get car or drivers' licenses because 
the system has collapsed.  Ingrid

2020-10-26 
07:12:11 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders Fransua

2020-10-24 
10:25:06 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think it is possible to forget driving licence, therefore I would like to 
the regulaHon on "possession of  a driving licence " say " do not have a 
driving licence "

Johannes 
Kepadisa 

2020-10-24 
10:24:59 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think it is possible to forget driving licence, therefore I would like to 
the regulaHon on "possession of  a driving licence " say " do not have a 
driving licence "

Johannes 
Kepadisa 

2020-10-24 
10:24:35 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think it is possible to forget driving licence, therefore I would like to 
the regulaHon on "possession of  a driving licence " say " do not have a 
driving licence "

Johannes 
Kepadisa 

2020-10-12 
09:42:14 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I DO NOT HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT THIS SYSTEM WILL BE FAIRLY 
IMPLEMENTED BY THE SOUTH AFRICAN TRAFFIC POLICE OUT OF THE 
HANDS OF CORRUPTION, RACISM AND VIOLENCE. Annemarie

2020-10-12 
08:24:12 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders Hans

2020-10-12 
06:55:53 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

UnHl this county cannot provide a SAFE and Affordable public 
Transport System, we are forced to drive ourselves. Some of the rules 
suggested are not pracHcal unHl this happens. This is especially difficult 
in rural areas like Madibeng where Private systems like Uber is 
unavailable.   Our government is know for trying to implement First 
World laws without providing the necessary infrastrukture to support 
that new law.  Fix the infrastrukture first, this will not only create jobs 
and then implement the laws suggested.  Salmon

2020-10-11 
15:46:31 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E-Toll fees have nothing do with the licensing of the driver nor the 
vehicle and should not be linked. It’s chalk and cheese. Your sneaking 
irrelevant taxes into this law

Moncane 
Bernard 

2020-10-11 
15:45:18 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E-Toll fees have nothing do with the licensing of the driver nor the 
vehicle and should not be linked. It’s chalk and cheese. Your sneaking 
irrelevant taxes into this law

Moncane 
Bernard 

2020-10-11 
15:44:36 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E-Toll fees have nothing do with the licensing of the driver nor the 
vehicle and should not be linked. It’s chalk and cheese. Your sneaking 
irrelevant taxes into this law

Moncane 
Bernard 

2020-10-09 
08:24:27 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I dont agree with etolls at all. Scrap them. Gauteng earns the largest 
chunk of GDP and gets punished for using the roads to earn that GDP.  

I dont agree with removing rights to legal recourse. How is this 
consHtuHonal? 

I will only agree with demerit point when the Government provides 
proper / sufficient alternate transport systems. There are none good 
enough. What about rural dwellers; theres no Gautrain!! Terry

2020-10-09 
06:59:51 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

What have toll payment to do with a offence that roads were open 
roads before now it is there to enriched other people and steal money 
from the people of South Africa all toll gates should be removed and 
the road open Jan
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2020-10-08 
21:13:06 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders Fransua

2020-10-08 
10:15:57 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My wallet and phone was stolen at gunpoint, so under this law, if I 
drive to the police staHon, it would be a criminal offense. Because my 
drivers license was in my wallet. Don't punish the vicHms of crime. 
Also, e-toll  
 should be used to look for stolen vehicles. Ma

2020-10-08 
08:01:24 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders D

2020-10-07 
11:29:03 North West Not fully

enforcement 
orders

We already have a law enforcement  'clan' that operate in a similar way 
than zimbabwe. Remove the control more and give them more power 
and  this will get out of hand completely. 
Our police force and metro cops rule us as if this is a police state. We 
see false arrest as well as violence , bribery and corrupHon. 
WHERE WE DO NEED MORE CONTROL IS HOW THIS 'SO-CALLED ' LAW 
ENFORCEMENT' AGENCIES OPERATE. 
ConcentraHons is needed on traffic transgressions such as following 
distances of vehicles traveling on ALL roads. 
Trucks that do NOT follow prescribed distances caused travelers that 
want to past slow moving traffic to take chances and cause HORRIFIC 
head-on collisions. 
The focus is only on speed offences. 
Roadworthy offences , overloading , drunk driving , taxi-thug driving , 
passing in the 'yellow' line ...solid lines... // I do not think many traffic 
officers know the rule of the road as they should.  
THEY , TRAFFIC OFFICERS / POLICE OFFICERS ARE PUBLIC 
SERVANTS....YES SERVANTS....NOT PROSECUTORS. 
Focus is needed to change behavior of public AND PUBLIC SERVANTS 
by applying the law of the road and not create more laws. We have 
FAR too many already. 

stephan
Gauteng 256

2020-11-11 
20:56:28 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Irene

2020-11-10 
08:46:24 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I understand that we need to have order and discipline  on our roads 
and are happy with that part of the act, however if I get a fine I do not 
feel it is fair to also get an admin fee or tax added to a fine when it is 
issued to me This secHon can be scrapped. I also feel that we pay 
enough in tax for road maintenance and do not need e tolls on our 
roads in Gauteng. Get rid of them. 

Thank you Rudi
2020-11-09 
20:32:37 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Norman

2020-11-03 
12:12:19 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

With the amount of fake licence plates, corrupt traffic officials, and 
unroadworthy taxi's on the road, perhaps the corrupHon and illegal 
taxis should be dealt with prior to making mostly law abiding road user 
fork out more money for un maintained roads, potholes lack of traffic 
officails when lights are out perhaps an internal clean up should 
done... And when taxis actually get brought to book then ya sure I'm all 
for it enforce the basic rules of the road with the taxis then maybe 
then I would vote the new regulaHons unHl that Hme its a not from me Jeanine

2020-10-31 
21:21:50 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The ridiculous fines being imposed on non payment of e-tolls is 
ridiculous to say the least, the system has never worked and never will, 
we were never approached for comments when this system was 
introduced so therefore ciHzens will remain hellbend in not paying as 
we are already taxed through the fuel levy, why flock a dead horse? Elizabeth

2020-10-31 
11:55:28 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

SCRAP E-TOLL  ALL  TOGETHER, one of the most unfair taxes on the 
motorist  What is happenning to to the feul levy?? originaly introduced 
for the maintanance and building of new roads . feul levy amounts to 
BILIONS each  year and only disappears into anc pockets and not what 
it is meant for. a Full report and invesHgaHion should be published 
where all this money is spent and on what. Ockert

2020-10-30 
13:11:41 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Let me not detail the whole toll thing, as this has already been 
previously expressed and detailed to date by many irrate South 
Africans.  Not sure what happens to all the money paid by loyal ciHzens 
... another means of having money to steal.   Increasing the demerit 
points doesn't stop people - this is just a sHck / a punishment, and one 
which is generally ignored Carol

2020-10-30 
08:17:32 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

dit is die grootste maklikste geleentheid vir omkopery wat gaan 
ontstaan.  wat gebeur as mens bv. nie eers R100 by jou het-gaan hulle 
jou tronk toe vat/  hulle kort opleiding i alle opsigte en met aanstelling 
IK toets.   elize

2020-10-30 
08:17:32 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

dit is die grootste maklikste geleentheid vir omkopery wat gaan 
ontstaan.  wat gebeur as mens bv. nie eers R100 by jou het-gaan hulle 
jou tronk toe vat/  hulle kort opleiding i alle opsigte en met aanstelling 
IK toets.   elize

2020-10-29 
11:09:33 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object in That Government is puVng the onus on the driver of a 
vehicle to prove his innocence, rather than the other way round. 
The other is that taking away my right to appear in court, with some 
weird  arbitrary tribunal 
AS the Post  Office is dysfuncHonal, I have no way of being certain that 
any fine that I may have been issued with  is actually delivered to me. 
The onus is on the authoriHes to ensure that I get any penalty 
documentaHon. 
I am very unsure how The thousands of drivers on SA roads who live in 
shacks will even know whether they have infringed the law 
I cannot see how the authoriHes can enforce these regulaHons 
properly, especially as the no of cloned number plates, stolen vehicles , 
and Inadequate data processing by the authoriHes  
will inhibit enforcement Perry

2020-10-29 
07:12:16 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Bianca
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2020-10-28 
20:08:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Please let go of the dream that we will ever finance the evil that is e-
tolls. We did not ask for them, we have no need for them, we do not 
benefit from them and we will NEVER pay for them. In what raHonal, 
"democraHc" society are ciHzens forced to pay just to use the roads? 
Why build them in the first place then? And aren't our taxes and 
regular toll gates generaHng enough money to afford the maintenance 
of the roads? Well, of course not, not if the whole design is based on 
funding the insaHable greed of these rubbish officials... The South 
African government is the worst disgrace, and this coming from a fully 
and proudly black person. We are sHll waiHng for you to scrap the e-
toll system, now you want us to support you charging us DOUBLE?!!! 
Yeah good luck geVng that right. T

2020-10-28 
11:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling fines, Sanral  eToll fines in parHcular, is absolutely not on!  
The enHre e-Toll system has not worked in 7 years and had huge outcry 
and civil disobedence and  and this just seems like another way to skin 
the Gauteng people because no compromise or fair soluHon could be 
reached!  It cannot work!   
I do think that driving without a licence should be a criminal offense! Elize

2020-10-28 
11:33:43 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling fines, Sanral  eToll fines in parHcular, is absolutely not on!  
The enHre e-Toll system has not worked in 7 years and had huge outcry 
and civil disobedence and  and this just seems like another way to skin 
the Gauteng people because no compromise or fair soluHon could be 
reached!  It cannot work!   
I do think that driving without a licence should be a criminal offense! Elize

2020-10-28 
10:11:26 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Carien

2020-10-28 
09:54:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

All is well with your Idea of AARTO regulaHons  -  BUT  -  will it be fair 
and honest to ALL ciHzens of South Africa,  irrespecHve of race, color, 
or gender with not yet another entry for another plague of corrupHon  Andries 

2020-10-27 
13:24:07 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The right to appear in court on a first appearance should not be altered 
for wri]en representaHon. Edwin

2020-10-27 
10:05:54 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Along with the stoic enforcement of an e-toll system that is 
unconsHtuHonal. John

2020-10-26 
16:21:23 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Will the traffic officers be 100% trained in the interpretaHon of the 
system? Klaus-Dieter

2020-10-24 
14:21:16 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders David

2020-10-23 
12:20:37 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why do out of town (Johannesburg) visitors have to pay E'Toll charges 
when they only visit once or twice a month ????????? 

Edward

2020-10-23 
08:23:28 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The method of issuing a fine without opHon of going to court is unfair. 
A driver is judged guilty of an offense without a chance to defend him/
herself Gordon

2020-10-23 
07:36:45 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why must  I pay an amount to receive a traffic fine.  This is as good 
that SAR say I must pay to hand in my  Income Tax document.  This will 
also lead to unnecessary issue of traffic fines 
Why must I do a wri]en  plea for an offence?  You are taking our 
deccromaHc rights away from S A ciHzens. Susanna

2020-10-22 
17:04:22 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders The e toll's will bleed the already struggling ciHzens dry! Michelle

2020-10-20 
08:47:19 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Annchen

2020-10-16 
19:31:30 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Muhammad

2020-10-15 
10:27:38 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

A person that has a PDP should pay a double fine...they are 
(knowingly) the main offenders of the traffic regulaHons. GERRIT

2020-10-14 
14:23:34 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There has sHll not been proper consultaHon on the e-toll system in 
Gauteng. Most motorists are not supporHng the system. I can 
therefore no support the regulaHons enforcing fines for non-payment 
of e-tolls. Anne]e

2020-10-14 
13:33:31 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Thamsanqa

2020-10-13 
20:13:47 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Nobody support etoll, now law wants to enforce people to pay etoll? 
What about drinking and driving? Rather replace the penalty point 
system with suspension of driver's licenses for reckless   driving  6 
months, drink and drive 36 months, culpable homicide caused death 
by a crash/accident/reckless driving whilst under influence permanent 
suspension of driver's license. E

2020-10-13 
15:26:25 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Re removing ones right to go to court MUST be unconsHtuHonal. 
ImplemenHng this will be a travesty of jusHce.  I say abso;utely NOT!! 

As the E Tolls system was implemented illegally, I am strongly in 
opposiHon to the Government now trying to make the public into 
criminals for not recognising it. I am totally against the introducHon of 
one accumulaHng demerit points for refusing to recognise an illegal 
system. Brian

2020-10-13 
13:30:06 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders ronel

2020-10-13 
05:34:55 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Only when ALL taxis and Taxi AssociaHons are tax registered and liable 
for paying for e-tolls in full road worthy taxis will I maybe support e-
tolls. Tinus

2020-10-13 
03:10:20 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders E tol I don't pay it and wil never pay it thank you Marnus 

2020-10-12 
10:33:26 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think the minister may be living in an inventory complex in his head 
where he is militant and would like to rule to draw a]enHon to himself. 
The unlawful minds in life are subsequently insane characters that 
would like to ignore the courts but forget that this will set a precedent 
for many disobeying other laws. ImplemenHng their stupid proposals 
turns us into a lawless state without jusHce being done, i.e. we take 
the law into our own hands GD
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2020-10-12 
10:24:33 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

enforcement of the new regulaHons will become problemaHc as it is 
already a problem, with addiHonal requirements it will be more 
difficult to implement 
The incorporaHon of e-toll should be excluded, not only will it be met 
with resistance from the people, the e-toll system was poorly 
communicated, with li]le consultaHon. Marina

2020-10-12 
10:03:14 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Its no point changing the legislaHon when there is no law enforcement 
currently. What will change? Bribery will sHll happen, people will sHll 
drive without or without a license suspended or not. People will sHll 
speed. The repeat offenders will sHll get away it Roelien

2020-10-12 
08:23:53 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

How is it possible that fines, and never mind DOUBLE fines, can be 
enforced for a not paying E-toll when the etoll system itself has never 
been officially approved via public debate. 

In addiHon to the above, whilst corrupHon and bribery conHnues to 
exists, the proposes "AARTO RegulaHons" in their enHrety  will never 
work. These problems need to be properly addressed and resolved 
BEFORE further Hme effort and MONEY is yet again wasted at the 
expense of the tax payer. Mark

2020-10-12 
08:21:49 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I feel like my rights are being trampled on and that this proposed 
system is more about generaHng revenue that law enforcement. 

I'd like to see much more about focusing on improving the shockingly 
poor driver-behavior and lawlessness on the roads in general. Brenton

2020-10-12 
07:43:20 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

With corrupHon being so rife, how will the traffic department ensure 
that they manage their staff to abide by the new laws rather than get 
or take backhand offers from road users??? There has been 
unintended reports in my area  with regards to rogue cops or corrupt 
traffic officers preferring bribes  as opposed to enforcing the law. Cheryl

2020-10-12 
07:28:39 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Suze]e

2020-10-12 
07:18:56 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

e-tolls must be scrapped enHrely to start with. Fines should remain at 
their current level Peter

2020-10-12 
07:16:40 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Together with e toll, and doubling of fines this is financially crippling 
for law abiding ciHzens. CorrupHon and bribery will conHnue when it 
comes to taxi drivers and unroadworthy vehicles who have always 
done what they want on the roads. This doesn’t address reckless and 
lawless driving by those that can’t and womt parHcipate in new 
regulaHons Nicole

2020-10-12 
06:54:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Andrew

2020-10-12 
06:49:55 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

A componie with a 100 trucks are going to pay for driver ofenses And 
aarto is not going to pay drivers who are going on unpaid leave in 
result of demerit points. The lisence office can not handle a biger load . 
This is only going to improve corrupHon. Johann

2020-10-11 
18:34:08 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The fact that the e-tolls was flawed from the start and that it was just 
forced on the ciHzens of Gauteng. Here in lies the sad part that the 
current allocaHon from the petrol fund is not utelised properly due to 
corrupHon from the government. Why pay more and more to a 
government which does not hold its office responsibiliHes to the 
ciHzens of SA. The lack of accountability from the government makes 
me quesHon why the etolls was just pushed on us. It is not sustainable 
and the monies again leave the borders of SA. MJ

2020-10-11 
18:34:07 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The fact that the e-tolls was flawed from the start and that it was just 
forced on the ciHzens of Gauteng. Here in lies the sad part that the 
current allocaHon from the petrol fund is not utelised properly due to 
corrupHon from the government. Why pay more and more to a 
government which does not hold its office responsibiliHes to the 
ciHzens of SA. The lack of accountability from the government makes 
me quesHon why the etolls was just pushed on us. It is not sustainable 
and the monies again leave the borders of SA. MJ

2020-10-11 
13:20:02 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Not able to treat everyone the same ie taxi drivers vs public Ivor

2020-10-11 
12:25:42 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. Cannot be criminal to have forgo]en your license  
2. We must not enforce criminality linked to toll fees debacle...unHl 
this is fully resolved poliHcally  
3. Why increase fines ? Is this a method to generate revenue OR to 
change behavior Gregory 

2020-10-11 
10:41:22 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Fines for failing to pay toles or e-toles should not fall within the scope 
of any governmental, provincial or municipal organizaHon.  Not paying 
toles should remain a civil ma]er and not be linked via AARTO 
infringement that allows for the non issue of motor vehicle license, 
drivers license or any similar authority to be on the road. 

The removal of the infringers right to immediately have recourse to the 
courts must allow for the nonpayment of fines and any effect there off 
unHl the ma]er has been through the whole tribunal and court 
process. 

The docking of demerit points against an ID document should not 
occur. 

As previously menHoned the secHon that presumes that an infringer 
has received by registered post or any electronic means an 
infringement noHce must revert to the authority having the obligaHon 
to prove that the infringer has received the noHce. Philip

2020-10-11 
09:51:51 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Hi, 

I do not agree that you are not allowed to be represented in court and 
non payment of etoll should not be even considered in any laws as this 
system itself is unlawful. Johan

2020-10-11 
09:03:47 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E toll must scrabed, we are economically l struggling naHon and some 
are unable to pay debts but you want to add more which I find it unfair Mothokoa
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2020-10-11 
08:36:17 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Ek voel dat spoed oortredings nie in hierdie katagorie moet val nie. 
Eers wanneer spoed met 50km per uur oorskryword soos nog altyd 
moet die persoon hof toe gaan. Die gewone 10 of 20 km oor die spoed 
help om die poliesie koffers op te bou en is nie so erensHge oortreding 
nie. Dit moet heeltemal van die demerit lys afgehaal word Alida

2020-10-11 
07:49:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I have no problem with a demerit system, I have huge concerns in the 
enforcement of thise rules. As is at present we have drivers without a 
valid licence and drivers doing what they want on the toad, WITHOUT 
fines and punishment. I don't see this as a corrupHon free system to 
protect the driver nor the public using the road. I have no problem 
with a fine, if given fairly. I have issues with the administraHve system 
and doubling the fine. As is any government system are overun with 
work and don't manage with paperwork. This is seVng us up for 
failure, with the driver at the short end, as there is surely issues when 
driving whilst you need to be at a tribunal. As for payment of fines, I 
encourage payment within 14 days at half the price, the driger sHll 
pays for the mistake, and the traffic dept gets income. Doubling should 
be well defined, with reasonable a]empt od geVng the fine money 
back. This opens huge space for corruoHon again. E-toll is an enHty on 
their own, and should be managed as such, it has nothing to do with 
how I drive and having a valid licence. I should not be fined for it, E-toll 
must get their house in order & keep to their promises - how many 
people using the road o_en has only paid the linit they set? None of 
the people I have contact with in Pta and Jhb. Elizabeth

2020-10-11 
07:11:09 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. Stelsels bv.  Die E-toll  wat vroeër op bestaande paaie opgerig is 
onder die wanindruk dat dit vir die rugby finaal gedoen was om 
verkeersvloei te gaan vergemaklik.  En later vir die burgers vertel was jy 
sal maar net moet bt???  Ons as burgers en belasHngbetalers was nie 
geken in die besluit nie.   
2. As ek ook my motor vir iemand sou leen en die persoon begaan ń 
verkeersoortreding,  wie sou verantwoordelik wees vir die boete?  Lyne]e

2020-10-11 
05:34:04 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Andre

2020-10-11 
05:34:03 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Andre

2020-10-10 
20:03:24 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I have no problem with the fines being doubled and the points system 
and most of what is being proposed BUT I strongly disagree with trying 
to make e-toll a part or any part of the law. It is a system I never asked 
for nor agreed to EVER.  Louwrens 

2020-10-10 
17:36:41 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. I don’t support etolls payments by individuals at all. 
2. It will be costly to double the current infringements. Currently 
AARTO’s system to post infringements is not working. Rather use the 
email addresses or cellphones to post infringements. This will ensure 
that drivers are aware of the offenses. 
3. It can’t be a criminal offense to drive without a driver’s license if you 
have it. It is highly probable where an individual  drives more than one 
car that he/she may forget their driver’s license. It is easy to check on 
the system through the ID number whether a driver possesses a 
driver’s license or not. Livy

2020-10-10 
16:15:01 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Peter

2020-10-10 
12:21:37 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I don't support the  doubling of fines, the removal of court 
representaHons and the toll fines being doubled VIKASH 

2020-10-10 
12:10:47 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Sophy

2020-10-10 
11:49:43 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree to the enforcement and penalHes charged for  the 
payment of e-tolls which are not applicable to the rest of the country. Mokgadi 

2020-10-10 
09:31:58 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Deborah 

2020-10-10 
09:26:30 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

We are struggling to survive and are sHll expected to pay e-tolls? 
E-tolls cannot be a priority when unemployment levels have risen 
significantly. 
We simply cannot afford them, even more so now! Hlamalani

2020-10-10 
07:07:41 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Phumelele

2020-10-10 
06:46:22 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I have chosen to ignore the e-tolls as my consHtuHonal right, I was not 
asked if I agreed to the exorbitant addiHonal charges that e-tolls places 
on motorists within the Johannesburg city limits. 
I am also not prepared to agree to the demerit point system due to  
the corrupHon within the police and road traffic departments. 

Linda

2020-10-09 
20:44:17 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Please change this driving card system, it can be easily misplaced or 
get lost. And it cost much to get a new one. Provide the police with a 
digital system that they can use to verify a driver. Faith

2020-10-09 
20:31:15 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Removing the opHon to go to court is unconsHtuHonal and open to 
abuse. 
How will the new system be implemented on taxis? 

Marius 
2020-10-09 
19:26:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The police already take the law into their own hands. Taking away a 
person's right to appear in court is giving them way too much power Deborah

2020-10-09 
19:22:32 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Mac

2020-10-09 
18:54:54 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Well for starters we NEED HONEST  OFFICERS enforcing NEW LAWS . 
Someone who will NOT TAKE BRIBES or be afraid to BLOW WHISTLE  on 
CORRUPTION.  LET'S SEE IF THAT'S POSSIBLE.  DORYN 

2020-10-09 
16:22:39 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

What happens if you accidentally le_ your driving licence at home? 
Now you must get a criminal record for that? Failure to pay e-tolls will 
always happen regardless, as we never agreed to e-tolls in wriHng from 
the word go. We were forced into e-tolls without having freedom of 
speech to go against it. Michelle

2020-10-09 
14:25:58 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Remove the disastrous e-Tol system on Gauteng ring roads. No-one is 
paying anyway and to prosecute them all is totally ludicrous. Mark

2020-10-09 
14:21:44 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Wynandus
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2020-10-09 
13:25:08 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My problem is with this: "Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are 
currently payable". 

Traffic fines, unHl they apply to everyone (i.e. taxis), are taxes aimed at 
law-abiding ciHzens and should be pushed back as much as possible.  

Traffic fines should be primarily a way of making the roads safer, not 
extorHng money from the public to pay for corrupt systems. Dylan

2020-10-09 
12:04:26 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Please follow the ConsHtuHon and don't steal my rights to defend 
myself. 

Secondly if you did no consultaHon with the public regarding the etolls 
project please don't force us to pay what the public can't pay. Taxes, 
rates and other municipal charges are already too high in this 
economy. Henri

2020-10-09 
11:24:52 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling of fines will place financial burden on motorists. I would 
support the doubling of fines if fines only became applicable once the 
speed limit had been exceeded by 10%.  
I do not feel it is fair to link e-toll collecHons to vehicle licenses and 
driving licenses. Enforcement of e-tolls should not form part of the act. Bre]

2020-10-09 
11:20:16 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

re : Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 

Not happy regarding the regulaHon on e-Tolls...  I object to paying e-
tolls as I feel the money paid was both exorbitant and went outside SA 
I cannot in honesty feel we should be penalised for not adhering to 
payment.  Adele

2020-10-09 
11:07:04 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I will fully support the system if the law is also applied to the taxi 
industries - They are a danger to the public with disregard to the traffic 
rules. They set a precedence for reckless driving. Our government are 
to scared to control them. They are our main users of our roads & they 
make huge profits from it yet they don't even contribute to the 
maintenance . They control our traffics rules !!! Therefore I will support 
the demerit system if they are applied fairly including the taxi drivers . Richard

2020-10-09 
10:15:28 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It will be open to more corrupHon , unHl we have a decent law 
enforcement agency it will just make more cops Rich’s Gleness

2020-10-09 
09:55:02 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Surely everyone has the right to defend themselves in court?   
Doubling the penalHes - just more money to be stolen by unscrupulous 
administrators. 

Totally agree that driving without a  valid driving licence should be 
deemed a criminal offence. 

Lorna
2020-10-09 
09:40:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders etolls wont work stop drunk drivers and corupt officials frederick

2020-10-09 
09:40:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders etolls wont work stop drunk drivers and corupt officials frederick

2020-10-09 
09:19:49 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with the Automated toll system, it was a system that 
was foistered onto us and a huge burden on South Africa, I specifiaclly 
do not agree with Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular 
toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. 
and  
CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. Brendan

2020-10-09 
09:03:20 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling of fines cannot be retrospecHve. It is in contrast with the rule 
of law. 

License discs, number plates and driver's license fees paid anually 
should be unified into one annual fee with systems to link the three 
vehicle idenHficaHon types. 

Cannot be criminal. One someHmes forget to take the driver's license. 
Ask for an ID number and check on the system if the person has a 
license before making an arrest.  

Beyers

2020-10-09 
08:58:48 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I dont believe the state has a right to prevent someone from driving - 
ie: removing a licence for failure to pay an e toll or a fine. the etoll 
system already has legal recourse against a person through the courts 
and collecHon systems - by using debt collectors. The right to drive 
(once legally competent to to) cannot be infringed upon for a non-
related debt. Wesley

2020-10-09 
08:23:05 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why increase fines for ciHzens, are you in the business of raising funds 
or in ensuring that rules are adhered to which requires different tacHcs 
all together.  
The increasing of fines is only going to make paying bribes a lucraHve 
business. As it is, even obtaining a driver's license you have to budget 
for bribes and you guys are doing nothing about it. 

Do not add things to the system which will cause more burdens for 
drivers. You are only making life difficult for the people who put you 
into power. Think lean, think slick, thick easy, stop making unnecessary 
burdens for the system and the drivers/ car owners. Maputle

2020-10-09 
07:56:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

You cannot simply double fines. These should also be limited to 
inflaHonary increases. You'll simply incenHvize people to find 
alternaHve ways to paying lower fines, as is typical here already.  

You cannot fine people for not paying e-tolls. Who has agreed that this 
system was implemented with appropriate due diligence? More than 
enough tax has been allocated to budget for the maintenance of these 
roads. If inadequate planning or mismanagement of these funds has 
occurred, the people cannot be held liable. Gareth
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2020-10-09 
07:34:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court 
will make the people criminals in the view of a traffic officer and/or a 
traffic camera and this is absurd! 
E-Tolls should be scraped and fines on regular tolls is fine as is. Peter

2020-10-09 
07:23:39 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E Toll needs to be removed from any changes. 

The whole E toll system is illegiHmate and should be scrapped. Gerard
2020-10-09 
04:37:30 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Lawlessness of taxi drivers who  have no respect for the rules of 
anything.  Bribery and corrupHon. Etoll should be scrapped. Mukesh 

2020-10-08 
21:51:51 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I pay tax and don't see anything valuable for it personally or in my 
suburb. Rising expenses and effects of covid has made meeHng 
financial demands onerous on me and my family. I cannot afford 
further taxes like e-tolls and double fine fees. Vanessa

2020-10-08 
20:02:55 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It's easy to make laws. Just one quesHon: how is this law be informed 
with so many corrupHon I think our country? Elsa

2020-10-08 
19:33:01 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders It is unconsHtuHonal Calvin 

2020-10-08 
19:20:30 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the fines is a thinly veiled a]empt to increase revenue from 
mostly law abiding ciHzens - the crooks do not pay anyway. We do not 
need bigger fines; just more intelligent and focused policing of the 
exisHng regulaHons. Start by concentraHng on life threatening 
infringements - look at our daily death staHsHcs - it is an indictment on 
proper policing. 

First establish the legality and viability of the eToll system before 
doubling infringement fines - this is a horribly inefficient and bloated 
system, and does not enjoy public support. Scrap the etolls,  and add a 
fee to licensing costs. 

Improve the efficiency of the drivers  license renewal system - which is 
close to shambolic - and then I support make driving without a license 
a criminal offence.  

Improve policing on unlicensed drivers and vehicles, and criminalise 
vehicles not displaying registraHon plates. Strictly control non 
roadworthy vehicles. Improve control of moving offences - driving in 
emergency lanes etc. Concentrate on the dangerous offences, and high 
collision zones. 

Alan

2020-10-08 
18:35:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I support the process in principle provided it is PROPERLY AND 
ADEQUATELY ENFORCED.  No ma]er how good and correct the law and 
regulaHons are, if they are not enforced  they might as well not be 
enacted. 
It is probably beyond the scope of the regulaHons/law, but the system 
should also include  a demerit system /heavy fines/dismissal for any 
traffic officials found to be  not implemenHng the system by way of 
accepHng bribes to do so. Equally any driver should be fined /
prosecuted and earn demerit points for a]empHng to bribe or 
circumvent the system. 

Alec

2020-10-08 
18:34:11 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The only thing I do agree with is a very heavy penalty for driving a 
vehicle without a valid driver's license.  All the rest is pure nonsense!  
Our whole system is corrupt and  all the traffic police are  looking for is 
bribes, so how does that help anyone?  The toll system has never been 
a success because it was unnecessary and just another way to line the 
pockets of the people who designed it.  I am a sadly disalusioned  
member of the SA public and cannot agree with  your crazy schemes. Lesley

2020-10-08 
18:15:55 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to not paying and to be penalised for not paying e-tolls. Our 
taxes on fuel should cover those expenses and the cost of our fuel 
should cover those expenses. 
Secondly  doubling fines is absolutely ridiculous as there are numerous  
people who do not pay there fines, and once you  get the postal 
services working correctly, traffic officers who are not corrupt and a 
system that works equitably for everyone then maybe these will be 
posiHve objecHves for everyone, including taxi drivers who are a law 
unto themselves. CIRO

2020-10-08 
18:11:58 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Do not agree with E-Toll system, payment for and prosecuHon of  non-
compliant parHcipants should not be done. Dounita

2020-10-08 
18:01:41 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

doubling of fines and etoll penalHes, making it a crime to drive without 
a license when the booking system is sHll in shambles Nelly 

2020-10-08 
17:21:57 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I so wish aarto can cancel all our fines so that we can start with this 
new regulaHons on a clean slate.. my drivers license has expired and I 
cant renew it because of the fines I already I have..  I am not working 
and I cant find employment because of that..   so can you please cancel 
all our fines so that we can start afresh on a clean slate.. thank you MarHn

2020-10-08 
16:52:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I understand the need for a be]er system, however as it stands. South 
Africa cannot manage the current system. ImplemenHng new and 
difficult measures are only going to cause more administraHve stress 
on an already failing economy. It will not work. There are way too 
many flaws and it saddens me to know this is what is being prioriHzed 
and worked on when there is countless other issues that need 
immediate a]enHon. Stop focusing on geVng the ciHzens of this 
country in line if the leaders are not! Ammaar
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2020-10-08 
16:39:31 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Refering to ETolls and doubling fines -  NO, NO, NO. 
Scrap ETolls and rather charge all motorists a levy  on petrol . Why they 
didnt do so NaHonally  years ago when formulaHng the EToll funding is 
inexplicable -  and it can sHll be done.           
 Such a simple system 10/15c a litre might get some negaHve reacHon 
but that is easily applied irrespecHve and will soon become a "normal"   
like all the other extra charges/taxes  on petrol Government load on. 
Government has made such a mess of this business and each year the 
system of Tolling  remains unchanged and the losses keep on mounHng  
up - why are they so stupid is beyond belief and i have to think  their 
current system had lots of fodder in the trough for corrupt officials 
behind the tolling.    PUT A LEVY ON PETROL  and  SCRAP ATTEMPTS TO 
GET ARREARS PAID ........AND MOVE ON - NO MORE BULLYING 
MOTORISTS. Mike

2020-10-08 
16:22:53 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The corrupt trafic officers will be estaHc should all these regulaHons be 
implemented.Bribes  will increase dramaHcally.The intenHon might be 
noble but the reality a pipe dream. Andre

2020-10-08 
15:58:35 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

a) Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable.  
b) Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. 
  
a) I believe this creates a space for bribery of officials.  Making fines 
higher just encourages motorists to bribe / a]empt to bribe police. 
The fear of a large fine should you not be able or willing to bribe an 
officer creates a dangerous power imbalance which can lead to abuse 
of motorists.  

b) e- tolls should never have been implemented and rather than 
doubling down on their error the government should admit to the 
error and remove the system without prejudice. Robyn 

2020-10-08 
15:17:40 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The doubling of penalty amounts is puniHve and should not be 
permi]ed Trevor

2020-10-08 
14:45:53 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Day light robbery  

I never being stopped in the roadblocks or given a Hcket by traffic 
officer then I'm money for what's. Matome 

2020-10-08 
14:35:17 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling of fines will not work. In most cases they are not paid in Hme 
due to affordability issues. People have lost employment and stable 
incomes....  Aarto isn't thinking about that but instead trying to get 
more money out of us. Thobeka 

2020-10-08 
14:32:17 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I absolutely reject the paying of fines for non-payment of e-tolls. This is 
unconsHtuHonal and the enHre e-toll scheme was put in place without 
proper procedure or public parHcipaHon. 

Furthermore, the criminalising of driving without a licence is u]erly 
unacceptable. There are situaHons in which a person has an 
emergency or needs to drive simply to make a living and to be tried as 
a criminal is nonsensical.  

Without an extremely more efficient licencing system, that eliminates 
Hme-consuming and arduous process of geVng a driver's licence, the 
current penalHes are enough.  
Rather put focus and funds toward restoring and improving current 
road-related services, so that honest, hard-working people can apply 
for licences without the need to queue and wait for months on end. Ruan

2020-10-08 
14:30:37 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Demerit points or fines related to e-tolls are unacceptable as the 
system is unconsHtuHonal David

2020-10-08 
14:07:17 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with e tolls at all.     Some other form of recouping the 
money should be found. 
I do not  agree with being prevented  from going to court  for  traffic 
violaHons . 
I do not agree with the  increases in traffic fines.. 
The administraHon should  enforce the current regulaHons before  
introducing new regulaHons which  they  will  be incapable of 
administering  as has been proved by history. John

2020-10-08 
14:00:52 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Forcing payment of e-tolls unconsHtuHonal Candis

2020-10-08 
13:57:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Does "possess" mean you do not have a license  at all - such a person 
needs to be declared a criminal. What about the poor bloke who 
forgot his license at home - he possesses one but does not have it on 
him - is he a "criminal" ?   
Good laws are needed to arrest criminals but not to harass law abiding 
ciHzens. Klaus

2020-10-08 
13:24:27 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Most probably a waste of Hme due to the inefficiency of our traffic law 
enforcement officers. Robert

2020-10-08 
13:04:10 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The current laws are not being enforced! The new demerit system will 
provide the Traffic officers with greater bribe leverage. I know I have 
outstanding fines but have not received the fines! I have only received 
"le]ers" informing me that my fines are overdue. I have sent emails 
requesHng the actual fines, without a single response. I do not know if 
this is a scam or not. What will change? How are we to receive our 
fines in the future? Richard

2020-10-08 
12:57:16 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders NO ETOLL. This is an illigle system.We will not allow it.2 Corry

2020-10-08 
11:36:42 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I think it is absurd to include non payment  
Of etol  into the regulaHons, it was a stupid system from the start 
Perhaps the officials should spend less Hme  
Taking bribes and having lunches in the Wimpy and start been visible, 
then all of this is not necessary Jakkie

2020-10-08 
11:35:53 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

No e toll infringement to be included. A formal decision to scrap it  
must be made ASAP. Roy
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2020-10-08 
11:26:05 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system was underhanded and immoral, no public 
parHcipaHon was done, the news reports from sanral & govt at the 
Hme deceived  the public as to the system and its implementaHon. 

It should have no place on the AARTO regulaHons Adam
2020-10-08 
10:59:51 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Ria

2020-10-08 
10:57:06 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Not the pla�orm to address e-toll problems.  Any way has the legality 
of e-tolls been clarified? Keith

2020-10-08 
10:53:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

To give EMPD officers this kind of authority is dangerous. We all know 
that most of these public servants are not trustworthy or  educated to 
manage  that kind of authority,  it will cause severe protests and a 
clamp down on law abiding ciHzens, where it may not be necessary.  
Another step toward a socialist state. LINDA

2020-10-08 
10:51:20 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Jurgens 

2020-10-08 
10:37:45 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E-toll failure to pay should not be linked to the demerit system and/or 
related to fines. Ted

2020-10-08 
10:31:14 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E-toll should be scrapped and no should be payable  for failing to pay 
e-toll. 
Doubling the penalHes (fines) only for serious offenses such as drunken 
driving  
Doubling the current number of demerit points  
Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving license - only when the driver are responsible for the damage 
to property and injury or death of people or animals. Johann

2020-10-08 
10:26:44 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Bradley

2020-10-08 
10:24:05 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to the doubling of fines and the fact that one can no longer 
request going to court. This Act will make the power hungry even more 
dangerous and opens up an even bigger opportnity for corrupHon 
because basically we have no recourse if an Office decides to fine us.  I 
also TOTALLY DISAGREE with the doubling of fines for E-Toll.  the 
CiHzens have spoken and have NOT accepted this huge cost which was 
forced on us.  The money has not been used to make our roads be]er, 
and from the number of people who have boyco]ed paying ETolls, the 
government is going to have to build a great many prisons to hold all of 
the non compliers!   

D Carol

2020-10-08 
10:23:40 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to the doubling of fines and the fact that one can no longer 
request going to court. This Act will make the power hungry even more 
dangerous and opens up an even bigger opportnity for corrupHon 
because basically we have no recourse if an Office decides to fine us.  I 
also TOTALLY DISAGREE with the doubling of fines for E-Toll.  the 
CiHzens have spoken and have NOT accepted this huge cost which was 
forced on us.  The money has not been used to make our roads be]er, 
and from the number of people who have boyco]ed paying ETolls, the 
government is going to have to build a great many prisons to hold all of 
the non compliers!   

D Carol

2020-10-08 
10:23:39 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to the doubling of fines and the fact that one can no longer 
request going to court. This Act will make the power hungry even more 
dangerous and opens up an even bigger opportnity for corrupHon 
because basically we have no recourse if an Office decides to fine us.  I 
also TOTALLY DISAGREE with the doubling of fines for E-Toll.  the 
CiHzens have spoken and have NOT accepted this huge cost which was 
forced on us.  The money has not been used to make our roads be]er, 
and from the number of people who have boyco]ed paying ETolls, the 
government is going to have to build a great many prisons to hold all of 
the non compliers!   

D Carol

2020-10-08 
10:23:37 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to the doubling of fines and the fact that one can no longer 
request going to court. This Act will make the power hungry even more 
dangerous and opens up an even bigger opportnity for corrupHon 
because basically we have no recourse if an Office decides to fine us.  I 
also TOTALLY DISAGREE with the doubling of fines for E-Toll.  the 
CiHzens have spoken and have NOT accepted this huge cost which was 
forced on us.  The money has not been used to make our roads be]er, 
and from the number of people who have boyco]ed paying ETolls, the 
government is going to have to build a great many prisons to hold all of 
the non compliers!   

D Carol

2020-10-08 
10:23:33 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to the doubling of fines and the fact that one can no longer 
request going to court. This Act will make the power hungry even more 
dangerous and opens up an even bigger opportnity for corrupHon 
because basically we have no recourse if an Office decides to fine us.  I 
also TOTALLY DISAGREE with the doubling of fines for E-Toll.  the 
CiHzens have spoken and have NOT accepted this huge cost which was 
forced on us.  The money has not been used to make our roads be]er, 
and from the number of people who have boyco]ed paying ETolls, the 
government is going to have to build a great many prisons to hold all of 
the non compliers!   

D Carol
2020-10-08 
10:20:39 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders I dont think eToll should be part of all. This is another financial burden. Thabo

2020-10-08 
09:56:46 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Belinda
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2020-10-08 
09:56:44 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

According to ConsHtuHon ALL may have their day in court! That is a 
RIGHT! 

I DO NOT support Tolls. It  is an unfair pracHce and DISCRIMINATES  
against the residents of  Gauteng. The fuel levy has always covered the 
cost of building roads, and upgrades.     #eTOLLS MUST FALL! 

The ConsHtuHon does not allow for DISCRIMINATION! 

Goya

2020-10-08 
09:47:24 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I dont see whybwe should be paying Etolls everything is being taxed 
from salaries, the fuel we purchase at the petrol staHon is taxed and 
besides we also have toll gates so i disagree that we should be paying 
etolls periods furthermore the economy isnt looking good i dont see 
why they should be added costs Trevor

2020-10-08 
09:43:43 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I have a problem with losing demerit points for not paying E-tolls.  
I paid E-tolls for a number of years unHl I discovered that my payments 
were going into a black hole and I was not being credited therefore I 
was not geVng my discounts. I went into the E-toll office  in Midrand 
and they emailed 7 pages of bank statements showing all the 
payments, to head office. I have reference numbers to prove it. I did 
this twice and a_er not receiving any response decided to stop paying. 
I tried to do my bit but the idiots on the other side couldn't care, so 
now nor do I. Dawn

2020-10-08 
09:39:17 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The effecHve collecHon outstanding fines in South Africa is shocking to 
say the least and those that are regular in breaking the traffic laws and  
who should be fined are completely "ignored" as the result is already 
"understood". 
The debacle regarding the defunct e-toll conHnues and it seems that 
more good money is to be thrown a_er bad, it is doubted that the 
doubling fines will be]er improve this dinosaur. 
The doubling of the current penalHes seems like another profiteering 
scenario as there seems li]le done to improve the road network of the 
country by the Department of Transport at the best of Hmes. 

Douglas

2020-10-08 
09:34:46 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Government must first clean their up their house. UnHl we can trust 
government I will not support or agree. The corrupHon in this SA is 
killing any good we want to achieve. I also want to be able to state my 
case in a court of law.  All I see is just more opportuniHes for  bribes, 
more corrupHon. Charmaine 

2020-10-08 
09:31:02 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why make it a criminal offence to drive without a licence? If a person 
is driving a vehicle without the appropriate licence and registraHon, 
then they should be fined and the vechile should be impounded with 
the offender taking a taxi or something to their desHnaHon, but not 
arrested. Niel 

2020-10-08 
08:54:09 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders No to tollgate Eikral

2020-10-08 
08:51:15 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the fines currently payable   
Doubling the fines for failure to pay e-tolls Palesa

2020-10-08 
08:41:48 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Move to enforcement without proper noHficaHon. Charles

2020-10-08 
08:36:00 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

You cant take away my right to defend myself in court. Doubling of 
fines and fining users for not paying e-toll is just totally ridiculous, and 
just a money making racket. Roadworthiness of vehicles on the road 
should be made a priority and removed  from being used as this is a 
big cause of road deaths. Clive

2020-10-08 
08:30:40 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Firstly, the exisHng law is not enforced so why change to another law 
that won't be enforced.. 
The quality of driving school teaching is abysmal, learners are  
processed to get a licence, not how to drive with respect to the law 
and other road users. Teachers should be regularly tested. 
Suitably qualified drivers should be authorised (Reservists) to use 
Dashcam to report offences for fines, demerit points to be issued. 
Tribunals should be either on line or in a]endance, the first 
a]endance, up to certain limits, to be without lawyers and on appeal, 
lawyers can be briefed. Ray

2020-10-08 
08:30:27 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not support the idea of doubling fines or introducing demerit 
points for e-tolls. It is wrong to impose laws that do not serve the 
people but the government, and our people are oppressed already as 
it is. Jessica

2020-10-08 
08:28:09 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I object to fines for E-Toll payments as implemented via the gantry 
system on Pretoria/JHB HighWays. This should be a separate ma]er, 
and should have been scrapped as a program ages ago. The rest is fine, 
our roads are a mess due to terrible road safety, and reckless driving. Daniel

2020-10-08 
08:25:33 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Manos 

2020-10-08 
08:25:00 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This all makes no sense if taxi drivers sHll get away with murder! They 
don't pay fines, they drive however they want to government is scared 
if taxi bosses and associaHons. Etolls must go, never were we as the 
public given the choice to have these unnecessary expenses erected on 
the highways or not. This is and always will be another way to rob the 
people and fill the pockets of the corrupt officials we have in office.  
Once we end corrupHon, that is the day the people of this country will 
see that all the stolen monies can be used to pay for these etoll 
gantries and not the tax paying, law abiding ciHzens. If unemployment 
has been the highest it has been in over 20 years, how can you want to 
increase fines? Achmat 
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2020-10-08 
08:14:56 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

RSA has a very bad track record in law enforcement. There is too much 
bribery and corrupHon in the Metro Police force for this to work. The 
issue of including non-payment of etolls is problemaHc. This scheme 
never had public support in Gauteng and its affordability in this current 
situaHon is impossible for most people who simply need the highways 
to get to and from work. As Gauteng produces over 40% of the GDP of 
RSA and a similar amount of taxes, this road network update should be 
an annual budgeted expense. This could be paid for from the fuel 
levies which disappear into the bo]omless pit that the Government 
wastes annually. Government needs to exclude this from AARTO 
regulaHons.  This etoll issue needs to be addressed at senior 
Ministerial level. It is not going to ever be accepted in Gauteng. where 
over 80% of motorists do not pay them. CHARLIE

2020-10-08 
08:14:52 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It all looks good on this dra_. However there needs to be a lot more 
law enforcement officers. 
The disregard for 90% if not 100%  rules of the road. One can park 
anywhere, robots are ignored, overtaking on solid white lines. There 
has to be zero tolerance for driving under the influence. More 
community service for offenders. Maybe then persons would learn 
how their acHons have changed others lives by the lack of regard for 
other drivers and pedestrians that use the road. Sandra

2020-10-08 
08:11:40 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

As a school principal all school vehicles are registered on my name. We 
have many possible drivers for these vehicles. Should anybody 
transgress  traffic rules, regulaHons, laws, I would be demerited! 
Demerit the driver of the vehicle, at the given moment of the 
transgression,not the "owner". 
I can possibly get arrested for accumalated points,  whilst not being the 
culprit. 
With current "draconic" ways of implemenHng the law, and even 
officials not understanding the situaHon, I put myself unecessarily at 
risk. I am not comfortable wHh this. 

Johan

2020-10-08 
08:05:47 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The etoll or tolls do not belong within this law and can’t be forced on 
motorist,  

I disagree with the removal of the court presentaHon. This is a 
consHtuHonal right of ciHzens 

Driving with out a license in ones possession shouldn’t be a criminal 
offense rather should be a fine 
I agree with the increase of the point system from 12 to 15. 

Disagree with doubling the fine  Mandla

2020-10-08 
07:59:51 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

the current laws are not being applied how will a new implementaHon 
help? LORRAINE

2020-10-08 
07:55:20 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Gary

2020-10-08 
07:49:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not support the following: 
1. Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
2.  Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads 
while removing the demerit points from them. I do not support paying 
E-Tolls At All!!! Syd

2020-10-08 
07:46:24 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Toll fees has nothing to do with one's driving abiliHes and it ought yo 
be removed from AARTO. Mervin

2020-10-08 
07:45:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Mr Minister if you intend taking people's drivers licences..have you 
considered the already terrible unemployment rate..so you adding to 
our burdens..And as for E toll do you really think you can strong arm us 
South Africans...I wanna remind you and your mates..we out number 
you. So smoke you bully tacHcs. Thevaraj

2020-10-08 
07:40:38 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Not allowing a person court Hme is unconsHtuHonal.  We cannot move 
towards kangaroo courts which is eventually where it will end up. 
I am in favour of demeriVng the points when drivers disobey the law 
We need stricter laws in this country when it comes to road / safety on 
the road. 
EToll - i am not in favour of at all and doubling it is unconsHtuHonal 
Fines - if they are not being paid now they wont be paid when doubled 
If a person is caught without a licence, making it a criminal offence is 
crazy.  Surely there is a database that the metro police have access to 
to check if the person is licenced or not.  Debbie

2020-10-08 
07:37:58 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The Demerit System should have nothing to do with the e-toll 
payments. Tony

2020-10-08 
07:28:08 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders How can we get a criminal record for for carrying your license Darren

2020-10-08 
07:20:37 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Not to pay etol.As the country is bankrupt..If all the millions that was 
and is stolen could have gone to atoll.we as a people are broke we do 
not have that money..We have to by food and pay for housing Jeff

2020-10-08 
07:18:58 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Making us pay for etolls when we had no say over the system is unfair 
and against our consHtuHonal rights. We do not have a reliable public 
transport system to fall back to if we were to lose our drivers licenses 
and this would effect our lively hood. Theressa

2020-10-08 
07:05:57 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Oumesh 

2020-10-08 
06:59:30 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The proposed laws are not unreasonable however every ciHzen should 
have the right to representaHon and appeal the current fine system is a 
shambles so how will the new administraHon be managed is there a 
digital system in place can cases be heard virtually 

Romeo

2020-10-08 
06:48:24 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Demerit is fine for serious offences. However doubling the cost of fines 
and being forced to pay for etolls I don't agree with. NCR tribunal is a 
mess and this one will be too, should the current court process.

Michael-
Anne
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2020-10-08 
06:39:11 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do agree with the loss of my right to contest a fine or infringement in 
court. Andrew

2020-10-08 
06:31:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

A persons right to elect to be tried in court and replacing it with 
wri]en representaHons, a should not be changed.  AARTO should 
enforce current law's first before they want to enforced new laws. 
They need to be be able to get people to obey.  To punt law in place 
and then not being in a posiHon to see to it that is enforced is just 
cosHng the tax payer money.  First enforce what you have and do it 
well. 

Alet

2020-10-08 
06:25:25 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The payment of E-toll is illegal in its demand for payment. The E-toll 
was created on a previously constructed road financed by taxpayers 
money, is part of the economic reHculaHon of the country and should 
remain part of the taxpayers responsibility. This taxpayers finance 
comes out of the levy on fuel paid by the whole countries populaHon 
and should remain so. If AARTO insists on E-toll then those areas 
affected by E-toll should have a rebate on the fuel price in that area. 
The above does not apply to normal toll roads as these new roads 
were built by private financing, it's the road users decision if he wishes 
to use that road or not. John

2020-10-08 
06:18:44 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

If I’m permi]ed to add: 
Besides having a valid driver’s license, a driver must also possess a 
valid and current insurance. If he caused an accident then he is 
responsible to fix the other drivers can. Dale

2020-10-08 
06:12:42 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not think there should be penalHes for ETOLLs as the government 
steals our tax money. There should be enough provision from the fuel 
levy for road maintenance Paul

2020-10-08 
06:06:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Do no agree with having to double fines with regards to E-Toll. Many 
people do not pay as there has been no clarity whether this system is 
legal or not. What has E-Toll have to do with driving infringements 
anyway? Yve]e

2020-10-08 
06:05:45 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Increasing the fines? Already fines are ridiculous if compared to the 
crime eg. there is a speed camera on a road in Germiston its a road 
with 4 lanes, the speed limit is 60 if u doing 75kph u are fine 350 . how 
does that relate to the " crime "its just  ridiculous 

WORST  
They are connecHng traffic offences to the toll roads!!!  
What not even OUTA is fighHng is the mere fact that i am taxed on 
every litre of fuel.  
That tax runs into billions  yet is not used to build me be]er roads.  
Tolls on the road is  DOUBLE TAXING   
NOT ON  
NOT ON Reger

2020-10-08 
06:02:20 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders I hate the fact that the etoll system is being enforced by stealth. Ali

2020-10-08 
05:59:02 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This won’t work as there will be more bribes with the police,  
The will target the people that are honest  
They will never take on the taxi as they will shut down the high ways 
again and the government will exclude them to do as they want again  
Law and order will just get worse Mark

2020-10-08 
05:50:53 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There is no way that the taxi indutry which is the most dangerous will 
abide by those rules and the will bring the country to a standsHll Abraham

2020-10-08 
05:28:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders There is no effecHve and/or honest policing now. EAMON

2020-10-08 
05:19:11 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling of fines only to increase revenue and not deter. 
Henfred 
Jonathan

2020-10-08 
05:19:05 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling of fines only to increase revenue and not deter. 
Henfred 
Jonathan

2020-10-08 
03:21:56 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My primary concerns are on the doubling of fines and the s-toll 
system. Most fines have been increased over the years already leading 
to difficulty for most drivers. Perhaps some serious serious offenses 
such as drunk driving, skipping red lights and stop signs, reckless and 
dangerous driving etc. However,  minor offenses like seat belts, 
marginal overstepping speeding limits, etc, are already steep in most 
instances, not so much.  
My main concern is with e-tolls, although understandable that 
notwithstanding that government is losing millions on roads upkeep, I. 
Increasing fines considering that years of uncertainty does not make 
sense. It was ill conceived in the first. With the driving public already 
owing unplayable extremely large sums accumulated over the years is 
untenable and requires a rethink.  
I trust my concerns will be considered.  
Thank you  
Yussuf Docrat  

I 

Yusuf

2020-10-08 
01:30:38 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

As we have a lot of people on the road who may have an illegal license 
and probably struggle to pay for their cars, any enforcement of paying 
tolls for instance will not be as  successful. As anHcipated. This in turn 
will cause an administraHve burden and as it is there are insufficient 
traffic police on the road enforcing efficient monitoring wirh ought 
causing backups in traffic - this usually by convenHonal police staff.   
I think this system works in Australia and UK because they operate on 
honour systems but our country is far more lawless and much ‘poorer’. Alys
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2020-10-08 
00:12:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Do not agree  with doubling of fines. This will  lead to bigger bribes 
being offered. 
CorrupHon needs to be eliminated  within the traffic department. 
More enforcement of traffic laws  and  unroadworthiness state of 
vehicles needs to be done 
Far heavier penalHes for drunk driving should be enforced such as take 
away drivers licence for years as is done in Europe. 
Waste of Hme re etolls as that has been an issue for years. 

Roz

2020-10-07 
22:59:33 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. We will  have many more ways to supplement salaries of some 
individuals. 
2. E-Tolls have been dispute for many years. So the government cannot 
collect E-Tolls, they will collects funds i the form of fines. 
3. Surely the cashier in the toll booths on NaHonal Roads are 
responsible for  leVng a diver through without paying the required toll 
fee. 
4.  With a longer appeal process, more people will just pay , than face 
the red tape of  the new system. More money in the state coffers. 
5. So now company drivers can do what they want and the company is 
responsible. The drivers should sHll be responsible, as they were 
behind the wheel of the vehicle. Philip

2020-10-07 
22:23:01 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Jenny

2020-10-07 
21:25:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Our  law enforcement can not deal with serious crime how can they 
deal with this . And will they treat all transgressions of” all “ people the 
same Rocco

2020-10-07 
21:17:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

We already carrying  a heavy financial burden due to a high living cost 
in a corrupted country. Fix the basic first  corrupHon, crime, 
unemployment, false racism etc. Marna 

2020-10-07 
21:00:34 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

No one can predict when the  red light not funcHon suddenly event 
you have checked before driving it. King 

2020-10-07 
20:39:35 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I am opposed to the proposal as it stand parHcularly in terms of the 
average person having to make wri]en representaHons to a court in 
respect of offences and sancHons for those traffic offences. The jusHce 
system is already overburdened with paperwork which it cannot seem 
to keep in good order. Many South Africans do not have access to legal 
resources either because of their LSM or because their literacy levels 
prohibit them from making representaHons themselves. This flies in 
the face of the Bill of Rights which demands that all are treated 
equally. The current inability of the traffic authoriHes to correctly 
enforce ordinances through fair and rigorous policing means that some 
will be targeted (those with means) while others will go unchecked 
(those without means or those offending in dangerous areas). The 
court system is already administraHvely overburdened. High priority 
crimes such as murder and GBV are being sidelined due to COVID, 
shortage of staff, inepHtude, poor prosecuHon etc. It then stands to 
reason that bringing traffic offences into this overburdened arena will 
not serve the common good and will cause the system to bo]leneck 
and become more ineffecHve than it already is. Jamie

2020-10-07 
19:55:57 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I consider it unreasonable to say that a person will be fined R1000 if 
"Stop lamp not emiVng a red light when in use," because lights fuse 
without any warning and even if a person checks all lights before 
seVng off on any journey there is no guarantee that the lamp wont 
fuse within 1m of seVng out.  All cars today are fi]ed with at least two 
brake lights that light up when brakes are applied and if at least one 
lamp lights up that should be considered reasonable and will enable to 
driver to then a]end to the fused light within a reasonable period. 

Doubling fines is merely a money making racket and is unreasonable. 

E-tolls should be abolished instead of doubling fines.  Peter 

2020-10-07 
19:55:20 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I will fully support any iniHaHve which results in be]er driving on South 
African Roads.  This must therefore have a built in fail safe where taxi 
drivers are forced to take heed of the rules of the road.  There can be 
NO "favouriHsm" or fear or bribing to or with traffic officials. 
Discovery Insurance has a system where, based on driving skills, points 
are awarded monthly which transfer into cash at the bank and also 
significant discounts on fuel at their partner service staHons.  This is 
monitored by a "tracking" device in the vehicle which also takes note 
of careful and reasonable driving ability.  If a method can be found to 
get every single registered and/or part-Hme taxi in line on this system - 
which cannot be overridden  or removed in any way, then I believe all 
drivers will try to gain benefits from such an iniHaHve. Yve]e

2020-10-07 
19:26:21 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not agree with any link to e-tolls in  any new law. E-tolls were 
implemented with many cases of  illegal tenders. The e toll system in 
Gauteng should be scrapped completely. Terence 

2020-10-07 
19:25:21 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Please consider reducing or cancelling toll fees and toll fee penalHes 
for pensioners. TOM

2020-10-07 
19:10:27 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I disagree with doubling fines or paying etolls 
I do not support etoll 

Heidi

2020-10-07 
19:03:45 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I agree with the demerit system as it works well in other countries. 
I do not support etoll at all 
I do not support the doubling of exisHng fines. If a new system comes 
into play all other fines etc should be cleared. Debby

2020-10-07 
19:02:29 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I agree with the demerit system as it works well in other countries. 
I do not support etoll at all 
I do not support the doubling of exisHng fines. If a new system comes 
into play all other fines etc should be cleared. Debby

2020-10-07 
19:00:34 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I’m one of the few people actually paying e-toll but I don’t believe that 
it’s the most effecHve collecHon mechanism. 
The demerit system sounds like it could be good but effecHve, 
consistent enforcement has to take place for anyone to buy into it. Trevor
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2020-10-07 
18:54:50 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I'm opposed to e-tolling. A more equitable method should be 
implemented. 
It is unjust and unfair to toll commuter roads such as NaHonal roads 
within cosmopolitan areas. 

Alice
2020-10-07 
18:49:05 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Thabang

2020-10-07 
18:31:16 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

UnHl laws apply to ALL ROAD USERS not just the low hanging 
vulnerable private motorist and unHl CORRUPTION is addressed, TAXI 
MAFIA behaviour will conHnue unabated, and the stated objecHve of 
"ROAD SAFETY" aka easy money will remain out of reach. 
E tolls - no way. 
No licence - wasn't that a crime already ? DUH MARK

2020-10-07 
18:20:00 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Proposed enforcement is undemocraHc & the exisHng corrupHon will 
once again prevail Willie

2020-10-07 
18:05:06 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I don't see how this Act will be enforced. The changes are mostly 
admirable but pointless due to our poor policing system. I also do not 
agree with the reference to etolls. UnHl the issue of etolls has been 
solved, no menHon of them should be made in this Act. Christel

2020-10-07 
17:36:59 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence is ridiculous. Not possessing a drivers licence and not 
having it at all are two different things. It should be a criminal offence 
if you don't have a licence at all. We forget our licences someHmes or 
we lose them, that shouldn't mean we don't have them at all. 

Anyway, traffic officers will sHll be the same who are failing to enforce 
the law now. New laws won't make any difference if officers don't 
enforce them. Taxi drivers are sHll going to rule the streets and the 
country. Mark my words. PhuH 

2020-10-07 
17:28:24 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My quesHon is to the Minister, are you driving daily. You will not 
believe the arrogance of drivers.Who is going to inforce the new 
system because the metro police is useless. Thinus

2020-10-07 
17:01:01 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Johan 

2020-10-07 
17:00:16 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why do we have to be copy cats and do what the rest of the world. 
If you want to act like a first world country, that's fine but it goes for 
everything not just what suits government. Wake up South Africa. Jack

2020-10-07 
16:55:50 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
The la]er part I agree, BUT the former "Doublings the fines is totally 
ludicrous.   
Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
There is no reason for this, as the fines are set and should not be 
increased without reason.  

All these are just a "money- making" racquet and there is NO valid 
reason. Joe

2020-10-07 
16:49:39 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Why is e-tolls on the agenda, government sHll owe the ciHzens a final 
answer. Gerhard 

2020-10-07 
16:42:50 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders e toll system is sHll not clear as to payment Johann

2020-10-07 
16:41:08 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This will just be another policing and administraHve fiasco with the 
incompetent and corrupt people they use to  administer these 
laws.Doubt sHll exists as to the legiHmacy of e-tolls and needs to be 
raHfied in court first before applying these rules. Rodney

2020-10-07 
16:30:50 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This act  infringes the rights of the public, the Postal system in this 
country is virtually non existent and extremely untrustworthy, licenses 
are summarily withheld  Hll the outstanding fines from up to three 
years previously incurred are paid, there is however no noHficaHon 
received by the accused of the existence of the fine and if it is 
received, it is received a_er the period allocated to pay a reduced 
amount, there is no Hme to query the infringement due to people 
requiring the license to use their vehicle . This impacts the right of the 
accused to find out whether the  infringement is legiHmate. Peter

2020-10-07 
16:21:39 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The reducHon of demerit points a_er 3months with one point is unfair. 
They are supposed to remove everything. The removal  of infringers 
exisHng rights to elect to be tried in court is also not correct because 
the office changes people wrongly most of the Hme. Want people to 
give them something. The doubling of penalHes is also wrong, it must 
stay the same. Double fees on etoll highly wrong. Etoll must be 
scrabbed Njabulo

2020-10-07 
15:55:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

IRO clause: "Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll 
roads while removing the demerit points from them". 

Enforcing for non-payment of e-toll is totally unconsHtuHonal and 
cannot be enforced through AARTO regulaHons or any other way. Lorna

2020-10-07 
15:49:38 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I dont think that current fines of any kind need to be DOUBLED , they 
only need to be ENFORCED.  There also should be no fines for ETOLL 
payments.  You should be  billed at a discounted amount iniHally and 
then penalHes are levied on outstanding accounts exactly as it is 
currently being done.  
Also outstanding ETOLLS should not be a criminal or even road traffic 
offence.  It should not affect vehicle licensing or any vehicular 
transacHons or it will turn normally law abiding ciHzens into criminals 
overnight. 
One very important point - these fines and demerits need to be 
applied EQUALLY across society - not one rule for normal drivers and 
one rule for taxis. 
Companies should be given the chance to idenHfy the offending driver 
before any demerits are loaded onto a company vehicle. Peter
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2020-10-07 
15:42:06 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I agree that driving without a valid license is a serious offence  but we 
have to be realisHc . It is just about impossible to renew your driver's 
license for many reasons. 1. The booking process does not work. Very 
o_en you cannot  get any appointment in Gauteng, when you finally 
do it may be  up to 50kms from where you live. The office is o_en in a 
township where you have to queue for hours even though you have a 
booked appointment.  You stand outside  in the rain. 2. The staff 
generally are undertrained and have a terrible aVtude. You the 
customer (who pays their salary from our taxes) are just a nuisance. 3 
The system is frequently down 4.  The offices are understaffed which 
they say is due to Covid19 (makes no sense at all)  5  Some offices are 
closed on Mondays because that is Covid19 saniHzing day (Wow 
thanks for telling us).   MOST IMPORTANT.  Jacob Mamabolo, who is 
MEC for transport in Gauteng, agreed that all the problems exist. In 
fact he said the system does not work because it is out dated, uses old 
technology and cannot be upgraded  because there is no money .  All 
these comments are his (made on 702  on 5th October 2020.  When 
asked what he was going to do about it (this is the best part !!!!) he 
said he would personally visit all the offices to find out what the 
problems are.  He would then record them. Then he would meet with 
all the stake holders and then agree an acHon plan. He would not give 
any Hmelines. This is typical ANC approach, do one invesHgaHon a_er 
another, maybe produce some documents but do not implement 
anything. The next step is to move on to another funcHon and do the  
same there !!!!!  My biggest concern  is that the whole system is not 
geared to  improving road safety but making as much money as you 
possibly can.  The same untrained people will administer the system, 
because of the serious consequences of the demerit system there will 
be more soliciHng of bribes by the officials.  There will be huge 
pressure to solicit  bribes from errant Taxi drivers.   The only pracHcal 
and leagal soluHon is to fix the AARTO system, ENATIS and the booking 
system and any other system which interfaces to these systems. 
Incidentally  there is some very outdated data on ENATIS, I have been 
trying to delete a vehicle which I sold 10 years ago without success. All 
the forms were submi]ed  but nothing happened. Leo

2020-10-07 
15:30:07 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Urhwaphilizo nobuqhophololo buninzi kakhulu apha emzantsi africa. 
Abantu nazothathelwa impepha mvume zabo kungafanelekanga kuthi 
abo bafanelekileyo bayekwe Yandiswa 

2020-10-07 
15:23:14 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My main gripe is the fact that you receive now reminders to pay fines 
etc. via social media. (e-mail, sms etc.) This is IMHO Bullshit.  What has 
happened to personal delivery or registered mail. Oh sorry our Postal 
Service is virtually non-existent. Stuff get stolen or lost en-route 
We have proper traffic laws in hand, just get rid of all the corrupHon 
and enforce the current one's properly. Seems like we have a bunch of 
people in the Government who's only job is to think out new laws and 
regulaHons. 

Regards 
hh Hardey

2020-10-07 
15:06:52 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Who is going to do the enforcing.?Surely we have the right to appeal in 
court.  Not right that company manager should have demerit points for 
employees misdemeanour. Marilyn

2020-10-07 
15:05:46 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I don't mind the increase of demerit points but I am totally against the 
doubling of fines and e-toll as well as enforcement orders. 

Angenita

2020-10-07 
14:56:02 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

UnHl such Hme as the saga behind  E Tolls  is sorted they cannot 
implement this as you will have millions of people off the road or 
driving illegally . 
Criminal offence to drive without a license . They need to get the 
reissuing of drivers license sorted out , cut out the bribing at tesHng 
staHons and make the waiHng Hme much shorter to get licenses and 
renew them . 
You cannot make a company accountable officer responsible for its 
employees who break the law , what happens if that accountable 
manager leaves the company he will sHll carry the demerit points on 
his personal license even though he did not commit the offence.    
This is madness no where else in the world does it work like this . NO 
WHERE Anne

2020-10-07 
14:52:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Doubling the penalHes is very harsh. Together with the fines is a 
demerit system. This is already increasing the penalHes for violaHons. 

Area of focus to improve road safety are as follows: 
ROAD CONDITIONS MUST BE IMPROVED DRAMATICALLY 
ROAD SIGNS MUST BE IMPROVED DRAMATICALLY 
VEHICLE ROAD WORTHINESS MUST BE VERY STRICT  
ZERO TOLERANCE TO DRUNKEN DRIVING 
ADVANCED DRIVING SHOULD BE A MINIMUM TO GETTING A LICENSE 
PRACTICAL CAMPAIGNS TO INCREASE RESPONSIBLE DRIVING HABITS  Ian 

2020-10-07 
14:45:27 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Some of the changes are quite draconian and probably 
unconsHtuHonal parHcularly the e toll changes. Ray

2020-10-07 
14:29:17 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1 Remove Rights I want to go to Court 
3 Double Fines will be abused by some Corrupted Traffic Police 
4 E-Tolls are run by a Private Company and they should not be given 
the rights to  
have fines imposed when the system is fraught with mis-management 

Ian

2020-10-07 
14:07:26 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

 This system can only work if it is effecHvely and consistently enforced. 
How will authoriHes ensure that "lawless" drivers are penalized for 
reckless driving. I can't see that this will help to convince the majority 
taxi drivers, for example, to abide with traffic regulaHons. FA
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2020-10-07 
14:02:52 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I feel that this may increase the level of corrupHon which already 
exists. We need to see proper policing being enforced before we start 
changing laws. The rules of the road are already being ignored making 
them more stringent will not fix the problem but will definitely create 
problems in  other areas. Stan

2020-10-07 
13:59:31 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The payment of e-tolls must be completely disbanded. The money 
collected doesn’t go to any useful purpose 

Sandra 
Barbara

2020-10-07 
13:59:04 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The payment of e-tolls must be completely disbanded. The money 
collected doesn’t go to any useful purpose 

Sandra 
Barbara

2020-10-07 
13:37:22 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders How will they catch people who bought their drivers licences illegally? Jennifer

2020-10-07 
13:22:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Terence

2020-10-07 
13:18:04 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

the paying of toll fees where a toll both has not been erected(making it 
illegal dew to other roads being built which you can use at your own 
discreHon or choice these are true toll roads) bryan

2020-10-07 
13:15:59 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

How is it possible that you now wish to insHtute fines for not paying e-
tolls. This farce has had no public support since incepHon! This 
enforcement means that this Government has now turned into a Police 
State. You are a bully - you squander what money there is and then 
just demand more! NO NO NO - Enough is Enough! Tracy

2020-10-07 
13:08:10 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My main concern is the taxi drivers, are they also going to be penalized 
for driving infracHons, cuVng across 3 lanes of traffic to make a u-turn, 
driving on the wrong side of the road into oncoming traffic because 
they don't want to drive to an intersecHon to make their illegal u-turns,  
parking on pavements, filling up an area with parked vehicles and 
obstrucHng the flow of traffic, making it highly dangerous for other 
motorists, going through red robots, cuVng off traffic through driving 
in the yellow lines and having to "cut in" because of traffic lights. 
Stopping in intersecHons to pick up passengers, thus cuVng off the 
flow of traffic when the lights change for those who are going across 
intersecHons, forcing them to have to wait so long that the lights 
change against those who have had to wait to move, forcing them to 
wait unHl the lights once again change in their favor, while we wait for 
the next taxi to fill up the intersecHon, and, where are the so called 
"traffic officers" lilian

2020-10-07 
13:08:08 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders This will only create more oppurtuniHes  for officials to solicit bribes ! Ken

2020-10-07 
13:04:02 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I strongly disagree with the e-toll system - it is a farce.  It never had 
public support, money goes off-shore and is just another means of 
milking the already highly taxed public. Fay

2020-10-07 
13:00:27 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

No to etolls, Gauteng is not a country. Consult all provinces regarding e 
tolls. We have a right to object and suggest. We pay road tax on petrol 
levy. shere

2020-10-07 
12:52:44 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Provides legiHmacy to a quesHonable system - etolls. David

2020-10-07 
12:52:18 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E-toll costs should not feature at all! It has been illegal from the start 
and must be removed! Dirk

2020-10-07 
12:51:49 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

 I do not agree to double the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular 
toll roads while removing the demerit points from them. In the first 
instance, my democraHc rights were infringed when the Government  
insHtuted the e-toll convicHon. I was never against paying normal toll 
fees and understand the concept, however, with the e-toll I did not 
have a say in it. kobus

2020-10-07 
12:37:54 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

We do not live in a world where everything is perfect.  Even if you are 
always a law abiding ciHzen there are extenuaHng circumstances, 
where one would maybe have no choice but to act in certain 
situaHons.  For example if someone doesn't have a valid licence, but 
has to rush someone to hospital in a life or death situaHon or the 
person will die.  I think situaHons and circumstances differ and you 
cannot make everything a criminal offence.  The government should 
concentrate on puVng murderers and corrupt offenders in jail. 

Lynne

2020-10-07 
12:35:24 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The first thing that must be done is to enforce the present laws more 
regularly and o_en and  
 strictly by officers that are not open to corrupHon and bribery or 
favour by their 'friends"' like minibus taxi drivers etc.  The demerit 
points for driving without a licence must be double that for an expired 
licence to 6.   Seatbelts offences must be 3 points since this is safety 
concern. Various others should also be increased, especially those 
relaHng to safety such as driving under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs.   Frans

2020-10-07 
12:06:54 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Do not agree with removal of my rights to be tried in court. 
Do not agree doubling of fines - this is just another avenue for 
corrupHon, the_ and enriching those in charge. Charl

2020-10-07 
11:49:11 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

What's the point in making new rules if the old rules can't be enforced. 
All you have to do is do your job instead of taking bribes le_ right and 
center. I see more avenues to solicit bribes with these new rules. Frikkie

2020-10-07 
11:35:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

E toll was implemented on a one sided desision by goverment on not 
by public conseltaHon and this cant be included in law and people 
being penalised for incompetency  by gov Jacobus

2020-10-07 
11:27:14 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I disagree with having to pay for illegal tolls  that run through access 
roads around JHB.  They highjacked the ‘Concrete highway’ and the 
suburb roads are in such a poor condiHon that they are unsafe to use 
as alternaHve routes to avoid tolls. 
Also charging so much is ridiculous for a poor Country. Sylvia

2020-10-07 
11:25:12 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

This whole thing goes too far! Some of the items I agree with, but 
some definitely not. We don’t have the manpower and our manpower 
is too imminently corrupHble. It would also be very difficult to follow 
up on and enforce what with people bribing and changing names and 
generally the level of fraud in SA. EducaHon starHng at primary school 
is more likely to succeed. Annie
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2020-10-07 
11:14:59 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Daar is nie 'n manier dat hierdie regering so iets suksesvol sal kan doen 
nie.  Alles waaraan hulle vat, flop.  Dit sal net nog 'n gat oopmaak waar 
hulle kan geld steel.  Ek stem vir die punte sisteem vir oortredings 
maar hoe gaan hulle dit implementer?  Hulle het nie die brein 
daarvoor nie.  Jammer! vanessa

2020-10-07 
11:13:36 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

UnHl the TAXI industry complies with the laws of the road and we see 
visible  accountability of their abuse of the rules for drivers it seems 
unfair to penalize law abiding ciHzens. 
Too many drivers are learning their disregard for the rules of the road 
from these mavericks who do what they like.  
I agree with the demerit system but how it will be implemented when 
nobody complies to the rules of the road will be interesHng. 
Its easy to be a bully when wearing a uniform and I fear that the 
officers keeping our roads safe are ill equipped with knowledge and 
intellect to offer the service required. 
 Paying higher fines I totally disagree with, there is enough 
squandering of public money as it is.  Fixing the potholes and roads 
which are unfit to drive on would be]er serve the road users 
South African drivers most of whom have bought their licenses in a 
lucky packet must be amongst the worst in the world. Too much 
corrupHon in this industry. 

Carolin

2020-10-07 
11:07:23 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system should be scrapped. people should be allowed to be 
tried in court. If you want to make it a criminal offence, it should be 
tried in a criminal court Jean Paul

2020-10-07 
11:06:45 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system should be scrapped. people should be allowed to be 
tried in court. If you want to make it a criminal offence, it should be 
tried in a criminal court Jean Paul

2020-10-07 
11:04:35 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system should be scrapped. people should be allowed to be 
tried in court. If you want to make it a criminal offence, it should be 
tried in a criminal court Jean Paul

2020-10-07 
11:04:02 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system should be scrapped. people should be allowed to be 
tried in court. If you want to make it a criminal offence, it should be 
tried in a criminal court Jean Paul

2020-10-07 
11:03:57 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders Gert

2020-10-07 
10:50:19 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system should be scrapped. people should be allowed to be 
tried in court. If you want to make it a criminal offence, it should be 
tried in a criminal court Jean Paul

2020-10-07 
10:50:05 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system should be scrapped. people should be allowed to be 
tried in court. If you want to make it a criminal offence, it should be 
tried in a criminal court Jean Paul

2020-10-07 
10:49:56 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The e-toll system should be scrapped. people should be allowed to be 
tried in court. If you want to make it a criminal offence, it should be 
tried in a criminal court Jean Paul

2020-10-07 
10:28:46 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The only suggesHon I endorse is the one about making driving without 
a licence. Our economy is in a very bad state and increasing fines and 
admin problems will worsen the ma]er. Rob

2020-10-07 
10:25:15 Gauteng Not fully

enforcement 
orders

what i want to know if toll gates get cancelled the people that have 
paid should be refunded graeme

Eastern Cape 23
2020-11-04 
18:48:10 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not support e-toll fines of R500 every Hme you drive under an e-
toll. Denise

2020-11-02 
13:10:42 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders francois

2020-10-23 
08:57:49 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There should be summonses issued and court appearance should be 
allowed. The road traffic offences are being downgraded to mere cash 
cow status and are not being used to improve road safety. Robert 

2020-10-22 
16:13:52 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It appears our municipal and government departments are hard up for 
cash again and will clamp down on minor infringements, big Hme! 

 Gavin
2020-10-20 
18:55:14 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Mvuyo

2020-10-15 
17:11:49 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

What about actually having corrupt-free cops implemenHng the road 
rules. Who is going to enforce the law? The problem with SA is it keeps 
changing the rules/moving the goal posts, and talking, always talking 
about what should be done, but not doing it! Oh dear, I don't think 
these new laws will make any difference to the drivers on our roads. 

Shaan
2020-10-12 
10:16:39 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

There is too much power in defunct metropolitan police who are not 
objecHve in implementaHon. Lesley

2020-10-11 
21:28:12 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Chrizelda 

2020-10-11 
08:23:27 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Mke

2020-10-11 
06:33:48 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Will this apply to all forms of transport, including the taxi industry. 
What happens when they go on strike naHonwide against some of 
these systems. Will government fold and give into there demands? If 
this system is going to treat everyone the same then yes I am for it but 
if it doesnt include some industries or treat everyone the same then I 
am against these new laws David 

2020-10-09 
18:22:11 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Partly view this as a method of paying off etoll debt, and poor 
administraHon unable to carry out legal requirements saHsfactorily Crouch
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2020-10-09 
16:45:03 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It could work IF HONEST, WELL TRAINED, DILIGENT AND ENOUGH 
TRAFFIC OFFICERS ARE VISIBLY EMPLOYED AND   ACTUALLY WORKING. 
THIS IS MOST UNLIKELY, ESPECIALLY IN EAST LONDON where, to see 
one, is as rare as an elephant strolling down the main street. Probably 
the WORST AND MOST ARROGANT, LAWLESS DRIVERS IN SOUTH 
AFRICA, reside here and the WORST, most dangerous ones are TAXI 
DRIVERS. So, if the traffic officers a]end to their work properly and do 
not accept bribes, the BAD, LAWLESS, ACCIDENT CAUSING DRIVERS 
may be converted. This is as unlikely as a SOUTH AFRICA FREED OF 
CORRUPTION AND CRIMINALS.  HENNIE

2020-10-08 
19:35:21 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Driving without a license should not be a criminal act. James

2020-10-08 
12:55:15 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The doubling of fines is way too extravagant. The enforcement of etoll 
is totally preposterous. Etoll is not a legiHmate enHty and ciHzens 
should not pay into this. JusHn 

2020-10-08 
10:51:04 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The people in this country does not adhere to any law, they are a law 
onto themselves. From the President down to the cleaner. The police 
cannot funcHon as it is, the courts are full, the jails are full, who is 
going to enforce any taxi driver to adhere to new rules.  Another 
disaster. Gerda

2020-10-08 
08:11:16 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders Bernie

2020-10-08 
07:27:08 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Its all good and well to amend the law regarding traffic violaHons, but 
it is clearly evident that the taxis and taxi bosses run and control the 
roads in South Africa.  I have witnessed many occasions where a taxi 
will proceed through a red light and a traffic official in an official 
vehicle will not blink an eye.  I have seen taxis stopping in 
intersecHons, on top of circles, driving on the wrong side of the road, 
on pavements, speeding in 60km zones, double parking, blocking roads 
to load passengers and hoot all the Hme etc. etc. etc.  - its a 
nightmare ! I think this will only work with honest unbiased, upright 
traffic officials who are not open to bribes and who will apply the law 
to all with no bias.  The fact that taxis rule the road,  hoot all the Hme 
non stop needs to be sorted out first before any of the above measures 
can be implemented. Trevor Leo

2020-10-08 
07:00:44 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Its all good and well to amend the law regarding traffic violaHons, but 
it is clearly evident that the taxis and taxi bosses run and control the 
roads in South Africa.  I have witnessed many occasions where a taxi 
will proceed through a red light and a traffic official in an official 
vehicle will not blink an eye.  I have seen taxis stopping in 
intersecHons, on top of circles, driving on the wrong side of the road, 
on pavements, speeding in 60km zones, double parking, blocking roads 
to load passengers and hoot all the Hme etc. etc. etc.  - its a 
nightmare ! I think this will only work with honest unbiased, upright 
traffic officials who are not open to bribes and who will apply the law 
to all with no bias.  The fact that taxis rule the road,  hoot all the Hme 
non stop needs to be sorted out first before any of the above measures 
can be implemented. Trevor Leo

2020-10-08 
07:00:26 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Its all good and well to amend the law regarding traffic violaHons, but 
it is clearly evident that the taxis and taxi bosses run and control the 
roads in South Africa.  I have witnessed many occasions where a taxi 
will proceed through a red light and a traffic official in an official 
vehicle will not blink an eye.  I have seen taxis stopping in 
intersecHons, on top of circles, driving on the wrong side of the road, 
on pavements, speeding in 60km zones, double parking, blocking roads 
to load passengers and hoot all the Hme etc. etc. etc.  - its a 
nightmare ! I think this will only work with honest unbiased, upright 
traffic officials who are not open to bribes and who will apply the law 
to all with no bias.  The fact that taxis rule the road,  hoot all the Hme 
non stop needs to be sorted out first before any of the above measures 
can be implemented. Trevor Leo

2020-10-07 
23:11:46 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The system is wide open to abuse by corrupt officials and 
administrators.  The general public will be required to prove innocence 
instead of being innocent unHl proven guilty. 
The administraHon of the scheme is a burden which will render it more 
prone to abuse. Allan

2020-10-07 
16:00:21 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I do not see the current traffic officers being in a posiHon to enforce 
the regulaHons to those who require enforcement. They will enforce 
so_ targets only, ie those who do obey the rules of the road but 
someHmes speed, someHmes don't fully stop at a le_ turn. So I only 
see and believe those of us who generally obey the rules of the road, 
will be targeted. 
I do not believe in the etolls in Johannesburg. I do not live in 
Johannesburg, I am not affected. However it's a corrupHon scam. Was 
from the beginning and always will be. Enough taxes to cover ALL road 
maintenance and issues is collected at the pump. So while I agree with 
some of the regulaHons, I totally disagree with harsher fines, etolls 
fines and traffic officers who WILL concentrate on the general good 
ciHzens, ie so_ targets 

Vivienne 

2020-10-07 
13:39:41 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The law is 2 biased, u are just guilty and punished. I also feel there is 
scope to scale criminality: drunk drivers to be treated harshly, driving 
an unread worthy vehicle, speeding...and so on...of fences should be 
scaled to risk, not having your driver's licence on u is not as serious as 
drunk driving.. Dalene

2020-10-07 
12:00:54 Eastern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders francois

Limpopo 7
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2020-10-28 
08:41:04 Limpopo Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The Idea that traffic enforcement has no appeal is a fundamental loss 
of human rights. The reality is that currently the enforcement noHces 
are seldom received.  (camera traps are all the rage) the propoesed 
appeal process is doomed to failure. Currently no response is received 
form the courts when correspondence is entered into why would that 
change? 

Sadly these regulaHons are always proposed with no reference to the 
realHes on the ground.  I reiterate there will in pracHce be no appeal so 
this represents a fundamental loss of consHtuHonal enshrined rights. MarHn

2020-10-28 
04:47:26 Limpopo Not fully

enforcement 
orders Pieta 

2020-10-12 
19:36:47 Limpopo Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I  don't think it is fair to demerit  
a person and fine him or her at the same Hme.Some people use their 
vehicle as a  means to put food on the table 
They will be punished  many Hmes for one offence.They will also loose 
their income 
There must  be seperaHon of offences those that warrant fine and 
those that  warrant demerit 

Y 
Johanna

2020-10-10 
09:24:42 Limpopo Not fully

enforcement 
orders Rob

2020-10-08 
08:08:32 Limpopo Not fully

enforcement 
orders

I believe e-tolls should be scrapped and will be costly to motorists. Also 
the appeal process will be costly to motorist. Jacob 

2020-10-08 
07:03:08 Limpopo Not fully

enforcement 
orders

e-tolls must be cancelled right out. It goes against our consHtuHonal 
rights.  Nobody is paying it in any case. Hannelie

2020-10-07 
20:11:27 Limpopo Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Looking at this dra_ one can see clearly that the government wants to 
make it compulsory for everyone to pay e-toll. They tried everything 
else and it didn't work, so now they come up with a strategy that 
would make it compulsory to do so. This dra_ should go back for 
consideraHon,. Orlando

Mpumalanga 10

2020-10-28 
04:58:48 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The traffic dept should be improved and out on the roads enforcing the 
present laws. Increasing fines would be wrong in our present economic 
situaHon. Lyne]e   

2020-10-21 
16:26:31 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

To pay R100.00 if stopped by traffic officer, without any offence is 
another way to abuse their power and may be used to vicHmise people E

2020-10-10 
07:56:42 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The proposed system is clearly for revenue collecHon and will not 
improve road safety. Proper enforcement of exisHng laws will do far 
greater to save lives. Perhaps start with non roadworthy vehicles and 
drunk driving; rather than prosecuHng and criminalising society with 
an unconsHtuHonal no court appeal Bronwyn

2020-10-09 
06:23:51 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Currently we see bias and corrupHon in the way the current laws are 
enforced.  How will this new system be managed differently. What 
happens when the circumstances are quesHonable? How will we as a 
naHon have access to fair judgement? Eunice

2020-10-08 
21:18:41 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Hi  

My name is solly  from Mpumalanga  I don't support the AARTO  
because  it will be lot of people  that will loose theirs job coz  some of 
us our job rely on our driving  licenses  so it will be difficult  they must 
check on other way pleas

Shilungu 
solly 

2020-10-08 
21:18:38 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Hi  

My name is solly  from Mpumalanga  I don't support the AARTO  
because  it will be lot of people  that will loose theirs job coz  some of 
us our job rely on our driving  licenses  so it will be difficult  they must 
check on other way pleas

Shilungu 
solly 

2020-10-08 
21:18:15 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Hi  

My name is solly  from Mpumalanga  I don't support the AARTO  
because  it will be lot of people  that will loose theirs job coz  some of 
us our job rely on our driving  licenses  so it will be difficult  they must 
check on other way pleas

Shilungu 
solly 

2020-10-08 
16:12:09 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The proposed doubling of fines payable will not address the cause of 
reckless driving in South Africa, however it will be catalyst for drivers 
being tempted to bribe traffic law enforcement officials or for the 
officials to accept those bribes. The demerit system should suffice to 
curb reckless driving. 

On the ma]er of toll fees. Where there are booth's where people can 
pay either using a card or cash. Including e-tolls will be senseless for 
Gauteng in parHcular as those tolls are a project which was mainly to 
facilitate money flowing into the wrong pockets. Reduce the price of e-
tolls drasHcally as the number of vehicles passing by is large enough to 
get revenue to do the alleged maintenance. 5c per vehicle (lowest 
class) wouldn't hurt a daily commuter at the end of the month  as 
opposed to charging 100 Hmes that amount. Lebohang

2020-10-08 
09:37:12 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders Warren

2020-10-08 
06:46:24 Mpumalanga Not fully

enforcement 
orders Thulisile 

Free State 8
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2020-10-19 
00:51:31 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders

One thing that concerns me that Traffic Officers in Welkom, 
Virginia,Henneman, Odendaalsrus don't work nights motorist drives as 
they wish, they li]erly drive with liquor as they drive vehicles are not 
roadworthy accidents has to be a]ended by SAPS a_er hours even 
with a lot on their shoulders. Only Hme when Traffic Officers are been 
seen during the night is during FesHve Season. Some officers are  going 
to abuse their powers when AARTO going to be implemented another 
gate for corrupHon. Jurie

2020-10-13 
12:30:57 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders

What about so many cars  that in order to avoid speed fines have 
removed number plates. Everyday I see three to four cars without 
numberplates. These should be  held unHl plates replaced. I am also 
against the toll roads in Jhb. Why should we pay tolls to foreign states. Madeleine

2020-10-10 
18:26:51 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders

The doubling of fines will not only increase the financial burden on 
motorists,  but may perpetuate or increase bribery. Tumelo

2020-10-10 
05:55:13 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders AusHn

2020-10-08 
12:22:20 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders

1. Ek het geen beginselbesware teen swaarder strafmaatreels nie, mits 
dit konsekwent en regverdig toegepas word. Blatante oortreders van 
padwe]e kan maar permanent van hul bestuurslisensies ontneem 
word. Op hulle voete sal hulle minder gevaar vir ander padgebruikers 
inhou. 
2. Die e-tolstelsel en tolgelde het niks te doen met verkeersregulasies 
nie en strafmaatreels behoort nie in hierdie wetgewing vervat te word 
nie. Die e-tolstelsel is in elk geval uit die staanspoor 'n korrupte en 
onnodig duur stelsel wat eers behoorlik gesuiwer moet word voordat 
dit deur die algemene publiek aanvaar sal word. Danie

2020-10-08 
10:10:58 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Don't like how if you drive without a license a criminal offense what if 
your wallet gets stolen and on the way to report it you are arrested 
even though you did nothing Gideon

2020-10-08 
04:50:44 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Criminalizing a person who is driving without a license is an extreme 
panishment which will cause anther legal glitch as most of people who 
drive without licenses are kids & some are university students who will 
finish thier university degree with criminal record. What should 
criminal is for eg a company to hire a person without driver's license as 
a driver or a taxi owner to hire taxi driver without driver's license. MabuH

2020-10-07 
17:07:55 Free State Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Seeing that the present traffic laws are not being enforced now, I 
cannot see why new laws are going to be implemented. It is a waste of 
money and Hme to have traffic officers who do not know their jobs, 
can be bribed and do not do their jobs. Lawrence

Northern Cape 3

2020-10-08 
17:36:41 Northern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

Cancel all outstanding fines and start fresh with new system. Get now 
first Hme fines from cameras more than  2 years  ago.  Now jobless and 
no money to pay that. Elizabeth

2020-10-08 
12:02:05 Northern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

It is about Hme it becomes a criminal offence to drive without a valid 
driver's licence.   
How can this not be????? Moeksie

2020-10-08 
09:32:09 Northern Cape Not fully

enforcement 
orders

My experience is that the law-enforcement officers do not apply the 
law consequently. SomeHmes they do not even know the laws they 
have to enforce. Dirk

Outside SA 2

2020-10-08 
00:26:02 Outside SA

United 
Kingdo
m Not fully

enforcement 
orders Stephen

2020-10-08 
00:23:47 Outside SA UK Not fully

enforcement 
orders Stephen 

administraHve burden 271
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 118
2020-11-13 
15:13:14 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Chantel

2020-11-10 
11:51:32 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This just seems like another way that the government has invented to 
get free money from already overburdened tax-payers. m e

2020-11-10 
11:51:13 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This just seems like another way that the government has invented to 
get free money from already overburdened tax-payers. m e

2020-11-10 
11:51:07 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This just seems like another way that the government has invented to 
get free money from already overburdened tax-payers. m e

2020-11-10 
11:50:46 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This just seems like another way that the government has invented to 
get free money from already overburdened tax-payers. m e

2020-11-05 
13:37:37 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Helen

2020-11-04 
09:13:13 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I do not support any connecHon to e-tolls. Linking demerrit points to e-
tolls is really absurb. I certainly did not ask for e-tolls to begin with and 
won't pay any going forward. On the other hand, I do agree with 
demerrit points and the concept, just not the connecHon with not pay 
e-tolls. Greg

2020-10-30 
20:44:38 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I feel that this is purely a money making scheme instead of actually 
helping the road users. Kobus

2020-10-30 
11:24:46 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The proposal to re-introduce a double fine or any fine for that ma]er 
for the non payment of e-tolls a_er so many years is ridiculous. Civil 
society has objected very strongly over the years to these payments 
and the admin costs involved. I fully support the approaches of OUTA 
and Cosatu.  A be]er way needs to be found to fund road 
maintenance. I suggest a possible increase in levies via the fuel price. Arnold

2020-10-30 
07:18:49 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

op die oomblik is daar geen poswese in plek nie. Hoe word die AARTO 
kennis gewing aan my uit gereik as my oortreding deur n kammera op 
getel word.  Ek neem eers kennis daarvan as ek my bestuurs lisensie 
wil gaan hernu. En dan is dit nog n vals nr wat teen my le.  Nog n 
probleem hoekom word publieke vervoer(TAXI'S) vrygestel van e-tol 
stelsel. Dit is die voertuig wat onpadwaardig is en wat skade aan die 
paaie aanrig. Ek sien n probleem met die administrasie van die stelsel. 
Hoe lank is dit al aan die gang en dit kom net nie tot n einde nie. As 
gevolg van die mense wat in beheer is daarvan. Herman
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2020-10-30 
05:48:21 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The double fines are plain cruel and fail to take into account the 
economic stress everyone is under. We can't allow overregulaHon as 
ciHzens as it does not translate into compliance. Mbuso

2020-10-29 
08:13:44 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Esmarie

2020-10-26 
14:12:19 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Everything  about these regulaHons are puniHve rather than correcHve 
without any long term sustainable soluHons that will correct the 
underlying issues like greed, mal-administraHon and corrupHon to 
name but a few.  Did you learn nothing about the ill effects of applying 
this approach in the E-Toll fiasco? Engage with industry experts, 
research best pracHces and don't be afraid to go with a soluHon that 
comes from non-government officials if it works and benefits all South 
Africans.  Challenge yourself to be]er....Please! Ryan

2020-10-21 
09:30:25 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I don't think fining people more will do a damn thing to those who 
don't care about making things be]er to begin with. I also don't think 
making not having a driving license a CRIMINAL offence.  

I'd prefer to see someone being detained for a night without criminal 
charges  being levelled against them if caught doing something wrong. 
Or some kind of community service but only if they are caught doing it 
more than once.  

These are just ideas and would need to be thought out more 
thoroughly but puVng people in jail for stupid nonsense is well stupid. Dean

2020-10-20 
20:23:30 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E-tolls & current fines - doubling of penalHes is out of line & 
unreasonable. Considering the current poor administraHon. There is 
far too much administraHon that will only affect law abiding ciHzens. 
No part of these regulaHons will be enforced & become a waste of tax 
payers money. Adrian

2020-10-18 
12:38:19 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

To pay R100 to be fined is absolutely absurd. Even if you are not guilty. 
This is not about to ge motorists to obey the law, it is just a money 
making thing and the traffic cops will misused the system. Marna 

2020-10-16 
16:46:45 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Louise

2020-10-16 
16:39:03 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I object to "Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll 
roads while removing the demerit points from them." 

Reason being that etolls is a commercial transacHon and must not be 
confused with rules to ensure safe road usage and compliance to 
traffic laws. E-toll is not a law. GERHARD

2020-10-13 
13:35:21 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It is doub�ul that the AARTO system can be administered properly 
acrosss the country Shorty

2020-10-13 
12:50:57 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I have received a fine for driving over the speed limit in Vereeniging, I 
don't even know how to get to Vereeniging so needless to say it is not 
for me. I checked the license plate, the number belongs to my trailer 
which does not have an engine and therefor cannot go over the speed 
limit. My quesHon is if they deduct points for a fine and it is not a valid 
fine how long is it going to take before they recHfy it and is there a cost 
involved in fixing something I did not do.  There are plenty such issues 
of criminals driving with false number plates. E-TOLLS: How long will it 
take and how much correspondence and many visits to who knows 
where to correct e-tolls charged for people driving with false number 
plates, i.e. my number plate!!!! Elza

2020-10-13 
09:49:41 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Cornel 

2020-10-13 
08:11:35 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Asher

2020-10-12 
13:33:05 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The new AArto system will  require so much added administraHon 
which is as usual a loop hole for fraud and  bribes. A SubsHtute for the 
whole new system is for the exisHng laws to to be enforced eg. 
fraudulent drivers licences  and road worthy vehicles to be acted 
upon . Helena

2020-10-12 
09:30:49 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The law will only be a success so far as it is able to be enforced. All 
parts of the process should be easy, efficient and as digital as possible 
to allow any law enforcement to funcHon to it's maximum potenHal, 
and in this case, make the roads a safe place to be. Jackie

2020-10-12 
09:05:16 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I do not object to the principle of AARTO however I feel that managing 
it effecHvely will not happen in SA as we are already seeing limited 
policing of road rules and regulaHons daily - serious accidents caused 
by taxis and reckless and inconsiderate drivers goes unchecked in may 
instances, and when you become a vicHm of such an offence, case 
numbers &  accident reports etc. get mislaid or go missing. 
If we cannot get the basics right, how are the authoriHes going to 
effecHvely enforce or manage the points demerit system when a 
person loses their licence based on too many transgressions.  
I firmly agree with arrest if a person has lost their licence due to 
AARTO demerits and then that person is caught deiving illegally on the 
road. This especially applicable to holders of public driving permits 
I also have a huge problem with the Proxy responsibiliHes as I am 
currently unable to be issued with a licence disc (for which I have paid 
for already) for my personal vehicle due to company vehicles that have 
outstanding fines (for which i am proxy). Gareth

2020-10-12 
08:11:57 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Wetstoepasser is nie daar om verkeers probleme op te los nie, D.W.S. 
wet toepassing word nie gedoen veral in spits tyd nie. Daar kan meer 
gedoen word om die roekelose Taxi bestuurder te monitor oor hulle 
nie verkeers reels toepas nie, nog volg die ander bestuurders hul 
voorbeeld. tom

2020-10-12 
07:47:19 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

eToll should be removed from this regulaHon unHl the future of etolls 
has been decided. 
Right to elect to go to court should not be removed from these 
regulaHons. Graham
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2020-10-12 
07:47:08 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The process not immediately involving the Courts, is too cumbersome 
and the administraHve lack of efficiency will only make it more 
cumbersome for most of the working populaHon who do not have 
Hme flexibility. 
Doubling fines is just a money-making ploy, adding more to the burden 
of an already over taxed few who make the real contribuHon to a 
"welfare state". 
E-tolls should be excluded from this law as urban tolling is sHll UNFAIR 
for a number of reasons, but menHoning the main two, namely: 1. Our 
urban highway network already existed as non toll roads and changed 
as toll roads without consulHng the public and without providing 
alternaHve main arterials. 2. Gauteng economy already makes the 
most contribuHon to the fiscus and will be further taxed for doing so. 
We are being over-burdened as tax-payers! Gregory

2020-10-12 
07:27:47 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Cindy

2020-10-12 
05:34:28 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

South Africa has adequate traffic laws to address the basic lawlessness 
of a large part of its driving community.  However,  the execuHon of 
these laws by ill-trained, lazy and corrupt traffic officers is where the 
problem lies!  AARTO will not fix that!  The systems to renew vehicle 
and driver licenses are fairly good and in place.  Again, the people 
behind the counter are the problem!  Get the basics right first!! Hein

2020-10-11 
19:42:28 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Tolls are my main concern Alan 

2020-10-11 
19:04:46 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E-tolls have to be scrapped. DiscriminaHon because only applicable to 
Gauteng. No problem with payments at tollgates. Anne-Marie

2020-10-11 
18:13:26 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Doubling the e toll exisHng fines. Especially a_er Covid-19 with 
retrenchment. Job losses and wage reducHons, how will people be 
able to cope financially. 
Possibly a clean slate, wriHng off the current outstanding amounts.  

Cilla

2020-10-11 
07:31:26 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The system will only benefit those who are the real offenders.  Seen 
various different vehicles with the same registraHon number as mine.  
Who will be responsible for the cost of the administraHon and burden/
Hme to re-install my merit points? Stop corrupHon. Government 
acknowledge that corrupHon is increasing. Concentrate on those 
offenders and assist the  county's economy to grow with value adding 
regulaHons.  Taxi operators does not adhere to any rules and do what 
they want to. Concentrate on changing their aVtude on safe driving Frik

2020-10-10 
15:21:05 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I don't agree with doubling the fines as well as fining  individuals who 
don't pay their e-tolls. There also will be more corrupHon  with law 
enforcers. Denkar

2020-10-10 
01:17:54 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Peter

2020-10-09 
21:02:31 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

With demerit points even for speeding, the amount of cases before a 
tribunal will likely become ridiculous, raising fines is OK, doing it for the 
extremely  controversial etolls will be a complete disaster and will 
become a point of massive disobedience. Chekai

2020-10-09 
15:34:40 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

•Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
Since when is E Toll an offence? Another way to try to force us to pay 
an illegiHmate system have not, have never and will never pay e-tolls Paul

2020-10-09 
15:33:24 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I'm all for taking unroadworthy vehicles and drivers off the road who 
do not have a legal license and making those criminal offences. 
Increasing fines (price) will not deter bad driving behaviour, it cleary 
isn't working as is! Taking serial offenders' license away without proper 
policing will only introduce more illegal drivers, so stop wasHng money 
on the admin of fines etc. and employ more traffic police (who're not 
corrupt). And for Pete's sake, scrap the illegal e-tolls already! Andre

2020-10-09 
14:31:25 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E-tolls were enforced on the Gauteng populaHon only, without correct 
procedure being followed & using the most expensive opHon available 
to the powers that be, which is illogical & wrong in the extreme.  
Therefore it follows that fining people for something that was 
insHtuted badly & incorrectly must in itself be wrong. 

Doubling fines is not the answer.  CorrupHon is taking the money so 
doubling fines means the corrupted will take more.  Fines are not 
prcessed efficiently, & noHce is received 6 weeks a_er the fact, making 
it very difficult to recall exactly where one was on the specific day, let 
alone the Hme.  

AArto needs to sort out its own administraHon which in itself will bring 
in more than enough money without the need for larger fines.   Erica

2020-10-09 
14:30:14 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The Municipality does not have their aarto system running accurately  
Imagine how this system that relies  on aarto will be run Johan

2020-10-09 
12:15:40 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Hluma

2020-10-09 
12:12:33 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The problem with the E toll system can be resolved by increasing the 
cost of fuel in  E toll areas by a few cents so that everyone who drives 
there pays, including visitors from neighbouring Provinces and 
Countries. the tags for E toll can be retained for paying tolls on 
highways (as presently happens) which is much more convenient for 
everyone involved than having to stop, search for money, pay and get 
change and receipts.  People do not object to paying tolls on highways. 
this soluHon gives everyone the cahnce to feel jusHfied in their 
posiHon wrt E tolls. Malcolm
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2020-10-09 
11:25:33 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Aarto is good in principle, but its execuHon is prone to corrupHon and 
manipulaHon.  
We have to first get the country to a be]er place, in terms of our legal 
system, the value chain of invesHgaHons, courts,  convicHons and 
punishment etc . Otherwise it will be seen as another money making 
scheme.  

Also their website and contact are not funcHoning effecHvely. Eg, I was 
fined for exceeding the speed-limit. I paid the (discounted) fine via e_ , 
and sHll it reflects as outstanding/pending. I have wri]en several 
emails to no avail.  
I agree with raising the demerit points limit. In fact the limit should/ 
could be raised further as the implementaHon needs community and 
society buy-in.  
However, this bring the ubiquitous corrupHon problem by traffic police 
in focus.  
  
Aarto should not be part of the etolls - as this ma]er is under 
invesHgaHon as explained by the Minister of transport. To do so is 
puniHve and cavalier in the extreme. 

Lionel 

2020-10-09 
11:06:16 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It's so ironic that government wants to fine us, let alone doubling the 
fine for not paying etolls, while  the future of these tolls is sHll not 
certain. 

I object to paying tolls for going to work, the cost of living is SA is way 
to high for such to be ever allowed. AlternaHvely, paying tolls should 
be tax deducHble. Because it's not the motorist fault that we have crap 
for public transport or this idea was implemented without proper 
consultaHon and buy in from the public, ie motorists.  

They steal enough billions from the fiscus to pay for these roads and 
every other road in the country. Let them first properly use the money 
they already have, then we can think of raising funds if necessary. At 
the moment, they want to criminalize South Africans for their 
stupidity... 

But something needs to give about our bad driving, address that issue, 
but dont conflate that with etolls... Felex

2020-10-09 
09:20:35 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I do not agree with the steeper fines. 
I do not agree with steeper penalHes for business owners. 
Regulate and enforce the laws we have now properly and eradicate 
fraud and bribary before introducing new and steeper ones, any 
steeper regulaHons will increase black market trade and enlarge 
criminal acHvity. Steeper laws only tend to negaHvely affect the law 
obiding at the end of the day as the criminals are able to buy their way 
out. Henriek

2020-10-09 
09:08:45 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I object to fines being increased for non-payment of toll fees in Jhb. I 
object to fines for non-payment of toll fees in Jhb altogether. I object 
to toll roads in Jhb altogether - it is discriminaHon against Jhb 
residents. Juliet

2020-10-09 
09:04:43 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I do not support the following: 
- Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
- Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 
- Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 

I support the following: 
- Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred 
before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 
15 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators. 
- Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
- CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. 

Tarina

2020-10-09 
08:31:58 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

e-tolls should come from petrol taxes that could be linked to region 
where toll road exists. This would remove all administraHve burden (ie 
courts/orders etc) and reduces operaHng costs. Simpler to operate. Juan

2020-10-09 
07:05:28 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This seems like another system to tax and punish the tax paying and 
formal sector of South Africa. How can we be held to task and forced 
into this system when taxi drivers and other non-law abiding ciHzens 
will not?  How can we not be allowed to represent and also simply 
doubling of fines seems a desperate a]empt to generate revenue 
rather than enforce the law.  

Jared

2020-10-08 
21:23:18 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It really doesn’t ma]er what laws are passed, unless the metro police/
police are actually on the roads and patrolling (not siVng behind 
bushes with a speed camera) nothing will change.  Note how many 
more people now ignore Red traffic lights?  No cops on the road = No 
law enforcement. Brian

2020-10-08 
18:50:56 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Aslam

2020-10-08 
17:37:23 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Another money making scheme.more bribes paid.taxi associaHon will 
never pay fines.no control,ending in disaster Solly
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2020-10-08 
16:28:54 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I do not support the proposed AARTO regulaHons due to the fact that 
the government, like so many other systems, has FAILED to provide 
ciHzens with an enforcement system that is staffed and operated 
COMPETENTLY, CONSISTENTLY and with INTEGRITY. The administraHve 
burden is onerous and assumes guilt by presenHng the fine basically as 
an invoice which a ciHzen is then expected to undertake an onerous, 
Hme-consuming and costly exercise to dispute.  If the Department 
cannot even provide a competent licensing system that enables 
motorists that wish to be law-abiding to easily comply, what hope is 
there with this?? It smacks more of an a]empt to boost revenue than 
meet the stated goals of improving driver behaviour. It likely makes it 
cheaper and easier to just pay than fight an unfair infringement noHce. 
When so many of the populace do not have recognisable physical and /
or postal addresses, how will the system be applied consistently. 
Electronic means (especially sms) have limitaHons such as proof of 
delivery when prepaid phone numbers are swapped all the Hme. The 
menHon that the system will also encompass failure to pay etolls is 
also concerning given the manner in which the system was introduced 
and operated and the lack of clarity from government on the future of 
the system. Gauteng residents pay substanHal taxes already, aside from 
their total contribuHon to the economy - both of which are to the 
benefit of the enHre country and should not be penalised further for 
basic government funcHons in the normal process of geVng to and 
from work. Stephen

2020-10-08 
15:56:32 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I don't know which point to select as all of them is important.  At the 
end of the day the added red tape will be strangling everybody and the 
costs involved. Heidi

2020-10-08 
15:34:01 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

There are many people who are travelling representaHves/agents who 
spend most of the day doing long distances. O_en there are no Speed 
Limit Signs and the speed limit may be exceeded unintenHonally. This 
may result in the 'Demerit' quota being reached quickly and may result 
in not being able to travel to earn a living. If this system is to be 
implemented strictly, the taxi industry will cease to exist (unless this 
industry is exempt  from the demerit system) What applies to persons 
who for years have not been paying E-tolls ? And will those who have 
been paying, will they receive any compensaHon? When is this system 
due to be implemented? Evangelos

2020-10-08 
15:00:39 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

My top concern is the e-tolls, which remain an issue.   The cost of 
maintaining our urban highways should already be covered by  the 
myriad of other taxes we pay.  Anyway, I am absolutely against paying 
e-tolls unHl they are properly administered and there is Hme and date 
stamped photographic proof that I indeed did go through that toll on 
each occasion.  I also have a huge problem with the amount of money 
that will leave the country each month in payment for whatever 
services the foreign partner provides.  The whole thing is pure 
foolishness. 

LeHHa

2020-10-08 
13:59:01 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The ability to manage proper and compliant record keeping for a 
populaHon of 30m or so drivers, is in serious doubt.  The ability to 
control unlicensed drivers and fake drivers licences is already in doubt.   Bernd

2020-10-08 
13:42:57 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I find it too harsh to criminalize driving without possessing a driver's 
license. Let us differenHate between a driver without a driver's license 
and a driver who is not in possession of a valid driver's license. 
Because it is not the license that drives the vehicle but the person. 
How about criminalizing those without a valid license and Fining those 
not in possession, ofcos the onus rests on the driver to produce the 
valid license at the authoriHes. I am thinking about an honest driver 
who forgot his license or in one of my friend's case, he was robbed of 
his wallet with his license. Should he have le_ his car wherever 
una]ended because he has no driving card? It is not the card that 
drives but the person. maatsheng

wane
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2020-10-08 
13:16:25 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

AARTO is a system designed for a society with ethical officers and 
disciplined road users.  The reality is South Africa is not such a society. 
This system, however refined, will therefore not address the 
lawlessness and ill-discipline on the roads from either side.  Adding 
administraHve processes (wri]en representaHons, tribunals, appeals, 
etc) will only result in (a) addiHonal cost to the taxpayer, which could 
have been avoided;  
(b)  delays in resoluHon of disputes and  
(c) further opportuniHes for bribery and corrupHon, which is already 
negaHng much of the effecHveness of regulaHon in this area.   
Instead of adding administraHve burden and cost, a more effecHve 
approach would involve efforts to: 
1. Ensure officials apply their efforts in ensuring road users 
behave appropriately, 
2. Target the offenders / offending groups, i.e. reckless and/or 
unlicensed drivers  and unroadworthy vehicles - instead of the so o_en 
targeted “so_ targets”, i.e. (mostly) law-abiding ciHzens who tend to 
pay their fines. And 
3. IncenHvise whistleblowing and bring consequence to those 
(both officials and road users) who pursue avenues of bribery and 
corrupHon, possibly through independent invesHgators/agents. 

eTolls:  
This is a separate concept and belongs under a separate administraHon 
(transport infrastructure).  Linking eTolls to traffic regulaHons is 
therefore legally illogical: 
1. It places a burden of responsibility on traffic regulaHon and 
administraHon structures for things outside their area of responsibility. 
2. It allows the e-Toll administraHon to avoid and abdicate its own 
responsibility.  A major component of the public resistance to eTolls is 
grounded in the wasteful operaHon and administraHon of eToll 
funcHons – thus taxpayer money being wasted and not being applied 
to its intended purpose.  The effect is that the eToll burden on road 
users (prices charged) are unnecessarily high.  Road users cannot be 
expected to fund wasteful and inefficient expenditure. 
3. Further, convoluHng eTolls with traffic fines WILL aggravate the 
already out-of-control problem of bribery and corrupHon, as it creates 
more opportuniHes, for both traffic officials and road users. 

Chris
2020-10-08 
12:43:33 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Please stop waisHng the tax payers Hme and money. Hennie

2020-10-08 
11:28:23 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Why is the government even considering imposing fines or any other 
sancHon for not paying the e-toll bills. I am NEVER going to pay for e-
tolls and hence I will NEVER pay a fine given for not paying e-tolls. I am 
certain beyond any reasonable doubt that every road user that is 
currently not paying e-tolls (which is nearly every single road user) 
feels the same way. Why on earth does the snout-in-the-trough thieves 
that tried to implement this crooked and half-baked system not admit 
defeat instead of causing so much public such resentment towards 
them? The lawlessness that e-tolls is causing WILL spill over to other 
forms of taxaHon as well. It is be]er to scrap them before we get it into 
our heads to make the country ungovernable. Making criminals out of 
law abiding ciHzens leads to that . Surely the ANC of all organisaHons 
must know that Elias

2020-10-08 
11:11:32 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I STILL HAVE AN OBJECTION TO HAVING RESIDENTS OF GAUTENG 
PAYING FOR AN E TOLL SYSTEM  THAT IS ILL STRUCTURED FINANCIALLY 
AND NOW THEY WANT TO START INCREASING PENALTIES (FINES) FOR 
NON PAYMENT OF ETOLLS. ANOTHER ATTEMPT BY GOVERNMENT TO 
ELLICIT MONEYS TO MAKE UP FOR CORRUPTION.  ADMINISTRATIVE 
BURDEN AND COST OF ENFORCING AND COLLEWCTING THE TOLLS  IS 
GOING TO BE PROHIBITIVE.  BUMP UP THE PETROL LEVY RATHER  - FAR 
BETTER AND EVERYBODY PAYS Peter

2020-10-08 
11:07:29 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Pieter

2020-10-08 
11:05:21 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E-toll must just be removed. 
The current regulaHons requires to be enforced, not amended. 

Daniel

2020-10-08 
10:29:27 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The present enforcement by MunicipaliHes is very-Very-VERY UNFAIR. 
Enforcement is only Truly applied to the Law Abiding CiHzens. Mainly 
because of the inabiliHes of MOST MunicipaliHes to effecHvely track 
and trace most offenders. Especially those that have, possible even 
wilfully, not kept their eNaTIS informaHon up to date. 

Then the MunicipaliHes are also not at all interested in being assisted, 
even at no cost, to track, trace and do what they are unable to do. 

Str? Les

2020-10-08 
10:23:17 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The Aarto act is open for administraHve corrupHon, mismanagement, 
and abuse as has been shown already in the trial runs in Gauteng. Also 
the traffic police are noy themselves conversant with the road laws. Deryn

2020-10-08 
09:52:18 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Law enforcement is criHcal, and it starts with the small things, such as 
abiding by the traffic laws. Unfortunately there is too much corrupHon, 
and traffic fines get issued only to those who generally abides by the 
law, as the rest just pays a bribe. Many officials also make up reasons 
to issue a fine, in the hope of soliciHng a bribe. This needs to be dealt 
with first. Secondly, we seem to be running two different sets of rules, 
one for normal ciHzens and one for taxi drivers. If we are to enforce 
these rules, very few taxis will remain on the roads, which means we 
will ulHmately end up with anarchy. There is a more fundamental 
problem of a lawless society, and AARTO will not change that, all it will 
do is create further administraHve burden for those who generally 
abides by the rules and the laws. Werner
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2020-10-08 
09:31:47 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E toll is about to be scrapped. Why are we sHll talking about it? I resent 
having to pay E toll in order to make up for money which was corruptly 
lost.  What is happening to these criminal cases? Karin

2020-10-08 
09:27:01 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I honestly do not have any confidence that the government has the 
capacity or the poliHcal will to run a system like this without first  
1. geVng rid of corrupt officials both on the roads and in offices which 
seems unlikely, and 
2. puVng the best interest of ciHzens first instead of designing yet 
another set of laws which appears to be just another way of extracHng 
the maximum amount of money from them and making it extremely 
difficult to fight your case in court in the event of incorrect applicaHon 
of the laws. Johan

2020-10-08 
09:06:24 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The addiHonal administraHon to enforce these changes will overwhelm 
an already useless burocracy. And how will the "powers that be" 
enforce these new rules when they cannot even get unroadworthy 
vehicles and unlicenced drivers off our roads. They're more concerned 
with so_ targets. BeVna

2020-10-08 
09:03:02 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden The Etoll around Gauteng needs to be scrapped  ! Geoffrey

2020-10-08 
08:47:43 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

"Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them". 
this would not be an issue if it was not so difficult to pay etolls that 
have accumulated and incorrectly allocated. 
I had two situaHons that caused me great difficulty and I eventually 
gave up. 
1:  I received an invoice for my trailer a]ached to my car (with en etag 
that registered). I went into an etag office and they were unable to 
help me sort it out without expecHng a whole lot of my driving around 
to fix it. Quite ridiculous. 
2: My funds were low on my tag when I went through a gantry and so I 
went into "overdra_". 
I tried to sort it out on line, but the system to do this was beyond me. 
Surely, if it is prepaid, when one tops it up again, it should fix 
automaHcally. They weren't able to help at the office as well, like with 
the trailer issue. 

Lastly, I resent the etolls in the first place. They are a scramble by 
government to try and recoup all the tax money they have 
squandered/stolen to line their pockets, when it was those taxes that 
build the roads in the first place and should be sufficient to maintain 
them. Bruce

2020-10-08 
08:24:57 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The Etoll system is an example of corrupHon, and no measure of 
enforcement should be legal, the fact the money is leaving the country 
for this is a crime and I wish to not be part of this. 

The ANC connecHon to this is a failure of a democracy, and hiding 
behind the Soccer 2010 bid this is great example of why we need to 
vote them out now. Keith

2020-10-08 
08:23:37 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Graham

2020-10-08 
08:16:05 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Due to the way that the taxi drivers drive it sickens me to the core that 
ordinary ciHzens are expected to live by the rules.  Rules must be 
enforced for all drivers, and that includes Taxis.  They are a law unto 
themselves with no repercussions. Gina

2020-10-08 
08:13:18 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The introducHon of wri]en representaHons,  Tribunal and appeal to 
magistrate's court will be a very tedious process and will definitely 
prejudice those that cannot afford to pay lawyers because without 
lawyers people will be exploited by the system. Doubling of penalHes 
as well is not fair.  Failing to pay e-toll should also be removed as this is 
highly unfair. Sibangani

2020-10-08 
08:04:24 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Who are going to patrol the taxi's in buildup areas and everybody has 
to start with zero offense against his name so whatever fines outstand 
has to be scrapped before the implementaHon of aarto. Willem

2020-10-08 
08:02:50 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I am immensely concerned by the administraHve burden this will 
create not only for the government (which is already not coping with 
issuing and enforcing fines, licensing vehicles, licensing drivers and 
learners).  The offices and staff do not have capacity for this, there are 
simply not enough offices or staff. 

I am also concerned by the fact that the public will not be able to 
contest a violaHon in court.  In a country where our traffic police and 
licensing departments are known to operate corruptly,  this 
encourages corrupHon.  Also, even if a traffic officer is not corrupt, 
they are human and can make mistakes.  Offences definitely need the 
pla�orm to be contested. 

I wholly agree with doubling the fines.  They are pocket change for 
repeat offenders.  However, this system is hugely flawed at the 
moment as the administraHon and issuing of fines is erraHc to say the 
least. It seems a centralised database is not funcHoning yet. 

E-toll should have been scrapped long ago - there is no funcHonal 
administraHon here. They are depending on goodwill of public, as they 
have no clue what is happening in their accounts system.  Now to add 
penalHes to a system that cannot even allocate payments is asking for 
disaster. 

In principle I think AARTO demerit points would encourage safer 
driving, but in a country where our systems are such a mess, people 
are corrupt and public departments are understaffed, this cannot be 
pracHcally introduced unHl these problems are addressed and fixed.  
This does not happen overnight.  Fix this first!! 

Lets talk again in 10 years shall we? Aniek
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2020-10-08 
07:59:05 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Driver must have right to an hearing. Doubling the penalHes??? What a 
joke. No on E Toll. Nothing to do if you can drive or not. N demerit 
pints on car license. A car can not drive on its own - not Herbie. Heleen

2020-10-08 
07:46:15 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Firstly. I would like to point out that to get a driving licence for young 
people these days. You cannot get a pass for your driving test unless 
you pay a fine of between R1000 
 To R3000. To the driving instructor. This is usually paid to the 
instructor by the driving school.  And you will be failed unHl you pay it.    
This should be dealt with severely first before you start with these 
other reforms.  Also many people can buy a driving licence  these days.   
Sort out the corrupHon at tesHng places first.  
Secondly.  The police take bribes  and some make it quite clear that 
that is what they want.  So trying to sort out the way people drive 
when the police are breaking the law all the Hme is ridiculous. It just 
sounds like a way of filling the coffers  of the traffic departments. 
Thirdly. The taxis break the law all the Hme but the police dont seem to 
fine them or even stop them. So why should ordinary people be 
penalised when taxis get away with breaking the law.  It should be fair 
all around.   
CLEAN UP YOUR  OWN DEPARTMENT FIRST BEFORE PASSING LAWS 
THAT YOUR OWN PEOPLE BREAK. Cecilia

2020-10-08 
07:28:50 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Fred

2020-10-08 
06:15:20 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

ExisHng laws not being properly enforced. PromoHon of officials 
corrupHons. We were not consulted on Gauteng etoll which was over 
priced. The authoriHes should apply their minds to provide safe public 
transport network upgrade alternate routes for  toll roads . Proper 
legal noHces to be given to so called transgressers. 
Eradicate corrupHon Dan

2020-10-08 
06:13:25 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Thinus

2020-10-08 
06:05:23 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Johnny 

2020-10-07 
21:50:00 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Not sure how they will be able to cope - with not being able to collect 
e- tolls- and  able to prevent stolen vehicles Theo 

2020-10-07 
20:48:43 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

 This is just another way of collecHng ETolls and feeding bigger 
corrupHon. Cole]e

2020-10-07 
20:44:31 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Do not support payment of e-toll fees or doubling of outstanding fees   Hennie

2020-10-07 
20:15:41 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Someone else drove my car and got a speeding fine . The AARTO 
admin process is so unfair and cumbersome that the owner gets fined 
and demerit points as the owner is unable to avoid the process making 
him “liable” for the offense . This is unfair and unconsHtuHonal for all 
SA ciHzens . The AARTO PROCESS IS A TOTALLY UNFAIR SYSTEM Stephen

2020-10-07 
18:32:57 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Johan

2020-10-07 
18:32:43 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Johan 
Wayne

2020-10-07 
18:31:21 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I dont agree with ETols these are supposed to have been go]en away 
with. 
Also to make a criminal offence if one does have a driver's licence at 
the scene. One may forget drivers licence at home. Bin this case traffic 
officer  can give him/her a days to produce it. Not make it a criminal 
offence Ntolo

2020-10-07 
17:41:49 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court and 
replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an 
appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. - This would 
drive corrupHon through the roof because it opens an oppertunity to 
buy back ones status. Appeals in wri]en form would mean it ends up 
in a dustbin somewhere while said official carries on having their 
snooze during office hours. Government departments are already a 2- 
3 day process, this would be a nightmare. 

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. - CorrupHon 
is already a problem, this will just incite more bribes. 

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. - Tolls and traffic offenses are 
separate things, this rule would be used to  enforce the DEAD and 
defunct e-toll program. 

CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled. - What are the details of this to the last 
point, this is a very broad topic. Lindsay

2020-10-07 
16:20:55 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

"Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence." 

This is only a good idea if obtaining a driving licence becomes less 
Hme-consuming. Some people may have legal driving licences for 
years, with no demerit points, and simply do not get them renewed in 
Hme due to constant administraHve and logisHcal problems at the 
Department. A lot of people currently just conHnue driving in the grace 
period. It is a mistake to assume that people behave this way because 
they are lazy and that everyone's experience with this process is 
consistent and fair.  

"Increasing the number of demerit points which may be incurred 
before a driving licence or operator card may be suspended from 12 to 
15" 

It depends on if they change the amount of demerit points each 
infringement takes. Greg
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2020-10-07 
16:16:56 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E-tolls have absolutely nothing to do with how a person operates a 
motor vehicle and  cannot be used to blackmail motorists into payiong 
for a corrupt and inflated highway construcHon. 

Applying the law to a few law breakers is not goiung to solve road 
deaths. The laws are already in place to prosecute road law breakers 
but staHsHcs published indicate that  40% of road deaths are caused by 
pedestrians both drunk and sober so the real problem is inadequate 
policing of both drivers and pedestrians. 

The majority of traffic accidents are caused by incompetent drivers. 
Surely the training and retraining of all drivers with medical and 
psycological assessments being required annually wopuld be a means 
to not needing all the administraHve load of applying the AARTO 
system. 

Clive

2020-10-07 
15:59:22 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

increasing fines will just increase bribery  
i have driven past cameras on joburg  hiways that flashed me at 60kmh 
even though it was a 80kmh zone so this must be a money making 
racket 
most people will pay these fines tp prevent points being allocated to 
the licenses  
also you should be stopped a_er being trapped by portable camera 
traps  to allow you to verify if the trap was legit 
anyway a unroadworthy car moving at low speed is  more dangerous 
than a vehicle speeding by 10 or 20 kmh over the limit 

Domingos

2020-10-07 
15:28:24 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Doubt that most areas are unable to administer the concept. 
License offenders  criminal only in respect of public transport,heavy 
vehicle, emergency vehicle drivers. 
O_en ,due to ill health that a private individual has not renewed their 
license. John

2020-10-07 
15:16:33 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden It will never be followed through correctly Gisela

2020-10-07 
15:08:35 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden Gareth

2020-10-07 
14:56:38 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Generally the SA public does abide by the  rulls 
If only the system could be designed to control the Taxi's for the way 
they drive we would be saving a lot more lives  rene 

2020-10-07 
14:27:23 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I doubt whether the Deartment has  suitably qualified and competent  
staff to admister the newe (or old  for that ma]ers) provisions. Tanja

2020-10-07 
14:17:18 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E tolls have yet to  be tried in court to ascertain whether they are 
legally enforceable or not,so fining people for not paying them is 
unlawful.  Making it a criminal offence to drive without a licence is 
morally wrong when the people who fine you make it almost 
impossible to obtain said licence. They should be jailed for cosHng the 
fiscus millions in lost revenue as law abiding ciHzens waste days trying 
to obtain licences. Kenneth

2020-10-07 
13:59:44 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I agree with the principles that they are trying to achieve, but we have 
learned hard lessons in the past - the administraHon is a nightmare, as 
the systems are rarely in place to administer the exisHng laws, let alone 
new ones.  You need to get your house in order first!! 
For example - a person drivers license gets revoked: This will not stop 
people from driving, but what systems and processes are in place to  
detect a driver without a license, and take the necessary acHons?  This 
should even apply to people who have never obtained a drivers 
license. They need to be tracked. 
eTolls are a farce -  now they want to implement fines but the system is 
sHll not 100% foolproof. People are sHll geVng eToll statements for 
tractors, and vehicles that were wri]en off decades ago. 
Doubling the rand value of the fines will not solve the problem.  They 
cannot try to generate more income from doubling the fines, if the 
a]empts to collect outstanding fines in the first place have not 
succeeded.  Sort out the admin - Systems, processes - BEFORE adding 
more complexiHes to the system. Ann

2020-10-07 
13:49:24 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Please don’t complicate things and try which every way to take more 
money from ciHzens.   AND NO E TOLL Freda 

2020-10-07 
13:44:54 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

They cannot police the streets as is now want to make it more 
onerous. Manlio

2020-10-07 
13:28:09 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

There are so many other policing deficiencies already that this will just 
become another administraHve fiasco. Anthony

2020-10-07 
13:12:15 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The ciHzens of South Africa should not be penalized for a defunct and 
unacceptable eToll system.  The reacHon from the public from the 
word go unHl now is of non acceptance and total non-compliance.  
The government chose to implement eToll without consensus or 
consultaHon from the public. This is an expensive administraHve 
system which should never have been implemented in the first place. I 
also do not believe Taxi drivers will comply with the suggested 
amendments to AARTO. Dominique

2020-10-07 
13:10:45 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden EBRAHIM

2020-10-07 
13:08:05 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Laws are not enforced now.   What will change to prevent bribery. 
Why are tolls included in this? Carol

2020-10-07 
12:59:37 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The points system is good. I would like to see it apply to all drivers (taxi 
drivers too). I am concerned that this system will be abused by the 
police. Why double the penalty fines? I understand the burden on the 
courts for fines, however I am not sure a Tribunal is the answer. This 
may lengthen the process for the driver? Please explain "possess"? 
Does it mean that if I have a legal drivers licence, but don't possess it 
when stopped, is it a criminal offense? Grant
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2020-10-07 
12:39:06 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I support the points system in principle. The areas of concern are: 

 The lengthy process before appearing in front of a Magistrate. This will 
only exacerbate the problems the traffic officials already have with 
paperwork and sloppy administraHon. 

I doubt if Doubling the fines will be a deterrent  to the ordinary 
motorist. I fear it will only double the "bribery" problem. 

Coupling the fines to "e-toll" is illegal, in my humble opinion. Vincent

2020-10-07 
12:38:12 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Quite frankly, like all other "ideas" this will not fly because the system 
and the country is not capable of administering it and like all other 
"ideas" it will be open to abuse and will not apply to some categories 
of drivers - ANC connected persons are what comes to mind. 

Who has designed the systemand what  anH-abuse measures are 
included? 

Someone or group as usual  is going to make a lot of illegal money 
from  its implementaHon. Chris

2020-10-07 
11:56:41 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E Tolls should not be included. 
Taxi's should not be exempt from traffic fines/obeying the rules of the 
road/driving without a licence. 
Traffic police are incompetent and accept bribes and cannot 
implement current laws, so won't cope with ammendments/changes. 
It should be mandatory for every vehicle owner to have car insurance 
(third party at a minimum) - is this included in the regulaHons? Sally

2020-10-07 
11:46:32 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Currently, the system is already mismanaged.  All regulaHons regarding 
Etoll should be scrapped because even when you are among the few 
who pay Etoll you sHll struggle to solve Etoll related problems.  For 
example, because I started working in Gauteng I was sent a massive 
Etoll account for a registraHon number that has never been registered 
in my name and for a car I have never owned.  A_er countless 
representaHon forms and documents submi]ed (it took years), them 
remove some of the incorrectly allocated tolls yet decided to leave 
some on my account.  A_er querying, they couldn't provide me with a 
reason for the tolls le_ on my account and sHll hasn't remedied the 
situaHon.  Now that I stay in Gauteng I do my Etolls.  So my quesHon is 
that if I were to receive fines for these outstanding tolls that weren't 
mine to begin with, I would have had massive problems because it 
took me years to get some removed and then they decided to leave 
two.  So what am I to do?  If they can't fix things on their side, then it is 
not reasonable to fine us for their incompetence.  Because having to 
struggle this much just to get tolls that should have never made it onto 
your name to be disregarded is ridiculous.  Also, for unregistered users 
who rarely visit the province, get massive bills which are about five or 
more Hmes higher that the actual tolls.  This needs to stop.  How can 
you have a sign saying the toll is R4 and then get an account where 
that same gate is charged at over R20?  This is an escalaHon that is 
unprecedented and if these accounts are fixed then more people 
would be compliant.  Now someone visits Gauteng once and gets an 
account of over R600 (this happened to my mother).  Absolutely 
ridiculous!  Fix the system and then come knocking on our doors! Natalie

2020-10-07 
11:45:21 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

While Hghtening the offenses on our current dangerous roads is 
commendable, giving the police greater powers to elicit brides is 
unacceptable. The current rules are being disobeyed and unHl this is 
addressed by geVng police to do their jobs and not concentrate on 
license discs this will not improve things. E-tolls should not be included 
as they only really apply to Gauteng. Removing the rights of drivers 
from wishing to a]end court is also unacceptable. 
Get our roads safe by applying proper policing. Jonathan

2020-10-07 
11:43:13 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The proposed regulaHons include a number of points which are 
concerning, however the principal point that worries me is the 
administraHve burden that will be involved in implemenHng many of 
these regulaHons. We are currently ba]ling to get access to even the 
most basic services, such as the renewal of drivers licences and motor 
vehicle licences. The addiHonal requirement to administer a demerit 
system will in all probability cause the complete collapse of an already 
broken and dysfuncHonal system. Focus should be on geVng the basic 
services in working order before any amendments are introduced. 
AddiHonally, I am finding it hard to see the point of many of these 
regulaHons as they are unlikely to have any effect whatsoever on the 
general lawlessness that dominates on our roads. Such basic road rules 
as "drive on the le_-hand side of the road" and "stop at stop streets 
and red traffic lights" and "adhere to the speed limit" are effecHvely 
now invalid in South Africa, if the number of violaHons that I witness 
on a daily basis are anything to go by. The chief offenders are clearly 
members of the taxi industry, although the general lawlessness on the 
roads is slowly but surely permeaHng through the wider road-using 
community. And to try and hold the taxi community to account, or 
punish taxi driver offenders, or get them to become law-abiding road 
users is apparently an impossible task when they are effecHvely 
immune from any government interference in their business and 
conduct themselves however they see fit on the road, with no puniHve 
acHon seemingly ever taken against them. What then is the point of 
having a demerit system or increased fines? Samantha

2020-10-07 
11:25:22 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

No road traffic laws are applied to the taxi industry who are a law unto 
themselves. They are responsible for  15,000 road deaths every year. 
This ANC government is incapable of running anything except into the 
ground. Sort out taxi compliance, licence renewal, roadworthy road 
quality etc. before any new legislaHon should be considered trevor
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2020-10-07 
10:34:38 Gauteng Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The E-tolls cannot be incorporated into the demerit system. Is this how 
they want to force South Africans to pay E-tolls? 
SeVng up tribunals is just another way of spending tax payers money. 
The current system and magistrate courts are working OK. Rather 
employ more Magistrates to handle the workload 
How are companies demerit systems going to work? A Taxi driver 
drives for an owner who has a registered company. What is the point 
to demerit a company? What impact will that have? 
How will this be regulated if taxi's are stopped daily but nothing is 
done with their outstanding fines? 

ROBERT
Western Cape 80

2020-11-13 
13:11:39 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Karen

2020-11-05 
16:11:46 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden This is really opening us up to bribery and corrupHon. Barbara

2020-11-03 
15:41:02 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Only agree wit driving without license proposed regulaHon But shud 
add that car be impounded & owner of car also fined. 
Etoll to be scrapped, there's mulHple revenue gained from motorists & 
mulHple taxes paid...totally draining us..get rid of corrupHon in Gov/
poliHcs/tenders & recover finances stolen. 
Doubling fines in this bad economic climate is unwarranted & 
malicious towards public...how can yu jusHfy this?? MaryAnn

2020-11-01 
10:28:08 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E-Tolls were corrupt from day one and monies are being stolen le_ 
right and centre in our government. This is just another excuse to get 
tax payers to pay back stolen money by our corrupt government. Shirley

2020-10-31 
14:25:37 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I have copied Daniels comments because I cannot have summed it up 
be]er! - The Government is forever trying to fancy new rules and 
regulaHons in place - but have no means of enforcing them. The 
AARTO system will add costs for individuals, business and government 
without any significant benefit in road safety or improvement in 
compliance with exisHng legislaHve challenges. 

For one the tribunal and appeal process infringes on the rights to 
recourse in court. And a be]er cheaper framework is already available 
with the labour court while sHll retaining further rights of recourse. 

The low rate of collecHon of exisHng fines will not be reasonably 
improved with the new demerit system and the increased penalHes/
fines will likely make general avoidance to paying fines more prevalent. 
The same collecHon failure will likely conHnue with e-tolls or regular 
tolls. 

Criminalising an otherwise law abiding person due to driving without a 
license will not likely improve compliance with such a law. It is however 
likely to only criminalise such otherwise law abiding ciHzens with the 
significant unintended negaHve consequences thereof. Alanah

2020-10-31 
12:15:15 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The AARTO system will add costs for individuals, business and 
government without any significant benefit in road safety or 
improvement in compliance with exisHng legislaHve challenges. 

For one the tribunal and appeal process infringes on the rights to 
recourse in court. And a be]er cheaper framework is already available 
with the labour court while sHll retaining further rights of recourse. 

The low rate of collecHon of exisHng fines will not be reasonably 
improved with the new demerit system and the increased penalHes/
fines will likely make general avoidance to paying fines more prevalent. 
The same collecHon failure will likely conHnue with e-tolls or regular 
tolls. 

Criminalizing an otherwise law abiding person due to driving without a 
license will not likely improve compliance with such a law. It is however 
likely to only criminalize such otherwise law abiding ciHzens with the 
significant unintended negaHve consequences thereof. Daniel

2020-10-29 
18:39:29 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Do most people have any money le_ a_er this breakdown of the 
general economy. This is kicking people when they are down. Reduce 
gov salaries. Prove you care about SA Jeani

2020-10-20 
23:14:44 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I doubt if the main moHve is to reduce deaths  on our roads and to 
prevent all illegal pracHces ie drunk driving. Main aim is to make 
money... 

Elize

2020-10-20 
15:50:51 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Why is drunk driving not punished more severely? Vehicles driven by 
drunk drivers must be impounded. 

You can impound a taxi (rightly) for driving off route? But a drunk does 
not get impounded for turning his/her car into a lethal weapon? 
Eliminate drunk driving. Save lives. 

All vehicles MUST be roadworthied EVERY year. Easy money.  

PoliHcians are stupid. Gabiba
2020-10-18 
09:48:20 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Another money making racket with now way to enforce. Sort out the 
licensing and traffic departments integrity Andre

2020-10-13 
17:47:50 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Fiona

2020-10-12 
07:51:42 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The doubling of the fines is totally unnecessary and would be less 
effecHve than just enforcing the fines we currently have more strictly. 
Most people don’t pay their speeding fines anyway so increasing the 
fine will only incenHvize people to find ways not to pay. Andrea
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2020-10-12 
07:42:16 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

What will the new system do that the current one cannot. Thieving 
poliHcians and government officials looking at alternaHves ways to line 
their pockets with more corrupHon in the end. Get rid of this 
government and get people driven, with growth from ground level 
focused government in place first. Jason

2020-10-11 
11:14:48 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The South African is taxed to death. The e-toll system just entrench this 
further at a very high administraHve cost. We are already paying road 
levies in our fuel. Traffic and the law enforcement in general is the the 
real concern. Added to this a criminal jusHce system which is 
inadequate. If we could enforce current legislaHon be]er then move to 
new legislaHon so that the country gains confidence in its rule of law, 
would  make huge strides in the right direcHon.  Unfortunately it is the 
sense of haplessness that breeds to further crime as we move towards 
anarchy as can be seen on the roads and in the crime staHsHcs. Direct 
our energies into correcHon of  the system first. puVng a band-aid 
plaster on a broken limb will not help. Omar

2020-10-10 
09:27:35 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Herman

2020-10-09 
17:10:11 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I have reservaHons about: - doubling of financial penalHes (this will 
penalise the financially  
                                                                                                                                                                                      
poor) 
                                                         - the inclusion of e-tolls which are 
based on an unaccepted tolling  
                                                                                                                                                                                        
system 
                                                         - the lack of emphasis on adherence to 
road driving rules 
                                                         - the lack of emphasis on retesHng 
driving competence and re-  
                                                                                                                                                            
licensing of drivers 

Gordon

2020-10-09 
17:10:11 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I have reservaHons about: - doubling of financial penalHes (this will 
penalise the financially  
                                                                                                                                                                                      
poor) 
                                                         - the inclusion of e-tolls which are 
based on an unaccepted tolling  
                                                                                                                                                                                        
system 
                                                         - the lack of emphasis on adherence to 
road driving rules 
                                                         - the lack of emphasis on retesHng 
driving competence and re-  
                                                                                                                                                            
licensing of drivers 

Gordon

2020-10-09 
15:57:34 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

At present I have 2 fines for not displaying my  licence disk . However  
the  fine is for a Toyota  staHon wagon in Langa and my car which I 
bought new have the same registraHon number. 
Trying to sort this out is a problem.  
The government has to sort this  type of problem out and legislate a 
process to defend this. Iyesha

2020-10-09 
13:08:57 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Hernus

2020-10-09 
10:45:00 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Antoine]e

2020-10-09 
10:37:22 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The e-Toll roads have shown conclusively that it is a failed system.  
There is also the usual corrupHon, starHng with the involvement of a 
foreign company ab iniHo.  The roads involved were built with 
taxpayers' money and without their approval.   The administraHon of 
the scheme displays inepHtude and lack of focus.  The resoluHon of the 
exisHng mess should be the main concern. 

The naHonal tolls were placed there at the expense of the taxpayer 
and on roads that were in the first instance built and maintained by 
the taxpayer.  As in other respects, monies collected from motorists 
are used for purposes which are never made clear. Brian

2020-10-09 
09:42:26 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I fear the corrupHon in any administraHon which is already bad, it will 
be more a  money collecHon from us, where is the policing on our 
roads, when will the Taxi perpetrator get his day  in prison???

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-09 
09:42:26 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I fear the corrupHon in any administraHon which is already bad, it will 
be more a  money collecHon from us, where is the policing on our 
roads, when will the Taxi perpetrator get his day  in prison???

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-09 
09:41:44 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I fear the corrupHon in any administraHon which is already bad, it will 
be more a  money collecHon from us, where is the policing on our 
roads, when will the Taxi perpetrator get his day  in prison???

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-09 
09:41:18 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I fear the corrupHon in any administraHon which is already bad, it will 
be more a  money collecHon from us, where is the policing on our 
roads, when will the Taxi perpetrator get his day  in prison???

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-09 
09:41:11 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I fear the corrupHon in any administraHon which is already bad, it will 
be more a  money collecHon from us, where is the policing on our 
roads, when will the Taxi perpetrator get his day  in prison???

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-09 
09:15:42 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

We do not have the Hme to deal with all the red tape that we have to 
endure when dealing with any part of government. 

Nothing is simple, almost everything takes days and weeks to get 
sorted and requires Hme off work to address the issues that many can 
just not afford. 

Vaughn
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2020-10-09 
08:27:18 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The government has buggered up exisHng structures that were running 
smoothly for years. I don't trust them to insHtute something as 
complicated as this. Anton

2020-10-09 
07:41:01 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The police and administraHon can't handle the system as is, how are 
they going to handle a more complex system. If they are going to use 
the demerit system, what are their plans for the implementaHon of 
public transport to accommodate those people affected? We do not 
have the infrastructure! Nadia

2020-10-08 
23:25:00 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

My main concern is the dubbling of the fines. We have 80percent 
populaHon that is struggling to survive. Our transport services is 
unreliable. We have to many foreigners that's on our roads with 
internaHonal licences. I think that they should apply for local licences 
a_er six months in the country. I strongly believe that one should be 
represented in a court of law and not via wri]en presentaHon which 
will be Hme consuming, expensive and open to bribery. I whole 
hearHly agree that an unlicensed driver must be criminally charged.  
I'm not totally keen on the demerit system but think it would be great 
for new drivers who have received their licences. Should be made 
compulsory for the first 5 to 10 years for new drivers and then 
removed.  
Thank you for the opportunity to allow me to exspress myself. AL-HASSAIN 

2020-10-08 
20:56:54 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It is obvious that the traffic department is already having difficulty in 
administering the system in it's current form, so adding addiHonal 
regulaHons will no doubt cause greater admin back-logs. Craig

2020-10-08 
20:39:38 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I have received a number of incorrect fines. Like driving 118 in a 
120km/h zone, but then the fine states the zone is 80km/h, but I went 
back and it was a 120 zone. So the system is being used to milk money 
out of predominantly law abiding people. This is a swindle. The admin 
to this system is ridiculous.      Dewald

2020-10-08 
20:05:51 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

One of the biggest concern for ciHzens who comply is the lack of 
support from government to introduce compulsory insurance for 
licensed vehicles.  

I agree that driving without the necessary accreditaHon should be a 
seen as serious, hence it should be deemed a criminal office Graeme

2020-10-08 
20:04:59 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Another coffer to raid Jan

2020-10-08 
18:31:50 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Anybody should be allowed to defend themself in a court of law. It is 
their right.    E-toll has not been  approached in a legal way and is sHll 
enforced illegally. Adele

2020-10-08 
18:04:16 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This is another example of proposed implementaHon of laws that take 
over 10 years to get  off the drawing board. The  admin burden will be 
impossible.  The law abiding ciHzen will be  penalised as so_ targets 
while those who cause havoc on the roads  -  most taxi drivers will do 
as they like anyway, and get away with it!!  With all South Africans 
already paying their taxes I don't see why we should have to pay to use 
naHonal roads.  If corrupHon could be sorted out , the Fiscus would 
have enough to cover the cost of roads and their maintenance. Daphne

2020-10-08 
17:44:09 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Steven

2020-10-08 
17:29:55 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Retha

2020-10-08 
16:32:24 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

As long as the taxi associaHons operate lawlessly and have such power 
and influence with government and police and traffic authoriHes,  all 
changes to regulaHons are meaningless.   The increased regulaHons 
will target the largely law abiding drivers . 
Taxi owners will conHnue to buy liscences for young reckless drivers 
who they will exploit and discard all with no concern for passengers or 
other traffic.   What is the point? Judy

2020-10-08 
14:05:25 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

In terms of secHon  35 (3) (h) of the  ConsHtuHon of the Republic of 
South Africa,  Act No. 108 of 1996, an accused person is to be 
presumed innocent, ..... 
In terms of secHon  35 (3)(c)  of the ConsHtuHon, an accused person 
has the right to a public trial before an ordinary court; 
An accused person remains innocent unHl proved guilty in a court of 
law, this is his/her consHtuHonal  right!! These regulaHons are based 
on the premise that a person is presumed to be guilty before proved to 
be so, and deprives an accused person of these rights by  penalizing 
him/her before been found guilty in a public trial before an ordinary 
court and by replacing this right with administraHve acHons. A review 
by a magistrate is an administraHve acHon and it cannot replace a fair 
trial in open court. Anthony

2020-10-08 
13:58:58 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

THe impossibility of enforcing these laws fairly.  The Taxi Industry has 
and always will have their own set of rules.  Pamela

2020-10-08 
13:21:08 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Ria 
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2020-10-08 
12:45:30 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Good day ADV. QACHA MOLETSANE and ADV. NGWAKO THOKA. 

Not in full support of  the Amendment of AARTO RegulaHons. 
My top concern is administraHve burden. 

It seems to me this new dra_ opens the door for a mulHtude of red 
tape, exhausHve appeal process and thus a lack of enforcement 
consequently. It also seems to favour taxi operators, and to highly 
disadvantage company owners and private ciHzens. E tolls are and 
should not become a traffic infringement issue, leave this out! this is 
unacceptable. when this government can actually show real traffic 
policing, enforce road safety and really show the road users it is safe to 
drive, then fine, introduce the system. But the current system is 
dysfuncHonal. Try driving anywhere on the N2 where drivers are 
overtaking on blind corners, cuVng people off, driving recklessly 
negligently and overtaking on double barrier white lines. The problem 
is not legislaHon but lack of acHon. i do agree with making driving 
without a licence a criminal offence, but again, since about half of our 
road users are without a licence, what is this dysfuncHonal 
government doing about that? Absolutely Nothing! So this is all in all 
probably poliHcal point scoring and creaHng new ways to secure 
employment for friends in high places. Come on !!!! Stop wasHng Hme 
and talking,,,try doing the actual walking Mr and Mrs Goverment. 

Kind regards 
Benji Zinn Benji

2020-10-08 
12:27:52 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

My main issue is the rights of a person/s who has infringed  the law to 
appear before a court of law. Secondly, the double rate of fines. This 
will affect even more people  whose income is non existent. Thirdly, 
where is the control of vehicles who are not roadworthy.  
I think it needs to be reviewed again. 
D Derek

2020-10-08 
11:44:49 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Most South African reject the automated toll system for which one is 
required to register. The system is not financially viable, nor is it fair to 
Occasional visitors to the Gauteng area. Motorists may be unaware 
that they are incurring debts if they are not registered. Those motorists 
feel that the system Unfairly jeopardises their points on the Aarto 
system when toll fees are inadvertently not paid. Peet

2020-10-08 
11:29:21 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Susan

2020-10-08 
10:44:04 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I don't agree with the licence not being on you a criminal offence. An 
honest mistake of forgeVng your wallet can lead to criminal 
prosecuHon even while you have a valid licence - that's not fair... Pieter

2020-10-08 
10:16:04 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The intenHons may be good, but the traffic law enforcement agencies 
countrywide have repeatedly demonstrated that they are incapable of 
applying and enforcing the laws fairly and effecHvely across all sectors 
of the community, without prejudice, favour or corrupHon. It is sad 
that the law enforcement agencies seems to be more interested in 
selecHvely  fleecing some motorists for revenue, rather than generally 
promoHng and enforcing traffic safety. Many people will conHnue to 
flout the traffic laws, new or old, if these are not enforced consistently 
and fairly. Dennis

2020-10-08 
10:07:19 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

There seems to be a pa]ern with all of these  'Have your say" emails. 
Firstly and I have been saying it in the last couple. We need to focus on 
the laws already in place and do what we can to improve on them. This 
bill will make a difference in the long run but before this can be 
addressed then the corrupHon within our system first needs to be 
addressed. Secondly  creaHng jobs with a bill such as this is a posiHve 
but then again puVng uneducated persons in those posts will again be 
having another huge negaHve impact on South Africa as a whole.  We 
need to train/engage the young people who are the future. Ilse

2020-10-08 
09:39:20 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The new AARTO rules can be as forward thinking as is possible, but as 
always the proof of the pudding is in the eaHng. The rules once broken 
have to be picked up on - never enough policing. Once points have 
been allocated, the guilty driver will carry on driving regardless (see 
above). And the main problem is that these rules will just result in a 
cohort of very wealthy traffic police. Ie: corrupt law enforcement 
personnel. Sarah

2020-10-08 
08:45:11 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I do not fully support the Amendment of AARTO RegulaHons. 

My top concern is administraHve burden. 

It seems to me this new dra_ opens the door for a mulHtude of red 
tape, exhausHve appeal process and thus a lack of enforcement 
consequently. It also seems to favour taxi operators, and to highly 
disadvantage company owners and private ciHzens. E tolls are and 
should not become a traffic infringement issue, leave this out! this is 
unacceptable. when this government can actually show real traffic 
policing, enforce road safety and really show the road users it is safe to 
drive, then fine, introduce the system. But the current system is 
dysfuncHonal. Try driving anywhere on the N2 where drivers are 
overtaking on blind corners, cuVng people off, driving recklessly 
negligently and overtaking on double barrier white lines. The problem 
is not legislaHon but lack of acHon. i do agree with making driving 
without a licence a criminal offence, but again, since about half of our 
road users are without a licence, what is this dysfuncHonal 
government doing about that? Absolutely Nothing! So this is all in all 
probably poliHcal point scoring and creaHng new ways to secure 
employment for friends in high places. Come on !!!! Stop wasHng Hme 
and talking,,,try doing the actual walking Mr and Mrs Goverment. aymi
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2020-10-08 
08:30:02 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It seems to me this new dra_ opens the door for a mulHtude of red 
tape, exhausHve appeal process and thus a lack of enforcement 
consequently. It also seems to favour taxi operators, and  to highly 
disadvantage company owners and private ciHzens. 

E tolls are and should not become a traffic infringement issue, leave 
this out! this is unacceptable. 

when this government can actually show real traffic policing, enforce 
road safety and really show the road users it is safe to drive, then fine, 
introduce the system. But the current system is dysfuncHonal. Try 
driving anywhere on the N2 where drivers are overtaking on blind 
corners, cuVng people off, driving recklessly negligently and 
overtaking on double barrier white lines. The problem is not legislaHon 
but lack of acHon.  

i do agree with making driving without a licence a criminal offence, but 
again, since about half of our road users are without a licence, what is 
this dysfuncHonal government doing about that? Absolutely Nothing! 
So this is all in all probably poliHcal point scoring and creaHng new 
ways to secure employment for friends in high places. Come on !!!! 
Stop wasHng Hme and talking,,,try doing the actual walking Mr and 
Mrs Goverment. Jeremy

2020-10-08 
08:02:05 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Most of it is great, but it's pointless in the face of the openly corrupt 
enforcement system in the country and an administraHve system that 
is geared towards inefficiency. They can also make slightly smaller 
number plates legal for motorcycles. Cobus

2020-10-08 
08:00:52 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Traffic Officials are already over burdened with slack work / admin 
standards and bribery and corrupHon to officials is the norm. 
Government can hardly enforce current standards and especially Taxi 
drivers being the main cause of concern as they do not respect or 
obide by traffic laws.  I'd like to see these new stanards enforced 
equally accross all demographics and vehicle types and especially 
those that carry passengers and are responsible for public lives in their 
vehicles.  

Nelson 
2020-10-08 
07:41:57 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Don't understand fully Shaun

2020-10-08 
06:22:23 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Stop corupHon first Deon

2020-10-08 
06:08:32 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Tilla

2020-10-08 
06:06:59 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Jaco

2020-10-07 
21:32:31 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Will taxis earn demerit points for overloaded taxis?  

Also, increasing fines for failing to pay tolls seems to be a money 
making venture for the municipaliHes.  

An offender should sHll have the right to choose to go to court rather 
than some lengthy arbitraHon 

Drinking & driving should result in automaHc cancellaHon of license Jason
2020-10-07 
21:28:45 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Do not agree e tolls should be enforced Karen

2020-10-07 
20:26:00 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Rose

2020-10-07 
17:45:02 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

AARTO has long proved incapable. What new measures will ensure it 
will be able to implement a system that requires wri]en submissions  
— in which language? required of people many of whose literacy is 
inadequate for this purpose?  and thus opening the door to money-
sucking intermediaries. The opHon of appearing in court must be 
retained or the judicial services need to provide assistance, at no cost, 
to anyone needing to prepare a submission. Andrew 

2020-10-07 
17:42:15 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I am concerned with rising tariffs and administered prices and fines, at 
a Hme when corrupHon is sHll sky high. 
It seems to me that at the moment, most of these extra monies are 
going into corrupt acHvies rather than where they are needed. 
UnHl corrupHon is nipped in the bud, there should be no further 
government related price increases of any sort, and this includes salary 
increases. Government staff all the way up to PresidenHal Level must 
understand that in order for the taxpayer to grant government 
increases, that there be no further corrupHon. CorrupHon will end 
shortly a_er this announcement! David

2020-10-07 
17:00:52 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Hi  

I see everyday taxi drivers and educated car owner jumping the red 
light. Stopping in the middle of the road , driving in a wrong direcHon 
in  a one way street. 

Do we have enough staff to police when we cannot compete crime, 
rape and feeling of being safe in non-exsistent.  

My son's phone was grabbed when he was on the phone in green 
point. Traffic officer was present and did not a]end to my sons request 
as he was having a conversaHon with another civilian.  

Regards 
Nalini Nalini
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2020-10-07 
16:52:45 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This sounds like a huge money making system that seems totally 
unnecessary.  
Doubling fines, especially the controversial e-toll systems appear 
necessary to pay for this administraHve behemoth. The lack of access 
to courts also appears to remove our democraHc right to any direct 
access - only wri]en submissions relegates the individual to a non-
persona. David

2020-10-07 
16:35:11 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Government Departments are inefficient at the best of Hmes. Is this 
going to be another example where people not skilled to do the work 
are employed  at the expense of the tax payer. Peter

2020-10-07 
16:26:24 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It is important that alleged defaulters have a chance to tell their side of 
the story, in court if this is how it is done.   The appeal process should 
be streamlined and made as easy as possible. 

Fines should be HALVED!  Everything grows more costly every day and 
it is important that costs be kept as low as possible.   People are 
struggling. Carole

2020-10-07 
15:53:25 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I support the increasing of demerit points, but I do not support the 
doubling of fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads. The e-
tolls are already an added expense for motorists, so doubling fines will 
add to the financial burden.  
I also quesHon how the government will manage the administraHve 
load; I am concerned that too heavy a load could lead to errors in the 
system such as a person being erroneously allocated the maximum 
demerit points, and losing their licence without cause. Lauren

2020-10-07 
15:38:09 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

My opposiHon is to the formulaHon of addiHonal rules to be applied, 
the administraHve burden they create and the lack of effecHveness of 
all of them. 
I do not believe the demerit system has any place in South Africa 
currently as the drivers that will respond to it are not the major 
contributors to RTA's, despite the fact that they have clocked up points 
through transgressions. There will also be too many drivers who will 
just ignore the system and drive without license. 
Fundamentally this will not have any material effect on improve road 
safety. Policing the exisHng laws should be the focus: ie. 
roadworthiness of vehicles (on average over 50% of all cars on the road 
new and old have faulty lights); stopping at stop streets; driving whilst 
using a cell phone; dangerous driving; wandering across barrier lines; 
actually allowing cars to cross double barrier lines to make turns; 
driving without due care and a]enHon and so on. These are everyday 
transgressions that take place and I would be amazed if more than 5% 
are acHvely policed and caught. 
The only visible policing is for No 1. speeding, No 2. driving license 
checks, No 3.  Breathalyzers. I do not believe any of these have a direct 
impact on reducing accidents; catch the miscreants driving 
dangerously! Please. paul

2020-10-07 
15:38:02 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The presumpHon of immediate guilt allows for corrupt individuals to 
operate unchecked. AddiHonally, with a already overburdened 
administraHon, having to now also add the addiHonal stress on South 
Africans to partake in such a lengthy adminstraHon process is 
unnecessary and can be enforced in a different manner. Hans-Peter

2020-10-07 
15:36:49 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden K

2020-10-07 
15:30:48 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

1. UnHl such Hme  that  is made aware of an traffic offence by serving a 
summons in person as legally required  only something like 17% of 
traffic fines will be paid. The low payment rate of the toll on the Rand 
roads is further proof 
2.  In full agreement with making driving without  a licence a  criminal 
offence Jan

2020-10-07 
15:01:34 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I absolutely do NOT agree with doubling fines - this is nothing more 
than an a]empt to extort money from the road users, as if we are not 
taxed and tolled enough. I also do not agree with e-tolls penalHes. E-
tolls are unconsHtuHonal and should be abolished, not increased. 
Alleged infringers should be allowed their day in court to represent 
themselves. 
But, I do absolutely agree that driving without a license should be a 
criminal offense. Unroadworthy and unregistered vehicles should also 
be impounded as these are a menace on the roads and are not held 
accountable in the case of an accident. Erica

2020-10-07 
14:11:27 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Uwe

2020-10-07 
13:59:19 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I cannot see how the system will be effecHvely managed. Just adding a 
huge administraHve burden to a current system that is clearly not 
working. Cant even renew exisHng drivers licences! Lionel

2020-10-07 
13:53:05 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Our roads are  a mess and a danger. Drivers are reckless and drive too 
fast  and under the influence. However I’m not sure these  Draconian 
suggesHons will work. But we sHll have to do something Ank
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2020-10-07 
13:49:21 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The process of wri]en representaHons and appeals, rather than being 
tried in court will lead to even greater administraHve loads and 
backlogs- let's face it, South African bureaucracy is not parHcularly 
efficient and it takes forever to do necessary paper work, let alone 
traffic infringement procedures. And doubling infringement fines will 
see even more people exercising their right to contest. 
The authoriHes can barely manage with the exisHng administraHve 
burden- The points system is going to be impossible to manage and, 
more importantly, any a]empt by someone incorrectly penalised will 
take mounds of red tape as well as Hme off work to go and stand in 
queues. The real law breakers (for example taxi drivers) seem to be 
brought to book very seldom... Start concentraHng more on penalising 
reckless and irresponsible driving and less on raising funds from 
marginal speeding offences. 
Any fines and penalHes related to e-tolling must not be considered. 
The system is fraught with mismanagement- I have never been in 
Gauteng province with my current vehicle but have received numerous 
requests to pay e-toll fees. 
Doubling fines is simply a ploy to fund municipaliHes- especially 
speeding fines. Invariably speed traps are set up at places where the 
speed limit is not clearly indicated or at places where people can be 
easily 'caught out' rather than at places where speeding is clearly 
reckless or dangerous. More Hme should be spent ensuring that speed 
limits are clearly indicated at all places where they change- especially 
at intersecHons and freeway on-ramps and, even more importantly, 
derestricHons a_er roadworks. It is not fair to penalise speeding 
infringements where the speed limit is not clearly indicated. 
Does the law making driving without a driver's license a criminal 
offence mean 'without having the license on one's person' or 'not 
having a license at all' ? Forge�ulness cannot be a criminal offence! Xavier

2020-10-07 
13:04:11 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

UnHl such Hme as the law enforcement agencies are able to enforce 
traffic laws, the introducHon of AARTO will have li]le or no effect. The 
threat of demerit points and having ones licence cancelled, will not 
deter the type of motorists (especially taxi drivers), who daily  break 
the law-not stopping at stop streets, going through red lights at robots, 
speeding and generally reckless driving, with no Traffic Control officers 
in sight. Taxis are the worst offenders and daily break just about every 
road traffic law that exists. 

It is Hme that law enforcement on our roads was given priority, in view 
of the large number of fataliHes on our roads. Gary

2020-10-07 
12:03:21 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

South Africa do not have the capabiliHes to manage the system 
effecHvely and honestly. 
There are sHll to many illegal drivers licenses in the system and they 
will never be dealt with in the new system. Elaine

2020-10-07 
12:00:38 Western Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The proposed regulaHons include a number of points which are 
concerning, however the principal point that worries me is the 
administraHve burden that will be involved in implemenHng many of 
these regulaHons. We are currently ba]ling to get access to even the 
most basic services, such as the renewal of drivers licences and motor 
vehicle licences. The addiHonal requirement to administer a demerit 
system will in all probability cause the complete collapse of an already 
broken and dysfuncHonal system. Focus should be on geVng the basic 
services in working order before any amendments are introduced. 
AddiHonally, I am finding it hard to see the point of many of these 
regulaHons as they are unlikely to have any effect whatsoever on the 
general lawlessness that dominates on our roads. Such basic road rules 
as "drive on the le_-hand side of the road" and "stop at stop streets 
and red traffic lights" and "adhere to the speed limit" are effecHvely 
now invalid in South Africa, if the number of violaHons that I witness 
on a daily basis are anything to go by. The chief offenders are clearly 
members of the taxi industry, although the general lawlessness on the 
roads is slowly but surely permeaHng through the wider road-using 
community. And to try and hold the taxi community to account, or 
punish taxi driver offenders, or get them to become law-abiding road 
users is apparently an impossible task when they are effecHvely 
immune from any government interference in their business and 
conduct themselves however they see fit on the road, with no puniHve 
acHon seemingly ever taken against them. What then is the point of 
having a demerit system or increased fines? Russell

Free State 7

2020-10-29 
20:56:35 Free State Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It doesn't make sense to copy and implement first world model and 
implement it in third word , the worst in an ailing economy such as 
South Africa. This is madness indeed. Again in a country which is 
seriously engulfed with corrupHon, expect the worst a_er 
implementaHon

Patrick 
Bobby

2020-10-29 
20:55:43 Free State Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It doesn't make sense to copy and implement first world model and 
implement it in third word , the worst in an ailing economy such as 
South Africa. This is madness indeed. Again in a country which is 
seriously engulfed with corrupHon, expect the worst a_er 
implementaHon

Patrick 
Bobby

2020-10-29 
20:54:46 Free State Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It doesn't make sense to copy and implement first world model and 
implement it in third word , the worst in an ailing economy such as 
South Africa. This is madness indeed. Again in a country which is 
seriously engulfed with corrupHon, expect the worst a_er 
implementaHon

Patrick 
Bobby

2020-10-11 
00:02:16 Free State Not fully

administraHve 
burden

More staff will have to be employed to go over the wri]en 
representaHon.  It could work if students studying law are  used as part 
of Social Responsibility for geVng financial assistance for their studies.  
Increasing the fines won't be of help due to human 
element:corrupHon. The Roads are a mess so there is no way to pay 
more.  

Lukhehle
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2020-10-09 
10:39:43 Free State Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. This can not allow using 
AARTO to try to get people to pay E-toll. E-toll has to use there on 
systems to get people to pay tolls. Johan

2020-10-08 
07:06:01 Free State Not fully

administraHve 
burden T

2020-10-07 
14:41:39 Free State Not fully

administraHve 
burden

E toll could not be administrated now they want to add it on  AARTO ! 
Rather sort out licenses first and get it smooth running.  Because this is 
a mess  
Now they want more admin messes 
RecHfy what is wrong with the transport system  first  
New invenHon new MESS!!! 

Isabel
KwaZulu-Natal 30

2020-10-26 
15:31:17 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden James

2020-10-15 
07:48:38 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden Michael

2020-10-14 
08:04:54 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Just as with the E-tolling system in Gauteng. SA is not ready for many 
of these proposed changes. We can barely feed our naHon yet we want 
to implement costly systems that yield no returns. The rich will flout 
the law and get away with it and the poor will pay the price. Lee 

2020-10-14 
05:47:37 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately this is another limitaHon on the rights of ciHzens and a 
further opportunity for the many corrupt law enforcement officers to 
selecHvely apply the rules to the least guilty offenders for minor 
offenses, whereas the main culprits will conHnue to do as they please 
with regard to overloading of passengers, ignoring traffic rules and 
driving dangerously. Will 

2020-10-14 
05:47:30 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately this is another limitaHon on the rights of ciHzens and a 
further opportunity for the many corrupt law enforcement officers to 
selecHvely apply the rules to the least guilty offenders for minor 
offenses, whereas the main culprits will conHnue to do as they please 
with regard to overloading of passengers, ignoring traffic rules and 
driving dangerously. Will 

2020-10-10 
12:45:03 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The current system is not working I don't believe that adding more 
rules is going to ease the burden - traffic police need to be visible, they 
need to be on the roads and enforcing the current laws before we can 
hope to see new law being introduced - that being said I do agree with 
some of the proposed changes we NEED to do something to reduce 
death on our roads and see more responsible driving, we NEED to see 
people obeying the rule of the land  
     Adam

2020-10-09 
15:44:38 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden Laurence 

2020-10-09 
12:00:22 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

My biggest concern is the capacity and capability of lae enforcers to 
enforce the regulaHons. 

We focus in the wrong areas. We over complicate ma]ers. And we 
expect poorly qualified people to enforce it. (Remember how badly did 
they handle COVID 19/) Leon

2020-10-08 
21:42:24 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Need to employ  traffic officers with no criminal records.  Training of 
traffic officers by people who have thorough knowledge of traffic laws. 
Something needs to drasHcally done as  most of the Traffic officers  are 
corrupt, rude,  not helpful, think that they are God in that uniform.  Cookie 

2020-10-08 
18:58:18 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I have a]empted to deal with incorrect billing with  Etoll it is so 
difficult, burdensome . In my case a car is driving about with a number 
plate of a car previously owned by me.  The thing is it is not the same 
make of  car., as per the photos of the one I owned. Unresolved I have 
simply given up I am not willing to go the different departments to fix 
up  a beaurocate mess of someone else’s mess. Chris

2020-10-08 
18:53:48 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Ek voel strenger toemaat reels moet op taxi bestuurders geplaas word. 
Hierdie week was ek al amper twee keer in n ongeluk weens taxis wie 
onverskillig bestuur en onnodige kanse geneem het. Strenger toetse op 
hulle vermoei om te bestuur en om n pdp te kan kry moet gedoen 
word. Charmaine

2020-10-08 
18:53:47 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Ek voel strenger toemaat reels moet op taxi bestuurders geplaas word. 
Hierdie week was ek al amper twee keer in n ongeluk weens taxis wie 
onverskillig bestuur en onnodige kanse geneem het. Strenger toetse op 
hulle vermoei om te bestuur en om n pdp te kan kry moet gedoen 
word. Charmaine

2020-10-08 
15:14:46 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden steven

2020-10-08 
11:25:05 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The current rules are not enforced. The structure is underpaid and 
vulnerable to bribes, increasing penalHes and adding points will 
increase the number of people that offer bribes.  

Pay traffic officials properly, train them be]er, add in accountability 
measures like body cams. Focus on the serious problems that cause 
deaths like unroadworthy vehicles and dangerous driving instead of 
so_ targets like expired discs in in parking lots. Ma]hew

2020-10-08 
11:06:49 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This current administraHon if you can call it that, cannot enforce the 
current laws. 
the taxi industry do not pay fines and are  o_en given amnesty 
regarding fines, if they are not offered amnesty they blockade the 
countries roads unHl they have their way. 
Fix/enforce the current laws before you try and change the wheel. 
Charge the taxis tax to help fund the repair/maintenance  for the roads 
and help pay for the law enforcement to control and enforce the law. Carl

2020-10-08 
09:56:21 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden Jacqueline
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2020-10-08 
09:35:39 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I agree with the principles that they are trying to achieve, but we have 
learned hard lessons in the past - the administraHon is a nightmare, as 
the systems are rarely in place to administer the exisHng laws, let alone 
new ones. You need to get your house in order first!! 
For example - a person drivers license gets revoked: This will not stop 
people from driving, but what systems and processes are in place to 
detect a driver without a license, and take the necessary acHons? This 
should even apply to people who have never obtained a drivers 
license. They need to be tracked. 
eTolls are a farce - now they want to implement fines but the system is 
sHll not 100% foolproof. People are sHll geVng eToll statements for 
tractors, and vehicles that were wri]en off decades ago. 
Doubling the rand value of the fines will not solve the problem. They 
cannot try to generate more income from doubling the fines, if the 
a]empts to collect outstanding fines in the first place have not 
succeeded. Sort out the admin - Systems, processes - BEFORE adding 
more complexiHes to the system. Ronald

2020-10-08 
08:54:44 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

1.  Bribery:  Higher fines and loss of drivers' licences will increase the 
urge for bribery on both sides. 
2. Tribunal system:  It's too easy for the Tribunal to find against the 
"offender".  Individuals will be exhausted and dis-encouraged to take 
their cases to court.  
3. Appeal process and administraHve burden for individuals: This will 
be Hme consuming with crippling cost implicaHons. 
4. e-Tolls: This looks mostly like a thinly disguised and cynical a]empt 
to solve government's failed a]empts regarding the Gauteng e-Tolls Peter

2020-10-08 
08:30:55 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

My understanding is that traffic laws are in place to insure safety on 
our roads. What the country needs is not new laws and procedures but 
competent policing and control on our roads. Donald

2020-10-08 
08:00:48 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

They way I see it with limited knowledge is that, most fataliHes and 
injuries relate to public transport and  the total disregard for the 
serious offences related thereto. Issues like overtaking on a blind rise 
or solid barrier line, overloading, unroadworthy vehicles, overtaking on 
the le_ and not stopping where appropriate are issues that cause huge 
fataliHes and should receive extreme punishment. However,  increasing 
penalHes for parking and similar offences just costs extra manpower, 
achieves li]le, brings in a small revenue and increases driver 
frustraHons. SimplisHcally, increase and punishments  where the most 
fataliHes and injuries occur Ted

2020-10-08 
08:00:42 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

We shouldn't be talking about whether this is a good idea or not, 
because it definitely is.  There are many first-world countries where a 
demerit system works wonderfully, but those are first-world countries 
with first-rate officials!  We are a third-world country and our beloved 
government should learn to accept this fact. Third-world countries 
with third-rate officials should not try to pull off first-world tricks. Phillip

2020-10-08 
07:11:17 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden Prem 

2020-10-08 
06:05:17 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

renewal of drivers and vehicle licences on line for whole country.Let 
reputable workshops give road worthy cerHficates.Drivers licence 
renewal every 10 years. anton

2020-10-08 
00:28:55 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden Prosper

2020-10-07 
20:16:44 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The real daily offenders on our roads today are the taxi industry and 
they get away with whatever they want. It’s Hme to police them 
properly and send a clear message to ALL road users, not just those 
who honestly drive our roads. Why do they get away with not paying 
e-toll? Not fair. Garry

2020-10-07 
14:52:16 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Not really affected because I no  longer drive. 
I approve of some but think some is not going to be manageable 
anyway. 
Never traffic cops around when you need them  so who will 
administer? 

Louisa

2020-10-07 
14:29:58 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Long winded process that will probably get lost in the process, and 
never resolved. Secondly the policing of these laws will need 
significantly more effort than what is in place at the moment.  At the 
moment traffic law enforcement is extremely poor in our area. Peter 

2020-10-07 
13:56:19 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden sean

2020-10-07 
12:01:16 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden As long as the system applies to ALL  get it ALL South Africans David

2020-10-07 
10:58:24 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

administraHve 
burden

But I do agree we need be]er policing, enforcement and punishment 
for bad driving. 

Colleen
Mpumalanga 7

2020-10-24 
06:29:48 Mpumalanga Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The e-toll system needs to be done away with. No public parHcipaHon 
in process, over capitalised and money will not remain in SA for use on 
our roads. Kirsten

2020-10-23 
09:06:08 Mpumalanga Not fully

administraHve 
burden

There are already enough rules and regulaHons we dont need more 
and certainly not more complex ones. In any case, rules we have are 
not enforced.  Fakile Mbalule has too much Hme on his hands.  He 
dreamed up the new rules just to keep busy.   
Dangerous drivers are rarely caught.  That''s the bo]om line.  You 
could bring the death penalty and nothing would improve. Jennifer

2020-10-10 
06:51:13 Mpumalanga Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Rebonethat
o 
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2020-10-08 
16:28:10 Mpumalanga Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This whole exercise is just to frustrate us as ciHzens. 

I believe if they can start by cleaning up their house, too much 
corrupHon. 

Be visible and not hide from us. We can develop a culture of 
responsible driving.  

Imagine have a criminal record because of trafic infringement. Come 
on there are more serious things to do with our resources.  

Also the administraHon of this process is just too much and it opens 
new opportuniHes for corrupHon.  

If they can beat the system of selling DL with cameras on the tesHng 
vehicles wat will stop them.  

I hope they will go back to the drawing board and come up with a local 
soluHon to local problems. Copying other countries doesn't serve us as 
SAns Skhumbuzo 

2020-10-08 
09:11:01 Mpumalanga Not fully

administraHve 
burden

As is, the current system can't be enforced. This new way will have 
even more admin to it. Nadine

2020-10-08 
08:19:11 Mpumalanga Not fully

administraHve 
burden

If it is done correct it could be good, but as we all know the people 
that have to carry out the  process is mostly all corrupt and will target 
only the honest ciHzens. 
Taxis will carry on as usual, bribes will flourish. 
Get the system working so you can have your drivers and vehicle 
licenses updated easy and on Hme. 
    Willie

2020-10-07 
13:31:38 Mpumalanga Not fully

administraHve 
burden Mpho

Eastern Cape 17

2020-10-23 
15:49:57 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

If the current laws were being enforced properly there wouldn't be this 
problem. All this is doing is opening the door for more corrupHon and 
officers taking bribes. The government has basically just given the 
traffic police an increase in what they can now take as bribes. Hugh

2020-10-13 
20:16:21 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Drivers on the road o_en witness amazing  things including dangerous 
driving by fellow motorists. I propose a system by which members of 
the public may upload Video footage from a dashboard camera to a 
central computer. This can be monitored by a dispatcher who will 
noHfy the nearest traffic control to intervene as needs be. This can also 
serve as evidence in the event that a traffic fine  be issued. 

A suggesHon. 
Good luck! 

ChrisHna
2020-10-09 
09:42:39 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Gene

2020-10-09 
06:08:30 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The EC is possibly the most dysfuncHonal province, and my parHcular 
municipality has already been court ordered to dissolve, but is 
refusing; so any new paperwork/policies/changes to system will never 
be effecHvely implemented, leaving drivers paying fines and an endless 
cycle of appeals; all of which opens the door to bribing low level 
bureaucrats to "make-it-go-away" Nadia

2020-10-09 
05:58:14 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

I own taxis with drivers geVng fines all the Hme. These fines come on 
my name although I don't drive one of the 5 minibus taxis. How do I  
get these offences onto the driver conserned?  What do you mean 
about a right to trial and the opHon of a tribunal etc..?  If I get 
demerited points, how do those points become null and void if ever for 
said offence. Are demerit poi ys permanent. Philip

2020-10-08 
19:08:38 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

No provision is made to criminalize bribes requested by traffic officials 
from motorists and even passengers daily. 
This is not enforceable, stop trying to implement 1st world systems on 
us, rather design systems by South Africans for South Africa. Andre

2020-10-08 
16:47:45 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Grace

2020-10-08 
13:43:36 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court is unacceptable Roger

2020-10-08 
13:08:55 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden Another level of burocracy added to already bloated public wage bill Adrian

2020-10-08 
12:15:16 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

South Africans and Foreigner  in general have NO Respect for the Rules 
of the Road.... Because there are NO consistent and conHnues Law 
Enforcement  with  severe  Consequences....  
Therefore  there must be at all Hmes a Zero Tolerance  Enforcement 
Policy .... With the Culprit answering  in a Court of Law.... with  a Jail 
sentence.... 

Even to Seize the Motor Vehicle as part of a Sentance for Serious  
Traffic violaHons..... and forfeiHng  that Motor Vehicle to the State... 

Therefore there Must be Special Traffic Courts.... 

Without a long burdon some administraHve process 
JusHce must be Swi_ and Severe... 

Aw

2020-10-08 
10:00:37 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

First concern is dealing with the massive number of illegal licences and 
road worthy cerHficates.   If we are to have any kind if law and order on 
our roads this has got to be the first priority.  What do they propose 
doing about this problem?  And certainly make it a criminal offence to 
drive without a LEGAL drivers licence. Gilian
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2020-10-08 
08:35:52 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The first objecHon is to the "Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng 
right to elect to be tried in court - in what universe does this equal a 
democracy? 
From what I understand, you will get demerits and only if you don't get 
more in a 3 month period, then ONE demerit will be removed? So in 
one acHon you get up to 6 points, then behave as required for 3 
months but only ONE demerit is reduced? 
How will this be controlled? Look at the mess that was made with UIF 
during the lockdown and unemployment department has been around 
a lot longer than this demerit system but sHll a huge mess was made. I 
don't trust this government to get anything this important operaHonal 
and working properly Karina

2020-10-08 
08:07:53 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The proposed regulaHons would encourage responsible driving and 
reduce the high number of MVA's and related morbidity and mortality. 
however, our infrastructure needs to support the compliance and 
enforcement  otherwise we are seVng ourselves up for failure. In our 
municipal area licensing is almost impossible. Pat

2020-10-08 
07:25:08 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Traffic officials are not carrying  out their duHes as it is.  Short staffed,  
lazy and not interested in geVng out of their vehicles (far easier to 
park under a tree and sleep), bribery and corrupHon, fear for their 
lives.  How many people get stopped for talking on their phones, 
driving without a seat belt , un-roadworthy vehicles?  The bare 
minimum . I have been trying to pay a fine for almost 2 year for one of 
our company vehicles, no one can tell me who issued it, was it BCMM, 
Great Kei , Amathole District Muns.  My point is if the laws currently in 
place cannot be monitored and controlled how the hell is an addiHonal 
work load going to be handled. I huge amount of money which is once 
again going to be wasted due to lack of interest and control Shirril

2020-10-08 
05:45:21 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Yet more laws that will not be enforceable. People will just drive 
without licenses and sHll do whatever they want.  The driving and law 
non-abiding problems we have in SA will not be solved by yet more 
laws. There needs to be proper educaHon from a young age as to the 
dangers of driving and the physics behind it.  Also, the lawlessness of 
taxis needs to be tackled head on as  many ignore the rules and follow 
the example of taxi drivers. Someone who grows up driving in the back 
of a taxi is going to see the way taxi drivers drive as being normal and 
acceptable. Sigmund

2020-10-07 
20:14:57 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

It will never work in SouthAfrica as the people of South Africa are too 
dishonest in there way of execuHng rules and the honest pracHce of 
law abiding  

The Taxis are an excellent example of not abiding by the road rules and 
the law Caroline

2020-10-07 
18:48:01 Eastern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Basic Traffic law enforcement is presently lacking and ineffecHve .   
The proposed demerit system will shi_ policing focus to so_ targets 
monitored by electronic systems with administraHve costs but will not 
reform motoring behaviour.   First reform what is presently an 
ineffecHve policing of driver behaviour and disobedience.  
 Spend the effort and money on improving a physical presence of 
honest, fair, uncorruptable and effecHve law enforcers that will address 
traffic law transgressions at the scene of the offence.  Lance

North West 4

2020-10-12 
07:54:57 North West Not fully

administraHve 
burden

We regularly pay our way, that is the way i was brought up.All fines and 
tolls are always paid, but due to administraHve problems the toll roads 
between Jhb and Pta invoices  are not up to date and are not received 
in the post or any other way as a result we have no idea if we owe 
moneys or not.There is apparently outstanding amounts with fines for 
non-payment daHng back to when the toll system first opened.If I had 
been given the bill on Hme it would've been payed every Hme,but it is 
so confusing as to what has been payed and what hasn't. Its unfair to 
expect me to pay an exorbitant amount because the administrators of 
the system failed to informed me of an amount from that Hme. I've 
asked for help regarding these tolls but receive no replies.If they cant 
even run that system admin I hate to think how they will be able to 
handle this as well? Dean 

2020-10-10 
22:16:04 North West Not fully

administraHve 
burden Another way for ANC to make money and have moe frought !!! Thinus

2020-10-09 
11:44:45 North West Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Our roads are a death trap, law enforcement is in many cases not 
funcHonal, the AARTO system will not result in improved driver 
conformance with out effecHve traffic law enforcement. 
we don't need harsher penalHes, we need be]er enforcement. 
is it realisHc to expect a person that totally disrespects the law to be 
concerned if his drivers license ( that he may have purchased) is 
revoked? Kevin

2020-10-08 
14:44:24 North West Not fully

administraHve 
burden We sHll need the elect to court process Kesolofetse 

Northern Cape 3
2020-10-11 
19:48:30 Northern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden A system cannot be introduced whereby not all are treated equeal. Emil 

2020-10-09 
15:59:29 Northern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Ek dink nie die stelsel is in sy essensie verkeerd nie.  Ek dink egter dat 
ons huidige regering een is wat oor die laaste twee dekades bewys het 
dat hulle bi]er min we]e met sukses kan afdwing, wat sukkel met 'n 
geweldige korrupsie probleem, en wat alreeds nie die administraHewe 
lading van hul verskeie projekte kan dra nie.  Ek kan regHg nie sien dat 
so 'n regering hierdie wet landwyd met sukses gaan uitrol en toepas en 
afdwing nie.  Boonop wil dit vir my voorkom asof hulle weereens die 
wetsgehoorsame burgers onnodig wil penaliseer.  Daardie persone wat 
tot op hede nie die verkeerswe]e gehoorsaam het nie, gaan dit ook 
nie met hierdie wetgewing doen nie.  Wa]er warborg het enige 
gewone landsburger dat diegene volgens hierdie wet vervolg gaan 
word as dit nie onder die huidige wetgewing gebeur nie. Tharien

2020-10-07 
11:22:51 Northern Cape Not fully

administraHve 
burden

Totally disagree with the whole e-toll story. Think the whole  scheme 
should be trashed . 

Leah-Anne
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Limpopo 4

2020-10-11 
16:41:21 Limpopo Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This is just another way to extract monies from already declining work 
force and populaHon. E toll has different rules for some than for others 
if all pay toll it would be be]er Ben

2020-10-08 
19:13:21 Limpopo Not fully

administraHve 
burden

The problem with laws like this, is that people can be falsely accused 
and there is no resoluHon to this. One cannot get the points rescinded 
if they are incorrectly awarded. Graham

2020-10-08 
12:48:49 Limpopo Not fully

administraHve 
burden

This is another unnecessary process that will place undue stress on an 
already overburdened government system.  I feel that it might increase 
the possibility of corrupHon, as traffic officers might find any reason 
and excuse to fine people for even the Hniest infringement.  It would 
be too much of a hassle to have an "illegal" fine squashed, and people 
might just rather pay a bribe to not be fined. 

Also not a fan of the Tribunal geVng to make its own rules on how to 
deal with infringers. Are the rules going to be consistently applied? 

Doubling the fines, and fining for unpaid etolls are outrageous.  It is 
merely a way for the government to extort more money from the 
public. Maryke

2020-10-07 
14:47:39 Limpopo Not fully

administraHve 
burden

No allowance for system errors/ abuse  
Appeals process cumbersome Hoffie

Outside SA 1
2020-10-07 
12:25:45 Outside SA

Mozamb
ique Not fully

administraHve 
burden Victor

the AARTO Tribunal 203
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 101

2020-11-10 
18:16:21 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe the first right of a ciHzen is to be able to get a decision of a 
competent court and this makes it very difficult.  Also I do not support 
the Criminal Record against an unlicensed driver. Keith

2020-11-10 
18:14:33 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe the first right of a ciHzen is to be able to get a decision of a 
competent court and this makes it very difficult.  Also I do not support 
the Criminal Record against an unlicensed driver. 

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
18:13:48 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe the first right of a ciHzen is to be able to get a decision of a 
competent court and this makes it very difficult.  Also I do not support 
the Criminal Record against an unlicensed driver. 

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
18:10:54 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe the first right of a ciHzen is to be able to get a decision of a 
competent court and this makes it very difficult.  Also I do not support 
the Criminal Record against an unlicensed driver. 

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
18:10:51 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe the first right of a ciHzen is to be able to get a decision of a 
competent court and this makes it very difficult.  Also I do not support 
the Criminal Record against an unlicensed driver. 

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
17:51:40 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that court is the first port of call, and the tribunal limits my 
choices with the magistrates court being the final step in a convoluted 
process.  I do not support a criminal record for unlicensed drivers 
either.

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
17:51:39 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that court is the first port of call, and the tribunal limits my 
choices with the magistrates court being the final step in a convoluted 
process.  I do not support a criminal record for unlicensed drivers 
either.

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
17:51:38 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that court is the first port of call, and the tribunal limits my 
choices with the magistrates court being the final step in a convoluted 
process.  I do not support a criminal record for unlicensed drivers 
either.

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
17:51:37 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that court is the first port of call, and the tribunal limits my 
choices with the magistrates court being the final step in a convoluted 
process.  I do not support a criminal record for unlicensed drivers 
either.

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
17:51:37 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that court is the first port of call, and the tribunal limits my 
choices with the magistrates court being the final step in a convoluted 
process.  I do not support a criminal record for unlicensed drivers 
either.

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-10 
17:51:21 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that court is the first port of call, and the tribunal limits my 
choices with the magistrates court being the final step in a convoluted 
process.  I do not support a criminal record for unlicensed drivers 
either.

Keith 
Gilfillan

2020-11-04 
00:08:37 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Surely this is unconsHtuHonal? Every person should have the right to 
defend themselves before an imparHal court of law.  I cannot see how 
this could seriously be considered as part of the regulaHons. 

The E-Toll system is being run by a private company. Non-payment for 
any services they render, should be handled as a civil ma]er and 
should have no business being included in traffic regulaHons or in the 
any legislaHon relaHng to driver's and motor vehicle licenses. Danie

2020-11-03 
19:41:10 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The point system is great! Let legit bad drivers lose their licenses and 
then keep them off the road (the la]er is where they mess up most). 
At least unHl they get their licenses back lawfully. 

I do not agree with e toll fining at all. Its just a scam. They cant expect 
already constrained tax payers to have faith in a gov that let them 
down Hme and Hme again. Markus

2020-10-29 
11:50:34 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

pay e-toll  - paying normal tolls is fine, but e-toll works out so 
expensive when you drive all over the country.  We did not ask for the 
e-toll system, but now we have to pay more money out just so that we 
can have a decent living. This is not right. Maria

2020-10-29 
08:58:40 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The e-toll fines in unconsHtuHonal and was so tested in court, why try 
to slip it trough in this bill ? Andre

2020-10-28 
10:10:11 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-tolls to be abolished. The public has always paid enough towards the 
upkeep of our roads, including at least 33% from fuel purchases Robert
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2020-10-28 
06:49:09 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just get rid of e-tolls , enough is enough 
CiHzens are not treated equally with this rule and therefore it needs to 
be discarded.  Rather add a further tax to fuel and make the shor�all 
money that way Pauline

2020-10-26 
20:01:16 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Joey

2020-10-25 
21:19:32 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is a problem with driving discipline in SA, but unfortunately 
AARTO will be more of a money making scheme than addressing road 
safety. Some points made are valid, but things like the infamous e-toll 
are being slipped in under the radar. Huge amounts go overseas to pay 
of the system and very li]le stays in-country. If government would put 
more focus on the underlying issue, educaHon from childhood, road 
safety would solve itself. In fact, morals and teaching children 
discipline and accountability is the foundaHon that would solve almost 
all problems in society. Pieter

2020-10-25 
12:49:29 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Hello 

I support the demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles belonging 
to companies. 

I do not support anything else, ESPECIALLY related to ciHzens not being 
able to be heard in a court, as well as etolls. 

Thank you Andrew

2020-10-22 
11:37:52 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with any of the proposed amendments except for the 
one where driving without a license is a criminal offense. Please, the 
roads aren't even car worthy, but people are being milked. And e tolls 
were undemocraHcaly forced on us. We have enough taxes to pay to 
support a corrupt state, we can't afford anymore Anna 

2020-10-19 
08:53:07 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Just get rid of the e-Toll and 90% of irate ciHzens will most likely be in 
support of most decisions being made. At this rate, it's not a quesHon 
of losing hope in governments decisions, but instead we as the ciHzens 
are wondering if there is any need at all for these changes if it won't 
make any difference. Jay

2020-10-15 
10:30:32 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing the right to appear in court is absolutely unacceptable and a 
restricHon on our rights. It will also lead to extensive delays to 
resoluHon of the traffic ma]er 
Doubling of traffic fines in the current economic climate is also totally 
unacceptable 
The current pracHce of linking traffic fines that have to be paid with 
renewal of car licences should be abolished because they are 2 enHrely 
different ma]ers. With regards to the traffic fines, they have not been 
conveyed by mail or other to the motorist concerned & they only find 
out about these outstanding fines when going to renew their vehicle 
licence. Wrong!! Graeme

2020-10-13 
14:34:10 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Zaheer

2020-10-12 
11:42:59 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Denying an accused person the right to face his/her accuser in a court 
of law infringes upon the right of every ciHzen of this country to a fair 
trial and due legal process. That regulaHon alone fails the test of 
consHtuHonality. 
High fines act as a deterrent but the mechanism for appealing them as 
well as the administraHve nightmare involved will also infringe on 
ciHzens' rights to due process. 
These regulaHons cannot be implemented unHl the issue of 
compliance with the consHtuHon has been resolved. Roger

2020-10-12 
10:01:53 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Kgalalelo

2020-10-12 
09:09:11 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Godwin

2020-10-12 
07:21:13 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I an concerned for the honest and ethical applicaHon against ciHzens. I 
do not trust the fairness of the system. Melanie

2020-10-11 
20:58:55 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dit raak al hoe meer gemik op werk skepping, en hand aksie. As daar 
foute is moet mens weer in q op q op q staan. 

T
2020-10-11 
18:57:25 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal willem

2020-10-11 
18:06:04 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Cheryl

2020-10-11 
10:12:15 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Renney

2020-10-11 
08:00:21 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Laura

2020-10-11 
06:53:04 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Motlatsi

2020-10-10 
10:20:13 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Not a court of law and open to abuse. Peter

2020-10-10 
07:15:31 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is not a fare process as you are quilty before you can proof your 
inecens.  

This is more to remove vehicles from the roads, as the goverment stole 
the money needed to build and maintain it.  

Lets face it, only law abiding ciHzens contribuHng to TAX will loose as 
the persons from other countries and people with no adresses will 
loose nothing same as the E-Toll. This is more focus on damaging the 
economy futher! Deon
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2020-10-09 
18:08:44 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe it is unconsHtuHonal to deny an alleged offender the right to 
have the ma]er heard in a court of law. 
I fail to see the necessity to double fines when the alleged offender will 
already be doubly penalised by the exisHng fine and the demerit 
points. 
How will a ciHzen be able to check his demerit point status at any Hme  
as well as the reducHon of demerit points a_er 3 months' clean driving 
(no further breaking of the rules). 
I believe it is unconsHtuHonal to be penalised for failing to pay eTolls  
while the validity of the enHre eToll system remains unresolved. The 
Government must come clean on the enHre eToll saga including the 
publicaHon of ALL contracts related to the system, before it can be 
resolved one way or another. William

2020-10-09 
17:01:37 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I have received a few fines from "cloned" number plates, which 
thankfully were all cancelled, but am now unsure how the new 
Tribunal will work. I am a pensioner and cannot afford to pay costly 
fines made by a third party. I also feel that the e-toll system should be 
scrapped as it is a dead fish! Veronica

2020-10-09 
14:43:08 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I need to be able to present my case myself, if one comes up. 
It is according to the  SA ConsHtuHon 
And also - The demerit system should not be implemented without the 
opHon to scratch a demerit against you, when you have a proper 
reason for your traffic infringement Jacobus

2020-10-09 
13:21:29 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to the e-toll part as this is a way to force the public to accept e-
toll when we as the people do not accept e-toll it is just another 
corrupted method to steal from the public. David 

2020-10-09 
12:56:34 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I like the concept of AARTO, the points demerit system and the 
penalHes are OK. What I do not support is the fact that we are 
deprived of our right and access to a court of law and the Tribunal is an 
evil, open for corrupHon and mismanagement, creaHng a legal 
quagmire.. 
Secondly, once again, here we see a law made to punish law abiding 
ciHzens who have legal licenses and roadworthy vehicles, what about 
the thousands of vehicles with false number plates, false or no 
roadworthy cerHficates and all of those thousands who do not have 
valid drivers' licences or have falsified documentaHon. 
Thirdly, this system works when you have a valid and reachable 
address to get to a transgressor, what about the thousands that do not 
have a valid address and to those living in areas where the police or 
other law enforcement agencies are afraid to go into. 
Fourthly, our South African Post Office is, like most government 
department dysfuncHonal, in a shambles, not working and unable to 
handle our post. How do we [propose to enforce this AARTO system 
when postage is not an opHon - not all have e-mail an or e_ services 
available. Andre

2020-10-09 
12:18:24 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in court and 
replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an 
appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court is 
unconsHtuHonal and takes away an individuals right to a fair public 
trial.  Furthermore the process of appeal is an expensive and, for many 
individuals, an unaffordable aspect. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll is also regarded as 
unconsHtuHonal because the general public has had no opportunity to 
express their say regarding the approval process preceding the building 
of the toll roads nor have they had a say regarding the approval of the 
massive costs involved nor how the toll road was to be financed.  Yet 
we conHnue to be forced to pay the costs as part of the fuel levy. Leopold

2020-10-09 
10:51:13 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I wouldn't trust any government-appointed tribunal to make decisions, 
we all know that they don't do their jobs or follow due dilligence. I'd 
prefer the right to go to court. Mike

2020-10-09 
10:28:38 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We already have an overburdened system in place with a lot of 
corrupHon being rife in the traffic police force these amendments will 
not make this be]er.  Taking away a motorists ability to plead not 
guilty is not a soluHon and the tribunal will bring greater not less 
corrupHon and increase the opportunHes for bribery.  Diane

2020-10-09 
08:38:02 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Peter

2020-10-09 
08:34:40 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal A Tribunal  is not a court. Jean

2020-10-09 
08:02:47 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Darthaniel 

2020-10-09 
07:42:37 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal I do not support the Toll penalty or charges Michael

2020-10-08 
18:46:10 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I should have the righ to defend myself in a court of law No tribunal 
has the right to judge me  
The system is open for braibarey. Barry

2020-10-08 
17:49:20 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The doubling of outstanding eTolls should only be implemented once 
the new laws are passed. If offenders are not immediately prosecuted 
law abiding ciHzens will again be tempted to not pay. I paid tolls for 
many years and have now decided to stop as I believe it is unfair on 
those who do.  If outstanding toll fee are cancelled I hope I will be 
refunded for all those I paid. David

2020-10-08 
16:14:02 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal The consHtuHon and accountability of the Tribunal is of concern. Malcolm

2020-10-08 
14:06:24 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We have always appealed that we cannot afford to pay for the the e-
toll and it must be scrapped as there are already other measures to 
fund the roads infrastructure in the form of petrol levies, car licenses 
etc. Demerit points should be increased to 24 points before someone 
loses a driver's license. Oscar 

2020-10-08 
13:22:42 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal this seems to be more of a money making scheme than anything else jaco

2020-10-08 
12:53:29 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Joseph
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2020-10-08 
11:23:02 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Helena

2020-10-08 
11:22:48 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

i believe in access to jusHce......tribunal and appleals MUST be made 
accessible to everyone and it must be at no cost.....in that every 
municipality should be adequately provided with offices and enough 
officials to administrate such all people are equal before the law 
therefore the tribunals MUST be all situated in the most and previously 
disadvantaged society Lukie

2020-10-08 
11:10:12 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Wayne

2020-10-08 
11:04:12 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

By removing an alleged infringer's right to appear in court and defend 
their posiHon, there is an encouragement of abuse of power by officers 
as well as undermining the consHtuHonal rights in this country. 

Phillip

2020-10-08 
10:22:45 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is a major issue of corrupHon in all departments and inepHtude. 
The e-toll is also an added burden on the motorist as the fuel price 
includes tax for the roads, this is therefore double  taxaHon.  
Furthermore, some officials misuse the law, or their so-called authority 
to bully and abuse the motorists. 

Lorna

2020-10-08 
10:03:06 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It seems that AARTO will be able to consider you guilty, unless you can 
prove your innocence on any contravenHons. It is completely 
unconsHtuHonal and infringes basic human rights. The basis of this 
enHre process depends on an efficient, up-to-date data base - which is 
not possible with the current state of corrupHon in every government 
department. In essence, we do not need more laws, rules and 
regulaHons. What we need and demand, is efficient administraHon and 
enforcement of  law and order. AARTO cannot cope with current 
requirements to do this, what on earth makes you think they can cope 
with the new proposals? Andreas

2020-10-08 
09:21:10 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The payment of fines for not paying eTolls  is especially wrong  since 
the system was forced through and no-one is happy about paying tolls 
when a fuel levy already exists John

2020-10-08 
09:12:17 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal William

2020-10-08 
09:06:06 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not see the use of the E-Tolls at all, having to pay for something 
that is an error on the part of the government, and then expecHng to 
put even more financial burdens on a populaHon already in dire 
straights! CE

2020-10-08 
08:47:33 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. Alleged infringer must have the right to be tried in court 
2. Demerit points should remain at 12 for driving licence to be 
suspended 
3. Leave demerit points and fines as they are for e-toll infringement  

Law enforcement officers should enforce the laws John

2020-10-08 
08:43:40 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

the e toll system, 
to be charged intrest if you dont get account in Hme. 
not to have alteraHve routes available 
the e toll roads are our old hi ways, they would have had to retar them 
any way volker

2020-10-08 
08:41:42 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-toll has nothing to do with fines. They must stop using it as an 
excuse. The right to go to court must be preserved to challenge the 
fine. Harry 

2020-10-08 
08:39:03 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Keep the etoll fiasco out of the traffic regulaHons-that has nothing to 
do with driver behavior and/or infringements. This is just another 
money making scheme. Debri

2020-10-08 
08:26:05 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

With drivers licences sold to non-qualifying road users compounds or 
exacerbates the accidents and carnage on our roads! 
With corrupt officials selling licences le_ right and centre and corrupt 
traffic officials, no one has faith in the AARTO and law enforcement 
system! 
The condiHons of our roads and road signs are a big fat joke. It shows 
that the government is not serious about road safety at all. By 
implemenHng the new AARTO is just another way to pass the buck! 
They take no responsibility for the beast that they’ve created! Just look 
at suburban roads in many towns throughout South Africa, it appalling! 
Why not focus on geVng all roads and road signs in good condiHon?! 
The government officials only deal with scrupulous contractors and 
billions are stolen every year, but the road users must pay for it 
through fuel levies and taxes! Wake up minister of transport! 
 Robbie

2020-10-08 
08:22:17 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

An individual should have the right to defend themselves in person and 
not only in wriHng. This is the removal of an individuals rights and 
should not be implemented, further to this with the known rampant 
corrupHon of our naHonal police force this will lead to further bribes 
and corrupHon taking place to ensure that offenders escape the ends 
of jusHce. Sergio

2020-10-08 
08:07:44 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

While these regulaHons may work in first world countries South Africa 
has other challenges such as corrupHon, poorly trained and moHvated 
police who are barely able to administer the current laws properly.  
Lack of capacity in Law Enforcement and the Courts.  A large 
proporHon of the populaHon that either drive without licences or have 
bought their licences.  The Government should rather concentrate on 
educaHng the populaHon at large of the importance of compliance , 
making sure that it is easier for people to comply with obtaining 
licences and get training as well as be]er policing and prosecuHon of 
trangressions. Brian

2020-10-08 
07:51:00 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Toll fees has nothing to do with one's driving abiliHes and it ought yo 
be removed from AARTO. Access to Court is a consHtuHonal right and 
should not be infringed. Wynand
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2020-10-08 
07:41:54 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is already minimal policing of traffic violators. Adding more laws 
will not improve this. The guilty will remain free and corrupt, while the 
innocent will suffer more. This is just another way to collect more 
money that will be stolen from tax payers. Be]er traffic control will not 
be the outcome of this system! 
It is unconsHtuHonal to take a person's right away to defend 
themselves in court. You can also not force people to pay eTolls, as 
these were put in place without public consent and amidst huge 
corrupHon rumours. 

Joan

2020-10-08 
07:32:48 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am a senior ciHzen who has received two fines totaling over R1000 for 
my vehicle being "unregistered" and "unlicenced"  - both rubbish, 
since the Hme and date of the alleged infringement cannot be 
substanHated by either photo or wri]en evidence. Trying to prove my 
innocence is bad enough without having the proposed rigmarole of the 
AARTO tribunal. Carol

2020-10-08 
07:23:36 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is unconsHtuHonal taking some ones right away to defend 
themself in court. Also the same goes for trying to force people to pay 
e tolls. It was erected without public concent and therefore not 
completely legal. Nick

2020-10-08 
07:07:19 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It will not be possible to implement the administraHve process, as it 
will be to cumbersome and open to corrupHon.  CiHzens must have an 
opportunity of defense. The consHtuHonal rule applies, not guilty unHl 
proven.   
No road should be tolled as Government receives sufficient funds 
through fuel levy and other taxes to build and maintain roads. Gauteng 
e-tolls must be scrapped and non payments may not qualify for 
penalty under AARTO. Derek

2020-10-08 
02:14:54 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This AARTO system is dysfuncHonal compared to the previous system 
uHlized (Sec56). On that old system you are given an opportunity to 
present your case before the court of law if you feel unfairly penalized. Peter

2020-10-07 
22:41:03 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not paying for e-toll is not a crime as it is not a traffic offence. So you 
cannot be fined for failing to pay for corrupHon. anguth

2020-10-07 
22:05:29 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How is this forced fines consHtuHonal? What will happen if someone 
steals my number plates, and use it for crime or get fines with it. What 
happened to my day in court? This is just another way of forcing 
money from cash strapped ciHzens, which will be stolen, as everything 
else is stolen. ABAS

2020-10-07 
21:08:15 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I agree with increase in points and most amendments. I do bot support 
AARTO, etoll, corrupHon and the penalHes involved. Too harsh. Too 
late. Corne

2020-10-07 
17:24:34 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

CorrupHon must be rooted out before any new system will be 
respected and trusted. It is quesHonable what the majority of 
employees at Metro Police does on a daily basis. I see no proper 
enforcement of traffic violaHons. Bribery is rife. Whenever a traffic 
light is down, people that normally begs at the side of the road, 
controls traffic?! Sort out current issues and get the basics in place, 
before implemenHng a new system that will just increase the 
administraHve burden of all. Lyne]e

2020-10-07 
17:21:52 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E-Tolls should be scrapped.  For the rest, corrupHon and bribes 
counteracts any hope of law enforcement.  If those responsible for the 
enforcement of law flaunt the laws and hold irresponsible 
demonstraHons, what hope have we of a civilised legal system on our 
roads. Hans

2020-10-07 
16:58:57 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

It is important to protect alleged traffic offenders' right to elect to be 
tried in court. Doubling fines is not the answer to be]er motorist 
behaviour, especially not for e-toll compliance. Metro Police needs to 
be much more visible and hard working - acHve policing of actual 
traffic offences is almost non-exisHng. It should not be a criminal 
offence to drive without a driving license, though a repeat offender 
should be heavily fined. Pieter

2020-10-07 
16:52:34 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A tribunal should not take over the role of a court. 
Doubling of cost of fines makes li]le sense when policing is totally 
inadequate.  It just makes up, rewards for lack in policing.  Get 
disregarding of red robots, inner lane speeding, holding up traffic on 
highways through disregard of traffic flow etc. under control. 
Before fining for non payment of e-toll charges, get your billing system 
in order; you may improve receipt of payments. norbert

2020-10-07 
16:49:17 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We have not completed the court case yet so why should Gauteng 
drivers have to pay double? Ronald

2020-10-07 
16:00:24 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal The unsuitable mix of topics is my concern. Malcolm

2020-10-07 
15:38:55 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This system has never worked at all. Another mistake it applies only to 
gauteng province, whereas it supposed to be naHonally. I'm saying this 
cos I'm a registered train the trainer on this. And our views on this 
issue of AARTO is never taken at all by those who hold authority. 

Hope you find all in order. 

Kind Regards.
Thiba 
Charles

2020-10-07 
15:35:51 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AATRO Tribunal will  serve as  another opportunity for the  
deployment/ re-deployment of untrained/unsuitable  Cadres.  Frans

2020-10-07 
15:28:29 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

We need to have a system that is fair to all concerned and that is not a 
burden to manage. Robert

2020-10-07 
15:17:11 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Pieter
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2020-10-07 
14:43:17 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There are 3 aspects I do not agree with, firstly removing an alleged 
infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in court and replacing it 
with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or 
review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. We should have the right 
to be tried in court if the situaHon deems it. Secondly, doubling the 
penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. I don't think it will help to 
double the fines/penalHes as there is currently a discount process in 
place for early payment, and those receiving the larger amounts o_en 
don't pay the fine for various reasons. And lastly, the doubling the fines 
for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while removing the 
demerit points from them. Why should we pay fines for not paying e-
tolls when many people were against it from the start, and those 
people from outside the province would then be fined for visiHng the 
province. Regular toll road fees should however always be paid, with 
fines being implemented if those are skipped. Irene

2020-10-07 
14:23:14 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Wynand

2020-10-07 
14:00:10 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The payment of e-tolls must be completely disbanded. The money 
collected doesn’t go to any useful purpose 

Sandra 
Barbara

2020-10-07 
13:49:26 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Right to be innocent unHl guilty is removed ! No legal opHon to prove 
not guilty. We are now all automaHcally criminals. 

Willem
2020-10-07 
12:57:58 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There should be a right to challenge an alleged offence in Court as it is 
now. DEREK

2020-10-07 
12:52:28 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Thavanasen

2020-10-07 
12:45:24 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing the right of an individual to a fair trial is unconsHtuHonal. 
The proposed tribunal is not a Court of Law. 
Doubling E-Toll fines is an exercise in stupidity. The system has failed 
spectacularly and needs to be replaced with something that works. 
SA needs law and order, but the current system is riddled with 
corrupHon, and the proposed changes will not change that. If anything 
they will make it worse as the fines are higher, thus there is more 
incenHve to insHtute bribery. 
I thought driving without a current license was a criminal offence. 
Surely that is the point of obtaining a license. Otherwise, why bother? 

Nick

2020-10-07 
12:27:54 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I fully support strict acHon against offenders, but once again this will 
only affect the law-abiding porHon of the populaHon.  CorrupHon will 
sHll strive. In Afrikaans, there is a saying: "Al dra 'n aap 'n goue ring, tog 
bly hy 'n lelike ding."  This means the Government can implement as 
many regulaHons and laws which all look good and promising on 
paper, even smooth talk us, but deep inside they remain corrupt and 
untrustworthy. Unfortunately, their previous track record shows that to 
us. Wiekus

2020-10-07 
12:26:50 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I would also object to 
 doubling the fines for any offense 
e-tolls should be removed enHrely , the whole country is in agreement 
with this. 
Of course all drivers should have a licence. A criminal offense is going a 
li]le far, say for an expired licence or first offense. Drunk driving, 
certainly a criminal offense. 

I don't know the regulaHons for having a cancelled license reinstated, 
but the reasons for the demerit points should be taken into 
consideraHon Veronica

2020-10-07 
11:39:15 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Against the doubling of fines.Totally against E_toll tariff fines as such 
has not been solved as yet as Gantry photos are not correct proof. Christo

2020-10-07 
11:23:20 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The e-toll system should be scrapped and furthermore, the very 
premise of the proposed regulaHons are unconsHtuHonal and infringe 
on our rights in that 1) It assumes you are guilty before you have had 
the opportunity to quesHon the alleged infringement or defend 
yourself and that 2) you can risk potenHally losing your license (whilst 
dependent on it for a living), because you are immediately assumed to 
be guilty and government processes (to appeal) is bound to be 
painfully slow and inefficient. On top of that, the government has in 
incredibly bad track record for implemenHng and managing systems 
such as this. In short, it is just a money making scheme to squeeze 
poor South Africans even more with no real interest in addressing the 
core of problems – law enforcement and corrupHon. Kenneth

2020-10-07 
10:58:14 Gauteng Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal E- Toll. No.No. Rudolf

Western Cape 61
2020-11-04 
08:52:05 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gavin

2020-10-28 
19:58:37 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Graeme

2020-10-28 
09:40:14 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Stephen

2020-10-17 
11:13:48 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Every one has a legal right to representaHon. 
 If there are no police follow-up to road offences now then it will never 
happen. 
If the law cannot be enforced now (taxi lawlessness) how is it going to 
be enforced? 
This just another money making scheme.  
Govt must specify how the income from this new scheme will be 
dispensed. Michael
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2020-10-17 
01:14:05 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree with the "guilty before proven so" concept, as this may 
easily turn into a money making scheme whereby individuals might 
become vicHmized by being wrongfully accused by traffic officials 
without the individual paying excessively and unnecessarily. 

Over and above that, this would merely escalate the costs to the 
individual that would like to prove their innocence and add to the Hme 
it may take to resolve the dispute, let-alone the unnecessary increase 
in stress to those that are truly innocent. Grant

2020-10-14 
21:18:44 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Victor

2020-10-14 
16:30:37 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I personally believe that the e-toll system could have worked from the 
beginning if it wasn't  so terribly expensive.  Albert

2020-10-13 
21:55:34 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal This is open to corrupHon and maladministraHon. Sigi

2020-10-13 
21:51:45 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You cannot purely by wriHng a new law take away my consHtuHonal 
right to defend myself in a court of law against any offence I deem 
unfair or unjust. Mr. S

2020-10-13 
21:51:33 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

You cannot purely by wriHng a new law take away my consHtuHonal 
right to defend myself in a court of law against any offence I deem 
unfair or unjust. Mr. S

2020-10-12 
16:52:50 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Unacceptable fine tariffs- not consistant Louise

2020-10-12 
13:15:17 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal jaime

2020-10-12 
12:34:41 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not fully support the proposed AARTO regulaHons and specifically 
the tribunal proposal. As evidenced in other Government 
departments, tribunals are open to fraud and corrupHon, and simply 
don't work. Refer the firearms licensing situaHon which has proven to 
be completely ineffecHve. 
I propose that there be a period specified for acHon/response and 
once this has been exceeded, the complete offense be dismissed. This 
period needs to be reasonable eg 3 months. This is not unreasonable 
as the tribunals should be meeHng regularly/daily as the objecHons 
will excess/tax the authoriHes. 
This seems to be an effort to create jobs, and Government cannot have 
more employees than tax payers as this is not financially sustainable... Bernard

2020-10-12 
08:02:59 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is like having the judge and jury be the people you stole from. 
How is this classified as legal? 

If there is a Aarto tribunal then there needs to surely be a tribunal That 
stands solely for the driver. 

You can not double fines. If a person can't afford it then what is the 
point. Aarto is like the next SARS consistently hussling people for 
money and trying to make a business of fines rather than keeping 
people safe.  

Maybe if there wasn't so much government corrupHon I'd be more 
agreeing. But so much new laws are being thrown at us and I can see 
our rights been taken away li]le by li]le.  

Patrick

2020-10-11 
11:51:39 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Every day, literally, I observe people skipping traffic lights, talking on 
cell-phones while driving, speeding, crossing over solid lines and 
generally showing the laws of this country the middle finger.  Cars have 
become the means by which ciHzens (many aliens) show their 
frustraHon & anger. Nothing will change unHl general corrupHon is 
addressed on the highest levels of government.  Law-abiding ciHzens 
do not TRUST the system or the people elected to serve them. Belinda

2020-10-11 
07:16:48 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

DeMerit is only negaHve and does not reward for good behaviour. 
Good & safe, accident free driving must be rewarded. Insurance and 
finance companies must have portal access to AARTO to obtain vehicle 
licenses and manage vehicle registraHon and deregistraHon for their 
clients as a service. This will relieve the current q's and frustraHon at 
the limited (and some unsafe) offices.  They can also be included in a 
funcHonal tracking system for stolen vehicles and assist SAP and 
owners to locate missing vehicles.  

Pieter

2020-10-10 
16:00:02 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why should the cost of fines increase? People are starving and jobless, 
corrupHon is high. Sort out corrupt officials first. You cannot remove a 
person's right to go to court! Western Cape is the only self sustaining 
province and a big porHon of its income is derived through fines! Shuaib

2020-10-10 
14:51:37 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I support the demerit system but believe fines should not be doubled 
and wemust  have theright to go to court. Unless more officers, 
increased visibility, no system will work. InsHtute a watchdog on the 
cops themselves. Loreen

2020-10-10 
09:12:52 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Be]er policing of the roads is what we need, not doubling fines.  A fine 
of R500 for parking on a red line for 5mins is ridiculous when so many 
other offences are being commi]ed! Many people don’t pay their fines 
at the moment so how will they pay double. Make the fine fit the 
crime! You need more traffic officers out on the road as every day I see 
many infringements especially going through red lights. It’s become 
the norm.  These offences need to be dealt with in a different way. I 
agree with the demerit system, but it needs to be properly enforced 
and be graded as a parking offence is very different from running a red 
light! People driving without licences should have their vehicle 
impounded for a set min period unHl they can show a valid licence. 
Therea_er, with the licence they sHll pay a fine to get their vehicle  out. 
Don’t burden the already  struggling judicial system with more court 
appearances. If vehicle impounded 2/3X then court proceedings!  Gwenhwyfar 
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2020-10-09 
14:40:57 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

By removing the alleged infringers right to be tried in court - implies 
that they are  deeming alleged infringers to be guilty - what happened 
to innocent unHl proven guilty. It seems alleged rapists and murderers 
will have more rights than somebody who exceeds the speed limit. 
What happened to your right to a fair trial. 
Doubling the penalHes is not going to help to reduce the carnage on 
our roads. 
I agree with making it a criminal offence to drive without a license - a 
motor vehicle is a potenHally deadly weapon in the hands of an 
untrained or unlicensed  driver. 
Most of the proposed AARTO regulaHons are just going to serve one 
purpose, and that is to increase the bribes paid to the corrupHon traffic 
officials out there. If the government would standby it's zero tolerance 
to corrupHon policy, then all of these points are great - but doubling 
the amount of any fines is only going to double the amount of the 
bribes paid or asked or demanded. 
I have a zero tolerance to bribes - I do not and will not pay a bribe. 
Write me the Hcket, don't hint that it could be expensive or whatever 
other underhand ways of asking that they have. David

2020-10-09 
13:00:07 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I would like to have the right to have my case heard in a court of law. I 
would like to see rules put in place on taxis. I would like all trucks taxis 
cars and motorbikes to all be tested every 4 years for roadworthy. I 
would like to see more traffic officials on the roads making sure that 
people follow the rules of the road. Bonita

2020-10-09 
10:43:13 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Offenders should be enHtled to a court appearance  

Increase in value of exisHng penalHes Michael

2020-10-09 
09:52:46 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just even more increases to the public wage bill. 
No to increasing the allowed max points to 15.  All this does is permit 
longer poor driving  habits.  The aim should be to Hghten (improve) 
driving behaviour. 
Speeding should result in more points being deducted, on a sliding 
scale. Up to 10% over say 1 point, 20% more is 3, and over 30% is 
license removal for a year. John

2020-10-09 
09:45:52 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

E toll system to sorted out first. 
Doubling of fines on top of demerit points are unfair 
Tribunal and related cost a further burden on the state james

2020-10-09 
05:33:12 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I believe that the e toll system  in Gauteng was never approved by the 
Gauteng people so one cannot force people to pay for what they did 
not approve and to double the fines is crazy when most taxis don't  pay 
their fines. Rather reduce the fines and then enforce payment. Peter 

2020-10-08 
21:33:51 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This bill is designed from the start to maximize income out of traffic 
violaHons.  You are guilty unHl proven innocent by yourself (and if you 
are allowed by some party to do this).  In a modern democracy, this 
cannot be allowed. 

The public's right to defend itself is frustrated to the nth degree - made 
as difficult as possible and as easy as possible to admit guilt and pay 
hard earned money, whether a fine is jusHfied and correct or not. 

Like almost everything in South Africa nowadays, it is all about the 
money.  All there is to it.  More bills, more laws, more money, money, 
money. Moray

2020-10-08 
21:33:09 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Die werklike oplossing is opleiding, meer wetstoepassings persone, 
kameras , beter spoedaanduiding Hendrik du

2020-10-08 
18:26:58 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree that fines  be doubled also I gave the right to a court of 
law to to judge me not a tribunal DALENE

2020-10-08 
18:26:56 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not agree that fines  be doubled also I gave the right to a court of 
law to to judge me not a tribunal DALENE

2020-10-08 
15:04:29 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Traffic courts need to be introduced to replace the wri]en 
representaHons and tribunals. Ones right to be innocent unHl proven 
guilty cannot be taken away.

Victor 
Charles

2020-10-08 
15:03:08 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Traffic courts need to be introduced to replace the wri]en 
representaHons and tribunals. Ones right to be innocent unHl proven 
guilty cannot be taken away.

Victor 
Charles

2020-10-08 
14:53:14 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Traffic courts should be made to to handle all forms of prosecuHon and 
appeals and not some layman. Your right as to been innocent unHl 
been proven guilty can not and should not be taken away.

Victor 
Charles

2020-10-08 
13:22:52 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The  tribunal removes  the right to representaHon and  proper court 
proceedings.  The whole system is simply to  make traffic enforcement 
easy for  departments and has nothing  to  do with jusHce or safety.  
Government hopes that AARto will enable it to conHnue to underfund 
policing.  AARTO without the courts and as it stands is  a recipe for 
bribery and corrupHon which is already so rife.  There was and is 
nothing wrong with exisHng traffic laws: it is simply that they have 
never been properly policed or enforced.  The doubling of fines is also 
govt simply trying to make more money to loot. Joe

2020-10-08 
13:12:31 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Peters comments please Marilyn

2020-10-08 
10:35:01 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. The right of going to court should be maintained 
2. The whole system depends on a chain of implementaHon and 
administraHon that is badly flawed - corrupt  law enforcement officials, 
incompetent administrators etc. Peter

2020-10-08 
09:57:21 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

That corrupHon will find its way into the system, the taxi system will 
not oner the system. Documents will go missing before it reaches the 
courts. Samuel

2020-10-08 
09:32:02 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Denford

2020-10-08 
09:28:35 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal The right to a court hearing should not be removed. Bernard
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2020-10-08 
09:11:10 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

To many people driving on either illegal or forged drivers license.  Or 
more without any at all.  Should be a legal requirement to record 
drivers license when buying transferring a motor vehicle.  Also 
minimum having 3rd party insurance.  Rediculas we susidise uninsured 
illegal people on our roads. How many cars on roads at night without 
lights. No police around  only man speed traps in days !!!.  Need 24/7 
policing on roads. Bob

2020-10-08 
09:09:53 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will involve increased administraHon, and will catch the 'innocent' 
public, while those responsible for the carnage on the road will 
conHnue as before. Vulnerable to incompetent and corrupt applicaHon, 
Unecessary! Ian

2020-10-08 
09:09:53 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This will involve increased administraHon, and will catch the 'innocent' 
public, while those responsible for the carnage on the road will 
conHnue as before. Vulnerable to incompetent and corrupt applicaHon, 
Unecessary! Ian

2020-10-08 
08:58:06 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A system which declares you guilty on the declaraHon of a single 
official with an obstacle cours representaHon in court should be 
challenged as unconsHtuHonal and would be a further opportunity for 
corrupHon Oloff

2020-10-08 
08:31:20 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The AARTO Tribunal should not be allowed to take the place of the 
courts and people are innocent unHl proven guilty and the AARTO act 
seems to do away with this basic right. Adriaan

2020-10-08 
08:29:25 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Focus should be on enforcing the exisHng traffic laws. 
Driver should be responsible instead of owner. 
CondiHonal right to have a hearing. 
Don't increase demerit limit. 
Ensure that current fines are paid rather than doubling them and then 
people are more likely to not pay. This will increase corrupHon. 
Drunk driving should result in licence suspension. Nadja

2020-10-08 
08:09:36 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I only trust the court to implement the laws correctly, too much abuse 
of power takes place. Taking away the right of a ciHzen to have his/her 
case heard in a court of law is most likely unconsHtuHonal. 
Im against any form of tolls as the road users already paid for their 
maintenance and new projects through the fuel levy. That levy (tax) 
has to be used for the intended purpose. Heinrich

2020-10-08 
07:13:21 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do feel that a dedicated 'Traffic Court' could be a good idea, to relieve 
the burden from the current Criminal Courts, however, this Court 
should be just that, a Court, and not a Tribunal. 
Who would be siVng on these proposed Tribunals?   How imparHal 
would they be?   Would they be extracted from the current Judicial 
system? 

I understand the 'innocent unHl proven guilty' aspect, however can see 
the merit in being guilty of, say, a speeding offence, by the mere fact 
that one has been trapped by a camera, or 'no drivers licence', unless 
one can actually prove that you had one and were just not carrying it 
on the day (which is a crime in itself). 

Malcolm
2020-10-08 
07:00:02 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Christo 

2020-10-08 
06:28:48 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1.  It is every South African’s consHtuHonal right to be able to go to 
court to fight a dispute, The Tribunal  takes away this right and also 
leads to further higher  unnecessary costs for individuals, most of 
whom don’t havedoubling the penalHes the money to pay addiHonal 
costs. 
2.  The demerit system can be a good system, but doubt it will be 
worked fairly in the South African context. I.e. stolen cars, idenHty 
the_, bribery. 
And, what is the point of puVng the demerits on the license discs of 
company cars, what does this achieve. Companies someHmes have 
different drivers driving the same car. 
3.  Doubling the penalHes is ludicrous in an already overburdened 
taxed public, many of whom don’t even have employment at this Hme. 
Many companies are struggling to start up again and have li]le control 
over their drivers. Many outstanding fines are never traced as many 
people don’t have fixed abodes. 
4. E-tolls were never accepted by the public and it is sHll debatable as 
to weather this was a consHtuHonal infringement of South African’s 
rights or if it was legal. They couldn’t enforce the original bill payment 
despite offering reducHons to the bills, so to now try and double the 
bill is laughable. Stop trying to raise money to pay for all the 
corrupHon. 
5. Driving without a license should be a criminal offense as should 
drinking and driving. 
6.  Unable to comment on point 6 as I do not know what the 
misinformaHon was regarding the rehabilitaHon Programme a_er a 
drivers license has been cancelled. Barbara 

2020-10-08 
00:11:31 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Cecilia

2020-10-08 
00:11:30 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Cecilia

2020-10-07 
20:32:43 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal I must have the right to contest alleged offences in court. Deon

2020-10-07 
18:46:55 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Even if this bill is brought in, it will not be adhered to. 
There are too many drivers driving around with no licenses and a 
complete disregard of the rules of the road. 
Fix up the licensing department and the many others that can't cope at 
the moment before tring to change ones that will not work anyway Zelda
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2020-10-07 
18:19:04 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The only point that i agree with is making driving without a driver's 
licence  a criminal offence. They should go one step further and make 
it a criminal offence  for the owner of the vehicle  also to be charged 
with a criminal offence. If the defence of the owners is that they did 
not know then charge the driver with vehicle the_ as well. The rest of 
it is a waste of Hme. The lack of law enforcement  and corrupHon 
makes the whole thing a pointless exercise. Ronald

2020-10-07 
17:32:42 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Anyone accused of a crime has the right to be presumed innocent. The 
state should never be allowed to just declare someone guilty. So the 
right to a trial in a court being removed is very troubling. James

2020-10-07 
16:13:25 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1) I do not agree with the AARTO Tribunal system. Removing the right 
to go to court and puVng in a high burden/cost administraHon system 
seems to be a method to increase the number of government 
employees and associated staff cost as well as make it very difficult/
impossible to get jusHce, as govt employees are not trained in 
appropriate procedures and will hide anonymously behind "walls" 
without accountability. Think of Call Centers and the difficulty of 
geVng to a senior person to make a balanced decision 
2) I do not agree with the massive increase in fines recommended. The 
enHre SA populaHon knows that this is a method to pay salaries an 
bonuses and is in effect a Tax as opposed to a method to make SA 
roads safer. 
3) The proposal to make driving without a licence a criminal offence 
sounds fair, but is in fact a major problem as the countries jails would 
need to accommodate another 5 million adults if the the law is 
correctly enforced. 
4) The demerit system works well in first world economies where 
enforcement is at a 95% level across enHre countries - UNLIKE in SA 
where enforcement is very localized to tax paying ciHzens only who can 
be traced (5.7 million tax paying ciHzens out of 60 million populaHon in 
SA). Here it will lead to bribes and a further tax on the middle and 
upper class who are going to revolt shortly. Maybe this legislaHon will 
be the straw that breaks the back of the tax-paying public.  
4) The enHre dra_ regulaHons need to be amended in order to phase 
in regulaHons that will place the driving public in step with officials and 
show the PUBLIC that there are benefits. First place the emphasis on 
improving road safety and removing ALL unlicensed drivers - then bring 
in the demerit system once the public trusts the new system. 

Julian

2020-10-07 
14:11:26 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

My main objecHon has to be the basic bypassing of the rule of law.  In 
no way should the 'innocent unHl proven guilty' or the individual's 
right to defend themselves be removed.   For example, I have received 
fines for supposed infringements that took place in places I was not at. 
I assume use of false number plates?  I have received fines when I was 
not the driver of the vehicle in quesHon - judges guilty without being 
proven quietly. So, I could loose my licence and be required to pay 
huge fines for incidents I was not quietly of.  

The increased fines is just an addiHonal tax on compliant tax people. 
The very few who do pay fines. Instead put effort into ensuring that 
the lawless and extremely dangerous driving of most taxis and many 
trucks is stopped. This should only be about making the roads safer! 

E=Tolls have not been a success. Stop wasHng money on it and stop 
collecHng exorbitant fees from the few that do pay.  

In some cases the tolls collected on toll roads already amount to 
several R100's for use of not much more than 100 km. We already pay 
road tax in our fuel. It is adding to the cost of businesses that is already 
struggling.  The cost will ulHmately be passed onto the consumers who 
are barely making ends meet in the post shut-down and  trashed 
economy.  

Go back to basics and set up something that abides by the law of the 
land and does not remove individual's basic rights.  Take into account 
the effect on the consumers and workers who really cannot afford 
even more of a financial burden. Marie

2020-10-07 
14:08:45 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I don't profess to understand all the ramificaHons.  All I know and so 
does every South African, no department of this government and 
certainly no lap-dog Tribunal can enforce any law or requirement.  
Appeals and the rest of it will take an eternity.  The word 'eventually' in 
the new statute promises us this happy future in fact.  Rosemary

2020-10-07 
13:39:14 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Gerhard

2020-10-07 
13:23:50 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

So the other issues raised i dont have parHcular issue with - i just 
would like to see the rules enforced without corrupHon. 
My concern is the etoll system - it seems it is fraught with issues from 
all sides and so i think this needs to be looked at and revised. 

Laura

2020-10-07 
11:25:48 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

There is transparency in court with a judge. There is no need to change 
something like this by removing the power from the judge to make a 
call.  

E Tolls should not be part of the Demerit system to begin with. A toll is 
a form of debt and in this case it is not a debt that was agreed upon by 
the public. The government just put this on us and very few people 
support the toll system as the goverment could have paid for the new 
roads with the road accident levy if they never had so much stealing of 
tax payers money.  

KYLE
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2020-10-07 
11:06:05 Western Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Removing people's exisHng rights (for instance: to be tried in court) is 
very rarely a good idea. That right is there for a reason and there needs 
to be a sound reason to remove it.  

The e-Toll system in Gauteng conHnues to unfairly empty the pockets 
of the law-abiding ciHzens whilst everyone else gets away with non-
payment. People who aren't paying the e-Tolls are likely also not 
paying the fines so this doesn't seem like a viable soluHon. The system 
itself remains hugely unpopular - the best opHon sHll seems to scrap it.  

Doubling of fines seems hugely excessive - we're already in a recession 
with salaries stagnant for years. How does this seem fair? Sco]

KwaZulu-Natal 21
2020-11-02 
12:55:24 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal ANWAR

2020-10-28 
15:34:22 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I am not in agreement with "Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng 
right to elect to be tried in court and replacing it with wri]en 
representaHons, a Tribunal and eventually, an appeal or review 
applicaHon to the Magistrates Court." This makes the procedure 
unnecessarily administraHvely lengthy. Ewa

2020-10-28 
09:29:51 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Jacqueline

2020-10-20 
17:02:54 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal A person has a right to defend themselves in a court of law. John

2020-10-14 
07:17:55 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Slow tribunal open to more corrupHon Jay

2020-10-12 
10:20:37 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The ma]er about doubling the fine amounts is purely a ma]er of 
income generaHon, which in this Hme is unacceptable. Get rid of the 
corrupHon and the finances will be available.  
The tribunal system is not acceptable, as this adds to the already 
overburdened load of DoJ. Refusing me the right to appear in a court 
of law to defend myself , with a lengthy process to get to that situaHon, 
is not acceptable, as it is an a]empt to undermine my right to a fair 
hearing in the hope that I will drop the process and just pay the fine 
due to the wastage of precious Hme and JusHce will not be served. It is 
holding ciHzens to ransom. Mark

2020-10-12 
07:40:23 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Our poor county is drowning in corrupHon. No further infringement on 
exisHng right. No increase in fines. Only a way to enrich and rob. Fix 
infrastructure and work with exisHng regulaHons Fozia 

2020-10-10 
09:27:56 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The courts which are independent must be the final abitrator of any 
dispute,as  there are corrupt cops in the system.The enforement 
officers and its tribunal will not be a fair forum.One cannot be the 
enforcer and Aritrator. 

The doubling of FInes and the Demerit system is in Effect Doublte 
Jeopardy,.How is one being Penalise for the same crime twice,by 
doubling the fine and also incurring demerit points. 

The same Double Jeopardy apply currently when one miss to renew 
one licence,we get fined and on top of that we incur 10% penalty on a 
monthly basis compounded Prakash

2020-10-09 
21:51:32 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

AARTO becomes a power unto itself,; becoming the law above the LAW 
,ideal for greater corrupHon , becomes an administraHve nightmare, 
too costly to appeal. Financials have not nor will they ever be made 
public and the demerits is a ruse to increase their own coffers and 
perks. Any organ or sub- organ is only but a subsidiary of the state and 
should be regulated and governed by the judiciary and not operate  
like some bullying component  above the laws of the country. Dayanundh 

2020-10-09 
13:33:54 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Any regulaHon which minimizes my right to directly challenge a fine/
summons/penalty in a court of law is an infringement of my 
ConsHtuHonal right to challenge the issuing of such a sancHon  by 
arguing my case before a magistrate in a court of law. The so-called 
appeal process is far to complex and infringes my right to a swi_ trial in 
line with provisions of the ConsHtuHon. 

Ivor

2020-10-09 
09:15:08 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Once again a government department is a]empHng to be legislator, 
judge and jury. Do they have no concept of the division of powers???  

Dept of Transport should hang it's head in shame over how it's 
inefficiency has lead to the enHre populaHon of SA queueing at post-
offices to renew vehicle licences! 

Huntly

2020-10-08 
11:27:25 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This law should also apply to taxi drivers , who got no respect for the 
law enforcement officers , basically overall my opinion nobody is 
permi]ed to break the law or drive without license  ,this  should also 
reduce the large number of accidents on our roads ,and another 
important point we need to have more metro and RTI visibility on our 
roads naHonally or provincially as for the fines my opinion if you drive 
within the parameters of the law then nobody got reasons to  receive 
fines so abide by the rules and I guess everyone is safe Raviesh

2020-10-08 
11:08:32 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Firstly, there is not only one top concern, and the whole administraHve 
system will become excepHonally burdensome if it is a]empted to 
introduce it naHonally.  it will also be ineffecHve for persons or vehicles 
without licences.   

The introducHon of fines for falling to pay tolls in ciHes in which a 
traveller is non-resident without providing reasonable alternate routes 
and or pay staHons renders the system completely unusable and sets 
inocent law abiding ciHzens up for criminal liability.  We were under 
the impression that it was already a criminal offence to drive without a 
licence. Michael
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2020-10-08 
10:25:48 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

• Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried in 
court :  This infringes  my consHtuHonal right.  Traffic officers are also 
not always honest and take bribes.   Honesty may need to be 
established.   Siegfried

2020-10-08 
10:08:00 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I object to any legislaHon that removes my right to quesHon, in a court 
of law, the legality of any penalty imposed on me by a law 
enforcement officer.  We know full well in South Africa that many of 
our law enforcement officers can hardly be considered professional or 
imparHal - making them the sole custodian of the decision as to guilt 
or innocense is ludicrous.   The process to undo an injust penalty is 
onerous, expensive and likely will lead to serious cases of injusHce as 
innocent people opt to pay up instead of fighHng for their rights. 

Including e-Tolls is a shallow a]empt at forcing the public to pay up for 
a system that has been proven to be without merit.  My first point 
applies, it will force people to pay up to avoid the hassle of having 
one's license suspended.  This is call extorHon in any other legal 
quarter. Gavin

2020-10-08 
07:59:07 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Service by mail (unless registered mail) is not adequate.  
Recent experience with SANRAL convinced me their administraHon is 
inadequate and does noy ensure fair treatment. I have no confidence 
AARTO administraHon will be be]er. Andrew

2020-10-08 
07:39:29 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not belive Removing an alleged infringer’s right to elect to be tried 
in court is fair and even constuniHual, our departments are so corrupt 
and the courts are our last line of defence against the corroupt law 
enforcement, who will make up the bodies of this so called Tribunal, 
this is not a good plan and will just create more corrupHon. Bruce 

2020-10-07 
22:11:04 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. - this is too harsh.   

Include demerit points for driving an unlicenced vehicle. 
Include demerit points for driving an  unroadworthy vehicle. 

Include further informaHon to include the next 3 months following the 
first 3 months so that demerit points can eventually be wiped out. 

Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
DISAGREE TOTALLY - this will breed corrupHon. IRENE

2020-10-07 
15:41:11 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This is just a waste current law enforcement laws are blindly ignored, 
traffic officer are employed with zero common sense...we are a country 
of law breakers as the majority see their so called leaders breaking 
every single law and geVng away corrupt officers outnumber 
legiHmate officers.......adhere and enforce current laws before costly 
changes. Andre

2020-10-07 
13:09:30 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

The laws currently in place are not being enforced, so how is it that the 
new laws will be any be]er. In principal I agree with the points system 
however our corrupt policing system will probably lead to abuse. David

2020-10-07 
10:35:46 KwaZulu-Natal Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

How is this going to work in a country like ours with all its corrupHon?  
Yet again those who carry falsified licenses will no doubt get away with 
bad driving, because the department already don't stop the people 
who should be stopped. It will prove costly. This is yet another way to 
try to regain the loses incurred by governments mismanagement and 
illuse of public funds. NO! NO! NO! People are geVng sick and Hred of 
what's happening here, and this is NOT GOING TO HELP! Anita

Mpumalanga 7

2020-10-29 
04:43:19 Mpumalanga Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Too easy to influence the outcome. Traffic officials must do their jobs 
correctly, according to the law. Offenders must be informed of their 
rights and then defend in court or pay the fine. 
I do not agree with the increasing of fine amounts. The people who 
actually pay their fines are already burdened with enough strain on 
resources. Rather stop the corrupHon and ensure that all offenders pay 
their legiHmately incurred penalHes Richard

2020-10-28 
11:43:11 Mpumalanga Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

A traffic violaHon is a violaHon of the law and needs to be judged by 
the judiciary, not a tribunal. If I am accused of a violaHon it is the state 
that accuses me, not a tribunal and I have the right to face my 
ACCUSER (which means in court). The creaHon of a tribunal is only 
paving the way for unnecessary admin and future lawsuits. Phillip

2020-10-13 
20:23:53 Mpumalanga Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Dit nie vir my duidelik na wie die vertoes gerig moet word nie. Gaan dit 
n persoon in diens van die verkeersowerheid wees? Wie sal op die 
tribunaal dien. Sal dit regsgeleerde persone wees wat ona�anklik van 
die verkeersowerheid wees. Wie gaan al hierdie mense vergoed vir 
hulle werk en ook die admin werkers. Lyk vir my na "job creaHon" wat 
die belasHngbetalers se las gaan word. Johan

2020-10-11 
12:13:36 Mpumalanga Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Prejudiced enforcement, corrupHon and  inefficiency in governmental 
offices -  I personally witnessed a "high speed camera stoppage" on the 
N12 going sco] free a_er a brief "exchange" sHll waiHng for whistle 
blower hot line to be answered - imagine trying to query disputes on 
AARTO penalHes John

2020-10-10 
09:44:11 Mpumalanga Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Nokuthula 
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2020-10-09 
10:13:28 Mpumalanga Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

1. Yes for increase fines for traffic offences but only for :1 Reckless 
driving, high speed, furious moods and impaHent drivers,  aggressive 
drivers. 
2. The courts must be more strict  in their sentences for the above 
items. 
3. Why double increase tariffs  the E-toll roads and the authoriHes are 
unable to manage the the following up on trespassers. 
4. The AdministraHon on implemenHng the AARTO System and the 
following on trespassers will be very costly and that mean there must 
appointed be  addiHonal staff, which must be a special bunch of 
people, knowing the LAW to administered the system. More Tax will be 
needed to maintain them as they will earn high salaries. Nicolaas

2020-10-08 
14:22:48 Mpumalanga Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Hedley

Eastern Cape 7

2020-10-11 
18:53:33 Eastern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This tribunal sounds like a panel of "judges" who would like to have 
their company show a good profit or no bonuses for us. 

I refuse to pay my e-toll bill.  I never signed up for that crap.  Take my 
license away if you like.  I will save on vehicle insurance.  Not payout 
my e-toll bill have nothing to do with my ability to get my family home 
safe. 

Except for e-tolling I have no objecHon to the demerit point system. Jacques

2020-10-09 
08:48:46 Eastern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Yet another costly government overhead which will do li]le to  
improve road safety.  Rather invest in traffic officers who can catch the 
unlicensed and dangerous people who drive the "pirate" car taxis.  
They are a cause of accidents. 

Also, I agree with OUTA that urban roads must not be tolled.  Ring 
fence the tax on our fuel and car licence for road infrastructure. 
Thank you Bill

2020-10-08 
22:32:55 Eastern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I strongly object to the unconsHtuHonal enforcement of eTolls on the 
public and recommend that it be deregulated Shabbir

2020-10-08 
18:36:11 Eastern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Ernest

2020-10-08 
12:57:59 Eastern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Going through these changes could be seen andl lead to much more 
work for the courts which cannot deal with the current system as it is. 
If people end up being demerited there will be lot of illegal driving 
anyway.  Why penalize people twice, take points and money? 
For a poor country such as South Africa this will be bad for economy, 
especially for poor self employed who are trying to earn their living. 
CorrupHon will just increase again as there will be to many loop holes 
and corrupt officials. 

This is too premature for a country which do not have good roads. 
They must start by improving the roads. Neville

2020-10-08 
08:25:00 Eastern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

In addiHon to the appeal process, there will again be selecHve 
implementaHon by officials.  
Law abiding ciHzens will be so_/easy targets. 
Taxis will ignore the laws and will get away with it. 
The implementaHon and fairness will be flawed as history has shown. dick

2020-10-07 
18:13:13 Eastern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I do not fully understand  the law. Workshops need to be planned in 
advance to educate society. Lulamile 

North West 1
2020-10-09 
09:33:44 North West Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal E toll is not working I have received bills from vehicles not even mine, Bobby

Limpopo 2

2020-10-09 
07:40:44 Limpopo Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

HERE we go,  I find that European copies of road traffic system 
implementaHon does not apply well to South African tradiHon and 
culture. 
For instance the following statement of ;    

Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them. 

This implementaHon will enhance the culture of bribes and corrupHon, 
because the stakes are raised. 
The root cause of disobedience  need be adressed. 
StarHng at school . 
As I have more suggesHons I will share. 
Best Regards  
S Botha. 

Stephanus

2020-10-08 
10:15:37 Limpopo Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

While good policing is not in place the system will not have the 
necessary effect on driving habits  
It opens doors for bribery and corrupHon. 
Irresponsible driving takes place far from police hot spots  Schalk 

Free State 2

2020-10-08 
13:16:50 Free State Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

This seems to be once again a case of the Government introducing 
heavy handed measures because of their failure to enforce exisHng 
measures. The doubling of fines will only lead to municipaliHes seeking 
to cash in on motorists commiVng pe]y offences, thereby further 
alienaHng the traffic enforcement  officers from the motoring public. 
This when close co-operaHon between the traffic authoriHes and the 
public is what is desperately needed.   Donald

2020-10-07 
16:03:59 Free State Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Normal ciHzens should be safeguarded against abuse inHmidaHon and 
vicHmisaHon from traffic officers. We have to work to earn money and 
don't have days of Hme to waste on administraHve issues. Most traffic 
fines are unfair. Why double the penalty? This is abuse. Benico
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Northern Cape 1
2020-10-08 
06:39:41 Northern Cape Not fully

the AARTO 
Tribunal Maria

Yes I do 302
Column E: Count:

other 27
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 8
2020-12-01 
10:55:11 Western Cape Yes I do other Current laws not obeyed so I hopethe new rules will be enforced Peter
2020-10-16 
08:10:38 Western Cape Yes I do other Will it apply to Taxis too or will it apply to law abiding ciHzens Elaine
2020-10-12 
10:08:21 Western Cape Yes I do other Brian
2020-10-12 
09:13:43 Western Cape Yes I do other Excellent - the heavier the penalHes the be]er. david

2020-10-12 
09:01:13 Western Cape Yes I do other

I think even more drasHc and urgent acHon needs to be taken to 
restore law and order to our roads. Taxpayers money needs to be 
spent on proper policing on the roads 24/7 with  cameras that work!  
Since lockdown has ended, people are driving like maniacs..passing 
lorries on the le_ hard shoulder on the N2  to Cape Town, passing two 
cars abreast on a blind rise on R304 to Malmesbury, a laden grain truck 
passing me at 130km hr on the same rd..this all in the last 2 weeks that 
I have witnessed. There is no sign of constant policing and the traffic 
Dept cannot have people out there at every point all the Hme. A 
sophisHcated camera system with proper manning and enforcement 
needs to be put in place. PLEASE . Our public transport is in  a 
shambles because of no enforcement of law and order and our road 
safety is going the same way. Lesley

2020-10-12 
03:17:14 Western Cape Yes I do other

I believe its something South Africans will have to get use too. People 
will learn at all  cost  that they need to abide. I have lived in Australia 
under those regulaHon and it helps us all to reduce speed become 
be]er law abiding ciHzens, respectable road users. Road users will feel 
safe. Our children will be safe. School zone 30km/h.  We South Africans 
got away with a lot of corrupHons, disregarding road rules and has 
become lawless. So a good system and period of Hme to adjust I trust 
we can become compliant to the new rules and regulaHon PLEASE FOR 
THE SAKE OF A NATION IMPLEMENT THOSE RULES. 
We can only benefit from it. 

masnoena
2020-10-11 
08:36:36 Western Cape Yes I do other I am very pleased they are introducing stricter driving rules. Teresa
2020-10-10 
08:43:23 Western Cape Yes I do other Phelo

Gauteng 13

2020-11-04 
09:18:03 Gauteng Yes I do other

we will have no taxis on the road hooray if they work to the system and 
it works properly as all taxis are the biggest culprits of road abuse 
anywhere in south africa Steve

2020-10-29 
07:38:31 Gauteng Yes I do other

Good, it is Hme that stricter rule apply to the road. Will taxi drivers be 
treated the same or will they remain above the traffic laws? 

All the ideas are good, yet enforcement has always been the problem 
in South Africa i.e. e-toll non-payers  have go]en away with it for many 
years now. HM

2020-10-25 
11:15:29 Gauteng Yes I do other

This can only work if it is enforced on every person. The same law 
whether you are an individual, a taxi driver, a law enforcement officer 
or a government official. No person can be excluded as this will bring 
back law and order on our roads. Marizanne

2020-10-19 
14:17:21 Gauteng Yes I do other

It does not help to create rules and regulaHons and the excecuHon  of 
the rules and regulaHons  for people  differs. Rules must be executed 
equally  for all people  on all levels., the excuHve  and the bricklayer 
must be dealt with on the same level  eg  fines for speed etc. Vercueil

2020-10-16 
16:25:41 Gauteng Yes I do other

I have a major concern on how this system will actually be 
implemented successfully. Presently the only road offence that is 
visibly targeted is speeding.  Offences such as skipping traffic lights, 
driving in the "yellow" lane,  ignoring road signs, talking on cellphone 
while driving etc. etc. are clearly ignored. The idea of this system is 
prevent the traffic offences and punish those who commit them.  
However without proper, visible, honest "bribe free" policing this 
system will never work effecHvely in South Africa and that is really sad.   
I am a great believer in this system as I have seen how well it works in 
other countries but I fear that this system will fail before it takes off, 
primarily because the authoriHes are unable to police properly.  

Just look how long it has taken us to get we where we are now. This 
law was passed in 1998, 22 years ago and we are only looking at 
implemenHng countrywide now. If the authoriHes were really serious 
about this, it should have been implemented years ago. Just another 
indicaHon that people are not serious about this. 

Lastly, corrupHon, corrupHon, corrupHon. This is the main reason why 
the system will not work in SA.   

  
Ashley
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2020-10-16 
12:11:05 Gauteng Yes I do other

STOP THE CARNAGE. TAXIS OPERATED WITHOUT STEERING WHEELS, 
OVERLOADED IN THE EMERGENCY LANE AND SPEEDING. 
UNROADWORTHY VEHICLES AND BLATANT DISREGARD OF ROAD 
RULES.  TOO MANY INNOCENT PEOPLE PERISH DUE TO DISREGARD OF 
RULES. DISREGARD OF OTHERS. FINE THEM. LOCK THEM UP. Karin

2020-10-12 
18:42:31 Gauteng Yes I do other deon

2020-10-12 
10:48:35 Gauteng Yes I do other

Firstly we are paying for a system which does not operate at all. Money 
is added do the cost of vehicle licenses and the renewal noHces is not 
issued, This alone is a huge problem once you get to a fleet of vehicles 
and you have between 15 and twenty forms to complete to obtain 
license discs. We are paying for everything but the money is not used 
where it should be used or the people that must implement the 
system to operate well is not capable of doing that. Now you want to 
increase fines and fine people for not paying e-toll. The e-toll system is 
a rip-off and is not worth the paper it is wri]en on. The whole e-toll 
should be scrapped. Once the systems that is paid for starts working 
properly, you can start to implement others, not before that   Gerda

2020-10-12 
07:18:33 Gauteng Yes I do other

If caught drinking and driving Drivers Licence should be suspended 
immediately, as that is major problem in our country. Madeleine

2020-10-10 
20:02:38 Gauteng Yes I do other If same thing is not broken why replace it , it works fine leave it as it is Chris
2020-10-10 
18:36:43 Gauteng Yes I do other Robert

2020-10-10 
07:27:36 Gauteng Yes I do other

Sins 1994 their is almost no law regulaHon on how to control 
offenders. One example I observe to people aVtude at stop sign or a 
robot, they just  don't care one in like 20 persons stop or almost stop. 
Check the freeways is like a formule 1 track. Taxis think they own the 
road drive like they want, stop anywhere, block the roads, and I go on 
and. Johan

2020-10-10 
01:53:47 Gauteng Yes I do other Retha

North West 1

2020-10-12 
09:08:44 North West Yes I do other

This is high Hme that South Africa introduces these laws to try and 
reduce or curb negligent driving. My concern is how this law going to 
deal with foreigner licences.

King 
Deodart

KwaZulu-Natal 2

2020-10-11 
15:00:56 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do other

It is almost impossible to renew vehicle tax license discs  easily.  Why 
can the system be digital?  

Please can we also implement the mandatory a]endance at the driver 
training course when motorists are caught speeding. This system has 
been extremely effecHve in the UK over the last decade  in retraining 
much of the populaHon and educaHng them regarding the risks of 
speeding. 

Katherine

2020-10-09 
21:45:43 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do other

That the issue of review lies in the Magistrates Court when it ought to 
be in the High Court where the judiciary is be]er placed to deal with 
such ma]ers on review Rajesh

Limpopo 2

2020-10-11 
04:52:40 Limpopo Yes I do other

Indeed something must be done to enhance our road usage. Innocent 
people lose life because   of recklessness.  I suggest that an electronic 
way of monitoring compliance be introduced. Get a device that will 
work like a navigator. Let  transgression be detected electronically to 
avoid this 'jojo' thing.  Let the bill be approved Sipho

2020-10-09 
17:48:24 Limpopo Yes I do other

Removing the Reckless Drivers on our public roads by suspending the 
driving licence of offenders . lesiba 

Northern Cape 1

2020-10-10 
10:57:46 Northern Cape Yes I do other

Does the capacity to manage this system exist? Making more laws and 
more stringent laws if the current state is not well managed does not 
improve anything. ReHef

enforcement orders 95
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 27

2020-11-24 
00:34:04 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The  concern is regarding penalty, perhaps regulatory measures should 
be enforced to adjust measures on how the penalty have been 
conducted by mostly the personnel. Mabora

2020-11-03 
22:42:08 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders I believe it will reduce accidents on the road. 

Bella 
Herimbi 

2020-10-28 
15:01:54 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Similar systems are being used all over the world, the concern is we 
are unfortunately living in a country which is rife with bribes. This 
could lead to unfair entrapment Derick

2020-10-23 
19:08:39 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Grant

2020-10-13 
11:47:13 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I'm glad South Africa is finally trying to improve the safety of our roads, 
everyday I see people breaking the law, its Hme this ends! 
I just hope that there are plans to get more police on the roads and 
stop the corrupHon! Geoff

2020-10-13 
07:32:37 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Tiaan 

2020-10-12 
09:48:49 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

This may as well assist with the corrupHon at the tesHng staHons 
where people who cannot drive a issued with driving licences thereby 
puVng other law abiding ciHzens at risk Dikeledi

2020-10-12 
07:56:35 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders David

2020-10-09 
08:03:16 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Our traffic Laws have been way to slack over many years-our road 
deaths are horrendous, drunken driving deserves the harshest 
punishment and general lacks driving ,disobeying road rules need to be 
stepped up 1000% 
Thankyou...enough is enough !!!! Clive
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2020-10-08 
20:37:27 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I cannot see how this system can work in this corrupt SA.  The traffic 
officials will look the other way if they can make R200+.  The Taxix will 
will obviusly bennefed as what happened with the toll roads. And then 
it wll all depen whos behind the offencef vehicles steering wheel. Hermann

2020-10-08 
18:38:01 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I am in agreement with anything that is WORKABLE, to bring an end to 
this terrible lack of discipline on the roads. It is as if nothing ma]ers 
anymore and frightening as a pedestrian  to cross the roads when a 
robot is out, and cars take turns to cross as in a four way stop, and 
three rows of cars in one lane all move forward and cross, at the same 
Hme!  This causes other vehicles to do the same thing and I just cannot 
get across the street!  

I have read some of the comments and feel these ought to be 
considered as some very good ideas have been presented. We cannot 
just willy nilly say this and that must  be done without studying the 
bigger picture.and how to  make it a win win situaHon for those who 
keep the laws and are obedient on the roads. It is Hme these folk were 
considered and what they can benefit from, being considered. The 
thugs have had long enough geVng it all their way.  

Dieudonne'

2020-10-08 
12:29:35 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I possess a vehicle and use public transport daily to work and back. The 
very disturbing fact is the current state of of the taxis and the taxi 
violaHons. Yes we are targeHng individuals and their law enforcement, 
but the taxi situaHon is horrendous. Taxis are not road worthy. Taxi 
drivers go through red lights. Metro police just stand by and watch. 
The facts are that we can implement whatever laws we want but if 
there is no one that will enforce the law that what is the purpose 

Brent 

2020-10-08 
12:08:04 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Most South Africans do not support, nor did they approve of the 
ridiculous e-tolls. a Single toll is acceptable...but most commuters pass 
through it mulHple Hmes in a single day. The financial burden is 
excessive. E-tolls should be mandatory to businesses only, not the 
general public!!! 

With regards to the rest of the updates, I approve. People should be 
fined heavily for not being safe on the road to both themselves and 
others...ESPECIALLY TAXIS who: 
1) Stops wherever they want, when at most Hmes just 20or50m ahead 
are taxi/bus stops that were made specifically for them. This can lead 
to accidents as people are forced to stop when they're not supposed 
to, having to skip lanes into oncoming traffic from both sides,etc!!! 
2) Does yellow lane driving to bypass congesHon. We all have to sit in 
traffic, no one is above the other! I have seen metro leave those 
infringers on mulHple occasions but yet want to pull one over for 
having a slight roll at a stop, not stopping dead sHll! Ridiculous! 
3) Drives in opposing lane regardless of oncoming traffic. They are 
known for doing this on high speed naHonal roads like N12/N4/etc 
outside suburban areas. 
4) SHll overloading passengers regardless of how dangerous it is. 
Overloading a taxis means more money for the driver...but the lives of 
more people are being jeopardised. Is money more important than 
another's life? Overloading should actually also be seen as a criminal 
offence, public endangerment. 

So, the most troublesome infringers in my experience would be: 
1) Unroadworthy vehicles (licence disk not renewed, permanent 
smoking due to no maintenance on engine, physically damaged vehicle 
but sHll operaHng) 
2) Taxis (as menHoned above) 
3) Truckers (Driving faster that the noted driving limit; driving in the 
fast lane at 80-100km/h not giving way to the 120km/h drivers 
-obstrucHon of traffic) 
4) To me this one is the worst of them all...Drunk Drivers. They should 
have no right and just be jailed immediately. And when in an accident 
should be charged with a]empted murder. M

2020-10-08 
11:10:39 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Your previous field is flawed. If I agree with e erything there is no field 
to pick. This just raise negaHve answers. I am not concerned about any 
of the listed topics but had to pick one to submit my response. I 
believe this would be a fair system that will apply across the country. 
The maximum penalHes are lower than the Criminal system and 
persons do not receive a previous convicHon for traffic infringements. 
South African drivers need to be incenHvesed to drive be]er and this 
system will hopefully moHvate them to do so. Alta

2020-10-08 
10:02:59 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Fully agree with the system. 
Only concerned about the bribing that will take place. Eduardo

2020-10-08 
09:17:44 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Ashley

2020-10-08 
08:27:08 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It would be great because drivers will be more careful and there won't 
be more accidents in our roads 

Petrus

2020-10-08 
08:27:06 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It would be great because drivers will be more careful and there won't 
be more accidents in our roads 

Petrus

2020-10-08 
06:58:55 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

This is going to lead to a higher incidence of bribery.  All roads must be 
maintained . White lines, traffic signs must always be visible.  No 
excepHons for breaking the law, including taxis.  Who is going to 
monitor this. No good having a law that does not apply to all. Raymond

2020-10-08 
04:49:22 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

With reckless and negligent driving people loosing their lives on our 
public road. The AARTO regulaHons will came in handy to resolve or 
control such reckless behavior. Kholo

2020-10-07 
22:13:10 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders You can't fine someone for not paying e-tolls Friedrich
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2020-10-07 
16:50:18 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The concern is that those who persist in breaking the laws of the road, 
such as mini bus taxis, will conHnue doing so with impunity or if caught 
the taxi owners will pay bribes. If it was enforced across the board with 
no fear or favour, it will reduce the carnage on SA roads as people will 
think twice before disobeying the rules of the road. 
If it is applied equally to everyone and enforced, we will rid the roads 
of the mini bus taxis that are a law unto themselves and endanger 
everyone's lives. Peter

2020-10-07 
16:17:12 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I fully support the new proposed AARTO legislaHon. The carnage on 
our roads due to a total disregard for the law has claimed far too many 
lives and has to stop.  
My only concern is that the majority of motorists are willing to pay a 
bribe to avoid geVng fined, and many police officers accept these 
bribes. If this corrupHon is not rooted out, the AARTO regulaHons will 
be useless. HanHe

2020-10-07 
14:31:46 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

"Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them". 
I agree with the above change BUT what is happening to the millions 
of drivers not paying e-toll and using e-toll roads. We have registered 
and have been paying for using the highways and people not 
registered and not paying are geVng away using the roads for free. If 
e-toll is cancelled will they pay back those who have been paying? Jannie

2020-10-07 
14:31:44 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

"Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
removing the demerit points from them". 
I agree with the above change BUT what is happening to the millions 
of drivers not paying e-toll and using e-toll roads. We have registered 
and have been paying for using the highways and people not 
registered and not paying are geVng away using the roads for free. If 
e-toll is cancelled will they pay back those who have been paying? Jannie

2020-10-07 
12:02:11 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Robert

2020-10-07 
11:24:14 Gauteng Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Bre]

Western Cape 35

2020-10-30 
09:09:45 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I am for it, it works in Germany too, am worried about enforcement 
and geVng corrupHon eliminated, what about the Taxi industry - will 
they adhere?

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-30 
09:09:08 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I am for it, it works in Germany too, am worried about enforcement 
and geVng corrupHon eliminated, what about the Taxi industry - will 
they adhere?

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-15 
17:00:56 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I do believe we need to be more strict with punishment with regards to 
breaking the law by road users who refuse to respect the law and in 
doing so, we will have safer roads and therefore less deaths and lower 
crime rates. JaymaH 

2020-10-15 
07:28:11 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The demerit points system works in Germany well. It cuts out the 
"payment for fines and be off to do the same again". I worry about the 
administraHon, does it cut out fraught, will the extra money coming in 
be used only for this cause, an it be enforced on our rouge Taxis 
without problems??? 

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-15 
07:28:10 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The demerit points system works in Germany well. It cuts out the 
"payment for fines and be off to do the same again". I worry about the 
administraHon, does it cut out fraught, will the extra money coming in 
be used only for this cause, an it be enforced on our rouge Taxis 
without problems??? 

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-15 
07:28:09 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The demerit points system works in Germany well. It cuts out the 
"payment for fines and be off to do the same again". I worry about the 
administraHon, does it cut out fraught, will the extra money coming in 
be used only for this cause, an it be enforced on our rouge Taxis 
without problems??? 

Elfriede 
Helga
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2020-10-15 
07:27:23 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The demerit points system works in Germany well. It cuts out the 
"payment for fines and be off to do the same again". I worry about the 
administraHon, does it cut out fraught, will the extra money coming in 
be used only for this cause, an it be enforced on our rouge Taxis 
without problems??? 

Elfriede 
Helga

2020-10-10 
22:45:08 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Kevin 

2020-10-10 
07:46:32 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Taxis should get double demerit points and  drivers licenses cancelled 
and taxis taken off the roads when they reach the maximum.  
Their behavior and belligerent and cause most of them accidents and 
infringing traffic regulaHons. Fred

2020-10-09 
19:52:35 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

As long as it can be correctly policed and with NO underhanded 
specials fo certain offenders or road users Allan 

2020-10-09 
17:44:38 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Deidre 

2020-10-09 
17:00:35 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

My biggest concern is the amount of illegal vehicles - vehicles not road 
worthy, absolutely not obeying stops and road markings.  Who is going 
to enforce this - its not happening currently? All Vehicles should be 
fully roadworthy and Insured atleast for third party damages. Gerhard

2020-10-09 
05:51:48 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders ROSLYN

2020-10-09 
05:02:42 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

In principle the demerit system is great. My one concern is making 
drivung without a licecense a criminal offense. I think it should escalate 
rather. Taking into account the stupid kid factor, driving without a 
license is the kind of thing a dumb teenager will do. It certainly should 
be punished, but landing an 18 or 19 year old with a criminal record for 
what amounrs to high jinks is something that they will carry around for 
the rest of their lives. Perhaps a first offense coild carry a severe 
penalty, such as a heavy fine and only a_er a second offense doesmir 
become criminal. Andrew

2020-10-08 
19:14:02 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Mark

2020-10-08 
18:29:01 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Eddie 

2020-10-08 
12:58:11 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Usually law abiding drivers fall prey to all the implicaHons and unlawful 
drivers get away with extreme offenses Liesa

2020-10-08 
11:39:05 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I only wish that these regulaHons could be enforced as I see offenders 
in the traffic every day but rarely a traffic policemen 

Maureen

2020-10-08 
10:10:24 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I do not drive but I fully agree as to what you saying  you have my vote.  
As a passenger when ubering in a taxi I see a lot of drivers doing wrong 
on our roads Jean 

2020-10-08 
09:55:32 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Failure of the Licensing Department to be able to apply for a Drivers 
Licence and Car Licenses on line . Banks are able to do this regardless 
of risks such as fraud and corrupHon and also deliver card renewals all 
on line without a problem.  This would reduce corrupHon and save the 
department massive costs in staff salaries, ensure far be]er control, 
improve the quality of state departmental buildings by reducing the 
quanHty of persons waiHng in queues as well as improving the 
economy by needless wastage of Hme and energy by all parHcipants 
and free up staff to do more meaningful tasks. Steven

2020-10-08 
09:52:56 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I don't have any concerns but your website form forces me to pick 
something... 

I fully support these changes Stephen

2020-10-08 
09:37:33 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It appears that the SOuth African authoriHes are powerless over 
lawless elements of our society - in parHcular taxi drivers and 
associaHons who have such poliHcal clout (or patronage?) that our 
government and courts are no longer able to control them.  Most of 
the dangerous traffic infringements I see in Cape Town are perpetrated 
by taxis, not by the other 90% of road users.  New legistaHon is 
completely useless without a way to enforce it.  Imagine the strikes 
when 50% of all taxi drivers' licences are revoked in the first month of 
Aarto?  Is anyone so naive to believe that they will all stop driving 
because they no longer have valid licences?   THis all seems like rather 
a waste of Hme and tax payers money.  However, in the intersts of 
ROad Safety I DO support the new legislaHon, but has the 
implemenHon been thought through properly? Barry

2020-10-08 
08:43:59 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The point system is the way to go if properly implemented and 
administered. 

Caught drunken driving-license should be cancelled for life. 

Jumping red traffic lights-second offence-license cancelled for life. 

HiVng a pedestrian with your vehicle on an official pedestrian 
crossing-license cancelled for life. rainer

2020-10-08 
08:30:58 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Monica

2020-10-08 
07:18:16 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders How do we keep the cops honest? Gerhard

2020-10-08 
05:15:22 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Too many illegal drivers on the road ....have to get these illegal drivers 
and licences off the road Vera 

2020-10-07 
20:55:42 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders No objecHon Mike
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2020-10-07 
20:42:22 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

I.. Hope this will apply to all drivers and not used to target so_ targets. 
How will they deal  with taxi drivers? Garth

2020-10-07 
20:14:08 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Is daar genoeg eerlike, objekHewe beamptes wat die taak 
onverskrokke kan uitvoer? Martha

2020-10-07 
17:49:52 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The accident rates on SA roads beg for stronger policing. BUT, who will 
enforce this, or will it end up again with pe]y issues to recover as 
much as possible from the normal law-abiding ciHzens, AND NOT the 
real issue of speeding, unroadworthy, and overloaded vehicles? Philip

2020-10-07 
16:35:55 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

There are far to many drivers on the road  who  h ave no road sense at 
all of safe driving manners.  They drive at very high speeds and seem to 
be drunk or drugged.J John 

2020-10-07 
16:31:45 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Strict and draconian acHon is needed to bring back safety of our roads.  
Of course, any new regulaHons will be useless if they are not strictly 
policed and controlled.

Brian and 
Anne

2020-10-07 
13:46:06 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Trevor

2020-10-07 
13:06:28 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It's common knowledge that only a minority actually pay their fines. I 
think a different system should be put in place whereby those who 
don't care to pay are actually followed-up on and made to pay. Paul

2020-10-07 
10:59:14 Western Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Francis

KwaZulu-Natal 12
2020-10-14 
06:53:04 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders No parHcular comments.

MARGUERIT
E

2020-10-09 
14:29:26 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The new laws are good BUT of absolutely no use if they are not 
monitored & enforced and penalHes carried through.   it should also be 
illedgal to drive withouth insurance and penalHes for using cell phone 
while driving should be enforced Lian

2020-10-09 
09:06:19 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

This is a good idea but than it must be implemented on all South 
Africans and the department must get rid of all the corrupt officials. 
Can guarantee that more then 90% of the taxis will sHll get away with it    
and don`t forget the motorists bribery will sHll thrive Chris

2020-10-08 
20:20:55 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

No change in the law will have the slightest effect unHl traffic officers 
start to patrol and enforce that law.  

If that was done, these changes would be superfluous.  

Li]le will change with the new law in my opinion; we and the 
Dominican Republic will remain having the most dangerous roads in 
the world. Drivers will conHnue to break the law with impunity 
knowing that the chances of a cop stopping and arresHng them are 
very close to zero. 

The best place to start would be at toll gates; check licenses, lights and 
a breathalyser test. Barrie

2020-10-08 
15:35:21 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Marie

2020-10-08 
11:39:12 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

How do we know these laws will be properly enforced when so many 
Metro Police Officers take bribes from law-breakers? 

Will the Government enforce the wearing of body-cams for their police 
officers to ensure that this does not happen? Yvonne

2020-10-08 
06:44:29 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders There is a lack of lawenforcement on or roads Garth

2020-10-07 
20:56:19 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

My quesHon is, what is being done about the taxi drivers because 
+/-75% of car accidents are being caused because of them. It seems as 
if rules don't apply to them, all of them are driving like meniacs with 
no regard for anyone. Rules are there for a reason and these taxi 
drivers, they need to be dealt with legally. No one is above the law and 
they need to be reminded about that. These guys are always puVng a 
lot of people 's lives in danger all the Hme and the government is not 
doing anything about it, how many innocent South Africans have to 
loose their before you realize that this is a serious problem that has to 
deal with to the full extent of the law? Please guys, you really need to 
do something about this because this situaHon is geVng out of hand. 
Now even the small passanger car drivers, seeing that the taxi drivers 
are le_ to do as they please, now some of them are pracHcing  the 
same driving behavior, more especially during rush hour. Just so you 
know, this is happening all over the country and you need to do 
something about it. Zolani

2020-10-07 
18:41:22 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Dion

2020-10-07 
16:14:35 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Celie 

2020-10-07 
15:39:40 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Tougher fine should be implemented to taxi's.  
They do just what they want. Risking other motourists  lives. 
De- merit system excellent idea. Allyson

2020-10-07 
12:16:30 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Frederick 

Eastern Cape 8

2020-10-13 
19:12:32 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

There is no problem with current laws/regulaHons but there is a 
problem with enforcement due to corrupHon, lack of leadership and 
etc. 
Mthatha - You Pay R50 for a form to renew disc and it’s an open secret  
Idutywa - Traffic cops issue speeding fines if you don’t bribe them 
Port Elizabeth - Lack of service and officials do as they please 
The proposed law will increase the rampant corrupHon within the 
department God

2020-10-09 
16:18:51 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders  Barbara
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2020-10-08 
08:36:00 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Good day...I was issued with a summons operaHng a ldv with a licence 
disk that expired on 31/07/2020 . This happens on the 17/09/2020 
with only two weeks given for the fine to be paid (30/09/2020 ....I 
found this to be unusual as it does not give one enough Hme to raise 
the money (R1500) ....I then asked the official about the extended 
Hmeline for the disc renewal...his answer was that the extension was 
over  

Calvin

2020-10-08 
08:35:58 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Good day...I was issued with a summons operaHng a ldv with a licence 
disk that expired on 31/07/2020 . This happens on the 17/09/2020 
with only two weeks given for the fine to be paid (30/09/2020 ....I 
found this to be unusual as it does not give one enough Hme to raise 
the money (R1500) ....I then asked the official about the extended 
Hmeline for the disc renewal...his answer was that the extension was 
over  

Calvin

2020-10-07 
20:09:31 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

This is an excellent start.  Our death rate on the roads is terrifying, and 
so li]le a]enHon is paid.  It is socially acceptable to break the traffic 
laws with i,pumity, penalHes are trivial, and consequences tragic.   
THESE NEW LAWS NEED TO BE ENFORCED! Nane]e

2020-10-07 
16:50:12 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Traffic behavior in this country needs to be seriously modified. 
However, it will all be to no avail if policing and enforcing isn't a) 
stepped up and b) applied uniformly across the board.  Margaret

2020-10-07 
13:51:06 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders David 

2020-10-07 
12:15:24 Eastern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders As long as there is no corrupHon Tim

Northern Cape 2
2020-10-11 
13:46:35 Northern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Francois

2020-10-09 
08:00:29 Northern Cape Yes I do

enforcement 
orders Ben

Limpopo 1
2020-10-10 
09:09:40 Limpopo Yes I do

enforcement 
orders no objecHon whatsoever,  rules are a disaster to totally non existent Owen

Mpumalanga 5

2020-10-09 
11:25:14 Mpumalanga Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

The government's way of enforcing the law is not fair. Law 
enforcement differs from group to group and person to person. their is 
no fair system. 
Where must the money come from for all their ideas, or are they 
looking for loopholes to steal more money.  Marius

2020-10-08 
08:54:15 Mpumalanga Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It is a pleasure to reply, but sadly, NOTHING IN LAW IS IMPLEMENTED 
AND THAT IS A HUGE 
PROBLEM, NOBODY TAKES THEVLAW SERIOUS, NO RESPECT FOR 
LAW.....SO WE CAN AGREE TO ALL LAWS, BUT IMPLEMENTATION WILL 
NEVER EVER BE DONE...

Ann 
Welgemoed

2020-10-08 
08:54:05 Mpumalanga Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It is a pleasure to reply, but sadly, NOTHING IN LAW IS IMPLEMENTED 
AND THAT IS A HUGE 
PROBLEM, NOBODY TAKES THEVLAW SERIOUS, NO RESPECT FOR 
LAW.....SO WE CAN AGREE TO ALL LAWS, BUT IMPLEMENTATION WILL 
NEVER EVER BE DONE...

Ann 
Welgemoed

2020-10-08 
08:53:46 Mpumalanga Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It is a pleasure to reply, but sadly, NOTHING IN LAW IS IMPLEMENTED 
AND THAT IS A HUGE 
PROBLEM, NOBODY TAKES THEVLAW SERIOUS, NO RESPECT FOR 
LAW.....SO WE CAN AGREE TO ALL LAWS, BUT IMPLEMENTATION WILL 
NEVER EVER BE DONE...

Ann 
Welgemoed

2020-10-08 
08:53:38 Mpumalanga Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

It is a pleasure to reply, but sadly, NOTHING IN LAW IS IMPLEMENTED 
AND THAT IS A HUGE 
PROBLEM, NOBODY TAKES THEVLAW SERIOUS, NO RESPECT FOR 
LAW.....SO WE CAN AGREE TO ALL LAWS, BUT IMPLEMENTATION WILL 
NEVER EVER BE DONE...

Ann 
Welgemoed

Free State 4

2020-10-09 
08:46:52 Free State Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Firstly get unroadworthy vehicles off the road, double all fines, double 
demerit points and appoint and train and educate law officers with 
decent salaries to enforce the law without bribery and corrupHon. Pieter 

2020-10-08 
08:10:13 Free State Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Get the cars tested like in England being tested for MOT, which is the 
test to check if the car is worth driving,  if not, destroy it.hope the 
number of accidents will go down.

Orne] 
Valashiya 

2020-10-08 
08:10:09 Free State Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Get the cars tested like in England being tested for MOT, which is the 
test to check if the car is worth driving,  if not, destroy it.hope the 
number of accidents will go down.

Orne] 
Valashiya 

2020-10-08 
08:10:01 Free State Yes I do

enforcement 
orders

Get the cars tested like in England being tested for MOT, which is the 
test to check if the car is worth driving,  if not, destroy it.hope the 
number of accidents will go down.

Orne] 
Valashiya 

North West 1
2020-10-08 
11:26:07 North West Yes I do

enforcement 
orders KATLHOLO

points demerit system 70
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 31

2020-11-11 
09:59:26 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

This demerit system must be implemented as soon as possible, there 
must also be acHve policing of the  roads especially to stop cell phone 
usage while driving and the behaviour of public transport and their 
neglect and reckless driving. Colin

2020-11-08 
22:27:50 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Most South Africans will end up driving without drivers licences. Elizabeth

2020-11-05 
08:51:28 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system This legislaHon will bring order and fairness on our roads Peter

2020-11-03 
18:10:07 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

Keep the points at 12. 
Marco

2020-10-31 
16:23:05 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Colleen
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2020-10-31 
10:29:28 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Faried

2020-10-30 
12:47:36 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

POINTS DEMERIT SYSTEM IS A SYSTEM THAT CANT WORK. 
IT IS GOING TO PROVIDE FOR MORE CORRUPTION AND JOBLOSSES Line

2020-10-30 
06:21:52 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Owen

2020-10-24 
22:14:37 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Marina 

2020-10-19 
07:50:42 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I'm a Fleet Manager with over 200 drivers. The company vehicles are 
registered under the proxy.  
If a driver breaks the rules we need to look at how he get penalized 
and not the proxy. 
Maybe if there is away you can register the fleet manager (or proxy) 
from a company onto the system. It will then be his duty to make sure 
he link the correct driver to the correct vehicle, sothat the driver get 
points deducted and not the proxy. If everything goes onto the proxy 
we will sit yet again with  a system not managed. Johan

2020-10-16 
03:40:38 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

Ke kgathatswa ke di licence tse fuwang melata e sa tsebeng ho kganna 
mona hae SA ke beng ba mesebetsi moo ba latelletseng phaello ka 
lebaka la cheap labour Radebe

2020-10-14 
15:15:27 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system We need stricter rules on our roads... Liliana 

2020-10-13 
12:26:00 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Joan

2020-10-13 
08:00:58 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Unfair system for operators of fleets Karen

2020-10-12 
07:03:40 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Mike

2020-10-09 
10:21:56 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

The demerit system will hold the taxi owners and drivers to account for 
lawlessness on the roads, which will in a way regulate them. This is 
provided that they cannot corrupt the system colin

2020-10-08 
17:40:31 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Coenie

2020-10-08 
15:59:51 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

Changing of car ownership its very easy in South Africa, car owner 
signatures must be recognized! 

Moshe 
Jacob 

2020-10-08 
15:58:35 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

Changing of car ownership its very easy in South Africa, car owner 
signatures must be recognized! 

Moshe 
Jacob 

2020-10-08 
15:58:27 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

Changing of car ownership its very easy in South Africa, car owner 
signatures must be recognized! 

Moshe 
Jacob 

2020-10-08 
14:21:36 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I am in favour of the AARTO regulaHons, they are here to protect the 
safety of law abiding motorists and ciHzens. The act was carefully 
cra_ed based on overseas legislaHon and experience s HOWEVER I 
have the following concerns 
 1) I see no reason to increase the allowable demerit points from 12 to 
15 , it only allows one to be more lawless  
2) There is no point in doubling the fines & penalHes, this only 
penalizes those that do pay.  There should be stricter controls over 
those that do NOT pay 
3) Whist I do not support the collecHon and disbursement fees of e-
tolls the need is sHll there given the road network upgrades and 
support services provided.  Do not confuse the payment of  e-toll fees 
with driving and vehicle infringements of the law. They are different 
subjects Peter

2020-10-08 
13:41:12 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I feel that the new regulaHons will be really good for motorist and it 
would help with the current situaHon we a lot of people r driving 
unlawfully Ntswaki

2020-10-08 
10:24:02 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system I’ll believe it when it happens!!! Wynne 

2020-10-08 
08:57:59 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Premilla

2020-10-08 
08:39:50 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

The points system is in line with internaHonal norms. Also South 
Africans tend to be reckless drivers so anything that helps to reduce 
that culture will benefit society as a whole, so I support the iniHaHve of 
revamping our exisHng system. Alexander

2020-10-08 
07:20:51 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system THE DEMERIT SYSTEM DOES NOT HAVE A FAIR CRITERIA. Cheryllee 

2020-10-08 
06:55:39 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Henri

2020-10-08 
06:48:01 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system Janet

2020-10-07 
20:03:57 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I support acHon taken against crazy unlawful road users. Unfortunately 
the current government comes with good laws but have no strategy to 
apply.  CorrupHon is the game for them. I therefore have no confidence 
that AARTO will  be able to charge the perpetrators. SA is the capital of 
road accidents of the whole world.   
_Officers are bribed  
_ perpetrators get away with murder 
_ drivers licences are  bought etc Matshidiso

2020-10-07 
16:07:47 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system DIGBY

2020-10-07 
14:05:45 Gauteng Yes I do

points demerit 
system

This idea will change the aVtude of drivers in South Africa, drivers 
don’t really follow road  rules,  That  is why there are so many 
accidents. Zukiswa

Western Cape 13
2020-11-03 
17:00:58 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system John
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2020-10-14 
22:16:56 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

Good Evening 

I have just been informed through 
Dearsouthafrica.co.za that a change to merit system. From 2021. Will 
be induced.  

My simple quesHon  
As to those who pay fines. Never been pulled over. Polite on our 
shared roads.  

Are merits worth a a figure.  
As 2 demerits if it should never happen.  
Become a certain allocaHon too rand conversaHon.  

As per eg.  
1 demerit equals R500. (-1) 
Or demerit equals R-500. ( +1) 
Do our license. As in  

Good behavior is in parHcipants and will be merited.  To those. Who 
offer along side co incidence with fellow drivers. 

Per if demerited. Are we, we work it off.  
And become a zero. Again.  
Or shall it remain (-2) demerits.  
Even when fine or allegaHon were met. And removed.  

Thank you.  
Zahir Ranchod.  
Have a blessed evening.  
Stay safe. To you and your family. Zahir

2020-10-11 
10:03:13 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I am voHng YES for the points demerit system, because taxi drivers in 
South Africa are very reckless about people's safety. This system will 
enforce taxi drivers to comply with the law of South Africa. Wilbur

2020-10-10 
14:37:38 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system Lindsey

2020-10-08 
11:06:28 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system Michael

2020-10-08 
09:41:36 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system Amanda

2020-10-08 
09:01:26 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

i am 100% behind this amendment as it reduce the number of deaths 
on our roads. Luthando

2020-10-08 
08:10:56 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

The sooner this is implemented the be]er. 
Drivers in Cape Town flaunt the law with regard to speeding, parking, 
no front number plates, and not paying fines because they are not 
enforced as a condiHon for vehicle licence renewal. Irvine 

2020-10-07 
21:39:30 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system Guido

2020-10-07 
19:46:55 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

Excellent idea. 90% of the taxies will be off the road. CorrupHon could 
creep in. Bernard

2020-10-07 
16:33:50 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system Paulina 

2020-10-07 
15:21:41 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I am fully behind all the current legislaHon which  makes the public 
answerable to  a system of demerit points, in order to make the man / 
woman in or on the street aware of ones obligaHons, to meeHng the 
aforesaid legislaHons & making it safer for everyone who uses the 
roads, streets & byways, in the future. Sandy Allan, Cape Town. 

Sandy
2020-10-07 
14:29:32 Western Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I agree with points 1, 2 and 3, but not with points 4 and 5.  No 
comment on point 6. Colin

Limpopo 3

2020-10-23 
23:58:11 Limpopo Yes I do

points demerit 
system

We South Africans tend to take laws governing the country lightly.  The 
points demerit system will make us to be more careful. This means 
each one will be responsible on how they drive, including wearing of 
seat belts.  Reckless driving and drunken driving, driving without 
license and road unworthy cars will be  avoided . Patricia

2020-10-08 
11:51:58 Limpopo Yes I do

points demerit 
system Konanani

2020-10-07 
16:12:59 Limpopo Yes I do

points demerit 
system Lesiba

Mpumalanga 5
2020-10-17 
23:50:27 Mpumalanga Yes I do

points demerit 
system Jaques

2020-10-10 
21:58:31 Mpumalanga Yes I do

points demerit 
system Sifiso

2020-10-09 
11:28:58 Mpumalanga Yes I do

points demerit 
system I agree with the proposals and support them.

Theletji 
James

2020-10-09 
11:26:09 Mpumalanga Yes I do

points demerit 
system I agree with the proposals and support them.

Theletji 
James

2020-10-07 
16:00:31 Mpumalanga Yes I do

points demerit 
system Alice 

KwaZulu-Natal 16

2020-10-14 
09:59:25 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

The proposed demerit system cannot work because there is corrupt 
policing , the traffic police are not visible and the unlawful ciHzens 
simply wont support this system.  In a first world country it could work 
but certainly not in SA in its present state of unlawfulness.  Sadly. 
Laws cannot be enforced as is seen in the past and present. Just more 
waste of the  tax/ratepayers money that the country cannot afford. Jeane]e

2020-10-12 
09:38:53 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I support point demerit system in order to reduce or totally end road 
accidents in our beuHful roads.

Nicholas 
Sphesihle

2020-10-12 
09:37:52 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I support point demerit system in order to reduce or totally end road 
accidents in our beuHful roads.

Nicholas 
Sphesihle
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2020-10-12 
09:37:30 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I support point demerit system in order to reduce or totally end road 
accidents in our beuHful roads.

Nicholas 
Sphesihle

2020-10-11 
04:00:33 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

The only thing I would like to add is,  
Under the old era of SA government no heavy vehicles were allowed to 
be on the road from 21h00 Hll the following morning 06h00. "From 
4Ton and above including busses".  
Put that law back in place and enforce it with severe penalHes,  give 
the driver of that vehicle a fine next check the load next check the 
vehicle fitness and road worthy next fined the company  for not 
warning there drivers to obey the Hmes. Far to many road accident 
through these vehicles, because of faHgue lack of sleep and forcing to 
get more loads to customers, because its a bonus for the driver. Stop 
puVng people lives at risk just for money . 
Thank you GOD BLESS YOU ALL. Marius

2020-10-08 
13:46:50 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system To  get rid or corrupHon at tesHng centers Sadha

2020-10-08 
07:53:26 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

On my side i fully supported to the government when they implement 
Point demerits so that our road user's can able to obey the law's of the 
road maybe these fatality  can be reduce Patrick

2020-10-08 
06:21:30 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

The intent looks promising. Like the rest of our judicial system it is the 
execuHon that is the problem. Malcolm

2020-10-08 
06:14:18 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system Rajan 

2020-10-08 
06:13:55 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system Rajan S

2020-10-08 
01:21:44 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system Janet

2020-10-07 
20:24:26 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

As a dedicated ciHzen of S Africa and worked ten years in Uae and gulf 
area I hereby suggest we scrap all  2 old speed camera fines and  
others to start on a clean slate. Motor vehicles must retest each year 
for license disc. To have road worthy cars running Roy

2020-10-07 
18:02:46 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I fully support the system and its long over due  to the fact that the 
South African drivers  are no longer adher to the road traffic 
regulaHons and the system won't descriminate whether you rich or 
poor once a fine is registered you will be found. Reuben

2020-10-07 
18:02:42 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I fully support the system and its long over due  to the fact that the 
South African drivers  are no longer adher to the road traffic 
regulaHons and the system won't descriminate whether you rich or 
poor once a fine is registered you will be found. Reuben

2020-10-07 
10:50:55 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

I think this would be a very good thing if implemented properly. We  
have too many road users who blatantly ignore the traffic regulaHons 
and cause loss to property  and life. Rupert

2020-10-07 
10:33:52 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

points demerit 
system

We are overdue for Hghtening up on our rods.. Just there are enough 
people to enforce it Gill

Northern Cape 1
2020-10-09 
16:12:37 Northern Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system Valerie

Eastern Cape 1

2020-10-08 
09:02:38 Eastern Cape Yes I do

points demerit 
system

The demerit points shouldn't increase, transgressors don't need more 
leniency. First Hme drunk drivers should have license  
suspended for a year, 2nd Hme  
offenders license cut up.  Juanita

administraHve burden 68
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 24

2020-11-10 
21:44:47 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I feel the implementaHon of AARTO is a good idea, however see no 
reason why fines should be increased . The management of traffic 
offences should be improved. There are too many law breakers out 
there on the roads. As for E-tolls, these should be abolished., 
parHcularly those around Johannesburg. These roads were built with 
no tolls and government added an extra lane and now want to charge 
us for the use thereof. MERVYN

2020-11-03 
09:54:10 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Elfrieda

2020-10-14 
05:33:22 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Helen

2020-10-13 
10:07:26 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

all these proposed changes but how do we know it will be enforced if 
the current system in place is not being enforced? Steve

2020-10-13 
08:39:54 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden are we sure the traffic authoriHes can handle the admin load. Alexander

2020-10-09 
15:17:45 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden I think it’s crazy that we can not renew our Licence online Joanne

2020-10-08 
11:19:20 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

hope improves bad driving in SA 
gaby

2020-10-08 
09:32:43 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I am concerned that we get bogged down in the administraHon of the 
system, and that the usual suspects get away while the old tried and 
tested tax-paying drivers are penalised. Bonnie
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2020-10-08 
09:25:21 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Yes! We need this so badly. South African drivers just do not care about 
driving safely because they know there will be no consequences for 
them. 

Just look at the quality of driving on the roads and you can clearly see 
that the system needs an overhaul. I know many of the comments will 
be against this, partly because DearSouthAfrica is biased towards 
complaints (for example I have to choose a top concern, even though 
my top concern is geVng this legislaHon passed), but also because 
people are perceiving the possible impact it will have on them as 
individuals if they're caught speeding, but they're not thinking about 
the bigger system and aren't imagining how this overhaul could 
improve safety for everyone. 

In a financially divided country like South Africa, a points based system 
is a criHcal component of a "correcHve" traffic enforcement system. If 
the fines have li]le financial impact on some, whilst it might mean not 
being able to put food on the table for others, you end up in the 
situaHon that we have where some people ignore the rules because 
fines are cheap, and others ignore the rules because they're not going 
to pay the fines anyways. Robert

2020-10-08 
08:44:11 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

A person caught driving with an alcohol level above zero should loose 
their driver license for min one year. If involved in an accident, should 
also be sent to prison. Niels

2020-10-08 
07:55:38 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

This is a move in the right direcHon. 
More responsible drivers should have nothing to fear. Michael

2020-10-08 
07:46:14 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Adam

2020-10-08 
07:40:17 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Andy

2020-10-07 
18:36:31 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Ensuring those issued with fines actually pay them. Deon

2020-10-07 
16:58:27 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

The regulaHons are great. The problem, as always, will be 
implementaHon. As long as drivers can buy driver's licences and bribe 
or shoot traffic officials with impunity, it doesn't ma]er how good the 
regulaHons are.  I don't know how they will manage to keep track of 
the penalty points.  Other countries run these systems, but then they 
appoint competent companies to produce the so_ware, rather than 
poliHcally-connected incompetents.   Susan 

2020-10-07 
16:27:17 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Roz

2020-10-07 
15:58:05 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Gavin

2020-10-07 
15:50:43 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

These regulaHons are in accordance with global best pracHce and, if 
enforced, will help to promote road safety. Colin

2020-10-07 
14:33:10 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Glen

2020-10-07 
14:24:41 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Just like many South Africans, all and any kind of law and order on our 
roads is as good as non-existent. Drivers neglect and do not adhere to 
the rules of the road as set out by the department in one form or the 
other.  Even though I strongly support the above condiHons or 
suggesHons, I cannot see any of the above being really effecHve. If they 
cant regulate the current system, how are they going to enforce new 
regulaHons. It is not a secret that most taxi drivers are not in 
possession of licenses, drive however they like, whenever  and 
wherever they want, breaking all rules on the roads and endangering 
others. My suggesHon has always been TO CHECK THEIR LICENSES, THE 
ROADWORTHINESS OF THEIR VEHICLES AND REGISTRATION AT ALL 
SERICE STATIONS AS THEY ALL NEED TO GET PETROL AT SOME STAGE. 
WOULDNT THAT BE PERFECT?  POINTS CAN BE DEDUCTED THERE AND 
THEN AND VERY LITTLE ADMIN WILL BE REQUIRED TOO, YOU HAVE MY 
FULL SUPPORT Samantha

2020-10-07 
14:13:00 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden 100 % in favour therof. Ann

2020-10-07 
12:22:03 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

YES - by all means - get it in and in operaHon - too long delayed. When 
I get a trafic Hcket - I pay it because I am guilty. I have NEVER been 
fined while obeying the rules. 
We must change habits of drivers - demerit wil do that - despite hick-
ups & problems.  
GET IT IN OPERATION - IMMEDIATELY. Frikkie

2020-10-07 
11:57:55 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I agree with this - people should drive more carefully and any way this 
can be achieved is great by me! judy

2020-10-07 
11:33:17 Western Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

The Arto system can work, the admin burden is enormous, already 
there is such a back log, so yes Hme will tel. The points system can 
work 
But you can make points as much as you  like but implemenHng the 
system and being fair is the big ma]er. What are they going to do with 
the taxis the biggest transgressors of the law.  
12 points is 1 point too much, breaking the law is a criminal act.  
What about street racing? 
Tough Hmes to come. Andre 

KwaZulu-Natal 10
2020-10-13 
17:13:10 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Themba

2020-10-11 
16:39:29 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Good idea. Too many reckless drivers on our roads Rupert

2020-10-09 
18:23:54 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Please tell us who is going to police this.   These idiots cannot control 
the roads now let alone the bloody  taxis.  Does this mean we may end 
up with no trucks and taxis on our roads.  They are a law unto 
themselves,  the cops are shit scared of them. NOTHING BUT 
NOTHINGWORKS LAWFULLY IN THIS lawless country.  Pam

2020-10-09 
09:23:36 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Tammy
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2020-10-08 
07:55:57 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Annerlye

2020-10-07 
14:27:19 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Agree with  
1. Removing an alleged infringer’s exisHng right to elect to be tried in 
court and replacing it with wri]en representaHons, a Tribunal and 
eventually, an appeal or review applicaHon to the Magistrates Court. 
2. Recommend to  decrease  The number of demerit points from 12 to 
10 and introducing demerit points on the licence discs of vehicles 
belonging to companies that are not operators. 
3. Doubling the penalHes (fines) which are currently payable. 
4. Doubling the fines for failing to pay e-toll and regular toll roads while 
keeping the demerit points. 
5. Making it a criminal offence to drive if a driver does not possess a 
driving licence. 
6. CorrecHng the previous misinformaHon regarding the rehabilitaHon 
programme which only becomes applicable once a person’s driving 
licence has been cancelled Peter

2020-10-07 
14:17:16 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

It seems to me that to have points on your license you first need two 
things. 
1. A license 
2. A traffic police force that actually enforces the law! Arlo

2020-10-07 
13:09:46 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I agree to it if it can be administered without presenHng traffic officers  
a new  line of opportunity to garner bribes. 
Like to see all the taxi drivers being prosecuted forbad driving

Naresh 
Kumar

2020-10-07 
13:09:38 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I agree to it if it can be administered without presenHng traffic officers  
a new  line of opportunity to garner bribes. 
Like to see all the taxi drivers being prosecuted forbad driving

Naresh 
Kumar

2020-10-07 
12:41:36 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I'm pre]y certain that there is insufficient capacity to administer this 
system effecHvely and that enforcement will be inadequate. However 
if it does in fact reduce accidents and deaths on the roads that will be 
good. Colin

Gauteng 20
2020-10-12 
16:05:53 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Manish

2020-10-12 
15:04:20 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Marietjie

2020-10-12 
10:46:27 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

The administraHve  burden will become yet another  loophole for 
crime , corrupHon and all that comes with it. Brian

2020-10-11 
20:51:55 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Marius

2020-10-11 
07:48:48 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Unfortunately any kind of pealty system will only be dpplicable to the 
so_ targets and the taxis will sHll do as they want an when they want,  
they are above the law.  Further to this SA do not have a compotant 
administraHve systems or staff to enforce another new law.  SA 
government cannot cope with their current task and admin thus I 
cannot see this being administrated successfully.  Wilma

2020-10-10 
18:47:34 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

The implamantaHon of the demerit points system will reduce the 
number of reckless drivers on our roads Samuel

2020-10-09 
11:22:44 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

The only part I think should not apply would be the eToll which is not a 
road regulaHon and law of the road. Taxi`s and all public transport 
drivers must have separate and more stringent demerit and penalHes 
as these are the most problemaHc on the roads. Also these forms of 
transport carry passengers that have to endure this dangerous driving 
on daily basis. Transport companies especially those that transport 
sand and  stone should also be severely penalized for not ensuring the 
material being transported does not fall off the the vehicle. This is very 
dangerous especially towards motorcyclists. The enforcers and officials 
must be  supervised by a senior management and their conduct must 
be more professional and bribery and corrupHon  should also be 
heavily penalized for both parHes, the road user and law enforcement 
official.  Colin

2020-10-09 
08:22:39 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I personally don't like the e toll fines being doubled.  Also  other 
penalHes being doubled. We are struggling already we cannot afford 
heavier fines and penalHes. Sean

2020-10-08 
20:36:08 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Include right to stop and search. Licence checkpoints must be done at 
safe spots..do not cause a pile up.Officers taking bribes should be 
dismissed immediately from service. Dash cam footage to be made 
available to law enforcement. Increase use of cameras and monitoring. 
Realign road le_ turns for smooth traffic flow. Open up  closed  roads  
to  ease traffic flow..,,using other security measures.Officers must be 
equipped with cameras. Niranjani

2020-10-08 
15:17:08 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

If you can't drive properly on private roads, you must stay at home. 
Stricter law enforcing is ok for me and specially for taxis. Dewald

2020-10-08 
11:42:13 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I agree fully with the new regulaHons . My main concern is how they 
are going to be administered. All police vehicles should have number 
plate recogniHon technology in order for them them to be able to stop 
non compliant drivers on the road. The only thing that is missing from 
this legislaHon is compulsary insurance for all vehicles with a minimum 
of third party, fire and the_ to protect other drivers on the road. David

2020-10-08 
10:23:12 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I remain concerned that as is the case with many  administraHve 
acHviHes in the public sector, this set of regulaHons will not be  
administered correctly.  In South Africa we are great on intenHon, and 
we are weak on execuHon correctly.  Just look at what happened with 
regulaHons relaHng to COVID 19. 

Not administering these regulaHon correctly could cause someone to 
lose their driving license unfairly.   

Chris
2020-10-08 
06:42:50 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Judith
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2020-10-07 
22:14:28 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

If it was possible, you would remove all license holders who got them 
fraudulently and through your office collaboraHng with the corruptees. 
Secondly, South Africa is very good at puVng laws that are not 
enforced, which is going to impact on administraHon.  Why was there a 
delay of more than 15 years before the Act is implemented? How 
many people died since the regulaHon was put on trial? Zebilon

2020-10-07 
21:28:00 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I sincerely hope that there will be a online sistem or app that we can 
install on oure smart phones or computers and register  on to see 
infringements and points deducted and dispute the infringement 
against oure name or vehicle online if any unfairness or misuse/abuse 
of power by traffic officials occurred. Also that the same rules that we 
as law obiding ciHzens have to obey will also count for taxi drivers, 
police, metro traffic officials and poliHcal officials like ministers and the 
president and whole cabinet ministers with thyre escort officials. What 
counts for me also counts for you!! No body is above the law!   
Before sistem is roled out all previous infringements before the date 
that the new sistem will be roled out will sHll be handled as the law 
was when infringements ocured. When new sistem comes out we 
must all start at point zero no previous infringements ma role over to 
new system. Louis

2020-10-07 
19:29:12 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I believe that the curent extremely poor driving habits of this country 
need to be addressed urgently. These are some ways to try to correct 
the problem. If you are one of the many poor drivers these measure 
will be fought against, but if you are a good driver there cant be any 
problems. My concern is that the administraHon of these measures 
will be the key to its success. Unless the  quality of the people is up to 
a high standard the whole thing is doomed to failure!!

Robert 
David

2020-10-07 
19:29:08 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I believe that the curent extremely poor driving habits of this country 
need to be addressed urgently. These are some ways to try to correct 
the problem. If you are one of the many poor drivers these measure 
will be fought against, but if you are a good driver there cant be any 
problems. My concern is that the administraHon of these measures 
will be the key to its success. Unless the  quality of the people is up to 
a high standard the whole thing is doomed to failure!!

Robert 
David

2020-10-07 
17:58:17 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden This is cosHng this country a lot of money they haven't got . Jurgens

2020-10-07 
17:30:28 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Up to this stage AARTO was disfuncHonal. This will be another state 
owned enterprise, which will be months behind in service delivery, 
with highly paid staff receiving  bonusses. Imagine all the e-tol fines 
alone that will have to be issued. The problem is not with AARTO only 
but with the law enforcement. The trespasser will gladly pay a bribe to 
the corrupt official in order to not receive demerit points. Each 
incident must be recorded on a video and on computer by the official 
as done in oversees countries. If this is not done bribery will be rife. john

2020-10-07 
11:18:33 Gauteng Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Something needs to be done to this disobedient society and reckless 
drivers. 

People will only have a problem with this if they are guilty... Edell
Northern Cape 2

2020-10-12 
08:48:54 Northern Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

how will we know about corrupt officers in the system and what will 
happen to them if caught  

Judy
2020-10-07 
17:40:16 Northern Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Tanja

North West 1
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2020-10-11 
11:34:52 North West Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

GreeHngs 

We need to take control of the roads.  
Taxis are a disgrace. They are unsafe and operated by unscrupulous 
owners.  This needs to stop.  
The number of taxis to be owned by one person needs to be limited to 
20. This is a great BEE opportunity but it is hijacked by a few individuals 
only. There is no space in the market for compeHHon.  

Fines need to relate to both the owner of the taxi as well as the taxi 
driver.  
The whole fine system needs to be electronic. The paper does not 
work. Yes print n copy for the person but it needs to be linked up with 
a so_ware system that is EFFECTIVE in making sure fines on the drivers 
and the owner is served and paid. What use is the issue of thousands 
of fines and nothing is paid ? There must be real recovery of the dept 
owed.  

The system must provide for a link to the water and lights bill of the 
person. When fined and the person has a registered water and lights 
bill it must be placed on said bill - even prepaid - all is computerised so 
why not - then the fines will get paid. Outstanding fine  - no electricity.  

Officials must be provided with electronic means of capturing the 
transgression  - e.g short video of pictures ect for evidence in court. At 
least one fingerprint must also be captured to prove this is the correct 
person involved. The state must prove there case 100%  

Taxis must not be able to poor in petrol via chash. They must have a 
petrol card and the feul is billed accordingly. This will help SARS with 
false claims and deducHons. It will also help with the oudit of taxes 
owed by the owner. When a taxi is hired to a person  - driver -there 
must be an APP where this is filed by the owner. This will assist SARS to 
trace the real income of these persons and thus be able to tax them 
accordingly.                                               

When a vehicle as accumulated to much points the vehicle must be 
removed form the road and not allowed back AT ALL. This will prevent 
persons form giving vehicles to irresponsible persons. This is how they 
do it in th UK and it works very well. This will ensure the taxi owner will 
be careful to whom the taxi is least to for the day. Bad drivers will be 
prevented form operaHng taxis by the owner themselves. This makes 
the work for the law inforsers far less.   

The fine must be linked to the value of the vehicle. If it is a Porch the 
value of the vehicle must play a part in the fine amount. There must be 
formula for this e.g Baseline fine + 2 % of the aket value of the vehicle 
Thus R1000 (base line fine amount + 1% (R500 000) = R5 000.  This can 
be scaled up e.g vehicles more than R500 000 will pay 2 % of market 
value ect. One can even divide it into the increments R1 - 100 000 
Baseline only  - 100 000 to 200 000  1.2 % 200 000 - 300 000  1.3% ect. 
This will teach the rich assholes to also respect the road rules.  

My only real problem is the fact that we will need more courts the 
handle these issues   - will we get those officials to do the job ? 

Marius 
Mpumalanga 2

2020-10-10 
12:26:44 Mpumalanga Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Helena

2020-10-08 
09:54:20 Mpumalanga Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I do support it, there is no respect for road rules and regulaHons  by 
drivers any more. Hopefully Aarto will bring back the respect for all 
road users  to make the roads safer for all. If you obey the law you do 
not have any thing to worry about. T.G. 

Outside SA 4
2020-10-09 
11:31:11 Outside SA Yes I do

administraHve 
burden costly Rosemary

2020-10-09 
08:11:14 Outside SA

United 
Kingdo
m Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Stephen

2020-10-08 
01:19:21 Outside SA Australia Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Lurleen

2020-10-07 
16:04:32 Outside SA UK Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Peter

Eastern Cape 3
2020-10-08 
16:38:45 Eastern Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Another burden on administrators, who are struggling as it is with 
licensing etc. The system will have to be streamlined to succeed David

2020-10-08 
10:54:01 Eastern Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

I believe that these changes are very much inline with internaHonal 
standards and should be implemented in a orderly and communiHve 
and well as friendly manner. I am hopeful that these changes will lead 
to safer roads and a decrease in road accidents and deaths, however 
given South Africa's recent track record when it comes to 
implementaHon of legal ma]ers it seems to be skew and corrupted 
even before it starts. This system will only achieve the right results if 
law enforcement are well versed and manage it in a fair and correct 
manner. I hope that these laws are not just another tool in the hands 
of corrupt officials in order to extract extra bribes and to be use as a 
racial whipping tool.  

William
2020-10-07 
16:27:01 Eastern Cape Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Lee

Limpopo 1
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2020-10-07 
14:43:07 Limpopo Yes I do

administraHve 
burden

Policing, as present, is generally only administered arbitrarily, and in a 
haphazard and inconsistent way. Unless and unHl police officers of a 
higher moral turpitude, and a be]er grasp of the fundamentals of the 
law and ciHzen's rights are recruited and properly trained, so long will 
the "service" provided by the police be wholly inadequate to protect, 
and serve fellow South Africans. And this, a_er all, is their primary 
funcHon - to serve and protect. 

Adding new laws will only be effecHve once sufficient numbers of 
police officers are sufficiently trained. 

As such, I am not in favour of the new legislaHon. Jon
Free State 1

2020-10-07 
11:23:13 Free State Yes I do

administraHve 
burden Sheila

costly appeal 29
Column B: Count:

Gauteng 11
2020-10-29 
20:16:45 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal

They are trying to force us to pay etolls, people don't have money for 
that Michelle 

2020-10-28 
12:22:37 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal Jan
2020-10-28 
06:52:36 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal Michael

2020-10-26 
08:59:47 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal

MY FEAR IS THAT THIS PROPOSAL WILL PUT A HUGELY UNFAIR BURDEN 
ON A SELECT FEW TAX PAYING MEMBERS OF PUBLIC AND NOT ALL 
INFRINGEMENT  PERPETRATORS FAIRLY >  HILTON

2020-10-09 
10:28:02 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal Pensioner no money Brigi]e
2020-10-08 
23:12:34 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal Make tribunal cost low Tebogo 
2020-10-08 
12:04:27 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal

I'm all for making our roads safer.  
I would like to see unroadworthy cars towed away and crushed. Simon

2020-10-07 
16:36:39 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal Kobus
2020-10-07 
14:14:16 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal

I believe it is necessary. not to sure that it can be implemented 
effecHvely however. CurHs

2020-10-07 
13:54:34 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal Monique

2020-10-07 
11:13:44 Gauteng Yes I do costly appeal

who will police this new bill because at the moment there is NO law 
and order on the roads  

michael
Western Cape 13

2020-10-16 
21:00:39 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

Stefanus 
Jakobus 
Daniel

2020-10-16 
21:00:32 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

Stefanus 
Jakobus 
Daniel

2020-10-10 
08:12:05 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

The  reason I agree is because South African drivers are some of the 
worst in the world which is evidenced by the number of road accidents 
and death. A lot of people drive too fast and recklessly and there are 
few consequences. I also think there should be visible traffic police 
(obviously you won't catch as many offenders and make less money in 
fines). I also believe that there should be 0 tolerance for alcohol 
consumpHon. Elizabeth

2020-10-09 
18:35:49 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

Anything that makes the road safer. However, yhe traffic officials must 
be properly trained and severly punished if caught accepHng bribes. Michael

2020-10-09 
09:58:51 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal Ian
2020-10-08 
19:51:33 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal Iona

2020-10-08 
11:42:21 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

I think more strict regulaHons are good, but I'm concerned that higher 
fines for exisHng offences may hit those in the lower economic 
brackets who already struggle with unpaid fines hardest. 

Jan

2020-10-08 
09:16:54 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

The issue of not being able to go before a magistrate straight away 
opens the way for dishonest officials to extract  bribes to lose Hckets 
and also open up the public to being threatened with a fine (which the 
can't contest in court') unless they pay a bribe. Brian

2020-10-08 
08:02:52 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

I fully support the new measures but also feel that more effort needs 
to be made to re enforce the current and or new measures Jakob Koert

2020-10-08 
08:02:45 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

I fully support the new measures but also feel that more effort needs 
to be made to re enforce the current and or new measures Jakob Koert

2020-10-08 
07:17:37 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

Due to high road accident deaths and the blatant disregard of traffic 
laws, i support harsher measures and sentences to transgressors , 
people should start losing licences for drink and driving Panyane

2020-10-07 
12:23:57 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

E-toll should have nothing to do with the points system. 
This system too, which we have seen  o_en with other State bodies,  
will be open to fraud and bribes. 
You cannot arbitrarly double fines. 
Cannot remove your consHtuHonal  right for a alleged infringement to 
be  appealed /tested in court. Gawie

2020-10-07 
11:14:37 Western Cape Yes I do costly appeal

Self Explanatory,Furhtermore more concern with E-TOLL.THIS MUST BE 
ABOLISHED 
COMPLETELY.This has  always been a major  problem. Abdool

KwaZulu-Natal 3
2020-10-11 
14:35:25 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do costly appeal

As lawenforcement office, I say it's about Hme for stricter rules and 
regulaHons against law breakers Jaco
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2020-10-10 
10:41:56 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do costly appeal

THe priority should be to force taxis to obey the rules of the road.  
They drive on sidewalks or against the flow of traffic etc etc but boy let 
me not pay a toll cost that is considered a worse offence.  Criminal 
charge with driving without a license, what do you mean that am I not 
licensed at all or I forgot in my wallet at home?  Secondly I have seen 
poeple that dont have licnese drive be]er than 90% of people 
currently on our roads.  Criminality should only be there if it is athreat 
to some ones life i.e driving on side walks or contra flow but that 
become a misdemeanor. Anton

2020-10-07 
18:02:17 KwaZulu-Natal Yes I do costly appeal Charmaine 

Limpopo 1
2020-10-10 
11:15:58 Limpopo Yes I do costly appeal

Thou I'm worried about the costly appeal unhappy with the proposed 
law.. Jeremia

Eastern Cape 1

2020-10-07 
11:59:22 Eastern Cape Yes I do costly appeal

I am most agreeable to support the proposed AARTO regulaHons as 
the stricter regulaHons hopefully will result in a decrease of South 
Africa's road fataliHes which is one of the highest in the world and one 
can assume that those responsible in drawing up the new regulaHons 
are persons well versed in the traffic ordinances. Ron

the AARTO Tribunal 13
Column B: Count:

Western Cape 5
2020-10-29 
07:08:44 Western Cape Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal Marianne

2020-10-08 
13:21:08 Western Cape Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal Niel

2020-10-08 
13:20:01 Western Cape Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal Niel

2020-10-08 
12:31:11 Western Cape Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Hopefully the Tribunal will not be bogged down in red tape & will 
operate & streamline it’s decisions without fear or favouriHsm - there 
must be quick,clear & fair convicHons handed  out !!!! John

2020-10-07 
21:18:43 Western Cape Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Would be good specially the bad drivers around our roads and taxis in 
towns. But then more policing would be good too. Find there are too 
li]le around. Sonja

Gauteng 6

2020-10-11 
05:45:14 Gauteng Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I agree that a strict, no-nonsense approach is required to minimise the 
carnage that is caused on our roads by unscrupulous drivers who have 
only their own interests at heart. Julius

2020-10-08 
09:33:44 Gauteng Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal

I think its excellent. And about Hme they got stricter with the law. But 
they shouldn't take away our rights to appeal the fines in court. robert

2020-10-07 
18:50:39 Gauteng Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Why is it that only SAPO is allowed to do electronic serving? There are 
many insHtuHons whi can do it be]er. SAPO is unreliable Hanlie

2020-10-07 
16:56:24 Gauteng Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal Zak

2020-10-07 
14:09:17 Gauteng Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal Eugene

2020-10-07 
12:10:24 Gauteng Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal

Not having a guaranteed way of knowing that a fine/noHce  has been 
issued/delivered is a problem. 
Not having legal recourse could be problemaHc. 

Pat
Mpumalanga 1

2020-10-07 
21:06:02 Mpumalanga Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal Phillip

Free State 1
2020-10-07 
12:27:07 Free State Yes I do

the AARTO 
Tribunal Thabo 
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